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DECLARATIO OF KORI LORICK 

V. 

KA TIE HOBBS, in her capacity as the 
Secretary of State of Arizona, 

Defendant. 

___________ ) 

I, KORI LORICK, declare as follows: 

(Assigned to the Hon. John Napper) 

1. I am the State Elections Director in Secretary of State Katie Hobbs' Office. In this 

role, I oversee the day-to-day operation of the Election Services Division in the Department of 

State. I have served in this role since July 2021. Prior to that and since 2019, I served as the 

Flections Compliance Manager in the Election Services Division. In my current role as State 
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18 

19 

Elections Director, my responsibilities include overseeing compliance with state and federal 

election laws and working with Arizona's counties on consistent procedures for election 

?£!ministration. 

I. O\'erYiew of the Elections Procedures l\1anual 

2. Arizona law requires the Secretary of State after "consultation with each county 

board of supervisors or other officer in charge of elections" to issue an Elections Procedures 

Manual (EPM) to ensure "correctness, impartiality, uniformity, and efficiency" for election 

?£!ministration in Arizona. A.R.S. § 16-452(A). 

3. In addition to working closely with county election officials in drafting the EPM, 

the Secretary of State's Office also ensures the public has an opportunity to consider the 

p-oposed revisions to the EPM by providing a draft for public comment and hosting public 

meetings to discuss any updates and receive public input. Although p-oviding for public 

comment on the EPM is not required by statute, Secretary Hobbs has nonetheless ensured that 

this process occurred before submitting the EPM to the Attorney General and Governor in 2019 

and 2021. 

4. Arizona law requires the Secretary of State to submit an updated EPM to the 

Governor and Attorney General for review by October I of the year before each general election. 

A.R.S. § 16-452(B). 

5. Arizona law also requires that the EPM "be issued not later than December 31 of 

20 each odd-numbered year immediately preceding the general election" and that the EPM "shall 

21 be approved by the governor and attorney general" prior to being issued. A.R.S. § J 6-452(B). 

22 D. Updating the EPJ\1 in 2019 

23 6. Secretary of State Katie Hobbs was elected in November 2018 and sworn into 

24 office in January 2019. At that time, Arizona's elections officials were operating based on the 

25 2014 EPM and had not had an updated EPM for almost five years. 

26 
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7. Then-Secretary of State Michele Reagan's administration did not submit an 

2 updated EPM to the Attorney General and Governor in 2016. Although the Reagan 

3 administration drafted and submit an updated EPM in 2018, that draft ultimately was not 

4 approved after coordinated objection by County Recorders and election directors, who felt that 

5 they were not adequately consulted in the process and expressed concerns regarding the 

6 workability of the updated draft EPM. 1 This is the only EPM that we are aware of that railed to 

7 gain approval of the Governor and Attorney General. Prior to the 2018 EPM, all three offices 

8 historically worked together to ensure election officials received an updated EPM. 

9 8. Ensuring that state and county election officials had an updated EPM for the 2020 

JO election year was a key priority for Secretary Hobbs and, therefore, her Office immediately 

11 began working on updating the EPM in 2019 and implemented a structured process for county 

12 officials to provide feedback on each chapter, followed by regular in-person meetings and 

13 oonference calls to discuss the collective feedback from the counties and incorporate the 

14 oounties' feedback into the updated draft. 

15 9. After spending nearly eight months working closely with county election officials 

16 1o update the EPM chapter by chapter, the Secretary of State's Office released a draft of the 

17 updated EPM for public comment on August 9, 2019, hosted two public meetings to discuss 

18 updates and receive public comment, and accepted written public comments, including via email, 

19 until September 6, 2019. Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of 

20 the August 8, 2019 press release from Secretary Hobbs announcing the release of the 2019 Draft 

21 EPM for public comment. 

22 After the close of the public comment period, the Secretary of State's Office 

23 reviewed the public comments received, shared and discussed the public comments with county 

24 

25 

26 
See https://www .azmi rror .com/2018/10/29/ducey-put-reagans-electi ons-manual-on-hold-afler-

county-recorders-complai ned/. 
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officials, and implemented additional revisions to the EPM draft in response to some of the 

2 public comments after consultation with the counties. 

3 11. On October I, 2019, the Secretary transmitted the 2019 EPM draft to the Attorney 

4 General and Governor for review. Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct 

5 copy of the October I, 2019 press release from Secretary Hobbs announcing the submittal of the 

6 2019 Draft EPM for approval. 

7 12. On November 12, 2019, the Attorney General's Office emailed a spreadsheet 

8 containing the Office's initial feedback on the 2019 EPM draft. Attached to this Declaration as 

9 Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the November 12, 2019 email from Evan Daniels to Bo 

JO Dul regarding the Attorney General's initial review of the 2019 Draft EPM. 

11 13. A significant portion of the Attorney General's comments were based on their 

12 office's lack of understanding of election administration or misreading of relevant statutes and 

13 how they operate together and in practice. The Secretary of State's Office shared the Attorney 

14 General's comments with county officials and received feedback from the counties on those 

15 comments. After multiple meetings and telephone conferences, including a meeting attended by 

16 county officials, the offices ultimately reached agreement on a finalized draft through good faith 

17 negotiation and compromise. 

18 14. The 2019 EPM was approved by both the Attorney General and the Governor and 

19 issued in December 2019. Attached to this Declaration as Exhibits 4 and 5 are true and correct 

20 copies of the December 19 and 20, 2019 letters from Attorney General Mark Brnovich and 

21 Governor Doug Ducey to Secretary Katie Hobbs approving the 2019 EPM. 

22 15. As part of the negotiation and compromise that occurred between the Secretary, 

23 Attorney General, and Governor to reach approval of an updated 2019 EPM, the Secretary 

24 agreed to remove provisions relating to the electronic adjudication functionality in ballot 

25 1abulation equipment and committed to supporting legislation to legislatively authorize 

26 electronic adjudication, even though the Secretary did not agree that the provisions at issue 
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exceeded the scope of her authority or conflicted with any existing statute. After the legislature 

2 pissed S.B. I 135 in 2020, the Secretary drafted an Electronic Adjudication Addendum to the 

3 2019 EPM in consultation with the counties, and the Attorney General and Governor approved 

4 that Addendum on February 27, 2020 and February 28, 2020 respectively. Attached to this 

5 Declaration as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of the Addendum. 

6 DI. Updating the EPJ\1 in 2021 

7 16. In 2021, the Secretary of State's Office began revising the 20 I 9 EPM to 

8 incorporate legislative and judicial changes and provide additional clarity to existing procedures. 

9 17. As in 2019, the Secretary's Office implemented a structured process for officials 

JO from all fifteen counties to provide feedback on each chapter and, over the course of many 

11 months, held regular meetings to discuss the feedback from the counties and incorporate the 

12 counties' feedback into the updated draft. 

13 18. On August 13, the Secretary's Office issued a draft EPM for public comment. The 

14 Office also hosted public meetings on August 20 and September 2, 2021 to discuss the changes 

15 1o the EPM and receive public comment. The Office also accepted written public comments, 

16 including via email, through September 8, 2021. Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit 7 is a 

17 true and correct copy of the August 13, 2021 press release from Secretary Hobbs announcing the 

18 release of the 2021 Draft EPM for public comment. We received over 6,000 public comments 

19 between August I 3 and September 8, shared those comments with the counties, and, after 

20 consultation with the counties, incorporated some of the public comments into the updated EPM 

21 draft. 

22 19. The Secretary of State's Office submitted the updated 2021 EPM draft to the 

23 Governor and Attorney General for review on October I, 2021. Attached to this Declaration as 

24 Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of the October I, 2021 email from Bo Dul to Attorney General 

25 Brnovich and Governor Ducey submitting the 2021 Draft EPM for approval. 

26 
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20. Over a month passed and the Secretary received no response from the Attorney 

2 General's Office. The Secretary of State's Office contacted both the Governor's and Attorney 

3 General's Office on November 15, 2021 to inquire about the status of their review. The Office 

4 also contacted Joe Kanefield, the Attorney General's Chief of Staff, on November 30. There was 

5 no response to either outreach attempt. Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit 9 is a true and 

6 correct copy of the November 30, 2021 email from Allie Bones to Joe Kanefield. 

7 21. Finally, on December 1, Tim La Sota, a private attorney, contacted the Secretary 

8 of State's Office to p-ovide notice that he had been retained by the Attorney General for the 

9 purpose of reviewing the 2021 EPM but provided no further information. Attached to this 

JO Declaration as Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy of the December 1, 2021 email from Tim La 

11 Sota to Allie Bones. 

12 22. On December 9, more than two months after the Secretary had submitted the 2021 

13 EPM draft to the Attorney General, Mr. La Sota emailed he Office with a pdf of the 2021 EPM 

14 that included incomprehensible comments and no tracked changes. The Secretary communicated 

15 concerns about this draft to the Attorney General on December 10, 2021 and requested the 

16 Attorney General work with our Office and county election officials to ensure an EPM was 

17 issued by December 31. Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of 

18 the December 10, 2021 letter from Secretary Hobbs to Attorney General Brnovich. 

19 23. Mr. La Sota subsequently provided a Word document containing tracked changes, 

20 which provided little substantive feedback and struck close to a third of the EPM, including 

21 s::ctions that the Attorney General had previously approved in 2019, with no meaningful 

22 explanations. The Attorney General's comments were mostly limited to conclusory statements 

23 without substantive analysis (e.g., "The proposed regulations exceed the scope of the Secretary's 

24 statutory authorization or contravene an election statute's purpose, and therefore cannot be 

25 approved."). Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy of the 

26 
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December 10, 2021 email from Tim La Sota to the Secretary of State's Office regarding the 

2 Attorney General's feedback. 

3 24. Most troubling, many of the provisions that the Attorney General proposed to 

4 strike or edit contained information either required by law or by prior settlement agreements. 

5 For example, the Attorney General demanded that the Secretary delete the majority of Chapter 

6 I of the EPM, which covers voter registration. Doing so, however, would violate the consent 

7 decree in League of United Latin American Citi=ens of Arizona (LULAC) v. Reagan, 2: 17-cv-

8 04102-DGC, Doc. 37 (D. Ariz. June 18, 2018), a case in which the Attorney General's Office 

9 represented then-Secretary of State Michele Reagan and advised her in entering the consent 

10 decree. Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit 13 is a true and correct copy of the LULA C 

11 consent decree. 

12 25. The Attorney General's Office responded to the Secretary's December 10 letter 

13 and stated that he was unwilling to engage in any discussion about his demanded changes. 

14 Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit 14 is the December I 0, 2021 letter from Attorney General 

15 Brnovich to Secretary Hobbs. 

16 26. County election officials expressed concern over the drastic and potentially 

17 unlawful edits demanded by the Attorney General. For example, the Pima County Chief Deputy 

18 Recorder sent an email to our Office stating: "We do agree that the manual is essential to 

19 maintaining consistency throughout the state. That consistency protects us all. Losing whole 

20 s::ctions of the manual will be very difficult for the counties to manage, particularly with the 

21 amount of new legislation subject to interpretation. We would, of course, work closely with our 

22 county attorney, but not having the EPM to back up all of the counties doing things consistently 

23 will be a huge loss." She also listed I 3 separate items as examples of concerns and questions 

24 Pima County had based on the Attorney General's proposed changes. Attached to this 

25 Declaration as Exhibit 15 is a true and correct copy of the December 15, 2021 email from Pamela 

26 Franklin to Bo Dul regarding "AG's revisions to EPM- Pima comments." 
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27. On December 17, after consultation with the counties, the Secretary sent the 

2 Attorney General a detailed response to his proposed edits in an effort at compromise. She 

3 explained why certain of the Attorney General's proposed changes could not be implemented 

4 under current law or would otherwise cause significant confusion and ambiguity for county 

5 officials who rely on the EPM, identified numerous changes that were acceptable to her, and 

6 requested an opportunity to meet regarding other proposed changes that warranted further 

7 discussion. Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit 16 is a true and correct copy of the December 

8 17, 2021 letter from Secretary Hobbs to Attorney General Brnovich. 

9 28. Unfortunately, the Attorney General refused to come to the table or work in good 

JO fuith to fulfill his statutory duty to approve an updated Manual by December 31. Instead, the 

11 Attorney General responded on December 22, 2021, again refusing to discuss any of the edits he 

12 p-oposed and refusing to work with the Secretary to reach agreement on an updated EPM. 

13 Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit 17 is the December 22, 2021 letter from Attorney General 

14 Brnovich to Secretary Hobbs. 

15 29. After receiving the Attorney General's December 22 letter, the Secretary of State's 

16 Office held a meeting with county election officials to inform them of the 2021 EPM's status 

17 and discuss their concerns. On December 23, the Secretary transmitted a letter to the County 

18 Recorders and Elections Directors informing them of the Attorney General's unwillingness to 

19 participate in any discussions about the EPM, which effectively meant an updated EPM could 

20 not be issued for the 2022 election year. Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit 18 is a true and 

21 correct copy of the December 23, 2021 letter from Secretary Hobbs to County Election Officials. 

22 30. The Secretary of State's Office attempted to work with the Governor's Office 

23 throughout this process as well. On December 14, 2021, we contacted the Governor's Deputy 

24 General Counsel, Jake Agron, who responded that that Governor's Office was reviewing the 

25 Attorney General's proposed edits. Our Office followed up with the Governor's Office again on 

26 December 15 and December 17. The Governor's Office failed to respond until December 31, 
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2021-the deadline for issuing the EPM. The Governor's Office informed the Secretary that 

2 because the Attorney General had not approved the updated EPM, "there is no action for the 

3 governor to take at this time." Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit 19 is a true and correct 

4 copy of the December 3 I, 2021 letter from Anni Foster to Secretary Hobbs. 

5 3 I. After discussing the circumstances with the counties, the Secretary informed the 

6 counties that, in light of the Attorney General's refusal to work in good faith towards an updated 

7 EPM, the Secretary's position is that the 2019 EPM remains in effect, subject to any subsequent 

8 court orders or legislative changes enacted after the 2019 EPM was issued. The Secretary also 

9 p-ovided the counties an annotated version of the 2019 EPM that highlighted for the counties 

JO those provisions altered by subsequent legislation or court orders. Attached to this Declaration 

11 as Exhibit 20 is a true and correct copy of the January 12, 2022 email from Bo Dul to County 

12 Election Officials attaching the annotated 2019 EPM. 

13 IV. Importance oftbe EPJ\1 and Not Changing Procedures in an Election Year 

14 32. The EPM provides guidance for the counties to administer elections accurately and 

15 consistently with state and federal law. Upending those procedures in the middle of an election 

16 year would harm election officials' ability to conduct free, fair, and secure elections across 

17 Arizona. 

18 33. Several counties have already administered and/or are actively administering 

19 jurisdictional elections this year. Cochise, Coconino, Graham, Maricopa, and Pima2 Counties 

20 have an election on May 17, 2022 and are in the middle of administering those elections. 

21 Implementing a significantly revised EPM with the Attorney General's proposed changes would 

22 be very disruptive, and possibly impossible, for those counties currently administering May 

23 elections. 

24 

25 

26 

2 The City of l'ucson is holding a special election on May 17, 2022. While Pima County does not 
administer this election, the County Recorder's Offic.e verifies infommtion against the voter registration 
database. 
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34. Further, preparations for the August 2, 2022 Primary Election are well underway. 

2 Holding a statewide election requires months of advance planning, so requiring major changes 

3 in procedures just three months before the election would be very disruptive and, in many 

4 instances, impossible. 

5 35. The EPM ensures that elections in Arizona are run uniformly and securely. 

6 Changing procedures in the middle of an election year destabilizes the integrity of our elections 

7 and will cause significant harm to state and county election officials as well as the voters of 

8 Arizona. 

9 36. The EPM aims to interpret statutes that affect election administration and fill the 

JO gaps that those statutes leave. After close consultation with election officials across the state, the 

11 Secretary's Office drafts procedures to ensure Arizona's elections not only comply with law but 

12 also are workable fur election officials, including, for example, from the standpoint of 

13 ooministrability, cost effectiveness, and minimizing confusion for voters. Reopening those gaps 

14 (as the Attorney General seeks to do by deleting vast sections of the EPM) would open the door 

15 to uncertainty and inconsistency as counties are left without the instruction provided by the EPM. 

16 37. The EPM also provides continuity for election officials. Given the turnover in 

17 election administration following the 2020 election, 2022 is the first election cycle for many 

18 election officials across the state. The EPM provides these individuals with a comprehensive 

19 understanding of election administration and allows them to rely on the expertise of the 

20 Secretary, the counties, and other stakeholders that helped craft the EPM. Dramatically altering 

21 or removing this important source of institutional knowledge will hinder the ability of election 

22 offices to get employees up to speed and execute their duties effectively. 

23 

24 

25 

26 

38. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best 

ofmy knowledge, information, and belief. 

Executed this 27th day of April, 2022. 
Isl Kori Lorick 

Kori Lorick 
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4/27/22, 7:09 PM Mail - Kori Lorick - Outlook

https://outlook.office.com/mail/AQMkADEwZTkzZDQ2LTQxMGMtNDU4Yy1iMDdlLTFlMjFlMTYxYmVmMgAuAAAD5j3TtwLK7kqySgo7eA60bAEAo5rU… 1/1

Attorney General's Office Initial Review of Draft Elections Procedures Manual

Daniels, Evan <Evan.Daniels@azag.gov>
Tue 11/12/2019 4:26 PM

To: Bo Dul <bdul@azsos.gov>
Cc: Allie Bones <ABones@azsos.gov>;'druiz@az.gov' <druiz@az.gov>;Roysden, Beau
<Beau.Roysden@azag.gov>;Wright, Jennifer <Jennifer.Wright@azag.gov>;'ncolyer@az.gov'
<ncolyer@az.gov>;'afoster@az.gov' <afoster@az.gov>
Bo,
Please find a�ached materials detailing our Office’s ini�al review of the Dra� Elec�ons Procedures
Manual. We’ll look forward to hearing from you. Thanks very much.
Evan Daniels
Unit Chief Counsel, Government Accountability Unit
Fintech Sandbox Counsel

Office of the Arizona A�orney General
Appeals & Cons�tu�onal Li�ga�on Division
2005 N. Central Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85004
Desk: (602) 542-7751
evan.daniels@azag.gov

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including any a�achments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confiden�al and

privileged informa�on. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribu�on is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender

by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message.
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Published by the Arizona Department of State, Office of the Secretary of State, Election Services 

Division 
  © 2019 ver. Ver. Release Date October 1, 2019 

All Rights Reserved. 
This publication may be reproduced for private use. It shall not be used for commercial purpose. 

The office strives for accuracy in our publications. If you find an error, please contact us at                               
(602) 542-8683 or 1-877-THE-VOTE (843-8683).  

DISCLAIMER 
The Office cannot offer legal advice or otherwise offer recommendations on information in this 

publication. The Office advises consultation with an attorney in such cases. 

CONTACT US 
Mailing address for all correspondence or filings: 

Office of the Secretary of State  
Attention: Election Services Division 

1700 W. Washington St., FL 7  
Phoenix, AZ  85007-2808 
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Fax: (602) 542-6172 
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CHAPTER 1:  
VOTER REGISTRATION 

 

 VOTER REGISTRATION FORMS 

Voter registration forms that are accepted in Arizona include: 
• The state voter registration form prescribed by the Secretary of State pursuant to A.R.S. § 

16-152(C) (the “State Form”), including any low-vision/large-print version of the State 
Form prescribed by the Secretary of State and made available on the Secretary of State’s 
website.1  

• The National Mail Voter Registration Form prescribed by the U.S. Election Assistance 
Commission pursuant to the National Voter Registration Act of 1993 (the “Federal 
Form”).2  

• Registrations electronically received from the Arizona Department of Transportation, 
Motor Vehicle Department (AZMVD) pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-112, whether through in-
person registration at an AZMVD or AZMVD affiliate’s office or online through the 
MVD portal or voter registration website. 

• The Federal Postcard Application prescribed by U.S. Secretary of Defense (the “FPCA”) 
pursuant to the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act of 1986 
(UOCAVA).3  

• The Federal Write-In Absentee Ballot prescribed by the U.S. Secretary of Defense 
pursuant to UOCAVA (the “FWAB”).4  

 County/State Responsibility for Supplying Forms 

The County Recorder is responsible for supplying (at no cost) State Forms to all federal, state, 
county, and local government agencies, political parties, and private organizations located within 
the County Recorder’s jurisdiction that conduct voter registration activities. A.R.S. § 16-151(A).5 
 

 
1 The State Form is available at https://www.azsos.gov/elections/voting-election.  
2 52 U.S.C. § 20505(a)(1); 52 U.S.C. § 20508(a)(2). The Federal Form is available at 
https://www.eac.gov/voter_resources/ register_to_vote.aspx. 
3 A.R.S. § 16-103(B); 52 U.S.C. § 20301(b)(2); 52 U.S.C. § 20302(a)(4); Executive Order 12642 (June 9, 
1988). The FPCA is available at https://www.fvap.gov/military-voter/overview. 
4 A.R.S. § 16-543.02(D); 52 U.S.C. § 20302(a)(4); Executive Order 12642 (June 9, 1988). The FWAB is 
available at https://www.fvap.gov/military-voter/overview. 
5 Any low-vision/large-print version of the State Form prescribed by the Secretary of State will be made 
available on the Secretary of State’s website for individuals and organizations to download as a fillable 
PDF. Neither County Recorders nor the Secretary of State are required to supply printed copies of any 
low-vision/large-print version of the State Form.   
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The Secretary of State is responsible for supplying (at no cost) Federal Forms to all federal, state, 
county, and local government agencies, political parties, and private organizations that conduct 
voter registration activities. A.R.S. § 16-151(B). 
 
The Secretary of State and County Recorders may place reasonable restrictions on the number of 
forms to be provided to individuals or organizations depending on the type of voter registration 
activity to be conducted and reasonable estimates of the number of voters that the individual or 
group will seek to register. If the individual or group exhausts the forms provided, the Secretary 
of State and/or County Recorders must provide additional forms upon request, subject to the 
same reasonable restrictions as the initial request.  
 
Any registration form in compliance with A.R.S. § 16-152 or 52 U.S.C. § 20508(b) may be used 
to register to vote for the first time or amend/update an existing registration record. In addition, 
other documents may be used to amend/update a registrant’s address, including but not limited to 
a request for an early ballot, a permanent early voting list (PEVL) request form, or a provisional 
ballot envelope or affidavit. A.R.S. § 16-135(A), (E); A.R.S. § 16-544(D)(1), (2).  

 Eligibility to Use FPCA and FWAB Forms 

The following registrants temporarily absent from the State are authorized to use the FPCA for 
registration and the FWAB for registration and voting: 

• Uniformed service members; 
• Eligible family members of uniformed service members; 
• Overseas voters; and 
• Non-resident U.S. Citizens with parents already registered to vote in Arizona. 

 
52 U.S.C. § 20310; A.R.S. § 16-103; A.R.S. § 16-543(C). For more information on eligibility, 
visit www.fvap.gov or the Secretary of State’s website (https://azsos.gov/elections/voting-
election/military-and-overseas-voters).  
 
A UOCAVA registrant may designate the method for transmission of voting materials and 
information on the FPCA form, including electronic transmission, fax, or regular mail. A 
UOCAVA registrant may designate the length of time they wish to receive voting materials, not 
to exceed two federal election cycles. If no designation is made, the UOCAVA registrant’s 
request for email, fax, or electronic transmission of voting materials will be valid until 
immediately after the next state general election. A.R.S. § 16-542(B).  

 VOTER REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS 

A person is qualified to register to vote in Arizona if the person: 
• Is a United States citizen;  
• Will be 18 years old by the date of the next general election; 
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• Will have been an Arizona resident for at least 29 days prior to the next election; 
• Can write their name (or make their mark), unless prevented from doing so by physical 

disability; 
• Has not been convicted of treason or a felony, unless their civil rights have been restored; 

and 
• Has not been found mentally incapacitated by a court.  

 
Ariz. Const. Art. VII, § 2; A.R.S. §§ 9-822(A); 16-101; 16-126(A); 16-152. Each qualification is 
discussed in further detail below. 

 Citizenship Requirement 

A registrant must be a U.S. citizen to be qualified to register to vote. Ariz. Const. Art. VII, § 2; 
A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(1); 18 U.S.C. § 611(a).  
 
U.S. citizenship must be sworn to when registering to vote. In addition, under Arizona’s 
bifurcated or dual-track voter registration system, an acceptable form of documentary proof of 
citizenship (DPOC) is required to be registered as a “full-ballot” voter. A “full-ballot” voter is 
entitled to vote for all federal, state, county, and local races as well as state and local ballot 
measures for which the voter qualifies. 
 
An otherwise eligible registrant who does not submit DPOC and whose U.S. citizenship cannot 
be verified via AZMVD records or other record in the statewide voter registration database is 
registered as a “federal-only” voter. A “federal-only” voter is eligible to vote solely in races for 
federal office in Arizona (including the Presidential Preference Election (PPE)).  

1. Valid Forms of DPOC 
 
The following section outlines what constitutes satisfactory DPOC under Arizona law. 

 Driver Licenses and Identification Cards 

A registrant may submit certain state-issued driver license or non-driver identification card 
information as satisfactory DPOC. A.R.S. § 16-166(F)(1). 

i. Arizona Driver License or Non-Driver Identification Card Number 
 
An Arizona driver license or non-driver identification card number (AZDL/ID#) issued by 
AZMVD after October 1, 1996 constitutes valid DPOC. To be deemed satisfactory, (1) the 
AZDL/ID# must be verified against AZMVD records; and (2) the verification must not return a 
result that indicates non-citizenship (i.e., an “F-type” license).  
 
A County Recorder may accept a copy of the registrant’s AZDL/ID# as DPOC, but must still 
enter the AZDL/ID# into the statewide voter registration database so it can be verified against 
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AZMVD records. AZMVD issues “F-type” licenses or ID cards to those who are non-citizens at 
the time of issuance. Because an F-type designation is not apparent on the face of the license or 
ID card, an AZDL/ID# alone is not sufficient to prove citizenship without verification against 
AZMVD records.  

ii. Out-of-State Driver License or Identification Card 
 
An out-of-state driver license or identification card may constitute satisfactory DPOC if it was 
issued by the state’s driver license-issuing agency and indicates on the face of the license or card 
that the person provided proof of U.S. citizenship in that state. A County Recorder may accept an 
approved out-of-state license or identification card at face value and need not electronically 
verify the license or card. 
 
For example, enhanced driver licenses or enhanced identification cards from other states that are 
issued in compliance with the Departments of State and Homeland Security’s Western 
Hemisphere Travel Initiative satisfy Arizona’s DPOC requirement. These states display an 
American flag on the face of the license or card. Examples of an enhanced license from 
Michigan and New York appear below with the American flag circled. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
While a County Recorder shall not accept an out-of-state driver license or identification card 
number alone (because the statewide voter registration database cannot electronically verify 
these numbers), a County Recorder may visually verify or accept a copy of these licenses or 
cards for DPOC purposes.  

 Birth Certificate 

A registrant may submit a legible copy of the registrant’s birth certificate from any U.S. state or 
territory as satisfactory DPOC. A.R.S. § 16-166(F)(2). For U.S. citizens born abroad, a 
“Certification of Report of Birth” or “Consular Report of Birth Abroad” issued by a consular 
officer from the U.S. Department of State will suffice for a birth certificate. 22 U.S.C. § 2705(2). 
 
The registrant must supply supporting legal documentation (such as a marriage certificate or 
court-documented name change) if the name on the birth certificate or document is not the 
registrant’s current legal name. If the registrant cannot provide supporting legal documentation 
to account for a different last name, a County Recorder must accept the birth certificate or 
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document if at least the following information matches on both the birth certificate or document 
and the registration form: 

• First name;  
• Middle name; 
• Place of birth; 
• Date of birth; and 
• Parents’ name(s). 

 U.S. Passport 
 
A registrant may submit a legible copy of the pertinent pages of the registrant’s U.S. passport or 
passport card, or present the registrant’s U.S. passport or passport card to the County Recorder, 
as DPOC. A.R.S. § 16-166(F)(3). 
 
The pertinent pages of a U.S. passport are those that contain the photo, passport number, name, 
nationality, date of birth, gender, place of birth, and signature (if applicable). A U.S. passport 
card also may be accepted, which does not contain a signature. 
 

If the County Recorder visually inspects (and does not make a copy of) the pertinent passport 
pages or passport card, the County Recorder must note in the registrant’s voter registration 
record that the passport was inspected. 

 Citizenship and Immigration Documents 

A registrant may present the registrant’s original naturalization documents to the County 
Recorder for inspection or submit (1) a legible copy of the registrant’s Certificate of 
Naturalization or Certificate of Citizenship, or (2) the registrant’s Naturalization Certificate 
Number, Citizenship Certificate Number, or Alien Registration Number (also known as an “A-
Number”).  
 
If a registrant does not present originals or provide a copy of documents but just provides a 
citizenship number, including a Citizenship Certificate Number, Naturalization Certificate 
Number, or Alien Registration Number, for proof of citizenship purposes, this number must be 
verified against U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) Systematic Alien 
Verification for Entitlements (SAVE) database before the number can be deemed satisfactory. 
A.R.S. § 16-166(F)(4); see Chapter 1, Section II(A)(6) for more information on SAVE 
verification procedures.  

 Tribal Identification Numbers and Documents 
 
A registrant may submit a Tribal Enrollment Number, Indian Census Number, Bureau of Indian 
Affairs Card Number, or Tribal Treaty Card Number as satisfactory DPOC. These tribal 
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identification numbers are presumed valid for voter registration purposes and need not be 
verified against any database. A.R.S. § 16-166(F)(6). 

 
A registrant may also submit a legible copy of the registrant’s Tribal Certificate of Indian Blood 
or Tribal/Bureau of Indian Affairs Affidavit of Birth as satisfactory DPOC. 

2. DPOC Requirement for “Full-Ballot” Voter Designation 
 
Regardless of the type of voter registration form submitted, a County Recorder must make a 
registrant a “full-ballot” voter for the next election if:  

• The registrant provides DPOC with or after submission of the registrant’s voter 
registration application; or 

• The County Recorder acquires DPOC on the registrant’s behalf, including from AZMVD 
records or the statewide voter registration database. 

A.R.S. § 16-166(F); see also League of United American Citizens of Arizona (LULAC) v. 
Reagan, 2:17-cv-04102-DGC, Doc. 37 (D. Ariz. June 18, 2018) (the “LULAC Consent 
Decree”). 

 Acquisition of DPOC from State Records 

The Secretary of State must program or enable the statewide voter registration database to 
attempt to acquire DPOC for new registrants from AZMVD records. This attempt to acquire 
DPOC must be completed in all cases where a new registrant fails to provide DPOC with the 
voter registration form. The Secretary shall promptly notify the applicable County Recorder of 
the results of the check against AZMVD records. If DPOC is acquired, the Secretary shall 
promptly notify the applicable County Recorder, via the automated process in the voter 
registration database, to make the applicant a “full-ballot” voter. However, in no event shall an 
acquired “F-Type” Arizona driver license number qualify as valid DPOC.  

 Registrant’s Submission of DPOC 

A registrant may provide DPOC at the time of submitting the registrant’s voter registration 
application or by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before the election. See LULAC Consent Decree at 
5. The registrant is entitled to vote a “full-ballot” at the next election if: 

• The registrant submitted a voter registration application by the registration deadline; and 
• The registrant provided DPOC to the County Recorder with the registration application or 

separately by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before the election. 
 
If a registrant does not provide DPOC with their registration application and valid DPOC 
otherwise cannot be electronically acquired via AZMVD records or the statewide voter 
registration database (and the registrant is not shown to have an F-Type license), a County 
Recorder must: 

1. Designate the registrant as a “federal-only” voter; and  
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2. Send a letter to the registrant (including a DPOC Submission Form/“Federal-Only” 
Notice promulgated by the Secretary of State and County Recorders, see sample forms in 
Chapter 17) within ten business days, informing the registrant that: 

• The registrant has not satisfied the DPOC requirements;  
• The registrant must submit DPOC to become a “full-ballot” voter, and the 

registrant must provide DPOC by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before any given 
election in order to vote a “full-ballot” in that election; and 

• The registrant will remain a “federal-only” voter unless and until the registrant 
submits valid DPOC to become a “full-ballot” voter. 

 
The registrant may provide separate DPOC using the DPOC Submission Form. A registrant who 
provides DPOC using a method other than the DPOC Submission Form sent by the County 
Recorder must be made a “full-ballot” voter if the County Recorder has sufficient information to 
link the registrant’s DPOC with the registrant’s form on file. If the County Recorder lacks 
sufficient information to link the DPOC to a registration form, the County Recorder must make a 
reasonable effort to follow up with the registrant to seek the necessary information. Registrants 
who subsequently provide the missing information necessary to link their submitted DPOC to 
their registration form shall be made “full-ballot” voters within ten business days.  
 
If the registrant provides DPOC to the County Recorder after 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before 
the next election, the County Recorder must make the registrant a “full-ballot” voter for future 
elections within five business days after the completion of processing of provisional ballots. 

3. Procedures for Registrants with F-Type License 
 
If a registrant has not provided DPOC other than an AZDL/ID# and AZMVD records show that 
the registrant has an F-Type license, a County Recorder must: 

1. Enter the registrant’s information into the voter registration database with a status of “not 
eligible” (or functional equivalent) and a reason code of “invalid citizenship proof” (or 
functional equivalent);  

2. Send a letter to the registrant (including a DPOC Submission Form/F-Type Notice, 
promulgated by the Secretary of State and County Recorders, see Chapter 17 for sample 
forms) within ten business days, informing the registrant that: 

• According to AZMVD records, the registrant holds an F-Type license indicating 
non-citizenship and has not been registered to vote for that reason; and 

• The registrant may be registered and become a “full-ballot” voter if the registrant 
submits valid DPOC to the County Recorder. The registrant must provide DPOC 
by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before the next regular general election in order to 
vote a “full-ballot” in that election.  

3. Maintain the registrant’s information in the voter registration database with a status of 
“not eligible” (or functional equivalent) until the next regular general election if the 
registrant has not provided valid DPOC. If, after the next regular general election, the 
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registrant still has not provided valid DPOC, the registrant’s record may be changed to 
“not registered” (or functional equivalent). The registrant would then be required to 
complete a new registration form in order to become eligible to vote in future elections. 

4. “Federal-Only” Voter Designation 
 
A registrant who submits an otherwise valid voter registration form to the County Recorder, but 
without accompanying DPOC, is entitled to be registered as a “federal-only” voter based on the 
registrant’s sworn statement on the registration form that the registrant is a U.S. citizen. A 
registrant may become a “federal-only” voter regardless of the type of voter registration form 
submitted. An otherwise valid voter registration form submitted to the County Recorder, but 
without accompanying DPOC, shall be accepted, entered into the database, and registered for 
federal elections (i.e., made a “federal-only” voter unless and until proof of citizenship is 
received or acquired), so long as the registrant is not shown to have an F-Type license. 
 
A “federal-only” voter shall be upgraded to a “full-ballot” voter if: 

• The County Recorder acquires DPOC on the registrant’s behalf from AZMVD records or 
the statewide voter registration database; or 

• The registrant provides DPOC to the County Recorder by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday 
before an election. 

 
If a “federal-only” voter has been issued a ballot-by-mail, but becomes a “full-ballot” voter prior 
to 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before the election, the voter may: 

• Vote the “federal-only” ballot-by-mail; or 
• Vote a regular or provisional “full-ballot” in-person during early voting or on Election 

Day, depending on the procedures implemented by the officer in charge of elections. 
 
If a voter is issued both an early “federal-only” ballot and an early “full-ballot,” the first ballot 
returned to the County Recorder’s office is the only ballot that will be counted.  

5. DPOC When Moving Between Counties 
 
A voter who registered to vote before December 13, 2004, and was therefore exempted from the 
requirement of providing DPOC, must submit valid DPOC if the voter is changing voter 
registration from one county to another in order to be registered as a “full-ballot” voter in the 
new county. A.R.S. § 16-166(G). 
  
Registered voters who submitted valid DPOC to the County Recorder in their county of 
residence need not resubmit evidence of citizenship upon moving and registering to vote in a 
new county in Arizona so long as a record of their previously-submitted DPOC is accessible by 
the new County Recorder (e.g., via AZMVD records or the statewide voter registration database) 
and can be made part of their voter registration file in the new county. While proof of voter 
registration from another state or county is not satisfactory evidence of citizenship, A.R.S. § 16-
166(H), valid documentary proof of citizenship presented in one Arizona county and documented 
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in the statewide voter registration database constitutes valid DPOC if the voter registers in 
another county in Arizona.  

6. Verifying Citizenship/Naturalization/Alien Registration Numbers 

 SAVE Usage 
 
Each County Recorder accesses SAVE pursuant to the Secretary of State’s Memorandum of 
Agreement with USCIS (the “USCIS MOA”). The Secretary of State will provide SAVE access 
to each County Recorder upon signing a separate agreement (the “SOS/County SAVE 
Agreement”) that will govern the terms of SAVE usage (and, in some cases, billing as well, 
though some counties have a separate Reimbursement Memorandum of Agreement with 
USCIS). 
 
A registrant must remain in “suspense” status until the County Recorder verifies the Citizenship, 
Naturalization, or Alien Registration Number through SAVE. If SAVE returns “United States 
Citizenship,” the registrant’s status must be updated to “active” in the voter registration database 
and the voter must be registered as a “full-ballot” voter.  

i. SAVE Returns Non-Citizen Status 
 
If SAVE returns “Lawful Permanent Resident,” “Refugee,” “Non-Immigrant,” or “Asylee,” or 
other non-citizen status, the registrant must be processed like those with an F-Type license. See 
Chapter 1, Section II(A)(3) above. Specifically, a County Recorder must: 

1. Enter the registrant’s information into the voter registration database with a status of “not 
eligible” (or functional equivalent);  

2. Send a letter to the registrant (including a DPOC Submission Form/SAVE Non-Citizen 
Notice, see Chapter 17 for sample forms) within ten business days, informing the 
registrant that: 

• According to DHS records, the registrant holds an immigration number indicating 
non-citizenship and has not been registered to vote for that reason; and 

• The registrant may be registered as a “full-ballot” voter if the registrant submits 
other valid DPOC to the County Recorder. The registrant must provide DPOC by 
5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before the next regular general election in order to vote 
a “full-ballot” in that election.  

3. Maintain the registrant’s information in the voter registration database with a status of 
“not eligible” (or functional equivalent) until the next regular general election if the 
registrant has not provided valid DPOC. If, after the next regular general election, the 
registrant still has not provided valid DPOC, the registrant’s record may be changed to 
“not registered” (or functional equivalent). The registrant would then be required to 
complete a new registration form in order to become eligible to vote in future elections. 
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ii. SAVE Returns No Match 
 
If SAVE is unable to find a match, the registrant must be processed like any other registrant who 
has not provided satisfactory DPOC. See Chapter 1, Section II(A)(4). Specifically, if valid 
DPOC cannot be electronically acquired via AZMVD records or the statewide voter registration 
database (and the registrant is not shown to have an F-Type license), a County Recorder must: 

1. Process the voter registration application and designate the registrant as a “federal-only” 
voter; and  

2. Send a letter to the registrant (including a DPOC Submission Form/SAVE No-Match 
Notice, see Chapter 17 for sample forms) within ten business days, informing the 
registrant that they have been registered as a “federal-only” voter and must submit other 
valid DPOC to become a “full-ballot” voter. 

 Naturalization Ceremonies 
 
County Recorder representatives who conduct registration drives at naturalization ceremonies 
must take special precautions to ensure registration forms are properly processed.  

• The County Recorder representative who receives the registrant’s completed voter 
registration form must write the representative’s name or initials on the form, along with 
the date and some indication that the form was completed at a naturalization ceremony 
(e.g., “NC”); 

• The County Recorder representative who conducted the registration drive must ensure 
that the registrant’s Citizenship, Naturalization, or Alien Registration Number is written 
on each registration form; and 

• If any registrants reside outside that county, the County Recorder representative must 
bundle the voter registration forms by county and send them to the applicable County 
Recorders, along with a cover letter affirming that the registration forms were received 
through a naturalization ceremony. 

 
The County Recorder who receives the bundle may rely on this cover letter (see Chapter 17 for a 
sample form) as verification of citizenship. The County Recorder need not re-check any 
citizenship or immigration numbers to verify citizenship and may register the newly naturalized 
registrants as “full-ballot” voters (assuming no other deficiencies).  

 Verifying Citizenship Near Voter Registration Deadlines 
 
Often there is a delay between when a registrant becomes a U.S. citizen and when that 
registrant’s citizenship status has been updated in SAVE. Therefore, certain precautions must be 
taken if a County Recorder receives a voter registration form within two weeks of a registration 
deadline that contains a Citizenship, Naturalization or Alien Registration Number: 

• If a County Recorder receives a registration form within 14 days of a voter registration 
deadline, the County Recorder must, as soon as practicable, notify the registrant by 
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telephone and/or email (or by mail if the registrant’s telephone number or email is not 
available) about the potential need (in case SAVE results are not ready by the deadline) 
to submit further DPOC to be a “full-ballot” voter for the next election. For example, the 
registrant may present their naturalization papers or submit a copy to the County 
Recorder to satisfy the DPOC requirement.  

• Within two weeks of Election Day, a County Recorder must check SAVE for the results 
of any pending verifications to print or create precinct registers for Election Day. If any 
cases remain pending for additional verification at that time, the County Recorder should 
be prepared to supplement the precinct registers immediately preceding the election or be 
prepared to issue Recorder’s Certificates to any newly registered voters whose citizenship 
was verified at the last minute. If the County Recorder cannot obtain verification of 
citizenship from SAVE by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before Election Day, the registrant 
must be registered as a “federal-only” voter and the County Recorder must notify the 
registrant that the registrant must submit other valid DPOC in order to become a “full-
ballot” voter for future elections. See Chapter 1, Section II(A)(6).  

7. Preservation and Protection of Citizenship Documentation 
 
A County Recorder must maintain all DPOC received pursuant A.R.S. § 16-166(F) in a manner 
that the County Recorder reasonably believes will prevent access by unauthorized persons. 
Documents submitted for purposes of proving citizenship may be maintained outside the voter 
registration database, but the County Recorder must other document in the voter registration 
database that DPOC had been received.  
 
A County Recorder may destroy citizenship documents two years after the date of receipt. The 
County Recorder must exercise reasonable diligence to ensure any citizenship documents are 
properly destroyed. A.R.S. § 16-166(F), (J). 

 Age Requirement for Registration 

A registrant must be at least 18 years old by the next “regular general election” that occurs 
following their registration. A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(2). For purposes of this requirement, the next 
“regular general election” is the next statewide general election held pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-
211.7  
 
A minor who is qualified to register to vote is not necessarily a qualified elector for the next 
election. For example, a minor who will turn 18 years of age on November 1, 2020 is eligible to 
register to vote starting on November 7, 2018. However, although registered, that minor will not 
be eligible to vote in the August 4, 2020 Primary Election, or any earlier elections, because they 
will not yet be 18 years of age as required by Ariz. Const. art. VII, § 2.  

 
7 A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(15) requires that the state voter registration form ask whether a registrant will be 18 
years old “on or before election day” in order to register to vote. (Emphasis added). However, this 
provision must be interpreted consistently with A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(2), and therefore only forbids 
registration if the registrant will not be at least 18 years old by the next general election.  
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If a County Recorder receives a voter registration form from a registrant who will be at least 18 
years old on or before the next statewide general election, but will not be 18 years old at the time 
of the next election, the registrant must be entered in the voter registration database and placed in 
a “suspense” status with a “registrant too young” reason code (or functional equivalent).  
 
The County Recorder, after verifying citizenship as outlined in Chapter 1(II)(A), must notify the 
registrant by mail within ten business days of receipt of the registration form to: (1) inform the 
registrant that their registration will remain in “suspense” until the registrant turns 18; (2) specify 
the next election where the registrant will be eligible to vote; (3) specify the registrant’s “full-
ballot” or “federal-only ballot” designation  (providing an opportunity submit DPOC where 
applicable); (4) notify the registrant of residency requirements related to the next general 
election; and (5) provide instructions on how to maintain their voter registration record while the 
registration is in “suspense”. A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(1),(2),(3); A.R.S. § 16-134(B); A.R.S. § 16-
152(A)(15). 
 
If the County Recorder determines the registrant does not meet the citizenship requirements, the 
registration form shall be processed, and the registrant must be notified, pursuant to the 
procedures outlines in Chapter 1(II)(A). 
 
In addition to being placed in a “suspense” status, the voter registration record must accurately 
reflect the registrant’s “full” or “federal-only” designation as outlined to Chapter 1(II)(A). 
On or after the registrant’s 18th birthday, the registrant’s status must be changed to “active” to 
make the registrant a qualified elector for the next election. 
 
A registered minor is not eligible to sign candidate, initiative, referendum, or recall petitions or 
petitions for political party recognition until they turn 18 years old. A.R.S. § 16-121(A); A.R.S. § 
16-321(F); A.R.S. § 19-121.02(A); A.R.S. § 19-208.02(A); A.R.S. § 16-803(F). 
 
In order to maintain eligibility to vote in the next general election, the registered minor must be a 
resident for the twenty-nine days preceding the election, except as provided in A.R.S. § 16-126.  
A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(4).  See also A.R.S. § 16-593.  

 Residency Requirements for Registration 

A new registrant must be a resident of Arizona at least 29 days before the next election. A.R.S. § 
16-101(A)(3). A County Recorder has no duty to verify a registrant’s residency status and may 
rely on the registrant’s affirmation of residency. 
 
A registrant is a “resident” if they have physical presence in the county along with an intent to 
remain. A registrant may be temporarily absent from the jurisdiction without losing their 
residency status, as long as they have an intent to return. A.R.S. § 16-103. 
 
For example, although a UOCAVA registrant may register to vote any time prior to 7:00 p.m. on 
Election Day, a UOCAVA registrant must still be an Arizona “resident” in that they must: (i) 
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have had physical presence (with an intent to remain) in the county of registration at least 29 
days prior to the election; and (ii) have an intent to return to the county following the period of 
temporary absence. A.R.S. § 16-103. 
 
Although often interchangeable, the 29-day residency qualification (A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(3)) is 
distinct from the 29-day deadline to register to vote (A.R.S. § 16-120) in advance of an election. 
For example, the voter registration deadline may change if it falls on a state holiday, but this 
does not affect the requirement to be a resident at least 29 days before the next election. Voter 
registration deadlines are addressed in Chapter 1, Section VII(C). 
 
Notwithstanding the 29-day residency requirement, a registrant who moved away from Arizona 
after the 30th day immediately preceding a presidential election may vote for presidential 
electors in Arizona (and for no other races or ballot questions) by early ballot in the Arizona 
precinct from which the registrant moved, in-person at the County Recorder’s office, or by mail. 
A.R.S. § 16-126(A). A registrant who votes pursuant to this provision shall have their 
registration promptly canceled after the election. A.R.S. § 16-126(B).  

The only other exception to the requirement for residency prior to the election is for a UOCAVA 
registrant who has never resided in the United States but has at least one parent registered to vote 
in Arizona at the time of registration. A.R.S. § 16-103(E). See Chapter 1, Section I(B) for more 
information on registration and voting requirements for UOCAVA registrants.  

 Effect of Felony Conviction on Qualification to Register to Vote 

A registrant may not register to vote if they have been convicted of treason or a felony, unless 
their civil rights have been restored. A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(5). If a registrant has had only one 
felony conviction, civil rights are automatically restored upon: (i) completion of probation or 
receipt of an absolute discharge from imprisonment; and (ii) payment of any restitution imposed. 
Payment of any other legal financial obligations, such as fines or court fees, is no longer required 
before civil rights are automatically restored after a first felony conviction. A.R.S. § 13-907. 
Those who have only misdemeanor convictions or are in pretrial detention remain eligible to 
register to vote assuming no other deficiencies.  
 
A registrant must affirm under penalty of perjury that they are not barred from registering to vote 
due to a felony conviction. A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(16). A County Recorder has no duty to verify 
whether the civil rights of a registrant with felony conviction(s) have been restored and may rely 
on the registrant’s affirmation when registering to vote. For more information on when and how 
civil rights may be restored, see A.R.S. § 13-604(A); A.R.S. § 13-905; A.R.S. § 13-906; A.R.S. § 
13-907; A.R.S. § 16-1011(C). 

 Effect of Incapacitation on Qualification to Register to Vote 

A registrant may not register to vote if they have been adjudicated mentally incapacitated by a 
court with their voting rights revoked. A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(6); A.R.S. § 14-5101(3). A registrant 
must affirm under penalty of perjury that they are not barred from registering to vote due to a 
court adjudication of mental incapacitation under A.R.S. § 14-5101(3). A County Recorder has 
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no duty to verify whether a registrant has been adjudicated mentally incapacitated and may rely 
on the registrant’s affirmation when registering to vote. For more information on findings of 
incapacitation and retention of voting rights, see A.R.S. § 14-5101(3); A.R.S. § 14-5304.02.  

 VOTER REGISTRATION ASSISTANCE AGENCIES 

 Designated Voter Registration Assistance Agencies 

Various agencies, organizations, and offices in Arizona may be designated as “voter registration 
assistance” agencies. An officially-designated voter registration assistance agency: 

• Provides assistance in registering to vote without regard to political party or affiliation; 
• Develops written policies and conducts internal training to ensure compliance with 

federal and state voter registration laws; 
• Meets with the Secretary of State and/or County Recorder, as applicable, on an as-needed 

basis to discuss voter registration policies and procedures; 
• Receives State Forms (from the applicable County Recorder) and Federal Forms (from 

the Secretary of State) on a regular basis; and 
• Accepts and agrees to return completed voter registration forms to the applicable County 

Recorder within five business days of receipt of the completed forms.8 
 
All public assistance agencies and disabilities agencies are designated as voter registration 
assistance agencies under federal and state law and are subject to specified responsibilities to 
conduct voter registration. 52 U.S.C. § 20506(a)(2); A.R.S. § 16-140. 

• A “public assistance agency” means a state agency, division, or office that provides cash 
or in-kind assistance (such as access to medical care or transportation) to low-income or 
underserved populations. A.R.S. § 16-140(F)(3). The following agencies or divisions 
constitute “public assistance agencies” in Arizona: 

- Arizona Department of Economic Security (DES): Family Assistance 
Administration (FAA) within the Division of Benefits and Medical Eligibility 
(DBME) 

- Arizona Health Care Cost Containment System (AHCCCS) 
- Arizona Department of Health Services (DHS): Division of Health Prevention 

• A “disabilities agency” means a state agency, division, or office that administers state-
funded programs to provide services to persons with disabilities. A.R.S. § 16-140(F)(2). 
The following offices or divisions constitute “disabilities agencies” in Arizona: 

- Arizona Department of Economic Security (DES): 
a. Developmental Disabilities Division (DDD) 

 
8 52 U.S.C. § 20506; A.R.S. § 16-134(A); A.R.S. § 16-140; A.R.S. § 16-141. 
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b. Employment and Rehabilitation Services Division (DERS) 
 
Armed Forces Recruiting Centers are also designated as voter registration assistance agencies. 52 
U.S.C. § 20506(c); A.R.S. § 16-140; A.R.S. § 16-141; see also Department of Justice guidance, 
available at https://www.justice.gov/crt/national-voter-registration-act-1993-nvra. 
 
A County Recorder may also designate additional “voter registration volunteers” at their 
discretion, which could be any person, group, or entity, and may include governmental or 
nonprofit and other private organizations. 52 U.S.C. § 20506(a)(3); A.R.S. § 16-140(E), (F)(1). 
 
The Secretary of State’s Office will publish guidance for voter registration assistance agencies 
on complying with federal and state statutory requirements, which will be made available at 
https://azsos.gov/elections. Voter registration assistance agencies may also consult the Secretary 
of State’s Office directly for guidance and assistance relating to voter registration responsibilities 
and should submit written procedures and training materials to the Secretary of State’s Office.  

 Tracking and Reporting Source of Registration 

Registration forms provided to a designated voter registration assistance agency or voter 
registration volunteer should bear a registration source code, if practicable. The source code may 
not disclose the specific agency or office that issued the form, nor may the source code provide 
any indication that a form was issued by a public assistance or disabilities agency. The source 
code from a particular registrant’s form may not be publicly disclosed, and may only be used by 
election officials to monitor compliance with federal and state law. A.R.S. § 16-140(D).9  
 
A voter registration assistance agency should make its best efforts to ensure that the agency 
distributes voter registration forms with pre-populated source codes to the appropriate divisions 
or offices within the agency. Completed registration forms returned to the County Recorder 
should be distinguished between those received from public assistance versus disabilities 
assistance agencies, where applicable, for proper tracking. If the agency directs applicants to 
register to vote online (either through www.servicearizona.com (or subsequent voter registration 
website) or by downloading a registration form), the agency must utilize a reasonable method to 
track which applicants were directed to an online registration method, and offer to mail a paper 
registration form, at the applicant’s request, if the applicant is unable to access online registration 
or unable to download and print a registration form.  
 
A County Recorder should make best efforts to ensure, to the extent practicable, that State Forms 
provided to a public assistance or disabilities agency have the appropriate pre-populated source 
code to allow reliable tracking of the origin of a completed form. The source code should not be 
publicly decipherable, but should allow a County Recorder to internally distinguish between 
public assistance versus disabilities agencies. A.R.S. § 16-140(D); A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(22). A 

 
9 If, under certain circumstances, pre-populated source codes are not practicable, a County Recorder 
should develop another reliable method to receive and track completed voter registration forms directly 
received from voter registration assistance and disabilities agencies. 
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County Recorder must input the source of registration into each registrant’s electronic 
registration record. See Chapter 1, Section IV(B)(2).  
 
The Secretary of State must report the number of registrations received through voter registration 
assistance agencies to the U.S. Election Assistance Commission on a biennial basis. 
Accordingly, the County Recorders should ensure (through use of pre-populated source codes or 
other reliable method) that completed registration forms received from state agencies can be 
properly distinguished between a public assistance versus a disabilities assistance agency. 

 VOTER REGISTRATION PROCESSING PROCEDURES 

 Statewide Voter Registration Database 

Beginning November 2019, Arizona will operate a new voter registration and election 
management system called Arizona Voter Information Database (AVID). The statewide database 
is a matter of statewide concern and is not subject to modification or further regulation by a 
political subdivision. Maricopa and Pima County systems link to the state system through an 
interface. The 13 smaller counties directly use the state system. To the extent practicable, 
Maricopa and Pima County’s systems will use the same terms, codes, and classifications as the 
state system. To the extent it is necessary for Maricopa and Pima to use different terms, codes, 
and classifications, they must correspond to the terms, codes, and classifications in the state 
system. Maricopa and Pima County must file a detailed and complete explanation of their voter 
registration system or program and any subsequent revisions with the Secretary of State. A.R.S. 
§ 16-173. If Maricopa or Pima County anticipates needing to make substantive changes to their 
voter registration system that may inhibit data integration or otherwise impact compatibility with 
the state system, the Secretary of State’s Office must be timely notified to enable consideration 
of compatibility with, and any necessary modifications to, the state system. Prior to 
implementation, any substantive changes to the Maricopa or Pima County voter registration 
systems must be approved by the Secretary of State for compatibility with the statewide voter 
registration system. A.R.S. § 16-168(J).    

 Registration Codes in the Statewide Voter Registration Database 

A County Recorder must assign the appropriate status, reason, source, and form code to each 
registrant’s record.  

1. Registration Status and Reason Codes 
 
There are six recognized “status” codes that may be selected in the statewide voter registration 
database: active, inactive, suspense, canceled, not eligible, and not registered. Each status code 
has its own set of “reason” codes that provide further detail on the reason the particular status 
code was assigned. County Recorders must track the registration status and reason codes using 
statewide uniform codes as defined by the Secretary of State in consultation with County 
Recorders.  
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2. Registration Source Codes 
 
A registration “source” code describes the source from which a voter registration form was 
received by the County Recorder or the source that circulated the registration form.   
 
The following sources must be tracked in the voter registration database: 
 

Source  
Registration form was received from NVRA-mandated public assistance agencies 
Registration form was completed in-person at the County Recorder’s office counter 
Registration form was received from Armed Forces recruitment offices 
Registration form was received from state-funded agencies primarily serving 
persons with disabilities 
Registration form was received from a Naturalization ceremony 
Registration form was received by mail 
Registration form was received from a political party or third-party organization’s 
voter registration drive 
Registration form was received from other public agencies designated by the state 
or county but not mandated by NVRA (e.g., city clerks, libraries, post offices) 
Registration form was received through an in-person MVD transaction 
Registration form was received through an online MVD transaction 
Registration form was received through Arizona’s stand-alone online voter 
registration website 

 
County Recorders must track the registration sources using statewide uniform source codes as 
defined by the Secretary of State in consultation with County Recorders. County Recorders and 
staff may obtain the exact source codes associated with specific sources from the Secretary of 
State’s Office and must keep that information confidential to avoid public disclosure of the 
source of a particular voter’s registration. 

3. Registration Form Codes 
 
A “form” code describes the type of voter registration form used to register to vote. County 
Recorders must track registration forms using statewide uniform codes as defined by the 
Secretary of State in consultation with County Recorders.  

 Minimum Required Information on Voter Registration Forms  

A State, Federal, FPCA, and FWAB Form must contain the following minimum information to 
be considered complete: 

• Registrant’s name; 
• Registrant’s residence address or location; 
• Registrant’s date of birth (DOB); 
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• Registrant’s signature (or in cases of physical disability, the signature of a person who 
helped complete the form on the registrant’s behalf); and 

• An answer of “yes” to the question “Are you a citizen of the United States of America?” 
or other affirmation that the registrant is a U.S. citizen.  

 
If the registrant possesses an AZDL/ID# or Social Security number (SSN), the registrant’s 
AZDL/ID# or last four digits of the SSN (SSN4) should be provided as well. If the registrant 
does not list an AZDL/ID# or SSN4 on the State Form, the registrant is nonetheless permitted to 
register to vote. The registrant will be assigned a unique identifying number by the statewide 
voter registration database that will serve as a voter identification number.  
 
The state-specific instructions accompanying the Federal Form state “[i]f you do not have a 
current and valid driver license or non-operating identification license or a social security 
number, please write ‘NONE’ on the form.” However, a County Recorder may not reject a 
Federal Form for failure to write “NONE.” Similarly, for the FPCA and the FWAB, if the 
registrant does not list an AZDL/ID# or SSN4, the registrant is directed to write “I do not have a 
Social Security Number or State issued ID number.”10 However, failure to write this statement 
does not affect the registrant’s ability to register to vote. A unique identifying number will be 
assigned to the registrant by the statewide voter registration database for identification purposes.  
 
If the minimum requirements listed above have been met, the form should be processed and the 
registrant should be entered into the voter registration database in an “active” status if they 
otherwise meet the requirements for registration. If the minimum requirements have not been 
met, the County Recorder must: (i) follow-up with the registrant and seek the missing 
information (if the County Recorder has the registrant’s address, telephone number, or email 
address); or (ii) place the registrant in “not registered” status if the County Recorder has no 
reasonable means to contact the registrant. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-121.01(A); A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(2)-(3), (8), (12), (14), (19)-(20); A.R.S. § 16-166(F); 
52 U.S.C. § 21083(a)(1)(A)(iii). 

1. Failure to Provide Name, Address, DOB, or Signature 
 
If the State Form, Federal Form, FPCA, or FWAB does not contain the registrant’s name, 
residence address or location, DOB, or signature (or assisting person’s signature), but the County 
Recorder has the address, telephone number, or email address to contact the registrant to request 
the incomplete information, the registrant should be entered into the voter registration database 
in a “suspense” status until the incomplete information or a new voter registration form is 
received. If contact information is missing, a County Recorder may use reasonable efforts to 
research and acquire contact information for the registrant through any appropriate means. 
 
If the information on the form is incomplete or illegible, and the County Recorder has contact 
information for the registrant, the County Recorder shall notify the registrant within ten business 

 
10 See https://www.fvap.gov/uploads/FVAP/States/eVAG.pdf. 
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days of receipt of the form, request the missing or illegible information, and inform the registrant 
that they will remain in “suspense” status, with the reason code “registrant-waiting verification” 
(or functional equivalent) until the information is received. If the County Recorder receives the 
requested information by 7:00 p.m. on the date of the next regular general election, the registrant 
is deemed to have been registered on the date the registration was first received. A.R.S. § 16-
134(B); A.R.S. § 16-121.01(A). 
 
If a County Recorder does not have the necessary information to contact the registrant by mail, 
telephone, or email, the registration form should be set aside and/or the record should be entered 
in the voter registration database using the status code “suspense” and the reason code 
“insufficient information on registration form” (or functional equivalent). If the registrant 
provides the missing or illegible information by 7:00 p.m. on the date of the next regular general 
election, that registrant is deemed to have been registered on the date the registration was first 
received. A.R.S. § 16-134(B). 
 
If the registrant does not provide the missing, incomplete, or illegible information by 7:00 p.m. 
on the date of the next regular general election, the registration form is invalid and the 
registrant’s status may be changed from “suspense” to “not registered,” with the reason code 
“pending expired” (or functional equivalent). The registrant would need to submit a new voter 
registration application to be eligible to vote in future elections.  

2. Failure to Provide Optional Information 
 
Failure to provide information not listed as required in Chapter 1, Section IV(C) above does not 
invalidate the registration form. Specifically:  

• Failure to provide state or country of birth, telephone number, occupation, former address 
from another state (if any), father’s name or mother’s maiden name, email address, 
political party preference, or date of signing does not invalidate the State Form;  

• Failure to provide telephone number, former address (if any), race or ethnic group, or 
date of signing does not invalidate the Federal Form; and  

• Failure to select UOCAVA status or provide political party, previous name, gender, race, 
telephone number, fax number, email address, ballot delivery preference, current mailing 
address, or date of signing does not invalidate the FPCA or FWAB.  

When only optional information is missing, the registration form should be processed and the 
registrant should be entered into the voter registration database in an “active” status (assuming 
no other deficiencies). 

3. Failure to Properly Answer Age Verification Question 
 
A registrant’s failure to answer the question “Will you be 18 years old on or before election 
day?” on the State or Federal Form, or a registrant’s “no” answer to the question, does not 
invalidate the registration form. A.R.S. § 16-121.01(A).  
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When this occurs, the County Recorder should review the registrant’s DOB to confirm whether 
the registrant in fact will be at least 18 years old by the next general election.  

• If yes, the registrant should be added to the voter registration database in “active” status 
unless the registrant will not be 18 years old by the next election (assuming no other 
deficiencies), notwithstanding a “no” answer or failure to answer the age question. If the 
registrant will not be 18 years old by the next election, the registrant shall be placed in the 
“suspense” status as outlined in Chapter 1, Section II(B). 

• If no, the registrant should be added to the voter registration database with a “not 
eligible” status code and a “registrant too young” reason code (or functional equivalent). 
The County Recorder must notify the registrant by mail within ten business days and 
inform the registrant that their voter registration form was rejected for failure to meet 
minimum age requirements.  

4. Failure to Properly Answer Citizenship Question 
 
A registrant’s failure to answer the citizenship question or “no” answer to the citizenship 
question on the State or Federal Form does not invalidate the form so long as there is some other 
appropriate indicator that the registrant is a U.S. citizen. A.R.S. § 16-121.01(A). For the purpose 
of answering the citizenship question, an affirmative answer includes making a check mark in 
the box, placing an X in the box, circling the box, shading the box, or any other method of 
marking the “yes” box that indicates the registrant is a citizen. Other appropriate indicators of 
U.S. citizenship include providing valid DPOC or a signature swearing/affirming that the 
registrant is a U.S. citizen (e.g., Box 9 on the Federal Form) and/or valid DPOC acquired on the 
registrant’s behalf from AZMVD records or the statewide voter registration database. 
 
If the registrant did not answer “yes” to the citizenship question or provide some other 
appropriate indicator that the registrant is a U.S. citizen (and DPOC cannot be acquired from 
AZMVD records or the statewide voter registration database), the County Recorder must notify 
the registrant by mail, email, and/or telephone within ten business days of receipt, request the 
incomplete information, and inform the registrant that they will remain in “suspense” status (or 
functional equivalent) until the citizenship question on the submitted voter registration form is 
answered in the affirmative or the registrant provides some other appropriate indicator of U.S. 
citizenship, such as DPOC.  
 
If the County Recorder receives the requested information by 7:00 p.m. on the date of the next 
regular general election, the County Recorder must change the registrant’s status from 
“suspense” to “active” in the voter registration database (assuming there are no other 
deficiencies) and the registrant is deemed registered on the date the registration was first 
received. A.R.S. § 16-134(B). 

5. Failure to Provide Proof of Citizenship 
 
No voter registration application shall be rejected based solely on the failure to provide DPOC.  
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An otherwise eligible registrant who does not submit DPOC and whose DPOC cannot be 
acquired from AZMVD records or other record in the statewide voter registration database must 
be register as a “federal-only” voter (assuming no other deficiencies). See Chapter 1, Section 
II(A) above for procedures to be followed when a registrant does not provide DPOC. 

 Political Party Preference 

A registrant may select a political party preference by checking one of four boxes on the State 
Form or EZ Voter registration: (1) Republican; (2) Democratic; (3) Other ____________; or (4) 
None or No Party.  
 
If the “Other” box is checked and the registrant writes a political party preference, the 
registrant’s selection should be entered in the voter registration database as follows: 

• Republican: “Republican,” “Rep,” “GOP,” or any substantially similar designation  
• Democratic: “Democratic,” “Democrat,” Dem,” or any substantially similar designation 
• Libertarian: “Libertarian,” “LBT,” or any substantially similar designation11 
• Green: “Green,” “GRN,” or any substantially similar designation 
• Independent: “Independent,” “IND,” or any substantially similar designation 
• Other: Any other non-recognized political party  

- For previously-recognized political parties that have since lost recognition (at the 
state or local level), the County Recorder may continue to use the party 
designation for registrants in the voter registration database if the registrant 
entered that party affiliation on their registration application. However, for the 
purposes of reporting voter registration statistics, these registrants shall be 
reported as “Other.” 

• PND: “Party Not Designated,” “PND,” “No Preference,” “Unaffiliated,” “No Party,” 
“None,” or any substantially similar designation 

 
If a new registrant leaves the political party preference field blank, the registrant’s party 
preference will be “Party Not Designated” or “PND.” If an existing registrant leaves the political 
party preference field blank, however, the registrant’s existing political party preference will be 
retained and no changes should be made. 
 
For purposes of reporting voter registration statistics, see Chapter 1, Section IX, registrants 
whose political party affiliations are anything other than a recognized political party shall be 
reported as “Other.”  

 
11 The designation “LIB” is not deemed substantially similar to “Libertarian” because of the similarity 
with the word “Liberal.” If “LIB” is written, the registrant’s party preference should be entered as 
“Other.” 
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 Date of Registration 

A mailed paper registration form is deemed to be timely received for an election if: (1) the form 
is postmarked on or before the voter registration deadline and received by the County Recorder 
by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day; or (2) the form is dated on or before the voter registration deadline 
and received by the County Recorder within five calendar days after the voter registration 
deadline. A.R.S. § 16-134(C).  
 
The registration effective date will be the date the original voter registration form was signed. If 
a registration form was submitted without a date, a County Recorder must use the postmark date 
as the date of registration, unless the postmark date is illegible or otherwise unavailable, in which 
case the date of receipt shall be used as the date of registration. A.R.S. § 16-134(C), (D). 
 
If a paper registration form that was timely submitted before the next election is missing any 
required information or DPOC, or is otherwise placed in “suspense” status, and the registrant 
later provides that missing information or DPOC, the County Recorder must deem the date of 
registration to be the date the registration form was signed. If the registration form was not dated, 
the postmark date shall be the date of registration unless the postmark date is illegible or 
unavailable, in which case the date of receipt shall be used as the date of registration. DPOC 
must be provided by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before Election Day for the voter to be eligible to 
vote a “full-ballot” in that election. See Chapter 1, Section II(A). Any other required information 
on the form must be provided by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day for the voter to be eligible to vote in 
that election. A.R.S. § 16-134(C). If necessary supplemental information is timely provided, the 
registrant is deemed to be registered as of the form date and is therefore a qualified elector for 
that election, even if the supplemental information is provided after the voter registration 
deadline for that election.  
 
However, in order for a petition signature to be deemed valid, any necessary missing information 
on the voter registration form, and DPOC for non-federal petitions, must be received by the 
County Recorder by the date the filing officer transmits the petition signature sheets to the 
County Recorder for verification. 

 Initial Duplicate Checking Within the County 

Before a new registration record is entered into the voter registration database, a County 
Recorder must first conduct a search of the voter records to determine whether there is already an 
existing record for the registrant within the county. A County Recorder may use any appropriate 
criteria to identify potential matches, including (but not limited to) any information in the voter’s 
record. 
 
If a County Recorder ultimately determines that the registration form was submitted by an 
existing registrant in the county, the County Recorder must update the registrant’s existing 
record with the new registration information in lieu of creating a new record. In other words, the 
new registration form is treated as a request to update the registrant’s existing/original record. If 
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the initial duplicate search indicates that the registrant does not already have a record in that 
county, the County Recorder must create a new record.  
 
If a County Recorder overlooks an existing/original record and inadvertently creates a new 
record for the registrant, the statewide voter registration system will flag the records for the 
County Recorder to resolve.  

 Electronic Verification Procedures 

Once a new or amended voter registration record is entered into the statewide voter registration 
database, the system automatically checks the registrant’s information against AZMVD records 
and, if necessary, the Social Security Administration (SSA) database. 
 
Verifying records against AZMVD and/or SSA data serves multiple functions: 

1. If the registrant provided an AZDL/ID#, a match against AZMVD records validates proof 
of citizenship (unless the match is to a “Type F” or “Type N” AZDL/ID# or an 
AZDL/ID# issued before October 1, 1996). 

2. If the registrant failed to provide either an AZDL/ID# or SSN4, but the registrant’s 
provided information matches against AZMVD or SSA data, the system will “acquire” 
the missing AZDL/ID# or SSN4 from those sources and import that information into the 
registrant’s record.  

3. A match against AZMVD records or SSA database confirms the registrant’s identity and 
helps ensure the integrity of registration rolls. 

 
The registrant’s new or amended record is also automatically verified against existing records in 
the statewide voter registration database for the purpose of identifying (and potentially 
canceling) any duplicate record. The details of the electronic verification procedures are defined 
in the statewide voter registration system.  

 EZ Voter Registration 

Voter registrations electronically transmitted from AZMVD to the statewide voter registration 
system are known as EZ Voter records. The EZ Voter program allows registrants to register 
through AZMVD, whether online at www.servicearizona.com or in-person at an AZMVD (or 
authorized third-party provider) office. 52 U.S.C. § 20504; A.R.S. § 16-112.  
 
All EZ Voter records for a particular county are populated to an interface, where each record is 
individually processed by the County Recorder. If there is no “true match” against an existing 
registrant’s record in the county, the County Recorder should create a new registration record 
and import the EZ Voter record into the new registration record. Once the new record is saved, 
the statewide voter registration system will conduct the same automatic AZMVD/SSA 
verification and statewide duplicate checking that occurs when a paper form has been entered.  
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If a County Recorder finds a match between an EZ Voter record and an existing registration 
record, the County Recorder should apply the EZ Voter updates to the existing record. 

 Issuance of Voter Registration Cards 

A County Recorder must issue a voter registration card to any new registrants or existing 
registrants who update their name, address, or political party preference. A.R.S. § 16-163(B). 
New voter registration cards should also be issued to any registrants affected by redistricting or 
reprecincting. A new voter registration card need not be issued if a registrant makes other 
changes to their registrant record, including opting into the electronic publicity pamphlet. 
 
A voter registration card should be labeled “Voter Identification Card” or “Voter Registration 
Card” and contain the following information: 

1. Registrant’s full name; 
2. Registrant’s residence address; 
3. Registrant’s political party preference; 
4. Registrant’s date of registration (and/or effective date of change); 
5. Registrant’s voter registration ID number; 
6. Registrant’s precinct name and/or number; 
7. Registrant’s district information: 

a. Congressional district (all registrants); 
b. Legislative district (only “full-ballot” voters); and 
c. Any additional optional district information; 

8. County name; 
9. Contact information for the County Recorder; and 
10. If the registrant is a “federal-only” voter, a clear indication of “federal-only” voter 

designation. 
  
The mailer that accompanies the voter registration card should contain the same information on 
the card and the following additional information: 

1. Information stating that a new voter registration card is enclosed and instructions to 
discard the old card; 

2. Information on use of the voter registration card (e.g., as one piece of non-photo 
identification at the voting location); 

3. How to contact the County Recorder if information on the card is incorrect; 
4. Instructions on how to find one’s voting location; 
5. If the registrant is a “federal-only” voter, information about what “federal-only” means 

and what limitations apply (including voting, signing petitions, etc.); 
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6. Information about identification requirements at the voting location; 
7. Information about how to request an early ballot or be placed on the PEVL; and 
8. Outline of the reasons why a person would need to re-register. 

 
The County Recorder should send a voter registration card within 30 days of when a new 
registrant’s information is entered into the voter registration database. A.R.S. § 16-163(B). 
Return of an undeliverable voter registration card may be grounds to initiate the “NVRA 
process.” A.R.S. § 16-163(C). See Chapter 1, Section VIII(C). 

 Help America Vote Act Identification Requirements 

The Help America Vote Act (HAVA) requires a first-time voter to prove identity before the 
voter can receive a ballot or vote in a federal election if the voter registered to vote by mail or 
through a third-party registration drive (i.e., the registration form was not completed in-person at 
the County Recorder’s office or other designated voter registration agency). 52 U.S.C. § 
21083(b)(1)-(3). 
 
The identification requirement under HAVA for in-person voting is the same as the identification 
requirement under state law for in-person early, emergency, and Election Day voting. Therefore, 
all in-person voters are subject to the same identification requirements. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1); 
52 § U.S.C. 20205(c)(1); 52 U.S.C. § 21083(b)(2)(A)(i). 
 
However, Arizona’s method of proving identity for mail-in early voters (signature comparison) 
is not expressly permitted under HAVA. HAVA instead requires identity to be proven in one of 
the following ways for a first-time voter to vote by mail: 

• Verification of a registrant’s AZDL/ID# or SSN4;  
• Presentation of a registrant’s current and valid photo identification; or 
• Presentation of a copy of a current utility bill, bank statement, government check, 

paycheck, or other government document that shows the name and address of the 
registrant. 

 
52 U.S.C. § 21083(b). For purposes of HAVA compliance, verification of a registrant’s 
AZDL/ID# will be deemed sufficient proof of identity. If a registrant has not satisfied HAVA’s 
identification requirement for first-time voters who registered by mail, the registrant must be 
entered into the statewide voter registration database with a designation of “FED.” After the 
registrant proves identity by presenting a photo identification or utility bill/bank 
statement/government document with voter’s name and address, the designation must be 
changed to “FEDI.” 
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 PROTECTION OF SECURED REGISTRANTS 

The following eligible registrants are entitled to have their registration record generally shielded 
from public disclosure, beyond the standard confidentiality protections available to all 
registrants: 

• Registrants with a government (principally law enforcement) background who 
demonstrate to a court that sealing their registration record will reduce a danger to the 
registrant’s life or safety (collectively “protected government officials”), A.R.S. § 16-
153(A), (B)(3), (K)(4); 

• Registrants subject to an Order of Protection or Injunction against Harassment 
(collectively “protected victims”), A.R.S. § 16-153(A), (J), (K)(4);  

• Registrants enrolled in the Secretary of State’s Address Confidentiality Program (ACP). 
ACP participants typically include victims of domestic violence, sexual offenses, or 
stalking offenses. The Secretary of State provides ACP participants a substitute address 
for public disclosure purposes and redirects mail from the substitute address to the ACP’s 
participant’s actual address, A.R.S. § 41-161(2); A.R.S § 41-162. 

 
Protected government officials, protected victims, and ACP participants are collectively referred 
to as “secured registrants” with “secured records.” Other persons who reside with secured 
registrants are also entitled to have their registration record secured. A registrant seeking secured 
status may obtain an application from the Administrative Office of the Courts at 
http://www.azcourts.gov/selfservicecenter/Self-Service-Forms/Personal-Information-Redaction. 
A protected government official or protected victim who is not an existing registered voter, but 
seeks to have their record sealed upon registering for the first time, should contact the County 
Recorder to coordinate the appropriate procedure. See A.R.S. § 16-153.  
 
An ACP participant who seeks to register to vote must initiate the process through the Secretary 
of State’s ACP Division. See A.R.S § 41-162. The ACP participant will be provided a Voter 
Registration Packet, which includes a State Form and a Participant Protected Voter Records 
Form (PVR Form). If the person was already registered to vote prior to becoming an ACP 
participant, the person should re-register to vote through the Secretary of State’s ACP Division.12 
Upon receipt of the ACP participant’s completed voter registration packet from the Secretary of 
State’s ACP Division, the designated County Recorder official must process the registration 
form within five business days and complete the following steps: (i) mark the registrant’s record 
as secured, (ii) include the registrant on the PEVL;13 and (iii) scan the State Form into the voter 
registration database so only the registrant’s name and signature will be visible, and ensure the 
original State Form is protected from unauthorized access. 

 
12 More information on the process is available at https://azsos.gov/services/acp. 
13 The Secretary of State’s ACP Division requires that ACP participants be added to the PEVL to 
maintain the confidentiality of the ACP participant’s voting precinct, and will therefore ensure the 
“PEVL” box is selected on the State Form. 
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 Marking Secured Records 

A secured record in the voter registration database must be visually distinguishable from non-
secured records. A County Recorder may implement additional security protocols to limit 
employee access to secured records. 

 Responding to Public Records Requests 

Protected government officials and protected victims (and any registered voter who resides at the 
same residence) are entitled to have their identifying information, including any of that person’s 
documents and voting precinct number, shielded from public disclosure. A.R.S. § 16-153(A). 
 
ACP participants are entitled to have their “actual address” shielded from public disclosure, 
which includes the ACP participant’s actual residential address, work address, school address, 
telephone number, county of registration, and precinct number. A.R.S. § 41-161(1); A.R.S. § 41-
165(E). 
 
Neither the Secretary of State nor a County Recorder may disclose an ACP participant as a 
registered voter because doing so would reveal the ACP participant’s county of residence in 
violation of A.R.S. § 41-161(1) and A.R.S. § 41-162(A). The Secretary of State and/or County 
Recorder may also exclude protected government officials and protected victims from a response 
to a public records request for registrant records, if separating protected government 
officials/protected victims from ACP participants would present an undue burden. 
 
However, nothing in this Section precludes the Secretary of State or County Recorder from: (1) 
providing non-sealed information about a protected government official or protected victim if 
otherwise required by law or a court order; or (2) including secured registrants in statistical 
reports. 

 Creating Signature Rosters or Uploading E-Pollbook Data 

County Recorders may not include secured registrants, whether an ACP participant or protected 
government official or protected victim, on a signature roster or in an e-pollbook. If a county 
uses a tablet or computer terminal that has live access to the voter registration database via a 
secure virtual private network (VPN) connection, the system must be capable of shielding 
secured registrants’ information from public view (or providing view access only to the secured 
registrant). 
 
In the event a secured registrant attempts to vote provisionally at a polling place (and informs the 
poll worker of their secured status), the poll worker should undertake any additional or necessary 
precautions, including but not limited to: 

• Confirming the correct ballot style; 
• Ensuring that a protected government official or protected victim lists their actual 

residential address on the provisional ballot envelope; 
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• Making a notation about secured registrant status on the provisional ballot envelope; 
and/or 

• Limiting the signature roster to the registrant’s voter ID number and the notation “address 
protected.” 

 Issuance of Official Mail and Election Documents 

A protected government official or protected victim should receive all official election mail and 
be issued any voter registration cards using the registrant’s actual information.  
 
An ACP participant should receive all official election mail and be issued any voter registration 
cards using the substitute address (and excluding the precinct name or number). A.R.S. § 41-
166(E). 

 Signing Candidate, Initiative, Referendum, or Recall Petitions 

Secured registrants are encouraged not to sign petitions if they wish to maximize protection of 
the confidentiality of their identifying information and residential address. 
 
The Secretary of State and County Recorders have no obligation to redact an address or other 
identifying information from a candidate, initiative, referendum, recall, or new party recognition 
petition signed by a secured registrant. Nor is the Secretary of State or a County Recorder 
required to research an ACP participant’s actual address if a substitute address is placed on a 
petition. However, a secured registrant who signs a petition and indicates “protected address,” 
“secured registrant,” or other substantially similar designation in the address line shall not have 
the registrant’s petition signature invalidated solely based on the failure to provide the 
registrant’s actual address. See A.R.S. § 16-321(E). In such cases, the County Recorder may 
verify the petition signature based on the registrant’s address in voter registration record. 
Verification of the petition signature, however, may necessarily disclose the secured registrant’s 
district and/or county of residence. In addition, the registrant’s identifying information, including 
residential address, may appear on other petition-related records, which may be disclosed 
through a public records request or court challenge relating to the petition. For these reasons, 
secured registrants are encouraged not to sign petitions if they wish to maximize the 
confidentiality of their residential address. 

 Terminating Secured Registrant Status 

A protected government official’s or protected victim’s registration record remains sealed for a 
period of five years, to expire by January 5 of the following year unless judicially renewed. A 
County Recorder must mail a notice to the protected government official or protected victim 
within six months of the expiration and advise him or her of the expiration date. A.R.S. § 16-
153(F). A County Recorder may extend the protected government official’s or protected victim’s 
secured status upon receipt of a new court order. Otherwise, a County Recorder will remove the 
secured status from the registrant’s record after January 5 if the County Recorder does not timely 
receive a new court order. 
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An ACP participant’s registration record remains sealed indefinitely unless a County Recorder is 
notified by the registrant or the Secretary of State’s ACP Division that the registrant is no longer 
a participant in the ACP program. Upon receipt of such notice, a County Recorder should 
remove the secured status from the registrant’s record and send all future correspondence to the 
registrant’s actual residential address previously provided on the registration form (not the 
substitute address previously utilized for confidentiality purposes). 

 VOTER REGISTRATION PROCESSING DURING “BOOKS 
CLOSED”  

The period between the last day to register to vote for an election and Election Day is known as 
the “books closed” period. Historically, unless the specific changes were requested by the 
registrant before the voter registration deadline, County Recorders refrained from making 
substantive changes to voter registration records during the “books closed” period in order to 
ensure that the creation of signature rosters, e-pollbook rosters, and the verification of 
provisional ballots are based on records of eligible voters as of the last day to register to vote. 
However, voter registration processing may continue during the “books closed” period if the 
County Recorder has other means of identifying records of eligible voters as of the last day to 
register (e.g., the voter registration system is able to sort by effective eligibility date).  
 
Even if a County Recorder chooses to suspend voter registration processing during the “books 
closed” period, the following updates should continue to be processed:  

• Address Updates: If an existing registrant updates their residence address after the voter 
registration deadline but prior to the finalization of the signature or e-pollbook rosters, a 
County Recorder may update the registrant’s record with the updated residence address. 
In this case, the existing registrant would be permitted to vote a regular ballot at their new 
voting precinct. (Voters who registered prior to the voter registration deadline but failed 
to notify the County Recorder of an address change prior to the date of the election are 
eligible to vote a provisional ballot and may update their address at their new voting 
precinct.) 

• Name Changes: If an existing registrant updates their name after the voter registration 
deadline but prior to the finalization of signature rosters or e-pollbook rosters, a County 
Recorder may update the registrant’s record with the new name. 

• DPOC Changes: If a “federal-only” voter provides satisfactory DPOC to the County 
Recorder by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before Election Day, the registrant’s designation 
must be updated to “full-ballot” voter. See Chapter 1, Section II(A)(2).  

 ELIGIBILITY TO VOTE 

To be eligible to vote, a registrant must be both: (1) timely registered for a particular election 
(i.e., registered in the jurisdiction at least 29 days before the date of the election), and (2) a 
qualified elector in a particular jurisdiction. 
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In general, a “qualified elector” is a person who is: 
• Qualified to register to vote and is properly registered to vote (i.e., included on the voter 

registration rolls) in the jurisdiction in question; and 
• Will be at least 18 years old on or before the date of the election.  

 
A registrant remains a qualified elector unless the registrant moves to another jurisdiction or has 
their registration canceled. A.R.S. § 16-121(A). 
 
“Qualified electors” may differ in property-based elections conducted pursuant to Title 48. For 
example, a qualified elector for the purpose of a domestic water improvement district or 
domestic waste water improvement district election is a natural person (not a company, 
corporation, LLC, trust, or other business entity) who owns property in the district and: (i) is 
registered to vote in the applicable county and resides within the district; (ii) is registered to vote 
in the applicable county but does not reside in the district; or (iii) is registered to vote in Arizona 
but does not reside in the applicable county or district. A.R.S. § 48-1012(G). 

 Age Requirements to Vote in the Next Election 

To be eligible to vote in the next election held pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-204, a registrant must be 
18 years old on or before the date of that next election. A.R.S. § 16-121(A). 
 
If a registrant will be at least 18 years old on or before the next statewide general election, but 
will not be at least 18 years old by the next election held in a particular jurisdiction, the registrant 
remains qualified to register to vote but is not a qualified elector for that next election. For 
example, if a registrant will turn 18 years old before the general election but will be 17 years old 
at the time of the primary election, the registrant may register but is not entitled to vote in the 
primary election. 
 

 Residency Requirements to Vote in the Next Election 

To be eligible to vote in the next election, a registrant generally must have residency within the 
boundaries (or proposed boundaries) of a particular jurisdiction for the 29-day period preceding 
that election. A.R.S. § 16-120(A). For example, to vote in a city or town election, a registrant 
must be a resident of that city or town at least 29 days before that election. A.R.S. § 9-822(A). A 
registrant may be temporarily absent from the jurisdiction without losing their residency status, 
as long as the registrant has an intent to return. A.R.S. § 16-103. 

1. Residency Requirements When Jurisdictional Boundaries Change 
 
If jurisdictional boundaries change during the 29-day period preceding the next election, a 
registrant must have residency within the new boundaries in order to vote in the next election in 
that new jurisdiction. This applies to boundary changes brought about by annexation. 
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For example, a registrant who previously resided in a county island, but whose property was 
annexed into a city or town during the 29-day period preceding an election, is qualified to vote in 
the city or town’s next election if the registrant resided in the city or town’s new boundaries 
during the 29-day period before the election. A.R.S. § 9-822(B). 

2. Eligibility to Vote When Registrant Moves Within 29-Day Period 
 
If a registrant moves to a different precinct within the same county during the 29-day period 
preceding the next election, the registrant remains a qualified elector for the next election. If the 
registrant updates their residence address prior to the creation of the signature rosters or e-
pollbook rosters, a County Recorder may update the registrant’s record with the updated 
residence address in the voter registration database and the voter will be permitted to vote a 
regular ballot at their new voting precinct. The registrant is also entitled to update their address at 
the appropriate polling place for the voter’s new address and then vote a provisional ballot on 
Election Day. A.R.S. §§ 16-122, 16-135, 16-584. 
 
If a registrant moves to a different county during the 29-day period preceding the next election, 
the registrant remains a qualified elector in the former county for that election and must vote in 
the former county. A.R.S. § 16-125. 
 
If a registrant moves to a different state during the 29-day period preceding the next election, the 
registrant is not a qualified elector (and is therefore ineligible to vote) in Arizona. However, a 
registrant retains the right to vote in Arizona for President of the United States (and no other 
races) at the general election during a Presidential election year. A.R.S. § 16-126. Requesting a 
presidential-only ballot requires the County Recorder to cancel the registrant’s record 
“promptly” following the general election. A.R.S. § 16-165(A)(6). 

3. Exceptions to the 29-Day Residency Requirement 

 Military and Overseas Voters 

Military and overseas registrants temporarily absent from the state are permitted to register and 
vote up until 7:00 p.m. on Election Day despite not physically residing in Arizona during the 29-
day period preceding the election. A.R.S. § 16-103; A.R.S. § 16-543.02(B). This exception also 
applies to a U.S. citizen who has never resided in the United States but whose parent is registered 
in Arizona and is a qualified elector for the next election. A.R.S. § 16-103(E). 

 Public Officers Posted in Different County 

If a state employee or officer is posted to a duty station in a county other than the county from 
which they were appointed or elected, they (along with their spouse and dependents who reside 
in the household) remain qualified electors in the county of appointment or election, even if they 
physically reside in the county where the duty post is located. A.R.S. § 16-124. 
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 Registration Deadline to Vote in Next Election 

A registrant who registers to vote at least 29 days before the next election (and is otherwise a 
qualified elector in that jurisdiction) is entitled to vote at the next election. A.R.S. § 16-120(A); 
A.R.S. § 16-134(C). 

1. Date of Receipt of Voter Registrations 
 
For online EZ Voter registrations, a registration is timely received if the registrant completes the 
online registration by 11:59 p.m. on the last day to register to vote. The time of registration is the 
time identified on the registrant’s EZ Voter confirmation receipt. 
 
For paper registrations conducted at a County Recorder’s office, the Secretary of State’s office, 
an AZMVD office or affiliate, a voter registration assistance agency, or an authorized voter 
registration volunteer’s office, a registration is timely if the registrant completes or delivers the 
registration form before the office closes for business on the last day to register to vote.  
 
For paper registration forms that are mailed to a County Recorder’s office, a registration is 
timely if: 

• The registration form is postmarked on or before the voter registration deadline and 
received by the County Recorder by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day; or  

• The registration form is dated on or before the voter registration deadline and received by 
the County Recorder within five calendar days after the voter registration deadline. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-134(C). 
 
For UOCAVA registrants using an FPCA or FWAB, a registration form is timely if received by 
the County Recorder’s or Secretary of State’s Office via mail, email, or fax by 7:00 p.m. on 
Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-103(C). 

2. Voter Registration Form Received After Deadline 
 
A registrant who registers to vote within 29 days of an election is eligible to vote at the election 
following the next election. A.R.S. § 16-120(A). For example, a person who registers ten days 
before the primary election is not eligible to vote in the primary election but is eligible to vote in 
the general election. 
 
If the County Recorder receives a new voter registration form less than 29 days before an 
election, and the registrant is not a military or overseas voter using the FPCA or FWAB 
registration form, the County Recorder may either: 

• Enter the registrant’s information in the voter registration database; or  
• Refrain from entering the registrant’s information in the voter registration database until 

after the next election. 
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If a County Recorder receives a voter registration form less than 29 days before an election from 
an existing registrant, the County Recorder may update the record prior to Election Day if the 
registrant will be a qualified elector in the precinct where the registrant resides. 

3. When Registration Deadline Falls on a Weekend or Holiday 
 
If the 29-day registration deadline falls on a weekend or state holiday (regardless of whether a 
particular county office is open for business), the registration deadline is extended to the next 
business day for state government. For example, if the registration deadline falls on Columbus 
Day (a Monday), a registrant is qualified to vote in the next election if they register on the 
following Tuesday. A.R.S. § 16-120(B); see also A.R.S. § 1-303 (listing state holidays). 
 
Notwithstanding any state deadline, the Secretary of State has the authority to move the voter 
registration deadline in order to maintain compliance with the federal National Voter 
Registration Act (NVRA). Thus, the voter registration deadline will be moved closer to Election 
Day if the closure of state or federal offices would cause a method of registration to be 
unavailable within the 30-day period preceding the next election. For purposes of NVRA 
compliance, the registration deadline shall be applied uniformly across Arizona and is not subject 
to modification based on local business hours. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(a)(1)(A)-(D); Arizona 
Democratic Party v. Reagan, No. CV-16-03618-PHX-SPL, 2016 WL 6523427, at *13 (D. Ariz. 
Nov. 3, 2016). 

 VOTER REGISTRATION LIST MAINTENANCE 

 Deceased, Felon, and Incapacitated Registrants 

Though the Secretary of State does not directly cancel any registration records, the Secretary of 
State is responsible for importing certain information received from federal and state officials 
into the statewide voter registration database, pursuant to which the statewide voter registration 
system will automatically cancel “hard matches” on the following limited bases: 

1. The registrant is deceased; 
2. The registrant was convicted of a felony in court; or 
3. The registrant was adjudicated mentally incapacitated by a court. 

1. Deceased Registrants 
 
The Arizona Department of Health Services (DHS) provides the Secretary of State with a file 
each month (along with a combined file each year) that contains the name, DOB, SSN, date of 
death, father’s name (if available), mother’s maiden name, and last known address of deceased 
Arizona resident who passed away during the applicable period. A.R.S. § 16-165(D).  
 
Upon receipt and confirmation of proper formatting, the Secretary of State uploads the deceased 
registrant file into the statewide voter registration system. The system then initiates a matching 
process against registrant records in the statewide voter registration database.  
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 Hard Match Criteria for Deceased Registrant Verification 

For the purpose of verifying deceased resident information against the statewide voter 
registration database, a “hard match” occurs if the first three letters of the first and last name, 
DOB, and SSN4 match in both records. 
 
If the statewide voter registration system finds a “hard match,” the registrant’s record is 
automatically placed in “canceled” status with a reason code of “deceased-automatic resolution” 
(or functional equivalent). The County Recorder need not send any confirmation of the 
cancellation to the registrant. 

 Soft Match Criteria for Deceased Registrant Verification 

For the purpose of verifying deceased resident records against the statewide voter registration 
database, a “soft match” occurs if the first three letters of the first and last name and DOB match 
in both records or there is a “hard match” against more than one existing registrant record. 
 
If the system finds a “soft match” between the deceased record and a registrant record, it will 
flag the records and notify the appropriate County Recorder of the need to review and compare 
the records. The County Recorder must conduct an individualized inquiry and determine whether 
a “true match” exists between the records. 
 
If a County Recorder determines that a “true match” exists, the County Recorder must select 
“match” in the system. The registrant’s record will be automatically updated to “canceled” status 
with a reason code of “deceased.” The County Recorder need not send any confirmation of the 
cancellation to the registrant. 
 
If the County Recorder determines that a “true match” does not exist, the County Recorder must 
select “no match” in the system. The registrant’s record will remain in its existing status without 
being placed in “canceled” status in the statewide voter registration database. 
 
A County Recorder should follow the same procedures if the county directly receives deceased 
registrant information directly from DHS instead of the Secretary of State. 

 Other Sources of Information on Deceased Registrants 

A County Recorder may also cancel a registrant’s record if the County Recorder determines that 
the registrant is deceased based on other reliable sources, see A.R.S. § 16-165(A)(2), including, 
but not limited to, death notices received by the County Recorder’s office and an affidavit of 
death from the registrant’s next of kin. A County Recorder should match as much information as 
possible (including first name, last name, maiden name (if applicable), year of birth, place of 
birth, and city or town of residence) and be reasonably certain that a “true match” exists before 
canceling a registrant. For example, newspaper or online obituaries alone may not suffice to 
cancel a registrant record without additional research and confirmation. In cases where the 
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County Recorder cannot confirm a “soft match,” the County Recorder may send a letter to the 
registrant asking to confirm the information.  
 
A registrant who passes away after casting a valid ballot is entitled to have their ballot tabulated 
and votes counted. 

2. Registrants Convicted of a Felony or Found Mentally 
Incapacitated 

 
The Secretary of State is responsible for receiving felony conviction and mental incapacitation 
information from federal and state officials and processing the information through the statewide 
voter registration system. 

 Sources of Felony Conviction and Incapacitation Information 

The Secretary of State electronically receives periodic files from Arizona superior courts and 
from the Maricopa County Superior Court containing the name, DOB, and SSN4 of Arizona 
residents recently convicted of a felony or found mentally incapacitated in that jurisdiction. Upon 
receipt and confirmation of proper formatting, the Secretary of State imports the files into the 
statewide voter registration system. 
 
The Secretary of State also receives in various non-electronic formats: (1) additional felony 
conviction information from Arizona superior courts and the U.S. Department of Justice; and (2) 
additional mental incapacitation information from Arizona superior courts. Upon receipt, the 
Secretary of State converts these records into the proper electronic format and imports these files 
into the statewide voter registration system. 

 Processing Felony Conviction and Incapacitation Information 

The statewide voter registration system compares the felony and mental incapacitation records 
against the statewide voter registration database for potential matches. 
 
A “hard match” occurs when the first three letters of the first and last name, DOB, and SSN4 
match an existing registrant record. In this case, the registrant’s record is automatically placed in 
“canceled” status with the reason code of “felony – automatic resolution” or “declared 
incapacitated – automatic resolution” (or functional equivalent). 
 
A “soft match” occurs when the first three letters of the first and last name and DOB match an 
existing registrant record (or there is a “hard match” against more than one existing record in the 
database). In this case, the system will flag the record for individual resolution by the applicable 
County Recorder. If the County Recorder finds a “true match,” the record may be placed in 
“canceled” status with the reason code “felony” or “declared incapacitated” (or functional 
equivalent). The County Recorder must send a letter to the registrant confirming any cancellation 
based on a felony conviction or finding of mental incapacitation. 
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A County Recorder should follow the same procedures if the county directly receives felony 
conviction or mental incapacitation information from a court instead of the Secretary of State. 
 
A County Recorder may reinstate a registrant’s record if the registrant was erroneously canceled 
based on mental incapacitation, but the registrant retained the right to vote by court order. If the 
registrant was canceled based on a felony conviction but later had their civil rights restored, the 
registrant must submit a new voter registration in order to be re-registered.  

 Secretary of State Duties to Forward Registrant Information 

The Secretary of State also periodically receives registrant information that must be processed 
and forwarded to County Recorders for final resolution as described below. 

1. Information Received from Out-of-State Jurisdictions 
 
The Secretary of State occasionally receives correspondence from out-of-state jurisdictions 
providing information about Arizona registrants. The Secretary of State will promptly forward 
the correspondence to the applicable County Recorder(s) by email. The Secretary of State may 
not cancel any registration records or otherwise initiate any process through the statewide voter 
registration system based on the out-of-state correspondence. A County Recorder should treat the 
information as a “soft match” and conduct an individualized inquiry before canceling any 
registration record. 

2. Information Received Through Multi-State Compacts 
 
Arizona is a member of the Electronic Registration Information Center (ERIC). The Secretary of 
State is responsible for acquiring, sorting, and distributing registrant information received from 
ERIC to the County Recorders.   

3. Juror Disclosure of Felony Conviction 
 
Election officials periodically receive court records or information regarding prospective jurors 
who acknowledged a felony conviction on a juror questionnaire. If a County Recorder receives 
such information, the County Recorder must cancel any registrant record that is a “true match” 
against the juror information, using the reason code “juror questionnaire - felony” (or functional 
equivalent). A.R.S. § 16-165(A)(4). The County Recorder must also send a letter informing the 
registrant of the cancellation.  
 
A County Recorder must ensure that a registration is not canceled twice for the same felony 
conviction. For example, the statewide voter registration system might have automatically 
canceled the registration upon being notified of the felony conviction through court records 
pursuant to Chapter 1, Section VIII(A)(2), and the registrant could have re-registered (following 
restoration of their civil rights) before the juror questionnaire information was provided to the 
County Recorder about the same felony conviction. Thus, before canceling a registration record 
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based on a juror questionnaire, the County Recorder should confirm that the registrant did not 
have a prior registration record recently canceled on account of a felony conviction. 

4. Juror Disclosure of Non-Citizenship 
 
Election officials also periodically receive court records or information regarding prospective 
jurors who stated on a juror questionnaire that they are not a U.S. citizen. If a County Recorder 
receives such information, the County Recorder may cancel any registrant record that is a “true 
match” only after completing the following steps:  

1. Confirm that the registrant does not already have valid proof of citizenship documented 
in the statewide voter registration database (if the registrant has DPOC on file, the 
County Recorder may not cancel the registrant’s record based solely on the juror 
questionnaire);  

2. If the registrant has no DPOC on file, send a letter to the registrant (including a DPOC 
Submission Form/Juror Questionnaire Non-Citizen Notice, see Chapter 17 for sample 
forms) within ten business days, informing the registrant that: 

• The County Recorder has received information indicating that the registrant stated 
on a juror questionnaire that they are not a U.S. citizen;  

• The registrant has not previously provided valid DPOC;  
• The registrant must submit DPOC within 35 days of the date of the notice to 

remain eligible to vote and the registrant will be made a “full-ballot” voter upon 
submission of DPOC; and 

• The registrant’s record will be canceled if the registrant does not submit DPOC 
within 35 days. 

 
If the registrant does not submit valid DPOC by the 35-day deadline, the County Recorder must 
change the registrant’s status to “canceled” with the reason code “juror questionnaire - 
citizenship.” The County Recorder must also send a letter notifying the registrant of the 
cancellation and providing instructions on how to re-register and provide valid DPOC if the 
registrant is otherwise eligible to register to vote.  

5. Juror Disclosure of Out–of-County Residency 
 
If a County Recorder receives court documents or other information regarding prospective jurors 
who stated on a juror questionnaire that they are not a resident of the county and the County 
Recorder confirms a “true match” with a registrant record, the County Recorder must send a 
letter to the registrant within ten business days. The letter must:  

• Inform the registrant that the County Recorder was notified the registrant 
indicated on a juror questionnaire that the registrant is not a resident of the 
county; and  
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• Include a voter registration form or an appropriate internet address through which 
the registrant can update their address and/or register to vote in their new county 
in Arizona.  
 

If the letter is returned undeliverable,14 the County Recorder must send a follow-up notice within 
21 days, which constitutes the “Final Notice” pursuant to the NVRA process; the registrant’s 
record may be canceled through the NVRA process only if the registrant does not timely respond 
to the Final Notice and fails to vote in any election in two federal/statewide general election 
cycles. See Chapter 1, Section VIII(C) for details on the NVRA process.  

 Cancellation through NVRA Process Due to Address Changes 

One of the principal ways to ensure the accuracy of registration records is to update records 
based on a registrant’s change of address. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(a)(4)(B). A County Recorder 
receives address change information in various ways: directly from the registrant, from the U.S. 
Postal Service’s (USPS) National Change of Address (NCOA) service, through returned mail 
from USPS, or from ERIC reports. A County Recorder may update (and in some cases cancel) a 
registration record depending on the circumstances. 
 
One piece of returned official election mail alone is not sufficient to cancel a registrant’s record. 
Rather, a County Recorder generally must send two official election mailings to the registrant 
(only one official election mailing is required if a registrant appears on an NCOA or ERIC 
report), and only if a registrant does not respond to the mailing(s) or vote during a specified 
period after the mailings were sent, is the County Recorder permitted to cancel the record. The 
requirements below are outlined in NVRA and the process is referred to here as the “NVRA 
process.” 

1. Initiating the NVRA Process Based on Returned Election Mail 
 
To invoke the NVRA process based on returned election mail, a County Recorder must complete 
the following steps: 

1. Send an official election mailing by non-forwardable, first-class mail marked with a 
statement required by USPS to receive an address correction notification (the “First 
Notice”). Official election mail includes but is not limited to: 

• A voter registration card; 
• A 90-day notice to PEVL registrants issued pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-544(D); 
• A ballot-by-mail issued pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-542 or A.R.S. § 16-544; 
• Any other first-class, non-forwardable official election mail. 

2. If the election mail is returned undeliverable, the County Recorder must send a follow-up 
notice to the registrant within 21 days after the mail is returned to the County Recorder 

 
14 If the initial notice letter is not returned undeliverable, the registrant’s record may not be canceled, even 
if the registrant does not respond to the initial notice letter. 
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(the “Final Notice”). If the returned mail contains a forwarding address for the registrant, 
the County Recorder must send the Final Notice to the new address. Otherwise, the 
County Recorder must send the Final Notice to the same address used for the initial 
mailing.  

3. The Final Notice must contain a voter registration form or an appropriate internet address 
through which the registrant can update their address. The Final Notice also must warn 
that if the registrant does not submit a new voter registration form or update their address 
within 35 days, the registrant will be placed in “inactive” status.  

4. If the registrant does not submit a new voter registration form or otherwise update their 
address by the 35-day deadline, the County Recorder must change the registrant’s status 
to “inactive” with the reason code “NVRA inactive address” (or functional equivalent). 
  

A.R.S. § 16-166(A), (C), (E); A.R.S. § 16-544(E); 52 U.S.C. § 20507(b)(2), (d)(1)(B), (d)(2). 
 
The registrant may be canceled through the NVRA process if the registrant: 

• Does not timely respond to the Final Notice by submitting a new registration form or 
otherwise update their voter registration address with the County Recorder; and  

• Fails to vote in any election in two federal/statewide general election cycles following the 
Final Notice. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-165(A)(7); A.R.S. § 16-166(E); 52 U.S.C. § 20507(b)(2), (d)(1)(B), (d)(2).  
 
If the preceding conditions have been met, under NVRA, the registrant’s record shall be canceled 
after four years from the date of the Final Notice or following the second general election after 
the Final Notice. A.R.S. § 16-166(C), (E); A.R.S. § 16-165(A)(7). 

2. Special Procedures Applicable to NCOA Notices 
 
A County Recorder is permitted, but not required, to utilize USPS’s NCOA service to 
preliminarily identify registrants who have moved. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(c)(1)(A); A.R.S. § 16-
166(E). Since NCOA data reflects actual change-of-address information the registrant has 
provided to USPS, the NVRA authorizes a special process to be utilized for list maintenance 
purposes. The NCOA data serves the same function as a First Notice that is returned 
undeliverable. Thus, a County Recorder need only send one additional notice, which serves as 
the Final Notice, to invoke the NVRA process. 
 
If the County Recorder chooses to use NCOA data, any initial notice pursuant to this Section 
must be sent on or before May 1 of a general election year. The County Recorder may also send 
additional notices after May 1. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(c)(2)(A); A.R.S. § 16-166(E). Sending this 
notice by May 1 also allows a County Recorder to simultaneously send a 90-day notice to PEVL 
voters for the primary election in the same mailing.  
A.R.S. § 16-544(D). 
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 When NCOA Data Indicates Out-of-County Move 

If NCOA data indicates that the registrant moved outside the county, the County Recorder must 
send a notice to the new address by forwardable mail informing the registrant how to remain 
eligible to vote. The notice must: 

• Enclose a postage prepaid and preaddressed return form by which the registrant may 
confirm the intent to cancel their registration; 

• Notify the registrant to re-register if they moved to another county; and  
• Notify the registrant to update the County Recorder within 29 days of the letter if the 

registrant’s change-of-address was only temporary. 
 
52 U.S.C. § 20507(c)(1)(B)(ii), (d)(2)(B); A.R.S. § 16-166(E). This letter serves as a Final 
Notice in the NVRA process.  

 When NCOA Data Indicates In-County Move 

If the NCOA data indicates that the registrant moved within the county, the County Recorder 
must supplement the registrant’s record with the new address obtained through NCOA. The 
County Recorder also must send a notice to the new address by forwardable mail to provide the 
registrant an opportunity to confirm or correct the address change. The notice must: 

• Notify the registrant that the County Recorder updated the registrant’s record with the 
new address; 

• Enclose a postage prepaid and pre-addressed return form by which the registrant may 
confirm or correct the address change; 

• Notify the registrant that if they do not confirm the new address within 35 days, the 
registrant will be placed in “inactive” status. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-166(E). This letter serves as a Final Notice in the NVRA process.  

3. NVRA Recordkeeping Responsibilities 
 
A County Recorder must track all Final Notices sent to a registrant, along with any 
communication from the registrant received in response to a Final Notice, with a registrant’s 
record in the voter registration database. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(i)(2).  
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 Prohibition on Systematic Cancellations within 90 Days of Election 

A County Recorder must complete any program to systematically cancel registration records at 
least 90 days before a primary or general election. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(c)(2)(A). Systematic 
programs include the cancellation of records through the NVRA process described in Chapter 1, 
Section VIII(C). However, the 90-day prohibition does not preclude cancellation of records 
based on: 

• Automatic cancellations through the statewide voter registration system of hard matches 
based on death, felony conviction, or mental incapacitation;  

• Merging/cancellation of duplicate records (whether manual or automatic) when 
processing new voter registration forms; 

• Cancellation at the request of the registrant; and 
• Cancellation of records added to the voter registration database in error. 

52 U.S.C. § 20507(c)(2)(B). 

 REPORTING VOTER REGISTRATION STATISTICS 

Each County Recorder must report to the Secretary of State and the officer in charge of elections 
the number of active and inactive county registrants as of the following dates:  

• In even-numbered years: 
- January 2; 
- The last day to register to vote for the March PPE; 
- April 1; 
- The last day to register to vote for the August primary election; and 
- The last day to register to vote for the November general election. 

• In odd-numbered years: 
- January 2; 
- April 1; 
- July 1; and 
- October 1. 

 
In addition, registration reports must be provided to the Secretary of State as of the registration 
deadline for any special election. A.R.S. § 16-168(G).  
 
The reports must be broken down by political party and according to precinct, legislative district, 
and congressional district. For reporting purposes, political parties are limited to the Republican 
Party, Democratic Party, Libertarian Party (assuming they remain qualified for statewide 
recognition), Green Party (assuming they remain qualified for statewide recognition), and any 
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other statewide recognized political party that qualifies for representation on the ballot at the 
time of the report. The “Other” total reported to the Secretary of State should include all 
registrants registered as “other,” “independent,” “party not designated,” “PND”, “no party” (or 
any substantially similar designation) or any non-recognized political party. 
 
These totals should be reported to the Secretary of State as soon as practicable following the 
applicable cutoff dates. A.R.S. § 16-168(H). The totals must include only registrations as of the 
reporting cutoff periods.  
 
For reports prepared as of a registration cutoff date, the County Recorder should ensure that the 
same active and inactive registration numbers reported to the Secretary of State match any 
registration statistics reported to the officer in charge of elections for purposes of determining 
voter turnout. 
 
As soon as practicable upon receipt of all 15 county reports, the Secretary of State must prepare, 
publish, and retain a statewide summary of the voter registration statistics. A.R.S. § 16-168(H). 

 “Federal-Only” Registration and Ballot Report 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must file a report with the Secretary 
of State, and post on the County Recorder’s website, the number of people who are registered to 
vote using the state or federal form who have not provided documentary proof of citizenship. In 
even-numbered years, the report must be made on January 2, April 1, and the last day on which a 
person may register to be eligible to vote in the next presidential preference, primary, and 
general election. In odd numbered years, the report must be made on January 2, April 1, July 1, 
and October 1. Additionally, after each general election, the County Recorder must post on the 
County Recorder’s website the number of ballots cast by those eligible to vote for federal offices 
only. A.R.S. § 16-161(B); A.R.S. § 16-168. 

 PROVISION OF REGISTRATION DATA TO THIRD PARTIES 

 Precinct Lists to Recognized Political Parties 

Each County Recorder must provide, at no cost, a list of active and inactive registered voters to 
the State and County Chairpersons of the recognized political parties that are entitled to 
continued representation on the ballot pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-804. A.R.S. § 16-168(C)-(D).  

1. Content of Political Party Precinct Lists 
 
The precinct list must contain the following information about each registrant: 

1. Registrant’s full name, which includes first name, middle name, last name, and suffix in 
different columns; 

2. Party preference; 
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3. Date of registration; 
4. Residence address; 
5. Mailing address (if different from residence address); 
6. Zip code; 
7. Telephone number (if available); 
8. Birth year; 
9. Occupation (if available); 
10. Voting history for the past four years, including which party ballot was issued and 

method of voting (polling place, early, or provisional);  
11. Whether the registrant is on the PEVL;  
12. Voter ID number; and 
13. Registrant’s registration status and status reason, including “federal-only” designation if 

applicable. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-168(C). Precinct lists should generally be provided in electronic format, and County 
Recorders are encouraged to make the lists available to the political parties through a secure 
website or Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) portal. If the list is provided in printed format, 
the list must be created in alphabetical order (by registrant last name) and be organized by 
precinct, unless otherwise agreed upon by the County Recorder and the political party at issue. 
A.R.S. § 16-168(E).  

2. Timing of Political Party Precinct Lists 
 
A County Recorder must provide precinct lists as of the following dates: 

• In even-numbered years: 
- January 2; 
- The last day to register to vote for the March PPE; 
- April 1; 
- The last day to register to vote for the August primary election; and 
- The last day to register to vote for the November general election. 

• In odd-numbered years: 
- January 2; 
- April 1; 
- July 1; and 
- October 1. 
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A.R.S. § 16-168(C)-(D), (G).  

Precinct lists developed for the primary and general election must be provided within eight days 
after the close of registration. A.R.S. § 16-168(C). Otherwise, the remaining precinct lists must 
be provided within ten business days after the applicable reporting dates. A.R.S. § 16-168(D). 

3. Requests for Political Party Precinct Lists 

To receive precinct lists at no cost, a recognized political party must seek precinct lists from the 
applicable County Recorder within eight days after the close of registration for precinct lists 
developed for the primary and general election or within ten business days after any other 
applicable reporting dates. A.R.S. § 16-168(C), (D), (L). Counties may establish a process for 
recognized political parties to opt to automatically receive precinct lists for each election. 

A County Recorder need not provide this precinct list for the primary or general election to a 
recognized political party if that party will have less than four partisan candidates (other than 
presidential electors) on that county’s ballot. A.R.S. § 16-168(C).  

A recognized political party may seek precinct lists from the Secretary of State only if the 
applicable County Recorder fails or refuses to provide the list. In this case, the Secretary of State 
may charge the County Recorder a fee to produce the records as outlined in Chapter 1, Section 
X(C) below. A.R.S. § 16-168(L). 

 Use of County Registration Rolls by Political Subdivision 

Any political subdivision of the state, including a city or town, may use the county registration 
rolls to conduct an election. At least 60 days before any such election, the governing body of the 
political subdivision shall negotiate a contract with the County Recorder to reimburse the County 
Recorder for the actual expenses in preparing the necessary lists for use in the election. The 
County Recorder shall not charge more than the actual additional costs that such preparation 
entails. A.R.S. § 16-172. 

 Public Records Requests by Third Parties 

Any person or organization may make a public records request for registrant information to a 
County Recorder or the Secretary of State. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(I); A.R.S. § 16-168(E), (K); 
A.R.S. § 39-121.01(D). A County Recorder or the Secretary of State may request a properly-
completed public records request form to be submitted before responding to the public records 
request. Records should be produced within 30 days of receipt of a proper request. A.R.S. § 16-
168(E). 
 
Copies of registrant records may be provided exclusively in electronic format, including via a 
password-protected Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) site, Virtual Private Network (VPN), 
or other secure method of electronic transmission. In addition to the fees set forth in A.R.S. § 16-
168(E), the County Recorder or the Secretary of State may charge for the cost of an electronic 
storage medium in which to deliver the records in a secure format. 
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If a person or organization requests to inspect registrant records in lieu of requesting copies, a 
County Recorder or the Secretary of State may establish how and under what conditions the 
records may be inspected. A.R.S. § 16-168(F).  

1. Scope of Registrant Records Not Subject to Disclosure 
 
The following components of a registrant’s record are confidential and may not be viewed, 
accessed, reproduced, or disclosed to a member of the public: 

1. Month and day of birth; 
2. SSN (or any portion thereof); 
3. AZDL/ID#; 
4. Indian census number;  
5. Father’s name; 
6. Mother’s maiden name;  
7. State or country of birth; 
8. Signature;  
9. Email address; 
10. Any registration source code or other indication of location of registration;  
11. Any documents submitted as proof of citizenship; or 
12. Any secured record. 

 
The information listed above may be viewed, accessed, or reproduced by the registrant (if the 
information pertains to the registrant’s own record), an authorized government official in the 
scope of the official’s duties, designated voter registration assistance agencies, for signature 
verification on petition and candidate filings, for election purposes and for news gathering 
purposes by a person engaged in newspaper, radio, television or reportorial work, or connected 
with or employed by a newspaper, radio or television station, or pursuant to a court order. If 
requested for news gathering purposes by a person engaged in newspaper, radio, television, or 
reportorial work, a County Recorder may condition release of such confidential information 
(other than secured records) upon execution of a non-disclosure agreement. A registrant's e-mail 
address may not be released for any purpose.  A.R.S. § 16-168(F). 
 
A registrant’s signature may be viewed or accessed by a member of the public only for purposes 
of verifying signatures on a candidate, initiative, referendum, recall, new party, or other petition 
or for purposes of verifying candidate filings. A.R.S. § 16-168(F). A County Recorder may 
establish the conditions under which the signature may be viewed or accessed, including 
prohibition of photography.  
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2. Permissible Uses of Registrant Records 
 
Registrant records may only be used for political or political party activity, a political campaign 
or election, revising district boundaries, or any other purpose specifically authorized by law. 
A.R.S. § 16-168(E), (N). 
 
A person or organization in possession of a precinct list or other registrant information may not 
allow the list or information to be used, sold, or otherwise transferred for any purpose except 
those authorized above, including posting to the internet. A.R.S. § 16-168(F). 
 
The County Recorder or Secretary of State shall deny a public records request intended for a 
commercial purpose. The sale of precinct lists or registrant records to a candidate or political 
committee for a political or campaign use does not constitute a prohibited commercial purpose. 
A.R.S. § 16-168(E).  
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CHAPTER 2:  
EARLY VOTING 

 
Any election in Arizona, including special taxing district elections, must provide for early voting, 
which includes no-excuse ballot-by-mail15 voting and in-person early voting. A.R.S. § 16-541. 
An all ballot-by-mail election incorporates aspects of early voting but is subject to the specific 
requirements outlined in Chapter 3. 

 BALLOT-BY-MAIL 

Without providing any reason or justification, a voter may request to be sent a ballot-by-mail on 
a one-time or permanent basis.  

 One-Time Requests to Receive a Ballot-by-Mail 

A voter may request a ballot-by-mail for a specific election, which may include a simultaneous 
request for a ballot-by-mail for both the primary and general election. A.R.S. § 16-542(A). A 
voter may make a ballot-by-mail request to the County Recorder or other county officer in 
charge of elections, who must document the voter’s request in the voter’s registration record.  
 
Candidates, political committees, or other organizations are permitted to distribute ballot-by-mail 
request forms to voters. Such request forms shall be submitted to the County Recorder within six 
business days after receipt by a candidate, political committee, or other organization or 11 days 
before Election Day, whichever is earlier. A.R.S. § 16-542(I), (J). The request forms must seek 
all the information required in Chapter 2, Section I(A)(4). 

1. Eligibility to Request a Ballot-by-Mail 
 
Any qualified elector may request a ballot-by-mail containing the races for which they are  
eligible to vote. A.R.S. § 16-542. However, for an election that includes a federal office, first-
time voters who registered to vote by mail must prove identity before requesting a ballot-by-
mail. 52 U.S.C. § 21083(b); see Chapter 1, Section IV(J) for more details on the HAVA 
identification requirements.  

2. Time Period to Request a Ballot-by-Mail 
 
A voter may request a ballot-by-mail between 93 and 11 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-
542(A), (E). A voter may simultaneously request a ballot-by-mail for both a primary and general 

 
15 This Manual uses the term “ballot-by-mail” to refer to: (1) early ballots mailed to voters based on a 
one-time request pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-542 or based on the voter’s request to be on the permanent early 
voting list (PEVL) pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-544; (2) ballots transmitted to UOCAVA voters; and (3) 
ballots automatically mailed to all eligible voters for an all ballot-by-mail election (see Chapter 3 for more 
information on ballot-by-mail elections).    
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election as long as the request is made between 93 and 11 days before the primary election. 
However, UOCAVA voters may make a request for a ballot-by-mail more than 93 days before 
an election. A.R.S. § 16-542(B). 

3. Methods to Request a Ballot-by-Mail 
 
A voter may request a ballot-by-mail orally or in writing, including in-person, online, or by 
telephone, email, fax, or mail. A voter may update their residence or mailing address in their 
voter registration record through a written (but not oral) ballot-by-mail request form. A.R.S. § 
16-542(A), (F). 

4. Ballot-by-Mail Request Form 
 
For written or online requests, a ballot-by-mail request form created by County Recorders must 
contain the following: 

1. The title “Ballot-by-Mail Request” or “Early Ballot Request;” 
2. The county name; 
3. Entry fields for: 

a. The voter’s name; 
b. The voter’s residential address or residence location; 
c. The voter’s mailing address where the ballot-by-mail should be sent (if different from 

residential address); 
d. The voter’s date of birth; 
e. State or country of birth, or another piece of information that, if compared to the 

voter’s record, would confirm the voter’s identity (such as the AZDL/ID# or SSN4, 
father’s name, or mother’s maiden name);  

f. The voter’s telephone number (paper forms only); 
g. The voter’s signature (paper forms only); 
h. The voter’s email address (optional); 
i. The election or election date(s) for which a ballot-by-mail is being requested; 

4. If the voter is not registered with a recognized political party and is requesting a primary 
election ballot, an entry field for the registrant to specify the political party ballot being 
requested;  

5. A method to indicate whether the voter would like to update their registration record with 
the information provided in the ballot-by-mail request form; and 

6. A notice that the completed ballot-by-mail request must be received by the County 
Recorder by 5:00 p.m. on the 11th day preceding the election. 

 
In addition to the County Recorder’s official paper or online ballot-by-mail request form, a voter 
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may use any other substantially similar written document to make a one-time request to be sent a 
ballot-by-mail.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-542(A), (E).  

5. Minimum Requirements for Requesting a Ballot-by-Mail 
 
In order for the County Recorder to process a ballot-by-mail request, the request must contain at 
least the following information: 

1. The voter’s name; 
2. The voter’s residential address; 
3. The voter’s date of birth; 
4. At least one of the following: 

• The voter’s state or country of birth; or 
• Another piece of information that, if compared to the voter’s record, would 

confirm the voter’s identity, such as the AZDL/ID# or SSN4, father’s name, or 
mother’s maiden name.  

 
In addition, for partisan primary elections, a voter who is not registered with a recognized 
political party must indicate which political party ballot the voter wishes to receive. A.R.S. § 16-
542(A), (E). 

6. Requesting Political Party Ballot for a Primary Election 
 
If a voter requests a one-time ballot-by-mail for a primary election, but the voter is not registered 
with a recognized political party, the voter must designate a recognized political party ballot in 
order to receive a ballot-by-mail for that primary election. A.R.S. § 16-542(A).   
 
The voter may request only one political party ballot for each election. Requesting a political 
party ballot does not change the voter’s political party preference in their registration record. In 
general, once a County Recorder mails the requested party ballot, a voter may not request or 
receive a different party ballot. If a voter re-registers to vote with a recognized political party 
between 45 and 29 days before the election, however, the voter must be sent a party ballot that 
corresponds to the new party. If the voter had requested a different party ballot prior to re-
registering to vote, the prior ballot should not be mailed (or if already mailed, should be voided).   
 
In lieu of requesting a party ballot for the partisan primary, a voter who is not registered with a 
recognized political party may request a non-partisan ballot if a non-partisan election is being 
conducted at the same time as the partisan primary and if the voter is eligible to vote a non-
partisan ballot. 
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7. Incomplete Ballot-by-Mail Requests 
 
If a ballot-by-mail request does not contain the voter’s name, residential address, date of birth, 
party ballot designation (for voters not registered with a recognized political party who are 
requesting a ballot-by-mail for a partisan primary election), or other verifying information, the 
County Recorder must notify the voter (by mail, telephone and/or email) within a reasonable 
period if the County Recorder has sufficient contact information to do so. If the ballot-by-mail 
request form does not contain contact information, the County Recorder must check the 
registrant’s record for contact information. A.R.S. § 16-542(E).   
 
If the voter provides the missing information by the 11th day before the election, the voter must 
be mailed a ballot-by-mail for that election. If the voter provides the missing information after 
the 11th day before the election, the County Recorder may send the voter a ballot-by-mail for 
that election if the County Recorder has sufficient time to do so.  

 Requests to Be Placed on the Permanent Early Voting List 

A voter may request to be placed on the Permanent Early Voter List (PEVL) and receive a 
ballot-by-mail for each election the voter is eligible for. A.R.S. § 16-544(A). 
 
Unless a PEVL voter notifies the County Recorder at least 45 days before an election that the 
voter does not wish to receive a ballot-by-mail, the County Recorder will automatically schedule 
the mailing of a ballot-by-mail to the voter. A.R.S. § 16-544(F). However, for an open partisan 
primary election, the County Recorder will not mail a ballot to a voter who is not registered with 
a recognized political party unless the voter timely selected a political party ballot. A.R.S. § 16-
544(G).  

1. PEVL Eligibility 
 
Any qualified elector may request to be placed on the PEVL. A.R.S. § 16-544(A). 
 
A first-time voter with “federal-only” designation who registered by mail (i.e., has a “FED” 
designation) and requests to be placed on the PEVL must first prove their identity prior to 
receiving a ballot-by-mail. 52 U.S.C. § 21083(b); see Chapter 1, Section IV(J) for more details 
on the HAVA identification requirements. 
 
A UOCAVA voter also may request to be placed on the PEVL, however ballots are transmitted 
to these UOCAVA voters at least 45 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-544(J). If a PEVL 
voter loses their UOCAVA status, the voter shall continue to receive a ballot-by-mail at their 
designated mailing address unless the address is outside of Arizona. However, even if the voter’s 
mailing address is in Arizona, the voter, upon losing UOCAVA status, may not receive or return 
a ballot by fax or other electronic means and the ballot will not be sent until 27 days (rather than 
45 days) before the election unless the voter submits a new FPCA form.  
 
A voter enrolled in the PEVL must use a mailing address in the voter’s county of residence and 
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may not request that ballots be automatically sent to an out-of-state address for each election 
unless the voter is also a UOCAVA voter. However, a PEVL voter may make one-time requests 
to have their ballot mailed to an address outside of the voter’s county of residence for specific 
elections. A.R.S. § 16-544(B). 

2. Time Period to Request Placement on the PEVL 
 
A voter may request to be placed on the PEVL at any time. However, in order for a ballot to be 
mailed to the voter for a specific election, the PEVL request must be received no later than 5:00 
p.m. on the 11th day before the election. A.R.S. § 16-542(A), (E), (F). If a voter requests to be 
placed on the PEVL less than 11 days before the election, no ballot will be mailed to the voter 
for that next election (unless the County Recorder has time to do so), but the voter’s PEVL status 
will be activated for future elections. 

3. Methods to Request Placement on the PEVL 
 
A voter may request to be placed on the PEVL by:  

• Selecting the PEVL request box on the State Form; 
• Selecting the PEVL request option on an online EZ Voter registration; 
• Submitting a PEVL request form issued by a County Recorder; or  
• Making any other written request that contains the minimum required information for a 

PEVL request. 
 
If a registrant makes a request to be added to the PEVL other than through an initial voter 
registration, the County Recorder must compare the signature on the PEVL request form with the 
signature in the registrant’s record to determine whether the same person signed both forms 
before adding the voter to the PEVL. A.R.S. § 16-544(C).  
 
After a valid request, a County Recorder must update the voter’s registration record to reflect 
PEVL status. A.R.S. § 16-544(C). 

4. PEVL Request Form 
 
A PEVL request form created by County Recorders must contain substantially the following: 

1. The title “Permanent Early Voter List Request”; 
2. The county name; 
3. Entry fields for: 

• The voter’s name; 
• The voter’s residential address or location; 
• The voter’s mailing address in the county of residence; 
• The voter’s date of birth; and 
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• The voter’s signature; 
4. A method to indicate whether the voter would like to update their registration record with 

the information provided in the PEVL request form;  
5. A statement that the voter is attesting that the voter is a registered voter who is eligible to 

vote in the county of residence; and 
6. The statement “I authorize the County Recorder to add my name to the permanent early 

voting list and by doing so the County Recorder will automatically mail a ballot-by-mail 
to me for each election for which I am eligible.” 

 
A County Recorder may add additional language to a PEVL request form. 
 
In addition to the County Recorder’s official PEVL request form, a voter may use any other 
substantially similar written document to request PEVL status. 

5. Minimum Requirements for Requesting Placement on the PEVL 
 
A valid written PEVL request must contain, at minimum, the voter’s: 

• Name; 
• Residence address or location within the county;  
• Mailing address within the county of residence (if different from residential address);  
• Date of birth; and 
• Signature. 

 
The voter may not list an out-of-state mailing address unless the voter is a UOCAVA voter. 
A.R.S. § 16-544(B). 

6. Incomplete Requests for Placement on the PEVL 
 
If the PEVL request does not contain the voter’s name, residence address, mailing address in the 
county of residence, date of birth, or signature, or contains a signature that does not match the 
signature in the registrant’s record, the County Recorder must notify the voter (by mail, 
telephone, text, and/or email) within a reasonable period if the County Recorder has enough 
information to do so. If the PEVL request form does not contain contact information, the County 
Recorder must check the registrant’s record for contact information.  
 
If the voter provides the missing information or confirms any mismatched signature by the 11th 
day before the election, the voter must be mailed a ballot-by-mail for that election and be added 
to the PEVL for future elections. If the voter provides the missing information after the 11th day 
before the election, the County Recorder may send the voter a ballot-by-mail for that election if 
the County Recorder has sufficient time to do so. 
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7. Removal from the PEVL 
 
A voter may be removed from the PEVL under the following circumstances: 

• The voter makes a written request to be removed from the PEVL, which includes the 
voter’s name, residence address, date of birth, and signature;  

• The 90-day notice (discussed in Chapter 2, Section I(B)(9) below) is returned as 
undeliverable and the County Recorder is unable to contact the voter to confirm the 
voter’s continued desire to remain on the PEVL; or 

• The voter’s registration record is placed in an “inactive” or “canceled” status.  
 

Upon receipt of voter’s request to be removed from the PEVL, the County Recorder must 
remove the voter as soon as practicable. A County Recorder may not remove a voter from the 
PEVL list for failure to vote or for voting in-person rather than using the ballot-by-mail. A.R.S. § 
16-544(H)-(I), (K). 

8. Third-Party Distribution/Receipt of PEVL Request Forms 
 
As for one-time ballot-by-mail request forms, candidates, political committees, or other 
organizations are permitted to distribute PEVL request forms to voters. A.R.S. § 16-544(L). The 
request forms must seek all the information required under Chapter 2, Section I(B)(4). 
 
If a candidate, political committee, or other organization receives a completed request form, the 
candidate, political committee, or other organization must return the request form to the 
applicable County Recorder within six business days of receipt or 11 days before Election Day, 
whichever is sooner. Failure to timely return completed request forms may result in a civil 
penalty of $25 per day for each form withheld. Any person who knowingly fails to return 
completed PEVL request forms by the submission deadline may be guilty of a class 6 felony. 
A.R.S. § 16-544(M). 
 
If the request forms include a printed return address, the address must be the County Recorder’s 
office in the political subdivision that will conduct the election. Failure to use the County 
Recorder’s return address may result in a civil penalty up to three times the cost of the 
production and distribution of the PEVL request form. A.R.S. § 16-544(L). 

9. Notice to PEVL Voters in Advance of the Election 
 
A County Recorder must mail a notice to all eligible PEVL voters at least 90 days before any 
polling place election (i.e., any election not conducted as a ballot-by-mail election, see Chapter 
3) scheduled in March or August, including the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-544(D). A County Recorder 
may not issue a combined 90-day notice for the March and August elections, but may issue a 
combined 90-day notice for a March/May election or an August/November election. 
 
The notice must be sent by non-forwardable mail (with a request to receive an address correction 
notification) and include the following information:  
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1. A statement that the County Recorder’s records indicate that the voter is on the PEVL; 
2. The dates of the elections that are the subject of the notice; 
3. The expected mailing date(s) of the voter’s ballot; 
4. The voter’s mailing address, and an indication that it is the address where the ballot(s) 

will be mailed; 
5. An indicator of the voter’s party affiliation; 
6. A checkbox to allow the voter to remove the voter’s name from the PEVL; and  
7. A checkbox to request that the ballot-by-mail not be mailed for the elections listed on the 

notice. 
 
The notice must include a postage-prepaid means for the voter to: 

1. Designate a political party ballot or request a non-partisan ballot, if applicable, (only if 
the upcoming election includes an open partisan primary and the voter is not registered 
with a recognized political party); 

2. Change the mailing address to another location within the county of residence; 
3. Update the voter’s residence address in the county of residence; and 
4. Request that the voter not be sent a ballot for the upcoming election or elections indicated 

in the notice. 
 
If an election is not formally called within 120 days of the scheduled election, the County 
Recorder is not required to send a 90-day notice. A.R.S. § 16-544(D). 

 90-Day Notice to PEVL Voters Not Affiliated with a Recognized 
Political Party 

If the upcoming election is an open partisan primary election and the PEVL voter is not 
registered with a recognized political party, the 90-day notice must include a means for the voter 
to designate a political party ballot. A.R.S. § 16-544(D). Requesting a party ballot does not 
change the voter’s political party preference in their registration record. 
 
If a PEVL voter does not designate a party ballot within 45 days of the election, the voter will 
not be automatically sent a ballot-by-mail for that primary election but the voter’s name will 
remain on the PEVL for future elections. To vote early by mail in that election, the voter must 
make a one-time ballot-by-mail request and designate a party ballot. A.R.S. § 16-542(A); A.R.S. 
§ 16-544(G). 
 
In general, once a County Recorder mails the requested party ballot, a voter may not request or 
receive a different party ballot. If a voter re-registers to vote with a recognized political party 
between 29 and 45 days before the election, however, the voter must be sent a party ballot that 
corresponds to the new party. If the voter had requested a different party ballot prior to re-
registering to vote, the prior ballot should not be mailed (or if already mailed, should be voided).   
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In lieu of requesting a party ballot for the partisan primary, an eligible PEVL voter may request a 
non-partisan ballot if a non-partisan election is being conducted at the same time and the voter is 
eligible to vote a non-partisan ballot. 

 90-Day Notice Returned Undeliverable 

If the 90-day notice is returned undeliverable to the County Recorder, the County Recorder must 
notify the PEVL voter (if the County Recorder has contact information for the voter) to attempt 
to update the voter’s address. 
 
An undeliverable 90-day notice serves as a First Notice under the “NVRA process.” See Chapter 
1, Section VIII(C). If the voter is moved to “inactive” status after failure to respond to “Final 
Notice” pursuant to the “NVRA process,” a ballot-by-mail shall not be automatically sent to the 
voter. A.R.S. § 16-544(E). The voter may re-gain active PEVL status upon updating the voter’s 
address and submitting a new PEVL request. 

 Creation and Preparation of Early Ballots 

The County Board of Supervisors is responsible for preparing early ballots, including ballots-by-
mail, to be used in federal, statewide, legislative, and countywide elections. A.R.S. § 16-405; 
A.R.S. § 16-503(A); A.R.S. § 16-545(B)(1). The Board of Supervisors may delegate this 
responsibility to the officer in charge of elections. 
 
An early ballot must be identical to a polling place ballot in content and format, except an early 
ballot must have the word “early” printed or stamped on the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-545(A). 

1. Components of the Ballot-by-Mail Mailing 
 
Only official election materials, as determined by the County Recorder, are permitted to be 
included in the ballot-by-mail mailing. Lists of official write-in candidates or withdrawn 
candidates may not be included in the mailing.  

2. Required Return Envelope 
 
The postage prepaid return envelope must: 

• Contain the County Recorder’s name, official title, and the post office address of the 
County Recorder (or other officer in charge of elections) on the front side of the return 
envelope; 

• Contain a statutorily-prescribed voter affidavit on the back side of the return envelope 
(see below); 

• Be tamper evident when properly sealed; 
• Contain any required statement by the U.S. Post Office for election mail, including the 

election mail logo; and 
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• Be opaque so as not to reveal the voter’s vote choices. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-547(A); A.R.S. § 16-545(B)(2).  
 
The voter affidavit must substantially contain at least the following language, followed by a 
place for the voter’s signature: 

I declare the following under penalty of perjury: I am a registered voter in ___________ 
county Arizona, I have not voted and will not vote in this election in any other county or 
state, I understand that knowingly voting more than once in any election is a class 5 
felony and I voted the enclosed ballot and signed this affidavit personally unless noted 
below. 

If the voter was assisted by another person in marking the ballot, complete the following: 

I declare the following under penalty of perjury: At the registered voter’s request I 
assisted the voter identified in this affidavit with marking the voter’s ballot, I marked the 
ballot as directly instructed by the voter, I provided the assistance because the voter was 
physically unable to mark the ballot solely due to illness, injury, or physical limitation 
and I understand that there is no power of attorney for voting and that the voter must be 
able to make their selection even if they cannot physically mark the ballot. 

Name of voter assistant: ____________________________ 

Address of voter assistant: __________________________ 

A.R.S. § 16-547(A). The affidavit may also request an optional telephone number or email 
address to enable the County Recorder to contact the voter in case there is a deficiency with the 
early ballot.16  
 
For ballot-by-mail elections, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may 
supplement the early ballot affidavit with additional language required for issuance of 
replacement ballots pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-558.02(A). See Chapter 3, Section IV. 
 

3. Required Instructions to Voters 
 
A County Recorder must supply printed instructions that: 

1. Direct voters to sign the voter affidavit, mark the ballot, and return the voted ballot in the 
enclosed return envelope;  

 
16 The prescribed early ballot affidavit is deemed to substantially comply with FVAP-suggested designs 
for a UOCAVA return envelope affidavit. A.R.S. § 16-547(B); see also 52 U.S.C. § 20301(b)(4); 
https://www.fvap.gov/eo/overview/sending-ballots/creating-envelopes. 
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2. Include a website address where the following information will be posted: (1) official 
locations where early ballots may be deposited; and (2) official write-in candidates and 
withdrawn candidates for all jurisdictions on the ballot, A.R.S. § 16-343(G); and (2); 

3. Inform voters that no votes will be counted for a particular office if they overvote (vote 
for more candidates than permitted) and therefore the voter should contact the County 
Recorder to request a new ballot in the event of an overvote; 

4. Recommend that voters mail a ballot-by-mail at least six calendar days before the 
election to best ensure the ballot will be timely received by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day; 

5. Informs voters regarding the appropriate marking devices to be used when marking the 
ballot; and 

6. Include the following language: 

• In order to be valid and counted, the ballot and affidavit must be delivered to the 
County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections or may be deposited at any 
polling place in the county no later than 7:00 p.m. on Election Day; and 

• WARNING - It is a felony to offer or receive any compensation for a ballot. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-547(C). The County Recorder may substitute “vote center” for “polling place” if the 
county uses vote centers. For elections held pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-409 and A.R.S. §16-558(A), 
the County Recorder may substitute “ballot drop-off location” for “polling place”. A.R.S. § 16-
411(D). 
 
A County Recorder in a covered jurisdiction, as designated by the Census Bureau in the current 
Federal Register publication, must provide these instructions in English and any additional 
written language(s) required under the federal Voting Rights Act. See Chapter 8, Section VI. 

 Mailing Ballots-by-Mail 

1. Methods of Transmitting Ballots-by-Mail 
 
A ballot-by-mail must be mailed to voters by first-class, non-forwardable mail. The ballot-by-
mail must be accompanied by an early ballot affidavit, instructions to voters, and a postage-
prepaid return envelope. 
 
UOCAVA ballots may be transmitted by mail, fax, email, or other secure method of online 
transmittal, in accordance with the delivery method selected by the voter on the FPCA. 
UOCAVA mailing requirements apply to all elections, not just federal elections. A.R.S. § 16-
543(A). 

2. Time Period for Mailing Ballots-by-Mail 
 
Voters who make a ballot-by-mail request at least 27 days before the election are entitled to be 
mailed a ballot-by-mail between 27 and 24 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-542(C); A.R.S. 
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§ 16-545(B)(1); A.R.S. § 16-544(F).17 
 
Voters who make a ballot-by-mail request between 26 and 11 days before the election are 
entitled to be sent a ballot-by-mail within two business days of the request. A.R.S. § 16-542(D)-
(E).  
 
Requests for a ballot-by-mail made ten days or less before the election are untimely. A.R.S. § 16-
542(E) (requiring requests be made by 5:00 p.m. on the 11th day before the election). 

3. Special Time Period for Transmitting UOCAVA Ballots 
 
If a UOCAVA voter registers to vote with an FPCA at least 48 days before an election, a County 
Recorder must transmit a ballot-by-mail to the voter at least 45 days before the election. A.R.S. § 
16-543(A); 52 U.S.C. § 20302(a)(8).  
 
A UOCAVA voter who registers to vote using an FWAB pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-543.02(D) 
must simultaneously write-in their vote choices for federal candidates. However, if a County 
Recorder receives an FWAB sufficiently in advance of the election, the County Recorder should 
transmit a ballot-by-mail to the registrant and, if the FWAB received is not the version revised in 
2017 or later that contains all the same information as the FPCA, should include an FPCA. If the 
voter returns the voted ballot-by-mail (and includes a completed FPCA if necessary), the County 
Recorder should void out the FWAB. FWABs from UOCAVA voters are held until 7:00 p.m. on 
Election Day if the voter was sent a ballot-by-mail and, if the ballot-by-mail was voted and 
returned, the FWAB is disqualified and the voted ballot-by-mail is transmitted to the officer in 
charge of elections for tabulation.  
 
If a UOCAVA voter registers less than 48 days before the election, a County Recorder must 
transmit the ballot-by-mail within one business day of receipt of the registration. A.R.S. § 16-
543(A); A.R.S. § 16-542(D). Requests made within 48 hours of Election Day should be further 
expedited to the extent possible. 

 Effect of Incomplete FPCA Registration 

If a UOCAVA voter submits an incomplete FPCA (or attempts to register to vote using a 
registration form other than an FPCA or FWAB containing all same information as an FPCA) 
within 48 days of the election, the County Recorder must transmit a blank FPCA along with a 
ballot-by-mail to the voter within one business day of receipt. A.R.S. § 16-543(A). If the voter 
does not return a new completed FPCA by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day, any voted ballot-by-mail 
from that voter will not count. 

 
17 A.R.S. § 16-542(C) allows early ballots to be mailed as late as 24 days before the election, but also 
requires ballots be mailed “within five days after receipt of the official early ballots from the officer 
charged by law with the duty of preparing ballots pursuant to section 16-545.” In the event a County 
Recorder cannot mail early ballots within five days of receipt, a County Recorder remains in compliance 
with A.R.S. § 16-542(C) if early ballots are mailed no later than the 24th day before the election. 
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 Waiver of UOCAVA 45-Day Transmittal Deadline 

In exceptional circumstances, the Secretary of State has authority to seek a waiver of the 45-day 
UOCAVA ballot transmission deadline from the U.S. Department of Defense as a result of 
undue hardship.18 For example, an “undue hardship” may be found if: 

• A county has suffered a delay in generating ballots due to a legal contest; 
• Arizona’s primary election date prohibits counties from meeting the 45-day mailing 

requirement; or 
• The Arizona Constitution prohibits counties from complying with the 45-day mailing 

requirement. 
 
52 U.S.C. § 20302(g)(2)(B). If a county experiences (or believes it will experience) an undue 
hardship, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must contact the Secretary 
of State as soon as possible and provide sufficient information to enable the Secretary of State to 
make a timely waiver request. 
 
The Secretary of State’s waiver request must include: 

• An explanation of the undue hardship; 
• A recognition that the original purpose of the 45-day mailing requirement was to allow 

UOCAVA voters to have enough time to vote in a federal election; 
• The number of days prior to the election that Arizona law requires ballots-by-mail to be 

transmitted to UOCAVA voters, A.R.S. § 16-543(A) (45 days); 
• The State’s plan to ensure that UOCAVA voters are able to receive and return their 

ballot-by-mail in time to be counted for the election. This includes the specific steps the 
county or counties will take, why the plan will give UOCAVA voters enough time to 
vote, and factual information explaining how the plan gives sufficient time for this to 
occur.19 

 
The Secretary of State is generally required to submit a waiver request at least 90 days before the 
election, which the Department of Defense must act upon within 25 days. 52 U.S.C. § 
20302(g)(3)(A). If the undue hardship results from a legal contest, however, the Secretary of 
State must submit the waiver request as soon as practicable, which the Department of Defense 
must act upon within five business days. 52 U.S.C. § 20302(g)(3)(B). 

 
18 52 U.S.C. § 20302(g); https://www.fvap.gov/eo/waivers. The Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel 
& Readiness is the Presidential designee charged with evaluating such requests. See Executive Order 
12642, available at https://www.archives.gov/federal-register/codification/executive-order/12642.html; 
Department of Defense Instruction 1000.04, Federal Voting Assistance Program (FVAP), available at 
https://www.fvap.gov/uploads/FVAP/Policies/dodi1000.04.pdf.  
19 52 U.S.C. § 20302(g)(1); see also https://www.fvap.gov/uploads/FVAP/EO/2012_waiver_ 
guidance.pdf. 
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 Issuing Replacement Ballots-by-Mail 

A County Recorder may issue replacement ballots-by-mail to a voter upon request and may limit 
the total number of ballots-by-mail to three per voter per election. The County Recorder should 
keep a record of each replacement ballot issued.  The County Recorder may require a signed, 
sworn statement that the ballot was lost, spoiled, destroyed or not received, similar to that 
required for special district elections.  A.R.S. § 16-558.02. The County Recorder must ensure 
that only one ballot for a particular voter is verified and transmitted to the officer in charge of 
elections for tabulation. Only the first verified ballot received shall be counted.   

 Emergency UOCAVA Early Balloting Procedures 

In the event of a national or local emergency that makes substantial compliance with the 
UOCAVA statute impracticable, including occurrences of natural disasters, armed conflict, or 
mobilization of the National Guard or military reserve units of this State, the following 
procedures for the early balloting process shall apply for UOCAVA voters: 

• The Secretary of State will issue a press statement for immediate release, posted on the 
Secretary of State’s website and official social media accounts, and distributed as broadly 
and immediately as practicable to national and local wire services, to radio and television 
broadcast stations within the state, and to daily newspapers of general circulation in the 
state, outlining applicable measures that will be taken to continue or lengthen the early 
voting process for UOCAVA voters. 

• The Secretary of State will prepare and distribute written public service announcements 
describing these early voting procedures for broadcast on radio and television networks, 
including but not limited to the U.S. Armed Forces Network and Federal Voting 
Assistance Program, and announcements describing these procedures on internet sites of 
interest to military and non-military U.S. citizens living abroad. 

• The Secretary of State will direct the County Recorders and officers in charge of 
elections to make all reasonable efforts to locate each eligible UOCAVA voter in their 
jurisdiction and to notify such voter individually, by email, telephone, and/or fax, of the 
modified early voting process including the alternatives for issuing or returning early 
ballots faster than traditional mail service. 

Should such an event cause insufficient time to receive, execute, and return a ballot, the deadline 
for the receipt of the early ballots mailed, emailed, or faxed back to the County Recorder will be 
5:00 p.m. on the third business day after the election.   

A.R.S. § 16-543(C). 
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 Reporting UOCAVA Transmission Statistics 

Each County Recorder must timely confirm UOCAVA compliance to the Secretary of State, 
which must include information about:  

• How many UOCAVA ballots were validly requested; 
• How many UOCAVA ballots were transmitted in accordance with the 45-day deadline 

based on valid requests received before that date; and 
• How many UOCAVA ballots were transmitted after the 45-day deadline based on valid 

requests received before that date. 
 
UOCAVA reports must be emailed or electronically submitted to the Secretary of State within 
one business day of the UOCAVA ballot transmission deadline. The reports shall not include any 
protected information for voters who have their records sealed pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-153 or 
who are enrolled in the Address Confidentiality Program. 
 
The Secretary of State must consolidate the county reports and report Arizona’s aggregated 
statistics to the U.S. Department of Justice following each primary and general election for 
federal office. See https://www.justice.gov/crt/statutes-enforced-voting-section#uocava. 

 Deadline to Return Ballots-by-Mail 

A ballot-by-mail (with completed affidavit) must be delivered to the County Recorder, the 
officer in charge of elections, or any voting location in the county no later than 7:00 p.m. on 
Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-547(C); A.R.S. § 16-551(C).  
 
The ballot-by-mail return deadline also applies to UOCAVA ballots, regardless of the method of 
transmission to the election official, unless the UOCAVA return deadline is extended pursuant to 
emergency procedures as outlines in Chapter 2, Section I(F).  

 Reporting Ballot-by-Mail Requests and Returns 

At the request of a state or county political party chairperson before an election, a County 
Recorder must provide the following information at no cost to the political party: 

• A listing of registrants who have requested a ballot-by-mail. This information must be 
provided daily Monday through Friday, beginning 33 days before the election and 
through the Friday before the election; 

• A listing of registrants who have returned their ballot-by-mail, which must be provided 
daily in Maricopa and Pima Counties and weekly in all other counties.  

- Daily information in Maricopa and Pima Counties must be provided Monday 
through Friday, beginning the first Monday after early voting commences and 
ending the Monday before the election; 
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- Weekly information in all other counties must be provided beginning on the 
Friday after early voting commences and ending on the Friday before the election.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-168(D). 
 
Ballot-by-mail request and return reports should conform to the format established for precinct 
lists as nearly as practicable (see Chapter 1, Section X(A)(1)) and should contain the following 
minimum information: 

1. Registrant’s name; 
2. Voter registration/ID number; 
3. Residential address; 
4. Mailing address (if different from residential address); 
5. Political party; 
6. Whether PEVL or one-time request (ballot-by-mail request reports only); and 
7. Date of request, for one-time requests (ballot-by-mail request reports only). 

 
The first ballot-by-mail request report should contain all PEVL registrants and registrants who 
made a one-time ballot-by-mail request up to the time of the report. Subsequent ballot-by-mail 
request reports should include new one-time ballot-by-mail requests that have been made since 
the last report. 

 ON-SITE EARLY VOTING 

A County Recorder shall establish on-site early voting at the County Recorder’s office during the 
early voting period. A County Recorder may also establish additional in-person early voting 
locations throughout the county as practicable to ensure that all voters may reasonably access at 
least one early voting location. A.R.S. § 16-246(C); A.R.S. § 16-542(A).   
 
A voter must cast a ballot issued at the on-site early voting location at that location, and may not 
remove that ballot from the location. An early ballot must be issued even if the voter previously 
requested or received a ballot-by-mail, but only the first ballot received by the County Recorder 
shall be counted. 
 
An elector presenting valid identification who appears at an on-site early voting location by 5:00 
p.m. on the Friday preceding the election must be given a ballot and permitted to vote at the on-
site early voting location. A.R.S. § 16-542(E). 

 Posting Notice of Write-In and Withdrawn Candidates 

A County Recorder must post a Notice of Write-In and Withdrawn Candidates at each on-site 
early voting location. A.R.S. § 16-312(E); A.R.S. § 16-343(G).  
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Information about write-in and withdrawn candidates also must be posted to the website of the 
County Recorder or officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-343(G).  

 Applicability of Voter ID Requirements 

Before receiving a ballot or being permitted to cast a vote on an accessible voting device at any 
on-site early voting location, a qualified elector must provide identification as prescribed by 
A.R.S. § 16-579 (see Chapter 9, Section IV for more details on the identification requirement; 
identification is also required to receive an early ballot at an emergency voting center or from a 
special election board, see Chapter 2, Section III(B) and IV(B)). If needed, a voter may update 
their voter registration record at the on-site early or emergency voting location prior to receiving 
a ballot by completing a new voter registration form. Such updates shall be deemed effective 
starting in that election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(5)(b); A.R.S. § 16-542(A), (H)-(I).  

 Requirements and Security Procedures for Accessible Voting Devices 

An on-site early voting location must have at least one certified accessible voting device 
available for voters with disabilities, unless the election is for a city or town with a population 
under 20,000. A.R.S. § 16-442.01(A).  
 
An accessible voting device must be approved by the Secretary of State, based on review and 
recommendation by the Election Equipment Certification Committee, and successfully pass logic 
and accuracy testing prior to deployment for on-site early voting. See Chapter 4, Sections I and 
II. 
 
All accessible voting devices used for early voting shall be physically secured at all times and if 
the media containing the election for the accessible voting device is removable, the media itself 
shall be physically secured at all times.  
 
The chain of custody of the accessible voting device must be tracked and logged by a team of at 
least two board workers or staff of the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections.  

• The log shall include: (1) the seal numbers on the device; (2) for devices that mark and 
tabulate, the number of votes cast at the time the device was turned on and the number of 
votes cast at the time the device was turned off; and (3) a place for the two board workers 
or county staff to initial or sign verifying the information.  

• For devices that mark and tabulate, at the close of the early voting location each day, the 
board workers or county staff shall log the number of votes cast on the device and then 
either turn the device off or otherwise secure the device. Each morning, when the device 
is turned on, the number of votes cast on the machine shall be compared to the log from 
the previous day. Any discrepancy shall be immediately reported to the officer in charge 
of elections.  

• At 5:00 p.m. or as soon as practicable after the last voter has left the site on the last day of 
on-site early voting or emergency voting, the device shall be closed out according to 
procedures provided by the officer in charge of elections.  
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All other security procedures set forth in this manual shall be followed for accessible voting 
devices used for early voting. See Chapter 4, Section III.  

 EMERGENCY VOTING 

 Establishing Emergency Voting Centers 

Upon a specific resolution of the County Board of Supervisors before each election, the Board 
may authorize the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections to establish and 
operate emergency voting centers. The Board shall specify in the resolution the location of the 
emergency voting centers and the hours of operation. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(5).  
 
“Emergency” means any unforeseen circumstance that would prevent the voter from voting at 
the polls. Qualified electors who experience an emergency between 5:00 p.m. on the Friday 
preceding the election and 5:00 p.m. on the Monday preceding the election may request to vote 
at an emergency voting center in the manner prescribed by the Board of Supervisors of their 
respective county. A.R.S. § 16-542(H). 
 
If an emergency voting center established pursuant to this section becomes unavailable and there 
is not sufficient time for the County Board of Supervisors to convene to approve an alternate 
location for that emergency voting center, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of 
elections may make changes to the approved emergency voting center location and shall notify 
the public and the board of supervisors regarding that change as soon as practicable. The 
alternate emergency voting center shall be as close in proximity to the approved emergency 
voting center location as possible.  A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(5)(c). 

 Identification and Signed Statement Requirements 

Before receiving a ballot at an emergency voting center, a voter must provide identification as 
prescribed by A.R.S. § 16-579 (see Chapter 9, Section IV for more details on the identification 
requirement). If needed, a voter may update their voter registration record at an emergency 
voting center prior to receiving a ballot by completing a new voter registration form. Such 
updates shall be deemed effective starting in that election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(5); A.R.S. § 16-
542(E), (H), (I). 
 
The voter must also sign a statement under penalty of perjury containing substantially the 
following language: “I declare under penalty of perjury that I am experiencing or have 
experienced an emergency after 5:00 p.m. on the Friday immediately preceding the election and 
before 5:00 p.m. on the Monday immediately preceding the election that will prevent me from 
voting at a polling place on Election Day.”  

• Such signed statements are not subject to public inspection pursuant to Title 39, Chapter 
1, Article 2. A.R.S. § 16-542(H); A.R.S. § 16-246(F)(2). Election workers should not ask 
for any additional information regarding the voter’s specific emergency.  

• The signed statement for emergency voting may be incorporated into the early ballot 
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envelope and affidavit, with a line for the voter to initial or sign next to the statement, or 
may be provided to the voter on a separate form to be signed by the voter. 

 SPECIAL ELECTION BOARDS 

A County Recorder or officer in charge of elections may appoint any number of special election 
boards to facilitate and enable voting by qualified electors who are ill or have a disability.  

• For partisan elections, the board must be comprised of two members, one from each of 
the two political parties who cast the highest number of votes in the state in the last 
preceding general election. Under no circumstances shall both members of the board 
consist of voters who are registered with the same party affiliation. The county 
chairperson of each such party shall furnish, within sixty days before the election day, the 
county recorder or other officer in charge of elections with a list of names of qualified 
electors within the chairperson's political party, and such additional lists as may be 
required, from which the county recorder or other officer in charge of elections shall 
appoint members to such special election boards. The county recorder or other officer in 
charge of elections may refuse for cause to appoint or may for cause remove a member of 
this board. A person who is a candidate for an office in that election (other than the office 
of precinct committeeman) is not eligible to serve on a special election board for that 
election.  

• For nonpartisan elections, the board should consist of two members with different 
political affiliations. On request, a county may allow any bipartisan panel of certified 
election officials to act as a special election board. A person who is a candidate for an 
office in that election (other than the office of precinct committeeman) is not eligible to 
serve on a special election board for that election.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-549(A); A.R.S. § 16-246(F). 

 Time Periods for Requesting a Special Election Board 

A qualified elector who is confined because of a continuing illness or disability may vote using a 
ballot-by-mail or by making a verbal or written request to have a special election board 
personally deliver a ballot to the elector’s residence or other place of confinement. Such requests 
must be made by 5:00 p.m. on the second Friday before the election. A.R.S. § 16-549(C). 
 
Qualified electors who become ill or disabled after the second Friday before the election may 
nonetheless request personal ballot delivery by a special election board up to, and including, the 
Monday before the election. The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections shall 
honor these requests when possible. A.R.S. § 16-549(D). 
 
Electors who are hospitalized after 5:00 p.m. on the second Friday before the election and before 
5:00 p.m. on Election Day may request a special election board deliver their ballot to the hospital 
or other place of confinement. This ballot shall be processed as a provisional ballot to ensure the 
voter does not vote more than once. A.R.S. § 16-549(D). 
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 Identification and Signed Statement Requirements 

Before receiving a ballot from a special election board, a voter who requests a special election 
board after the second Friday before the election must: 

• Provide identification as prescribed by A.R.S. § 16-579 (see Chapter 4, Section IV for 
more details on the identification requirement).  

• Sign a statement under penalty of perjury containing substantially the following 
language: “I declare under penalty of perjury that I am experiencing or have experienced 
an emergency after 5:00 p.m. on the second Friday preceding the election and before 5:00 
p.m. on the Monday immediately preceding the election that will prevent me from voting 
at a polling place on Election Day.” 

- Such signed statements are not subject to public inspection pursuant to Title 39, 
Chapter 1, Article 2.  

A.R.S. § 16-549(D).  

 CHALLENGES TO EARLY BALLOTS 

Challenges to early ballots must be submitted prior to the opening of the early ballot affidavit 
envelope. Challenges received after the affidavit envelope containing the ballot has been opened 
may be summarily denied as untimely.  
 
Written challenges to voted early ballots shall be given immediately to an early voting election 
board or other officer in charge of elections. If the written challenge contains at least one of the 
grounds listed in A.R.S. § 16-591, the board or officer shall, within 24 hours, send the following 
by first class mail to the challenged voter: 

• Notice of the challenge;  
• A copy of the written challenge; and 
• The time and place at which the voter may appear to defend the challenge. 

 
The notice must be sent to the mailing address shown on the voter’s request for the ballot-by-
mail. If no address is provided, the notice may be sent to the mailing address on the registration 
rolls.  
 
Notice must also be sent to:  

• The challenger at the address provided on the challenge; and  
• The county chairperson of each political party represented on the ballot.  

 
The early voting election board shall meet to hear the challenge at the time specified, but:  

• Not earlier than 96 hours after the notice is mailed, or not earlier than 48 hours after 
delivery if the notice is delivered by overnight or hand delivery; and  
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• Not later than 5:00 p.m. on the Monday following the election.  
 
The early election board or other officer in charge of early ballot processing is not required to 
provide a notice if the written challenge is untimely or fails to set forth at least one of the 
grounds listed in A.R.S. § 16-591 as a basis for the challenge.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-552; A.R.S. § 16-594. 

 PROCESSING AND TABULATING EARLY BALLOTS 

The following procedures for processing early ballots shall be followed, unless the Secretary of 
State has granted a jurisdiction permission to use another method otherwise consistent with 
applicable law. A jurisdiction wishing to deviate from these instructions must make a request in 
writing no later than 90 days prior to the election for which the exception is requested. 

 County Recorder Signature Verification 

Upon receipt of the return envelope with an early ballot and completed affidavit, a County 
Recorder or other officer in charge of elections shall compare the signature on the affidavit with 
the voter’s signature in the voter’s registration record. In addition to the voter registration form, 
the County Recorder should also consult additional known signatures from other official election 
documents in the voter’s registration record, such as signature rosters or early ballot/PEVL 
request forms, in determining whether the signature on the early ballot affidavit was made by the 
same person who is registered to vote.  
 
If satisfied that the signatures were made by the same person, the County Recorder shall place a 
distinguishing mark on the unopened affidavit envelope to indicate that the signature is sufficient 
and safely keep the early ballot and affidavit (unopened in the return envelope) until they are 
transferred to the officer in charge of elections for further processing and tabulation.  
 
If not satisfied that the signatures were made by the same person the County Recorder shall 
make a reasonable and meaningful attempt to contact the voter via mail, phone, text message, 
and/or email, notify the voter of the inconsistent signature, and allow the voter to correct or 
confirm the signature. The County Recorder shall attempt to contact the voter as soon as 
practicable using any contact information available in the voter’s record and any other source 
reasonably available to the County Recorder.  
 
Voters must be permitted to correct or confirm an inconsistent signature until 5:00 p.m. on the 
fifth business day after a primary, general, or special election that includes a federal office or the 
third business day after any other election. For the purposes of determining the applicable 
signature cure deadline, the PPE is considered a federal election. 
 
If the early ballot affidavit is not signed, the County Recorder shall reject the ballot.  The County 
Recorder shall then make a reasonable and meaningful attempt to contact the voter via mail, 
phone, text message, and/or email, to notify the voter the ballot was rejected and provide the 
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voter an opportunity to cast a replacement early or provisional ballot before 7:00pm on Election 
Day.  The County Recorder shall attempt to contact the voter as soon as practicable using any 
contact information available in the voter’s record and any other source reasonably available to 
the County Recorder.  Neither replacement ballots nor provisional ballots can be issued after 
7:00pm on Election Day. 
 
All early ballots, including ballots-by-mail and those cast in-person at an on-site early voting 
location, emergency voting center, or through a special election board must be signature-verified 
by the County Recorder. However, because voters who cast an early ballot in-person at an on-
site early voting location, emergency voting center, or through a special election board must 
show identification prior to receiving a ballot, early ballots cast in-person should generally not be 
invalidated based solely on an allegedly inconsistent signature absent other evidence that the 
signatures were not made by the same person. After verifying an in-person early ballot, a County 
Recorder may update the signature in a voter’s record by scanning the voter’s affidavit signature 
and uploading the signature image to the voter’s record.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-550(A); A.R.S. § 16-552(B) 

 Early Ballot Board Responsibilities 

The Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections shall appoint one or more early ballot 
boards consisting of an inspector and two judges (the two judges must be from different political 
parties). If the early ballot boards retire and reconvene, all materials shall be secured under the 
control of the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections until the time for the boards 
to reconvene. 

1. Early Ballot Report Log 
 
The early ballot board shall maintain an early ballot report log that includes the following 
information for each batch of early ballots:  

1. Batch ID;  
2. Number of ballots to process/processed; 
3. Number of ballots rejected and the reason for the rejection; 
4. Number of ballots sent to duplication; 
5. Number of ballots sent to tabulation; 
6. Board members’ initials; and 
7. Board ID. 

2. Affidavit Verification 
 
Upon receipt of early ballots that have been signature-verified by the County Recorder or other 
officer in charge of elections, the early ballot board shall confirm whether the voter’s affidavit is 
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sufficient (see Chapter 2, Section VI(A) above) and whether the voter’s name appears on the 
precinct register or batch report: 

• The vote shall be counted if the affidavit is determined to be sufficient and the registrant 
is a qualified elector of the voting precinct.  

• The vote shall not be counted if the affidavit is determined to be insufficient, or the 
registrant is not a qualified elector of the voting precinct.  

3. Accepted Early Ballots 
 
If the early ballot is accepted, the early ballot board shall:  

1. Verify that all affidavit envelopes are of the batch being processed (and set aside any 
ballots from a different batch to be joined/processed with the proper batch);  

2. Enter the total on the early ballot report;  
3. Open each accepted affidavit envelope, being careful not to damage the ballot or the 

affidavit printed on the envelope; 
4. Remove the ballot and check to ensure that the ballot is for the election shown on the 

affidavit envelope; 
5. Place the voted ballot in the designated stack and count the ballots;  
6. Place the empty affidavit envelope in the designated stack;  
7. Repeat the process until all valid ballots are opened and placed in their appropriate 

stacks; and 
8. Fill out the ballot transmittal slip and send ballots to tabulation.  

4. Damaged Early Ballots 
 
If damaged ballots are found, they should be segregated from the batch and placed with any 
other ballots to be duplicated from the batch. The early ballot board must include each damaged 
ballot on a transmittal slip.  

5. Rejected Early Ballots 
 
If the board determines the ballot should be rejected, the board shall: 

· identify or mark across the envelope: 
· “rejected as insufficient,” or 
· “rejected as not an elector,” or 
· “rejected because signature does not match” 
· note on the early voting ballot report the voter’s ID number and the reason for 
rejection, 
· set aside the unopened affidavit envelope in the designated stack. 
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6. Incorrect Ballots 
 
If it is determined that the voter was sent an incorrect ballot and there is sufficient time to mail a 
new ballot and receive the correct voted ballot back from the voter, the Recorder shall issue a 
corrected ballot. 
 
If the Early Ballot Board discovers that a voter received and voted an incorrect ballot and it is too 
late to mail the correct ballot, the incorrect ballot is sent to the Ballot Duplication Board, and any 
offices or issues the voter could have lawfully voted for shall be duplicated onto the correct 
ballot. 

7. Transmittal Slips for Tabulation or Duplication 
 
Each batch of ballots sent to the central counting place and Ballot Duplication Boards shall be 
accompanied by a completed transmittal slip with the following information: 

1. Date item is originally processed; 
2. Where ballots are sent To: (central counting place, Ballot Duplication Board, etc.); 
3. Where ballots are sent From: (early voting, Ballot Duplication Board, etc.); 
4. Ballot color and party (if applicable);  
5. Total number of ballots sent; 
6. Board ID;  
7. Initials of board members; and 
8. Batch/sub-batch numbers. 

 
If a ballot was transmitted by facsimile to a UOCAVA voter and the voted ballot was returned by 
facsimile, the ballot should be sent to the Ballot Duplication Board to be duplicated in the 
method prescribed under Ballot Duplication Board instructions. See Chapter 10, Section II(D). 

8. Close Out 
 
The early ballot board will close out each batch as follows: 

1. Calculate a cumulative total of the number of: 
a. affidavit envelopes received; 
b. ballots sent to the Ballot Duplication Boards; 
c. ballots rejected; and 
d. ballots sent to the central counting place; 

2. Verify and audit these numbers against each applicable item (i.e., the total number of 
affidavit envelopes collected should match the cumulative total on the early voting ballot 
report, etc.); 
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3. Place paperwork in the official envelope (official envelopes are marked to specify the 
items to be placed in each); 

4. Retain a duplicate copy of the early voting ballot report for office records; and  
5. Seal the official envelope. 

9. Ballot Transportation 
 
After processing is complete, ballots shall be transported in a secure manner by at least two 
election officials (not of the same political party) with the ballots inside of a sealed ballot transfer 
container to a receiving site or a central counting place that is inside a secured building. Badge 
control shall be handled in the same manner as the central counting place. 

 Timing for Tabulation of Early Ballots and Reporting of Results 

The officer in charge of elections may begin tabulating early ballots after confirmation from the 
Secretary of State that all equipment passes any required logic and accuracy test. A.R.S. § 16-
552(A). Tabulation of early ballots shall not begin any earlier than 14 days before the election. 
A.R.S. § 16-550(B).  
 
Early ballot tabulation results may not be reported until Election Day, at the earlier of: 

• The time when all ballots cast on Election Day at voting locations have been tabulated; or 
• One hour after all polls under the jurisdiction of the officer in charge of elections have 

closed on Election Day.  
 
Polls presumptively close at 7:00 p.m. on Election Day unless extended by court order. A.R.S. § 
16-551(C); A.R.S. § 16-552(A); A.R.S. § 16-565(A).  

 ELIGIBILE VOTERS IN JAIL OR DETENTION FACILITIES 

Individuals held in pretrial detention or serving a sentence for a misdemeanor conviction remain 
eligible to register and vote (assuming no other deficiencies in eligibility).   
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CHAPTER 3:  
BALLOT-BY-MAIL ELECTIONS 

 
“Ballot-by-mail” elections are elections in which a ballot is automatically mailed to every 
qualified elector in a jurisdiction, regardless of whether the voter is on the PEVL. These 
elections also include establishment of ballot replacement sites, where voters may receive and 
cast a replacement ballot. 
 
Ballot-by-mail elections must be conducted according to most of the same requirements 
applicable to early voting. A.R.S. § 16-191; A.R.S. § 16-409(A); A.R.S. § 16-558(B).  

 ELIGIBILITY TO HOLD A BALLOT-BY-MAIL ELECTION 

Cities, towns, school districts, and special taxing districts are the only jurisdictions permitted to 
conduct ballot-by-mail elections. A.R.S. § 16-409(A); A.R.S. § 16-558(A).  
 
In addition, a County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may send a Presidential 
Preference Election ballot to all qualified electors in precincts with 300 or less registered voters. 
A.R.S. § 16-248(H). 

 APPROVAL TO HOLD A BALLOT-BY-MAIL ELECTION 

A city, town, school district, or special taxing district may conduct its own ballot-by-mail 
election after obtaining approval of their governing board. A.R.S. § 16-409(A); A.R.S. § 16-
558(A).  
 
Special taxing districts must obtain approval of the applicable County Board of Supervisors, 
even if the special taxing district will conduct its own election. The special taxing district must 
obtain approval from the Board of Supervisors before it publishes a call of election. If a special 
taxing district comprises more than one county, the governing board of the special taxing district 
must seek approval of the County Board of Supervisors in the county that contains the greater 
number of registered voters in the district. A.R.S. § 16-558(A). 
 
If a city, town, school district, or special taxing district requests a county conduct the election on 
the jurisdiction’s behalf, the conduct of that election is generally subject to an agreement 
between the county and the jurisdiction. A.R.S. § 16-205. Among other things, the agreement 
may require that all local jurisdictions holding elections on a particular consolidated election date 
conduct a ballot-by-mail election in lieu of establishing voting locations on Election Day.  
 
The governing body of a special taxing district must provide various public notifications before 
conducting any election that is not held concurrently with a general election, which includes 
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ballot-by-mail elections. A.R.S. § 16-226(B); A.R.S. § 16-227(A). See Chapter 8, Section IV(C).  
 

 PREPARING AND MAILING BALLOTS 

A County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may use a unified ballot format that 
combines all candidates and issues on the same ballot in a ballot-by-mail election. A.R.S. § 16-
204(G). 
 
Ballots utilized in a ballot-by-mail election must be prepared and transmitted in accordance with 
the requirements applicable to early ballots (see Chapter 2, Sections I(C) and I(D)), except:  

• The County Recorder must mail ballots to all eligible voters not more than 27 and not 
fewer than 15 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-558.01.  

• Return envelopes in ballot-by-mail elections for Title 48 special district elections need 
not be postage pre-paid. The district governing board must determine whether the cost of 
return postage will be borne by the local jurisdiction or the voter. A.R.S. § 16-558.01. 

 
If a jurisdiction conducts its own election without using the services of the County Recorder, the 
duties listed above for the County Recorder shall be performed by the officer in charge of 
elections for the jurisdiction.  

 METHODS TO RETURN OR REPLACE BALLOTS 

A ballot-by-mail (with completed affidavit) must be delivered to the appropriate officer in charge 
of elections or an official ballot drop-off location no later than 7:00 p.m. on Election Day.  
A.R.S. § 16-411(D); 16-558(B); 16-551(C). 
 
A city, town, school district, or special taxing district that conducts a ballot-by-mail election on 
its own behalf, and a county that conducts a ballot-by-mail election on behalf of a jurisdiction, 
may establish voting locations/ballot replacement sites on Election Day as well as ballot drop-off 
sites for voters to deposit voted ballots until 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-411(D); see 
also Chapter 8, Section I(B).  
 
A County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must establish at least one central 
location in each district to issue replacement ballots in cases where the voter’s mailed ballot was 
lost, spoiled, destroyed, or not received, which shall be open until 7:00pm on the day of the 
election. A.R.S. § 16-558.02(A); A.R.S. § 16-409(A). The County Recorder or other officer in 
charge of elections may establish as many additional ballot replacement sites as deemed 
necessary. If there is no appropriate location for a ballot replacement site in the district (for 
example, if the district contains only residential buildings), the County Recorder or officer in 
charge of elections should establish a ballot replacement site as close to the district as 
practicable.  
 
In order for the replacement ballot to be counted, the voter must sign a sworn statement that the 
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original ballot was lost, spoiled, destroyed, or not received. A.R.S. § 16-409(A); A.R.S. § 16-
558.02(A). This language may be incorporated into the early ballot affidavit prescribed by 
A.R.S. § 16-547(A). See Chapter 2, Section I(C)(2). The County Recorder or other officer in 
charge of elections shall keep a record of each replacement ballot.  A.R.S. § 16-558.02(B). In 
any case, the County Recorder must ensure that only one early ballot for a particular voter is 
verified and transmitted to the officer in charge of elections for tabulation. See Chapter 2, 
Section VI(A). 

 PROCESSING VOTED BALLOTS IN A BALLOT-BY-MAIL 
ELECTION 

Voted ballots returned to the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must be 
processed and tabulated in a manner similar to early ballots. A.R.S. § 16-409(B); A.R.S. § 16-
558(B); A.R.S. § 16-552; see Chapter 2, Section VI.  
 
Even if a city, town, school district, or special taxing district conducts its own election, the 
jurisdiction must usually enter into an agreement with the applicable county (or counties) in 
order to conduct signature verification. See A.R.S. § 16-205(C). Absent an agreement with the 
County Recorder, a local jurisdiction could conduct its own signature verification at a public 
terminal provided by the County Recorder during normal business hours.  
 
If a special taxing district crosses county lines, the district must enter into an agreement with 
both counties in order to conduct signature verification. For example, the county with the larger 
number of registered voters may conduct the election on the special taxing district’s behalf, and 
seek voter registration records from the smaller county in order to conduct signature verification 
for all voters in the special taxing district.  

 POST-ELECTION REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

A city, town, or school district that conducts a ballot-by-mail election must report the following 
information to the Senate President and Speaker of the House of Representatives by January 1 of 
the year immediately following any ballot-by-mail election: 

1. Changes in voter turnout from the previous election (regardless of whether the previous 
election was a ballot-by-mail or traditional election); 

2. The cost of the ballot-by-mail election compared to traditional elections; 
3. Suggestions for improvements to the ballot-by-mail election system; 
4. The frequency and severity of irregularities in the ballot-by-mail process, if any; 
5. Voter satisfaction with the ballot-by-mail election process; and 
6. The number of nondeliverable ballots in the ballot-by-mail election. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-409(B). 
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CHAPTER 4:  
VOTING EQUIPMENT 

 

 VOTING EQUIPMENT CERTIFICATION 

All components of a voting system must be properly certified prior to use in any election for a 
federal, state, or county office. A.R.S. § 16-442(B). In addition, a city, town, or agricultural 
improvement district may adopt for use in its elections any electronic voting system or vote 
tabulating device approved by the Secretary of State, and thereupon, the voting system or device 
may be used at any or all elections for voting, recording, and counting votes cast in an election. 
A.R.S. § 16-442(E). 
 
A voting system is defined as the total combination of mechanical, electromechanical, or 
electronic equipment (including the software, firmware, and documentation required to program, 
control, and support the equipment) that is used to define ballots, cast and count votes, report or 
display election results, and maintain and produce any audit trail information. 52 U.S.C. § 
21081(b)(1). Thus, a voting system consists of the electronic voting equipment (including central 
count equipment, precinct voting equipment, and accessible voting equipment) and election 
management system (EMS) used to tabulate ballots. 
 
This section outlines the procedures under which voting systems are certified, recertified, or 
decertified for use in Arizona. A new voting system must be certified by: 

1. A Voting System Test Laboratory (VSTL) accredited in accordance with the Help 
America Vote Act; 

2. The federal Election Assistance Commission (EAC); and 
3. The Secretary of State, based on a recommendation from the state Election Equipment 

Certification Committee. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-442(A)-(B).  
 
Certification includes a review of system documentation and/or conducting a demonstration and 
functionality test. Upgrades or modifications to an existing voting system require recertification, 
but if the upgrade or modification is de minimis, a demonstration and functionality test is 
optional and not necessarily required. See Chapter 4, Section I(A)(2). A request for emergency 
conditional certification is subject to different standards. See Chapter 4, Section I(C). 
 
The Secretary of State shall consult with and obtain recommendations regarding voting systems 
from nonprofit organizations that represent persons who are blind or visually impaired, persons 
with expertise in accessible software, hardware, and other technology, county and local election 
officials, and other persons deemed appropriate by the Secretary of State. The Secretary of State 
shall submit these recommendations to the state Election Equipment Certification Committee to 
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be considered for possible certification if the election equipment vendor submits an application 
for certification. A.R.S. § 16-442.01(C).  

 State Certification Process 

A manufacturer’s voting system must be tested and certified as a comprehensive suite, not as 
individual components. Therefore, a manufacturer’s proposed combination of hardware, 
software, and firmware must be tested as an integrated whole to ensure the particular system 
accurately tabulates votes. As a result, a jurisdiction may not mix-and-match components from 
different manufacturers’ certified voting systems. The officer in charge of elections may mix 
components from different manufacturers’ voting systems only if those systems are not 
interconnected and under exceptional circumstances after notifying and receiving written 
approval from the Secretary of State. 

1. Submitting an Application for Certification 
 
To initiate state certification, a voting system manufacturer must submit an application to the 
Secretary of State. The application form is prescribed by the Secretary of State. A complete 
application packet consists of: 

1. A completed application form, including a description of all voting system components 
and, if seeking recertification, a description of modifications to the prior certified voting 
system; 

2. Product descriptions and/or sales brochures of the voting system components; 
3. VSTL Test Report; and 
4. EAC Certificate of Conformance, including EAC Certification Number and Scope of 

Certification.  
 
A manufacturer may submit an application packet to the Secretary of State electronically or by 
mail. The Secretary of State must conduct a preliminary review of the application packet within 
21 days of receipt of a completed packet or sooner if practicable. If the application packet is 
incomplete, the Secretary of State should inform the manufacturer and need not take further 
action until the application packet is complete.  

2. Review by the Election Equipment Certification Committee 
 
Once the application packet is deemed complete, the Secretary of State must notify and provide 
all relevant documentation to the Election Equipment Certification Committee and schedule a 
public meeting. If a demonstration and functionality test will be required, the Secretary of State 
must (1) coordinate with the manufacturer to receive test ballots; (2) develop a test script to vote 
the test ballots on all electronic voting equipment; (3) tabulate the test ballots (using alternative 
equipment provided by the vendor that is not the equipment to be tested in the demonstration and 
functionality test) in advance of the public meeting to ensure conformity with the test script; and 
(4) coordinate delivery and storage of the voting system as the test date nears. 
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Upon notification by the Secretary of State, to the extent practicable, the Equipment Certification 
Committee must conduct a public meeting within 90 days to consider an application for 
certification or recertification.  
 
The Secretary of State coordinates the logistical details for holding the public meeting, including 
complying with notice requirements in accordance with Arizona open meeting laws, taking 
meeting minutes, and ensuring the presence of legal counsel. A.R.S. § 38-431.01.  

 Composition of the Election Equipment Certification Committee 

The state Election Equipment Certification Committee consists of three persons appointed by the 
Secretary of State with the following qualifications: 

1. A faculty member of the engineering college at an Arizona university; 
2. A lawyer member of the Arizona Bar Association; and 
3. A person who is familiar with voting procedures in the state, such as a trained election 

official.  
 
Committee members serve without compensation. No more than two of the Committee members 
may be registered with the same political party. At least one member must have at least five 
years of experience with, and be able to render an opinion based on knowledge of or 
training/education in, electronic voting systems, procedures, and security. A.R.S. § 16-442(A).  

 New Application for Certification 

For a new application for certification, the Election Equipment Certification Committee must 
conduct the following activities in a public meeting: 

1. Review the manufacturer’s application packet for completeness; 
2. Confirm VSTL approval and EAC certification; 
3. Confirm the voting system under review is the same voting system certified by the EAC; 
4. Review the voting system and test ballots for compliance with the legal standards for 

certification; 
5. Conduct a demonstration and functionality test;  
6. Ask questions to the manufacturer’s representatives as necessary; 
7. Seek legal advice in executive session as necessary; and 
8. Vote on whether to recommend to the Secretary of State approval, conditional approval, 

or denial of the manufacturer’s application. 
 
The Election Equipment Certification Committee may issue a recommendation to the Secretary 
of State to approve or deny the application, including partial or conditional approval. The 
Committee may also recommend specific conditions under which the voting system may be used 
by a county, city, town, or special taxing district.  
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The Election Equipment Certification Committee must issue a written recommendation to the 
Secretary of State based on the majority vote from the public meeting. 

i. Legal Standards for Certification 
 
A voting system must comply with all federal and state laws, including the following: 

1. The voting system must be tested and certified under federal law: 
a. The voting system must be reviewed and/or tested by an accredited VSTL; 
b. The voting system must be certified by the EAC; and 
c. The voting system must otherwise comply with the then-applicable federal 

Voluntary Voting System Guidelines (VVSG) in effect; 
2. The voting system must have the following functional capability and/or characteristics 

required under federal and state law: 
a. The voting system must be suitably designed and be of durable construction; 
b. The voting system must provide for secure, efficient, and accurate voting; 
c. The voting system must record votes correctly and accurately, including 

aggregation of the voter’s choices made on a single device; 
d. The voting system must provide a durable paper document that visually indicates 

the voter's selectionsand can be (1) used to verify the voter’s choices; (2) spoiled 
by the voter if they fail to reflect the voter’s choices; and (3) used in recounts and 
manual audits; 

e. The voting system must function for all types of elections; 
f. The voting system must be capable of rotating candidate names within a race and 

accurately tabulating the results; 
g. The voting system must aggregate the votes in the EMS in a way that prevents 

votes from being changed or deleted after voting has concluded; and 
h. The voting system must contain security features that prevent unauthorized access 

or hacking; 
3. Ballot marking devices and direct-recording electronic (DRE) voting machines must: 

a. Permit the voter to verify (in a private, secret, and independent manner) the votes 
selected by the voter on the ballot before the ballot is cast and counted; 

b. Allow the voter to vote for the candidate or ballot measure of choice, allow the 
voter to vote for or against as many candidates or ballot measures for which they 
are entitled to vote, and inform the voter if the number of vote choices exceeds the 
permitted amount or prevent the voter from selecting more than the permitted 
number of vote choices; 
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c. Prevent the voter from voting for the same person more than once for the same 
office. 

d. Have the capability to be sealed and prevent further voting after the close of the 
polls and/or after the last voter has voted;  

e. DRE voting machines must produce a paper ballot or voter verifiable paper audit 
trail (VVPAT) for audit purposes, including the ability to change the ballot or 
correct any error and noting a spoiled or voided ballot when the voter changes the 
ballot or corrects an error; and 

f. Provide the voter with an opportunity (in a private, secret, and independent 
manner) to correct any error before the ballot is cast and counted or cast a 
replacement ballot if the previous ballot is spoiled or unable to be changed or 
corrected; 

4. Accessible voting equipment must be capable of: 
a. Allowing the voter to cast and verify (both visually and with audio or synthesized 

speech) the voter’s selections, including a synthesized (or actual) speech 
recording and braille keyboard or other input method that is ADA compliant; 

b. Displaying the on-screen ballot in a format substantially similar to that of paper 
ballots (see Chapter 4, Section II(E)(1) and Chapter 8, Section V(A)); 

c. Displaying, providing audio or synthesized speech (and if applicable, printing) the 
ballot in English and in any minority language required under federal or state 
law;20 and 

d. Otherwise providing voters with visual impairments equivalent access to the 
voting experience compared to that provided for voters without visual 
impairments. 

5. The voting system may not be subject to a recent decertification proceeding or otherwise 
have been utilized in violation of federal or state law.21  

 
A.R.S. § 16-442(B); A.R.S. § 16-442.01(A)-(B); A.R.S. § 16-446(A)-(B); A.R.S. § 16-502(H); 
52 U.S.C. § 20971(a)-(b); 52 U.S.C. § 21081(a). 

ii. Demonstration and Functionality Test 
 
A demonstration and functionality test consists of: 

1. Explaining the testing process (of both primary and general election test ballots) during 
the public meeting;  

 
20 See Chapter 8, Section VI. If the applicable minority language is not a written language, the accessible 
voting machine must be capable of providing audio or synthesized reading of the ballot to the voter. 
21 For example, under A.R.S. § 16-1004(B), it is a class 5 felony to knowingly modify the software, 
hardware, or source code for voting equipment without receiving certification from the Election 
Equipment Certification Committee. 
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2. Casting ballots on all electronic voting equipment in accordance with the test script 
prepared for the meeting; 

3. Casting ballots on the accessible voting equipment in English and any minority language 
required under federal or state law, including testing the audio equipment;  

4. If the system captures digital ballot images, determining whether the system: 
a. Produces digital images of readable quality, including clearly displaying write-in 

votes; 
b. Produces digital images that are capable of being sorted by criteria such as race, 

district, ballot type, or precinct; 
c. Encrypts the digital images; and 
d. Is capable of transferring or downloading the digital images at a reasonably fast 

rate;  
5. Ensuring the aggregate vote totals for each race in the EMS match the pre-determined test 

results prepared by the Secretary of State; and 
6. Demonstrating the voting system’s ability to function in compliance with applicable state 

and federal law. 

 Application for Recertification of Updated/Modified Systems 

Upgrades or modifications to an existing certified voting system require recertification as a 
precondition for the upgraded/modified system to be used in Arizona elections. Like new 
applications, an application for recertification requires VSTL approval, EAC certification, and 
certification by the Secretary of State, based on review and recommendation by the Election 
Equipment Certification Committee. However, depending on the nature of the 
upgrade/modification, a demonstration and functionality test may not be necessary. 
 
An upgrade or modification is documented through an engineering change order (ECO) prepared 
by the manufacturer and submitted to the appropriate VSTL. If the VSTL concludes, and the 
EAC agrees, that the ECO represents a de minimis change to the existing certified voting system, 
the Secretary of State may: 

1. Notify the Election Equipment Certification Committee that the upgrade or modification 
has been deemed de minimis by the EAC; 

2. Recommend the Committee conduct its review without a demonstration and functionality 
test; and 

3. If the Committee agrees to forego a demonstration and functionality test, schedule a 
public meeting to review the manufacturer’s application for recertification. 

 
If the Election Equipment Certification Committee foregoes a demonstration and functionality 
test, the Committee must: 
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1. Review the manufacturer’s application for recertification for completeness in a public 
meeting, whether in-person, telephonically, or by video teleconference; 

2. Confirm VSTL approval and EAC certification; 
3. Ask questions to the manufacturer’s representatives as necessary; 
4. Seek legal advice in executive session as necessary;  
5. Make an independent finding that the upgrade or modification is de minimis in nature; 

and 
6. Vote on the manufacturer’s application for recertification. 

 
The Election Equipment Certification Committee must issue a written recommendation to the 
Secretary of State based on the majority vote from the public meeting. The Election Equipment 
Certification Committee may recommend approval or denial of the application, including partial 
or conditional approval. 
 
If the Committee determines that the upgrade or modification is not de minimis, or the 
application for recertification otherwise requires additional review or testing, the Committee may 
vote to schedule a subsequent meeting to conduct a demonstration and functionality test. In that 
case, the Committee must evaluate the upgraded or modified voting system under the standards 
applicable to a new application for certification. 

3. Secretary of State Final Decision 
 
Within a reasonable period after receiving the Election Equipment Certification Committee’s 
recommendation, the Secretary of State must issue a final decision on an application for 
certification or recertification. The Secretary of State may accept, deny, or modify the Election 
Equipment Certification Committee’s recommendation, including issuance of a partial or 
conditional certification. 
 
The Secretary of State must issue the final decision in writing and notify the manufacturer by 
mail or email.  
 
A final decision denying certification must include notice that the decision constitutes an 
appealable agency action. The notice must: 

1. Identify the statute, rule, or provision upon which the decision was based; 
2. Identify with reasonable particularity the reason why certification was denied or 

conditioned; 
3. Include a description of the manufacturer’s right to request a hearing on the decision; and 
4. Include a description of the manufacturer’s right to request an informal settlement 

conference pursuant to A.R.S. § 41-1092.06.  
 
A.R.S. § 41-1092(3); A.R.S. § 41-1092.03(A). 
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4. Appeal Process 
 
A manufacturer may appeal the Secretary of State’s final decision denying an application for 
certification or recertification. 

 Filing Notice of Appeal 

A manufacturer must file the notice of appeal with the Secretary of State within 30 days after 
receiving the final decision. The notice of appeal must: 

1. Identify the manufacturer; 
2. Provide the manufacturer’s address; 
3. Identify the agency and action being appealed; and 
4. Contain a concise statement of the reasons for the appeal. 

 
The notice of appeal must be served by personal delivery or certified mail, return receipt 
requested.  
 
Within five business days of receiving an appeal, the Secretary of State must: 

1. Notify any local jurisdictions who use the manufacturer’s voting system or are otherwise 
potentially affected by the appeal; and 

2. Request a hearing from the Office of Administrative Hearings. 
 
A.R.S. § 41-1092.03(A)-(B); A.R.S. § 41-1092.04. 

 Hearing on Appeal 

If an informal settlement conference pursuant to A.R.S. § 41-1092.06 is not requested, a hearing 
before the Office of Administrative Hearings: 

1. Must be conducted no later than 60 days after the appeal was filed with the Secretary of 
State; 

2. Must include a complete and accurate record; 
3. Must be conducted in accordance with A.R.S. § 41-1092.07; and 
4. Must be presided over by an administrative law judge, who must issue a recommended 

decision pursuant to A.R.S. § 41-1092.08(A). 
 
The manufacturer bears the burden of persuasion to establish that the voting system should have 
been certified or recertified. The administrative law judge must issue a recommended decision 
within 20 days after the hearing is concluded. A.R.S. § 41-1092.08(A).  
 
The only remedy available is recommended reversal or modification of the Secretary of State’s 
final decision. Damages of any kind may not be awarded. 
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A.R.S. § 41-1092.05. 

 Action on Recommended Decision 

Within 30 days following issuance of the administrative law judge’s recommendation, the 
Secretary of State may accept, reject, or modify the decision. A.R.S. § 41-1092.08(B).  
 
The Secretary of State’s decision constitutes the final determination of the application for 
certification or recertification. The Secretary of State must provide notice of the final 
determination to the manufacturer and any other interested parties.  

 Requirements for Equipment Decertification 

If the Secretary of State has reason to believe that a certified voting system is not performing or 
being utilized in accordance with federal or state law, the Secretary of State may issue an Intent 
to Decertify the voting system or any component of the system. A.R.S. § 16-442(C)-(D). 
 
In reaching the preliminary decision to decertify, the Secretary of State may take into account 
any of the following: 

1. Material breach of contract with any Arizona jurisdiction; 
2. Submission of a fraudulent, misleading, or otherwise ineligible application for 

certification or recertification; 
3. Installation or use of an unauthorized voting system; 
4. Failure to properly function or perform, including perceived security vulnerabilities; 
5. Federal decertification by the EAC; 
6. Failure to place election equipment source code in escrow and/or failure to authorize the 

State of Arizona to access or receive the source code; or  
7. Failure to continue to meet any requirements for certification. 

 
Upon issuance of an Intent to Decertify, the Secretary of State must promptly notify the 
manufacturer and any affected parties. Within 30 days of issuance, the manufacturer and any 
affected parties may submit written comments to the Secretary of State in support of or 
opposition to decertification.  
 
Within 120 days of issuance, the Secretary of State must convene the Election Equipment 
Certification Committee. At a public meeting the Committee must: 

1. Review the evidence for and against decertification; 
2. Ask questions to the manufacturer’s representatives (as necessary); 
3. Seek legal advice in executive session (as necessary); and 
4. Vote on whether to recommend decertification. 
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The Election Equipment Certification Committee may recommend full or partial decertification. 
The Committee may also specify the conditions under which the voting system may continue to 
be used by a county, city, town, or special taxing district. The Election Equipment Certification 
Committee must issue a written recommendation to the Secretary of State based on the majority 
vote from the public meeting. 
 
Within a reasonable period after receiving the Election Equipment Certification Committee’s 
recommendation, the Secretary of State must issue a final decision on the Intent to Decertify. 
The Secretary of State may accept, deny, or modify the Election Equipment Certification 
Committee’s recommendation, including issuance of a conditional recertification. The Secretary 
must follow the remaining procedures applicable to issuance of a final decision for an application 
for certification or recertification. See Chapter 4, Section I(A)(3) above.  
 
The manufacturer or affected party may appeal a decertification in accordance with the appeal 
procedures for denials of certification and recertification. See Chapter 4, Section I(A)(4) above. 
 
In addition to decertification, the Secretary of State may prohibit the purchase, lease, or use of 
any voting system (or component thereof) if a manufacturer or jurisdiction: (1) installs, uses, or 
permits the use of a voting system that is not certified for use or approved for experimental use; 
or (2) uses or includes hardware, firmware, or software in a voting system version that is not 
certified for use or approved for experimental use. A.R.S. § 16-442(D). 

 Emergency Conditional Certification of Upgrade/Modification 

If a local jurisdiction requires an emergency upgrade or modification to its existing certified 
voting system, the jurisdiction may apply to the Secretary of State for emergency conditional 
certification of the upgrade or modification. Emergency conditional certification allows the 
voting system to be upgraded or modified without seeking VSTL testing or EAC certification. 
A.R.S. § 16-442(G). 
 
To apply for emergency conditional certification, the local jurisdiction must: 

1. Convene its governing board to pass a resolution outlining why the forthcoming election 
cannot be conducted without the requested emergency conditional certification; 

2. Make a written request to the Secretary of State that outlines the need for conditional 
emergency certification, including: 

a. A description of the proposed upgrade/modification; 
b. A description of what aspects of the voting system will be affected; 
c. An explanation why the upgrade/modification is necessary in order to conduct the next 

election, including a copy of the governing board’s resolution; 
d. An explanation why the upgrade/modification could not have been sought earlier 

through the standard recertification process; and  
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e. A description of what safeguards or contingency plans will be implemented if the 
proposed upgrade/modification does not function as intended during the election; and 

f. Any other information deemed relevant by the local jurisdiction. 
 
Upon receipt of a request for emergency conditional certification, the Election Equipment 
Certification Committee  must convene as soon as practicable (but no later than 30 days from the 
date of the request) and follow the same procedures applicable to an application for 
recertification, except: 

• VSTL approval and EAC certification are not required; and 
• Both the local jurisdiction and manufacturer are expected to participate in the public 

meeting and answer the Election Equipment Certification Committee’s questions. 
 
Upon receipt of the Election Equipment Certification Committee’s recommendation, the 
Secretary of State must issue a final decision within 15 days or sooner if practicable. 
 
Any grant of conditional emergency certification is limited to six months from the date of the 
Secretary’s final decision. If the manufacturer has not applied for (and been granted) 
recertification before expiration of the 6-month period, the conditionally-certified voting system 
is automatically decertified and ineligible for continued use. A.R.S. § 16-442(G). 
 
The local jurisdiction may appeal a denial of emergency certification in accordance with the 
appeal procedures for denials of certification and recertification described above. See Chapter 4, 
Section I(A)(4). 

  LOGIC AND ACCURACY (L&A) TESTING 

A logic and accuracy (L&A) test is intended to confirm that votes are attributed to the correct 
candidates and ballot measures in the election management system (EMS) and that each 
candidate and ballot measure receives the accurate number of votes. 
 
The Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections is responsible for performing an L&A 
test on all voting equipment prior to each election. The conduct of the test must be overseen by at 
least two elections staff or inspectors (of different political parties), and shall be open to 
observation by representatives of the political parties, candidates, the press, and the public.  
 
For any election that includes a federal, statewide, or legislative office, the Secretary of State is 
responsible for conducting an additional L&A test on selected voting equipment. A.R.S. § 16-
449.22 

 
22 Though not required, counties may, in their discretion, conduct additional pre- and/or post-
election L&A tests, including with participation from representatives of the recognized political 
parties.  
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 Timeframe to Conduct L&A Testing 

1. Accessible Voting Equipment L&A Test 
 
In-person voting, both during the early voting period and on Election Day, requires the 
deployment of accessible voting equipment for voters with disabilities (and ballot marking by all 
voters in certain counties).  
 
The officer in charge of elections must test all accessible voting equipment prior to an election. 

• For an all ballot-by-mail election, equipment must be tested at least 15 days before the 
election. 

• For a city, town, school district, special taxing district, or county election, equipment 
must be tested at least 27 days before the election (prior to the commencement of early 
voting). 

• For a federal, statewide, or legislative election, equipment must be tested prior to the 
Secretary of State’s L&A test, where practicable, or promptly thereafter. 

 
In the case of federal, statewide, or legislative elections, the Secretary of State tests selected 
accessible voting equipment within seven days before the start of early voting (i.e., between 34 
and 27 days before the election). A.R.S. § 16-449(B). 
 
L&A tests for accessible voting equipment are a prerequisite for the County Recorder to open 
on-site early voting locations. 

2. Optical and Digital Equipment L&A Test 
 
The officer in charge of elections must test precinct voting equipment and central count 
equipment within 30 days of an election. In the case of federal, statewide or legislative elections, 
the Secretary of State must also test selected equipment within 17 days before the election. 
A.R.S. § 16-449(A). 
 
However, if a county’s accessible voting equipment does not independently tabulate votes (i.e., 
the equipment marks and/or produces a paper ballot that will be tabulated using different voting 
equipment), the officer in charge of elections and Secretary of State may test all voting 
equipment (including precinct voting equipment and central count equipment) during the time 
period applicable to accessible device testing. A.R.S. § 16-449(C). If the officer in charge of 
elections wishes to have all voting equipment testing completed together, the officer in charge of 
elections must make that request to the Secretary of State at least 90 days prior to the election. In 
order to prepare for this consolidated testing, the officer in charge of elections must provide to 
the Secretary of State all testing materials as referenced in Chapter 4, Section II(D)(2) below, 
including printed ballots, at least three weeks before the start of early voting. The Secretary of 
State has discretion to grant or deny a request for consolidated testing based on the 
circumstances. For example, if test ballots are not timely received, the tests will need to be 
conducted separately and the officer in charge of elections will be notified of the determination. 
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3. Rescheduling L&A Tests 
 
The Secretary of State’s Office must conduct its L&A tests after the officer in charge of elections 
has conducted county-level tests whenever practicable. In the event the officer in charge of 
elections has not successfully conducted an L&A test prior to the Secretary of State’s scheduled 
test, the officer in charge of elections should contact the Secretary of State to consider whether to 
postpone the Secretary’s L&A test pending further local testing.  
 
If the electronic voting system has not successfully passed the Secretary of State’s L&A test, the 
Secretary of State may schedule a re-test for a later date. Re-testing may continue during the 
early voting period and through the day prior to the election. However, the officer in charge of 
elections may not deploy any electronic voting equipment in a federal, statewide, or legislative 
election that has not successfully passed the Secretary of State’s L&A test.  

 Public Notice of L&A Test 

The Board of Supervisors or other officer in charge of elections must publish notice of the time 
and place of each L&A test at least 48 hours in advance of the test. A.R.S. § 16-449(A). The 
notice must be published at least once in a daily or weekly newspaper circulated in the county. If 
no newspaper is published in the jurisdiction, notice must be published in any newspaper of 
general circulation. A.R.S. § 16-449(A). 
 
If the Secretary of State must reschedule an L&A test or schedule a re-test, and the Board of 
Supervisors or other officer in charge of elections cannot reasonably comply with the 48-hour 
public notice requirement, the Board of Supervisors or other officer in charge of elections must:  

• Publish notice of the rescheduled L&A test in a daily or weekly newspaper within the 
county as soon as possible if the notice is capable of being published before the test date;  

• Post the notice on the county’s website and distribute the notice through any other public 
communication or social media channel(s) regularly utilized by the county; and 

• Provide notice of the place and time of the reschedule L&A test or re-test by phone or 
email to all L&A test observers from the immediately preceding L&A test. 

 Observers for L&A Test 

An L&A test must be observed by the officer in charge of elections. An L&A test must also be 
open to: 

• Designated political party representatives; 
• Candidates or candidate representatives;  
• Government officials; and 
• Members of the public and the media. 
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A.R.S. § 16-449(A). For security reasons and to prevent disruption of election operations, the 
officer in charge of elections may specify a designated area where observers are permitted to 
view the L&A test. 

 Process for Conducting L&A Tests by the Secretary of State 

The Secretary of State must conduct an L&A test on accessible voting equipment and 
optical/digital scan equipment before each federal, statewide, and legislative election. 

1. Acquisition of Precinct Information and Voting Equipment 
 
At least eight weeks before a primary election or PPE, the officer in charge of elections must 
provide the Secretary of State a complete list of precincts and legislative and congressional 
districts and ensure the Secretary of State possesses the necessary precinct voting equipment to 
preliminarily verify the county’s L&A test results at the Secretary of State’s Office. To conduct 
the pre-test, the Secretary of State may acquire the necessary voting equipment from the county 
or directly from equipment vendors, if practicable. If multiple counties use the same type of 
voting equipment, the Secretary of State may preliminarily test multiple counties’ ballots on the 
same piece of voting equipment without acquiring voting equipment from each county. 

2. Selection of Precincts and Test Ballots 
 
The Secretary of State must randomly select precincts that will be included in each type of L&A 
test conducted by the Secretary of State.  
 
The Secretary of State generally selects five to ten precincts for a small or medium-sized county 
and 10-20 precincts for a large county. In doing so, the Secretary of State must ensure: 

• At least one precinct is selected in each congressional and legislative district; and 
• Each federal, statewide, and legislative candidate and each ballot question will receive at 

least one test vote in the selected precincts. 
 
The Secretary of State must also acquire test ballots from each county. If a county will use 
preprinted ballots and ballots through a ballot-on-demand printer, the officer in charge of 
elections must provide ballots generated though both printing methods. 
 
For a primary election or PPE, the officer in charge of elections must provide the Secretary of 
State the following test ballots from each pre-determined test precinct: 

• 50 ballots from each of the two largest political parties entitled to continued 
representation on the ballot; 

• 25 ballots from every other recognized or new political party; and 
• Five “federal-only” ballots. 
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The Secretary of State may request additional test ballots if necessary. The Secretary of State 
also may account for new political parties or the possibility that not all recognized political 
parties will participate in a PPE. 
 
For a general election, the officer in charge of elections must provide the Secretary of State the 
following test ballots from each pre-determined test precinct: 

• 50 ballots; and 
• 10 “federal-only” ballots.  

 
If a precinct contains a precinct split, the officer in charge of elections should ensure the above-
referenced test ballots are distributed among each precinct split. In addition, if minority-language 
ballots are required in the county, the officer in charge of elections must also include minority-
language ballots among the requested quantities of test ballots. 
 
The Secretary of State may vary the number of test ballots if necessary. 

3. Notification of Completion of Programming 
 
Before each federal, statewide or legislative election, the officer in charge of elections must 
promptly notify the Secretary of State when the county has completed programming its election.  
 
Within one business day of receiving this notification, the Secretary of State must confirm with 
the officer in charge of elections the date/time of the accessible and optical/digital scan tests and 
the conditions for each test, including precinct selections, ballot requirements, and the number of 
machines selected at random for testing. The Secretary of State must inform the officer in charge 
of elections of the date/time of the L&A test as soon as practicable. 

4. Secretary of State Preparation for L&A Testing 
 
For an accessible voting equipment L&A test, the Secretary of State must:  

1. Request that all accessible voting equipment to be used during on-site early voting be 
made available for the L&A test and be pre-programmed with all precinct ballot styles; 

2. Identify the precincts randomly selected by the Secretary of State and request the 
accessible voting equipment to be utilized at those precincts be made available for the 
L&A test; 

3. Ensure the attendance of any necessary minority language interpreters at the L&A test;  
4. Inform the officer in charge of elections that they must:  

a. Utilize the actual election program for Election Day (not a copy); 
b. Reset any vote totals from prior L&A tests and ensure equipment zero tapes are 

accessible for examination; 
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c. Print a zero report from the county’s EMS and ensure the report is accessible for 
examination; 

d. Ensure that equipment operators are available to assist with the L&A test; 
e. Ensure the equipment is set up, set to run in “election mode,” and ready to vote 

upon the Secretary of State’s arrival; 
f. Ensure that voter card encoders and bar code printers will be available for testing 

(if applicable); 
g. Ensure political party observers have been contacted for the L&A test; 
h. Ensure that headphones and touchpads will be available for all equipment; and 
i. Ensure all equipment is capable of processing and outputting the testing results. 

 
For an optical/digital scan equipment L&A test, the Secretary of State must:  

1. Request the requisite number of test ballots; 
2. Request the applicable memory cards or sticks in order to preliminarily verify L&A test 

results at the Secretary of State’s Office; 
3. Request that all central count equipment be made available for the L&A test; 
4. Identify the precincts randomly selected by the Secretary of State and request the precinct 

voting equipment to be utilized at those precincts be made available for the L&A test; 
5. Inform the officer in charge of elections that they must: 

a. Utilize the actual election program for Election Day (not a copy); 
b. Reset any vote totals from prior L&A tests and ensure equipment zero tapes are 

accessible for examination; 
c. Print a zero report from the county’s EMS and ensure the report is accessible for 

examination; 
d. Ensure political party observers have been contacted for the L&A test; 
e. Ensure that equipment operators are available to assist with the L&A test; and 
f. Ensure the equipment is set up, set to run in “election mode,” and ready to vote 

upon the Secretary of State’s arrival. 
 
The officer in charge of elections must provide any requested materials or information to the 
Secretary of State in accordance with the deadline set forth in the Secretary of State’s letter, but 
no later than five weeks before each election and/or three weeks before the start of early voting.  

5. Marking Test Ballots and Creation of Test Script 
 
The Secretary of State must create a script that outlines how each test ballot will be marked. 
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Votes must be randomly distributed in each of the selected precincts, ensuring that each federal, 
statewide, and legislative candidate and ballot measure receives at least one vote. In addition, 
various races and issues must be over-voted to test the optical/digital scan equipment’s ability to 
notify the voter of, or out-stack, an over-vote, physically or digitally. 
 
Upon receipt of test ballots from the officer in charge of elections, the Secretary of State must 
mark the test ballots in accordance with the predetermined script. 
 
The Secretary of State also must create a script for each accessible voting machine that specifies 
how many ballots will be cast on the machine and how the votes will be distributed during the 
accessible equipment L&A test.  
 
The Secretary of State must run the test ballots through the optical/digital scan equipment 
provided to the Secretary of State for preliminary verification purposes.  
 
Finally, the Secretary of State creates a summary report that aggregates the vote totals for each 
candidate and ballot measure. The Secretary of State must ensure these test ballot results match 
the summary report. 

6. Conducting the L&A Test 
 
The Secretary of State must bring a sufficient number of personnel to conduct the L&A test.  
 
Upon arrival, the Secretary of State must ensure that the selected voting equipment has zero 
recorded votes prior to commencing the L&A test. The Secretary of State then must test the 
selected voting equipment to ensure each machine reports the correct vote totals (and that the 
EMS reports the correct aggregate totals) in accordance with the prepared scripts. 
 
The Secretary of State must review ballots, and each ballot display on the accessible voting 
equipment, to confirm formatting, language, and audio requirements in the testing standards have 
been met (see testing standards in Section II(E) below). 

 L&A Testing Standards 

1. Accessible Voting Equipment 
 
Accessible voting equipment must:  

1. Display candidate races, ballot measures, and voter instructions in English and any other 
language required in the county under the federal Voting Rights Act, at the voter’s 
option; 

2. Display candidate races, ballot measures, and voter instructions in large print and 
contrasting colors, at the voter’s option; 

3. Produce an accurate audio recording in English and any other language required in the 
county under the Voting Rights Act; 
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4. Display the correct voting precinct and state, county, and election type; 
5. Display instructions how to use the equipment and mark the ballot; 
6. Display the ballot as nearly as practicable in accordance with the formatting requirements 

for paper ballots, including color marking for partisan primary elections; 
7. Display candidate names accurately, in accordance with the candidate’s nomination 

paper; 
8. Display ballot measures accurately, in accordance with any certification from the 

Secretary of State;  
9. Sequentially advance from screen-to-screen; 
10. Perform the functions selected by the voter; 
11. Provide a warning to the voter if the voter attempts to under-vote or over-vote a particular 

race or issue, or, in the case of an over-vote, prevent a voter from doing so; 
12. Increase or decrease the headphone audio volume in accordance with the voter’s 

preferences; 
13. Contain a functioning keypad (whether stand-alone or incorporated into the accessible 

voting equipment screen); 
14. Allow the voter to write in a candidate using a keypad in the voter’s selected language; 
15. Provide a means for the voter to verify all of the voter’s selections prior to committing 

the selections and a means for the voter to change a selection if desired before 
committing the selections;  

16. Display a summary screen at the conclusion of voting that matches the voter’s selections; 
and 

17. If the accessible voting equipment independently tabulates votes, tabulate the voter’s 
selections accurately, including: 
• Accurately tabulating in the EMS; and 
• Printing an accurate ballot in English and any other written language required in the 

county under the Voting Rights Act and/or printing an accurate voter verifiable paper 
audit trail (VVPAT). 

2. Optical and Digital Scan Voting Equipment 
 
Optical and digital scan voting equipment must:  

1. Attribute votes to the correct candidates and ballot measures in the EMS;  
2. Attribute the correct number of votes to each candidate and ballot measure; 
3. Warn the operator of an over-vote or out-stack, physically or digitally, a ballot in the 

event of an over-vote; 
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4. Record no vote in an over-voted race and out-stack for further adjudication if applicable 
(precinct voting equipment and central count equipment); 

5. Accept ballot styles for that specific precinct and reject ballot styles from other precincts 
(precinct voting equipment only); and  

6. Accept ballot styles from the current election and reject ballot styles from a different 
election.   

 
In advance of the Secretary of State’s L&A test, the officer in charge of elections should conduct 
a preliminary test of ballots as soon as they are available from the printing vendor to ensure the 
ballots are correct and meet the requirements for the voting equipment utilized. This may include 
testing a blank ballot and a fully-voted ballot on every ballot style used in the election.  

3. Errors Discovered During Testing 
 
If any error is detected during L&A testing: 
 

• The cause shall be ascertained and corrected.  
• An errorless count shall be made before the voting equipment and programs are approved 

for use in the election. 
• And if the database is found to be the source of the error, a copy of a revised database 

shall be filed with the Secretary of State within 48 hours after the revision. 
• And if the error was created by voting equipment malfunction, a report shall be filed with 

the Secretary of State within 48 hours after the correction is made, stating the cause and 
the corrective action taken. 
 

A.R.S. § 16-449(A). 

4. Certification of Voting Equipment 
 
The Secretary of State must certify the voting equipment if the equipment meets the 
requirements in the L&A testing standards. Voting equipment may not be deployed or used until 
the Secretary of State has certified that the equipment passed L&A testing.  
 
If the voting equipment does not meet the mandatory requirements from the testing standards, 
the Secretary of State should work with the officer in charge of elections to determine the cause 
of the deficiency and whether it can be corrected in a timely manner. If the error can be readily 
corrected, the voting equipment may be retested until the mandatory requirements have been 
met; otherwise, the L&A test must be rescheduled for a later time and date. 
 

 County L&A Testing 

The officer in charge of elections must substantially follow the L&A testing procedures 
applicable to the Secretary of State, except that all of the county’s deployable voting equipment 
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must be tested. The officer in charge of elections also must conduct a post-election L&A test of 
tabulation equipment. See Chapter 12, Section II.  

 Retention of L&A Programs, Test Ballots, and Database 

The tests ballots and database used in L&A testing shall be: 
• Secured immediately after the L&A test is run; and 
• Retained until the post-election L&A test is ready to be conducted after ballot tabulation 

for the election. 
 
Programs and test ballots used in L&A testing shall be under the control of the officer in charge 
of elections. After completion of the post-election L&A test, the databases and test ballots shall 
be retained with the official returns according to the retention period applicable for that election. 

 SECURITY MEASURES FOR ELECTRONIC VOTING SYSTEMS  

All components of the electronic voting system, including any e-pollbooks uploaded with voter 
registration information, must be secured in accordance with this section. Counties should also 
conduct periodic election security and cybersecurity assessments and develop and implement 
appropriate security procedures and best practices in consultation with county (and, where 
appropriate, federal and state) information technology and security professionals. Counties may 
establish more stringent and robust security protocols so long as the following minimum 
requirements are met.   
 
The officer in charge of elections must develop and implement a training plan to ensure that 
elections staff (and any temporary workers) understand and comply with all security procedures 
applicable to the electronic voting system.  
 
A person who knowingly modifies the software, hardware, or source code for voting equipment 
without receiving approval or certification pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-442 is guilty of a class 5 
felony. A.R.S. § 16-1004(B). 
 

 Physical Security of the Electronic Voting System 

Hardware components of the electronic voting system:  
1. Must be permanently labeled with a unique serial number for tracking and auditing 

purposes;  
2. Must be inventoried before and after an election;  
3. Must be stored in a locked, secured location that prevents unauthorized access; 

• Access to the electronic voting system (including voting equipment and the EMS) 
must be authorized by the officer in charge of elections. Access must be documented 
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with a written log or with electronic key card access that indicates the date, time, and 
identity of the person accessing the system. 

4. Must be sealed with tamper-resistant or tamper-evident seals once programmed; 
• The seal number must be logged as corresponding with particular voting equipment 

and the election media that has been sealed in the voting equipment. The log should 
be preserved with the returns of the election. In the event of a recount or re-tally of 
votes, the officer in charge of elections should be prepared to submit an affidavit 
confirming that the election program and any election media used in the election have 
not been altered. A.R.S. § 16-445(C). 

5. Must be safeguarded from unauthorized access when being moved, transferred, serviced, 
programmed, or temporarily stored; 

6. May be accessed by elections staff only to the extent necessary to perform their 
authorized task; and  

7. Must be witnessed by two or more election staff members (of different political parties if 
possible) when being moved or transferred, which includes an inventory of the equipment 
and chain of custody before and after the move or transfer.  

 Data Security of the Electronic Voting System 

Components of the electronic voting system: 
1. Must be password-protected (for voting system software); 

• In addition to complying with any system requirements, passwords must: (1) contain 
mixed-cased and non-alphabetic characters, if possible; (2) be changed on a regular 
basis and may not be a vendor-supplied password; and (3) may be known only by 
authorized users. 

2. May not be connected to the internet, any wireless communications device, or any 
external network (except for e-pollbooks); 
• An EMS must be a stand-alone system, attached only to components inside an 

isolated network. An EMS may only be installed on a computer that contains only an 
operating system, the EMS software, data/audio extractor software, and any necessary 
security software. 

3. May not be used to modem election results, whether through analog, cellular, or any 
similar transmission; 

4. May not contain remote access software or any capability to remotely-access the system; 
5. Must match the software or firmware hash code on file with the officer in charge of 

elections prior to programing the election and the hash code on file with either (1) the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST); or (2) the Secretary of State at 
the time of certification of the electronic voting system; and 
• If the EMS software hash code is on file with NIST or the Secretary of State, the 

officer in charge of elections must certify that the officer compared the hash code on 
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file with NIST or Secretary of State for the EMS software with the hash code of the 
EMS software to be used in the election and certify that the numbers are identical.  

6. Must be observed by the officer in charge of elections or a designee if the election 
program (or any software or firmware) is updated or modified.  

 
In addition, the following security protocols apply to any memory stick or removable electronic 
storage device used with the electronic voting system:  

1. A stick or device must be purchased or received from a reliable source. 
2. A stick or device shall be permanently identified with a unique serial number or identifier 

when in use, and an inventory of all electronic media shall be created and maintained.  
3. Electronic storage media shall be physically secured at all times. No physical access 

should be given to any person unless the election officer in charge of the electronic 
storage media specifically grants that person access. Secured locations must be provided 
for storing electronic media when not in use, coding an election, creating the election 
media, and transferring and installing the election media into the voting device.  

4. No electronic storage media shall be left unattended or in an unsecured location once it 
has been coded for an election. Where applicable, coded election media shall be 
immediately loaded into the relevant voting device, sealed, logged, and made secure or 
must be placed in a secured and controlled environment and inventoried.  

5. A stick or device should generally not be used to transfer data between an internet-
connected system and a non-connected electronic voting system. Only when necessary to 
import ballot language to the electronic voting system should such transfer occur, and in 
those circumstances, the internet-connected system and stick or device shall be scanned 
with updated antivirus software prior to transfer. In addition, the officer in charge of 
elections shall consider and implement other appropriate security protocols for such data 
transfers. 

6. A stick or device used to transfer data to or from the electronic voting system should only 
be used one time – to transfer data from one system to a second system and then securely 
disposed of. When feasible, write-once memory cards or write-once disks should be used 
instead of USB devices to transfer data to or from an electronic voting system to ensure a 
“one-way, one-use policy” is self-enforced by the technology.  

7. If the individual file to be transferred between systems was electronically received 
(whether through download, by email, or any other electronic means), the individual file 
must be scanned with antivirus software prior to being placed on the stick or device. If 
any files were downloaded from an internet portal, the portal must be a secure portal for 
data transmission purposes. Regardless of the method of receipt, however, individual files 
should only be downloaded, transferred, or otherwise utilized if they were received by a 
trusted third-party source. 

8. If a stick or device was received by mail: 
• The stick or device should only be accepted from a trusted, third-party source; 
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• The stick or device must be encrypted by the third-party source, and the password to 
decrypt the stick or device may not be included with the mailing itself; and 

• Upon receipt, the stick or device must be scanned with antivirus software prior to 
opening or otherwise executing any file contained on the stick or device.  

 
Finally, the following security protocols apply to the use of e-pollbooks and ballot-on-demand 
printers:  

1. E-pollbooks and ballot-on-demand printers shall only be connected to authorized and 
secured networks and resources;  

2. E-pollbooks and ballot-on-demand printers should transmit and receive data utilizing 
industry standard best practices for information and network security, including 
encryption; 

3. E-pollbooks and ballot-on-demand printers shall be patched and updated to current 
versions as designated by the vendor;  

4. Only software, applications, or drivers necessary for e-pollbook operation shall be 
installed on e-pollbooks;  

5. E-pollbooks and ballot-on-demand printers shall be tested before each election to ensure 
proper operation;  

6. To the extent practicable, voter data files on e-pollbooks should be compared to the 
original files by checking a hash code or, at a minimum, comparing file size prior to 
testing or use at a voting location; and  

7. Only power or charging cables supplied by the vendor or purchased from a verified 
source shall be used to power e-pollbooks. 

 CONTINGENCY PLANNING 

The officer in charge of elections must develop a written contingency plan in case election 
operations, including the use of voting systems and any component thereof, are significantly 
disrupted. A contingency plan should consider all potential sources of disruption, including but 
not limited to: 

• Systemic equipment failures or malfunctions; 
• Power outages;  
• Natural disasters or infrastructure failure; 
• Terror threats or other civil disturbances; and  
• Unauthorized access, intrusion, or hacking into election facilities or equipment.  

 
Among other things, a contingency plan must outline how the officer in charge of elections 
would ensure continuity in voting in case one or more voting locations becomes temporarily or 
permanently unusable on Election Day, which may include: 
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• Sending voters to an alternative voting location (whether new or existing);  
• Seeking a court order to extend voting hours; and/or 
• Requesting voters return to the voting location after the problem has been resolved. 

 
The officer in charge of elections must implement any additional procedures necessary to ensure 
that voters are properly notified and receive the correct ballot style. 
 
In advance of each election, the officer in charge of elections must review/update the 
contingency plan and ensure that key staff members have been briefed on the plan. As necessary, 
the officer in charge of elections should also be prepared to review and/or execute the 
contingency plan in coordination with:  

• The County Recorder; 
• The Board of Supervisors;  
• The County Attorney’s office; 
• The County Sheriff’s office;  
• The Presiding Judge of the Superior Court; 
• The Secretary of State’s Office;  
• The Arizona Counter Terrorism Information Center (ACTIC); 
• The Arizona Department of Public Safety;  
• The Attorney General’s office; 
• The Federal Bureau of Investigation;  
• The U.S. Department of Homeland Security; and 
• The U.S. Attorney’s office. 

 
The officer in charge of elections must file certain contingency information with the Secretary of 
State at least 10 days in advance of the election, including: 

• A description of the officer’s contingency plan to tabulate ballots in case of central count 
equipment failure (see specific requirements below); and  

• A copy of the county’s election program (see specific requirements below). 

 Tabulation Contingency Plan 

The officer in charge of elections must file with the Secretary of State a tabulation contingency 
plan that identifies alternative voting equipment or facilities in case the county experiences a 
complete loss of its central count equipment or use of its central counting place. The tabulation 
contingency plan shall be completed no later than the second Monday before the election.  
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The plan may include the transport of ballots across county lines. In that case, the ballots must be 
inventoried and safeguarded by the originating county’s employees in the same manner as if the 
ballots had not been transported. See Chapter 9, Section VIII(B). A county must exhaust all 
possible options (including the acquisition of additional voting equipment from the vendor) 
before invoking a contingency plan that involves transportation of ballots across state lines.  
 
The officer in charge of elections must notify the Secretary of State (and the chairpersons of the 
recognized political parties) if a tabulation contingency plan is invoked. 

 Election Program Contingency Plan 

Any jurisdiction that conducts an election must file a copy of the election program with the 
Secretary of State at least 17 days prior to each election. A.R.S. § 16-445(A). This copy may 
serve as a backup in case the original program is destroyed or rendered unusable. 
 
The election program must be in a machine-readable format and may be transmitted to the 
Secretary of State via a password-protected CD, DVD, USB memory stick, or SFTP site.  
 
If any subsequent changes are made to the election program, the officer in charge of elections 
must file the new copy with the Secretary of State within 48 hours of the change. A.R.S. § 16-
445(B). 
 
The Secretary of State must preserve election programs in escrow for three years. The Secretary 
of State must securely destroy any election program after this retention period has expired. 
A.R.S. § 16-445(A). 
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CHAPTER 5:  
ACCOMMODATING VOTERS WITH DISABILITIES 

 

 VOTER REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Before an election, each county shall prepare and disseminate information by public notice,  
including about voter registration deadlines, availability of registration and voting aids, how to 
vote early, availability of sample ballots, and types of assistance (including reasonable 
accommodations) available at voting locations, in a manner calculated to reach all voters and, in 
particular: 

• Persons with disabilities; 
• Seniors, age 65 or more; 
• Self-identified voters; and 
• Others who request information.  

 
Upon a ten-day notice, the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections shall provide voting 
and registration information in alternative formats for the purpose of ensuring effective 
communication with people with disabilities. These available alternative formats may vary by 
County and shall include two or more alternative formats, which may include: large print, braille, 
electronic material for use with a screen reader, and/or computer disk in a format available on the 
jurisdiction’s computer equipment. A voter may make an on-going or permanent request to 
receive information in a particular format in their county for each election. If a voter makes a 
request for information in an alternative format after any applicable deadlines, the County 
Recorder or officer in charge of elections shall make best efforts to accommodate the request if 
practicable.  
 
Voters with a hearing or speech disability may dial 7-1-1 to be connected to a 
Telecommunications Relay Service (TRS), which permits persons with a hearing or speech 
disability to call persons with or without such disability. Each County Recorder and/or officer in 
charge of elections shall publish information on how voters may use TRS to initiate a call to the 
office of the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections. 
 
Signs explaining assistance available for voters with disabilities must be posted at all permanent 
registration facilities, polling places, and vote centers. Temporary or permanent signs shall be: 

• Posted on stakes or taped to corridor walls to provide reasonable guidance to reach the 
voting area; 
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• In large, clear lettering that meets the ADA Accessibility Guidelines’23 requirements as to 
character proportion24 and height25; 

• On a contrasting background color; and  
• At a recommended height of 60 inches. 

 VOTING AND VOTING LOCATION INFORMATION 

Voters with disabilities are entitled to receive voting materials (and access to the voting 
experience in general) that is equivalent to that provided to voters without disabilities. A.R.S. § 
16-442.01(B).  
 
Thus, with few exceptions, ballots displayed in accessible voting equipment must follow the 
same content, format, and rotational requirements as those applicable to printed ballots. A.R.S. § 
16-442.01(A). For example: 

• Voting screens must be in the same order of arrangement as provided for paper ballots as 
far as practicable, except that information can be printed in vertical or horizontal rows or 
on separate screens. A.R.S. § 16-468(1). 

• If there are more candidates for a particular race than can be displayed on one voting 
screen, the screen must indicate that the race is continued on the following screen, and 
the same number of candidates must be displayed on each screen as far as practicable. 
A.R.S. § 16-468(3). 

 
In addition, the officer in charge of elections must be prepared to print ballots in braille or large 
print format to reasonably accommodate voters who request alternative formats. A.R.S. § 16-
442.01(B)(2). Requests must be made to the officer in charge of elections by the second Friday 
before the election. See, e.g., A.R.S. § 16-549(C). If a voter makes a request after the applicable 
deadline, the officer in charge of elections shall make best efforts to accommodate the request if 
practicable. 
 
Information on how individuals may identify themselves as needing accommodations for voting 
and for requesting reasonable accommodations at their polling place or vote center shall be 
attached to or distributed with the voter registration form. Printed materials shall be provided at 
the time of registration, at the time of notification of registration status pursuant to ARS § 16-
163(B), and on all sample ballots. These materials shall advise voters where they may call to 
ensure accessible voting, report instances of inaccessibility, and obtain voting materials in 
available alternative formats. 

 
23 Available at: https://www.access-board.gov/guidelines-and-standards/buildings-and-sites/about-the-
ada-standards/background/adaag#4.30.  
24 ADA Accessibility Guidelines 4.30.2 requires that: “[l]etters and numbers on signs shall have a width-
to-height ratio between 3:5 and 1:1 and a stroke-width-to-height ratio between 1:5 and 1:10.” 
25 ADA Accessibility Guidelines 4.30.3 requires that: “[c]haracters and numbers on signs shall be sized 
according to the viewing distance from which they are to be read. The minimum height is measured using 
an upper case X. Lower case characters are permitted.” 
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The County Recorder and/or officer in charge of elections, as applicable, shall also include the 
following information on their websites: 

• How voters with disabilities may obtain more information about voting assistance and 
reasonable accommodations in the voting process;  

• How to request and obtain voting material in alternative formats;  
• How to request voting through a special election board; and 
• Instructions on how to use accessible voting devices used by the County. 

 

 ENSURING ACCESSIBILITY AT THE VOTING LOCATION 

Voting locations must comply with the current Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 
Standards for Accessible Design. See 2016 ADA Standards for Accessible Design, 36 C.F.R. § 
1191, Appendices B & D (2016 Standards). The voting location must be in existing compliance 
with the Standards or the officer in charge of elections must bring the voting location into 
compliance with the Standards prior to the start of voting at the location. The officer in charge of 
elections should consult the ADA Checklist for Polling Places, available at 
https://www.ada.gov/votingchecklist.htm, when confirming that voting locations comply with 
federal accessibility requirements. 
In addition to complying with all federal accessibility requirements, the officer in charge of 
elections must ensure that all voting locations also meet the following state requirements: 

1. Seating: Each polling place shall include seating to allow voters to wait to enter the 
voting booth. A minimum of two seats is required and additional seats should be 
provided as practicable to reasonably accommodate voters with disabilities. 

2. Stairs:  
• Stair treads shall be no less than 11 inches wide, measured from riser to riser.  
• Undersides of nosings shall not be abrupt. The radius of curvature at the 

leading edge of the tread shall be no greater than ½ inch. Risers shall be 
sloped or the underside of the nosing shall have an angle not less than 60 
degrees from the horizontal. 

• Nosings shall project no more than 1 ½ inch. 
• Handrails shall be continuous along both sides of stairs. If not continuous, 

they shall extend at least 12 inches beyond the top riser and at least 12 inches 
plus the width of one tread beyond the bottom riser. 

• The clear space between handrails and wall shall be 1 ½ inch. 
• The ends of handrails shall be rounded or returned smoothly to floor or wall.  
• Handrails shall not rotate within their fittings. 
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3. Booths and Equipment:  
• At least one voting booth in each voting location and early voting site shall be 

accessible. This requires that the clear area in the voting booth be no less than 
30 inches by 48 inches. The preferred arrangement provides a knee space 27 
inches high below the counter or ballot machine to allow front wheelchair 
approach. An alternative arrangement provides a clear area parallel to the 
ballot or counter and sufficient room to maneuver a wheelchair to this 
position. 

• Each voting location and early voting site shall have an accessible voting 
device for use by voters with disabilities. Each accessible voting device shall 
be prominently marked with a permanent sign that is located in a conspicuous 
place on the device that is of a color and design approved by the Secretary of 
State and that bears the internationally accepted symbol of access “Accessible 
Voting Device.” ARS § 16-447(A). 

• The County Recorder, officer in charge of elections, or designee shall ensure 
that accessible voting devices are operational and remain turned on as long as 
the voting location or early voting site is open, and shall ensure that board 
workers are trained on the proper operation of accessible voting devices.  

4. Resources for Voters with Sight and Hearing Disabilities: 
• Each voting location and early voting site shall have at least one magnifying 

instrument.  
• For a statewide election, the Secretary of State shall provide each county with 

at least one large print version of the publicity pamphlet for each polling 
place, vote center, and early voting site. The officer in charge of elections 
shall provide at least one large print version of county publicity pamphlets to 
each polling place, vote center, and early voting site. 

• For those with hearing disabilities, paper and pen/pencil shall be made 
available. 

5. Rest Stops: For voters with limited strength/stamina or restricted mobility, periodic 
rest stops with seats or benches should be available at each polling location, at 
intervals of approximately 200 feet along the route from the vehicular access location 
to the voting room. Every effort should be made to provide an accessible route to the 
polling place that is less than 200 feet from the accessible parking spaces or passenger 
loading areas. 

6. Lighting: Adequate lighting shall be provided for voting locations. 
 
Voting locations and early voting sites must be accessible if such a site is available in the 
precinct. If no site is accessible, temporary measures, as described in Section IV below, shall be 
taken to make the location accessible. 
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Each county shall conduct a uniform inspection of all voting locations and early voting sites to 
ensure compliance with the criteria set out in this Section. Counties shall have procedures for 
inspection of each location before each election or provisions in contracts with voting locations 
and early voting sites requiring a contact person to inform the county if the accessibility of a 
location has been altered prior to an election. 
 
Counties shall submit the results of their inspections in the accessibility report provided to the 
Secretary of State with the general election canvass. See Chapter 13, Section II(A)(1); see also 
Sample Accessibility Report sample form in Chapter 17. 

 ALTERNATIVE VOTING OPTIONS  

Alternative means of voting shall be used at polling places and vote centers determined by the 
officer in charge of elections to be inaccessible only when:  

• No accessible sites are available; and  
• No temporary measures can make them accessible.  

 
When the officer in charge of elections determines that no accessible voting location is available 
or no alternative means are available, all voters in the precinct shall be notified as soon as 
practicable, and prior to the deadline to request an early ballot-by-mail, that the voting location 
selected for their precinct is inaccessible and provided the reason(s) for inaccessibility.  
 
The following alternative means of voting shall be offered to voters with disabilities or seniors: 

• Where practicable, reassignment to an accessible voting location in a precinct with the 
same ballot as the voter’s precinct and that is as close to the voter’s home precinct as 
practicable; 

• Assistance provided by a person of the voter’s choice or two election officials of different 
political parties; 

• Early voting; or  
• Curbside voting, if available at the voting location.  

 
Curbside voting may be made available as a reasonable accommodation as necessary to provide 
voters with disabilities equal access to the voting process. If curbside voting is offered, the 
following guidelines must be met:  

• A sign shall be posted at or near the entrance to the voting location or the accessible 
parking spaces: (1) stating that curbside voting is available at that location; (2) notifying 
voters that they can relay a message through a companion or other nearby person to the 
election board that the voter wishes to vote; and (3) providing a telephone number or 
other means to call to request curbside voting assistance or for additional information.  

• The election official, using the precinct register or e-pollbook, shall: (1) verify the 
registration status of the senior or voter with a disability; (2) verify the voter’s 
identification; and (3) notify the inspector.  
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• The inspector shall direct the two election board workers (with different political party 
affiliations) to: (i) proceed to the curbside with an appropriate ballot (and if needed, a 
provisional ballot affidavit); (ii) permit the voter to privately vote their ballot after having 
signed the signature roster, electronic signature pad, or curbside voter affidavit form; and 
(iii) place the voted ballot in a secrecy sleeve.  

• The election board workers shall then return to the voting area and present the ballot to 
the inspector, who shall deposit the ballot in the tabulation unit or ballot box. 

 SPECIAL ELECTION BOARDS 

 
Personal ballot delivery through a special election board shall be provided to any qualified 
elector who is confined as a result of a continuing illness or physical disability and is, therefore, 
not able to go to the polls on Election Day. See Chapter 2, Section IV for more details. 
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CHAPTER 6:  
CANDIDATE NOMINATION  

 NOMINATION PROCEDURES 

A candidate may run for office by obtaining a nomination or running as a write-in candidate.  
 

• There are two methods for obtaining a nomination: one reserved for candidates running 
under recognized party labels, and one reserved for “independent” candidates (i.e., those 
not affiliated with a recognized political party). 

• In lieu of seeking a nomination, a person may run as a write-in candidate if the person 
files the required documentation in advance of the election and, for primary write-in 
candidates, meets applicable minimum vote requirements.  

 
Under the “resign-to-run” law, except during the final year of the term being served, an 
incumbent holding a salaried elective office (whether through election or by appointment) must 
resign their current office before filing a nomination paper and seeking nomination or election to 
any other salaried federal, state, or local public office. Ariz. Const. Art. XXII, § 18; A.R.S. § 38-
296(A). Violation of the resign-to-run law results in the incumbent’s present office being 
“declared vacant.” A.R.S. § 38-296(E). To enforce this provision, the Attorney General, 
applicable County Attorney, or a person entitled to rightfully hold the office must file a quo 
warranto action in court. A.R.S. § 12-2041; A.R.S. § 12-2042; A.R.S. § 12-2043; Jennings v. 
Woods, 194 Ariz. 314 (1999). 

 Candidates for Partisan Federal, State, and Local Office 

This section outlines the requirements to run for public offices in Arizona, with the exception of 
President of the United States. 

1. Nomination for Public Office 
 
For partisan elections, a candidate (other than a presidential or precinct committeeman 
candidate) must be nominated by one of two methods in order to appear on a general election 
ballot. 

• A candidate may be nominated by winning a recognized political party’s primary 
election. A.R.S. § 16-311. 

• An independent candidate may be nominated by obtaining nomination petition 
signatures from qualified electors, known as “nomination other than by primary.” A.R.S. 
§ 16-341. 
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 Nomination by Primary Election 

Except for a candidate for U.S. Senator or Representative in Congress, a candidate seeking 
nomination for the general election ballot through a recognized political party’s primary election 
must be a qualified elector in the electoral district for the office sought at the time of filing and a 
member of the political party for which the candidate is seeking a nomination beginning no later 
than the date of the first signature on the candidate’s nomination petition through the date of the 
general election at which the person is a candidate. A.R.S. § 16-311(A). 
 
To qualify for a primary election ballot, a candidate must timely file the following documents 
with the appropriate filing officer: 

• A statement of interest;26 
• A nomination paper for the office sought; 
• A requisite number of nomination petition signatures; and 
• A financial disclosure statement.27 

 
A.R.S. § 16-311.  

i. Statement of Interest 
 
Effective August 27, 2019, certain candidates seeking a primary election nomination or 
nomination other than by primary must file a statement of interest with the appropriate filing 
officer no later than the date of their first petition signature. Signatures collected before the filing 
of the statement of interest are subject to challenge. A.R.S. § 16-311(H); A.R.S. § 16-341(I). 
Petition signatures collected by candidates who started collecting signatures before August 27, 
2019 may not be challenged on the basis of their collection before the filing of a statement of 
interest so long as the candidate files a statement of interest by January 2, 2020. S.B. 1451 § 
6(A), 54th Leg., 1st Sess. (Az. 2019). 

ii. Nomination Petition Signatures 
 
A candidate seeking a primary election nomination must file a minimum number of nomination 
petition signatures with their nomination paper. A.R.S. § 16-314(A)-(B); A.R.S. § 16-322. 
 

 
26 A statement of interest is not required for candidates for special taxing districts that are established 
pursuant to Title 48, chapters 2, 3, 11, 12, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 27 and 32, candidates for precinct 
committeeman, or candidates for President or Vice President of the United States. A.R.S. § 16-311(H); 
A.R.S. § 16-341(I). 
27 A.R.S. § 16-311(H)(1); A.R.S. § 18-444(A), (F); A.R.S. § 38-543. Title 48 special district candidates, 
school district governing board candidates, and precinct committeeman candidates are not required to file 
a financial disclosure statement. See A.R.S. § 38-543; A.R.S. § 38-541(8). A federal candidate is also not 
required to file a financial disclosure statement but has the option to file a statement on recall with the 
Secretary of State. A.R.S. § 19-221. 
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Nomination signatures may be gathered on a paper nomination petition form prescribed by the 
Secretary of State or, for federal, statewide, and legislative candidates, through the Secretary of 
State’s online signature portal known as E-Qual. A.R.S. § 16-315(A); A.R.S. § 16-316; A.R.S. § 
16-317; A.R.S. § 16-318.  
 
A nomination petition signer must be a qualified elector who is registered to vote in the electoral 
jurisdiction or district in which the candidate seeks office. A.R.S. § 16-321(B). In partisan 
elections, the petition signer also must be registered to vote with the same recognized political 
party from which the candidate is seeking a nomination, with a political party not recognized for 
continued representation on the ballot, or as an independent or unaffiliated voter (i.e., the voter 
must not be registered with another recognized political party). A.R.S. § 16-321(F). “Federal-
only” voters are only eligible to sign nomination petitions for federal candidates and may not 
sign nomination petitions for state or local candidates. AG Opinion I13-011(R13-016) 2013. 
 
An elector may only sign one nomination petition for the same office unless more than one 
candidate is to be elected for that office. For example, an elector may only sign one candidate’s 
petition for state senate but may sign two candidates’ petitions for state house. If an elector 
signed more nomination petitions than permitted, only the earlier signatures are deemed valid. If 
the duplicate signatures were signed on the same date, all signatures signed by the elector on that 
date are deemed invalid. A.R.S. § 16-321(A), (C). 
 
Depending on the type of candidacy, the minimum number of nomination petition signatures 
may be based on the number of persons qualified to sign a candidate’s petition, the number of 
registered voters in a jurisdiction, the number of votes cast in a jurisdiction, or a static number of 
signatures. See A.R.S. § 16-322(A)-(C).  
 
The Secretary of State must prescribe the nomination petition form for use in federal, statewide, 
legislative, county, city, and town elections. A.R.S. § 16-315(C). The Secretary of State may 
prescribe the method of filing nomination petitions for federal, state and legislative offices, 
including but not limited to the electronic creation and filing of petitions. A.R.S. § 16-315(E). 

iii. Filing Officer Processing of Nomination Petition Signatures 
 
A filing officer may reject nomination petitions for failure to file by the applicable deadline or 
failure to file the minimum number of required petition signatures. See Chapter 6, Section I(F) 
for a more detailed discussion of the limited bases for a filing officer to reject candidate filings. 
 
If there is no basis to reject a candidate filing, the filing officer must count the nomination 
petition signatures to ensure the minimum number of signatures has been filed. A nomination 
petition signature line should be counted by the filing officer if it contains at least: 

• An address, description of place of residence, or P.O. Box; and 
• A signature or a printed name in the signature column. 

 
Although nomination petition signature lines that are missing a signature but contain a printed 
name, or use a P.O. Box as a residence address, are presumed valid and counted in the filing 
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officer’s determination of the number of signatures submitted, such signatures may be subject to 
challenge. 
 
The filing officer must issue a receipt to the candidate or candidate’s committee. If the candidate 
meets the minimum signature threshold for the office sought, the candidate is qualified for the 
ballot, subject to any subsequent court challenges or candidate withdrawals.  

iv. Deadline to File Nomination Documents 
 
A candidate seeking a primary nomination must file a nomination paper, nomination petitions 
and, if applicable, financial disclosure statement between 150 and 120 days before the primary 
election. A.R.S. § 16-311(A)-(B), (E)-(F), (H); A.R.S. § 16-314(A). However, a statewide or 
legislative candidate seeking public funding under the Citizens Clean Elections Act may file 
these nomination documents with the Secretary of State as early as January 2 of an election year. 
A.R.S. § 16-951(B). 
 
A candidate seeking a primary nomination in a special election to fill a congressional vacancy 
must file a nomination paper and nomination petitions no more than 30 days after the date of the 
Governor’s proclamation calling the special election. A.R.S. § 16-222(B)(2).  
 
A candidate who does not file the requisite nomination documents by 5:00 p.m. on the last day 
for filing is not eligible to have their name printed on the primary election ballot. A.R.S. § 16-
311(E)-(F). 

 Independent Nomination (Other than by Primary) 

In lieu of seeking a nomination through a political party primary, a candidate who is not 
registered with a recognized political party (i.e., an “independent” or “unaffiliated” candidate) 
may be nominated for partisan office by filing the requisite number of nomination petition 
signatures with the filing officer. Such an “independent” or “unaffiliated” candidate who meets 
this threshold will be placed directly on the general election ballot, along with a three-word 
“party” designation. However, a candidate may not seek a nomination in this manner if the 
candidate filed nomination petitions for the primary election and failed to qualify due to 
insufficient valid signatures. A.R.S. § 16-341(A)-(B), (D); A.R.S. § 16-502(E). 
 
Similar to candidates seeking nomination by political party primary, candidates seeking 
independent nomination must timely file a statement of interest, nomination paper, and a 
requisite number of nomination petition signatures with the appropriate filing officer. Non-
federal candidates must also file a financial disclosure statement if applicable.28 A.R.S. § 16-
341(E), (J)(1)-(2); A.R.S. § 16-314(A); A.R.S. § 16-311(D). A federal candidate is not required 
to file a financial disclosure statement, but has the option to file a statement on recall with the 
Secretary of State. A.R.S. § 19-221. 

 
28 A.R.S. § 16-311(H)(1); A.R.S. § 18-444(A), (F); A.R.S. § 38-543. Title 48 special district candidates, 
school district governing board candidates, and precinct committeemen candidates are not required to file 
a financial disclosure statement. See A.R.S. § 38-543; A.R.S. § 38-541(8).  
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i. Nomination Petition Signatures  
 
An independent candidate must collect nomination petition signatures equal to at least 3% of the 
registered voters in the jurisdiction in which the candidate is running who are not registered with 
a recognized political party, based on voter registration totals reported by the Secretary of State 
or County Recorder, as applicable, as of January 2nd in the general election year. Although the 
minimum number of signatures required is based on the number of voters not registered with a 
recognized political party, any person who is registered to vote in the state, county, subdivision, 
or district for which the candidate is nominated is eligible to sign the nomination petition without 
regard to the signer’s party affiliation. 
 
Nomination signatures may be gathered on a hard-copy independent nomination petition form 
prescribed by the Secretary of State or, for federal, statewide, and legislative candidates, through 
the Secretary of State’s online signature portal known as E-Qual.  
 
A filing officer must process (and in appropriate cases reject) independent nomination petition 
signatures in the same manner as partisan and nonpartisan nomination petitions. Likewise, if an 
independent candidate’s nomination petitions are challenged in court, the applicable County 
Recorder must review the challenged signatures in the same manner as partisan or nonpartisan 
nomination petitions.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-316; A.R.S. § 16-317; A.R.S. § 16-318. 

ii. Deadline to File Independent Nomination Documents 
 
Like candidates seeking nomination through a political party primary:  

• A candidate seeking a nomination other than by primary (to be placed on the general 
election ballot) must file an independent nomination paper, independent nomination 
petitions, and a financial disclosure statement between 150 and 120 days before the 
primary election, A.R.S. § 16-341(C); and 

• An independent statewide or legislative candidate seeking public funding under the 
Citizens Clean Elections Act may file these nomination documents with the Secretary of 
State as early as January 2 of an election year. A.R.S. § 16-951(B) 

 
An independent candidate seeking a nomination in a special election to fill a congressional 
vacancy must file a nomination paper and nomination petitions no more than 30 days after the 
date of the Governor’s proclamation calling the special election. A.R.S. § 16-222(B)(2). 
 
A candidate who does not file the requisite nomination documents by 5:00 p.m. on the last day 
for filing is not eligible to have their name printed on the general election ballot. A.R.S. § 16-
311(H). 
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2. Write-In Candidacy 
 
In lieu of collecting nomination petition signatures to qualify for a primary or general election 
ballot, a person may run as a write-in candidate. Becoming an official write-in candidate requires 
the officer in charge of elections to tabulate any write-in votes for the candidate and include 
those results in the official canvass of the election. A.R.S. § 16-312. 
 
To qualify as an official write-in candidate, a candidate must timely file a write-in nomination 
paper and, if applicable, a financial disclosure statement with the appropriate filing officer. 
A.R.S. § 16-312(A), (C); A.R.S. § 18-444(A); A.R.S. § 38-543; A.R.S. § 18-444(F). A federal 
write-in candidate is not required to file a financial disclosure statement but has the option to file 
a statement on recall with the Secretary of State.  
 
A person may not seek a write-in candidacy in the primary election if the candidate filed a 
nomination petition for that primary and failed to submit a sufficient number of valid signatures, 
withdrew from the primary election after a petition challenge in court, or was removed from the 
primary election ballot or otherwise found to be ineligible by a court of law. A person may not 
seek a write-in candidacy in the general election for the same reasons listed above as to primary 
elections. In addition, if the candidate ran and lost in the preceding primary election or did not 
receive the requisite number of votes required to proceed to the general election, that candidate 
may not seek a write-in candidacy in the general election for the same office. A.R.S. § 16-
312(F)(1)-(4); A.R.S. § 9-821.01; A.R.S. § 16-645. 
 
The required documents must be filed no later than 5:00 p.m. on the 40th day before the election, 
except: (i) a write-in candidate to fill a vacancy that occurs after the official ballots have been 
printed must file the required nomination documents no later than five days before the election; 
and (ii) a write-in candidate who intends to run in a school district, special taxing district, or 
precinct committeeman election that may be canceled due to an insufficient number of 
candidates seeking election must file the required nomination documents no later than 76 days 
before the election in question. A.R.S. § 16-312(B); A.R.S. § 16-343(D). A statewide or 
legislative candidate seeking public funding under the Citizens Clean Elections Act may not run 
as a write-in candidate in the primary or general election. A.R.S. § 16-950(E). 

 Candidates for Nonpartisan Office 

A candidate seeking nomination for a nonpartisan office must be a qualified elector in the 
electoral district for the office sought at the time of filing. A.R.S. § 16-311(B). There are specific 
requirements for eligibility to serve in city and town offices, on school district governing boards, 
and on special district boards pursuant to Title 9, Title 15, and Title 48, respectively. In addition, 
the “resign-to-run” law provisions apply to nonpartisan candidates. See Chapter 6, Section I 
above. 
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Similar to candidates for partisan office, candidates for nonpartisan office may run by filing 
nomination documents or by filing documents to run as an official write-in candidate.  

1. Nonpartisan Nomination 
 
To qualify to appear on the ballot, a candidate for nonpartisan office must timely file the 
following nomination documents with the appropriate filing officer: 

• A statement of interest;29 
• A nomination paper for the office sought; and 
• A requisite number of nomination petition signatures. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-311. Candidates for nonpartisan office are generally not required to file a financial 
disclosure statement.30 However, cities and towns must require candidates to file a financial 
disclosure statement consistent with state law. A.R.S. § 38-545. 
 
These nomination documents must be filed between 150 and 120 days before the election. A.R.S. 
§ 16-311(B)-(C). A candidate who does not file the requisite nomination documents by 5:00 p.m. 
on the last day for filing is not eligible to have their name printed on the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-
311(F). 
 
For nonpartisan elections in cities and towns, a candidate may be elected at the primary election 
and a general (run-off) election is not required if the candidate received a majority of votes. 
A.R.S. § 9-821.01. Additionally, charter cities may differ in their scheduling of candidate 
elections based on the number of candidates running for office.  

2. Write-In Candidacy 
 
In lieu of collecting nomination petition signatures to qualify to appear on the ballot, a person 
may run as an official write-in candidate for a nonpartisan office. Becoming an official write-in 
candidate requires the officer in charge of elections to tabulate any write-in votes for the 
candidate and include those results in the official canvass of the election. A.R.S. § 16-312. 
 
To qualify as an official write-in candidate, a candidate must timely file a write-in nomination 
paper and, if applicable, a financial disclosure statement with the appropriate filing officer. 
A.R.S. § 16-312(A), (C); A.R.S. § 38-541(6); A.R.S. § 38-545. 
 

 
29 A statement of interest is not required for candidates for special taxing districts that are established 
pursuant to Title 48, chapters 2, 3, 11, 12, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 27 and 32, candidates for precinct 
committeeman, or candidates for President or Vice President of the United States. A.R.S. § 16-311(H); 
A.R.S. 16-341(I). See Chapter 6, Section I(A)(1)(a)(i) above for more details on the statement of interest 
requirement.  
30 Title 48 special district candidates, school district governing board candidates, and precinct 
committeemen candidates are not required to file a financial disclosure statement. See A.R.S. § 38-543; 
A.R.S. § 38-541(8). 
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A person may not seek a write-in candidacy if the candidate filed a nomination petition for that 
election and failed to submit a sufficient number of valid signatures, withdrew from the election 
after a petition challenge in court, was removed from the election ballot, or was otherwise found 
to be ineligible by a court of law. A.R.S. § 16-312(F)(1)-(4); A.R.S. § 9-821.01; A.R.S. § 16-
645. 
 
The required documents must be filed no more than 40 days before the election, except: (i) a 
write-in candidate to fill a vacancy that occurs after the official ballots have been printed must 
file the required nomination documents no later than five days before the election; and (ii) a 
write-in candidate who intends to run in a school district, special taxing district, or precinct 
committeemen election that may be canceled due to an insufficient number of candidates seeking 
election must file the required nomination documents no later than 76 days before the election in 
question. A.R.S. § 16-312(B); A.R.S. § 16-343(D).  
 
For nonpartisan special district elections, the candidate(s) who receive the highest number of 
votes is elected. Ariz. Const. Art. VII § 7. For elections in cities and towns, a candidate may be 
elected at the primary election and a general (run-off) election is not required if the candidate 
received a majority of votes. A.R.S. § 9-821.01. Additionally, charter cities may differ in their 
scheduling of candidate elections based on the number of candidates running for office. 

 Presidential Candidates 

A candidate may run for U.S. President in Arizona by one of two methods: obtaining a 
nomination or running as a write-in candidate.  
 
Absent a successful challenge, a nomination means the presidential candidate’s name will appear 
on the general election ballot in a presidential election year. There are two methods for obtaining 
a nomination: one reserved for candidates running under recognized party labels, and one 
reserved for “independent” or party-unaffiliated candidates. 

• A candidate seeking the nomination of a recognized political party usually runs in the 
Presidential Preference Election (PPE). However, the presidential and vice-presidential 
candidates that ultimately appear on the general election ballot will be formally 
nominated by party delegates at national conventions held during the summer preceding 
the election. As a prerequisite to placement of their nominees on the general election 
ballot, each recognized political party must timely submit the names of presidential 
electors who will cast votes for the winning candidate in the Electoral College. 

• Alternatively, a candidate may qualify as an independent presidential candidate by 
collecting nomination petition signatures. If the candidate meets the requisite signature 
threshold, the candidate and their vice-presidential running mate (along with a “party” 
designation of the candidates’ choice) will appear on the general election ballot. 

 
In lieu of seeking a nomination, a person may run as a write-in presidential candidate if the 
person files required documentation by the applicable deadline in advance of the general 
election. 
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1. Presidential Preference Elections 
 
A PPE is only open to candidates seeking the nomination of a recognized political party. Write-
in candidates are prohibited from participating in the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-243(B); A.R.S. § 16-244; 
A.R.S. § 16-247.  
 
Candidates seeking to appear on their political party’s PPE ballot must meet the constitutional 
qualifications for President of the United States and submit valid nomination documents before 
the filing deadline. The candidates who receive the most votes at the PPE will be entitled to have 
their party’s delegates from the State of Arizona vote for them at their political party’s national 
convention. A.R.S. § 16-243(B); U.S. Const. Art. II, § 1, cl. 5. 

 Required Documents for Running in the PPE 

 
A candidate may qualify for the PPE ballot by filing with the Secretary of State: (i) a PPE 
nomination paper; and (ii) PPE nomination petition with the requisite number of signatures, or 
certificates of presidential preference ballot qualification from at least two other states. A.R.S. § 
16-242(A); A.R.S. § 16-311(A)-(B), (D), (G).  

i. PPE Nomination Petition Signatures 
 
A presidential candidate may qualify for the PPE ballot by filing a minimum number of 
nomination petition signatures with the nomination paper. A PPE candidate must collect at least 
500 nomination petition signatures from qualified electors. For a recognized political party that 
has at least 50,000 registered voters in Arizona, only qualified electors registered with that 
political party may sign the nomination petition. For a recognized political party with less than 
50,000 registered Arizona voters, any registered voter may sign the nomination petition. A.R.S. § 
16-242(C). 

ii. Alternative to Submitting Nomination Petition Signatures 
 
In lieu of filing nomination petition signatures, a presidential candidate may submit official 
documentation from at least two other states proving that the candidate previously qualified for 
the partisan party ballot in that state. Such documentation may be from the chief election office, 
commission, or board. A signed letter on official government letterhead will suffice. Only states 
with primary-style (not caucus) presidential preference elections are eligible for this reciprocity. 
A.R.S. § 16-242(E). 

 Deadline to File Nomination Documents 

A presidential candidate must file a PPE nomination paper and PPE nomination petitions or 
certificates of ballot qualification between 130 and 100 days before the PPE. If the deadline for 
filing falls on a weekend or legal holiday, the nomination documents must be filed by the next 
business day. A presidential candidate who does not file the requisite nomination documents by 
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5:00 p.m. on the last day for filing is not eligible to have their name printed on the PPE ballot. 
A.R.S. § 16-242(B). 

 Opting Out of the PPE  

Participation in the PPE by an eligible party is not mandatory. See Arizona State Democratic 
Committee v. Hull, No. CV 96-00909 (Ariz. Super. 1996). If an eligible party chooses not to 
participate in the PPE, the state party’s chairperson must notify the Secretary of State in writing 
by September 16, 2019 for the 2020 PPE, and by September 1 (or the next business day if that 
date falls on a weekend or state holiday) of the year preceding the PPE for every PPE thereafter. 
The Secretary of State will promptly notify county officials and provide further instructions as 
needed.  
 
The presidential nominee of eligible parties who opt out of the PPE may appear on the general 
election ballot so long as their party chairpersons nominate presidential electors as prescribed by 
statute and by the statutory deadline. A.R.S. § 16-344; see Chapter 6, Section I(C). 

2. Presidential Nomination Through Party Convention 
 
Presidential and vice-presidential candidates who were nominated by recognized political parties 
at national party conventions will appear on the general election ballot, contingent on the state 
political party’s timely submission of presidential electors’ nomination documents to the 
Secretary of State. 

 Required Documents for Nomination of Presidential Electors 

The state chairperson of a recognized political party must file nomination papers for its 
presidential electors, equal to the number of U.S. Senators and members of the U.S. House of 
Representatives from Arizona. A.R.S. § 16-344. 

 Deadline to File Nomination Documents 

The state chairperson of a recognized political party must file presidential elector nomination 
papers no later than ten days after the primary election. A recognized political party that does not 
file the requisite presidential elector nomination papers by 5:00 p.m. on the last day for filing is 
not eligible to have its presidential, vice-presidential, or presidential elector names printed on the 
general election ballot. A.R.S. § 16-344(A). 

3. Independent Presidential Candidates 
 
A candidate who is not affiliated with a recognized political party label may seek nomination as 
an “independent” candidate. If the candidate meets the requisite signature threshold, the 
candidate and their vice-presidential running mate (along with a “party” label of the candidates’ 
choice) will appear on the general election ballot. 
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To qualify as an independent presidential candidate on the general election ballot, a candidate 
must file the following documents with the Secretary of State: 

• A letter of consent; 
- An independent presidential candidate must file a letter with the Secretary of State 

designating the candidate’s vice-presidential running mate and the names of their 
presidential electors, including each person’s signed consent to be designated as 
such. The letter of consent is separate from the nomination papers that must be 
filed. The wording of the letter is left to the candidate’s discretion, as long as the 
letter is signed by the vice-presidential running mate and each presidential elector. 
A.R.S. § 16-341(I). 

• Independent nomination papers for the presidential, vice-presidential, and presidential 
elector candidates; and 

• Independent nomination petitions. 
 
An independent presidential candidate must submit nomination petition signatures equal to at 
least 3% of registered voters in the state who are not registered with a recognized political party. 
The number of unaffiliated registered voters is determined on the basis of voter registration totals 
reported by the Secretary of State as of January 2nd in the general election year. A.R.S. § 16-
341(E)-(G). 
 
Any registered voter may sign the petition as long as the voter has not signed another presidential 
elector nomination petition for the same presidential election. A “federal-only” voter is qualified 
to sign. A.R.S. § 16-341(G). Otherwise, the same rules for signing and circulating a nomination 
petition apply to independent presidential nomination petitions. See Chapter 6, Sections I(A) and 
I(D). 
 
An independent presidential candidate must file a letter of consent, nomination papers, and 
nomination petitions between 90 and 60 days before the general election. A.R.S. § 16-341(G), 
(I). 

4. Write-In Candidate for President 
 
In lieu of securing a nomination to qualify for the general election ballot, a person may run as a 
write-in presidential candidate. Becoming an official write-in candidate causes the officer in 
charge of elections to tabulate any write-in votes for the candidate and include those results in 
the official canvass of the election. A.R.S. § 16-312(C).  
 
A person may not seek a write-in candidacy in the general election if the candidate filed 
independent presidential nomination petitions for the current election. A.R.S. § 16-312(F)(4).  
 
A person may qualify as an official write-in presidential candidate by filing with the Secretary of 
State: (i) a letter of consent signed by the vice-presidential running mate and each presidential 
elector; and (ii) write-in nomination papers for the presidential, vice-presidential, and 
presidential elector candidates. A.R.S. § 16-312(G). 
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A write-in presidential candidate must file a write-in letter of consent and requisite nomination 
papers no later than 5:00 p.m. on the 40th day before the general election. A write-in presidential 
candidate who does not file the requisite nomination documents by 5:00 p.m. on the last day for 
filing is not eligible to have votes tallied or included in the official canvass. Promptly after the 
close of the filing deadline, the filing officer must notify the Board of Supervisors of any write-in 
candidates certified for the election. A.R.S. § 16-312(B), (E).  

 Candidate Nomination Petition Circulators 

Circulators of candidate nomination petitions are not required to be Arizona residents, but must 
otherwise be qualified to register to vote in this state pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-101. If the 
circulator is not a resident of this state, they must register as a circulator with the Secretary of 
State through the Circulator Portal (https://azsos.gov/elections/requirements-paid-non-resident-
circulators). A.R.S. § 16-315(D). 
 
A circulator must complete the affidavit on the back of the nomination petition attesting that 
each of the names on the petition was signed in the circulator’s presence on the date indicated 
and that, in the circulator’s belief, each signer was a qualified elector who resides at the address 
given as the signer’s residence on the date indicated. If the nomination petition is for a partisan 
election, the circulator must additionally attest that each signer is a qualified signer. A.R.S. § 16-
321(D). 

 Filing Officer for Candidate Documents 

Candidate documents, including statements of interest, nomination papers, nomination petitions, 
and financial disclosure statements, must be filed with the proper filing officer. 
 
The Secretary of State is the filing officer for: 

• Presidential elector candidates;  
• PPE candidates; 
• U.S. Senate and U.S. House of Representatives candidates; 
• Statewide candidates; 
• Legislative candidates; 
• Supreme Court justices (seeking retention); and 
• Court of Appeals judges (seeking retention). 

 
A.R.S. § 16-242(A); A.R.S. § 16-311(E); Ariz. Const. Art. VI, § 38(A). 
 
The county officer in charge of elections is the filing officer for: 

• County candidates, including County Sheriff, County Attorney, County Recorder, County 
Treasurer, County Assessor, County Superintendent of Schools, and County Supervisors; 
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• Candidates for precinct office, which include:31 
- Justice of the Peace candidates; 
- Constable candidates; and 
- Precinct committeemen candidates; 

• Community college district governing board candidates;32  
• Special taxing district candidates; 
• Superior Court judges (seeking election or retention); and 
• Clerk of the Superior Court candidates.33 

 
A.R.S. § 16-311(F); A.R.S. § 15-1442(A).  
 
The county school superintendent is the filing officer for: 

• School district governing board candidates; and 
• Joint technical education district governing board candidates. 

 
A.R.S. § 15-422(A); A.R.S. § 15-431(B)(6); A.R.S. § 16-311(F); A.R.S. § 15-393(A)(4), (C)(5). 
 
The city or town clerk is the filing officer for candidates for city or town council or mayor. 
A.R.S. § 16-928(A)(3). 

 Bases to Reject a Candidate Filing 

A filing officer may reject a candidate filing on any of the following bases: 
• Failure to file a sufficient number of nomination petition signatures. A filing officer may 

reject nomination petitions without conducting a full count if the candidate or campaign 
acknowledges that an insufficient number of signatures are being presented for filing; 

• Failure to file nomination documents by the statutory deadline; 
• Failure to file all the required documents to run for office (except that failure to file a 

statement of interest is not a basis to reject a filing, although it renders signatures 
collected prior to filing a statement of interest subject to challenge); 

• Failure to fully or properly complete any required document to run for office, including: 

 
31 Nicol v. Superior Court, Maricopa County, 106 Ariz. 208, 209 (1970) (Justices of the Peace and 
Constables are “precinct officers” pursuant to A.R.S. § 22-102). 
32 Community college district governing board candidates file nomination papers with the “appropriate 
county officer,” which may be the county officer in charge of elections in some counties or the county 
school superintendent in others. See A.R.S. § 15-1442(A). 
33 Ariz. Op. Atty. Gen. No. I85-086 (R85-071) (1985) (holding that candidates for Clerk of the Superior 
Court are treated as county candidates for the purpose of filing nomination petitions). 
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- Failure to sign a document that requires a signature (an electronic or type-written 
signature may be permitted for candidates using the Secretary of State’s electronic 
Candidate Portal); 

- Failure to select a required checkbox or answer a required question; 
- Use of an honorific or other unauthorized title on a nomination paper. However, 

when possible, a filing officer should simply reject the unauthorized or honorific 
title in lieu of rejecting the nomination paper altogether.  

• Failure to use the correct form or correct version of any required document, as prescribed 
by the filing officer, to run for office; 

• Seeking more than one office at the same time if the candidate would be prohibited from 
serving in the offices simultaneously; or 

- However, a candidate for legislative office may simultaneously run for 
community college district, school district, or joint technical education district 
governing board member, and a candidate for U.S. Senate or U.S. House of 
Representatives may also run for U.S. President or U.S. Vice President during the 
same election cycle. Ariz. Const. Art. IV, Pt. 2, § 5; A.R.S. § 38-296.01(B).  

• If a candidate for state or local office is liable for an aggregate of $1,000 or more in fines, 
penalties, late fees, or administrative or civil judgments, including any interest or costs, 
that have not been fully paid at the time of the attempted filing of the nomination paper 
and the liability arose from campaign finance violations under Title 16, Chapter 6, unless 
the liability is being appealed. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-322; A.R.S. § 16-311(D), (H), (I), (J).  
 
Any other alleged deficiencies in a candidate’s nomination documents should be addressed in 
court. For example, the filing officer is not authorized to reject a nomination paper or nomination 
petitions “that have been submitted by a candidate who is found guilty of petition forgery,” nor 
may a filing officer reject nomination papers of a candidate for failure to meet residency 
requirements if the papers “on their face substantially comply with the terms of the statute.” 
Ariz. Atty. Gen. Op. No. I84-096. Any such disqualification must be ordered by a court in 
response to a candidate challenge filed pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-351(F). 
 

 NOMINATION PETITION CHALLENGES 

Any qualified elector may challenge a candidate for any reason relating to the qualifications for 
the office sought as prescribed by law, or based on insufficiency of the nomination paper or 
petition and/or the signatures thereon. A.R.S. § 16-314; A.R.S. § 16-321; A.R.S. § 16-351.  
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 Initiating a Candidate Petition Challenge 

Challenge procedures are specified in A.R.S. § 16-351. The challenge petition must be filed in 
superior court no later than 5:00 p.m. on the tenth day, excluding Saturday, Sunday, and legal 
holidays, after the deadline for filing nomination papers and petitions.  

• The challenger must state specifically the grounds for the challenge. If nomination 
petition signatures are being challenged, the challenge petition must specify the petition 
page and line number for each signature being challenged as well as the grounds for 
challenging each signature.  

• The challenge petition must name as defendants: (i) the Board of Supervisors of any 
county involved in the challenge, (ii) the County Recorder for any county involved, (iii) 
the appropriate filing officer, and (iv) the candidate who is subject to the challenge. If the 
candidate is seeking nomination for office for a jurisdiction or district that crosses county 
lines, the challenge petition must name the appropriate Board of Supervisors and County 
Recorder for each county included in the jurisdiction or district.  

• The challenge petition must be served immediately after the challenge is filed and, in any 
case, no later than 24 hours after it is filed, excluding Saturday, Sunday, and legal 
holidays.  

 Service of Process and Notification Requirements 

The officer with whom the challenged candidate filed their nomination paper and petitions is the 
designated agent for service of process in all candidate challenges. See Chapter 6, Section I(E).  
 
Once the correct filing officer has been served with the challenge, the filing officer must 
immediately mail a copy of the challenge to the candidate and notify the candidate by phone 
and/or email of the challenge. The filing officer shall also immediately notify the County 
Recorder(s) named in the challenge and provide the County Recorder(s) with a copy of the 
challenge and a copy of the front sides of the nomination petitions (if applicable) filed by the 
challenged candidate. A.R.S. § 16-351(D). 

 County Recorder Signature Verification 

The filing officer should provide the pertinent nomination petition pages to the County 
Recorder(s) promptly upon receipt of the complaint and reasonable certainty of a challenge, 
regardless of whether the challenger has formally served process on the filing officer. Upon 
receipt of the challenge and the nomination petitions from the filing officer, the County 
Recorder(s) must perform signature verification on the nomination petition signatures that are 
being challenged, if any.  

The following procedures apply to the County Recorder’s signature verification:  
• The County Recorder need only perform signature verification for the challenged 

signatures of qualified electors in the County Recorder’s county. For a nomination 
petition challenge for an office where the applicable boundaries include multiple 
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counties, the County Recorder need only verify the petition signatures of the County that 
is designated at the top of the nomination petition form. 

• The County Recorder need only perform one check of the signatures that are challenged. 
• For a challenge that alleges that specific petition signers are not registered to vote, the 

County Recorder will search the County’s voter registration database, as of the time of 
the filing of the court action, for the signer’s name and address and confirm whether the 
signer was registered to vote as of the date of signing.  

• If the County Recorder is the candidate being challenged, the County Recorder will be 
screened from the signature verification process and will have staff conduct the signature 
verification and prepare the report. The County Recorder shall not personally work on the 
verification. 

• The County Recorder must ensure that staff performing the signature verification are 
properly trained. Temporary employees may be trained by full time staff with at least two 
election cycles of signature verification experience.  

• The County Recorder need not retain or employ a handwriting expert to perform 
signature verification.  

1. Criteria for Disqualifying Signatures 
 
The County Recorders shall apply the criteria spelled out in the County Recorder Petition 
Signature Verification Guide (see Chapter 17, Appendix 4) when performing signature 
verification.  

2. County Recorder’s Signature Verification Report 
 
Upon completion of verification of challenged signatures, the County Recorder must prepare a 
report of the results of the verification. 

• The report shall include: (i) the list of challenged signatures determined to be invalid by 
the County Recorder; and (ii) the basis or bases for the County Recorder’s determination 
that the signature is invalid. 

• The County Recorder may limit the reasons for disqualifying a signature to the reason(s) 
identified by the challenger. Nonetheless, the County Recorder may identify, and the 
County Recorder’s report may reflect, a reason for disqualifying a signature other than 
the reason(s) specified in the challenge.  

• The County Recorder shall produce the signature verification report as soon as 
practicable after receiving, or having access to, the pertinent nomination petition pages 
from the filing officer or as required by the court.  

3. Testimony and Evidence by County Recorder 
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In addition to the County Recorder’s signature verification report, the County Recorder(s) and 
the filing officer, or their designee(s), must also provide testimony and other evidence for the 
challenge hearing on the request of any of the parties to the court action. A.R.S. § 16-351(E). 
 
If a party to a nomination petition challenge requests certified copies of voter registration forms, 
the County Recorder must make best efforts to provide the certified copies as soon as practicable 
and prior to the court hearing. Due to the very condensed timeframe for challenges, the requestor 
should cooperate with the County Recorder to facilitate timely fulfillment of the requests, 
including by providing the voter registration number for each individually identified voter at the 
County Recorder’s request. If the County Recorder is unable to apply statutorily-required 
redactions within the necessary timeframe, the County Recorder should seek to produce the 
records pursuant to an appropriate protective order or under seal in accordance with the Arizona 
Rules of Civil Procedure and other applicable law. 

 Duties of the Challenger and Candidate 

Upon filing the challenge, the challenger shall provide the applicable County Recorder(s) an 
electronic, sortable version of any spreadsheet filed with the complaint, which identifies the page 
number, line number, and reason for the challenge for each petition signature being challenged. 
To the extent practicable, this spreadsheet should also provide the full name, address, and voter 
registration identification number for each signer whose signature is being challenged.  
 
To facilitate the County Recorder’s signature verification, the candidate being challenged may 
provide the County Recorder with a spreadsheet listing the petition page number and line number 
in the same order as provided in the challenger’s spreadsheet and indicating the candidate’s 
response as to each challenged signature.  

 Court Hearing 

The hearing on the challenge and the court’s ruling must occur within ten days after the 
challenge is filed, excluding Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. A.R.S. § 16-351(A); but see 
Brousseau v. Fitzgerald, 138 Ariz. 453 (1984) (holding that the ten day requirement for action by 
the court on nomination petition challenges is directory, not mandatory).  

 Costs and Expenses 

The filing officer has no statutory duty to reimburse County Recorders for signature verification 
or other expenses incurred in connection with nomination petition challenges. Accordingly, 
County Recorders should seek sufficient funding from their Board of Supervisors to ensure the 
ability to comply with the signature verification and reporting requirements of A.R.S. § 16-351. 

The County Recorder may seek reasonable expenses from the challenger or candidate under 
specified circumstances. If the court finds that the challenge was without substantial justification 
or primarily for the purpose of delay or harassment, the court may enter judgment in favor of the 
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County Recorder or officer in charge of elections and against the challenger for the reasonable 
expenses incurred in the signature verification process. Similarly, if the court finds that the 
candidate knowingly or recklessly submitted a substantial number of invalid signatures, the court 
may enter judgment in favor of the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections for the 
reasonable costs incurred in the signature verification process. A.R.S. § 16-351.01.
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CHAPTER 7:  
PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE ELECTION 

 

 TIMING 

A Presidential Preference Election (PPE) shall be held on the Tuesday immediately following 
March 15 in a presidential election year or on a later date pursuant to a proclamation issued by 
the Governor at least 180 days before the date set forth in the proclamation. No other election 
may appear on the same ballot as the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-241(A)-(B).  

 ELIGIBILITY TO PARTICIPATE IN THE PPE 

 Party Eligibility to Participate in the PPE 

Only political parties eligible for continued representation on the ballot pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-
804 and new political parties eligible to appear on the ballot pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-801 may 
participate in the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-244(A). New parties must have filed their petition for 
recognition as a new party with the Secretary of State between 180 and 150 days before the PPE 
in order to be eligible to participate in the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-244(A)(2).  

Eligible political parties are not required to participate in the PPE, and may opt to conduct their 
own election or caucus instead. See Arizona State Democratic Committee v. Hull, No. CV96-
00909 (Maricopa County Super. Ct., Feb. 1, 1999) (holding that the PPE is different from a 
primary election and political parties can choose whether or not to participate). If an eligible 
party chooses not to participate in the PPE, the state party’s chairperson must notify the 
Secretary of State in writing by September 16, 2019 for the 2020 PPE, and by September 1 (or 
the next business day if that date falls on a weekend or state holiday) of the year preceding the 
PPE for every PPE thereafter. See H.B. 2751 § 19, 54th Leg., 1st Sess. (Az. 2019). The Secretary 
of State will promptly notify county officials and provide further instructions as needed.  

 Eligibility to Vote in the PPE 

The “open primary” laws, AZ. Const. Art. 7 § 10, do not apply to the PPE. Only qualified 
electors registered with the political parties participating in the PPE may vote in the PPE. 
Independent voters or voters with no party preference and voters affiliated with a political party 
that is not participating in the PPE may not participate unless they change their party registration 
or affiliation to that of a participating political party by the deadline to register to vote in the 
PPE. A.R.S. § 16-241(A); see also Attorney General Opinion No. I99-025 (R99-049).  

Voters not on the PEVL may request a ballot-by-mail for the PPE within 93 and 11 days before 
the election. A.R.S. § 16-246(A). 
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 Candidate Participation in the PPE 

Candidates seeking to appear on the PPE ballot must meet the requirements set forth in A.R.S. § 
16-242. Candidates may file with the Secretary of State either: 

• A nomination paper and nominating petitions signed by at least 500 qualified electors 
who are eligible to vote for the candidate in the PPE; or  

• A notice of candidacy affirming that they are on the PPE ballot of at least two other 
states.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-242(C)-(E).  
 
Write-in candidates are prohibited. A.R.S. § 16-247.  
 
The Secretary of State will certify to counties the names of candidates who qualify for the PPE 
ballot within 72 hours of the close of the filing period. A.R.S. § 16-242(F). The filing period for 
the PPE is 130 to 100 days before the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-242(B). See Chapter 6, Section I(C)(1) 
for more information regarding PPE candidacy. 

 PPE BALLOTS 

 Official Ballot 

Official ballots for the PPE must meet the following requirements: 
1. They must be printed on different colored paper for each party if more than one party is 

participating, or white paper with a different colored stripe at the top; 
2. Only one party may be represented on each ballot; 

3. The top of each ballot must contain the words, “Official Ballot of the ____________ 
Party, Presidential Preference Election (date), County of _____________, State of 
Arizona.” 

4. Candidate names must be printed in a random order determined by the Secretary of State 
through the drawing of lots. Rotation of candidate names is prohibited. Above the list of 
candidate names, the title “___________ party candidates for President of the United 
States” should be printed, along with “vote for not more than one” immediately below the 
title. The ballot may also contain other printed instructions to voters as prescribed for 
other elections.  

5. The ballot should be configured so that it may be tabulated by congressional districts. 

A.R.S. § 16-245; A.R.S. § 16-249(C). 
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 Sample Ballots 

Sample ballots for the PPE must be mailed to each household containing a registered voter 
eligible to participate, unless each qualified voter is on the PEVL. No elected or appointed public 
officer’s name should appear on the sample ballot, and each ballot must contain a conspicuous 
disclaimer that the ballot is not official. The sample ballot must also contain a list of acceptable 
forms of voter identification pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1); A.R.S. § 16-245 (D)-(E). 

The mailing face of each sample ballot must be imprinted with the Great Seal of the State of 
Arizona, and the words, “Official Voting Materials – Presidential Preference Election.” A.R.S. § 
16-245 (D)-(E). 

The officer in charge of elections must provide a ballot proof to the chairperson of each 
participating party within five days of receiving the list of certified candidates from the Secretary 
of State. A.R.S. § 16-245(C). 

 CONDUCT OF THE PPE 

The PPE should be conducted in the same manner as any other primary election held pursuant to 
A.R.S. § 16-201. All provisions of other laws governing elections apply to the PPE, except as 
otherwise provided in Title 16, Chapter 2, Article 4, including laws relating to registration and 
qualification of electors. A.R.S. § 16-241(C)-(D). The PPE is also subject to the hand count 
procedure detailed in Chapter 11, Section VIII.  

 Voting Locations 

Not less than 20 days before a PPE, the Board of Supervisors must designate a reasonable and 
adequate number of voting locations for the PPE, based on the number of active registered voters 
as of January 2 of the year of the PPE.34 County Boards of Supervisors must follow the formulas 
set out in A.R.S. § 16-248(C)-(E) to determine the maximum allowable number of polling 
places. The Secretary of State may release a county from these limits if complying with them 
would jeopardize compliance with federal or state law. A.R.S. § 16-248(F). In addition, the 
limits and consolidation requirements do not apply to Native American reservations. A.R.S. § 
16-248(G). 

The officer in charge of elections may conduct the PPE entirely by mail in precincts with fewer 
than 300 active, registered voters (except for on Native American reservations). A.R.S. § 16-
248(H). 

 
34 Although A.R.S. § 16-248(B)-(E) specifies that the designation of polling places should be based on the 
number of active registered voters as of “January 1” of the year of the PPE, the 54th Legislature, First 
Regular Session, via Senate Bill 1154, amended A.R.S. § 16-168(G) to require County Recorders to 
report voter registration statistics as of January 2 each year, rather than January 1. Accordingly, January 2 
is used in lieu of January 1 here. 
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In addition to Election Day voting locations, County Recorders may establish on-site early 
voting locations and provide for special election boards within the time limits and procedures 
applicable to other elections. A.R.S. § 16-246(C); see also A.R.S. § 16-542. With authorization 
from the Board of Supervisors, a County Recorder may also establish emergency voting centers 
between 5:00 p.m. on the Friday preceding the PPE and 5:00 p.m. on the Monday preceding the 
PPE. A.R.S. § 16-246(F). 

 Certification of Results 

1. The Board of Supervisors 
 
The results of the PPE must be canvassed by congressional district. A.R.S. § 16-249(C). Each 
county Board of Supervisors should meet to canvass the returns within ten days after the PPE, 
and provide a certified permanent copy of the official canvass to the Secretary of State on paper 
and electronically.  

2. Secretary of State 

The Secretary of State must canvass the returns and certify the results of the PPE to the 
chairpersons of participating political parties on or before the second Monday after the PPE. 
A.R.S. § 16-661, relating to automatic recounts, does not apply. A.R.S. § 16-249(A)-(B). 

 COUNTY REIMUBURSEMENT FOR THE PPE 

The Secretary of State, in consultation with County Recorders and other officers in charge of 
elections, must include in the budget request for the Secretary of State’s Office sufficient funding 
from the state general fund to conduct the PPE. Counties are generally entitled to reimbursement 
for PPE costs at a rate of $1.25 for each active registered voter in the county as of January 2 of 
the year of the PPE.35 The Secretary of State may release a county from this reimbursement rate 
upon determining that being bound by it would jeopardize the county’s compliance with federal 
or state laws and regulations. A.R.S. § 16-250. 
  

 
35 Although A.R.S. § 16-250 specifies that reimbursement should be based on the number of active 
registered voters in the county on “January 1” of the year of the PPE, the 54th Legislature, First Regular 
Session, via Senate Bill 1154, amended A.R.S. § 16-168(G) to require County Recorders to report voter 
registration statistics as of January 2 each year, rather than January 1. Accordingly, January 2 is used in 
lieu of January 1 here.  
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PRE-ELECTION PROCEDURES 

 

 ESTABLISHING PRECINCTS AND VOTING LOCATIONS 

 Establishing Precincts 

The Board of Supervisors must establish a convenient number of election precincts within the 
county and define those precincts’ boundaries. If the Board of Supervisors seeks to change 
existing precinct boundaries, for example, to address population shifts or excessive wait times, 
the Board must finalize those changes by October 1 in the year preceding a general election and 
deliver a complete description of the updated precinct boundaries to the County Recorder or 
other officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-411(A). The new precinct boundaries become 
effective on January 2 of the year of the general election. A.R.S. § 16-412. 

 Establishing Voting Locations 

Counties may conduct Election Day voting using one of two types of voting locations (or any 
combination thereof, as approved by the Board of Supervisors):  

• Polling places: voters in a particular precinct are required to vote at a polling place 
specifically designated for that precinct; or  

• Vote centers: voters are permitted to vote at any vote center within the county, regardless 
of which precinct the voter lives in.  

 
Collectively, polling places and vote centers are referred to as “voting locations” in this Manual. 
 
Upon approval of the Board of Supervisors, the officer in charge of elections may establish 
precinct-based assigned polling places and/or vote centers, or any combination thereof, including 
co-location of precinct polling places or vote centers that also serve as assigned polling places 
for certain precincts. See A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(4). In any case, the Board of Supervisors (in 
consultation with the officer in charge of elections) has a duty to establish a reasonable and 
adequate number of voting locations for an election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(3). 
 
The Board of Supervisors must finalize all voting locations at least 20 days before a statewide 
primary or general election or ten days before a special election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B). Thereafter, 
the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections must publicly post the names and/or 
locations of each voting location on the county’s website. A.R.S. § 16-411(G). 
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1. Assigned Polling Places 
 
If a county decides to conduct elections using precinct-based assigned polling places, the Board 
of Supervisors must designate at least one polling place in each precinct. A.R.S. § 16-411(B).36  
 
If no suitable polling place is available within a precinct, the Board of Supervisors may designate 
a polling place in an adjacent precinct. The Board of Supervisors must make a specific finding 
that there is no suitable polling place within the precinct and include that finding in a separate 
section of the order or resolution designating polling places for the election. A.R.S. § 16-
411(B)(1).  
 
Based on projected high voter demand, precincts may be split for administrative purposes to 
allow a polling place to be established in each precinct split. Arizona statute requires these 
polling places to “be listed in separate sections of the [Board’s] order or resolution” designating 
polling places for the election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(2). 
 
Based on projected low voter demand (specifically, a high number of PEVL voters), adjacent 
precincts may be combined for administrative purposes to allow multiple precincts to be serviced 
by the same polling place and same election board. The Board of Supervisors must make a 
specific finding that a high number of PEVL voters is likely to substantially reduce the number 
of voters appearing at one or more specific polling places on Election Day and include that 
finding in a separate section of the order or resolution designating polling places for the election. 
A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(3). 

2. Vote Centers 
 
The Board of Supervisors may establish vote centers in lieu of precinct-based polling places. A 
vote center allows voters from any precinct within the county to cast a ballot with the correct 
ballot style on Election Day. Vote centers must be established by a vote of the Board of 
Supervisors and in consultation with the County Recorder and officer in charge of elections. 
A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(4).  
 
Vote centers typically entail ballot tabulation exclusively at the central counting place, without 
use of precinct voting equipment that will warn voters of an over-vote. In that case, the officer in 
charge of elections must: (1) establish a voter education program that notifies voters of the effect 
of casting multiple votes for an office; and (2) provides the voter with instructions on how to 
correct the ballot before it is cast (including instructions how to spoil the ballot and correct the 
error through issuance of a replacement ballot). 52 U.S.C. § 21081(a)(1)(B). 

 
36 The Board of Supervisors is not required to designate a polling place for special district or all ballot-by-
mail elections, but may designate one or more sites in each district for voters to deposit voted ballots 
through 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-411(D). See also Chapter 3, Section IV. 
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 Failure to Timely Establish Polling Places 

In counties that utilize assigned polling places, if a Board of Supervisors fails to designate a 
polling place in a particular precinct before a primary or general election (or if the election 
cannot be held at the polling place originally designated by the Board of Supervisors and the 
County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections has not designated an emergency polling 
place for that precinct for Election Day), the Justice of the Peace of the precinct shall designate 
the polling place and post public notice two days before the election in at least three locations in 
the precinct. A.R.S. § 16-411(C). 
 
If the Justice of the Peace fails to do so (or there is no Justice of the Peace for the precinct), the 
election board of the precinct must designate and give notice of the place for holding the 
election. A.R.S. § 16-411(C). 

 Consolidation of Polling Places Based on Lack of Candidates 

In counties that conduct assigned polling place elections, if there are no candidates for elected 
office appearing on the ballot in a particular precinct, the Board of Supervisors may consolidate 
polling places (and consolidate the tabulation of results in combined precincts) if the following 
conditions apply:  

• All affected voters are notified by mail of the change at least 33 days before the election;  
• Notice of the change in polling place includes notice of the new polling place, notice of 

the hours polls are open on Election Day, and notice of the telephone number to call for 
voter assistance; and  

• All affected voters receive information on early voting, which includes information on 
how to make a one-time early ballot request. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-411(C)(1)-(3). 

 Factors to Consider When Selecting Voting Locations 

The following factors should be considered when selecting voting locations: 
1. The location should be capable of being used in both the primary and general election; 
2. Buildings must be appropriately-sized based on projected voter turnout, among other 

predictive factors (see Chapter 8, Section IX(A)); 
3. Property owners must be willing to grant permission to use the building for voting 

purposes on Election Day, including making the building available the day before 
Election Day, early morning on Election Day, and until a reasonable time after the polls 
close on Election Day; 
• Insurance considerations and payment of fees (if any) should be discussed with the 

property owner; 
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4. Buildings should have easy ingress and egress to the parking lot, including a parking lot 
in close proximity to the building; 

5. Buildings must meet accessibility requirements or be adapted to meet accessibility 
requirements for Election Day (see Chapter 5, Section III); 

6. Buildings must have a room or hallway of sufficient size to meet the needs for setting up 
equipment and voter check-in stations, including adequate space for voters to wait in line; 

7. Buildings should have an adequate power source; 
8. The property should be located near major traffic arteries, including within walking 

distance of public transit where possible; 
9. The decision of where to locate a polling place or vote center should have public support, 

especially through outreach to rural and underserved communities; 
10. In counties that conduct assigned polling place elections, the polling place must be 

located within the applicable precinct, unless applicable exceptions apply (see Chapter 8, 
Section (I)(B)(1)); 

11. Voters should not have to travel unreasonable distances to vote; 
12. The property must have sufficient parking for voters’ use on Election Day; and 
13. If re-used, the voting location must have been successfully used in the past.  

 
The elections staff should conduct a site visit to confirm the location’s suitability for voting. The 
officer in charge of elections should also solicit community feedback on all proposed voting 
locations if practicable. 

 Use of School Facilities for Voting Locations 

Upon request of the officer in charge of elections, a public school must provide sufficient space 
for use as a voting location in any statewide, county, city, or town election. A.R.S. § 16-411(E). 
 
The principal of a public school may deny the request to host a voting location if, within two 
weeks of receiving the request, the principal provides a written statement confirming: (1) the 
school lacks sufficient space to host a voting location; or (2) the safety or welfare of students 
would be jeopardized by hosting a voting location. A.R.S. § 16-411(F). 

 Polling Place/Vote Center Emergency Designation 

A County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may grant an emergency designation to 
a polling place/vote center if either of the following occurs: 

• An act of God renders a previously-established Election Day voting location unusable; or 
• The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections has exhausted all options and 

there are no suitable facilities that are willing to host an Election Day voting location 
unless the facility receives an emergency designation.  
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A.R.S. § 16-411(I).  
 
At least two weeks before Election Day, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of 
elections must post on its website a list of polling places/vote centers with emergency 
designations and must specify: 

• The reason the emergency designation was granted; and  
• The number of attempts made to find another voting location before granting an 

emergency designation.  
A.R.S. § 16-411(H).  
 
Electioneering and other political activity is not permitted at an polling place/vote center with an 
emergency designation on the property of the hosting facility, even outside the 75-foot limit. 
A.R.S. § 16-411(I). However, if the voting location is not listed on the jurisdiction’s elections 
website as having an emergency designation, electioneering and other political activity must be 
permitted on the premises, outside the 75-foot limit. A.R.S. § 16-411(H).  
 
If an emergency arises after the initial website posting, the County Recorder or other officer in 
charge of elections must: 

• Update the website as soon as is practicable to include any new emergency designations; 
• Highlight the new voting location with an emergency designation on the website; and  
• Like other locations with an emergency designation, specify the reason the emergency 

designation was necessary and the number of attempts that were made to find a standard 
voting location before granting an emergency designation. A.R.S. § 16-411(H).  

 Requirement to Allow Electioneering Outside 75-Foot Limit 

Except in cases of an emergency designation (see Section I(G) above), any voting location or 
ballot replacement site used on Election Day or during on-site early voting must permit persons 
to engage in electioneering and other political activity in public areas and parking lots used by 
voters outside the 75-foot limit. A.R.S. § 16-411(H). 
Electioneering or political activity may not result in voter intimidation. Further, no temporary or 
permanent structure may be erected and access to parking spaces may not be blocked or 
impaired. A.R.S. § 16-411(H). 

 Ensuring Accessibility at the Voting Location 

Voting locations must comply with the current ADA Checklist for Polling Places and any 
additional state accessibility requirements. See Chapter 5, Section III for more details.  
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 APPOINTMENT AND TRAINING OF POLL WORKERS 

At least 20 days before a primary or general election, the Board of Supervisors must appoint at 
least the following poll workers for each polling place with more than 300 qualified electors and 
each vote center: 

• One inspector; 
• Two judges; 
• One marshal; and 
• As many clerks as deemed necessary. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-531(A).  
 
For polling places with less than 300 qualified electors, the Board of Supervisors must appoint at 
least an inspector and two judges. The board of supervisors shall give notice of election precincts 
consisting of fewer than three hundred qualified electors to the county chairperson of the two 
largest political parties not later than thirty days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-531(B). 
 
The inspector, judges, marshal (and clerks, if applicable) are collectively known as the “election 
board” 37 for a particular voting location and are referred to in this Manual as poll workers or 
board workers. 
 
The officer in charge of elections must provide a report containing each poll worker’s name, 
position, precinct, and political party to the Board of Supervisors. 
 
Poll workers must be registered voters, except for student poll workers. In assigned polling place 
elections, each poll worker must be a registered voter in the precinct of assignment unless there 
are not enough poll workers that meet this residential requirement. A.R.S. § 16-531(A). 
 
Other than candidates for precinct committeeman, no candidate (nor the spouse, child, or parent 
of a candidate) for any office on the ballot may serve as a poll worker during that election. 
 
The officer in charge of elections shall ensure that the election board is comprised of individuals 
registered with different political parties. At minimum, for partisan elections, if the inspector is a 
member of one of the two largest political parties, the marshal must be a member of the other of 
the two largest political parties and each of the two judges must be registered with different 
political parties. An inspector, marshal, or judge may not serve in that position if they have 
changed their political party registration since the last general election 
 

 
37 Notwithstanding A.R.S. § 16-531(A)’s reference to judges and the inspector, Arizona statutes generally 
provide that the election board is comprised of all poll workers at a particular voting location. See, e.g., 
A.R.S. § 16-531(G) (allowing students to be appointed to an election board as clerks). This Manual 
accordingly adopts the interpretation of “election boards” to include inspectors, judges, marshals, and 
clerks. 
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At least 90-days before an election, the county chairperson of the two largest political parties 
may designate qualified electors to serve on election boards.  When the list is timely submitted, it 
shall be used to appoint judges. Whenever possible, any person appointed as an inspector shall 
have had previous experience as an inspector, judge, marshal or clerk of elections. If there is no 
qualified person in a given precinct, the appointment of an inspector may be made from names 
designated by the county party chairperson. Any registered voter in the precinct, or alternatively, 
in another precinct, may be appointed as clerk.  A.R.S. § 16-531(A).38  

 Election Board Duties 

The following duties must be performed by the members comprising the election board. The 
officer in charge of elections may allocate these duties among different board members as 
deemed appropriate: 

1. Prepare and monitor the voting location, including taking appropriate measures to 
preserve order and manage voter lines, A.R.S. § 16-562, A.R.S. § 16-512; 

2. Open, exhibit, and lock the ballot box before receiving any ballots, A.R.S. § 16-564(A); 
3. Maintain the signature roster or e-pollbook; 
4. Check for proper identification; 
5. Direct voters in the wrong polling place to the correct polling place, including the 

specific address (for assigned polling place elections only); 
6. Mark spoiled ballots (inspector and only one judge required), A.R.S. § 16-585; 
7. Ensure that voted ballots are deposited in the correct ballot box, and deposit ballots in the 

ballot box at the voter’s request, A.R.S. § 16-580(C);  
8. Assist voters in using accessible voting equipment and assist voters in marking the ballot 

(two board members of different political parties required), A.R.S. § 16-580(E); 
9. Close the polls (inspector and two judges required); A.R.S. § 16-565(C); 
10. Prepare a report of the number of voters who have voted and seal the box containing the 

voted ballots, A.R.S. § 16-608(A), A.R.S. § 16-616; and 
11. Return the signature roster, copies of the precinct registers, and other election supplies to 

the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-617. 

 
38 If it is impossible to sufficiently staff the boards with members of differing political parties, the officer 
in charge of elections shall, at minimum, exercise best efforts to utilize board members with no party 
affiliation or from differing unrecognized parties to ensure that there is a diversity of political party 
affiliation (including no affiliation) on the election boards and that no election board is comprised of 
members of only one party. Further, the officer in charge of elections shall document when and how the 
political parties in the county were contacted about the need for board workers affiliated with those 
parties and all other actions taken in a best effort to obtain board workers from two different political 
parties. However, nothing in this Manual shall be interpreted to supersede otherwise applicable statutory 
requirements, including the requirement that board workers be of differing political party affiliation.  
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In addition, the inspector, marshal, and judges of the election board are specifically tasked with 
the responsibilities described below. 

1. Inspector 
 
The inspector serves as the chair of the election board and exercises authority over all election-
related activities at the voting location (under the direction of the county officer in charge of 
elections, who maintains overall authority over the voting location). The inspector usually acts as 
the single point-of-contact with the officer in charge of elections, poll worker hotline, 
troubleshooters, or other entity designated by the officer in charge of elections to provide 
assistance on Election Day. 
 
The inspector’s specific duties include the following: 

1. As chair of the election board, maintain sufficient knowledge about election procedures 
and voting equipment; 

2. Lead and assign duties to other poll workers, including appointing a substitute judge, 
marshal, or clerk (while maintaining political party balance) if a poll worker fails to show 
up or fails to perform their duty on Election Day and no alternative poll worker is 
available, A.R.S. § 16-534(A), A.R.S. § 16-533; and 

3. Ensure the polling place is setup and functions properly, including publicly opening the 
sealed package of official ballots, ensuring the required ballot styles/types are present, 
certifying the voting roster, posting appropriate lists and notices, arranging the voting 
booths, and assisting electors, A.R.S. § 16-563, A.R.S. § 16-312(E), A.R.S. § 16-343(F)-
(G), A.R.S. § 16-169(B), A.R.S. § 16-579(D)-(E), A.R.S. § 16-572(A). 

2. Marshal 
 
The marshal is responsible for preserving order at the voting location, which includes: 

1. Announcing the opening and closing of the polls, A.R.S. § 16-565(C); 
2. Preserving order and preventing any violation of election law, including voter 

intimidation or electioneering within the 75-foot limit, from the opening of the polls until 
the count of the ballots is completed, A.R.S. § 16-535(B); and  

3. Periodically measuring the length of wait times, notifying the inspector if wait times 
have the potential to equal or exceed the 30-minute maximum, and implementing 
measures to reduce voter wait time, including having the authority to request additional 
voting equipment or supplies and board workers or to appoint additional board workers 
upon approval of the officer in charge of elections, A.R.S. § 16-535(B).  

The marshal may also perform the duties of any other election board worker on a relief basis. 
A.R.S. § 16-535(B). 

3. Judges 
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Judges oversee the voting process itself, which may generally include: 

1. Issuing ballots to qualified voters, A.R.S. § 16-579(C), A.R.S. § 16-467(B), A.R.S. § 16-
572(B); 

2. Signing the roster for an elector who is unable to sign because of physical disability, 
A.R.S. § 16-579(D)-(E); and 

3. Examining electronic voting equipment and comparing the number of votes cast as 
indicated on the machine with the number indicated on the poll list (or e-pollbook) and 
the number of provisional ballots cast, A.R.S. § 16-602(A). 

 Bilingual Poll Workers 

Jurisdictions covered under the language minority provisions under Section 203 of the Voting 
Rights Act should appoint bilingual poll workers and/or ensure access to on-site or remote 
interpretation services in the covered language(s) to provide language assistance to voters who 
need it. Additionally, an Election Terminology Glossary in the covered languages should be 
provided among the polling place supplies. 

 Student Poll Workers 

The Board of Supervisors may appoint a student to serve as a clerk on the election board if the 
student: 

• Will be at least 16 years old at the time of the election; 
• Will be a United States citizen at the time of the election; and 
• Provides written permission from a parent or guardian. 

 
A student poll worker must receive poll worker training and must be supervised by a trained 
adult poll worker at the voting location. A.R.S. § 16-531(F). 
 
A student’s absence from school due to service as a student poll worker does not affect the 
school’s average daily membership or count against any mandatory attendance requirements for 
the student. A.R.S. § 15-901(A)(1); A.R.S. § 16-531(G). 

 Poll Worker Training 

Within 45 days before an election, the officer in charge of elections must commence poll worker 
training for inspectors, judges, and any other election board members deemed necessary by the 
officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-532(A). At least one poll worker training session 
should be conducted in-person during each election cycle, but additional training may be 
conducted online as deemed necessary. Additionally, the officer in charge of elections should 
develop a mechanism to assess individual poll workers’ performance following the election. 
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Persons who conduct poll worker training must be qualified in election law and have practical 
experience in the election process. A.R.S. § 16-532(A)-(B). Persons who conduct poll worker 
training must also be certified by the Secretary of State as an election officer in accordance with 
A.R.S. § 16-407 or under the management of a certified election officer. 
  
Poll worker training must cover the following pre-Election Day topics, as applicable: 

1. Delivery of ballots and supplies to the voting location; 
2. Duties of each election board member; 
3. Ensuring proper political party representation among election board members;  
4. Conducting a pre-election meeting; 
5. Gaining building access;  
6. Inventorying supplies; 
7. Equipment setup and furniture arrangement; 
8. Voting equipment checks, including ensuring that equipment seals have not been 

tampered with and match the seal log; 
9. Conducting an official ballot count; 
10. Customer service responsibilities, including voter assistance, assistance to voters with a 

disability, and ensuring language accessibility; and 
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Poll worker training must also cover the following Election Day topics, as applicable: 
1. Opening the voting location;  
2. Hours the voting location will be open; 
3. Poll workers’ hours; 
4. Establishing the 75-foot limit and enforcing non-electioneering and non-intimidation 

rules; 
5. Applicable election laws, in particular adhering to and enforcing Chapter 7 of Title 16;  
6. Sharing voting locations with tribal elections;  
7. Procedures for checking identification; 
8. Provisional ballot processing; 
9. Operation of voting equipment; 
10. Operation of accessible voting equipment;  
11. Operation of e-pollbooks or procedures for managing the signature rosters and poll 

lists; 
12. Troubleshooting, including when and how to implement wait-time reduction and other 

contingency plans; 
13. Any voter registration information deemed necessary; 
14. Who may vote in the election; 
15. Use of precinct registers and/or the issuance of ballot types/styles (political party, FED 

only, ballot splits, etc.);  
16. Standard voting procedures;  
17. Recorder’s Certificates; 
18. Spoiled ballot procedures; 
19. Procedure for early ballot drop-off;  
20. Political party observers;  
21. Procedures for challenges; 
22. Kids Voting; 
23. Closing the polls; 
24. Transmitting results and/or delivery of voted ballots;  
25. Completing a Certificate of Performance, verifying that various election duties were 

properly performed; and  
26. Preparing the official and unofficial envelope contents (see Chapter 8, Section V).  
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The officer in charge of elections may require additional training for poll workers at any time. 
Regardless of whether additional training is provided, however, poll workers must be notified in 
writing prior to Election Day of any changes in election law or procedure that became effective 
since the last poll worker training. A.R.S. § 16-532(E). 

1. Premium Training 
 
The officer in charge of elections may institute an advanced method of instruction and testing for 
certain election board members known as premium training. The premium training must include 
at least eight hours of training and a written examination on election law and procedures. A.R.S. 
§ 16-532(D). 
 
Those who complete this training and pass the test are certified as a “premium board worker.” 
Premium board workers are certified for a period of 30 months and, if approved by the Board of 
Supervisors, are entitled to additional compensation. A.R.S. § 16-532(D). 
 
The officer in charge of elections may require additional training for poll workers at any time. 
Regardless of whether additional training is provided, however, poll workers must be notified in 
writing prior to Election Day of any changes in election law or procedure that became effective 
since the last poll worker training. A.R.S. § 16-532(E). 

2. Certificate of Qualification 
 
Upon successful completion of poll worker training, each election board member will receive a 
certificate of qualification from the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections stating 
the worker’s name and the course of instruction completed. No inspector or judge (except those 
appointed to fill a vacancy and as provided in A.R.S. § 16-533 and A.R.S. § 16-534) may serve 
on Election Day unless the person has been issued a certificate of qualification. A.R.S. § 16-
532(A).  

 Poll Worker Compensation 

The Board of Supervisors must set the compensation of poll workers, which constitutes a county 
charge. A.R.S. § 16-536. The Board of Supervisors may approve poll worker pay by virtue of 
approving the election director’s budget for the forthcoming election.  
 
Poll workers must be paid at least $30 per day. A.R.S. § 16-536. The Board of Supervisors may 
approve additional compensation for premium board workers. A.R.S. § 16-532(D). 

 DESIGNATION OF POLITICAL PARTY AND OTHER 
OBSERVERS 

Political party representatives are permitted to observe at voting locations and central counting 
places for partisan elections. The proceedings at the central counting place may also be observed 
by up to three additional people representing a candidate for nonpartisan office, or representing a 
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political committee in support of or in opposition to a ballot measure, proposition or question. 
Such observation (and observation at early voting locations, emergency voting centers, and 
County Recorder processing procedures, where permitted by the County Recorder or other 
officer in charge of elections) are subject to the procedures described below. Observation at 
nonpartisan elections may be permitted at the discretion of the officer in charge of elections. 
A.R.S. § 16-590(A)-(B); A.R.S. § 16-621(A). 
 
The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may develop additional local 
procedures governing political party observation. Additional procedures shall allow political 
party observers to effectively observe the election process, and no changes to the procedures 
shall be made after the Tuesday prior to the election in order to facilitate compliance by the 
county political parties and designees.  

 Appointment Process 

The county chairperson (or designee) of each party represented on the ballot  must submit the 
names of political party observers to the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections in hard 
copy or electronically in advance of observation. The County Recorder or officer in charge of 
elections may require reasonable deadlines for advance notice of appointments. Where there is 
no county political party officer to make the appointment, the state political party chairperson 
may appoint political party observers for that county.  
 
Political party observers may be appointed to specific voting locations (for Election Day 
observation), to a central counting place, or to multiple voting locations as authorized by the 
political party chairperson and the officer in charge of elections. Observers appointed to observe 
in multiple locations need only one appointment in writing designating the various locations 
where the observer is appointed. An appointment is not transferable to another individual.  
 
Unless agreed upon by the political parties, not more than one party representative for each party 
represented on the ballot shall be at a voting location at one time.  
 
Appointed political party observers need not be qualified electors in the precinct or county of 
observation. Except for precinct committeeman candidates, candidates appearing on the ballot or 
official write-in candidates shall not serve as political party observers.  
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 Observer Credentials 

The political party letter of appointment on political party letterhead with the signature of the 
appointing authority serves as the written credential necessary to conduct observation at a voting 
location or central counting place. Credentials must be issued by the recognized political party 
chairperson or designee; this authority may not be delegated to a candidate or candidate’s agent. 
The political party observer must present the political party appointment letter (or copy thereof, 
if permitted by the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections) to the appropriate election 
official upon entering the voting location, County Recorder’s office, or central counting place, 
and be prepared to show identification if requested.   

 Observation at Voting Locations 

Political party observers may observe the following activities at a voting location: 
• Opening the voting location; 
• Voting at the voting location (but may not observe in the voting booth or otherwise 

impede voters’ ability to maintain a secret ballot); 
• Closing the voting location; 
• Transport of ballots from the voting location to a receiving site (using a separate vehicle); 

and/or  
• Any other significant voting or processing activities at the voting location provided that it 

does not interfere with or impede the election procedures or staff and does not enable the 
observer to observe voters’ personally identifiable information on e-pollbooks. 

 
Each recognized political party is presumptively entitled to have no more than one political party 
observer at a time at each voting location. A.R.S. § 16-590(C). 
 

 All political party observers are subject to removal by the County 
Recorder or other officer in charge of elections for failure to comply 
with a request to cease an activity that interferes with the election 
process or violates state or federal law. Observation at Central 
Counting Places 

Political party representatives may observe at a central counting place and at each point where 
ballots are handled or transferred from one election official to another, including areas where the 
following activities take place: 

• Receiving the ballots at the County Recorder’s office or central counting place; 
• Inspecting the ballots; 
• Reviewing ballots by the Write-in Tally Board; 
• Duplicating ballots by the Ballot Duplication Board; 
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• Adjudicating ballots by the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board;  
• Receiving electronic media or processing voting results by the Accuracy Certification 

Board; 
• Tabulation of ballots; and/or 
• Any other significant tabulation or processing activities at a central counting place 

provided that it does not interfere with or impede the election procedures or staff. 

 Observer Guidelines 

The following observation guidelines govern all observers: 
1. An observer may not mark any ballot, place any type of material on a ballot, or otherwise 

touch a voted ballot during observation.   
2. Observers shall not touch or handle election materials, rosters, early ballot envelopes, 

provisional ballot envelopes, ballot transfer containers, voting machines, or voting 
machine components except as expressly permitted by the officer in charge of elections 
during demonstrations.  

3. Observers may not interfere with or impede the election procedures or staff.  
• If an observer has a question about the proceedings or seeks to raise an objection, the 

observer should speak solely to the designated point of contact (e.g., inspector, 
County Recorder, or other officer in charge of elections) and not to other poll workers 
or staff. 

• The officer in charge of elections or inspector may prohibit observers from using 
electronic devices in the voting location or central counting place if doing so would 
interfere with or impede the election procedures or staff. No photos may be taken 
within the 75 foot limit of a voting location. A.R.S. § 16-515(G).  

• Observers may not wear, carry, or display any materials that identify or express 
support or opposition for a political party, political organization, or a candidate or 
ballot measure appearing on the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-515(F). 

• In cases where multiple ballots are dropped off at a voting location, as observer may 
not, within the 75-foot limit: (1) inspect, copy, or photograph the early ballot 
envelopes in an effort to discern voters’ identities; or (2) confront, question, or 
photograph the individual who dropped off the early ballots. 

• Observers can enter and leave a voting location or central counting place so long as 
their entering and leaving does not interfere with or impede the election procedures or 
staff.  

4. Observers may take handwritten notes during observation, but must use a writing 
instrument of a color designated by the officer in charge of the election or procedure.  

5. If an observer is asked by the inspector or other officer in charge to cease an activity that 
interferes with the election process, the observer must comply or face possible ejection. 
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6. Observers must be prepared to show their appointment credential immediately upon 
entering any voting location or central counting place or upon request by any election 
official. 

7. At a central counting place, all observers must check in with the County Recorder or 
other officer in charge of elections prior to being admitted and may be required to log in 
and out of the facility each time they enter or leave. 

8. At a central counting place, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections 
may ensure that observers are given identifying badges to ensure that observers are 
clearly identifiable. 

 ISSUING PRE-ELECTION NOTICES 

 Secretary of State: 120-Day Notice of Offices to be Elected 

At least 120 days before a primary election, the Secretary of State must notify in writing each 
Board of Supervisors and officer in charge of elections of the federal, statewide, and legislative 
offices for which candidates will be nominated at the primary election. A.R.S. § 16-202. 

 County: 180-Day Notice of Election to Local Jurisdictions 

At least 180 days before each consolidated election date, the Board of Supervisors or officer in 
charge of elections must give written notice to each school district, community college district, 
city and town within the county’s geographical boundaries. The Board of Supervisors or officer 
in charge of elections also must give written notice to all special taxing districts within the 
county. A.R.S. § 16-205(A).  
 
The notice must include: 

• The specific election date; 
• The deadline by which the local jurisdiction must inform the Board of Supervisors or 

officer in charge of elections whether an election will be held; and 
- The deadline to inform the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections 

should be set at or just after special taxing districts’ 150-day deadline to call an 
election pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-226(A). 

• Any additional information deemed necessary by the Board of Supervisors or officer 
in charge of elections. 

 
The notice may be mailed, emailed, or otherwise electronically transmitted. 
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 Special Taxing District/Nonpartisan Election Notices 

The governing body of a special taxing district must provide various public notifications before 
conducting an election that is not held concurrently with a general election. A.R. S. § 16-226(B); 
A.R.S. § 16-227(A).39  

• A special taxing district must call an election at least 150 days in advance of an 
election, except for elections called pursuant to A.R.S. § 19-209. A.R.S. § 16-226(A). 
“Calling” an election means the governing board of the special taxing district must 
officially inform the applicable Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections 
that the district intends to conduct an election. 

• In addition, the special taxing district must also issue a “call of election” to the public 
by publishing the “call of election”, at least two times and at least one week apart, in 
a newspaper of general circulation covering the jurisdiction between 132 and 90 days 
before the election. A.R.S. § 16-227(A). Alternatively, the special taxing district may 
mail the “call of election” to each household containing a qualified elector at least 90 
days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-227(B). 

• Finally, a special taxing district must issue a “notice of election,” which is like the 
call of election but intended as the final public notice in advance of a special taxing 
district election. A.R.S. § 16-228(A)-(B). A special taxing district that conducts a 
ballot by mail election need only issue the notice specified in A.R.S. § 16-228(C)-
(D). Notice requirements specific to fire district or irrigation and water conservation 
district bond elections can be found at A.R.S. § 48-806(A) and A.R.S. § 48-3190(A), 
respectively.  

 
A special taxing district must file an affidavit certifying compliance with federal and state law 
with the applicable Board of Supervisors at least five days before holding a nonpartisan election. 
A.R.S. § 16-229. 

 PREPARATION OF BALLOTS 

The County Board of Supervisors is responsible for preparing the official ballot to be used in 
federal, statewide, legislative, and countywide elections. A.R.S. § 16-405; A.R.S. § 16-503(A). 
The Board of Supervisors may delegate this responsibility to the officer in charge of elections.  

 
39 A.R.S. §§ 16-225 to 16-229 outline various requirements for holding “nonpartisan” elections. A.R.S. § 
16-226(B) defines nonpartisan elections (for purposes of those statutes) as elections of special taxing 
districts not held concurrent with the general election. 
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 Official Ballot Format 

1. Form and Content of the Ballot 

 Requirements for All Ballots 

i. Paper Type 
 
All official ballots must be printed with black ink on white paper of sufficient thickness to 
prevent the printing from being discernible on the reverse side the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-468(2); 
A.R.S. § 16-502(A). 

ii. Font 
 
The ballot must use the same font and color template throughout the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-502(A), 
(C). The only color exception is for a political party indicator or stripe to be printed on official 
ballots used for a partisan primary election or PPE. See Chapter 7, Section III(A) and Chapter 8, 
Section V(A)(1)(b). 
 
The ballot must use the same font size within each category on the ballot (for example, all 
candidate names for a particular race must be printed in the same font size), which must be 
printed in no less than 8-point font if practicable. However, ballot measure numbers must be 
printed in at least 12-point font. The officer in charge of elections may adjust spacing between 
the letters on a ballot to accommodate space limitations. 

iii. Early Ballot Designation 
 
Early ballots, including ballots-by-mail and in-person early ballots, shall be identical to regular 
ballots, except that early ballots shall have the word “early” printed or stamped on them. A.R.S. 
§ 16-545(A). 

iv. Spacing and Heading 
 
The ballot must contain sufficient spacing between races and sections to enable the voter to 
clearly understand the ballot. 
 
On the front side, the ballot must be headed with the phrase “Official Ballot” in bold-faced plain 
letters, with a heavy rule above and below the heading. The ballot may not contain any other 
statement or matter printed above the “Official Ballot” header. A.R.S. § 16-502(A).  
 
Immediately below the “Official Ballot” heading, the following components must be printed in 
the following order:  

• A subheading that specifies the type of election (general, primary, or special), the election 
date, and the name of the county and state holding the election;  

• Instructions to the voter how to properly mark the ballot; and 
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• The various candidate names and/or ballot measures. A.R.S. § 16-502(A), (C). 

v. Candidate Races 
 
For candidate races, the official ballot must: 

• Arrange the candidate names according to A.R.S. § 16-502(C) in column format, starting 
with the left-hand column;  

• List the name of the office to be filled at the head of each portion of the column;  
• List the district number, division number, or other jurisdictional name/number to the right 

of the office name to be filled, if applicable;  
• Include the designation “Vote for not more than _____” below the name of each office to 

be filled to indicate the appropriate number of candidates to select;  
• List candidate names according to last name, followed by first name and any nickname;  

• The officer in charge of elections may: (1) shorten or truncate a candidate’s name 
(with the candidate’s consent) in order to fit the candidate’s name on the ballot; 
and/or (2) decline to print the candidate’s requested nickname if it suggests 
reference to professional, fraternal, religious, or military titles.  

• Contain a location for the voter to place a mark to vote for their candidate of choice to the 
right or left (and on the same line) of each candidate’s name;   

• Contain the candidate’s political party designation in bold-faced letters next to the 
candidate’s name (for partisan races only); and  

• Contain blank lines that correspond to the number to elect placed below the last candidate 
name for a particular office, along with a location for the voter to place a mark next to 
their write-in candidate(s) of choice.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-502(C)-(G); A.R.S. § 16-311(G); A.R.S. § 16-341(C).  
 
Additionally, the ballot must contain the name or number of the precinct in which the ballot will 
be utilized, and may include the precinct part or ballot style code. A.R.S. § 16-502(A). 

 Additional Requirements for Primary Election Ballots 

In addition to the specifications outlined in Section V(A)(1)(a) above, primary election ballots 
must comply with the following additional requirements.  
 
Primary election ballots must be printed with a particular color to indicate the political party 
ballot. A.R.S. § 16-461(B). The ballot may be printed on colored stock or on white stock with a 
distinctive color indicator such as a stripe. The following colors represent the recognized 
political parties: 

• Blue: Democratic Party 
• Green: Green Party 
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• Yellow: Libertarian Party 
• Red or Salmon: Republican Party 

 
The officer in charge of elections may use varying hues of the requisite colors, but may not select 
entirely different colors as substitutes for the requisite colors. The primary election ballot 
displayed in accessible voting equipment must also utilize a color designation for each political 
party. A.R.S. § 16-446(B)(9). 
 
If the number of recognized party candidates in a particular race exceeds the number to elect, the 
officer in charge of elections must rotate candidate names in that particular race by precinct so 
that each candidate will appear substantially an equal number of times in each possible location 
for the particular race across all primary election ballots. If the number of candidates in a 
particular race is less than or equal to the number to elect, the candidates’ names must be listed 
in alphabetical order by last name and no rotation is required. A.R.S. § 16-464(A). 
 
If more persons file nomination petitions for the office of precinct committeeman than the 
number to elect in a particular precinct, the county officer in charge of elections must prepare a 
separate ballot style that includes the office of precinct committeeman for the voters registered 
with that political party in that precinct. A.R.S. § 16-822(C). The position of the precinct 
committeemen candidate names must be drawn by lot at a public meeting called by the Board of 
Supervisors for that purpose. A.R.S. § 16-464(B). This ballot style, which includes all the races 
in the precinct and the precinct committeeman race, must be provided only to voters registered 
with that political party in the precinct. A.R.S. § 16-822(C).  

 Additional Requirements for General Election Ballots 

In addition to the specifications outlined in Section V(A)(1)(a) above, general election ballots 
must comply with the following additional requirements. 
 
For partisan candidate races, the official ballot must list candidates in a particular race in the 
following descending order: 

• Candidates who are registered with a recognized political party that appeared on the 
gubernatorial ballot in the most recent general election for the office of governor, listed in 
the order that corresponds to the number of votes for each party’s gubernatorial candidate 
in that county;  

• Candidates who are registered with a recognized political party that did not appear on the 
gubernatorial ballot in the most recent general election for the office of governor, listed in 
alphabetical order by last name; and 

• Independent candidates who were nominated pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-341 (along with a 
three-letter designation determined by the filing officer), listed in alphabetical order by 
last name. A.R.S. § 16-502(E). 

 
If there are two or more candidates of the same political party for the same office, or more than 
one candidate for a judicial office, the names of all such candidates in the particular race must be 
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rotated so that each candidate will substantially appear an equal number of times in each possible 
location. However, if the number of candidates in a particular race is less than or equal to the 
number to elect, the candidates’ names must be listed in alphabetical order by last name and no 
rotation is required. A.R.S. § 16-502(E), (H). 
 
In general elections with a presidential candidate on the ballot, presidential electors’ first and last 
names must be listed in alphabetical order (according to last name). The presidential and vice-
presidential candidates’ last names must be printed in bold and placed adjacent to the elector 
names, with the presidential candidate’s name printed above the vice-presidential candidate’s 
name. A.R.S. § 16-502(C)(1). 
 
For ballot measures, the officer in charge of elections must use one of the following methods to 
describe the measure: 

1. Print the full text of the measure on the ballot; 
2. Print a summary of the measure that contains a statutorily-prescribed heading, an official 

title, a descriptive title, and a summary that describes the measure’s effect; or 
3. Print a summary of the measure that contains an alternative heading and a summary that 

describes the measure’s effect, but omits the official title and descriptive title (see below 
for specific requirements).  

 
The ballot must contain the words “Yes” and “No” or “For ___” and “Against ____”, along with 
a space for the voter to mark their choice, below the description of the ballot measure. A.R.S. § 
19-125(B)-(F); A.R.S. § 16-502(L)-(N).  

 Additional Requirements for PPE Ballots 

Similar to a partisan primary election ballot, a PPE ballot must distinguish political party ballots 
by color and contain candidate names for only that political party. A.R.S. § 16-245(A). 
Otherwise, PPE ballots must comply with the following specific requirements.  

 
A PPE ballot must contain the following information in descending order: 

• The following header at the top of the ballot: 
“Official Ballot of the ___________ Party, 
Presidential Preference Election (date), 
County of ____________,  
State of Arizona” 

• The title “_______________ Party Candidates for President of the United States;” 
• The text “Vote for not more than one;” and 
• The political party candidates certified to appear on the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-245(A)-(B). 
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The ballot also may contain printed instructions to voters as prescribed for other elections (see 
below for specific instructions). A.R.S. § 16-245(B). 
 
Unlike all other ballots, candidate order is determined by lot drawn at a public meeting 
conducted by the Secretary of State. The officer in charge of elections must print candidate 
names in the order and format specified by the Secretary of State, without rotation of candidate 
names. A.R.S. § 16-245(B). Write-in votes are not permitted, and no other elections may be 
combined with a PPE ballot. A.R.S. § 16-241(A); A.R.S. § 16-247. 
 
A PPE ballot must comply with any other ballot format requirements in Section V(A)(1)(a) that 
are not inconsistent with this Section.  

2. Ballot Marking Instructions 
 
Immediately below the subheading that specifies the type of election, the election date, and the 
name of the county and state holding the election, an official ballot may contain the following 
voter instructions: 

1. Put a mark according to the instructions next to the name of each candidate for 
each office for whom you wish to vote. 

2. If you wish to vote for a person whose name is not printed on the ballot, write 
such name in the blank space provided on the ballot or write-in envelope and 
put a mark according to the instructions next to the name so written. 

3. Put a mark according to the instructions next to the word “yes” (or “for”) for 
each proposition or question you wish to be adopted. Put a mark according to 
the instructions next to the word “no” (or “against”) for each proposition or 
question you wish not to be adopted.  

A.R.S. § 16-502(A). The officer in charge of elections may add additional instructions to the 
ballot as needed. 

3. Order of Candidate Races 

 Partisan Candidate Offices 

Partisan candidate races must be listed in the following order in the partisan section of the ballot: 
1. Presidential electors; 
2. U.S. Senator; 
3. U.S. Representative; 
4. Governor; 
5. State Senator; 
6. State Representative; 
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• A.R.S. § 16-502(D) requires state legislative candidates’ names to appear directly 
below the gubernatorial candidates’ names. In election years where there are no 
gubernatorial candidates on the ballot, legislative candidates’ names must still 
appear before statewide offices. 

7. Secretary of State; 
8. Attorney General; 
9. State Treasurer; 
10. Superintendent of Public Instruction; 
11. State Mine Inspector; 
12. Corporation Commissioner; 
13. County Offices; 

• The officer in charge of elections may determine the ballot order for County 
Supervisor, County Assessor, County Attorney, Clerk of the Superior Court, 
County Recorder, County School Superintendent, County Sheriff, and County 
Treasurer.  

14. Justice of the Peace; and 
15. Constable. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-502(C). Candidate races not up for election must be omitted from the ballot. Precinct 
Committeemen must be included on a separate ballot style only for voters registered with the 
particular political party. See Chapter 8, Section V(A)(1)(b). PPE ballots are subject to different 
requirements. See Chapter 8, Section V(A)(1)(d). 

 Nonpartisan Candidate Offices 

Subject to the exceptions outlined below, the following nonpartisan candidate races must be 
listed in order in the nonpartisan section of the ballot: 

1. Justice of the Supreme Court; 
2. Judge of the Court of Appeals (Division 1); 
3. Judge of the Court of Appeals (Division 2); 
4. Judge of the Superior Court (retention in Maricopa, Pima, and Pinal Counties);  
5. Judge of the Superior Court (election in Apache, Cochise, Coconino, Gila, Graham, 

Greenlee, La Paz, Mohave, Navajo, Santa Cruz, Yavapai, and Yuma Counties). 
6. Governing Board Member of a School District;  
7. Governing Board Member of a Community College District;  
8. Governing Board of a Joint Technical Education District; 
9. Governing Board Member of a Special Taxing District; 
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10. City or Town Mayor; 
11. City or Town Council Member. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-502(J). The following exceptions apply to candidate order in the nonpartisan 
candidate section:  

• The officer in charge of elections may reasonably adjust the nonpartisan candidate order 
in order to avoid printing on the reverse side of the ballot, to achieve uniformity with the 
reverse side of the ballot, or to eliminate blank space; 

• A recall election involving a candidate who was originally elected in a partisan race 
should be listed in the partisan section of the ballot, and (if applicable) in the section of 
the partisan ballot where candidate’s race was originally positioned, A.R.S. § 19-213; and 

• An election to fill the vacant unexpired term of a nonpartisan office must appear under 
separate heading immediately below the nonpartisan candidate candidates and shall 
include the expiration date of the term of the vacated office.  A.R.S. § 16-502(K); A.R.S. 
§ 15-424(F). 

 
Candidate races not up for election (or judicial offices not up for retention) should be omitted 
from the ballot.  

i. Determining Judicial Offices Subject to Retention 
 
Following appointment, a justice or judge (including superior court judges in counties with a 
population that exceeds 250,000) serves an initial 2-year term before seeking retention in office. 
Ariz. Const. Art. VI, § 37(C). Thereafter, justices and judges serve 6-year terms between 
retention elections. Ariz. Const. Art. VI, § 4; Ariz. Const. Art. VI, § 37(C); A.R.S. § 12-101; 
A.R.S. § 12-120.01(B). 
 
Supreme Court justices appear on the ballot for retention in all Arizona counties. 
 
For the 16 judges in Division 1 of the Court of Appeals, which covers Maricopa, Yuma, La Paz, 
Mohave, Coconino, Yavapai, Navajo, and Apache Counties: 

• The ten judges appointed from Maricopa County in Division 1 of the Court of Appeals 
must appear on the Maricopa County ballot for retention; 

• The five judges appointed from Yuma County, La Paz County, Mohave County, 
Coconino County, Yavapai County, Navajo County or Apache County in Division 1 of 
the Court of Appeals must appear on these 7 counties’ ballots for retention; 

• Retention of the 16th judge in Division 1 of the Court of Appeals depends on the county 
of residence: 

- If the judge was appointed from Maricopa County, that judge must appear on the 
Maricopa County ballot for retention; 
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- If the judge was appointed from Yuma County, La Paz County, Mohave County, 
Coconino County, Yavapai County, Navajo County or Apache County, that judge 
must appear on these 7 counties’ ballots for retention. 

 
A.R.S. § 12-120.02(A). 
For the six judges in Division 2 of the Court of Appeals, which covers Pima, Pinal, Cochise, 
Santa Cruz, Greenlee, Graham, and Gila Counties: 

• The four judges appointed from Pima County in Division 2 of the Court of Appeals 
must appear on the Pima County ballot for retention; and 

• The two judges appointed from Pinal County, Cochise County, Santa Cruz County, 
Greenlee County, Graham County, or Gila County in Division 2 of the Court of 
Appeals must appear on these six counties’ ballots for retention. 

 
A.R.S. § 12-120.02(A)-(B). 
 
Superior court judges appear on the ballot for retention in the county in which they were elected 
or appointed. Ariz. Const. Art. 6, § 37(B). 
 
The Arizona Commission on Judicial Performance must notify the Secretary of State which 
justices and judges are up for retention in a particular general election. A.R.S. § 19-123(A)(5); 
A.R.S. § 19-124.01. 

4. Political Party Designations 

In a partisan race where a candidate sought a political party nomination by primary, the officer in 
charge of elections must place a three-letter designation to the right of the candidate’s name that 
corresponds to the party designated in the candidate’s nomination paper. A.R.S. § 16-502(E). 
 
The following three-letter designations correspond to the current or recently recognized political 
parties: 

• DEM: Democratic Party  
• GRN: Green Party 
• LBT: Libertarian Party 
• REP: Republican Party 

 
In a partisan race where an independent candidate sought a nomination other than by primary, 
the officer in charge of elections must determine a three-letter designation based on the three-
word designation in the candidate’s nomination paper. A.R.S. § 16-341(D); A.R.S. § 16-502(E). 
 
A political party selection of “independent” must be designated as “IND” on the general election 
ballot. Otherwise, the officer in charge of elections has sole discretion how to translate other 
non-recognized political party selections into three-letter designations (except that independent 
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candidates may not be designated as “DEM,” “GRN,” “LBT,” or “REP” on the general election 
ballot). 

5. Special Provisions for Ballot Measures 

 Numbering Ballot Measures 

For any measure that has qualified for the ballot, the officer in charge of elections must assign a 
three-digit proposition or question number based on the ballot measure type: 

• Constitutional Initiative: 100 series 
- A “constitutional initiative” is brought about by petition and represents the 

citizens’ effort to amend the Arizona Constitution. 
• Constitutional Referral: 100 series 

- A “constitutional referral” is a proposed constitutional amendment referred to the 
general election ballot by the Arizona Legislature. 

• Statutory Initiative: 200 series 
- A “statutory initiative” is brought about by petition and represents the citizens’ 

effort to amend, add, or strike a statute. 
• Statutory Referral: 300 series 

- A “statutory referral” is a statutory measure referred to the general election ballot 
by the Arizona Legislature. 

• Citizen Referendum: 300 series 
- A “citizen referendum” is brought about by petition and represents the citizens’ 

effort to veto a bill recently passed by the Arizona Legislature or other local 
government body. 

• Local charter amendment, initiative, referendum, bond measure, or budget override: 400 
series 

 
Propositions or questions within a jurisdiction must be numbered consecutively based on the 
order filed with the officer in charge of elections. Individual numbers continue from the last 
number used in the previous election and do not repeat until all 100 numbers in that series have 
been used. A.R.S. § 19-125(B). For non-statewide ballot measures appearing on the ballot in 
multiple counties, unless otherwise agreed upon by the applicable counties, the county with the 
highest population of voters shall assign the number for the ballot measure and, where 
practicable, other counties shall use that same number for the same ballot measure in order to 
minimize voter confusion.  
 
The proposition or question number must be printed in reverse type (white type on black 
background) in at least 12-point font. A.R.S. § 19-125(C). For example, a statutory initiative 
designated as Proposition 205 must be printed on the ballot as follows: 
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PROPOSITION 205 
 

PROPOSICIÓN 205 

 Order of Ballot Measures 

Ballot measures must appear on the ballot in the following order, below any nonpartisan 
candidate races in the nonpartisan section of the ballot:  

• State constitutional amendments; 
• Statewide statutory initiatives; 
• Statewide referenda; 
• County ballot measures, including school district, joint technical education district, and 

community college district ballot measures; 
- The officer in charge of elections may determine the ballot order for county 

initiatives, county referenda, county school district bond measures, county school 
district budget overrides, community college district bond measures, community 
college district budget overrides, special taxing district bond measures, and 
special taxing district budget overrides.  

• City or town ballot measures; and 
- The city or town clerk may determine the ballot order for city charter 

amendments, city or town initiatives, and city or town referenda.  
• Special taxing district ballot measures. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-502(L); A.R.S. § 19-125(B). Ballot measures types that will not be voted on in the 
election should be omitted from the ballot. 

 Printing Initiatives and Referenda on the Ballot 

The officer in charge of elections may use one of the three methods to print initiatives and 
referenda (including legislative referrals) on the official ballot: 

1. Print the full text of the measure on the ballot, followed by the words “yes” and “no” 
or “for _____” and “against ____” for the voter to mark their choice; 

2. Print a standard summary of the measure that contains a statutorily-prescribed 
heading, an official title, a descriptive title, and a summary that describes the 
measure’s effect (see below for specific requirements); or 

3. Print a condensed summary of the measure that contains an alternative heading and a 
summary that describes the measure’s effect, but omits the official title and 
descriptive title (see below for specific requirements). 

i. Standard Summary of the Measure 
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If the officer in charge of elections chooses the standard summary option (printing a statutorily-
prescribed heading, an official title, a descriptive title, and an analysis of the measure’s potential 
effect), the following requirements apply. 
 
Below the proposition number, the officer in charge of elections must print one of the following 
headings, as applicable: 

• Constitutional Initiative: “Proposed Amendment to the Constitution by the Initiative;” 
• Constitutional Referral: “Proposed Amendment to the Constitution by the Legislature;” 
• Statutory Initiative: “Proposed by Initiative Petition;” 
• Statutory Referral: “Referred to the People by the Legislature;” or 
• Citizen Referendum: “Referendum Ordered by Petition of the People.”  

 
An official title must be printed below the prescribed heading. The official title comprises a 
description of the constitutional or statutory provisions being amended, added, or deleted by the 
measure. This information is drawn from the introductory portion of the initiative or referendum 
itself. 
 
A descriptive title must be printed below the official title. The descriptive title constitutes a 
summary of the principal provisions of the measure, not to exceed 50 words. 
 
Finally, an analysis of the potential effect of a “yes” or “no” vote on the measure must be 
printed below the descriptive title. Each analysis must begin with following introductory phrases: 

A “yes” vote shall have the effect of ______________________. 
A “no” vote shall have the effect of _______________________. 
 

The “yes” line must be filled with a “brief phrase” that describes the essential change to existing 
law should an initiative or referral receive a majority of votes cast in the election. The “no” must 
be filled with a “brief phrase” that describes how the status quo will be maintained should the 
measure not receive a majority of votes. For a citizen referendum, a “yes” vote has the effect of 
approving the enactment passed by the Legislature and allowing the bill to go into effect, 
whereas a “no” vote essentially constitutes a citizens’ veto and prevents the bill from going into 
effect. 
 
Below the ballot measure analysis, the officer in charge of elections must print the words “yes” 
and “no” for the voter to mark their selection on the ballot. 
 
For statewide ballot measures, the heading, official title, descriptive title, and “yes/no” analysis 
are drafted by the Secretary of State and approved by the Attorney General before being 
provided to the officer in charge of elections for printing on the ballot. For local ballot measures, 
the local jurisdiction is responsible for drafting the heading, official title, descriptive title, and 
“yes/no” analysis. 
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A.R.S. § 19-125(C)-(D); A.R.S. § 19-141. 

ii. Condensed Summary of the Measure 
 
In lieu of printing the full standard summary of a measure that includes the official title and 
descriptive title, the officer in charge of elections may print an alternative summary on the ballot 
that contains the following information below the proposition number: 

1. One of the following methods of designating the measure in the ballot header: 
• The standard header, as prescribed for the standard summary above: 

- Constitutional Initiative: “Proposed Amendment to the Constitution by the 
Initiative” 

- Constitutional Referral: “Proposed Amendment to the Constitution by the 
Legislature” 

- Statutory Initiative: “Proposed by Initiative Petition” 
- Statutory Referral: “Referred to the People by the Legislature” 
- Citizen Referendum: “Referendum Ordered by Petition of the People”; or 

• The word “Proposition,” “Question,” or “Charter Amendment” (as applicable), 
followed by the phrase “relating to _____” and inserting the subject matter of the 
measure; 

2. One of the following methods of explaining the effect of the measure: 
• An analysis of the potential effect of a “yes” or “no” vote on the measure as 

prescribed for the standard summary above; or 
• The full text of the measure;40 

3. The words “yes” and “no” for the voter to mark their selection on the ballot; and 
4. Instructions that direct the voter to the official title, descriptive title, and full text of the 

measure as printed on the sample ballot and posted in the voting location. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-502(M); A.R.S. § 19-125(E); A.R.S. § 16-502(N); A.R.S. § 19-125(F). 
 
In other words, this alternative summary allows the officer in charge of elections flexibility to 
omit the official title, descriptive title, and full text of the measure from the official ballot due to 
space limitations. 
 
The alternative heading and “yes/no” analysis are drafted by the Secretary of State and approved 
by the Attorney General before being provided to the officer in charge of elections for printing 
on the ballot. A.R.S. § 19-125(D). 

 
40 The full text of the measure need not be printed on the ballot itself, but may be printed on a separate 
insert (a “tablecloth”) that accompanies the sample ballot. The full text must be made available at each 
voting location as well. A.R.S. § 16-502(N); A.R.S. § 19-125(F). 
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 Proofing Ballots 

The officer in charge of elections must proof the official ballot (in all languages and in all 
formats, including ballots displayed and spoken in accessible voting equipment) prior to 
distributing the ballots for voting purposes.  

 Sending Ballot Proofs to Candidates and Political Parties 

At least 45 days before a primary or general election (unless a shorter time is available due to the 
pendency of a lawsuit), the officer in charge of elections should send a proof of the official ballot 
to: 

• Each candidate (or candidate’s agent) who will appear on the ballot; and  
• The county chairperson of each recognized political party that will have at least one 

candidate on the ballot.41  
The officer in charge of elections may send the ballot proof by mail, email, or any other method 
of delivery. The candidate/candidate’s agent and/or county chairperson must inform the officer 
in charge of elections of any errors or omissions in the ballot proof within five calendar days 
after receipt. A.R.S. § 16-461(B). 

 Financial Responsibility for Printing Ballots 

Official ballots used in federal, statewide, legislative, and county elections must be printed at 
county expense. Expenses for ballots used in city, town, or special taxing district elections must 
be borne by the applicable city, town, or special taxing district. A.R.S. § 16-503(B)-(C).  
 
For ballots that contain races from multiple jurisdictions, the officer in charge of elections may 
contract with a city, town, or special taxing district to reimburse the county for the proportional 
amount of printing expenses.  

 Storage and Security of Ballots 

The officer in charge of elections must implement security procedures to ensure that official 
ballots are properly secured prior to distribution to voting locations.  
 
For security reasons, official ballots:  

1. Must be inventoried upon receipt and prior to distribution to voting locations; 
 

41 By statute, the officer in charge of elections must send a proof of the official ballot at least 45 days 
before a primary or general election. A.R.S. § 16-461(A)(2)-(3); A.R.S. § 16-510(A). See also A.R.S. § 
16-503(A) (requiring the officer in charge of elections to make the official ballot available for inspection 
by candidates or the agents ten days before the election); A.R.S. § 16-503(A), (C) (requiring the 
governing body of a city, town, or special taxing district to make the ballot available five days before the 
election). Notwithstanding, officers in charge of elections are encouraged to send proofs at least 60-days 
before a primary or general election to allow sufficient time to make changes to the ballot before the 
UOCAVA mailing deadline. See Chapter 2, Section I(D). 
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2. May be accessed by elections staff only to the extent necessary to perform their 
authorized task; 

3. Must be stored in a locked, secured location that prevents unauthorized access; 
• Access to ballots must be authorized by the officer in charge of elections. Access 

to the ballot storage location (the outer access area, not each individual cage or 
storage unit) must be documented with a written log or with electronic keycard 
access that indicates the date, time, and identity of the person accessing the 
ballots. The electronic log for key card access must be accessible but need not be 
printed out. 

4. Must be witnessed by two or more election staff members (of different political parties if 
possible) when being moved or transferred, which includes an inventory of the ballots 
before and after the move or transfer. 

 
The officer in charge of elections shall also implement reasonable security procedures for 
auditing and accountability of blank ballot stock for use with on-demand printers. 

 Sample Ballots 

The officer in charge of elections must prepare sample ballots for each primary and general 
election. A.R.S. § 16-461(A); A.R.S. § 16-510. A sample ballot provides voters who intend to 
vote in-person on Election Day advanced notice of the candidates and issues that will appear on 
their ballot. 

1. Preparing Sample Ballots 
 
Sample ballots: 

• May be printed on a single page or multiple pages;  
• May not indicate the name or identity of any public official who prepared the sample 

ballot or to whom the sample ballot must be returned; A.R.S. § 16-461(F);42  
• Must be imprinted with the Great Seal of the State of Arizona for elections involving a 

federal, statewide, or legislative candidate or statewide ballot measure; alternatively, the 
seal of the appropriate county, city or town (whichever corresponds to the highest-level 
jurisdiction with a candidate or measure on the ballot) may be imprinted in lieu of the 
state seal; A.R.S. § 16-461(G); and  

• Must include the following warning in a conspicuous location on the ballot: “This is a 
sample ballot and cannot be used as an official ballot under any circumstances.” A.R.S. § 
16-461(D). 

 
Primary election sample ballots are subject to additional requirements, as they must be printed 
with a different color (or contain a distinctive color indicator) that corresponds to the recognized 

 
42 The public official’s name may only appear in the candidate section of the ballot, if applicable. 
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political party appearing on that ballot. A.R.S. § 16-468(2). Sample ballots to be mailed to voters 
who are not registered with a recognized political party: 

• May contain all political party candidates on the same sample ballot; and 
• May be printed in alternative paper formats that do not conform to the same size as an 

official ballot, including a reduced size ballot. A.R.S. § 16-461(B). 
 
For a general election involving a ballot measure, the officer in charge of elections must print the 
official title and descriptive title on the ballot and include the full text of the measure with any 
mailing. The full text of the measure need not be printed on the ballot itself, but may be printed 
on a separate insert (a “tablecloth”) that accompanies the sample ballot. A.R.S. § 16-502(N); 
A.R.S. § 19-125(F). 
 
Ballots should be prepared in sufficient time for proofs to be transmitted to candidates at least 45 
days before the election. For primary elections, the officer in charge of elections must transmit 
the ballot proofs to political parties as well. A.R.S. § 16-461(A). If a county conducts an election 
on behalf of a local jurisdiction, the officer in charge of elections may transmit the ballot proofs 
to the local filing officer, who in turn must forward the proofs to the applicable candidates for 
approval.     

2. Printing and Mailing Official Sample Ballots to Households 
 
At least 11 days before a primary or general election (except for all ballot-by-mail elections), the 
County Board of Supervisors is responsible for printing and mailing a sample ballot to each 
household containing at least one active registered voter who is not on PEVL. A.R.S. § 16-
461(D); A.R.S. § 16-510(C); see also A.R.S. § 16-193(2). The Board of Supervisors may 
delegate this responsibility to the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections.  
 
The sample ballot mailing:  

• Must contain the appropriate sample ballot or ballots that correspond to the political party 
preference of the eligible voters in the household (for primary elections only);  

• Must contain the words “Official Voting Materials” on the outgoing envelope or mailer 
face mailed to voters, A.R.S. § 16-461(G);  

• Must include the list of acceptable forms of identification to vote at a voting location 
pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1); and  

• Must contain the statement (for assigned polling place elections only): “Have you 
moved? You MUST go to the polling place designated for your CURRENT 
RESIDENCE ADDRESS. If you go to the WRONG polling place, your (provisional) 
ballot will NOT COUNT.” 

3. Sample Ballots at Voting Locations 
 
The Board of Supervisors is responsible for printing and distributing at least two official sample 
ballots of each ballot style for use at polling places during the primary and general election. 
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A.R.S. § 16-510(B). The sample ballots must correspond to the appropriate official ballots for 
the polling place and be contained in the precinct supplies for that location. The Board of 
Supervisors may delegate this responsibility to the officer in charge of elections.  
 
Sample ballots need not be provided to vote centers if the vote center is able to print sample 
ballots upon request.  
 
The officer in charge of elections must make the sample ballots available in plain view or post a 
notice at voting locations that sample ballots are available upon request. A.R.S. § 16-461(B). 

4. Financial Responsibility for Preparing and Mailing Sample Ballots 
 
The Board of Supervisors shall seek reimbursement from the Secretary of State for each sample 
ballot mailed to a county household. A.R.S. § 16-510(C). See Chapter 12, Section IV(C). 

 LANGUAGE MINORITY VOTING MATERIALS 

After the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Shelby County v. Holder, 570 U.S. 529 (2013), the 
State of Arizona is no longer a covered jurisdiction required to provide all voting materials in 
Spanish under the federal Voting Rights Act, Sections 4(b), 4(f)(3), and 4(f)(4). Nonetheless, 
counties and other political subdivisions are strongly encouraged to continue to provide voting 
materials in Spanish, as well as other languages previously required in the county.   
 
The following counties are currently independently covered under Section 203 of the Voting 
Rights Act and therefore have an obligation to print (in the case of written languages) and/or 
provide (in the case of oral languages) voting materials in additional languages for the following 
language minority groups: 

• Apache County: Navajo 
• Coconino County: Navajo 
• Gila County: Apache 
• Graham County: Apache 
• Maricopa County: Spanish 
• Navajo County: Navajo 
• Pima County: Spanish 
• Pinal County: Apache 
• Santa Cruz County: Spanish 
• Yuma County: Spanish 

 
Voting Rights Act Amendments of 2006, Determinations Under Section 203, 81 FR 87532-01 
(Dec. 5, 2016), available at https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2016-12-05/pdf/2016-28969.pdf. 
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A covered jurisdiction must determine which language, forms of languages, or dialects will be 
effective in meeting the requirements of the Voting Rights Act. 28 C.F.R. § 55.11. 
 
The following sections describe the minority language requirements in greater detail. 

 Voting Materials Required To Be in Minority Language(s) 

If a covered jurisdiction is required to provide language assistance, all materials distributed to (or 
provided for the benefit of) voters must be printed in the required language(s), 28 C.F.R. § 
55.19(a), including:  

• Registration and voting notices; 
• Forms; 
• Instructions; 
• In-person assistance; 
• Ballots (including accessible ballots and the accompanying audio translation); and 
• Any other materials or information relating to the electoral process. 28 C.F.R. § 55.15. 

 
A covered jurisdiction may attempt to use cost effective methods of compliance if they are 
equivalent in their effectiveness to more costly methods. 28 C.F.R. § 55.16. This may include 
implementing a system that provides translated voting materials to fewer than all registered 
voters, as long as the system is designed and implemented in a way that ensures language 
minority group members who need translated materials and assistance can receive them. 28 
C.F.R. § 55.17. 
 
Where the language of the applicable minority group is oral or unwritten, the covered 
jurisdiction is only required to provide oral instructions, assistance, or other information relating 
to registration and voting in the covered language. 52 U.S.C. § 10503(c). 

 Types of Elections Requiring Minority Language Voting Materials 

A covered jurisdiction must provide voting materials in the required language(s) for all elections 
within the covered jurisdiction, including the elections of each municipality, school district, or 
special taxing district within the covered jurisdiction. 28 C.F.R. § 55.10(a)-(b); 28 C.F.R. § 55.9. 
 
For offices that cross county lines, language minority voting material requirements are to be 
applied on a county-by-county basis. Accordingly, if an individual county is not a covered 
jurisdiction, that county does not need to provide bilingual voting materials. 28 C.F.R. § 
55.10(c). 

 PREPARATION OF SIGNATURE ROSTERS AND E-POLLBOOKS 

Prior to a statewide primary or general election, the County Recorder must prepare paper 
signature rosters and precinct registers or e-pollbook data and distribute the rosters/data to the 
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officer in charge of elections for use at each voting location on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-
168(A)-(B); A.R.S. § 16-169(A); A.R.S. § 16-583(A). A signature roster or e-pollbook serves as 
the official list of eligible voters (other than secured voters) for a particular voting location or 
election.43 

If a County Recorder uses paper signature rosters, the rosters must be bound with a suitable 
cover and bear the title “signature roster _____ precinct, ____ county, Arizona” (if used in 
assigned polling place-assigned). The cover must contain the following affidavit for the inspector 
to sign:  

“I, _____, inspector of the board of election of _______ precinct, ________ 
county, Arizona hereby certify that the foregoing (excepting signatures in red) are 
true and correct signatures of all electors who voted in precinct on _____. 

(date) 

(inspector)” 

A.R.S. § 16-169(B). An e-pollbook must be accompanied by an affidavit (equivalent to 
that specified for paper rosters) to be signed by the inspector on Election Day. A.R.S. § 
16-169(C). 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must have a back-up solution, such 
as a printed roster or other contingency plan, in case the e-pollbooks do not properly function on 
Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-571(C). The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections 
must also implement cybersecurity protocols to ensure the integrity of e-pollbook data when e-
pollbooks are electronically connected to county systems. See Chapter 4, Section III(B).  
 
A County Recorder should ensure the signature roster or e-pollbook contains the most up-to-date 
information prior to printing or distribution. In particular, a County Recorder should check the 
DHS SAVE database to confirm eligibility for any registrant who submitted an Alien 
Registration Number, Naturalization Certificate Number, or Citizenship Certificate Number as 
proof of citizenship. See Chapter 1, Section II(A)(6). If time permits, the County Recorder 
should be prepared to print a supplement to the signature roster or conduct a last-minute upload 
to the e-pollbooks. In cases where the roster or e-pollbook cannot be timely updated, the County 
Recorder may issue a Recorder’s Certificate to any affected registrants. See Chapter 1, Section 
II. 
 
A signature roster or e-pollbook must contain the following information: 

1. Name; 
2. Residence address; 

 
43 For purposes of this Section, an e-pollbook includes a system whereby electronic tablets or computers 
are uploaded with voter registration data or are connected to a live voter registration database via a secure 
virtual private network (VPN) connection. 
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3. Registration date and status (active/inactive); and 
4. Party preference or registered party. 
5. Roster number, numbered consecutively; 
6. Mailing address (if different than residence address); 
7. Signature block (an early ballot affidavit may serve as the signature block when 

conducting on-site early voting or a ballot-by-mail election);  
8. “Federal-only” voter designation (if applicable); 
9. Indicator if voter requested, received, or returned an early ballot, as applicable; 

 
A signature roster or e-pollbook must also contain the following information, if practicable:44 

1. Birth year; 
2. Ballot type/style, including political party ballot selected in a partisan primary; 
3. Voter ID number; 
4. Barcode (paper signature rosters only); 
5. A standardized oath that poll workers obtained valid proof of identity from every voter, 

or if identification was not presented, the provisional ballot envelope was marked 
appropriately. 

 
A signature roster or e-pollbook may not contain secured registrants’ information. If a county 
uses a tablet or computer terminal that has live access to the voter registration database via a 
secure virtual private network (VPN) connection, the system must be capable of shielding 
secured registrants’ information from public view (or providing view access only to the secured 
registrant). See Chapter 4, Section III. 
 
For paper rosters, additional pages for inactive voters and voters who voted a provisional ballot 
must be included in any signature roster (either attached to the back of the roster, in a separate 
roster, or identified within the roster). If inactive voters are comingled with active voters on the 
signature roster, the inactive voters must be clearly identified and the officer in charge of 
elections must have the ability to identify and/or extract the inactive voter information after the 
election to update the voter registration record. For provisional ballot voters, the roster must be 
numbered consecutively starting with “V-1,” “V-2,” etc. A.R.S. § 16-584(E). E-pollbooks must 
also contain inactive voters and have a means of indicating which voters voted a provisional 
ballot.  

 
44 Additional data, such as full dates of birth, may be transmitted to e-pollbook vendors to facilitate e-
pollbook functionality provided the following requirements are met: (i) only data required for e-pollbook 
functionality shall be transmitted to e-pollbook vendors; (ii) the data shall be transmitted using secure 
methods, such as encryption or secure website or SFTP; (iii) the County Recorder or officer in charge of 
elections shall exercise best efforts to protect the confidentiality of registrant data transferred to vendors, 
including requiring the vendor to agree to reasonable confidentiality terms; and (iv) the vendor shall 
securely dispose of the transmitted data after it is no longer needed for the election at issue. 
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 PREPARATION OF VOTING SUPPLIES 

 Materials to Be Distributed to Voting Locations 

The following items should be included among supplies distributed to voting locations, as 
applicable: 

1. Election board worker supplies: 
• Board workers’ checklists; 
• Signature rosters, poll lists, and precinct registers (if paper signature rosters are 

utilized); 
• Challenge lists or forms; 
• Sample ballots (for assigned polling place elections), see Chapter 8, Section V(F); 
• Relevant election laws and training guides; 
• Provisional ballot envelopes or affidavits (see Section VIII(B) below); 
• Provisional ballot roster;  
• Ballot box keys; and 
• Demonstration ballots (ballots that contain marking instructions) 

2. Signs: 
• Arrows; 
• “Vote Here” signs; 
• “Instructions to Voters” notice, see Chapter 9, Section I(A); 
• “Right to Vote a Provisional Ballot” notice, see Chapter 9, Section I(A); 
• “Handicap Parking” signs (if no permanent signs are available); 
• “Curbside Voting Available” signs (as needed); and 
• Write-in candidate notice, see Chapter 9, Section I(A); 

3. Supply Bag: 
• Voting equipment manuals (if applicable); 
• Pens and/or pencils;  
• A method for measuring the 75-foot limit; 
• Masking tape; and 
• “I Voted” stickers (if available); 

4. Official returns envelope; 
• Upon completion of the election, the official returns envelope must contain any 

spoiled ballots, a copy of the signature roster (paper jurisdictions only), and the 
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challenge list/forms (if applicable). The envelope must be sealed with a pressure-
sensitive label, and the inspector and judges are required to sign across the seal and 
onto the envelope. A.R.S. § 16-615. If the voting location has a tabulation machine, 
the official returns envelope should also contain a copy of the results tape from the 
tabulation machine, printed immediately after the close of the polls.  

5. Unofficial returns envelope (if necessary);  
• By statute, upon completion of the election, the unofficial returns envelope must 

contain completed payroll vouchers and any other items directed by the officer in 
charge of elections. The unofficial returns must be made available for inspection for 
six months after the election. A.R.S. § 16-616; A.R.S. § 16-551(D). However, the use 
of e-pollbooks or other technology may render an unofficial returns envelope 
unnecessary if the technology electronically captures all the required information. 

6. Payroll supplies: 
• Payroll voucher  

7. Miscellaneous supplies: 
• ADA temporary equipment, including ramps, door props, door handles, etc. (as 

needed); 
• Magnifying sheets that may be used to magnify the text on a ballot; 
• Precinct map (assigned polling place elections only); 

- In assigned polling place elections, a poll worker may use the map to assist the 
voter in locating the correct polling place, but may also use an e-pollbook to 
identify the correct precinct or provide contact information (phone number or 
website) for the voter to contact the elections department or County Recorder’s 
office. Alternatively, the poll worker may offer the option to vote a provisional 
ballot using the accessible voting equipment if the equipment is capable of 
displaying all ballot styles. 

• U.S. flag & stand; 
• Badges / name tags; 
• Secrecy sleeves that may be used to protect the secrecy of the voter’s choices when 

carrying the ballot in the voting location; 
• Ballot boxes with seals; 
• Voting equipment, including e-pollbooks with seals, accessible voting equipment 

with seals, and tabulation equipment with seals (if applicable); and 
• Voting booths, including voting booths that are accessible for voters with a disability; 

8. Ballots of each required ballot style or blank ballot stock.  
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 Provisional Ballot Envelope and Affidavit 

A voted provisional ballot must be placed and sealed in a provisional ballot envelope. A 
provisional ballot envelope must have affixed to it an affidavit for the voter to complete and 
provide the following information: 

1. First and last name; 
2. Current residence address; 
3. Current mailing address; 
4. Former name, if any; 
5. Former residence address, if any; 
6. Date of birth; 
7. Telephone number; 
8. AZDL/ID# or SSN4; 
9. Date (if necessary); and 
10. A signature attesting to the following statement: 

“I swear or affirm under penalty of perjury that the above information is correct, that I 
have resided in the precinct and/or district at least 29 days before the election, that I 
am eligible to vote in this election and that I have not previously voted in this 
election. 
I know that my provisional ballot will only be counted if I have voted in the correct 
precinct, which is based on where I currently live. I understand that voting in the 
wrong precinct or county means that my ballot will not be counted.” 

 
Counties may exhaust existing provisional ballot envelopes or affidavits before printing 
envelopes or affidavits with the updated language. Elections conducted through vote centers are 
exempt from utilizing the statement applicable to out-of-precinct voting. Counties may also 
capture this information and statements electronically, but the voter must sign the affidavit 
envelope. 
 
The provisional ballot envelope or affidavit also must contain the following information for the 
poll worker to complete: 

1. The reason why the voter was issued a provisional ballot;  
2. An indication of whether the voter presented proper or insufficient identification; 
3. Provisional ballot affidavit number; 

• The provisional ballot envelope should contain a tear-off stub for the voter to 
retain or the voter should be provided a provisional ballot receipt. Both the 
envelope affidavit and the receipt or tear-off stub should have matching 
provisional ballot affidavit numbers. 
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4. Precinct number or voting location; 
5. Type of party ballot issued, if applicable;  
6. An indication of whether the ballot is a “federal-only” ballot; and 
7. The poll worker’s signature. 

 
The provisional ballot envelope may contain an “Official Use Only” section for County Recorder 
use, which may include (but is not limited to) the following information: 

1. Voter ID number; 
2. Type of ID provided; 
3. Recorder staff member who processed provisional ballot; 
4. Whether ballot was counted or not counted; and 
5. Reason for rejection, if applicable.  

 IMPLEMENTING A WAIT TIME REDUCTION PLAN 

“Wait time” is defined as the duration of time from when the voter arrives in line to the time the 
voter is provided a ballot or access to an accessible voting equipment to vote a regular ballot.   
 
The officer in charge of elections must establish and approve a specific wait time reduction plan 
for each election to ensure that voters do not have to wait in lines at the voting location for more 
than 30 minutes. The factors outlined in the following sections are not exclusive. See A.R.S. § 
16-411(J).  

 Projecting Voter Turnout 

The officer in charge of elections must project voter turnout at each voting location prior to the 
election to assure the location is adequately staffed and equipped to meet voter demand. 
 
The officer in charge of elections should take into account the following information to project 
voter turnout: 

1. The percentage of voter turnout from the prior two elections of a similar type;  
2. The number of ballots (including regular, early, and provisional) cast in the prior two 

elections of a similar type, A.R.S. § 16-411(J)(1);  
3. The number of registered voters, both active and inactive, A.R.S. § 16-411(J)(3);  
4. The number of registered voters who requested an early ballot or are on the permanent 

early voting list, A.R.S. § 16-411(J)(2); and  
5. The potential number of ineligible voters that could attempt to vote, especially during a 

PPE. 
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 Re-Precincting 

If excessive wait times are likely to occur at a particular polling place, whether based on 
population growth or any other reason, the officer in charge of elections must consider redrawing 
precinct boundaries to reduce the likelihood of this possibility. A.R.S. § 16-411(J). This decision 
should be made well in advance of the election. 
 
To determine whether recent or projected population growth warrants re-precincting, the officer 
in charge of elections should consider: 

• The year-over-year growth in registered voters in the precinct; and/or 
• The potential for future construction or land development in the precinct (based on 

information obtained from the county assessor, city clerk, or town clerk). 
 
If the officer in charge of election concludes that precinct size would have an adverse impact on 
Election Day wait times, the officer should recommend redrawing the precinct in order to better 
allocate voters. In that case, the County Recorder must also transfer the affected voters into their 
newly-designated precinct.  
 
The County Recorder must mail a new voter registration card to each affected voter, which 
satisfies the requirement to mail a notice of the precinct change. A.R.S. § 16-412.45  
 
The Board of Supervisors must approve all precinct lines by October 1 of an odd-numbered year. 
A.R.S. § 16-411(A). The new precinct boundaries become effective on January 2 of the year of 
the general election. A.R.S. § 16-412. By January 2 of the following year, the officer in charge of 
elections must ensure all relevant maps and legal descriptions have been updated with the new 
precinct lines, voter registration records are updated, and new voter registration cards (with 
updated precincts) are issued to all affected voters. A.R.S. § 16-412. 

 Staffing and Supplying Voting Locations 

The officer in charge of elections should deploy additional resources at voting locations where 
projected turnout (including both eligible and ineligible voters) is expected to exceed normal 
levels.  
 
The officer in charge of elections should: 

1. Determine the optimal number of poll workers, based on: 
• The projected time to check-in a voter and seek proof of identity; 
• The projected time involved in use of accessible voting devices;  
• The number of voters likely to cast provisional ballots;  

 
45 The statute provides an exception if a sample ballot containing voters’ newly-designated precinct name 
or number is mailed prior to the next primary election. See A.R.S. § 16-412. 
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• The number of independent voters who may seek to vote (if conducting a PPE); 
and 

• Any increased or unusual level of interest in the election. 
2. Determine the proper number of signature rosters/e-pollbooks and voting equipment in 

order to keep up with demand; 
3. Recruit additional poll workers who will be assigned or remain in reserve on Election 

Day, including recruitment of students and other county workers;  
4. Conduct additional training for poll workers (including premium poll workers) assigned 

to high volume precincts; 
5. Ensure proper signage at all polling locations, including signs that will educate voters in 

line about how to proceed through the voting process efficiently;   
6. Determine the number of bilingual poll workers needed for each voting location; 
7. Empower the inspector to request additional poll workers and, in exceptional cases, 

recruit poll workers from the line with permission of the officer in charge of elections; 
8. Ensure the inspector is prepared to shift personnel, redistribute responsibilities, 

reorganize the voting location, or make any other changes that will facilitate efficiency 
and reduce wait times; 

9. Assign troubleshooters or equivalent staff who are capable of reaching any voting 
location within 30 minutes of being dispatched (if geographically feasible); and  

10. Ensure troubleshooters or equivalent staff have made prior contact with each inspector 
they oversee on Election Day, including a discussion about voting location layout and 
contingency plans.  

 Conducting Voter Education 

The officer in charge of elections must educate voters by disseminating information that may 
help reduce wait times on Election Day, including, but not limited to, information on the 
following topics:  

1. Voters must present a valid identification; 
2. Voters’ registration must be up-to-date; 
3. Voters may only vote at their designated polling place based on their current address 

(assigned polling place elections only); 
4. Peak voting times compared to times when wait times are likely shorter; 
5. Information about any websites, phone apps, or other technology that facilitate the voting 

process or provide voter education; 
6. Encourage voters to bring their sample ballots to the polls with selections already marked 

to help accelerate their voting process; and 
7. Early voting and permanent early voting options.  
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Much of this information must be reported in the county’s voter education report. See Chapter 
13, Section II.  
 

 Developing Contingency Plans 

The officer in charge of elections must have a contingency plan ready to implement if wait times 
consistently or significantly exceed 30 minutes. The contingency plan must include, but need not 
be limited to, the following:  

1. A transfer plan for poll workers to move from a less busy location or from a reserve 
staging area; 

2. A plan to open alternate voting locations (including a plan to educate voters about the 
new location); 

3. A plan to add additional e-pollbooks (if used in the county); 
4. A plan to add voting/secrecy booths; and 
5. A plan to add accessible voting equipment.  

 
To the extent practicable, a plan for implementing back-up paper systems should be available in 
case of electronic equipment failure or loss of power.  
 
The marshal will monitor the voter wait time at a polling place, and must inform the inspector 
(who must, in turn, contact the officer in charge of elections) when the wait time reaches 20 
minutes or more. 
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 Emergency Procedures 

The ballot box shall not be removed from the polling place or presence of bystanders until all 
ballots are counted, nor opened until after the polls are finally closed unless an emergency 
renders the polling place unusable to the point where it can no longer function as a polling place 
because law enforcement or other emergency personnel have ordered the polling place to be 
evacuated or as determined by the officer in charge of elections to allow voting to continue while 
awaiting an evacuation order. The following procedures shall be followed in the event of an 
emergency: 
 

• If the locked ballot box must be removed from the polling place due to an emergency, at 
least two members of the election board, not members of the same political party, shall 
accompany the box to a new polling place designated by the officer in charge of 
elections. 

• If practical and available, a law enforcement officer shall aid in the transfer of the ballot 
box. 

• If two members of the election board are not available to transfer the ballot box, one 
member of the election board and one law enforcement officer may accompany the box 
to the new polling place. 

• Two additional board members shall verify whether the ballot box arrived at the new 
polling place and that it was not opened or damaged. 

• All election board members who accompanied the locked ballot box to the new location 
and the one or two board members who verified the box’s arrival shall file a report with 
the officer in charge of elections that describes the actions taken by the board members. 
This report shall be filed on the day of the emergency. 

• On the day of the emergency in which the ballot box was moved, all election board 
members who aided in the transfer and verification of the locked ballot box shall indicate 
on official documents containing their oath whether they witnessed the transfer of the box 
and whether the box remained locked. 
 

A.R.S. § 16-564(A)-(E), (G). 

 Ballot Box Overflow Procedures  

If during the course of an election the ballot box can no longer accommodate additional ballots, 
the officer in charge of elections shall dispatch an additional ballot box to the appropriate voting 
location. The full ballot box shall remain locked until closing of the polls. If a tabulation unit is 
used, it shall be removed and placed on the additional ballot box or another tabulation unit and 
ballot box should be dispatched so voting may continue. If another unit is deployed, poll workers 
must first run zero tapes and confirm transfer, including checking security seals. 
 
In the event there is no spare ballot box available, the board workers shall remove a sufficient 
number of ballots from the ballot box and shall place the removed ballots into the case that will 
be used for the transfer of the ballots to the officer in charge of elections. The inspector and both 
judges shall oversee the transfer and the following shall apply: 
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1. The number of removed ballots shall be hand counted immediately by the election board. 
2. A written document shall be produced and signed by the board members supervising the 

count. The written document shall indicate the count and the reason for the removal of 
ballots. 

3. The removed ballots and corresponding documentation shall be placed in the transfer 
case and shall be kept sealed until the polls are closed. 

4. Once the removed ballots are sealed in the transfer case, the original ballot box shall be 
relocked or sealed and voting may continue. 

5. At the close of the polls, the ballots in the locked or sealed ballot box shall be: (i) 
removed from the ballot box and immediately tabulated; or (ii) maintained in the locked 
and sealed box and securely transferred to the officer in charge of elections for 
tabulation.  If tabulation occurs after of closing of the polls, the count shall be 
documented. 

6. Ballots should be sealed in ballot boxes or transfer cases with any corresponding 
documentation while ensuring tabulated ballots are kept separate from un-tabulated 
ballots. 

7. The sealed ballot boxes and/or transfer cases will be transported to the central counting 
place designated by the officer in charge of elections. 
 

At the close of an election, if the ballot box has been opened, a report detailing those events and 
other pertinent information shall be made by the officer in charge of elections to the chairpersons 
of all recognized political parties in that county at their request.  A.R.S. § 16-564(F), (G) 

 Complete Power or Unit Failure/Ballot Emergency Bin 

In counties that use polling place tabulation units, any ballots that have been deposited in the 
emergency bin during a complete power failure or unit failure must be fed through the tabulation 
unit when polls close and prior to generating the results tape at the end of the day.46 In addition, 
the following steps must be completed: 

• Using the key provided, at least two board workers not from the same political party shall 
open the ballot box emergency bin and remove the unprocessed ballots, if any, that were 
placed in the emergency bin due to a complete power failure or tabulation unit failure.  

• The board workers shall feed the unprocessed ballots, one by one, into the tabulation 
unit, making sure that the digital readout increases by one each time. 

• If any ballot that is over-voted or blank is returned, the inspector will use the override 
procedure to allow the ballot to be scanned. 

• After all of the unprocessed ballots have been fed into the tabulation unit, the board 
workers may proceed with the regular procedures for closing the polls. 

 
46 There is no “complete power failure” or “unit failure” if the battery backup remained operative. 
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• After the polls have closed, any ballot the machine is unable to process or that has been 
marked but is returned as “unreadable” shall be set aside and sent to the central counting 
place for duplication. 

 

 Determining Optimal Layout 

The officer in charge of elections must determine the optimal layout for each voting location 
based on voter turnout projections. High volume voting locations should process provisional 
voters separately from other voters to maintain a continuous flow of voters. 

 Wait-Time Reduction Survey 

In order to test the efficacy of wait time reduction efforts over time, the officer in charge of 
elections should participate in occasional wait time reduction surveys at the request of (and in 
collaboration with) the Secretary of State. 

 Public Input 

The officer in charge of elections is encouraged to solicit public feedback on the wait time 
reduction plan, for example, by posting the proposed plan on the officer’s website and soliciting 
feedback. 

 CANCELING AN ELECTION 

Certain candidate elections may be canceled if there are equal to or fewer candidates seeking 
office, including write-in candidates, than the number to elect for a given race.  
 
The following races are eligible for cancellation: 

1. Precinct committeeman, A.R.S. § 16-410(A); A.R.S. § 16-822(B); 
2. School district governing board member, A.R.S. § 16-410(A); A.R.S. § 15-424(D); 
3. Community college district governing board member, A.R.S. § 16-410(A); and 
4. Any special taxing district board member, A.R.S. § 16-410(A); A.R.S. § 48-5503(C).  

 
If a candidate race qualifies for cancellation, the applicable Board of Supervisors may cancel the 
election no earlier than 75 days before Election Day, appoint to the office those candidates who 
had timely filed a nomination paper for the office, and issue a certificate of election to the 
candidate. A.R.S. § 16-410(A)-(B). 
After approval of the Board of Supervisors to cancel the election, the officer in charge of 
elections must omit the race in question from the ballot. If the cancellation occurs after the 
ballots have been printed, the canceled race must not be canvassed. A.R.S. § 16-410(D). 
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If no candidates filed nomination papers for the office in question, the Board of Supervisors may 
cancel the election no earlier than 75 days before Election Day, declare the office vacant, and 
initiate procedures to fill the vacancy. A.R.S. § 16-410(C). 
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CHAPTER 9: 
CONDUCT OF ELECTIONS/ELECTION DAY 

OPERATIONS 
 

 SETTING UP THE VOTING LOCATION 

Upon arriving at the voting location (either on Election Day or the day prior to the election), the 
election board (at the direction of the officer in charge of the election) must:  

1. Ensure that any accessible voting device is set up, including any key pad and headset; 
2. Post the following documents or notices (1) in plain view in the room where ballots will 

be cast and (2) in at least one other conspicuous place in and around the polling place: 
• Sample ballots that correspond to the candidates/measures that will appear on the 

ballot (for precinct-assigned polling places), A.R.S. § 16-510(B); A.R.S. § 16-563(1); 
• “Instructions to Voters and Election Officers” (see Chapter 9, Section I(A)(1) below); 
• A notice of voters’ “Right to Vote a Provisional Ballot” (see Chapter 9, Section 

I(A)(2) below); 
3. Unless the same information is printed on the sample ballot, place a card or poster in each 

voting booth that contains a “Notice to Voters” in large plain type (see Chapter 9, Section 
I(A)(3) below); 

4. Post a list of official write-in candidates in a conspicuous location within the voting 
location, if applicable, A.R.S. § 16-312(E); 

5. Post a list of candidate withdrawals or vacancies in a conspicuous location within the 
voting location (if applicable), including a notice stating that any votes cast for the 
candidate will not be tabulated unless the withdrawal or vacancy was due to death or 
incapacity, A.R.S. § 16-343(F)-(G);47 

6. Display the United States flag, A.R.S. § 16-512;  
7. Arrange voting booths in view of the election board, A.R.S. § 16-562(A); 
8. Arrange the signature roster, e-pollbook(s), or other check-in devices for convenient 

access; 
9. Prepare ballot boxes: 

• Open and examine the ballot boxes to ensure the boxes are empty prior to voting, 
secure the ballot boxes; and arrange the ballot boxes in view of the election board. 
A.R.S. § 16-564(A). 

 
47 The notice must also be posted at all on-site early voting locations. See Chapter 2, Section II(A).  
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• Confirm placement of the early ballot drop-off container (if separate boxes/containers 
are used);  

10. Inventory the ballots received from the elections department, including ballot stock; 
• If the officer in charge of elections determines it is not feasible to inventory ballot 

stock at the voting location, the officer in charge of elections must implement a 
reasonable alternative method to ensure accountability of ballot stock.  

11. Set up tabulation equipment (if applicable) and accessible voting equipment near an 
electrical outlet in plain view of the election board and the voters. 
• Ensure that electrical cords do not present a hazard to the board workers or voters; 
• For the tabulation equipment, plug in the voting equipment and obtain a zero count 

following procedures in Chapter 4, Section II(D)(4); and 
• Ensure that all tamper resistant or tamper evident seals are intact, contain the correct 

assigned number, and have not been tampered with. 
12. Establish the 75-foot limit by posting at least three “75-foot limit” signs: 

• The signs must have the heading “75-foot limit” printed in letters at least 2 inches 
high; and 

• Have the following statement printed below the heading: 
“No person shall be allowed to remain inside these limits while the 
polls are open, except for the purpose of voting, and except the 
election officials, one representative at any one time of each political 
party represented on the ballot who has been appointed by the county 
chairperson of such political party, and the challengers allowed by law. 
Voters having cast their ballots shall at once retire without the seventy-
five foot limit. A person violating any provision of this notice is guilty 
of a class 2 misdemeanor.” 

A.R.S. § 16-515(B).  
All signs and notices required under this Section must be printed in English and any other 
language required in the county under the Voting Rights Act. 

 Notices to Be Posted at the Voting Location 

1. Instructions to Voters and Election Officers 
 
The “Instructions to Voters and Election Officers” notice must be displayed at the voting 
location, containing substantially the following information: 
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A.R.S. § 16-513; A.R.S. § 16-563(1). 
 

Instructions to Voters and Election Officers 
1. The polls are open from 6:00 a.m. until 7:00 p.m. 
2. Please give your full name, place of residence, and identification documents 

to the election officer. The election officer will determine which type of ballot 
you will use to cast your vote. 

3. Once you have received your ballot, go to the next available voting booth to 
cast your vote. Mark your ballot in the appropriate place next to the name of 
each candidate for whom you want to vote. 

4. If you want to vote for a person who is an official write-in candidate, write 
that person’s name on the lines provided and mark the ballot in the 
appropriate place next to the name you have written. 

5. Ask for assistance if you need assistance marking your ballot or wish to 
utilize the accessible voting equipment. If you request assistance marking 
your paper ballot, two election officers from opposing political parties will 
accompany you to the voting booth. They will:  

• Read you the names of all candidates for each office on the ballot; 
• Read you the political parties by which the candidates were 

nominated for each office; 
• Ask the name of the candidates for whom you want to cast your 

vote; and  
• Mark your ballot correctly. 

Neither of the election officers who assist you with your vote is allowed to 
influence your vote by recommending, explaining, or suggesting any 
candidate or political party for any office or issue. 

6. If you accidentally spoil your ballot, present it to the election judge. Make 
sure to conceal any votes you have made on the ballot. Either you or the judge 
will need to mark the ballot as spoiled, and the judge will give you another 
ballot on which to cast your vote. You are allowed to use no more than three 
ballots. 

If you believe that a violation of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 has 
occurred, you may contact: 

Secretary of State’s Division of Election Services 
1700 West Washington Street 7th Floor 

Phoenix, AZ 85007 
1-877-THE VOTE 
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2. Right to Vote a Provisional Ballot 
 
The “Right to Vote a Provisional Ballot” notice must be displayed at the voting location, 
containing substantially the following information: 

Right to Vote a Provisional Ballot 
1. If you did not receive a regular ballot, you have a right to vote a provisional 

ballot if one of the following situations applies to you: 
• Your name does not appear on the signature roster or e-pollbook, and 

you are in the correct polling place based on your current residence; 
• You have moved to a new address within the county and have not 

updated your voter registration (if applicable); 
• You have legally changed your name and have not updated your voter 

registration (if applicable); 
• You requested an early ballot but did not vote an early ballot (if 

applicable);  
• You have not produced sufficient identification; or 
•  You were challenged as a qualified voter. 

2. To vote using a provisional ballot: 
• Present identification to the poll worker and state your first and last 

name; 
• Provide your complete residence address to the poll worker;  
• Provide your signature next to your name after the election official 

enters your name on the signature roster; and 
• Sign an affirmation on the provisional ballot envelope stating that the 

information filled out on the provisional ballot envelope is correct, that 
you have resided in the precinct at least 29 days before the election, that 
you are eligible to vote in this election, that you have not previously 
voted in this election, that your provisional ballot will only be counted if 
you voted in the correct precinct (which is based on where you currently 
live), and that you understand that voting in the wrong precinct means 
that your ballot will not be counted. 

Once you have voted using a provisional ballot, your ballot will be placed in a 
provisional ballot envelope, which you can seal. The poll worker will ensure that 
the envelope is sealed. You will then be given a provisional ballot receipt with 
information on how to present sufficient identification to the County Recorder (if 
necessary) and how to verify the status of your provisional ballot. Your vote will 
be counted upon verification of your eligibility to vote in the election. 
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A.R.S. § 16-513.01; A.R.S. § 16-563(1). 

3. Notice to Voters 
 
Unless the same information is printed on the sample ballot, a “Notice to Voters” card or poster 
must be placed in each voting booth (in large, plain type), containing substantially the following 
information: 

A.R.S. § 16-514. Minor alterations have been made to the statutory language to account for 
modern ballot design. 

 OPENING THE VOTING LOCATION 

The election board should arrive at the voting location no later than 5:30 a.m. on Election Day to 
promptly open the polls at 6:00 a.m. 
 
Upon arrival at the polling place, members of the election board must take their oath of office, to 
be administered by a board member or another qualified elector of the precinct. A.R.S. § 16-
534(C); A.R.S. § 38-231(E). If the county utilizes vote centers, the individual administering the 
oath need only be a qualified elector in the county.  
 
If the voting location contains precinct voting equipment or accessible voting equipment that 
independently tabulates votes, the election board must generate a “zero report” from the voting 

Notice to Voters 
Section one of this ballot is comprised of partisan candidates. To vote for the 
candidates for the partisan offices, mark the ballot next to the name of the candidate 
for each partisan office for whom you wish to vote. If you wish to vote for a person 
whose name is not printed on the ballot, write such name in the blank space provided 
AND put a mark next to the name according to the instructions. 
Section two of this ballot is comprised of nonpartisan candidates, potentially 
including judicial candidates, school district candidates, and initiative or referendum 
propositions. To vote for the candidates for the nonpartisan offices, mark the ballot 
opposite the name of the candidate for each nonpartisan office for which you wish to 
vote. If you wish to vote for a person whose name is not printed on the ballot, write 
such name in the blank space provided AND put a mark next to the name according 
to the instructions. Mark the ballot by the word ‘yes’ (or for) for each proposition or 
question which you wish to be adopted. Mark the ballot by the word ‘no’ (or against) 
for each proposition or question which you wish not to be adopted. 
When marking a paper ballot the voter shall do so by placing a mark next to the 
printed name in the designated location or in the square following the name written 
in. 
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equipment prior to opening the polls. The zero report is intended to confirm that the equipment 
contains no votes prior to commencement of voting. 
 
To verify a zero report, the election board must: 

• Print a zero report from the equipment (the report must remain attached to the voting 
equipment and not removed until final results have been printed at the close of the polls); 

• Verify the correct precinct number on the report (only in counties that conduct assigned 
polling place elections); 

• Compare the zero report to the ballot and sample ballot to ensure the same names appear 
(only in counties that conduct assigned polling place elections);  

• Confirm that no votes have been cast for any candidates or ballot measures;  
• Have at least two board members of different political parties sign the zero report prior to 

opening the polls; and 
• Make sure the digital readout on the front of the unit registers zero after the zero report is 

complete. 
 
The election board may be required to perform other necessary tasks prior to opening the voting 
location. 
 
At 6:00 a.m., the marshal must announce that the polls are open, and voters will be allowed to 
enter the voting location. A.R.S. § 16-565. 

 PRESERVING ORDER AND SECURITY AT THE VOTING 
LOCATION 

 Enforcing Electioneering Ban 

No electioneering may take place within the 75-foot limit of a voting location. A.R.S. § 16-
515(A). Additionally, no electioneering may take place outside the 75-foot limit if it is audible 
from a location inside the door to the voting location. The 75-foot limit is measured from the 
main outside entrance of the voting location. 
 
“Electioneering” occurs when a person knowingly, intentionally, and verbally expresses support 
for, or opposition to, a candidate or ballot measure on the ballot in that election, or a political 
party with one or more candidates who appear on the ballot in that election, in order to induce or 
compel another person to vote in a particular manner or to refrain from voting. A.R.S. § 16-
515(I). 
 
The electioneering ban applies to the election board, other election officials, political party 
observers, and any voter within the 75-foot limit. 
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Though voters or voters’ assistants are permitted to wear clothing with political messages, 
election board members, other election officials, or political party observers may not wear, carry, 
or display any materials that identify or express support or opposition for a political party, 
political organization, or a candidate or ballot measure appearing on the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-
515(F).  
 
The marshal, under the direction of the officer in charge of elections, enforces the electioneering 
ban on Election Day, while the County Recorder enforces the ban during in-person early voting 
and at ballot replacement sites. Law enforcement officials may be contacted to help enforce the 
ban in exceptional circumstances. 
 
A County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may grant emergency designations to 
polling places/vote centers where electioneering is not permitted on the property of the hosting 
facility, even outside the 75-foot limit. A.R.S. § 16-411(I); see Chapter 8, Section I(G). 

 Enforcing Photography Ban 

No photography or video recording is permitted within the 75-foot limit at a voting location. 
A.R.S. § 16-515(G). There is no exception for members of the media. 
 
A voter, however, may display an image, that was not taken in a voting location, of their own 
ballot that was received by mail on the internet. A.R.S. § 16-1018(4). 

 Enforcing Access Restrictions 

A key component of preserving order at the voting location is ensuring that only authorized 
persons are present within the 75-foot limit. Only the following persons are authorized to be 
present within the 75-foot limit: 

1. Members of the election board; 
2. Election officials; 
3. Voters (including minor children accompanying the voter, A.R.S. § 16-515(E)); 

- Once in a voting booth, voters must vote promptly and move outside the 75-foot 
limit after voting. A.R.S. § 16-515(A); A.R.S. § 16-580(B)-(C). 

4. A person selected by the voter to assist him or her voting (see Chapter 9, Section V); 
5. Authorized political party observers (see Chapter 8, Section III); and 
6. U.S. Department of Justice or other federal government observers. 

 
Unauthorized persons may not be present within the 75-foot limit, including but not limited to 
the following persons: 

1. Members of the media; 
2. Researchers; 
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3. Persons who conduct exit polls; or 
4. Political party or campaign representatives without authorized political party observer 

status seeking “tear sheets.” 
- Tear sheets are copies of the poll list where voters are entered in the order of 

voting, which are utilized by political parties to identify which persons have and 
have not voted at a particular voting location. If a county utilizes tear sheets, only 
authorized political party observers are authorized to acquire the tear sheets. See 
Chapter 8, Section III. 

1. Simultaneous Activities Permitted at Voting Location 
 
Regular business activity that normally occurs at the voting location may continue on Election 
Day, as long as the activity does not interfere with the voting process or result in electioneering. 
For example, a city clerk’s office used as a voting location may require persons to cross or 
temporarily remain within the 75-foot limit in order to conduct city business. Additionally, 
Native American tribal election boards may be co-located with traditional election boards at the 
same voting location if a tribal election is held on the same day and time. A.R.S. § 16-515(D). 

 Preventing Voter Intimidation 

Any activity by a person with the intent or effect of threatening, harassing, intimidating, or 
coercing voters (or conspiring with others to do so) inside or outside the 75-foot limit at a voting 
location is prohibited. A.R.S. § 16-1013. The officer in charge of elections has a responsibility to 
train poll workers and establish policies to prevent and promptly remedy any instances of voter 
intimidation.  
 
The officer in charge of elections should publicize and/or implement the following guidelines as 
applicable: 

• The inspector must utilize the marshal to preserve order and remove disruptive persons 
from the voting location. The inspector and/or marshal must use sound judgment to 
decide whether to contact law enforcement, and any higher-level decisions should be 
raised through the officer in charge of elections.  

• Persons who witness problems at a voting location should not speak to or accost a voter 
in an attempt to “enforce” the law, but rather inform the inspector or marshal to allow 
them to resolve the issue.  

• Private citizens are prohibited from bringing weapons into a polling place (including the 
75-foot limit), even if the voter is properly licensed to carry such weapons. In order to 
keep voting locations safe and free of potential intimidation, therefore, observers at 
voting locations should leave weapons at home or in their vehicles. A.R.S. § 13-
3102(A)(11) (exceptions apply for military and peace officers in the performance of 
official duties, see A.R.S. § 13-3102(C)).  
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In addition to the potentially intimidating conduct outlined above, the following may also be 
considered intimidating conduct inside or outside the polling place: 

• Aggressive behavior, such as raising one’s voice or taunting a voter or poll worker; 
• Using threatening, insulting, or offensive language to a voter or poll worker; 
• Blocking the entrance to a voting location; 
• Disrupting voting lines; 
• Intentionally disseminating false or misleading information at a voting location, such as 

flyers or communications that misstate the date of the election, hours of operation for 
voting locations, addresses for voting locations, or similar efforts intended to 
disenfranchise voters; 

• Directly confronting or questioning voters in a harassing or intimidating manner; 
• Asking voters for “documentation” or other questions that only poll workers should 

perform; 
• Raising repeated frivolous voter challenges to poll workers without any good faith basis, 

or raising voter challenges solely based on race, ethnicity, national origin, language, 
religion or disability; or 

• Posting signs or communicating messages about penalties for “voter fraud” in a harassing 
or intimidating manner. 
 

See A.R.S. § 16-1013(A); A.R.S. § 16-1017. 

 CHECKING VOTER IDENTIFICATION 

Voters are required to prove identity at the voting location before receiving a ballot on Election 
Day. A.R.S. § 16-579(A). The same requirements for proving identity now also apply during in-
person early voting, including at an on-site early voting location, emergency vote center, or 
through personal early ballot delivery by a special election board. See Chapter 2, Sections II(B).  
 
Acceptable forms of identification fall into one of three categories: 

• A valid form of photo identification with the voter’s photograph, and name and address 
that reasonably match the name and address in the signature roster or e-pollbook (List 1);  

• Two separate valid forms of non-photo identification with the voter’s name and address 
that reasonably match the name and address in the signature roster or e-pollbook (List 2); 
or 

• One valid form of identification with the voter’s photograph, name, and address not 
reasonably matching the address in the signature roster or e-pollbook or a valid U.S. 
passport or military identification with the voter’s name and photograph, and one valid 
form of non-photo identification from List 2 (List 3). 

  
A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1)(a)-(c). Each list is described in greater detail in the sections below. 
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The address on the identification must reasonably match the voter’s residence or mailing address 
in the signature roster or e-pollbook in order to vote a regular ballot. If an address does not 
reasonably match, the voter is deemed to have shown identification, but must vote a provisional 
ballot. Identification is deemed valid unless it can be determined on its face that it has expired. 
A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1). 
 
If the voter provides identification, but the name or address does not reasonably match the 
signature roster or e-pollbook, the voter should be issued a provisional ballot, not a conditional 
provisional ballot. See Chapter 9, Section VI(B)(1).  
 
A voter who provides no proof of identity (or invalid proof of identity) must be issued a 
conditional provisional ballot. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(2). In order for a conditional provisional 
ballot to count, the voter must present an acceptable form of identification to the County 
Recorder by 5:00 p.m. on the 5th business day following a primary, general, or special election 
that includes an election for a federal office, or by 5:00 p.m. on the 3rd business day following 
any other election. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(2). For the purposes of determining the applicable 
deadline to provide identificationthe PPE is considered a federal election.  
 
If the voter identifies himself or herself as a member of a recognized Native American tribe, the 
voter may present alternative proof of identity as outlined in Chapter 9, Section IV(B) below. 
A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1). 
 
The officer in charge of elections must post a list of acceptable forms of identification in a 
conspicuous place (and make it available to voters upon request) at each voting location on 
Election Day (see sample forms in Chapter 17). 

 Acceptable Forms of Identification 

1. List 1 – Photo ID with the Voter’s Name and Address 
 
Acceptable forms of identification with the voter’s photograph, and name and address that 
reasonably match the voter’s name and address in the signature roster or e-pollbook, include 
(only one required): 

• A valid Arizona driver license; 
• A valid Arizona non-operating identification license; 
• A tribal enrollment card or other form of tribal identification; or 
• Any other valid United States federal, state, or local government-issued identification.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1)(a). 
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2. List 2 – Non-Photo ID with the Voter’s Name and Address 
 
A voter may present two separate documents that contain the voter’s name and address. 
Acceptable forms of identification with the voter’s name and address include the following: 

• A utility bill for electric, gas, water, solid waste, sewer, telephone, cell phone, or 
cable/satellite television service dated within 90 days of the election; 

• A bank or credit union statement dated within 90 days of the election; 
• A valid Arizona vehicle registration; 
• A valid Indian or Native American census card; 
• A property tax statement for the voter’s residence; 
• A valid tribal enrollment card or other valid form of tribal identification; 
• A valid Arizona vehicle insurance card; 
• A valid Recorder’s Certificate; 
• Any mailing marked “Official Election Material,” including a valid Arizona voter 

registration card; or  
• Any valid United States federal, state, or local government-issued identification. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1)(b). Any List 2 document may be presented to a poll worker in electronic 
format, including on a smart phone or tablet. 

3. List 3 – Acceptable Hybrid Forms of ID 
 
The voter may present certain combinations of documents from Lists 1 and 2. Acceptable 
combinations include: 

• A valid photo identification from List 1 with an address that does not reasonably match 
the voter’s address in the signature roster or e-pollbook, accompanied by a document 
from List 2 with an address that does reasonably match the voter’s address in the 
signature roster or e-pollbook; 

• A valid U.S. Passport or passport card, accompanied by a document from List 2; or 
• A valid U.S. Military identification, accompanied by a document from List 2. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-579 (A)(1)(c). 
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 ID Requirements for Native American Voters 

A voter who identifies himself or herself as a member of a federally-recognized Native American 
tribe and presents one item of tribal identification (that does not meet the requirements of List 1) 
must be issued a provisional ballot (in lieu of a conditional provisional ballot) and does not need 
to return to confirm their identity. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1). A “tribe” includes a Native American 
nation, community, band, or tribal subdivision. 
 
Acceptable forms of tribal identification include, but are not limited to, the following: 

• A tribal identification card issued under the authority of the Bureau of Indian Affairs or a 
federally-recognized Native American tribe; 

• A tribal enrollment card issued under the authority of the Bureau of Indian Affairs or a 
federally-recognized Native American tribe; 

• A Certificate of Indian Blood issued under the authority of the Bureau of Indian Affairs 
or a federally-recognized Native American tribe; 

• A voter identification card issued under the authority of a federally-recognized Native 
American tribe; 

• A home site assignment lease, permit or allotment issued under the authority of the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs or a federally-recognized Native American tribe; or 

• A grazing permit or allotment issued under the authority of the Bureau of Indian Affairs 
or a federally-recognized Native American tribe. 

 
If the voter does not present an acceptable form of tribal identification and otherwise does not 
satisfy the identification requirements in A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1) (see Chapter 9, Section IV(A) 
above), the voter must be issued a conditional provisional ballot. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(2). 

 ASSISTING VOTERS ON ELECTION DAY 

Voters may be accompanied within the 75-foot limit and assisted by a person of the voter’s 
choice during any part of the voting process. 
 
A voter may request assistance from a third-party (other than the voter’s employer or union 
representative or a candidate appearing on the ballot49) or from members of the election board.  
 
If a voter requests assistance from the election board, two members of the board (of different 
political parties) should perform the following steps, as applicable: 

• Jointly accompany the voter into the voting booth or to the accessible voting equipment;  
• Audibly read the candidate’s names for each office, including party designations and the 

number to elect; 

 
49 Candidates for precinct committeeman are permitted to provide voter assistance. 
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• Audibly read the relevant information pertaining to any ballot measures; 
• Ask the voter what candidates and issues the voter desires to vote for; 
• If requested, instruct the voter how to operate any accessible voting equipment, including 

what to expect for the recorded instructions and what keys to use to move forward or go 
back on the screen. 

 
When assisting voters in a voting location, assistants may not attempt to influence a voter in the 
choice of candidates or issues, nor in any manner suggest or recommend a vote for any particular 
candidate or issue. See Chapter 9, Section I(A)(1) above. When assisting voters, poll workers 
should also remember to speak only as loudly as needed to assist the voter and protect their 
privacy as much as possible. 
 
Curbside voting may also be provided to senior citizens or voters with disabilities as a reasonable 
accommodation or when the county officer in charge of elections determines that a voting 
location is inaccessible, that no accessible sites are available, and that no temporary measures 
can make it accessible. See Chapter 5, Section III.  

 ISSUING BALLOTS 

 Issuing a Regular Ballot 

Upon checking in at a voting location, a voter must announce his/her name and address or 
provide their name and residence or mailing address in writing (by presenting proof of identity). 
A.R.S. § 16-579(A). 
 
In jurisdictions that conduct assigned polling place elections, the residence address must be 
within the precinct in which the voter is attempting to vote. By signing the signature roster or the 
e-pollbook signature pad, the voter is deemed to affirm that they are registered in that jurisdiction 
and is eligible to vote in that jurisdiction. A.R.S. § 16-584(C). If the voter is found in the 
signature roster or e-pollbook, has presented acceptable proof of identity, and does not fall into 
an exception listed below, the voter must be issued a regular ballot. See A.R.S. § 16-579(C). 
 
Each voter must sign their name in the signature roster or e-pollbook signature pad prior to 
receiving a ballot. Alternatively, an inspector or judge may sign the roster or e-pollbook for a 
voter who is personally unable to sign due to physical disability. In jurisdictions that use a paper 
signature roster, the inspector or judge must write the voter’s name with red ink. A.R.S. § 16-
579(D). In jurisdictions that use an e-pollbook, the inspector or judge must write the voter’s 
name and the inspector’s/judge’s initials (on the e-pollbook signature pad) as an attestation. 
A.R.S. § 16-579(E). 
 
A voter at a special district election for which no signature roster has been supplied may vote a 
regular ballot, but must provide the voter’s name and address in an affidavit and affirm therein 
that the voter: 

• Resides within the district boundaries or proposed district boundaries;  
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• Is a qualified elector for the election; and  
• Has not already voted at the election.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-579(F). 

 Issuing a Provisional Ballot 

1. Circumstances Requiring Issuance of a Provisional Ballot 

 Voter Received an Early Ballot 

A voter must be allowed to vote a provisional ballot if the voter appears on the signature roster or 
e-pollbook as having received an early ballot-by-mail, but either: (1) affirms that they have not 
voted and will not vote the ballot-by-mail; or (2) surrenders the ballot-by-mail to the inspector on 
Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-579(B). 
 
 
Voters who appear at a voting location with a ballot-by-mail that has not been voted, along with 
the affidavit envelope, may use a privacy booth at the voting location to mark the ballot-by-mail. 
In this circumstance, the voter does not sign in and the voter must place the voted ballot-by-mail 
in its affidavit envelope, sign the affidavit envelope, and place the envelope in the early ballot 
drop-off container at the voting location.  

 Name Does Not Appear on Signature Roster 

A voter whose name does not appear on the signature roster must be issued a provisional ballot if 
the voter: 

• Presents identification that includes their name and a residential address that the clerk 
verifies to be within the precinct (in counties that conduct assigned polling place 
elections); or 

• Signs an affirmation that states the voter is registered and eligible to vote in that 
jurisdiction.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-584(B). 

i. Recorder’s Certificate 
 
A voter whose name does not appear on the signature roster, but who presents a certificate from 
the County Recorder showing that the voter is entitled to vote at the voting location, is entitled to 
vote a regular ballot. In a jurisdiction that uses a paper signature roster, the voter must sign on 
the first available blank line on the signature roster. A.R.S. § 16-584(A). 
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 Voter Has an Inactive Status 

If a voter whose registration record is in inactive status and the voter has a new residential 
address in a different precinct, the voter must be directed to the correct voting location (in 
counties that conduct assigned polling place elections). In this case, the voter must also be 
informed that although the voter has a right to vote a provisional ballot at that location, the voter 
must vote in the correct polling place that corresponds to the voter’s current address for the vote 
to count. 
 
If a voter affirms they continue to reside at the address on the signature roster or in the e-
pollbook, the voter must be issued a regular ballot and the County Recorder must place the 
voter’s registration record in active status following the election. A.R.S. § 16-583(A)-(B).  

 Voter Changed Their Name 

If a voter’s current name does not appear in the signature roster or e-pollbook because the voter 
changed their name, the voter must be issued a provisional ballot or conditional provisional 
ballot. In that case, the clerk must write the voter’s new name and former name on the 
provisional ballot envelope. The provisional ballot envelope will be used by the County Recorder 
after the election to change the voter’s name in the voter registration database.  
 
However, if the election board has real-time access to voter registration records, the voter’s 
information may be updated at the voting location upon completion of a new voter registration or 
address update form. 

 Voter Moved Within the County 

If a voter moved to a new address within the county but did not update their address with the 
County Recorder before the election, the voter must vote a provisional ballot and (in counties 
that conduct assigned polling place elections) must vote at the polling place that corresponds to 
their new address. A.R.S. § 16-584(C). A clerk must inform the voter that although the voter has 
a right to vote a provisional ballot at that location, the voter must vote in the correct polling place 
that corresponds to the voter’s current address in order for the vote to count.50  
 
At the new polling place, the voter will be permitted (via the provisional ballot envelope) to 
update their voter registration record with the new address. A.R.S. § 16-584(C). In a jurisdiction 
that utilizes vote centers, the voter may update their address in the same manner but may vote at 
any vote center within the jurisdiction. 
 
If the election board has real-time access to voter registration records, the voter’s information 
may be updated at the voting location upon completion of a new voter registration form or 
address update form. 

 
50 See Stipulation for Dismissal, Jones v. Reagan, No. CV2016-014708 (Ariz. Super. Ct. Aug. 2, 
2017); Order of Dismissal, Jones v. Reagan, No. CV2016-014708 (Ariz. Super. Ct. Aug. 4, 2017). 
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2. Procedures for Issuing Provisional Ballots 
 
A voter who is issued a provisional ballot must sign their name on a separate signature roster 
page beginning with the number V-1 and numbered consecutively. A.R.S. § 16-584(E). 
 
The voter and election board member must complete the information required on the provisional 
ballot envelope. The voter then must: 

• Take the completed envelope and provisional ballot to the voting booth;  
• Vote the provisional ballot; 
• Place the voted ballot inside the provisional ballot envelope and seal the envelope; and 
• Provide the sealed provisional ballot envelope to the election board member.   

 
Upon receipt of the provisional ballot envelope, the election board member or voter must deposit 
the provisional ballot envelope in the provisional ballot box (and ensure the ballot is not inserted 
into any precinct tabulation equipment). A.R.S. § 16-584(D). The voter will be provided with a 
receipt or number with which to electronically verify the status of their provisional ballot. 
 
All voters shall have the option of voting a provisional ballot on an accessible voting device. 
 

 Issuing Provisional Ballots to Secured Registrants 

In the event a secured registrant attempts to vote provisionally at a polling place (and informs the 
poll worker of his/her secured status), the poll worker undertake additional precautions, 
including but not limited to: 

• Confirming the correct ballot style; 
• Ensuring that a protected government official or protected victim lists their actual 

residential address on the provisional ballot envelope; 
• Making a notation about secured registrant status on the provisional ballot envelope; 

and/or 
• Limiting the signature roster to the registrant’s voter ID number and the notation “address 

protected.” 

3. Procedures for Issuing Conditional Provisional Ballots 
 
If the voter does not provide acceptable proof of identity, see Chapter 9, Section IV above, the 
voter must be issued a conditional provisional ballot. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(2).  
 
The process for voting the ballot, completing the ballot envelope, and sealing the voted ballot in 
an envelope is the same procedure applicable to provisional ballots. See Chapter 9, Section 
VI(B)(2) above. However, for a conditional provisional ballot, the election board member must: 
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1. Indicate on the ballot envelope that the voter did not provide acceptable identification;  
2. Deposit the sealed envelope in the conditional provisional ballot box or other appropriate 

ballot box (or allow the voter to do so); 
3. Provide a receipt that: 

• Informs the voter how and where the voter may provide the required identification; 
and  

• Informs the voter that they must provide proof of identity to the County Recorder by 
5:00 p.m. on:  

- The 5th business day following a general election that includes an election for 
a federal office, or  

- The 3rd business day following any election other than a general election. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(2). 

 CHALLENGES TO A VOTER ELIGIBILITY TO VOTE 

A qualified elector in the county may, at the voting location, orally challenge a voter’s eligibility. 
The elector challenging a voter’s eligibility must show, by clear and convincing evidence, that:  

1. The voter has voted before at that election, A.R.S. § 16-591; 
2. The voter is not the person whose name appears in the signature roster or e-pollbook, 

A.R.S. § 16-121.01(B)(1); 
3. The voter has not resided in Arizona (or the relevant local jurisdiction) for at least 29 

days before the election, A.R.S. § 16-121.01(B)(2); 
4. The voter is registered at an address that is not permitted for registration purposes, 

A.R.S. § 16-121.01(B)(3); or  
5. The voter is not otherwise a qualified elector, for example, the voter does not live within 

the proper electoral district or is not at least 18 years old. A.R.S. § 16-121.01(B)(4); 
A.R.S. § 16-101(A). 

 
A.R.S. § 16-121.01(B). 
 
A voter may not be challenged on the basis that they: 

• Registered to vote using the State or Federal Form and did not provide proof of 
citizenship; or  

• Moved from one address within the county to another within the county.  
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Challenges must be decided at the voting location by the inspector and two judges. The inspector 
should have the challenged voter step aside and permit the other voters in line to continue to vote 
while the challenge is being determined.  
 
If requested by the challenged voter, and before administering any oath, the inspector must read 
to the voter the rules for determining residency, including the following information:  

1. The residence of a person is that place in which their habitation is fixed and to which they 
have the intention of returning. 

2. A person does not gain or lose their residence by reason of their presence at, or absence 
from, a place while employed in the service of the United States or of this state, or while 
engaged in overseas navigation, or while a student at an institution of learning, or while 
kept in prison or mental institution. 

3. A person does not lose their residence by traveling to another county, state, or foreign 
country for temporary purposes, with the intention of returning.  

4. A person does not gain a residence in any county they travel to for temporary purposes, 
without the intention of making that county their home. 

5. If a person moves to another state with the intention of making it their residence, they 
lose residency in this state. 

6. If a person moves to another state with the intention of making it their current residence 
and remaining there for an indefinite time, the person loses residency in this state even 
though they have an intention of returning at some future period. 

7. The place where a person’s family permanently resides is their residence (unless 
separated from their family), but is not their residence if it serves as a temporary location 
or is used for transient purposes. 

8. If a person has a family residing in one place and the person does business in another, the 
family residence constitutes the person’s place of residence. Except a person who has 
taken up a residence apart from their family with the intention of remaining shall be 
regarded as a resident where the person resides. 

9. A United States citizen who has never resided in the United States is eligible to vote in 
this state by using a federal write-in early ballot if both of the following apply: 
• A parent is a United States citizen. 
• The parent is registered to vote in this state. 

10. The mere intention of acquiring a new residence without leaving the state, or leaving the 
state without the intent to permanently do so, does not cause a loss of residency. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-593(A); A.R.S. § 16-593(C). Board members should consult above residency 
requirements when determining registration validity.  
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If the challenged voter appears to be registered, the challenged voter must orally take the oath 
prescribed in the State Form: “I swear or affirm that the information in my voter registration is 
true, that I am a resident of Arizona, I have not been convicted of a felony or my civil rights have 
been restored, and I have not been adjudicated incapacitated with my voting rights revoked.” 

A.R.S. § 16-592(A). 
 
The challenged voter also may choose to answer questions material to the challenge, under oath. 

Only the inspector may address questions to the challenged voter. A.R.S. § 16-592(A). 
 
If a majority of the board finds the challenge to be invalid, the voter must be permitted to vote a 
regular ballot, so long as the voter is otherwise eligible to do so. A.R.S. § 16-592(B). 
 
If the person challenged refuses to take any oath, refuses to answer questions material to the 
challenge, or if a majority of the board finds that the challenge is valid, the challenged voter must 
be permitted to vote a provisional ballot. A.R.S. § 16-592(C). 
 
In the case of any challenge, the election board must complete the Official Challenge List (see 
Chapter 17 for sample forms) and may seek guidance from the officer in charge of the election.  

 CLOSING THE VOTING LOCATION 

 Announcing the Closing of the Polls 

The polls close at 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-565(A). The marshal must announce 
the closing of the polls and make the following additional public announcements (inside the 
voting location and to any voters waiting in line) at the specified time intervals: 

• 1 hour before the closing of the polls; 
• 30 minutes before the closing of the polls; 
• 15 minutes before the closing of the polls; 
• 1 minute before the closing of the polls; and 
• At the moment of closing at 7:00 p.m. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-565(C). The marshal must allow everyone to vote who is physically in line at the 
moment of closing the polls. The marshal may use any reasonable system to document or keep 
track of which voters were in line as of 7:00 p.m., for example, by standing in line behind the last 
person to arrive as of the closing of the polls and telling those who arrive later that the polls are 
closed. Voters who arrive in line after 7:00 p.m. on Election Day are not permitted to vote. 
A.R.S. § 16-565(D). 
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 Election Board Close-Out Duties 

Upon closing the voting location after the last voter has voted on Election Day, the election 
board should perform close-out duties as assigned by the officer in charge elections, including 
the following duties as applicable: 

1. Using the procedures specified by the officer in charge of elections, the election board 
must conduct an audit to ensure that the number of voters who signed in on the signature 
roster or e-pollbook matches the number of ballots cast, including regular and provisional 
ballots and any votes cast on the accessible voting equipment, if the accessible voting 
equipment independently tabulates votes. 

2. The information from this audit must be recorded on an Official Ballot Report form 
provided by the officer in charge of elections, which must include:  
a. The number of ballots received by the voting location;  
b. The number of voters who signed in on the signature roster, poll list, or e-pollbook 

and are indicated as having been issued regular ballots;  
c. The number of regular ballots cast as determined by the election board’s manual 

count if tabulation is not done at the voting location, or as reflected on the printed 
summary tape from the tabulation machine if tabulation is done at the voting location;  

d. The number of voters who signed in on the signature roster, poll list, or e-pollbook 
and are indicated as having been issued provisional and conditional provisional 
ballots;  

e. The number of provisional and conditional provisional ballots cast;  
f. The number of unused ballots, spoiled ballots, misread ballots that still need to be 

tabulated (if tabulation is done at the voting location), and write-in ballots (if 
applicable);  

g. In counties that use accessible voting units that independently tabulate, the number of 
regular and provisional ballots cast on the unit, and the unit’s beginning and ending 
counts (if applicable);  

h. The Official Ballot Report must be signed by the inspector and both judges, and if 
there are any discrepancies in the report, an explanation for the discrepancy should be 
attached or otherwise provided with the Official Ballot Report. The Audit Board will 
use this information to conduct their post-election audit (see Chapter 10, Section 
II(I)).  

3. Secure the ballot boxes; 
4. Remove all memory cards or electronic media from voting equipment and e-pollbooks (if 

applicable); 
a. Lock and/or seal any ports or compartments where memory cards or electronic media 

had been inserted. 
5. Power down any voting equipment and prepare the equipment for transport/pick-up; 
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6. Collect all supplies required to be returned to the elections department; 
7. Sign the Certificate of Performance for the signature roster or e-pollbook; 
8. Prepare the official and unofficial envelopes (if applicable), see Chapter 10, Section 

II(G);  
9. Prepare to transport the following items to the central counting place or other receiving 

site: 
• Official and unofficial return envelopes; 
• Voted ballots (sealed in a container with a number seal), A.R.S 16-608; 
• Unvoted ballots (in a sealed container), A.R.S. § 16-566; 
• Spoiled ballots, A.R.S. § 16-585; 
• Signature rosters or poll lists (enclosed in a secure envelope which sealed and signed 

by the inspector and judges), A.R.S. § 16-615(A); 
• Affidavits of challenged voters, decisions of election officials and challenge lists, 

A.R.S. § 16-594; 
• E-pollbooks (if the signature roster information remains in the e-pollbook and has not 

been extracted by removing memory cards or electronic media or otherwise securely 
synced with the central server); 

• Memory sticks or electronic media; and 
• Any voting equipment that independently tabulates (if memory sticks or electronic 

media have not been removed). 
10. Exit and lock the voting location. 

 Transport of Ballots, Voting Equipment, and Precinct Supplies 

Following the close of voting on Election Day, the transport of any ballots, voting equipment, 
and necessary precinct supplies to the central counting place or other authorized receiving site 
must be done by: (1) two authorized election workers, who must be members of different 
political parties; or (2) if extenuating circumstances exist, a sworn official election messenger, 
such as a sheriff’s deputy, appointed in accordance with A.R.S. § 16-615(B). 
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CHAPTER 10:  
CENTRAL COUNTING PLACE PROCEDURES 

 
 

I. CENTRAL COUNTING PLACE OPERATIONS 
 
All early ballots and provisional ballots are initially processed by the County Recorder and then 
transferred to the officer in charge of elections for tabulation at the central counting place. 
Regular ballots cast on Election Day that are not processed and tabulated at the voting location 
are also transmitted to the central counting place for processing and tabulation. Central counting 
place operations are conducted under the direction of the Board of Supervisors or the officer in 
charge of elections. The operations must be in accordance with the procedures outlined in this 
manual, and open to observation by representatives of each political party and the public. 
 
The central counting place and the computer center, where the computer containing the election 
management system (EMS) is securely kept, may be separate or joined as determined by the 
Board of Supervisors or designee. Maximum efficiency and control results when all board 
functions are performed in the same facility. However, when physical restrictions result in 
inadequate working spaces, it is permissible to separate board functions as long as prescribed 
board functions and sequence are maintained and the public can observe. 
 
When the computer center, central counting place, or receiving sites are not at the same location, 
the officer in charge of elections or designee transfer the ballots to the computer center or 
observe the transmission of voted results, even if they are initially received and processed at 
another location. 
 
A security officer or an election official may conduct tours through the central counting place for 
the public. At no time shall any public observance of the election process interfere with or 
interrupt the normal ballot flow, nor shall members of the public touch a ballot, computer, or 
tabulation device (except as permitted by the officer in charge of elections during 
demonstrations). A.R.S. § 16-621(A). 

A. Deputies/Oath of Office 

All persons taking part in the actual processing and counting of ballots, including the employees 
of a jurisdiction conducting an election, must be appointed in writing and take an oath provided 
by the Board of Supervisors (or designee) that they will faithfully and impartially perform their 
duties. Any person who has not been appointed in writing or taken the oath shall, under no 
circumstances, be permitted to touch any ballot, computer, or counting device used in processing 
ballots.  
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B. Providing Live Video Recording at Central Counting Place 

For any statewide, legislative, or county election, and subject to local appropriation, the county 
officer in charge of elections must provide a live video recording of the custody of all ballots 
when ballots are present in the tabulation room in the central counting place.51  
 
The live video recording must include date and time indicators. If the live coverage is 
interrupted, the officer in charge of elections must attempt to reinstate coverage as soon as 
practicable. Any disruption in live video recording does not prevent the officer in charge of 
elections from continuing to tabulate ballots. The officer in charge of elections must record the 
video coverage and retain the recording as a public record at least through the challenge period 
for the election. At minimum, the challenge period is through the date to file or conclude any 
post-election recount or election contest. 
 
The county officer in charge of elections must timely provide the website hyperlink to the 
Secretary of State, who must publish those hyperlinks on the Secretary of State’s website. A.R.S. 
§ 16-621(C). 

C. Manual Ballot Counting  

If it becomes impracticable to count all or some of the ballots with tabulating equipment, the 
officer in charge of elections may direct that ballots be counted manually, following the 
provisions governing the counting of paper ballots. No valid ballot shall be left uncounted. 
 

II. ESTABLISHING CENTRAL COUNTING PLACE BOARDS 
 
The Central Counting Place may have 11 or more types of boards as needed, which may be 
combined, if practicable, at the discretion of the officer in charge of elections. The Board of 
Supervisors or officer in charge of elections shall appoint boards for the tallying of results after 
the polls have closed. More than one board may be appointed for each type of board: 

1. Receiving Board 
2. Inspection Board 
3. Central Counting Place Board 
4. Ballot Duplication Board 
5. Electronic Vote Adjudication Board 
6. Accuracy Certification Board 
7. Write-in Tally Board 
8. Provisional Ballot Board 

 
51 Live video recording is not required for L&A testing or the post-election hand count audit. A.R.S. § 16-
602(B).  
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9. Special Election Board 
10. Audit Board 
11. Snag Board 

 
Board members are appointed by the Board of Supervisors or other county officer in charge of 
elections at least 14 days prior to the board beginning its duties. All board members should be 
trained on their duties before assuming their positions. Some boards may have their duties 
combined at the discretion of the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections.  
 
Unless otherwise noted below, each board is comprised of two members of different political 
parties. County party chairpersons may nominate persons to fill board positions. Without a 
nomination from a party chairperson, the Board of Supervisors (or designee) may fill the position 
with a member of the appropriate party.52  
 
Separate boards consisting of two judges and an inspector will be appointed to process early 
ballots and write-in votes. At least one of the judges should not be a member of the same 
political party as the inspector. 
 
The following procedures for processing ballots shall be followed, unless the Secretary of State 
has granted a jurisdiction permission to use another method. A jurisdiction wishing to deviate 
from these instructions must make a request in writing no later than 90 days prior to the election 
for which the exception is requested.  

A. Receiving Board  

The Receiving Board consists of two members who are not registered in the same political party. 
The officer in charge of elections or designee serves as the chair of the Receiving Board. 
 
The Receiving Board is responsible for receiving the following items from the elections boards 
at the polling places and voting locations after the polls have closed, as applicable: 

1. Memory devices; 
2. Ballot transport containers containing ballots; 
3. Early ballots that have been dropped off at a polling place; 

 
52 If it is impossible to sufficiently staff the boards with members of different political parties, the officer 
in charge of elections shall, at minimum, exercise best efforts to utilize board members with no party 
affiliation or affiliated with unrecognized political parties to ensure that there is a diversity of political 
party affiliation (including no affiliation) on the boards and that no board is comprised of members of 
only one party. Further, the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections shall document when and 
how the political parties in the county were contacted about the need for board workers affiliated with 
those parties and all other actions taken in a best effort to obtain board workers from two different 
political parties. However, nothing in this Manual shall be interpreted to supersede otherwise applicable 
statutory requirements, including requirements as to differing political party affiliation of board workers. 
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4. Provisional ballots; 
5. Official returns container; 
6. Unofficial returns container; 
7. Precinct payroll envelope containing vouchers and a copy of the Official Ballot Report; 
8. Duplicate poll list; and 
9. Signature roster or e-pollbook. 

 
When a ballot transfer container is delivered to a Receiving Board, the following entries shall be 
made in the Receiving Board Log, as applicable: 

1. Precinct/polling place or vote center name or other identifier; 
2. Signatures of the persons delivering the container; 
3. Seal number of the Ballot Transfer Container; 
4. Seal number on the carrying case of the tabulation unit; 
5. Seal number on the carrying case of the Accessible Voting System unit and memory 

packs; and 
6. Initials of the person receiving the ballot transfer container. 

 
The Receiving Board shall ensure proper chain of custody documentation for all items received.  
The Receiving Board shall give a numbered receipt acknowledging receipt of such ballots to the 
person in charge who delivers such ballots. A.R.S. § 16-608(A). 
 
If it appears that the ballot transfer container seal is broken, it shall be immediately referred to 
the Snag Board for disposition. All other ballot transfer containers should be delivered unopened 
to the Inspection Board. 

B. Inspection Board  

The Inspection Board is responsible for: 
• Opening and verifying information on the precinct ballot report if the ballot transfer 

container contains any voting materials other than voted ballots; and  
• Inspecting returns as necessary. 

 
Receiving Boards and Inspection Boards should normally be combined, unless circumstances 
would render this inefficient. The officer in charge of elections shall provide each board with a 
log to enter pertinent data for each precinct/polling place or vote center. 

1. Preliminary Procedures 
 
When the ballot transfer container or alternate ballot box arrives at the central counting place, the 
Inspection Board shall: 
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1. Break the seal and open the ballot transfer container; 
2. Break the seal on the alternate ballot box, if used; 
3. Remove the Ballot Report Form and check to see that the seal number is the same as 

shown on the log—if the Ballot Report Form is absent, incomplete, or the seal number 
does not agree with the number on your inspection board log, call for the supervisor or 
officer in charge of elections; 

4. Enter on the inspection board log: 
• Precinct name and/or number or voting location 
• Number of write-in ballots, 
• Number of provisional ballots, and 
• Number of early ballots dropped off at the polling place; 

5. Separate the types of ballots to be processed into: 
• Provisional ballots, 
• Write-in ballots, 
• Voted ballots, and 
• Early ballots. 

2. Provisional Ballots 
 
If there are provisional ballots: 

1. The provisional ballot envelopes should be visually distinguishable from other ballot 
envelopes issued at a voting location or early voting site. Provisional and conditional 
provisional ballot envelopes may be printed on colored paper, may bear bar codes that do 
not identify the voter, or may use other methods to visually distinguish those types of 
ballot envelopes; 

2. Keep provisional ballots separate from conditional provisional ballots; 
3. Complete the provisional ballot transmittal slip by entering: 

• The number of provisional ballots stated on the ballot report, and 
• The actual number of provisional ballots received; and 

4. Record the number of provisional ballots on the inspection board log. 

3. Voted Early Ballots 
 
Early ballots dropped off at the polling place must be delivered to the County Recorder for 
signature verification, and may be verified prior to or along with the provisional ballots. For 
more information about processing early ballots, see Chapter 2, Section VI. 
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4. Regular Voted Ballots 
 
Regular ballots that were tabulated at the voting location remain in the ballot transfer container 
received from the precinct or are packaged for storage and retention in the Treasurer’s vault. 

5. Write-In Ballots 
 
If there are write-in ballots:  

1. Count the total number of ballots containing write-ins, if not previously counted at the 
polling place, 

2. Record the number on the log, and 
3. Complete a transmittal envelope for delivery of ballots containing write-in votes to the 

Write-In Tally Board. 

C. Central Counting Place Board  

The Central Counting Place Board is responsible for the processing and tabulation of voted 
ballots on the central count tabulation equipment and the EMS and shall maintain the security of 
the ballots throughout the process. The Central Counting Place Board shall be under the direction 
of the Central Counting Place Board inspector; and consist of as many trained personnel selected 
by the Board of Supervisors (or designee) as required to process all ballots delivered to the 
computer room. 
 
Members of the Central Counting Place Board should be familiar with the L&A test 
requirements, data processing procedures, and ballot tabulation equipment. There shall be no 
preferential counting of ballots for the purpose of projecting the election. A.R.S. § 16-621. 
 
The Central Counting Place Board shall: 

1. Secure all processed ballots until successful completion of the last accuracy certification 
test; 

2. Seal the ballot containers and secure the room where the ballots are located; 
3. Keep the containers in a secure area until: 

• The end of the challenge period, or 
• If a challenge is filed, until the challenge has been resolved, and 
• The ballots have been released to the custody of the officer in charge of elections; 

4. Transfer the sealed containers to the officer in charge of elections who shall transfer the 
ballots to the County Treasurer for retention. 

 
The computer operating area, where the computer containing the EMS is located, shall be in a 
separate room or in an area of a larger room which is clearly marked as the computer operating 
area. Only members of the Central Counting Place Board and Accuracy Certification Board may 
be permitted in the immediate computer operating area. Other observers may be permitted to 
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observe the operations of these boards and the computer from a designated location, but must not 
interfere with the conduct of the operations. The Snag Board may enter the computer operating 
area to resolve any discrepancy. 
 
Except for a County Recorder whose name is not on the ballot and who is carrying out official 
duties, no public officer serving in an elected position, or any candidate for an elective public 
office at the election shall be permitted to enter the central counting place unaccompanied by the 
officer in charge of elections or designee, any area where a central count board has been 
convened, any area where decisions about ballots are being made, or any other operational area 
where ballots are being processed or tallied. 

D. Ballot Duplication Board  

When any ballot, including an early ballot, is damaged or defective so that it cannot be read by 
the tabulation machine, it must be duplicated by a Ballot Duplication Board and the duplicated 
ballot must be tabulated in place of the damaged ballot. A.R.S. § 16-621(A). 

1. Establishing a Ballot Duplication Board 
 
Each Ballot Duplication Board shall be comprised of at least two members who are registered 
voters not of the same political party and who are appointed by the officer in charge of elections. 
An Inspection Board may serve as a Ballot Duplication Board. 
 
The Ballot Duplication Board duplicates ballots that cannot be read by the tabulation machine 
but on which the voter has nonetheless clearly indicated their intent to vote on a particular race 
or ballot measure. This may include crumpled or otherwise damaged ballots, ballots with 
smudged ink, or ballots which are marked in the wrong color of ink or with a device that cannot 
be read by the tabulation machine. If voter intent is not clear and Ballot Duplication Board 
members do not agree on the voter intent for a particular ballot, that ballot should be referred to 
the Snag Board for resolution prior to duplicating the ballot. 

2. General Duplication Guidelines 
 
Generally, only UOCAVA ballots, early ballots, and ballots cast at voting locations without a 
tabulation machine on-site should be duplicated at central counting facilities. Voters who vote at 
a voting location with a tabulation machine on-site feed their voted ballots directly into the 
tabulation machine and have the opportunity to correct an unreadable ballot on the spot. 
 
If a voter selects more than the maximum number of seats for a race, the tabulation machine will 
read the race as over-voted. Similarly, if a voter voted for a candidate whose name is printed on 
the ballot by marking the appropriate arrow or oval and also wrote the candidate’s name in the 
write-in area, the tabulation machine will read that race as over-voted. Over-voted ballots should 
be sent to the Ballot Duplication Board (and the Snag Board for adjudication if needed), even if 
the voter correctly filled in the arrow or oval for other choices. If voter intent can be determined, 
the ballot should be duplicated and counted.  
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If a voter has consistently marked their ballot by circling the name of the candidates, or circling 
yes or no for issues, or placing an x, check mark, punched hole, or other similar mark next to the 
voter’s choices, the tabulation machine will read the ballot as blank or invalid. These blank 
ballots should be sent to the Ballot Duplication Board.  
 
If the early ballot board finds ballots that are torn, corrected with white out or labels, erased, 
marked with ink or crayon that cannot be read by the equipment, the ballot must be sent to the 
Ballot Duplication Board.  
 
Ballots received via fax, email, or secure web portal from UOCAVA voters shall be forwarded to 
the Ballot Duplication Board for processing. 

3. Procedures for Duplicating a Ballot 
  
A damaged or unreadable ballot must be duplicated according to the following procedures: 

• Ensure the correct ballot style for the voter’s precinct will be used to create the duplicated 
ballot; 

• Mark the proper precinct identification code, if applicable; 
• Record an identical serial number on both the original and duplicate ballot (including 

spoiled duplicates) – this ties the ballots together and creates a paper trail as required by 
statute, A.R.S. § 16-621(A); 

• Conspicuously mark the original ballot as “DUPLICATED;” 
• Conspicuously mark the duplicate ballot as “DUPLICATE”, A.R.S. § 16-621(A); 
• Using the damaged or unreadable ballot as a guide, mark a blank ballot with votes 

identical to those on the original ballot; 
• Do not duplicate write-in names that are not on the authorized write-in list (“blank” or 

“unofficial” may be typed in if using a ballot marking device to duplicate and the 
name/line cannot be left blank). However, mark the arrow or fill in the oval to indicate 
the vote cast; 

• After marking the duplicate ballot, check to make sure it is identical to the original, 
including over-votes if voter intent cannot be determined and any under-votes; 

• If the Ballot Duplication Board makes any errors, mark the duplicate ballot “SPOILED” 
in a conspicuous manner, and repeat the above steps on a new ballot; 

• Place all original ballots in an envelope or container labeled “ballots that have been 
duplicated.” 

 
It is never permitted to enhance or alter a voter’s original ballot markings to render the ballot 
readable. Instead, the ballot should be duplicated. 
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E. Accuracy Certification Board  

The Accuracy Certification Board consists of two elections officials registered with two different 
political parties and shall be appointed by the Board of Supervisors (or designee). The Accuracy 
Certification Board is responsible for verifying the accuracy of computer programs, through the 
L&A test materials, and attesting to the procedures during computer processing of ballots. A.R.S. 
§ 16-449. 
 
All L&A tests shall be observed by the Accuracy Certification Board, and open to 
representatives of political parties, candidates, the press, and the general public. Political party 
observers are distinguished from members of the general public, who may view the central 
counting place activities from the public viewing area. Properly credentialed political party 
observers may observe the proceedings from inside the room where they happen. However, 
under no circumstances should a political party observer touch or operate the election server 
computer or any scanning device. See Chapter 10, Section I(A).  
 
If an error is detected in the L&A test, it shall be corrected. An errorless test must occur and be 
completed before the program and computer are certified.  
 
Immediately after completion of the tabulation of ballots, the Accuracy Certification Board shall 
certify that: 

• The number of ballots processed for each precinct or voting location was checked against 
the number of ballots received from the precinct or voting location by the Ballot 
Inspection Board (part of the Central County Place Board), as reflected on the Ballot 
Report Form; and 

• Any discrepancies in the number of ballots received and the number processed by the 
vote tally system are properly resolved. 

F. Provisional Ballot Processing 

Provisional ballots are processed initially by the County Recorder and then by a Provisional 
Ballot Board at the central counting place.  
 
The provisional ballot affidavit, whether part of the provisional ballot envelope or a separate 
form, shall be deemed sufficient if it is signed by the voter and, if the voter did not provide 
adequate identification at the voting location, the signature matches the signature on the voter’s 
registration record. A provisional ballot shall not be rejected solely for lack of a signature on the 
affidavit by polling place election officials. 
 
A conditional provisional ballot cast by a voter must be clearly distinguishable and kept separate 
from other provisional ballots. A conditional provisional ballot must not be processed and 
forwarded for tabulation until the voter has produced sufficient identification to the County 
Recorder, in accordance with the provisions of this manual governing proof of identity. See 
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Chapter 9, Section IV. The County Recorder must disqualify the ballot if the voter does not 
provide sufficient identification by the deadline.  

1. County Recorder Responsibilities 

 Verification of Provisional Ballots 

All provisional ballots must be verified for proper registration within ten calendar days after a 
general election that includes an election for federal office, and within five business days for all 
other elections. A.R.S. § 16-135(D). The provisional ballot shall be counted if: 

1. The voter’s registration is verified and the voter is eligible to vote in the precinct, and  
2. The voter’s signature does not appear on any other signature roster for that election, and 
3. There is no record that the voter voted early in that election. 

 
For a provisional ballot to be counted, the County Recorder shall confirm that all of the 
following requirements are met: 

1. Confirm that the provisional ballot affidavit is signed;  
2. Confirm that the voter was registered to vote and was eligible to vote in the election;  
3. Confirm that the voter voted in the correct polling place or voting location or cast the 

ballot for the correct precinct;  
4. Confirm that there is no record that the voter voted early for that election; 
5. If the voter moved without updating their address and voted in the precinct for the new 

address, confirm that the voter did not vote in the prior precinct by confirming that the 
voter did not sign the signature roster for the prior precinct; 

6. For a partisan primary election, confirm that the voter received and voted the correct 
party ballot based on the voter’s party affiliation; 

7. If the voter is registered as a “federal-only” voter, confirm that the voter received a 
“federal-only” ballot or clearly mark or stamp the outside of the provisional ballot 
envelope to indicate that the voter is a “federal-only” voter and only races for federal 
candidates should be duplicated and tabulated. 

 
The County Recorder shall deliver only provisional ballot envelopes and/or affidavits of 
qualified voters who meet the above requirements to the Board of Supervisors or officer in 
charge of elections for counting. Rejected provisional ballot envelopes and/or affidavits should 
be separately retained and delivered to the officer in charge of elections for retention in 
accordance with A.R.S. § 16-624. 

 Rejection Reason Code 

The rejection code reason is determined by the County Recorder. The rejection reasons include: 
1. Not registered; 
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2. No ballot in envelope; 
3. Registered after 29-day cut-off; 
4. No signature; 
5. Insufficient/illegible information; 
6. Voter did not provide adequate identification and signature does not match; 
7. Wrong party; 
8. Outside jurisdiction ballot; 
9. Voter challenge upheld; 
10. Voted in wrong precinct; 
11. Voted and returned an early ballot; 
12. Proper identification not provided by deadline; 
13. Not eligible; and 
14. Other (please specify). 

 Updating Voter Registration Records 

The County Recorder shall update the appropriate county register or registration database with 
the names of all provisional voters whose registration was verified to indicate that those voters 
are qualified to vote in future elections. 
 
The County Recorder may also use the information from a provisional ballot envelope or 
affidavit to update a voter’s name and address. A provisional ballot envelope or affidavit 
accompanied by an Arizona Voter Registration Form may also be used to register a voter for the 
first time for future elections (not the current election the provisional ballot was used for). 
Additionally, a “federal-only” voter may use the provisional ballot process to provide a driver 
license number as DPOC for future elections (although not for the current election the 
provisional ballot was used in).  

 Voter Verification of Provisional Ballot Status 

The County Recorder shall create a provisional ballot record for the voter that contains the 
following information: 

1. Provisional ballot receipt number; 
2. Name of the voter; 
3. Precinct/polling location where the provisional ballot was cast; 
4. Provisional ballot status; 
5. Provisional ballot status reason; 
6. Address (optional) 
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7. Date of Birth (optional) 
8. Political Party (optional). 

 
A.R.S. § 16-584(E). 
 
This information will be used for online verification of a voter’s provisional ballot. The 
information shall be available online for one month after posting. 
 
As soon as possible after verification of the provisional ballots is complete, a notice informing 
the voter whether their vote was counted or not counted, and the reason for not counting if 
applicable, shall be provided to the voter. This may be in the form of a notice mailed to the voter, 
or the voter may access the information pursuant to the instructions on the receipt that was issued 
to the voter at the time they voted the provisional ballot. The receipt will provide the voter with 
clear instructions on how to determine the status of their vote. 
 
The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections shall provide to provisional voters a 
toll-free number or other method of verifying the status of their votes. Reasonable restrictions 
will be employed to limit transmittal of the information only to the voter, such as verifying the 
date of birth, state or country of birth, or other information that could confirm the voter’s identity 
if compared with the voter registration information on file. The officer in charge of elections will 
request verification of identity with information from the voter’s registration record or 
provisional ballot envelope. A.R.S. § 16-584(F). 

2. Provisional Ballot Board Responsibilities 
 
The Board of Supervisors shall appoint one or more Provisional Ballot Boards, consisting of two 
elections officials not of the same political party, for the processing of provisional ballots. They 
must also appoint additional clerks as needed, designate the supervisory authority, designate the 
location for processing, and provide all necessary supplies. 
 
Provisional ballot boards may convene and begin ballot processing any time after provisional 
ballots are delivered to the officer in charge of elections. The provisional ballot processing board 
shall place official and unofficial returns in containers marked “official returns” and “unofficial 
returns.” The container may be an envelope or any other container that keeps the official and 
unofficial returns physically separated by precinct. 
 
The inspector on the Provisional Ballot Board shall be in charge of processing. The inspector 
shall receive the provisional ballot envelopes from the verification staff and record the precinct 
identification data on the transmittal form. 

3. Verification Staff Procedures for Specific Scenarios 
 
Verification staff at the central counting place must follow the following procedures in the 
specified scenarios below. 
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 Provisional Ballots Cast by Federal-Only Voters 

The verification staff must examine the outside of the provisional ballot envelope to determine if 
the Recorder’s Office has identified the voter as a “federal-only” voter. If that indicator is present 
and the Recorder’s Office has indicated that the ballot is otherwise verified, the verification staff 
will open the provisional ballot envelope and confirm whether the ballot inside is a “full-ballot” 
or “federal-only” ballot.  

• If the ballot in the provisional ballot envelope is a “federal-only” ballot, the ballot shall 
be removed and processed for tabulation. 

• If the ballot in the provisional ballot envelope is a “full-ballot,” the verification staff will 
remove the ballot from the envelope and send the ballot to the Ballot Duplication Board 
for duplication of the races for President of the United States (Presidential Electors), 
United States Senator, and United States House of Representatives only. No other race or 
ballot measure will be duplicated from that ballot. 

 Provisional Ballots Voted on an Accessible Voting Device that 
Independently Tabulates Votes 

The verification staff must examine the provisional ballot affidavit to determine if the Recorder’s 
Office has identified the voter as a “federal-only” voter. If that indicator is present and the 
Recorder’s Office has indicated that the ballot is otherwise verified, the verification staff will 
print a copy of the voted ballot or pull the voter-verifiable paper audit trail to confirm whether 
the ballot is a “full-ballot” or a “federal-only” ballot.  

• If the ballot is a “federal-only” ballot, the ballot shall be marked “accepted” on the EMS 
and processed for tabulation. 

• If the ballot is a “full-ballot,” the verification staff will mark the ballot “Fed-Only” and 
send the ballot to the Ballot Duplication Board for duplication of the offices of President 
of the United States (Presidential Elector), United States Senate, and United States House 
of Representatives only. No other race or ballot measure will be duplicated from that 
ballot. The provisional ballot shall be marked “rejected” on the EMS and the duplicated 
ballot shall be counted with the rest of the provisional paper ballots. 

 Damaged Ballots 

If there are damaged provisional ballots, the verification staff must: 
1. Count the number of damaged ballots in each precinct; 
2. Initiate a transmittal slip to accompany the ballot to the Ballot Duplication Board; 
3. Record the number on the slip; and 
4. Forward the ballots, with the transmittal slip, to the Ballot Duplication Board. 
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 Ballots Ready for Counting 

The number of ballots ready to be counted must be recorded on a transmittal slip. The ballots and 
transmittal slip are forwarded to the Central Counting Place Board. 

 Ballots to Be Duplicated 

If any provisional ballots require duplication, the verification staff must forward those ballots to 
the Ballot Duplication Board in a proper transmittal envelope.  

 Write-In Votes 

After the provisional ballots have been counted on a tabulation unit, any ballots containing write-
in votes shall be separated from the other ballots and forwarded to the Write-in Tally Board. 

4. Challenges 
 
Challenges of provisional ballots will be determined by the Provisional Ballot Board using the 
procedure outlined for counting early ballots in Chapter 2, Section V. If the voter is found to be 
not registered, the ballot shall remain unopened and be retained in the same manner as voted 
ballots. Party representatives and alternates may be appointed to be present during provisional 
ballot processing and to challenge the disposition of provisional ballots. 

G. Write-In Tally Board  

The Write-In Tally Board is comprised of one inspector and two judges, who are members of the 
two political parties which cast the highest number of votes in the state at the last general 
election. At least one of the judges must be of a different political party than the inspector. At 
least 90-days before an election, the county chairperson of the two largest political parties may 
designate qualified electors to serve on Write-In Tally Board.  When the list is timely submitted, 
it shall be used to appoint board members. Without a nomination from a party chairperson, the 
Board of Supervisors (or designee) may fill the position with a member of the appropriate party. 
A.R.S. § 16-531(E).  
 
If the voter writes the name of a candidate on the ballot, the vote shall be counted for that 
candidate. If a voter writes the name of a political party on an FWAB, the vote shall be counted 
as a vote for the candidate of that party. Any abbreviation, misspelling, common nickname, or 
other minor variation in the name of a candidate or political party shall be disregarded in 
determining the validity of the vote if the intent of the voter can be ascertained. A.R.S. § 16-
543.02(C).  
 
Write-in votes are tallied only if the ballot is properly marked by the voter. This is done by 
writing in the name of a qualified write-in candidate AND by filling in the oval or connecting the 
arrow (or other method of properly marking the vote as indicated in the instructions for the 
particular optical scan or digital scan ballot). A.R.S. § 16-448. 
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If a write-in vote is declared to be invalid, the Write-In Tally Board manually tallying write-in 
votes must disqualify the vote. The Write-In Tally Board must not count any write-in vote that 
an election official has identified as disqualified. 

H. Audit Board 

The officer in charge of elections is responsible for overseeing a post-election audit of each 
voting location using an Audit Board. 
 
All election board logs, the Official Ballot Report, tabulation units, accessible voting device 
tapes/printouts, and a copy of the downloaded precinct results shall be delivered to an Audit 
Board upon the completion of each election board’s function. 
 
The Audit Board: 

1. Receives the Official Ballot Reports for each voting location and any supplemental 
information from the election boards that could explain any discrepancies; 

2. Receives the signature rosters, poll lists (or scanned copies), or reports from e-pollbooks 
that show voter check-ins and signatures;  

3. Receives the tabulation unit and accessible voting device precinct paper tape; 
4. Receives a copy of the transmitted precinct results from the election management system; 
5. Verifies the counts on the Official Ballot Report; 
6. Verifies that the count from the tabulation unit and accessible voting device precinct 

paper tapes is the same as the count from the transmitted precinct results on the election 
management system; 

7. Produces a written record that the correct vote totals for each candidate and issue were 
transmitted from the polling place to the election management system; 

8. Has access to all voting locations’ ballot statements contained in the unofficial return 
envelope; 

9. Identifies discrepancies in the reports following final tabulation of duplicated ballots and 
provisional ballots; 

10. Resolves problems that appear to be of major significance in the presence of political 
party observers; and 

11. Resolves and documents all discrepancies. 
 
The functions of the Audit Board must be completed prior to the acceptance of the canvassing 
results in order to ensure the integrity of the canvass results. 

I. Snag Board  

The Snag Board is comprised of at least three members who are knowledgeable about the entire 
elections process. Where possible, its members should have experience working as board 
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members in several previous elections cycles. It is appointed by the Board of Supervisors or 
officer in charge of elections, and should have members of at least two political parties. 
 
The function of the Snag Board is to resolve any problem brought to its attention by any of the 
other election boards. 
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CHAPTER 11:  
HAND COUNT AUDIT 

 
A limited precinct hand count and early ballot hand count audit must be conducted after each 
countywide primary, special, general, and PPE election and compared against the results from 
the electronic tabulation system, unless applicable exceptions apply. The purpose of the hand 
count audit is to compare the results of the machine count to the hand count to assure that the 
machines are working properly and accurately counting votes. Those conducting the hand count 
shall not be provided the machine count results of the batches of ballots they are hand counting 
prior to completion of the hand count of that batch. If the results from the hand count audit are 
within the “designated margin” of the electronic results for selected ballots, the hand count is 
deemed to have confirmed the accuracy of the electronic tabulation equipment, the hand count 
may cease, and the countywide electronic results are deemed the official results of the election. If 
the results from the hand count audit are outside of the designated margin, a second hand count 
of the same ballots is required, potentially followed by an expanded hand count and one or more 
jurisdiction-wide hand counts depending on the results. A.R.S. § 16-602(C)-(F).  

 DESIGNATION OF HAND COUNT BOARD MEMBERS 

At least 14 days prior to a countywide primary, special, general, or PPE election, the officer in 
charge of elections must notify the county chairpersons of each recognized political party of the 
requirement to designate Hand Count Board members, who will perform the hand count audits 
under the supervision of the officer in charge of elections. The officer in charge of elections 
should forecast the requisite number of board members (including alternate board members) 
based on the number of precincts/vote centers included in the hand count and/or the total number 
of ballots to be hand counted. 
 
The political party county chairpersons must designate Hand Count Board members and 
alternates at least seven days before the election (i.e., by 5:00 p.m. on the Tuesday before the 
election). If the political party is not represented by a county chairperson, the chairperson of the 
applicable state political party (or designee) may appoint the Hand Count Board members.  
 
The proposed board members and alternates must be registered to vote in Arizona but need not 
be registered members of the political party that designated them. Candidates appearing on the 
ballot, except for the office of precinct committeeman, may not serve as Hand Count Board 
members. Board members are entitled to receive compensation, but not for lodging, meals, or 
travel. 
 
The officer in charge of elections must notify a political party county chairperson by 9:00 a.m. 
on the Wednesday before the election if there is a shortage of required board members (i.e., the 
total number of proposed board members provided by all parties is less than four times the 
number of precincts to be audited). The chairperson must provide additional board member 
names by the next business day (5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before the election).  
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The hand count shall not proceed unless a sufficient number of Hand Count Board members has 
been designated by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday preceding the election and appear at the 
designated time and location to perform the hand count. The hand count may also be canceled 
(and the electronic tabulation of ballots will constitute the official count) if the officer in charge 
of elections removes enough board members (due to disruption or members being unable to 
perform their duty) such that there is an insufficient number of board members and the shortage 
cannot be remedied with substitutions.  
 
The officer in charge of elections must notify the Secretary of State if the hand count will be 
canceled. Among other information, the notification to the Secretary of State must outline the 
steps taken by the officer in charge of elections to secure sufficient participation in the hand 
count. 
 
If a sufficient number of members are present for the hand count, the officer in charge of 
elections must create boards by selecting at least two judges and one inspector per board. Each 
Hand Count Board must be comprised of designees from at least two recognized political parties 
and no more than 75% of the members may be from the same political party. Typically, for a 
three-member Hand Count Board, no more than two board members shall be members of the 
same political party entitled to continued representation on the ballot. All board members must 
take the oath specified in A.R.S. § 38-231(E). 

 
Board members may not bring any electronic devices, black pens, blue pens, or cell phones into 
the designated location of the hand count. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(7). 

 OBSERVATION OF THE HAND COUNT AUDIT 

The hand count is not subject to the live video requirements of A.R.S. § 16-621(C). However, 
political party representatives who are observing the hand count may bring their own video 
cameras to record the hand count. The sole act of recording the hand count does not constitute 
sufficient grounds to for the officer in charge of elections to prohibit observers from recording or 
to remove them from the facility. However, the observation or recording may not interfere with 
the hand count. In addition, to preserve the right to a secret ballot, no recording of ballot content 
shall be allowed. If either situation occurs, the officer in charge of elections may remove the 
observers or board members from the facility or further restrict video recording. A.R.S. § 16-
602(B). 

 TYPES AND QUANTITIES OF BALLOTS TO HAND COUNT 

A post-election hand count audit includes a precinct hand count, which involves a manual count 
of regular ballots from selected precincts, and an early ballot hand count, which involves a 
manual count of a percentage of early ballots cast in the election. 
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 Ballots Included in the Precinct Hand Count 

For the precinct hand count, the officer in charge of elections must conduct a hand count of 
regular ballots from at least 2% of the precincts, or 2 precincts, whichever is greater. Provisional 
and conditional provisional ballots are not included in the hand count. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(1). 
 
In counties that utilize vote centers, each vote center is considered to be a precinct/polling 
location and the officer in charge of elections must conduct a hand count of regular ballots from 
at least 2% of the vote centers, or 2 vote centers, whichever is greater. 
 
In a PPE, the officer in charge of elections must conduct a hand count of regular ballots from 2% 
of the polling places or vote centers established pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-248. A.R.S. § 16-
602(B)(3). 

 Ballots Included in the Early Ballot Hand Count 

The officer in charge of elections is required to conduct a hand count of 1% of the total number 
of early ballots cast, or 5,000 early ballots, whichever is less. A.R.S. § 16-602(F). Counties may 
elect to audit a higher number of ballots at their discretion. 
 
At least one batch of up to 400 early ballots from each central count machine used to tabulate 
early ballots and at least one accessible voting machine (if those machines independently 
tabulate votes) used during on-site early voting shall be selected for the early ballot hand count 
process. The officer in charge of elections must securely sequester those selected ballots along 
with their unofficial electronically-tabulated results for use in the early ballot hand count. 

 SELECTING PRECINCTS/POLLING PLACES TO BE HAND 
COUNTED 

The county political party chairpersons (or designees) shall take turns randomly drawing the 
precincts, vote centers, or consolidated polling places for the hand count. If a chairperson 
appoints a designee, the appointment must be in writing with the signature of the chairperson. 
The precincts/polling places shall be selected by lot without the use of a computer and the order 
of selection by the county political party chairpersons (or designees) shall also be by lot.  
 
The selection of the precincts/polling locations shall not begin until all ballots voted in the 
precinct polling places have been delivered to the central counting facility. The unofficial vote 
totals from all precincts/polling locations shall be made public before selecting the 
precincts/polling locations to be hand counted. The selection of precincts/polling locations shall 
occur prior to the selection of the races to be counted. 
 
At least 2% of the precincts/polling locations in the county (rounded to the nearest whole 
number) or two precincts/polling locations, whichever is greater, shall be selected at random 
from a lot consisting of every precinct/polling location in that county. For any election where 
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there are consolidated polling locations, the number of precincts to hand count should be 
calculated based on the number of active polling locations for that election.  
 
For counties utilizing vote centers, each vote center shall be considered to be a precinct/polling 
location during the selection process and the officer in charge of elections must conduct a hand 
count of regular ballots from at least 2% of the vote centers, or two vote centers, whichever is 
greater. 
 
The process for selecting the precincts for Primary and General Elections is:  

1. Determine Selection Order: Select by lot the order in which the county political party 
chairpersons (or designees) shall draw precincts/polling locations. The selection order 
will apply for the entire hand count process. 

2. Create Lot: Create a lot containing all precincts/polling locations in the county. 
3. Select Precincts: Draw the required 2% or two precincts/polling locations to be counted 

from a lot containing every precinct/polling location in the county. Precincts/polling 
locations without any registered voters shall be excluded from the pool of available 
precincts/polling locations in the county. The county political party chairpersons (or 
designees) shall alternate selecting precincts/polling locations based on the order defined 
in Step 1 from the lot until the required number of precincts/polling locations is selected. 

a. If a tabulation unit from a vote center was selected as a precinct/polling location 
to be hand counted, a subsequential selection shall be conducted to select a 
touchscreen voting machine (if they independently tabulate votes, and if there are 
more than one) utilized at that vote center: 

• Create Lot: Create a lot containing all touchscreen voting machines used 
at the same vote center in which a tabulation unit was previously 
selected. 

• Select Touchscreen Voting Machines: Draw a corresponding number of 
touchscreen voting machines to be hand counted for each tabulation unit 
from a vote center that was previously selected, from a lot containing 
every touchscreen voting machine utilized at a vote center from which a 
tabulation unit was selected during the selection of the precincts/polling 
locations. 

4. Record Precincts. The officer in charge of elections shall record the precincts/polling 
locations to be hand counted in the Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet. The 
precincts/polling locations shall be listed in the order selected. The order of the 
precincts/polling locations shall be used when selecting the contested races in Section V 
of this Chapter. 

A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(1), (B)(2), (B)(2)(e), (C). 
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 RACES ELIGIBLE TO BE HAND COUNTED 

 Eligible Races Generally 

The races to be counted in the hand count audit generally includes up to five contested races, 
which shall include: 

• One statewide candidate race;  
• One statewide ballot measure (if the election has a statewide ballot measure on the 

general election ballot); 
• One legislative candidate race (Arizona House of Representatives or Arizona Senate); 

and 
• One federal candidate race (United States House of Representatives or United States 

Senate);  
• One presidential elector race (only in general elections with a race for President of the 

United States).  
 
A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(2), (5).  
 
A candidate race within one of the above-referenced categories is eligible for inclusion in the 
hand count only if the race is “contested,” meaning there are more candidates seeking election or 
nomination than the number of seats available. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(2)(f). Write-in candidacies 
do not create contested races if the race is not otherwise contested. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(4).  
 
If there are no contested races within one of the above-referenced categories, one or more 
additional contested races from one of the other categories must be selected by lot until the 
required number of contested races are selected for the hand count. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(2)(e). 
For example, because a statewide ballot measure will not appear on the ballot during a primary 
election, an additional contested race from one of the other categories of eligible races must be 
drawn to make up the required four races.  
 
For a primary election, each political party primary is considered a separate race. For example, 
the requirement to select one contested legislative race is satisfied by selecting either the 
Democratic or Republican primary election race. A.R.S. § 16-602(B). 
 
For federal and legislative candidate races, only the type of office (House or Senate) must be 
selected, not any particular district. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(2)(c)-(d). Therefore, if, for example, the 
race for U.S. House of Representatives has been selected to satisfy the federal candidate race 
category, and the county encompasses parts of three Congressional districts, ballots cast in any of 
the Congressional districts are eligible for the hand count audit as long as those races are 
contested. 
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 Eligible Races in Special Elections 

For a special election to vote on a statewide ballot measure, all statewide ballot measures should 
be selected for the hand count audit (assuming there are four or fewer statewide ballot measures 
on the special election ballot). 
 
For a special election to fill a Congressional vacancy: 

• If a Congressional primary is contested, all contested political party races should be 
selected for the hand count audit for that special primary election (assuming there are 
four or fewer contested primaries); 

• Regardless of whether a Congressional primary was contested, a contested special 
general election must be selected for the hand count. 

 Eligible Races in PPEs 

A hand count must be conducted following a PPE. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(3). Since no other races 
may appear on a PPE ballot, all contested political party preference races should be selected for 
the hand count audit (assuming there are four or fewer contested preference races). A.R.S. § 16-
241(A). 

 SELECTING RACES TO BE HAND COUNTED 

The county political party chairpersons (or designees) must randomly select the particular 
contested races to be hand counted, in the same order determined at the beginning of the hand 
count process and used to select precincts/polling locations.  
 
If there are fewer than four contested races on the ballot, only the contested races on the ballot 
that fall within one of the four categories shall be included in the hand count audit. If there are no 
contested races in any of the designated categories in an election, no hand count will take place. 
A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(2)(e)-(f). 

 Selecting Races for Primary and General Elections 

The following process shall be used to select the races to be counted for both the precinct hand 
count and early ballot hand count for primary and general elections: 

1. Determine the race categories available for this election. The possible race categories 
shall be statewide candidate, federal candidate, state legislative candidate, and ballot 
measure, and, in a presidential election year, presidential elector. Some categories may 
not appear on the ballot for a particular election. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(2). 

2. Create a master list of all contested races. Create a list by race category of all possible 
contested races. This list will be referenced when creating the lots of possible races to 
count. The entries on this list shall be specific. Examples for the Primary would include 
Governor/Democrat or State House/Republican. Examples for the General would include 
State Treasurer or State Senate. 
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3. Determine the required number of races that will be counted from each category. 
There should be one race for each required category unless a category does not have an 
eligible race.  

a. Determine if there is a contested presidential elector race.  
• If there is no contested presidential elector race on the ballot, place a zero 

in the “Presidential Elector” line of Section B of the Master Precinct and 
Race Selection Worksheet, see sample form in Chapter 17.  

• If there is a contested presidential elector race, place a tick mark in the 
“Presidential Elector” line. 

b. Determine if there is a contested statewide candidate race. 
• If there is no contested statewide candidate race on the ballot, place a 

zero in the “Statewide Candidate” line of Section B of the Master 
Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet and place a tick mark in the 
“Additional Races Needed” line.  

• If there is a contested statewide candidate race, place a tick mark in the 
“Statewide Candidate” line.  

c. Determine if there is a statewide ballot measure race.  
• If there is no statewide ballot measure on the ballot, place a zero in the 

“Statewide Ballot Measure” line of Section B of the Master Precinct and 
Race Selection Worksheet and place a tick mark in the “Additional Races 
Needed” line.  

• If there is a statewide ballot measure race, place a tick mark in the 
“Statewide Ballot Measure” line. 

d. Determine if there is a contested federal candidate race on any of the ballots 
in the precincts/polling locations selected.  

• If there is no contested federal candidate race in any of the selected 
precincts/polling locations, place a zero in the “Federal Candidate” line 
of Section B of the Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet and 
place a tick mark in the “Additional Races Needed” line.  

• If there is a contested federal candidate race, place a tick mark in the 
“Federal Candidate” line. 

e. Determine if there is a contested state legislative race on any of the ballots in 
the precincts/polling locations selected.  

• If there is no contested state legislative race in any of the selected 
precincts/polling locations, place a zero in the “State Legislative” line of 
Section B of the Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet and place 
a tick mark in the “Additional Races Needed” line.  

• If there is a contested state legislative race, place a tick mark in the “State 
Legislative” line. 
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f. If additional races are needed, determine if the number of races can be 
satisfied by an additional race(s) in another category.  

• The priority for selecting other categories, if needed, is as follows: 
statewide candidate, statewide ballot measure, federal candidate and then 
state legislative. All additional races shall be fulfilled with the highest 
priority race category possible. The categories of races to be hand 
counted and the number per category shall be recorded on the Master 
Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet.  

4. Separate out the contested races by category and create selection lots for each 
category from which a race or races will be selected.   

a. For the statewide candidate lot in a primary election, each contested party race 
shall be placed in the lot (e.g., Governor/Republican, State Mine/Democrat).  

b. For the federal candidate lot, the officer in charge of elections shall evaluate each 
of the precincts/polling locations selected to determine the possible federal 
candidate race types for the lot. If one or more precincts/polling locations have a 
contested federal candidate race, that race type shall be placed in the lot. In a 
primary election, each contested party race type shall be placed in the lot. The 
selections for U.S. House of Representative shall not contain the specific district 
since the names of the candidates may vary among the sampled precincts/polling 
places (e.g., U.S. House/Republican and U.S. House/Democrat). 

c. For the state legislative lot, the officer in charge of elections shall evaluate each of 
the precincts/polling locations selected to determine the possible contested state 
legislative race types for the lot. If one or more precincts/polling locations have a 
contested state legislative race, that race type shall be placed in the lot. In a 
primary election, each contested party race type shall be placed in the lot. The 
selections for state legislative race shall not contain the specific district since the 
names of the candidates may vary among the sampled precincts/polling locations 
(e.g., State House/Democrat, State House/Republican, State House/Libertarian). 

• If any candidate race is for a vacancy, the vacancy race shall be treated as 
a separate race for creating lots. For example, if an AZ Corporation 
Commission seat is vacant and the term ends in 2010 and there is also a 
race for the seat with a term that ends in 2012, the Corporation 
Commission Term Ending 2010 and Corporation Commission Term 
Ending 2012 will be two separate races when creating the Statewide 
Candidate lot.  

5. Select the contested races to be hand counted. The county political party chairpersons 
(or designees) shall alternate selecting races continuing with the order defined when 
selecting precincts/polling locations. The races will be selected by lot until the required 
number of races is selected. Categories of contested races shall be drawn in the following 
order until the required number of contested races is reached: presidential elector, 
statewide candidate, statewide ballot measure, federal candidate, and state legislative 
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candidate. Document any selected race(s) in Section C of the Master Precinct and Race 
Selection Worksheet.  

- If a selected candidate race does not have a contested race in each of the 
selected precincts/polling locations, only the precincts/polling locations where 
there is a contested candidate race shall be hand counted for that race. The 
machine counts of the races in this category shall be added together and 
measured against the hand counts of the races in this category to determine if 
the total difference falls within the designated margin.  

6. The races selected for the precinct hand count shall be the same used for the early 
ballot hand count. Because the batches used for the early ballot hand count do not 
correspond to the precincts/polling locations selected for the precinct hand count, the 
names of candidates for the selected races may differ among the various early ballot 
batches selected for the audit. The machine counts of the races in such categories shall be 
added together and measured against the hand counts of the races in those categories to 
determine if the total difference falls within the designated margin. 

7. Create Hand Count Board Worksheets. The officer in charge of elections shall create a 
Hand Count Board Worksheet for each Hand Count Board. The worksheet documents the 
members of the Hand Count Board and what races they will be hand counting. 

 Selecting Races for a PPE 

The following process shall be used to select the races to be hand counted for a PPE: 
1. Determine Selection Order. Select by lot the order in which the county political party 

chairpersons (or designees) shall choose from the pool of available precincts. 
2. Create Lot of Polling Locations. Create a lot of available polling locations. A county 

may consolidate precincts in a PPE. Only actual polling locations will be placed in the lot 
of available polling locations. 

3. Select Precincts. Draw the required 2% or two polling locations to be counted among a 
lot containing every actual polling location for the PPE.  

4. Record Precincts. The officer in charge of elections shall record the polling locations to 
be hand counted in Section A of the Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet.  

5. Create Lot of Contested Races. Create a lot of the contested races available for the PPE. 
Each political party that is participating in the PPE will count as a contested race.  

6. Select Race(s). If there are four contested races or less, all possible races will be hand 
counted. If there are more than four contested races, the county political party 
chairperson (or designee) who is next (from Step 1), shall choose a contested PPE race to 
be hand counted. The political party chairpersons (or designees) will alternate until four 
contested races are selected.  

7. Record Race. The officer in charge of elections shall record the PPE race(s) to be hand 
counted in Section B of the Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet. 
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A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(3). 

 HAND COUNT TABULATING METHODS 

There are two approved methods of hand counting votes:  
• Stacking method: used for hand counting optical/digital scan ballots; and  
• Three-person call-out method: used for hand counting votes from the VVPAT of an 

accessible voting machine.  
 
For either method, each judge shall be given a tally sheet that shall be marked with the 
precinct/polling location, the race, and the names of the candidates for that particular race. See 
Sample Hand Count Tally Sheet in Chapter 17. 
 

 Stacking Method for Optical/Digital Scan Ballots 

The stacking method is used for hand counting optical/digital scan ballots, and may also be used 
to hand count paper ballots printed by accessible ballot marking devices. For the stacking 
method, the inspector picks up each ballot and sorts the ballots into piles with the assistance of 
the other two board members (the judges) and tallies the number of votes for each candidate in 
the particular race using the process below.  

1. Processing Ballots with Write-In Votes 

1. Since write-in votes may not have been tabulated yet, it is very important to keep 
ballots with write-in votes segregated from ballots without write-in votes. To do so, 
the first judge counts the total number of ballots with write-in votes. The second 
judge shall recount the total number of ballots with write-in votes. If the totals from 
both judges match, the result shall be documented in the Hand Count Tally Sheet. 

- Ballots with write-in votes may be marked with yellow highlighter to enable 
them to be readily segregated from other ballots after the hand count of the 
batch is complete.  

2. The inspector shall announce the specific race to be counted, identify that race on the 
ballot, and separate out ballots with over-votes or no selection for that race. The two 
judges shall confirm that the inspector performs this step correctly. 

3. The inspector shall announce the first candidate/selection listed in the race and begin 
the stacking process for that candidate/selection: 

- The inspector shall hold up the ballots one at a time and declare the voter’s 
choice for the specific candidate/selection in the race. All ballots with a vote for 
that candidate/selection shall be placed in one stack (the “yes” stack) and all 
ballots with a vote for any other candidate/selection in the race shall be placed 
in a separate stack (the “no” or “other” stack). The judges shall view each ballot 
and ensure that the inspector is placing the ballot in the right stack.  
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- After the sorting process is complete, one judge shall count each pile in stacks 
of ten or 25 (or another agreed-upon pre-determined number) and then the other 
judge shall recount each stack. The inspector shall enter the number of ballots in 
each stack onto the Hand Count Tally Sheet. 

- The inspector shall move the “yes” stack aside, perform the stacking process for 
the next candidate/selection in the race using the ballots in the “no” or “other” 
stack, and repeat until done recording totals for all candidates/selections on the 
Hand Count Tally Sheet. 

• If the race being counted is for multiple seats (e.g., vote for two), it will 
be necessary to go through entire set of ballots for each candidate, 
without the option of setting aside the “yes” stack as described in the 
prior step. 

- If there is any question about the intent of the voter, the determination of voter 
intent must be made by unanimous consent of all three Hand Count Board 
members using the standards established in Chapter 11, Section IX. If a 
unanimous decision cannot be reached by the Hand Count Board, the officer in 
charge of elections shall make the final decision regarding the voter’s intent. A 
notation of the final decision shall be logged on the tally sheet and the inspector 
shall place the ballot into the proper stack for counting.  

4. After completing the stacking process, the inspector shall place the ballots with write-
in votes back in the write-in envelope and keep those ballots separated from the 
regular ballots. 

2. Processing Regular Ballots 

1. The first judge shall count the total number of regular ballots. The second judge shall 
recount the total number of regular ballots. If the totals from both judges match, the 
result shall be documented in the Hand Count Tally Sheet. 

2. The inspector announces the specific race to be counted, identifies that race on the 
ballot, and separates out ballots with over-votes or no selection for that race. The two 
judges shall confirm that the inspector performs this step correctly. 

3. The inspector announces the first candidate/selection listed in the race and begins the 
stacking process for that candidate/selection, using the same procedure described 
above for ballots with write-in votes. 

4. After completing the stacking process, the inspector shall place the regular ballots 
back in the regular ballot envelope and keep those ballots separated from the ballots 
with write-in votes. 
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 Three-Person Call-Out Method for Ballots Cast on Accessible Voting 
Devices that Independently Tabulate Votes 

The three-person call method may be used when hand counting votes from an accessible voting 
machine that independently tabulates votes, including the VVPAT (see Section VII(C) below).  

1. The inspector shall take the ballots one at a time. On each ballot, the inspector shall 
find the races that were selected to be hand counted and announce the races one at a 
time. The judges will find the race on the proper “DRE Hand Count Tally Sheet.” The 
inspector shall then announce the name of the candidate that the voter marked on the 
ballot for that race or, if a ballot measure, the voter’s selection for the measure.  

• The determination of voter intent must be made by unanimous consent of 
all three Hand Count Board members, using the standards established in 
Chapter 11, Section IX. If a unanimous decision cannot be reached by the 
Hand Count Board, the officer in charge of elections shall make the final 
decision regarding the voter’s intent. A notation of the final decision shall 
be logged on the tally sheet. 

2. The judges shall place a tick mark by the voted candidate’s name on the tally sheet. 
After processing each batch of 25 ballots, the judges shall compare the number of tick 
marks with each other. If the results from both judges match, the judges shall cross 
through the remaining numbers in the row. If the results do not match, the Hand 
Count Board shall recount the batch of 25 ballots until the results from both judges 
match. 

3. Upon completion of the hand count, the judges shall sign the final “Hand Count 
Cumulative Sheet.”  

 Process for Hand Counting Accessible Voting Audit Tapes 

The Hand Count Board, under the direction of the officer in charge of elections, shall: 
1. Unroll the VVPAT generated by the accessible voting device and verify the precinct. 
2. Mark through all the voided or spoiled votes cast with a red pen/pencil in a manner that 

is visually distinguishable but does not interfere with the ability to read the paper. 
3. Mark through all provisional votes with a red pen/pencil in a manner that is visually 

distinguishable but does not interfere with the ability to read the paper. 
4. Ensure that the voided or spoiled and provisional votes are not counted. 
5. If the paper roll is unable to be read for any reason, a new precinct shall be selected for 

the precinct hand count in accordance with Section VIII of this Chapter. If no other 
precinct/polling location is available for selection, the unreadable ballots shall be read 
using the printed version of the electronic ballots as generated by the accessible voting 
device. The officer in charge of elections shall make the determination of whether a 
paper roll is readable. 

6. Utilize the Three-Person Call Tabulating Method. 
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7. If multiple accessible voting devices were used in the precinct or for early voting, repeat 
the process above for each paper roll generated by the Accessible Voting Devices. 

8. Record results on the Accessible Voting Device Hand Count Tally Sheet. 

 PROCEDURES FOR CONDUCTING THE HAND COUNT 

The officer in charge of elections must commence the hand count with a public announcement 
and explanation of the procedure. The hand count must begin within 24 hours after the polls 
close on Election Day and must be completed before the county canvass. A.R.S. § 16-602(I). The 
start of the hand count can be defined as the official training of the Hand Count Board members, 
selection of the precincts and races, coordinating the hand count with the party leaders, or any 
other activity that furthers the progress of the hand count for that election. 
 
Hand count board members shall not bring cellular phones, other electronic devices, or pens with 
black or blue ink into the official hand counting area. 
 
Throughout the hand count, the officer in charge of elections must retain custody and control of 
all hand counted ballots. A.R.S. § 16-602(H). 

 Precinct Hand Count  

1. Precinct Hand Count Process 
 
The initial precinct hand count must be conducted according to the following procedure for each 
race selected for the hand count. 

1. The officer in charge of elections: (i) ensures each board is properly assembled and has 
been provided all necessary forms and supplies; (ii) apportions ballots to the Hand Count 
Boards; and (iii) announces which specific race will be hand counted. The boards are not 
provided with the electronically-tabulated results for any race at this time. 

2. The inspector or one of the judges fills out a Hand Audit Tally Sheet (see sample forms 
in Chapter 17) for each race to be hand counted.53 The inspector signs each Hand Audit 
Tally Sheet. All Hand Audit Tally Sheets from the precinct hand count shall be provided 
to the officer in charge of elections after completion. 

a. Each judge shall fill out the top of the Hand Audit Tally Sheet, listing the 
precinct/polling location name, precinct/polling location number, inspector name 
and their name as the judge. Each judge shall also check the box for the proper 
election type. 

b. For a candidate race, list each candidate’s name on a separate counting line of the 
Hand Audit Tally Sheet. For ballot measures, list “Yes” on the first counting line 
and “No” on the second counting line. 

 
53 See Sample Count Tally Sheet – Stacking Method, and Hand Count Tally Sheet – Three-Person Call 
Out Method, in Chapter 17. 
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3. For optical/digital scan ballots, the Hand Count Board shall separate ballots with write-in 
votes from the other precinct/polling location ballots and hand count each group of 
ballots using the stacking method described in Section VII(A) above. For ballots cast on 
accessible voting devices that independently tabulates votes and VVPATs, the Hand 
Count Board shall conduct the hand count using the three-person call-out method, see 
Sections VII(B)-(C) above.  

4. The Hand Count Board shall list the totals for each candidate on the appropriate Hand 
Audit Tally Sheet. Each precinct/polling location shall have one Hand Audit Tally Sheet 
for the optical/digital scan ballots and one for the accessible voting devices, unless the 
accessible voting device produces a paper ballot read by a tabulation unit and those paper 
ballots were hand counted using the stacking method. At this point, the hand count results 
for the batch is compared to the machine count results and the Auditor initials the Hand 
Count Tally Sheet to indicate that there are no discrepancies in the batch totals.  

5. The officer in charge of elections shall create a Precinct Hand Count Margin Worksheet 
(see sample form in Chapter 17) for each race that was hand counted and calculate the 
hand count margin using the Precinct Hand Count Margin Worksheet and following the 
steps below in the presence of the county political party chairpersons (or designees): 

a. Fill out Top of Form. Fill out the date of the election. Circle the proper election 
(general, special, primary, or PPE). State the race category that the worksheet is 
for (presidential elector, statewide candidate, statewide ballot, federal candidate, 
or state legislative candidate). List the specific race (e.g., State Senator, 
Corporation Commission/Democrat). List the hand count round (1st hand count, 
2nd hand count, expanded hand count or final hand count). 

b. Enter Hand Count Totals. For each precinct/polling location that was hand 
counted, enter separately the hand count totals for the optical/digital scan ballots 
and the hand count totals for the accessible voting devices. These totals will come 
directly from the Hand Count Tally Sheets. Each candidate’s counts or yes/no 
counts for ballot measures from the Hand Count Tally Sheet must be listed in the 
table. The total number of hand counted votes shall be calculated and noted in the 
worksheet. 

c. Enter Machine Count Totals. For each precinct/polling location that was hand 
counted, enter separately the machine totals for the optical/digital scan ballots and 
the machine totals for the accessible voting devices. These totals will come 
directly from Election Management Systems. Each candidate’s counts or yes/no 
counts for ballot measures from the Hand Count Tally Sheet must be listed in the 
table. The total number of machine counted votes shall be calculated and noted in 
the worksheet.  

d. Calculate Absolute Difference. For each candidate’s total or ballot measure 
yes/no total, calculate the absolute difference between the hand count and the 
machine count. The absolute difference is the difference between the two numbers 
listed as a positive value (e.g., [100 – 99] or [99 – 100] will both have an absolute 
value of one). The total absolute value for each precinct/machine type shall be 
calculated and noted in the worksheet.  
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e. Calculate Grand Totals. Add up all the machine count totals for a particular race 
category to calculate the “Grand Total Machine Count.” Add up all the absolute 
differences for a particular race category to calculate the “Grand Total Absolute 
Difference.”  

f. Calculate Hand Count Margin. Divide the “Grand Total Absolute Difference” 
by the “Grand Total Machine Count” and multiply the result by 100 to calculate 
the margin in a percentage form.   

6. Compare the hand count margin for each race to the designated margin established by the 
Vote Count Verification Committee (established by the Secretary of State pursuant to 
A.R.S. § 16-602(K)) to determine if it is in the acceptable range or if a second or 
expanded precinct hand count is required. The applicable designated margin is available 
on the Secretary of State’s website at https://www.azsos.gov/elections/voting-
election/voting-equipment.  

7. If the calculated margin for the specific race from the Precinct Hand Count Margin 
Worksheet is less than the designated margin for the precinct hand count established by 
the Vote Count Verification Committee, the precinct hand count will be deemed 
concluded and the results of the electronic tabulation will constitute the official count for 
that race. The officer in charge of elections shall indicate on the Hand Count Cumulative 
Sheet that the count is complete and two members, one of each political party from each 
Hand Count Board present, shall sign the sheet. 

2. Second Precinct Hand Count 
 
If any hand counted race results in a calculated margin that is equal to or greater than the 
designated margin for the precinct hand count, a second precinct hand count of that race and of 
those same ballots shall be performed. A new Precinct Hand Count Margin Worksheet shall be 
created for the second precinct hand count for the race in question.  
 
If the second precinct hand count results in a calculated margin that is less than the designated 
margin, the precinct hand count will be concluded and the results of the electronic tabulation will 
constitute the official count for that race. The officer in charge of elections shall indicate on the 
Hand Count Cumulative Sheet that the count is complete and a representative from each political 
party present shall sign the sheet. A.R.S. § 16-602(C). 

3. Expanded Precinct Hand Count 
 
If the second precinct hand count results in a margin that is equal to or greater than the 
designated margin, the precinct hand count shall be expanded to include a total of twice the 
original number of randomly selected precincts/polling locations. Those additional 
precincts/polling locations (equal to the original number of randomly selected precincts/polling 
locations, so that the total number of ballots hand counted is twice the original number) shall be 
selected in accordance with the process set forth in Section IV. If the remaining number of 
precincts/polling locations for a race is less than the original number of precincts/polling 
locations selected for the first hand count, then the total remaining precincts/polling locations 
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shall be included in the expanded hand count. A.R.S. § 16-602(C). A new Precinct Hand Count 
Margin Worksheet shall be created for the expanded Precinct Hand Count race in question.  
 
If the calculated margin for the expanded precinct hand count (as calculated based on the results 
of the original hand count plus the expanded hand count) is less than the designated precinct 
hand count margin, the precinct hand count will be concluded and the results of the electronic 
tabulation will constitute the official count for that race. The officer in charge of elections shall 
indicate on the Hand Count Cumulative Sheet that the count is complete and a representative 
from each political party present shall sign the sheet. ARS § 16-602(E). 

4. Full Precinct Hand Count 
 
If the expanded precinct hand count results in a calculated margin that is equal to or greater than 
the designated precinct hand count margin, the precinct hand count shall be extended to include 
the entire jurisdiction for that race. If the jurisdictional boundary for that race includes any 
portion of more than one county, the full precinct hand count shall not be extended into the 
precincts/polling locations that are outside of the county that is conducting the full precinct hand 
count. A new Precinct Hand Count Margin Worksheet shall be created for the full precinct hand 
count race.  
 
If necessary, the officer in charge of elections may work with the county political party 
chairpersons (or designees) to select additional Hand Count Board members using the same 
selection procedure for the initial Hand Count Board members. 
 
The full hand count must be repeated for a particular race until the results of a full hand count are 
identical to the results of another full hand count for that race. When an identical hand count 
result is achieved, the hand count (not the electronic tabulation) constitutes the official result for 
the race in that county. The precinct hand count totals shall be added to the total count of early 
ballots, provisional ballots, conditional provisional ballots, and write-in votes to determine the 
final count and the officer in charge of elections shall report that final count to the Secretary of 
State. A.R.S. § 16-602(D). 

 Early Ballot Hand Count 

The early ballot hand count is a hand count of a percentage of early ballots actually voted. The 
number of early ballots to be counted is 1% of the total number of early ballots cast or 5,000 
early ballots, whichever is less. Each machine used for early ballot tabulation shall have at least 
one batch included in the early ballot hand count, and batch sizes may not exceed 400 ballots. 
A.R.S. § 16-602(F). 

1. Early Ballot Hand Count Process 
 
The selected early ballots shall be hand counted according to the following procedure for each 
race selected for the early ballot hand count. 
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1. Prior to beginning the tabulation of early ballots, the officer in charge of elections shall 
determine the total number of early ballots sent for the election. From this number the 
officer in charge of elections shall calculate a number that equals 1% of the number or 
5,000, whichever is less. Because the number of early ballots voted (including in-person 
early voting) will generally be lower than the number of early ballots sent, this 
calculation should yield a number of ballots that meets or exceeds the number of early 
ballots required to be hand counted.  

2. The officer in charge of elections shall then determine the number and size of the batches. 
The number of batches must be enough to include at least one batch per machine used for 
early ballot tabulation. That number must then be doubled to account for the possibility 
of an expansion from 1% to 2% of early ballots required to be hand counted. The batch 
size can be any amount up to 400 ballots. The size of the batch should start with the 1% 
number divided by the number of machines used for early ballot tabulation. The table 
below provides some examples.  

 
 County A County B County C 

Number of early ballots sent to voters 4,000 60,000 800,000 

Number of machines used for early ballot 
tabulation 

2 4 3 

1% of early ballots sent to voters, or 5,000, 
whichever is less 

40 600 5,000 

2% of early ballots sent to voters, or 10,000, 
whichever is less (in case expansion is 
needed) 

80 1,200 10,000 

Size of Batches 20 150 400 (max) 

Number of Batches Required to Meet 1% (40/20)   = 
2 

(600/150) = 
4 

(5,000/400) = 
13 

Number of Batches Required to Meet 2% (80/20)   = 
4 

(1,200/150) 
= 8 

(10,000/400) 
= 25 

3. The county political party chairpersons (or designees) will work with the officer in 
charge of elections to randomly select one or more batches of early ballots included in the 
initial tabulation. This includes at least one batch from each machine used to tabulate 
early ballots, and shall securely sequester those ballots, along with their unofficial tally 
reports, for use in the early ballot hand count.  
a. Every precaution should be taken to ensure that no partial or complete tallies of the 

early election board be released or divulged before all precincts have reported or 
one hour after the closing of the polls on Election Day, whichever occurs first.  

4. From the sequestered early ballots, the officer in charge of elections will randomly select 
the required number of early ballots with which to conduct a hand count of the same 
races that are being hand counted in the precinct hand count and create batches consisting 
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of up to 400 ballots per batch. The total number of ballots divided into batches shall 
satisfy the total number of early ballots required to be hand counted. At least one batch 
shall be created from early ballots tabulated on each machine used for tabulating early 
ballots. The batches may be selected from any presorted early ballot returns from Step 3 
above. The batches used for the early ballot hand count need not correspond to the 
precincts/polling locations selected for the precinct hand count. The names of the 
candidates may vary among the batches if necessary. The machine counts of the races in 
this category shall be added together and measured against the hand counts of the races in 
this category to determine if the total margin of difference falls within the designated 
margin. 

5. If a county has an EMS that can produce sub-reports of results, then the officer in charge 
of elections will complete the steps necessary to create a batch report for each batch and 
print out the sub-report. 

6. The ballots included in a batch, as well as the baseline and batch tally reports, will be 
clearly labeled and sequestered separate from any other ballots or batches. The machine 
that the batches of early ballots were counted on shall be identified and listed with the 
batch. Each batch may include a stack of regular ballots and a stack of ballots with write-
in votes. 

7. This process shall continue until a sufficient number of batches have been created. 
8. On Election Day, the officer in charge of elections shall calculate the exact number of 

early ballots tallied up to that point in time. From this number, the officer in charge of 
elections shall calculate a number equaling 1% of the total early ballots. This shall serve 
as the number of ballots to audit. 

9. The political party chairpersons shall randomly select one or more batches until enough 
ballots have been selected to equal the number of ballots to audit. 

10. If needed, for each race selected for audit, the officer in charge of elections shall calculate 
the electronic total for the race by subtracting the batch tally total for that race from the 
baseline tally total for that race. This shall be done for all selected batches. All races 
selected for the precinct hand count shall also be hand counted in the early ballot hand 
count. For the early ballot hand count, the races shall be listed in Section C of the Master 
Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet. 

11. A Hand Count Tally Sheet shall be created for each possible contested race listed on the 
Master List of All Contested Races. 

12.  The Hand Count Board members shall then perform a hand count of the optical/digital 
scan ballots using the stacking method. If accessible voting devices that independently 
tabulate votes are used for early voting, then at least one batch from each accessible 
voting device shall be included in the early ballot hand count and hand counted using the 
three-person call-out method. 

13. The officer in charge of elections shall add all hand count results together for each race, 
including any accessible voting device results, add all electronic results together for each 
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race, including any accessible voting device, and calculate the margin of difference using 
the Early Ballot Hand Count Margin Worksheet as follows: 

a. Fill out Top of Form. Fill out the date of the election. Circle the proper election 
(general, special, primary, or PPE). State the race category that the worksheet is 
for (presidential elector, statewide candidate, statewide ballot, federal candidate, 
or state legislative candidate). List the specific race (e.g., State Senator, 
Corporation Commission/Democrat). List the hand count round (1st hand count, 
2nd hand count, expanded hand count or final hand count). 

b. Enter Hand Count Totals. Enter separately the hand count totals for the 
optical/digital scan ballots and the hand count totals for the accessible voting 
devices. These totals will come directly from the Hand Count Tally Sheets. Each 
candidate’s counts or yes/no counts for ballot measures from the Hand Count 
Tally Sheet must be listed in the table. The total number of hand counted votes 
shall be calculated and noted in the worksheet. 

c. Enter Machine Count Totals. Enter separately the machine totals for the 
optical/digital scan ballots and the machine totals for the accessible voting 
devices. These totals will come directly from Election Management Systems. 
Each candidate’s counts or yes/no counts for ballot measures from the Hand 
Count Tally Sheet must be listed in the table. The total number of machine 
counted votes shall be calculated and noted in the worksheet.  

d. Calculate Absolute Difference. For each candidate’s total or ballot measure 
yes/no total, calculate the absolute difference between the hand count and the 
machine count. The absolute difference is the difference between the two numbers 
listed as a positive value (e.g., [100 – 99] or [99 – 100] will both have an absolute 
value of one).  

e. Calculate Grand Totals. Add up all the machine count totals for a particular race 
category to calculate the “Grand Total Machine Count.” Add up all the absolute 
differences for a particular race category to calculate the “Grand Total Absolute 
Difference.”  

f. Calculate Hand Count Margin. Divide the “Grand Total Absolute Difference” 
by the “Grand Total Machine Count” and multiply the result by 100 to calculate 
the margin in a percentage form.   

 
If the margin of difference between the manual count of early ballots compared to the electronic 
tabulation of those ballots is less than the designated early ballot hand count margin, the 
electronic tabulation shall be the official count of the race and included in the canvass. No 
further hand count of the early ballots shall be conducted. The officer in charge of elections or 
Hand Count Board shall mark off and sign the Early Ballot Hand Count Margin Worksheet as 
completed. A.R.S. § 16-602(F). 
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2. Second Early Ballot Hand Count 
 
If the margin of difference is equal to or greater than the designated early ballot hand count 
margin for any race, the Hand Count Board shall repeat the hand count of the same early ballots 
for that race. 
 
If the second early ballot hand count results in a margin that is less than the designated margin, 
the early ballot hand count will be concluded and the results of the electronic tabulation will 
constitute the official count for that race. No further hand count of the early ballots shall be 
conducted. The Hand Count Board shall mark off the chart as completed and two members, one 
of each political party, from each Hand Count Board present shall sign the chart. A.R.S. § 16-
602(F). 

3. Expanded Early Ballot Hand Count 
 
If the margin is equal to or greater than the designated early ballot hand count margin for any 
race, the Hand Count Board shall conduct an expanded early ballot hand count for that race, to 
include a number of additional early ballots equal to 1% of the total early ballots cast or an 
additional 5,000 ballots, whichever is less, to be randomly selected from the batch or batches of 
sequestered early ballots. The Hand Count Board shall hand count the additional early ballots 
using the steps spelled out in Section VIII(B)(1) above. A.R.S. § 16-602(F). 
 
To calculate the hand count margin for the expanded early ballot hand count, add the first and 
expanded electronic count and add the first and expanded hand count together and then calculate 
the margin using the equation in Step 13 in Section VIII(B)(1) above. 
 
If the expanded early ballot audit results in a difference for that race that is equal to or greater 
than the designated early ballot hand count margin, the manual counts shall be repeated for that 
race until a manual count results in a margin that is less than the designated margin.  
 
All results shall be documented in writing and signed by the officer in charge of elections and all 
county political party chairpersons (or designees) present. The officer in charge of elections shall 
label the ballots used for the early ballot hand count and preserve them separately. A.R.S. § 16-
602(F). 

 Review of Election Program by a Special Master 

If a full jurisdiction-wide hand count was necessary, the Secretary of State must make available 
the escrowed election program source code for that county’s election equipment to the superior 
court for that county. The superior court for that county must then appoint a special master to 
review the election program.  
 
The special master must: 

1. Have expertise in software engineering; 
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2. Not be affiliated with an election equipment or software vendor; 
3. Not be affiliated with a candidate who appeared on the ballot in that county; 
4. Be bound by a signed nondisclosure agreement with respect to the contents of the 

election program. 
 
The special master must prepare a public report to the superior court and to the Secretary of State 
with their findings on any discrepancies found in the election program. 
 
The Secretary of State’s Election Equipment Certification Committee must review this report 
when considering the continued certification of that election equipment and software. A.R.S. § 
16-602(J). 

 STANDARD FOR DETERMINING VOTER INTENT IN HAND 
COUNT 

Ballots with vote choices that were marked improperly, corrected or erased, or otherwise read as 
blank or unclear by the electronic tabulation machine have likely been duplicated or adjudicated 
using the procedures in Chapter 10, Section II prior to being tabulated and/or committed to the 
EMS. Where necessary, the Hand Count Board members must also determine the voter’s intent 
on such ballots, using the following standards: 

1. If the voter selected more than the allowed number of selections for a particular race and 
the voter’s intended choice(s) cannot be positively determined, then no vote is counted 
for any candidate for that race or for or against that ballot measure. 

2. If the voter did not select any choice for a particular race or ballot question, then no vote 
is counted for any candidate for that race or for or against that ballot measure. 

3. If the voter clearly and unambiguously indicated their intended vote choice on the face of 
the ballot in a manner consistently used throughout the rest of the ballot but the vote 
choice was nonetheless unreadable by the electronic tabulation equipment, either due to 
the voter marking the ballot using an improper method or for other reasons, the Hand 
Count Board must count the voter’s intended choice in the hand count.  

• If the voter properly marked the ballot (for example, filled in the oval or 
connected the arrow) but the ballot face includes other extraneous marks, the 
extraneous marks should be disregarded and the Hand Count Board must consider 
the properly marked vote choice as the voter’s intended selection.  

4. If the voter attempted to erase or undo their original vote choice, the Hand Count Board 
must determine which mark is clearest and count it as the proper vote choice.  

5. If the voter marked the ballot using an improper method (for example, circling a vote 
choice rather than filling an oval) such that the selections were unreadable by the 
electronic tabulation equipment, but the markings indicate the clear and unambiguous 
intent of the voter and the improper method is consistently used throughout the rest of the 
ballot, the Hand Count Board must count the voter’s selections in the hand count, even if 
a ballot is slightly defaced or soiled. 
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The Hand Count Board members must reach a unanimous decision as to voter intent. If the Hand 
Count Board members are unable to reach a unanimous decision in a particular race, the officer 
in charge of elections shall make the final determination of voter intent. A.R.S. § 16-602(G). 

 HAND COUNT OF RECOUNTED ELECTIONS 

A precinct hand count audit must also be conducted following a court-ordered recount pursuant 
to A.R.S. § 16-661 through A.R.S. § 16-663(B). This means any ballots that have been 
electronically re-tabulated for purposes of a recount are treated as if a new election took place 
and therefore are again subject to hand count audit requirements. 
 
The same procedures for a precinct hand count shall be followed except that the officer in charge 
of elections and the political parties must conduct a hand count of at least 5% of precincts for the 
recounted race. A.R.S. § 16-663(B). In counties that conduct vote center-based elections, the 
officer in charge of elections and the political parties must conduct a hand count of at least 2% of 
the total number of ballots that were subject to the recount. 

 REPORTING RESULTS OF THE HAND COUNT 

Within two business days of the completion of the precinct hand count and early voting hand 
count, and prior to the county canvass, the officer in charge of elections must electronically 
submit a report to the Secretary of State that includes the following information: 

• Dates of the precinct and early ballot hand counts; 
• Precincts or vote centers selected for the precinct hand count; 
• Races selected; 
• Summary of the results by precinct/voting location and race for both the electronically 

tabulated vote totals and the hand counted totals; and 
• The margins from the hand count when compared to the electronically tabulated results. 

 
The Secretary of State must post the results on the Secretary of State’s website. A.R.S. § 16-
602(I). 
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CHAPTER 12:  
OTHER POST-ELECTION DAY PROCEDURES 

 

 REPORTING ELECTION RESULTS 

The officer in charge of elections may publicly release election results at the earlier of: 
• The time when all ballots cast on Election Day at voting locations have been tabulated 

and publicly reported; or 
• One hour after all polls under the jurisdiction of the officer in charge of elections have 

closed on Election Day. 
 
Polls presumptively close at 7:00 p.m. on Election Day unless extended by court order. A.R.S. § 
16-551(C); A.R.S. § 16-565(A).  
 
For elections involving a federal, statewide, or legislative candidate race or a statewide ballot 
measure, the officer in charge of elections must promptly transmit those election results to the 
Secretary of State, prior to or immediately after making those results public. For the initial 
transmission of election results on Election Day, and as additional results are tabulated prior to 
the county canvass, the officer in charge of elections must transmit election results to the 
Secretary of State in the required electronic format using an application specified by the 
Secretary of State. A.R.S. § 16-622(B). 

 CONDUCTING POST-ELECTION LOGIC & ACCURACY TEST 

A post-election logic and accuracy (L&A) test must be performed by the officer in charge of 
elections after the official count has been completed but before the county canvass. 
 
The post-election L&A test must be performed using the same election program and voting 
equipment used for the pre-election L&A test and the election. The same test ballots and test 
script from the pre-election L&A test must be utilized.  
 
The post-election L&A test should generate the same results as the pre-election L&A test. If the 
post-election L&A test does not yield the same results, the officer in charge of elections should 
visually assess the test ballots and/or voting equipment for errors or malfunctions. If the problem 
still cannot be resolved, the officer in charge of elections should contact the Secretary of State 
and/or the County Attorney for further assistance. 
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 FILING FEDERAL POST-ELECTION REPORTS 

 Election Assistance Commission Reporting 

Within 90 days after a federal general election (or any later date established by the federal 
Election Assistance Commission (EAC)), the Secretary of State must submit a comprehensive 
post-election report to the EAC in accordance with the format prescribed by the EAC. The report 
must be prepared in conjunction with, and based on data from, County Recorders and/or the 
other officers in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-142(B). 

 Department of Justice UOCAVA Reporting 

At the request of the United States Department of Justice, the Secretary of State must report the 
following information following a federal election: 

• The number of UOCAVA ballots requested for the election; 
• The number of UOCAVA ballots timely transmitted; and 
• The number of UOCAVA ballots that were not timely transmitted. 

 
If the County Recorder believes that UOCAVA ballots will be transmitted late, the County 
Recorder should notify the Secretary of State as soon as practicable. 
 
County Recorders must provide the required data to the Secretary of State in order to meet the 
federal reporting requirements. 52 U.S.C. § 20308.  

 POST-ELECTION REIMBURSEMENT REQUESTS 

 Reimbursement for Conducting Local Election 

Within 90 days after conducting an election on behalf of a local jurisdiction, the County 
Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must prepare an accounting report which itemizes 
all expenditures incurred by the county in administering the election. The report must include the 
specific charges for each local jurisdiction which participated in the election. Local jurisdictions 
that participated in the election may request and receive a copy of the report. A.R.S. § 16-
205(D). 

 Reimbursement for PPE Expenses 

Within 90 days after a PPE, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections should 
submit a proper claim to the Secretary of State for reimbursement of expenses incurred in 
conducting the election. The claim must include the number of registered voters in the county as 
of January 2 of the PPE year. 
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The Secretary of State must reimburse each county that submitted a claim at the specified 
statutory rate per active registered voter in the county as of January 2. A.R.S. § 16-250(B).54 
 
The Secretary of State may reimburse a county at a rate greater than $1.25 per active registered 
voter, in the Secretary of State’s discretion, if the County Recorder or other officer in charge of 
elections: (1) submitted a proper claim that outlined the county’s actual expenses to conduct the 
PPE; and (2) demonstrates that reimbursement at the statutory rate would significantly jeopardize 
the county’s ability to comply with federal and state law. A.R.S. § 16-250(B). 

 Reimbursement for Sample Ballots 

The Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections shall seek reimbursement from the 
Secretary of State for each sample ballot mailed to a county household. The Board of 
Supervisors or officer must present a certified claim that specifies the actual cost for printing, 
labeling and postage, along with supporting documentation. The Secretary of State shall direct 
payment of such authenticated claims from funds of the Secretary of State’s Office. A.R.S. § 16-
510(C). 
  

 
54 Although A.R.S. § 16-250(B) specifies that reimbursement for the PPE must be based on the number of 
active registered voters as of “January 1” of the year of the PPE, the 54th Legislature, First Regular 
Session, via Senate Bill 1154, amended A.R.S. § 16-168(G) to require County Recorders to report voter 
registration statistics as of January 2 each year, rather than January 1. Accordingly, January 2 is used in 
lieu of January 1 here. 
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CHAPTER 13:  
CERTIFYING ELECTION RESULTS 

 

 DETERMINING ELECTION RESULTS 

In a partisan primary election:  
• The candidate who receives the largest number of votes must be declared the party 

nominee for that office and issued a certificate of nomination by the Board of Supervisors 
(or designee).  

- If more than one candidate may be nominated, the candidates who receive the 
largest number of votes will be declared nominees and issued certificates of 
nomination in accordance with the number to be nominated. Nomination entitles 
the candidate to be placed on the general election ballot.  

A.R.S. § 16-645(A), (F).  
• In order for a write-in candidate to become the nominee of a party with continued 

representation on the ballot, the candidate: 
- Must receive the largest number of votes; and 
- Must receive at least as many votes as the number of nomination petition 

signatures required to appear on the primary election ballot for that office. 
 
At the general election: 

• Unless otherwise specified in law, the candidate who receives the largest number of votes 
must be declared elected to that office and issued a certificate of election by the Board of 
Supervisors (or designee), A.R.S. § 16-647; A.R.S. § 16-650; and 

• A ballot measure that is approved by a majority of votes cast for the measure will be 
declared to be law, Ariz. Const. Art. IV, Pt. 1, § 1(13). 

- If two or more conflicting measures (in whole or in part) are approved by voters 
at the same election, the measure with the most votes will prevail with respect to 
any provisions that are in conflict. Ariz. Const. Art. IV, Pt. 1, § 1(12). 

- Upon completion of the canvass by the Secretary of State, the Governor will issue 
a proclamation of the votes cast for and against any constitutional amendments, 
initiatives, and referenda, and declare those approved by a majority to be law. 
A.R.S. § 16-651. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-649 specifies the result of the election in the event of a tie.  
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 CANVASSING THE ELECTION 

The governing body conducting an election must meet and canvass the election results of each 
precinct or election district. The purpose of the canvass is to officially certify the election. The 
canvass includes vote totals for all races tabulated by voting equipment (including early ballots, 
regular ballots, and provisional ballots) and write-in votes. 
 
A canvass must be conducted by the statutory deadline, but should not be conducted until all 
necessary audits have been completed to verify the accuracy and integrity of the election results. 

 County Board of Supervisors Canvassing Duties 

A Board of Supervisors must canvass the official election results in a public meeting. The 
official election results must include the following information: 

1. A Statement of Votes Cast, which includes: 
a. The number of ballots cast in each precinct and in the county;  
b. The number of ballots rejected in each precinct and in the county; 
c. The titles of the offices up for election and the names of the persons (along with 

the party designation, if any, of each person) running to fill those offices;  
d. The number of votes for each candidate by precinct and in the county;  
e. The number and a brief title of each ballot measure; and 
f. The number of votes for and against each ballot measure by precinct and in the 

county. 
A.R.S. § 16-646. 

2. A cumulative Official Final Report, which includes: 
a. The total number of precincts; 
b. The total number of ballots cast; 
c. The total number of registered voters eligible for the election; 
d. The number of votes for each candidate by district or division, including a 

designation showing which candidate received the highest number of votes;  
• In a PPE, the number of votes for each candidate by congressional 

district; 
• In a primary election, the report must contain the party designation for 

each office; whereas in a general election, the report must contain the 
party designation for each candidate; 

e. The number of votes for and against each ballot measure by district, including a 
designation of which choice received the highest number of votes; 

f. The total number of votes in each district or division. 
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3. A Write-Ins Vote Report, which includes the name and number of votes for each 
authorized write-in candidate by precinct. 

1. Deadline to Canvass Results 
 
The Board of Supervisors should canvass the election results only after all necessary audits have 
been performed and any discrepancies have been addressed by the County Recorder or other 
officer in charge of elections.  
 
Assuming all prerequisites have been met, the Board of Supervisors must canvass the election by 
the required deadline, which varies by type of election. 

• For primary elections and PPEs, the Board of Supervisors must canvass the results within 
ten days after the election. A.R.S. § 16-241(C); A.R.S. § 16-645(B). 

• For all other elections held on a consolidated election date (including general elections), 
the Board of Supervisors must canvass between six and 20 days after the election. A.R.S. 
§ 16-642(A). 

• For special elections, the Board of Supervisors must canvass the election according to the 
deadline established in the order calling the election.  

2. Scope of Duty to Canvass 
 
The Board of Supervisors may postpone the canvass on a day-to-day basis if the results from any 
precinct are missing. If precinct results are still missing after six postponements, the Board of 
Supervisors must canvass the remaining election results. A.R.S. § 16-642(C). 
 
The Board of Supervisors has a non-discretionary duty to canvass the returns as provided by the 
County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections and has no authority to change vote totals 
or reject the election results. 

3. Preserving and Transmitting Canvass Results 
 
Once the Board of Supervisors has certified the election results, the Official Final Report and 
Statement of Votes Cast from the canvass must be published on the website of the officer in 
charge of elections. An original signed canvass should be preserved as a permanent record by the 
Board of Supervisors.  
 
For any elections that include a federal, statewide, or legislative office, or a statewide ballot 
measure, the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections must transmit the official 
canvass to the Secretary of State (in an electronic format determined by the Secretary of State) 
within the applicable statutory deadline. A.R.S. § 16-645(B). In addition, a certified copy must be 
promptly mailed to the Secretary of State to be preserved as a permanent record. 
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If the county conducted an election on behalf of a local jurisdiction, the Board of Supervisors or 
officer in charge of elections should promptly transmit a copy of the official canvass to those 
jurisdictions as well.  

4. Reports Included with County Canvass 

 Provisional Ballot Report 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must submit a provisional ballot 
report to the Secretary of State with the primary and general election canvasses. The report must 
contain the following information about provisional ballots cast at that election: 

1. The number of voters in each precinct; 
2. The number of provisional ballots cast in each precinct; 
3. The number of provisional ballots verified/counted in each precinct;  
4. The number of provisional ballots not verified/counted in each precinct, along with the 

reason for not doing so;  
5. The number of conditional provisional ballots cast in each precinct;  
6. The number of conditional provisional ballots verified/counted in each precinct; and  
7. Whether the uniform procedures were followed for determining whether a provisional 

ballot is counted or not counted. 

 Accessibility Report 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must submit an accessibility report 
to the Secretary of State with the general election canvass (which includes information from both 
the primary and general election). The report must contain the following information about the 
recently conducted elections: 

1. The number of voting locations in the county; 
2. The number of voting locations that were fully handicap-accessible under the Americans 

With Disabilities Act (ADA); 
3. The number of voting locations that were not fully handicap-accessible under the ADA. 

If some locations were not fully handicap-accessible, the report must identify: 
• The address or description of the voting location; 
• The number of voters registered in the precinct(s) in question (if the county conducts 

polling place-assigned elections); and 
• The number of ballots cast at the voting location;  

4. If some locations were not fully handicap-accessible prior to use on Election Day, the 
efforts undertaken prior to the election to either make the voting location fully accessible 
or identify an alternative location that was fully accessible; and 
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5. The measures being undertaken to bring inaccessible voting locations into compliance or 
to replace inaccessible voting locations with accessible locations. 

 Voter Education Report 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must submit a voter education report 
to the Secretary of State with the general election canvass (which includes information from both 
the primary and general election). The report must contain the following information about the 
recently conducted elections: 

1. The percentage of voter turnout; 
2. The number of early ballots requested; 
3. The number of early ballots cast; 
4. The number of early ballots that were verified and tabulated; 
5. The number of provisional ballots voted;  
6. The number of public service announcements about the election prior to the election, 

including during the 90-day period prior to election day, including a summary of media 
outreach (such as paid advertising, social media posts, public events, interviews, etc.); 

7. The number of voter education and outreach events, including seminars or community 
meetings that provided voter education; 

8. The number of locations where the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections 
provided voter information for public display and the length of time such information 
was on public display; and 

9. A comparison of all of the statistics referenced above with the same statistics from the 
previous equivalent federal election. 

 Poll Worker Training Report 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must submit a poll worker report to 
the Secretary of State with the general election canvass (which includes information from both 
the primary and general election). The report must contain the following information about the 
recently conducted elections: 

1. The number of poll workers trained; 
2. A description of the types of election board workers trained for each voting location, 

including: 
• The number of inspectors, marshals, judges, and clerks trained and assigned to each 

voting location;  
• The number of “premium” poll workers (if any) trained and assigned to each voting 

location or other area; and 
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• The number of “troubleshooters” (if any) trained and assigned to each voting location 
or other area; 

3. The number of provisional ballots cast at each voting location; and 
4. The number of signature rosters or e-pollbooks used at each voting location. 

 Political Party Ballot Report 

Concurrently with submitting its primary election canvass, the County Recorder or other officer 
in charge of elections must file a report with the Secretary of State that identifies the total 
number of partisan ballots, by party, selected by voters registered as no party preference, 
independent, or any political party not recognized for continued representation on the ballot. 
A.R.S. § 16-645(B). 

 “Federal-Only” Ballot Report 

Following each general election, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections shall 
post on the recorder's website the number of ballots cast by those persons who were eligible to 
vote a ballot containing federal offices only. A.R.S. § 16-161(B). 

 Secretary of State’s Canvassing Duties 

The Secretary of State must canvass the results for any elections that include a federal, statewide, 
or legislative office, state appellate court judges, and statewide ballot measures. 

1. Deadline to Canvass Results 
 
For primary elections and PPEs, the Secretary of State must canvass the results on or before the 
second Monday after the election. A.R.S. § 16-241(C); A.R.S. § 16-645(B). In the case of a PPE, 
the Secretary of State must promptly transmit the results to the state chairpersons of any political 
party that had candidates on the ballot. 
 
For a general election, the Secretary of State must canvass the results on the fourth Monday 
following the election. A.R.S. § 16-648(A). The Secretary of State must conduct the general 
election canvass at a public meeting and in the presence of the Governor and Attorney General. 
A.R.S. § 16-648(A). If any statewide ballot measures appeared on the ballot, the Secretary of 
State must canvass the results in the presence of the Governor and Chief Justice of the Arizona 
Supreme Court. A.R.S. § 16-648(B). 

2. Scope of Duty to Canvass 
 
The Secretary of State may postpone the canvass on a day-to-day basis if the results from any 
county are missing. A.R.S. § 16-648(C). All counties must transmit their canvasses to the 
Secretary of State, and the Secretary of State must conduct the statewide canvass, no later than 
30 days after the election. A.R.S. § 16-648(C). 
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The Secretary of State has a non-discretionary duty to canvass the returns as provided by the 
counties and has no authority to change vote totals or reject the election results. 

3. Preserving and Transmitting Canvass Results 
 
Once the Secretary of State has certified the election results, the official canvass (along with the 
official final precinct level results files from each county) must be published on the Secretary of 
State’s website. An original signed canvass must be preserved as a permanent record.  
 
Following a general election with at least one statewide ballot measure, the Secretary of State 
must promptly transmit the results of each ballot measure to the Governor. A.R.S. § 16-648(B). 
 
Following an electoral college to select the President of the United States, the Secretary of State 
must transmit Certificates of Ascertainment and Certificates of Vote to the Archivist of the 
United States, President of the United States Senate, and the Chief Judge of the United States 
District Court for the District of Arizona by the deadline provided under federal law. See 
https://www.archives.gov/federal-register/electoral-college/officials.html. 

 City and Town Canvassing Duties 

A city or town council must canvass the official election results of city or town elections in a 
public meeting. A.R.S. § 16-403. 
 
A certified copy of the official canvass must be filed with the city or town clerk, which must be 
preserved as a permanent record. A.R.S. § 16-646(D). 

 Special Taxing District Canvassing Duties 

A special taxing district must canvass the official results for its elections in a public meeting and 
present the canvass results to the applicable Board of Supervisors at the Board’s next regularly 
scheduled meeting. A.R.S. § 16-642(B).  
 
For the purposes of an election contest pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-673, the canvass is not complete 
until the special taxing district results have been presented to the Board of Supervisors. A.R.S. § 
16-642(B). The clerk of the Board of Supervisors is responsible for maintaining and preserving 
the certified permanent copy of the official canvass. A.R.S. § 16-646(D). 

 County School Superintendent Canvassing Duties 

Within 30 days following the date of any school election, the County School Superintendent 
must meet with the Chairperson of the Board of Supervisors or designee to canvass the returns in 
accordance with procedures for the canvass of returns in a general election. A.R.S 15-426(B); 
A.R.S. § 15-302(A)(8). 
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 CONDUCTING AN AUTOMATIC RECOUNT 

 Vote Margins that Trigger Recount 

A recount must be performed following a general, primary, or special election if the margin of 
votes, based on the official canvass, between the two candidates receiving the highest number of 
votes for a particular office, or the votes cast for and against a ballot measure, are equal to the 
lesser of: 

1. 1/10 of 1% or less of the total number of votes cast for the top two candidates or the 
ballot measure in question; or 

2. One of the following margins: 
• 200 votes for statewide or federal office where the total number of votes cast 

exceeded 25,000; 
• 200 votes for a ballot measure; 
• 50 votes for statewide or federal office where the total number of votes cast was 

25,000 or less; 
• 50 votes for legislative office; or 
• 10 votes for county, city, or town office. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-661(A).  
 
The automatic recount requirements do not apply for the following offices: 

• Precinct committeemen; 
• School district or joint technical education district board member; 
• Community college district board member; 
• Special taxing district board member; or 
• Presidential candidate in a PPE. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-249(B); A.R.S. § 16-661(B). 

 Method of Initiating a Recount 

If the official canvass demonstrates that a recount is required, the recount is automatically 
triggered but must be initiated by court order. A.R.S. § 16-662.  
 
Promptly following the canvass, the applicable filing officer must: 

• File a lawsuit in the appropriate superior court, citing to the applicable vote margin that 
triggered the automatic recount and including the canvass; 
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• Consult with the applicable officer(s) in charge of elections and estimate the time period 
it will take to recount the affected ballots; and 

• Obtain a signed court order that initiates the recount and sets a court hearing to announce 
the results, and then distribute the order to the applicable officer(s) in charge of elections. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-662; A.R.S. § 16-663(A). A third-party may not request a recount as a matter of 
right. 

 Method of Conducting the Recount 

For any race other than the Secretary of State’s race, the Secretary of State is responsible for 
ensuring that the electronic voting equipment to be used for the recount is available and properly 
programmed. Unless the Board of Supervisors race is subject to an automatic recount, the 
Secretary of State may delegate this duty to the Board of Supervisors, who in turn may delegate 
this duty to the officer in charge of elections. If a Board of Supervisors race is subject to an 
automatic recount, the Secretary of State may directly delegate this responsibility to the officer(s) 
in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-664(A).  
 
If the Secretary of State’s race is the race to be recounted, the Governor is responsible for 
performing the oversight duties normally performed by the Secretary of State in a recount. 
A.R.S. § 16-664(B). 
 
If the Secretary of State delegates oversight to the Board of Supervisors, ballots from the race to 
be recounted will be tabulated using the same electronic voting equipment that was used during 
the election, except the equipment must be reconfigured to only tabulate the race to be recounted. 
This reconfiguration constitutes a different “program” from the program used to initially tabulate 
votes. A.R.S. § 16-664(C). 
 
Regardless of which electronic voting equipment is used for the recount, the equipment must be 
L&A tested by the officer in charge of elections (and, in the case of a legislative, statewide, or 
federal office or statewide ballot measure, by the Secretary of State as well).  
 
The recount must be conducted by running paper ballots from the applicable race through the 
designated electronic voting equipment. For votes that were cast on an accessible voting device 
that independently tabulates votes, the votes (as indicated by the voter verifiable paper audit 
trail) must be duplicated onto paper ballots, which thereafter must be tabulated by the electronic 
voting equipment reprogrammed for the recount.55 
 
 
While the recount is in progress, the officer(s) in charge of elections may not publicly release 
vote totals from the recount. 
 

 
55 A recount conducted in accordance with this section is deemed to be “conducted in the accordance with 
the laws pertaining to contests of elections.” A.R.S. § 16-663(A). 
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At the conclusion of the recount, the officer(s) in charge of elections must provide the official 
results to the filing officer who initiated the recount. Once the filing officer has collected all the 
recount results, the filing officer must appear at the scheduled court hearing and provide the 
sealed results to the court. The court must declare the winner in open court. The court 
announcement and/or order constitute the official result for the recounted race, making it 
unnecessary to re-canvass the race. 
 
Where there are discrepancies between the initial result and the result from the automatic 
recount, the officer in charge of elections shall undertake reasonable efforts to reconcile the 
discrepancy and provide a report to the Secretary of State explaining the reasons for any 
discrepancy.    
 
In a candidate race, the prevailing candidate must be issued a Certificate of Nomination or 
Certificate of Election at the conclusion of the court proceedings by the Clerk of Board of 
Supervisors. A.R.S. § 16-647. 

 ISSUING CERTIFICATES OF NOMINATION AND ELECTION 

Upon completion of the applicable canvass, a city or town council (or designee) must promptly 
issue a Certificate of Nomination (following a primary or first election) or Certificate of Election 
(following a general or second election) to each candidate who received the highest number of 
votes for each office at the election. 
 
Likewise, upon completion of the county’s canvass, the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors must 
promptly issue a Certificate of Nomination (following a primary election) or Certificate of 
Election (following a general election) to each candidate who received the highest number of 
votes for the following offices: 

• All county offices; 
• Precinct committeemen; 
• Community college district board member; and 
• Special taxing district board member. A.R.S. § 16-645(A). 

 
Certificates of election for school district board members must be issued by the county school 
superintendent following the applicable canvass. A.R.S. § 15-426. 
 
However, a certificate may not be issued under the following conditions:  

• A Certificate of Nomination may not be issued to a write-in candidate for a city or town 
office, and that candidate may not advance to the general or run-off election if the write-
in candidate did not receive a number of votes equivalent to at least the number of 
signatures required by A.R.S. § 16-322 for nominating petitions for the same office, 
A.R.S. § 9-821.01(F); 
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• A Certificate of Nomination may not be issued to a write-in candidate from a political 
party recognized for continued representation who did not receive at least as many votes 
as the number of signatures required to appear on the primary election ballot, A.R.S. § 
16-645(E); 

• A Certificate of Nomination may not be issued to a write-in candidate of a political party 
not recognized for continued representation who did not receive a plurality of the votes of 
the party for the office for which the candidate is a candidate, A.R.S. § 16-645(D); and 

• A Certificate of Election may not be issued to a write-in candidate for precinct 
committeemen or nonpartisan office who did not receive at least as many votes as the 
number of signatures required to appear on the ballot, A.R.S. § 16-322(A)(6), (8)-(10), 
A.R.S. § 16-645(C). 

 
Following completion of the statewide canvass (and subject to the same exception for write-in 
candidates from a political party not recognized for continued representation), the Secretary of 
State must promptly issue a Certificate of Nomination or Certificate of Election to each 
legislative, statewide, and federal candidate who received the highest number of votes for each 
office at the election. The Certificate of Election must be signed by the Secretary of State and 
authenticated with the Great Seal of the State of Arizona. A.R.S. § 16-645(B); A.R.S. § 16-650. 

 ISSUING BALLOT MEASURE PROCLAMATIONS 

At the conclusion of a statewide canvass that contains a ballot measure, the Governor must issue 
a proclamation that: 

• Proclaims the number votes cast for and against each proposed constitutional 
amendment; 

• Proclaims the number of votes cast for and against each proposed initiative or 
referendum; and 

• Declares which measures were approved by a majority of those voting on the measures.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-651; A.R.S. § 19-126(A). If there are two or more conflicting measures approved at 
the same election, the Governor must proclaim which measure received the greatest number of 
affirmative votes. A.R.S. § 19-126(B). 
 
For any approved measure, the Secretary of State must cause the measure to be printed with the 
general laws enacted by the next ensuing session of the Arizona Legislature, along with the date 
of the Governor’s proclamation declaring the measure to be approved. A.R.S. § 19-127(B). 

 STORAGE OF BALLOTS AND RETURNS OF THE ELECTION 

After the county canvass is complete, the officer in charge of elections must seal the voted 
ballots and deliver these ballots and official returns to the County Treasurer (or a secure facility 
contracted by the County Treasurer) for secure storage. A.R.S. § 16-624(A). If voting equipment 
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produces digital ballot images, the digital ballot images must be retained and preserved in the 
same manner. A.R.S. § 16-625. Unused ballots are not subject to retention. 
 
The County Treasurer must keep the ballots and official returns unopened and unaltered for a 
period of 24 months following an election for federal office and six months for all other 
elections. During these retention periods, ballots and official returns may only be opened 
pursuant to a court order (including for the purpose of a recount or election contest). In the 
absence of any recount or election contest, the County Treasurer must dispose of the ballots and 
official returns after the applicable retention period without opening or examining the contents. 
A.R.S. § 16-624(A), (D). 
 
If a county conducts an election on behalf of a local jurisdiction, the county officer in charge of 
elections may transfer the official returns to the local jurisdiction (which thereafter must be 
preserved by the local jurisdiction in lieu of the County Treasurer). 
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CHAPTER 14:  
REGULATION OF PETITION CIRCULATORS 

 
Arizona law prescribes certain requirements for circulators and signers regarding the gathering of 
petition signatures. Failure to adhere to these requirements may result in petition signatures being 
invalidated. More information regarding the regulation and registration of circulators, including 
the Secretary of State’s recommended best practices for circulating petition sheets, is available on 
the Secretary of State’s website at www.azsos.gov/elections. 
 

 QUALIFICATIONS FOR PETITION CIRCULATORS 
 
Any person who is qualified to register to vote in Arizona, or who would be qualified to register 
to vote in Arizona if they were an Arizona resident, may circulate petitions for a candidate, ballot 
measure, or political party recognition. A.R.S. § 16-321(D); A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(2); A.R.S. § 19-
114(A).  
 
Certain individuals are prohibited from circulating initiative, referendum, or recall petitions due 
to perceived conflict of interest. No County Recorder or Justice of the Peace may circulate 
petitions for an initiative, referendum, or recall. Any signatures gathered on petitions circulated 
by prohibited individuals are void. A.R.S. § 19-114(A); A.R.S. § 19-205.02. 
 
In addition, the following individuals may not circulate statewide initiative or referendum 
petitions:  

• Those who have had a civil or criminal penalty imposed for a violation of Title 16 or 
Title 19 within the last five years;  

• Those who have been convicted of treason or a felony and have not had their civil rights 
restored; and  

• Those who have been convicted of any crime involving fraud, forgery, or identity theft.  
 
A.R.S. § 19-118(D).  
 

 CIRCULATOR REGISTRATION AND DISCLOSURE 
REQUIREMENTS 

 
A petition circulator must register with the Secretary of State’s Office if the circulator: 

• is paid to circulate statewide initiative or referendum petitions (whether or not the 
circulator is a resident of this state); or  

• is not a resident of this state (whether or not the circulator is paid) and will circulate: (i) a 
statewide initiative or referendum petition, or (ii) a candidate petition in any Arizona 
jurisdiction (statewide, county, city, or town). 
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A.R.S. § 19-118(A); A.R.S. § 16-321(D). 

 Paid Circulators 

A circulator may be paid or act as a volunteer.  
• A volunteer circulator is an individual who does not receive any compensation for 

circulating petitions.  
• A “paid circulator” is defined as an individual who receives compensation for circulating 

a statewide initiative or referendum petition, but does not include a paid employee of a 
political committee unless that employee has or will obtain 200 or more signatures on a 
statewide initiative, referendum, or recall petition in an election cycle. A.R.S. § 19-
118(I)(1)-(2).  

- Statewide initiative and referendum petition circulators may not be paid based on 
the number of signatures collected. Signatures collected by circulators who are 
paid per-signature are void. A.R.S. § 19-118.01. 

 
Any paid circulator, whether a resident or non-resident of Arizona, is required to register with 
the Secretary of State prior to circulating a statewide initiative or referendum petition. Failure to 
do so invalidates any initiative or referendum petition signatures collected by the circulator prior 
to registration. A.R.S. § 19-118(A); A.R.S. § 19-102(E); A.R.S. § 19-204(D).  
 
All initiative, referendum, and recall petition circulators, whether or not they are required to 
register with the Secretary of State, must indicate their paid or volunteer status by checking the 
appropriate box on each petition sheet prior to circulation. Failure to indicate on an initiative or 
referendum petition sheet whether the circulator is paid or acting as a volunteer invalidates any 
signatures collected on that petition sheet. A.R.S. § 19-101(C)-(D); A.R.S. § 19-102(C)-(E); 
A.R.S. § 19-204(C)-(D).  

 Non-Resident Circulators 

Circulators who are not residents of Arizona must register with the Secretary of State prior to 
circulating: (i) a statewide initiative or referendum petition; or (ii) a candidate petition in any 
Arizona jurisdiction (statewide, county, city, or town). Failure to do so invalidates the signatures 
collected by the circulator prior to registration. A.R.S. § 19-118(A); A.R.S. § 16-321(D). 
 
A circulator who lists an out-of-state address on the back side of a petition sheet is deemed to be 
a non-resident circulator. 

 Circulator Registration Procedures 

Circulator registration must be conducted as prescribed by the Secretary of State through the 
electronic Circulator Portal (https://apps.azsos.gov/apps/election/circulatorportal/). A circulator 
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registration is not complete until the Secretary of State confirms the registration in writing. 
A.R.S. § 19-118(A); A.R.S. § 16-452(A). 
 
Circulators must satisfy the following requirements when registering with the Secretary of State 
through the Circulator Portal: 

• Provide his/her name, residential address, telephone number, and email address;  
• Indicate the petition(s) being circulated, by serial number and/or candidate name; 
• Consent to the jurisdiction of Arizona courts in resolving any disputes concerning the 

circulation of petitions by that circulator; 
• Indicate the committee’s address in Arizona (for statewide initiative or referendum 

petitions) or a designated address in Arizona (for candidate petitions) at which the 
circulator will accept service of process related to disputes concerning circulation of that 
circulator’s petitions; 

• Indicate the circulating organization at which the circulator is employed (if applicable); 
and 

• For circulators of statewide initiative or referendum petitions, provide a notarized 
circulator affidavit declaring that the circulator is eligible to register, that all information 
contained in the registration is true and correct, and that the circulator has read and 
understands Arizona election laws applicable to the collection of signatures for a 
statewide initiative or referendum. Exact language to be included in the affidavit can be 
found at A.R.S. § 19-118(B)(5). 

- Circulators registering through Circulator Portal will be prompted to upload an 
electronic copy of the notarized circulator affidavit, which must be accepted by 
the Secretary of State’s Office, before the circulator is permitted to register to 
circulate a statewide initiative or referendum petition. The Secretary of State may 
also require circulators to submit the original notarized circulator affidavit to the 
Secretary of State’s Office within a specified time period after completion of 
electronic registration.  

 
A.R.S. § 19-118(B).  
 
The applicable committee and/or the circulating organization that employs petition circulators, at 
the direction of the applicable committee, may coordinate with their circulators to gather the 
necessary information, including, if applicable, notarized circulator affidavits, and facilitate 
submission of registration applications through Circulator Portal. 
 
The Secretary of State’s Office has no obligation to review the substance of circulator 
registrations to ensure that accurate or proper information has been provided. The circulator 
remains solely responsible for compliance with all legal provisions. 
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1. Issuance of Circulator ID Number 
 
Within five days after submission of a circulator registration application, the Secretary of State 
will assign a random circulator ID number to each such circulator. A.R.S. § 19-118(C). The 
circulator ID number is permanently assigned to the circulator and must be used for all petitions 
being circulated by that particular individual (regardless of the election cycle or which petition is 
being circulated). 
 
The circulator ID number of registered circulators must be printed on the front and back of each 
statewide initiative or referendum petition sheet. A.R.S. § 19-121(A)(2); A.R.S. § 19-
121.01(A)(1)(c). In contrast to the petition serial number, the circulator ID number may be 
placed on the petition sheet at any time prior to submitting the petition sheets to the Secretary of 
State. The circulator ID number may be pre-printed on petition sheets and need not be written on 
the petition sheet by the circulator personally.   

2. Updating or Canceling Circulator Registrations 
 
An individual circulator may update or cancel their circulator registration for any or all measures 
directly through the Secretary of State’s Circulator Portal.  
 
In addition, an authorized representative of the committee serving as an initiative or referendum 
proponent (i.e., the committee designated on the initiative or referendum serial number 
application) may cancel the registration of circulators for its measure by providing to the 
Secretary of State’s Office, in writing, a list of circulator names and identification numbers and a 
request that those circulators’ registration for the specific measure be canceled. The committee 
must also provide notice of the cancellation request to each affected circulator.  
 
Such cancellation does not affect the validity of signatures collected by those circulators before 
the cancellation, but any signatures collected by canceled circulators thereafter are invalid if 
circulator registration was otherwise required.  

 Service of Process on Registered Circulators 

Circulators who are required to register must provide an address in Arizona at which the 
circulator will accept service of process related to disputes concerning circulation of that 
circulator’s petitions. For circulators of statewide initiative and referenda petitions, this address 
must be the address of the committee in this state for which the circulator is gathering signatures. 
In the event of litigation regarding the petition circulated, service of process on the circulator is 
effected by delivering a copy of the subpoena to that person individually, by leaving a copy of 
the subpoena with a person of suitable age, or by mailing a copy of the subpoena to the 
committee or circulator by certified mail to the address provided on the circulator’s registration 
application. A.R.S. § 19-118(B)(4); A.R.S. § 16-315(D). 
 

 SIGNATURE GATHERING AND VERIFICATION 
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REQUIREMENTS 
 
Every person who signs a paper petition must do so in the presence of a circulator, therefore a 
circulator must personally witness each collected signature.  

• For an initiative, referendum, or recall petition, the circulator must execute the circulator 
affidavit of verification on the back of the petition before a notary after collecting 
signatures on a paper petition sheet. A.R.S. § 19-112(A), (C)-(D); A.R.S. § 19-205. 

• For a candidate petition or petition for new party recognition, the circulator must sign the 
circulator verification statement on the back of the petition sheet, but notarization is not 
required. A.R.S. § 16-321(D). 

 
Additionally, an initiative, referendum, or recall petition must have a copy of the official and 
correct title and text attached to the petition sheet before any signatures are obtained on that 
sheet. A.R.S. § 19-112(C); A.R.S. § 19-202.01(D); A.R.S. § 19-203(D). For statewide measures, 
the political committee or circulator must ensure that the staple is placed within the designated 
area in the upper-left corner of the petition sheet. 
 
Qualified electors who require assistance in completing and/or signing a petition due to a 
physical disability or medical condition shall not be prevented from signing a petition on that 
basis. Petition circulators should utilize a separate petition sheet for signatures from voters who 
require assistance to complete or sign the petition due to a physical disability or medical 
condition. As a best practice, circulators should also execute a supplemental affidavit (in addition 
to the circulator affidavit on the petition sheet) specifying that the voters who signed that petition 
sheet required assistance. In addition, the person who assisted the voter may sign a declaration: 
(i) stating that the person assisted the voter in the voter’s presence and at the voter’s specific 
request; and (ii) providing the name and residence address of the voter who was assisted, the 
name and residence address of the person who assisted the voter, the title and serial number of 
the petition signed, and the date. Any such supplemental affidavits and/or voter assistance 
declarations should be retained by the committee in the event of a challenge and will not be 
accepted or approved by the filing officer.  
 
More information regarding signature collection requirements and circulator verification, 
including the Secretary of State’s recommended best practices, will be available on the Secretary 
of State’s website at www.azsos.gov/elections.  
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CHAPTER 15: 
POLITICAL PARTY RECOGNITION 

 
A recognized political party is entitled to representation on a partisan primary election ballot and 
subsequent placement of the prevailing candidate on the general election ballot. This chapter 
describes the process by which a political party achieves or maintains official recognition. 
 
A political party may obtain first-time or new-party recognition by submitting a sufficient 
number of valid petition signatures to the appropriate filing officer. A.R.S. § 16-801(A); A.R.S. 
§ 16-802. Alternatively, an existing political party maintains its recognition by either receiving a 
sufficient number of votes in the last general election or by achieving a sufficient number of 
registered voters. A.R.S. § 16-801(B); A.R.S. § 16-804(A)-(B). 
 
I. NEW PARTY RECOGNITION  

A group of qualified electors seeking to form a new political party is not required to establish a 
political committee unless the group raises or spends at least the current adjusted registration 
threshold pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-931(A)(1) in connection with the effort to seek new party 
recognition. A.R.S. § 16-905. If the group is required to register as a committee (or decides to 
voluntarily register), the group must register as a political action committee. A.R.S. § 16-905(B). 
A group may only register as a political party committee after the filing officer has granted new 
party recognition pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-803. A.R.S. § 16-905(E). 
 
Qualified electors seeking to form a new political party must comply with the following 
requirements, depending on the jurisdiction. 

 Requirements for Seeking New Party Recognition 

1. Statewide Recognition 
 
To qualify for statewide recognition, qualified electors must timely submit the following 
documents to the Secretary of State: 

• An affidavit signed by ten qualified electors, requesting that a new political party be 
formed; and 

• Petition signatures equal to at least 1⅓ percent of the total votes cast for Governor at the 
last preceding general election at which a Governor was elected. The number of votes 
cast for Governor are determined based upon the applicable statewide canvass, calculated 
by the Secretary of State and published on the Secretary of State’s website. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-801(A).  
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The new party affidavit must be completed on a form prescribed by the Secretary of State. 
Within seven business days of filing, the Secretary of State must send the affidavit to the 
applicable County Recorders to verify that each signer is a qualified elector. A.R.S. § 16-
801(A)(1). The Secretary of State must transmit the affidavit to the County Recorders, and the 
County Recorders must verify that the affidavit signers are qualified electors, in accordance with 
the deadlines outlined in A.R.S. § 16-803(B) and A.R.S. § 16-803(E). The Secretary of State 
may deny party recognition if the County Recorders determine there are less than ten qualified 
electors who signed the new party affidavit. 
 
The new party petitions must be substantially in the form of candidate petitions but must be 
captioned “Petition for Political Party Recognition.” A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(2)-(3). Petitions for 
statewide recognition must be printed on a form prescribed by the Secretary of State. Petition 
signatures must be gathered from registered voters in at least five different counties, and at least 
10% of the required total of qualified signers must be registered in counties with populations of 
less than 500,000 persons. A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(1). Petition signatures may not be dated more 
than 24 months from the date of filing. 
 
Both the new party affidavit and new party petitions must be filed with the Secretary of State at 
least 250 days before the primary election for which the party seeks recognition. A.R.S. § 16-
803(A). The Secretary of State may require electronic filing for the affidavit and new party 
petitions.  

2. County Recognition 
 
To qualify for county recognition, qualified electors must timely submit petition signatures equal 
to at least 2% percent of the total votes cast for County Attorney at the last preceding general 
election at which the County Attorney was elected. The number of votes cast for County 
Attorney is determined based upon the applicable county canvass. The petitions must be filed 
with the officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-802. 
 
The new party petitions must be substantially in the form of candidate petitions but must be 
captioned a “Petition for Political Party Recognition.” A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(2)-(3). Petitions for 
county recognition must be printed on a form prescribed by the officer in charge of elections. 
Petition signatures must be gathered from registered voters in at least ¼ of the election precincts 
of the county. A.R.S. § 16-802. Petition signatures may not be dated more than 24 months from 
the date of filing. 
 
New party petitions must be filed with the officer in charge of elections at least 250 days before 
the primary election for which the party seeks recognition. A.R.S. § 16-803(A).  

3. Simultaneous Statewide and County Recognition 
 
Qualified electors may simultaneously seek statewide and county recognition by filing the 
original petitions with the county officer in charge of elections, and filing a certified copy with 
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the Secretary of State. Petitions must be in the form prescribed by the Secretary of State. A.R.S. 
§ 16-803(A). 
 
Both filing officers must process the petitions in accordance with the procedures applicable to 
their jurisdiction. Accordingly: 

• The electors must file the required affidavit with the Secretary of State; and 
• The electors must submit petition signatures equal to at least: 

- 1⅓ percent of the total votes cast for Governor at the last preceding general 
election; and  

- 2% of the total votes cast for applicable County Attorney at the last preceding 
general election. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-801(A); A.R.S. § 16-802.  
 
If the petitions do not meet the requirements for certification at the statewide or county level, the 
political party will not be recognized in that jurisdiction.  

4. City or Town Recognition 
 
To qualify for city or town recognition, qualified electors must timely submit petition signatures 
equal to at least 2% of the total votes cast for Mayor at the last preceding election at which the 
Mayor was elected. 
  
If a Mayor is not elected by voters (for example, the Mayor is appointed or elected by other 
councilmembers, not the city’s or town’s electorate), qualified electors must timely submit 
petition signatures equal to at least 2% of the highest total votes cast for any councilmember at 
the last preceding election at which a councilmember was elected. A.R.S. § 16-802. The number 
of votes cast for Mayor or councilmember are determined based upon the applicable city or town 
canvass.  
 
New party petitions must be filed with the applicable city or town clerk. A.R.S. § 16-802. 
 
The new party petitions must be substantially in the form of candidate petitions, but must be 
captioned “Petition for Political Party Recognition.” A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(2)-(3). Petitions for 
municipal recognition must be printed on a form prescribed by the city or town clerk. Petition 
signatures must be gathered from registered voters in at least ¼ of the election precincts of the 
city or town. A.R.S. § 16-802. Petition signatures may not be dated more than 24 months from 
the date of filing. 
 
New party petitions must be filed with the city or town at least 250 days before the primary (or 
first) election for which the party seeks recognition. A.R.S. § 16-803(A). 
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 Processing Statewide New Party Petitions 

1. Secretary of State Processing 

 Out-of-County Signature Eliminations 

Signatures must be grouped by county on the petition sheets. Signatures collected outside the 
county of the majority of signers must be eliminated from a petition sheet. A.R.S. § 16-
803(B)(1). 
 
The Secretary of State must initially assume that the signers of a petition sheet reside in the 
county listed in the caption of the petition sheet. The Secretary of State prints a three-letter code 
in the upper right-corner of each petition image that corresponds to this county. A.R.S. § 16-
803(B)(1)(a). 
 
The Secretary of State must then review each signature line to verify the signer resides in the 
county designated at the top of the petition sheet. Any signature line printed by a signer who 
appears to reside in a different county will be eliminated. A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(1)(b). 
 
The Secretary of State does not have a duty to verify that each individual address falls within the 
designated county’s boundary but must verify that the signer’s city or town falls within the 
designated county. If the city or town is missing, the Secretary of State must verify that the 
signer’s zip code falls within the county. For cities or towns that cross county lines, the Secretary 
of State may assume the signer resides in the county designated at the top of the petition sheet. 
 
If a majority of signers on the petition sheet reside (based on the city or town listed) in a different 
county than what was designated at the top of the petition sheet, the Secretary of State must 
change the county code for that petition sheet to the majority county and eliminate signature 
lines printed by signers who do not reside in the majority county. A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(1). 
 
Petition sheets must be organized by county prior to transmitting any petition sheets to a County 
Recorder. A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(1)(c). 

 Individual Signature Eliminations 

After signatures outside the county of the majority of signers have been stricken, the Secretary of 
State must eliminate petition signatures for any of the following reasons: 

1. The signature or printed name of the petition signer is missing, A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(2)(a): 
• The Secretary of State must eliminate a signature line if either the printed first or 

last name is missing or the printed name is illegible. See Whitman v. Moore, 59 
Ariz. 211, 230 (1942). However, the Secretary of State should not eliminate a 
signature line if the signature is illegible, if the printed first and last names are 
switched and printed in the wrong columns or if the name and signature are 
switched and printed in the wrong columns. 
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2. The signer did not provide a residence address or description of the signer’s residence 

location, or provided a P.O. Box in lieu of a residence address or location, A.R.S. § 16-
803(B)(2)(b): 

• If the signer provided any information that could be reasonably construed as a 
street name or street number, the Secretary of State should not eliminate the 
signature line.  

• The Secretary of State should not eliminate a signature line if the street type (such 
as “lane,” “boulevard,” or “circle”) is missing. See Jenkins v. Hale, 218 Ariz. 561, 
564 (2008). 

• The Secretary of State may not eliminate a signature line that uses quotation 
marks or “ditto” marks to incorporate the address from the signature line 
immediately above.  

3. The petition signature date is missing, A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(2)(c): 
• The Secretary of State should eliminate a signature line if it is missing the day or 

month of signing. See Meyers v. Bayless, 192 Ariz. 376, 378 (1998);  
• The Secretary of State may not eliminate a signature line that is only missing the 

year of signing. See Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc. v. Coconino County, 159 Ariz. 
210, 213 (1988); 

• The Secretary of State may not eliminate a signature line that uses quotation 
marks or “ditto” marks to incorporate the date from the signature line immediately 
above.  

 
The Secretary of State does not have authority to reject petition sheets or signatures based on the 
following legal deficiencies: 

1. A missing petition caption, modified petition caption, or a caption that contains 
inaccurate information; 

2. A missing county in the petition caption; or 
3. Signatures obtained more than 24 months from the filing date. 

 
A.R.S. § 19-101(A); A.R.S. § 19-102(A). The foregoing legal deficiencies are not explicitly or 
implicitly referenced in A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(2), therefore these legal deficiencies must be 
reviewed by a court.  

 Preparing Signatures for County Recorder Verification 

Within seven business days after receipt of a petition for statewide recognition, the Secretary of 
State must perform the following steps to determine whether signatures may be transmitted for 
County Recorder verification: 
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1. Count the number of signature lines on each valid petition sheet that have not been 
stricken, and place the total number on the upper right-hand corner on the front side of 
each petition sheet; 

2. Count the total number of petition sheets and signatures eligible for County Recorder 
verification. Each petition sheet has been physically and electronically labeled upon 
being scanned into the Secretary of State’s review software, therefore the petition sheets 
are not re-numbered after the Secretary of State has completed the sheet and signature 
count; 

3. Determine whether the signatures eligible for verification exceeds the required minimum: 
• If the minimum has been met, the Secretary of State must conduct a 20% random 

sample and should issue a receipt to the applicant that includes the following 
information: 

- The total number of signatures eliminated by the Secretary of State; 
- The total number of signatures that remain eligible for County Recorder 

verification (this number must exceed the required minimum); 
- The total number of signatures that have been randomly sampled and 

transmitted to one or more County Recorders; and 
- The deadline for County Recorder review. 

• If the minimum has not been met, the Secretary of State must issue a receipt to the 
applicant, stating that the political party is not eligible for recognition, and cease 
further processing of the petition. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(3); A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(4); A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(5), (C).  
 
The Secretary of State’s selection of a random sample to transmit to County Recorders must also 
be conducted within seven business days after receipt of a petition for statewide recognition: 

1. The Secretary of State must randomly select (whether manually or electronically) 20% of 
eligible signatures across all petition sheets that have not been eliminated;  

2. The Secretary of State must mark the petition signature lines that have been randomly 
selected in a clear manner; and 

3. The Secretary of State must transmit the front sides of any petition sheet containing a 
randomly sampled signature to the applicable County Recorder(s). This may be done 
electronically. 
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A.R.S. § 16-803(C). Although there is no deadline for transmitting the random sample to the 
applicable County Recorders, the Secretary of State should do so within a reasonable timeframe, 
along with the affidavit of electors. 

2. County Recorder Processing 
 
Following receipt from the Secretary of State, a County Recorder shall determine which 
signatures of individuals whose names were transmitted shall be disqualified for any of the 
following reasons: 

1. No residence address or description of residence location is provided. 
2. No date of signing is provided. 
3. The signature is illegible and the signer is otherwise unidentifiable. 
4. The address provided is illegible or nonexistent. 
5. The individual was not a qualified elector on the date of signing the petition. 
6. The individual was a registered voter but was not at least eighteen years of age on the 

date of signing the petition or affidavit. 
7. The signature was disqualified after comparison with the signature on the affidavit of 

registration. 
8. If a petitioner signed more than once, all but one otherwise valid signature shall be 

disqualified. 
9. For the same reasons any signatures could have been removed by the secretary of state 

pursuant to this section.  
A.R.S. § 16-803(E).  
 
The County Recorder must issue a certification and transmit this certification to the Secretary of 
State and the electors within ten business days of receiving the signatures. A.R.S. § 16-803(E). 
The County Recorder’s certification must include: 

• The total number of signatures that were transmitted to the County Recorder for 
verification; 

• The total number of random signatures that were disqualified by the County Recorder; 
and  

• The name of any signer whose petition signature was eliminated, including the petition 
page number and signature line number where the signature was eliminated. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-803(F). The County Recorder must transmit this certification to the Secretary of 
State in the manner specified by the Secretary. If the Secretary of State electronically transmitted 
petition sheets to the County Recorder, it is unnecessary for the County Recorder to return the 
petition sheet images to the filing officer. A.R.S. § 16-803(G)(1).  
 
The Secretary of State should also transmit the County Recorder certifications to the electors. 
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3. Final Certification by Secretary of State 
 
Within three calendar days of receiving the last County Recorder’s certification, the Secretary of 
State must determine whether there are sufficient valid signatures for the party to qualify for the 
ballot: 

• The Secretary of State calculates the total number of petition signatures verified by 
County Recorders, including the percentage of verification. 

• The Secretary of State then multiplies the total number of eligible signatures by the 
verification percentage.  
 

A.R.S. § 16-803(H). The Secretary of State must also review the certification(s) regarding the 
affidavit of electors. See A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(1). 
 
The new party qualifies for recognition if the number of presumed valid signatures exceeds the 
required minimum and all ten electors were found to be qualified electors by the County 
Recorder(s). If the new party petition qualifies, the Secretary of State issues a certification and 
receipt to the electors and notifies the Boards of Supervisors, County Recorders, and officers in 
charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-803(I). 
 
If the new party petition does not qualify for recognition, the Secretary of State issues a 
certification and receipt to the electors explaining why the petition did not qualify for recognition 
and returns the original petition sheets to the electors. A.R.S. § 16-803(I). 

 Duration of New Party Recognition 

A new political party that receives statewide recognition is entitled to recognition through the 
next two general elections for federal office immediately following recognition of the party. 
A.R.S. § 16-801(B). For example, if a new political party achieves statewide recognition in 
March 2020, the party is entitled to recognition through the 2022 general election. 

 Recognition Following Expiration of New Party Status 

Following the expiration of new party status, the party may maintain recognition by: 
• Qualifying for continued representation based upon votes cast at the election preceding 

the expiration of new party status or a requisite number of active registered voters; or 
• Timely filing a new petition for new party recognition. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-801(B); A.R.S. § 16-804. 
 
A political party that qualifies for continued representation is treated differently from a political 
party that files a new petition for new party recognition. For example, a member of a political 
party with continued representation may not sign a nomination petition for a candidate seeking a 
nomination from a different party with continued recognition. A.R.S. § 16-321(F). Thus, a voter 
registered with the Democratic Party—a party with continued representation—may sign a 
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nomination petition for Democratic candidates, new party candidates, or independent candidates, 
but not for Republican candidates—another party with continued representation. Whereas a voter 
registered with a new party may sign any candidate’s petition. 
 
As a corollary, members of a political party with continued representation are not included when 
calculating other continuously-represented parties’ signature totals to run for office. For 
example, the number of signatures needed to run for the U.S. Senate as a Republican—a party 
with continued representation—are determined by calculating ¼ of one percent of all 
Republicans, new party registrants, independents, and registrants with no party designation. In 
contrast, the number of signatures needed to run for the U.S. Senate as a new party candidate 
excludes Republicans, Democrats, and any other recognized parties with continued 
representation. A.R.S. § 16-322(A)(1); A.R.S. § 16-321(F). 

 Expiration of New Party Status 

If a new political party does not re-qualify for recognition as a new party, new party status 
expires when the Secretary of State, County Recorder, or city or town clerk (as applicable) issues 
their announcement regarding continued representation. A.R.S. § 16-804(C)-(E). 
 
II. QUALIFYING FOR CONTINUED RECOGNITION 

To qualify for continued representation, a political party must meet one of two baseline levels of 
support: number of votes cast for the party’s candidate or the number of active registered voters 
in the jurisdiction. A.R.S. § 16-804(A)-(B); see also A.R.S. § 16-193(5).  

 Statewide Continued Representation 

To qualify for statewide continued representation: 
• The new party’s candidate for Governor or President must receive at least 5% of the 

votes cast at the federal general election immediately preceding the expiration of new 
party status; or 

• The new party must have at least ⅔ of 1% of active registered voters statewide as of 
October 1st of the year preceding expiration of new party status.  

 
The Secretary of State must determine the political parties qualified for continued representation 
by December 1st of the appropriate year. A.R.S. § 16-804(C).  
 
Promptly thereafter, the Secretary of State must notify the political party, county election 
officials, and the public about whether the party qualified for continued representation. 
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 County Continued Representation 

To achieve continued representation at the county level: 
• The new party’s candidate for County Attorney must receive at least 5% of the votes cast 

at the federal general election immediately preceding the expiration of new party status; 
or 

• The new party must have at least ⅔ of 1% of active registered voters in the county as of 
October 1st of the year preceding expiration of new party status. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-804(A). The County Recorder must determine the political parties qualified for 
continued representation by December 1st of the appropriate year. A.R.S. § 16-804(D). Promptly 
thereafter, the County Recorder must notify the political party, county election officials, and the 
public about whether the party qualified for continued representation. 

 City or Town Continued Representation 

To achieve continued representation in a city or town that conducts partisan elections: 
• The new party’s candidate for Mayor must receive at least 5% of the votes cast at the 

general election (or second or runoff election) immediately preceding the expiration of 
new party status; or 

• The new party must have at least ⅔ of 1% of active registered voters in the city or town 
(as determined by the applicable County Recorder) as of 155 days prior to the primary 
election (or first election) that will be conducted in the year new party status expires. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-804(A). 
 
The city or town clerk must determine the political parties that qualify for continued 
representation 140 days prior to the primary election (or first election) that will be conducted in 
the year new party status expires. A.R.S. § 16-804(E).  
 
Promptly thereafter, the city or town clerk must notify the political party, county election 
officials, and the public about whether the party qualified for continued representation. 
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CHAPTER 16:  
CAMPAIGN FINANCE 

 

 CAMPAIGN FINANCE REPORTING 

The Secretary of State is required to prescribe the format for all campaign finance reports and 
statements. A.R.S. § 16-926(A). Sample forms are included in Chapter 17 for reference by local 
jurisdictions. Candidates who file their campaign finance reports and statements with the 
Secretary of State’s Office must use the Secretary of State’s online campaign finance reporting 
system.  
 
Additional campaign finance guidance is available on the Secretary of State’s website at 
www.azsos.gov/elections. All candidates and political committees are encouraged to read the 
Secretary of State’s campaign finance guides for additional information. In addition, candidates 
running with Clean Elections funding have additional rules they must follow. They should 
contact the Citizens Clean Elections Commission (CCEC) for further information, or visit their 
website at www.azcleanelections.gov.  

 CAMPAIGN FINANCE ENFORCEMENT 

Campaign finance enforcement may be initiated through the filing officer. In addition, any 
person may file a complaint with CCEC if they believe a violation of the Clean Elections Act or 
CCEC rules has occurred. CCEC staff may also initiate an internally generated complaint against 
a person for violation of the Clean Elections Act. See A.R.S. § 16-957. More details about CCEC 
enforcement procedures are available at https://www.azcleanelections.gov/campaign-finance-
enforcement.57  
 
Adjudication of third-party campaign finance complaints filed with the filing officer follows a 
bifurcated structure, relying on an initial determination by a filing officer followed by the final 
decision of an enforcement officer. The overall process is summarized as follows and is covered 
in more detail in this Section: 

 
57 A.R.S. § 16-938(A) states “. . . a filing officer is the sole public officer who is authorized to 
initiate an investigation into alleged violations of . . . [Articles 1, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 and 
1.7 of Title 16, Chapter 6 of the Arizona Revised Statutes], including the alleged failure to 
register as a committee.” However, the phrase “is the sole public officer” has been invalidated by 
court judgment. An appeal is pending as of August 9, 2019, but the lower court judgment 
remains in effect absent any stay or reversal by a higher court. See Arizona Advocacy Network et 
al., v. State of Arizona, No. CV2017-096705, (Ariz. Super. June 5, 2019). 
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• The filing officer will make a preliminary determination whether a campaign finance 
violation has occurred, known as a “reasonable cause” finding. A.R.S. § 16-938(C). 

• If the filing officer makes a reasonable cause finding, the filing officer generally will 
refer the matter to the appropriate enforcement officer. A.R.S. § 16-938(C). 

• The enforcement officer makes the final determination whether a legal violation 
occurred, which may require an additional investigation beyond the information provided 
by the filing officer. A.R.S. § 16-938(C), (E). 

• If the enforcement officer concludes that a campaign finance violation occurred, the 
enforcement officer may issue a notice of violation to the alleged violator. If the violation 
has not been timely remedied, the enforcement officer may initiate legal action to secure 
compliance with campaign finance law. A.R.S. § 16-938 (E)-(G). 

 Initiation of Campaign Finance Complaints 

1. Third Party Complaints 
 
Any person may file a complaint with the appropriate filing officer if they believe a violation of 
Arizona campaign finance laws has occurred, including but not limited to: 

• Failure to register as a political committee when required; 
• Unlawful commingling of money; 
• Violation of campaign contribution limits; 
• Making or accepting unlawful contributions; 
• Failure to include proper advertising disclaimers; 
• Failure to file campaign finance reports (if the filing officer has not already initiated an 

enforcement action); 
• Improper or unreported expenditures; or 
• Filing incomplete or inaccurate campaign finance reports. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-938. 
 
The complaint must be made in writing and submitted to the applicable filing officer for 
campaign finance reports. Email submissions are acceptable. A.R.S. § 16-938(B). 
  
Regardless of whether a complainant is represented by counsel, a complaint must contain the full 
name and mailing address of the complainant. A complaint should also: 

• Clearly recite the facts that describe a violation of Arizona campaign finance law under 
the filing officer’s jurisdiction as specifically as possible (citations to the law are highly 
encouraged); 

• Clearly identify each person, committee, organization or group that is alleged to have 
committed a violation; 
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• Include any supporting documentation (such as sworn affidavits from persons with first-
hand knowledge, media reports, advertisements, website links, etc.) supporting the 
alleged violation, if available; and 

• Differentiate between statements based on a complainant’s personal knowledge and those 
based on information and belief. Statements not based on personal knowledge should 
identify the source of the information.  

 
Complaints should be filed as soon as possible after the alleged violation becomes known to the 
complainant in order to preserve available evidence and initiate the enforcement process within 
the four-year statute of limitations period. See A.R.S. § 12-550. A filing officer should retain 
candidate filings for at least four years after committee termination notwithstanding the three-
year retention period for “candidate records” in Schedule Number GS-1058 of the Arizona State 
Library, Archives and Public Records general records retention schedule.  
 
The filing officer must review the complaint for compliance with the required criteria outlined 
above, including confirmation that the complaint falls within the filing officer’s jurisdiction. If 
the complaint does not meet the criteria, the filing officer should notify the complainant of the 
deficiencies and that no action will be taken on the complaint. If the complaint is deemed 
sufficient, the filing officer will: 

• Assign the complaint a complaint number (in a format determined by the filing officer); 
• Confirm in writing that the complaint has been received;  
• Inform the complainant that the respondent will be provided an opportunity to submit a 

response and the complainant may submit a reply within specified time periods; and 
• Inform the complainant that the filing officer will notify him or her once a preliminary 

decision has been made. 

2. Mitigating Conflicts of Interest 
 
A filing officer and enforcement officer should avoid actual or perceived conflicts of interest 
when adjudicating campaign finance complaints. A conflict analysis should be undertaken 
promptly after a complaint is filed and before the respondent is directed to submit a response. 
A.R.S. § 38-503(B). 
 
 
If a filing officer determines that a conflict of interest exists, the filing officer should refer a 
campaign finance complaint to another filing officer in the state who accepts the referral.58 The 

 
58 If the original filing officer cannot promptly identify another filing officer who will accept the 
referral, the original filing officer should promptly notify the complainant and respondent after 
the complaint was filed that: (i) the filing officer has a conflict of interest; and (ii) the new filing 
officer (once identified) will contact the parties and formally initiate the enforcement 
proceedings.   
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receiving officer has the same jurisdiction to make a reasonable cause determination as the 
original officer. A.R.S. § 16-938(A). If the receiving officer ultimately does find reasonable 
cause, they may: (i) refer the matter directly to an appropriate enforcement officer, if permitted 
by the enforcement officer, or; (ii) refer the matter back to the original filing officer, and the 
original filing officer must refer the matter to the enforcement officer for that jurisdiction. 
 
If a filing officer makes a reasonable cause finding but believes the corresponding enforcement 
officer will have a conflict of interest, the filing officer nonetheless must make the referral to that 
enforcement officer. Winn v. Maricopa County Attorney’s Office, No. CV2013-003007, Minute 
Entry pg. 5 (Ariz Super. Ct. May 2, 2013); see also Comm. for Justice & Fairness v. Arizona 
Sec’y of State’s Office, 235 Ariz. 347, 350 (Ct. App. 2014). The enforcement officer must then 
determine whether a conflict of interest exists and, if so, refer the matter to another enforcement 
officer. 

 Notice of Complaint and Opportunity for Response and Reply 

1. Notice to Respondents 
 
A “respondent” is the person who is the subject of the campaign finance complaint or referral. 
 
Within five business days after receiving a properly filed complaint, the filing officer will send 
the respondent a copy of the complaint and a letter describing the filing officer’s campaign 
finance processing procedures. The notification letter reflects no judgment about the accuracy of 
the allegations, but simply: (i) informs the respondent that the filing officer has received 
allegations as to possible violations of campaign laws by the respondent; (ii) provides a copy of 
the complaint or referral document, or in limited circumstances, a summary of the complaint; and 
(iii) gives the respondent an opportunity to respond in writing in a timely manner. 

2. Submitting a Response 
 
The response is the respondent’s opportunity to demonstrate to the filing officer why the filing 
officer should not pursue an enforcement action, or to clarify, correct, or supplement the 
information in the complaint or referral. Respondents are not required to respond to the 
allegations. Respondents must be provided an opportunity to respond to both a third-party 
complaint and an internally-initiated investigation.  
 
Respondents, if they choose, may be represented by counsel. Once the filing officer receives a 
notification that the respondent is represented by counsel, the filing officer will communicate 
only with the counsel unless otherwise authorized by the respondent. 
 
There is no prescribed format for responses. While not required, providing documentation, 
including sworn affidavits or declarations under penalty of perjury from persons with first-hand 
knowledge of the facts, is helpful. It is also helpful for a respondent to specifically address each 
allegation in the complaint. The response may be submitted by email, and the respondent need 
not copy the complainant on the response. 
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The filing officer may set a response deadline not to exceed 30 calendar days. Upon request by 
the respondent and for good cause shown, the filing officer may grant a reasonable extension of 
the response deadline. The respondent must make the request to the filing officer in writing, and 
the filing officer must copy the complainant on the filing officer’s decision on the extension 
request. 

3. Submitting a Reply 
 
Within five business days after receiving a response, the filing officer will send the complainant 
a copy of the response and a letter that explains the opportunity for the complainant to submit a 
reply.  
 
There is no prescribed format for replies and complainants are not required to file a reply. 
However, the reply is the complainant’s opportunity to address issues raised in the response 
and/or buttress the complaint’s original allegations. The reply may not raise new issues that were 
not addressed in the original complaint.  
 
The filing officer may set a reply deadline not to exceed 14 calendar days. The filing officer may 
not take any action on the complaint or referral (other than dismiss the matter) until this time 
period has passed. Upon request by the complainant and for good cause shown, the filing officer 
may grant a reasonable extension of the reply deadline. 
 

 Decision by Filing Officer 

After the reply period (and any extension, if granted) has passed, the filing officer will evaluate 
the complaint, response and reply (if any) to determine whether there is reasonable cause to 
believe a violation occurred. The filing officer should also consider any relevant campaign 
finance reports or documents on file with the filing officer and any other information available in 
the public record. The filing officer does not possess subpoena powers to compel production of 
evidence or attendance of witnesses concerning a potential campaign finance violation (nor may 
any party to the proceeding conduct discovery). However, the filing officer may request 
voluntary production of information to assist in evaluating the complaint or response. A.R.S. § 
16-938(D). 

1. Determining Whether a Violation Occurred 
 
A filing officer may take one of three courses of action: find reasonable cause, dismiss the 
matter, or find no reasonable cause. 

 Finding Reasonable Cause 

To refer a matter to an enforcement officer, a filing officer must find “reasonable cause to 
believe a person violated” campaign finance law. A.R.S. § 16-938(C). A reasonable cause 
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finding is not a definitive finding that the respondent violated campaign finance law but simply 
means that the filing officer believes a violation may have occurred.  
 
In determining whether there is reasonable cause, the standard of review is akin to “probable 
cause” to support the complainant’s allegations, which generally means there is reasonably 
trustworthy information and circumstances that would lead a reasonable person to conclude there 
is substantial likelihood that the respondent committed a violation. See In re Shaheen Tr., 236 
Ariz. 498, 501 (Ct. App. 2015); State v. Keener, 206 Ariz. 29, 32 (Ct. App. 2003). 

 Dismissal of Complaint 

In their discretion, a filing officer may dismiss a matter that does not merit further use of 
government resources. The filing officer may take into account the following factors when 
deciding whether to dismiss a complaint: 

• Whether there is a small dollar amount at issue; 
• The insignificance of the alleged violation; 
• The vagueness or weakness of the evidence; 
• Whether the alleged violation has been remedied and not likely to be repeated; and 
• Whether the alleged violation was unintentional. 

 
If dismissal is warranted, the filing officer may send a letter cautioning or reminding the 
respondent regarding the relevant legal obligations going forward. 

 Finding No Reasonable Cause 

A filing officer should find “no reasonable cause” if a violation occurred when the complaint, 
response and reply (if any), along with any publicly available information, taken together, fail to 
give rise to a reasonable inference that a violation has occurred (or even if the allegations were 
true, would not constitute a violation of the law). 

2. Issuance and Notification of Decision 
 
A filing officer should issue a reasoned decision explaining the basis for the filing officer’s 
determination. Absent extenuating circumstances, a filing office shall render a decision within 
120 days after the deadline for submitting a reply if a response was submitted, or within 120 days 
after the deadline for a response if no response was submitted. However, if the filing officer’s 
deadline to issue a decision falls within 30 days of an election in the filing officer’s jurisdiction, 
the decision shall be issued within 30 days after the election. The filing officer should keep the 
parties reasonably apprised of the projected decision timetable and shall notify all parties in 
writing of the decision. 
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If the filing officer dismisses the complaint or finds no reasonable cause, the matter is closed and 
no notification is given to the enforcement officer. A dismissal or finding of no reasonable cause 
are not considered appealable actions. 
 
If the filing officer finds reasonable cause, the filing officer must notify the enforcement officer 
and provide all relevant documentation from the case: 

• For matters investigated by the Secretary of State as filing officer, the Secretary must 
notify the Attorney General; 

• For matters investigated by a county filing officer, the county filing officer must notify 
the county attorney; or 

• For matters investigated by a city or town filing officer, the city or town filing officer 
must notify the city or town attorney.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-938(C)(1)-(3). 
  
If the filing officer determines there is reasonable cause to believe that knowing and intentional 
misrepresentations were made, the filing officer may refer the matter to the enforcement officer 
for possible criminal prosecution as well. A.R.S. § 16-1021. 

 Decision by Enforcement Officer 

Upon receipt of a reasonable cause finding from a filing officer, an enforcement officer must: 
• Review the matter for potential conflicts of interest; 
• If necessary, conduct an investigation and/or compel discovery through the enforcement 

officer’s subpoena powers; and 
• Reach a final decision whether a campaign finance violation occurred. 

 
Nonpublic information independently gathered during the investigation (other than the 
complaint, response, reply and accompanying exhibits, which may be disclosed) must be kept 
confidential until after the final disposition of any appeal of the enforcement order.  A.R.S. § 16-
938(E)(3). 
 
If the enforcement officer determines a violation occurred, the enforcement officer may serve a 
notice of violation on the respondent. The notice must: 

• State with reasonable particularity the nature of the violation; 
• Specify the fine or penalty imposed, and any other corrective action required to be 

undertaken; and 
• Require compliance within 20 calendar days after the date of issuance of the notice. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-938(E)(2). 
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1. Late Campaign Finance Reports 
 
In the case of a registered committee’s failure to file campaign finance reports, no further 
investigation or discovery is generally necessary and the enforcement officer may proceed to 
issue a notice of violation. The notice should include a calculation of the penalties that have 
accrued between the filing deadline and the date of the notice of violation, and state that 
penalties will continue to accrue until paid in full or corrective action is taken. A.R.S. § 16-
938(E)(2); see also A.R.S. § 16-937(B). 

2. Other Campaign Finance Violations 
 
In the case of any other campaign finance violation, the notice of violation should include a 
presumptive financial penalty equal to the amount of money improperly received, spent or 
promised in violation of the law. In special circumstances, based on the severity, extent, or 
willful nature of the violation, the enforcement officer may issue a financial penalty up to three 
times the amount of money improperly received, spent or promised. The enforcement officer 
should outline the special circumstances in the notice of violation. 
 
A notice of violation also may require the respondent to form a political committee and 
thereafter file campaign finance reports for past and future political activity. However, if the 
respondent timely appeals this ruling, the respondent need not file the campaign finance reports 
unless and until the enforcement officer’s notice of violation has been upheld.  
A.R.S. § 16-938(E)(2).  

 Response to Notice of Violation 

1. Respondent Takes Corrective Action 
 
If a notice of violation requires corrective action and payment of a fine or financial penalty, but 
the respondent takes the specified corrective action within 20 days of being served with the 
notice, the respondent is not subject to any fine or financial penalty. A.R.S. § 16-938(G)(1). The 
enforcement officer should close the matter and issue a confirmation in writing. 

2. Respondent Takes No Corrective Action 
 
If the respondent fails to timely comply with a notice of violation, the enforcement officer may 
impose the fine or financial penalty (if any) and provide the respondent a final notice stating that 
the fine or penalty may be appealed to the Superior Court. A.R.S. § 16-938(G)(2).  

3. Respondent Appeals to Superior Court 
 
If the respondent fails to comply with a final notice but timely files an appeal, the final notice is 
stayed until the appeal is resolved. A respondent must file an appeal in superior court within 30 
days after receiving the final decision and provide a copy of the appeal to the enforcement 
officer. A.R.S. § 16-938(H).  
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At the hearing, the Superior Court must conduct a trial de novo and the enforcement officer has 
the burden of proving any alleged violations by a preponderance of the evidence. A.R.S. § 16-
938(I).  
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CHAPTER 17:   
APPENDICES AND SAMPLE FORMS 

 
The sample forms contained in this manual are subject to revisions.  Please contact the Secretary 
of State’s Office, Election Services Division, for the most current version.  
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Pg 2 ¶ 3 Any registration form may be used to register 
to vote for the first time or amend/update an 
existing registration record.

Any registration form in compliance with A.R.S. § 16-152 or 52 U.S.C. § 
20508(b) may be used to register to vote for the first time or amend/update an 
existing registration record.

Clarification
Violates ARS 16-121.01

Forms not in compliance with the statutory 
requirements may not contain the minimum 
required information to enable County 
Recorders to legally register the voter.

Pg 10 ¶ 9 The County Recorder who receives the bundle 
shall rely on this cover letter (see Chapter 17 
for a sample form) as verification of 
citizenship. The County Recorder need not re-
check any citizenship or immigration numbers 
to verify citizenship and must register the 
newly naturalized registrants as “full-ballot” 
voters (assuming no other deficiencies). 

The County Recorder who receives the bundle may shall rely on this cover letter 
(see Chapter 17 for a sample form) as verification of citizenship. The County 
Recorder need not re-check any citizenship or immigration numbers to verify 
citizenship and may must register the newly naturalized registrants as “full-ballot” 
voters (assuming no other deficiencies).

Extra-statutory
Violates ARS 16-166(F)

ARS 16-166(F) - the registering County 
Recorder statutorily obligated to determine 
sufficiency of DPOC.  No statutory authority 
to mandate County Recorder accept cover 
letter.

Pg 12 ¶ 7 A new registrant must be a resident of Arizona 
at least 29 days before the next election. A.R.S. 
§ 16-101(A)(3). A County Recorder has no 
duty to verify a registrant’s residency status 
and shall rely on the registrant’s affirmation of 
residency.

A new registrant must be a resident of Arizona at least 29 days before the next 
election. A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(3). A County Recorder has no duty to verify a 
registrant’s residency status and shall may rely on the registrant’s affirmation of 
residency.

Extra-statutory No statutory authority to mandate acceptance 
of affirmation.

Pg 13 ¶ 6 A County Recorder has no duty to verify 
whether the civil rights of a registrant with 
felony conviction(s) have been restored and 
shall rely on the registrant’s affirmation when 
registering to vote. 

A County Recorder has no duty to verify whether the civil rights of a registrant 
with felony conviction(s) have been restored and shall may rely on the registrant’s 
affirmation when registering to vote. 

Extra-statutory No statutory authority to mandate acceptance 
of affirmation.

Pg 14 ¶ 1 A County Recorder has no duty to verify 
whether a registrant has been adjudicated 
mentally incapacitated and shall rely on the 
registrant’s affirmation when registering to 
vote.

A County Recorder has no duty to verify whether a registrant has been 
adjudicated mentally incapacitated and shall may rely on the registrant’s 
affirmation when registering to vote.

Extra-statutory No statutory authority to mandate acceptance 
of affirmation.

Pg 18 ¶ 6 If contact information is missing, a County 
Recorder must use reasonable efforts to 
research and acquire contact information for 
the registrant through any appropriate means.

If contact information is missing, a County Recorder must may use reasonable 
efforts to  research and acquire contact information for the registrant through any 
appropriate means.

Extra-statutory
Unfunded mandate

No statutory requirement to research and 
acquire missing contact information, therefore 
no authority to mandate.

Chapter 1
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Pg 20 ¶ 5 If the registrant did not answer “yes” to the 

citizenship question or provide some other 
appropriate indicator that the registrant is a 
U.S. citizen (and DPOC cannot be acquired 
from AZMVD records or the statewide voter 
registration database), the County Recorder 
must notify the registrant by mail, email, 
and/or telephone within ten business days of 
receipt, request the incomplete information, 
and inform the registrant that they will remain 
in “suspense” status (or functional equivalent) 
until the citizenship question is answered in the 
affirmative or the registrant provides some 
other appropriate indicator of U.S. citizenship. 

If the registrant did not answer “yes” to the citizenship question or provide some 
other appropriate indicator that the registrant is a U.S. citizen (and DPOC cannot 
be acquired from AZMVD records or the statewide voter registration database), 
the County Recorder must notify the registrant by mail, email, and/or telephone 
within ten business days of receipt, request the incomplete information, and 
inform the registrant that they will remain in “suspense” status (or functional 
equivalent) until the citizenship question on the submitted voter registration form 
is answered in the affirmative or the registrant provides some other appropriate 
indicator of U.S. citizenship, such as DPOC.

Violates ARS 16-
121.01(A)
Violates 52 USC 20508

ARS 16-121.01(A) mandates registrant must 
provide a "checkmark or other appropriate 
indicator that the person answered 'yes' to the 
question regarding citizenship" for the person 
to be properly registered.  Affirmation of 
citizenship outside of the voter registration 
form does not meet minimum state 
requirements.  Further, because our signed 
declaration does not include an "attestation that
the application meets [the citizenship 
requirement]" it does not satisfy 52 USC 
20508.

Pg 49 ¶ 8
Pg 50 ¶ 1

A voter enrolled in the PEVL  may not request 
that ballots be automatically sent to an out-of-
state address for each election unless the voter 
is also a UOCAVA voter. However, a PEVL 
voter may make one-time requests to have their
ballot mailed to an address outside of the 
voter’s county of residence for specific 
elections. A.R.S. § 16-544(B).

A voter enrolled in the PEVL must use a mailing address in the voter’s county of 
residence and may not request that ballots be automatically sent to an out-of-state 
address for each election unless the voter is also a UOCAVA voter. However, a 
PEVL voter may make one-time requests to have their ballot mailed to an address 
outside of the Arizona voter’s county of residence for specific elections. A.R.S. § 
16-544(B).

Violates ARS 16-544(B) Statute specifies mailing address must be in 
the county of residence.

Pg 50 ¶ 6  The voter’s mailing address in the state; The voter’s mailing address in the state county of residence; Violates ARS 16-544(B) Statute specifies mailing address must be in 
the county of residence.

Pg 51 ¶ 4 Mailing address within the state (if different 
from residential address); 

Mailing address within the state county of residence (if different from residential 
address); 

Violates ARS 16-544(B) Statute specifies mailing address must be in 
the county of residence.

Pg 51 ¶ 6 If the PEVL request does not contain the 
voter’s name, residence address, mailing 
address in the state, date of birth, or signature, 
or contains a signature that does not match the 
signature in the registrant’s record, the County 
Recorder must notify the voter 

If the PEVL request does not contain the voter’s name, residence address, mailing 
address in the state county of residence, date of birth, or signature, or contains a 
signature that does not match the signature in the registrant’s record, the County 
Recorder must notify the voter 

Violates ARS 16-544(B) Statute specifies mailing address must be in 
the county of residence.

Pg 53 ¶ 2 2.      Change the mailing address to another 
location within the state;

2.      Change the mailing address to another location within the state county of 
residence;

Violates ARS 16-544(B) Statute specifies mailing address must be in 
the county of residence.

Pg 54 ¶ 7 Contain the County Recorder’s name, official 
title, and the post office address of the County 
Recorder (or other officer in charge of 
elections) on the front side of the return 
envelope (as explained below, a mailing 
envelope separate from the ballot affidavit may 
be used);

Contain the County Recorder’s name, official title, and the post office address of 
the County Recorder (or other officer in charge of elections) on the front side of 
the return envelope (as explained below, a mailing envelope separate from the 
ballot affidavit may be used);

Extra-statutory
Violates ARS 16-547

Statutes do not provide for a privacy envelope. 
Statutes explicit in what is to be on the 
envelope.

Chapter 2
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Pg 55 ¶ 8 In lieu of printing the ballot affidavit on the 

exterior of the return envelope, a County 
Recorder may also include a postage prepaid 
secrecy envelope. In this circumstance, the 
voter is directed to place their marked ballot in 
the standard return envelope that contains the 
early ballot affidavit; the voter must then place 
the standard return envelope inside the postage 
prepaid secrecy envelope. This method ensures 
that the voter’s signature (or other personally 
identifying information) will not be visible on 
the exterior envelope transmitted through the 
mail.

In lieu of printing the ballot affidavit on the exterior of the return envelope, a 
County Recorder may also include a postage prepaid secrecy envelope. In this 
circumstance, the voter is directed to place their marked ballot in the standard 
return envelope that contains the early ballot affidavit; the voter must then place 
the standard return envelope inside the postage prepaid secrecy envelope. This 
method ensures that the voter’s signature (or other personally identifying 
information) will not be visible on the exterior envelope transmitted through the 
mail.

Violates ARS 16-547
Extra-statutory
Voter confusion
Voter 
disenfranchisement

Statutes do not provide for a privacy envelope. 
ARS 16-547 explicit in what is to be on the 
envelope.  One side must have the return 
address, the other the affidavit.  Two 
envelopes with return addresses may confuse 
voters causing ballots to be returned in just the 
mailing envelope without the requisite 
affidavit, causing ballots to not be counted or 
voting be delayed.

Pg 56 ¶ 3 A.R.S. § 16-547(C). The County Recorder 
may substitute “vote center” for “polling place”
if the county uses vote centers. If applicable, 
the County Recorder may add additional ballot 
drop-off locations to the statutorily-prescribed 
language.

A.R.S. § 16-547(C). The County Recorder may substitute “vote center” for 
“polling place” if the county uses vote centers. If applicableFor elections held 
pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-409 and A.R.S. § 16-558, the County Recorder may add 
additionalsubstitute “ballot drop-off location” for “polling place” to the statutorily-
prescribed language. A.R.S. § 16-411(D). 

Extra-statutory
Clarification

Ballot drop-off locations only statutorily 
permitted for elections held pursuant to ARS 
16-558 and 16-409.

Pg 60 ¶ 4 A ballot-by-mail (with completed affidavit) 
must be delivered to the County Recorder, the 
officer in charge of elections, an official ballot 
drop-off site, or any voting location in the 
county no later than 7:00 p.m. on Election Day.
A.R.S. § 16-547(C); A.R.S. § 16-551(C).

A ballot-by-mail (with completed affidavit) must be delivered to the County 
Recorder, the officer in charge of elections, an official ballot drop-off site, or any 
voting location in the county no later than 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-
547(C); A.R.S. § 16-551(C).

Extra-statutory Statutory provisions enabling ballot drop-off 
sites only authorized for elections held 
pursuant to ARS 16-409 and ARS 16-558.  
ARS 16-411(D).  This section applicable to 
Early Voting.  Added statement to Chapter 3.  
Page 72.

Pg 61 ¶ 6 An elector who appears at an on-site early 
voting location by 5:00 p.m. on the Friday 
preceding the election must be given a ballot 
and permitted to vote at the on-site early voting 
location. A.R.S. § 16-542(E).

An elector presenting valid identification who appears at an on-site early voting 
location by 5:00 p.m. on the Friday preceding the election must be given a ballot 
and permitted to vote at the on-site early voting location. A.R.S. § 16-542(E).

Violates ARS 16-542(E) ARS 16-542(E) requires presentation of 
identification.

Pg 66 ¶ 3 If not satisfied that the signatures were made 
by the same person or if the early ballot 
affidavit is missing a signature, the County 
Recorder shall make a reasonable and 
meaningful attempt to contact the voter via 
mail, phone, text message, and/or email, notify 
the voter of the inconsistent signature, and 
allow the voter to provide, correct, or confirm 
the signature. 

If not satisfied that the signatures were made by the same person or if the early 
ballot affidavit is missing a signature, the County Recorder shall make a 
reasonable and meaningful attempt to contact the voter via mail, phone, text 
message, and/or email, notify the voter of the inconsistent signature, and allow the 
voter to provide, correct, or confirm the signature. 

Violates ARS 16-548(A)
Violates ARS 16-552(B)
Violates statutory intent 
and legislative history of 
ARS 16-550(A)

Voters shall make and sign the affidavit.
Ballot affidavit signature must be sufficient for 
the vote to be allowed. Curing the ballot 
contained within an unsigned envelope is not 
possible, as the voter cannot affirm the ballot 
contained therein is THEIR actual ballot.  New 
ballot must be issued and received before the 
close of elections.  New early ballot may be 
mailed, time permitting, or on Election Day a 
provisional ballot may be cast.
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Pg 66 ¶ 4 Voters must be permitted to correct or confirm 

an inconsistent or missing signature until 5:00 
p.m. on the fifth business day after a primary, 
general, or special election that includes a 
federal office or the third business day after 
any other election. 

Voters must be permitted to correct or confirm an inconsistent or missing 
signature until 5:00 p.m. on the fifth business day after a primary, general, or 
special election that includes a federal office or the third business day after any 
other election. 

Violates ARS 16-548(A)
Violates ARS 16-552(B)
Violates statutory intent 
and legislative history of 
ARS 16-550(A)
Violates ARS 16-566(B)

Further, provisions for curing missing 
signatures violate the legislative intent.  
Legislative intent can be inferred from the fact 
the legislature changed the bill to exclude the 
word "missing" from ARS 16-550 from the 
time the bill was presented to the time it was 
adopted.  Finally, pursuant to ARS 16-566(B), 
as soon as the polls close, all unused ballots 
shall be sealed.  No further ballots may be 
issued.

Pg 66 If the early ballot affidavit is not signed, the County Recorder shall reject the 
ballot.  The County Recorder shall then make a reasonable and meaningful 
attempt to contact the voter via mail, phone, text message, and/or email, to notify 
the voter the ballot was rejected and provide the voter an opportunity to cast a 
replacement early or provisional ballot before 7:00pm on Election Day.  The 
County Recorder shall attempt to contact the voter as soon as practicable using 
any contact information available in the voter’s record and any other source 
reasonably available to the County Recorder.  Neither replacement ballots nor 
provisional ballots can be issued after 7:00pm on Election Day.

Statutory provisions require a signed ballot 
affidavit for the vote to be counted.  Curing the
ballot contained within an unsigned envelope 
is not possible, as the voter cannot affirm the 
ballot contained therein is THEIR actual ballot.
Replacement ballot must be issued before the 
close of elections.  New early ballot may be 
mailed, time permitting, or replaced or 
provisional ballot cast. 

Pg 66 ¶ 6 A.R.S. § 16-550(A); A.RS. § 16-552(B); 
Settlement Agreement at 3, Navajo Nation v. 
Hobbs, No. CV2018-08329, ECF No. 44-2 (D. 
Ariz. August 6, 2019).

A.R.S. § 16-550(A); A.R.S. § 16-552(B); Settlement Agreement at 3, Navajo 
Nation v. Hobbs, No. CV2018-08329, ECF No. 44-2 (D. Ariz. August 6, 2019).

Pg 69 ¶ 6 Individuals held in pretrial detention or serving 
a sentence for a misdemeanor conviction 
remain eligible to register and vote (assuming 
no other deficiencies in eligibility). To the 
extent practicable, County Recorders shall 
coordinate with the county sheriff’s office, jail 
or detention facilities, the county public 
defender’s office, and other appropriate 
stakeholders to develop and implement 
reasonable procedures to facilitate voting by 
eligible voters held in jail or detention 
facilities, including those taken into custody 
shortly before Election Day. Such procedures 
may include coordinating a means for secure 
and effective delivery and return of ballots-by-
mail for those in custody and/or the use of 
special election boards in appropriate 
circumstances.

Individuals held in pretrial detention or serving a sentence for a misdemeanor 
conviction remain eligible to register and vote (assuming no other deficiencies in 
eligibility). To the extent practicable, County Recorders shall coordinate with the 
county sheriff’s office, jail or detention facilities, the county public defender’s 
office, and other appropriate stakeholders to develop and implement reasonable 
procedures to facilitate voting by eligible voters held in jail or detention facilities, 
including those taken into custody shortly before Election Day. Such procedures 
may include coordinating a means for secure and effective delivery and return of 
ballots-by-mail for those in custody and/or the use of special election boards in 
appropriate circumstances.

Extra-statutory
Unfunded mandate

- Existing procedures under ARS 16-542(E) 
allow mailing a ballot to a temporary address.
- ARS 16-549 - Special elections board only 
for "qualified electors who are confined as the 
result of a continuing illness or physical 
disability" and inapplicable here.
- No statutory authority  to implement outlined 
program. 
- No statutory authority to bind recorders, 
sheriffs, public defender's offices...
- No provisions for funding for counties to 
implement.
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Pg 71 ¶ 5 • If the ballot-by-mail election is consolidated 
with a partisan primary election, the County 
Recorder must mail a notice to all non-PEVL 
voters who are not affiliated with a recognized 
political party at least 33 days before the 
election to allow the voter to designate a 
political party ballot. In lieu of sending separate
notices to PEVL and non-PEVL voters, a 
County Recorder may send a notice to all 
eligible voters at least 90 days before the ballot-
by-mail election. See Chapter 2, Section 
I(B)(9). If the voter does not designate a 
political party ballot or nonpartisan ballot by 
5:00 p.m. on the 11th day before the election, 
or a later deadline established by the County 
Recorder, the voter will not be mailed a ballot-
by-mail for the election. A.R.S. § 16-542(E). 
However, the voter is still permitted to vote in-
person at a ballot replacement site and, at that 
time, specify a political party ballot or 
nonpartisan ballot.

• If the ballot-by-mail election is consolidated with a partisan primary election, the 
County Recorder must mail a notice to all non-PEVL voters who are not affiliated 
with a recognized political party at least 33 days before the election to allow the 
voter to designate a political party ballot. In lieu of sending separate notices to 
PEVL and non-PEVL voters, a County Recorder may send a notice to all eligible 
voters at least 90 days before the ballot-by-mail election. See Chapter 2, Section 
I(B)(9). If the voter does not designate a political party ballot or nonpartisan ballot 
by 5:00 p.m. on the 11th day before the election, or a later deadline established by 
the County Recorder, the voter will not be mailed a ballot-by-mail for the election
A.R.S. § 16-542(E). However, the voter is still permitted to vote in-person at a 
ballot replacement site and, at that time, specify a political party ballot or 
nonpartisan ballot.

Extra Statutory
Disenfranchises 
unaffailiated voters
Violates ARS 16-558.01
Violates ARS 16-542(C) 
Violates ARS 16-544(F)

No statutory authority to consolidate all ballot-
by-mail and partisan primaries.  Further, as 
written, does not meet the statutory 
requirements for each election type and 
disenfranchises unaffiliated voters.

Chapter 3
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Pg 77 ¶ 2 The voting system must tabulate (and if 
necessary, produce) ballots that visually 
indicate the voter’s selections and can be (1) 
used to verify the voter’s choices; (2) spoiled 
by the voter if they fail to reflect the voter’s 
choices; and (3) used in recounts and manual 
audits;

The voting system must provide a durable paper document tabulate (and if 
necessary, produce) ballots  that visually indicates the voter's selections and can be
(1) used to verify the voter’s choices; (2) spoiled by the voter if they fail to reflect 
the voter’s choices which permits the voter to cast a new ballot; and (3) used in 
recounts and manual audits;

Clarification
Conforming to ARS 16-
446(B)(7)

Statement does not conform to statutory 
language, as worded isn't possible, and fails to 
substantially comply with the statutory 
language.

Pg 77 ¶ 2 The voting system must aggregate the votes in 
the EMS in a way that prevents votes from 
being changed (unless the vote is on an over-
voted ballot or ballot read as blank or unclear 
and is therefore flagged for electronic 
adjudication) or deleted after voting has 
concluded; and

The voting system must aggregate the votes in the EMS in a way that prevents 
votes from being changed (unless the vote is on an over-voted ballot or ballot read 
as blank or unclear and is therefore flagged for electronic adjudication) or deleted 
after voting has concluded; and

Violates ARS 16-621(A) Over-voted, blank, or unclear ballots cannot be 
counted and then electronically changed.  
Electronic adjudication violates ARS 16-
621(A).  See Chapter 10 for comments.

Pg 77 c. The voting system must prevent the voter from voting for the same person more 
than once for the same office.

ARS 16-446(B)(3) Missing statutory provision

Pg 92 ¶ 3 3. On-Screen/Electronic Adjudication

If on-screen/electronic adjudication of ballots 
will be utilized as part of the election tabulation
system, that functionality shall also be tested 
during the L&A test to ensure secure and 
proper functioning and attribution of Electronic
Vote Adjudication Board determinations for 
the ballots electronically adjudicated. See 
Chapter 10, Section II(E) for requirements for 
electronic adjudication.

3. On-Screen/Electronic Adjudication

If on-screen/electronic adjudication of ballots will be utilized as part of the 
election tabulation system, that functionality shall also be tested during the L&A 
test to ensure secure and proper functioning and attribution of Electronic Vote 
Adjudication Board determinations for the ballots electronically adjudicated. See 
Chapter 10, Section II(E) for requirements for electronic adjudication.

Violates ARS 16-621(A) Electronic Adjudication violates ARS 16-
621(A).  See comment in Chapter 10.  See also 
recommendations.

Pg 92 4. Errors Discovered During Testing

If any error is detected during L&A testing:

• The cause shall be ascertained and corrected. 
• An errorless count shall be made before the voting equipment and programs are 
approved for use in the election.
• And if the database is found to be the source of the error, a copy of a revised 
database shall be filed with the Secretary of State within 48 hours after the 
revision.
• And if the error was created by voting equipment malfunction, a report shall be 
filed with the Secretary of State within 48 hours after the correction is made, 
stating the cause and the corrective action taken.

A.R.S. § 16-449(A).

Missing procedures ARS 
16-449(A)

Missing statutorily required procedures for 
L&A testing.  SAMPLE WORDING based on 
2014 EPM Pg 109-110.

Chapter 4

Chapter 5
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Pg 107 ¶ 6 • A signature or a printed name. • A signature or a printed name in the signature column. Violates ARS 16-322
Creates Confusion

Pursuant to statute, "nomination petitions shall 
be signed".  Counting lines without anything 
proporting to be a signature voilates the statute 
and would create confusion about the 
requirements.

Pg 121 ¶ 2 If the County Recorder is unable to apply 
statutorily-required redactions within the 
necessary timeframe, the County Recorder 
should seek to produce the records pursuant to 
an appropriate protective order or under seal in 
accordance with the Arizona Rules of Civil 
Procedure and other applicable law.

Missing citation Refers to "statutorily-required redactions" 
without referencing the statute or 
requirements.  At minimum, citation needed.  
RECOMMEND adding what needs to be 
redacted for the maximum degree of 
correctness and uniformity.  If there is no 
citation, statement should be removed.

Pg 127 ¶ 5 Except for the designation of Election Day 
emergency voting locations, the Board of 
Supervisors must finalize all voting locations at
least 20 days before a statewide primary or 
general election or ten days before a special 
election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B). 

Except for the designation of Election Day emergency voting locations, tThe 
Board of Supervisors must finalize all voting locations at least 20 days before a 
statewide primary or general election or ten days before a special election. A.R.S. 
§ 16-411(B). 

Extra Statutory Nothing in ARS 16-411(B) provides for stated 
exception.

Pg 130 ¶ 5 G. Designation of Emergency Election Day 
Polling Places/Vote Centers
A County Recorder or other officer in charge 
of elections may establish an emergency 
polling place/vote center for Election Day 
without the Board of Supervisors’ approval if 
either of the following occurs:

G. Designation of Emergency Election Day Polling Place/Vote Center Emergency 
Designation
A County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may establish grant an 
emergency designation to a polling place/vote center for Election Day without the 
Board of Supervisors’ approval if either of the following occurs:

Clarification
Conforming to ARS 16-
411(I)

Current language seems to confuse emergency 
voting pursuant to ARS 16-542(H) & ARS 16-
411(B)(5) (which requires BOS approval) with 
"emergency designations" pursuant to ARS 16-
411(I). ARS 16-411(I) states "county recorder 
or other officer in charge of elections shall 
designate a polling place as an emergency 
polling place".  County Recorder cannot 
"establish" a polling place without board 
approval.  Instead, already approved polling 
stations may be granted an emergency 
designation which limits electioneering. Also, 
Emergency designations under ARS 16-411 
are not limited to Election Day.  ARS 16-
411(H) discusses early voting centers as being 
able to have an emergency designation. For 
clarity, procedures pursuant to ARS 16-
411(B)(5)(c) added to Pg 63.

Pg 131 ¶ 1 At least two weeks before Election Day, the 
County Recorder or other officer in charge of 
elections must post on its website a list of 
emergency polling places/vote centers for 
Election Day and must specify:

At least two weeks before Election Day, the County Recorder or other officer in 
charge of elections must post on its website a list of emergency polling places/vote 
centers for Election Day with emergency designations and must specify:

Clarification
Conforming to ARS 16-
411

Current wording could create unintentional 
confusion between emergency voting and 
voting locations with an emergency 
designation.  Emergency designations pertain 
to early voting as well as Election Day.

Chapter 8

Chapter 6

Chapter 7
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Pg 131 ¶ 2 Electioneering and other political activity is not

permitted at an emergency polling place/vote 
center on Election Day on the property of the 
hosting facility, even outside the 75-foot limit. 
A.R.S. § 16-411(I). However, if the voting 
location is not listed on the jurisdiction’s 
elections website as an emergency location, 
electioneering and other political activity must 
be permitted on the premises, outside the 75-
foot limit. A.R.S. § 16-411(H). 

Electioneering and other political activity is not permitted at an emergency polling 
place/vote center with an emergency designation on Election Day on the property 
of the hosting facility, even outside the 75-foot limit. A.R.S. § 16-411(I). 
However, if the voting location is not listed on the jurisdiction’s elections website 
as having an emergency location designation, electioneering and other political 
activity must be permitted on the premises, outside the 75-foot limit. A.R.S. § 16-
411(H). 

Clarification
Conforming to ARS 16-
411

Current wording could create unintentional 
confusion between emergency voting and 
voting locations with an emergency 
designation.  Emergency designations pertain 
to early voting as well as Election Day.

Pg 131 ¶ 3

•          Update the website as soon as is 
practicable to include any new Election Day 
emergency voting locations;
•          Highlight the new Election Day 
emergency voting location on the website; and 
•          Like other Election Day emergency 
locations, specify the reason the emergency 
designation was necessary and the number of 
attempts that were made to find a standard 
voting location before granting an emergency 
designation. A.R.S. § 16-411(H). 

•          Update the website as soon as is practicable to include any new Election 
Day emergency designations voting locations;
•          Highlight the new Election Day emergency voting location with an 
emergency designation on the website; and 
•          Like other Election Day emergency locations with an emergency 
designation, specify the reason the emergency designation was necessary and the 
number of attempts that were made to find a standard voting location before 
granting an emergency designation. A.R.S. § 16-411(H). 

Clarification
Conforming to ARS 16-
411

Current wording could create unintentional 
confusion between emergency voting and 
voting locations with an emergency 
designation.  Emergency designations pertain 
to early voting as well as Election Day.

Pg 132 ¶ 7 The officer in charge of elections should ensure
that the election board is comprised of 
individuals registered with different political 
parties. At minimum, for partisan elections, if 
the inspector is a member of one of the two 
largest political parties, the marshal must be a 
member of the other of the two largest political 
parties and each of the two judges must be 
registered with different political parties. An 
inspector, marshal, or judge may not serve in 
that position if they have changed their 
political party registration since the last general 
election.

The officer in charge of elections should shall ensure that the election board is 
comprised of individuals registered with different political parties. At minimum, 
for partisan elections, if the inspector is a member of one of the two largest 
political parties, the marshal must be a member of the other of the two largest 
political parties and each of the two judges must be registered with different 
political parties. An inspector, marshal, or judge may not serve in that position if 
they have changed their political party registration since the last general election. 

At least 90-days before an election, the county chairperson of the two largest 
political parties may designate qualified electors to serve on election boards.  
When the list is timely submitted, it shall be used to appoint judges.  Whenever 
possible, any person appointed as an inspector shall have had previous experience 
as an inspector, judge, marshal or clerk of elections. If there is no qualified person 
in a given precinct, the appointment of an inspector may be made from names 
designated by the county party chairperson. Any registered voter in the precinct, 
or alternatively, in  another precinct, may be appointed as clerk. A.R.S. § 16-
531(A).

Key components of ARS 
16-531(A) missing

Statute is clear that board composition "shall 
be divided equally" and "shall be equal" 
between the two largest political parties.  Party 
balance is not discretionary. Also missing key 
requirements to use lists provided by political 
parties for filling election board positions.
"Although the board of supervisors actually 
appoints the judges and clerks, its action is 
completely driven by the political parties' 
selections, if the county party chairmen make 
proper and timely designations to the board. In 
contrast, this section permits the board to 
appoint inspectors from names provided by the 
county party chairmen only if there is no 
qualified person in the precinct with previous 
experience." Ariz. Op.Atty.Gen. No. I93-001. 
See also Ariz. Op.Atty.Gen. No. 62-23,  Ariz. 
Op.Atty.Gen. No. 69-1, 2014 EPM Pg 124.
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Pg 140 ¶ 2 1. At all times at a central counting place, and 

unless a voter specifically requests assistance 
from the observer at a voting location, a 
political party observer may not mark any 
ballot, place any type of material on a ballot, or 
otherwise touch a voted ballot during 
observation.

1. At all times at a central counting place, and unless a voter specifically requests 
assistance from the observer at a voting location, a political party An observer 
may not mark any ballot, place any type of material on a ballot, or otherwise touch
a voted ballot during observation.  

Violates ARS 16-590(B) Statute clearly states that "no challenger may 
enter a voting booth except to mark his ballot". 
Therefore observer cannot enter a voting booth 
to assist a voter.

Pg 177 ¶ 3 A County Recorder or other officer in charge 
of elections may establish emergency Election 
Day polling places/vote centers where 
electioneering is not permitted on the property 
of the hosting facility, even outside the 75-foot 
limit. A.R.S. § 16-411(I); see Chapter 8, 
Section I(G).

A County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may establish grant 
emergency designations to Election Day polling places/vote centers where 
electioneering is not permitted on the property of the hosting facility, even outside 
the 75-foot limit. A.R.S. § 16-411(I); see Chapter 8, Section I(G).

Clarification
Conforming to ARS 16-
411(I)
Conforming with 
changes made to Chapter 
8(I)(G)

Current wording could create unintentional 
confusion between emergency voting and 
voting locations with an emergency 
designation.  

Pg 183 ¶ 2 When assisting voters upon their request, 
members of the election board, may not 
attempt to influence a voter in the choice of 
candidates or issues, nor in any manner suggest 
or recommend a vote for any particular 
candidate or issue. 

When assisting voters upon their request, members of the election board,in a 
voting location, assistants may not attempt to influence a voter in the choice of 
candidates or issues, nor in any manner suggest or recommend a vote for any 
particular candidate or issue. 

Violates ARS 16-515(I)
Violates ARS 16-
1018(1)

Neither election board workers, nor third-party 
assistants may electioneer inside the 75-foot 
limit.

Pg 184 ¶ 2 Alternatively, if the election board has access 
to real-time or updated information to view the 
status of the voter’s ballot-by-mail, the judge 
may issue a regular ballot to the voter if: (1) a 
board worker confirms that the voter’s ballot-
by-mail has not been verified and tallied; and 
(2) the County Recorder or other officer in 
charge of elections has a system in place to 
promptly void the voter’s ballot-by-mail. 

Alternatively, if the election board has access to real-time or updated information 
to view the status of the voter’s ballot-by-mail, the judge may issue a regular 
ballot to the voter if: (1) a board worker confirms that the voter’s ballot-by-mail 
has not been verified and tallied; and (2) the County Recorder or other officer in 
charge of elections has a system in place to promptly void the voter’s ballot-by-
mail. 

Violates ARS 16-579(B) Statute requires issuance of a provisional ballot
in any circumstance where an early ballot has 
been sent to voter, whether it has been verified 
and tallied or not.

Pg 184 ¶ 2 However, if the election board has real-time 
access to voter registration records, the voter’s 
information may be updated at the voting 
location upon completion of a new voter 
registration or address update form and a 
regular ballot to be issued in lieu of a 
provisional ballot.

However, if the election board has real-time access to voter registration records, 
the voter’s information may be updated at the voting location upon completion of 
a new voter registration or address update form. and a regular ballot to be issued 
in lieu of a provisional ballot.

Violates ARS 16-137 Statute states "An elector may also correct the 
voter registration record by providing the new 
name while voting a provisional ballot 
pursuant to § 16-584 at the appropriate polling 
place." Accordingly, a provisional ballot must 
be issued.

Pg 185 ¶ 7 If the election board has real-time access to 
voter registration records, the voter’s 
information may be updated at the voting 
location upon completion of a new voter 
registration form or address update form and a 
regular ballot may be issued in lieu of a 
provisional ballot as long as the voter is the 
correct voting location for their new address.

If the election board has real-time access to voter registration records, the voter’s 
information may be updated at the voting location upon completion of a new voter
registration form or address update form. and a regular ballot may be issued in 
lieu of a provisional ballot as long as the voter is the correct voting location for 
their new address.

Violates ARS 16-135(B)
Violates ARS 16-584(C) 

Statutes require issuance of a provisional ballot
when the elector has moved to a new address 
within the county.  

Chapter 10

Chapter 9
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Pg 195 ¶ 3 The Receiving Board shall ensure proper chain 

of custody documentation for all items 
received. 

The Receiving Board shall ensure proper chain of custody documentation for all 
items received.  The Receiving Board shall give a numbered receipt 
acknowledging receipt of such ballots to the person in charge who delivers such 
ballots. A.R.S. § 16-608(A).

Conforming to ARS 16-
608(A)

Missing statutory requirement to provide a 
receipt.  Previously accounted for in the EPM.  
See 2014 EPM Pg 174.  Not found elsewhere 
in this EPM.

Pg 198 ¶ 5 In counties that utilize digital scanning 
tabulation equipment, ballots may be digitally 
out-stacked for electronic adjudication, as 
provided in Section II(E) below.

In counties that utilize digital scanning tabulation equipment, ballots may 
be digitally out-stacked for electronic adjudication, as provided in Section 
II(E) below.

Violates ARS 16-621(A) Electronic Adjudication violates ARS 16-
621(A).  See comment below.

Pg 199 ¶ 2 • Conspicuously mark the original ballot as 
“DUPLICATED;”

• Conspicuously mark the original ballot as “DUPLICATED;”
• Conspicuously mark the duplicate ballot as “DUPLICATE”, A.R.S. § 16-
621(A);

Conforming to ARS 16-
621(A)

Pursuant to the statutory requirements, all  
duplicate ballots shall be clearly labeled 
“duplicate”.

Pg 199 - 204 E. Electronic Vote Adjudication Board E. Electronic Vote Adjudication Board Violates ARS 16-621(A) Section Removed.  ARS 16-621(A) requires a 
"true duplicate" be made for ballots that are 
damaged or defective such that the ballot 
cannot properly be counted by the automatic 
tabulating equipment. A “true duplicate” ballot 
is statutorily required to “substitute” the 
original ballot.

Pg 209 ¶ 7 The Write-In Tally Board is comprised of one 
inspector and two judges, who are members of 
the two political parties which cast the highest 
number of votes in the state at the last general 
election. At least one of the judges must be of a
different political party than the inspector. 
A.R.S. § 16-531(E). 

The Write-In Tally Board is comprised of one inspector and two judges, who are 
members of the two political parties which cast the highest number of votes in the 
state at the last general election. At least one of the judges must be of a different 
political party than the inspector. At least 90-days before an election, the county 
chairperson of the two largest political parties may designate qualified electors to 
serve on Write-In Tally Board.  When the list is timely submitted, it shall be used 
to appoint board members. Without a nomination from a party chairperson, the 
Board of Supervisors (or designee) may fill the position with a member of the 
appropriate party. A.R.S. § 16-531(E). 

Conforming to ARS 16-
531(A)(E) 

Statute requires boards to be filled by lists 
provided by political parties, if timely 
submitted.  See comment above.

Pg 210 ¶ 1 The Write-In Tally Board may manually tally 
write-in votes or do so through an electronic 
adjudication program pursuant to Chapter 10, 
Section II(E) above. 

The Write-In Tally Board may manually tally write-in votes or do so through an 
electronic adjudication program pursuant to Chapter 10, Section II(E) above. 

Violates ARS 16-621(A) Electronic Adjudication violates ARS 16-
621(A).  See comment above.
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Pg 221 ¶ 3 For counties that use electronic adjudication 
(see Chapter 10, Section II(E)), the officer in 
charge of elections shall ensure that, if any 
ballots in the precinct or early ballot batches to 
be hand counted require electronic 
adjudication, such adjudication is completed 
prior to the start of the hand count. If any ballot
in a hand count batch has had a vote 
electronically adjudicated, the officer in charge 
of elections shall print out the image of the 
original ballot, any adjudicated marks, and the 
audit log for that precinct or batch containing 
that ballot, and make those print-outs available 
for the board members to review in the event of
any discrepancy between the hand count tally 
for the batch and the machine count for the 
batch.

For counties that use electronic adjudication (see Chapter 10, Section II(E)), the 
officer in charge of elections shall ensure that, if any ballots in the precinct or 
early ballot batches to be hand counted require electronic adjudication, such 
adjudication is completed prior to the start of the hand count. If any ballot in a 
hand count batch has had a vote electronically adjudicated, the officer in charge of
elections shall print out the image of the original ballot, any adjudicated marks, 
and the audit log for that precinct or batch containing that ballot, and make those 
print-outs available for the board members to review in the event of any 
discrepancy between the hand count tally for the batch and the machine count for 
the batch.

Violates ARS 16-621(A) Electronic Adjudication violates ARS 16-
621(A).  See comment above.

Pg 246 ¶ 8 For counties that use electronic adjudication, 
any ballots requiring electronic adjudication 
must be re-adjudicated in the event of an 
automatic recount.

For counties that use electronic adjudication, any ballots requiring electronic 
adjudication must be re-adjudicated in the event of an automatic recount. 

Violates ARS 16-621(A) Electronic Adjudication violates ARS 16-
621(A).  See comment above.

Chapter 11

Chapter 12
Chapter 13

Chapter 14
Chapter 15
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Pg 267 ¶ 6 A possible conflict of interest involves blending the roles of filing officer and 
enforcement officer. To maintain the necessary degree of independence, the 
enforcement officer generally should not render legal advice to the filing officer 
regarding a particular complaint while maintaining an enforcement role as to that 
specific complaint. For example, the enforcement officer generally should not 
advise the filing officer that reasonable cause exists and later initiate an 
enforcement action after receiving a referral from that filing officer. If such a 
conflict exists, the enforcement officer would need to refer the matter to another 
enforcement officer. Alternative options include, but are not limited to, the 
following: (1) the enforcement officer could establish a conflict wall to ensure the 
same attorney providing advice is not the same attorney initiating enforcement; (2)
the filing officer could seek legal advice from outside counsel (other than the 
enforcement officer) to reach a reasonable cause decision; (3) the enforcement 
officer could delegate their enforcement authority to outside counsel, thereby 
allowing the original enforcement officer to continue providing legal advice to the 
filing officer.  

Extra-statutory ARS 16-938(B) does not extend to 
promulgating procedures for enforcement 
officers. No statutory authority to bind 
enforcement officers. Further, ARS 38-503 
does not contemplate the type of conflict 
addressed.

Chapter 17

A possible conflict of interest involves 
blending the roles of filing officer and 
enforcement officer. To maintain the necessary 
degree of independence, the enforcement 
officer generally should not render legal advice 
to the filing officer regarding a particular 
complaint while maintaining an enforcement 
role as to that specific complaint. For example, 
the enforcement officer generally should not 
advise the filing officer that reasonable cause 
exists and later initiate an enforcement action 
after receiving a referral from that filing 
officer. If such a conflict exists, the 
enforcement officer would need to refer the 
matter to another enforcement officer. 
Alternative options include, but are not limited 
to, the following: (1) the enforcement officer 
could establish a conflict wall to ensure the 
same attorney providing advice is not the same 
attorney initiating enforcement; (2) the filing 
officer could seek legal advice from outside 
counsel (other than the enforcement officer) to 
reach a reasonable cause decision; (3) the 
enforcement officer could delegate their 
enforcement authority to outside counsel, 
thereby allowing the original enforcement 
officer to continue providing legal advice to the
filing officer.  

Chapter 16
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Pg 5 FN 6 While the SAVE database may be used to 
verify citizenship status for initial registration, 
it shall not be used for list maintenance 
purposes. 

While the SAVE database may be used to verify citizenship status for initial 
registration, it shall not be used for list maintenance purposes. 

Consistency 
(See Pg 160)

Inconsistent with Chapter 8 (VII) where SAVE 
is encouraged to be used to maintain the 
registration records.

Pg 12 ¶ 3 The County Recorder must notify the registrant 
by mail within ten business days of receipt of 
the registration form to: (1) inform the 
registrant that their registration will remain in 
“suspense” until the registrant turns 18; and (2) 
specify the next election where the registrant 
will be eligible to vote. A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(2); 
A.R.S. § 16-134(B); A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(15).

The County Recorder, after verifying citizenship as outlined in Chapter 1(II)(A), 
must notify the registrant by mail  within ten business days of receipt of the 
registration form to: (1) inform the registrant that their registration will remain in 
“suspense” until the registrant turns 18; and (2) specify the next election where the 
registrant will be eligible to vote; (3) specify the registrant’s “full-ballot” or 
“federal-only ballot” designation  (providing an opportunity submit DPOC where 
applicable); (4) notify the registrant of residency requirements related to the next 
general election; and (5) provide instructions on how to maintain their voter 
registration record while the registration is in “suspense”.  A.R.S. § 16-
101(A)(1),(2),(3); A.R.S. § 16-134(B); A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(15).

If the County Recorder determines the registrant does not meet the citizenship 
requirements, the registration form shall be processed, and the registrant must be 
notified, pursuant to the procedures outlines in Chapter 1(II)(A).

In addition to being placed in a “suspense” status, the voter registration record 
must accurately reflect the registrant’s “full” or “federal-only” designation as 
outlined to Chapter 1(II)(A).

Clarification
Incomplete Instructions
Voter confusion

A.R.S. § 16-101 requires citizenship.  A.R.S. § 
16-101 also requires residency prior to the 
general election.  Due to a possible two-year 
delay before the registration is activated, 
registrant should be apprised of their legal 
obligation to maintain their registration record 
so they do not inadvertantly violate the law.  
Without apprising the registrant of their legal 
obligations, a registrant may not have requisite 
notice of the obligations to maintain their 
address and then later might rely on the 
issuance of a voter registration card as legally 
enabling them to vote even if they now lack 
residency requirements.

Pg 12 In order to maintain eligibility to vote in the next general election, the registered 
minor must be a resident for the twenty-nine days preceding the election, except as 
provided in A.R.S. § 16-126.  A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(4).  See also  A.R.S. § 16-593.

Clarification A.R.S. § 16-101 imposes residency 
requirements preceding an election.  A.R.S. § 
16-593 provides useful guidance.

Pg 20 ¶ 2 If yes, the registrant should be added to the 
voter registration database in “active” status 
(assuming no other deficiencies), 
notwithstanding a “no” answer or failure to 
answer the age question.

If yes, the registrant should be added to the voter registration database in “active” 
status unless the registrant will not be 18 years old by the next election  (assuming 
no other deficiencies), notwithstanding a “no” answer or failure to answer the age 
question.  If the registrant will not be 18 years old by the next election, the 
registrant shall be placed in the “suspense” status as outlined in Chapter 1, Section 
II(B).

Consistency 
Clarification

Clarifying procedures for when registrant will 
be 18 by the next general election but won't be 
18 by the next election (i.e. primary election).

Chapter 1
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Pg 39 ¶ 2 If the preceding conditions have been met, 

under NVRA, the registrant’s record may be 
canceled after four years from the date of the 
Final Notice or following the second general 
election after the Final Notice. A.R.S. § 16-
166(C), (E).

If the preceding conditions have been met, under NVRA, the registrant’s record 
shall may be canceled after four years from the date of the Final Notice or 
following the second general election after the Final Notice. A.R.S. § 16-166(C), 
(E); A.R.S. § 16-165(A)(7).

Clarification A.R.S 16-165(A)(7) mandates removal of 
inactive voters after the statutory period 
expires.

Pg 45 ¶ 2 The information listed above may be viewed, 
accessed, or reproduced by the registrant (if the 
information pertains to the registrant’s own 
record), an authorized government official in 
the scope of the official’s duties, a voter 
registration assistance agency, or pursuant to a 
court order. If requested for news gathering 
purposes by a person engaged in newspaper, 
radio, television, or reportorial work, a County 
Recorder may condition release of such 
confidential information (other than secured 
records) upon execution of a non-disclosure 
agreement.

The information listed above may be viewed, accessed, or reproduced by the 
registrant (if the information pertains to the registrant’s own record), an authorized 
government official in the scope of the official’s duties, a designated voter 
registration assistance agencyagencies, for signature verification on petition and 
candidate filings, for election purposes and for news gathering purposes by a 
person engaged in newspaper, radio, television or reportorial work, or connected 
with or employed by a newspaper, radio or television station, or pursuant to a court 
order. If requested for news gathering purposes by a person engaged in newspaper, 
radio, television, or reportorial work, a County Recorder may condition release of 
such confidential information (other than secured records) upon execution of a non-
disclosure agreement. A registrant's e-mail address may not be released for any 
purpose.  A.R.S. § 16-168(F).

Clarification
Conforming to ARS 16-
168(F)

For clarity, conforming to statutory language.  
The statute delineates the voter registration 
assistance agencies is specific to the agencies 
appropriately designated by the SOS; "for 
election purposes" as it pertains to news 
orginizations is absent from listed exceptions; 
and pursuant to statute, email address may 
never be released.

Pg 45 ¶ 4 Registrant records may only be used for 
political or political party activity, a political 
campaign or election, nonpartisan voter 
registration or outreach, revising district 
boundaries, or any other purpose specifically 
authorized by law. A.R.S. § 16-168(E), (N).

Registrant records may only be used for political or political party activity, a 
political campaign or election, nonpartisan voter registration or outreach, revising 
district boundaries, or any other purpose specifically authorized by law. A.R.S. § 
16-168(E), (N).

Violates A.R.S. 16-
168(E) 

Nonpartisan voter registration or outreach is 
not statutorily specified.  No citation to law 
specifically authorizing release.  Conforming 
statement to statutory language.

Pg 53 ¶ 2 1.      Designate a political party ballot (only if 
the upcoming election is an open partisan 
primary and the voter is not registered with a 
recognized political party);

1.      Designate a political party ballot or request a non-partisan ballot, if 
applicable, (only if the upcoming election is includes an open partisan primary and 
the voter is not registered with a recognized political party);

Clarification & 
Consistency

Chapter 2 (I)(B)(9)(a) references voters may 
request non-partisan ballot.

Pg 55 ¶ 6 A.R.S. § 16-547(A). The affidavit must also 
request an optional telephone number or email 
address to enable the County Recorder to 
contact the voter in case there is a deficiency 
with the early ballot.

A.R.S. § 16-547(A). The affidavit must may also request an optional telephone 
number or email address to enable the County Recorder to contact the voter in case 
there is a deficiency with the early ballot.

Extra-statutory No statutory authority to mandate phone/email 
information.

Chapter 2
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Pg 60 ¶ 4 A ballot-by-mail (with completed affidavit) 

must be delivered to the County Recorder, the 
officer in charge of elections, an official ballot 
drop-off site, or any voting location in the 
county no later than 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. 
A.R.S. § 16-547(C); A.R.S. § 16-551(C).

A ballot-by-mail (with completed affidavit) must be delivered to the County 
Recorder, the officer in charge of elections, an official ballot drop-off site, or any 
voting location in the county no later than 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-
547(C); A.R.S. § 16-551(C).

Extra-statutory Statutory provisions enabling ballot drop-off 
sites only authorized for elections held pursuant 
to ARS 16-409 and ARS 16-558.  ARS 16-
411(D).  This section applicable to Early 
Voting.  Added statement to Chapter 3, pg 72.

Pg 61 ¶ 5 A voter must cast a ballot issued at the on-site 
early voting location at that location, and may 
not remove that ballot from the location. An 
early ballot must be issued even if the voter 
previously requested or received a ballot-by-
mail, but unless the voter was issued an 
incorrect ballot, only the first ballot received by 
the County Recorder shall be counted.

A voter must cast a ballot issued at the on-site early voting location at that location, 
and may not remove that ballot from the location. An early ballot must be issued 
even if the voter previously requested or received a ballot-by-mail, but unless the 
voter was issued an incorrect ballot,  only the first ballot received by the County 
Recorder shall be counted.

Extra-statutory No statutory provision for counting the second 
ballot when the first ballot was issued 
incorrectly.  However, the 2014 EPM, outlined 
a process for the recorder to reissue a ballot 
before the ballot is tabulated if discovered that 
the voter returned an incorrect ballot.  Relevant 
procedures from 2014 EPM included on Pg 68 
below.

Pg 63 If an emergency voting center established pursuant to this section becomes 
unavailable and there is not sufficient time for the County Board of Supervisors to 
convene to approve an alternate location for that emergency voting center, the 
County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may make changes to the 
approved emergency voting center location and shall notify the public and the 
board of supervisors regarding that change as soon as practicable. The alternate 
emergency voting center shall be as close in proximity to the approved emergency 
voting center location as possible.  A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(5)(c).

Missing procedures ARS 
16-411(B)(5)(c) 

Added missing statutory procedures relative to 
this section.
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Pg 64 ¶ 1 For partisan elections, the board must be 

comprised of two members, one from each of 
the two political parties who cast the highest 
number of votes in the state in the last 
preceding general election. Under no 
circumstances shall both members of the board 
consist of voters who are registered with the 
same party affiliation. A person who is a 
candidate for an office in that election (other 
than the office of precinct committeeman) is not 
eligible to serve on a special election board for 
that election.

For partisan elections, the board must be comprised of two members, one from 
each of the two political parties who cast the highest number of votes in the state in 
the last preceding general election. Under no circumstances shall both members of 
the board consist of voters who are registered with the same party affiliation. The 
county chairperson of each such party shall furnish, within sixty days before the 
election day, the county recorder or other officer in charge of elections with a list 
of names of qualified electors within the chairperson's political party, and such 
additional lists as may be required, from which the county recorder or other officer 
in charge of elections shall appoint members to such special election boards. The 
county recorder or other officer in charge of elections may refuse for cause to 
appoint or may for cause remove a member of this board. A person who is a 
candidate for an office in that election (other than the office of precinct 
committeeman) is not eligible to serve on a special election board for that election.

Conforming to ARS 16-
549(A)

Added statutory language missing which 
clarifies the procedures for appointing members 
of the special election board.

Pg 66 ¶ 4 For the purposes of determining the applicable 
signature cure deadline: (i) the PPE is 
considered a federal election; and (ii) for 
counties that operate under a four-day 
workweek, only days on which the applicable 
county office is open for business are 
considered “business days.” 

For the purposes of determining the applicable signature cure deadline: (i) the PPE 
is considered a federal election.; and (ii) for counties that operate under a four-day 
workweek, only days on which the applicable county office is open for business are 
considered “business days.” 

Equal Protection Clause 
of the 14th Amendment
Violates statutory intent 
and legislative history of 
ARS 16-550(A)
See also ARS 16-120(A) 
and ARS 16-242(B)

Giving some voters more time to cure 
inconsistent signatures on ballot affidavits 
violates the Equal Protection Clause of the 
Fourteenth Amendment by treating Arizona 
voters different depending on the operating 
hours of the County Recorder’s Office.  
Further, contradicts the legislative intent on 
having statewide consistency on cure times as 
discussed in legislative testimony.  Other 
provisions in Title 16 refer to business days and 
can be informative: ARS 16-120(B) and ARS 
16-242(B).

Pg 67 4. Remove the ballot and check to ensure that 
the ballot is for the election shown on the 
affidavit envelope;

Unclear procedures Procedures need to be included in the manual 
on how to deal with ballots that are not for the 
election shown on the affidavit envelope. 
Relevant procedures from 2014 EPM included 
on Pg 68 below.
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Pg 68 5. Rejected Early Ballots

If the board determines the ballot should be rejected, the board shall:
ꞏ identify or mark across the envelope:
ꞏ “rejected as insufficient,” or
ꞏ “rejected as not an elector,” or
ꞏ “rejected because signature does not match”
ꞏ note on the early voting ballot report the voter’s ID number and the reason for 
rejection,
ꞏ set aside the unopened affidavit envelope in the designated stack.

Unclear procedures Manual refers to "rejected ballots" but does not 
discuss processing procedures. SAMPLE 
WORDING - Obtained procedures from 2014 
EPM Pg 169. 

Pg 68 6. Incorrect Ballots

If it is determined that the voter was sent an incorrect ballot and there is sufficient 
time to mail a new ballot and receive the correct voted ballot back from the voter, 
the Recorder shall issue a corrected ballot.

If the Early Ballot Board discovers that a voter received and voted an incorrect 
ballot and it is too late to mail the correct ballot, the incorrect ballot is sent to the 
Ballot Duplication Board, and any offices or issues the voter could have lawfully 
voted for shall be duplicated onto the correct ballot.

Unclear procedures Manual refers to "incorrect ballots" but does 
not discuss how to deal with them if they are 
found.  SAMPLE WORDING - obtained 
procedures from 2014 EPM Pg 64 & 177. 

Pg 71 ¶ 9 A County Recorder or other officer in charge of 
elections must establish at least one central 
location in each district to issue replacement 
ballots in cases where the voter’s mailed ballot 
was lost, spoiled, destroyed, or not received. 
A.R.S. § 16-558.02(A); A.R.S. § 16-409(A). 

A County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must establish at least 
one central location in each district to issue replacement ballots in cases where the 
voter’s mailed ballot was lost, spoiled, destroyed, or not received, which shall be 
open until 7:00pm on the day of the election. A.R.S. § 16-558.02(A); A.R.S. § 16-
409(A). 

Clarification Statutory requirement not otherwise discussed 
in manual.

Chapter 3
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Pg 72 ¶ 2 In order for the replacement ballot to be 

counted, the voter must sign a sworn statement 
that the original ballot was lost, spoiled, 
destroyed, or not received. A.R.S. § 16-409(A); 
A.R.S. § 16-558.02(A). This language may be 
incorporated into the early ballot affidavit 
prescribed by A.R.S. § 16-547(A). See Chapter 
2, Section I(C)(2). In any case, the County 
Recorder must ensure that only one early ballot 
for a particular voter is verified and transmitted 
to the officer in charge of elections for 
tabulation. See Chapter 2, Section VI(A).

In order for the replacement ballot to be counted, the voter must sign a sworn 
statement that the original ballot was lost, spoiled, destroyed, or not received. 
A.R.S. § 16-409(A); A.R.S. § 16-558.02(A). This language may be incorporated 
into the early ballot affidavit prescribed by A.R.S. § 16-547(A). See Chapter 2, 
Section I(C)(2). The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections shall 
keep a record of each replacement ballot provided.  A.R.S. § 16-558.02(B). In any 
case, the County Recorder must ensure that only one early ballot for a particular 
voter is verified and transmitted to the officer in charge of elections for tabulation. 
See Chapter 2, Section VI(A).

Clarification Statutory requirement not otherwise discussed 
in manual.

Pg 92 ¶ 6 The officer in charge of elections must 
substantially follow the L&A testing procedures 
applicable to the Secretary of State, except that 
all of the county’s deployable voting equipment 
must be tested. The officer in charge of 
elections also must conduct a post-election 
L&A test of tabulation equipment. See Chapter 
12, Section II. 

The officer in charge of elections must substantially follow the L&A testing 
procedures applicable to the Secretary of State, except that all of the county’s 
deployable voting equipment must be tested. The officer in charge of elections also 
must conduct a post-election L&A test of tabulation equipment. See Chapter 12, 
Section II. 

Consistency
Conflicts with Chapter 
12, Section II

Statement conflicts with requirements outlined 
in Chapter 12, Section II "The post-election 
L&A test must be performed using the same 
election program and voting equipment used 
for the pre-election L&A test and the election. 
The same test ballots and test script from the 
pre-election L&A test must be utilized."  Does 
not appear to limit to tabulating equipment.

Pg 132 ¶ 2 A.R.S. § 16-531(A). For polling places with 
less than 300 qualified electors, the Board of 
Supervisors must appoint at least an inspector 
and two judges. A.R.S. § 16-531(B).

A.R.S. § 16-531(A). 

For polling places with less than 300 qualified electors, the Board of Supervisors 
must appoint at least an inspector and two judges. The board of supervisors shall 
give notice of election precincts consisting of fewer than three hundred qualified 
electors to the county chairperson of the two largest political parties not later than 
thirty days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-531(B).

Conforming to ARS 16-
531(B)

Board of Supervisor's responsibility to inform 
the county party chairpersons inadvertantly 
missing.

Chapter 7
Chapter 8

Chapter 6

Chapter 4

Chapter 5
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Pg 134 ¶ 1 2. Lead and assign duties to other poll workers, 

including appointing a substitute judge, 
marshal, or clerk if a poll worker fails to show 
up or fails to perform their duty on Election 
Day and no alternative poll worker is available, 
A.R.S. § 16-534(A); and

2. Lead and assign duties to other poll workers, including appointing a substitute 
judge, marshal, or clerk (while maintaining political party balance) if a poll worker 
fails to show up or fails to perform their duty on Election Day and no alternative 
poll worker is available, A.R.S. § 16-534(A), A.R.S. § 16-533; and

Conforming to ARS 16-
533

Maintaining party balance when filling 
vacancies statutorily required. RECOMMEND 
adding language outlined in the 2014 EPM Pg 
128 for filling vacancies.

Pg 134 ¶ 2 2. Preventing any violation of election law, 
including voter intimidation or electioneering 
within the 75-foot limit, A.R.S. § 16-535(B); 
and

2. Preserving order and preventing any violation of election law, including voter 
intimidation or electioneering within the 75-foot limit, from the opening of the 
polls until the count of the ballots is completed, A.R.S. § 16-535(B); and 

Clarification
Conforming to ARS 16-
535(B)

Clarifying statutory language.

Pg 138 ¶ 6 Unless agreed upon by the political parties and 
the County Recorder or officer in charge of 
elections, not more than one party 
representative for each party represented on the 
ballot shall be at a voting location at one time.

Unless agreed upon by the political parties and the County Recorder or officer in 
charge of elections, not more than one party representative for each party 
represented on the ballot shall be at a voting location at one time.

Extra Statutory
Conflicts with ARS 16-
590(C) 

ARS 16-590(C) does not require County 
Recorder to be in agreement with the party 
representatives.

Pg 139 ¶ 3 •  Any other significant voting or processing 
activities at the voting location provided that it 
does not interfere with or impede the election 
procedures or staff and does not enable the 
observer to observe voters’ personally 
identifiable information on e-pollbooks.

•  Any other significant voting or processing activities at the voting location 
provided that it does not interfere with or impede the election procedures or staff 
and does not enable the observer to observe voters’ personally identifiable 
information on e-pollbooks.

Extra Statutory
Conflicts with ARS 16-
591

Observers statutory role is to, when necessary, 
act as challengers (ARS 16-590).  Challenges 
under ARS 16-591 are pursuant to ARS 16-
121.01, which deals solely with personally 
identifiable information. Statutory authority 
bestowed upon observers may, at times, 
necessitate seeing personally identifiable 
information.

Pg 139 ¶ 5 All political party observers are subject to 
removal by the County Recorder or other 
officer in charge of elections for failure to 
adhere to federal or state law, observer 
guidelines, or other rules established by the 
County Recorder or other officer in charge of 
elections.

All political party observers are subject to removal by the County Recorder or other 
officer in charge of elections for failure to adhere to federal or state law, observer 
guidelines, or other rules established by the County Recorder or other officer in 
charge of elections. comply with a request to cease an activity that interferes with 
the election process or violates state or federal law.

Vague Removal of a statutory role in elections is an 
extraordinary measure. Such removal must be 
safegaurded through due process so that 
ejection cannot be construed as politically 
motivated or arbitrary and capricious. 
SAMPLE WORDING obtained from 2014 
EPM Pg 121-22.

Pg 149 ¶ 2 • An election to fill the vacant unexpired term of a nonpartisan office must appear 
under separate heading immediately below the nonpartisan candidate candidates 
and shall include the expiration date of the term of the vacated office.  A.R.S. § 16-
502(K); A.R.S. § 15-424(F).

Clarification
Conforming to ARS 16-
502(K)

Inadvertantly missing requirements for 
including vacant unexpired terms for 
nonpartisan offices as detailed in ARS 16-
502(K) and referred to in ARS 15-424(F).
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Pg 155 fn 41 41 By statute, the officer in charge of elections 

must send a proof of the official ballot at least 
45 days before a primary or general election. 
A.R.S. § 16-461(A)(2)-(3); A.R.S. § 16-510(A). 
See also A.R.S. § 16-503(A) (requiring the 
officer in charge of elections to make the 
official ballot available for inspection by 
candidates or the agents ten days before the 
election); A.R.S. § 16-503(A), (C) (requiring 
the governing body of a city, town, or special 
taxing district to make the ballot available five 
days before the election). The 60-day period has 
been selected to allow sufficient time to make 
changes to the ballot before the UOCAVA 
mailing deadline. See Chapter 2, Section 
I(D).See Chapter 2, Section I(D).

41 By statute, the officer in charge of elections must send a proof of the official 
ballot at least 45 days before a primary or general election. A.R.S. § 16-461(A)(2)-
(3); A.R.S. § 16-510(A). See also A.R.S. § 16-503(A) (requiring the officer in 
charge of elections to make the official ballot available for inspection by candidates 
or the agents ten days before the election); A.R.S. § 16-503(A), (C) (requiring the 
governing body of a city, town, or special taxing district to make the ballot 
available five days before the election). TheNotwithstanding, officers in charge of 
elections are encouraged to send proofs at least 60-days period has been selected 
before a primary or general election to allow sufficient time to make changes to the 
ballot before the UOCAVA mailing deadline. See Chapter 2, Section I(D).See 
Chapter 2, Section I(D).

Inconsistent Inadvertantly inconsistent language after 60 
was changed to 45 in appointed section 
between drafts.  Suggest this language to make 
consistent or remove FN all together.

Pg 160-161 A signature roster or e-pollbook must contain 
the following information:
1. Name;
2. Residence address;
3. Registration date and status (active/inactive); 
and
4. Party preference or registered party.

A signature roster or e-pollbook must also 
contain the following information, if 
practicable: 
1. Roster number, numbered consecutively;
2. Birth year;

A signature roster or e-pollbook must contain the following information:
1. Name;
2. Residence address;
3. Registration date and status (active/inactive); and
4. Party preference or registered party.
5. Roster number, numbered consecutively;
6. Mailing address (if different than residence address);
7. Signature block (an early ballot affidavit may serve as the signature block when 
conducting on-site early voting or a ballot-by-mail election); 
8. “Federal-only” voter designation (if applicable);
9. Indicator if voter requested, received, or returned an early ballot, as applicable;

A signature roster or e-pollbook must also contain the following information, if 

Clarification 
See also 2014 EPM Pg 
47-48

ARS 16-168(B) spells out the four items listed 
as "must contain" on Pg 160-161.
Second list of "must contain... if practicable" 
include information necessary to carryout 
statutorily required duties and have been 
moved to the first section:
#1 - ARS 16-579(C) consecutively numbered 
roster required.
#3 - Inconsistent with Chapter 9(IV) -
"reasonably match voter's residence or mailing 
address" (see also 2014 EPM Pg 153)
#5 - ARS 16-579(D) & (E) - "shall sign 
elector's name"
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Pg 180 ¶ 3 In order for a conditional provisional ballot to 
count, the voter must present an acceptable 
form of identification to the County Recorder 
by 5:00 p.m. on the 5th business day following 
a primary, general, or special election that 
includes an election for a federal office, or by 
5:00 p.m. on the 3rd business day following any 
other election. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(2). For the 
purposes of determining the applicable deadline 
to provide identification: (i) the PPE is 
considered a federal election; and (ii) for 
counties that operate under a four-day 
workweek, only days on which the applicable 
county office is open for business are 
considered “business days.” 

In order for a conditional provisional ballot to count, the voter must present an 
acceptable form of identification to the County Recorder by 5:00 p.m. on the 5th 
business day following a primary, general, or special election that includes an 
election for a federal office, or by 5:00 p.m. on the 3rd business day following any 
other election. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(2). For the purposes of determining the 
applicable deadline to provide identification: (i) the PPE is considered a federal 
election.; and (ii) for counties that operate under a four-day workweek, only days 
on which the applicable county office is open for business are considered “business 
days.” 

Equal Protection Clause 
of the 14th Amendment
See also ARS 16-120(A) 
and ARS 16-242(B)

Giving some voters more time to present ID 
violates the Equal Protection Clause of the 
Fourteenth Amendment by treating voters 
different depending on the operating hours of 
the County Recorder’s Office within which 
they live. Other provisions in Title 16 refer to 
business days and can be informative.  ARS 16-
120(B) and ARS 16-242(B).

Chapter 9

3. Mailing address (if different than residence 
address);
4. Ballot type/style, including political party 
ballot selected in a partisan primary;
5. Signature block (an early ballot affidavit may 
serve as the signature block when conducting 
on-site early voting or a ballot-by-mail 
election); 
6. Voter ID number;
7. “Federal-only” voter designation (if 
applicable);
8. Barcode (paper signature rosters only);
9. Indicator if voter requested, received, or 
returned an early ballot, as applicable;
10. A standardized oath that poll workers 
obtained valid proof of identity from every 
voter, or if identification was not presented, the 
provisional ballot envelope was marked 
appropriately.

practicable: 
1. Roster number, numbered consecutively;
2.1. Birth year;
3. Mailing address (if different than residence address);
4.2. Ballot type/style, including political party ballot selected in a partisan primary;
5. Signature block (an early ballot affidavit may serve as the signature block when 
conducting on-site early voting or a ballot-by-mail election); 
6.3. Voter ID number;
7. “Federal-only” voter designation (if applicable);
8.4. Barcode (paper signature rosters only);
9. Indicator if voter requested, received, or returned an early ballot, as applicable;
10.5. A standardized oath that poll workers obtained valid proof of identity from 
every voter, or if identification was not presented, the provisional ballot envelope 
was marked appropriately.

#7 - Ariz. Atty. Gen. Op. I13-011 - Fed only 
voters only entitled to Federal Ballot - 
necessarily need to know designation to 
provide appropropriate ballot
#9 - ARS 16-579(B) - "listed" as having 
applied for an early ballot & Inconsistent with 
Chapter 9(VI)(B)(1)(a) - "voter appears on the 
signature roster or e-pollbook as having 
received an early ballot".
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Pg 183 ¶ 5 If the voter is found in the signature roster or e-

pollbook (and had presented acceptable proof 
of identity), the voter must be issued a regular 
ballot. See A.R.S. § 16-579(C).

If the voter is found in the signature roster or e-pollbook (and had, has presented 
acceptable proof of identity, and does not fall into an exception listed below), the 
voter must be issued a regular ballot. See A.R.S. § 16-579(C).

Clarification
Inconsistent

Next section deals with reasons why a 
provisional ballot would be issued despite 
proper identification being shown.

Pg 186 ¶ 1 A voter who is issued a provisional ballot must 
sign their name on a separate signature roster 
page beginning with the number V-1 and 
numbered consecutively (for paper signature 
rosters only). A.R.S. § 16-584(E).

A voter who is issued a provisional ballot must sign their name on a separate 
signature roster page beginning with the number V-1 and numbered consecutively 
(for paper signature rosters only). A.R.S. § 16-584(E).

Violates ARS 16-584(E) Statute requires separate signature roster page 
for provisional voters which must be numbered 
consecutively. There is no statutory exception 
for e-pollbooks.  E-pollbook must substantially 
comply with the statute.

Pg 191 ¶ 1 • Voted ballots;
• Signature rosters or poll lists;

• Voted ballots (sealed in a container with a number seal), A.R.S 16-608;
• Unvoted ballots (in a sealed container), A.R.S. § 16-566;
• Spoiled ballots, A.R.S. § 16-585;
• Signature rosters or poll lists (enclosed in a secure envelope which sealed and 
signed by the inspector and judges), A.R.S. § 16-615(A);
• Affidavits of challenged voters, decisions of election officials and challenge lists, 
A.R.S. § 16-594;

Clarification Procedures do not clearly outline statutory 
requirements.  These additions delineate 
minimum statutory requirements not clearly 
provided for in the EPM.  See also 
recommendations and 2014 EPM Pg 158-162.
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Pg 12 & 
Appendix

B. Age Requirement for Registration Consistency RECOMMEND creating a corresponding Voter 
Correspondence Sample Form in order to 
achieve the maximum degree of uniformity and 
efficiency.

Pg 59 ¶ 2 A County Recorder may issue replacement 
ballots-by-mail to a voter upon request and may 
limit the total number of ballots-by-mail to 
three per voter per election. The County 
Recorder must ensure that only one ballot for a 
particular voter is verified and transmitted to 
the officer in charge of elections for tabulation.

A County Recorder may issue replacement ballots-by-mail to a voter upon request 
and may limit the total number of ballots-by-mail to three per voter per election. 
The County Recorder should keep a record of each replacement ballot issued. The 
County Recorder may require a signed, sworn statement that the ballot was lost, 
spoiled, destroyed or not received, similar to that required for special district 
elections.  A.R.S. § 16-558.02. The County Recorder must ensure that only one 
ballot for a particular voter is verified and transmitted to the officer in charge of 
elections for tabulation. Only the first verfied ballot received shall be counted.

Clarification
Consistency

RECOMMENDED change: While no statutory 
provisions discuss early ballot replacements, 
ARS 16-558.02 discusses replacement ballots 
for special district elections which provides 
helpful guidance in the absence of statutory 
guidelines.  Using the same procedures for all 
elections provides the maximum degree of 
uniformity and efficiency.

Pg 69 ¶ 2 After processing is complete, ballots shall be 
transported in a secure manner to a receiving 
site or a central counting place that is inside a 
secured building. Badge control shall be 
handled in the same manner as the central 
counting place.

After processing is complete, ballots shall be transported in a secure manner by at 
least two election officials (not of the same political party) with the ballots inside 
of a sealed ballot transfer container to a receiving site or a central counting place 
that is inside a secured building. Badge control shall be handled in the same 
manner as the central counting place.

Omits security provisions 
outlined in the 2014 
EPM

RECOMMENDED change: See 2014 EPM Pg 
170.  Recommend including as a common-
sense election integrity protocol already 
utilized by the counties and previously 
required.

Pg 71 A ballot-by-mail (with completed affidavit) must be delivered to the appropriate 
officer in charge of elections or an official ballot drop-off location no later than 
7:00 p.m. on Election Day.  A.R.S. § 16-411(D); 16-558(B); 16-551(C).

Clarification
Consistency

RECOMMEND adding for clarification and 
consistency as Chapter 3 does not refer to the 
deadline to return ballots-by-mail outlined in 
Chapter 2(I)(H).

Chapter 4

Chapter 1

Chapter 2

Chapter 3
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Pg 92 ¶ 3 3. On-Screen/Electronic Adjudication

If on-screen/electronic adjudication of ballots 
will be utilized as part of the election tabulation 
system, that functionality shall also be tested 
during the L&A test to ensure secure and 
proper functioning and attribution of Electronic 
Vote Adjudication Board determinations for the 
ballots electronically adjudicated. See Chapter 
10, Section II(E) for requirements for electronic 
adjudication.

3. On-Screen/Electronic Adjudication

If on-screen/electronic adjudication of ballots will be utilized as part of the election 
tabulation system, that functionality shall also be tested during the L&A test to 
ensure secure and proper functioning and attribution of Electronic Vote 
Adjudication Board determinations for the ballots electronically adjudicated. See 
Chapter 10, Section II(E) for requirements for electronic adjudication.

AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO DELETING, if 
specific procedures relating to electronic 
tallying of write-in votes is moved to Write-In 
Tally Board section as discussed in Chapter 10 
recommendations, this section could be 
reworded to discuss L&A Testing for that 
specific functionaility.

Pg 121 ¶ 3 The challenger should provide this spreadsheet 
to the County Recorder as soon as practicable 
after the challenge is filed.

The challenger should provide this spreadsheet to the County Recorder as soon as 
practicable after the challenge is filed.

Inconsistent First sentence in paragraph states the challenge 
should provide the spreadsheet upon filing, this 
statement says as soon as practicable.  One or 
the other is fine, but both are inconsistent.

Pg 136 ¶ 2 4.5. Applicable election laws, in particular adhering to and enforcing Chapter 7 of 
Title 16;

ARS 16-532 RECOMMEND adding requirements to cover 
relevant penal codes of Title 16 during training 
as poll workers must abide by the laws, and 
marshals must enforce.  Pursuant to ARS 16-
532, instruction must include training on 
election laws applicable to the election.

Chapter 5
Chapter 6

Chapter 7
Chapter 8
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Pg 138 ¶ 4
not consistent 
with
Pg 139 ¶ 2

The county chairperson (or other county 
political party officer designated by the 
chairperson) of each party that has a candidate 
on the ballot must appoint specific political 
party observers in writing on political party 
letterhead with the signature of the appointing 
authority, and provide the appointment to the 
County Recorder or officer in charge of 
elections in hard copy or electronically in 
advance of observation. The County Recorder 
or officer in charge of elections may require 
original signatures and compliance with 
reasonable deadlines for advance notice of 
appointments. 

The county chairperson (or designee other county political party officer designated 
by the chairperson) of each party that has a candidate represented on the ballot 
must appoints must submit the names of political party observers specific political 
party observers in writing on political party letterhead with the signature of the 
appointing authority, and provide the appointment to the County Recorder or 
officer in charge of elections in hard copy or electronically in advance of 
observation. The County Recorder or officer in charge of elections may require 
original signatures and compliance with reasonable deadlines for advance notice of 
appointments. Where there is no county political party officer to make the 
appointment, the state political party chairperson may appoint political party 
observers for that county. 

Inconsistency between 
multiple paragraphs

ARS 16-590
2014 EPM Pg 120-121

RECOMMENDED changes to resolve apparent 
inconsistencies.
First paragraph requires an appointment letter 
to be provided in advance of the election and 
may require original signatures.  Second 
paragraph requires appointment letters, with 
possible original signatures as well to be 
provided at the place of observation.  Taken as 
written, every observer needs two original 
letters - one to be provided in advance and one 
to be used as election day credentials.

Pg 138 ¶ 4
not consistent 
with
Pg 139 ¶ 2

The political party letter of appointment serves 
as the written credential necessary to conduct 
observation at a voting location or central 
counting place. Credentials must be issued by 
the recognized political party chairperson or 
designee; this authority may not be delegated to 
a candidate or candidate’s agent. The political 
party observer must present the political party 
appointment letter (or copy thereof, if permitted 
by the County Recorder or officer in charge of 
elections) to the appropriate election official 
upon entering the voting location, County 
Recorder’s office, or central counting place, 
and be prepared to show identification if 
requested.  

The political party letter of appointment on political party letterhead with the 
signature of the appointing authority serves as the written credential necessary to 
conduct observation at a voting location or central counting place. Credentials must 
be issued by the recognized political party chairperson or designee; this authority 
may not be delegated to a candidate or candidate’s agent. The political party 
observer must present the political party appointment letter (or copy thereof, if 
permitted by the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections) to the 
appropriate election official upon entering the voting location, County Recorder’s 
office, or central counting place, and be prepared to show identification if 
requested.

Inconsistency between 
multiple paragraphs

ARS 16-590
2014 EPM Pg 120-121

Continued from previous:
While advance notice is not statutorily 
required, advance notice may be more 
efficiently provided as a list, rather than 
hundreds of individual appointment letters 
possibly provided in hard copy with original 
signatures.  Appointment letters with original 
or copied signatures would then be used for 
voting location/central counting credentials.

Pg 144 ¶ 5 • Reviewing ballots by the write-in board; • Reviewing ballots by the write-in board Write-in Tally Board; Consistency RECOMMENDED change. Inconsistent 
references.  See Chapter 10(II) Establishing 
Boards

Pg 144 ¶ 5 • Receiving electronic media or processing 
voting results by the Data Processing Board;

• Receiving electronic media or processing voting results by the Data Processing 
Accuracy Certification Board;

Consistency RECOMMENDED change. Inconsistent 
references.  See Chapter 10(II) Establishing 
Boards
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Pg 147 ¶ 4 Put a mark according to the instructions next to 

the word “yes” (or for) for each proposition or 
question you wish to be adopted. Put a mark 
according to the instructions next to the word 
“no” (or against) for each proposition or 
question you wish not to be adopted. 

3. Put a mark according to the instructions next to the word “yes” (or "for") for 
each proposition or question you wish to be adopted. Put a mark according to the 
instructions next to the word “no” (or "against") for each proposition or question 
you wish not to be adopted. 

Clarification RECOMMENDED change. Inadvertantly 
missing the number "3" in list as detailed in 
A.R.S. 16-502(A).  Also added quotation 
marks as indicated in statute.

Pg 169 F. Emergency Procedures
The ballot box shall not be removed from the polling place or presence of 
bystanders until all ballots are counted, nor opened until after the polls are finally 
closed unless an emergency renders the polling place unusable to the point where it 
can no longer function as a polling place because law enforcement or other 
emergency personnel have ordered the polling place to be evacuated or as 
determined by the officer in charge of elections to allow voting to continue while 
awaiting an evacuation order. The following procedures shall be followed in the 
event of an emergency:

• If the locked ballot box must be removed from the polling place due to an 
emergency, at least two members of the election board, not members of the same 
political party, shall accompany the box to a new polling place designated by the 

Missing procedures ARS 
16-564

RECOMMEND adding provisions set out in 
ARS 16-564(B)(C)(D)(E)(G) not otherwise 
provided for in the EPM.  SAMPLE 
WORDING from the 2014 EPM Pg 142-143.
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Pg 169 ¶ 2 At the close of an election, if the ballot box has 
been opened, a report detailing those events and 
other pertinent information shall be made by the 
officer in charge of elections to the chairpersons 
of all recognized political parties in that county 
at their request.

At the close of an election, if the ballot box has been opened, a report detailing 
those events and other pertinent information shall be made by the officer in charge 
of elections to the chairpersons of all recognized political parties in that county at 
their request.  A.R.S. § 16-564(F), (G)

Missing citation RECOMMEND adding citation.

Pg 188 ¶ 2 3. A person does not lose their residence by 
traveling to another county, state, or foreign 
country for temporary purposes, with the 
intention of returning. A person does not gain a 
residence in any county they travel to for 
temporary purposes, without the intention of 
making that county their home.

3. A person does not lose their residence by traveling to another county, state, or 
foreign country for temporary purposes, with the intention of returning. 
3.4. A person does not gain a residence in any county they travel to for temporary 
purposes, without the intention of making that county their home.

Clarification RECOMMENDED change.  Statement 
combines ARS 16-593(A)(3) & (4).  Separating 
them to match the statute provides greater 
clarity. 

Chapter 9

officer in charge of elections.
• If practical and available, a law enforcement officer shall aid in the transfer of the 
ballot box.
• If two members of the election board are not available to transfer the ballot box, 
one member of the election board and one law enforcement officer may accompany 
the box to the new polling place.
• Two additional board members shall verify whether the ballot box arrived at the 
new polling place and that it was not opened or damaged.
• All election board members who accompanied the locked ballot box to the new 
location and the one or two board members who verified the box’s arrival shall file 
a report with the officer in charge of elections that describes the actions taken by 
the board members. This report shall be filed on the day of the emergency.
• On the day of the emergency in which the ballot box was moved, all election 
board members who aided in the transfer and verification of the locked ballot box 
shall indicate on official documents containing their oath whether they witnessed 
the transfer of the box and whether the box remained locked.

A.R.S. § 16-564(A)-(E), (G).
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Pg 188 ¶ 2 7. If a person has a family residing in one place 

and the person does business in another, the 
family residence constitutes the person’s place 
of residence.

78. If a person has a family residing in one place and the person does business in 
another, the family residence constitutes the person’s place of residence. Except a 
person who has taken up a residence apart from their family with the intention of 
remaining shall be regarded as a resident where the person resides.

Clarification RECOMMEND adding.  Missing the second 
half of the statutory provision which provides 
an exception to the rule. ARS 16-593(A)(8).

Pg 189 ¶ 4 If the person challenged refuses to take any 
oath, refuses to answer questions material to the 
challenge, or if a majority of the board finds 
that the challenge is valid, the challenged voter 
must be permitted to vote a provisional ballot. 

If the person challenged refuses to take any oath, refuses to answer questions 
material to the challenge, or if a majority of the board finds that the challenge is 
valid, the challenged voter must be permitted to vote a provisional ballot. A.R.S. § 
16-592(C).

Consistency RECOMMEND adding citation.  Previous 
statements reference relative statutory 
provision.  The statutory reference for this 
provision is placed in the paragraph below, but 
does not apply to the paragraph below.  
Clarifying by placing with the appropriate 
provision.

Pg 190 & 
A205

B. Election Board Close-Out Duties Statutory compliance RECOMMEND adding procedure to comply 
with ARS 16-161(B) to provide a count of 
federal-only ballots.  Also add line item to 
“Sample Official Ballot Report” on page A205 
for counting federal-only ballots.
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Pg 190-191 B. Election Board Close-Out Duties Statutory compliance & 

Added Security
RECOMMEND AMENDING: Section on 
Election Board Close-out duties not as clear as 
in the 2014 EPM Pg 158-162.  Missing key 
security protocols provided for in the previous 
EPM and statutorily mandated.  
RECOMMEND reviewing 2014 EPM to craft 
similar clarifying procedures.
ARS 16-602(A) (comparing votes cast with 
poll list);
ARS 16-607 (statement of tally);
ARS 16-608 (reports, poll lists, ballots in 
secured sealed container);
ARS 16-614 (ballots sealed in envelope, which 
has previously been interpreted to also relate to 
memory packs); 
ARS 16-615 (enclosed and sealed envelope 
containing returns); and
ARS 16-616 (sealed packages of ballots and 
secured sealed envelope for unofficial returns).

Pg 193 ¶ 5 7. Write-in Board 7. Write-in Tally Board Consistency RECOMMEND changing. Write-in Board 
inconsistent with rest of EPM.  Elsewhere 
referred to as "Write-in Tally Board".

Pg 195 ¶ 4 If it appears that the ballot transfer container 
seal is broken, it shall be immediately referred 
to the officer in charge of elections or Snag 
Board for disposition.

If it appears that the ballot transfer container seal is broken, it shall be immediately 
referred to the officer in charge of elections or Snag Board for disposition. 

Recommended security 
measure

RECOMMEND changing.  In the 2014 EPM 
Pg 174, broken seals were referred to the Snag 
Board.  Boards provide greater election 
integrity as members of both major parties 
actively participate to resolve issues.

Chapter 10
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Pg 197 5. Write-In Ballots

If there are write-in ballots: 
1. Count the total number of ballots containing write-ins, if not previously counted 
at the polling place,
2. Record the number on the log, and
3. Complete a transmittal envelope for delivery of ballots containing write-in votes 
to the Write-In Tally Board.

Missing Procedure RECOMMEND adding procedure outlined in 
2014 EPM Pg 176 for processing write-in 
ballots found by inspection board. SAMPLE 
WORDING.

Pg 198 ¶ 3 If voter intent is not clear and Ballot 
Duplication Board members do not agree on the 
voter intent for a particular ballot, that ballot 
should be referred to the Snag Board or officer 
in charge of elections for resolution prior to 
duplicating the ballot.

If voter intent is not clear and Ballot Duplication Board members do not agree on 
the voter intent for a particular ballot, that ballot should be referred to the Snag 
Board or officer in charge of elections for resolution prior to duplicating the ballot.

Recommended security 
measure

RECOMMEND changing.  Boards provide 
greater election integrity as members of both 
major parties actively participate to resolve 
issues.

Pg 198 ¶ 5 Over-voted ballots should be sent to the Ballot 
Duplication Board (and the Snag Board or 
officer in charge of elections for adjudication if 
needed), even if the voter correctly filled in the 
arrow or oval for other choices. 

Over-voted ballots should be sent to the Ballot Duplication Board (and the Snag 
Board or officer in charge of elections for adjudication if needed), even if the voter 
correctly filled in the arrow or oval for other choices. 

Recommended security 
measure

RECOMMEND changing. Boards provide 
greater election integrity as members of both 
major parties actively participate to resolve 
issues.

Pg 210 ¶ 1 The Write-In Tally Board may manually tally 
write-in votes or do so through an electronic 
adjudication program pursuant to Chapter 10, 
Section II(E) above.

The Write-In Tally Board may manually tally write-in votes or do so through an 
electronic adjudication program pursuant to Chapter 10, Section II(E) above.

AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO DELETING, 
specific procedures in the Electronic Vote 
Adjudication Board section relating to 
electronic tallying of write-in votes may be 
moved to this section.  ARS 16-531(E) could 
reasonably permit the Write-In Tally Board to 
electronically tally write-in votes.

Pg 243 ¶ 3 f. “Federal-Only” Ballot Report
Following each general election, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of 
elections shall post on the recorder's website the number of ballots cast by those 
persons who were eligible to vote a ballot containing federal offices only. A.R.S. § 
16-161(B).

ARS 16-161(B) 
compliance

RECOMMEND adding.  Adding the statutory 
requirements for the "Federal-Only" Ballot 
report to the Reports for the County Canvass 
will provide the maximum degree of uniformity 
and efficiency.

Chapter 11
Chapter 12
Chapter 13
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Pg 251 FN 56 The “paid circulator” or “volunteer” status 
boxes may be pre-marked by the circulator or 
the committee or petition circulating 
organization on behalf of the circulator. 

The “paid circulator” or “volunteer” status boxes may be pre-marked by the 
circulator or the committee or petition circulating organization on behalf of the 
circulator. 

No Statutory Authority RECOMMEND removing footnote as there is 
no statutory authority.  May cause confusion as 
to the legal implications if the wrong checkbox 
is preselected.

Chapter 14
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Pg 261 ¶ 2 Following receipt from the Secretary of State, a 
County Recorder must eliminate signatures 
using the same criteria applied to initiative, 
referendum, and recall petitions under A.R.S. § 
19-121.02. A.R.S. § 16-803(E). 

Following receipt from the Secretary of State, a County Recorder shall determine 
which signatures of individuals whose names were transmitted shall be disqualified 
for any of the following reasons:
1. No residence address or description of residence location is provided.
2. No date of signing is provided.
3. The signature is illegible and the signer is otherwise unidentifiable.
4. The address provided is illegible or nonexistent.
5. The individual was not a qualified elector on the date of signing the petition.
6. The individual was a registered voter but was not at least eighteen years of age 
on the date of signing the petition or affidavit.
7. The signature was disqualified after comparison with the signature on the 
affidavit of registration.
8. If a petitioner signed more than once, all but one otherwise valid signature shall 
be disqualified.
9. For the same reasons any signatures could have been removed by the secretary 
of state pursuant to this section.must eliminate signatures using the same criteria 
applied to initiative, referendum, and recall petitions under A.R.S. § 19-121.02. 
A.R.S. § 16-803(E).

Unclear Statutory 
Authority
Clarification
Conforming to ARS 16-
803(E) 

RECOMMEND conforming the processing 
requirements with ARS 16-803(E). Relevancy 
of ARS 19-121.02 is unclear.  Further ARS 19-
121.02 disqualifies entire petition sheets 
circulated by a justice of the peace or county 
recorder, which is not provided for in ARS 16-
803(E).

A126 Political Committee Campaign Finance Report ARS 16-926(B)(5) 
inadvertantly missing

RECOMMEND adding certification by the 
committee treasurer.  May not be necessary if 
all campaign finance reports are filed 
electronically and digitally certified by the 
committee treasurer.  However, if paper copies 
can be submitted, to conform with statutory 
requirements, add certification to report or add 
a certification page that can be filed with the 
report.

Chapter 17

Chapter 15

Chapter 16
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Pg 84 FN 22 Though not required, counties may, in their discretion, conduct 
additional pre- and/or post-election L&A tests, including with 
participation from representatives of the recognized political 
parties. 

Footnote is unclear when this additional testing is allowed.  Once certified for use in an election, 
equipment is then “deployed” and further testing would invalidate certification.  Prior to certification, 
general testing important preparation.  Procedures outlined in 2014 EPM Pg 104 for “diagnostic 
testing”. Post-election L&A is discussed in Chapter 12, Section II.

Pg 85 ¶ 1 In-person voting, both during the early voting period and on 
Election Day, requires the deployment of accessible voting 
equipment for voters with disabilities (and ballot marking by all 
voters in certain counties).

Unclear what "ballot marking by all voters" means.  Accessible voting equipment has only been 
statutorily authorized under ARS 16-442.01 for people with disabilities.  County-wide deployment as 
primary means of voting has not been statutorily approved.    

Pg 177 ¶ 6 6. U.S. Department of Justice or other federal government 
observers.

Post Shelby, there is no statutory exception for DOJ.  Inclusion absent statutory authority requires 
further discussion. See  https://www.justice.gov/crt/about-federal-observers-and-election-monitoring. 
"Other federal government observers" is vague and doesn't comport with previous EPM.

Chapter 9

Chapter 4
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Electronic Adjudication Addendum 
to the 2019 Elections Procedures Manual 

 
Arizona Secretary of State’s Office  

February 28, 2020 
 

Pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-452 and in accordance with Senate Bill 1135, Fifty-fourth Legislature, 
Second Regular Session, 2020, the Secretary of State’s Office, in consultation with County 
Recorders and Election Officials, developed the procedures in the enclosed Electronic Addendum 
to the 2019 Elections Procedures Manual. This Electronic Adjudication Addendum was approved 
by the Attorney General’s Office on February 27, 2020 and approved by the Governor’s Office on 
February 28, 2020 and is now in effect.  

       
Contact Us: 

 
Office of the Secretary of State    Elections Services Division 
1700 W. Washington Street, 7th Floor   Telephone: 602-542-8683 
Phoenix, AZ 85007      Fax: 602-542-6172 
Telephone: 602-542-4285     Email: elections@azsos.gov 
Toll-Free: 1-800-458-5842     Website: www.azsos.gov/elections  
TDD: 602-255-8683  
Website: www.azsos.gov 
 
Requests for alternate formats or accommodations can be made by contacting the Secretary of 
State ADA Coordinator at 601-542-4285. The Office cannot offer legal advice or otherwise offer 
recommendations on information in this publication. The Office advises consultation with an 
attorney in such cases.  
 
The Elections Services Division strives for accuracy in its publications. If the user finds a misprint 
or error, please contact our office at (602) 542-8683 or elections@azsos.gov.   
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As an alternative to manual duplication of ballots performed by the Ballot Duplication Board, the 
board of supervisors or officer in charge of elections may appoint Electronic Vote Adjudication 
Boards and utilize a certified electronic adjudication program to process specific votes requiring 
adjudication. Any electronic vote adjudication shall be done in compliance with A.R.S. § 16-621.  
Further, procedures must comply with the requirements in this Section, unless the Secretary of 
State has granted a jurisdiction written approval to use alternate procedures. A jurisdiction wishing 
to deviate from the procedures in this Section must make a request in writing no later than 90 days 
prior to the election for which the exception is requested. To be approved, the deviation must be 
compliant with A.R.S. § 16-621.  
 
The following types of votes may be adjudicated using electronic adjudication: 

• Over-votes: The Electronic Vote Adjudication Board may evaluate over-vote conditions to 
determine the voter’s intent and make corresponding adjustments to the record if the voter’s 
intent is clear. If the voter’s choice for a specific race or ballot measure cannot be positively 
determined, no selection shall be counted for that race or ballot measure. A.R.S. § 16-610;  
A.R.S. § 16-611. 

• Votes on ballots read as blank or unclear: The Electronic Vote Adjudication Board may 
review ballots read by the tabulation machine as blank or unclear, determine if voter intent 
is clear on some or all races or ballot measures, and make corresponding adjustments to 
the record. If the voter’s choice for a specific race or ballot measure cannot be positively 
determined, no selection shall be counted for that race or ballot measure. A.R.S. § 16-610; 
A.R.S. § 16-611. 

Votes that do not meet the above criteria shall not be electronically adjudicated.1 Ballots that are 
damaged or defective such that they cannot be read or scanned by the tabulation equipment must 
be manually duplicated and shall not be electronically adjudicated. A.R.S. § 16-621(A). 

A. EMS Requirements  

 
To utilize electronic adjudication, the following minimum system and application requirements 
must be met: 

1. The electronic adjudication application must be part of an election management system 
(EMS) that has received federal and state certification and is authorized for use in elections 
in Arizona.  

• The application must be installed with the EMS on a secure, isolated, closed 
network and shall not be connected to the internet or an external network. 

 
1 The Write-In Tally Board may also use a certified electronic adjudication program to electronically tally write-in 
votes for qualified write-in candidates (in lieu of manual tallying of write-in votes). See 2019 Elections Procedures 
Manual, Chapter 10, Section II(G)(2).  
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2. The application shall provide distinct security roles, with separate usernames and secure 
passwords for each user or station. These security roles must have different functions. Each 
election worker shall be given access to only the components of the application necessary 
to perform their duties. If a secured username and password are used for each station rather 
than each user, a detailed log of who utilized each station and at what time(s) shall be 
maintained. 

3. Users (and, if applicable, stations) shall have unique usernames and secure passwords. 
Vendor-supplied generic passwords may not be used. 

4. Log-in must be required each time the electronic adjudication application is started. The 
application and/or tabulation system shall be capable of identifying ballots that contain 
over-votes or that are read as blank or unclear. 

5. The application shall provide comprehensive logging of any changes to the ballot record 
for audit purposes, as well as validation of all changes through the use of multiple electronic 
“signatures” before committing any changes to the EMS results. 

6. The application shall allow election officials to review, evaluate, and adjudicate votes, 
based on the voter’s intent, through the application without physical duplication of the 
ballot and record those changes and any modified totals in the results report. 

7. The application shall allow for each transaction to be reviewed and approved by at least 
two election officials of different political party affiliation.  

8. There must be an efficient and reliable means of identifying and locating the physical 
ballots that have been electronically adjudicated if needed for auditing. For example, the 
tabulation machine may be programmed to out-stack and/or print an identifying mark on 
the ballots to be electronically adjudicated. 

 
Even if electronic adjudication is not utilized, the tabulation equipment may be programmed to 
stop on, sort, or flag write-in votes for races with official write-in candidates. Official write-in 
candidates may be entered into the EMS after the write-in filing deadline to facilitate this process 
as long as doing so does not modify the election programming if L&A testing has been completed.  

B. L&A Testing Requirements 

If electronic adjudication will be utilized for an election, that functionality of the tabulation system 
will also be tested during the L&A test for that election to ensure proper and secure functioning. 
A.R.S. § 16-621(B)(1); see 2019 Elections Procedures Manual, Chapter 4, Section II. In addition, 
a paper audit log must be produced, verified, and signed off on by the Electronic Vote Adjudication 
Board members before committing their selections to the EMS for the purpose of updating results. 
See Section D, below.  

C. Electronic Vote Adjudication Board Composition 

If the officer in charge of elections elects to use electronic adjudication, they must appoint an 
Electronic Vote Adjudication Board consisting of two judges, overseen by an inspector. The two 
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judges shall be divided as equally as practicable between the two largest political parties as 
required by A.R.S. § 16-531(D). A.R.S. § 16-621(B)(2). 

D. Electronic Vote Adjudication Procedures 

Prior to electronically adjudicating any ballots, the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board must be 
trained in their duties and application functionality.  

1. The electronic adjudication of votes must be performed in a secure location, preferably in 
the same location as the EMS system, but open to public viewing.  

2. The officer in charge of elections shall make a back-up of the election from the EMS prior 
to the start of electronic adjudication and again after electronic adjudication is complete in 
order to have a record of the results as initially read by the tabulator and after electronic 
adjudication. 

3. The Electronic Vote Adjudication Board shall use the electronic adjudication application 
to: (a) review votes on ballots read as over-voted, blank, or unclear; (b) determine voter 
intent; and (c) electronically attribute votes according to the clear intent of the voter. 

• The general guidelines for determining voter intent in the 2019 Elections 
Procedures Manual, Chapter 11, Section IX should be followed to the extent they 
do not conflict with any requirements in this Section. 

• The Electronic Vote Adjudication Board may decide to: (i) approve the ballot with 
no changes to any races; or (ii) approve the ballot with changes based on the board’s 
adjudication of voter intent. 

• The Electronic Vote Adjudication Board shall only adjudicate votes that are marked 
by the voter in a manner that prevents the tabulation machine from accurately 
counting the race as the voter intended. If it is not possible to positively determine 
the voter’s choice for a particular race or ballot measure, the Electronic Vote 
Adjudication Board shall not designate a choice for that race or ballot measure. 
A.R.S. § 16-610; A.R.S. § 16-611. 

4. Electronic adjudication of voter intent should generally be performed separate and apart 
from the electronic tallying of official write-in votes and by separate boards, and the results 
of adjudication of voter intent and tallying of official write-in votes shall be reported and 
verified on separate paper audit logs.  

• If electronic adjudication of voter intent and tallying of official write-in votes is 
done together for each ballot requiring such action, the board performing the joint 
electronic adjudication of voter intent and electronic tallying of official write-in 
votes shall meet all the requirements applicable to both the Electronic Vote 
Adjudication Board, as described in this Addendum, and the Electronic Write-In 
Tally Board, see 2019 Elections Procedures Manual, Chapter 10, Section II(G)(2). 
In this case, the board’s actions on the adjudication of voter intent and tallying of 
official write-in votes may be reported and verified on the same paper audit log. 
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5. The EMS and/or electronic adjudication application shall provide a report on the ballots 
and votes electronically adjudicated by each Electronic Vote Adjudication Board, the 
selections made by the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board, the names of the members of 
the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board that processed the votes on the report, and the date 
of processing. 

6. The electronic adjudication process shall include production of a paper audit log of the 
Electronic Vote Adjudication Board’s dispositions as to each ballot/vote electronically 
adjudicated. The paper audit log must be verified and signed off on by the board members, 
who shall verify that the paper audit log accurately reflects the board’s selections and that 
those selections are accurately reflected in the electronic adjudication application prior to 
committing the selections to the EMS for the purpose of updating results. The paper audit 
log shall be maintained in case resolution of any discrepancy or audit of the electronic 
adjudication process is needed. A.R.S. § 16-621(B)(3)(b). 

7. To meet the requirement of a board-verified paper audit log, the Electronic Vote 
Adjudication Board shall either:  

• Maintain a manual, hard-copy log of its selections for each ballot/vote 
electronically adjudicated by the board; or  

• Print from the application a log of the ballots and votes electronically adjudicated 
the board and the selections made by the board for each ballot and vote, verify that 
the printed log accurately reflects the board’s selections, and confirm that those 
selections are accurately reflected in the electronic adjudication application prior 
to committing the selections to the EMS for the purpose of updating results.  

8. The officer in charge of elections shall provide for a method to retain, track, and account 
for the original ballot and the digital duplicate of the ballot created by the electronic 
adjudication application that includes a serial number on the digital image, which can be 
used to track Electronic Vote Adjudication Board actions. A.R.S. § 16-621(B)(3)(a), (c). 

9. After adjudication is complete, and the board has verified that the paper audit log of its 
selections are accurate and verified that those selections are accurately reflected in the 
application, the results shall be committed to the EMS and the election results will be 
updated with new totals. 
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Governor Ducey and Attorney General Brnovich,
 
Please see the attached letter from Secretary Hobbs regarding the submission of the 2021 Elections
Procedures Manual (EPM).
 
The complete 2021 EPM and summary of updates can be retrieved from this link. Further, to
facilitate your Offices’ review of the EPM, a Word version of the 2021 EPM submission (minus
appendices and sample forms) and a redline against the 2019 EPM is also attached.
 
Please let us know if you have any questions or have trouble accessing the documents.
 
Thank you,
 
 

Green
Sambo (Bo) Dul 
General Counsel &
Sr. Election Policy Advisor
Arizona Secretary of State

Email: bdul@azsos.gov 
Office: 602-542-8683 

1700 W. Washington St., 7th Fl. | Phoenix, AZ | 85007

This message and any messages in response to the sender of this
message may be subject to a public records request.
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CHAPTER 1:  
VOTER REGISTRATION 

 

 VOTER REGISTRATION FORMS 

Voter registration forms that are accepted in Arizona include: 
• The state voter registration form prescribed by the Secretary of State pursuant to A.R.S. § 

16-152(C) (the “State Form”), including any low-vision/large-print version of the State 
Form prescribed by the Secretary of State and made available on the Secretary of State’s 
website.1  

• The National Mail Voter Registration Form prescribed by the U.S. Election Assistance 
Commission pursuant to the National Voter Registration Act of 1993 (the “Federal 
Form”).2  

• Registrations electronically received from the Arizona Department of Transportation, 
Motor Vehicle Department (AZMVD) pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-112, whether through in-
person registration at an AZMVD or AZMVD affiliate’s office or online through the MVD 
portal or voter registration website. 

• The Federal Postcard Application prescribed by the U.S. Secretary of Defense (the 
“FPCA”) pursuant to the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act of 1986 
(UOCAVA).3  

• The Federal Write-In Absentee Ballot prescribed by the U.S. Secretary of Defense pursuant 
to UOCAVA (the “FWAB”).4  

 County/State Responsibility for Supplying Forms 

The County Recorder is responsible for supplying (at no cost) State Forms to all federal, state, 
county, local, and tribal government agencies, political parties, and private organizations located 
within the County Recorder’s jurisdiction that conduct voter registration activities. A.R.S. § 16-
151(A).5 

 
1 The latest State Form is available at https://www.azsos.gov/elections/voting-election.  
2 52 U.S.C. § 20505(a)(1); 52 U.S.C. § 20508(a)(2). The Federal Form is available at 
https://www.eac.gov/voters/national-mail-voter-registration-form.  
3 A.R.S. § 16-103(B); 52 U.S.C. § 20301(b)(2); 52 U.S.C. § 20302(a)(4); Executive Order 12642 (June 9, 
1988). The FPCA is available at https://www.fvap.gov/military-voter/overview. 
4 A.R.S. § 16-543.02(D); 52 U.S.C. § 20302(a)(4); Executive Order 12642 (June 9, 1988). The FWAB is 
available at https://www.fvap.gov/military-voter/overview. 
5 Any low-vision/large-print version of the State Form prescribed by the Secretary of State will be made 
available on the Secretary of State’s website for individuals and organizations to download as a fillable 
PDF. The Secretary of State’s Office shall provide a hard copy low-vision/large-print voter registration 
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The Secretary of State is responsible for supplying (at no cost) Federal Forms to all federal, state, 
county, local, and tribal government agencies, political parties, and private organizations that 
conduct voter registration activities. A.R.S. § 16-151(B). 
 
The Secretary of State and County Recorders may place reasonable restrictions on the number of 
forms to be provided to individuals or organizations depending on the type of voter registration 
activity to be conducted and reasonable estimates of the number of voters that the individual or 
group will seek to register. If the individual or group exhausts the forms provided, the Secretary 
of State and/or County Recorders must provide additional forms upon request, subject to the same 
reasonable restrictions as the initial request.  
 
Any registration form in compliance with applicable state or federal laws may be used to register 
to vote for the first time or amend or update an existing registration record. In addition, other 
documents may be used to amend or update a registrant’s residence or mailing address, including 
but not limited to a request for an early ballot, an Active Early Voting List (AEVL) request form, 
or a provisional ballot envelope or affidavit. A.R.S. § 16-135(A), (E); A.R.S. § 16-544(D)(1), (2).  

 Eligibility to Use FPCA and FWAB Forms 

The following registrants temporarily absent from the State are authorized to use the FPCA for 
registration and the FWAB for registration and voting: 

• Uniformed service members; 
• Eligible family members of uniformed service members; 
• Overseas voters; and 
• Non-resident U.S. Citizens with parents already registered to vote in Arizona. 

 
52 U.S.C. § 20310; A.R.S. § 16-103; A.R.S. § 16-543(C). For more information on eligibility, visit 
www.fvap.gov or the Secretary of State’s website 
(https://my.arizona.vote/UOCAVA2/default.aspx).  
 
A UOCAVA registrant may designate the method for transmission of voting materials and 
information on the FPCA form, including electronic transmission, fax, or regular mail. A 
UOCAVA registrant may designate the length of time they wish to receive voting materials, not 
to exceed two federal election cycles. If no designation is made, the UOCAVA registrant’s request 
for email, fax, or electronic transmission of voting materials will be valid until immediately after 
the next state general election. A.R.S. § 16-542(B).  

 
form to a voter upon request. Neither County Recorders nor the Secretary of State are required to supply 
printed copies of any low-vision/large-print version of the State Form to federal, state, county, local, and 
tribal government agencies, political parties, and private organizations that conduct voter registration 
activities. 
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 VOTER REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS 

A person is qualified to register to vote in Arizona if the person: 
• Is a United States citizen;  
• Will be 18 years old by the date of the next general election; 
• Will have been an Arizona resident for at least 29 days prior to the next election, except as 

provided in A.R.S. § 16-126; 
• Can write their name (or make their mark), unless prevented from doing so by physical 

disability;  
• Has not been convicted of treason or a felony, unless their civil rights have been restored; 

and 
• Has not been adjudicated an “incapacitated person” by a court with their voting rights 

revoked, as defined in A.R.S. § 14-5101.  
 
Ariz. Const. Art. VII, § 2; A.R.S. § 9-822(A); A.R.S. § 16-101; A.R.S. § 16-126(A); A.R.S. § 16-
152. Each qualification is discussed in further detail below. 

 Citizenship Requirement 

A registrant must be a U.S. citizen to be qualified to register to vote. Ariz. Const. Art. VII, § 2; 
A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(1); 18 U.S.C. § 611(a).  
 
U.S. citizenship must be sworn to when registering to vote. In addition, under Arizona’s bifurcated 
or dual-track voter registration system, an acceptable form of documentary proof of citizenship 
(DPOC) is required to be registered as a “full-ballot” voter. A “full-ballot” voter is entitled to vote 
for all federal, state, county, and local races as well as state and local ballot measures for which 
the voter qualifies. 
 
An otherwise eligible registrant who does not submit DPOC and whose U.S. citizenship cannot be 
verified via AZMVD records or other record in the statewide voter registration database is 
registered as a “federal-only” voter. A “federal-only” voter is eligible to vote solely in races for 
federal office in Arizona (including the Presidential Preference Election (PPE)).  

1. Valid Forms of DPOC 
 
The following section outlines what constitutes satisfactory DPOC under Arizona law. 

 Driver Licenses and Identification Cards 

A registrant may submit certain state-issued driver license or non-driver identification card 
information as satisfactory DPOC. A.R.S. § 16-166(F)(1). 
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i. Arizona Driver License or Non-Driver Identification Card Number 
 
An Arizona driver license or non-driver identification card number (AZDL/ID#) issued by 
AZMVD after October 1, 1996 constitutes valid DPOC. To be deemed satisfactory, (1) the 
AZDL/ID# must be verified against AZMVD records; and (2) the verification must not return a 
result with an Authorized Presence Type that indicates non-citizenship.  
 
A County Recorder may accept a copy of the registrant’s AZDL/ID# as DPOC, but must still enter 
the AZDL/ID# into the statewide voter registration database so it can be verified against AZMVD 
records. AZMVD issues licenses or ID cards to those who are authorized to be physically present 
in the United States but who are non-citizens at the time of issuance. Because a non-citizen 
authorized presence designation is not apparent on the face of the license or ID card, an AZDL/ID# 
alone is not sufficient to prove citizenship without verification against AZMVD records.  

ii. Out-of-State Driver License or Identification Card 
 
An out-of-state driver license or identification card may constitute satisfactory DPOC if it was 
issued by the state’s driver license-issuing agency and indicates on the face of the license or card 
that the person provided proof of U.S. citizenship in that state. A County Recorder may accept an 
approved out-of-state license or identification card at face value and need not electronically verify 
the license or card. 
 
For example, enhanced driver licenses or enhanced identification cards from other states that are 
issued in compliance with the Departments of State and Homeland Security’s Western Hemisphere 
Travel Initiative satisfy Arizona’s DPOC requirement. These states display an American flag on 
the face of the license or card. Examples of an enhanced license from Michigan and New York 
appear below with the American flag circled. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
While a County Recorder shall not accept an out-of-state driver license or identification card 
number alone (because the statewide voter registration database cannot electronically verify these 
numbers), a County Recorder may visually verify or accept a copy of these licenses or cards for 
DPOC purposes.  
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 Birth Certificate 

A registrant may submit a legible copy of the registrant’s birth certificate from any U.S. state or 
territory as satisfactory DPOC. A.R.S. § 16-166(F)(2).6 For U.S. citizens born abroad, a 
“Certification of Report of Birth” or “Consular Report of Birth Abroad” issued by a consular 
officer from the U.S. Department of State will suffice for a birth certificate. 22 U.S.C. § 2705(2). 
 
The registrant must supply supporting legal documentation (such as a marriage certificate or court-
documented name change) if the name on the birth certificate or document is not the registrant’s 
current legal name. If the registrant cannot provide supporting legal documentation to account for 
a different last name, a County Recorder must accept the birth certificate or document if at least 
the following information matches on both the birth certificate or document and the registration 
form: 

• First name;  
• Middle name; 
• Place of birth; 
• Date of birth; and 
• Parents’ name(s). 

 U.S. Passport 
 
A registrant may submit a legible copy of the pertinent pages of the registrant’s U.S. passport or 
passport card, or present the registrant’s U.S. passport or passport card to the County Recorder, as 
DPOC. A.R.S. § 16-166(F)(3). 
 
The pertinent pages of a U.S. passport are those that contain the photo, passport number, name, 
nationality, date of birth, gender, place of birth, and signature (if applicable). A U.S. passport card 
also may be accepted, which does not contain a signature. 
 

If the County Recorder visually inspects (and does not make a copy of) the pertinent passport pages 
or passport card, the County Recorder must note in the registrant’s voter registration record that 
the passport was inspected. 

 Citizenship and Immigration Documents 

A registrant may present the registrant’s original naturalization documents to the County Recorder 
for inspection or submit (1) a legible copy of the registrant’s Certificate of Naturalization or 
Certificate of Citizenship, or (2) the registrant’s Naturalization Certificate Number, Citizenship 
Certificate Number, or Alien Registration Number (also known as an “A-Number”).  

 
6 A registrant may also submit a legible copy of the registrant’s late or delayed birth certificate, issued 
pursuant to A.R.S. § 36-333.01, A.R.S. § 36-333.02, and/or A.R.S. § 36-333.03, as satisfactory DPOC.  
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If a registrant does not present originals or provide a copy of documents but just provides a 
citizenship number, including a Citizenship Certificate Number, Naturalization Certificate 
Number, or Alien Registration Number, for proof of citizenship purposes, this number must be 
verified against U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) Systematic Alien Verification 
for Entitlements (SAVE) database before the number can be deemed satisfactory. A.R.S. § 16-
166(F)(4); see Chapter 1, Section II(A)(6) for more information on SAVE verification procedures.7  

 Tribal Identification Numbers and Documents 
 
A registrant may submit a Tribal Enrollment Number, Indian Census Number, Bureau of Indian 
Affairs Card Number, or Tribal Treaty Card Number as satisfactory DPOC. These tribal 
identification numbers are presumed valid for voter registration purposes and need not be verified 
against any database. A.R.S. § 16-166(F)(6). 

 
A registrant may also submit a legible copy of the registrant’s Tribal Certificate of Indian Blood 
or Tribal/Bureau of Indian Affairs Affidavit of Birth as satisfactory DPOC. 

2. DPOC Requirement for “Full-Ballot” Voter Designation 
 
Regardless of the type of voter registration form submitted, a County Recorder must make a 
registrant a “full-ballot” voter for the next election if:  

• The registrant provides DPOC with or after submission of the registrant’s voter registration 
application; or 

• The County Recorder acquires DPOC on the registrant’s behalf, including from AZMVD 
records or the statewide voter registration database. 

A.R.S. § 16-166(F); see also League of United American Citizens of Arizona (LULAC) v. Reagan, 
2:17-cv-04102-DGC, Doc. 37 (D. Ariz. June 18, 2018) (the “LULAC Consent Decree”). 

 Acquisition of DPOC from State Records 

The Secretary of State must program or enable the statewide voter registration database to attempt 
to acquire DPOC for new registrants from AZMVD records. This attempt to acquire DPOC must 
be completed in all cases where a new registrant fails to provide DPOC with the voter registration 
form. The Secretary shall promptly notify the applicable County Recorder of the results of the 
check against AZMVD records. If DPOC is acquired, the Secretary shall promptly notify the 
applicable County Recorder, via the automated process in the voter registration database, to make 
the applicant a “full-ballot” voter. However, in no event shall an acquired Arizona driver license 
number with a non-citizen authorized presence designation qualify as valid DPOC.  

 
7 While the SAVE database may be used to verify citizenship status for initial registration, it shall not be 
used for list maintenance purposes, i.e. to cancel an existing registration. See A.R.S. § 16-165.  
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 Registrant’s Submission of DPOC 

A registrant may provide DPOC at the time of submitting the registrant’s voter registration 
application or by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before the election. See LULAC Consent Decree at 
page 5. The registrant is entitled to vote a “full-ballot” at the next election if: 

• The registrant submitted a voter registration application by the registration deadline; and 
• The registrant provided DPOC to the County Recorder with the registration application or 

separately by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before the election. 
 
If a registrant does not provide DPOC with their registration application and valid DPOC otherwise 
cannot be electronically acquired via AZMVD records or the statewide voter registration database 
(and the registrant’s AZMVD record is not shown to have a non-citizen authorized presence 
designation), a County Recorder must: 

1. Designate the registrant as a “federal-only” voter; and  
2. Send a letter to the registrant (including a DPOC Submission Form/“Federal-Only” Notice 

promulgated by the Secretary of State and County Recorders, see sample forms in Chapter 
17) within 10 business days of receipt of the registration application, informing the 
registrant that: 

• The registrant has not satisfied the DPOC requirements;  
• The registrant must submit DPOC to become a “full-ballot” voter, and the registrant 

must provide DPOC by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before any given election in 
order to vote a “full-ballot” in that election; and 

• The registrant will remain a “federal-only” voter unless and until the registrant 
submits valid DPOC to become a “full-ballot” voter. 

 
The registrant may provide separate DPOC using the DPOC Submission Form. A registrant who 
provides DPOC using a method other than the DPOC Submission Form sent by the County 
Recorder must be made a “full-ballot” voter if the County Recorder has sufficient information to 
link the registrant’s DPOC with the registrant’s form on file. If the County Recorder lacks 
sufficient information to link the DPOC to a registration form, the County Recorder must make a 
reasonable effort to follow up with the registrant to seek the necessary information. Registrants 
who subsequently provide the missing information necessary to link their submitted DPOC to their 
registration form shall be made “full-ballot” voters within 10 business days of receipt of DPOC.  
 
If the registrant provides DPOC to the County Recorder after 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before 
the next election, the County Recorder must make the registrant a “full-ballot” voter for future 
elections within five business days after the completion of processing of provisional ballots. 
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3. Procedures for Registrants with a Non-Citizen AZDL/ID# 
 
If a registrant has not provided DPOC other than an AZDL/ID# and AZMVD records show that 
the registrant’s AZMVD record has a non-citizen authorized presence designation, a County 
Recorder must: 

1. Enter the registrant’s information into the voter registration database with a status of “not 
eligible” (or functional equivalent) and a reason code of “invalid citizenship proof” (or 
functional equivalent).  

2. Send a letter to the registrant (including a DPOC Submission Form/Non-Citizen AZDL/ID 
Notice, promulgated by the Secretary of State and County Recorders, see Chapter 17 for 
sample forms) within 10 business days of receipt of the registration application, informing 
the registrant that: 

• According to AZMVD records, the registrant’s AZDL/ID has a non-citizen 
authorized presence designation and has not been registered to vote for that reason; 
and 

• The registrant may be registered and become a “full-ballot” voter if the registrant 
submits valid DPOC to the County Recorder. The registrant must provide DPOC 
by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before the next regular general election in order to 
vote a “full-ballot” in that election.  

3. Maintain the registrant’s information in the voter registration database with a status of “not 
eligible” (or functional equivalent) due to the invalid citizenship proof, until the voter 
provides valid DPOC. The statewide voter registration system automatically archives these 
records after five years. The registrant would then be required to complete a new 
registration form in order to become eligible to vote in future elections. 

4. “Federal-Only” Voter Designation 
 
A registrant who submits an otherwise valid voter registration form to the County Recorder, but 
without accompanying DPOC, is entitled to be registered as a “federal-only” voter based on the 
registrant’s sworn statement on the registration form that the registrant is a U.S. citizen. A 
registrant may become a “federal-only” voter regardless of the type of voter registration form 
submitted. An otherwise valid voter registration form submitted to the County Recorder, but 
without accompanying DPOC, shall be accepted, entered into the database, and registered for 
federal elections (i.e., made a “federal-only” voter unless and until proof of citizenship is received 
or acquired), so long as the registrant’s AZMVD record is not shown to have a non-citizen 
authorized presence designation. 
 
A “federal-only” voter shall be upgraded to a “full-ballot” voter if: 

• The County Recorder acquires DPOC on the registrant’s behalf from AZMVD records or 
the statewide voter registration database; or 

• The registrant provides DPOC to the County Recorder by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before 
an election. 
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If a “federal-only” voter has been issued a ballot-by-mail, but becomes a “full-ballot” voter prior 
to 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before the election, the voter may: 

• Vote the “federal-only” ballot-by-mail; or 
• Vote a regular or provisional “full-ballot” in-person during early voting or on Election Day, 

depending on the procedures implemented by the County Recorder or other officer in 
charge of elections. 

 
If a voter is issued both an early “federal-only” ballot and an early “full-ballot,” the first ballot 
accepted by the County Recorder’s office is the only ballot that will be counted.  

5. DPOC When Moving Between Counties 
 
A voter who registered to vote before December 13, 2004, and was therefore exempted from the 
requirement of providing DPOC, must submit valid DPOC if the voter is changing voter 
registration from one county to another in order to be registered as a “full-ballot” voter in the new 
county. A.R.S. § 16-166(G). 
  
Registered voters who submitted valid DPOC to the County Recorder in their county of residence 
need not resubmit evidence of citizenship upon moving and registering to vote in a new county in 
Arizona so long as a record of their previously submitted DPOC is accessible by the new County 
Recorder (e.g., via AZMVD records or the statewide voter registration database) and can be made 
part of their voter registration file in the new county. While proof of voter registration from another 
state or county is not satisfactory evidence of citizenship, A.R.S. § 16-166(H), valid documentary 
proof of citizenship presented in one Arizona county and documented in the statewide voter 
registration database constitutes valid DPOC if the voter registers in another county in Arizona.  

6. Verifying Citizenship/Naturalization/Alien Registration Numbers 

 SAVE Usage 
 
Each County Recorder accesses SAVE pursuant to the Secretary of State’s Memorandum of 
Agreement with USCIS (the “USCIS MOA”). The Secretary of State will provide SAVE access 
to each County Recorder upon signing a separate agreement (the “SOS/County SAVE 
Agreement”) that will govern the terms of SAVE usage (and, in some cases, billing as well, though 
some counties have a separate Reimbursement Memorandum of Agreement with USCIS). 
 
When a registrant provides a Citizenship, Naturalization, or Alien Registration Number as DPOC, 
that number must be verified through the SAVE database and the registrant must remain in 
“suspense” status until the SAVE verification is completed.  

i. SAVE Returns U.S. Citizen Status 
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If SAVE returns “United States Citizenship,” the registrant’s status must be updated to “active” in 
the voter registration database and the voter must be registered as a “full-ballot” voter.  

ii. SAVE Returns Non-Citizen Status 
 
If SAVE returns “Lawful Permanent Resident,” “Refugee,” “Non-Immigrant,” or “Asylee,” or 
other non-citizen status, the registrant must be processed like those with a non-citizen AZDL/ID#. 
See Chapter 1, Section II(A)(3) above. Specifically, a County Recorder must: 

1. Enter the registrant’s information into the voter registration database with a status of “not 
eligible” (or functional equivalent).  

2. Send a letter to the registrant (including a DPOC Submission Form/SAVE Non-Citizen 
Notice, see Chapter 17 for sample forms) within 10 business days, informing the registrant 
that: 

• According to DHS records, the registrant holds an immigration number indicating 
non-citizenship and has not been registered to vote for that reason; and 

• The registrant may be registered as a “full-ballot” voter if the registrant submits 
other valid DPOC to the County Recorder. The registrant must provide DPOC by 
5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before the next regular general election in order to vote 
a “full-ballot” in that election.  

3. Maintain the registrant’s information in the voter registration database with a status of “not 
eligible” (or functional equivalent) due to the invalid citizenship proof. The statewide voter 
registration system automatically archives these records after five years. The registrant 
would then be required to complete a new registration form in order to become eligible to 
vote in future elections. 

iii. SAVE Returns No Match 
 
If SAVE is unable to find a match, the registrant must be processed like any other registrant who 
has not provided satisfactory DPOC. See Chapter 1, Section II(A)(4). Specifically, if valid DPOC 
cannot be electronically acquired via AZMVD records or the statewide voter registration database 
(and the registrant’s AZMVD record is not shown to have a non-citizen authorized presence 
designation), a County Recorder must: 

1. Process the voter registration application and designate the registrant as a “federal-only” 
voter; and  

2. Send a letter to the registrant (including a DPOC Submission Form/SAVE No-Match 
Notice, see Chapter 17 for sample forms) within 10 business days, informing the registrant 
that they have been registered as a “federal-only” voter and must submit other valid DPOC 
to become a “full-ballot” voter. 

 Naturalization Ceremonies 
 
County Recorder representatives who conduct registration drives at naturalization ceremonies 
must take special precautions to ensure registration forms are properly processed.  
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• The County Recorder representative who receives the registrant’s completed voter 
registration form must write the representative’s name or initials on the form, along with 
the date and some indication that the form was completed at a naturalization ceremony 
(e.g., “NC”); 

• The County Recorder representative who conducted the registration drive must ensure that 
the registrant’s Citizenship, Naturalization, or Alien Registration Number is written on 
each registration form; and 

• If any registrants reside outside that county, the County Recorder representative must 
bundle the voter registration forms by county and send them to the applicable County 
Recorders, along with a cover letter affirming that the registration forms were received 
through a naturalization ceremony. 

 
The County Recorder who receives the bundle may rely on this cover letter (see Chapter 17 for a 
sample form) as verification of citizenship. The County Recorder need not re-check any citizenship 
or immigration numbers to verify citizenship and may register the newly naturalized registrants as 
“full-ballot” voters (assuming no other deficiencies).  

 Verifying Citizenship Near Voter Registration Deadlines 
 
Often there is a delay between when a registrant becomes a U.S. citizen and when that registrant’s 
citizenship status has been updated in SAVE. Therefore, certain precautions must be taken if a 
County Recorder receives a voter registration form within two weeks of a registration deadline 
that contains a Citizenship, Naturalization, or Alien Registration Number: 

• If a County Recorder receives a registration form within 14 days of a voter registration 
deadline, the County Recorder must, as soon as practicable, notify the registrant by 
telephone and/or email (or by mail if the registrant’s telephone number and email is not 
available) about the potential need (in case SAVE results are not ready by the deadline) to 
submit further DPOC to be a “full-ballot” voter for the next election. For example, the 
registrant may present their naturalization papers or submit a copy to the County Recorder 
to satisfy the DPOC requirement.  

• Within 14 days of Election Day, a County Recorder must check SAVE for the results of 
any pending verifications to print or create precinct registers for Election Day. If any cases 
remain pending for additional verification at that time, the County Recorder should be 
prepared to supplement the precinct registers immediately preceding the election or be 
prepared to issue Recorder’s Certificates to any newly registered voters whose citizenship 
was verified at the last minute. If the County Recorder cannot obtain verification of 
citizenship from SAVE by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before Election Day, the registrant 
must be registered as a “federal-only” voter and the County Recorder must notify the 
registrant that the registrant must submit other valid DPOC in order to become a “full-
ballot” voter for future elections. See Chapter 1, Section II(A)(6).  

7. Preservation and Protection of Citizenship Documentation 
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A County Recorder must maintain all DPOC received pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-166(F) in a manner 
that the County Recorder reasonably believes will prevent access by unauthorized persons. 
Documents submitted for purposes of proving citizenship may be maintained outside the voter 
registration database, but the County Recorder must otherwise document in the voter registration 
database that DPOC had been received.  
 
A County Recorder may destroy DPOC documents two years after the date of receipt. The County 
Recorder must exercise reasonable diligence to ensure any DPOC documents are properly 
destroyed. A.R.S. § 16-166(F), (J). 

 Age Requirement for Registration 

A registrant must be at least 18 years old by the next “regular general election” that occurs 
following their registration. A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(2). For purposes of this requirement, the next 
“regular general election” is the next statewide general election held pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-211.8  
 
A minor who is qualified to register to vote is not necessarily a qualified elector for the next 
election. For example, a minor who will turn 18 years of age on November 1, 2020 is eligible to 
register to vote starting on November 7, 2018. However, although registered, that minor will not 
be eligible to vote in the August 4, 2020 Primary Election, or any earlier elections, because they 
will not yet be 18 years of age as required by Ariz. Const. Art. VII, § 2.  
 
If a County Recorder receives a voter registration form from a registrant who will be at least 18 
years old on or before the next statewide general election, but will not be 18 years old at the time 
of the next election, the registrant must be entered in the voter registration database and placed in 
a “suspense” status with a “registrant too young” reason code (or functional equivalent).  
 
The County Recorder, after verifying citizenship as outlined in Chapter 1(II)(A), must notify the 
registrant by mail within 10 business days of receipt of the registration form to: (1) inform the 
registrant that their registration will remain in “suspense” until the registrant turns 18; (2) specify 
the next election where the registrant will be eligible to vote; and (3) specify the registrant’s “full-
ballot” or “federal-only ballot” designation (providing an opportunity to submit DPOC where 
applicable). A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(1), (2), (3); A.R.S. § 16-134(B); A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(15); see 
Chapter 17 for sample forms. 
 
On or after the registrant’s 18th birthday, the registrant’s status must be changed to “active” to 
make the registrant a qualified elector for the next election. 
 
A registered minor is not eligible to sign initiative, referendum, or recall petitions, or petitions for 
political party recognition, until they turn 18 years old. A.R.S. § 19-121.02(A); A.R.S. § 19-
208.02(A); A.R.S. § 16-803(E). However, a registered minor is eligible to sign candidate 

 
8 A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(15) requires that the state voter registration form ask whether a registrant will be 18 
years old “on or before election day” in order to register to vote. (Emphasis added). However, this provision 
must be interpreted consistently with A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(2), and therefore only forbids registration if the 
registrant will not be at least 18 years old by the next regular general election.   
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nomination petitions so long as the minor will be 18 years old by the next regular general election 
and, at the time of signing, the minor is a registered voter (with their registration status in 
“suspense” due only to age) in the electoral district of the office the candidate is seeking. A.R.S. § 
16-101; A.R.S. § 16-121(A); A.R.S. § 16-321(B); Simpson v. Tarver, No. CV-20-0218-AP/EL 
(Ariz. Aug. 24, 2020). 
 
In order to maintain eligibility to vote in the next general election, the registered minor must be a 
resident of Arizona for the 29 days preceding the election, except as provided in A.R.S. § 16-126. 
A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(4). See also A.R.S. § 16-593.  

 Residency Requirements for Registration 

A new registrant must be a resident of Arizona at least 29 days before the next election. A.R.S. § 
16-101(A)(3). A County Recorder has no duty to verify a registrant’s residency status and may 
rely on the registrant’s affirmation of residency. 
 
A registrant is a “resident” if they have physical presence in the county along with an intent to 
remain. A registrant may be temporarily absent from the jurisdiction without losing their residency 
status, as long as they have an intent to return. A.R.S. § 16-101(B); A.R.S. § 16-103. 
 
For example, although a UOCAVA registrant may register to vote any time prior to 7:00 p.m. on 
Election Day, a UOCAVA registrant must still be an Arizona “resident” in that they must: (i) have 
had physical presence (with an intent to remain) in the county of registration at least 29 days prior 
to the election; and (ii) have an intent to return to the county following the period of temporary 
absence. A.R.S. § 16-103. 
 
Although often interchangeable, the 29-day residency qualification (A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(3)) is 
distinct from the 29-day deadline to register to vote (A.R.S. § 16-120) in advance of an election. 
For example, the voter registration deadline may change if it falls on a state holiday, but this does 
not affect the requirement to be a resident at least 29 days before the next election. Voter 
registration deadlines are addressed in Chapter 1, Section VII(C). 

1. Determining Residency for Homeless/Transient Voters 

A person who is otherwise qualified to register to vote shall not be refused registration or declared 
ineligible to vote because the person does not live in a fixed, permanent, or private structure. A.R.S. 
§ 16-121(C). 

Pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-121(B), a person who does not reside at a fixed, permanent, or private 
structure may use any of the following places as their registration address:  

1. A homeless shelter to which the registrant regularly returns;9  

 
9 “Homeless shelter” is defined as “a supervised publicly or privately operated shelter designed to provide 
temporary living accommodations to individuals who lack a fixed, regular and adequate nighttime 
residence.” A.R.S. § 16-121(D). 
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2. The place at which the registrant is a resident;  
3. The county courthouse in the county in which the registrant resides; or  
4. A general delivery address for a post office covering the location where the registrant is a 

resident. 

2. Voting in a Presidential Election after Moving Out-of-State  

Notwithstanding the 29-day residency requirement, a registrant who moves away from Arizona 
after the 30th day immediately preceding a presidential election may vote for presidential electors 
in Arizona (and for no other races or ballot questions) by early ballot in the Arizona precinct from 
which the registrant moved, in-person at the County Recorder’s office, or by mail. A.R.S. § 16-
126(A). A registrant who votes pursuant to this provision shall have their registration promptly 
canceled after the election. A.R.S. § 16-126(B).  

3. Residency Requirement for UOCAVA Voters 

The only other exception to the requirement for residency prior to the election is for a UOCAVA 
registrant who has never resided in the United States but has at least one parent registered to vote 
in Arizona at the time of registration. A.R.S. § 16-103(E). See Chapter 1, Section I(B) for more 
information on registration and voting requirements for UOCAVA registrants.  

 Effect of Felony Conviction on Qualification to Register to Vote 

A registrant may not register to vote if they have been convicted of treason or a felony, unless their 
civil rights have been restored. A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(5).  
 

• If a registrant has only one felony conviction in Arizona, civil rights are automatically 
restored upon: (i) completion of the sentence, including probation, parole, and discharge 
from imprisonment; and (ii) payment of any restitution imposed. Payment of any other 
legal financial obligations, such as fines or court fees, is no longer required before civil 
rights are automatically restored after a first felony conviction. A.R.S. § 13-907.10  

• If a registrant has more than one Arizona felony conviction or is unable to pay restitution, 
they may petition the superior court in which they were convicted to restore their voting 
rights. If their convictions are federal, they may petition the superior court in their county 
of residence to restore their voting rights. A.R.S. § 13-908. 

• If a registrant has a felony conviction(s) from another state, they are eligible to register to 
vote in Arizona if their civil rights have been restored in the state of their conviction(s), 

 
10 A person with a single felony conviction in Arizona is eligible for automatic rights restoration in Arizona 
upon completion of their sentence and payment of any restitution imposed, even if they have a felony 
conviction(s) in another state(s), so long as their civil rights have been restored in the other state(s). See 
Parker v. City of Tucson, 233 Ariz. 422, 431, 314 P.3d 100, 109 (Ct. App. 2013) (stating that A.R.S. § 13-
912(A) (renumbered as A.R.S. § 13-907) applies to first-time felony convictions that occurred in Arizona).  
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assuming all other requirements for voter registration in Arizona are met. See Parker v. 
City of Tucson, 233 Ariz. 422, 431, 314 P.3d 100, 109 (Ct. App. 2013). 

• Those who have only misdemeanor convictions or are in pretrial detention remain eligible 
to register to vote assuming no other deficiencies. See Chapter 2, Section VII. 

 
A registrant must affirm under penalty of perjury that they are not barred from registering to vote 
due to a felony conviction. A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(16). A County Recorder has no duty to verify 
whether the civil rights of a registrant with felony conviction(s) have been restored and may rely 
on the registrant’s affirmation when registering to vote.  
 
For more information on when and how civil rights may be restored, see A.R.S. § 13-604(A); 
A.R.S. § 13-905; A.R.S. § 13-906; A.R.S. § 13-907; A.R.S. § 13-908; A.R.S. § 16-1011(C). 
County election officials should refer individuals who have questions regarding the impact of a 
criminal conviction on their eligibility to register to vote to the Secretary of State’s Office and/or 
the appropriate superior court for additional information on the rights restoration process. 

 Effect of Incapacitation on Qualification to Register to Vote 

A registrant may not register to vote if they have been adjudicated mentally incapacitated by a 
court with their voting rights revoked. A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(6); A.R.S. § 14-5101(3). A registrant 
must affirm under penalty of perjury that they are not barred from registering to vote due to a court 
adjudication of mental incapacitation under A.R.S. § 14-5101(3). A County Recorder has no duty 
to verify whether a registrant has been adjudicated mentally incapacitated and may rely on the 
registrant’s affirmation when registering to vote. For more information on findings of 
incapacitation and retention of voting rights, see A.R.S. § 14-5101(3); A.R.S. § 14-5304.02.  

 Effect of Inability to Sign or Make a Mark  

A person who is unable to complete, sign, or make their mark on a voter registration form due to 
physical disability is nonetheless eligible to register to vote. A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(4).  

• In that circumstance, the voter registration form may be completed at the registrant’s 
direction, and the person who assisted in completing the form must sign the assister’s name 
in Box 24 on the State Form. A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(20).  

• Even if the registrant needs assistance in filling out the form, if the registrant is able to sign 
or make their mark in Box 22, the registrant should do so.  

• If the registrant is unable to sign or make their mark, as a best practice, it is recommended 
that the person assisting write “Voter Unable to Sign Due to Disability,” or a substantially 
similar note, in the voter signature space in Box 22. However, failure to write this note in 
Box 22 shall not invalidate an otherwise valid registration form. 
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 VOTER REGISTRATION ASSISTANCE AGENCIES 

 Designated Voter Registration Assistance Agencies 

Various agencies, organizations, and offices in Arizona may be designated as “voter registration 
assistance” agencies. An officially designated voter registration assistance agency: 

• Provides assistance in registering to vote without regard to political party or affiliation; 
• Develops written policies and conducts internal training to ensure compliance with federal 

and state voter registration laws; 
• Meets with the Secretary of State and/or County Recorder, as applicable, on an as-needed 

basis to discuss voter registration policies and procedures; 
• Receives State Forms (from the applicable County Recorder) and Federal Forms (from the 

Secretary of State) on a regular basis; and 
• Accepts and agrees to return completed voter registration forms to the applicable County 

Recorder within five business days of receipt of the completed forms. 
52 U.S.C. § 20506; A.R.S. § 16-134(A); A.R.S. § 16-140; A.R.S. § 16-141. 
 
All public assistance agencies and disabilities agencies are designated as voter registration 
assistance agencies under federal and state law and are subject to specified responsibilities to 
conduct voter registration. 52 U.S.C. § 20506(a)(2); A.R.S. § 16-140. 

• A “public assistance agency” means a state agency, division, or office that provides cash 
or in-kind assistance (such as access to medical care or transportation) to low-income or 
underserved populations. A.R.S. § 16-140(F)(3). The following agencies or divisions 
constitute “public assistance agencies” in Arizona: 

- Arizona Department of Economic Security (DES): Family Assistance 
Administration (FAA) within the Division of Benefits and Medical Eligibility 
(DBME) 

- Arizona Health Care Cost Containment System (AHCCCS) 
- Arizona Department of Health Services (DHS): Division of Health Prevention 

• A “disabilities agency” means a state agency, division, or office that administers state-
funded programs to provide services to persons with disabilities. A.R.S. § 16-140(F)(2). 
The following offices or divisions constitute “disabilities agencies” in Arizona: 

- Arizona Department of Economic Security (DES): 
a. Developmental Disabilities Division (DDD) 
b. Employment and Rehabilitation Services Division (DERS) 

 
Armed Forces Recruiting Centers are also designated as voter registration assistance agencies. 52 
U.S.C. § 20506(c); A.R.S. § 16-140; A.R.S. § 16-141; see also Department of Justice guidance, 
available at https://www.justice.gov/crt/national-voter-registration-act-1993-nvra. 
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**The Arizona Game and Fish Department (AGFD) is also required to assist with voter 
registration when accepting hunting, fishing, or trapping license applications by providing a voter 
registration form to each in-person applicant and referring an online applicant to the state’s voter 
registration website. A.R.S. § 16-132.  
 
A County Recorder may also designate additional “voter registration volunteers” at their 
discretion, which could be any person, group, or entity, and may include governmental or nonprofit 
and other private organizations. 52 U.S.C. § 20506(a)(3); A.R.S. § 16-140(E), (F)(1). 
 
The Secretary of State’s Office will publish guidance for voter registration assistance agencies on 
complying with federal and state statutory requirements, which will be made available at 
https://azsos.gov/elections. Voter registration assistance agencies may also consult the Secretary 
of State’s Office directly for guidance and assistance relating to voter registration responsibilities 
and should submit written procedures and training materials to the Secretary of State’s Office.  

 Tracking and Reporting Source of Registration 

A County Recorder should ensure that State Forms provided to a public assistance or disabilities 
agency have the appropriate pre-populated source code to allow reliable tracking of the origin of 
a completed form. The source code should not be publicly decipherable, but should allow a County 
Recorder to internally distinguish between public assistance versus disabilities agencies. A.R.S. § 
16-140(D); A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(22). A County Recorder must input the source of registration into 
each registrant’s electronic registration record. See Chapter 1, Section IV(B)(2). The source code 
from a particular registrant’s form may not be publicly disclosed, and may only be used by election 
officials to monitor compliance with federal and state law. A.R.S. § 16-140(D).11  
 
A voter registration assistance agency should ensure that the agency distributes voter registration 
forms with pre-populated source codes to the appropriate divisions or offices within the agency. 
Completed registration forms returned to the County Recorder should be distinguished between 
those received from public assistance versus disabilities assistance agencies, where applicable, for 
proper tracking. If the agency directs applicants to register to vote online (either through 
www.servicearizona.com (or subsequent voter registration website) or by downloading a 
registration form), the agency must utilize a reasonable method to track which applicants were 
directed to an online registration method, and offer to mail a paper registration form, at the 
applicant’s request, if the applicant is unable to access online registration or unable to download 
and print a registration form.  
 
The Secretary of State must report the number of registrations received through voter registration 
assistance agencies to the U.S. Election Assistance Commission on a biennial basis. Accordingly, 
the County Recorders should ensure (through use of pre-populated source codes or other reliable 

 
11 If, under certain circumstances, pre-populated source codes are not practicable, a County Recorder should 
develop another reliable method to receive and track completed voter registration forms directly received 
from voter registration assistance and disabilities agencies. 
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method) that completed registration forms received from state agencies can be properly 
distinguished between a public assistance versus a disabilities assistance agency. 

 VOTER REGISTRATION PROCESSING PROCEDURES 

 Statewide Voter Registration Database 

Arizona operates a voter registration and election management system called the Arizona Voter 
Information Database (AVID). The statewide database is a matter of statewide concern and is not 
subject to modification or further regulation by a political subdivision. Maricopa and Pima County 
systems link to the state system through an interface. The 13 smaller counties directly use the state 
system. To the extent practicable, Maricopa and Pima County’s systems will use the same terms, 
codes, and classifications as the state system. To the extent it is necessary for Maricopa and Pima 
to use different terms, codes, and classifications, they must correspond to the terms, codes, and 
classifications in the state system. Maricopa and Pima County must file a detailed and complete 
explanation of their voter registration system or program and any subsequent revisions with the 
Secretary of State. A.R.S. § 16-173. If Maricopa or Pima County anticipates needing to make 
substantive changes to their voter registration system that may inhibit data integration or otherwise 
impact compatibility with the state system, the Secretary of State’s Office must be timely notified 
to enable consideration of compatibility with, and any necessary modifications to, the state system. 
Prior to implementation, any substantive changes to the Maricopa or Pima County voter 
registration systems must be approved by the Secretary of State for compatibility with the 
statewide voter registration system. A.R.S. § 16-168(J).  

 Registration Codes in the Statewide Voter Registration Database 

A County Recorder must assign the appropriate status, reason, source, and form code to each 
registrant’s record.  

1. Registration Status and Reason Codes 
 
There are six recognized “status” codes that may be selected in the statewide voter registration 
database: active, inactive, suspense, canceled, not eligible, and not registered. Each status code has 
its own set of “reason” codes that provide further detail on the reason the particular status code 
was assigned. County Recorders must track the registration status and reason codes using statewide 
uniform codes as defined by the Secretary of State in consultation with County Recorders.  

2. Registration Source Codes 
 
A registration “source” code describes the source from which a voter registration form was 
received by the County Recorder or the source that circulated the registration form. 
 
The following sources must be tracked in the voter registration database: 
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Source  
Registration form was received from NVRA-mandated public assistance agencies 
Registration form was completed in-person or dropped off at the County Recorder’s 
Office counter 
Registration form was received from voter registration efforts or volunteers 
designated by the County Recorder 
Registration form was received from Armed Forces recruitment offices 
Registration form was received from state-funded agencies primarily serving persons 
with disabilities 
Registration form was received from a Naturalization ceremony 
Registration form was received directly from the registrant 
Registration form was received from a political party or third-party organization’s 
voter registration drive 
Registration form was received from other public agencies designated by the state or 
county but not mandated by NVRA (e.g., city clerks, libraries, post offices, 
**Arizona Game and Fish Department) 
Registration form was received through an in-person MVD transaction 
Registration form was received through an online MVD transaction 
Registration form was received through Arizona’s stand-alone online voter 
registration website 
Form was received directly from the registrant (Federal Post Card Application)  
Form was received directly from the registrant (Federal Write-in Absentee Ballot)  
Form was received together with a Provisional Ballot 
Registration form was received through voter registration efforts by the Secretary of 
State’s Office 
Other 

 
County Recorders must track the registration sources using statewide uniform source codes as 
defined by the Secretary of State in consultation with County Recorders. County Recorders and 
staff may obtain the exact source codes associated with specific sources from the Secretary of 
State’s Office and must keep that information confidential to avoid public disclosure of the source 
of a particular voter’s registration. 

 Minimum Required Information on Voter Registration Forms  

A State, Federal, FPCA, and FWAB Form must contain the following minimum information to be 
considered complete: 

• Registrant’s name; 
• Registrant’s residence address or description of residence location; 
• Registrant’s date of birth (DOB); 
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• Registrant’s signature (or in cases of physical disability, the signature of a person who 
helped complete the form on the registrant’s behalf);12 and 

• An answer of “yes” to the question “Are you a citizen of the United States of America?” 
or other affirmation that the registrant is a U.S. citizen.  

 
If the registrant possesses an AZDL/ID# or Social Security number (SSN), the registrant’s 
AZDL/ID# or last four digits of the SSN (SSN4) should be provided as well. If the registrant does 
not list an AZDL/ID# or SSN4 on the State Form, the registrant is nonetheless permitted to register 
to vote. The registrant will be assigned a unique identifying number by the statewide voter 
registration database that will serve as a voter identification number.  
 
The state-specific instructions accompanying the Federal Form explain that “[i]f you do not have 
a current and valid driver license or non-operating identification license or a social security 
number, please write ‘NONE’ on the form.” However, a County Recorder may not reject a Federal 
Form for failure to write “NONE.” Similarly, for the FPCA and the FWAB, if the registrant does 
not list an AZDL/ID# or SSN4, the registrant is directed to write “I do not have a Social Security 
Number or State issued ID number.”13 However, failure to write this statement does not affect the 
registrant’s ability to register to vote. A unique identifying number will be assigned to the registrant 
by the statewide voter registration database for identification purposes.  
 
If the minimum requirements listed above have been met, the form should be processed and the 
registrant should be entered into the voter registration database in an “active” status if they 
otherwise meet the requirements for registration. If the minimum requirements have not been met, 
the County Recorder must: (i) follow-up with the registrant and seek the missing information (if 
the County Recorder has the registrant’s address, telephone number, or email address); or (ii) place 
the registrant in “not registered” status if the County Recorder has no reasonable means to contact 
the registrant. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-121.01(A); A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(2)-(3), (8), (12), (14), (19)-(20); A.R.S. § 16-166(F); 
52 U.S.C. § 21083(a)(1)(A)(iii). 

1. Failure to Provide Name, Address, DOB, or Signature 
 
If the State Form, Federal Form, FPCA, or FWAB does not contain the registrant’s name, residence 
address or description of residence location, DOB, or signature (or assisting person’s signature), 
but the County Recorder has a mailing address, telephone number, or email address to contact the 
registrant to request the incomplete information, the registrant should be entered into the voter 
registration database in a “suspense” status until the incomplete information or a new voter 

 
12 See Chapter 1, Section II(F) for more information regarding registrants unable to sign or make their mark 
on a voter registration form due to physical disability.  
13 See https://www.fvap.gov/uploads/FVAP/States/eVAG.pdf. 
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registration form is received.14 If contact information is missing, a County Recorder must, if 
practicable, use reasonable efforts to research and acquire contact information for the registrant 
through any appropriate means. 

• If the information on the form is incomplete or illegible, and the County Recorder has 
contact information for the registrant, the County Recorder shall notify the registrant within 
10 business days of receipt of the form, request the missing or illegible information, and 
inform the registrant that they will remain in “suspense” status, with the reason code 
“registrant-waiting verification” (or functional equivalent) until the information is 
received.  

• If a County Recorder does not have the necessary information to contact the registrant by 
mail, telephone, or email, the registration form should be set aside and/or the record should 
be entered in the voter registration database using the status code “suspense” and the reason 
code “insufficient information on registration form” (or functional equivalent).  

 
If the County Recorder receives the missing, incomplete, or illegible information by 7:00 p.m. on 
Election Day, the registrant is deemed to have been registered on the date the registration was first 
received or dated. A.R.S. § 16-134(B); A.R.S. § 16-121.01(A). Otherwise, the registrant’s status 
must remain in “suspense” (or functional equivalent). The statewide voter registration system 
automatically archives these records after five years. The registrant would then need to submit a 
new voter registration application to be eligible to vote in future elections.  

2. Failure to Provide Optional Information 
 
Failure to provide information not listed as required in Chapter 1, Section IV(C) above does not 
invalidate the registration form. Specifically:  

• Failure to provide state or country of birth, telephone number, occupation, former address 
from another state (if any), father’s name or mother’s maiden name, email address, political 
party preference, or date of signing does not invalidate the State Form;  

• Failure to provide telephone number, former address (if any), race or ethnic group, or date 
of signing does not invalidate the Federal Form; and  

• Failure to select UOCAVA status or provide political party, previous name, gender, race, 
telephone number, fax number, email address, ballot delivery preference, current mailing 
address, or date of signing does not invalidate the FPCA or FWAB.  

When only optional information is missing, the registration form should be processed and the 
registrant should be entered into the voter registration database in an “active” status (assuming no 
other deficiencies). 

 
14 A registrant should not be placed in a “suspense” status solely as a result of providing a description of 
residence location or other nonstandard residence address. In such cases, County Recorders should make 
all reasonable efforts to ascertain the registrant’s physical residence location and should only deem the 
residence address field “incomplete” after such reasonable efforts failed. 
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3. Failure to Properly Answer Age Verification Question 
 
A registrant’s failure to answer the question “Will you be 18 years old on or before election day?” 
on the State or Federal Form, or a registrant’s “no” answer to the question, does not invalidate the 
registration form. A.R.S. § 16-121.01(A).  
 
When this occurs, the County Recorder should review the registrant’s DOB to confirm whether 
the registrant in fact will be at least 18 years old by the next general election.  

• If yes, and the registrant will be 18 years old by the next election (whether or not the next 
election is a general election), the registrant should be added to the voter registration 
database in “active” status (assuming no other deficiencies), notwithstanding a “no” answer 
or failure to answer the age question. If the registrant will be 18 years old by the next 
general election, but will not be 18 years old by the next election (that is not a general 
election), the registrant shall be placed in “suspense” status as outlined in Chapter 1, 
Section II(B). 

• If no, the registrant should be added to the voter registration database with a “not eligible” 
status code and a “registrant too young” reason code (or functional equivalent). The County 
Recorder must notify the registrant by mail within 10 business days and inform the 
registrant that their voter registration form was rejected for failure to meet minimum age 
requirements.  

4. Failure to Properly Answer Citizenship Question 
 
A registrant’s failure to answer the citizenship question or “no” answer to the citizenship question 
on the State or Federal Form does not invalidate the form so long as there is some other appropriate 
indicator that the registrant is a U.S. citizen. A.R.S. § 16-121.01(A). For the purpose of answering 
the citizenship question, an affirmative answer includes making a check mark in the box, placing 
an X in the box, circling the box, shading the box, or any other method of marking the “yes” box 
that indicates the registrant is a citizen. Other appropriate indicators of U.S. citizenship include 
providing valid DPOC or a signature swearing/affirming that the registrant is a U.S. citizen (e.g., 
Box 9 on the Federal Form) and/or valid DPOC acquired on the registrant’s behalf from AZMVD 
records or the statewide voter registration database. 
 
If the registrant did not answer “yes” to the citizenship question or provide some other appropriate 
indicator that the registrant is a U.S. citizen (and DPOC cannot be acquired from AZMVD records 
or the statewide voter registration database), the County Recorder must notify the registrant by 
mail, email, and/or telephone within 10 business days of receipt, request the incomplete 
information, and inform the registrant that they will remain in “suspense” status (or functional 
equivalent) until the citizenship question on the submitted voter registration form is answered in 
the affirmative or the registrant provides some other appropriate indicator of U.S. citizenship, such 
as DPOC.  
 
If the County Recorder receives the requested information by 7:00 p.m. on the date of the next 
regular general election, the County Recorder must change the registrant’s status from “suspense” 
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to “active” in the voter registration database (assuming there are no other deficiencies) and the 
registrant is deemed registered on the date the registration was first received. A.R.S. § 16-134(B). 

5. Failure to Provide Proof of Citizenship 
 
No voter registration application shall be rejected based solely on the failure to provide DPOC.  
An otherwise eligible registrant who does not submit DPOC and whose DPOC cannot be acquired 
from AZMVD records or other record in the statewide voter registration database must be 
registered as a “federal-only” voter (assuming no other deficiencies). See Chapter 1, Section II(A) 
above for procedures to be followed when a registrant does not provide DPOC. 

 Political Party Preference 

A registrant may select a political party preference by checking one of four boxes on the State 
Form or EZ Voter registration: (1) Republican; (2) Democratic; (3) Other ____________; or (4) 
None or No Party.15  
 
If the “Other” box is checked and the registrant writes a political party preference, the registrant’s 
selection should be entered in the voter registration database as follows: 

• Republican: “Republican,” “Rep,” “GOP,” or any substantially similar designation  
• Democratic: “Democratic,” “Democrat,” Dem,” or any substantially similar designation 
• Libertarian: “Libertarian,” “LBT,” or any substantially similar designation16 
• Green: “Green,” “GRN,” or any substantially similar designation 
• Independent: “Independent,” “IND,” or any substantially similar designation 
• Other: Any other non-recognized political party  
• PND: “Party Not Designated,” “PND,” “No Preference,” “Unaffiliated,” “No Party,” 

“None,” or any substantially similar designation 
 
If a new registrant leaves the political party preference field blank, the registrant’s party preference 
will be “Party Not Designated” or “PND.” If an existing registrant leaves the political party 
preference field blank, however, the registrant’s existing political party preference will be retained, 
and no changes should be made. 
 
For previously recognized political parties that have since lost recognition (at the state or local 
level), the County Recorder may continue to use the party designation for registrants in the voter 
registration database if the registrant entered that party affiliation on their registration application. 

 
15 A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(5) requires that the two largest political parties entitled to continued representation 
on the ballot shall be listed on the voter registration form, and the form shall include a blank line for other 
party preference options.  
16 The designation “LIB” is not deemed substantially similar to “Libertarian” because of the similarity with 
the word “Liberal.” If “LIB” is written, the registrant’s party preference should be entered as “Other.” 
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However, for the purposes of reporting voter registration statistics, see Chapter 1, Section IX, these 
registrants shall be reported as “Other.” 
 
A registrant wishing to change their political party preference from the one indicated in the 
registration record must reregister. A.R.S. § 16-136. 

 Date of Registration 

A mailed paper registration form is deemed to be timely received for an election if: (1) the form is 
postmarked on or before the voter registration deadline and received by the County Recorder by 
7:00 p.m. on Election Day; or (2) the form is dated on or before the voter registration deadline and 
received by the County Recorder within five calendar days after the voter registration deadline. 
A.R.S. § 16-134(C).  
 
The registration effective date will be the date the original voter registration form was dated. If a 
registration form was submitted without a date, a County Recorder must use the postmark date as 
the date of registration, unless the postmark date is illegible or otherwise unavailable, in which 
case the date of receipt shall be used as the date of registration. A.R.S. § 16-134(C), (D). 
 
If a paper registration form is missing any of the required minimum information or DPOC, or is 
otherwise placed in “suspense” status, and the registrant later provides that missing information or 
DPOC, the County Recorder must deem the date of registration to be the date the registration form 
was dated. If the registration form was not dated, the postmark date shall be the date of registration 
unless the postmark date is illegible or unavailable, in which case the date of receipt shall be used 
as the date of registration. DPOC must be provided by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before Election 
Day for the voter to be eligible to vote a “full-ballot” in that election. See Chapter 1, Section II(A). 
Any other required information on the form must be provided by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day for 
the voter to be eligible to vote in that election. A.R.S. § 16-134(C). If necessary supplemental 
information is provided by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day, the registrant is a qualified elector for that 
election, even if the supplemental information is provided after the voter registration deadline for 
that election.  
 
However, in order for a petition signature to be deemed valid, any necessary missing information 
on the voter registration form, and DPOC for non-federal petitions, must be received by the County 
Recorder by the date the filing officer transmits the petition signature sheets to the County 
Recorder for verification. 

 Initial Duplicate Checking Within the County 

Before a new registration record is entered into the voter registration database, a County Recorder 
must first conduct a search of the voter records to determine whether there is already an existing 
record for the registrant within the county. A County Recorder may use any appropriate criteria to 
identify potential matches, including (but not limited to) any information in the voter’s record. 
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If a County Recorder ultimately determines that the registration form was submitted by an existing 
registrant in the county, the County Recorder must update the registrant’s existing record with the 
new registration information in lieu of creating a new record. In other words, the new registration 
form is treated as a request to update the registrant’s existing/original record. If the initial duplicate 
search indicates that the registrant does not already have a record in that county, the County 
Recorder must create a new record.  
 
If a County Recorder overlooks an existing/original record and inadvertently creates a new record 
for the registrant, the statewide voter registration system will flag the records for the County 
Recorder to resolve.  

 Electronic Verification Procedures 

Once a new or amended voter registration record is entered into the statewide voter registration 
database, the system automatically checks the registrant’s information against AZMVD records 
and, if necessary, the Social Security Administration (SSA) database. 
 
Verifying records against AZMVD and/or SSA data serves multiple functions: 

1. If the registrant provided an AZDL/ID#, a match against AZMVD records validates proof 
of citizenship (unless the match is to a non-citizen AZDL/ID# or an AZDL/ID# issued 
before October 1, 1996). 

2. If the registrant failed to provide either an AZDL/ID# or SSN4, but the registrant’s 
provided information matches against AZMVD or SSA data, the system will “acquire” the 
missing AZDL/ID# or SSN4 from those sources and import that information into the 
registrant’s record.  

3. A match against AZMVD records or SSA database confirms the registrant’s identity and 
helps ensure the integrity of registration rolls. 

 
The registrant’s new or amended record is also automatically verified against existing records in 
the statewide voter registration database for the purpose of identifying (and potentially canceling) 
any duplicate record. The details of the electronic verification procedures are defined in the 
statewide voter registration system.  

 EZ Voter Registration 

Voter registrations electronically transmitted from AZMVD to the statewide voter registration 
system are known as EZ Voter records. EZ Voter files are generated for registrants who register 
through AZMVD, whether online at www.azmvdnow.gov or in-person at an AZMVD (or 
authorized third-party provider) office, or through the stand-alone online voter registration site 
(currently www.servicearizona.com). 52 U.S.C. § 20504; A.R.S. § 16-112.  
 
All EZ Voter records for a particular county are populated to an interface, where each record is 
individually processed by the County Recorder. If there is no match against an existing registrant’s 
record in the county, the County Recorder should create a new registration record and import the 
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EZ Voter record into the new registration record. Once the new record is saved, the statewide voter 
registration system will conduct the same automatic AZMVD/SSA verification and statewide 
duplicate checking that occurs when a paper form has been entered.  
 
If a County Recorder finds a match between an EZ Voter record and an existing registration record, 
the County Recorder should apply the EZ Voter updates to the existing record. 

 Issuance of Voter Registration Cards 

A County Recorder must issue a voter registration card to any new registrants or existing 
registrants who update their name, address, or political party preference. A.R.S. § 16-163(B). New 
voter registration cards should also be issued to any registrants affected by redistricting or 
reprecincting. A new voter registration card need not be issued if a registrant makes other changes 
to their registrant record, including opting into the electronic publicity pamphlet. 
 
A voter registration card should be labeled “Voter Identification Card” or “Voter Registration 
Card” and contain the following information: 

1. Registrant’s full name; 
2. Registrant’s residence address or description of residence location; 
3. Registrant’s political party preference; 
4. Registrant’s date of registration (and/or effective date of change); 
5. Registrant’s voter registration ID number; 
6. Registrant’s precinct name and/or number; 
7. Registrant’s district information: 

a. Congressional district (all registrants); 
b. Legislative district (only “full-ballot” voters); and 
c. Any additional optional district information; 

8. County name; 
9. Contact information for the County Recorder; and 
10. If the registrant is a “federal-only” voter, a clear indication of “federal-only” voter 

designation. 
  
The mailer that accompanies the voter registration card should contain the same information on 
the card and the following additional information: 

1. Information stating that a new voter registration card is enclosed and instructions to discard 
the old card; 

2. Information on use of the voter registration card (e.g., as one piece of non-photo 
identification at the voting location); 
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3. How to contact the County Recorder if information on the card is incorrect; 
4. Instructions on how to find one’s voting location; 
5. If the registrant is a “federal-only” voter, information about what “federal-only” means, 

what limitations apply (including voting, signing petitions, etc.), and how the voter can 
become a “full-ballot” voter by providing DPOC; 

6. Information about identification requirements at the voting location; 
7. Information about how to request an early ballot or be placed on the AEVL; and 
8. Outline of the reasons why a person would need to re-register. 

 
The County Recorder should send a voter registration card within 30 days of when a new 
registrant’s information is entered into the voter registration database. A.R.S. § 16-163(B). Return 
of an undeliverable voter registration card may be grounds to initiate the “NVRA process” by 
mailing another notice. A.R.S. § 16-163(C). See Chapter 1, Section VIII(C). 

 Help America Vote Act Identification Requirements 

The Help America Vote Act (HAVA) requires a first-time voter to prove identity to vote in a 
federal election if the voter registered to vote by mail or through a third-party registration drive 
(i.e., the registration form was not completed in-person at the County Recorder’s office or other 
designated voter registration agency). 52 U.S.C. § 21083(b)(1)-(3). 
 
The identification requirement under HAVA for in-person voting is the same as the identification 
requirement under state law for in-person early, emergency, and Election Day voting. Therefore, 
all in-person voters are subject to the same identification requirements. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1); 52 
§ U.S.C. 20505(c)(1); 52 U.S.C. § 21083(b)(2)(A)(i). 
 
However, Arizona’s method of verifying identity for early voters who vote by mail (signature 
comparison) is not expressly permitted under HAVA. HAVA instead requires identity to be proven 
in one of the following ways for a first-time voter to vote by mail: 

• Verification of a registrant’s AZDL/ID# or SSN4;  
• Presentation of a registrant’s current and valid photo identification; or 
• Presentation of a copy of a current utility bill, bank statement, government check, 

paycheck, or other government document that shows the name and address of the 
registrant. 
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52 U.S.C. § 21083(b). For purposes of HAVA compliance, verification of a registrant’s AZDL/ID# 
or SSN4 will be deemed sufficient proof of identity. If a registrant has not satisfied HAVA’s 
identification requirement for first-time voters who registered by mail, the registrant must be 
entered into the statewide voter registration database with a designation of “FED” (or functional 
equivalent). After the registrant proves identity by presenting a photo identification or utility 
bill/bank statement/government document with the voter’s name and address, the designation must 
be changed to “FEDI” (or functional equivalent) to indicate that the voter’s identity has been 
verified in compliance with HAVA. 

 PROTECTION OF SECURED REGISTRANTS 

The following eligible registrants are entitled to have their registration record generally shielded 
from public disclosure, beyond the standard confidentiality protections available to all registrants: 

• Registrants with a government (principally law enforcement) background who demonstrate 
to a court that sealing their registration record will reduce a danger to the registrant’s life 
or safety (collectively “protected government officials”), A.R.S. § 16-153(A), (B)(3), (K); 

• Registrants subject to an Order of Protection or Injunction against Harassment (collectively 
“protected victims”), A.R.S. § 16-153(A), (J), (K)(4);  

• Registrants enrolled in the Secretary of State’s Address Confidentiality Program (ACP). 
ACP participants typically include victims of domestic violence, sexual offenses, or 
stalking offenses. The Secretary of State provides ACP participants a substitute address for 
public disclosure purposes and redirects mail from the substitute address to the ACP’s 
participant’s actual address, or if applicable, other designated address for receiving mail, 
A.R.S. § 41-161(2); A.R.S § 41-162. 

 
Protected government officials, protected victims, and ACP participants are collectively referred 
to as “secured registrants” with “secured records.” Other persons who reside with secured 
registrants are also entitled to request to have their registration record secured. A registrant seeking 
secured status may obtain an application from the Administrative Office of the Courts at 
http://www.azcourts.gov/selfservicecenter/Self-Service-Forms/Personal-Information-Redaction. 
A protected government official or protected victim who is not an existing registered voter, but 
seeks to have their record sealed upon registering for the first time, should contact the County 
Recorder to coordinate the appropriate procedure. See A.R.S. § 16-153.  
 
An ACP participant who seeks to register to vote must initiate the process through the Secretary 
of State’s ACP Division. See A.R.S § 41-162. The ACP participant will be provided a Protected 
Voter Registration Packet, which includes a State Form and a Participant Protected Voter Records 
Form (PVR Form) and instructions. If the person was already registered to vote prior to becoming 
an ACP participant, the person must re-register to vote through the Secretary of State’s ACP 
Division.17 Upon receipt of the ACP participant’s completed Protected Voter Registration Packet 
from the Secretary of State’s ACP Division, the designated County Recorder official must process 
the registration form within five business days and complete the following steps: (i) mark the 

 
17 More information on the process is available at https://azsos.gov/services/acp. 
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registrant’s record as secured, (ii) include the registrant on the AEVL;18 and (iii) scan the State 
Form into the voter registration database so only the registrant’s name and signature will be visible, 
and ensure the original State Form is protected from unauthorized access. 

 Marking Secured Records 

A secured record in the voter registration database must be visually distinguishable from non-
secured records. A County Recorder may implement additional security protocols to limit 
employee access to secured records. 

 Responding to Public Records Requests 

Protected government officials and protected victims (and any registered voter who resides at the 
same residence who has requested and received protected status) are entitled to have their 
identifying information, including any of that person’s documents and voting precinct number, 
shielded from public disclosure. A.R.S. § 16-153(A). 
 
ACP participants are entitled to have their “actual address” shielded from public disclosure, which 
includes the ACP participant’s actual residential address, work address, school address, telephone 
number, county of registration, and precinct number. A.R.S. § 41-161(1); A.R.S. § 41-165(E). 
 
Neither the Secretary of State nor a County Recorder may disclose an ACP participant as a 
registered voter because doing so would reveal the ACP participant’s county of residence in 
violation of A.R.S. § 41-161(1) and A.R.S. § 41-162(A). The Secretary of State and/or County 
Recorder may also exclude protected government officials and protected victims from a response 
to a public records request for registrant records, if separating protected government 
officials/protected victims from ACP participants would present an undue burden. 
 
However, nothing in this Section precludes the Secretary of State or County Recorder from: (1) 
providing non-sealed information about a protected government official or protected victim if 
otherwise required by law or a court order; or (2) including secured registrants in statistical reports. 

 Creating Signature Rosters or Uploading E-Pollbook Data 

County Recorders may not include secured registrants, whether an ACP participant or protected 
government official or protected victim, on a signature roster or in an e-pollbook. If a county uses 
a tablet or computer terminal that has live access to the voter registration database via a secure 
virtual private network (VPN) connection, the system must be capable of shielding secured 
registrants’ information from public view (or providing view access only to the secured registrant). 
 

 
18 The Secretary of State’s ACP Division requires that ACP participants be added to the AEVL to maintain 
the confidentiality of the ACP participant’s voting precinct, and will therefore ensure the “AEVL” box is 
selected on the State Form. 
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In the event a secured registrant attempts to vote provisionally at a polling place (and informs the 
poll worker of their secured status), the poll worker should undertake any additional or necessary 
precautions, including but not limited to: 

• Confirming the correct ballot style; 
• Ensuring that a protected government official or protected victim lists their actual 

residential address on the provisional ballot envelope; 
• Making a notation about secured registrant status on the provisional ballot envelope; and/or 
• Limiting the signature roster to the registrant’s voter ID number and the notation “address 

protected.” 

 Issuance of Official Mail and Election Documents 

A protected government official or protected victim should receive all official election mail and 
be issued any voter registration cards using the registrant’s actual information.  
 
An ACP participant should receive all official election mail and be issued any voter registration 
cards using the substitute address (and excluding the precinct name or number). A.R.S. § 41-
166(E). 

 Signing Candidate, Initiative, Referendum, or Recall Petitions 

Secured registrants are encouraged not to sign petitions if they wish to maximize protection of the 
confidentiality of their identifying information and residential address. 
 
The Secretary of State and County Recorders have no obligation to redact an address or other 
identifying information from a candidate, initiative, referendum, recall, or new party recognition 
petition signed by a secured registrant. Nor is the Secretary of State or a County Recorder required 
to research an ACP participant’s actual address if a substitute address is placed on a petition. 
However, a secured registrant who signs a petition and indicates “protected address,” “secured 
registrant,” or other substantially similar designation in the address line shall not have the 
registrant’s petition signature invalidated solely based on the failure to provide the registrant’s 
actual address. See A.R.S. § 16-321(E). In such cases, the County Recorder may verify the petition 
signature based on the registrant’s address in the voter registration record. Verification of the 
petition signature, however, may necessarily disclose the secured registrant’s district and/or county 
of residence. In addition, the registrant’s identifying information, including residential address, 
may appear on other petition-related records, which may be disclosed through a public records 
request or court challenge relating to the petition. For these reasons, secured registrants are 
encouraged not to sign petitions if they wish to maximize the confidentiality of their residential 
address. 

 Terminating Secured Registrant Status 

A protected government official’s or protected victim’s registration record remains sealed for a 
period of five years, to expire by January 5 of the following year, unless judicially renewed. A 
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County Recorder must mail a notice to the protected government official or protected victim within 
six months of the expiration of their secured status and advise them of the expiration date. A.R.S. 
§ 16-153(F). A County Recorder may extend the protected government official’s or protected 
victim’s secured status upon receipt of a new court order. Otherwise, a County Recorder will 
remove the secured status from the registrant’s record after January 5 if the County Recorder does 
not timely receive a new court order. 
 
An ACP participant’s registration record remains sealed indefinitely unless a County Recorder is 
notified by the registrant or the Secretary of State’s ACP Division that the registrant is no longer 
a participant in the ACP program. Upon receipt of such notice, a County Recorder should remove 
the secured status from the registrant’s record and send all future correspondence to the registrant’s 
actual residential address previously provided on the registration form (not the substitute address 
previously utilized for confidentiality purposes). 

 VOTER REGISTRATION PROCESSING DURING “BOOKS 
CLOSED”  

The period between the last day to register to vote for an election and Election Day is known as 
the “books closed” period. Historically, unless the specific changes were requested by the 
registrant before the voter registration deadline, County Recorders refrained from making 
substantive changes to voter registration records during the “books closed” period in order to 
ensure that the creation of signature rosters, e-pollbook rosters, and the verification of provisional 
ballots are based on records of eligible voters as of the last day to register to vote. However, voter 
registration processing may continue during the “books closed” period if the County Recorder has 
other means of identifying records of eligible voters as of the last day to register (e.g., the voter 
registration system is able to sort by effective eligibility date).  
 
Even if a County Recorder chooses to suspend voter registration processing during the “books 
closed” period, the following updates should continue to be processed:  

• Address Updates: If an existing registrant updates their residence or mailing address after 
the voter registration deadline but prior to the finalization of the signature or e-pollbook 
rosters, a County Recorder may update the registrant’s record with the updated address. 
Registrants who updated their residence address would be permitted to vote a regular ballot 
at their new voting precinct (if different from their prior precinct). (Voters who registered 
prior to the voter registration deadline but failed to notify the County Recorder of a change 
in residence address prior to the date of the election are eligible to vote a provisional ballot 
and may update their residence address at their new voting precinct.) 

• Name Changes: If an existing registrant updates their name after the voter registration 
deadline but prior to the finalization of signature rosters or e-pollbook rosters, a County 
Recorder may update the registrant’s record with the new name. 

• DPOC Changes: If a “federal-only” voter provides satisfactory DPOC to the County 
Recorder by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before Election Day, the registrant’s designation 
must be updated to “full-ballot” voter. See Chapter 1, Section II(A)(2).  
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• Adding Supplemental Information to Incomplete Registration: If a voter submitted a 
voter registration application by the applicable registration deadline but the application was 
missing the minimum required information to be considered complete, see Chapter 1, 
Section IV(C), the voter has until 7:00 p.m. on Election Day to provide the missing 
information to be eligible to vote in that election, and the County Recorder must update the 
registrant’s record with the missing information if provided by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. 
A.R.S. § 16-134(B).  

 ELIGIBILITY TO VOTE 

To be eligible to vote, a registrant must be both: (1) timely registered for a particular election (i.e., 
registered in the jurisdiction at least 29 days before the date of the election), and (2) a qualified 
elector in a particular jurisdiction. 
 
In general, a “qualified elector” is a person who is: 

• Qualified to register to vote and is properly registered to vote (i.e., included on the voter 
registration rolls) in the jurisdiction in question; and 

• Will be at least 18 years old on or before the date of the election.  
 
A registrant remains a qualified elector unless the registrant moves to another jurisdiction, has 
their voting rights revoked due to felony conviction or incapacity, or has their registration canceled 
pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-165(A). A.R.S. § 16-121(A).  
 
“Qualified electors” may differ in property-based elections conducted pursuant to Title 48. For 
example, a qualified elector for the purpose of a domestic water improvement district or domestic 
waste water improvement district election is a natural person (not a company, corporation, LLC, 
trust, or other business entity) who owns property in the district and: (i) is registered to vote in the 
applicable county and resides within the district; (ii) is registered to vote in the applicable county 
but does not reside in the district; or (iii) is registered to vote in Arizona but does not reside in the 
applicable county or district. A.R.S. § 48-1012(G). 

 Age Requirements to Vote in the Next Election 

To be eligible to vote in the next election held pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-204, a registrant must be 
18 years old on or before the date of that next election. A.R.S. § 16-121(A). 
 
If a registrant will be at least 18 years old on or before the next statewide general election, but will 
not be at least 18 years old by the next election held in a particular jurisdiction, the registrant 
remains qualified to register to vote but is not a qualified elector for that next election. For 
example, if a registrant will turn 18 years old before the general election but will be 17 years old 
at the time of the primary election, the registrant may register but is not entitled to vote in the 
primary election. 
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 Residency Requirements to Vote in the Next Election 

To be eligible to vote in the next election, a registrant generally must have residency within the 
boundaries (or proposed boundaries) of a particular jurisdiction for the 29-day period preceding 
that election. A.R.S. § 16-120(A). For example, to vote in a city or town election, a registrant must 
be a resident of that city or town at least 29 days before that election. A.R.S. § 9-822(A). A 
registrant may be temporarily absent from the jurisdiction without losing their residency status, as 
long as the registrant has an intent to return. A.R.S. § 16-101(B); A.R.S. § 16-103. 

1. Residency Requirements When Jurisdictional Boundaries Change 
 
If jurisdictional boundaries change during the 29-day period preceding the next election, a 
registrant must have residency within the new boundaries in order to vote in the next election in 
that new jurisdiction. This applies to boundary changes brought about by annexation. 
 
For example, a registrant who previously resided in a county island, but whose property was 
annexed into a city or town during the 29-day period preceding an election, is qualified to vote in 
the city or town’s next election if the registrant resided in the city or town’s new boundaries during 
the 29-day period before the election. A.R.S. § 9-822(B). 

2. Eligibility to Vote When Registrant Moves Within 29-Day Period 
 
If a registrant moves to a different precinct within the same county during the 29-day period 
preceding the next election, the registrant remains a qualified elector for the next election. If the 
registrant updates their residence address prior to the creation of the signature rosters or e-pollbook 
rosters, a County Recorder may update the registrant’s record with the updated residence address 
in the voter registration database and the voter will be permitted to vote a regular ballot at their 
new voting precinct. The registrant is also entitled to update their address at the appropriate polling 
place for the voter’s new address and then vote a provisional ballot on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-
122, A.R.S. § 16-135, A.R.S. § 16-584. 
 
If a registrant moves to a different county during the 29-day period preceding the next election, 
the registrant remains a qualified elector in the former county for that election and must vote in 
the former county. A.R.S. § 16-125. 
 
If a registrant moves to a different state during the 29-day period preceding the next election, the 
registrant is not a qualified elector (and is therefore ineligible to vote) in Arizona. However, a 
registrant retains the right to vote in Arizona for President of the United States (and no other races) 
at the general election during a Presidential election year. A.R.S. § 16-126. Requesting a 
presidential-only ballot requires the County Recorder to cancel the registrant’s record “promptly” 
following the general election. A.R.S. § 16-165(A)(6). 
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3. Exceptions to the 29-Day Residency Requirement 

 Military and Overseas Voters 

Military and overseas registrants temporarily absent from the state are permitted to register and 
vote up until 7:00 p.m. on Election Day despite not physically residing in Arizona during the 29-
day period preceding the election. A.R.S. § 16-103; A.R.S. § 16-543.02(B). This exception also 
applies to a U.S. citizen who has never resided in the United States but whose parent is registered 
in Arizona and is a qualified elector for the next election. A.R.S. § 16-103(E). 

 Public Officers Posted in Different County 

If a state employee or officer is posted to a duty station in a county other than the county from 
which they were appointed or elected, they (along with their spouse and dependents who reside in 
the household) remain qualified electors in the county of appointment or election, even if they 
physically reside in the county where the duty post is located. A.R.S. § 16-124. 

 Registration Deadline to Vote in Next Election 

A registrant who registers to vote at least 29 days before the next election (and is otherwise a 
qualified elector in that jurisdiction) is entitled to vote at the next election. A.R.S. § 16-120(A); 
A.R.S. § 16-134(C). 

1. Date of Receipt of Voter Registrations 
 
For online EZ Voter registrations, a registration is timely received if the registrant completes the 
online registration by 11:59 p.m. on the last day to register to vote. The time of registration is the 
time identified on the registrant’s EZ Voter confirmation receipt. 
 
For paper registrations submitted at a County Recorder’s office, the Secretary of State’s Office, an 
AZMVD office or affiliate, a voter registration assistance agency, or an authorized voter 
registration volunteer’s office, a registration is timely if the registrant completes or delivers the 
registration form before the office closes for business on the last day to register to vote.  
 
For paper registration forms that are mailed to a County Recorder’s office or the Secretary of 
State’s Office, a registration is timely if: 

• The registration form is postmarked on or before the voter registration deadline and 
received by the County Recorder by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day; or  

• The registration form is dated on or before the voter registration deadline and received by 
the County Recorder within five calendar days after the voter registration deadline. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-134(C). 
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For UOCAVA registrants using an FPCA or FWAB, a registration form is timely if received by 
the County Recorder’s or Secretary of State’s Office via mail, email, or fax by 7:00 p.m. on 
Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-103(C). 

2. Voter Registration Form Received After Deadline 
 
A registrant who registers to vote within 29 days of an election is eligible to vote at the election 
after the next election. A.R.S. § 16-120(A). For example, a person who registers 10 days before 
the primary election is not eligible to vote in the primary election but is eligible to vote in the 
general election. 
 
If the County Recorder receives a new voter registration form less than 29 days before an election, 
and the registrant is not a military or overseas voter using the FPCA or FWAB registration form, 
the County Recorder may either: 

• Enter the registrant’s information in the voter registration database; or  
• Refrain from entering the registrant’s information in the voter registration database until 

after the next election. 
 
If a County Recorder receives a voter registration form less than 29 days before an election from 
an existing registrant, the County Recorder may update the record prior to Election Day if the 
registrant will be a qualified elector in the precinct where the registrant resides. 

3. When Registration Deadline Falls on a Weekend or Holiday 
 
If the 29-day registration deadline falls on a weekend or state holiday (regardless of whether a 
particular county office is open for business), the registration deadline is extended to the next 
business day for state government. For example, if the registration deadline falls on Columbus Day 
(a Monday), a registrant is qualified to vote in the next election if they register on the following 
Tuesday. A.R.S. § 16-120(B); see also A.R.S. § 1-301 (listing state holidays). 
 
Notwithstanding any state deadline, the Secretary of State has the authority to move the voter 
registration deadline in order to maintain compliance with the federal National Voter Registration 
Act (NVRA). Thus, the voter registration deadline will be moved closer to Election Day if the 
closure of state or federal offices would cause a method of registration to be unavailable within 
the 30-day period preceding the next election. For purposes of NVRA compliance, the registration 
deadline shall be applied uniformly across Arizona and is not subject to modification based on 
local business hours. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(a)(1)(A)-(D); Arizona Democratic Party v. Reagan, No. 
CV-16-03618-PHX-SPL, 2016 WL 6523427, at *13 (D. Ariz. Nov. 3, 2016). 
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 VOTER REGISTRATION LIST MAINTENANCE 

 Deceased, Felon, and Incapacitated Registrants 

Though the Secretary of State does not directly cancel any registration records, the Secretary of 
State is responsible for importing certain information received from federal and state officials into 
the statewide voter registration database, pursuant to which the statewide voter registration system 
will automatically cancel “hard matches” on the following limited bases: 

1. The registrant is deceased; 
2. The registrant was convicted of a felony in court; or 
3. The registrant was adjudicated mentally incapacitated by a court. 

1. Deceased Registrants 
 
The Arizona Department of Health Services (DHS) provides the Secretary of State with a file each 
month (along with a combined file each year) that contains the name, DOB, SSN, date of death, 
father’s name (if available), mother’s maiden name, and last known address of deceased Arizona 
resident who passed away during the applicable period. A.R.S. § 16-165(D).  
 
Upon receipt and confirmation of proper formatting, the Secretary of State shall upload the 
deceased registrant file into the statewide voter registration system for comparison against voter 
records. The system then initiates a matching process against registrant records in the statewide 
voter registration database.  

 Hard Match Criteria for Deceased Registrant Verification 

For the purpose of verifying deceased resident information against the statewide voter registration 
database, a “hard match” occurs if the first three letters of the first and last name, DOB, and SSN4 
match in both records. 
 
If the statewide voter registration system finds a “hard match,” the registrant’s record is 
automatically placed in “canceled” status with a reason code of “deceased-automatic resolution” 
(or functional equivalent). The County Recorder need not send any confirmation of the 
cancellation to the registrant. 

 Soft Match Criteria for Deceased Registrant Verification 

For the purpose of verifying deceased resident records against the statewide voter registration 
database, a “soft match” occurs if the first three letters of the first and last name and DOB match 
in both records or there is a “hard match” against more than one existing registrant record. 
 
If the system finds a “soft match” between the deceased record and a registrant record, it will flag 
the records and notify the appropriate County Recorder of the need to review and compare the 
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records. The County Recorder must conduct an individualized inquiry and determine whether a 
“true match” exists between the records. 
 
If a County Recorder determines that a “true match” exists, the County Recorder must select 
“match” in the system. The registrant’s record will be automatically updated to “canceled” status 
with a reason code of “deceased.” The County Recorder shall send a letter confirming the 
cancellation to the registrant’s mailing address on record, with instructions to contact the County 
Recorder if the cancellation was in error. 
 
If the County Recorder determines that a “true match” does not exist, the County Recorder must 
select “no match” in the system. The registrant’s record will remain in its existing status without 
being placed in “canceled” status in the statewide voter registration database. 
 
A County Recorder should follow the same procedures if the county directly receives deceased 
registrant information directly from DHS instead of the Secretary of State. 

 Other Sources of Information on Deceased Registrants 

A County Recorder may also cancel a registrant’s record if the County Recorder determines that 
the registrant is deceased based on other reliable sources, see A.R.S. § 16-165(A)(2), including, 
but not limited to, death notices received by the County Recorder’s office and an affidavit of death 
from the registrant’s next of kin. A County Recorder should match as much information as possible 
(including first name, last name, maiden name (if applicable), year of birth, place of birth, and city 
or town of residence) and be reasonably certain that a “true match” exists before canceling a 
registrant. For example, newspaper or online obituaries alone may not suffice to cancel a registrant 
record without additional research and confirmation. In cases where the County Recorder cannot 
confirm a “soft match,” the County Recorder may send a letter to the registrant asking to confirm 
the information. Upon canceling a registrant based on other reliable sources of death, the County 
Recorder should send a letter, to the registrant’s mailing address on record, confirming the 
cancellation and providing instructions for correcting an erroneous cancellation.  
 
A registrant who passes away after casting a valid ballot is entitled to have their ballot tabulated 
and votes counted. 

2. Registrants Convicted of a Felony or Found Mentally Incapacitated 
 
The Secretary of State is responsible for receiving felony conviction and mental incapacitation 
information from federal and state officials and processing the information through the statewide 
voter registration system. 

 Sources of Felony Conviction and Incapacitation Information 

The Secretary of State electronically receives periodic files from Arizona superior courts, 
including the Maricopa County Superior Court, containing the name, DOB, and SSN4 of Arizona 
residents recently convicted of a felony or found mentally incapacitated in that jurisdiction. Upon 
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receipt and confirmation of proper formatting, the Secretary of State imports the files into the 
statewide voter registration system. 
 
The Secretary of State also receives in various non-electronic formats: (1) additional felony 
conviction information from Arizona superior courts and the U.S. Department of Justice; and (2) 
additional mental incapacitation information from Arizona superior courts. Upon receipt, the 
Secretary of State converts these records into the proper electronic format and imports these files 
into the statewide voter registration system. 

 Processing Felony Conviction and Incapacitation Information 

The statewide voter registration system compares the felony and mental incapacitation records 
against the statewide voter registration database for potential matches. 
 
A “hard match” occurs when the first three letters of the first and last name, DOB, and SSN4 match 
an existing registrant record. In this case, the registrant’s record is automatically placed in 
“canceled” status with the reason code of “felony–automatic resolution” or “declared 
incapacitated–automatic resolution” (or functional equivalent). 
 
A “soft match” occurs when the first three letters of the first and last name and DOB match an 
existing registrant record (or there is a “hard match” against more than one existing record in the 
database). In this case, the system will flag the record for individual resolution by the applicable 
County Recorder. If the County Recorder finds a “true match,” the record may be placed in 
“canceled” status with the reason code “felony” or “declared incapacitated” (or functional 
equivalent).  
 
The County Recorder must send a letter to the registrant confirming any cancellation based on a 
felony conviction or finding of mental incapacitation, and such notice letters should inform the 
registrant of where to get additional information about rights restoration.  
 
A County Recorder should follow the same procedures if the county directly receives felony 
conviction or mental incapacitation information from a court instead of the Secretary of State. 
 
A County Recorder may reinstate a registrant’s record if the registrant was erroneously canceled 
based on mental incapacitation, but the registrant retained the right to vote by court order. If the 
registrant was canceled based on a felony conviction but later had their civil rights restored, the 
registrant must submit a new voter registration in order to be re-registered.  

 Secretary of State Duties to Forward Registrant Information 

The Secretary of State also periodically receives registrant information that must be processed and 
forwarded to County Recorders for final resolution as described below. 

1. Information Received from Out-of-State Jurisdictions 
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The Secretary of State occasionally receives correspondence from out-of-state jurisdictions 
providing information about Arizona registrants. The Secretary of State will promptly forward the 
correspondence to the applicable County Recorder(s) by email. The Secretary of State may not 
cancel any registration records or otherwise initiate any process through the statewide voter 
registration system based on the out-of-state correspondence. A County Recorder should treat the 
information as a “soft match” and conduct an individualized inquiry before canceling any 
registration record. 

2. Information Received Through Multi-State Compacts 
 
Arizona is a member of the Electronic Registration Information Center (ERIC). The Secretary of 
State is responsible for acquiring, sorting, and distributing registrant information received from 
ERIC to the County Recorders and providing guidance on processing ERIC data. 

3. Juror Disclosure of Felony Conviction 
 
Election officials periodically receive court records or information regarding prospective jurors 
who acknowledged a felony conviction on a juror questionnaire. If a County Recorder receives 
such information, the County Recorder must cancel any registrant record that is a “true match” 
against the juror information, using the reason code “juror questionnaire - felony” (or functional 
equivalent). A.R.S. § 16-165(A)(4). The County Recorder must also send a letter informing the 
registrant of the cancellation, providing instructions on how to notify the County Recorder if the 
cancellation was in error due to restoration of voting rights, and informing the registrant of where 
to get more information about rights restoration.  
 
A County Recorder must ensure that a registration is not canceled twice for the same felony 
conviction. For example, the statewide voter registration system might have automatically 
canceled the registration upon being notified of the felony conviction through court records 
pursuant to Chapter 1, Section VIII(A)(2), and the registrant could have re-registered (following 
restoration of their civil rights) before the juror questionnaire information was provided to the 
County Recorder about the same felony conviction. Thus, before canceling a registration record 
based on a juror questionnaire, the County Recorder should confirm that the registrant did not have 
a prior registration record recently canceled on account of a felony conviction. 

4. Juror Disclosure of Non-Citizenship 
 
Election officials also periodically receive court records or information regarding prospective 
jurors who stated on a juror questionnaire that they are not a U.S. citizen. If a County Recorder 
receives such information, the County Recorder may cancel any registrant record that is a “true 
match” only after completing the following steps:  

1. Confirm that the registrant does not already have valid proof of citizenship documented in 
the statewide voter registration database (if the registrant has DPOC on file, the County 
Recorder may not cancel the registrant’s record based solely on the juror questionnaire);  
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2. If the registrant has no DPOC on file, send a letter to the registrant (including a DPOC 
Submission Form/Juror Questionnaire Non-Citizen Notice, see Chapter 17 for sample 
forms) within 10 business days, informing the registrant that: 

• The County Recorder has received information indicating that the registrant stated 
on a juror questionnaire that they are not a U.S. citizen;  

• The registrant has not previously provided valid DPOC;  
• The registrant must submit DPOC within 35 days of the date of the notice to remain 

eligible to vote and the registrant will be made a “full-ballot” voter upon submission 
of DPOC; and 

• The registrant’s record will be canceled if the registrant does not submit DPOC 
within 35 days. 

 
If the registrant does not submit valid DPOC by the 35-day deadline, the County Recorder must 
change the registrant’s status to “canceled” with the reason code “juror questionnaire - citizenship” 
(or functional equivalent). The County Recorder must also send a letter notifying the registrant of 
the cancellation and providing instructions on how to re-register and provide valid DPOC if the 
registrant is otherwise eligible to register to vote.  

5. Juror Disclosure of Out–of-County Residency 
 
If a County Recorder receives court documents or other information regarding prospective jurors 
who stated on a juror questionnaire that they are not a resident of the county and the County 
Recorder confirms a “true match” with a registrant record, the County Recorder must send a letter 
to the registrant within 10 business days. The letter must:  

• Inform the registrant that the County Recorder was notified the registrant indicated 
on a juror questionnaire that the registrant is not a resident of the county; and  

• Include a voter registration form or an appropriate internet address through which 
the registrant can update their address and/or register to vote in their new county in 
Arizona.  
 

If the letter is returned undeliverable,19 the County Recorder must send a follow-up notice within 
21 days, which constitutes the “Final Notice” pursuant to the NVRA process; the registrant’s 
record may be canceled through the NVRA process only if the registrant does not timely respond 
to the Final Notice and fails to vote in any election in two federal/statewide general election cycles. 
See Chapter 1, Section VIII(C) for details on the NVRA process.  

 Cancellation through NVRA Process Due to Address Changes 

One of the principal ways to ensure the accuracy of registration records is to update records based 
on a registrant’s change of address. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(a)(4)(B). A County Recorder receives 

 
19 If the initial notice letter is not returned undeliverable, the registrant’s record may not be canceled, even 
if the registrant does not respond to the initial notice letter. 
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address change information in various ways: directly from the registrant, from the U.S. Postal 
Service’s (USPS) National Change of Address (NCOA) service, through returned mail from 
USPS, and from ERIC reports. A County Recorder may update (and in some cases cancel) a 
registration record depending on the circumstances. 
 
One piece of returned official election mail alone is not sufficient to cancel a registrant’s record. 
Rather, a County Recorder generally must send two official election mailings to the registrant 
(only one official election mailing is required if a registrant appears on an NCOA report), and only 
if a registrant does not respond to the mailing(s) or vote during a specified period after the mailings 
were sent, is the County Recorder permitted to cancel the record. The requirements below are 
outlined in the NVRA and the process is referred to here as the “NVRA process.” 

1. Initiating the NVRA Process Based on Returned Election Mail 
 
To invoke the NVRA process based on returned election mail, a County Recorder must complete 
the following steps: 

1. Send an official election mailing by non-forwardable, first-class mail marked with a 
statement required by USPS to receive an address correction notification (the “First 
Notice”). Official election mail includes but is not limited to: 

• A voter registration card; 
• A 90-day notice to AEVL registrants issued pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-544(D); 
• A ballot-by-mail issued pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-542 or A.R.S. § 16-544; 
• Any other first-class, non-forwardable official election mail. 

2. If the election mail is returned undeliverable, the County Recorder must send a follow-up 
notice to the registrant within 21 days after the mail is returned to the County Recorder (the 
“Final Notice”). If the returned mail contains a forwarding address for the registrant, the 
County Recorder must send the Final Notice to the new address. Otherwise, the County 
Recorder must send the Final Notice to the same address used for the initial mailing.  

3. The Final Notice must contain a voter registration form or an appropriate internet address 
through which the registrant can update their address. The Final Notice also must warn that 
if the registrant does not submit a new voter registration form or update their address within 
35 days, the registrant will be placed in “inactive” status.  

4. If the registrant does not submit a new voter registration form or otherwise update their 
address by the 35-day deadline, the County Recorder must change the registrant’s status to 
“inactive” with the reason code “NVRA inactive address” (or functional equivalent). 
  

A.R.S. § 16-166(A), (C), (E); A.R.S. § 16-544(E); 52 U.S.C. § 20507(b)(2), (d)(1)(B), (d)(2). 
 
The registration may be canceled through the NVRA process if the registrant: 

• Does not timely respond to the Final Notice by submitting a new registration form or 
otherwise update their voter registration address with the County Recorder; and  
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• Fails to vote in any election in two federal/statewide general election cycles following the 
Final Notice. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-165(A)(7); A.R.S. § 16-166(E); 52 U.S.C. § 20507(b)(2), (d)(1)(B), (d)(2).  
 
If the preceding conditions have been met, under the NVRA, the registrant’s record shall be 
canceled after four years from the date of the Final Notice or following the second general election 
after the Final Notice. A.R.S. § 16-166(C), (E); A.R.S. § 16-165(A)(7). 

2. Special Procedures Applicable to NCOA Notices 
 
A County Recorder is permitted, but not required, to utilize USPS’s NCOA service to preliminarily 
identify registrants who have moved to a different residence address. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(c)(1)(A); 
A.R.S. § 16-166(E). Since NCOA data reflects actual change-of-address information the registrant 
has provided to USPS, the NVRA authorizes a special process to be utilized for list maintenance 
purposes. The NCOA data serves the same function as a First Notice that is returned undeliverable. 
Thus, a County Recorder need only send one additional notice, which serves as the Final Notice, 
to invoke the NVRA process. 
 
If the County Recorder chooses to use NCOA data, any initial notice pursuant to this Section must 
be sent on or before May 1 of a general election year. The County Recorder may also send 
additional notices after May 1. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(c)(2)(A); A.R.S. § 16-166(E). Sending this 
notice by May 1 also allows a County Recorder to simultaneously send a 90-day notice to AEVL 
voters for the primary election in the same mailing.  
A.R.S. § 16-544(D). 

 When NCOA Data Indicates Out-of-County Move 

If NCOA data indicates that the registrant moved outside the county, the County Recorder must 
send a notice to the new address by forwardable mail informing the registrant how to remain 
eligible to vote. The notice must: 

• Enclose a postage paid and preaddressed return form or envelope by which the registrant 
may confirm the intent to cancel their registration; 

• Notify the registrant to re-register if they moved to another county; and  
• Notify the registrant to update the County Recorder within 29 days of the letter if the 

registrant’s change-of-address was only temporary. 
 
52 U.S.C. § 20507(c)(1)(B)(ii), (d)(2)(B); A.R.S. § 16-166(E). This letter serves as a Final Notice 
in the NVRA process.  

 When NCOA Data Indicates In-County Move 

If the NCOA data indicates that the registrant moved within the county, the County Recorder must 
supplement the registrant’s record with the new address obtained through NCOA. The County 
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Recorder also must send a notice to the new address by forwardable mail to provide the registrant 
an opportunity to confirm or correct the address change. The notice must: 

• Notify the registrant that the County Recorder updated the registrant’s record with the new 
address; 

• Enclose a postage prepaid and pre-addressed return form by which the registrant may 
confirm or correct the address change; 

• Notify the registrant that if they do not confirm the new address within 35 days, the 
registrant will be placed in “inactive” status. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-166(E). This letter serves as a Final Notice in the NVRA process.  

3. NVRA Recordkeeping Responsibilities 
 
A County Recorder must document all Final Notices sent to a registrant, along with any 
communication from the registrant received in response to a Final Notice, in the registrant’s record 
in the voter registration database. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(i)(2).  

 Prohibition on Systematic Cancellations within 90 Days of Election 

A County Recorder must complete any program to systematically cancel registration records at 
least 90 days before a primary or general election. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(c)(2)(A). Systematic 
programs include the cancellation of records through the NVRA process described in Chapter 1, 
Section VIII(C). However, the 90-day prohibition does not preclude cancellation of records based 
on: 

• Automatic cancellations through the statewide voter registration system of hard matches 
based on death, felony conviction, or mental incapacitation;  

• Merging/cancellation of duplicate records (whether manual or automatic) when processing 
new voter registration forms; 

• Cancellation at the request of the registrant; and 
• Cancellation of records added to the voter registration database in error. 

52 U.S.C. § 20507(c)(2)(B). 

 REPORTING VOTER REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

 Voter Registration Statistics 

Each County Recorder must report to the Secretary of State and the officer in charge of elections 
the number of active and inactive county registrants as of the following dates:  

• In even-numbered years: 
- January 2; 
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- The last day to register to vote for the March PPE; 
- April 1; 
- The last day to register to vote for the August primary election; and 
- The last day to register to vote for the November general election. 

• In odd-numbered years: 
- January 2; 
- April 1; 
- July 1; and 
- October 1. 

 
In addition, registration reports must be provided to the Secretary of State as of the registration 
deadline for any special election. A.R.S. § 16-168(G).  
 
The reports must be broken down by political party and according to precinct, legislative district, 
and congressional district. For reporting purposes, political parties are limited to the Republican 
Party, Democratic Party, and any other statewide recognized political party that qualifies for 
representation on the ballot at the time of the report.20 The “Other” total reported to the Secretary 
of State should include all registrants registered as “other,” “independent,” “party not designated,” 
“PND”, “no party” (or any substantially similar designation) or any non-recognized political party. 
 
These totals should be reported to the Secretary of State as soon as practicable following the 
applicable cutoff dates. A.R.S. § 16-168(H). The totals must include only registrations as of the 
reporting cutoff periods.  
 
For reports prepared as of a registration cutoff date, the County Recorder should ensure that the 
same active and inactive registration numbers reported to the Secretary of State match any 
registration statistics reported to the officer in charge of elections for purposes of determining voter 
turnout. 
 
As soon as practicable upon receipt of all 15 county reports, the Secretary of State must prepare, 
publish, and retain a statewide summary of the voter registration statistics. A.R.S. § 16-168(H). 

 “Federal-Only” Registration and Ballot Report 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must file a report with the Secretary 
of State, and post on the County Recorder’s website, the number of people who are registered to 
vote using the state or federal form who have not provided documentary proof of citizenship. In 
even-numbered years, the report must be made on January 2, April 1, and the last day on which a 
person may register to be eligible to vote in the next presidential preference, primary, and general 

 
20 A current list of statewide recognized political parties is available at the Secretary of State’s website, 
https://azsos.gov/elections/information-about-recognized-political-parties.  
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election. In odd numbered years, the report must be made on January 2, April 1, July 1, and October 
1. Additionally, after each general election, the County Recorder must post on the County 
Recorder’s website the number of ballots cast by those eligible to vote for federal offices only. 
A.R.S. § 16-161(B); A.R.S. § 16-168. 
 
**Each County Recorder must also submit an annual report to the Speaker of the Arizona House 
of Representatives and the President of the Arizona Senate that contains the following information 
regarding federal-only voters:  

1. A description of the County Recorder’s procedures regarding registering federal-only 
voters;  

2. The number of federal-only voters in the county;  
3. The number of federal-only voters whose citizenship was subsequently verified and whose 

status was changed to full-ballot voters;  
4. A comprehensive description of the obstacles to obtaining registrants’ DPOC; and  
5. The number of federal-only voters who have subsequently been determined to be ineligible 

to vote in Arizona and who have been removed from the voter registration rolls. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-138(C). The County Recorder should submit this report to the Speaker of the House 
and President of the Senate on January 2 of each year.  

 Voter Registration Events 

**The Secretary of State and each County Recorder must post on their public website a list of each 
event that the Office of the Secretary of State or County Recorder attends and provides voter 
registration services. Each qualifying event shall be posted on the public website within 24 hours 
after the Secretary’s or Recorder’s attendance at the event. A.R.S. § 16-133.  

 PROVISION OF REGISTRATION DATA TO THIRD PARTIES 

 Precinct Lists to Recognized Political Parties 

Each County Recorder must provide, at no cost, a list of active and inactive registered voters to 
the State and County Chairpersons of the recognized political parties that are entitled to 
continued representation on the ballot pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-804. A.R.S. § 16-168(C)-(D).  

1. Content of Political Party Precinct Lists 
 
The precinct list must contain the following information about each registrant: 

1. Registrant’s full name, which includes first name, middle name, last name, and suffix in 
different columns; 

2. Party preference; 
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3. Date of registration; 
4. Residence address; 
5. Mailing address (if different from residence address); 
6. Zip code; 
7. Telephone number (if available); 
8. Birth year; 
9. Occupation (if available); 
10. Voting history for the past four years, including which party ballot was issued and method 

of voting (polling place, early, or provisional);  
11. Whether the registrant is on the AEVL;  
12. Voter ID number; and 
13. Registrant’s registration status and status reason, including “federal-only” designation if 

applicable. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-168(C). Precinct lists should generally be provided in electronic format, and County 
Recorders are encouraged to make the lists available to the political parties through a secure 
website or Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) portal. If the list is provided in printed format, 
the list must be created in alphabetical order (by registrant last name) and be organized by precinct, 
unless otherwise agreed upon by the County Recorder and the political party at issue. A.R.S. § 16-
168(E).  

2. Timing of Political Party Precinct Lists 
 
A County Recorder must provide precinct lists as of the following dates: 

• In even-numbered years: 
- January 2; 
- The last day to register to vote for the March PPE; 
- April 1; 
- The last day to register to vote for the August primary election; and 
- The last day to register to vote for the November general election. 

• In odd-numbered years: 
- January 2; 
- April 1; 
- July 1; and 
- October 1. 
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A.R.S. § 16-168(C)-(D), (G).  

Precinct lists developed for the primary and general election must be provided within eight days 
after the close of registration. A.R.S. § 16-168(C). Otherwise, the remaining precinct lists must be 
provided within 10 business days after the applicable reporting dates. A.R.S. § 16-168(D). 

3. Requests for Political Party Precinct Lists 

To receive precinct lists at no cost, a recognized political party must seek precinct lists from the 
applicable County Recorder within eight days after the close of registration for precinct lists 
developed for the primary and general election or within 10 business days after any other 
applicable reporting dates. A.R.S. § 16-168(C), (D), (L). Counties may establish a process for 
recognized political parties to opt to automatically receive precinct lists for each election. 

A County Recorder need not provide this precinct list for the primary or general election to a 
recognized political party if that party will have less than four partisan candidates (other than 
presidential electors) on that county’s ballot. A.R.S. § 16-168(C).  

A recognized political party may seek precinct lists from the Secretary of State only if the 
applicable County Recorder fails or refuses to provide the list. In this case, the Secretary of State 
may charge the County Recorder a fee to produce the records as outlined in Chapter 1, Section 
X(C) below. A.R.S. § 16-168(L). 

 Use of County Registration Rolls by Political Subdivision 

Any political subdivision of the state, including a city or town, may use the county registration 
rolls to conduct an election. At least 60 days before any such election, the governing body of the 
political subdivision shall negotiate a contract with the County Recorder to reimburse the County 
Recorder for the actual expenses in preparing the necessary lists for use in the election. The County 
Recorder shall not charge more than the actual additional costs that such preparation entails. A.R.S. 
§ 16-172. 

 Public Records Requests by Third Parties 

Any person or organization may make a public records request for registrant information to a 
County Recorder or the Secretary of State. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(i); A.R.S. § 16-168(E), (K); A.R.S. 
§ 39-121.01(D). A County Recorder or the Secretary of State may request a properly completed 
public records request form to be submitted before responding to the public records request. 
Registration records must be produced within 30 days of receipt of a proper request. A.R.S. § 16-
168(E). 
 
Copies of registrant records may be provided exclusively in electronic format, including via a 
password-protected Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) site, Virtual Private Network (VPN), or 
other secure method of electronic transmission. In addition to the fees set forth in A.R.S. § 16-
168(E), the County Recorder or the Secretary of State may charge for the cost of an electronic 
storage medium in which to deliver the records in a secure format. 
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If a person or organization requests to inspect registrant records in lieu of requesting copies, a 
County Recorder or the Secretary of State may establish how and under what conditions the 
records may be inspected. A.R.S. § 16-168(F).  

1. Scope of Registrant Records Not Subject to Disclosure 
 
The following components of a registrant’s record are confidential and may not be viewed, 
accessed, reproduced, or disclosed to a member of the public: 

1. Month and day of birth; 
2. SSN (or any portion thereof); 
3. AZDL/ID#; 
4. Indian census number;  
5. Father’s name; 
6. Mother’s maiden name;  
7. State or country of birth; 
8. Signature;  
9. Email address; 
10. Any registration source code or other indication of location of registration;  
11. Any documents submitted as proof of citizenship; or 
12. Any secured record. 

 
The information listed above may be viewed, accessed, or reproduced by the registrant (if the 
information pertains to the registrant’s own record), an authorized government official in the scope 
of the official’s duties, designated voter registration assistance agencies, for signature verification 
on petition and candidate filings, for election purposes and for news gathering purposes by a person 
engaged in newspaper, radio, television or reportorial work, or connected with or employed by a 
newspaper, radio or television station, or pursuant to a court order. If requested for news gathering 
purposes by a person engaged in newspaper, radio, television, or reportorial work, a County 
Recorder may condition release of such confidential information (other than secured records) upon 
execution of a non-disclosure agreement. A registrant's e-mail address may not be released for any 
purpose. A.R.S. § 16-168(F). 
 
A registrant’s signature may be viewed or accessed by a member of the public only for purposes 
of verifying signatures on a candidate, initiative, referendum, recall, new party, or other petition 
or for purposes of verifying candidate filings. A.R.S. § 16-168(F). A County Recorder may 
establish the conditions under which the signature may be viewed or accessed, including 
prohibition of photography.  
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2. Permissible Uses of Registrant Records 
 
Registrant records may only be used for political or political party activity, a political campaign or 
election, nonpartisan voter registration or outreach, revising district boundaries, or any other 
purpose specifically authorized by law. A.R.S. § 16-168(E), (N). 
 
A person or organization in possession of a precinct list or other registrant information may not 
allow the list or information to be used, sold, or otherwise transferred for any purpose except those 
authorized above, including posting to the internet. A.R.S. § 16-168(F). 
 
The County Recorder or Secretary of State shall deny a public records request intended for a 
commercial purpose. The sale of precinct lists or registrant records to a candidate or political 
committee for a political or campaign use does not constitute a prohibited commercial purpose. 
A.R.S. § 16-168(E).  
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CHAPTER 2:  
EARLY VOTING 

 
Any election in Arizona, including special taxing district elections, must provide for early voting, 
which includes no-excuse ballot-by-mail21 voting and in-person early voting. A.R.S. § 16-541. An 
all ballot-by-mail election incorporates aspects of early voting but is subject to the specific 
requirements outlined in Chapter 3. 

 BALLOT-BY-MAIL 

Without providing any reason or justification, a voter may request to be sent a ballot-by-mail on a 
one-time or permanent basis.  

 One-Time Requests to Receive a Ballot-by-Mail 

A voter may request a ballot-by-mail for a specific election, which may include a simultaneous 
request for a ballot-by-mail for both the primary and general election. A.R.S. § 16-542(A). A voter 
may make a ballot-by-mail request to the County Recorder or other county officer in charge of 
elections, who must document the voter’s request in the voter’s registration record.  
 
Candidates, political committees, or other organizations are permitted to distribute ballot-by-mail 
request forms to voters. Such request forms shall be submitted to the County Recorder within six 
business days after receipt by a candidate, political committee, or other organization or 11 days 
before Election Day, whichever is earlier. A.R.S. § 16-542(K). The request forms must seek all 
the information required in Chapter 2, Section I(A)(4). 

1. Eligibility to Request a Ballot-by-Mail 
 
Any qualified elector may request a ballot-by-mail containing the races for which they are eligible 
to vote. A.R.S. § 16-542. However, for an election that includes a federal office, first-time voters 
who registered to vote by mail and did not provide DPOC or other HAVA-compliant identification 
must prove identity before receiving a ballot-by-mail. 52 U.S.C. § 21083(b); see Chapter 1, Section 
IV(J) for more details on the HAVA identification requirements.  

2. Time Period to Request a Ballot-by-Mail 
 
A voter may request a ballot-by-mail between 93 and 11 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-
542(A), (E). A voter may simultaneously request a ballot-by-mail for both a primary and general 

 
21 This Manual uses the term “ballot-by-mail” to refer to: (1) early ballots mailed to voters based on a one-
time request pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-542 or based on the voter’s request to be on the Active Early Voting 
List (AEVL) pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-544; (2) ballots transmitted to UOCAVA voters; and (3) ballots 
automatically mailed to all eligible voters for an all ballot-by-mail election (see Chapter 3 for more 
information on ballot-by-mail elections).  
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election as long as the request is made between 93 and 11 days before the primary election. 
However, UOCAVA voters may make a request for a ballot-by-mail more than 93 days before an 
election. A.R.S. § 16-542(B). 

3. Methods to Request a Ballot-by-Mail 
 
A voter may request a ballot-by-mail orally or in writing, including in-person, online, or by 
telephone, email, fax, or mail. A voter may update their residence or mailing address in their voter 
registration record through a written (but not oral) ballot-by-mail request form. A.R.S. § 16-
542(A), (F). 

4. Ballot-by-Mail Request Form 
 
For written or online requests, a ballot-by-mail request form created by County Recorders must 
contain the following: 

1. The title “Ballot-by-Mail Request” or “Early Ballot Request;” 
2. The county name; 
3. Entry fields for: 

a. The voter’s name; 
b. The voter’s residential address or residence location; 
c. The voter’s mailing address where the ballot-by-mail should be sent (if different from 

residential address); 
d. The voter’s date of birth; 
e. State or country of birth, or another piece of information that, if compared to the 

voter’s record, would confirm the voter’s identity (such as the AZDL/ID# or SSN4, 
father’s name, or mother’s maiden name);  

f. The voter’s telephone number (paper forms only); 
g. The voter’s signature (paper forms only); 
h. The voter’s email address (optional); 
i. The election or election date(s) for which a ballot-by-mail is being requested; 

4. If the voter is not registered with a recognized political party and is requesting a primary 
election ballot, an entry field for the registrant to specify the political party ballot being 
requested;  

5. A method to indicate whether the voter would like to update their registration record with 
the information provided in the ballot-by-mail request form; and 

6. A notice that the completed ballot-by-mail request must be received by the County 
Recorder by 5:00 p.m. on the 11th day preceding the election. 

 
In addition to the County Recorder’s or Secretary of State’s official paper or online ballot-by-mail 
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request form, a voter may use any other substantially similar written document to make a one-time 
request to be sent a ballot-by-mail.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-542(A), (E).  

5. Minimum Requirements for Requesting a Ballot-by-Mail 
 
In order for the County Recorder to process a ballot-by-mail request, the request must contain at 
least the following information: 

1. The voter’s name; 
2. The voter’s residential address or residence location; 
3. The voter’s date of birth; 
4. At least one of the following: 

• The voter’s state or country of birth; or 
• Another piece of information that, if compared to the voter’s record, would confirm 

the voter’s identity, such as the AZDL/ID# or SSN4, father’s name, or mother’s 
maiden name.  

 
In addition, for partisan primary elections, a voter who is not registered with a recognized political 
party must indicate which political party ballot the voter wishes to receive. A.R.S. § 16-542(A), 
(E). 

6. Requesting Political Party Ballot for a Primary Election 
 
If a voter requests a one-time ballot-by-mail for a primary election, but the voter is not registered 
with a recognized political party, the voter must designate a recognized political party ballot in 
order to receive a ballot-by-mail for that primary election. A.R.S. § 16-542(A). 
 
The voter may request only one political party ballot for each election. Requesting a political party 
ballot does not change the voter’s political party preference in their registration record. In general, 
once a County Recorder mails the requested party ballot, a voter may not request or receive a 
different party ballot. If a voter re-registers to vote with a recognized political party between 45 
and 29 days before the election, however, the voter must be sent a party ballot that corresponds to 
the new party. If the voter had requested a different party ballot prior to re-registering to vote, the 
prior ballot should not be mailed (or if already mailed, should be voided). 
 
In lieu of requesting a party ballot for the partisan primary, a voter who is not registered with a 
recognized political party may request a non-partisan ballot if a non-partisan election is being 
conducted at the same time as the partisan primary and if the voter is eligible to vote a non-partisan 
ballot. 
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7. Incomplete Ballot-by-Mail Requests 
 
If a ballot-by-mail request does not contain the voter’s name, residential address or residence 
location, date of birth, party ballot designation (for voters not registered with a recognized political 
party who are requesting a ballot-by-mail for a partisan primary election), or other verifying 
information, the County Recorder must notify the voter (by mail, telephone, text, and/or email) 
within a reasonable period if the County Recorder has sufficient contact information to do so. If 
the ballot-by-mail request form does not contain contact information, the County Recorder must 
check the registrant’s record for contact information. A.R.S. § 16-542(E). 
 
If the voter provides the missing information by the 11th day before the election, the voter must 
be mailed a ballot-by-mail for that election. If the voter provides the missing information after the 
11th day before the election, the County Recorder may send the voter a ballot-by-mail for that 
election if the County Recorder has sufficient time to do so.  

 Requests to Be Placed on the Active Early Voting List 

A voter may request to be placed on the Active Early Voter List (AEVL) and receive a ballot-by-
mail for each election the voter is eligible for. A.R.S. § 16-544(A). 
 
Unless an AEVL voter notifies the County Recorder at least 45 days before an election that the 
voter does not wish to receive a ballot-by-mail, the County Recorder will automatically schedule 
the mailing of a ballot-by-mail to the voter. A.R.S. § 16-544(F). However, for an open partisan 
primary election, the County Recorder will not mail a ballot to a voter who is not registered with 
a recognized political party unless the voter timely selects a political party ballot. A.R.S. § 16-
544(G).  

1. AEVL Eligibility 
 
Any qualified elector may request to be placed on the AEVL. A.R.S. § 16-544(A). 
 
A first-time voter with “federal-only” designation who registered by mail (i.e., has a “FED” 
designation) and requests to be placed on the AEVL must first prove their identity in compliance 
with HAVA prior to receiving a ballot-by-mail. 52 U.S.C. § 21083(b); see Chapter 1, Section IV(J) 
for more details on the HAVA identification requirements. 
 
A UOCAVA voter also may request to be placed on the AEVL, however ballots are transmitted to 
these UOCAVA voters at least 45 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-544(J). If an AEVL voter 
loses their UOCAVA status, the voter shall continue to receive a ballot-by-mail at their designated 
mailing address unless the address is outside of Arizona. If the mailing address is outside of 
Arizona, the voter shall be notified that they must update their mailing address to an address inside 
Arizona in order to remain on the AEVL. However, even if the voter’s mailing address is in 
Arizona, the voter, upon losing UOCAVA status, may not receive or return a ballot by fax or other 
electronic means and the ballot will not be sent until 27 days (rather than 45 days) before the 
election unless the voter submits a new FPCA form.  
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A voter enrolled in the AEVL may not request that ballots be automatically sent to an out-of-state 
address for each election unless the voter is also a UOCAVA voter. However, an AEVL voter may 
make one-time requests to have their ballot mailed to an address outside of Arizona for specific 
elections. A.R.S. § 16-544(B). 

2. Time Period to Request Placement on the AEVL 
 
A voter may request to be placed on the AEVL at any time. However, in order for a ballot to be 
mailed to the voter for a specific election, the AEVL request must be received no later than 5:00 
p.m. on the 11th day before the election. A.R.S. § 16-542(A), (E), (F). If a voter requests to be 
placed on the AEVL less than 11 days before the election, no ballot will be mailed to the voter for 
that next election (unless the County Recorder has time to do so), but the voter’s AEVL status will 
be activated for future elections. 

3. Methods to Request Placement on the AEVL 
 
A voter may request to be placed on the AEVL by:22  

• Selecting the AEVL request box on the State Form; 
• Selecting the AEVL request option on an online voter registration; 
• Selecting the AEVL request option during an in-person or online MVD covered 

transaction; 
• Submitting a hard copy or electronic AEVL request form issued by a County Recorder or 

the Secretary of State; or  
• Making any other written request that contains the minimum required information for an 

AEVL request. 
 
If a registrant makes a request to be added to the AEVL other than through an initial voter 
registration, the County Recorder must compare the signature on the AEVL request form with the 
signature in the registrant’s record to determine whether the same person signed both forms before 
adding the voter to the AEVL. A.R.S. § 16-544(C).  
 
After a valid request, a County Recorder must update the voter’s registration record to reflect 
AEVL status. A.R.S. § 16-544(C). 

4. AEVL Request Form 
 

 
22 The Secretary of State’s Office and County Recorders will update the state voter registration form and 
any official early ballot/early voting list request forms to change references to the “Permanent Early Voting 
List” or “PEVL” to “Active Early Voting List” or “AEVL” pursuant to S.B. 1485 (2021), but voters, 
counties, and third party organizations may use up existing printed stock of the State Form or early 
ballot/early voting list request forms that still reference the PEVL. In that circumstance, a voter’s request 
to enroll in the PEVL shall constitute a request to enroll in the AEVL.  
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An AEVL request form created by County Recorders must contain substantially the following: 
1. The title “Active Early Voter List Request”;23 
2. The county name; 
3. Entry fields for: 

• The voter’s name; 
• The voter’s residential address or location; 
• The voter’s mailing address in the state of Arizona; 
• The voter’s date of birth; and 
• The voter’s signature; 

4. A method to indicate whether the voter would like to update their registration record with 
the information provided in the AEVL request form;  

5. A statement that the voter is attesting that the voter is a registered voter who is eligible to 
vote in the county of residence; and 

6. The statement “I authorize the County Recorder to add my name to the Active Early Voting 
List and by doing so the County Recorder will automatically mail a ballot-by-mail to me 
for each election for which I am eligible.” 

 
A County Recorder may add additional language to an AEVL request form. 
 
In addition to the County Recorder’s or Secretary of State’s official AEVL request form, a voter 
may use any other substantially similar written document to request AEVL status. 

5. Minimum Requirements for Requesting Placement on the AEVL 
 
A valid written AEVL request must contain, at minimum, the voter’s: 

• Name; 
• Residence address or location within the county;  
• Mailing address within the state (if different from residential address);  
• Date of birth; and 
• Signature. 

 
The voter may not list an out-of-state mailing address unless the voter is a UOCAVA voter. A.R.S. 

 
23 The Secretary of State’s Office and County Recorders will update any official early ballot/early voting 
list request forms to change references to the “Permanent Early Voting List” or “PEVL” to “Active Early 
Voting List” or “AEVL” pursuant to S.B. 1485 (2021), but voters, counties, and third party organizations 
may use up existing printed stock of the early ballot/early voting list request forms that still reference the 
PEVL. In that circumstance, a voter’s request to enroll in the PEVL shall constitute a request to enroll in 
the AEVL. 
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§ 16-544(B). 

6. Incomplete Requests for Placement on the AEVL 
 
If the AEVL request does not contain the voter’s name, residence address or residence location, 
mailing address in the state, date of birth, or signature, or contains a signature that does not match 
the signature in the registrant’s record, the County Recorder must notify the voter (by mail, 
telephone, text, and/or email) within a reasonable period if the County Recorder has enough 
information to do so. If the AEVL request form does not contain contact information, the County 
Recorder must check the registrant’s record for contact information.  
 
If the voter provides the missing information or confirms any mismatched signature by the 11th 
day before the election, the voter must be mailed a ballot-by-mail for that election and be added to 
the AEVL for future elections. If the voter provides the missing information after the 11th day 
before the election, the County Recorder must add the voter to the AEVL for future elections and 
may send the voter a ballot-by-mail for the current election if the County Recorder has sufficient 
time to do so. 

7. Removal from the AEVL 
 
A voter may be removed from the AEVL under the following circumstances: 

• The voter makes a written request to be removed from the AEVL, which includes the 
voter’s name, residence address, date of birth, and signature;24  

• The 90-day notice (discussed in Chapter 2, Section I(B)(9) below) is returned as 
undeliverable and the County Recorder is unable to contact the voter to confirm the voter’s 
continued desire to remain on the AEVL;  

• The voter’s registration record is placed in an “inactive” or “canceled” status; or 
• The voter did not vote by early ballot in any primary, general, or city/town election (i.e., 

the voter voted by early ballot in no primary, general, or city/town election) in two 
consecutive election cycles (beginning after the 2022 election cycle) and failed to return a 
notice, and confirm in writing the voter’s desire to remain on the AEVL, within 90 days of 
receiving the notice.  
 

Pursuant to S.B. 1485, on or before January 15 of each odd-numbered year, the County Recorder 
shall send a notice to each voter who is on the AEVL and who did not vote by early ballot in all 
elections for two consecutive election cycles (i.e., the voter voted by early ballot in no primary, 
general, or city/town election for two consecutive election cycles beginning after the 2022 election 

 
24 A written request to be removed from the AEVL may be submitted in-person, by mail, or by email and 
need not be on a specific form so long as it contains the voter’s name, residence address, date of birth, and 
signature. Upon receipt of the voter’s request to be removed from the AEVL, the County Recorder must 
remove the voter as soon as practicable. 
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cycle).25 The notice shall inform the voter that, to remain on the AEVL, the voter must:  
• Confirm in writing the voter’s desire to remain on the AEVL; and  
• Return the completed and signed notice that contains the voter’s address and date of birth 

to the County Recorder within 90 days of receipt of the notice. 
If a voter receives a notice as described in A.R.S. § 16-544(L) and the voter does not respond to 
the notice within the 90-day time period, the County Recorder shall remove the voter from the 
AEVL. A.R.S. § 16-544(H)-(I), (K).  

8. Third-Party Distribution/Receipt of AEVL Request Forms 
 
As for one-time ballot-by-mail request forms, candidates, political committees, or other 
organizations are permitted to distribute AEVL request forms to voters. A.R.S. § 16-544(N). The 
request forms must seek all the information required under Chapter 2, Section I(B)(4). 
 
If a candidate, political committee, or other organization receives a completed request form, the 
candidate, political committee, or other organization must return the request form to the applicable 
County Recorder within six business days of receipt or 11 days before Election Day, whichever is 
sooner. Failure to timely return completed request forms may result in a civil penalty of $25 per 
day for each form withheld. Any person who knowingly fails to return completed AEVL request 
forms by the submission deadline may be guilty of a class 6 felony. A.R.S. § 16-544(O). 
 
If the request forms include a printed return address, the address must be the County Recorder’s 
office in the political subdivision that will conduct the election. Failure to use the County 
Recorder’s return address may result in a civil penalty up to three times the cost of the production 
and distribution of the AEVL request form. A.R.S. § 16-544(N). 

9. Notice to AEVL Voters in Advance of the Election 
 
A County Recorder must mail a notice to all eligible AEVL voters at least 90 days before any 
polling place election (i.e., any election not conducted as a ballot-by-mail election, see Chapter 
3) scheduled in March or August, including the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-544(D). A County Recorder 
may not issue a combined 90-day notice for the March and August elections, but may issue a 
combined 90-day notice for a March/May election or an August/November election. 
 

 
25 For the purposes of this section, “election cycle” is defined as: (1) “the two-year period beginning on 
January 1 in the year after a statewide general election,” or (2) “for cities and towns, the two year period 
beginning on the first day of the calendar quarter after the calendar quarter in which the city’s or town’s 
second, runoff or general election is scheduled and ending on the last day of the calendar quarter in which 
the city’s or town’s immediately following second, runoff or general election is scheduled, however that 
election is designated by the city or town.” A.R.S. § 16-544(P). Because the 2022 election cycle has already 
began and S.B. 1485 does not apply retroactively, the first two full election cycles after S.B. 1485’s effective 
date are the 2024 and 2026 election cycles. Therefore, the first AEVL removal notices must be sent out by 
January 15, 2027 to AEVL voters who vote by early ballot in zero eligible elections in the 2024 and 2026 
election cycles.  
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The notice must be sent by non-forwardable mail (with a request to receive an address correction 
notification) and include the following information:  

1. A statement that the County Recorder’s records indicate that the voter is on the AEVL; 
2. The date(s) of the election(s) that are the subject of the notice; 
3. The expected mailing date(s) of the voter’s ballot; 
4. The voter’s mailing address, and an indication that it is the address where the ballot(s) will 

be mailed; 
5. An indicator of the voter’s party affiliation; 
6. A checkbox to allow the voter to remove the voter’s name from the AEVL; and  
7. A checkbox to request that the ballot-by-mail not be mailed for the elections listed on the 

notice. 
 
The notice must include a postage-prepaid means for the voter to: 

1. Designate a political party ballot or request a non-partisan ballot, if applicable, (only if the 
upcoming election includes an open partisan primary and the voter is not registered with a 
recognized political party); 

2. Change the mailing address to another location within the state; 
3. Update the voter’s residence address in the county of residence; and 
4. Request that the voter not be sent a ballot for the upcoming election or elections indicated 

in the notice. 
 
If an election is not formally called until within 120 days of the scheduled election, the County 
Recorder is not required to send a 90-day notice. A.R.S. § 16-544(D). 

 90-Day Notice to AEVL Voters Not Affiliated with a Recognized 
Political Party 

If the upcoming election is an open partisan primary election and the AEVL voter is not registered 
with a recognized political party, the 90-day notice must include a means for the voter to designate 
a political party ballot. A.R.S. § 16-544(D). This notice shall explain that requesting a party ballot 
for the primary election does not change the voter’s political party preference in their registration 
record. 
 
If an AEVL voter does not designate a party ballot within 45 days of the election, the voter will 
not be automatically sent a ballot-by-mail for that primary election but the voter’s name will 
remain on the AEVL for future elections. To vote early by mail in that election, the voter must 
make a one-time ballot-by-mail request and designate a party ballot. A.R.S. § 16-542(A); A.R.S. 
§ 16-544(G). 
 
In general, once a County Recorder mails the requested party ballot, a voter may not request or 
receive a different party ballot. If a voter re-registers to vote with a recognized political party 
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between 29 and 45 days before the election, however, the voter must be sent a party ballot that 
corresponds to the new party. If the voter had requested a different party ballot prior to re-
registering to vote, the prior ballot should not be mailed (or if already mailed, should be voided). 
 
In lieu of requesting a party ballot for the partisan primary, an eligible AEVL voter may request a 
non-partisan ballot if a non-partisan election is being conducted at the same time and the voter is 
eligible to vote a non-partisan ballot. 

 90-Day Notice Returned Undeliverable 

If the 90-day notice is returned undeliverable to the County Recorder, the County Recorder must 
notify the AEVL voter (if the County Recorder has contact information for the voter) to attempt 
to update the voter’s address. 
 
An undeliverable 90-day notice serves as a First Notice under the “NVRA process.” See Chapter 
1, Section VIII(C). If the voter is moved to “inactive” status after failure to respond to a “Final 
Notice” pursuant to the “NVRA process,” a ballot-by-mail shall not be automatically sent to the 
voter. A.R.S. § 16-544(E). The voter may regain active AEVL status upon updating the voter’s 
address and submitting a new AEVL request. 

 Creation and Preparation of Early Ballots 

The County Board of Supervisors is responsible for preparing early ballots, including ballots-by-
mail, to be used in federal, statewide, legislative, and countywide elections. A.R.S. § 16-405; 
A.R.S. § 16-503(A); A.R.S. § 16-545(B)(1). The Board of Supervisors may delegate this 
responsibility to the officer in charge of elections. 
 
An early ballot must be identical to a polling place ballot in content and format, except an early 
ballot must have the word “early” printed or stamped on the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-545(A). 
 
The 55th Legislature, First Regular Session, through S.B. 1530, enacted a new requirement that 
the exterior envelope in which a ballot-by-mail is sent to voters must include substantially the 
following statement: “If the addressee does not reside at this address, mark the unopened envelope 
“return to sender” and deposit it in the United States mail.” A.R.S. § 16-547(C). However, printing 
a statement that includes the phrase “return to sender” on the exterior envelope will cause postal 
sorting machines to automatically return the ballot to the county. Therefore, the County Recorder 
or other officer in charge elections shall utilize an alternate statement that omits the phrase “return 
to sender.” The alternate statement shall be considered substantially similar to the language in the 
statute so long as the alternate statement: (1) clearly instructs and permits the recipient to indicate 
if the addressee does not reside at the address; and (2) allows the U.S. Postal Service to return 
appropriately marked envelopes to the county. For example, the following is an acceptable 
alternate statement:  

□  If the addressee does not reside at this address, mark the box and return it to the U.S. 
Postal Service. 
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1. Components of the Ballot-by-Mail Mailing 
 
Only official election materials, as determined by the County Recorder, are permitted to be 
included in the ballot-by-mail mailing. Lists of official write-in candidates or withdrawn 
candidates may not be included in the mailing.  

2. Required Return Envelope 
 
The postage prepaid return envelope must: 

• Contain the County Recorder’s name, official title, and the post office address of the 
County Recorder (or other officer in charge of elections) on the front side of the return 
envelope (as explained below, a secrecy mailing envelope separate from the ballot affidavit 
may be used); 

• Contain a statutorily prescribed voter affidavit on the back side of the return envelope (see 
below); 

• Be tamper evident when properly sealed; 
• Not reveal the voter’s political party affiliation;  
• Contain any required statement by the U.S. Post Office for election mail, including the 

election mail logo; and 
• Be opaque so as not to reveal the voter’s vote choices. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-547(A); A.R.S. § 16-545(B)(2).  
 
The voter affidavit must substantially contain at least the following language, followed by a place 
for the voter’s signature: 

I declare the following under penalty of perjury: I am a registered voter in ___________ 
county Arizona, I have not voted and will not vote in this election in any other county or 
state, I understand that knowingly voting more than once in any election is a class 5 felony 
and I voted the enclosed ballot and signed this affidavit personally unless noted below. 

If the voter was assisted by another person in marking the ballot, complete the following: 

I declare the following under penalty of perjury: At the registered voter’s request I assisted 
the voter identified in this affidavit with marking the voter’s ballot, I marked the ballot as 
directly instructed by the voter, I provided the assistance because the voter was physically 
unable to mark the ballot solely due to illness, injury, or physical limitation and I 
understand that there is no power of attorney for voting and that the voter must be able to 
make their selection even if they cannot physically mark the ballot. 

Name of voter assistant: ____________________________ 
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Address of voter assistant: __________________________ 

A.R.S. § 16-547(A). The affidavit must also request an optional telephone number or email address 
to enable the County Recorder to contact the voter in case there is a deficiency with the early 
ballot.26  
 
For ballot-by-mail elections, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may 
supplement the early ballot affidavit with additional language required for issuance of replacement 
ballots pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-558.02(A). See Chapter 3, Section IV. 
 
In lieu of printing the ballot affidavit on the exterior of the return envelope, a County Recorder 
may also include a postage prepaid secrecy mailing envelope. In this circumstance, the voter is 
directed to place their marked ballot in the standard return envelope that contains the early ballot 
affidavit; the voter must then place the standard return envelope inside the postage prepaid secrecy 
mailing envelope. This method ensures that the voter’s signature (or other personally identifying 
information) will not be visible on the exterior envelope transmitted through the mail. The 
envelope that contains the early ballot affidavit must otherwise comply with A.R.S. § 16-547. For 
counties that use this method, a voted ballot shall be accepted for processing so long as the 
completed ballot affidavit is also returned with the voted ballot. For example, a voter may drop off 
their voted ballot in the signed affidavit envelope at the County Recorder’s Office or ballot drop-
box with no exterior secrecy envelope, or a voter may mail their voted ballot and signed affidavit 
in an envelope different from the postage pre-paid envelope provided by the County Recorder and 
such circumstances alone shall not invalidate the voter’s ballot.  

3. Required Instructions to Voters 
 
A County Recorder must supply printed instructions that: 

1. Direct voters to sign the voter affidavit, mark the ballot, and return the voted ballot in the 
enclosed return envelope;  

2. Include a website address where the following information will be posted: (i) official 
locations where early ballots may be deposited; and (ii) official write-in candidates and 
withdrawn candidates for all jurisdictions on the ballot, A.R.S. § 16-343(G); 

3. Inform voters that: (i) no votes will be counted for a particular office if they overvote (i.e., 
mark the target area for more candidates or measures than permitted and do not otherwise 
make their choice clear); and (ii) provide the voter instructions on how to make their intent 
clear if they inadvertently mark the target area for a candidate or ballot measure and want 
to correct their vote and/or instruct the voter to contact the County Recorder to request a 
new ballot to ensure their vote is not processed as an overvote; 

4. Recommend that voters mail a ballot-by-mail back to the County Recorder as soon as 

 
26 The prescribed early ballot affidavit is deemed to substantially comply with FVAP-suggested designs for 
a UOCAVA return envelope affidavit. A.R.S. § 16-547(B); see also 52 U.S.C. § 20301(b)(4); 
https://www.fvap.gov/eo/overview/sending-ballots/creating-envelopes. 
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possible or at least seven calendar days before the election to best ensure the ballot will be 
timely received by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day; 

5. Provide information regarding ballot drop-box and other ballot drop-off locations 
available in the county (or a link to where that information can be found online) and 
recommend that voters utilize these drop-off options to ensure voted ballots are received 
by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day;  

6. Informs voters regarding the appropriate marking devices to be used when marking the 
ballot; and 

7. Include the following language: 

• In order to be valid and counted, the ballot and affidavit must be delivered to the 
County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections or may be deposited at any 
polling place or ballot drop-off location in the county no later than 7:00 p.m. on 
Election Day. The ballot will not be counted without the voter’s signature on the 
envelope. 
(WARNING - It is a felony to offer or receive any compensation for a ballot.) 

 
A.R.S. § 16-547(D). The County Recorder may substitute “vote center” for “polling place” if the 
county uses vote centers. If applicable, the County Recorder may add additional ballot drop-off 
locations to the statutorily prescribed language. All ballot drop-off locations and drop-boxes shall 
be approved by the Board of Supervisors (or designee).  
 
A County Recorder in a covered jurisdiction, as designated by the Census Bureau in the current 
Federal Register publication, must provide these instructions in English and any additional written 
language(s) required under the federal Voting Rights Act. See Chapter 8, Section VI. 

 Mailing Ballots-by-Mail 

1. Methods of Transmitting Ballots-by-Mail 
 
A ballot-by-mail must be mailed to voters by first-class, non-forwardable mail. The ballot-by-mail 
must be accompanied by an early ballot affidavit, instructions to voters, and a postage-prepaid 
return envelope. 
 
Ballots may be transmitted to UOCAVA voters by mail, fax, email, or other secure method of 
online transmittal, in accordance with the delivery method selected on the FPCA submitted by the 
voter. UOCAVA mailing requirements apply to all elections, not just federal elections. A.R.S. § 
16-543(A). 
 
Except for an all ballot-by-mail election pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-409 or Chapter 4, Article 8.1 of 
Title 16, a county recorder, city or town clerk, or other election officer shall not deliver or mail an 
early ballot to a voter unless the voter is on the AEVL or the voter made a one-time request for an 
early ballot for the election at issue pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-542(A). An election officer who 
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knowingly violates this prohibition is guilty of a class 5 felony. A.R.S. § 16-542(L). 

2. Time Period for Mailing Ballots-by-Mail 
 
Voters who make a ballot-by-mail request at least 31 days before the election are entitled to be 
mailed a ballot-by-mail between 27 and 24 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-542(C); A.R.S. 
§ 16-545(B)(1); A.R.S. § 16-544(F).27 Whenever practicable, the County Recorder should also 
mail an early ballot between 27 and 24 days before the election to voter who make a ballot-by-
mail request at least 27 days before the election.  
 
Voters who make a sufficiently complete and correct ballot-by-mail request between 26 and 11 
days before the election are entitled to be sent a ballot-by-mail within two business days of the 
request. A.R.S. § 16-542(D)-(E).  
 
Requests for a ballot-by-mail made 10 days or less before the election are untimely. A.R.S. § 16-
542(E) (requiring requests be made by 5:00 p.m. on the 11th day before the election). 

3. Special Time Period for Transmitting UOCAVA Ballots 
 
If a UOCAVA voter registers to vote with an FPCA at least 48 days before an election, a County 
Recorder must transmit a ballot-by-mail to the voter at least 45 days before the election. A.R.S. § 
16-543(A); 52 U.S.C. § 20302(a)(8).  
 
A UOCAVA voter who registers to vote using an FWAB pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-543.02(D) must 
simultaneously write-in their vote choices for federal candidates. However, if a County Recorder 
receives an FWAB sufficiently in advance of the election, the County Recorder should transmit a 
ballot-by-mail to the registrant and, if the FWAB received is not the version revised in 2017 or 
later that contains all the same information as the FPCA, should include an FPCA. If the voter 
returns the voted ballot-by-mail (and includes a completed FPCA if necessary), the County 
Recorder should void out the FWAB. FWABs from UOCAVA voters are held until 7:00 p.m. on 
Election Day if the voter was sent a ballot-by-mail and, if the ballot-by-mail was voted and 
returned, the FWAB is disqualified and the voted ballot-by-mail is transmitted to the officer in 
charge of elections for tabulation.  
 
If a UOCAVA voter registers less than 48 days before the election, a County Recorder must 
transmit the ballot-by-mail within one business day of receipt of the registration. A.R.S. § 16-
543(A); A.R.S. § 16-542(D). Requests made within 48 hours of Election Day should be further 
expedited to the extent possible. 

 
27 A.R.S. § 16-542(C) allows early ballots to be mailed as late as 24 days before the election, but also 
requires ballots be mailed “within five days after receipt of the official early ballots from the officer charged 
by law with the duty of preparing ballots pursuant to section 16-545.” In the event a County Recorder 
cannot mail early ballots within five days of receipt, a County Recorder remains in compliance with A.R.S. 
§ 16-542(C) if early ballots are mailed no later than the 24th day before the election. 
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 Effect of Incomplete FPCA Registration 

If a UOCAVA voter submits an incomplete FPCA (or attempts to register to vote using a 
registration form other than an FPCA or FWAB containing all the same information as an FPCA) 
within 48 days of the election, the County Recorder must transmit a blank FPCA along with a 
ballot-by-mail to the voter within one business day of receipt. A.R.S. § 16-543(A). If the voter 
does not return a new completed FPCA by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day, any voted ballot-by-mail 
from that voter will not count. 

 Waiver of UOCAVA 45-Day Transmittal Deadline 

In exceptional circumstances, the Secretary of State has authority to seek a waiver of the 45-day 
UOCAVA ballot transmission deadline from the U.S. Department of Defense as a result of undue 
hardship.28 For example, an “undue hardship” may be found if: 

• A county has suffered a delay in generating ballots due to a legal contest; 
• Arizona’s primary election date prohibits counties from meeting the 45-day mailing 

requirement; or 
• The Arizona Constitution prohibits counties from complying with the 45-day mailing 

requirement. 
 
52 U.S.C. § 20302(g)(2)(B). If a county experiences (or believes it will experience) an undue 
hardship, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must contact the Secretary of 
State as soon as possible and provide sufficient information to enable the Secretary of State to 
make a timely waiver request. 
 
The Secretary of State’s waiver request must include: 

• An explanation of the undue hardship; 
• A recognition that the original purpose of the 45-day mailing requirement was to allow 

UOCAVA voters to have enough time to vote in a federal election; 
• The number of days prior to the election that Arizona law requires ballots-by-mail to be 

transmitted to UOCAVA voters, A.R.S. § 16-543(A) (45 days); 
• The State’s plan to ensure that UOCAVA voters are able to receive and return their ballot-

by-mail in time to be counted for the election. This includes the specific steps the county 
or counties will take, why the plan will give UOCAVA voters enough time to vote, and 
factual information explaining how the plan gives sufficient time for this to occur.29 

 
28 52 U.S.C. § 20302(g); https://www.fvap.gov/eo/waivers. The Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel 
& Readiness is the Presidential designee charged with evaluating such requests. See Executive Order 12642, 
available at https://www.archives.gov/federal-register/codification/executive-order/12642.html; 
Department of Defense Instruction 1000.04, Federal Voting Assistance Program (FVAP), available at 
https://www.fvap.gov/uploads/FVAP/Policies/dodi1000.04.pdf.  
29 52 U.S.C. § 20302(g)(1); see also https://www.fvap.gov/uploads/FVAP/EO/2012_waiver_ 
guidance.pdf. 
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The Secretary of State is generally required to submit a waiver request at least 90 days before the 
election, which the Department of Defense must act upon within 25 days. 52 U.S.C. § 
20302(g)(3)(A). If the undue hardship results from a legal contest, however, the Secretary of State 
must submit the waiver request as soon as practicable, which the Department of Defense must act 
upon within five business days. 52 U.S.C. § 20302(g)(3)(B). 

 Issuing Replacement Ballots-by-Mail 

A County Recorder may issue replacement ballots-by-mail to a voter upon request and may limit 
the total number of ballots-by-mail to three per voter per election. The County Recorder shall keep 
a record of each replacement ballot issued. See A.R.S. § 16-558.02. The County Recorder must 
ensure that only one ballot for a particular voter is verified and transmitted to the officer in charge 
of elections for tabulation. Only the first ballot received and verified shall be counted. 

 Emergency UOCAVA Early Balloting Procedures 

In the event of a national or local emergency that makes substantial compliance with the UOCAVA 
statute impracticable, including occurrences of natural disasters, armed conflict, or mobilization 
of the National Guard or military reserve units of this State, the following procedures for the early 
balloting process shall apply for UOCAVA voters: 

• The Secretary of State will issue a press statement for immediate release, posted on the 
Secretary of State’s website and official social media accounts, and distributed as broadly 
and immediately as practicable to national and local wire services, to radio and television 
broadcast stations within the state, and to daily newspapers of general circulation in the 
state, outlining applicable measures that will be taken to continue or lengthen the early 
voting process for UOCAVA voters. 

• The Secretary of State will prepare and distribute written public service announcements 
describing these early voting procedures for broadcast on radio and television networks, 
including but not limited to the U.S. Armed Forces Network and Federal Voting Assistance 
Program, and announcements describing these procedures on internet sites of interest to 
military and non-military U.S. citizens living abroad. 

• The Secretary of State will direct the County Recorders and officers in charge of elections 
to make all reasonable efforts to locate each eligible UOCAVA voter in their jurisdiction 
and to notify such voter individually, by email, telephone, and/or fax, of the modified early 
voting process including the alternatives for issuing or returning early ballots faster than 
traditional mail service. 
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Should such an event cause insufficient time to receive, execute, and return a ballot, the deadline 
for the receipt of the early ballots mailed, emailed, or faxed back to the County Recorder will be 
5:00 p.m. on the third business day after the election. 

A.R.S. § 16-543(C). 

 Reporting UOCAVA Transmission Statistics 

Each County Recorder must timely confirm UOCAVA compliance to the Secretary of State, and 
must include information about:  

• How many UOCAVA ballots were validly requested; 
• How many UOCAVA ballots were transmitted in accordance with the 45-day deadline 

based on valid requests received before that date; and 
• How many UOCAVA ballots were transmitted after the 45-day deadline based on valid 

requests received before that date. 
 
UOCAVA reports must be emailed or electronically submitted to the Secretary of State within one 
business day of the UOCAVA ballot transmission deadline. The reports shall not include any 
protected information for voters who have their records sealed pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-153 or who 
are enrolled in the Address Confidentiality Program. 
 
Following each primary and general election for federal office, the Secretary of State must 
consolidate the county reports and report Arizona’s aggregated statistics to the U.S. Department 
of Justice, which is responsible for enforcing UOCAVA. See https://www.justice.gov/crt/statutes-
enforced-voting-section#uocava. 

 Deadline to Return Ballots-by-Mail 

A ballot-by-mail (with completed affidavit) must be delivered to the County Recorder, the officer 
in charge of elections, an official ballot drop-off site, or any voting location in the county no later 
than 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-547(D); A.R.S. § 16-551(C).  
 
The ballot-by-mail return deadline also applies to UOCAVA ballots, regardless of the method of 
transmission to the election official, unless the UOCAVA return deadline is extended pursuant to 
emergency procedures as outlined in Chapter 2, Section I(F).  

 Ballot Drop-Off Locations and Drop-Boxes 

Counties or municipalities that establish one or more ballot drop-off locations, curbside ballot 
drop-off locations, or drop-boxes shall develop and implement procedures to ensure the security 
of the drop-off locations and/or drop-boxes and shall comply with the following requirements.  

1. A ballot drop-off location or drop-box shall be located in a secure location, such as inside 
or in front of a federal, state, local, or tribal government building. All ballot drop-off 
locations and drop-boxes shall be approved by the Board of Supervisors (or designee).  
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a. An unstaffed drop-box (i.e., not within the view and monitoring of an employee or 
designee of the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections) placed outdoors 
shall be securely fastened in a manner to prevent moving or tampering (for 
example, securing the drop-box to concrete or an immovable object).  

b. An unstaffed drop-box placed inside a building shall be secured in a manner that 
will prevent unauthorized removal.  

c. While a staffed drop-off location or drop-box (i.e., within the view and monitoring 
of an employee or designee of the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections) 
need not be securely fastened or locked to a permanent fixture, it must be secured 
in a manner to prevent unauthorized access and removal of ballots and monitored 
by a properly trained employee or designee of the County Recorder or officer in 
charge of elections at all times that the location or drop-box is accessible by the 
public. 

d. Counties may provide for staffed curbside or drive-through ballot drop-off options 
at any early, emergency, or Election Day voting location or as otherwise approved 
by the Board of Supervisors.  

2. All ballot drop-boxes and ballot drop-off locations shall be in locations accessible to voters 
with disabilities.  

3. The County Recorder or officer in charge of elections shall publicly post a listing of 
designated drop-off locations and drop-boxes on the website of the County Recorder or 
officer in charge of elections. Where practicable, the County Recorder or officer in charge 
of elections shall also post a listing of drop-off locations and drop-boxes anywhere that 
polling places and vote centers are posted. 

4. All drop-boxes shall be clearly and visibly marked as an official ballot drop-box and 
secured by a lock and/or sealable with a tamper-evident seal. Only an election official or 
designated ballot retriever shall have access to the keys and/or combination of the lock to 
remove the deposited ballots.  

5. The County Recorder or officer in charge of elections shall install and utilize a fire 
suppression device inside all unstaffed ballot drop-boxes. 

6. All drop-boxes (both staffed and unstaffed) shall have an opening slot that is not large 
enough to allow deposited ballots to be removed through the opening slot.  

7. Ballot drop-off locations and drop-boxes shall be locked and covered or otherwise made 
unavailable to the public until the 27th day prior to an election to ensure that no ballots or 
any other materials may be deposited before the early voting period begins. Prior to use on 
the 27th day before the election, all drop-boxes shall be inspected for damage and to ensure 
they are empty. 

8. All drop-boxes shall be locked and covered or otherwise made unavailable after the polls 
have closed on Election Day to ensure that no ballots may be dropped off after the close of 
the polls.  
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9. The County Recorder or officer in charge of elections shall develop and implement secure 
ballot retrieval and chain of custody procedures, which shall include the following:  

a. Voted ballots shall be retrieved from ballot drop-off locations and/or drop-boxes 
on a pre-established schedule. Ballot retrieval shall be more frequent as Election 
Day approaches. 

b. For any election that includes a partisan race, at least two designated ballot 
retrievers of at least two differing party preferences shall be assigned to retrieve 
voted ballots from a ballot drop-off location or drop-box. For a nonpartisan 
election, at least two designated ballot retrievers shall be assigned to retrieve voted 
ballots from a ballot drop-off location or drop-box.  

c. Each designated ballot retriever shall wear a badge or similar identification that 
readily identifies them as a designated ballot retriever and/or employee of the 
County Recorder or officer in charge of elections.  

d. Upon arrival at a drop-off location or drop-box, the two designated ballot retrievers 
shall note, on a retrieval form prescribed by the County Recorder or officer in 
charge of elections, the location and/or unique identification number of the location 
or drop-box and the date and time of arrival.  

e. The designated ballot retrievers shall retrieve the voted ballots by either placing the 
voted ballots in a secure ballot transfer container, retrieving the secure ballot 
container from inside the drop-box, or retrieving the staffed drop-box which also 
serves as a secure ballot container. If the drop-box includes a secure ballot 
container, the designated ballot retrievers shall place an empty secure ballot 
container inside the drop-box. The time of departure from the drop-off location or 
drop-box shall be noted on the retrieval form. 

f. Upon arrival at the office of the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections, 
central counting place, or other receiving site, the designated ballot retrievers shall 
note the time of arrival on the retrieval form. The County Recorder or officer in 
charge of elections (or designee) shall inspect the secure ballot container for 
evidence of tampering and shall confirm receipt of the retrieved ballots by signing 
the retrieval form and indicating the date and time of receipt. If there is any evidence 
of tampering, that fact shall be noted on the retrieval form.  

g. The completed retrieval form shall be attached to the outside of the secure ballot 
container or otherwise maintained in a matter prescribed by the County Recorder 
or officer in charge of elections that ensures the form is traceable to its respective 
secure ballot container.  

h. When the secure ballot container is opened by the County Recorder or officer in 
charge of elections (or designee), the number of ballots inside the container shall 
be counted and noted on the retrieval form.  

10. The County Recorder or officer in charge of elections may establish and implement 
additional local procedures for ballot drop-off locations to protect the security and efficient 
operation of the ballot drop-off location. For example, the County Recorder or officer in 
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charge of elections may restrict activities that interfere with the ability of voters and/or staff 
to access the ballot drop-off location free from obstruction or harassment.  

 
Ballots retrieved from a ballot drop-off location or drop-box shall be processed in the same manner 
as ballots-by-mail personally delivered to the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections, 
dropped off at a voting location, or received via the United States Postal Service or any other mail 
delivery service, see Chapter 2, Section VI. 

 Reporting Ballot-by-Mail Requests and Returns 

At the request of a state or county political party chairperson before an election, a County Recorder 
must provide the following information at no cost to the political party: 

• A listing of registrants who have requested a ballot-by-mail. This information must be 
provided daily Monday through Friday, beginning 33 days before the election and through 
the Friday before the election; 

• A listing of registrants who have returned their ballot-by-mail, which must be provided 
daily in Maricopa and Pima Counties and weekly in all other counties.  

- Daily information in Maricopa and Pima Counties must be provided Monday 
through Friday, beginning the first Monday after early voting commences and 
ending the Monday before the election; 

- Weekly information in all other counties must be provided beginning on the Friday 
after early voting commences and ending on the Friday before the election.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-168(D). 
 
Ballot-by-mail request and return reports should conform to the format established for precinct 
lists as nearly as practicable (see Chapter 1, Section X(A)(1)) and should contain the following 
minimum information: 

1. Registrant’s name; 
2. Voter registration/ID number; 
3. Residential address; 
4. Mailing address (if different from residential address); 
5. Political party; 
6. Whether AEVL or one-time request (ballot-by-mail request reports only); and 
7. Date of request, for one-time requests (ballot-by-mail request reports only). 

 
The first ballot-by-mail request report should contain all AEVL registrants and registrants who 
made a one-time ballot-by-mail request up to the time of the report. Subsequent ballot-by-mail 
request reports should include new one-time ballot-by-mail requests that have been made since the 
last report. 
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 ON-SITE EARLY VOTING 

A County Recorder shall establish on-site early voting at the County Recorder’s office during the 
early voting period whenever the office is open to the public. A County Recorder may also 
establish additional in-person early voting locations throughout the county as practicable to ensure 
that all voters may reasonably access at least one early voting location. A.R.S. § 16-246(C); A.R.S. 
§ 16-542(A). 
 
A voter must cast a ballot issued at the on-site early voting location at that location, and may not 
remove that ballot from the location. An early ballot must be issued even if the voter previously 
requested or received a ballot-by-mail, but only the first ballot received and verified by the County 
Recorder shall be counted. 
 
An elector who appears at an on-site early voting location by 5:00 p.m. on the Friday preceding 
the election and presents valid identification must be given a ballot and permitted to vote at the 
on-site early voting location. A.R.S. § 16-542(E). 

 Posting Notice of Write-In and Withdrawn Candidates 

A County Recorder must post a Notice of Write-In and Withdrawn Candidates at each on-site early 
voting location. A.R.S. § 16-312(E); A.R.S. § 16-343(G).  
 
Information about write-in and withdrawn candidates also must be posted to the website of the 
County Recorder or officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-343(G).  

 Applicability of Voter ID Requirements 

Before receiving a ballot or being permitted to cast a vote on an accessible voting device at any 
on-site early voting location, a qualified elector must provide identification as prescribed by A.R.S. 
§ 16-579 (see Chapter 9, Section IV for more details on the identification requirement; 
identification is also required to receive an early ballot at an emergency voting center or from a 
special election board, see Chapter 2, Section III(B) and IV(B)). If needed, a voter may update 
their voter registration record at the on-site early or emergency voting location prior to receiving 
a ballot by completing a new voter registration form. Such updates shall be deemed effective 
starting in that election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(5)(b); A.R.S. § 16-542(A), (H)-(I).  

 Requirements and Security Procedures for Accessible Voting Devices  

An on-site early voting location must have at least one certified accessible voting device available 
for voters with disabilities, unless the election is for a city or town with a population under 20,000. 
A.R.S. § 16-442.01(A).  
 
An accessible voting device must be approved by the Secretary of State, based on review and 
recommendation by the Election Equipment Certification Committee, and successfully pass logic 
and accuracy testing prior to deployment for on-site early voting. See Chapter 4, Sections I and II. 
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All accessible voting devices used for early voting shall be physically secured at all times and if 
the media containing the election for the accessible voting device is removable, the media itself 
shall be physically secured at all times.  
 
The chain of custody of the accessible voting device must be tracked and logged by a team of at 
least two board workers or staff of the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections.  

• The log shall include: (1) the seal numbers on the device; (2) for devices that mark and 
tabulate, the number of votes cast at the time the device was turned on and the number of 
votes cast at the time the device was turned off; and (3) a place for the two board workers 
or county staff to initial or sign verifying the information.  

• For devices that mark and tabulate, at the close of the early voting location each day, the 
board workers or county staff shall log the number of votes cast on the device and then 
either turn the device off or otherwise secure the device. Each morning, when the device is 
turned on and/or retrieved from secured storage, the number of votes cast on the machine 
shall be compared to the log from the previous day. Any discrepancy shall be immediately 
reported to the officer in charge of elections.  

• At 5:00 p.m. or as soon as practicable after the last voter has left the site on the last day of 
on-site early voting or emergency voting, the device shall be closed out according to 
procedures provided by the officer in charge of elections.  

All other security procedures set forth in this Manual shall be followed for accessible voting 
devices used for early voting. See Chapter 4, Section III.  

 Requirements for Ballot Security and Transport 

The County Recorder and/or officer in charge of elections shall implement procedures to ensure 
that voted early ballots are properly secured and chain of custody is maintained for the duration of 
the applicable retention period. The security and chain of custody requirements set forth in this 
Manual for Election Day ballots also apply to early ballots.  See, e.g., Chapter 9, Section VIII(B)-
(C); and Chapter 13, Section VI.    

 EMERGENCY VOTING 

 Establishing Emergency Voting Centers 

Upon a specific resolution of the County Board of Supervisors before each election, the Board 
may authorize the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections to establish and operate 
emergency voting centers. The Board shall specify in the resolution the location of the emergency 
voting centers and the hours of operation. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(5).  
 
“Emergency” means any unforeseen circumstance that would prevent the voter from voting at the 
polls. Qualified electors who experience an emergency between 5:00 p.m. on the Friday preceding 
the election and 5:00 p.m. on the Monday preceding the election may request to vote at an 
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emergency voting center in the manner prescribed by the Board of Supervisors of their respective 
county. A.R.S. § 16-542(H). 
 
If an emergency voting center established pursuant to this section becomes unavailable and there 
is not sufficient time for the County Board of Supervisors to convene to approve an alternate 
location for that emergency voting center, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of 
elections may make changes to the approved emergency voting center location and shall notify the 
public and the Board of Supervisors regarding that change as soon as practicable. The alternate 
emergency voting center shall be as close in proximity to the approved emergency voting center 
location as possible. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(5)(c). 

 Identification and Signed Statement Requirements 

Before receiving a ballot at an emergency voting center, a voter must provide identification as 
prescribed by A.R.S. § 16-579 (see Chapter 9, Section IV for more details on the identification 
requirement). If needed, a voter may update their voter registration record at an emergency voting 
center prior to receiving a ballot by completing a new voter registration form. Such updates shall 
be deemed effective starting in that election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(5); A.R.S. § 16-542(E), (H), (I). 
 
The voter must also sign a statement under penalty of perjury containing substantially the 
following language: “I declare under penalty of perjury that I am experiencing or have experienced 
an emergency after 5:00 p.m. on the Friday immediately preceding the election and before 5:00 
p.m. on the Monday immediately preceding the election that will prevent me from voting at a 
polling place on Election Day.”  

• Such signed statements are not subject to public inspection pursuant to Title 39, Chapter 1, 
Article 2. A.R.S. § 16-542(H); A.R.S. § 16-246(F)(2). Election workers should not ask for 
any additional information regarding the voter’s specific emergency.  

• The signed statement for emergency voting may be incorporated into the early ballot 
envelope and affidavit, with a line for the voter to initial or sign next to the statement, or 
may be provided to the voter on a separate form to be signed by the voter. 

 SPECIAL ELECTION BOARDS 

A County Recorder or officer in charge of elections may appoint any number of special election 
boards to facilitate and enable voting by qualified electors who are ill or have a disability.  

• For partisan elections, the board must be comprised of two members, one from each of the 
two political parties who cast the highest number of votes in the state in the last preceding 
general election. Under no circumstances shall both members of the board consist of voters 
who are registered with the same party affiliation. The county chairperson of each such 
party shall furnish, within 60 days before Election Day, the County Recorder or other 
officer in charge of elections with a list of names of qualified electors within the 
chairperson's political party, and such additional lists as may be required, from which the 
County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections shall appoint members to such 
special election boards. The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may 
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refuse for cause to appoint or may for cause remove a member of this board. A person who 
is a candidate for an office in that election (other than the office of precinct committeeman) 
is not eligible to serve on a special election board for that election.  

• For nonpartisan elections, the board should consist of two members with different political 
affiliations. On request, a county may allow any bipartisan panel of certified election 
officials to act as a special election board. A person who is a candidate for an office in that 
election (other than the office of precinct committeeman) is not eligible to serve on a 
special election board for that election.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-549(A); A.R.S. § 16-246(F). 

 Time Periods for Requesting a Special Election Board 

A qualified elector who is confined because of a continuing illness or disability may vote using a 
ballot-by-mail or by making a verbal or written request to have a special election board personally 
deliver a ballot to the elector’s residence or other place of confinement. Such requests must be 
made by 5:00 p.m. on the second Friday before the election. A.R.S. § 16-549(C). 
 
Qualified electors who become ill or disabled after the second Friday before the election may 
nonetheless request personal ballot delivery by a special election board up to, and including, the 
Monday before the election. The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections shall 
honor these requests when possible. A.R.S. § 16-549(D). 
 
Electors who are hospitalized after 5:00 p.m. on the second Friday before the election and before 
5:00 p.m. on Election Day may request a special election board deliver their ballot to the hospital 
or other place of confinement. This ballot shall be processed as a provisional ballot in a manner to 
ensure the voter does not vote more than once. A.R.S. § 16-549(D). 

 Identification and Signed Statement Requirements 

Before receiving a ballot from a special election board, a voter who requests a special election 
board after the second Friday before the election must: 

• Provide identification as prescribed by A.R.S. § 16-579 (see Chapter 4, Section IV for more 
details on the identification requirement).  

• Sign a statement under penalty of perjury containing substantially the following language: 
“I declare under penalty of perjury that I am experiencing or have experienced an 
emergency after 5:00 p.m. on the second Friday preceding the election and before 5:00 
p.m. on the Monday immediately preceding the election that will prevent me from voting 
at a polling place on Election Day.” 

- Such signed statements are not subject to public inspection pursuant to Title 39, 
Chapter 1, Article 2.  

A.R.S. § 16-549(D).  
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 CHALLENGES TO EARLY BALLOTS 

Challenges to early ballots must be submitted prior to the opening of the early ballot affidavit 
envelope. Challenges received after the affidavit envelope containing the ballot has been opened 
must be summarily denied as untimely.  
 
Written challenges to voted early ballots shall be given immediately to an early voting election 
board or other officer in charge of elections. If the written challenge contains at least one of the 
grounds listed in A.R.S. § 16-591, the board or officer shall, within 24 hours, send the following 
by first class mail to the challenged voter: 

• Notice of the challenge;  
• A copy of the written challenge; and 
• The time and place at which the voter may appear to defend the challenge. 

 
The notice must be sent to the mailing address shown on the voter’s request for the ballot-by-mail. 
If no address is provided, the notice may be sent to the mailing address on the registration record. 
If there is a phone number or email address for the challenged voter in the voter registration record, 
the board or officer must also provide notice of the challenge by email and/or phone to ensure the 
voter has an opportunity to respond to the challenge. A.R.S. § 16-552. 
 
Notice must also be sent to:  

• The challenger at the address provided on the challenge; and  
• The county chairperson of each political party represented on the ballot.  

 
The early voting election board shall meet to hear the challenge at the time specified, but:  

• Not earlier than 96 hours after the notice is mailed, or not earlier than 48 hours after 
delivery if the notice is delivered by overnight or hand delivery; and  

• Not later than 5:00 p.m. on the Monday following the election.  
 
The early election board or other officer in charge of early ballot processing is not required to 
provide a notice if the written challenge is untimely or fails to set forth at least one of the grounds 
listed in A.R.S. § 16-591 as a basis for the challenge.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-552; A.R.S. § 16-594. 

 PROCESSING AND TABULATING EARLY BALLOTS 

The following procedures for processing early ballots shall be followed, unless the Secretary of 
State has granted a jurisdiction permission to use another method otherwise consistent with 
applicable law. A jurisdiction wishing to deviate from these instructions must make a request in 
writing no later than 90 days prior to the election for which the exception is requested. 
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 County Recorder Responsibilities 

1. Signature Verification 
 
Upon receipt of the return envelope with an early ballot and completed affidavit, a County 
Recorder or other officer in charge of elections shall compare the signature on the affidavit with 
the voter’s signature in the voter’s registration record. In addition to the voter registration form, 
the County Recorder should also consult additional known signatures from other official election 
documents in the voter’s registration record, such as signature rosters or early ballot/AEVL request 
forms, in determining whether the signature on the early ballot affidavit was made by the same 
person who is registered to vote.  
 

• If satisfied that the signatures were made by the same person, the County Recorder shall 
place a distinguishing mark on the unopened affidavit envelope to indicate that the 
signature is sufficient and safely keep the early ballot and affidavit (unopened in the return 
envelope) until they are transferred to the officer in charge of elections for further 
processing and tabulation.  

 
• If not satisfied that the signatures were made by the same person the County Recorder 

shall make reasonable and meaningful attempts to: (1) contact the voter via mail, phone, 
text message, and/or email; (2) notify the voter of the inconsistent signature; and (3) allow 
the voter to correct or confirm the signature. The County Recorder shall attempt to contact 
the voter as soon as practicable using any contact information available in the voter’s 
record and any other source reasonably available to the County Recorder.  

 
Voters must be permitted to correct or confirm an inconsistent signature until 5:00 p.m. on the fifth 
business day after a primary, general, or special election that includes a federal office or the third 
business day after any other election. For the purposes of determining the applicable signature cure 
deadline: (i) the PPE is considered a federal election; and (ii) for counties that operate under a 
four-day workweek, only days on which the applicable county office is open for business are 
considered “business days.” 
 
If the early ballot affidavit is not signed, the County Recorder shall make reasonable and 
meaningful attempts to contact the voter via mail, phone, text message, and/or email, to notify the 
voter the affidavit was not signed and explain to the voter how they may cure the missing signature 
or cast a replacement ballot before 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. The County Recorder shall attempt 
to contact the voter as soon as practicable using any contact information available in the voter’s 
record and any other source reasonably available to the County Recorder. Neither replacement 
ballots nor provisional ballots can be issued after 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. 
 
All early ballots, including ballots-by-mail and those cast in-person at an on-site early voting 
location, emergency voting center, or through a special election board must be signature-verified 
by the County Recorder. However, because voters who cast an early ballot in-person at an on-site 
early voting location, emergency voting center, or through a special election board must show 
identification prior to receiving a ballot, early ballots cast in-person should not be invalidated based 
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solely on an allegedly inconsistent signature absent other evidence that the signatures were not 
made by the same person. After verifying an in-person early ballot, a County Recorder may update 
the signature in a voter’s record by scanning the voter’s affidavit signature and uploading the 
signature image to the voter’s record.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-550(A); A.R.S. § 16-552(B).30 

2. Rejected Early Ballots 
 
If the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections determines the ballot should be 
rejected, they shall: 

• Indicate for each ballot that the ballot has been rejected; 
• Note on the early ballot report or audit report the voter’s ID number (or other unique ID 

number) and the reason for rejection; and 
• Set aside the unopened affidavit envelope in the designated stack. 

3. Incorrect Ballots 
 
If it is determined that the voter was sent an incorrect ballot and there is sufficient time to mail a 
new ballot and receive the correct voted ballot back from the voter, the County Recorder or other 
office in charge of elections shall make reasonable efforts to contact the voter and issue a correct 
ballot. 
 
If it is too late to mail the correct ballot when the error is discovered but it is still possible to link 
the ballot to the specific voter, the incorrect ballot shall be sent to the Ballot Duplication Board, 
and any offices or issues the voter could have lawfully voted for shall be duplicated onto the correct 
ballot. 

 Early Ballot Board Responsibilities 

The Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections shall appoint one or more early ballot 
boards consisting of an inspector and two judges (the two judges must be from different political 
party preferences). If the early ballot boards retire and reconvene, all materials shall be secured 
under the control of the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections until the time for the 
boards to reconvene. 

1. Early Ballot Report Log 
 
The early ballot board shall maintain an early ballot report log that includes the following 

 
30 The County Recorder need not retain or employ a handwriting expert to perform signature verification. 
However, the County Recorder must ensure that staff performing signature verification are properly trained. 
Temporary employees may be trained by full time staff with at least two election cycles of signature 
verification experience. Counties should consult the Secretary of State’s Signature Verification Guide, 
available at www.azsos.gov/elections. 
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information for each batch of early ballots:  
1. Date; 
2. Batch ID;  
3. Number of ballots to process/processed; 
4. Number of ballots rejected and the reason(s) for the rejection (as applicable); 
5. Number of ballots sent to duplication; 
6. Number of ballots sent to tabulation; 
7. Board members’ initials; and 
8. Board ID. 

2. Affidavit Verification 
 
Upon receipt of early ballots that have been batched and signature-verified by the County Recorder 
or other officer in charge of elections, the early ballot board shall:  

• Verify that the affidavit envelope reflects the current election code; and  
• Verify that the voter on the affidavit envelope appears on the batch report list received from 

the County Recorder. 
 

The ballot shall be counted if the County Recorder determined that the affidavit is sufficient and 
the registrant is a qualified elector of the voting precinct. The vote shall not be counted if the 
County Recorder determined that the affidavit signature is missing or insufficient (and the 
applicable cure period has expired), or the registrant is not a qualified elector of the voting precinct.  

3. Accepted Early Ballots 
 
If the early ballot was accepted, the early ballot board shall:  

1. Verify that all affidavit envelopes are of the batch being processed (and set aside any ballots 
from a different batch to be joined/processed with the proper batch);  

2. Enter the total on the early ballot report;  
3. Open each accepted affidavit envelope, being careful not to damage the ballot or the 

affidavit printed on the envelope; 
4. Remove the ballot and check to ensure that the ballot is for the current election as shown 

on the affidavit envelope; 
5. Place the voted ballot in the designated stack and count the number of ballots;  
6. Place the empty affidavit envelope in the designated stack;  
7. Repeat the process until all valid ballots are opened and placed in their appropriate stacks; 

and 
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8. Fill out the ballot transmittal slip and send ballots to tabulation.  

4. Damaged Early Ballots 
 
If damaged ballots are found, they should be segregated from the batch and placed with any other 
ballots to be duplicated from the batch. The early ballot board must include each damaged ballot 
on a transmittal slip.  

5. Transmittal Slips for Tabulation or Duplication 
 
Each batch of ballots sent to the central counting place and Ballot Duplication Boards shall be 
accompanied by a completed transmittal slip with the following information: 

1. Date item is originally processed; 
2. Where ballots are sent To: (central counting place, Ballot Duplication Board, etc.); 
3. Where ballots are sent From: (early voting, Ballot Duplication Board, etc.); 
4. Ballot color and party (if applicable);  
5. Total number of ballots sent; 
6. Board ID;  
7. Initials of board members; and 
8. Batch/sub-batch numbers. 

 
If a ballot was transmitted by facsimile to a UOCAVA voter and the voted ballot was returned by 
facsimile, the ballot should be sent to the Ballot Duplication Board to be duplicated in the method 
prescribed under Ballot Duplication Board instructions. See Chapter 10, Section II(D). 

6. Close Out 
 
The early ballot board will close out each batch as follows: 

1. Calculate a cumulative total of the number of: 
a. Affidavit envelopes received; 
b. Ballots sent to the Ballot Duplication Boards; 
c. Ballots rejected; and 
d. Ballots sent to the central counting place; 

2. Verify and audit these numbers against each applicable item (i.e., the total number of 
affidavit envelopes collected should match the cumulative total on the early voting ballot 
report, etc.); 

3. Place paperwork in the official envelope (official envelopes are marked to specify the items 
to be placed in each) or official envelope container (to accommodate large volumes); 
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4. Retain a duplicate copy of the early ballot report/log for office records; and  
5. Seal the official envelope or official envelope container with a tamper-resistant or tamper-

evident seal. 

7. Ballot Transportation 
 
After processing is complete, if ballots need to be transferred to another building for tabulation, 
ballots shall be transported in a secure manner by at least two election officials (not of the same 
political party preference) with the ballots inside of a ballot transfer container (sealed with a 
tamper-resistant or tamper-evident seal and accompanied by chain of custody documentation) to a 
receiving site or a central counting place that is inside a secured building. Badge control shall be 
handled in the same manner as the central counting place. 

 Timing for Tabulation of Early Ballots and Reporting of Results 

The officer in charge of elections may begin tabulating early ballots after confirmation from the 
Secretary of State that all equipment passes any required logic and accuracy test. A.R.S. § 16-
552(A). Tabulation of early ballots may begin immediately after the envelope and completed 
affidavit are processed and delivered to the early board. A.R.S. § 16-550(B).  
 
Early ballot tabulation results may not be reported until Election Day, at the earlier of: 

• The time when all ballots cast on Election Day at voting locations have been tabulated; or 
• One hour after all polls under the jurisdiction of the officer in charge of elections have 

closed on Election Day.  
 
Polls presumptively close at 7:00 p.m. on Election Day unless extended by court order. A.R.S. § 
16-551(C); A.R.S. § 16-552(A); A.R.S. § 16-565(A).  

 ELIGIBILE VOTERS IN JAIL OR DETENTION FACILITIES 

Individuals held in pretrial detention or serving a sentence for a misdemeanor conviction remain 
eligible to register and vote (assuming no other deficiencies in eligibility). To the extent 
practicable, County Recorders shall coordinate with the county sheriff’s office, jail, or detention 
facilities, the county public defender’s office, and other appropriate stakeholders to develop and 
implement reasonable procedures to facilitate voter registration and voting, including the receipt 
and return of a ballot-by-mail, by eligible voters held in jail or detention facilities. Such procedures 
may include providing the facilities with voter information guides, registration forms, and ballot-
by-mail request forms, coordinating a means for secure and effective delivery and return of ballots-
by-mail for those in custody and/or the use of special election boards as permitted by law.  
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CHAPTER 3:  
BALLOT-BY-MAIL ELECTIONS 

 
“Ballot-by-mail” elections are elections in which a ballot is automatically mailed to every qualified 
elector in a jurisdiction, regardless of whether the voter is on the AEVL. These elections also 
include establishment of ballot replacement sites, where voters may receive and cast a replacement 
ballot. 
 
Ballot-by-mail elections must be conducted according to most of the same requirements applicable 
to early voting. A.R.S. § 16-191; A.R.S. § 16-409(A); A.R.S. § 16-558(B); see also Chapter 2. 

 ELIGIBILITY TO HOLD A BALLOT-BY-MAIL ELECTION 

Cities, towns, school districts, and special taxing districts are the only jurisdictions permitted to 
conduct ballot-by-mail elections. A.R.S. § 16-409(A); A.R.S. § 16-558(A).31  
 
In addition, a County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may send a Presidential 
Preference Election ballot to all qualified electors in precincts with 300 or less registered voters. 
A.R.S. § 16-248(H). 

 APPROVAL TO HOLD A BALLOT-BY-MAIL ELECTION 

A city, town, school district, or special taxing district may conduct its own ballot-by-mail election 
after obtaining approval of their governing board. A.R.S. § 16-409(A); A.R.S. § 16-558(A).  
 
Special taxing districts must obtain approval of the applicable County Board of Supervisors, even 
if the special taxing district will conduct its own election. The special taxing district must obtain 
approval from the Board of Supervisors before it publishes a call of election. If a special taxing 
district comprises more than one county, the governing board of the special taxing district must 
seek approval of the County Board of Supervisors in the county that contains the greater number 
of registered voters in the district. A.R.S. § 16-558(A). 
 
If a city, town, school district, or special taxing district requests a county conduct the election on 
the jurisdiction’s behalf, the conduct of that election is generally subject to an agreement between 

 
31 “School district” is defined as a political subdivision organized for the administration, support, 
and maintenance of public institutions offering instruction to students “in programs for preschool 
children with disabilities, kindergarten programs or any combination of elementary grades or 
secondary grades one through twelve,” and does not include community college districts. See 
A.R.S. § 15-101(23). 
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the county and the jurisdiction. A.R.S. § 16-205. Among other things, the agreement may require 
that all local jurisdictions holding elections on a particular consolidated election date conduct a 
ballot-by-mail election in lieu of establishing voting locations on Election Day.  
 
The governing body of a special taxing district must provide various public notifications before 
conducting any election that is not held concurrently with a general election, which includes ballot-
by-mail elections. A.R.S. § 16-226(B); A.R.S. § 16-227(A). See Chapter 8, Section IV(C).  
 

 PREPARING AND MAILING BALLOTS 

A County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may use a unified ballot format that 
combines all candidates and issues on the same ballot in a ballot-by-mail election. A.R.S. § 16-
204(G). 
 
Ballots utilized in a ballot-by-mail election must be prepared and transmitted in accordance with 
the requirements applicable to early ballots (see Chapter 2, Sections I(C) and I(D)), except:  

• The County Recorder must mail ballots to all eligible voters not more than 27 and not fewer 
than 15 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-558.01.  

• Return envelopes in ballot-by-mail elections for Title 48 special district elections need not 
be postage pre-paid. The district governing board must determine whether the cost of return 
postage will be borne by the local jurisdiction or the voter. A.R.S. § 16-558.01. 

 
If a jurisdiction conducts its own election without using the services of the County Recorder, the 
duties listed above for the County Recorder shall be performed by the officer in charge of elections 
for the jurisdiction.  

 METHODS TO RETURN OR REPLACE BALLOTS 

A completed ballot-by-mail must be delivered to the appropriate officer in charge of elections or 
an official ballot drop-off location no later than 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-411(D); 
16-558(B); 16-551(C). 
 
A city, town, school district, or special taxing district that conducts a ballot-by-mail election on its 
own behalf, and a county that conducts a ballot-by-mail election on behalf of a jurisdiction, may 
establish voting locations/ballot replacement sites on Election Day as well as ballot drop-off sites 
for voters to deposit voted ballots until 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-411(D); see also 
Chapter 8, Section I(B).  
 
A County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must establish at least one central 
location in each district to issue replacement ballots in cases where the voter’s mailed ballot was 
lost, spoiled, destroyed, or not received. These ballot replacement sites shall be open until 7:00pm 
on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-558.02(A); A.R.S. § 16-409(A). The County Recorder or other 
officer in charge of elections may establish as many additional ballot replacement sites as deemed 
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necessary. If there is no appropriate location for a ballot replacement site in the district (for 
example, if the district contains only residential buildings), the County Recorder or officer in 
charge of elections should establish a ballot replacement site as close as practicable to a central 
location in the district. A.R.S. § 16-558.02(A). Factors set out in Chapter 8, Section I(E) should be 
considered when selecting ballot replacement sites. 
 
In order for the replacement ballot to be counted, the voter must sign a sworn statement that the 
original ballot was lost, spoiled, destroyed, or not received. A.R.S. § 16-409(A); A.R.S. § 16-
558.02(A). This language may be incorporated into the early ballot affidavit prescribed by A.R.S. 
§ 16-547(A). See Chapter 2, Section I(C)(2). The County Recorder or other officer in charge of 
elections shall keep a record of each replacement ballot provided. A.R.S. § 16-558.02(B). In any 
case, the County Recorder must ensure that only one early ballot for a particular voter is verified 
and transmitted to the officer in charge of elections for tabulation. See Chapter 2, Section VI(A). 

 PROCESSING VOTED BALLOTS IN A BALLOT-BY-MAIL 
ELECTION 

Voted ballots returned to the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must be 
processed and tabulated in a manner similar to early ballots. A.R.S. § 16-409(B); A.R.S. § 16-
558(B); A.R.S. § 16-552; see Chapter 2, Section VI.  
 
Even if a city, town, school district, or special taxing district conducts its own election, the 
jurisdiction must usually enter into an agreement with the applicable county (or counties) in order 
to conduct signature verification. See A.R.S. § 16-205(C). Absent an agreement with the County 
Recorder, a local jurisdiction could conduct its own signature verification at a public terminal 
provided by the County Recorder during normal business hours.  
 
If a special taxing district crosses county lines, the district must enter into an agreement with both 
counties in order to conduct signature verification. For example, the county with the larger number 
of registered voters may conduct the election on the special taxing district’s behalf, and seek voter 
registration records from the smaller county in order to conduct signature verification for all voters 
in the special taxing district.  

 POST-ELECTION REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

A city, town, or school district that conducts a ballot-by-mail election must report the following 
information to the Senate President and Speaker of the House of Representatives by January 1 of 
the year immediately following any ballot-by-mail election: 

1. Changes in voter turnout from the previous election (regardless of whether the previous 
election was a ballot-by-mail or traditional election); 

2. The cost of the ballot-by-mail election compared to traditional elections; 
3. Suggestions for improvements to the ballot-by-mail election system; 
4. The frequency and severity of irregularities in the ballot-by-mail process, if any; 
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5. Voter satisfaction with the ballot-by-mail election process; and 
6. The number of non-deliverable ballots in the ballot-by-mail election. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-409(B). 
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CHAPTER 4:  
VOTING EQUIPMENT 

 

 VOTING EQUIPMENT CERTIFICATION 

All components of a voting system must be properly certified prior to use in any election for a 
federal, state, or county office. A.R.S. § 16-442(B). In addition, a city, town, or agricultural 
improvement district may adopt for use in its elections any electronic voting system or vote 
tabulating device approved by the Secretary of State, and thereupon, the voting system or device 
may be used at any or all elections for voting, recording, and counting votes cast in an election. 
A.R.S. § 16-442(E). 
 
A voting system is defined as the total combination of mechanical, electromechanical, or electronic 
equipment (including the software, firmware, and documentation required to program, control, and 
support the equipment) that is used to define ballots, cast and count votes, report or display election 
results, and maintain and produce any audit trail information. 52 U.S.C. § 21081(b)(1). Thus, a 
voting system consists of the electronic voting equipment (including central count equipment, 
precinct voting equipment, and accessible voting equipment) and election management system 
(EMS) used to tabulate ballots. The voter registration system, electronic pollbooks, and ballot on 
demand printers are separate from the voting system.  
 
This section outlines the procedures under which voting systems are certified, recertified, or 
decertified for use in Arizona. A new voting system must be certified by: 

1. A Voting System Test Laboratory (VSTL) accredited in accordance with the Help America 
Vote Act; 

2. The federal Election Assistance Commission (EAC); and 
3. The Secretary of State, based on a recommendation from the state Election Equipment 

Certification Committee. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-442(A)-(B).  
 
Certification includes a review of system documentation and/or conducting a demonstration and 
functionality test. Upgrades or modifications to an existing voting system require recertification, 
but if the upgrade or modification is de minimis, a demonstration and functionality test is optional 
and not necessarily required. See Chapter 4, Section I(A)(2). A request for emergency conditional 
certification is subject to different standards. See Chapter 4, Section I(C). 
 
The Secretary of State shall consult with and obtain recommendations regarding voting systems 
from nonprofit organizations and state agencies that represent persons who are blind or visually 
impaired, persons with expertise in accessible software, hardware, and other technology, county 
and local election officials, and other persons deemed appropriate by the Secretary of State. The 
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Secretary of State shall submit these recommendations to the state Election Equipment 
Certification Committee to be considered for possible certification if the election equipment 
manufacturer submits an application for certification. A.R.S. § 16-442.01(C).  

 State Certification Process 

A manufacturer’s voting system must be tested and certified as a comprehensive suite, not as 
individual components. Therefore, a manufacturer’s proposed combination of hardware, software, 
and firmware must be tested as an integrated whole to ensure the particular system accurately 
tabulates votes. As a result, a jurisdiction may not mix-and-match components from different 
manufacturers’ certified voting systems. The officer in charge of elections may mix components 
from different manufacturers’ voting systems only if those systems are not interconnected and 
under exceptional circumstances after notifying and receiving written approval from the Secretary 
of State. 

1. Submitting an Application for Certification 
 
To initiate state certification, a voting system manufacturer must submit an application to the 
Secretary of State. The application form is prescribed by the Secretary of State. A complete 
application packet consists of: 

1. A completed application form, including a description of all voting system components 
and, if seeking recertification, a description of modifications to the prior certified voting 
system; 

2. Product descriptions and/or sales brochures of the voting system components; 
3. VSTL Test Report; and 
4. EAC Certificate of Conformance, including EAC Certification Number and Scope of 

Certification.  
 
A manufacturer may submit an application packet to the Secretary of State electronically or by 
mail. The Secretary of State must conduct a preliminary review of the application packet within 
21 days of receipt of a completed packet or sooner if practicable. If the application packet is 
incomplete, the Secretary of State should inform the manufacturer and need not take further action 
until the application packet is complete.  

2. Review by the Election Equipment Certification Committee 
 
Once the application packet is deemed complete, the Secretary of State must notify and provide 
all relevant documentation to the Election Equipment Certification Committee and schedule a 
public meeting. If a demonstration and functionality test will be required, the Secretary of State 
must (1) coordinate with the manufacturer to receive test ballots; (2) develop a test script to vote 
the test ballots on all electronic voting equipment; (3) tabulate the test ballots (using alternative 
equipment provided by the manufacturer that is not the equipment to be tested in the demonstration 
and functionality test) in advance of the public meeting to ensure conformity with the test script; 
and (4) coordinate delivery and storage of the voting system as the test date nears. 
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Upon notification by the Secretary of State, to the extent practicable, the Election Equipment 
Certification Committee must conduct a public meeting within 90 days to consider an application 
for certification or recertification.  
 
The Secretary of State coordinates the logistical details for holding the public meeting, including 
complying with notice requirements in accordance with Arizona open meeting laws, taking 
meeting minutes, and ensuring the presence of legal counsel. A.R.S. § 38-431.01.  

 Composition of the Election Equipment Certification Committee 

The state Election Equipment Certification Committee consists of three persons appointed by the 
Secretary of State with the following qualifications: 

1. A faculty member of the engineering college at an Arizona university; 
2. A lawyer member of the Arizona Bar Association; and 
3. A person who is familiar with voting procedures in the state, such as a trained election 

official.  
 
Committee members serve without compensation. No more than two of the Committee members 
may be registered with the same political party. At least one member must have at least five years 
of experience with, and be able to render an opinion based on knowledge of or training/education 
in, electronic voting systems, procedures, and security. A.R.S. § 16-442(A).  

 New Application for Certification 

For a new application for certification, the Election Equipment Certification Committee must 
conduct the following activities in a public meeting: 

1. Review the manufacturer’s application packet for completeness; 
2. Confirm VSTL approval and EAC certification; 
3. Confirm the voting system under review is the same voting system certified by the EAC; 
4. Review the voting system and test ballots for compliance with the legal standards for 

certification; 
5. Conduct a demonstration and functionality test;  
6. Ask questions to the manufacturer’s representatives as necessary; 
7. Seek legal advice in executive session as necessary; and 
8. Vote on whether to recommend to the Secretary of State approval, conditional approval, or 

denial of the manufacturer’s application. 
 
The Election Equipment Certification Committee may issue a recommendation to the Secretary of 
State to approve or deny the application, including partial or conditional approval. The Committee 
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may also recommend specific conditions under which the voting system may be used by a county, 
city, town, or special taxing district.  
 
The Election Equipment Certification Committee must issue a written recommendation to the 
Secretary of State based on the majority vote from the public meeting. 

i. Legal Standards for Certification 
 
A voting system must comply with all federal and state laws, including the following: 

1. The voting system must be tested and certified under federal law: 
a. The voting system must be reviewed and/or tested by an accredited VSTL; 
b. The voting system must be certified by the EAC; and 
c. The voting system must otherwise comply with the then-applicable federal 

Voluntary Voting System Guidelines (VVSG) in effect; 
2. The voting system must have the following functional capability and/or characteristics 

required under federal and state law: 
a. The voting system must be suitably designed and be of durable construction; 
b. The voting system must provide for secure, efficient, and accurate voting; 
c. The voting system must record votes correctly and accurately, including 

aggregation of the voter’s choices made on a single device; 
d. The voting system must provide a durable paper document that visually indicates 

the voter’s selections and can be (1) used to verify the voter’s choices; (2) spoiled 
by the voter if they fail to reflect the voter’s choices, in which case the voter would 
be permitted to cast a new ballot; and (3) used in recounts and manual audits; 

e. The voting system must function for all types of elections; 
f. The voting system must be capable of rotating candidate names within a race and 

accurately tabulating the results; 
g. The voting system must aggregate the votes in the EMS in a way that prevents votes 

from being changed or deleted after voting has concluded; and 
h. The voting system must contain security features that prevent unauthorized access 

or hacking; 
3. Ballot marking devices and direct-recording electronic (DRE) voting machines must: 

a. Allow the voter to vote for the candidate or ballot measure of choice, allow the 
voter to vote for or against as many candidates or ballot measures for which they 
are entitled to vote, and inform the voter if the number of vote choices exceeds the 
permitted amount or prevent the voter from selecting more than the permitted 
number of vote choices; 

b. Prevent the voter from voting for the same person more than once for the same 
office; 
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c. Provide the voter with an opportunity (in a private, secret, and independent manner) 
to verify the votes selected by the voter on the ballot;  

d. Permit the voter to correct (in a private, secret, and independent manner) any error 
before the ballot is cast and counted or cast a replacement ballot if the previous 
ballot is spoiled or unable to be changed or corrected;  

e. Have the capability to be sealed and prevent further voting after the close of the 
polls and/or after the last voter has voted; and 

f. DRE voting machines must produce a paper ballot or voter verifiable paper audit 
trail (VVPAT) for audit purposes, including the ability to change the ballot or 
correct any error before submitting the ballot for tabulation and noting a spoiled or 
voided ballot when the voter changes the ballot or corrects an error; 

4. Accessible voting equipment must be capable of: 
a. Allowing the voter to cast and verify (both visually and with audio or synthesized 

speech) the voter’s selections, including a synthesized (or actual) speech recording 
and braille keyboard or other input method that is ADA compliant; 

b. Producing a paper ballot or VVPAT for audit purposes, including the ability to 
change the ballot or correct any error before submitting the ballot for tabulation and 
noting a spoiled or voided ballot when the voter changes the ballot or corrects an 
error; 

c. Displaying the on-screen ballot in a format substantially similar to that of paper 
ballots (see Chapter 4, Section II(E)(1) and Chapter 8, Section V(A)); 

d. Displaying, providing audio or synthesized speech (and if applicable, printing) the 
ballot in English and in any minority language required under federal or state law;32 

and 
e. Otherwise providing voters with visual impairments equivalent access to the voting 

experience compared to that provided for voters without visual impairments; 
5. The voting system must not have been subject to a recent decertification proceeding or 

otherwise have been utilized in violation of federal or state law.33  
 
A.R.S. § 16-442(B); A.R.S. § 16-442.01(A)-(B); A.R.S. § 16-446(A)-(B); A.R.S. § 16-502(H); 52 
U.S.C. § 20971(a)-(b); 52 U.S.C. § 21081(a). 

ii. Demonstration and Functionality Test 
 
A demonstration and functionality test consists of the Equipment Certification Committee: 

 
32 See Chapter 8, Section VI. If the applicable minority language is not a written language, the accessible 
voting machine must be capable of providing audio or synthesized reading of the ballot to the voter. 
33 For example, under A.R.S. § 16-1004(B), it is a class 5 felony to knowingly modify the software, 
hardware, or source code for voting equipment without receiving certification from the Election Equipment 
Certification Committee. 
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1. Explaining the testing process (of both primary and general election test ballots) during the 
public meeting;  

2. Casting ballots on all electronic voting equipment in accordance with the test script 
prepared for the meeting; 

3. Casting ballots on the accessible voting equipment in English and any minority language 
required under federal or state law, including testing the audio equipment;  

4. If the system captures digital ballot images, determining whether the system: 
a. Produces digital images of readable quality, including clearly displaying write-in 

votes; 
b. Produces digital images that are capable of being sorted by criteria such as race, 

district, ballot type, or precinct; 
c. Encrypts the digital images; and 
d. Is capable of transferring or downloading the digital images at a reasonably fast 

rate; 
5. If the system includes electronic adjudication and/or electronic write-in tallying 

functionality, determining the electronic adjudication and/or electronic write-in tallying 
program functions in compliance with applicable state law (see Chapter 10, Sections II(E) 
and II(H)(2));  

6. Ensuring the aggregate vote totals for each race in the EMS match the pre-determined test 
results prepared by the Secretary of State; and 

7. Demonstrating the voting system’s ability to function in compliance with applicable state 
and federal law. 

 Application for Recertification of Updated/Modified Systems 

Any upgrades or modifications to any aspect of an existing certified voting system as defined in 
Chapter 4, Section I require recertification as a precondition for the upgraded/modified system to 
be used in Arizona elections. Like new applications, an application for recertification requires 
VSTL approval, EAC certification, and certification by the Secretary of State, based on review 
and recommendation by the Election Equipment Certification Committee. However, depending on 
the nature of the upgrade/modification, a demonstration and functionality test may not be 
necessary. 
 
An upgrade or modification is documented through an engineering change order (ECO) prepared 
by the manufacturer and submitted to the appropriate VSTL. If the VSTL concludes, and the EAC 
agrees, that the ECO represents a de minimis change to the existing certified voting system, the 
Secretary of State may: 

1. Notify the Election Equipment Certification Committee that the upgrade or modification 
has been deemed de minimis by the EAC; 
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2. Recommend the Committee conduct its review without a demonstration and functionality 
test; and 

3. If the Committee agrees to forego a demonstration and functionality test, schedule a public 
meeting to review the manufacturer’s application for recertification. 

 
If the Election Equipment Certification Committee foregoes a demonstration and functionality test, 
the Committee must: 

1. Review the manufacturer’s application for recertification for completeness in a public 
meeting, whether in-person, telephonically, or by video teleconference; 

2. Confirm VSTL approval and EAC certification; 
3. Ask questions to the manufacturer’s representatives as necessary; 
4. Seek legal advice in executive session as necessary;  
5. Make an independent finding that the upgrade or modification is de minimis in nature; and 
6. Vote on the manufacturer’s application for recertification. 

 
The Election Equipment Certification Committee must issue a written recommendation to the 
Secretary of State based on the majority vote from the public meeting. The Election Equipment 
Certification Committee may recommend approval or denial of the application, including partial 
or conditional approval. 
 
If the Committee determines that the upgrade or modification is not de minimis, or the application 
for recertification otherwise requires additional review or testing, the Committee may vote to 
schedule a subsequent meeting to conduct a demonstration and functionality test. In that case, the 
Committee must evaluate the upgraded or modified voting system under the standards applicable 
to a new application for certification. 

3. Secretary of State Final Decision 
 
Within a reasonable period after receiving the Election Equipment Certification Committee’s 
recommendation, the Secretary of State must issue a final decision on an application for 
certification or recertification. The Secretary of State may accept, deny, or modify the Election 
Equipment Certification Committee’s recommendation, including issuance of a partial or 
conditional certification. 
 
The Secretary of State must issue the final decision in writing and notify the manufacturer by mail 
or email.  
 
A final decision denying certification must include notice that the decision constitutes an 
appealable agency action. The notice must: 

1. Identify the statute, rule, or provision upon which the decision was based; 
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2. Identify with reasonable particularity the reason why certification was denied or 
conditioned; 

3. Include a description of the manufacturer’s right to request a hearing on the decision; and 
4. Include a description of the manufacturer’s right to request an informal settlement 

conference pursuant to A.R.S. § 41-1092.06.  
 
A.R.S. § 41-1092(3); A.R.S. § 41-1092.03(A). 

4. Appeal Process 
 
A manufacturer may appeal the Secretary of State’s final decision denying an application for 
certification, conditional certification, or recertification. 

 Filing Notice of Appeal 

A manufacturer must file the notice of appeal with the Secretary of State within 30 days after 
receiving the final decision. The notice of appeal must: 

1. Identify the manufacturer; 
2. Provide the manufacturer’s address; 
3. Identify the agency and action being appealed; and 
4. Contain a concise statement of the reasons for the appeal. 

 
The notice of appeal must be served by personal delivery or certified mail, return receipt requested.  
 
Within five business days of receiving an appeal, the Secretary of State must: 

1. Notify any local jurisdictions who use the manufacturer’s voting system or are otherwise 
potentially affected by the appeal; and 

2. Request a hearing from the Office of Administrative Hearings. 
 
A.R.S. § 41-1092.03(A)-(B); A.R.S. § 41-1092.04. 

 Hearing on Appeal 

If an informal settlement conference pursuant to A.R.S. § 41-1092.06 is not requested, a hearing 
before the Office of Administrative Hearings: 

1. Must be conducted no later than 60 days after the appeal was filed with the Secretary of 
State; 

2. Must include a complete and accurate record; 
3. Must be conducted in accordance with A.R.S. § 41-1092.07; and 
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4. Must be presided over by an administrative law judge, who must issue a recommended 
decision pursuant to A.R.S. § 41-1092.08(A). 

 
The manufacturer bears the burden of persuasion to establish that the voting system should have 
been certified or recertified. The administrative law judge must issue a recommended decision 
within 20 days after the hearing is concluded. A.R.S. § 41-1092.08(A).  
 
The only remedy available is recommended reversal or modification of the Secretary of State’s 
final decision. Damages of any kind may not be awarded. 
 
A.R.S. § 41-1092.05. 

 Action on Recommended Decision 

Within 30 days following issuance of the administrative law judge’s recommendation, the 
Secretary of State may accept, reject, or modify the decision. A.R.S. § 41-1092.08(B).  
 
The Secretary of State’s decision constitutes the final determination of the application for 
certification or recertification. The Secretary of State must provide notice of the final 
determination to the manufacturer and any other interested parties.  

 Requirements for Equipment Decertification 

If the Secretary of State has reason to believe that a certified voting system or specific equipment 
or component thereof is not performing or being utilized in accordance with federal or state law, 
the Secretary of State may issue an Intent to Decertify the voting system or any component of the 
system. A.R.S. § 16-442(C)-(D). 
 
In reaching the preliminary decision to decertify, the Secretary of State may take into account any 
of the following: 

1. Material breach of contract with any Arizona jurisdiction; 
2. Submission of a fraudulent, misleading, or otherwise ineligible application for certification 

or recertification; 
3. Installation or use of an unauthorized voting system; 
4. Failure to properly function or perform, including security vulnerabilities; 
5. Federal decertification by the EAC; 
6. Failure to place election equipment source code in escrow and/or failure to authorize the 

State of Arizona to access or receive the source code; 
7. Loss of physical custody and control to an unauthorized or untrusted source; and  
8. Failure to continue to meet any requirements for certification. 
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Upon issuance of an Intent to Decertify, the Secretary of State must promptly notify the 
manufacturer and any affected parties. Within 30 days of issuance, the manufacturer and any 
affected parties may submit written comments to the Secretary of State in support of or opposition 
to decertification.  
 
Within 120 days of issuance, the Secretary of State must convene the Election Equipment 
Certification Committee. At a public meeting the Committee must: 

1. Review the evidence for and against decertification; 
2. Ask questions to the manufacturer’s representatives (as necessary); 
3. Seek legal advice in executive session (as necessary); and 
4. Vote on whether to recommend decertification. 

 
The Election Equipment Certification Committee may recommend full or partial decertification. 
The Committee may also specify the conditions under which the voting system may continue to 
be used by a county, city, town, or special taxing district. The Election Equipment Certification 
Committee must issue a written recommendation to the Secretary of State based on the majority 
vote from the public meeting. 
 
Within a reasonable period after receiving the Election Equipment Certification Committee’s 
recommendation, the Secretary of State must issue a final decision on the Intent to Decertify. The 
Secretary of State may accept, deny, or modify the Election Equipment Certification Committee’s 
recommendation, including issuance of a conditional recertification. The Secretary must follow 
the remaining procedures applicable to issuance of a final decision for an application for 
certification or recertification. See Chapter 4, Section I(A)(3) above.  
 
The manufacturer or affected party may appeal a decertification in accordance with the appeal 
procedures for denials of certification and recertification. See Chapter 4, Section I(A)(4) above. 
 
In addition to decertification, the Secretary of State may prohibit the purchase, lease, or use of any 
voting system (or component thereof) if a manufacturer or jurisdiction: (1) installs, uses, or permits 
the use of a voting system that is not certified for use or approved for experimental use; or (2) uses 
or includes hardware, firmware, or software in a voting system version that is not certified for use 
or approved for experimental use. A.R.S. § 16-442(D). 

 Emergency Conditional Certification of Upgrade/Modification 

If a local jurisdiction requires an emergency upgrade or modification to its existing certified voting 
system, the jurisdiction must apply to the Secretary of State for emergency conditional certification 
of the upgrade or modification. Emergency conditional certification allows the voting system to 
be upgraded or modified without seeking VSTL testing or EAC certification. A.R.S. § 16-442(G). 
 
To apply for emergency conditional certification, the local jurisdiction must: 
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1. Convene its governing board to pass a resolution outlining why the forthcoming election 
cannot be conducted without the requested emergency conditional certification; 

2. Make a written request to the Secretary of State that outlines the need for conditional 
emergency certification, including: 

a. A description of the proposed upgrade/modification; 
b. A description of what aspects of the voting system will be affected; 
c. An explanation why the upgrade/modification is necessary in order to conduct the next 

election, including a copy of the governing board’s resolution; 
d. An explanation why the upgrade/modification could not have been sought earlier 

through the standard recertification process; 
e. A description of what safeguards or contingency plans will be implemented if the 

proposed upgrade/modification does not function as intended during the election; and 
f. Any other information deemed relevant by the local jurisdiction. 

 
Upon receipt of a request for emergency conditional certification, the Election Equipment 
Certification Committee must convene as soon as practicable (but no later than 30 days from the 
date of the request) and follow the same procedures applicable to an application for recertification, 
except: 

• VSTL approval and EAC certification are not required; and 
• Both the local jurisdiction and manufacturer are expected to participate in the public 

meeting and answer the Election Equipment Certification Committee’s questions. 
 
Upon receipt of the Election Equipment Certification Committee’s recommendation, the Secretary 
of State must issue a final decision within 15 days or sooner if practicable. 
 
Any grant of conditional emergency certification is limited to six months from the date of the 
Secretary’s final decision. If the manufacturer has not applied for (and been granted) recertification 
before expiration of the 6-month period, the conditionally certified voting system is automatically 
decertified and ineligible for continued use. A.R.S. § 16-442(G). 
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The local jurisdiction may appeal a denial of emergency certification in accordance with the appeal 
procedures for denials of certification and recertification described above. See Chapter 4, Section 
I(A)(4). 

 Election System Software Escrow Statement 

Election vendors who have voting equipment certified for use in Arizona elections and whose 
equipment is currently in use or will be used in an upcoming election shall notify the Secretary of 
State, in writing, by January 31 of each year where the source code is held in escrow. 

  LOGIC AND ACCURACY (L&A) TESTING 

A logic and accuracy (L&A) test is intended to confirm that votes are attributed to the correct 
candidates and ballot measures in the election management system (EMS) and that each candidate 
and ballot measure receives the accurate number of votes. 
 
The Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections is responsible for performing an L&A 
test on all voting equipment prior to each election. The conduct of the test must be overseen by at 
least two elections staff or inspectors (of different political parties), and shall be open to 
observation by representatives of the political parties, candidates, the press, and the public.  
 
For any election that includes a federal, statewide, or legislative office, the Secretary of State is 
responsible for conducting an additional L&A test on selected voting equipment. A.R.S. § 16-
449.34 

 Timeframe to Conduct L&A Testing 

1. Accessible Voting Equipment L&A Test 
 
In-person voting, both during the early voting period and on Election Day, requires the deployment 
of accessible voting equipment for voters with disabilities and/or those needing assistance in a 
minority language required by federal or state law. Further, some counties use accessible voting 
equipment for ballot marking by all voters at the voting location.  
 
The officer in charge of elections must test all accessible voting equipment prior to an election. 

• For an all ballot-by-mail election, equipment must be tested at least 15 days before the 
election. 

 
34 Though not required, counties may, in their discretion, conduct additional pre-election L&A 
tests prior to the county’s and Secretary of State’s pre-election L&A test and/or additional post-
election L&A tests after the county’s post-election L&A test, including with participation from 
representatives of the recognized political parties.  
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• For a city, town, school district, or special taxing district election that is not an all ballot-
by-mail election, and for a county election, equipment must be tested at least 27 days before 
the election (prior to the commencement of early voting). 

• For a federal, statewide, or legislative election, equipment must be tested prior to the 
Secretary of State’s L&A test, where practicable, or promptly thereafter. 

• For jurisdictions covered under Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act, the equipment’s 
language accessibility functionality must also be tested.  

 
In the case of federal, statewide, or legislative elections, the Secretary of State tests selected 
accessible voting equipment within seven days before the start of early voting (i.e., between 34 
and 27 days before the election). A.R.S. § 16-449(B). 
 
L&A tests for accessible voting equipment are a prerequisite for the County Recorder to open on-
site early voting locations. 

2. Optical and Digital Equipment L&A Test 
 
The officer in charge of elections must test precinct/vote center voting equipment and central count 
equipment within 30 days of an election. In the case of federal, statewide, or legislative elections, 
the Secretary of State must also test selected equipment within 17 days before the election. A.R.S. 
§ 16-449(A). 
 
However, if a county’s accessible voting equipment does not independently tabulate votes (i.e., 
the equipment marks and/or produces a paper ballot that will be tabulated using different voting 
equipment), the officer in charge of elections and Secretary of State may test all voting equipment 
(including precinct voting equipment and central count equipment) during the time period 
applicable to accessible device testing. A.R.S. § 16-449(C). If the officer in charge of elections 
wishes to have all voting equipment testing completed together, the officer in charge of elections 
must make that request to the Secretary of State at least 90 days prior to the election. In order to 
prepare for this consolidated testing, the officer in charge of elections must provide to the Secretary 
of State all testing materials as referenced in Chapter 4, Section II(D)(2) below, including printed 
ballots, at least three weeks before the start of early voting. The Secretary of State has discretion 
to grant or deny a request for consolidated testing based on the circumstances. For example, if test 
ballots are not timely received, the tests will need to be conducted separately and the officer in 
charge of elections will be notified of the determination. 

3. Rescheduling L&A Tests 
 
The Secretary of State’s Office must conduct its L&A tests after the officer in charge of elections 
has conducted county-level tests whenever practicable. In the event the officer in charge of 
elections has not successfully conducted an L&A test prior to the Secretary of State’s scheduled 
test, the officer in charge of elections should contact the Secretary of State to consider whether to 
postpone the Secretary’s L&A test pending further local testing.  
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If the electronic voting system has not successfully passed the Secretary of State’s L&A test, the 
Secretary of State may schedule a re-test for a later date. Re-testing may continue during the early 
voting period and through the day prior to the election. However, the officer in charge of elections 
may not deploy any electronic voting equipment in a federal, statewide, or legislative election that 
has not successfully passed the Secretary of State’s L&A test.  

 Public Notice of L&A Test 

The Board of Supervisors or other officer in charge of elections must publish notice of the time 
and place of each L&A test as soon as practicable after the test is scheduled and, in any case, at 
least 48 hours in advance of the test. See A.R.S. § 16-449(A). The notice must be published at least 
once in a daily or weekly newspaper circulated in the county. If no newspaper is published in the 
jurisdiction, notice must be published in any newspaper of general circulation. A.R.S. § 16-449(A). 
The notice should also be posted on the county’s website and distributed through any other public 
communication or social media channels regularly used by the county. 
 
If the Secretary of State must reschedule an L&A test or schedule a re-test, and the Board of 
Supervisors or other officer in charge of elections cannot reasonably comply with the 48-hour 
public notice requirement, the Board of Supervisors or other officer in charge of elections must:  

• Publish notice of the rescheduled L&A test in a daily or weekly newspaper within the 
county as soon as possible if the notice is capable of being published before the test date;  

• Post the notice on the county’s website and distribute the notice through any other public 
communication or social media channel(s) regularly utilized by the county; and 

• Provide notice of the place and time of the rescheduled L&A test or re-test by phone or 
email to all L&A test observers from the immediately preceding L&A test. 

 Observers for L&A Test 

An L&A test must be observed by the officer in charge of elections or designee. An L&A test must 
also be open to: 

• Designated political party representatives; 
• Candidates or candidate representatives;  
• Government officials; and 
• Members of the public and the media. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-449(A). To ensure security, comply with applicable public health guidelines, and/or 
prevent disruption of election operations, the officer in charge of elections may place reasonable 
restrictions on observers, including specifying a designated area where observers are permitted to 
view the L&A test. If possible, the live video feed of the tabulation room should be turned on for 
L&A tests.  
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 Process for Conducting L&A Tests by the Secretary of State 

The Secretary of State must conduct an L&A test on accessible voting equipment and 
optical/digital scan equipment before each federal, statewide, and legislative election. 

1. Acquisition of Precinct Information and Voting Equipment 
 
At least eight weeks before a primary election or PPE, the officer in charge of elections must 
provide the Secretary of State a complete list of precincts and legislative and congressional districts 
and ensure the Secretary of State possesses the necessary precinct voting equipment to 
preliminarily verify the county’s pre-determined L&A test results at the Secretary of State’s 
Office. To determine each county’s pre-determined L&A test results, the Secretary of State may 
acquire the necessary voting equipment from the county or directly from equipment vendors, if 
practicable. If multiple counties use the same type of voting equipment, the Secretary of State may 
preliminarily test multiple counties’ ballots on the same piece of voting equipment without 
acquiring voting equipment from each county. 
 
In order to prepare the county’s testing requirements, the officer in charge of elections must 
provide the Secretary of State the following information as soon as possible: 

• The type of voting locations that will be utilized (i.e., precinct-based polling places, vote 
centers, or hybrid);  

• The manufacturer and type of equipment that will be used (e.g., precinct-based tabulators, 
central count tabulators, etc.); 

• Whether the county programs its own election, or utilizes a vendor to program its election;   
• The e-pollbooks, barcode scanners/printers, and ballot-on-demand printers that will be 

used, including manufacturer and how many e-pollbooks will be used;  
• Polling locations; and 
• Daytime and emergency contact information for the County Recorder and officer in charge 

of elections and L&A testing staff. 

2. Selection of Precincts and Test Ballots 
 
The Secretary of State must randomly select precincts that will be included in each type of L&A 
test conducted by the Secretary of State.  
 
The Secretary of State generally selects five to 10 precincts for a small or medium-sized county 
and 10-20 precincts for a large county. In doing so, the Secretary of State must ensure: 

• At least one precinct is selected in each congressional and legislative district; and 
• Each federal, statewide, and legislative candidate and each ballot question will receive at 

least one test vote in the selected precincts. 
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The Secretary of State must also acquire test ballots from each county. If a county will use 
preprinted ballots and ballots through a ballot-on-demand printer, the officer in charge of elections 
must provide ballots generated though both printing methods. 
 
For a primary election or PPE, the officer in charge of elections must provide the Secretary of State 
the following test ballots from each pre-determined test precinct: 

• 50 ballots from each of the two largest political parties entitled to continued representation 
on the ballot; 

• 25 ballots from every other recognized or new political party; and 
• Five “federal-only” ballots. 

 
The Secretary of State may request additional test ballots if necessary. The Secretary of State also 
may account for new political parties or the possibility that not all recognized political parties will 
participate in a PPE. 
 
For a general election, the officer in charge of elections must provide the Secretary of State the 
following test ballots from each pre-determined test precinct: 

• 50 ballots; and 
• 10 “federal-only” ballots.  

 
If a precinct contains a precinct split, the officer in charge of elections should ensure the above-
referenced test ballots are distributed among each precinct split. In addition, if minority-language 
ballots are required in the county, the officer in charge of elections must also include minority-
language ballots among the requested quantities of test ballots. 
 
The Secretary of State may vary the number of test ballots if necessary. To accommodate ballot 
printing and shipping timelines, counties that utilize a vendor to program the election may be 
notified of the selected precincts for the Secretary of State’s L&A test prior to the completion of 
programming provided that the information on selected precincts shall be maintained as 
confidential, shall not be disclosed to the vendor that is programming the election, and shall be 
utilized only to ensure timely shipment of test ballots to the Secretary of State.    

3. Notification of Completion of Programming 
 
Before each federal, statewide, or legislative election, the officer in charge of elections must 
promptly notify the Secretary of State when the county has completed programming its election.  
 
Within one business day of receiving this notification or as soon as possible thereafter, the 
Secretary of State must confirm with the officer in charge of elections the date/time of the 
accessible and optical/digital scan tests and the conditions for each test, including precinct 
selections, ballot requirements, and the number of machines selected at random for testing. The 
Secretary of State must inform the officer in charge of elections of the date/time of the L&A test 
as soon as practicable. 
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4. Secretary of State Preparation for L&A Testing 
 
For an accessible voting equipment L&A test, the Secretary of State must:  

1. Request that all accessible voting equipment to be used during on-site early voting be made 
available for the L&A test and be pre-programmed with all precinct ballot styles; 

2. Identify the precincts randomly selected by the Secretary of State and request the 
accessible voting equipment to be utilized at those precincts be made available for the 
L&A test; 

3. Ensure the attendance of any necessary minority language interpreters at the L&A test;  
4. Inform the officer in charge of elections that they must:  

a. Utilize the actual election program for Election Day (not a copy); 
b. If applicable, reset any vote totals from prior L&A tests and ensure equipment zero 

tapes are accessible for examination; 
c. Print a zero report from the county’s EMS and ensure the report is accessible for 

examination; 
d. Ensure that equipment operators are available to assist with the L&A test; 
e. Ensure the equipment is set up, set to run in “election mode,” and ready to vote 

upon the Secretary of State’s arrival; 
f. Ensure that voter card encoders and bar code printers will be available for testing 

(if applicable); 
g. Ensure political party observers have been contacted for the L&A test; 
h. Ensure that headphones touchpads, and, if applicable, other ADA accessible 

components, will be available for all equipment; and 
i. Ensure all equipment is capable of processing and outputting the testing results. 

 
For an optical/digital scan equipment L&A test, the Secretary of State must:  

1. Request the requisite number of test ballots; 
2. Request the applicable memory cards or sticks in order to preliminarily verify L&A test 

results at the Secretary of State’s Office; 
3. Request that all central count equipment, including any back-up equipment, be made 

available for the L&A test; 
4. Identify the precincts randomly selected by the Secretary of State and request the precinct 

voting equipment to be utilized at those precincts be made available for the L&A test; 
5. Inform the officer in charge of elections that they must: 

a. Utilize the actual election program for Election Day (not a copy); 
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b. Reset any vote totals from prior L&A tests and ensure equipment zero tapes are 
accessible for examination; 

c. Print a zero report from the county’s EMS and ensure the report is accessible for 
examination; 

d. Ensure political party observers have been contacted for the L&A test; 
e. Ensure that equipment operators are available to assist with the L&A test; and 
f. Ensure the equipment is set up, set to run in “election mode,” and ready to vote 

upon the Secretary of State’s arrival. 
 
The officer in charge of elections must provide any requested materials or information to the 
Secretary of State in accordance with the deadline set forth in the Secretary of State’s letter, but 
no later than five weeks before each election and/or three weeks before the start of early voting.  

5. Marking Test Ballots and Creation of Test Script 
 
The Secretary of State must create a script that outlines how each test ballot will be marked. 
 
Votes must be randomly distributed in each of the selected precincts, ensuring that each federal, 
statewide, and legislative candidate and ballot measure receives at least one vote. In addition, 
various races and issues must be over-voted to test the optical/digital scan equipment’s ability to 
notify the voter of, or out-stack, an over-vote, physically or digitally. 
 
Upon receipt of test ballots from the officer in charge of elections, the Secretary of State must 
mark the test ballots in accordance with the predetermined script. 
 
The Secretary of State also must create a script for each accessible voting machine that specifies 
how many ballots will be cast on the machine and how the votes will be distributed during the 
accessible equipment L&A test.  
 
The Secretary of State must run the test ballots through the optical/digital scan equipment provided 
to the Secretary of State for preliminary verification purposes.  
 
Finally, the Secretary of State creates a summary report that aggregates the vote totals for each 
candidate and ballot measure. The Secretary of State must ensure these test ballot results match 
the summary report. 

6. Conducting the L&A Test 
 
The Secretary of State must bring a sufficient number of personnel to conduct the L&A test.  
 
Upon arrival, the Secretary of State must ensure that the selected voting equipment has zero 
recorded or printed votes prior to commencing the L&A test. The Secretary of State then must test 
the selected voting equipment to ensure each machine reports the correct vote totals (and that the 
EMS reports the correct aggregate totals) in accordance with the prepared scripts. If the county 
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intends to use the electronic adjudication or electronic write-in tallying functionality in the 
upcoming election, that functionality must also be tested during the Secretary of State’s L&A test.  
 
The Secretary of State must review ballots, and each ballot display on the accessible voting 
equipment, to confirm formatting, language, and audio requirements in the testing standards have 
been met (see testing standards in Chapter 4, Section II(E) below). 

 L&A Testing Standards 

1. Accessible Voting Equipment 
 
Accessible voting equipment must:  

1. Display candidate races, ballot measures, and voter instructions in English and any other 
language required in the county under the federal Voting Rights Act, at the voter’s option; 

2. Display candidate races, ballot measures, and voter instructions in large print and 
contrasting colors, at the voter’s option; 

3. Produce an accurate audio recording in English and any other language required in the 
county under the Voting Rights Act; 

4. Display the correct voting precinct and state, county, and election type; 
5. Display instructions how to use the equipment and mark the ballot; 
6. Display the ballot as nearly as practicable in accordance with the formatting requirements 

for paper ballots, including color marking for partisan primary elections; 
7. Display candidate names accurately, in accordance with the candidate’s nomination paper; 
8. Display ballot measures accurately, in accordance with any certification from the Secretary 

of State;  
9. Sequentially advance from screen-to-screen; 
10. Perform the functions selected by the voter; 
11. Provide a warning to the voter if the voter attempts to under-vote or over-vote a particular 

race or issue, or, in the case of an over-vote, prevent a voter from doing so; 
12. Contain a functioning keypad (whether stand-alone or incorporated into the accessible 

voting equipment screen), headphones, and, if applicable, other ADA accessible 
components, such as a paddle or sip-and-puff device; 

13. Allow the voter to increase or decrease the headphone audio volume in accordance with 
the voter’s preferences; 

14. Allow the voter to write in a candidate using a keypad in the voter’s selected language; 
15. Provide a means for the voter to verify all of the voter’s selections prior to committing the 

selections and a means for the voter to change a selection if desired before committing the 
selections;  
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16. Display a summary screen at the conclusion of voting that matches the voter’s selections;  
17. Print an accurate ballot or VVPAT in English and any other written language required in 

the county under the Voting Rights Act; and 
18. If the accessible voting equipment independently tabulates votes, tabulate the voter’s 

selections accurately, including in the EMS. 

2. Optical and Digital Scan Voting Equipment 
 
Optical and digital scan voting equipment must:  

1. Attribute votes to the correct candidates and ballot measures in the EMS;  
2. Attribute the correct number of votes to each candidate and ballot measure; 
3. Warn the operator of an over-vote or out-stack, physically or digitally, a ballot in the event 

of an over-vote; 
4. Record no vote in an over-voted race and out-stack, physically or digitally, for further 

adjudication if applicable (precinct voting equipment and central count equipment); 
5. Accept ballot styles for that specific precinct and reject ballot styles from other precincts 

(precinct voting equipment only); and  
6. Accept ballot styles from the current election and reject or out-stack (physically or 

digitally) ballot styles from a different election.   
 
In advance of the Secretary of State’s L&A test, the officer in charge of elections should conduct 
a preliminary test of ballots as soon as they are available from the printing vendor to ensure the 
ballots are correct and meet the requirements for the voting equipment utilized. This may include 
testing a blank ballot and a fully voted ballot on every ballot style used in the election.  

3. Electronic Adjudication and Electronic Tallying of Write-In Votes 
 
If electronic adjudication of votes or electronic tallying of write-in votes will be utilized as part of 
the election tabulation system, that functionality shall also be tested during the L&A test to ensure 
secure and proper functioning and attribution of voter intent and/or Write-In Tally Board 
determinations for the write-in votes tallied. See Chapter 10, Section II(E) for requirements for 
electronic adjudication and Chapter 10, Section II(H)(2) for requirements for electronic tallying of 
write-in votes. 

4. Errors Discovered During Testing 
 
If any error is detected during L&A testing: 

• The cause shall be ascertained and corrected; 
• An errorless count shall be made before the voting equipment and programs are approved 

for use in the election; 
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• If the election program is found to be the source of the error, a copy of a revised election 
program shall be filed with the Secretary of State within 48 hours after the revision; and 

• If the error was created by voting equipment malfunction, a report shall be filed with the 
Secretary of State within 48 hours after the correction is made, stating the cause and the 
corrective action taken. 
 

A.R.S. § 16-449(A). If the error cannot be corrected, the voting equipment and/or election program 
causing the error may not be deployed or used.  

5. Certification of Voting Equipment 
 
The Secretary of State must certify the voting equipment if the equipment meets the requirements 
in the L&A testing standards. Voting equipment may not be deployed or used until the Secretary 
of State has certified that the equipment passed L&A testing.  
 
If the voting equipment does not meet the mandatory requirements from the testing standards, the 
Secretary of State should work with the officer in charge of elections to determine the cause of the 
deficiency and whether it can be corrected in a timely manner. If the error can be readily corrected, 
the voting equipment may be retested until the mandatory requirements have been met; otherwise, 
the L&A test must be rescheduled for a later time and date. 
 

 County L&A Testing 

The officer in charge of elections must substantially follow the L&A testing procedures applicable 
to the Secretary of State, except that all of the county’s deployable voting equipment must be 
tested. The officer in charge of elections also must conduct a post-election L&A test of tabulation 
equipment. See Chapter 12, Section II.  

 Retention of L&A Programs, Test Ballots, and Database 

The tests ballots and database used in L&A testing shall be: 
• Secured immediately after the L&A test is run; and 
• Retained until the post-election L&A test is ready to be conducted after ballot tabulation 

for the election. 
 
Programs and test ballots used in L&A testing shall be under the control of the officer in charge 
of elections. After completion of the post-election L&A test, the databases and test ballots shall be 
retained with the official returns according to the retention period applicable for that election. 

 SECURITY MEASURES FOR ELECTRONIC VOTING SYSTEMS  

All components of the electronic voting system, including any e-pollbooks uploaded with voter 
registration information or connected to a voter registration system, must be secured in accordance 
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with this section. Counties should also conduct periodic election security and cybersecurity 
assessments and develop and implement appropriate security procedures and best practices in 
consultation with county (and, where appropriate, federal, and state) information technology and 
security professionals. Counties may establish more stringent and robust security protocols so long 
as the following minimum requirements are met.   
 
The officer in charge of elections must develop and implement a training plan to ensure that 
elections staff (and any temporary workers) understand and comply with all security procedures 
applicable to the electronic voting system.  
 
A person who knowingly modifies the software, hardware, or source code for voting equipment 
without receiving approval or certification pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-442 is guilty of a class 5 felony. 
A.R.S. § 16-1004(B). 
 

 Physical Security of the Electronic Voting System 

Hardware components of the electronic voting system:  
1. Must be permanently labeled with a unique serial number for tracking and auditing 

purposes;  
2. Must be inventoried before and after an election;  
3. Must be stored in a locked, secured location that prevents unauthorized access; 

• Access to the electronic voting system (including voting equipment and the EMS) must 
be authorized by the officer in charge of elections. Access must be documented with a 
written log or with electronic key card access that indicates the date, time, and identity 
of the person accessing the system. 

4. Must be sealed with tamper-resistant or tamper-evident seals once programmed; 
• The seal number must be logged as corresponding with particular voting equipment 

and the election media that has been sealed in the voting equipment. The log should be 
preserved with the returns of the election. In the event of a recount or re-tally of votes, 
the officer in charge of elections should be prepared to submit an affidavit confirming 
that the election program and any election media used in the election have not been 
altered. A.R.S. § 16-445(C). 

5. Must be safeguarded from unauthorized access when being moved, transferred, serviced, 
programmed, or temporarily stored; 

6. May be accessed by elections staff only to the extent necessary to perform their authorized 
task; and  

7. Must be witnessed by two or more election staff members (of different political parties if 
possible) when being moved or transferred, which includes an inventory of the equipment 
and chain of custody before and after the move or transfer.  
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Any port, plug, door, or other method of physical or electronic access to the voting machine shall 
be secured in a manner to prevent any unauthorized access to the voting machine. The County 
Recorder or other officer in charge of elections shall document and verify security procedures 
regarding access before a voting machine is placed into service for an election. A.R.S. § 16-570(B). 

 Data Security of the Electronic Voting System 

Components of the electronic voting system: 
1. Must be password-protected (for voting system software);35 

• In addition to complying with any system requirements, passwords must not be a 
vendor-supplied password and must only be known by authorized users. 

2. May not be connected to the internet, any wireless communications device, or any external 
network (except for e-pollbooks); 
• An EMS must be a stand-alone system, attached only to components inside an isolated 

network. An EMS may only be installed on a computer that contains only an operating 
system, the EMS software, data/audio extractor software, and any necessary security 
software. 

3. May not be used to modem election results, whether through analog, cellular, or any similar 
transmission; 

4. May not contain remote access software or any capability to remotely access the system; 
5. Must match the software or firmware hash code on file with the officer in charge of 

elections prior to programing the election and the hash code on file with either (1) the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST); or (2) the Secretary of State at the 
time of certification of the electronic voting system; and 
• If the EMS software hash code is on file with NIST or the Secretary of State, the officer 

in charge of elections must certify that the officer compared the hash code on file with 
NIST or Secretary of State for the EMS software with the hash code of the EMS 
software to be used in the election and certify that the numbers are identical.  

6. Must be observed by the officer in charge of elections or a designee if the election program 
(or any software or firmware) is updated or modified.  

In addition, the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections should retain back-ups of the 
election program, including daily back-ups once tabulation begins.  

 Removable Electronic Storage Devices Used with the Voting System 

The following security protocols apply to any memory stick or other removable electronic storage 
device used with the electronic voting system:  

 
35 Counties and their IT staff should also consult the latest standards for password security from the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), available at https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/sp800-63-
3.html.  
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1. A stick or device must be purchased or received from a reliable source. 
2. A stick or device shall be permanently identified with a unique serial number or identifier 

when in use, and an inventory of all electronic media shall be created and maintained. 
However, this requirement does not apply to a stick or device subject to the “one-way, one-
use” requirement in #6 below.   

3. Electronic storage media shall be physically secured at all times. No physical access should 
be given to any person unless the election officer in charge of the electronic storage media 
specifically grants that person access. Secured locations must be provided for storing 
electronic media when not in use, coding an election, creating the election media, and 
transferring and installing the election media into the voting device.  

4. No electronic storage media shall be left unattended or in an unsecured location once it has 
been coded for an election. Where applicable, coded election media shall be immediately 
loaded into the relevant voting device, sealed, logged, and made secure or must be placed 
in a secured and controlled environment and inventoried.  

5. A stick or device may be used to transfer data between an internet-connected system and a 
component of a non-connected electronic voting system only when necessary to conduct 
the election (for example, to import ballot language or ballot files to the electronic voting 
system or to export election results files from the electronic voting system). When such 
transfer is necessary, the internet-connected system and stick or device shall be scanned 
with updated antivirus software and the internet-connected system shall be disconnected 
from the internet prior to transfer. In addition, the officer in charge of elections shall use a 
dedicated EMS Gateway Computer as described in Chapter 4, Section III(D) and consider 
and implement other appropriate security protocols for such data transfers. 

6. A stick or device used to transfer data to or from the electronic voting system shall only be 
used one time: to transfer data from one system to a second system and then securely 
disposed of. When feasible, write-once memory cards or write-once disks should be used 
instead of USB devices to transfer data to or from an electronic voting system to ensure a 
“one-way, one-use policy” is self-enforced by the technology.  

7. If the individual file to be transferred between systems was electronically received 
(whether through download, by email, or any other electronic means), the individual file 
must be scanned with antivirus software prior to being placed on the stick or device. The 
scanning should be done on a computer segregated from the primary network and while 
that computer is not connected to the internet. If any files were downloaded from an 
internet portal, the portal must be a secure portal for data transmission purposes. Regardless 
of the method of receipt, however, individual files should only be downloaded, transferred, 
or otherwise utilized if they were received by a trusted third-party source. 

8. If a stick or device was received by mail: 
• The stick or device should only be accepted from a trusted, third-party source; 
• The stick or device must be encrypted by the third-party source, and the password to 

decrypt the stick or device may not be included with the mailing itself; and 
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• Upon receipt, the stick or device must be scanned with antivirus software prior to 
opening or otherwise executing any file contained on the stick or device. The scanning 
should be done on a computer segregated from the primary network and while that 
computer is not connected to the internet. 

 EMS Gateway Computer 

By the August 2022 Primary Election, a special-purpose, dedicated computer (the “EMS Gateway 
Computer”) shall be used in the limited circumstances when it is necessary to: (1) download data 
(e.g., ballot language or ballot files) from an internet-connected system onto a memory stick or 
other removable electronic storage device for upload to the EMS; and/or (2) download data (e.g., 
election results files) from the EMS to a stick or device for upload to an internet-connected system. 
In such circumstances, the EMS Gateway Computer shall serve as the internet-connected system. 
No other computer except for the designated EMS Gateway Computer shall be used for these 
purposes and the designated EMS Gateway Computer shall not be used for any other purpose.  
 
The following security protocols apply to the EMS Gateway Computer:  

1. The computer shall only be connected to a network when necessary (e.g., to upload to or 
download from the internet or to install necessary software updates) and the computer shall 
be disconnected from the network prior to transfer of data to or from the memory stick or 
device that was or will be connected to the EMS. 

2. The computer shall not be used for any purpose other than moving necessary election data 
in or out of the EMS.  

3. The computer’s operating system, browser, and endpoint protection software shall have the 
latest updates and security patches installed. 

4. The computer shall have endpoint protection software (i.e., antivirus software that protects 
the computer from malware, viruses, ransomware, incursions, and other cybersecurity 
risks), with scanning capability installed.  

5. The computer shall have no software installed other than endpoint protection and a 
browser.  

6. Security shall be the most important criteria when selecting a browser.  
7. Windows Firewall (or other applicable firewall, if not using the Windows operating 

system) shall be enabled with the following restrictions: 
• No incoming connections allowed  
• No unnecessary outbound ports 
• No unsecured HTTP allowed 
• No connections allowed except to specific IP addresses (e.g., EMS vendor download 

site, Secretary of State’s Election Night Reporting site, etc.) 
8. Wifi, bluetooth, and cellular functions shall be disabled if present.  
9. No wireless mouse or keyboard shall be used. 
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10. The computer shall be physically secured by the officer in charge of elections or designee 
pursuant to the same requirements applicable to other election equipment. See Chapter 4, 
Section III(A).   

11. The administrator account shall be non-standard. In other words, the default administrator 
account in the operating system shall be disabled, and customized administrator accounts 
with specific powers and privileges should be created, providing those with administrator 
access only those powers and privileges necessary for their specific job duties.   

12. Normal operation of the computer (e.g., when not conducting system configuration or 
maintenance that requires administrator access) shall be conducted without administrator 
rights. to ensure that non-administrators cannot install unauthorized software or otherwise 
have access to the operating system or internal file structures. 

13. Any physical port, plug, door, or other method of physical or electronic access to the 
computer shall be secured in a manner to prevent unauthorized access to the computer. 

 
Further, it is strongly recommended that the EMS Gateway Computer be segmented from all other 
networks. In other words, the computer should be placed on its own network, with no other 
computer or machine connected to the network, to minimize access and exposure. 

 E-Pollbooks and Ballot-on-Demand Printers 

The following security protocols apply to the use of e-pollbooks and ballot-on-demand printers:  
1. E-pollbooks and ballot-on-demand printers shall only be connected to authorized and 

secured networks and resources;  
2. E-pollbooks and ballot-on-demand printers should transmit and receive data utilizing 

industry standard best practices for information and network security, including 
encryption; 

3. E-pollbooks and ballot-on-demand printers shall be patched and updated to current 
versions as designated by the vendor;  

4. Only software, applications, or drivers necessary for e-pollbook operation shall be installed 
on e-pollbooks;  

5. E-pollbooks and ballot-on-demand printers, as well as other peripheral devices such as 
barcode printers and driver license scanners, shall be tested before each election to ensure 
proper operation;  

6. Voter data files on e-pollbooks should be compared to the original files by checking a hash 
code or, at a minimum, comparing file size and spot-checking a sample of voter records 
prior to testing or use at a voting location; the data file should also be checked to confirm 
the number of active/inactive voters, verify no protected voters’ information is included, 
and that party information (for a primary election) and early ballot information is included;  

7. Any port, plug, door or other method of physical or electronic access to any e-pollbook 
shall be secured in a manner to prevent any unauthorized access to the e-pollbook. The 
County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections shall document and verify security 
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procedures regarding access before an electronic pollbook is placed into service for an 
election, A.R.S. § 16-570(B); and  

8. Only power or charging cables supplied by the vendor or purchased from a verified source 
shall be used to power e-pollbooks. 

 CONTINGENCY AND INCIDENT RESPONSE PLANNING 

 Election Operations Contingency Plan 

The officer in charge of elections must develop a written contingency plan in case election 
operations, including the use of voting systems and any component thereof, are significantly 
disrupted. A contingency plan should consider all potential sources of disruption, including but 
not limited to: 

• Systemic equipment failures or malfunctions; 
• Power outages;  
• Natural disasters or infrastructure failure; 
• Terror threats or other civil disturbances; and  
• Unauthorized access, intrusion, or hacking into election facilities or equipment.  

 
Among other things, a contingency plan must outline how the officer in charge of elections would 
ensure continuity in voting in case one or more voting locations becomes temporarily or 
permanently unusable on Election Day, which may include: 

• Sending voters to an alternative voting location (whether new or existing);  
• Seeking a court order to extend voting hours; and/or 
• Requesting voters return to the voting location after the problem has been resolved. 

 
The officer in charge of elections must implement any additional procedures necessary to ensure 
that voters are properly notified and receive the correct ballot style. 
 
In advance of each election, the officer in charge of elections must review/update the contingency 
plan and ensure that key staff members have been briefed on the plan. As necessary, the officer in 
charge of elections should also be prepared to review and/or execute the contingency plan in 
coordination with:  

• The County Recorder; 
• The Board of Supervisors;  
• The County Attorney’s Office; 
• The County Sheriff’s Office;  
• The Presiding Judge of the Superior Court; 
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• The Secretary of State’s Office;  
• The Arizona Counter Terrorism Information Center (ACTIC); 
• The Arizona Department of Public Safety;  
• The Attorney General’s Office; 
• The Federal Bureau of Investigation;  
• The U.S. Department of Homeland Security;  
• The U.S. Department of Justice; and 
• The U.S. Attorney’s Office. 

 
The officer in charge of elections must file certain contingency information with the Secretary of 
State at least 10 days in advance of a federal, statewide, or legislative election, including: 

• A description of the officer’s contingency plan to tabulate ballots in case of central count 
equipment failure (see specific requirements below); and  

• A copy of the county’s election program (see specific requirements below). 

 Incidence Response Plan  

The County Recorder and officer in charge of elections shall develop a written incident response 
plan outlining how they will respond to and report election incidents that have security 
implications and/or may disrupt election operations. The Secretary of State shall provide and 
periodically update an election incident response plan template for the counties to consult.    

 Tabulation Contingency Plan 

The officer in charge of elections must file with the Secretary of State a tabulation contingency 
plan that identifies alternative voting equipment or facilities in case the county experiences a 
complete loss of its central count equipment or use of its central counting place. The tabulation 
contingency plan shall be completed no later than the second Monday before the election (i.e., 
eight days before the election).  
 
The plan may include the transport of ballots across county lines. In that case, the ballots must be 
inventoried and safeguarded by the originating county’s employees in the same manner as if the 
ballots had not been transported. See Chapter 9, Section VIII(B). A county must exhaust all 
possible options (including the acquisition of additional voting equipment from the vendor) before 
invoking a contingency plan that involves transportation of ballots across state lines.  
 
The officer in charge of elections must notify the Secretary of State (and the chairpersons of the 
recognized political parties) if a tabulation contingency plan is invoked. 
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 Election Program Contingency File 

Any jurisdiction that conducts an election must file a copy of the election program with the 
Secretary of State at least 17 days prior to each election. A.R.S. § 16-445(A). This copy may serve 
as a backup in case the original program is destroyed or rendered unusable. 
 
The election program must be in a machine-readable format and may be transmitted to the 
Secretary of State via a password-protected CD, DVD, USB memory stick, or SFTP site.  
 
If any subsequent changes are made to the election program, the officer in charge of elections must 
file the new copy with the Secretary of State within 48 hours of the change. A.R.S. § 16-445(B). 
 
The Secretary of State must preserve election programs in escrow for three years. The Secretary 
of State must securely destroy any election program after this retention period has expired. A.R.S. 
§ 16-445(A). 
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CHAPTER 5:  
ACCOMMODATING VOTERS WITH DISABILITIES 

 

 VOTER REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Before an election, each county shall prepare and disseminate information by public notice, 
including about voter registration deadlines, availability of registration and voting aids, how to 
vote early, availability of sample ballots, and types of assistance (including reasonable 
accommodations) available at voting locations, in a manner calculated to reach all voters and, in 
particular: 

• Persons with disabilities; 
• Seniors, age 65 or more; 
• Self-identified voters; and 
• Others who request information.  

 
During each stage of the voting process, including voter registration, election officials must ensure 
that they are effectively communicating with voters with disabilities. Upon a ten-day notice, the 
County Recorder or officer in charge of elections shall provide voting and registration information 
in alternative formats for the purpose of ensuring effective communication with people with 
disabilities. These available alternative formats may vary by County and shall include two or more 
alternative formats, which may include: large print, braille, electronic material for use with a screen 
reader, and/or computer disk in a format available on the jurisdiction’s computer equipment. A 
voter may make an ongoing or permanent request to receive information in a particular format in 
their county for each election. If a voter makes a request for information in an alternative format 
after any applicable deadlines, the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections shall make 
best efforts to accommodate the request if practicable.  
 
Voters with a hearing or speech disability may dial 7-1-1 to be connected to a Telecommunications 
Relay Service (TRS) or utilize a video relay service (VRS), which permits persons with a hearing 
or speech disability to conduct a voice or video call with persons with or without such disability. 
Each County Recorder and/or officer in charge of elections shall publish information on how 
voters may use TRS or VRS to initiate a call to the office of the County Recorder or officer in 
charge of elections. County election officials can also use TRS and VRS to make calls to voters 
with a hearing or speech disability.    
 
Signs explaining assistance available for voters with disabilities must be posted at all permanent 
registration facilities, polling places, and vote centers. Temporary or permanent signs shall be: 

• Posted to provide reasonable guidance to reach the voting area; 
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• In large, clear lettering that meets the ADA Accessibility Guidelines’36 requirements as to 
character proportion37 and height38; 

• On a contrasting background color; and  
• At a recommended height of 60 inches. 

See A.R.S. § 41-1421, A.R.S. § 41-5202(A). 
 
Voter registration information that is made available online on a county’s website shall be posted 
in a format that is accessible to individuals with disabilities using a screen reader or other assistive 
technology to access the information. 

 VOTING AND VOTING LOCATION INFORMATION 

Voters with disabilities are entitled to receive voting materials (and access to the voting experience 
in general) that is equivalent to that provided to voters without disabilities. A.R.S. § 16-442.01(B). 
Voting materials (including voter registration information, and web-based information and 
resources) must meet state and federal accessibility standards. See A.R.S. § 41-1421, A.R.S. § 41-
5202(A). Similarly, election officials must ensure effective communication with voters with 
disabilities at voting locations and throughout the electoral process. 
 
Thus, with few exceptions, ballots displayed in accessible voting equipment must follow the same 
content, format, and rotational requirements as those applicable to printed ballots. A.R.S. § 16-
442.01(A). For example: 

• Voting screens must be in the same order of arrangement as provided for paper ballots as 
far as practicable, except that information can be printed in vertical or horizontal rows or 
on separate screens. A.R.S. § 16-468(1). 

• If there are more candidates for a particular race than can be displayed on one voting screen, 
the screen must indicate that the race is continued on the following screen, and the same 
number of candidates must be displayed on each screen as far as practicable. A.R.S. § 16-
468(3). 

 
In addition, the officer in charge of elections must be prepared to print ballots in braille or large 
print format to reasonably accommodate voters who request alternative formats. A.R.S. § 16-
442.01(B)(2). Requests must be made to the officer in charge of elections by the second Friday 
before the election. See, e.g., A.R.S. § 16-549(C). If a voter makes a request after the applicable 

 
36 Available at: https://www.access-board.gov/guidelines-and-standards/buildings-and-sites/about-the-
ada-standards/background/adaag#4.30.  
37 ADA Accessibility Guidelines 4.30.2 requires that: “[l]etters and numbers on signs shall have a width-
to-height ratio between 3:5 and 1:1 and a stroke-width-to-height ratio between 1:5 and 1:10.” 
38 ADA Accessibility Guidelines 4.30.3 requires that: “[c]haracters and numbers on signs shall be sized 
according to the viewing distance from which they are to be read. The minimum height is measured using 
an upper case X. Lower case characters are permitted.” 
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deadline, the officer in charge of elections shall make best efforts to accommodate the request if 
practicable. 
 
Information on how individuals may identify themselves as needing accommodations for voting 
and for requesting reasonable accommodations at their polling place or vote center shall be 
attached to or distributed with the voter registration form. Printed materials shall be provided at 
the time of registration, at the time of notification of registration status pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-
163(B), and on all sample ballots. These materials shall advise voters where they may call to ensure 
accessible voting, report instances of inaccessibility, and obtain voting materials in available 
alternative formats. 
 
The County Recorder and/or officer in charge of elections, as applicable, shall also include the 
following information on their websites, in a format that is accessible to people with disabilities 
using screen reading or other assistive technology: 

• How voters with disabilities may obtain more information about voting assistance and 
reasonable accommodations in the voting process;  

• How to request and obtain voting material in alternative formats;  
• How to request voting through a special election board; and 
• Information about and instructions on how to use accessible voting devices used by the 

County. 
 

 ENSURING ACCESSIBILITY AT THE VOTING LOCATION 

Voting locations must comply with the current Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Standards 
for Accessible Design. See 2016 ADA Standards for Accessible Design, 36 C.F.R. § 1191, 
Appendices B & D (2016 Standards). The voting location must be in existing compliance with the 
Standards or the officer in charge of elections must bring the voting location into compliance with 
the Standards prior to the start of voting at the location. The officer in charge of elections should 
consult the ADA Checklist for Polling Places, available at 
https://www.ada.gov/votingchecklist.htm, when confirming that voting locations comply with 
federal accessibility requirements. 
In addition to complying with all federal accessibility requirements, the officer in charge of 
elections must ensure that all voting locations also meet the following state requirements: 

1. Seating: Each polling place shall include seating to allow voters to wait to enter the 
voting booth. A minimum of two seats is required and additional seats should be 
provided as practicable to reasonably accommodate voters with disabilities.39    

 
39  In any case, if a voter has a disability-related need to sit and the available seats are being used by others, 
poll workers must make all reasonable efforts to accommodate the voter, including by asking if anyone can 
volunteer their seat or identifying another available chair from the building that can be used. 
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2. Stairs:  
• Stair treads shall be no less than 11 inches wide, measured from riser to riser.  
• Undersides of nosings shall not be abrupt. The radius of curvature at the leading 

edge of the tread shall be no greater than ½ inch. Risers shall be sloped or the 
underside of the nosing shall have an angle not less than 60 degrees from the 
horizontal. 

• Nosings shall project no more than 1 ½ inch. 
• Handrails shall be continuous along both sides of stairs. If not continuous, they 

shall extend at least 12 inches beyond the top riser and at least 12 inches plus 
the width of one tread beyond the bottom riser. 

• The clear space between handrails and wall shall be 1 ½ inch. 
• The ends of handrails shall be rounded or returned smoothly to floor or wall.  
• Handrails shall not rotate within their fittings. 

3. Booths and Equipment:  
• At least one voting booth in each voting location and early voting site shall be 

accessible. This requires that the clear area in the voting booth be no less than 
30 inches by 48 inches. The preferred arrangement provides a knee space 27 
inches high below the counter or ballot machine to allow front wheelchair 
approach. An alternative arrangement provides a clear area parallel to the ballot 
or counter and sufficient room to maneuver a wheelchair to this position. 

• Each voting location and early voting site shall have an accessible voting device 
for use by voters with disabilities. Each accessible voting device shall be 
prominently marked with a sign titled “Accessible Voting Device” that is 
located in a conspicuous place on the device and that bears the internationally 
accepted symbol of access. A.R.S. § 16-447(A). 

• The County Recorder, officer in charge of elections, or designee shall ensure 
that accessible voting devices are operational and remain turned on and ready 
for use as long as the voting location or early voting site is open, and shall 
ensure that board workers are trained on the proper operation of accessible 
voting devices.  

4. Resources for Voters with Sight and Hearing Disabilities: 
• Each voting location and early voting site shall have at least one magnifying 

instrument.  
• For a statewide election, the Secretary of State shall provide each county with 

at least one large print version of the publicity pamphlet for each polling place, 
vote center, and early voting site. The officer in charge of elections shall provide 
at least one large print version of county publicity pamphlets to each polling 
place, vote center, and early voting site. 
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• For those with hearing disabilities, paper and pen/pencil shall be made 
available. 

5. Rest Stops: For voters with limited strength/stamina or restricted mobility, periodic 
rest stops with seats or benches should be available at each polling location, at intervals 
of approximately 200 feet along the route from the vehicular access location to the 
voting room. Every effort should be made to provide an accessible route to the polling 
place that is less than 200 feet from the accessible parking spaces or passenger loading 
areas. 

6. Lighting: Adequate lighting shall be provided for voting locations. 
 
Voting locations and early voting sites must be accessible if such a site is available in the precinct. 
If no site is accessible, temporary measures, as described in Section IV below, shall be taken to 
make the location accessible. A precinct should not be denied a polling place and/or early voting 
site for lack of a permanently accessible location. Instead, temporary measures should be taken to 
bring an available site within the precinct into compliance.  
 
Each county shall conduct a uniform inspection of all voting locations and early voting sites to 
ensure compliance with the criteria set out in this Section. Counties shall have procedures for 
inspection of each location before each election or provisions in contracts with voting locations 
and early voting sites requiring a contact person to inform the county if the accessibility of a 
location has been altered prior to an election. 
 
Counties shall submit the results of their inspections in the accessibility report provided to the 
Secretary of State with the general election canvass. See Chapter 13, Section II(A)(1); see also 
Sample Accessibility Report sample form in Chapter 17 and pages 16 to 25 of the ADA Checklist 
for Polling Places, available at https://www.ada.gov/votingchecklist.pdf.    

 ALTERNATIVE VOTING OPTIONS  

Locations determined by the officer in charge of elections to be inaccessible may be used as polling 
places and vote centers, with alternative means of voting provided at those locations, only when:  

• No accessible sites are available and no temporary measures can make them accessible; or 
• When otherwise necessary as a reasonable accommodation for a voter with a disability.  

 
When the officer in charge of elections determines that no accessible voting location is available 
or no alternative means are available, all voters in the precinct shall: (1) be notified as soon as 
practicable, and prior to the deadline to request an early ballot-by-mail, that the voting location 
selected for their precinct is inaccessible; and (2) be provided the reason(s) for inaccessibility. 
Notice shall also be provided in at least two alternative formats accessible to voters with 
disabilities. See Chapter 5, Section I.    
 
The following alternative means of voting shall be offered to voters with disabilities and seniors: 
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• Where practicable, reassignment to an accessible voting location in a precinct with the 
same ballot as the voter’s precinct and that is as close to the voter’s home precinct as 
practicable;40 

• Assistance provided by a person of the voter’s choice or two election officials of different 
political parties; 

• Early voting; and/or  
• Curbside voting, if available at the voting location.  

 
Whenever practicable, curbside voting should be made available as a reasonable accommodation 
to provide voters with disabilities equal access to the voting process. Where curbside voting is 
offered, the following guidelines must be met:  

• A sign shall be posted at or near the entrance to the voting location or the accessible parking 
spaces: (1) stating that curbside voting is available at that location; (2) providing an easy-
to-push temporary doorbell or buzzer (at a height accessible to wheelchair users) to allow 
voters to request curbside assistance; (3) providing a telephone number to call to request 
curbside assistance or for additional information; and (4) notifying voters of the ways they 
can request curbside assistance, including: (a) pushing the doorbell or buzzer provided; (b) 
calling the telephone number provided; or (c) relaying a message requesting assistance 
through a companion or other nearby person to the election board.41  

• The election board workers shall promptly respond to any requests for curbside assistance, 
including when the doorbell or buzzer is activated.  

• The election official, using the precinct register or e-pollbook, shall: (1) verify the 
registration status of the senior or voter with a disability; (2) verify the voter’s 
identification; and (3) notify the inspector.  

• The inspector shall direct the two election board workers (with different political party 
affiliations) to: (i) proceed to the curbside with an appropriate ballot (and if needed, a 
provisional ballot affidavit); (ii) permit the voter to privately vote their ballot after having 
signed the signature roster, electronic signature pad, or curbside voter affidavit form; and 
(iii) place the voted ballot in a secrecy sleeve.  

• The election board workers shall then return to the voting area and present the ballot to the 
inspector, who shall deposit the ballot in the tabulation unit or ballot box. 

 
See A.R.S. § 16-581. 

 
40  In this circumstance, the voter shall not be deemed to have voted outside of the voter’s assigned precinct.  
41 See U.S. Dept. of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Disability Rights Section, The Americans with 
Disabilities Act and Other Federal Laws Protecting the Rights of Voters with Disabilities, at 3, available at 
https://www.justice.gov/file/69411/download. If curbside voting is offered at a voting location that 
otherwise meets accessibility requirements, a temporary doorbell or buzzer is not required but still 
encouraged.  
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 SPECIAL ELECTION BOARDS 

 
Personal ballot delivery through a special election board shall be provided to any qualified elector 
who is confined as a result of a continuing illness or physical disability and is, therefore, not able 
to go to the polls on Election Day. See Chapter 2, Section IV for more details. 
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CHAPTER 6:  
CANDIDATE NOMINATION  

 

 NOMINATION PROCEDURES 

As described in Section I(A) below, a candidate may run for partisan office by obtaining a 
nomination or running as a write-in candidate.  
 

• There are two methods for obtaining a nomination and having a candidate’s name printed 
on the ballot in a partisan election: one reserved for candidates running under recognized 
party labels, and one reserved for “independent” candidates (i.e., those not affiliated with 
a recognized political party).  

• In lieu of seeking a nomination, a person may run as a write-in candidate if the person files 
the required documentation in advance of the election and, for primary write-in candidates 
seeking to have their name placed on the general election ballot, meets applicable 
minimum vote requirements.  

 
Nomination and write-in candidacy procedures for nonpartisan elections are described in Section 
I(B) below.  
 
Under the “resign-to-run” law, except during the final year of the term being served, an incumbent 
holding a salaried elective office (whether through election or by appointment) must resign their 
current office before filing a nomination paper and seeking nomination or election to any other 
salaried federal, state, or local public office. Ariz. Const. Art. XXII, § 18; A.R.S. § 38-296(A). 
Violation of the resign-to-run law results in the incumbent’s present office being “declared 
vacant.” A.R.S. § 38-296(E). To enforce this provision, the Attorney General, applicable County 
Attorney, or a person entitled to rightfully hold the office must file a quo warranto action in court. 
A.R.S. § 12-2041; A.R.S. § 12-2042; A.R.S. § 12-2043; Jennings v. Woods, 194 Ariz. 314, 982 
P.2d 274 (1999). 

 Candidates for Partisan Federal, State, and Local Office 

This section outlines the requirements to run for partisan public offices in Arizona, with the 
exception of President of the United States. 

1. Nomination for Public Office 
 
For partisan elections, a candidate (other than a presidential or precinct committeeman candidate) 
must be nominated by one of two methods in order to appear on a general election ballot. 

• A candidate may be nominated by winning a recognized political party’s primary election. 
A.R.S. § 16-311. 
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• An independent candidate may be nominated by obtaining nomination petition signatures 
from qualified electors, known as “nomination other than by primary.” A.R.S. § 16-341. 

 Nomination by Primary Election 

Except for a candidate for U.S. Senator or Representative in Congress, a candidate seeking 
nomination for the general election ballot through a recognized political party’s primary election 
must be a qualified elector in the electoral district for the office sought at the time of filing and a 
member of the political party for which the candidate is seeking a nomination beginning no later 
than the date of the first signature on the candidate’s nomination petition through the date of the 
general election at which the person is a candidate. A.R.S. § 16-311(A). 
 
To qualify for a primary election ballot, a candidate must timely file the following documents with 
the appropriate filing officer: 

• A statement of interest;42 
• A nomination paper for the office sought;43 
• A requisite number of nomination petition signatures; and 
• A financial disclosure statement.44 

 
A.R.S. § 16-311.  

i. Statement of Interest 
 
Certain candidates seeking a primary election nomination or nomination other than by primary 
must file a statement of interest with the appropriate filing officer no later than the date of their 
first petition signature. Signatures collected before the filing of the statement of interest are subject 
to challenge. A.R.S. § 16-311(H); A.R.S. § 16-341(I).  

ii. Nomination Petition Signatures 
 
A candidate seeking a primary election nomination must file: (1) a minimum, and no more than 
the maximum, number of valid nomination petition signatures, as applicable to the office sought, 

 
42 A statement of interest is not required for candidates for special taxing districts, candidates for precinct 
committeeman, or candidates for President or Vice President of the United States. A.R.S. § 16-311(H); 
A.R.S. § 16-341(I). However, candidates for the office of presidential elector are required to file a statement 
of interest. Clayton v. West, 251 Ariz. 226, 489 P.3d 394 (2021).  
43 A candidate for the office of state mine inspector must also sign an affidavit attesting that they fulfill the 
statutory qualifications for the office and file it with their nomination papers prescribed by A.R.S. § 16-
311; A.R.S. § 16-312; A.R.S. § 16-341. A.R.S. § 27-121(B). 
44 A.R.S. § 16-311(H)(1); A.R.S. § 18-444(A), (F); A.R.S. § 38-543. Title 48 special district candidates, 
school district governing board candidates, and precinct committeeman candidates are not required to file 
a financial disclosure statement. See A.R.S. § 38-543; A.R.S. § 38-541(8). A federal candidate is also not 
required to file a financial disclosure statement but has the option to file a statement on recall with the 
Secretary of State. A.R.S. § 19-221. 
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with their nomination paper; and (2) if applicable, a financial disclosure statement. A.R.S. § 16-
314(A)-(B); A.R.S. § 16-322. 
 
Nomination signatures may be gathered on a paper nomination petition form prescribed by A.R.S. 
§ 16-315 or, for federal, statewide, legislative, county, city/town and precinct committeeman 
candidates, through the Secretary of State’s online signature portal known as E-Qual. A.R.S. § 16-
315(A); A.R.S. § 16-316; A.R.S. § 16-317; A.R.S. § 16-318.  
 
A nomination petition signer must be a qualified elector who is registered to vote in the electoral 
jurisdiction or district in which the candidate seeks office at the time of signing. A.R.S. § 16-
321(B). In partisan elections, the petition signer also must be registered to vote with the same 
recognized political party from which the candidate is seeking a nomination, with a political party 
not recognized for continued representation on the ballot, or as an independent or unaffiliated voter 
(i.e., the voter must not be registered with a different recognized political party than that of the 
candidate whose petition they are signing).45 A.R.S. § 16-321(F). “Federal-only” voters are only 
eligible to sign nomination petitions for federal candidates and may not sign nomination petitions 
for state or local candidates. AG Opinion I13-011(R13-016) 2013. 
 
An elector may only sign one nomination petition for the same office unless more than one 
candidate is to be elected for that office. For example, an elector may only sign one candidate’s 
petition for state senate but may sign two candidates’ petitions for state house. If an elector signed 
more nomination petitions than permitted, only the earlier signatures are deemed valid. If the 
duplicate signatures were signed on the same date, all signatures signed by the elector on that date 
are deemed invalid. A.R.S. § 16-321(A), (C). 
 
Depending on the type of candidacy, the minimum number of nomination petition signatures may 
be based on the number of persons qualified to sign a candidate’s petition, the number of registered 
voters in a jurisdiction, the number of votes cast in a jurisdiction, or a static number of signatures. 
See A.R.S. § 16-322(A)-(C).  
 
The Secretary of State must prepare sample nomination petition forms for use in federal, statewide, 
legislative, county, city, and town elections. A.R.S. § 16-315(C). The Secretary of State may 
prescribe the method of filing nomination petitions for federal, statewide, and legislative offices, 
including but not limited to the electronic creation and filing of petitions. A.R.S. § 16-315(E). 

iii. Filing Officer Processing of Nomination Petition Signatures 
 
A filing officer shall reject nomination petitions for failure to file by the applicable deadline or 
failure to file the minimum number of required petition signatures. See Chapter 6, Section I(F) for 
a more detailed discussion of the limited bases for a filing officer to reject candidate filings. 
 

 
45 This rule applies to all partisan nomination petitions, regardless of whether or not the candidate’s political 
party’s primary election is open to independent/unaffiliated voters. 
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If there is no basis to reject a candidate filing, the filing officer must count the nomination petition 
signatures to ensure the minimum number of signatures has been filed. A nomination petition 
signature line should be counted by the filing officer if it contains at least: 

• An address, description of place of residence, or P.O. Box;  
• A signature in either the signature or printed name column or a printed name in the 

signature column; and 
• A date containing, at minimum, a month and day.  

 
Although nomination petition signature lines that are missing a signature but contain a printed 
name, or use a P.O. Box as a residence address, are presumed valid and counted in the filing 
officer’s determination of the number of signatures submitted, such signatures may be subject to 
legal challenge. 
 
If the candidate submits more than the maximum number of signatures permitted, the filing officer 
may accept the filing and review the signature lines up to the point at which the candidate exceeds 
the maximum when counting only valid signature lines. The filing officer must deem invalid, and, 
therefore, need not review, signature lines beyond the maximum. 
 
The filing officer must issue a receipt to the candidate or candidate’s committee. If the candidate 
meets the minimum signature threshold for the office sought, the candidate is qualified for the 
ballot, subject to any subsequent court challenges or candidate withdrawals.  

iv. Deadline to File Nomination Documents 
 
A candidate seeking a primary nomination must file a nomination paper, nomination petitions and, 
if applicable, financial disclosure statement between 150 and 120 days before the primary election. 
A.R.S. § 16-311(A)-(B), (E)-(F), (H); A.R.S. § 16-314(A). However, a statewide or legislative 
candidate seeking public funding under the Citizens Clean Elections Act may file these nomination 
documents with the Secretary of State as early as January 2 of an election year. A.R.S. § 16-951(B). 
 
A candidate seeking a primary nomination in a special election to fill a congressional vacancy 
must file a nomination paper and nomination petitions no more than 30 days after the date of the 
Governor’s proclamation calling the special election. A.R.S. § 16-222(B)(2).  
 
A candidate who does not file the requisite nomination documents by 5:00 p.m. on the last day for 
filing is not eligible to have their name printed on the primary election ballot. A.R.S. § 16-311(E)-
(F). 

 Independent Nomination (Other than by Primary) 

In lieu of seeking a nomination through a political party primary, a candidate who is not registered 
with a recognized political party (i.e., an “independent” or “unaffiliated” candidate) may be 
nominated for partisan office by filing the requisite number of nomination petition signatures with 
the filing officer. Such an “independent” or “unaffiliated” candidate who meets this threshold will 
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be placed directly on the general election ballot, along with a three-letter “party” designation. 
A.R.S. § 16-502(E). However, a candidate may not seek a nomination in this manner if the 
candidate filed nomination petitions for the primary election and failed to qualify due to 
insufficient valid signatures. A.R.S. § 16-341(A)-(B). 
 
Similar to candidates seeking nomination by political party primary, candidates seeking 
independent nomination must timely file a statement of interest, nomination paper, and a requisite 
number of nomination petition signatures with the appropriate filing officer. A.R.S. § 16-341(E), 
(J)(1)-(2); A.R.S. § 16-314(A); A.R.S. § 16-311(D). Non-federal candidates must also file a 
financial disclosure statement if applicable.46 A federal candidate is not required to file a financial 
disclosure statement, but has the option to file a statement on recall with the Secretary of State. 
A.R.S. § 19-221. 

i. Nomination Petition Signatures  
 
An independent candidate must collect nomination petition signatures equal to at least 3% of all 
registered voters in the jurisdiction in which the candidate is running who are not registered with 
a recognized political party, based on voter registration totals reported by the Secretary of State or 
County Recorder, as applicable, as of January 2nd in the general election year. There is no limit or 
maximum number of signatures that may be submitted for an independent candidate. Although the 
minimum number of signatures required is based on the number of voters not registered with a 
recognized political party, any person who is registered to vote in the state, county, subdivision, 
or district for which the candidate is nominated is eligible to sign the nomination petition without 
regard to the signer’s party affiliation.  
 
Nomination signatures may be gathered on a hard-copy independent nomination petition form 
prescribed by the Secretary of State or, for federal, statewide, legislative, county, city/town, and 
precinct committeeman candidates, through the Secretary of State’s online signature portal known 
as E-Qual.  
 
A filing officer must process (and in appropriate cases reject) independent nomination petition 
signatures in the same manner as partisan and nonpartisan nomination petitions. Likewise, if an 
independent candidate’s nomination petitions are challenged in court, the applicable County 
Recorder must review the challenged signatures in the same manner as partisan or nonpartisan 
nomination petitions.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-316; A.R.S. § 16-317; A.R.S. § 16-318; A.R.S. § 16-341. 

ii. Deadline to File Independent Nomination Documents 
 
Like candidates seeking nomination through a political party primary:  

 
46 A.R.S. § 16-311(H)(1); A.R.S. § 18-444(A), (F); A.R.S. § 38-543. Title 48 special district candidates, 
school district governing board candidates, and precinct committeemen candidates are not required to file 
a financial disclosure statement. See A.R.S. § 38-543; A.R.S. § 38-541(8).  
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• A candidate seeking a nomination other than by primary (to be placed on the general 
election ballot) must file an independent nomination paper, independent nomination 
petitions, and a financial disclosure statement between 150 and 120 days before the primary 
election, A.R.S. § 16-341(C); and 

• An independent statewide or legislative candidate seeking public funding under the 
Citizens Clean Elections Act may file these nomination documents with the Secretary of 
State as early as January 2 of an election year. A.R.S. § 16-951(B) 

 
An independent candidate seeking a nomination in a special election to fill a congressional vacancy 
must file a nomination paper and nomination petitions no more than 30 days after the date of the 
Governor’s proclamation calling the special election. A.R.S. § 16-222(B)(2). 
 
A candidate who does not file the requisite nomination documents by 5:00 p.m. on the last day for 
filing is not eligible to have their name printed on the general election ballot. A.R.S. § 16-341(K). 

2. Write-In Candidacy 
 
In lieu of collecting nomination petition signatures to qualify for a primary or general election 
ballot, a person may run as a write-in candidate. Becoming an official write-in candidate requires 
the officer in charge of elections to tabulate any write-in votes for the candidate and include those 
results in the official canvass of the election. A.R.S. § 16-312. A list of official write-in candidates 
is posted at voting locations but is not included in the early ballot mailing. See Chapter 2, Section 
I(C)(1) and II(A); Chapter 9, Section (I)(A)(4).   
 
To qualify as an official write-in candidate, a candidate must timely file a write-in nomination 
paper and, if applicable, a financial disclosure statement with the appropriate filing officer. A.R.S. 
§ 16-312(C); A.R.S. § 18-444(A), (F); A.R.S. § 38-543. A write-in candidate must, at the time of 
filing, be a qualified elector of the county or district the candidate seeks to represent and must have 
been a resident of that county or district for 120 days before the date of the election. A.R.S. § 16-
312(A). However, a one-year residency requirement applies for city or town candidates. A.R.S. § 
16-312(A); A.R.S. § 9-232(A). 
 
A federal write-in candidate is not required to file a financial disclosure statement but has the 
option to file a statement on recall with the Secretary of State.  
 
A person may not seek a write-in candidacy in the primary or general election if the candidate filed 
a nomination petition for the primary election and failed to submit a sufficient number of valid 
signatures, withdrew from the primary election after a petition challenge in court, or was removed 
from the primary election ballot or otherwise found to be ineligible by a court of law.  In addition, 
if the candidate ran and lost in the preceding primary election or did not receive the requisite 
number of votes required to proceed to the general election, that candidate may not seek a write-
in candidacy in the general election for the same office. A.R.S. § 16-312(F)(1)-(4); A.R.S. § 9-
821.01; A.R.S. § 16-645. 
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The required documents must be filed no earlier than 150 days before the election and no later than 
5:00 p.m. on the 40th day before the election, except: (i) a write-in candidate to fill a vacancy that 
occurs after the official ballots have been printed must file the required nomination documents no 
later than five days before the election; and (ii) a write-in candidate who intends to run in a school 
district, community college district, special taxing district, or precinct committeeman election that 
may be canceled due to an insufficient number of candidates seeking election must file the required 
nomination documents no later than 106 days before the election in question. A.R.S. § 16-312(B); 
A.R.S. § 16-343(D). A statewide or legislative candidate may not use public funding under the 
Citizens Clean Elections Act to run as a write-in candidate. A.R.S. § 16-950(E); A.R.S. § 16-
961(F)(2). 

 Candidates for Nonpartisan Office 

A candidate seeking nomination for a nonpartisan office must be a qualified elector in the electoral 
district for the office sought at the time of filing. A.R.S. § 16-311(B). There are specific 
requirements for eligibility to serve in city and town offices, on school district governing boards, 
and on special district boards pursuant to Title 9, Title 15, and Title 48, respectively. In addition, 
the “resign-to-run” law provisions apply to nonpartisan candidates. See Chapter 6, Section I above. 
 
Similar to candidates for partisan office, candidates for nonpartisan office may run by filing 
nomination documents or by filing documents to run as an official write-in candidate.  

1. Nonpartisan Nomination 
 
To qualify to appear on the ballot, a candidate for nonpartisan office must timely file the following 
nomination documents with the appropriate filing officer: 

• A statement of interest;47 
• A nomination paper for the office sought; and 
• A requisite number of nomination petition signatures. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-311. Candidates for nonpartisan office are generally not required to file a financial 
disclosure statement.48 However, cities and towns must require candidates to file a financial 
disclosure statement consistent with state law. A.R.S. § 38-545. 
 
All nomination documents must be filed between 150 and 120 days before the election. A.R.S. § 
16-311(B). A candidate who does not file the requisite nomination documents by 5:00 p.m. on the 

 
47 A statement of interest is not required for candidates for special taxing districts, candidates for precinct 
committeeman, or candidates for President or Vice President of the United States. A.R.S. § 16-311(H); 
A.R.S. 16-341(I). See Chapter 6, Section I(A)(1)(a)(i) above for more details on the statement of interest 
requirement.  
48 Title 48 special district candidates, school district governing board candidates, and precinct 
committeemen candidates are not required to file a financial disclosure statement. See A.R.S. § 38-543; 
A.R.S. § 38-541(8). 
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last day of the filing period is not eligible to have their name printed on the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-
311(I). 
 
For nonpartisan elections in cities and towns, a candidate may be elected at the primary election 
and a general (run-off) election is not required if the candidate received a majority of votes. A.R.S. 
§ 9-821.01. Additionally, charter cities may differ in their scheduling of candidate elections based 
on the number of candidates running for office.  

2. Write-In Candidacy 
 
In lieu of collecting nomination petition signatures to qualify to appear on the ballot, a person may 
run as an official write-in candidate for a nonpartisan office. Becoming an official write-in 
candidate requires the officer in charge of elections to tabulate any write-in votes for the candidate 
and include those results in the official canvass of the election. A.R.S. § 16-312. 
 
To qualify as an official write-in candidate, a candidate must timely file a write-in nomination 
paper and, if applicable, a financial disclosure statement with the appropriate filing officer. A 
write-in candidate must, at the time of filing, be a qualified elector of the county or district the 
candidate seeks to represent and must have been a resident of that county or district for 120 days 
before the date of the election. However, a one-year residency requirement applies for city or town 
candidates. A.R.S. § 16-312(A), (C); A.R.S. § 9-232(A); A.R.S. § 38-541(6); A.R.S. § 38-545.  
 
A person may not seek a write-in candidacy if the candidate filed a nomination petition for that 
election and failed to submit a sufficient number of valid signatures, withdrew from the election 
after a petition challenge in court, was removed from the election ballot, or was otherwise found 
to be ineligible by a court of law. A.R.S. § 16-312(F)(1)-(4); A.R.S. § 9-821.01; A.R.S. § 16-645. 
 
The required documents must be filed no earlier than 150 days before the election and no later than 
40 days before the election at 5:00 PM, except: (i) a write-in candidate to fill a vacancy that occurs 
after the official ballots have been printed must file the required nomination documents no later 
than five days before the election; and (ii) a write-in candidate who intends to run in a school 
district, special taxing district, or precinct committeemen election that may be canceled due to an 
insufficient number of candidates seeking election must file the required nomination documents 
no later than 106 days before the election in question. A.R.S. § 16-312(B); A.R.S. § 16-343(D).  
 
For nonpartisan special district elections, the candidate(s) who receive the highest number of votes 
is elected. Ariz. Const. Art. VII § 7. For elections in cities and towns, a candidate may be elected 
at the primary election and a general (run-off) election is not required if the candidate received a 
majority of votes. A.R.S. § 9-821.01. Additionally, charter cities may differ in their scheduling of 
candidate elections based on the number of candidates running for office. 

 Presidential Candidates 

A candidate may run for U.S. President in Arizona by one of two methods: obtaining a nomination 
or running as a write-in candidate.  
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Absent a successful challenge, a nomination means the presidential candidate’s name will appear 
on the general election ballot in a presidential election year. There are two methods for obtaining 
a nomination: one reserved for candidates running under recognized party labels, and one reserved 
for “independent” or party-unaffiliated candidates. 

• A candidate seeking the nomination of a recognized political party usually runs in the 
Presidential Preference Election (PPE). However, the presidential and vice-presidential 
candidates that ultimately appear on the general election ballot will be formally nominated 
by party delegates at national conventions held during the summer preceding the election. 
As a prerequisite to placement of their nominees on the general election ballot, each 
recognized political party must timely submit the names of presidential electors who will 
cast votes for the winning candidate in the Electoral College. 

• Alternatively, a candidate may qualify as an independent presidential candidate by 
collecting nomination petition signatures.49 If the candidate meets the requisite signature 
threshold, the candidate and their vice-presidential running mate (along with a “party” 
designation of the candidates’ choice) will appear on the general election ballot. 

 
In lieu of seeking a nomination, a person may run as a write-in presidential candidate if the person 
files required documentation by the applicable deadline in advance of the general election. 

1. Presidential Preference Elections 
 
A PPE is only open to candidates seeking the nomination of a recognized political party. Write-in 
candidates are prohibited from participating in the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-243(B); A.R.S. § 16-244; 
A.R.S. § 16-247.  
 
Candidates seeking to appear on their political party’s PPE ballot must meet the constitutional 
qualifications for President of the United States and submit valid nomination documents before 
the filing deadline. The candidates who receive the most votes at the PPE will be entitled to have 
their party’s delegates from the State of Arizona vote for them at their political party’s national 
convention. A.R.S. § 16-243(B); U.S. Const. Art. II, § 1, cl. 5. 

 Required Documents for Running in the PPE 

 
A candidate may qualify for the PPE ballot by filing with the Secretary of State: (i) a PPE 
nomination paper; and (ii) PPE nomination petition with the requisite number of signatures, or 
certificates of presidential preference ballot qualification from at least two other states. A.R.S. § 
16-242(A), (E); A.R.S. § 16-311(A)-(B), (D), (G).  

 
49 While a statement of interest is not required for candidates for President or Vice President of the United 
States, A.R.S. § 16-311(H); A.R.S. § 16-341(I), candidates for the office of presidential elector are required 
to file a statement of interest. Clayton v. West, 251 Ariz. 226, 489 P.3d 394 (2021). 
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i. PPE Nomination Petition Signatures 
 
A presidential candidate may qualify for the PPE ballot by filing a minimum number of nomination 
petition signatures with the nomination paper. A PPE candidate must collect at least 500 
nomination petition signatures from qualified electors. For a recognized political party that has at 
least 50,000 registered voters in Arizona, only qualified electors registered with that political party 
may sign the nomination petition. For a recognized political party with less than 50,000 registered 
Arizona voters, any registered voter may sign the nomination petition. A.R.S. § 16-242(C). 

ii. Alternative to Submitting Nomination Petition Signatures 
 
In lieu of filing nomination petition signatures, a presidential candidate may submit official 
documentation from at least two other states proving that the candidate previously qualified for 
the partisan party ballot in that state. Such documentation may be from the chief election office, 
commission, or board. A signed letter on official government letterhead will suffice. Only states 
with primary-style (not caucus) presidential preference elections are eligible for this reciprocity. 
A.R.S. § 16-242(E). 

 Deadline to File Nomination Documents 

A presidential candidate must file a PPE nomination paper and PPE nomination petitions or 
certificates of ballot qualification between 130 and 100 days before the PPE. If the deadline for 
filing falls on a weekend or legal holiday, the nomination documents must be filed by the next 
business day. A presidential candidate who does not file the requisite nomination documents by 
5:00 p.m. on the last day for filing is not eligible to have their name printed on the PPE ballot. 
A.R.S. § 16-242(B). 

 Opting Out of the PPE  

Participation in the PPE by an eligible party is not mandatory. See Arizona State Democratic 
Committee v. Hull, No. CV 96-00909 (Ariz. Super. 1996). If an eligible party chooses not to 
participate in the PPE, the state party’s chairperson must notify the Secretary of State in writing 
by September 1 (or the next business day if that date falls on a weekend or state holiday) of the 
year preceding the PPE for every PPE thereafter. The Secretary of State will promptly notify 
county officials and provide further instructions as needed.  
 
The presidential nominee of eligible parties who opt out of the PPE may appear on the general 
election ballot so long as their party chairpersons nominate presidential electors as prescribed by 
statute and by the statutory deadline. A.R.S. § 16-344; see Chapter 6, Section I(C). 

2. Presidential Nomination Through Party Convention 
 
Presidential and vice-presidential candidates who were nominated by recognized political parties 
at national party conventions will appear on the general election ballot, contingent on the state 
political party’s timely submission of presidential electors’ nomination documents to the Secretary 
of State. 
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 Required Documents for Nomination of Presidential Electors 

The state chairperson of a recognized political party must file nomination papers for its presidential 
electors, equal to the number of U.S. Senators and members of the U.S. House of Representatives 
from Arizona. A.R.S. § 16-344. 

 Deadline to File Nomination Documents 

The state chairperson of a recognized political party must file presidential elector nomination 
papers no later than 10 days after the primary election. A recognized political party that does not 
file the requisite presidential elector nomination papers by 5:00 p.m. on the last day for filing is 
not eligible to have its presidential, vice-presidential, or presidential elector names printed on the 
general election ballot. A.R.S. § 16-344(A). 

3. Independent Presidential Candidates 
 
A candidate who is not affiliated with a recognized political party label may seek nomination as 
an “independent” candidate. If the candidate meets the requisite signature threshold, the candidate, 
their vice-presidential running mate, and their electors (along with a “party” label of the 
candidates’ choice) will appear on the general election ballot. 
 
To qualify as an independent presidential candidate on the general election ballot, a candidate must 
file the following documents with the Secretary of State: 

• A letter of consent; 
- An independent presidential candidate must file a letter with the Secretary of State 

designating the candidate’s vice-presidential running mate and the names of their 
presidential electors, including each person’s signed consent to be designated as 
such. The letter of consent is separate from the nomination papers that must be 
filed. The wording of the letter is left to the candidate’s discretion, as long as the 
letter is signed by the vice-presidential running mate and each presidential elector. 
A.R.S. § 16-341(I). The letter may be a single document signed by the vice-
presidential candidate and all electors or it may be separate letters for each 
individual elector and the vice-presidential candidate. 

• Independent nomination papers for the presidential, vice-presidential, and presidential 
elector candidates; and 

• Independent nomination petitions signed by the requisite number of valid signers. 
 
An independent presidential candidate must submit nomination petition signatures equal to at least 
3% of registered voters in the state who are not registered with a recognized political party. The 
number of unaffiliated registered voters is determined on the basis of voter registration totals 
reported by the Secretary of State as of January 2nd in the general election year. A.R.S. § 16-
341(E)-(G). 
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Any registered voter may sign the petition as long as the voter has not signed another presidential 
elector nomination petition for the same presidential election. A “federal-only” voter is qualified 
to sign. A.R.S. § 16-341(G). Otherwise, the same rules for signing and circulating a nomination 
petition apply to independent presidential nomination petitions. See Chapter 6, Sections I(A) and 
I(D). 
 
An independent presidential candidate must file a letter of consent, nomination papers, and 
nomination petitions between 100 and 80 days before the general election. A.R.S. § 16-341(G), 
(I). 

4. Write-In Candidate for President 
 
In lieu of securing a nomination to qualify for the general election ballot, a person may run as a 
write-in presidential candidate. Becoming an official write-in candidate causes the officer in 
charge of elections to tabulate any write-in votes for the candidate and include those results in the 
official canvass of the election. A.R.S. § 16-312(C).  
 
A person may not seek a write-in candidacy in the general election if the candidate filed 
independent presidential nomination petitions for the current election. A.R.S. § 16-312(F)(4).  
 
A person may qualify as an official write-in presidential candidate by filing with the Secretary of 
State: (i) a letter of consent signed by the vice-presidential running mate and each presidential 
elector; and (ii) write-in nomination papers for the presidential, vice-presidential, and presidential 
elector candidates. A.R.S. § 16-312(G). 
 
A write-in presidential candidate must file a write-in letter of consent and requisite nomination 
papers no earlier than 150 days before the election and no later than 5:00 p.m. on the 40th day 
before the general election. A write-in presidential candidate who does not file the requisite 
nomination documents by 5:00 p.m. on the last day for filing is not eligible to have votes tallied 
or included in the official canvass. Promptly after the close of the filing deadline, the filing officer 
must notify the Board of Supervisors of any write-in candidates certified for the election. A.R.S. 
§ 16-312(B), (E).  

 Candidate Nomination Petition Circulators 

Circulators of candidate nomination petitions are not required to be Arizona residents, but must 
otherwise be qualified to register to vote in this state pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-101. If the circulator 
is not a resident of this state, they must register as a circulator with the Secretary of State through 
the Circulator Portal (https://azsos.gov/elections/requirements-paid-non-resident-circulators). 
A.R.S. § 16-315(D). 
 
A circulator must complete the affidavit on the back of the nomination petition attesting that each 
of the names on the petition was signed in the circulator’s presence on the date indicated and that, 
in the circulator’s belief, each signer was a qualified elector who resides at the address given as 
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the signer’s residence on the date indicated. If the nomination petition is for a partisan election, 
the circulator must additionally attest that each signer is a qualified signer. A.R.S. § 16-321(D). 

 Filing Officer for Candidate Documents 

Candidate documents, including statements of interest, nomination papers, nomination petitions, 
and financial disclosure statements, must be filed with the proper filing officer. 
 
The Secretary of State is the filing officer for: 

• Presidential, Vice- Presidential, and Presidential elector candidates;  
• U.S. Senate and U.S. House of Representatives candidates; 
• Statewide candidates; 
• Legislative candidates; 
• Supreme Court justices (seeking retention); and 
• Court of Appeals judges (seeking retention). 

 
A.R.S. § 16-242(A); A.R.S. § 16-311(E); Ariz. Const. Art. VI, § 38(A). 
 
The county officer in charge of elections is the filing officer for: 

• County candidates, including County Sheriff, County Attorney, County Recorder, County 
Treasurer, County Assessor, County Superintendent of Schools, and County Supervisors; 

• Candidates for justice precinct office, which include:50 
- Justice of the Peace candidates; 
- Constable candidates; and 

• Candidates for voting precinct office, which include: 
- Precinct committeemen candidates; 

• Community college district governing board candidates;51  
• Special taxing district candidates; 
• Superior Court judges (seeking election or retention); and 
• Clerk of the Superior Court candidates.52 

 
A.R.S. § 16-311(F); A.R.S. § 15-1442(A).  

 
50 Nicol v. Superior Court, Maricopa County, 106 Ariz. 208, 209, 473 P.2d 455, 456 (1970) (Justices of the 
Peace and Constables are “precinct officers” pursuant to A.R.S. § 22-102). 
51 Community college district governing board candidates file nomination papers with the “appropriate 
county officer,” which may be the county officer in charge of elections in some counties or the county 
school superintendent in others. See A.R.S. § 15-1442(A). 
52 Ariz. Op. Atty. Gen. No. I85-086 (R85-071) (1985) (holding that candidates for Clerk of the Superior 
Court are treated as county candidates for the purpose of filing nomination petitions). 
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The county school superintendent is the filing officer for: 

• School district governing board candidates; and 
• Joint technical education district governing board candidates. 

 
A.R.S. § 15-422(A); A.R.S. § 15-431(B)(6); A.R.S. § 16-311(F); A.R.S. § 15-393(A)(4), (C)(5). 
 
The city or town clerk is the filing officer for candidates for city or town council or mayor. A.R.S. 
§ 16-928(A)(3). 

 Bases to Reject a Candidate Filing 

A filing officer may reject a candidate filing on any of the following bases: 
• Failure to file a sufficient number of nomination petition signatures. A filing officer may 

reject nomination petitions without conducting a full count if the candidate or campaign 
acknowledges that an insufficient number of signatures are being presented for filing; 

• Failure to file nomination documents by the statutory deadline; 
• Failure to file all the required documents to run for office (except that failure to file a 

statement of interest is not a basis to reject a filing, although it renders signatures collected 
prior to filing a statement of interest subject to challenge); 

• Failure to fully or properly complete any required document to run for office, including: 
- Failure to sign a document that requires a signature (an electronic or type-written 

signature may be permitted for candidates using the Secretary of State’s electronic 
Candidate Portal); 

- Failure to select a required checkbox or answer a required question; 
- Use of an honorific or other unauthorized title on a nomination paper. However, 

when possible, a filing officer should simply reject the unauthorized or honorific 
title in lieu of rejecting the nomination paper altogether.  

• Failure to use the correct form or correct version of any required document, as prescribed 
by the filing officer, to run for office; 

• Seeking more than one office at the same time if the candidate would be prohibited from 
serving in the offices simultaneously;53 or 

• If a candidate for state or local office is liable for an aggregate of $1,000 or more in fines, 
penalties, late fees, or administrative or civil judgments, including any interest or costs, 
that have not been fully paid at the time of the attempted filing of the nomination paper and 

 
53 However, a candidate for legislative office may simultaneously run for community college district, school 
district, or joint technical education district governing board member, and a candidate for U.S. Senate or 
U.S. House of Representatives may also run for U.S. President or U.S. Vice President during the same 
election cycle. Ariz. Const. Art. IV, Pt. 2, § 5; A.R.S. § 38-296.01(B). 
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the liability arose from campaign finance violations under Title 16, Chapter 6, unless the 
liability is being appealed. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-322; A.R.S. § 16-311(D), (H), (I), (J).  
 
Any other alleged deficiencies in a candidate’s nomination documents should be addressed in 
court. For example, the filing officer is not authorized to reject a nomination paper or nomination 
petitions “that have been submitted by a candidate who is found guilty of petition forgery,” nor 
may a filing officer reject nomination papers of a candidate for failure to meet residency 
requirements if the papers “on their face substantially comply with the terms of the statute.” Ariz. 
Atty. Gen. Op. No. I84-096 (1984). Any such disqualification must be ordered by a court in 
response to a candidate challenge filed pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-351(F). 
 

 NOMINATION PETITION CHALLENGES 

Any qualified elector may challenge a candidate for any reason relating to the qualifications for 
the office sought as prescribed by law, or based on insufficiency of the nomination paper or petition 
and/or the signatures thereon. A.R.S. § 16-314; A.R.S. § 16-321; A.R.S. § 16-351.  

 Initiating a Candidate Petition Challenge 

Challenge procedures are specified in A.R.S. § 16-351. The challenge petition must be filed in 
superior court no later than 5:00 p.m. on the tenth day, excluding Saturday, Sunday, and legal 
holidays, after the deadline for filing nomination papers and petitions.  

• The challenger must state specifically the grounds for the challenge. If nomination petition 
signatures are being challenged, the challenge petition must specify the petition page and 
line number for each signature being challenged as well as the grounds for challenging 
each signature.  

• The challenge petition must name as defendants: (i) the Board of Supervisors of any county 
involved in the challenge, (ii) the County Recorder for any county involved, (iii) the 
appropriate filing officer, and (iv) the candidate who is subject to the challenge. If the 
candidate is seeking nomination for office for a jurisdiction or district that crosses county 
lines, the challenge petition must name the appropriate Board of Supervisors and County 
Recorder for each county included in the jurisdiction or district.  

• The challenge petition must be served immediately after the challenge is filed and, in any 
case, no later than 24 hours after it is filed, excluding Saturday, Sunday, and legal holidays.  

 Service of Process and Notification Requirements 

The officer with whom the challenged candidate filed their nomination paper and petitions is the 
designated agent for service of process in all candidate challenges. See Chapter 6, Section I(E).  
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Once the correct filing officer has been served with the challenge, the filing officer must 
immediately mail a copy of the challenge to the candidate and notify the candidate by phone and/or 
email of the challenge. The filing officer shall also immediately notify the County Recorder(s) 
named in the challenge and provide the County Recorder(s) with a copy of the challenge and a 
copy of the front sides of the nomination petitions (if applicable) filed by the challenged candidate. 
A.R.S. § 16-351(D). 

 County Recorder Signature Verification 

The filing officer should provide the pertinent nomination petition pages to the County Recorder(s) 
promptly upon receipt of the complaint and reasonable certainty of a challenge, regardless of 
whether the challenger has formally served process on the filing officer. Upon receipt of the 
challenge and the nomination petitions from the filing officer, the County Recorder(s) must 
perform signature verification on the nomination petition signatures that are being challenged, if 
any.  

The following recommended procedures apply to the County Recorder’s signature verification:  
• The County Recorder need only perform signature verification for the challenged 

signatures of qualified electors in the County Recorder’s county. For a nomination petition 
challenge for an office where the applicable boundaries include multiple counties, the 
County Recorder need only verify the petition signatures of the County that is designated 
at the top of the nomination petition form. 

• The County Recorder need only perform one check of the signatures that are challenged. 
• For a challenge that alleges that specific petition signers are not registered to vote, the 

County Recorder will search the County’s voter registration database, as of the time of the 
filing of the court action, for the signer’s name and address and confirm whether the signer 
was registered to vote as of the date of signing.  

• If the County Recorder is the candidate being challenged, the County Recorder will be 
screened from the signature verification process and will have staff conduct the signature 
verification and prepare the report. The County Recorder shall not personally work on the 
verification. 

• The County Recorder must ensure that staff performing the signature verification are 
properly trained. Temporary employees may be trained by full time staff with at least two 
election cycles of signature verification experience.  

• The County Recorder need not retain or employ a handwriting expert to perform signature 
verification.  

1. Criteria for Disqualifying Signatures 
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The County Recorders should consult the criteria spelled out in the County Recorder Petition 
Signature Verification Guide (available on the Secretary of State’s website at 
www.azsos.gov/elections) when performing signature verification.54  

2. County Recorder’s Signature Verification Report 
 
Upon completion of verification of challenged signatures, the County Recorder must prepare a 
report of the results of the verification. 

• The report shall include: (i) the list of challenged signatures determined to be invalid by 
the County Recorder; and (ii) the reason(s) for the County Recorder’s determination that 
the signature is invalid. 

• The County Recorder may limit the reasons for disqualifying a signature to the reason(s) 
identified by the challenger. Nonetheless, the County Recorder may identify, and the 
County Recorder’s report may reflect, a reason for disqualifying a signature other than the 
reason(s) specified in the challenge.  

• The County Recorder shall produce the signature verification report as soon as practicable 
after receiving, or having access to, the pertinent nomination petition pages from the filing 
officer or as required by the court.  

3. Testimony and Evidence by County Recorder 
 
In addition to the County Recorder’s signature verification report, the County Recorder(s) and the 
filing officer, or their designee(s), must also provide testimony and other evidence for the 
challenge hearing on the request of any of the parties to the court action. A.R.S. § 16-351(E). 
 
If a party to a nomination petition challenge requests certified copies of voter registration forms, 
the County Recorder must make best efforts to provide the certified copies as soon as practicable 
and prior to the court hearing. Due to the very condensed timeframe for challenges, the requestor 
should cooperate with the County Recorder to facilitate timely fulfillment of the requests, 
including by providing the voter registration number for each individually identified voter at the 
County Recorder’s request. If the County Recorder is unable to apply statutorily required 
redactions within the necessary timeframe (see Chapter 1, Section X(C)(1)), the County Recorder 
should seek to produce the records pursuant to an appropriate protective order or under seal in 
accordance with the Arizona Rules of Civil Procedure and other applicable law. 

 
54 See McKenna v. Soto, 250 Ariz. 469, 481 P.3d 695, 699-700 (2021) (holding that the Secretary of State’s 
signature verification guide, previously included in this Manual, acts as guidance and does not have the 
force of law due to the absence of statutory authority for rulemaking on candidate petitions in the Elections 
Procedures Manual). 
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 Duties of the Challenger and Candidate 

Upon filing the challenge, the challenger should provide the applicable County Recorder(s) an 
electronic, sortable version of any spreadsheet filed with the complaint, which identifies the page 
number, line number, and reason for the challenge for each petition signature being challenged. 
To the extent practicable, this spreadsheet should also provide the full name, address, and voter 
registration identification number for each signer whose signature is being challenged.  
 
To facilitate the County Recorder’s signature verification, the candidate being challenged may 
provide the County Recorder with a spreadsheet listing the petition page number and line number 
in the same order as provided in the challenger’s spreadsheet and indicating the candidate’s 
response as to each challenged signature.  

 Court Hearing 

The hearing on the challenge and the court’s ruling must occur within 10 days after the challenge 
is filed, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays. A.R.S. § 16-351(A); but see Brousseau v. 
Fitzgerald, 138 Ariz. 453, 675 P.2d 713 (1984) (holding that the 10-day requirement for action by 
the court on nomination petition challenges is directory, not mandatory).  

 Costs and Expenses 

The filing officer has no statutory duty to reimburse County Recorders for signature verification 
or other expenses incurred in connection with nomination petition challenges. Accordingly, 
County Recorders should seek sufficient funding from their Board of Supervisors to ensure the 
ability to comply with the signature verification and reporting requirements of A.R.S. § 16-351. 

The County Recorder may seek reasonable expenses from the challenger or candidate under 
specified circumstances. If the court finds that the challenge was without substantial justification 
or primarily for the purpose of delay or harassment, the court may enter judgment in favor of the 
County Recorder or officer in charge of elections and against the challenger for the reasonable 
expenses incurred in the signature verification process. Similarly, if the court finds that the 
candidate knowingly or recklessly submitted a substantial number of invalid signatures, the court 
may enter judgment in favor of the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections for the 
reasonable costs incurred in the signature verification process. A.R.S. § 16-351.01.
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 TIMING 

A Presidential Preference Election (PPE) shall be held on the Tuesday immediately following 
March 15 in a presidential election year or on a later date pursuant to a proclamation issued by the 
Governor at least 180 days before the date set forth in the proclamation. No other election may 
appear on the same ballot as the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-241(A)-(B).  

 ELIGIBILITY TO PARTICIPATE IN THE PPE 

 Party Eligibility to Participate in the PPE 

Only political parties eligible for continued representation on the ballot pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-
804 and new political parties eligible to appear on the ballot pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-801 may 
participate in the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-244(A). New parties must have filed their petition for 
recognition as a new party with the Secretary of State between 180 and 150 days before the PPE 
in order to be eligible to participate in the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-244(A)(2).  

Eligible political parties are not required to participate in the PPE, and may opt to conduct their 
own election or caucus instead. See Arizona State Democratic Committee v. Hull, No. CV96-00909 
(Maricopa County Super. Ct., Feb. 1, 1999) (holding that the PPE is different from a primary 
election and political parties can choose whether or not to participate). If an eligible party chooses 
not to participate in the PPE, the state party’s chairperson must notify the Secretary of State in 
writing by September 1 (or the next business day if that date falls on a weekend or state holiday) 
of the year preceding the PPE. See H.B. 2751 § 19, 54th Leg., 1st Sess. (Az. 2019). The Secretary 
of State will promptly notify county officials and provide further instructions as needed.  

 Eligibility to Vote in the PPE 

The “open primary” laws, AZ. Const. Art. 7 § 10, do not apply to the PPE. Only qualified electors 
registered with the political parties participating in the PPE may vote in the PPE. Independent 
voters or voters with no party preference and voters affiliated with a political party that is not 
participating in the PPE may not participate unless they change their party registration or affiliation 
to that of a participating political party by the deadline to register to vote in the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-
241(A); see also Attorney General Opinion No. I99-025 (R99-049).  

Voters not on the AEVL may request a ballot-by-mail for the PPE between 93 and 11 days before 
the election. A.R.S. § 16-246(A). 
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 Candidate Participation in the PPE 

Candidates seeking to appear on the PPE ballot must meet the requirements set forth in A.R.S. § 
16-242. Candidates may file with the Secretary of State either: 

• A nomination paper and nominating petitions signed by at least 500 qualified electors who 
are eligible to vote for the candidate in the PPE; or  

• A notice of candidacy affirming that they are on the PPE ballot of at least two other states.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-242(C)-(E).  
 
Write-in candidates are prohibited. Votes shall only be counted and canvassed for those candidates 
whose names appear on the PPE ballot. A.R.S. § 16-247.  
 
The Secretary of State will certify to counties the names of candidates who qualify for the PPE 
ballot within 72 hours of the close of the filing period. A.R.S. § 16-242(F). The filing period for 
the PPE is 130 to 100 days before the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-242(B). See Chapter 6, Section I(C)(1) for 
more information regarding PPE candidacy. 

 PPE BALLOTS 

 Official Ballot 

Official ballots for the PPE must meet the following requirements: 
1. If more than one party is participating, ballots must be printed on different colored paper 

for each party or on white paper with a different colored stripe or color designation for each 
party at the top or bottom of the ballot; 

2. Only one party may be represented on each ballot; 

3. The top of each ballot must contain the words, “Official Ballot of the ____________ Party, 
Presidential Preference Election (date), County of _____________, State of Arizona.” 

4. Candidate names must be printed in a random order determined by the Secretary of State 
through the drawing of lots. Rotation of candidate names is prohibited. Above the list of 
candidate names, the title “___________ Party Candidates for President of the United 
States” should be printed, along with “vote for not more than one” immediately below the 
title. The ballot may also contain other printed instructions to voters as prescribed for other 
elections.  

5. The ballot should be configured so that it may be tabulated by congressional districts. 

A.R.S. § 16-245; A.R.S. § 16-249(C). 
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 Ballot Proof 

The officer in charge of elections must provide a ballot proof to the chairperson of each 
participating political party within five days of receiving the list of certified candidates from the 
Secretary of State. A.R.S. § 16-245(C). 

 Sample Ballots 

Sample ballots for the PPE must be mailed to each household containing a registered voter eligible 
to participate, unless each qualified voter is on the AEVL. A.R.S. § 16-245 (D)-(E). Sample ballots 
for the PPE must meet the same requirements that apply to sample ballots for primary and general 
elections, as detailed in Chapter 8, Section V(F).  

 CONDUCT OF THE PPE 

The PPE should be conducted in the same manner as any primary election held pursuant to A.R.S. 
§ 16-201. All provisions of other laws governing elections, except as otherwise provided in Title 
16, Chapter 2, Article 4, apply to the PPE, including laws relating to registration and qualification 
of electors. A.R.S. § 16-241(C)-(D). The PPE is also subject to the hand count procedure detailed 
in Chapter 11, Section VIII.  

 Voting Locations 

Not less than 20 days before a PPE, the Board of Supervisors must designate a reasonable and 
adequate number of voting locations for the PPE, based on the number of active registered voters 
as of January 2 of the year of the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-248(A)-(B).55 County Boards of Supervisors 
must follow the formulas set out in A.R.S. § 16-248(C)-(E) to determine the maximum allowable 
number of polling places. The Secretary of State may release a county from these limits if 
complying with them would jeopardize compliance with federal or state law. A.R.S. § 16-248(F). 
In addition, the limits and consolidation requirements do not apply to Native American 
reservations. A.R.S. § 16-248(G). 

The officer in charge of elections may conduct the PPE entirely by mail in precincts with fewer 
than 300 active, registered voters (except for on Native American reservations). A.R.S. § 16-
248(H). 

In addition to Election Day voting locations, County Recorders may establish on-site early voting 
locations and provide for special election boards within the time limits and procedures applicable 
to other elections. A.R.S. § 16-246(C); see also A.R.S. § 16-542. With authorization from the 
Board of Supervisors, a County Recorder may also establish emergency voting centers between 

 
55 Although A.R.S. § 16-248(B)-(E) specifies that the designation of polling places should be based on the 
number of active registered voters as of “January 1” of the year of the PPE, the 54th Legislature, First 
Regular Session, via Senate Bill 1154, amended A.R.S. § 16-168(G) to require County Recorders to report 
voter registration statistics as of January 2 each year, rather than January 1. Accordingly, January 2 is used 
in lieu of January 1 here. 
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5:00 p.m. on the Friday preceding the PPE and 5:00 p.m. on the Monday preceding the PPE. A.R.S. 
§ 16-246(F). 

The County Recorder and officer in charge of elections should consult with the appropriate tribal 
government(s) when selecting voting locations on reservations within the county, and in preparing 
minority language translations required under Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act. 

 Certification of Results 

1. The Board of Supervisors 
 
The results of the PPE must be canvassed by congressional district. A.R.S. § 16-249(C). Each 
county Board of Supervisors should meet to canvass the returns within 10 days after the PPE, and 
provide a certified permanent copy of the official canvass to the Secretary of State on paper and 
electronically.  

2. Secretary of State 

The Secretary of State must canvass the returns and certify the results of the PPE to the 
chairpersons of participating political parties on or before the second Monday after the PPE. A.R.S. 
§ 16-661, relating to automatic recounts, does not apply. A.R.S. § 16-249(A)-(B). 

 COUNTY REIMBURSEMENT FOR THE PPE 

The Secretary of State, in consultation with County Recorders and other officers in charge of 
elections, must include in the budget request for the Secretary of State’s Office sufficient funding 
from the state general fund to conduct the PPE. Counties are generally entitled to reimbursement 
for PPE costs at a rate of $1.25 for each active registered voter in the county as of January 2 of the 
year of the PPE. The Secretary of State may release a county from this reimbursement rate upon 
determining that being bound by it would jeopardize the county’s compliance with federal or state 
laws and regulations. A.R.S. § 16-250. 
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 ESTABLISHING PRECINCTS AND VOTING LOCATIONS 

 Establishing Precincts 

The Board of Supervisors must establish a convenient number of election precincts within the 
county and define those precincts’ boundaries. If the Board of Supervisors seeks to change existing 
precinct boundaries, for example, to address population shifts or excessive wait times, the Board 
must finalize those changes by October 1 in the year preceding a general election and deliver a 
complete description of the updated precinct boundaries to the County Recorder or other officer 
in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-411(A). The new precinct boundaries become effective on 
January 2 of the year of the general election. A.R.S. § 16-412. 

 Establishing Voting Locations 

Counties may conduct Election Day voting using one of two types of voting locations (or any 
combination thereof, as approved by the Board of Supervisors):  

• Polling places: voters in a particular precinct are required to vote at a polling place 
specifically designated for that precinct; or  

• Vote centers: voters are permitted to vote at any vote center within the county, regardless 
of which precinct the voter lives in.  

 
Collectively, polling places and vote centers are referred to as “voting locations” in this Manual. 
 
Upon approval of the Board of Supervisors, the officer in charge of elections may establish 
precinct-based assigned polling places and/or vote centers, or any combination thereof, including 
co-location of precinct polling places or vote centers that also serve as assigned polling places for 
certain precincts. See A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(4). In any case, the Board of Supervisors (in consultation 
with the officer in charge of elections) has a duty to establish a reasonable and adequate number 
of voting locations for an election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(3).  
 
Except for the designation of an emergency voting location pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-411(I), the 
Board of Supervisors must finalize all voting locations at least 20 days before a statewide primary 
or general election or 10 days before a special election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B). Thereafter, the Board 
of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections must publicly post the names and/or locations of 
each voting location on the county’s website. A.R.S. § 16-411(G). 
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1. Assigned Polling Places 
 
If a county decides to conduct elections using precinct-based assigned polling places, the Board of 
Supervisors must designate at least one polling place in each precinct. A.R.S. § 16-411(B).56  
 
If no suitable polling place is available within a precinct, the Board of Supervisors may designate 
a polling place in an adjacent precinct. The Board of Supervisors must make a specific finding that 
there is no suitable polling place within the precinct and include that finding in a separate section 
of the order or resolution designating polling places for the election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(1).  
 
Based on projected high voter demand, precincts may be split for administrative purposes to allow 
a polling place to be established in each precinct split. Arizona statute requires these polling places 
to “be listed in separate sections of the [Board’s] order or resolution” designating polling places 
for the election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(2). 
 
Based on projected low voter demand (specifically, a high number of AEVL voters), adjacent 
precincts may be combined for administrative purposes to allow multiple precincts to be serviced 
by the same polling place and same election board. The Board of Supervisors must make a specific 
finding that a high number of AEVL voters is likely to substantially reduce the number of voters 
appearing at one or more specific polling places on Election Day and include that finding in a 
separate section of the order or resolution designating polling places for the election. A.R.S. § 16-
411(B)(3). 

2. Vote Centers 
 
The Board of Supervisors may establish vote centers in lieu of precinct-based polling places. A 
vote center allows voters from any precinct within the county to cast a ballot with the correct ballot 
style on Election Day. Vote centers must be established by a vote of the Board of Supervisors and 
in consultation with the County Recorder and officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(4).  
 
Vote centers typically entail ballot tabulation exclusively at the central counting place, without use 
of precinct voting equipment that will warn voters of an over-vote. If ballots are not tabulated at 
the vote center, the officer in charge of elections must: (1) establish a voter education program that 
notifies voters of the effect of casting multiple votes for an office; and (2) provides the voter with 
instructions on how to correct the ballot before it is cast (including instructions how to spoil the 
ballot and correct the error through issuance of a replacement ballot). 52 U.S.C. § 21081(a)(1)(B). 

 Failure to Timely Establish Polling Places 

In counties that utilize assigned polling places, if a Board of Supervisors fails to designate a polling 
place in a particular precinct before a primary or general election (or if the election cannot be held 
at the polling place originally designated by the Board of Supervisors and the County Recorder or 

 
56 The Board of Supervisors is not required to designate a polling place for special district or all ballot-by-
mail elections, but may designate one or more sites in each district for voters to deposit voted ballots through 
7:00 p.m. on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-411(D). See also Chapter 3, Section IV. 
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other officer in charge of elections has not designated an emergency polling place for that precinct 
for Election Day), the Justice of the Peace of the precinct shall designate the polling place and post 
public notice two days before the election in at least three locations in the precinct. A.R.S. § 16-
411(C). 
 
If the Justice of the Peace fails to do so (or there is no Justice of the Peace for the precinct), the 
election board of the precinct must designate and give notice of the place for holding the election. 
A.R.S. § 16-411(C). 

 Consolidation of Polling Places Based on Lack of Candidates 

In counties that conduct assigned polling place elections, if there are no candidates for elected 
office appearing on the ballot in a particular precinct, the Board of Supervisors may consolidate 
polling places (and consolidate the tabulation of results in combined precincts) if the following 
conditions apply:  

• All affected voters are notified by mail of the change at least 33 days before the election;  
• Notice of the change in polling place includes notice of the new polling place, notice of the 

hours polls are open on Election Day, and notice of the telephone number to call for voter 
assistance; and  

• All affected voters receive information on early voting, which includes information on how 
to make a one-time early ballot request. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-411(C)(1)-(3). 

 Factors to Consider When Selecting Voting Locations 

The following factors should be considered when selecting voting locations: 
1. The location should be capable of being used in both the primary and general election; 
2. Buildings must be appropriately sized based on projected voter turnout, among other 

predictive factors (see Chapter 8, Section IX(A)); 
3. Property owners must be willing to grant permission to use the building for voting purposes 

on Election Day, including making the building available the day(s) before Election Day, 
early morning on Election Day, and until a reasonable time after the polls close on Election 
Day; 

• Insurance considerations and payment of fees (if any) should be discussed with the 
property owner; 

4. Buildings should have easy ingress and egress to the parking lot, including a parking lot in 
close proximity to the building; 

5. Buildings must meet accessibility requirements or be adapted to meet accessibility 
requirements for Election Day (see Chapter 5, Section III); 
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6. Buildings must have a room or hallway of sufficient size to meet the needs for setting up 
equipment and voter check-in stations, including adequate space for voters to wait in line; 

7. Buildings should have an adequate power source; 
8. The property should be located near major traffic arteries, including within walking 

distance of public transit where possible; 
• For polling places on tribal lands without public transit and major highways, the 

property should be in a central location on the tribal lands or a location where tribal 
members frequently gather;  

9. The decision of where to locate a polling place or vote center should have public support, 
especially through outreach to rural and underserved communities, and, for counties with 
tribal reservations, through outreach to tribal governments; 

10. In counties that conduct assigned polling place elections, the polling place must be located 
within the applicable precinct, unless applicable exceptions apply (see Chapter 8, Section 
(I)(B)(1)); 

11. Voters should not have to travel unreasonable distances to vote; 
• Factors to consider in establishing voting locations include access to paved roads, 

rates of available public and personal transportation, and other relevant factors;  
12. The property must have sufficient parking for voters’ use on Election Day; 
13. If reused, the voting location must have been successfully used in the past; and 
14. Whenever possible, voting locations should not be placed inside of police stations, court 

houses, or other locations with a regular uniformed police presence, unless the voting 
location is specifically intended to serve eligible incarcerated voters.  

 
The elections staff should conduct a site visit to confirm the location’s suitability for voting. The 
officer in charge of elections should also solicit community feedback on all proposed voting 
locations if practicable. 

 Use of School Facilities for Voting Locations 

Upon request of the officer in charge of elections, a public school must provide sufficient space 
for use as a voting location in any statewide, county, city, or town election. A.R.S. § 16-411(E). 
 
The principal of a public school may deny the request to host a voting location if, within two weeks 
of receiving the request, the principal provides a written statement confirming: (1) the school lacks 
sufficient space to host a voting location; or (2) the safety or welfare of students would be 
jeopardized by hosting a voting location. A.R.S. § 16-411(F). 
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 Polling Place/Vote Center Emergency Designation 

A County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may grant an emergency designation to 
a polling place/vote center if either of the following occurs: 

• An act of God renders a previously established Election Day voting location unusable; or 
• The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections has exhausted all options and 

there are no suitable facilities that are willing to host an Election Day voting location unless 
the facility receives an emergency designation.  

A.R.S. § 16-411(I).  
 
At least two weeks before Election Day, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections 
must post on its website a list of polling places/vote centers with emergency designations and must 
specify: 

• The reason the emergency designation was granted; and  
• The number of attempts made to find another voting location before granting an emergency 

designation.  
A.R.S. § 16-411(H).  
 
Electioneering and other political activity is not permitted on the property of the hosting facility 
of any polling place/vote center with an emergency designation, even outside the 75-foot limit. 
A.R.S. § 16-411(I). However, if the voting location is not listed on the jurisdiction’s elections 
website as having an emergency designation, electioneering and other political activity must be 
permitted on the premises outside the 75-foot limit. A.R.S. § 16-411(H).  
 
If an emergency arises after the initial website posting, the County Recorder or other officer in 
charge of elections must: 

• Update the website as soon as is practicable to include any new emergency designations of 
polling places/vote centers; 

• Highlight the new voting location(s) with an emergency designation on the website; and  
• Like other locations with an emergency designation, specify the reason the emergency 

designation was necessary and the number of attempts that were made to find a standard 
voting location before granting an emergency designation. A.R.S. § 16-411(H).  

 Requirement to Allow Electioneering Outside 75-Foot Limit 

Except in cases of an emergency designation (see Chapter 8, Section I(G) above), any voting 
location or ballot replacement site used on Election Day or during on-site early voting must permit 
persons to engage in electioneering and other political activity in public areas (i.e., those areas 
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generally open to the public) and parking lots used by voters outside the 75-foot limit. A.R.S. § 
16-411(H). 
Electioneering or political activity may not result in voter intimidation. Further, no temporary or 
permanent structure may be erected and access to parking spaces may not be blocked or impaired. 
A.R.S. § 16-411(H). 

 Ensuring Accessibility at the Voting Location 

Voting locations must comply with the current ADA Checklist for Polling Places and any 
additional state accessibility requirements. See Chapter 5, Section III for more details.  

 APPOINTMENT AND TRAINING OF POLL WORKERS 

At least 20 days before a primary or general election, the Board of Supervisors must appoint at 
least the following poll workers for each polling place with more than 300 qualified electors and 
each vote center or other voting location: 

• One inspector; 
• Two judges; 
• One marshal; and 
• As many clerks as deemed necessary. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-531(A).  
 
For polling places with less than 300 qualified electors, the Board of Supervisors must appoint at 
least an inspector and two judges. The Board of Supervisors shall give notice of election precincts 
consisting of fewer than 300 qualified electors to the county chairperson of the two largest political 
parties not later than 30 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-531(B). 
 
The inspector, judges, marshal (and clerks, if applicable) are collectively known as the “election 
board” 57 for a particular voting location and are referred to in this Manual as poll workers or board 
workers. 
 
The officer in charge of elections must provide a report containing each poll worker’s name, 
position, precinct, and political party to the Board of Supervisors. 
 
Poll workers must be registered voters, except for student poll workers. In assigned polling place 
elections, each poll worker must be a registered voter in the precinct of assignment unless there 

 
57 Notwithstanding A.R.S. § 16-531(A)’s reference to judges and the inspector, Arizona statutes generally 
provide that the election board is comprised of all poll workers at a particular voting location. See, e.g., 
A.R.S. § 16-531(G) (allowing students to be appointed to an election board as clerks). This Manual 
accordingly adopts the interpretation of “election boards” to include inspectors, judges, marshals, and 
clerks. 
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are not enough poll workers that meet this residential requirement, in which case poll workers 
must be qualified voters of the state. A.R.S. § 16-531(A). Similarly, for vote centers, each poll 
worker must be a registered voter in the county unless there are not enough poll workers that meet 
this residential requirement, in which case poll workers must be qualified voters of the state.58   
 
Other than candidates for precinct committeeman, no candidate (nor the spouse, child, or parent 
of a candidate) for any office on the ballot may serve as a poll worker during that election. 
 
The officer in charge of elections shall ensure that the election board is comprised of individuals 
registered with different political parties. At minimum, for partisan elections, if the inspector is a 
member of one of the two largest political parties, the marshal must be a member of the other of 
the two largest political parties and each of the two judges must be registered with different 
political parties. An inspector, marshal, or judge may not serve in that position if they have changed 
their political party registration since the last general election. 
 
At least 90 days before an election, the county chairpersons of the two largest political parties may 
designate qualified electors to serve on election boards. When the list is timely submitted, it shall 
be used to appoint judges. Whenever possible, any person appointed as an inspector shall have had 
previous experience as an inspector, judge, marshal, or clerk of elections. If there is no qualified 
person in a given precinct, the appointment of an inspector may be made from names designated 
by the county party chairperson. Any registered voter in the precinct, or alternatively, in another 
precinct, may be appointed as a clerk.  A.R.S. § 16-531(A).59  

 
58 The officer in charge of elections should make reasonable efforts to recruit a sufficient number of poll 
workers from within the precinct or county prior to hiring out-of-precinct or out-of-county poll workers. 
The officer in charge of elections shall also ensure that community poll worker recruitment is conducted in 
an equitable manner, in an effort to recruit a diverse pool of poll workers that reflect the community. To 
the extent possible, poll workers assigned to voting locations on Native American reservations should be 
registered voters in the precinct or reservation, or members of the Tribe.  
59 If it is impossible to sufficiently staff the boards with members of differing political parties, the officer 
in charge of elections shall, at minimum, exercise best efforts to utilize board members with no party 
affiliation or from differing unrecognized parties to ensure that there is a diversity of political party 
affiliation (including no affiliation) on the election boards and that no election board is comprised of 
members of only one party. Further, the officer in charge of elections shall document when and how the 
political parties in the county were contacted about the need for board workers affiliated with those parties 
and all other actions taken in a best effort to obtain board workers from two different political parties. 
However, nothing in this Manual shall be interpreted to supersede otherwise applicable statutory 
requirements, including the requirement that board workers be of differing political party affiliation.  
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 Election Board Duties 

The following duties must be performed by the members comprising the election board. The 
officer in charge of elections may allocate these duties among different board members as deemed 
appropriate: 

1. Prepare and monitor the voting location, including taking appropriate measures to preserve 
order, prevent voter intimidation, and manage voter lines, A.R.S. § 16-562, A.R.S. § 16-
512; 

2. Open, exhibit, and lock the ballot box before receiving any ballots, A.R.S. § 16-564(A); 
3. Maintain the signature roster or e-pollbook; 
4. Check for proper identification; 
5. Direct voters in the wrong polling place to the correct polling place, including the specific 

address (for assigned polling place elections only); 
6. Mark spoiled ballots (inspector and only one judge required), A.R.S. § 16-585; 
7. Ensure that voted ballots are deposited in the correct ballot box, and deposit ballots in the 

ballot box at the voter’s request, A.R.S. § 16-580(C);  
8. Assist voters in using accessible voting equipment and assist voters in marking the ballot 

(two board members of different political parties required), A.R.S. § 16-580(E); 
9. Close the polls (inspector and two judges required); A.R.S. § 16-565(C); 
10. Prepare a report of the number of voters who have voted and seal the box containing the 

voted ballots, A.R.S. § 16-608(A), A.R.S. § 16-616; and 
11. Return the signature roster, copies of the precinct registers, and other election supplies to 

the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-617. 
 
In addition, the inspector, marshal, and judges of the election board are specifically tasked with 
the responsibilities described below. 

1. Inspector 
 
The inspector serves as the chair of the election board and exercises authority over all election-
related activities at the voting location (under the direction of the county officer in charge of 
elections, who maintains overall authority over the voting location). The inspector usually acts as 
the single point-of-contact with the officer in charge of elections, poll worker hotline, 
troubleshooters, or other entity designated by the officer in charge of elections to provide 
assistance on Election Day. 
 
The inspector’s specific duties include the following: 

1. As chair of the election board, maintain sufficient knowledge about election procedures 
and voting equipment; 
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2. Lead and assign duties to other poll workers, including appointing a substitute judge, 
marshal, or clerk (while maintaining political party balance) if a poll worker fails to show 
up or fails to perform their duty on Election Day and no alternative poll worker is available, 
A.R.S. § 16-534(A), A.R.S. § 16-533; and 

3. Ensure the polling place is set up and functions properly, including publicly opening the 
sealed package of official ballots, ensuring the required ballot styles/types are present, 
certifying the voting roster, posting appropriate lists and notices, arranging the voting 
booths, and assisting electors, A.R.S. § 16-563, A.R.S. § 16-312(E), A.R.S. § 16-343(F)-
(G), A.R.S. § 16-169(B), A.R.S. § 16-579(D)-(E), A.R.S. § 16-572(A). 

2. Marshal 
 
The marshal is responsible for preserving order at the voting location, which includes: 

1. Announcing the opening and closing of the polls, A.R.S. § 16-565(C); 
2. Preserving order and preventing any violation of election law, including electioneering 

within the 75-foot limit or voter intimidation, from the opening of the polls until the count 
of the ballots is completed, A.R.S. § 16-535(B); and  

3. Periodically measuring the length of wait times, notifying the inspector if wait times have 
the potential to equal or exceed the 30-minute maximum, and implementing measures to 
reduce voter wait time, including having the authority to request additional voting 
equipment or supplies and board workers or to appoint additional board workers upon 
approval of the officer in charge of elections, A.R.S. § 16-535(B).  

The marshal may also perform the duties of any other election board worker on a relief basis. 
A.R.S. § 16-535(B). 

3. Judges 
 
Judges oversee the voting process itself, which may generally include: 

1. Issuing ballots to qualified voters, A.R.S. § 16-579(C), A.R.S. § 16-467(B), A.R.S. § 16-
572(B); 

2. Signing the roster for an elector who is unable to sign because of physical disability, A.R.S. 
§ 16-579(D)-(E); and 

3. Examining electronic voting equipment and comparing the number of votes cast as 
indicated on the machine with the number indicated on the poll list (or e-pollbook) and the 
number of provisional ballots cast, A.R.S. § 16-602(A). 

 Bilingual Poll Workers 

Jurisdictions covered under the language minority provisions under Section 203 of the Voting 
Rights Act should appoint bilingual poll workers and/or ensure access to on-site or remote 
interpretation services in the covered language(s) to provide language assistance to voters who 
need it. Additionally, an Election Terminology Glossary in the covered languages should be 
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provided among the polling place supplies. Covered jurisdictions for tribal languages should 
contact the applicable tribal government if they need assistance recruiting and hiring bilingual poll 
workers.  

 Student Poll Workers 

The Board of Supervisors may appoint a student to serve as a clerk on the election board if the 
student: 

• Will be at least 16 years old at the time of the election; 
• Will be a United States citizen at the time of the election; and 
• Provides written permission from a parent or guardian. 

 
A student poll worker must receive poll worker training and must be supervised by a trained 
adult poll worker at the voting location. A.R.S. § 16-531(F). 
 
A student’s absence from school due to service as a student poll worker does not affect the 
school’s average daily membership or count against any mandatory attendance requirements for 
the student. A.R.S. § 15-901(A)(1); A.R.S. § 16-531(G). 

 Poll Worker Training 

Within 45 days before an election, the officer in charge of elections must conduct poll worker 
training for inspectors, judges, and any other election board members deemed necessary by the 
officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-532(A). At least one poll worker training session should 
be conducted in-person during each election cycle, but additional training may be conducted online 
as deemed necessary. Additionally, the officer in charge of elections should develop a mechanism 
to assess individual poll workers’ performance following the election. 
 
Persons who conduct poll worker training must be qualified in election law and have practical 
experience in the election process. A.R.S. § 16-532(A)-(B). Persons who conduct poll worker 
training must also be certified by the Secretary of State as an election officer in accordance with 
A.R.S. § 16-407 or under the management of a certified election officer. 
  
Poll worker training must cover the following pre-Election Day topics, as applicable: 

1. Delivery of ballots and supplies to the voting location; 
2. Duties of each election board member; 
3. Ensuring proper political party representation among election board members;  
4. Conducting a pre-election meeting; 
5. Gaining building access;  
6. Inventorying supplies; 
7. Equipment setup and furniture arrangement; 
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8. Voting equipment checks, including ensuring that equipment seals have not been 
tampered with and match the seal log; 

9. Conducting an official ballot count; 
10. Customer service responsibilities, including voter assistance, assistance to voters with a 

disability (including disability etiquette and awareness), and ensuring language 
accessibility; and 

 
Poll worker training must also cover the following Election Day topics, as applicable: 

1. Opening the voting location;  
2. Hours the voting location will be open; 
3. Poll workers’ hours; 
4. Establishing the 75-foot limit and enforcing non-electioneering and non-intimidation 

rules;  
5. For poll workers assigned to voting locations on tribal reservations, sharing voting 

locations with tribal elections, common issues with nonstandard residential addresses, 
rules relating to tribal identification, and, if applicable, the right to language assistance;  

6. Procedures for checking identification; 
7. Provisional ballot processing; 
8. Operation of voting equipment; 
9. Operation of accessible voting equipment;  
10. Operation of e-pollbooks or procedures for managing the signature rosters and poll lists; 
11. Troubleshooting, including when and how to implement wait-time reduction and other 

contingency plans; 
12. Any voter registration information deemed necessary; 
13. Who may vote in the election; 
14. Use of precinct registers and/or the issuance of ballot types/styles (political party, FED 

only, ballot splits, etc.);  
15. Standard voting procedures;  
16. Recorder’s Certificates; 
17. Spoiled ballot procedures; 
18. Procedure for early ballot drop-off;  
19. Political party observers;  
20. Procedures for challenges; 
21. Kids Voting; 
22. Closing the polls; 
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23. Transmitting results and/or delivery of voted ballots;  
24. Completing a Certificate of Performance, verifying that various election duties were 

properly performed; and  
25. Preparing the official and unofficial envelope contents (see Chapter 8, Section V).  

 
The officer in charge of elections may require additional training for poll workers at any time. 
Regardless of whether additional training is provided, however, poll workers must be notified in 
writing prior to Election Day of any changes in election law or procedure that became effective 
since the last poll worker training. A.R.S. § 16-532(E). 

1. Premium Training 
 
The officer in charge of elections may institute an advanced method of instruction and testing for 
certain election board members known as premium training. The premium training must include 
at least eight hours of training and a written examination on election law and procedures. A.R.S. 
§ 16-532(D). 
 
Those who complete this training and pass the test are certified as a “premium board worker.” 
Premium board workers are certified for a period of 30 months and, if approved by the Board of 
Supervisors, are entitled to additional compensation. A.R.S. § 16-532(D). 
 
The officer in charge of elections may require additional training for poll workers at any time. 
Regardless of whether additional training is provided, however, poll workers must be notified in 
writing prior to Election Day of any changes in election law or procedure that became effective 
since the last poll worker training. A.R.S. § 16-532(E). 

2. Certificate of Qualification 
 
Upon successful completion of poll worker training, each election board member will receive a 
certificate of qualification from the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections stating 
the worker’s name and the course of instruction completed. No inspector or judge (except those 
appointed to fill a vacancy and as provided in A.R.S. § 16-533 and A.R.S. § 16-534) may serve on 
Election Day unless the person has been issued a certificate of qualification. A.R.S. § 16-532(A).  

 Poll Worker Compensation 

The Board of Supervisors must set the compensation of poll workers, which constitutes a county 
charge. A.R.S. § 16-536. The Board of Supervisors may approve poll worker pay by virtue of 
approving the election director’s budget for the forthcoming election.  
 
Poll workers must be paid at least $30 per day. A.R.S. § 16-536. The Board of Supervisors may 
approve additional compensation for premium board workers. A.R.S. § 16-532(D). 
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 DESIGNATION OF POLITICAL PARTY AND OTHER OBSERVERS 

Political party representatives are permitted to observe at voting locations and central counting 
places for partisan elections. The proceedings at the central counting place may also be observed 
by up to three additional people representing a candidate for nonpartisan office, or representing a 
political committee in support of or in opposition to a ballot measure, proposition or question. 
Such observation (and observation at early voting locations, emergency voting centers, and County 
Recorder processing procedures, where permitted by the County Recorder or other officer in 
charge of elections) are subject to the procedures described below. Observation at nonpartisan 
elections may be permitted at the discretion of the officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-
590(A)-(B); A.R.S. § 16-621(A). 
 
The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may develop additional local 
procedures governing political party observation. Additional procedures shall allow political party 
observers to effectively observe the election process, and, absent emergency circumstances, no 
changes to the procedures shall be made after the Tuesday prior to the election in order to facilitate 
compliance by the county political parties and designees.  

 Appointment Process 

The county chairperson (or designee) of each party represented on the ballot must submit the names 
of specific political party observers to the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections in 
writing (in hard copy or electronically in advance of observation, as required by the County 
Recorder or officer in charge of elections). The County Recorder or officer in charge of elections 
may require reasonable deadlines for advance notice of appointments. Where there is no county 
political party officer to make the appointment, the state political party chairperson may appoint 
political party observers for that county.  
 
Political party observers may be appointed to specific voting locations (for Election Day 
observation), to a central counting place, or to multiple voting locations as authorized by the 
political party chairperson and the officer in charge of elections. Observers appointed to observe 
in multiple locations need only one appointment in writing designating the various locations where 
the observer is appointed. An appointment is not transferable to another individual.  
 
Unless agreed upon by the political parties, not more than one party representative for each party 
represented on the ballot shall be at a voting location at one time. A.R.S. § 16-590(C). Further, 
only one representative at any one time of each political party represented on the ballot who has 
been appointed by the political party chairperson shall remain within the 75-foot limit while the 
polls are open. A.R.S. § 16-515(A), (B), (H). 
 
Appointed political party observers need not be qualified electors in the precinct or county of 
observation, but must be an Arizona resident and registered to vote in Arizona. A.R.S. § 16-
590(D). Further, the officer in charge of elections may require that observers at the central counting 
place or ballot tabulation center be registered voters of the county. Except for precinct 
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committeeman candidates, candidates appearing on the ballot or official write-in candidates shall 
not serve as political party observers.  

 Observer Credentials 

The political party letter of appointment with the signature of the appointing authority (and, if 
required by the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections, on political party letterhead) 
serves as the written credential necessary to conduct observation at a voting location or central 
counting place. Credentials must be issued by the recognized political party chairperson or 
designee; this authority may not be delegated to a candidate or candidate’s agent. The political 
party observer must present the political party appointment letter (or copy thereof, if permitted by 
the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections) to the appropriate election official upon 
entering the voting location, County Recorder’s office, or central counting place, and be prepared 
to show identification if requested.   

 Observation at Voting Locations 

Political party observers may observe the following activities at a voting location: 
• Opening the voting location; 
• Voting at the voting location (but may not observe in the voting booth or otherwise 

impede voters’ ability to vote and maintain a secret ballot); 
• Closing the voting location; 
• Transport of ballots from the voting location to a receiving site (using a separate vehicle); 

and/or  
• Any other significant voting or processing activities at the voting location provided that it 

does not interfere with or impede the election procedures or staff. 
 
Each recognized political party is presumptively entitled to have no more than one political party 
observer at a time inside the 75-foot limit at each voting location. A.R.S. § 16-590(C).  
 
All political party observers are subject to removal by the County Recorder or other officer in 
charge of elections for failure to comply with a request to cease an activity that interferes with the 
election process or violates tribal (if the voting location is on a tribal reservation), state, or federal 
law. 

 Observation at Central Counting Places 

Political party representatives may observe at a central counting place and at each point where 
ballots are handled or transferred from one election official to another, including areas where the 
following activities take place: 

• Receiving the ballots at the County Recorder’s office or central counting place; 
• Inspecting the ballots; 
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• Reviewing ballots by the Write-in Tally Board; 
• Duplicating ballots by the Ballot Duplication Board; 
• Adjudicating ballots by the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board;  
• Receiving electronic media or processing voting results by the Accuracy Certification 

Board; 
• Tabulation of ballots; and/or 
• Any other significant tabulation or processing activities at a central counting place 

provided that it does not interfere with or impede the election procedures or staff. 

 Observer Guidelines 

The following observation guidelines govern all observers: 
1. An observer may not mark any ballot, place any type of material on a ballot, or otherwise 

touch a ballot during observation. Further, an observer shall not offer to assist any voter in 
the process of voting at a voting location, or attempt to intimidate or influence a voter when 
voting. If a voter specifically requests an observer’s assistance in voting, the observer may 
only assist the voter after relinquishing the observer’s formal status as an observer (for 
example, by returning any observer badge or identification, exiting the voting location, and 
then accompanying the voter into the voting location as an assistant rather than an 
observer). The observer may resume their role as an observer after assisting the voter.    

2. Observers shall not touch or handle election materials, rosters, early ballot envelopes, 
provisional ballot envelopes, ballot transfer containers, voting machines, or voting machine 
components except as expressly permitted by the officer in charge of elections during 
demonstrations.  

3. Observers may not interfere with or impede the election procedures or staff.  
• If an observer has a question about the proceedings or seeks to raise an objection, the 

observer should speak solely to the designated point of contact (e.g., inspector, County 
Recorder, or other officer in charge of elections) and not to other poll workers, staff, or 
voters. 

• The officer in charge of elections or inspector may prohibit observers from using 
electronic devices in the voting location or central counting place if doing so would 
interfere with or impede the election procedures or staff. No photos or videos may be 
taken within the 75-foot limit of a voting location. A.R.S. § 16-515(G).  

• Observers may not wear, carry, or display any materials that identify or express support 
or opposition for a political party, political organization, or a candidate or ballot 
measure appearing on the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-515(F). 

• In cases where multiple ballots are dropped off at a voting location, an observer may 
not, within the 75-foot limit: (1) inspect, copy, photograph, or record a video of the 
early ballot envelopes in an effort to discern voters’ identities; or (2) confront, question, 
photograph, or record a video of the individual who dropped off the early ballots. 
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• Observers can enter and leave a voting location or central counting place so long as 
their entering and leaving does not interfere with or impede the election procedures or 
staff.  

4. Observers may take handwritten notes during observation, but must use a writing 
instrument of a color designated by the officer in charge of the election or procedure.  

5. If an observer is asked by the inspector or other officer in charge to cease an activity that 
interferes with the election process or election staff or poll workers, the observer must 
comply or face possible ejection. 

6. Observers must be prepared to show their appointment credential immediately upon 
entering any voting location or central counting place or upon request by any election 
official. 

7. At a central counting place, all observers must check in with the County Recorder or other 
officer in charge of elections prior to being admitted and may be required to log in and out 
of the facility each time they enter or leave. 

8. At a central counting place, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections 
may ensure that observers are given identifying badges to ensure that observers are clearly 
identifiable. 

 ISSUING PRE-ELECTION NOTICES 

 Secretary of State: 120-Day Notice of Offices to be Elected 

At least 120 days before a primary election, the Secretary of State must notify in writing each 
Board of Supervisors and officer in charge of elections of the federal, statewide, and legislative 
offices for which candidates will be nominated at the primary election. A.R.S. § 16-202. 

 County: 180-Day Notice of Election to Local Jurisdictions 

At least 180 days before each consolidated election date, the Board of Supervisors or officer in 
charge of elections must give written notice to each school district, community college district, 
city and town within the county’s geographical boundaries. The Board of Supervisors or officer in 
charge of elections also must give written notice to all special taxing districts within the county. 
A.R.S. § 16-205(A).  
 
The notice must include: 

• The specific election date; 
• The deadline by which the local jurisdiction must inform the Board of Supervisors or 

officer in charge of elections whether an election will be held; and 
- The deadline to inform the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections 

should be set at or just after special taxing districts’ 150-day deadline to call an 
election pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-226(A). 
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• Any additional information deemed necessary by the Board of Supervisors or officer 
in charge of elections. 

 
The notice may be mailed, emailed, or otherwise electronically transmitted. 

 Special Taxing District/Nonpartisan Election Notices 

The governing body of a special taxing district must provide various public notifications before 
conducting an election that is not held concurrently with a general election. A.R. S. § 16-226(B); 
A.R.S. § 16-227(A).60  

• A special taxing district must call an election at least 150 days in advance of an election, 
except for elections called pursuant to A.R.S. § 19-209. A.R.S. § 16-226(A). “Calling” 
an election means the governing board of the special taxing district must officially 
inform the applicable Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections that the 
district intends to conduct an election. 

• In addition, the special taxing district must also issue a “call of election” to the public 
by publishing the “call of election”, at least two times and at least one week apart, in a 
newspaper of general circulation covering the jurisdiction during the six calendar 
weeks preceding 150 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-227(A). Alternatively, the 
special taxing district may mail the “call of election” to each household containing a 
qualified elector at least 150 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-227(B). 

• Finally, a special taxing district must issue a “notice of election,” which is like the call 
of election but intended as the final public notice in advance of a special taxing district 
election. A.R.S. § 16-228(A)-(B). A special taxing district that conducts a ballot by 
mail election need only issue the notice specified in A.R.S. § 16-228(C)-(D). Notice 
requirements specific to fire district or irrigation and water conservation district bond 
elections can be found at A.R.S. § 48-806(A) and A.R.S. § 48-3190(A), respectively.  

 
A special taxing district must file an affidavit certifying compliance with federal and state law with 
the applicable Board of Supervisors at least five days before holding a nonpartisan election. A.R.S. 
§ 16-229. 

 PREPARATION OF BALLOTS 

The County Board of Supervisors is responsible for preparing the official ballot to be used in 
federal, statewide, legislative, and countywide elections. A.R.S. § 16-405; A.R.S. § 16-503(A). 
The Board of Supervisors may delegate this responsibility to the officer in charge of elections.  

 
60 A.R.S. §§ 16-225 to 16-229 outline various requirements for holding “nonpartisan” elections. A.R.S. § 
16-226(B) defines nonpartisan elections (for purposes of those statutes) as elections of special taxing 
districts not held concurrent with the general election. 
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 Official Ballot Format 

1. Form and Content of the Ballot 

 Requirements for All Ballots 

i. Paper Type 
 
All official ballots must be printed with black ink on white paper of sufficient thickness to prevent 
the printing from being discernible on the reverse side the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-468(2); A.R.S. § 16-
502(A). 

ii. Font 
 
The ballot must use the same font and color template throughout the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-502(A), 
(C). The only color exception is for a political party indicator or stripe to be printed on official 
ballots used for a partisan primary election or PPE. See Chapter 7, Section III(A) and Chapter 8, 
Section V(A)(1)(b). 
 
The ballot must use the same font size within each category on the ballot (for example, all 
candidate names for a particular race must be printed in the same font size), which must be printed 
in no less than 8-point font if practicable. However, ballot measure numbers must be printed in at 
least 12-point font. The officer in charge of elections may adjust spacing between the letters on a 
ballot to accommodate space limitations. 

iii. Early Ballot Designation 
 
Early ballots, including ballots-by-mail and in-person early ballots, shall be identical to regular 
ballots, except that early ballots shall have the word “early” printed or stamped on them. A.R.S. § 
16-545(A). 

iv. Spacing and Heading 
 
The ballot must contain sufficient spacing between races and sections to enable the voter to clearly 
understand the ballot. 
 
On the front side, the ballot must be headed with the phrase “Official Ballot” in bold-faced plain 
letters, with a heavy rule above and below the heading. The ballot may not contain any other 
statement or matter printed above the “Official Ballot” header. A.R.S. § 16-502(A).  
 
Immediately below the “Official Ballot” heading, the following components must be printed in the 
following order:  

• A subheading that specifies the type of election (general, primary, or special), the election 
date, and the name of the county and state holding the election;  

• Instructions to the voter how to properly mark the ballot; and 
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• The various candidate names and/or ballot measures. A.R.S. § 16-502(A), (C). 

v. Candidate Races 
 
For candidate races, the official ballot must: 

• Arrange the candidate names according to A.R.S. § 16-502(C) in column format, starting 
with the left-hand column;  

• List the name of the office to be filled at the head of each portion of the column;  
• List the district number, division number, or other jurisdictional name/number to the right 

of or following the office name to be filled, if applicable;  
• Include the designation “Vote for not more than _____” below the name of each office to 

be filled to indicate the appropriate number of candidates to select;  
• List candidate names according to last name, followed by first name and any nickname;  

• The officer in charge of elections may: (1) shorten or truncate a candidate’s name 
(with the candidate’s consent) in order to fit the candidate’s name on the ballot; 
and/or (2) decline to print the candidate’s requested nickname if it suggests 
reference to professional, fraternal, religious, or military titles or a slogan, 
promotional word or phrase or any word that does not actually constitute a 
nickname.  

• Contain a location for the voter to place a mark to vote for their candidate of choice to the 
right or left (and on the same line) of each candidate’s name;   

• Contain the candidate’s political party designation in bold-faced letters next to the 
candidate’s name (for partisan races only); and  

• Contain blank lines that correspond to the number to elect placed below the last candidate 
name for a particular office, along with a location for the voter to place a mark next to their 
write-in candidate(s) of choice.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-502(C)-(G); A.R.S. § 16-311(G); A.R.S. § 16-341(C).  
 
Additionally, the ballot must contain the name or number of the precinct in which the ballot will 
be utilized, and may include the precinct part or ballot style code. A.R.S. § 16-502(A). 

 Additional Requirements for Primary Election Ballots 

In addition to the specifications outlined in Section V(A)(1)(a) above, primary election ballots 
must comply with the following additional requirements.  
 
Primary election ballots must be printed with a particular color designation to indicate the political 
party ballot. A.R.S. § 16-461(B). The ballot may be printed on colored stock or on white stock 
with a distinctive color indicator such as a stripe or other color designation for each political party. 
The following colors represent the current and recently recognized political parties: 
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• Blue: Democratic Party 
• Green: Green Party 
• Yellow: Libertarian Party 
• Red or Salmon: Republican Party 

 
The officer in charge of elections may use varying hues of the requisite colors, but may not select 
entirely different colors as substitutes for the requisite colors. The primary election ballot displayed 
in accessible voting equipment must also utilize a color designation for each political party. A.R.S. 
§ 16-446(B)(9). 
 
If the number of recognized party candidates in a particular race exceeds the number to elect, the 
officer in charge of elections must rotate candidate names in that particular race by precinct so that 
each candidate will appear substantially an equal number of times in each possible location for the 
particular race across all primary election ballots. If the number of candidates in a particular race 
is less than or equal to the number to elect, the candidates’ names must be listed in alphabetical 
order by last name and no rotation is required. A.R.S. § 16-464(A). 
 
If more persons file nomination petitions for the office of precinct committeeman than the number 
to elect in a particular precinct, the county officer in charge of elections must prepare a separate 
ballot style that includes the office of precinct committeeman, as well as all other races in the 
precinct, for the voters registered with that political party in that precinct. A.R.S. § 16-822(C). The 
position of the precinct committeemen candidate names must be alphabetical by surname. A.R.S. 
§ 16-464(B). This ballot style, which includes all the races in the precinct and the precinct 
committeeman race, must be provided only to voters registered with that political party in the 
precinct. A.R.S. § 16-822(C).  

 Additional Requirements for General Election Ballots 

In addition to the specifications outlined in Section V(A)(1)(a) above, general election ballots must 
comply with the following additional requirements. 
 
For partisan candidate races, the official ballot must list candidates in a particular race in the 
following descending order: 

• Candidates who are registered with a recognized political party that appeared on the 
gubernatorial ballot in the most recent general election for the office of governor, listed in 
the order that corresponds to the number of votes for each party’s gubernatorial candidate 
in that county;  

• Candidates who are registered with a recognized political party that did not appear on the 
gubernatorial ballot in the most recent general election for the office of governor, listed in 
alphabetical order by last name; and 

• Independent candidates who were nominated pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-341 (along with a 
three-letter designation determined by the filing officer), listed in alphabetical order by last 
name. A.R.S. § 16-502(E). 
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If there are two or more candidates of the same political party for the same office, or more than 
one candidate for a judicial office, the names of all such candidates in the particular race must be 
rotated so that each candidate will substantially appear an equal number of times in each possible 
location. However, if the number of candidates in a particular race is less than or equal to the 
number to elect, the candidates’ names must be listed in alphabetical order by last name and no 
rotation is required. A.R.S. § 16-502(E), (H). 
 
In general elections with a presidential candidate on the ballot, presidential electors’ first and last 
names must be listed in alphabetical order (according to last name). The presidential and vice-
presidential candidates’ last names must be printed in bold and placed adjacent to the elector 
names, with the presidential candidate’s name printed above the vice-presidential candidate’s 
name. A.R.S. § 16-502(C)(1). 
 
For ballot measures, the officer in charge of elections must use one of the following methods to 
describe the measure: 

1. Print the full text of the measure on the ballot; 
2. Print a summary of the measure that contains a statutorily prescribed heading, an official 

title, a descriptive title, and a summary that describes the measure’s effect; or 
3. Print a summary of the measure that contains an alternative heading and a summary that 

describes the measure’s effect, but omits the official title and descriptive title (see below 
for specific requirements).  

 
The ballot must contain the words “Yes” and “No” or “For ___” and “Against ____”, along with 
a space for the voter to mark their choice, below the description of the ballot measure. A.R.S. § 
19-125(B)-(F); A.R.S. § 16-502(L)-(N).  

 Additional Requirements for PPE Ballots 

Similar to a partisan primary election ballot, a PPE ballot must distinguish political party ballots 
by color and contain candidate names for only that political party. A.R.S. § 16-245(A). Otherwise, 
PPE ballots must comply with the following specific requirements.  

 
A PPE ballot must contain the following information in descending order: 

• The following header at the top of the ballot: 
“Official Ballot of the ___________ Party, 
Presidential Preference Election (date), 
County of ____________,  
State of Arizona” 

• The title “_______________ Party Candidates for President of the United States;” 
• The text “Vote for not more than one;” and 
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• The political party candidates certified to appear on the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-245(A)-(B). 
 
The ballot also may contain printed instructions to voters as prescribed for other elections (see 
below for specific instructions). A.R.S. § 16-245(B). 
 
Unlike all other ballots, candidate order is determined by lot drawn at a public meeting conducted 
by the Secretary of State. The officer in charge of elections must print candidate names in the order 
and format specified by the Secretary of State, without rotation of candidate names. A.R.S. § 16-
245(B). Write-in votes are not permitted, and no other elections may be combined with a PPE 
ballot. A.R.S. § 16-241(A); A.R.S. § 16-247. 
 
A PPE ballot must comply with any other ballot format requirements in Section V(A)(1)(a) that 
are not inconsistent with this Section.  

 Additional Requirements for Recall Election Ballots 

The reasons set forth in the recall petition for demanding the officer’s recall and the officer’s 
justification of their conduct in office shall be printed on the recall election ballot. The officer’s 
justification must be not more than 200 words in length. There shall be no party designation on the 
recall ballot for a nonpartisan office. The form of the ballot shall otherwise conform as nearly as 
practicable to the ballot prescribed for general elections. A.R.S. § 19-213. 

2. Ballot Marking Instructions 
 
Immediately below the subheading that specifies the type of election, the election date, and the 
name of the county and state holding the election, an official ballot may contain the following 
voter instructions: 

1. Put a mark according to the instructions next to the name of each candidate for 
each office for whom you wish to vote. 

2. If you wish to vote for a person whose name is not printed on the ballot, write 
such name in the blank space provided on the ballot or write-in envelope and 
put a mark according to the instructions next to the name so written. 

3. Put a mark according to the instructions next to the word “yes” (or “for”) for 
each proposition or question you wish to be adopted. Put a mark according to 
the instructions next to the word “no” (or “against”) for each proposition or 
question you wish not to be adopted.  

A.R.S. § 16-502(A). The officer in charge of elections may add additional instructions to the ballot 
as needed. 
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3. Order of Candidate Races 

 Partisan Candidate Offices 

Partisan candidate races must be listed in the following order in the partisan section of the ballot: 
1. Presidential electors; 
2. U.S. Senator; 
3. U.S. Representative; 
4. Governor; 
5. State Senator; 
6. State Representative; 

• A.R.S. § 16-502(D) requires state legislative candidates’ names to appear directly 
below the gubernatorial candidates’ names. In election years where there are no 
gubernatorial candidates on the ballot, legislative candidates’ names must still 
appear before statewide offices. 

7. Secretary of State; 
8. Attorney General; 
9. State Treasurer; 
10. Superintendent of Public Instruction; 
11. State Mine Inspector; 
12. Corporation Commissioner; 
13. County Offices; 

• The officer in charge of elections may determine the ballot order for County 
Supervisor, County Assessor, County Attorney, Clerk of the Superior Court, 
County Recorder, County School Superintendent, County Sheriff, and County 
Treasurer.  

14. Justice of the Peace; and 
15. Constable. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-502(C). Candidate races not up for election must be omitted from the ballot. Precinct 
Committeemen must be included on a separate ballot style, along with all other races in the 
precinct, only for voters registered with the particular political party in the precinct. See Chapter 
8, Section V(A)(1)(b). PPE ballots are subject to different requirements. See Chapter 8, Section 
V(A)(1)(d). 
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 Nonpartisan Candidate Offices 

Subject to the exceptions outlined below, the following nonpartisan candidate races must be 
listed in order in the nonpartisan section of the ballot: 

1. Justice of the Supreme Court; 
2. Judge of the Court of Appeals (Division 1); 
3. Judge of the Court of Appeals (Division 2); 
4. Judge of the Superior Court (retention in Maricopa, Pima, Pinal, and Coconino Counties);  
5. Judge of the Superior Court (election in Apache, Cochise, Gila, Graham, Greenlee, La 

Paz, Mohave, Navajo, Santa Cruz, Yavapai, and Yuma Counties).61 
6. Governing Board Member of a School District;  
7. Governing Board Member of a Community College District;  
8. Governing Board of a Joint Technical Education District; 
9. Governing Board Member of a Special Taxing District; 
10. City or Town Mayor; 
11. City or Town Council Member. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-502(J). The following exceptions apply to candidate order in the nonpartisan 
candidate section:  

• The officer in charge of elections may reasonably adjust the nonpartisan candidate order in 
order to avoid printing on the reverse side of the ballot, to achieve uniformity with the 
reverse side of the ballot, or to eliminate blank space; 

• A recall election involving a candidate who was originally elected in a partisan race should 
be listed in the partisan section of the ballot, and (if applicable) in the section of the partisan 
ballot where candidate’s race was originally positioned, A.R.S. § 19-213; and 

• An election to fill the vacant unexpired term of a nonpartisan office must appear under 
separate heading immediately below the nonpartisan candidates and shall include the 
expiration date of the term of the vacated office.  A.R.S. § 16-502(K); A.R.S. § 15-424(F). 

 
Candidate races not up for election (or judicial offices not up for retention) should be omitted 
from the ballot.  

 
61 As has been the long-standing practice in counties with populations of less than 250,000, candidates for 
superior court judge who are members of recognized political parties must participate in a partisan primary 
election. A.R.S. § 16-331, which requires primary elections to determine which candidates will be on the 
general election ballot, does not violate the requirement in Article VI, Section 12 of the Arizona 
Constitution. Consistent with Article VI, Section 12 of the Arizona Constitution, the winners in the primary 
election then participate in the general election, but no partisan designation appears on the general election 
ballot. See Ariz. Op. Atty. Gen. No. I04-004 (2004). 
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i. Determining Judicial Offices Subject to Retention 
 
Following appointment, a justice or judge (including superior court judges in counties with a 
population that exceeds 250,000) serves an initial 2-year term before seeking retention in office. 
Ariz. Const. Art. VI, § 37(C). Thereafter, justices and judges serve 6-year terms between retention 
elections. Ariz. Const. Art. VI, § 4; Ariz. Const. Art. VI, § 37(C); A.R.S. § 12-101; A.R.S. § 12-
120.01(B). 
 
Supreme Court justices appear on the ballot for retention in all Arizona counties. 
 
For the 16 judges in Division 1 of the Court of Appeals, which covers Maricopa, Yuma, La Paz, 
Mohave, Coconino, Yavapai, Navajo, and Apache Counties: 

• The 10 judges appointed from Maricopa County in Division 1 of the Court of Appeals 
must appear on the Maricopa County ballot for retention; 

• The five judges appointed from Yuma County, La Paz County, Mohave County, 
Coconino County, Yavapai County, Navajo County or Apache County in Division 1 of 
the Court of Appeals must appear on these 7 counties’ ballots for retention; 

• Retention of the 16th judge in Division 1 of the Court of Appeals depends on the county 
of residence: 

- If the judge was appointed from Maricopa County, that judge must appear on the 
Maricopa County ballot for retention; 

- If the judge was appointed from Yuma County, La Paz County, Mohave County, 
Coconino County, Yavapai County, Navajo County or Apache County, that judge 
must appear on these 7 counties’ ballots for retention. 

 
A.R.S. § 12-120.02(A). 
For the six judges in Division 2 of the Court of Appeals, which covers Pima, Pinal, Cochise, 
Santa Cruz, Greenlee, Graham, and Gila Counties: 

• The four judges appointed from Pima County in Division 2 of the Court of Appeals 
must appear on the Pima County ballot for retention; and 

• The two judges appointed from Pinal County, Cochise County, Santa Cruz County, 
Greenlee County, Graham County, or Gila County in Division 2 of the Court of 
Appeals must appear on these six counties’ ballots for retention. 

 
A.R.S. § 12-120.02(A)-(B). 
 
Superior court judges appear on the ballot for retention in the county in which they were elected 
or appointed. Ariz. Const. Art. 6, § 37(B). 
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The Arizona Commission on Judicial Performance must notify the Secretary of State which 
justices and judges are up for retention in a particular general election. A.R.S. § 19-123(A)(5); 
A.R.S. § 19-124.01. 

4. Political Party Designations 

In a partisan race where a candidate sought a political party nomination by primary, the officer in 
charge of elections must place a three-letter designation to the right of the candidate’s name that 
corresponds to the party designated in the candidate’s nomination paper. A.R.S. § 16-502(E). 
 
The following three-letter designations correspond to the current or recently recognized political 
parties: 

• DEM: Democratic Party  
• GRN: Green Party 
• LBT: Libertarian Party 
• REP: Republican Party 

 
In a partisan race where an independent candidate sought a nomination other than by primary, the 
officer in charge of elections must determine a three-letter designation based on the three-word 
designation in the candidate’s nomination paper. A.R.S. § 16-341(D); A.R.S. § 16-502(E). 
 
A political party selection of “independent” must be designated as “IND” on the general election 
ballot. Otherwise, the officer in charge of elections has sole discretion how to translate other non-
recognized political party selections into three-letter designations (except that independent 
candidates may not be designated as “DEM,” “LBT,” or “REP,” or, when the Green Party is a 
recognized party, “GRN,” on the general election ballot). 

5. Special Provisions for Ballot Measures 

 Numbering Ballot Measures 

For any measure that has qualified for the ballot, the officer in charge of elections must assign a 
three-digit proposition or question number based on the ballot measure type: 

• Constitutional Initiative: 100 series 
- A “constitutional initiative” is brought about by petition and represents the 

citizens’ effort to amend the Arizona Constitution. 
• Constitutional Referral: 100 series 

- A “constitutional referral” is a proposed constitutional amendment referred to the 
general election ballot by the Arizona Legislature. 

• Statutory Initiative: 200 series 
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- A “statutory initiative” is brought about by petition and represents the citizens’ 
effort to amend, add, or strike a statute. 

• Statutory Referral: 300 series 
- A “statutory referral” is a statutory measure referred to the general election ballot 

by the Arizona Legislature. 
• Citizen Referendum: 300 series 

- A “citizen referendum” is brought about by petition and represents the citizens’ 
effort to veto a bill recently passed by the Arizona Legislature or other local 
government body. 

• Local charter amendment, initiative, referendum, bond measure, or budget override: 400 
series 

 
Propositions or questions within a jurisdiction must be numbered consecutively based on the order 
filed with the officer in charge of elections. Individual numbers continue from the last number 
used in the previous election and do not repeat until all 100 numbers in that series have been used. 
A.R.S. § 19-125(B). For non-statewide ballot measures appearing on the ballot in multiple 
counties, unless otherwise agreed upon by the applicable counties, the county with the highest 
population of voters shall assign the number for the ballot measure and, where practicable, other 
counties shall use that same number for the same ballot measure in order to minimize voter 
confusion.  
 
The proposition or question number must be printed in reverse type (white type on black 
background) in at least 12-point font. A.R.S. § 19-125(C). For example, a statutory initiative 
designated as Proposition 205 must be printed on the ballot as follows: 
 

PROPOSITION 205 
 

PROPOSICIÓN 205 

 Order of Ballot Measures 

Ballot measures must appear on the ballot in the following order, below any nonpartisan 
candidate races in the nonpartisan section of the ballot:  

• State constitutional amendments; 
• Statewide statutory initiatives; 
• Statewide referenda; 
• County ballot measures, including school district, joint technical education district, and 

community college district ballot measures; 
- The officer in charge of elections may determine the ballot order for county 

initiatives, county referenda, county school district bond measures, county school 
district budget overrides, community college district bond measures, community 
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college district budget overrides, special taxing district bond measures, and 
special taxing district budget overrides.  

• City or town ballot measures; and 
- The city or town clerk may determine the ballot order for city charter 

amendments, city or town initiatives, and city or town referenda.  
• Special taxing district ballot measures. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-502(L); A.R.S. § 19-125(B). Ballot measures types that will not be voted on in the 
election should be omitted from the ballot. 

 Printing Initiatives and Referenda on the Ballot 

The officer in charge of elections may use one of the three methods to print initiatives and 
referenda (including legislative referrals) on the official ballot: 

1. Print the full text of the measure on the ballot, followed by the words “yes” and “no” 
or “for _____” and “against ____” for the voter to mark their choice; 

2. Print a standard summary of the measure that contains a statutorily prescribed heading, 
an official title, a descriptive title, and a summary that describes the measure’s effect 
(see below for specific requirements); or 

3. Print a condensed summary of the measure that contains an alternative heading and a 
summary that describes the measure’s effect, but omits the official title and descriptive 
title (see below for specific requirements). 

i. Standard Summary of the Measure 
 
If the officer in charge of elections chooses the standard summary option (printing a statutorily 
prescribed heading, an official title, a descriptive title, and an analysis of the measure’s potential 
effect), the following requirements apply. 
 
Below the proposition number, the officer in charge of elections must print one of the following 
headings, as applicable: 

• Constitutional Initiative: “Proposed Amendment to the Constitution by the Initiative;” 
• Constitutional Referral: “Proposed Amendment to the Constitution by the Legislature;” 
• Statutory Initiative: “Proposed by Initiative Petition;” 
• Statutory Referral: “Referred to the People by the Legislature;” or 
• Citizen Referendum: “Referendum Ordered by Petition of the People.”  

 
An official title must be printed below the prescribed heading. The official title comprises a 
description of the constitutional or statutory provisions being amended, added, or deleted by the 
measure. This information is drawn from the introductory portion of the initiative or referendum 
itself. 
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A descriptive title must be printed below the official title. The descriptive title constitutes a 
summary of the principal provisions of the measure, not to exceed 50 words. 
 
Finally, an analysis of the potential effect of a “yes” or “no” vote on the measure must be printed 
below the descriptive title. Each analysis must begin with following introductory phrases: 

A “yes” vote shall have the effect of ______________________. 
A “no” vote shall have the effect of _______________________. 
 

The “yes” line must be filled with a “brief phrase” that describes the essential change to existing 
law should an initiative or referral receive a majority of votes cast in the election. The “no” must 
be filled with a “brief phrase” that describes how the status quo will be maintained should the 
measure not receive a majority of votes. For a citizen referendum, a “yes” vote has the effect of 
approving the enactment passed by the Legislature and allowing the bill to go into effect, whereas 
a “no” vote essentially constitutes a citizens’ veto and prevents the bill from going into effect. 
 
Below the ballot measure analysis, the officer in charge of elections must print the words “yes” 
and “no” for the voter to mark their selection on the ballot. 
 
For statewide ballot measures, the heading, official title, descriptive title, and “yes/no” analysis 
are drafted by the Secretary of State and approved by the Attorney General before being provided 
to the officer in charge of elections for printing on the ballot. For local ballot measures, the local 
jurisdiction is responsible for drafting the heading, official title, descriptive title, and “yes/no” 
analysis. 
 
A.R.S. § 19-125(C)-(D); A.R.S. § 19-141. 

ii. Condensed Summary of the Measure 
 
In lieu of printing the full standard summary of a measure that includes the official title and 
descriptive title, the officer in charge of elections may print an alternative summary on the ballot 
that contains the following information below the proposition number: 

1. One of the following methods of designating the measure in the ballot header: 
• The standard header, as prescribed for the standard summary above: 

- Constitutional Initiative: “Proposed Amendment to the Constitution by the 
Initiative” 

- Constitutional Referral: “Proposed Amendment to the Constitution by the 
Legislature” 

- Statutory Initiative: “Proposed by Initiative Petition” 
- Statutory Referral: “Referred to the People by the Legislature” 
- Citizen Referendum: “Referendum Ordered by Petition of the People”; or 
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• The word “Proposition,” “Question,” or “Charter Amendment” (as applicable), 
followed by the phrase “relating to _____” and inserting the subject matter of the 
measure; 

2. One of the following methods of explaining the effect of the measure: 
• An analysis of the potential effect of a “yes” or “no” vote on the measure as prescribed 

for the standard summary above; or 
• The full text of the measure;62 

3. The words “yes” and “no” for the voter to mark their selection on the ballot; and 
4. Instructions that direct the voter to the official title, descriptive title, and full text of the 

measure as printed on the sample ballot and posted in the voting location. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-502(M); A.R.S. § 19-125(E); A.R.S. § 16-502(N); A.R.S. § 19-125(F). 
 
In other words, this alternative summary allows the officer in charge of elections flexibility to omit 
the official title, descriptive title, and full text of the measure from the official ballot due to space 
limitations. 
 
The alternative heading and “yes/no” analysis are drafted by the Secretary of State and approved 
by the Attorney General before being provided to the officer in charge of elections for printing on 
the ballot. A.R.S. § 19-125(D). 

iii. Proposition 105 Statement 

In addition to the standard or condensed summary of the ballot measure, for state statutory 
measures, the officer in charge of elections shall print the following Proposition 105 notice on the 
official ballot immediately before the first state initiative measure and immediately before the first 
state referendum measure: 

• “Notice: Pursuant to Proposition 105 (1998), these measures cannot be changed in the 
future if approved on the ballot except by a three-fourths vote of the members of each house 
of the Legislature and if the change furthers the purpose of the original ballot measure, by 
an initiative petition or referring the change to the ballot.” 

 
A.R.S. § 19-125(E), (F)(5). 

 Proofing Ballots 

The officer in charge of elections must proof the official ballot (in all languages and in all formats, 
including ballots displayed and spoken in accessible voting equipment) prior to distributing the 
ballots for voting purposes.  

 
62 The full text of the measure need not be printed on the ballot itself, but may be printed on a separate insert 
(a “tablecloth”) that accompanies the sample ballot. The full text must be made available at each voting 
location as well. A.R.S. § 16-502(N); A.R.S. § 19-125(F). 
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 Sending Ballot Proofs to Candidates and Political Parties 

At least 45 days before a primary or general election (unless a shorter time is available due to the 
pendency of a lawsuit), the officer in charge of elections should send a proof of the official ballot 
to: 

• Each candidate (or candidate’s agent) who will appear on the ballot; and  
• The county chairperson of each recognized political party that will have at least one 

candidate on the ballot. 
 
By statute, the officer in charge of elections must send a proof of the official ballot at least 45 days 
before a primary or general election. A.R.S. § 16-461(A)(2)-(3); A.R.S. § 16-510(A). Despite the 
45-day statutory requirement, however, officers in charge of elections are encouraged to send 
ballot proofs at least 60-days before a primary or general election to allow sufficient time to make 
changes to the ballot before the UOCAVA mailing deadline. See Chapter 2, Section I(D). 
 
If a county conducts an election on behalf of a local jurisdiction, the officer in charge of elections 
may transmit the ballot proofs to the local filing officer, who in turn must forward the proofs to 
the applicable candidates for approval.     
 
The officer in charge of elections may send the ballot proof by mail, email, or any other method 
of delivery. The candidate/candidate’s agent and/or county chairperson must inform the officer in 
charge of elections of any errors or omissions in the ballot proof within five calendar days after 
receipt. A.R.S. § 16-461(B). 
 
 

 Financial Responsibility for Printing Ballots 

Official ballots used in federal, statewide, legislative, and county elections must be printed at 
county expense. Expenses for ballots used in city, town, or special taxing district elections must 
be borne by the applicable city, town, or special taxing district. A.R.S. § 16-503(B)-(C).  
 
For ballots that contain races from multiple jurisdictions, the officer in charge of elections may 
contract with a city, town, or special taxing district to reimburse the county for the proportional 
amount of printing expenses.  

 Storage and Security of Ballots 

The officer in charge of elections must implement security procedures to ensure that official ballots 
are properly secured and chain of custody is maintained and documented.  
 
For security reasons, official ballots:  

1. Must be inventoried upon receipt and prior to distribution to voting locations; 
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2. May be accessed by elections staff only to the extent necessary to perform their authorized 
task; 

3. Must be stored in a locked, secured location that prevents unauthorized access: 
• Access to ballots must be authorized by the officer in charge of elections. Access 

to the ballot storage location (the outer access area, not each individual cage or 
storage unit) must be documented with a written log or with electronic keycard 
access that indicates the date, time, and identity of the person accessing the ballots. 
The electronic log for key card access must be accessible but need not be printed 
out. 

4. Must be witnessed by two or more election staff members (of different political parties if 
possible) when being moved or transferred, which includes an inventory of the ballots 
before and after the move or transfer. 

 
The officer in charge of elections shall also implement reasonable security procedures for auditing 
and accountability of blank ballot stock for use with on-demand printers. 
The County Recorder or officer in charge of elections shall also implement procedures to ensure 
that voted ballots are properly secured and chain of custody is maintained and documented both 
prior to and after tabulation and canvassing, and for the duration of the applicable retention period. 
See, e.g., Chapter 2, Sections I(I) and VI(B); Chapter 9, Section VIII(B)-(C); Chapter 10, Sections 
I and II; and Chapter 13, Section VI.    

 Sample Ballots 

The officer in charge of elections must prepare sample ballots for each primary and general 
election. A.R.S. § 16-461(A); A.R.S. § 16-510. A sample ballot provides voters who intend to vote 
in-person on Election Day advanced notice of the candidates and issues that will appear on their 
ballot. 

1. Preparing Sample Ballots 
 
Sample ballots: 

• May be printed on a single page or multiple pages;  
• May not indicate the name or identity of any public official who prepared the sample ballot 

or to whom the sample ballot must be returned; A.R.S. § 16-461(F);63  
• Must be imprinted with the Great Seal of the State of Arizona for elections involving a 

federal, statewide, or legislative candidate or statewide ballot measure; alternatively, the 
seal of the appropriate county, city or town (whichever corresponds to the highest-level 
jurisdiction with a candidate or measure on the ballot) may be imprinted in lieu of the state 
seal; A.R.S. § 16-461(G); and  

 
63 The public official’s name may only appear in the candidate section of the ballot, if applicable. 
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• Must include the following warning in a conspicuous location on the ballot: “This is a 
sample ballot and cannot be used as an official ballot under any circumstances.” A.R.S. § 
16-461(D). 

 
Primary election sample ballots are subject to additional requirements, as they must be printed 
with a different color (or contain a distinctive color indicator) that corresponds to the recognized 
political party appearing on that ballot. A.R.S. § 16-468(2). Sample ballots to be mailed to voters 
who are not registered with a recognized political party: 

• May contain all political party candidates on the same sample ballot; and 
• May be printed in alternative paper formats that do not conform to the same size as an 

official ballot, including a reduced size ballot. A.R.S. § 16-461(B). 
 
For a general election involving a ballot measure, the officer in charge of elections must print the 
official title and descriptive title on the ballot and include the full text of the measure with any 
mailing. The full text of the measure need not be printed on the ballot itself but may be printed on 
a separate insert (a “tablecloth”) that accompanies the sample ballot. A.R.S. § 16-502(N); A.R.S. 
§ 19-125(F). 

2. Printing and Mailing Official Sample Ballots to Households 
 
At least 11 days before a primary or general election (except for all ballot-by-mail elections), the 
County Board of Supervisors is responsible for printing and mailing a sample ballot to each 
household containing at least one active registered voter who is not on AEVL. A.R.S. § 16-461(D); 
A.R.S. § 16-510(C); see also A.R.S. § 16-193(2). The Board of Supervisors may delegate this 
responsibility to the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections.  
 
The sample ballot mailing:  

• Must contain the appropriate sample ballot or ballots that correspond to the political party 
preference of the eligible voters in the household (for primary elections only);  

• Must contain the words “Official Voting Materials” on the outgoing envelope or mailer 
face mailed to voters, A.R.S. § 16-461(G);  

• Must include the list of acceptable forms of identification to vote at a voting location 
pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1); and  

• Must contain the statement (for assigned polling place elections only): “Have you moved? 
You MUST go to the polling place designated for your CURRENT RESIDENCE 
ADDRESS. If you go to the WRONG polling place, there may be some races or ballot 
questions on your (provisional) ballot that you are not eligible to vote for and therefore 
your votes for those races or ballot questions will not be counted.” 

3. Sample Ballots at Voting Locations 
 
The Board of Supervisors is responsible for printing and distributing at least two official sample 
ballots of each ballot style for use at polling places during the primary and general election. A.R.S. 
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§ 16-510(B). The sample ballots must correspond to the appropriate official ballots for the polling 
place and be contained in the precinct supplies for that location. The Board of Supervisors may 
delegate this responsibility to the officer in charge of elections.  
 
Sample ballots need not be provided to vote centers if the vote center is able to print sample ballots 
upon request.  
 
The officer in charge of elections must make the sample ballots available in plain view or post a 
notice at voting locations that sample ballots are available upon request. A.R.S. § 16-461(B). 

4. Financial Responsibility for Preparing and Mailing Sample Ballots 
 
The Board of Supervisors shall seek reimbursement from the Secretary of State for each sample 
ballot mailed to a county household. A.R.S. § 16-510(C). See Chapter 12, Section IV(C). 

 LANGUAGE MINORITY VOTING MATERIALS 

After the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Shelby County v. Holder, 570 U.S. 529 (2013), the 
State of Arizona is no longer a covered jurisdiction required to provide all voting materials in 
Spanish under the federal Voting Rights Act, Sections 4(b), 4(f)(3), and 4(f)(4). Nonetheless, 
counties and other political subdivisions are strongly encouraged to continue to provide voting 
materials and language assistance in Spanish, as well as other languages previously required in 
the county.   
 
The following counties are currently independently covered under Section 203 of the Voting 
Rights Act and therefore have an obligation to print (in the case of written languages) and/or 
provide (in the case of historically unwritten or oral languages) voting materials64 in additional 
languages for the following language minority groups: 

• Apache County: Navajo 
• Coconino County: Navajo 
• Gila County: Apache 
• Graham County: Apache 
• Maricopa County: Spanish 
• Navajo County: Navajo 
• Pima County: Spanish 
• Pinal County: Apache 

 
64 Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act defines “voting materials” as “registration or voting notices, forms, 
instructions, assistance, or other materials or information relating to the electoral process, including 
ballots.” 52 U.S.C. § 10503(b)(3)(A). The term should be broadly construed to apply to all stages of the 
electoral process. 28 C.F.R. § 55.15. Accordingly, the term encompasses both written and oral 
communication. 
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• Santa Cruz County: Spanish 
• Yuma County: Spanish 

 
Voting Rights Act Amendments of 2006, Determinations Under Section 203, 81 FR 87532-01 
(Dec. 5, 2016), available at https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2016-12-05/pdf/2016-28969.pdf. 
 
A covered jurisdiction must determine which language, forms of languages, or dialects will be 
effective in meeting the requirements of the Voting Rights Act. 28 C.F.R. § 55.11. 
 
The following sections describe the minority language requirements in greater detail. 

 Voting Materials Required to Be in Minority Language(s) 

If a covered jurisdiction is required to provide language assistance, all written materials distributed 
to (or provided for the benefit of) voters must be printed in the required language(s), 28 C.F.R. § 
55.19(a), including:  

• Registration and voting notices; 
• Forms; 
• Instructions; 
• In-person assistance; 
• Ballots (including accessible ballots and the accompanying audio translation); and 
• Any other materials or information relating to the electoral process. 28 C.F.R. § 55.15. 

 
Where the language of the applicable minority group is oral or unwritten, the covered jurisdiction 
is only required to provide oral instructions, assistance, or other information relating to registration 
and voting, including voting by mail, in the covered language. 52 U.S.C. § 10503(c). Measures 
that may contribute to this process include using bilingual registrars, placing bilingual poll workers 
at voting locations, and making announcements over minority language radio and television 
stations. See 28 C.F.R. § 55.18(c)-(e); 55.20. 
 
A covered jurisdiction may attempt to use cost effective methods of compliance if they are 
equivalent in their effectiveness to more costly methods. 28 C.F.R. § 55.16. This may include 
implementing a system that provides translated voting materials to fewer than all registered voters, 
as long as the system is designed and implemented in a way that ensures language minority group 
members who need translated materials and assistance can receive them. 28 C.F.R. § 55.17. 
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 Types of Elections Requiring Minority Language Voting Materials 

A covered jurisdiction must provide voting materials in the required language(s) for all elections 
within the covered jurisdiction, including the elections of each municipality, school district, or 
special taxing district within the covered jurisdiction. 28 C.F.R. § 55.10(a)-(b); 28 C.F.R. § 55.9. 
 
For offices that cross county lines, language minority voting material requirements are to be 
applied on a county-by-county basis. Accordingly, if an individual county is not a covered 
jurisdiction, that county does not need to provide bilingual voting materials. 28 C.F.R. § 55.10(c). 

 PREPARATION OF SIGNATURE ROSTERS AND E-POLLBOOKS 

Prior to a statewide primary or general election, the County Recorder must prepare paper signature 
rosters and precinct registers or e-pollbook data and distribute the rosters/data to the officer in 
charge of elections for use at each voting location on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-168(A)-(B); A.R.S. 
§ 16-169(A); A.R.S. § 16-583(A). A signature roster or e-pollbook serves as the official list of 
eligible voters (other than secured voters) for a particular voting location or election.65 

If a County Recorder uses paper signature rosters, the rosters must be bound with a suitable cover 
and bear the title “signature roster _____ precinct, ____ county, Arizona” (if used in assigned 
polling place-assigned). The cover must contain the following affidavit for the inspector to sign:  

“I, _____, inspector of the board of election of _______ precinct, ________ county, 
Arizona hereby certify that the foregoing (excepting signatures in red) are true and 
correct signatures of all electors who voted in precinct on _____. 

(date) 

(inspector)” 

A.R.S. § 16-169(B). An e-pollbook must be accompanied by an affidavit (equivalent to 
that specified for paper rosters) to be signed by the inspector on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-
169(C). 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must have a back-up solution, such as 
a printed roster or other contingency plan, in case the e-pollbooks do not properly function on 
Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-571(C). The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections 
must also implement cybersecurity protocols to ensure the integrity of e-pollbook data when e-
pollbooks are electronically connected to county systems. See Chapter 4, Section III(B).  
 

 
65 For purposes of this Section, an e-pollbook includes a system whereby electronic tablets or computers 
are uploaded with voter registration data or are connected to a live voter registration database via a secure 
virtual private network (VPN) connection. 
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A County Recorder should ensure the signature roster or e-pollbook contains the most up-to-date 
information prior to printing or distribution. In particular, a County Recorder should check the 
DHS SAVE database to confirm eligibility for any registrant who submitted an Alien Registration 
Number, Naturalization Certificate Number, or Citizenship Certificate Number as proof of 
citizenship. See Chapter 1, Section II(A)(6). If time permits, the County Recorder should be 
prepared to print a supplement to the signature roster or conduct a last-minute upload to the e-
pollbooks. In cases where the roster or e-pollbook cannot be timely updated, the County Recorder 
may issue a Recorder’s Certificate to any affected registrants. See Chapter 1, Section II. 
 
A signature roster or e-pollbook must contain the following information: 

1. Name; 
2. Residence address or description of residence location; 
3. Mailing address (if different than residence address); 
4. Registration date and status (active/inactive);  
5. Party preference or registered party; 
6. Roster number, numbered consecutively (paper signature roster only); 
7. Mailing address (if different than residence address); 
8. Signature block (an early ballot affidavit may serve as the signature block when 

conducting on-site early voting or a ballot-by-mail election);  
9. “Federal-only” voter designation (if applicable); and 
10. Indicator if voter requested, received, or returned an early ballot, as applicable. 

 
A signature roster or e-pollbook must also contain the following information, if practicable:66 

1. Birth year; 
2. Ballot type/style, including political party ballot selected in a partisan primary; 
3. Voter ID number; 
4. Barcode (paper signature rosters only); 
5. A standardized oath that poll workers obtained valid proof of identity from every voter, or 

if identification was not presented, the provisional ballot envelope was marked 
appropriately. 

 

 
66 Additional data, such as full dates of birth, may be transmitted to e-pollbook vendors to facilitate e-
pollbook functionality provided the following requirements are met: (i) only data required for e-pollbook 
functionality shall be transmitted to e-pollbook vendors; (ii) the data shall be transmitted using secure 
methods, such as encryption or secure website or SFTP; (iii) the County Recorder or officer in charge of 
elections shall exercise best efforts to protect the confidentiality of registrant data transferred to vendors, 
including requiring the vendor to agree to reasonable confidentiality terms; and (iv) the vendor shall 
securely dispose of the transmitted data after it is no longer needed for the election at issue. 
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A signature roster or e-pollbook may not contain secured registrants’ information. If a county uses 
a tablet or computer terminal that has live access to the voter registration database via a secure 
virtual private network (VPN) connection, the system must be capable of shielding secured 
registrants’ information from public view (or providing view access only to the secured registrant). 
See Chapter 4, Section III. 
 
For paper rosters, additional pages for inactive voters and voters who voted a provisional ballot 
must be included in any signature roster (either attached to the back of the roster, in a separate 
roster, or identified within the roster). If inactive voters are comingled with active voters on the 
signature roster, the inactive voters must be clearly identified and the officer in charge of elections 
must have the ability to identify and/or extract the inactive voter information after the election to 
update the voter registration record. For provisional ballot voters, the roster must be numbered 
consecutively starting with “V-1,” “V-2,” etc. A.R.S. § 16-584(E). E-pollbooks must also contain 
inactive voters and have a means of indicating which voters voted a provisional ballot.  

 PREPARATION OF VOTING SUPPLIES 

 Materials to Be Distributed to Voting Locations 

The following items should be included among supplies distributed to voting locations, as 
applicable: 

1. Election board worker supplies: 
• Board workers’ checklists; 
• Signature rosters, poll lists, and precinct registers (if paper signature rosters are 

utilized); 
• Challenge lists or forms; 
• Sample ballots (for assigned polling place elections), see Chapter 8, Section V(F); 
• Relevant election laws and training guides; 
• Provisional ballot envelopes or affidavits (see Section VIII(B) below); 
• Provisional ballot roster;  
• Ballot box keys; and 
• Demonstration ballots (ballots that contain marking instructions). 

2. Signs: 
• Arrows; 
• “Vote Here” signs; 
• “Instructions to Voters” notice, see Chapter 9, Section I(A); 
• “Right to Vote a Provisional Ballot” notice, see Chapter 9, Section I(A); 
• “Accessible Parking” signs (if no permanent signs are available); 
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• “Curbside Voting Available” signs (as needed); and 
• Write-in candidate notice, see Chapter 9, Section I(A); 

3. Supply Bag: 
• Voting equipment manuals (if applicable); 
• Pens and/or pencils;  
• A method for measuring the 75-foot limit; 
• Masking tape; and 
• “I Voted” stickers (if available); 

4. Official returns envelope; 
• Upon completion of the election, the official returns envelope must contain any spoiled 

ballots, a copy of the poll list, and the challenge list/forms (if applicable). The envelope 
must be sealed with a pressure-sensitive label, and the inspector and judges are required 
to sign across the seal and onto the envelope. A.R.S. § 16-615. If the voting location 
has a tabulation machine, the official returns envelope should also contain a copy of 
the results tape from the tabulation machine, printed immediately after the close of the 
polls. See Chapter 9, Section VIII(B).  

5. Unofficial returns envelope (if necessary);  
• By statute, upon completion of the election, the unofficial returns envelope must 

contain completed payroll vouchers, signature roster, a copy of the poll list, and any 
other items directed by the officer in charge of elections. The unofficial returns must be 
made available for inspection for six months after the election. A.R.S. § 16-616; A.R.S. 
§ 16-551(D). However, the use of e-pollbooks or other technology may render a 
physical unofficial returns envelope unnecessary if the technology electronically 
captures all the required information for the officer in charge of elections. See Chapter 
9, Section VIII(B). 

6. Payroll supplies: 
• Payroll voucher  

7. Miscellaneous supplies: 
• ADA temporary equipment, including ramps, door props, door handles, etc. (as 

needed); 
• Magnifying sheets that may be used to magnify the text on a ballot; 
• Precinct map (assigned polling place elections only); 

- In assigned polling place elections, a poll worker may use the map to assist the 
voter in locating the correct polling place but may also use an e-pollbook to identify 
the correct precinct or provide contact information (phone number or website) for 
the voter to contact the elections department or County Recorder’s office. 
Alternatively, the poll worker may offer the option to vote a provisional ballot using 
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the accessible voting equipment if the equipment is capable of displaying all ballot 
styles. 

• U.S. flag & stand; 
• Badges/name tags; 
• Ballot privacy/secrecy sleeves, which must be offered to voters and that voters may use 

to protect the secrecy of the voter’s choices when carrying the ballot in the voting 
location; 

• Ballot boxes with seals; 
• Voting equipment, including e-pollbooks with seals, accessible voting equipment with 

seals, and tabulation equipment with seals (if applicable); and 
• Voting booths, including voting booths that are accessible for voters with a disability; 

8. Ballots of each required ballot style or blank ballot stock.  

 Provisional Ballot Envelope and Affidavit 

A voted provisional ballot must be placed and sealed in a provisional ballot envelope. A 
provisional ballot envelope must have affixed to it an affidavit for the voter to complete and 
provide the following information: 

1. First and last name; 
2. Current residence address; 
3. Current mailing address; 
4. Former name, if any; 
5. Former residence address, if any; 
6. Date of birth; 
7. Telephone number; 
8. AZDL/ID# or SSN4; 
9. Date (if necessary); and 
10. A signature attesting to the following statement: 

“I swear or affirm under penalty of perjury that the above information is correct, that I 
have resided in the precinct and/or district at least 29 days before the election, that I am 
eligible to vote in this election and that I have not previously voted in this election. 
I know that my provisional ballot will only be fully counted if I have voted in the correct 
precinct, which is based on where I currently live. I understand that voting in the 
wrong precinct means that there may be some races or ballot questions on the 
ballot that I am not eligible to vote for, so my votes for those races or ballot 
questions will not be counted. I also understand that voting in the wrong county 
means my ballot will not be counted.” 
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Counties may exhaust existing provisional ballot envelopes or affidavits before printing envelopes 
or affidavits with the updated language. Elections conducted through vote centers are exempt from 
utilizing the statement applicable to out-of-precinct voting. Counties may also capture this 
information and statements electronically, but the voter must sign the affidavit on the provisional 
ballot envelope. 
 
The provisional ballot envelope or affidavit also must contain the following information for the 
poll worker to complete: 

1. The reason why the voter was issued a provisional ballot;  
2. An indication of whether the voter presented proper or insufficient identification; 
3. Provisional ballot affidavit number; 

• The provisional ballot envelope should contain a tear-off stub for the voter to retain 
or the voter should be provided a provisional ballot receipt. Both the envelope 
affidavit and the receipt or tear-off stub should have matching provisional ballot 
affidavit numbers. 

4. Precinct number or voting location; 
5. Type of party ballot issued, if applicable;  
6. An indication of whether the ballot is a “federal-only” ballot; and 
7. The poll worker’s signature. 

 
The provisional ballot envelope may contain an “Official Use Only” section for County Recorder 
use, which may include (but is not limited to) the following information: 

1. Voter ID number; 
2. Type of ID provided; 
3. Recorder staff member who processed provisional ballot; 
4. Whether ballot was counted or not counted; and 
5. Reason for rejection, if applicable.  

 IMPLEMENTING A WAIT TIME REDUCTION PLAN 

“Wait time” is defined as the duration of time from when the voter arrives in line to the time the 
voter is checked in through the e-pollbook or paper signature roster.   
 
The officer in charge of elections must establish and approve a specific wait time reduction plan 
for each election to best ensure that voters do not have to wait in lines at the voting location for 
more than 30 minutes and that appropriate countermeasures are implemented if the wait time at a 
voting location exceeds 30 minutes. The factors outlined in the following sections are not 
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exclusive, and, to the extent practicable, the officer in charge of elections should solicit public 
feedback regarding the wait time reduction plan. See A.R.S. § 16-411(J).  

 Projecting Voter Turnout 

The officer in charge of elections must project voter turnout at each voting location prior to the 
election to assure the location is adequately staffed and equipped to meet voter demand. 
 
The officer in charge of elections should take into account the following information to project 
voter turnout: 

1. The percentage of voter turnout from the prior two elections of a similar type, and any 
anticipated increase in voter turnout;  

2. The number of ballots (including regular, early, and provisional) cast in the prior two 
elections of a similar type, A.R.S. § 16-411(J)(1);  

3. The number of registered voters, both active and inactive, A.R.S. § 16-411(J)(3);  
4. The number of registered voters who requested an early ballot or are on the Active Early 

Voting List, A.R.S. § 16-411(J)(2); and  
5. The potential number of ineligible voters that could attempt to vote, especially during a 

PPE. 

 Re-Precincting 

For counties that use precinct-based polling places, if excessive wait times are likely to occur at a 
particular polling place, whether based on population growth or any other reason, the officer in 
charge of elections must consider redrawing precinct boundaries to reduce the likelihood of this 
possibility. The officer in charge of elections should also consider increasing the number of polling 
places, and/or adding vote centers, if possible, to reduce the likelihood of excessive wait times. 
This decision should be made well in advance of the election. A.R.S. § 16-411(J). 
 
To determine whether recent or projected population growth warrants re-precincting, the officer 
in charge of elections should consider: 

• The year-over-year growth in registered voters in the precinct; and/or 
• The potential for future construction or land development in the precinct (based on 

information obtained from the county assessor, city clerk, or town clerk). 
 
If the officer in charge of election concludes that precinct size would have an adverse impact on 
Election Day wait times, the officer should recommend redrawing the precinct in order to better 
allocate voters. In that case, the County Recorder must also transfer the affected voters into their 
newly designated precinct.  
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The County Recorder must mail a new voter registration card to each affected voter, which satisfies 
the requirement to mail a notice of the precinct change. A.R.S. § 16-412.67  
 
The Board of Supervisors must approve all precinct lines by October 1 of an odd-numbered year. 
A.R.S. § 16-411(A). The new precinct boundaries become effective on January 2 of the year of 
the general election. A.R.S. § 16-412. By January 2 of the following year, the officer in charge of 
elections must ensure all relevant maps and legal descriptions have been updated with the new 
precinct lines, voter registration records are updated, and new voter registration cards (with 
updated precincts) are issued to all affected voters. A.R.S. § 16-412. 

 Staffing and Supplying Voting Locations 

The officer in charge of elections should deploy additional resources at voting locations where 
projected turnout (including both eligible and ineligible voters) is expected to exceed normal 
levels. In considering the resources needed at voting locations, the officer in charge of elections 
should consider past wait time data and any data demonstrating disparate wait times at voting 
locations across the county. 
 
The officer in charge of elections should: 

1. Determine the optimal number of poll workers, based on: 
• The projected time to check-in a voter and seek proof of identity; 
• The projected time involved in use of accessible voting devices;  
• The number of voters likely to cast provisional ballots;  
• The number of independent voters who may seek to vote (if conducting a PPE); 

and 
• Any increased or unusual level of interest in the election. 

2. Determine the proper number of signature rosters/e-pollbooks and voting equipment in 
order to keep up with demand; 

3. Recruit additional poll workers who will be assigned or remain in reserve on Election Day, 
including recruitment of students and other county workers;  

4. Conduct additional training for poll workers (including premium poll workers) assigned to 
high volume precincts; 

5. Ensure proper signage at all polling locations, including signs that will educate voters in 
line about how to proceed through the voting process efficiently;   

6. Determine the number of bilingual poll workers needed for each voting location; 
7. Empower the inspector to request additional poll workers and, in exceptional cases, recruit 

poll workers from the line with permission of the officer in charge of elections; 

 
67 The statute provides an exception if a sample ballot containing voters’ newly designated precinct name 
or number is mailed prior to the next primary election. See A.R.S. § 16-412. 
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8. Ensure the inspector is prepared to shift personnel, redistribute responsibilities, reorganize 
the voting location, or make any other changes that will facilitate efficiency and reduce 
wait times; 

9. Assign troubleshooters or equivalent staff who are capable of reaching any voting location 
within 30 minutes of being dispatched (if geographically feasible); and  

10. Ensure troubleshooters or equivalent staff have made prior contact with each inspector they 
oversee on Election Day, including a discussion about voting location layout and 
contingency plans.  

 Conducting Voter Education 

The officer in charge of elections must educate voters by disseminating information that may help 
reduce wait times on Election Day, including, but not limited to, information on the following 
topics:  

1. Voters must present a valid identification; 
2. Voters’ registration must be up-to-date; 
3. Voters may only vote at their designated polling place based on their current residential 

address (assigned polling place elections only), or for counties that utilize vote centers, 
any vote center in the county (along with information on how to identify vote centers 
closest to the voter’s current address); 

4. Peak voting times compared to times when wait times are likely shorter; 
5. Information about any websites, phone apps, or other technology that facilitate the voting 

process or provide voter education; 
6. Encourage voters to bring their sample ballots to the polls with selections already marked 

to help accelerate their voting process; and 
7. Early voting and permanent early voting options.  

 
Much of this information must be reported in the county’s voter education report. See Chapter 
13, Section II.  
 

 Developing Contingency Plans 

The officer in charge of elections must have a contingency plan ready to implement if wait times 
consistently or significantly exceed 30 minutes. The contingency plan must include, but need not 
be limited to, the following:  

1. For counties that use vote centers, a plan to inform voters of the option to vote at nearby 
voting location(s) with shorter or no wait times;  

2. A transfer plan for poll workers to move from a less busy location or from a reserve 
staging area; 
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3. A plan to open alternate or additional voting locations (including a plan to educate voters 
about the new location); 

4. A plan to add additional e-pollbooks (if used in the county); 
5. A plan to add voting/secrecy booths; and 
6. A plan to add accessible voting equipment.  

 
To the extent practicable, a plan for implementing back-up paper systems should be available in 
case of electronic equipment failure or loss of power.  
 
The marshal will monitor the voter wait time at a polling place, and must inform the inspector 
(who must, in turn, contact the officer in charge of elections) when the wait time reaches 20 
minutes or more. 

 Emergency Procedures 

The ballot box shall not be removed from the voting location or presence of bystanders until all 
ballots are counted, nor opened until after the polls are finally closed unless an emergency renders 
the polling place unusable to the point where it can no longer function as a polling place because 
law enforcement or other emergency personnel have ordered the polling place to be evacuated or 
as determined by the officer in charge of elections to allow voting to continue while awaiting an 
evacuation order. The following procedures shall be followed in the event of an emergency: 

• If the locked ballot box must be removed from the polling place due to an emergency, at 
least two members of the election board, not members of the same political party, shall 
accompany the box to a new polling place designated by the officer in charge of elections. 

• If practical and available, a law enforcement officer shall aid in the transfer of the ballot 
box. 

• If two members of the election board are not available to transfer the ballot box, one 
member of the election board and one law enforcement officer may accompany the box to 
the new polling place. 

• Two additional board members shall verify whether the ballot box arrived at the new 
polling place and that it was not opened or damaged. 

• All election board members who accompanied the locked ballot box to the new location 
and the one or two board members who verified the box’s arrival shall file a report with 
the officer in charge of elections that describes the actions taken by the board members. 
This report shall be filed on the day of the emergency. 

• On the day of the emergency in which the ballot box was moved, all election board 
members who aided in the transfer and verification of the locked ballot box shall indicate 
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on official documents containing their oath whether they witnessed the transfer of the box 
and whether the box remained locked. 
 

A.R.S. § 16-564(A)-(E), (G). 

 Ballot Box Overflow Procedures  

If during the course of an election the ballot box can no longer accommodate additional ballots, 
the officer in charge of elections shall dispatch an additional ballot box to the appropriate voting 
location. The full ballot box shall remain locked until closing of the polls. If a tabulation unit is 
used, it shall be removed and placed on the additional ballot box or another tabulation unit and 
ballot box should be dispatched so voting may continue. If another unit is deployed, poll workers 
must first run zero tapes and confirm transfer, including checking security seals. 
 
In the event there is no spare ballot box available, the board workers shall remove a sufficient 
number of ballots from the ballot box and shall place the removed ballots into the case that will be 
used for the transfer of the ballots to the officer in charge of elections. The inspector and both 
judges shall oversee the transfer and the following shall apply: 

1. The number of removed ballots shall be hand counted immediately by the election board. 
2. A written document shall be produced and signed by the board members supervising the 

count. The written document shall indicate the count and the reason for the removal of 
ballots. 

3. The removed ballots and corresponding documentation shall be placed in the transfer case 
and shall be kept sealed until the polls are closed. 

4. Once the removed ballots are sealed in the transfer case, the original ballot box shall be 
relocked or sealed and voting may continue. 

5. At the close of the polls, the ballots in the locked or sealed ballot box shall be: (i) removed 
from the ballot box and immediately tabulated; or (ii) maintained in the locked and sealed 
box and securely transferred to the officer in charge of elections for tabulation.  If 
tabulation occurs after of closing of the polls, the count shall be documented. 

6. Ballots should be sealed in ballot boxes or transfer cases with any corresponding 
documentation while ensuring tabulated ballots are kept separate from un-tabulated ballots. 

7. The sealed ballot boxes and/or transfer cases will be transported to the central counting 
place designated by the officer in charge of elections. 
 

At the close of an election, if the ballot box has been opened, a report detailing those events and 
other pertinent information shall be made by the officer in charge of elections to the chairpersons 
of all recognized political parties in that county at their request. A.R.S. § 16-564(F), (G). 
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 Complete Power or Unit Failure/Ballot Emergency Bin 

In counties that use polling place tabulation units, any ballots that have been deposited in the 
emergency bin during a complete power failure or unit failure must be fed through the tabulation 
unit when polls close and prior to generating the results tape at the end of the day.68 In addition, 
the following steps must be completed: 

• Using the key provided, at least two board workers not from the same political party shall 
open the ballot box emergency bin and remove the unprocessed ballots, if any, that were 
placed in the emergency bin due to a complete power failure or tabulation unit failure.  

• The board workers shall feed the unprocessed ballots, one by one, into the tabulation 
unit, making sure that the digital readout increases by one each time. 

• If any ballot that is over-voted or blank is returned, the inspector will use the override 
procedure to allow the ballot to be scanned. 

• After all of the unprocessed ballots have been fed into the tabulation unit, the board workers 
may proceed with the regular procedures for closing the polls. 

• After the polls have closed, any ballot the machine is unable to process or that has been 
marked but is returned as “unreadable” shall be set aside and sent to the central counting 
place for duplication. 

 

 Determining Optimal Layout 

The officer in charge of elections must determine the optimal layout for each voting location based 
on voter turnout projections. High volume voting locations should process provisional voters 
separately from other voters to maintain a continuous flow of voters. 

 Wait-Time Reduction Survey 

In order to test the efficacy of wait time reduction efforts over time, the officer in charge of 
elections should participate in occasional wait time reduction surveys at the request of (and in 
collaboration with) the Secretary of State. 

 Public Input 

The officer in charge of elections is encouraged to solicit public feedback on the wait time 
reduction plan, for example, by posting the proposed plan on the officer’s website and soliciting 
feedback. 

 
68 There is no “complete power failure” or “unit failure” if the battery backup remained operative. 
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 CANCELING AN ELECTION 

Certain candidate elections may be canceled if there are equal to or fewer candidates seeking 
office, including write-in candidates, than the number to elect for a given race.  
 
The following races are eligible for cancellation: 

1. Precinct committeeman, A.R.S. § 16-410(A); A.R.S. § 16-822(B); 
2. School district governing board member, A.R.S. § 16-410(A); A.R.S. § 15-424(D); 
3. Community college district governing board member, A.R.S. § 16-410(A); A.R.S. § 15-

1442(B); and 
4. Any special taxing district board member, A.R.S. § 16-410(A); A.R.S. § 48-5503(C).  

 
If a candidate race qualifies for cancellation, the applicable Board of Supervisors may cancel the 
election no earlier than 105 days before Election Day, appoint to the office those candidates who 
had timely filed a nomination paper for the office, and issue a certificate of election to the 
candidate. A.R.S. § 16-410(A)-(B). 
 
After approval of the Board of Supervisors to cancel the election, the officer in charge of elections 
must omit the race in question from the ballot. If the cancellation occurs after the ballots have been 
printed, the canceled race must not be canvassed. A.R.S. § 16-410(D). 
 
If no candidates filed nomination papers for the office in question, the Board of Supervisors may 
cancel the election no earlier than 105 days before Election Day, declare the office vacant, and 
initiate procedures to fill the vacancy. A.R.S. § 16-410(C). 
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CHAPTER 9: 
CONDUCT OF ELECTIONS/ELECTION DAY 

OPERATIONS 
 

 SETTING UP THE VOTING LOCATION 

Upon arriving at the voting location (either on Election Day or the day prior to the election), the 
election board (at the direction of the officer in charge of the election) must:  

1. Ensure that any accessible voting device is set up and in working condition, including any 
keypad, headphones, and alternative input devices; 

2. Post the following documents or notices (1) in plain view in the room where ballots will 
be cast and (2) in at least one other conspicuous place in and around the polling place: 
• Sample ballots that correspond to the candidates/measures that will appear on the ballot 

(for precinct-assigned polling places), A.R.S. § 16-510(B); A.R.S. § 16-563(1); 
• “Instructions to Voters and Election Officers” (see Chapter 9, Section I(A)(1) below); 
• A notice of voters’ “Right to Vote a Provisional Ballot” (see Chapter 9, Section I(A)(2) 

below); 
3. Unless the same information is printed on the sample ballot, place a card or poster in each 

voting booth that contains a “Notice to Voters” in large plain type (see Chapter 9, Section 
I(A)(3) below); 

4. Post a list of official write-in candidates in a conspicuous location within the voting 
location (if applicable), A.R.S. § 16-312(E); 

5. Post a list of candidate withdrawals or vacancies in a conspicuous location within the 
voting location (if applicable), including a notice stating that any votes cast for the 
candidate will not be tabulated unless the withdrawal or vacancy was due to death or 
incapacity (however, for a Presidential Preference Election, the notice shall state that any 
votes cast for a candidate on the list will not be tabulated unless the candidate withdrew 
after ballots were printed or the withdrawal or vacancy was due to death or incapacity), 
A.R.S. § 16-343(F)-(G);69 

6. Display the United States flag, A.R.S. § 16-512;  
7. Arrange voting booths in view of the election board, A.R.S. § 16-562(A), and in a manner 

that provides an accessible path of travel for voters with disabilities (see ADA Checklist 
referenced in Chapter 5, Section III);  

8. Arrange the signature roster, e-pollbook(s), or other check-in devices for convenient 
access; 

 
69 The notice must also be posted at all on-site early voting locations. See Chapter 2, Section II(A).  
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9. Prepare ballot boxes: 
• Open and examine the ballot boxes to ensure the boxes are empty prior to voting, secure 

the ballot boxes; and arrange the ballot boxes in view of the election board. A.R.S. § 
16-564(A). 

• Confirm placement of the early ballot drop-off container (if separate boxes/containers 
are used);  

10. Inventory the ballots received from the elections department, including ballot stock; 
• If the officer in charge of elections determines it is not feasible to inventory ballot stock 

at the voting location, the officer in charge of elections must implement a reasonable 
alternative method to ensure accountability of ballot stock.  

11. Set up tabulation equipment (if applicable) and accessible voting equipment near an 
electrical outlet in plain view of the election board and the voters. 
• Ensure that electrical cords do not present a hazard to the board workers or voters; 
• For the tabulation equipment, plug in the voting equipment and obtain a zero count 

following procedures in Chapter 4, Section II(D)(4); and 
• Ensure that all tamper-resistant or tamper-evident seals are intact, contain the correct 

assigned number, and have not been tampered with. 
12. Establish the 75-foot limit by posting at least three “75-foot limit” signs: 

• The signs must have the heading “75-foot limit” printed in letters at least 2 inches high; 
and 

• Have the following statement printed below the heading: 
“No person shall be allowed to remain inside these limits while the polls 
are open, except for the purpose of voting, and except the election 
officials, one representative at any one time of each political party 
represented on the ballot who has been appointed by the county 
chairperson of such political party, and the challengers allowed by law. 
Voters having cast their ballots shall at once retire without the seventy-
five foot limit. A person violating any provision of this notice is guilty 
of a class 2 misdemeanor.” 

A.R.S. § 16-515(B).  
 
All signs and notices required under this Section must be printed in English and any other 
language required in the county under the Voting Rights Act. 

 Notices to Be Posted at the Voting Location 

1. Instructions to Voters and Election Officers 

The “Instructions to Voters and Election Officers” notice must be displayed at the voting location, 
containing substantially the following information: 
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A.R.S. § 16-513; A.R.S. § 16-563(1). 
 

Instructions to Voters and Election Officers 
1. The polls are open from 6:00 a.m. until 7:00 p.m. 
2. Please give your full name, place of residence or mailing address, and 

identification documents to the election officer. The election officer will 
determine your correct ballot style and whether you will use a regular or 
provisional ballot to cast your vote. 

3. Once you have received your ballot, go to the next available voting booth to 
cast your vote. Mark your ballot in the appropriate place next to the name of 
each candidate for whom you want to vote. 

4. If you want to vote for a person who is an official write-in candidate, write that 
person’s name on the lines provided and mark the ballot in the appropriate place 
next to the name you have written. 

5. Ask for assistance if you need assistance marking your ballot or wish to utilize 
the accessible voting equipment. If you request assistance marking your paper 
ballot, two election officers from opposing political parties will accompany you 
to the voting booth. They will:  

• Read you the names of all candidates for each office on the ballot; 
• Read you the political parties by which the candidates were 

nominated for each office; 
• Ask the name of the candidates for whom you want to cast your vote; 

and  
• Mark your ballot correctly. 

Neither of the election officers who assist you with your vote is allowed to 
influence your vote by recommending, explaining, or suggesting any candidate 
or political party for any office or issue. 

6. If you accidentally spoil your ballot, present it to the election judge. Make sure 
to conceal any votes you have made on the ballot. Either you or the judge will 
need to mark the ballot as spoiled, and the judge will give you another ballot 
on which to cast your vote. You are allowed to use no more than three ballots. 

If you believe that a violation of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 has occurred, 
you may contact: 

Secretary of State’s Division of Election Services 
1700 West Washington Street 7th Floor 

Phoenix, AZ 85007 
1-877-THE VOTE 
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2. Right to Vote a Provisional Ballot 
 
The “Right to Vote a Provisional Ballot” notice must be displayed at the voting location, containing 
substantially the following information: 

Right to Vote a Provisional Ballot 
1. If you did not receive a regular ballot, you have a right to vote a provisional 

ballot if one of the following situations applies to you: 
• Your name does not appear on the signature roster or e-pollbook, and you 

are in the correct polling place based on your current residence; 
• You have moved to a new address within the county and have not updated 

your voter registration (if applicable); 
• You have legally changed your name and have not updated your voter 

registration (if applicable); 
• You requested an early ballot but did not vote an early ballot (if 

applicable);  
• You have not produced sufficient identification; or 
•  You were challenged as a qualified voter. 

2. To vote using a provisional ballot: 
• Present identification to the poll worker and state your first and last name; 
• Provide your complete residence address and mailing address (if different 

from your residence address) to the poll worker;  
• Provide your signature next to your name after the election official enters 

your name on the signature roster or e-pollbook; and 
• Sign an affirmation on the provisional ballot envelope stating that the 

information filled out on the provisional ballot envelope is correct, that 
you have resided in the precinct at least 29 days before the election, that 
you are eligible to vote in this election, that you have not previously voted 
in this election, that your provisional ballot will only be fully counted if 
you voted in the correct precinct (which is based on where you currently 
live), that you understand that voting in the wrong precinct means there 
may be some races or ballot questions on the ballot that you are not 
eligible to vote for, so your votes for those races or ballot questions will 
not be counted, and that you also understand that voting in the wrong 
county means that your ballot will not be counted. 

Once you have voted using a provisional ballot, your ballot will be placed in a 
provisional ballot envelope, which you can seal. The poll worker will ensure that 
the envelope is sealed. You will then be given a provisional ballot receipt with 
information on how to present sufficient identification to the County Recorder (if 
necessary) and how to verify the status of your provisional ballot. Your vote will 
be counted upon verification of your eligibility to vote in the election. 
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A.R.S. § 16-513.01; A.R.S. § 16-563(1). 

3. Notice to Voters 
 
Unless the same information is printed on the sample ballot, a “Notice to Voters” card or poster 
must be placed in each voting booth (in large, plain type), containing substantially the following 
information: 

A.R.S. § 16-514. Minor alterations have been made to the statutory language to account for 
modern ballot design. The second paragraph of the notice above may be omitted for a 
Presidential Preference Election because there is no nonpartisan section on the ballot.  

4. Notice of Write-In and Withdrawn Candidates 
 
A County Recorder must post a Notice of Write-In and Withdrawn Candidates at each voting 
location. A.R.S. § 16-312(E); A.R.S. § 16-343(G).  
 
Information about write-in and withdrawn candidates also must be posted to the website of the 
County Recorder or officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-343(G).  

5. Notice of Effect of Overriding Overvotes 
 
If the voting equipment used for the election provides for the rejection of overvoted ballots or 
ballots that contain other irregularities, the Board of Supervisors shall provide for a written notice 
advising the voter that if the voter chooses to override the overvoted office or measure or override 

Notice to Voters 
Section one of this ballot is comprised of partisan candidates. To vote for the candidates 
for the partisan offices, mark the ballot next to the name of the candidate for each 
partisan office for whom you wish to vote. If you wish to vote for a person whose name 
is not printed on the ballot, write such name in the blank space provided AND put a 
mark next to the name according to the instructions. 
Section two of this ballot is comprised of nonpartisan candidates, potentially including 
judicial candidates, school district candidates and city/town candidates, and initiative 
or referendum propositions. To vote for the candidates for the nonpartisan offices, mark 
the ballot opposite the name of the candidate for each nonpartisan office for which you 
wish to vote. If you wish to vote for a person whose name is not printed on the ballot, 
write such name in the blank space provided AND put a mark next to the name 
according to the instructions. Mark the ballot by the word ‘yes’ (or for) for each 
proposition or question which you wish to be adopted. Mark the ballot by the word ‘no’ 
(or against) for each proposition or question which you wish not to be adopted. 
When marking a paper ballot the voter shall do so by placing a mark next to the printed 
name in the designated location or in the square or circle next to the name written in. 
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any other ballot irregularity, the voter’s vote for that office or measure will not be tallied. The 
notice shall be posted on or near the voting equipment so that the voter has a clear view of the 
notice. A.R.S. § 16-513(B). 

 OPENING THE VOTING LOCATION 

The election board should arrive at the voting location no later than 5:30 a.m. on Election Day to 
promptly open the polls at 6:00 a.m. 
 
Upon arrival at the polling place, members of the election board must take their oath of office, to 
be administered by a board member or another qualified elector of the precinct. A.R.S. § 16-
534(C); A.R.S. § 38-231(E). If the county utilizes vote centers, the individual administering the 
oath need only be a qualified elector in the county.  
 
If the voting location contains precinct voting equipment or accessible voting equipment that 
independently tabulates votes, the election board must generate a “zero report” from the voting 
equipment prior to opening the polls. The zero report is intended to confirm that the equipment 
contains no votes prior to commencement of voting. 
 
To verify a zero report, the election board must: 

• Ensure the tamper resistant seals or tamper evident seals are intact and do not show signs 
of tampering; 

• Print a zero report from the equipment (the report must remain attached to the voting 
equipment and not removed until final results have been printed at the close of the polls); 

• Verify the correct precinct number on the report (only in counties that conduct assigned 
polling place elections); 

• Compare the zero report to the ballot and sample ballot to ensure the same names appear 
(only in counties that conduct assigned polling place elections);  

• Confirm that no votes have been cast for any candidates or ballot measures;  
• Have at least two board members of different political parties sign the zero report prior to 

opening the polls; and 
• Make sure the digital readout on the front of the unit registers zero after the zero report is 

complete. 
 
After verifying the zero report, the election board should look for a message indicating that the 
equipment is ready to accept ballots. If an error message is displayed instead, the election board 
should follow procedures specified by the officer in charge of elections, which may include 
calling for troubleshooting assistance.  
 
The election board may be required to perform other necessary tasks prior to opening the voting 
location. 
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At 6:00 a.m., the marshal must announce that the polls are open, and voters will be allowed to 
enter the voting location. A.R.S. § 16-565. 

 PRESERVING ORDER AND SECURITY AT THE VOTING 
LOCATION 

 Enforcing Electioneering Ban 

No electioneering may take place within the 75-foot limit of a voting location. A.R.S. § 16-515(A). 
Additionally, no electioneering may take place outside the 75-foot limit if it is audible from a 
location inside the door to the voting location. The 75-foot limit is measured from the main outside 
entrance of the voting location. 
 
“Electioneering” occurs when a person knowingly, intentionally, and verbally expresses support 
for, or opposition to, a candidate or ballot measure on the ballot in that election, or a political party 
with one or more candidates who appear on the ballot in that election, in order to induce or compel 
another person to vote in a particular manner or to refrain from voting. A.R.S. § 16-515(I). 
 
The electioneering ban applies to the election board, other election officials, political party 
observers, and any voter or other individual within the 75-foot limit. 
 
Though voters or voters’ assistants are permitted to wear clothing with political messages, election 
board members, other election officials, or political party observers may not wear, carry, or display 
any materials that identify or express support or opposition for a political party, political 
organization, or a candidate or ballot measure appearing on the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-515(F).  
 
The marshal, under the direction of the officer in charge of elections, enforces the electioneering 
ban on Election Day, while the County Recorder enforces the ban during in-person early voting 
and at ballot replacement sites. Law enforcement officials may be contacted to help enforce the 
ban in exceptional circumstances. 
 
A County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may grant emergency designations to 
polling places/vote centers, pursuant to which electioneering is not permitted on the property of 
the hosting facility, even outside the 75-foot limit. A.R.S. § 16-411(I); see Chapter 8, Section I(G). 

 Enforcing Photography Ban 

No photography or video recording is permitted within the 75-foot limit at a voting location. A.R.S. 
§ 16-515(G). There is no exception for members of the media. 
 
A voter, however, may display on the internet an image, that was not taken in a voting location, of 
their own ballot that was received by mail. A.R.S. § 16-1018(4). 
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 Enforcing Access Restrictions 

A key component of preserving order at the voting location is ensuring that only authorized persons 
are present within the 75-foot limit. Only the following persons are authorized to be present within 
the 75-foot limit: 

1. Members of the election board; 
2. Election officials; 
3. Voters (including minor children accompanying the voter, A.R.S. § 16-515(E)); 

- Once in a voting booth, voters must vote promptly and move outside the 75-foot 
limit after voting. A.R.S. § 16-515(A); A.R.S. § 16-580(B)-(C). 

4. A person selected by the voter to assist him or her voting (see Chapter 9, Section V); 
5. Authorized political party observers (see Chapter 8, Section III); and 
6. U.S. Department of Justice or other authorized federal government observers. 

 
Unauthorized persons may not be present within the 75-foot limit, including but not limited to the 
following persons: 

1. Members of the media; 
2. Researchers; 
3. Persons who conduct exit polls; or 
4. Political party or campaign representatives without authorized political party observer 

status. 

1. Simultaneous Activities Permitted at Voting Location 
 
Regular business activity that normally occurs at the voting location may continue on Election 
Day, as long as the activity does not interfere with the voting process or result in electioneering. 
For example, a city clerk’s office used as a voting location may require persons to cross or 
temporarily remain within the 75-foot limit in order to conduct city business. Additionally, Native 
American tribal election boards may be co-located with traditional election boards at the same 
voting location if a tribal election is held on the same day and time. A.R.S. § 16-515(D). 

 Preventing Voter Intimidation 

Any activity by a person with the intent or effect of threatening, harassing, intimidating, or 
coercing voters (or conspiring with others to do so) inside or outside the 75-foot limit at a voting 
location is prohibited. A.R.S. § 16-1013. The officer in charge of elections has a responsibility to 
train poll workers and establish policies to prevent and promptly remedy any instances of voter 
intimidation.  
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The officer in charge of elections should publicize and/or implement the following guidelines as 
applicable: 

• The inspector must utilize the marshal to preserve order and remove disruptive persons 
from the voting location. The inspector and/or marshal must use sound judgment to decide 
whether to contact law enforcement, and any higher-level decisions should be raised 
through the officer in charge of elections.  

• Persons who witness problems at a voting location should not speak to or accost a voter in 
an attempt to “enforce” the law, but rather inform the inspector or marshal to allow them 
to resolve the issue.  

• Private citizens are prohibited from bringing weapons into a polling place (including the 
75-foot limit), even if the voter is properly licensed to carry such weapons. In order to keep 
voting locations safe and free of potential intimidation, therefore, observers at voting 
locations should leave weapons at home or in their vehicles. A.R.S. § 13-3102(A)(11) 
(exceptions apply for military and peace officers in the performance of official duties, see 
A.R.S. § 13-3102(C)).  

 
In addition to the potentially intimidating conduct outlined above, the following may also be 
considered intimidating conduct inside or outside the polling place: 

• Aggressive behavior, such as raising one’s voice or taunting a voter or poll worker; 
• Using threatening, insulting, or offensive language to a voter or poll worker; 
• Blocking the entrance to a voting location; 
• Disrupting voting lines; 
• Following voters or poll workers coming to or leaving a voting location, including to or 

from their vehicles; 
• Intentionally disseminating false or misleading information at a voting location, such as 

flyers or communications that misstate the date of the election, hours of operation for 
voting locations, addresses for voting locations, or similar efforts intended to 
disenfranchise voters; 

• Directly confronting, questioning, photographing, or videotaping voters or poll workers in 
a harassing or intimidating manner, including when the voter or poll worker is coming to 
or leaving the polling location; 

• Asking voters for “documentation” or other questions that only poll workers should 
perform; 

• Raising repeated frivolous voter challenges to poll workers without any good faith basis, 
or raising voter challenges solely based on race, ethnicity, national origin, language, 
religion or disability; or 

• Posting signs or communicating messages about penalties for “voter fraud” in a harassing 
or intimidating manner. 
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See A.R.S. § 16-1013(A); A.R.S. § 16-1017. 

 CHECKING VOTER IDENTIFICATION 

Voters are required to prove identity at the voting location before receiving a ballot on Election 
Day. A.R.S. § 16-579(A). The same requirements for proving identity also apply during in-person 
early voting, including at an on-site early voting location, emergency early voting center, or 
through personal early ballot delivery by a special election board. See Chapter 2, Section II(B).  
 
Acceptable forms of identification fall into one of three categories: 

• List 1: A valid form of photo identification with the voter’s photograph, and name and 
address that reasonably match the name and address in the signature roster or e-pollbook;  

• List 2: Two separate valid forms of non-photo identification with the voter’s name and 
address that reasonably match the name and address in the signature roster or e-pollbook; 
or 

• List 3: One valid form of identification with the voter’s photograph and name, and address 
not reasonably matching the address in the signature roster or e-pollbook or a valid U.S. 
passport or military identification with the voter’s name and photograph, and one valid 
form of non-photo identification from List 2. 

  
A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1)(a)-(c). Each list, as well as special rules applicable to Native American 
tribal members, is described in greater detail in the sections below. 
 
The name and address on the identification must reasonably match the voter’s name and residence 
or mailing address in the signature roster or e-pollbook in order to vote a regular ballot. 
Identification is deemed valid unless it can be determined on its face that it has expired. A.R.S. § 
16-579(A)(1). 

• The inclusion of an additional name on the voter’s identification (e.g., a middle name or 
an additional last name) not listed in the signature roster or e-pollbook does not prevent the 
voter from being issued a regular ballot.  

• Voter identification that includes a nonstandard address should be found to reasonably 
match if the county has modified the residence address in the roster or e-pollbook and the 
city or town on the identification matches the city or town on the roster or e-pollbook.  

• Voter identification that lists a mailing address, in lieu of a residence address, is acceptable. 
If the mailing address on the identification matches the mailing address on the roster or e-
pollbook, there is a reasonable match and the voter must be issued a regular ballot. 

 
If the voter provides identification, but the name or address does not reasonably match the 
signature roster or e-pollbook, the voter should be issued a provisional ballot, not a conditional 
provisional ballot. See Chapter 9, Section VI(B)(1).  
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A voter who provides no proof of identity (or invalid proof of identity) must be issued a conditional 
provisional ballot. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(2). In order for a conditional provisional ballot to count, 
the voter must present an acceptable form of identification to the County Recorder by 5:00 p.m. 
on the 5th business day following a primary, general, or special election that includes an election 
for a federal office, or by 5:00 p.m. on the 3rd business day following any other election. A.R.S. § 
16-579(A)(2). For the purposes of determining the applicable deadline to provide identification: 
(i) the PPE is considered a federal election; and (ii) for counties that operate under a four-day 
workweek, only days on which the applicable county office is open for business are considered 
“business days.”  
 
If the voter identifies themself as a member of a recognized Native American tribe, the voter may 
present alternative proof of identity as outlined in Chapter 9, Section IV(B) below. A.R.S. § 16-
579(A)(1). 
 
The officer in charge of elections must post a list of acceptable forms of identification in a 
conspicuous place (and make it available to voters upon request) at each voting location on 
Election Day (see sample forms in Chapter 17). 

 Acceptable Forms of Identification 

1. List 1 – Photo ID with the Voter’s Name and Address 
 
Acceptable forms of identification with the voter’s photograph, and name and address that 
reasonably match the voter’s name and address in the signature roster or e-pollbook, include (only 
one required): 

• A valid Arizona driver license;70 
• A valid Arizona non-operating identification license;71 
• A tribal enrollment card or other form of tribal identification; or 
• Any other valid United States federal, state, or local government-issued identification.72  

 
A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1)(a). 

 
70 Including a valid, AZMVD-issued Arizona Mobile ID. See https://azdot.gov/motor-vehicles/driver-
services/mobile-id.   
71 Including a valid, AZMVD-issued Arizona Mobile ID. See https://azdot.gov/motor-vehicles/driver-
services/mobile-id.   
72 While identification issued by a public college or university or other public educational institution 
qualifies as a state or local government-issued identification, it is not sufficient for voting purposes unless 
it includes the voter’s photograph, name, and address as required by A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1)(a).  
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2. List 2 – Non-Photo ID with the Voter’s Name and Address 
 
A voter may present two separate documents that contain the voter’s name and address. Acceptable 
forms of identification with the voter’s name and address include the following: 

• A utility bill for electric, gas, water, solid waste, sewer, telephone, cell phone, internet, or 
cable/satellite television service dated within 90 days of the election; 

• A bank or credit union statement dated within 90 days of the election; 
• A valid Arizona vehicle registration; 
• A valid Indian or Native American census card; 
• A property tax statement for the voter’s residence; 
• A valid tribal enrollment card or other valid form of tribal identification; 
• A valid Arizona vehicle insurance card; 
• A valid Recorder’s Certificate; 
• Any mailing marked “Official Election Material,” including a valid Arizona voter 

registration card; or  
• Any valid United States federal, state, or local government-issued identification. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1)(b). Any List 2 document may be presented to a poll worker in electronic 
format, including on a smart phone or tablet. 

3. List 3 – Acceptable Hybrid Forms of ID 
 
The voter may present certain combinations of documents from Lists 1 and 2. Acceptable 
combinations include: 

• A valid photo identification from List 1 with an address that does not reasonably match the 
voter’s address in the signature roster or e-pollbook, accompanied by a document from List 
2 with an address that does reasonably match the voter’s address in the signature roster or 
e-pollbook; 

• A valid U.S. Passport or passport card, accompanied by a document from List 2; or 
• A valid U.S. Military identification, accompanied by a document from List 2. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-579 (A)(1)(c). 

 ID Requirements for Native American Voters 

A voter who identifies themself as a member of a federally recognized Native American tribe and 
presents one item of tribal identification (that does not meet the requirements of List 1) must be 
issued a provisional ballot (in lieu of a conditional provisional ballot) and does not need to return 
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to confirm their identity. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1). A “tribe” includes a Native American nation, 
community, band, or tribal subdivision. 
 
Acceptable forms of tribal identification include, but are not limited to, the following: 

• A tribal identification card issued under the authority of the Bureau of Indian Affairs or a 
federally recognized Native American tribe; 

• A tribal enrollment card issued under the authority of the Bureau of Indian Affairs or a 
federally recognized Native American tribe; 

• A Certificate of Indian Blood issued under the authority of the Bureau of Indian Affairs or 
a federally recognized Native American tribe; 

• A voter identification card issued under the authority of a federally recognized Native 
American tribe; 

• A home site assignment lease, permit or allotment issued under the authority of the Bureau 
of Indian Affairs or a federally recognized Native American tribe; or 

• A grazing permit or allotment issued under the authority of the Bureau of Indian Affairs or 
a federally recognized Native American tribe. 

 
If the voter does not present an acceptable form of tribal identification and otherwise does not 
satisfy the identification requirements in A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1) (see Chapter 9, Section IV(A) 
above), the voter must be issued a conditional provisional ballot. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(2). 

 ASSISTING VOTERS ON ELECTION DAY 

Voters may be accompanied within the 75-foot limit and assisted by a person of the voter’s choice 
during any part of the voting process.73  
 
A voter may request assistance from a third-party (other than the voter’s employer or union 
representative or a candidate appearing on the ballot74) or from members of the election board.  
 
If a voter requests assistance from the election board, two members of the board (of different 
political parties) should perform the following steps, as applicable, all with the goal of providing 
the voter as much privacy and independence in the voting process as possible: 

• Jointly accompany the voter into the voting booth or to the accessible voting equipment;  

 
73 A voter with a disability may be accompanied by a service animal during any part of the voting process. 
A service animal is a dog that is individually trained to do work or perform tasks for a person with a 
disability. An animal whose sole function is to provide comfort or emotional support does not qualify as a 
service animal under the ADA. See U.S. Dept. of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Disability Rights Section, 
ADA Requirements - Service Animals (Feb. 24, 2020), available at 
https://www.ada.gov/service_animals_2010.htm.    
74 Candidates for precinct committeeman are permitted to provide voter assistance. 
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• If requested by the voter, audibly read the candidate’s names for each office, including 
party designations and the number to elect; 

• If requested by the voter, audibly read the relevant information pertaining to any ballot 
measures; 

• If needed to assist the voter, ask the voter what candidates and issues the voter desires to 
vote for; 

• If requested by the voter, instruct the voter how to operate any accessible voting equipment, 
including what to expect for the recorded instructions and what keys to use to move forward 
or go back on the screen;  

• If requested by the voter, assist the voter in marking or verifying the voter’s ballot 
selections; and 

• If needed to assist the voter, ask the voter what candidates and issues the voter desires to 
vote for. 

 
Those assisting a voter upon the voter’s request may not attempt to influence a voter in the choice 
of candidates or issues, nor in any manner suggest or recommend a vote for any particular 
candidate or issue. See Chapter 9, Section I(A)(1) above. When assisting voters, poll workers 
should also remember to speak only as loudly as needed to assist the voter and protect their privacy 
as much as possible. 
 
Curbside voting may also be provided to senior citizens or voters with disabilities as a reasonable 
accommodation or when the officer in charge of elections determines that a voting location is 
inaccessible, that no accessible sites are available, and that no temporary measures can make it 
accessible. See Chapter 5, Sections III and IV. 

 ISSUING BALLOTS 

 Issuing a Regular Ballot 

Upon checking in at a voting location, voters must announce their name and address or provide 
their name and residence or mailing address in writing (by presenting proof of identity). A.R.S. § 
16-579(A). 
 
In jurisdictions that conduct assigned polling place elections, the residence address must be within 
the precinct in which the voter is attempting to vote. By signing the signature roster or the e-
pollbook signature pad, the voter is deemed to affirm that they are registered in that jurisdiction 
and is eligible to vote in that jurisdiction. A.R.S. § 16-584(C). If the voter is found in the signature 
roster or e-pollbook, has presented acceptable proof of identity, and does not fall into an exception 
listed in Chapter 9, Section VI(B)(1) below, the voter must be issued a regular ballot. See A.R.S. 
§ 16-579(C). 
 
Each voter must sign their name in the signature roster or e-pollbook signature pad prior to 
receiving a ballot. Alternatively, an inspector or judge may sign the roster or e-pollbook for a voter 
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who is personally unable to sign due to physical disability. In jurisdictions that use a paper 
signature roster, the inspector or judge must write the voter’s name with red ink. A.R.S. § 16-
579(D). In jurisdictions that use an e-pollbook, the inspector or judge must write the voter’s name 
and the inspector’s or judge’s initials (on the e-pollbook signature pad) as an attestation. A.R.S. § 
16-579(E). 
 
A voter at a special district election for which no signature roster has been supplied may vote a 
regular ballot, but must provide the voter’s name and address in an affidavit and affirm therein that 
the voter: 

• Resides within the district boundaries or proposed district boundaries;  
• Is a qualified elector for the election; and  
• Has not already voted at the election.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-579(F). 

 Issuing a Provisional Ballot 

1. Circumstances Requiring Issuance of a Provisional Ballot 

 Voter Received an Early Ballot 

A voter must be allowed to vote a provisional ballot if the voter appears on the signature roster or 
e-pollbook as having received an early ballot-by-mail, but either: (1) affirms that they have not 
voted and will not vote the ballot-by-mail; or (2) surrenders the ballot-by-mail to the inspector on 
Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-579(B). 
 
Voters who appear at a voting location with a ballot-by-mail that has not been voted, along with 
the affidavit envelope, may use a privacy booth at the voting location to mark the ballot-by-mail. 
In this circumstance, the voter does not sign in at the voting location and the voter must place the 
voted ballot-by-mail in its affidavit envelope, sign the affidavit envelope, and place the envelope 
in the early ballot drop-off container at the voting location.  

 Name Does Not Appear on Signature Roster 

A voter whose name does not appear on the signature roster must be issued a provisional ballot if 
the voter: 

• Presents identification that includes their name and a residential address that the clerk 
verifies to be within the precinct (in counties that conduct assigned polling place 
elections); or 

• Signs an affirmation that states the voter is registered and eligible to vote in that 
jurisdiction.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-584(B). 
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i. Recorder’s Certificate 
 
A voter whose name does not appear on the signature roster, but who presents a certificate from 
the County Recorder showing that the voter is entitled to vote at the voting location, is entitled to 
vote a regular ballot. In a jurisdiction that uses a paper signature roster, the voter must sign on the 
first available blank line on the signature roster. A.R.S. § 16-584(A). 

 Voter Has an Inactive Status 

If a voter whose registration record is in inactive status and the voter has a new residential address 
in a different precinct, the voter must be directed to the correct voting location (in counties that 
conduct assigned polling place elections). In this case, the voter must also be informed that 
although the voter has a right to vote a provisional ballot at that location, the voter must vote in 
the correct polling place that corresponds to the voter’s current address in order for the vote to 
count. 
 
If a voter affirms they continue to reside at the address on the signature roster or in the e-pollbook, 
the voter must be issued a regular ballot and the County Recorder must place the voter’s 
registration record in active status following the election. A.R.S. § 16-583(A)-(B).  

 Voter Changed Their Name 

If a voter’s current name does not appear in the signature roster or e-pollbook because the voter 
changed their name, the voter must be issued a provisional ballot or conditional provisional ballot. 
In that case, the clerk must write the voter’s new name and former name on the provisional ballot 
envelope. The provisional ballot envelope will be used by the County Recorder after the election 
to change the voter’s name in the voter registration database.  
 
However, if the election board has real-time access to voter registration records, the voter’s 
information may be updated at the voting location upon completion of a new voter registration or 
address update form. 

 Voter Moved Within the County 

If a voter moved to a new address within the county but did not update their address with the 
County Recorder before the election, the voter must vote a provisional ballot and (in counties that 
conduct assigned polling place elections) must vote at the polling place that corresponds to their 
new address. A.R.S. § 16-584(C). A clerk must inform the voter that although the voter has a right 
to vote a provisional ballot at that location, the voter must vote in the correct polling place that 
corresponds to the voter’s current address in order for the vote to count.75  
 
At the new polling place, the voter will be permitted (via the provisional ballot envelope) to update 
their voter registration record with the new address. A.R.S. § 16-584(C). In a jurisdiction that 

 
75 See Stipulation for Dismissal, Jones v. Reagan, No. CV2016-014708 (Ariz. Super. Ct. Aug. 2, 
2017); Order of Dismissal, Jones v. Reagan, No. CV2016-014708 (Ariz. Super. Ct. Aug. 4, 2017). 
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utilizes vote centers, the voter may update their address in the same manner but may vote at any 
vote center within the jurisdiction. 
 
If the election board has real-time access to voter registration records, the voter’s information may 
be updated at the voting location upon completion of a new voter registration form or address 
update form.76 
 

 Out-of-Precinct Voter 

If the voter’s name does not appear on that precinct’s signature roster because the voter resides in 
another precinct (in counties that conduct assigned polling place elections), an election official 
shall direct the voter to the correct polling location or, if applicable, to a vote center. The election 
official must also inform the voter that although the voter has a right to vote a provisional ballot at 
that location, the voter must vote in the correct polling place in order for all of their votes to be 
counted. If the voter insists on voting at that incorrect location, a provisional ballot must be issued, 
but the voter should again be informed that voting in the wrong precinct means there may be some 
races or ballot questions on the ballot that the voter is not eligible to vote for so their votes for 
those races or ballot questions will not be counted. The voter should also be informed that ballots 
cast in the wrong county will not be counted. 
 
Alternatively, upon a specific resolution of the Board of Supervisors issued pursuant to A.R.S. § 
16-411(B)(4) authorizing the use of accessible voting equipment within an assigned polling place 
to be used as a vote center, a voter shall be entitled to vote a regular ballot using the accessible 
voting equipment if:   

• The election board has access to real time information and can confirm the qualified voter 
has not cast a ballot at another voting location; 

• The accessible voting equipment is pre-programmed and certified to allow voters to mark 
or vote any ballot style for that county; and 

• The accessible voting equipment enables the voter to vote/mark a ballot for the correct 
precinct in which the voter is entitled to vote. 

2. Procedures for Issuing Provisional Ballots 
 
A voter who is issued a provisional ballot must sign their name on a separate signature roster page 
beginning with the number V-1 and numbered consecutively (for paper signature rosters only). 
A.R.S. § 16-584(E). E-pollbooks must be able to produce a report of provisional voters, including 
the voter’s signature, after the polls close.  
 

 
76 If a registrant moved to a different county during the 29-day period preceding the next election, the 
registrant is deemed a resident of and remains a qualified elector in the former county for that election and 
must vote in the former county. A.R.S. § 16-125. 
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The voter and election board member must complete the information required on the provisional 
ballot envelope. The voter then must: 

• Take the completed envelope and provisional ballot to the voting booth;  
• Vote the provisional ballot; 
• Place the voted ballot inside the provisional ballot envelope and seal the envelope; and 
• Provide the sealed provisional ballot envelope to the election board member.   

 
Upon receipt of the provisional ballot envelope, the election board member or voter must deposit 
the provisional ballot envelope in the provisional ballot box (and ensure the ballot is not inserted 
into any precinct tabulation equipment). A.R.S. § 16-584(D). The voter will be provided with a 
receipt or number with which to electronically verify the status of their provisional ballot. 
 
All voters shall have the option of voting a provisional ballot on an accessible voting device. 

 Issuing Provisional Ballots to Secured Registrants 

In the event a secured registrant attempts to vote provisionally at a polling place (and informs the 
poll worker of his/her secured status), the poll worker undertake additional precautions, including 
but not limited to: 

• Confirming the correct ballot style; 
• Ensuring that a protected government official or protected victim lists their actual 

residential address on the provisional ballot envelope; 
• Making a notation about secured registrant status on the provisional ballot envelope; and/or 
• Limiting the signature roster to the registrant’s voter ID number and the notation “address 

protected.” 

3. Procedures for Issuing Conditional Provisional Ballots 
 
If the voter does not provide acceptable proof of identity, see Chapter 9, Section IV above, the 
voter must be issued a conditional provisional ballot. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(2).  
 
The process for voting the ballot, completing the ballot envelope, and sealing the voted ballot in 
an envelope is the same procedure applicable to provisional ballots. See Chapter 9, Section 
VI(B)(2) above. However, for a conditional provisional ballot, the election board member must: 

1. Indicate on the ballot envelope that the voter did not provide acceptable identification;  
2. Deposit the sealed envelope in the conditional provisional ballot box or other appropriate 

ballot box (or allow the voter to do so); 
3. Provide a receipt that: 

• Informs the voter how and where the voter may provide the required identification; and  
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• Informs the voter that they must provide proof of identity to the County Recorder by 
5:00 p.m. on:  

- The 5th business day following a primary, general, or special election that 
includes an election for a federal office, or  

- The 3rd business day following any other election. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(2). 

 Ballot Privacy Folders/Sleeves 

The election judge at the voting location shall give each qualified elector only one ballot (regular 
or provisional, depending on the circumstances) along with a ballot privacy folder or sleeve. 
However, no voter shall be required to accept or use a privacy ballot folder or sleeve. A.R.S. § 16-
579(C). 

 CHALLENGES TO A VOTER ELIGIBILITY TO VOTE 

A qualified elector in the county may, at the voting location, orally challenge a voter’s eligibility. 
The elector challenging a voter’s eligibility must show, by clear and convincing evidence, that:  

1. The voter has voted before at that election, A.R.S. § 16-591; 
2. The voter is not the person whose name appears in the signature roster or e-pollbook, 

A.R.S. § 16-121.01(B)(1); 
3. The voter has not resided in Arizona (or the relevant local jurisdiction) for at least 29 

days before the election, A.R.S. § 16-121.01(B)(2); 
4. The voter is registered at an address that is not permitted for registration purposes, 

A.R.S. § 16-121.01(B)(3); or  
5. The voter is not otherwise a qualified elector, for example, the voter does not live within 

the proper electoral district or is not at least 18 years old. A.R.S. § 16-121.01(B)(4); 
A.R.S. § 16-101(A). 

 
A.R.S. § 16-121.01(B). 
 
A voter may not be challenged on the basis that they: 

• Registered to vote using the State or Federal Form and did not provide proof of citizenship; 
or  

• Moved from one address within the county to another within the county.  
 
Challenges must be decided at the voting location by the inspector and two judges. The inspector 
should have the challenged voter step aside and permit the other voters in line to continue to vote 
while the challenge is being determined.  
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If requested by the challenged voter, and before administering any oath, the inspector must read to 
the voter the rules for determining residency, including the following information:  

1. The residence of a person is that place in which their habitation is fixed and to which they 
have the intention of returning. 

2. A person does not gain or lose their residence by reason of their presence at, or absence 
from, a place while employed in the service of the United States or of this state, or while 
engaged in overseas navigation, or while a student at an institution of learning, or while 
kept in prison or mental institution. 

3. A person does not lose their residence by traveling to another county, state, or foreign 
country for temporary purposes, with the intention of returning.  

4. A person does not gain a residence in any county they travel to for temporary purposes, 
without the intention of making that county their home. 

5. If a person moves to another state with the intention of making it their residence, they lose 
residency in this state. 

6. If a person moves to another state with the intention of making it their current residence 
and remaining there for an indefinite time, the person loses residency in this state even 
though they have an intention of returning at some future period. 

7. The place where a person’s family permanently resides is their residence (unless separated 
from their family), but is not their residence if it serves as a temporary location or is used 
for transient purposes. 

8. If a person has a family residing in one place and the person does business in another, the 
family residence constitutes the person’s place of residence. However, a person who has 
taken up a residence apart from their family with the intention of remaining in that 
separate residence shall be regarded as a resident where the person resides. 

9. A United States citizen who has never resided in the United States is eligible to vote in 
this state by using a federal write-in early ballot if both of the following apply: 
• A parent is a United States citizen. 
• The parent is registered to vote in this state. 

10. The mere intention of acquiring a new residence without leaving the state, or leaving the 
state without the intent to permanently do so, does not cause a loss of residency. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-593(A); A.R.S. § 16-593(C). Board members should consult above residency 
requirements when determining registration validity.  
 
If the challenged voter appears to be registered, the challenged voter must orally take the oath 
prescribed in the State Form: “I swear or affirm that the information in my voter registration is 
true, that I am a resident of Arizona, I have not been convicted of a felony or my civil rights have 
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been restored, and I have not been adjudicated incapacitated with my voting rights revoked.” 

A.R.S. § 16-592(A). 
 
The challenged voter also may choose to answer questions material to the challenge, under oath. 

Only the inspector may address questions to the challenged voter. A.R.S. § 16-592(A). To prevent 
harassment and intimidation of the challenged voter, the person making the challenge may not 
speak to the challenged voter.  
 
If a majority of the board finds the challenge to be invalid, the voter must be permitted to vote a 
regular ballot, so long as the voter is otherwise eligible to do so. A.R.S. § 16-592(B). 
 
If the person challenged refuses to take any oath, refuses to answer questions material to the 
challenge, or if a majority of the board finds that the challenge is valid, the challenged voter must 
be permitted to vote a provisional ballot. A.R.S. § 16-592(C). 
 
In the case of any challenge, the election board must complete the Official Challenge List (see 
Chapter 17 for sample forms) and may seek guidance from the officer in charge of the election.  

 CLOSING THE VOTING LOCATION 

 Announcing the Closing of the Polls 

The polls close at 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-565(A). The marshal must announce 
the closing of the polls and make the following additional public announcements (inside the 
voting location and to any voters waiting in line) at the specified time intervals: 

• 1 hour before the closing of the polls; 
• 30 minutes before the closing of the polls; 
• 15 minutes before the closing of the polls; 
• 1 minute before the closing of the polls; and 
• At the moment of closing at 7:00 p.m. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-565(C). The marshal must allow everyone to vote who is physically in line at the 
moment of closing the polls. The marshal may use any reasonable system to document or keep 
track of which voters were in line as of 7:00 p.m., for example, by standing in line behind the last 
person to arrive as of the closing of the polls and telling those who arrive later that the polls are 
closed. Voters who arrive in line after 7:00 p.m. on Election Day are not permitted to vote. A.R.S. 
§ 16-565(D). 
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 Election Board Close-Out Duties 

Upon closing the voting location after the last voter has voted on Election Day, the election 
board should perform close-out duties as assigned by the officer in charge elections, including 
the following duties as applicable: 

1. Using the procedures specified by the officer in charge of elections, the election board 
must conduct an audit to ensure that the number of voters who signed in on the signature 
roster or e-pollbook matches the number of ballots cast, including regular and provisional 
ballots and, if the accessible voting equipment independently tabulates votes, any votes 
cast on the accessible voting equipment, A.R.S. § 16-602(A). 
a. If ballots are tabulated at the voting location: a printed statement of tally or summary 

of all vote totals shall be printed from every tabulation machine, and the number of 
ballots cast shall be compared to the signature roster and/or e-pollbook list and 
provided with the Official Ballot Report, A.R.S. § 16-607. 

2. The information from this audit must be recorded on an Official Ballot Report form, as 
provided by the officer in charge of elections, which must include:  
a. The total number of printed ballots or estimated number of ballot stock received from 

the officer in charge of elections;  
b. The number of voters who signed in on the signature roster, poll list, or e-pollbook 

and are indicated as having been issued regular ballots;  
c. The number of voters who signed in on the signature roster, poll list, or e-pollbook 

and are indicated as having been issued provisional and conditional provisional 
ballots;  

d. The number of regular ballots cast as determined by the election board’s manual 
count if tabulation is not done at the voting location, or as reflected on the printed 
summary tape from the tabulation machine if tabulation is done at the voting location;  

e. The number of provisional and conditional provisional ballots cast;  
f. The number of unused ballots/ballot stock, spoiled ballots, misread ballots that still 

need to be tabulated (if tabulation is done at the voting location), and write-in ballots 
(if applicable);  

g. The number of early ballots received by the voting location (unless ballots are 
transported in a secure and sealed transport container to the central counting place to 
be counted there);  

h. In counties that use accessible voting units that independently tabulate, the number of 
regular and provisional ballots cast on the unit, and the unit’s beginning and ending 
counts (if applicable);  

i. The Official Ballot Report must be signed by the inspector and both judges, and if 
there are any discrepancies in the report, an explanation for the discrepancy should be 
attached or otherwise provided with the Official Ballot Report. The Audit Board will 
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use this information to conduct their post-election audit (see Chapter 10, Section 
II(H)).  

3. Secure the ballot boxes with tamper-resistant or tamper-evident numbered seals, A.R.S. § 
16-608(A); 

4. Remove all memory cards or electronic media needed for election night reporting from 
voting equipment and e-pollbooks (if applicable); 
a. Lock and/or seal any ports or compartments where memory cards or electronic media 

had been inserted. 
5. Power down any voting equipment and prepare the equipment for transport/pick-up; 
6. Collect all supplies required to be returned to the elections department; 
7. Sign the Certificate of Performance for the signature roster or e-pollbook; 
8. Prepare the official returns envelopes/containers and, if applicable, unofficial returns 

envelopes/containers, including the following items, for transport to the central counting 
place or other receiving site: 
a. Official and unofficial returns envelopes/containers shall be plainly marked to identify 

items to be placed within each envelope/container: 
• The official returns envelope/container shall be securely sealed with a tamper-

evident, secure label signed by the inspector and both judges and should include, 
as applicable: 
- Spoiled ballots, including any spoiled early ballots, A.R.S. § 16-585; 
- One copy of the poll list (if the county uses paper signature rosters) or poll list 

produced by the e-pollbook; and 
- Affidavits of challenged voters, decisions of election officials, and challenge 

lists, A.R.S. § 16-594; 
• The unofficial returns envelope/container shall be returned with the official returns 

envelope/container and shall be made available for inspection by electors for a 
period of six months following the election. The unofficial returns 
envelope/container shall include the following, as applicable: 
- A copy of the paper signature roster and poll list (if e-pollbooks are used, the e-

pollbook list must be captured (e.g., on memory sticks or electronic media, or 
exported from the e-pollbooks) and retained); 

- Payroll voucher envelope, if applicable, with the Official Ballot Report or 
duplicate thereof; and 

- Any other items as directed by the officer in charge of elections; 
b. Voted ballots (with a report of the number of voters who have voted, sealed in a 

container with a tamper resistant or tamper-evident numbered seal, A.R.S. § 16-
608(A)); 
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c. Unvoted ballots (in a sealed container, A.R.S. § 16-566(B)); 
d. The original Official Ballot Report (if not included in the unofficial returns 

envelope/container); 
e. Tally lists, if ballots are tabulated at the voting location (enclosed in a secure envelope 

which is sealed and signed by the members of the board (inspector and both judges) 
and attested by the clerks), A.R.S. § 16-614; 

f. The original signature rosters/poll lists, if applicable (enclosed in a secure envelope, 
sealed and signed by the inspector and judges), A.R.S. § 16-615(A)); 

g. E-pollbooks (if the signature roster information remains in the e-pollbook and has not 
been extracted by removing memory cards or electronic media or otherwise securely 
synced with the central server); 

h. Memory sticks or electronic media (securely sealed in a transport container for that 
purpose); and 

i. Any voting equipment that independently tabulates (if memory sticks or electronic 
media have not been removed). 

9. All election night returns must be delivered to the designated receiving site and a receiving 
board log of the transmissions should be kept by the receiving board which will later be 
provided to the officer in charge of elections; and 

10. Exit and lock the voting location. 

 Transport of Ballots, Voting Equipment, and Precinct Supplies 

Following the close of voting on Election Day, a chain of custody record for voted ballots must be 
created and the transport of any ballots, voting equipment, and necessary precinct supplies to the 
central counting place or other authorized receiving site must be documented and done by: (1) two 
authorized election workers, who must be members of different political parties; or (2) if 
extenuating circumstances exist, a sworn official election messenger, such as a sheriff’s deputy, 
appointed in accordance with A.R.S. § 16-615(B).  
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CHAPTER 10:  
CENTRAL COUNTING PLACE PROCEDURES 

 
 

I. CENTRAL COUNTING PLACE OPERATIONS 
 
All early ballots and provisional ballots are initially processed by the County Recorder and then 
transferred to the officer in charge of elections for tabulation at the central counting place. Regular 
ballots cast on Election Day that are not processed and tabulated at the voting location are also 
transmitted to the central counting place for processing and tabulation. Central counting place 
operations are conducted under the direction of the Board of Supervisors or the officer in charge 
of elections. The operations must be in accordance with the procedures outlined in this manual, 
and open to observation by representatives of each political party and the public. 
 
The central counting place and the computer center, where the computer containing the election 
management system (EMS) is securely kept, may be separate or joined as determined by the Board 
of Supervisors or designee. Maximum efficiency and control results when all board functions are 
performed in the same facility. However, when physical restrictions result in inadequate working 
spaces, it is permissible to separate board functions as long as prescribed board functions and 
sequence are maintained and the public can observe. 
 
When the computer center, central counting place, or receiving sites are not at the same location, 
the officer in charge of elections (or designee) transfers the ballots to the computer center or 
observes the transmission of voted results, even if they are initially received and processed at 
another location. 
 
As authorized by the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections, a security officer or an 
election official may conduct tours through the central counting place for the public. At no time 
shall any public observance of the election process interfere with or interrupt the normal ballot 
flow, nor shall members of the public touch a ballot, computer, or tabulation device (except as 
permitted by the officer in charge of elections during demonstrations). A.R.S. § 16-621(A). 
Further, blue or black pen shall not be present in any area where voted ballots are being processed. 

A. Deputies/Oath of Office 

All persons taking part in the actual processing and counting of ballots, including the employees 
of a jurisdiction conducting an election, must be appointed in writing and take an oath provided 
by the Board of Supervisors (or designee) that they will faithfully and impartially perform their 
duties. Any person who has not been appointed in writing or taken the oath shall, under no 
circumstances, be permitted to touch any ballot, computer, or counting device used in processing 
ballots. A.R.S. § 16-621(A). 
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B. Providing Live Video Recording at Central Counting Place 

For any statewide, legislative, or county election, and subject to local appropriation, the county 
officer in charge of elections must provide a live video recording of the custody of all ballots when 
ballots are present in the tabulation room in the central counting place.77  
 
The live video recording must include date and time indicators. If the live coverage is interrupted, 
the officer in charge of elections must attempt to reinstate coverage as soon as practicable. Any 
disruption in live video recording does not prevent the officer in charge of elections from 
continuing to tabulate ballots. The officer in charge of elections must record the video coverage 
and retain the recording as a public record at least through the challenge period for the election. At 
minimum, the challenge period is through the date to file or conclude any post-election recount or 
election contest. 
 
The county officer in charge of elections must timely provide the website hyperlink to the 
Secretary of State, who must publish those hyperlinks on the Secretary of State’s website. A.R.S. 
§ 16-621(D). 

C. Manual Ballot Counting  

If it becomes impracticable to count all or some of the ballots with tabulating equipment, the officer 
in charge of elections may direct that ballots be counted manually, following the provisions 
governing the counting of paper ballots. No valid ballot shall be left uncounted. 
 

II. ESTABLISHING CENTRAL COUNTING PLACE BOARDS 
 
The Central Counting Place may have 11 or more types of boards as needed, which may be 
combined, if practicable, at the discretion of the officer in charge of elections. The Board of 
Supervisors or officer in charge of elections shall appoint boards for the tallying of results after 
the polls have closed. More than one board may be appointed for each type of board: 

1. Receiving Board 
2. Inspection Board 
3. Central Counting Place Board 
4. Ballot Duplication Board 
5. Electronic Vote Adjudication Board 
6. Accuracy Certification Board 
7. Write-in Tally Board 
8. Provisional Ballot Board 

 
77 Live video recording is not required for the post-election hand count audit. A.R.S. § 16-602(B). Similarly, 
there is no live video recording requirement for L&A testing. See A.R.S. § 16-449. 
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9. Special Election Board 
10. Audit Board 
11. Snag Board 

 
Board members are appointed by the Board of Supervisors or other county officer in charge of 
elections at least 14 days prior to the board beginning its duties. All board members should be 
trained on their duties before assuming their positions. Some boards may have their duties 
combined at the discretion of the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections.  
 
Unless otherwise noted below, each board is comprised of two members of different political 
parties. County party chairpersons may nominate persons to fill board positions. Without a 
nomination from a party chairperson, the Board of Supervisors (or designee) may fill the position 
with a member of the appropriate party.78  
 
Separate boards consisting of two judges and an inspector will be appointed to process early ballots 
and write-in votes. At least one of the judges should not be a member of the same political party 
as the inspector. 
 
The following procedures for processing ballots shall be followed, unless the Secretary of State 
has granted a jurisdiction permission to use another method. A jurisdiction wishing to deviate from 
these instructions must make a request in writing no later than 90 days prior to the election for 
which the exception is requested.  

A. Receiving Board  

The Receiving Board consists of two members who are not registered in the same political party. 
The officer in charge of elections or designee serves as the chair of the Receiving Board. 
 
The Receiving Board is responsible for receiving the following items from the elections boards at 
the polling places and voting locations after the polls have closed, as applicable: 

1. Memory devices; 
2. Ballot transfer containers containing ballots; 
3. Early ballots that have been dropped off at a polling place; 

 
78 If it is impossible to sufficiently staff the boards with members of different political parties, the officer 
in charge of elections shall, at minimum, exercise best efforts to utilize board members with no party 
affiliation or affiliated with unrecognized political parties to ensure that there is a diversity of political party 
affiliation (including no affiliation) on the boards and that no board is comprised of members of only one 
party. Further, the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections shall document when and how the 
political parties in the county were contacted about the need for board workers affiliated with those parties 
and all other actions taken in a best effort to obtain board workers from two different political parties. 
However, nothing in this Manual shall be interpreted to supersede otherwise applicable statutory 
requirements, including requirements as to differing political party affiliation of board workers. 
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4. Provisional ballots; 
5. Official returns container; 
6. Unofficial returns container; 
7. Precinct payroll envelope containing vouchers and a copy of the Official Ballot Report; 
8. Duplicate poll list; and 
9. Signature roster or e-pollbook. 

 
When a ballot transfer container is delivered to a Receiving Board, the following entries shall be 
made in the Receiving Board Log, as applicable: 

1. Precinct/polling place or vote center name or other identifier; 
2. Signatures of the persons delivering the container; 
3. Seal number of the ballot transfer container; 
4. Seal number on the carrying case of the tabulation unit; 
5. Seal number on the carrying case of the Accessible Voting System unit and memory packs; 

and 
6. Initials of the person receiving the ballot transfer container. 

 
The Receiving Board shall ensure proper chain of custody documentation for all items received.  
The Receiving Board shall give a numbered receipt acknowledging receipt of such ballots to the 
person in charge who delivers such ballots. A.R.S. § 16-608(A). 
 
If it appears that the ballot transfer container seal is broken, it shall be immediately referred to the 
officer in charge of elections or Snag Board for disposition. All other ballot transfer containers 
should be delivered unopened to the Inspection Board. 

B. Inspection Board  

The Inspection Board is responsible for: 
• Opening and verifying information on the precinct ballot report if the ballot transfer 

container contains any voting materials other than voted ballots; and  
• Inspecting returns as necessary. 

 
Receiving Boards and Inspection Boards should normally be combined, unless circumstances 
would render this inefficient. The officer in charge of elections shall provide each board with a log 
to enter pertinent data for each precinct/polling place or vote center. 

1. Preliminary Procedures 
 
When the ballot transfer container or alternate ballot box arrives at the central counting place, the 
Inspection Board shall: 
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1. Break the seal and open the ballot transfer container; 
2. Break the seal on the alternate ballot box, if used; 
3. Remove the Ballot Report Form and check to see that the seal number is the same as shown 

on the log—if the Ballot Report Form is absent, incomplete, or the seal number does not 
agree with the number on your inspection board log, call for the supervisor or officer in 
charge of elections; 

4. Enter on the inspection board log: 
• Precinct or voting location name and/or number; 
• Number of write-in ballots (if applicable); 
• Number of total provisional ballots, including conditional provisional ballots; and 
• Number of early ballots dropped off at the polling place; 

5. Separate the types of ballots to be processed into: 
• Provisional and conditional provisional ballots, 
• Write-in ballots (if applicable), 
• Voted ballots, and 
• Early ballots. 

2. Provisional and Conditional Provisional Ballots 
 
The provisional ballot envelopes should be visually distinguishable from other ballot envelopes 
issued at a voting location or early voting site. Provisional and conditional provisional ballot 
envelopes may be printed on colored paper, may bear bar codes that do not identify the voter, or 
may use other methods to visually distinguish those types of ballot envelopes. 
 
If there are provisional and/or conditional provisional ballots, the Inspection Board must: 

1. Keep provisional ballots separate from conditional provisional ballots; 
2. Complete the provisional ballot transmittal slip by entering: 

• The number of provisional ballots stated on the ballot report,  
• The actual number of provisional ballots received,  
• The number of conditional provisional ballots stated on the ballot report, and 
• The actual number of conditional provisional ballots received; and 

3. Record the number of provisional and conditional provisional ballots on the inspection 
board log. 
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3. Voted Early Ballots 
 
Early ballots dropped off at the polling place must be delivered to the County Recorder for 
signature verification, and may be verified prior to or along with the provisional ballots. For more 
information about processing early ballots, see Chapter 2, Section VI. 

4. Regular Voted Ballots 
 
Regular ballots that were tabulated at the voting location remain in the ballot transfer container 
received from the precinct or are packaged for storage and retention in the Treasurer’s vault. 
Regular ballots that were not tabulated at the voting location are received and processed by the 
Audit Board and/or Central Counting Place Board.  

5. Write-In Ballots 
 
If there are write-in ballots, the Inspection Board must:  

1. Count the total number of ballots containing write-ins, if not previously counted at the 
polling place; 

2. Record the number on the log; and 
3. Complete a transmittal envelope for delivery of ballots containing write-in votes to the 

Write-In Tally Board. 

C. Central Counting Place Board  

The Central Counting Place Board is responsible for the processing and tabulation of voted ballots 
on the central count tabulation equipment and the EMS, and shall maintain the security of the 
ballots throughout the process. The Central Counting Place Board shall be under the direction of 
the Central Counting Place Board inspector; and consist of as many trained personnel selected by 
the Board of Supervisors (or designee) as required to process all ballots delivered to the central 
counting place. 
 
Members of the Central Counting Place Board should be familiar with the L&A testing 
requirements, data processing procedures, and ballot tabulation equipment. There shall be no 
preferential counting of ballots for the purpose of projecting the election. A.R.S. § 16-621(A). 
 
The Central Counting Place Board shall: 

1. Secure all processed ballots until successful completion of the last accuracy certification 
test; 

2. Seal the ballot containers and secure the room where the ballots are located; 
3. Keep the containers in a secure area until: 

• The end of the challenge period, or 
• If a challenge is filed, until the challenge has been resolved, and 
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• The ballots have been released to the custody of the officer in charge of elections; 
4. Transfer the sealed containers to the officer in charge of elections who shall transfer the 

ballots to the County Treasurer for retention. 
 
The computer operating area, where the computer containing the EMS is located, shall be in a 
separate room or in an area of a larger room which is clearly marked as the computer operating 
area. Only members of the Central Counting Place Board and Accuracy Certification Board may 
be permitted in the immediate computer operating area. Other observers may be permitted to 
observe the operations of these boards and the computer from a designated location but must not 
interfere with the conduct of the operations. The Snag Board may enter the computer operating 
area to resolve any discrepancy. 
 
Except for a County Recorder whose name is not on the ballot and who is carrying out official 
duties, no public officer serving in an elected position, or any candidate for an elective public 
office at the election shall be permitted to enter the central counting place unaccompanied by the 
officer in charge of elections (or designee), any area where a central count board has been 
convened, any area where decisions about ballots are being made, or any other operational area 
where ballots are being processed or tallied. 

D. Ballot Duplication Board  

When any ballot, including an early ballot, is damaged or defective so that it cannot be scanned by 
the tabulation machine, it must be manually duplicated by a Ballot Duplication Board and the 
duplicated ballot must be tabulated in place of the damaged ballot. A.R.S. § 16-621(A). Certain 
ballots received from UOCAVA voters as well as ballots cast in the wrong precinct must also be 
manually duplicated in order to be tabulated.  

1. Establishing a Ballot Duplication Board 
 
Each Ballot Duplication Board shall be comprised of at least two members who are registered 
voters not of the same political party and who are appointed by the officer in charge of elections. 
An Inspection Board may serve as a Ballot Duplication Board.  
 
The Ballot Duplication Board manually duplicates ballots that cannot be scanned by the tabulation 
machine but on which the voter has nonetheless clearly indicated their intent to vote on a particular 
race or ballot measure. This may include crumpled or otherwise damaged ballots, ballots with 
smudged ink, or ballots which are marked in the wrong color of ink or with a device that cannot 
be read by the tabulation machine. If voter intent is not clear and Ballot Duplication Board 
members do not agree on the voter intent for a particular ballot, that ballot should be referred to 
the Snag Board or officer in charge of elections for resolution prior to duplicating the ballot. 

2. General Duplication Guidelines 
 
Generally, only UOCAVA ballots, early ballots, provisional ballots, and ballots cast at voting 
locations without a tabulation machine on-site should be duplicated at central counting facilities. 
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Voters who vote at a voting location with a tabulation machine on-site feed their voted ballots 
directly into the tabulation machine and have the opportunity to correct an unreadable ballot or 
ballot read as over-voted or blank on the spot. 
 
If a voter selects more than the maximum number of seats for a race, the tabulation machine will 
read the race as over-voted. Similarly, if a voter voted for a candidate whose name is printed on 
the ballot by marking the appropriate target area (e.g., arrow, square, or oval) and also wrote the 
candidate’s name in the write-in area, the tabulation machine will read that race as over-voted. 
Over-voted ballots shall be sent to the Ballot Duplication Board (and the Snag Board or officer in 
charge of elections for adjudication if needed), even if the voter correctly filled in the arrow or 
oval for other races on the ballot, or to the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board. If voter intent can 
be determined, the ballot shall be duplicated and counted.  
 
If a voter has consistently marked their ballot by circling the name of the candidates, or circling 
yes or no for issues, or placing an x, check mark, punched hole, or other similar mark next to the 
voter’s choices, the tabulation machine will read the ballot as blank or invalid. These blank ballots 
shall be sent to the Ballot Duplication Board or the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board for 
processing.  
 
If the Early Ballot Board finds ballots that are torn, corrected with white-out or labels, erased, or 
marked with ink or crayon that cannot be read by the equipment, the ballot must be sent to the 
Ballot Duplication Board.  
 
Ballots received via fax, email, or secure web portal from UOCAVA voters shall be forwarded to 
the Ballot Duplication Board for processing. If the voter writes the name of a candidate on an 
FWAB, the vote shall be counted for that candidate. If a voter writes the name of a political party 
on an FWAB in a general election, the vote shall be counted as a vote for the candidate of that 
party. Any abbreviation, misspelling, common nickname, or other minor variation in the name of 
a candidate or political party shall be disregarded in determining the validity of the vote if the 
intent of the voter can be ascertained. A.R.S. § 16-543.02(C); A.R.S. § 16-645(A).  
 
Counties should also consult the Secretary of State’s Voter Intent Guide, available at 
www.azsos.gov/elections, for more detailed voter intent guidelines.  

3. Procedures for Duplicating a Ballot 
  
Ballots requiring duplication must be duplicated according to the following procedures: 

• Ensure the correct ballot style for the voter’s assigned precinct will be used to create the 
duplicated ballot (for out-of-precinct ballots, only the voter’s selections for races and ballot 
measures for which the voter is eligible to vote shall be duplicated onto the correct ballot 
style); 

• Mark the proper precinct identification code, if applicable; 
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• Record an identical serial number on both the original and duplicate ballot (including 
spoiled duplicates) – this ties the ballots together and creates a paper trail as required by 
statute, A.R.S. § 16-621(A); 

• Conspicuously mark the original ballot as “DUPLICATED;” 
• Conspicuously mark the duplicate ballot as “DUPLICATE,” A.R.S. § 16-621(A); 
• Using the damaged or unreadable ballot as a guide, mark a blank ballot with votes identical 

to those on the original ballot; 
• Do not duplicate write-in names that are not on the authorized write-in list (“blank” or 

“unofficial” may be typed in if using a ballot marking device to duplicate and the name/line 
cannot be left blank). However, mark the target area to indicate the vote cast; 

• After marking the duplicate ballot, check to make sure it is identical to the original 
(including over-votes, if voter intent cannot be determined, and any under-votes); 

• If the Ballot Duplication Board makes any errors, mark the duplicate ballot “SPOILED” in 
a conspicuous manner, and repeat the above steps on a new ballot; 

• Place all original ballots in an envelope or container labeled “ballots that have been 
duplicated.” 

 
It is never permitted to enhance or alter a voter’s original ballot markings to render the ballot 
readable. Instead, the ballot should be duplicated or, if appropriate, electronically adjudicated. 

E. Electronic Vote Adjudication Board 

As an alternative or in addition to manual duplication of ballots performed by the Ballot 
Duplication Board, the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections may appoint 
Electronic Vote Adjudication Boards and utilize a certified electronic adjudication program to 
process specific votes requiring adjudication. Any electronic vote adjudication shall be done in 
compliance with A.R.S. § 16-621.  Further, procedures must comply with the requirements in this 
Section, unless the Secretary of State has granted a jurisdiction written approval to use alternate 
procedures. A jurisdiction wishing to deviate from the procedures in this Section must make a 
request in writing no later than 90 days prior to the election for which the exception is requested. 
To be approved, the deviation must be compliant with A.R.S. § 16-621.  
 
The following types of votes may be adjudicated using electronic adjudication: 

• Over-votes: The Electronic Vote Adjudication Board may evaluate over-vote conditions to 
determine the voter’s intent and make corresponding adjustments to the record if the voter’s 
intent is clear. If the voter’s choice for a specific race or ballot measure cannot be positively 
determined, no selection shall be counted for that race or ballot measure. A.R.S. § 16-610;  
A.R.S. § 16-611. 

• Votes on ballots read as blank or unclear: The Electronic Vote Adjudication Board may 
review ballots read by the tabulation machine as blank or unclear, determine if voter intent 
is clear on some or all races or ballot measures, and make corresponding adjustments to 
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the record. If the voter’s choice for a specific race or ballot measure cannot be positively 
determined, no selection shall be counted for that race or ballot measure. A.R.S. § 16-610; 
A.R.S. § 16-611. 

Votes that do not meet the above criteria shall not be electronically adjudicated.79 Ballots that are 
damaged or defective such that they cannot be read or scanned by the tabulation equipment must 
be manually duplicated and shall not be electronically adjudicated. A.R.S. § 16-621(A). 

1. EMS Requirements   

To utilize electronic adjudication, the following minimum system and application requirements 
must be met: 

1. The electronic adjudication application must be part of an election management system 
(EMS) that has received federal and state certification and is authorized for use in elections 
in Arizona.  

• The application must be installed with the EMS on a secure, isolated, closed 
network and shall not be connected to the internet or an external network. 

2. The application shall provide distinct security roles, with separate usernames and secure 
passwords for each user or station. These security roles must have different functions. Each 
election worker shall be given access to only the components of the application necessary 
to perform their duties. If a secured username and password are used for each station rather 
than each user, a detailed log of who utilized each station and at what time(s) shall be 
maintained. 

3. Users (and, if applicable, stations) shall have unique usernames and secure passwords. 
Vendor-supplied generic passwords may not be used. 

4. Log-in must be required each time the electronic adjudication application is started. The 
application and/or tabulation system shall be capable of identifying ballots that contain 
over-votes or that are read as blank or unclear. 

5. The application shall provide comprehensive logging of any changes to the ballot record 
for audit purposes, as well as validation of all changes through the use of multiple electronic 
“signatures” before committing any changes to the EMS results. 

6. The application shall allow election officials to review, evaluate, and adjudicate votes, 
based on the voter’s intent, through the application without physical duplication of the 
ballot and record those changes and any modified totals in the results report. 

7. The application shall allow for each transaction to be reviewed and approved by at least 
two election officials of different political party affiliation.  

8. There must be an efficient and reliable means of identifying and locating the physical 
ballots that have been electronically adjudicated if needed for auditing. For example, the 

 
79 The Write-In Tally Board may also use a certified electronic adjudication program to electronically tally 
write-in votes for qualified write-in candidates (in lieu of manual tallying of write-in votes). See Chapter 
10, Section II(H)(2).  
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tabulation machine may be programmed to out-stack and/or print an identifying mark on 
the ballots to be electronically adjudicated. 

 
Even if electronic adjudication is not utilized, the tabulation equipment may be programmed to 
stop on, sort, or flag write-in votes for races with official write-in candidates. Official write-in 
candidates may be entered into the EMS after the write-in filing deadline to facilitate this process 
as long as doing so does not modify the election programming if L&A testing has been completed. 

2. L&A Testing Requirements 

If electronic adjudication will be utilized for an election, that functionality of the tabulation system 
will also be tested during the L&A test for that election to ensure proper and secure functioning. 
A.R.S. § 16-621(B)(1); see Chapter 4, Section II. In addition, a paper audit log must be produced, 
verified, and signed off on by the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board members before committing 
their selections to the EMS for the purpose of updating results. See Chapter 10, Section II(E)(4).  

3. Electronic Vote Adjudication Board Composition 

If the officer in charge of elections elects to use electronic adjudication, they must appoint an 
Electronic Vote Adjudication Board consisting of two judges, overseen by an inspector. The two 
judges shall be divided as equally as practicable between the two largest political parties as 
required by A.R.S. § 16-531(D). A.R.S. § 16-621(B)(2). 

4. Electronic Vote Adjudication Procedures 

If the officer in charge of elections elects to use electronic adjudication, they must appoint an 
Electronic Vote Adjudication Board consisting of two judges, overseen by an inspector. The two 
judges shall be divided as equally as practicable between the two largest political parties as 
required by A.R.S. § 16-531(D). A.R.S. § 16-621(B)(2). 
 
Prior to electronically adjudicating any ballots, the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board must be 
trained in their duties and application functionality.  

1. The electronic adjudication of votes must be performed in a secure location, preferably in 
the same location as the EMS system, but open to public viewing.  

2. The officer in charge of elections shall make a back-up of the election from the EMS prior 
to the start of electronic adjudication and again after electronic adjudication is complete in 
order to have a record of the results as initially read by the tabulator and after electronic 
adjudication. 

3. The Electronic Vote Adjudication Board shall use the electronic adjudication application 
to: (a) review votes on ballots read as over-voted, blank, or unclear; (b) determine voter 
intent; and (c) electronically attribute votes according to the clear intent of the voter. 

• The general guidelines for determining voter intent in Chapter 11, Section IX 
should be followed to the extent they do not conflict with any requirements in this 
Section. 
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• The Electronic Vote Adjudication Board may decide to: (i) approve the ballot with 
no changes to any races; or (ii) approve the ballot with changes based on the board’s 
adjudication of voter intent. 

• The Electronic Vote Adjudication Board shall only adjudicate votes that are marked 
by the voter in a manner that prevents the tabulation machine from accurately 
counting the race as the voter intended. If it is not possible to positively determine 
the voter’s choice for a particular race or ballot measure, the Electronic Vote 
Adjudication Board shall not designate a choice for that race or ballot measure. 
A.R.S. § 16-610; A.R.S. § 16-611. 

4. Electronic adjudication of voter intent should generally be performed separate and apart 
from the electronic tallying of official write-in votes and by separate boards, and the results 
of adjudication of voter intent and tallying of official write-in votes shall be reported and 
verified on separate paper audit logs.  

• If electronic adjudication of voter intent and tallying of official write-in votes is 
done together for each ballot requiring such action, the board performing the joint 
electronic adjudication of voter intent and electronic tallying of official write-in 
votes shall meet all the requirements applicable to both the Electronic Vote 
Adjudication Board and the Electronic Write-In Tally Board, see Chapter 10, 
Section II(H)(2). In this case, the board’s actions on the adjudication of voter intent 
and tallying of official write-in votes may be reported and verified on the same 
paper audit log. 

5. The EMS and/or electronic adjudication application shall provide a report on the ballots 
and votes electronically adjudicated by each Electronic Vote Adjudication Board, the 
selections made by the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board, the names of the members of 
the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board that processed the votes on the report, and the date 
of processing. 

6. The electronic adjudication process shall include production of a paper audit log of the 
Electronic Vote Adjudication Board’s dispositions as to each ballot/vote electronically 
adjudicated. The paper audit log must be verified and signed off on by the board members, 
who shall verify that the paper audit log accurately reflects the board’s selections and that 
those selections are accurately reflected in the electronic adjudication application prior to 
committing the selections to the EMS for the purpose of updating results. The paper audit 
log shall be maintained in case resolution of any discrepancy or audit of the electronic 
adjudication process is needed. A.R.S. § 16-621(B)(3)(b). 

7. To meet the requirement of a board-verified paper audit log, the Electronic Vote 
Adjudication Board shall either:  

• Maintain a manual, hard-copy log of its selections for each ballot/vote 
electronically adjudicated by the board; or  

• Print from the application a log of the ballots and votes electronically adjudicated 
by the board and the selections made by the board for each ballot and vote, verify 
that the printed log accurately reflects the board’s selections, and confirm that those 
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selections are accurately reflected in the electronic adjudication application prior 
to committing the selections to the EMS for the purpose of updating results.  

8. The officer in charge of elections shall provide for a method to retain, track, and account 
for the original ballot and the digital duplicate of the ballot created by the electronic 
adjudication application that includes a serial number on the digital image, which can be 
used to track Electronic Vote Adjudication Board actions. A.R.S. § 16-621(B)(3)(a), (c). 

9. After adjudication is complete, and the board has verified that the paper audit log of its 
selections are accurate and that those selections are accurately reflected in the application, 
the results shall be committed to the EMS and the election results will be updated with new 
totals. 

F. Accuracy Certification Board  

The Accuracy Certification Board consists of two elections officials registered with two different 
political parties and shall be appointed by the Board of Supervisors (or designee). The Accuracy 
Certification Board is responsible for verifying the accuracy of computer programs, through the 
L&A test materials, and attesting to the procedures during computer processing of ballots. A.R.S. 
§ 16-449. 
 
All L&A tests shall be observed by the Accuracy Certification Board and open to representatives 
of political parties, candidates, the press, and the general public. Political party observers are 
distinguished from members of the general public, who may view the central counting place 
activities from the public viewing area. Properly credentialed political party observers may observe 
the proceedings from inside the room where they happen. However, under no circumstances should 
a political party observer touch or operate the election server computer or any scanning device. 
See Chapter 10, Section I(A).  
 
If an error is detected in the L&A test, it shall be corrected. An errorless test must occur and be 
completed before the program and computer are certified.  
 
Immediately after completion of the tabulation of ballots, the Accuracy Certification Board shall 
certify that: 

• The number of ballots processed for each precinct or voting location was checked against 
the number of ballots received from the precinct or voting location by the Ballot Inspection 
Board (part of the Central Counting Place Board), as reflected on the Ballot Report Form; 
and 

• Any discrepancies in the number of ballots received and the number processed by the vote 
tally system are properly resolved. 

G. Provisional Ballot Processing 

Provisional ballots are processed initially by the County Recorder and then by a Provisional Ballot 
Board at the central counting place.  
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The provisional ballot affidavit, whether part of the provisional ballot envelope or a separate form, 
shall be deemed sufficient if it is signed by the voter. A provisional ballot shall not be rejected 
solely for lack of a signature on the affidavit by polling place election officials. 
 
A conditional provisional ballot cast by a voter must be clearly distinguishable and kept separate 
from other provisional ballots. A conditional provisional ballot must not be processed and 
forwarded for tabulation until the voter has produced sufficient identification to the County 
Recorder, in accordance with the provisions of this manual governing proof of identity. See 
Chapter 9, Section IV. The County Recorder must disqualify the ballot if the voter does not provide 
sufficient identification by the deadline.  

1. County Recorder Responsibilities 

 Verification of Provisional Ballots 

All provisional ballots must be verified for proper registration within 10 calendar days after a 
general election that includes an election for federal office, and within five business days for all 
other elections. A.R.S. § 16-135(D). The provisional ballot shall be counted if: 

1. The voter’s registration is verified and the voter is eligible to vote in the precinct, and  
2. The voter’s signature does not appear on any other signature roster for that election, and 
3. There is no record that the voter voted early in that election. 

 
For a provisional ballot to be counted, the County Recorder shall confirm that all of the following 
requirements are met: 

1. Confirm that the provisional ballot affidavit is signed;  
2. Confirm that the voter was registered to vote and was eligible to vote in the election;  
3. Confirm that the voter voted in the correct polling place or voting location or cast the ballot 

for the correct precinct;  
4. Confirm that there is no record that the voter voted early for that election; 
5. If the voter moved without updating their address and voted in the precinct for the new 

address, confirm that the voter did not vote in the prior precinct by confirming that the 
voter did not sign the signature roster for the prior precinct; 

6. For a partisan primary election, confirm that the voter received and voted the correct party 
ballot based on the voter’s party affiliation; 

7. If the voter is registered as a “federal-only” voter, confirm that the voter received a 
“federal-only” ballot or clearly mark or stamp the outside of the provisional ballot envelope 
to indicate that the voter is a “federal-only” voter and only races for federal candidates 
should be duplicated and tabulated. 

 
The County Recorder shall deliver only provisional ballot envelopes and/or affidavits of qualified 
voters who meet the above requirements to the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of 
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elections for counting. Rejected provisional ballot envelopes and/or affidavits should be separately 
retained and delivered to the officer in charge of elections for retention in accordance with A.R.S. 
§ 16-624. 

 Rejection Reason Code 

The rejection reason code is determined by the County Recorder. The rejection reasons include: 
1. Not registered; 
2. Registered after 29-day cut-off; 
3. No ballot in envelope; 
4. No signature; 
5. Insufficient/illegible information; 
6. Wrong party; 
7. Outside jurisdiction ballot; 
8. Voter challenge upheld; 
9. Voted and returned an early ballot; 
10. Proper identification not provided by deadline; 
11. Not eligible; and 
12. Other (please specify). 

 Updating Voter Registration Records 

The County Recorder shall update the appropriate county register or registration database with the 
names of all provisional voters whose registration was verified to indicate that those voters are 
qualified to vote in future elections. The County Recorder should also use the information from a 
provisional ballot envelope or affidavit to update a voter’s name and address.  
 
By the August 2022 Primary Election, a paper provisional ballot envelope or affidavit form shall 
substantially comply with A.R.S. § 16-152 and be used to register a voter for the first time for 
future elections (not the current election the provisional ballot was used for). Counties in which 
voters complete the provisional ballot affidavit on an e-pollbook should also ensure the affidavit 
substantially complies with A.R.S. § 16-152 so it can be used to register a voter for the first time, 
but, as an alternative and until compliance is possible, may offer provisional voters a State or 
Federal Form to complete and submit at the voting location.  
 
Additionally, a “federal-only” voter may use the provisional ballot process to provide a driver 
license number as DPOC for future elections (although not for the current election the provisional 
ballot was used in).  
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 Voter Verification of Provisional Ballot Status 

The County Recorder shall create a provisional ballot record for the voter that contains the 
following information: 

1. Provisional ballot receipt number; 
2. Name of the voter; 
3. Precinct/polling location where the provisional ballot was cast; 
4. Provisional ballot status; 
5. Provisional ballot status reason; 
6. Address (optional) 
7. Date of Birth (optional) 
8. Political Party (optional). 

 
A.R.S. § 16-584(E). 
 
This information will be used for online verification of a voter’s provisional ballot. The 
information shall be available online for one month after posting. 
 
As soon as possible after verification of the provisional ballots is complete, a notice informing the 
voter whether their vote was counted or not counted, and the reason for not counting if applicable, 
shall be provided to the voter. This may be in the form of a notice mailed to the voter, or the voter 
may access the information pursuant to the instructions on the receipt that was issued to the voter 
at the time they voted the provisional ballot. The receipt will provide the voter with clear 
instructions on how to determine the status of their vote. 
 
The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections shall provide to provisional voters a 
toll-free number or other method of verifying the status of their votes. Reasonable restrictions will 
be employed to limit transmittal of the information only to the voter, such as verifying the date of 
birth, state or country of birth, or other information that could confirm the voter’s identity if 
compared with the voter registration information on file. The officer in charge of elections will 
request verification of identity with information from the voter’s registration record or provisional 
ballot envelope. A.R.S. § 16-584(F). 

 Challenges to Provisional Ballots 

Challenges of provisional ballots will be determined by the Provisional Ballot Board using the 
procedure outlined for counting early ballots in Chapter 2, Section V. If the voter is found to be 
not registered, the ballot shall remain unopened and be retained in the same manner as voted 
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ballots. Party representatives and alternates may be appointed to be present during provisional 
ballot processing and to challenge the disposition of provisional ballots. 

2. Provisional Ballot Board Responsibilities 
 
The Board of Supervisors shall appoint one or more Provisional Ballot Boards, consisting of two 
elections officials not of the same political party, for the processing of provisional ballots.  
 
Provisional Ballot Boards may convene and begin ballot processing any time after provisional 
ballots are delivered to the officer in charge of elections.  
 
The inspector on the Provisional Ballot Board shall be in charge of processing. The inspector shall 
receive the provisional ballot envelopes from the verification staff and record the precinct 
identification data on the transmittal form if that data is not already pre-printed. 

3. Provisional Ballot Board Procedures for Specific Scenarios 
 
The Provisional Ballot Board at the central counting place must follow the following procedures 
in the specified scenarios below. 

 Provisional Ballots Cast by Federal-Only Voters 

The Provisional Ballot Board must examine the outside of the provisional ballot envelope to 
determine if the Recorder’s Office has identified the voter as a “federal-only” voter. If that 
indicator is present and the Recorder’s Office has indicated that the ballot is otherwise verified, 
the board will open the provisional ballot envelope and confirm whether the ballot inside is a “full-
ballot” or “federal-only” ballot.  

• If the ballot in the provisional ballot envelope is a “federal-only” ballot, the ballot shall be 
removed and processed for tabulation. 

• If the ballot in the provisional ballot envelope is a “full-ballot,” the board will remove the 
ballot from the envelope and send the ballot to the Ballot Duplication Board for duplication 
of the races for President of the United States (Presidential Electors), United States Senator, 
and United States House of Representatives only. No other race or ballot measure will be 
duplicated from that ballot. 

 Provisional Ballots Voted on an Accessible Voting Device that 
Independently Tabulates Votes 

The Provisional Ballot Board must examine the provisional ballot affidavit to determine if the 
Recorder’s Office has identified the voter as a “federal-only” voter. If that indicator is present and 
the Recorder’s Office has indicated that the ballot is otherwise verified, the verification staff will 
print a copy of the voted ballot or pull the voter-verifiable paper audit trail to confirm whether the 
ballot is a “full-ballot” or a “federal-only” ballot.  
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• If the ballot is a “federal-only” ballot, the ballot shall be marked “accepted” on the EMS 
and processed for tabulation. 

• If the ballot is a “full-ballot,” the verification staff will mark the ballot “Fed-Only” and 
send the ballot to the Ballot Duplication Board for duplication of the offices of President 
of the United States (Presidential Electors), United States Senate, and United States House 
of Representatives only. No other race or ballot measure will be duplicated from that ballot. 
The provisional ballot shall be marked “rejected” on the EMS and the duplicated ballot 
shall be counted with the rest of the provisional paper ballots. 

 Damaged Ballots 

If there are damaged provisional ballots, the verification staff must: 
1. Count the number of damaged ballots in each precinct; 
2. Initiate a transmittal slip to accompany the ballot to the Ballot Duplication Board; 
3. Record the number on the slip; and 
4. Forward the ballots, with the transmittal slip, to the Ballot Duplication Board. 

 Ballots Ready for Counting 

The number of ballots ready to be counted must be recorded on a transmittal slip. The ballots and 
transmittal slip are forwarded to the Central Counting Place Board. 

 Ballots to Be Duplicated 

If any provisional ballots require duplication, the verification staff must forward those ballots to 
the Ballot Duplication Board in a proper transmittal envelope or container.  

 Write-In Votes 

After the provisional ballots have been counted on a tabulation unit, any ballots containing write-
in votes shall be separated from the other ballots and forwarded to the Write-in Tally Board or 
Electronic Write-in Tally Board. 

H. Write-In Tally Board  

1. Write-In Tally Board Procedures 
 
The Write-In Tally Board is comprised of one inspector and two judges, who are members of the 
two political parties which cast the highest number of votes in the state at the last general election. 
At least one of the judges must be of a different political party than the inspector. At least 90-days 
before an election, the county chairperson of the two largest political parties may designate 
qualified electors to serve on the Write-In Tally Board.  When the list is timely submitted, it shall 
be used to appoint board members. Without a nomination from a party chairperson, the Board of 
Supervisors (or designee) may fill the position with a member of the appropriate party. A.R.S. § 
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16-531(A), (E). The Write-In Tally Board may manually tally write-in votes or do so through an 
electronic voting system pursuant to Chapter 10, Section II(H)(2) below. A.R.S. § 16-531(E).  
 
Write-in votes are tallied only if the ballot is properly marked by the voter. This is done by writing 
in the name of a qualified write-in candidate and by filling in the oval or connecting the arrow (or 
other method of properly marking the vote as indicated in the instructions for the particular optical 
scan or digital scan ballot). A.R.S. § 16-448. 
 
If a write-in vote is declared to be invalid, the Write-In Tally Board manually tallying write-in 
votes must disqualify the vote. The Write-In Tally Board must not count any write-in vote that an 
election official has identified as disqualified. 

2. Electronic Tallying of Write-In Votes 
 
As an alternative to manual tallying of write-in votes, the Write-In Tally Board may utilize an 
electronic program to tally write-in votes for qualified write-in candidates. Any electronic tallying 
of write-in votes shall be done pursuant to the requirements in this Section unless the Secretary of 
State has granted a jurisdiction written approval to use alternate procedures. A jurisdiction wishing 
to deviate from the procedures in this Section must make a request in writing no later than 90 days 
prior to the election for which the exception is requested.   

 EMS Requirements 

To utilize an electronic program to tally write-in votes, the following minimum system and 
application requirements must be met: 

1. The application must be part of an EMS that has received federal and state certification and 
is authorized for use in elections in Arizona.  

• The application must be installed with the EMS on a secure, isolated, closed 
network and shall not be connected to the internet or an external network. 

2. The application shall provide distinct security roles, with separate usernames and secure 
passwords for each user or station. These security roles must have different functions. Each 
election worker shall be given access to only the components of the application necessary 
to perform their duties. If a secured username and password are used for each station rather 
than each user, a detailed log of who utilized each station and at what time(s) shall be 
maintained. 

3. Users (and, if applicable, stations) shall have unique usernames and secure passwords. 
Vendor-supplied generic passwords may not be used. 

4. Log-in must be required each time the application is started. The application and/or 
tabulation system shall be capable of identifying ballots that contain write-in votes. 

5. The application shall provide comprehensive logging of any changes to the ballot record 
for audit purposes, as well as validation of all changes through the use of multiple electronic 
“signatures” before committing any changes to the EMS results. 
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6. The application shall include electronic review, attribution of eligible write-in votes, and 
tallying of official write-in votes within the application. 

7. The application shall allow for each transaction to be reviewed and approved by at least 
two election officials of different political party affiliation.  

8. There must be an efficient and reliable means of identifying and locating the physical 
ballots that have been electronically tallied, if needed, for auditing. For example, the 
tabulation machine may be programmed to out-stack (physically or digitally) the ballots 
with write-in votes to be electronically tallied and/or print identification numbers on the 
ballots. 

 
The tabulation equipment may be programmed to stop on, sort, or flag write-in votes for races with 
official write-in candidates. Official write-in candidates may be entered into the EMS after the 
write-in filing deadline to facilitate this process as long as doing so does not modify the election 
programming if L&A testing has been completed.  

 L&A Testing Requirements 

If write-in votes will be electronically tallied, that functionality of the tabulation system will also 
be tested during the L&A test for that election to ensure proper and secure functioning. In addition, 
a paper audit log must be produced, verified, and signed off on by the Write-In Tally Board 
members before committing their selections to the EMS (see Chapter 10, Section II(G)(2)(c) 
below).  

 Electronic Tallying Procedures 

Prior to electronically tallying any ballots with write-in votes, the Write-In Tally Board must be 
trained in their duties and application functionality.  

1. The electronic tallying of write-in votes must be performed in a secure location, preferably 
in the same location as the EMS system, but open to public viewing.  

2. A Write-In Tally Board that electronically tallies write-in votes must use the EMS and 
electronic adjudication/tallying application to: (i) electronically filter and review ballots 
with write-in votes; and (ii) determine voter intent and attribute votes to official write-in 
candidates according to the procedures specified in Chapter 10, Section II(G)(1). Write-in 
votes for unofficial write-in candidates are invalid and shall not be tallied electronically. 

3. If the Write-In Tally Board cannot agree on the resolution of a vote, that vote shall be 
flagged and referred to the officer in charge of elections (or designee) for final 
determination.  

4. The EMS and/or electronic adjudication/tallying application shall provide a report on the 
official write-in votes tallied, the names of the members of the Write-In Tally Board that 
processed the votes on the report, and the date of processing. 

5. The electronic write-in tally process shall include production of a paper audit log of the 
Write-In Tally Board’s decisions as to each ballot/vote electronically tallied. The paper 
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audit log must be verified and signed off on by the board members, who shall verify that 
the paper audit log accurately reflects the board’s selections and that those selections are 
accurately reflected in the electronic adjudication/tallying application prior to committing 
the selections to the EMS.  

6. To meet the requirement of a board-verified paper audit log, the Write-In Tally Board shall 
either:  

a. Maintain a manual, hard-copy log of its selections for the official write-in votes 
tallied by batch; or  

b. Print a log of its selections by batch from the application, verify that the printed log 
accurately reflects the board’s selections, and confirm that those selections are 
accurately reflected in the electronic adjudication/tallying application prior to 
committing the selections for that batch to the EMS.  

I. Audit Board 

The officer in charge of elections is responsible for overseeing a post-election audit of each voting 
location using an Audit Board. 
 
The officer in charge of elections shall ensure that all election board logs, the Official Ballot 
Report, tabulation units, accessible voting device tapes/printouts, and a copy of the downloaded 
precinct results are delivered to an Audit Board upon the completion of each election board’s 
function. 
 
The Audit Board: 

1. Receives the Official Ballot Reports for each voting location and any supplemental 
information from the election boards that could explain any discrepancies; 

2. Receives the signature rosters, poll lists (or scanned copies), or reports from e-pollbooks 
that show voter check-ins and signatures;  

3. Receives the tabulation unit and accessible voting device precinct paper tape; 
4. Receives a copy of the transmitted precinct results from the election management system; 
5. Verifies the counts on the Official Ballot Report; 
6. Verifies that the count from the tabulation unit and accessible voting device precinct paper 

tapes is the same as the count from the transmitted precinct results on the election 
management system; 

7. Produces a written record that the correct vote totals for each candidate and issue were 
transmitted from the polling place to the election management system; 

8. Has access to all voting locations’ ballot statements contained in the unofficial return 
envelope; 

9. Identifies discrepancies in the reports following final tabulation of duplicated ballots and 
provisional ballots; 
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10. Resolves problems that appear to be of major significance in the presence of political party 
observers; and 

11. Resolves and documents all discrepancies. 
 
The functions of the Audit Board must be completed prior to the acceptance of the canvassing 
results in order to ensure the integrity of the canvass results. 

J. Snag Board  

The Snag Board is comprised of at least three members who are knowledgeable about the entire 
elections process. Where possible, its members should have experience working as board members 
in several previous election cycles. The Snag Board is appointed by the Board of Supervisors or 
officer in charge of elections and should have members of at least two political parties. 
 
The function of the Snag Board is to resolve any problem brought to its attention by any of the 
other election boards. 
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CHAPTER 11:  
HAND COUNT AUDIT 

 
A limited precinct hand count and early ballot hand count audit must be conducted after each 
countywide primary, special, general, and PPE election and compared against the results from the 
electronic tabulation system, unless applicable exceptions apply. The purpose of the hand count 
audit is to compare the results of the machine count to the hand count to assure that the machines 
are working properly and accurately counting votes. Those conducting the hand count shall not be 
provided the machine count results of the batches of ballots they are hand counting prior to 
completion of the hand count of that batch. If the results from the hand count audit are within the 
“designated margin” of the electronic results for selected ballots, the hand count is deemed to have 
confirmed the accuracy of the electronic tabulation equipment, the hand count may cease, and the 
countywide electronic results are deemed the official results of the election. If the results from the 
hand count audit are outside of the “designated margin,” a second hand count of the same ballots 
is required, potentially followed by an expanded hand count and one or more jurisdiction-wide 
hand counts depending on the results. A.R.S. § 16-602(C)-(F).  

 DESIGNATION OF HAND COUNT BOARD MEMBERS 

At least 14 days prior to a countywide primary, special, general, or PPE election, the officer in 
charge of elections must notify the county chairpersons of each political party entitled to continued 
representation on the state ballot of the requirement to designate Hand Count Board members, who 
will perform the hand count audits under the supervision of the officer in charge of elections. The 
officer in charge of elections should forecast the requisite number of board members (including 
alternate board members) based on the number of precincts/vote centers included in the hand count 
and/or the total number of ballots to be hand counted. 
 
The political party county chairpersons (or designee) must designate Hand Count Board members 
and alternates at least seven days before the election (i.e., by 5:00 p.m. on the Tuesday before the 
election). The designation must be submitted as prescribed by the officer in charge of elections, 
who may require or permit electronic submission. If the political party is not represented by a 
county chairperson, the chairperson of the applicable state political party (or designee) may 
appoint the Hand Count Board members.  
 
The proposed board members and alternates must be registered to vote in Arizona but need not be 
registered members of the political party that designated them. Candidates appearing on the ballot, 
except for the office of precinct committeeman, may not serve as Hand Count Board members. 
Board members are entitled to receive compensation, but not for lodging, meals, or travel. 
 
The officer in charge of elections must notify a political party county chairperson by 9:00 a.m. on 
the Wednesday before the election if there is a shortage of required board members (i.e., the total 
number of proposed board members provided by all parties is less than four times the number of 
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precincts to be audited). The chairperson must provide additional board member names by the next 
business day (5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before the election).  
 
The hand count shall not proceed unless a sufficient number of Hand Count Board members have 
been designated by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday preceding the election and appear at the designated 
time and location to perform the hand count. Further, for the hand count to proceed, not more than 
75% of the persons performing the hand count shall be from the same political party. The hand 
count may also be canceled (and the electronic tabulation of ballots will constitute the official 
count) if the officer in charge of elections removes enough board members (due to disruption or 
members being unable to perform their duty) such that there is an insufficient number of board 
members and the shortage cannot be remedied with substitutions.  
 
The officer in charge of elections must notify the Secretary of State if the hand count will be 
canceled. Among other information, the notification to the Secretary of State must outline the steps 
taken by the officer in charge of elections to secure sufficient participation in the hand count. 
 
If a sufficient number of members are present for the hand count, the officer in charge of elections 
must create boards by selecting at least two judges and one inspector per board. Each Hand Count 
Board must be comprised of designees from at least two recognized political parties and no more 
than 75% of the members may be from the same political party. Typically, for a three-member 
Hand Count Board, no more than two board members may be members of the same political party 
entitled to continued representation on the ballot. All board members must take the oath specified 
in A.R.S. § 38-231(E). 

 
Board members may not bring any electronic devices, black pens, blue pens, or cell phones into 
the designated location of the hand count.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(7). 

 OBSERVATION OF THE HAND COUNT AUDIT 

The hand count is not subject to the live video requirements of A.R.S. § 16-621(D). However, 
political party representatives who are observing the hand count may bring their own video 
cameras to record the hand count. The sole act of recording the hand count does not constitute 
sufficient grounds for the officer in charge of elections to prohibit observers from recording or to 
remove them from the facility. However, the observation or recording may not interfere with the 
hand count. In addition, to preserve the right to a secret ballot, no recording of ballot content shall 
be allowed. If either situation occurs, the officer in charge of elections may remove the observers 
or board members from the facility or further restrict video recording. A.R.S. § 16-602(B). 

 TYPES AND QUANTITIES OF BALLOTS TO HAND COUNT 

A post-election hand count audit includes a precinct hand count, which involves a manual count 
of regular ballots from selected precincts, and an early ballot hand count, which involves a manual 
count of a percentage of early ballots cast in the election. 
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 Ballots Included in the Precinct Hand Count 

For the precinct hand count, the officer in charge of elections must conduct a hand count of regular 
ballots from at least 2% of the precincts, or 2 precincts, whichever is greater. Provisional and 
conditional provisional ballots are not included in the hand count. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(1). 
 
In counties that utilize vote centers, each vote center is considered to be a precinct/polling location 
and the officer in charge of elections must conduct a hand count of regular ballots from at least 2% 
of the vote centers, or 2 vote centers, whichever is greater. 
 
In a PPE, the officer in charge of elections must conduct a hand count of regular ballots from 2% 
of the polling places or vote centers established pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-248. A.R.S. § 16-
602(B)(3). 

 Ballots Included in the Early Ballot Hand Count 

The officer in charge of elections is required to conduct a hand count of 1% of the total number of 
early ballots cast, or 5,000 early ballots, whichever is less. A.R.S. § 16-602(F). Counties may elect 
to audit a higher number of ballots at their discretion. 
 
At least one batch of up to 400 early ballots from each central count machine used to tabulate early 
ballots and at least one accessible voting machine (if those machines independently tabulate votes) 
used during on-site early voting shall be selected for the early ballot hand count process. The 
officer in charge of elections must securely sequester those selected ballots along with their 
unofficial electronically tabulated results for use in the early ballot hand count. 

 SELECTING PRECINCTS/POLLING PLACES TO BE HAND 
COUNTED 

The county political party chairpersons (or designees) shall take turns randomly drawing the 
precincts, vote centers, or consolidated polling places for the hand count. If a chairperson appoints 
a designee, the appointment must be in writing with the signature of the chairperson. The officer 
in charge of elections may prescribe the method for submitting the appointment and may require 
or permit electronic submission. The precincts/polling places shall be selected by lot without the 
use of a computer and the order of selection by the county political party chairpersons (or 
designees) shall also be by lot.  
 
The selection of the precincts/polling locations shall not begin until all ballots voted in the precinct 
polling places have been delivered to the central counting facility. The unofficial vote totals from 
all precincts/polling locations shall be made public before selecting the precincts/polling locations 
to be hand counted. The selection of precincts/polling locations shall occur prior to the selection 
of the races to be counted. 
 
At least 2% of the precincts/polling locations in the county (rounded to the nearest whole number) 
or two precincts/polling locations, whichever is greater, shall be selected at random from a lot 
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consisting of every precinct/polling location in that county. For any election where there are 
consolidated polling locations, the number of precincts to hand count should be calculated based 
on the number of active polling locations for that election.  
 
For counties utilizing vote centers, each vote center shall be considered to be a precinct/polling 
location during the selection process and the officer in charge of elections must conduct a hand 
count of regular ballots from at least 2% of the vote centers, or two vote centers, whichever is 
greater. 
 
The process for selecting the precincts for Primary and General Elections is:  

1. Determine Selection Order: Select, by lot, the order in which the county political party 
chairpersons (or designees) shall draw precincts/polling locations. The selection order will 
apply for the entire hand count process. 

2. Create Lot: Create a lot containing all precincts/polling locations in the county. 
3. Select Precincts: Draw the required 2% or two precincts/polling locations to be counted 

from a lot containing every precinct/polling location in the county. Precincts/polling 
locations without any registered voters shall be excluded from the pool of available 
precincts/polling locations in the county. The county political party chairpersons (or 
designees) shall alternate selecting precincts/polling locations based on the order defined 
in Step 1 from the lot until the required number of precincts/polling locations is selected. 

a. If a tabulation unit from a vote center was selected as a precinct/polling location to 
be hand counted, a subsequential selection shall be conducted to select a 
touchscreen voting machine (if they independently tabulate votes, and if there are 
more than one) utilized at that vote center: 

• Create Lot: Create a lot containing all touchscreen voting machines used 
at the same vote center in which a tabulation unit was previously selected. 

• Select Touchscreen Voting Machines: Draw a corresponding number of 
touchscreen voting machines to be hand counted for each tabulation unit 
from a vote center that was previously selected, from a lot containing every 
touchscreen voting machine utilized at a vote center from which a 
tabulation unit was selected during the selection of the precincts/polling 
locations. 

4. Record Precincts: The officer in charge of elections shall record the precincts/polling 
locations to be hand counted in the Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet. The 
precincts/polling locations shall be listed in the order selected. The order of the 
precincts/polling locations shall be used when selecting the contested races in Section V of 
this Chapter. 

A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(1), (B)(2), (B)(2)(e), (C). 
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 RACES ELIGIBLE TO BE HAND COUNTED 

 Eligible Races Generally 

The races to be counted in the hand count audit includes up to five contested races, which shall 
include: 

• One statewide candidate race;  
• One statewide ballot measure (if the election has a statewide ballot measure on the general 

election ballot); 
• One legislative candidate race (Arizona House of Representatives or Arizona Senate); 
• One federal candidate race (United States House of Representatives or United States 

Senate); and 
• One presidential elector race (only in general elections with a race for President of the 

United States).  
 
A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(2), (5).  
 
A candidate race within one of the above-referenced categories is eligible for inclusion in the hand 
count only if the race is “contested,” meaning there are more candidates seeking election or 
nomination than the number of seats available. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(2)(f). Write-in candidacies do 
not create contested races if the race is not otherwise contested. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(4).  
 
If there are no contested races within one of the above-referenced categories, one or more 
additional contested races from one of the other categories must be selected by lot until the required 
number of contested races are selected for the hand count. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(2)(e). For example, 
because a statewide ballot measure will not appear on the ballot during a primary election, an 
additional contested race from one of the other categories of eligible races must be drawn to make 
up the required four races.  
 
For a primary election, each political party primary is considered a separate race. For example, the 
requirement to select one contested legislative race is satisfied by selecting either the Democratic 
or Republican primary election race. A.R.S. § 16-602(B). 
 
For federal and legislative candidate races, only the type of office (House or Senate) must be 
selected, not any particular district. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(2)(c)-(d). Therefore, if, for example, the 
race for U.S. House of Representatives has been selected to satisfy the federal candidate race 
category, and the county encompasses parts of three Congressional districts, ballots cast in any of 
the Congressional districts are eligible for the hand count audit as long as those races are contested. 
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 Eligible Races in Special Elections 

For a special election to vote on a statewide ballot measure, all statewide ballot measures should 
be selected for the hand count audit (assuming there are four or fewer statewide ballot measures 
on the special election ballot). 
 
For a special election to fill a Congressional vacancy: 

• If a Congressional primary is contested, all contested political party races should be 
selected for the hand count audit for that special primary election (assuming there are four 
or fewer contested primaries); 

• Regardless of whether a Congressional primary was contested, a contested special general 
election must be selected for the hand count. 

 Eligible Races in PPEs 

A hand count must be conducted following a PPE. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(3). Since no other races 
may appear on a PPE ballot, all contested political party preference races should be selected for 
the hand count audit (assuming there are four or fewer contested preference races). A.R.S. § 16-
241(A). 

 SELECTING RACES TO BE HAND COUNTED 

The county political party chairpersons (or designees) must randomly select the particular 
contested races to be hand counted, continuing with the order determined at the beginning of the 
hand count process and used to select precincts/polling locations.  
 
If there are fewer than four contested races on the ballot, only the contested races on the ballot that 
fall within one of the four categories shall be included in the hand count audit. If there are no 
contested races in any of the designated categories in an election, no hand count will take place. 
A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(2)(f). 

 Selecting Races for Primary and General Elections 

The following process shall be used to select the races to be counted for both the precinct hand 
count and early ballot hand count for primary and general elections: 

1. Determine the race categories available for this election. The possible race categories 
shall be statewide candidate, federal candidate, state legislative candidate, and ballot 
measure, and, in a presidential election year, presidential elector. Some categories may not 
appear on the ballot for a particular election. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(2). 

2. Create a master list of all contested races. Create a list by race category of all possible 
contested races. This list will be referenced when creating the lots of possible races to 
count. The entries on this list shall be specific. Examples for the Primary would include 
Governor/Democrat or State House/Republican. Examples for the General would include 
State Treasurer or State Senate. 
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3. Determine the required number of races that will be counted from each category. 
There should be one race for each required category unless a category does not have an 
eligible race.  

a. Determine if there is a contested presidential elector race.  
• Indicate if there is no contested presidential elector race on the ballot, for 

example, by placing a zero in the “Presidential Elector” line of Section B 
of the Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet, see sample form in 
Chapter 17.  

• Indicate if there is a contested presidential elector race, for example, by 
placing a tick mark in the “Presidential Elector” line. 

b. Determine if there is a contested statewide candidate race. 
• Indicate if there is no contested statewide candidate race on the ballot, for 

example, by placing a zero in the “Statewide Candidate” line of Section B 
of the Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet and placing a tick 
mark in the “Additional Races Needed” line.  

• Indicate if there is a contested statewide candidate race, for example, by 
placing a tick mark in the “Statewide Candidate” line.  

c. Determine if there is a statewide ballot measure race.  
• Indicate if there is no statewide ballot measure on the ballot, for example, 

by placing a zero in the “Statewide Ballot Measure” line of Section B of 
the Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet and placing a tick mark 
in the “Additional Races Needed” line.  

• Indicate if there is a statewide ballot measure race, for example, by placing 
a tick mark in the “Statewide Ballot Measure” line. 

d. Determine if there is a contested federal candidate race on any of the ballots 
in the precincts/polling locations selected.  

• Indicate if there is no contested federal candidate race in any of the selected 
precincts/polling locations, for example, by placing a zero in the “Federal 
Candidate” line of Section B of the Master Precinct and Race Selection 
Worksheet and placing a tick mark in the “Additional Races Needed” line.  

• Indicate if there is a contested federal candidate race, for example, by 
placing a tick mark in the “Federal Candidate” line. 

e. Determine if there is a contested state legislative race on any of the ballots in 
the precincts/polling locations selected.  

• Indicate if there is no contested state legislative race in any of the selected 
precincts/polling locations, for example, by placing a zero in the “State 
Legislative” line of Section B of the Master Precinct and Race Selection 
Worksheet and placing a tick mark in the “Additional Races Needed” line.  
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• Indicate if there is a contested state legislative race, for example, by placing 
a tick mark in the “State Legislative” line. 

f. If additional races are needed, determine if the number of races can be 
satisfied by an additional race(s) in another category.  

• The priority for selecting other categories, if needed, is as follows: 
statewide candidate, statewide ballot measure, federal candidate and then 
state legislative. All additional races shall be fulfilled with the highest 
priority race category possible. For example, if two additional races are 
needed and there are two additional contested statewide races, both 
additional races shall be statewide races. The categories of races to be hand 
counted and the number per category shall be recorded on the Master 
Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet.  

4. Separate out the contested races by category and create selection lots for each 
category from which a race or races will be selected.   

a. For the statewide candidate lot in a primary election, each contested party race shall 
be placed in the lot (e.g., Governor/Republican, State Mine/Democrat).  

b. For the federal candidate lot, the officer in charge of elections shall determine the 
possible federal candidate race types for the lot. If one or more precincts/polling 
locations have a contested federal candidate race, that race type shall be placed in 
the lot. In a primary election, each contested party race type shall be placed in the 
lot. The selections for U.S. House of Representative shall not contain the specific 
district since the names of the candidates may vary among the sampled 
precincts/polling places (e.g., U.S. House/Republican and U.S. House/Democrat). 

c. For the state legislative lot, the officer in charge of elections shall determine the 
possible contested state legislative race types for the lot. If one or more 
precincts/polling locations have a contested state legislative race, that race type 
shall be placed in the lot. In a primary election, each contested party race type shall 
be placed in the lot. The selections for state legislative race shall not contain the 
specific district since the names of the candidates may vary among the sampled 
precincts/polling locations (e.g., State House/Democrat, State House/Republican, 
State House/Libertarian). 

• If any candidate race is for a vacancy, the vacancy race shall be treated as 
a separate race for creating lots. For example, if an AZ Corporation 
Commission seat is vacant and the term ends in 2010 and there is also a 
race for the seat with a term that ends in 2012, the Corporation Commission 
Term Ending 2010 and Corporation Commission Term Ending 2012 will 
be two separate races when creating the Statewide Candidate lot.  

5. Select the contested races to be hand counted. The county political party chairpersons 
(or designees) shall alternate selecting races continuing with the order defined when 
selecting precincts/polling locations. The races will be selected by lot until the required 
number of races is selected. Document any selected race(s) in Section C of the Master 
Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet.  
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- If a selected candidate race does not have a contested race in each of the selected 
precincts/polling locations, only the precincts/polling locations where there is a 
contested candidate race shall be hand counted for that race. The machine counts 
of the races in this category shall be added together and measured against the 
hand counts of the races in this category to determine if the total difference falls 
within the designated margin.  

6. The races selected for the precinct hand count shall be the same used for the early 
ballot hand count. Because the batches used for the early ballot hand count do not 
correspond to the precincts/polling locations selected for the precinct hand count, the 
names of candidates for the selected races may differ among the various early ballot batches 
selected for the audit. The machine counts of the races in such categories shall be added 
together and measured against the hand counts of the races in those categories to determine 
if the total difference falls within the designated margin. 

7. Create Hand Count Board Worksheets. The officer in charge of elections shall create a 
Hand Count Board Worksheet for each Hand Count Board. The worksheet documents the 
members of the Hand Count Board and what races they will be hand counting. 

 Selecting Races for a PPE 

The following process shall be used to select the races to be hand counted for a PPE: 
1. Determine Selection Order. Select by lot the order in which the county political party 

chairpersons (or designees) shall choose from the pool of available precincts. 
2. Create Lot of Polling Locations. Create a lot of available polling locations. A county may 

consolidate precincts in a PPE. Only actual polling locations will be placed in the lot of 
available polling locations. 

3. Select Precincts. Draw the required 2% or two polling locations to be counted among a lot 
containing every actual polling location for the PPE.  

4. Record Precincts. The officer in charge of elections shall record the polling locations to 
be hand counted in Section A of the Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet.  

5. Create Lot of Contested Races. Create a lot of the contested races available for the PPE. 
Each political party that is participating in the PPE will count as a contested race.  

6. Select Race(s). If there are four contested races or less, all possible races will be hand 
counted. If there are more than four contested races, the county political party chairperson 
(or designee) who is next (from Step 1), shall choose a contested PPE race to be hand 
counted. The political party chairpersons (or designees) will alternate until four contested 
races are selected.  

7. Record Race. The officer in charge of elections shall record the PPE race(s) to be hand 
counted in Section B of the Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet. 
 

A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(3). 
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 HAND COUNT TABULATING METHODS 

There are two approved methods of hand counting votes:  
• Stacking method: used for hand counting optical/digital scan ballots; and  
• Three-person call-out method: used for hand counting votes from the VVPAT of an 

accessible voting machine.80  
 
For either method, each judge shall be given a tally sheet that shall be marked with the 
precinct/polling location, the race, and the names of the candidates for that particular race. See 
Sample Hand Count Tally Sheet in Chapter 17. 

 Stacking Method for Optical/Digital Scan Ballots 

The stacking method is used for hand counting optical/digital scan ballots and may also be used to 
hand count paper ballots printed by accessible ballot marking devices. For the stacking method, 
ballots are sorted into piles by the three board members (the inspector and two judges) and the 
number of votes for each candidate in the particular race being hand counted are tallied using the 
process below.  

1. Processing Ballots with Write-In Votes 

1. If write-in votes have not been tabulated yet, it is very important to keep ballots with 
write-in votes segregated from ballots without write-in votes. To do so, the first judge 
counts the total number of ballots with write-in votes. The second judge shall recount 
the total number of ballots with write-in votes. If the totals from both judges match, the 
result shall be documented in the Hand Count Tally Sheet. 

2. The inspector shall announce the specific race to be counted, identify that race on the 
ballot, and separate out ballots with over-votes or no selection for that race. The two 
judges shall confirm that the inspector performs this step correctly. 

3. The inspector shall announce the first candidate/selection listed in the race and begin 
the stacking process for that candidate/selection: 

- The Hand Count Board members shall hold up the ballots one at a time and 
declare the voter’s choice for the specific candidate/selection in the race. All 
ballots with a vote for that candidate/selection shall be placed in one stack (the 
“yes” stack) and all ballots with a vote for any other candidate/selection in the 

 
80 Because no Arizona counties currently use accessible voting machines that independently tabulate votes 
or produce a VVPAT rather than a paper ballot for tabulation, the three-person call-out method used in that 
circumstance is not addressed in detail in this version of the Elections Procedures Manual. Interested 
persons may consult Chapter 11, Section VII of the 2019 Elections Procedures Manual for a description of 
the three-person call-out method previously used in Arizona by applicable counties. Should any county 
revert to using accessible voting machines that independently tabulate votes or produce a VVPAT, the 
county must follow the three-person call-out method described in the 2019 Elections Procedures Manual 
when conducting the post-election hand count audit.  
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race shall be placed in a separate stack (the “no” or “other” stack). The judges 
and inspector shall view each ballot and ensure that the ballot was placed in the 
right stack.  

- After the sorting process is complete, one judge shall count each pile in stacks of 
10 or 25 (or another agreed-upon, pre-determined number) and then the other 
judge shall recount each stack. The inspector shall enter the number of ballots in 
each stack onto the Hand Count Tally Sheet. 

- The inspector shall move the “yes” stack aside, perform the stacking process for 
the next candidate/selection in the race using the ballots in the “no” or “other” 
stack, and repeat until done recording totals for all candidates/selections on the 
Hand Count Tally Sheet. 

• If the race being counted is for multiple seats (e.g., vote for two), it will be 
necessary to go through entire set of ballots for each candidate, without the 
option of setting aside the “yes” stack as described in the prior step. 

- If there is any question about the intent of the voter, the determination of voter 
intent must be made by unanimous consent of all three Hand Count Board 
members using the standards established in Chapter 11, Section IX. If a 
unanimous decision cannot be reached by the Hand Count Board, the officer in 
charge of elections shall make the final decision regarding the voter’s intent. A 
notation of the final decision shall be logged on the tally sheet and the inspector 
shall place the ballot into the proper stack for counting.  

4. After completing the stacking process, the inspector shall place the ballots with write-
in votes back in the write-in envelope and keep those ballots separated from the regular 
ballots if write-in votes were not already tabulated and ballots with write-in votes were 
segregated from ballots without write-in votes. 

2. Processing Regular Ballots 

1. The first judge shall count the total number of regular ballots. The second judge shall 
recount the total number of regular ballots. If the totals from both judges match, the 
result shall be documented in the Hand Count Tally Sheet. 

2. The inspector announces the specific race to be counted, identifies that race on the 
ballot, and separates out ballots with over-votes or no selection for that race. The two 
judges shall confirm that the inspector performs this step correctly. 

3. The inspector announces the first candidate/selection listed in the race and begins the 
stacking process for that candidate/selection, using the same procedure described 
above for ballots with write-in votes. The stacking process is repeated for each race to 
be hand counted.  

4. After completing the stacking process, the inspector shall place the regular ballots back 
in the regular ballot envelope and keep those ballots separated from the ballots with 
write-in votes. 
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 PROCEDURES FOR CONDUCTING THE HAND COUNT 

The officer in charge of elections must commence the hand count with a public announcement and 
explanation of the procedure. The hand count must begin within 24 hours after the polls close on 
Election Day and must be completed before the county canvass. A.R.S. § 16-602(I). The start of 
the hand count can be defined as the official training of the Hand Count Board members, selection 
of the precincts and races, coordinating the hand count with the party leaders, or any other activity 
that furthers the progress of the hand count for that election. 
 
Hand count board members shall not bring cellular phones, other electronic devices, or pens with 
black or blue ink into the official hand counting area. 
 
Throughout the hand count, the officer in charge of elections must retain custody and control of 
all hand counted ballots. A.R.S. § 16-602(H). 

 Precinct Hand Count  

1. Precinct Hand Count Process 
 
The initial precinct hand count must be conducted according to the following procedure for each 
race selected for the hand count. 

1. The officer in charge of elections: (i) ensures each board is properly assembled and has 
been provided all necessary forms and supplies; (ii) apportions ballots to the Hand Count 
Boards; and (iii) announces which specific race will be hand counted. The boards are not 
provided with the electronically tabulated results for any race at this time. 

2. The inspector or one of the judges fills out a Hand Audit Tally Sheet (see sample forms 
in Chapter 17) for each race to be hand counted.81 The inspector signs each Hand Audit 
Tally Sheet. All Hand Audit Tally Sheets from the precinct hand count shall be provided 
to the officer in charge of elections after completion. 

a. Each judge shall fill out the top of the Hand Audit Tally Sheet, listing the 
precinct/polling location name, precinct/polling location number, inspector name 
and their name as the judge. Each judge shall also check the box for the proper 
election type. 

b. For a candidate race, list each candidate’s name on a separate counting line of the 
Hand Audit Tally Sheet. For ballot measures, list “Yes” on the first counting line 
and “No” on the second counting line. 

3. The Hand Count Board shall hand count each group of ballots using the stacking method 
described in Section VII(A) above.  

 
81 See Sample Count Tally Sheet – Stacking Method, and Hand Count Tally Sheet – Three-Person Call Out 
Method, in Chapter 17. 
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4. The Hand Count Board shall list the totals for each candidate on the appropriate Hand 
Audit Tally Sheet. Each precinct/polling location shall have one Hand Audit Tally Sheet 
for the optical/digital scan ballots and one for the accessible voting devices, unless the 
accessible voting device produces a paper ballot read by a tabulation unit and those paper 
ballots were hand counted using the stacking method. At this point, the hand count results 
for the batch is compared to the machine count results and the inspector initials the Hand 
Count Tally Sheet to indicate that there are no discrepancies in the batch totals.  

5. The officer in charge of elections shall create a Precinct Hand Count Margin Worksheet 
(see sample form in Chapter 17) for each race that was hand counted and calculate the 
hand count margin using the Precinct Hand Count Margin Worksheet and following the 
steps below in the presence of the county political party chairpersons (or designees): 

a. Fill out Top of Form. Fill out the date of the election. Indicate the proper election 
(general, special, primary, or PPE). State the race category that the worksheet is for 
(presidential elector, statewide candidate, statewide ballot, federal candidate, or 
state legislative candidate). List the specific race (e.g., State Senator, Corporation 
Commission/Democrat). List the hand count round (1st hand count, 2nd hand 
count, expanded hand count, or full hand count). 

b. Enter Hand Count Totals. For each precinct/polling location that was hand 
counted, enter separately the hand count totals for the optical/digital scan ballots 
and the hand count totals for the accessible voting devices. These totals will come 
directly from the Hand Count Tally Sheets. Each candidate’s counts or yes/no 
counts for ballot measures from the Hand Count Tally Sheet must be listed in the 
table. The total number of hand counted votes shall be calculated and noted in the 
worksheet. 

c. Enter Machine Count Totals. For each precinct/polling location that was hand 
counted, enter separately the machine totals for the optical/digital scan ballots and 
the machine totals for the accessible voting devices. These totals will come directly 
from Election Management Systems. Each candidate’s counts or yes/no counts for 
ballot measures from the Hand Count Tally Sheet must be listed in the table. The 
total number of machine counted votes shall be calculated and noted in the 
worksheet.  

d. Calculate Absolute Difference. For each candidate’s total or ballot measure’s 
yes/no total, calculate the absolute difference between the hand count and the 
machine count. The absolute difference is the difference between the two numbers 
listed as a positive value (e.g., [100 – 99] or [99 – 100] will both have an absolute 
value of one). The total absolute value for each precinct/machine type shall be 
calculated and noted in the worksheet.  

e. Calculate Grand Totals. Add up all the machine count totals for a particular race 
category to calculate the “Grand Total Machine Count.” Add up all the absolute 
differences for a particular race category to calculate the “Grand Total Absolute 
Difference.”  
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f. Calculate Hand Count Margin. Divide the “Grand Total Absolute Difference” by 
the “Grand Total Machine Count” and multiply the result by 100 to calculate the 
margin in a percentage form.   

6. Compare the hand count margin for each race to the designated margin established by the 
Vote Count Verification Committee (established by the Secretary of State pursuant to 
A.R.S. § 16-602(K)) to determine if it is in the acceptable range or if a second or expanded 
precinct hand count is required. The applicable designated margin is available on the 
Secretary of State’s website at https://www.azsos.gov/elections/voting-election/voting-
equipment.  

7. If the calculated margin for the specific race from the Precinct Hand Count Margin 
Worksheet is less than the designated margin for the precinct hand count established by the 
Vote Count Verification Committee, the precinct hand count will be deemed concluded 
and the results of the electronic tabulation will constitute the official count for that race. 
The officer in charge of elections shall indicate on the Hand Count Cumulative Sheet that 
the count is complete, and the officer in charge of elections and the chairperson (or 
designee) from each political party present shall sign the sheet. 

2. Second Precinct Hand Count 
 
If any hand counted race results in a calculated margin that is equal to or greater than the designated 
margin for the precinct hand count, a second precinct hand count of that race and of those same 
ballots shall be performed. A new Precinct Hand Count Margin Worksheet shall be created for the 
second precinct hand count for the race in question.  
 
If the second precinct hand count results in a calculated margin that is less than the designated 
margin, the precinct hand count will be concluded and the results of the electronic tabulation will 
constitute the official count for that race. A.R.S. § 16-602(C). The officer in charge of elections 
shall indicate on the Hand Count Cumulative Sheet that the count is complete, and the officer in 
charge of elections and the chairperson (or designee) from each political party present shall sign 
the sheet.  

3. Expanded Precinct Hand Count 
 
If the second precinct hand count results in a margin that is equal to or greater than the designated 
margin, the precinct hand count shall be expanded to include a total of twice the original number 
of randomly selected precincts/polling locations. Those additional precincts/polling locations 
(equal to the original number of randomly selected precincts/polling locations, so that the total 
number of ballots hand counted is twice the original number) shall be selected in accordance with 
the process set forth in Section IV. If the remaining number of precincts/polling locations for a 
race is less than the original number of precincts/polling locations selected for the first hand count, 
then the total remaining precincts/polling locations shall be included in the expanded hand count. 
A.R.S. § 16-602(C). A new Precinct Hand Count Margin Worksheet shall be created for the 
expanded Precinct Hand Count race in question.  
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If the calculated margin for the expanded precinct hand count (as calculated based on the results 
of the original hand count plus the expanded hand count) is less than the designated precinct hand 
count margin, the precinct hand count will be concluded and the results of the electronic tabulation 
will constitute the official count for that race. A.R.S. § 16-602(D). The officer in charge of 
elections shall indicate on the Hand Count Cumulative Sheet that the count is complete, and the 
officer in charge of elections and the chairperson (or designee) from each political party present 
shall sign the sheet.  

4. Full Precinct Hand Count 
 
If the expanded precinct hand count results in a calculated margin that is equal to or greater than 
the designated precinct hand count margin, the precinct hand count shall be extended to include 
the entire jurisdiction for that race. If the jurisdictional boundary for that race includes any portion 
of more than one county, the full precinct hand count shall not be extended into the 
precincts/polling locations that are outside of the county that is conducting the full precinct hand 
count. A new Precinct Hand Count Margin Worksheet shall be created for the full precinct hand 
count race.  
 
If necessary, the officer in charge of elections may work with the county political party 
chairpersons (or designees) to select additional Hand Count Board members using the same 
selection procedure for the initial Hand Count Board members. 
 
The full hand count must be repeated for a particular race until the results of a full hand count are 
identical to the results of another full hand count for that race. When an identical hand count result 
is achieved, the hand count (not the electronic tabulation) constitutes the official result for the race 
in that county. The precinct hand count totals shall be added to the total count of early ballots, 
provisional ballots, conditional provisional ballots, and write-in votes to determine the final count 
and the officer in charge of elections shall report that final count to the Secretary of State. A.R.S. 
§ 16-602(D)-(E). 

 Early Ballot Hand Count 

The early ballot hand count is a hand count of a percentage of early ballots actually voted. The 
number of early ballots to be counted is 1% of the total number of early ballots cast or 5,000 early 
ballots, whichever is less. Each machine used for early ballot tabulation shall have at least one 
batch included in the early ballot hand count, and batch sizes may not exceed 400 ballots. A.R.S. 
§ 16-602(F). 

1. Early Ballot Hand Count Process 
 
The selected early ballots shall be hand counted according to the following procedure for each race 
selected for the early ballot hand count. 

1. Prior to beginning the tabulation of early ballots, the officer in charge of elections shall 
determine the total number of early ballots sent for the election. From this number the 
officer in charge of elections shall calculate a number that equals 1% of the number or 
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5,000, whichever is less. Because the number of early ballots voted (including in-person 
early voting) will generally be lower than the number of early ballots sent, this calculation 
should yield a number of ballots that meets or exceeds the number of early ballots required 
to be hand counted.  

2. The officer in charge of elections shall then determine the number and size of the batches. 
The number of batches must be enough to include at least one batch per machine used for 
early ballot tabulation. That number must then be doubled to account for the possibility of 
an expansion from 1% to 2% of early ballots required to be hand counted. The batch size 
can be any amount up to 400 ballots. The size of the batch should start with the 1% number 
divided by the number of machines used for early ballot tabulation. The table below 
provides some examples.  

 
 County A County B County C 

Number of early ballots sent to voters 4,000 60,000 800,000 

Number of machines used for early ballot 
tabulation 

2 4 3 

1% of early ballots sent to voters, or 5,000, 
whichever is less 

40 600 5,000 

2% of early ballots sent to voters, or 10,000, 
whichever is less (in case expansion is needed) 

80 1,200 10,000 

Size of Batches 20 150 400 (max) 

Number of Batches Required to Meet 1% (40/20)   = 
2 

(600/150) = 
4 

(5,000/400) = 
13 

Number of Batches Required to Meet 2% (80/20)   = 
4 

(1,200/150) 
= 8 

(10,000/400) 
= 25 

3. The county political party chairpersons (or designees) will work with the officer in charge 
of elections to randomly select one or more batches of early ballots included in the initial 
tabulation, including at least one batch from each machine used to tabulate early ballots. 
The officer in charge of elections shall securely sequester those ballots, along with their 
unofficial tally reports, for use in the early ballot hand count.  
a. Every precaution should be taken to ensure that no partial or complete tallies of the 

early election board be released or divulged before all precincts have reported or one 
hour after the closing of the polls on Election Day, whichever occurs first.  

4. From the sequestered early ballots, the officer in charge of elections will randomly select 
the required number of early ballots with which to conduct a hand count of the same races 
that are being hand counted in the precinct hand count and create batches consisting of up 
to 400 ballots per batch. The total number of ballots divided into batches shall satisfy the 
total number of early ballots required to be hand counted. At least one batch shall be created 
from early ballots tabulated on each machine used for tabulating early ballots. The batches 
may be selected from any presorted early ballot returns from Step 3 above. The batches 
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used for the early ballot hand count need not correspond to the precincts/polling locations 
selected for the precinct hand count. The names of the candidates may vary among the 
batches if necessary. The machine counts of the races in this category shall be added 
together and measured against the hand counts of the races in this category to determine if 
the total margin of difference falls within the designated margin. 

5. If a county has an EMS that can produce sub-reports of results, then the officer in charge 
of elections will complete the steps necessary to create a batch report for each batch and 
print out the sub-report. 

6. The ballots included in a batch, as well as the baseline and batch tally reports, will be 
clearly labeled and sequestered separate from any other ballots or batches. The machine 
that the batches of early ballots were counted on shall be identified and listed with the 
batch. Each batch may include a stack of regular ballots and a stack of ballots with write-
in votes. 

7. This process shall continue until a sufficient number of batches have been created. 
8. On Election Day, the officer in charge of elections shall calculate the exact number of early 

ballots tallied up to that point in time plus the estimated number of additional early ballots 
expected to be received by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. From this number, the officer in 
charge of elections shall calculate a number equaling 1% of the estimated total early ballots. 
This number (or 5,000, whichever is less) shall serve as the minimum number of ballots to 
audit. 

9. The political party chairpersons shall randomly select one or more batches until enough 
ballots have been selected to equal the number of ballots to audit. 

10. If needed, for each race selected for audit, the officer in charge of elections shall calculate 
the electronic total for the race by subtracting the batch tally total for that race from the 
baseline tally total for that race. This shall be done for all selected batches. All races 
selected for the precinct hand count shall also be hand counted in the early ballot hand 
count. For the early ballot hand count, the races shall be listed in Section C of the Master 
Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet. 

11. A Hand Count Tally Sheet shall be created for each selected contested race listed on the 
Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet. 

12. The Hand Count Board members shall then perform a hand count of the optical/digital scan 
ballots using the stacking method.  

13. The officer in charge of elections shall add all hand count results together for each race, 
including any accessible voting device results, add all electronic results together for each 
race, including any accessible voting device, and calculate the margin of difference using 
the Early Ballot Hand Count Margin Worksheet as follows: 

a. Fill out Top of Form. Fill out the date of the election. Indicate the proper election 
(general, special, primary, or PPE) and the race category that the worksheet is for 
(presidential elector, statewide candidate, statewide ballot, federal candidate, or 
state legislative candidate). List the specific race (e.g., State Senator, Corporation 
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Commission/Democrat). List the hand count round (1st hand count, 2nd hand 
count, expanded hand count or full hand count). 

b. Enter Hand Count Totals. Enter separately the hand count totals for the 
optical/digital scan ballots and the hand count totals for the accessible voting 
devices. These totals will come directly from the Hand Count Tally Sheets. Each 
candidate’s counts or yes/no counts for ballot measures from the Hand Count Tally 
Sheet must be listed in the table. The total number of hand counted votes shall be 
calculated and noted in the worksheet. 

c. Enter Machine Count Totals. Enter separately the machine totals for the 
optical/digital scan ballots and the machine totals for the accessible voting devices. 
These totals will come directly from Election Management Systems. Each 
candidate’s counts or yes/no counts for ballot measures from the Hand Count Tally 
Sheet must be listed in the table. The total number of machine counted votes shall 
be calculated and noted in the worksheet.  

d. Calculate Absolute Difference. For each candidate’s total or ballot measure 
yes/no total, calculate the absolute difference between the hand count and the 
machine count. The absolute difference is the difference between the two numbers 
listed as a positive value (e.g., [100 – 99] or [99 – 100] will both have an absolute 
value of one).  

e. Calculate Grand Totals. Add up all the machine count totals for a particular race 
category to calculate the “Grand Total Machine Count.” Add up all the absolute 
differences for a particular race category to calculate the “Grand Total Absolute 
Difference.”  

f. Calculate Hand Count Margin. Divide the “Grand Total Absolute Difference” by 
the “Grand Total Machine Count” and multiply the result by 100 to calculate the 
margin in a percentage form.   

 
If the margin of difference between the manual count of early ballots compared to the electronic 
tabulation of those ballots is less than the designated early ballot hand count margin, the electronic 
tabulation shall be the official count of the race and included in the canvass. No further hand count 
of the early ballots shall be conducted. A.R.S. § 16-602(F). The officer in charge of elections shall 
indicate on the Early Ballot Hand Count Margin Worksheet that the count is complete, and the 
officer in charge of elections and the chairperson (or designee) from each political party present 
shall sign the sheet.  

2. Second Early Ballot Hand Count 
 
If the margin of difference is equal to or greater than the designated early ballot hand count margin 
for any race, the Hand Count Board shall repeat the hand count of the same early ballots for that 
race. 
 
If the second early ballot hand count results in a margin that is less than the designated margin, the 
early ballot hand count will be concluded, and the results of the electronic tabulation will constitute 
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the official count for that race. No further hand count of the early ballots shall be conducted. A.R.S. 
§ 16-602(F). The officer in charge of elections shall indicate on the Hand Count Cumulative Sheet 
that the count is complete, and the officer in charge of elections and the chairperson (or designee) 
from each political party present shall sign the sheet.  

3. Expanded Early Ballot Hand Count 
 
If the margin is equal to or greater than the designated early ballot hand count margin for any race, 
the Hand Count Board shall conduct an expanded early ballot hand count for that race, to include 
a number of additional early ballots equal to 1% of the total early ballots cast or an additional 5,000 
ballots, whichever is less, to be randomly selected from the batch or batches of sequestered early 
ballots. The Hand Count Board shall hand count the additional early ballots using the steps spelled 
out in Chapter 11, Section VIII(B)(1) above. A.R.S. § 16-602(F). 
 
To calculate the hand count margin for the expanded early ballot hand count, add the first and 
expanded electronic count and add the first and expanded hand count together and then calculate 
the margin using the equation in Step 13 in Chapter 11, Section VIII(B)(1) above. 
 
If the expanded early ballot audit results in a difference for that race that is equal to or greater than 
the designated early ballot hand count margin, the manual counts shall be expanded for that race 
until a manual count results in a margin that is less than the designated margin, or until all early 
ballots for that race have been hand counted, whichever occurs first.  
 
All results shall be documented in writing and signed by the officer in charge of elections and the 
chairperson (or designee) from each political party present. The officer in charge of elections shall 
label the ballots used for the early ballot hand count and preserve them separately. A.R.S. § 16-
602(F). 

 Review of Election Program by a Special Master 

If a full jurisdiction-wide hand count is necessary, the Secretary of State must make available the 
escrowed election program source code for that county’s election equipment to the superior court 
for that county. The superior court for that county must then appoint a special master to review the 
election program.  
 
The special master must: 

1. Have expertise in software engineering; 
2. Not be affiliated with an election equipment or software vendor; 
3. Not be affiliated with a candidate who appeared on the ballot in that county; 
4. Be bound by a signed nondisclosure agreement with respect to the contents of the election 

program. 
 
The special master must prepare a public report to the superior court and to the Secretary of State 
with their findings on any discrepancies found in the election program. 
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The Secretary of State’s Election Equipment Certification Committee must review this report 
when considering the continued certification of that election equipment and software. A.R.S. § 16-
602(J). 

 STANDARD FOR DETERMINING VOTER INTENT IN HAND 
COUNT 

Ballots with vote choices that were marked improperly, corrected or erased, or otherwise read as 
blank or unclear by the electronic tabulation machine have likely been duplicated using the 
procedures in Chapter 10, Section II(D) prior to being tabulated and/or committed to the EMS. 
Where necessary, the Hand Count Board members must also determine the voter’s intent on such 
ballots, using the following standards: 

1. If the voter selected more than the allowed number of selections for a particular race and 
the voter’s intended choice(s) cannot be positively determined, then no vote is counted for 
any candidate for that race or for or against that ballot measure. 

2. If the voter did not select any choice for a particular race or ballot question, then no vote is 
counted for any candidate for that race or for or against that ballot measure. 

3. If the voter clearly and unambiguously indicated their intended vote choice on the face of 
the ballot in a manner consistently used throughout the rest of the ballot but the vote choice 
was nonetheless unreadable by the electronic tabulation equipment, either due to the voter 
marking the ballot using an improper method or for other reasons, the Hand Count Board 
must count the voter’s intended choice in the hand count.  

• If the voter properly marked the ballot (for example, filled in the oval or connected 
the arrow) but the ballot face includes other extraneous marks, the extraneous marks 
should be disregarded and the Hand Count Board must consider the properly 
marked vote choice as the voter’s intended selection.  

4. If the voter attempted to erase or undo their original vote choice, the Hand Count Board 
must determine which mark is clearest and count it as the proper vote choice.  

5. If the voter marked the ballot using an improper method (for example, circling a vote choice 
rather than filling an oval) such that the selections were unreadable by the electronic 
tabulation equipment, but the markings indicate the clear and unambiguous intent of the 
voter and the improper method is consistently used throughout the rest of the ballot, the 
Hand Count Board must count the voter’s selections in the hand count, even if a ballot is 
slightly defaced or soiled. 

 
The Hand Count Board members must reach a unanimous decision as to voter intent. If the Hand 
Count Board members are unable to reach a unanimous decision in a particular race, the officer in 
charge of elections shall make the final determination of voter intent. A.R.S. § 16-602(G). 
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 HAND COUNT OF RECOUNTED ELECTIONS 

A precinct hand count audit must also be conducted following a court-ordered recount pursuant to 
A.R.S. § 16-661 through A.R.S. § 16-663(B). This means any ballots that have been electronically 
re-tabulated for purposes of a recount are treated as if a new election took place and therefore are 
again subject to hand count audit requirements. 
 
The same procedures for a precinct hand count shall be followed except that the officer in charge 
of elections and the political parties must conduct a hand count of at least 5% of precincts for the 
recounted race. A.R.S. § 16-663(B). In counties that conduct vote center-based elections, the 
officer in charge of elections and the political parties must conduct a hand count of at least 2% of 
the total number of ballots that were subject to the recount. 

 REPORTING RESULTS OF THE HAND COUNT 

Within two business days of the completion of the precinct hand count and early voting hand count, 
and prior to the county canvass, the officer in charge of elections must electronically submit a 
report to the Secretary of State that includes the following information: 

• Dates of the precinct and early ballot hand counts; 
• Precincts or vote centers selected for the precinct hand count; 
• Races selected, as well as a Master List of All Contested Races; 
• Summary of the results by precinct/voting location and race for both the electronically 

tabulated vote totals and the hand counted totals; and 
• The margins from the hand count when compared to the electronically tabulated results. 

 
County-appropriate versions of the following sample forms, available in Chapter 17, may be 
submitted to the Secretary of State’s Office for reporting purposes:  

• Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet 
• Master List of All Contested Races 
• Precinct Hand Count Report 
• Early Ballot Audit Hand Count Report  
• Aggregate Precinct Hand Count Report 
• Aggregate Early Ballot Audit Hand Count Report  
• Hand Count/Early Ballot Audit Report 

 
The Secretary of State must post the results submitted by the counties on the Secretary of State’s 
website. A.R.S. § 16-602(I). 
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CHAPTER 12:  
OTHER POST-ELECTION DAY PROCEDURES 

 

 REPORTING ELECTION RESULTS 

The officer in charge of elections may publicly release partial or complete results of the early ballot 
tabulation at the earlier of: 

• The time when all ballots cast on Election Day at voting locations have been tabulated and 
publicly reported; or 

• One hour after all polls under the jurisdiction of the officer in charge of elections have 
closed on Election Day. 

 
Polls presumptively close at 7:00 p.m. on Election Day unless extended by court order. A.R.S. § 
16-551(C); A.R.S. § 16-565(A).82  
 
For elections involving a federal, statewide, or legislative candidate race or a statewide ballot 
measure, the officer in charge of elections must promptly transmit those election results to the 
Secretary of State, prior to or immediately after making those results public. For the initial 
transmission of election results on Election Day, and as additional results are tabulated prior to the 
county canvass, the officer in charge of elections must transmit election results to the Secretary of 
State in the required electronic format using an application specified by the Secretary of State. 
A.R.S. § 16-622(B). 

 CONDUCTING POST-ELECTION LOGIC & ACCURACY TEST 

A post-election logic and accuracy (L&A) test of tabulation equipment must be performed by the 
officer in charge of elections after the official count has been completed but before the county 
canvass. 
 
The post-election L&A test must be performed using the same election program and tabulation 
equipment used for the pre-election L&A test and the election. The same test ballots and test script 
from the pre-election L&A test must be utilized.  
 
The post-election L&A test should generate the same results as the pre-election L&A test, after 
which the officer in charge of elections shall execute a certification of accuracy or otherwise 
document the results. If the post-election L&A test does not yield the same results, the officer in 
charge of elections should visually assess the test ballots and/or voting equipment for errors or 

 
82 Although Arizona does not observe Daylight Savings Time (DST), the Navajo Nation, including those 
portions in Arizona, does. Therefore, when DST is in effect in the Navajo Nation, voting locations in the 
Navajo Nation presumptively close at 7:00 p.m. DST unless extended by court order.  
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malfunctions and run the test again. If the problem still cannot be resolved, the officer in charge 
of elections should contact the Secretary of State and/or the County Attorney for further assistance. 

 FILING FEDERAL POST-ELECTION REPORTS 

 Election Assistance Commission Reporting 

Within 90 days after a federal general election (or any later date established by the federal Election 
Assistance Commission (EAC)), the Secretary of State must submit a comprehensive post-election 
report to the EAC in accordance with the format prescribed by the EAC. The report must be 
prepared in conjunction with, and based on data from, County Recorders and/or the other officers 
in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-142(B). 

 Department of Justice UOCAVA Reporting 

At the request of the United States Department of Justice, the Secretary of State must report the 
following information following a federal election: 

• The number of UOCAVA ballots requested for the election; 
• The number of UOCAVA ballots timely transmitted; and 
• The number of UOCAVA ballots that were not timely transmitted. 

 
If the County Recorder believes that UOCAVA ballots will be transmitted late, the County 
Recorder should notify the Secretary of State as soon as practicable. 
 
County Recorders must provide the required data to the Secretary of State in order to meet the 
federal reporting requirements. 52 U.S.C. § 20308.  

 POST-ELECTION REIMBURSEMENT REQUESTS 

 Reimbursement for Conducting Local Election 

Within 90 days after conducting an election on behalf of a local jurisdiction, the County Recorder 
or other officer in charge of elections must prepare an accounting report which itemizes all 
expenditures incurred by the county in administering the election. The report must include the 
specific charges for each local jurisdiction which participated in the election. Local jurisdictions 
that participated in the election may request and receive a copy of the report. A.R.S. § 16-205(D). 

 Reimbursement for PPE Expenses 

Within 90 days after a PPE, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections should 
submit a proper claim to the Secretary of State for reimbursement of expenses incurred in 
conducting the election. The claim must include the number of registered voters in the county as 
of January 2 of the PPE year. 
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The Secretary of State must reimburse each county that submitted a claim at the specified statutory 
rate per active registered voter in the county as of January 2. A.R.S. § 16-250(B). 
 
The Secretary of State may reimburse a county at a rate greater than $1.25 per active registered 
voter, in the Secretary of State’s discretion, if the County Recorder or other officer in charge of 
elections: (1) submitted a proper claim that outlined the county’s actual expenses to conduct the 
PPE; and (2) demonstrates that reimbursement at the statutory rate would significantly jeopardize 
the county’s ability to comply with federal and state law. A.R.S. § 16-250(B). 

 Reimbursement for Sample Ballots 

The Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections shall seek reimbursement from the 
Secretary of State for each sample ballot mailed to a county household. The Board of Supervisors 
or officer must present a certified claim that specifies the actual cost for printing, labeling and 
postage, along with supporting documentation. The Secretary of State shall direct payment of such 
authenticated claims from funds of the Secretary of State’s Office. A.R.S. § 16-510(C). 
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CHAPTER 13:  
CERTIFYING ELECTION RESULTS 

 

 DETERMINING ELECTION RESULTS 

In a partisan primary election:  
• The candidate who receives the largest number of votes must be declared the party nominee 

for that office and issued a certificate of nomination by the Board of Supervisors (or 
designee).  

- If more than one candidate may be nominated, the candidates who receive the 
largest number of votes will be declared nominees and issued certificates of 
nomination in accordance with the number to be nominated. Nomination entitles 
the candidate to be placed on the general election ballot.  

A.R.S. § 16-645(A), (F).  
• In order for a write-in candidate to become the nominee of a party with continued 

representation on the ballot, the candidate: 
- Must receive the largest number of votes; and 
- Must receive at least as many votes as the number of nomination petition signatures 

required to appear on the primary election ballot for that office. 
 
At the general election: 

• Unless otherwise specified in law, the candidate who receives the largest number of votes 
must be declared elected to that office and issued a certificate of election by the Board of 
Supervisors (or designee), A.R.S. § 16-647; A.R.S. § 16-650; and 

• A ballot measure that is approved by a majority of votes cast for the measure will be 
declared to be law, Ariz. Const. Art. IV, Pt. 1, § 1(13). 

- If two or more conflicting measures (in whole or in part) are approved by voters at 
the same election, the measure with the most votes will prevail with respect to any 
provisions that are in conflict. Ariz. Const. Art. IV, Pt. 1, § 1(12). 

- Upon completion of the canvass by the Secretary of State, the Governor will issue 
a proclamation of the votes cast for and against any constitutional amendments, 
initiatives, and referenda, and declare those approved by a majority to be law. 
A.R.S. § 16-651. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-649 specifies the result of the election in the event of a tie.  
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 CANVASSING THE ELECTION 

The governing body conducting an election must meet and canvass the election results of each 
precinct or election district. The purpose of the canvass is to officially certify the election. The 
canvass includes vote totals for all races tabulated by voting equipment (including early ballots, 
regular ballots, and provisional ballots) and write-in votes. 
 
A canvass must be conducted by the statutory deadline, but should not be conducted until all 
necessary audits by the Audit Board have been completed to verify the accuracy and integrity of 
the election results. See Chapter 10, Section II(I). 

 County Board of Supervisors Canvassing Duties 

A Board of Supervisors must canvass the official election results in a public meeting. The official 
election results must include the following information: 

1. A Statement of Votes Cast, which includes: 
a. The number of ballots cast in each precinct and in the county;  
b. The number of ballots rejected in each precinct and in the county; 
c. The titles of the offices up for election and the names of the persons (along with the 

party designation, if any, of each person) running to fill those offices;  
d. The number of votes for each candidate by precinct and in the county;  
e. The number and a brief title of each ballot measure; and 
f. The number of votes for and against each ballot measure by precinct and in the 

county. 
A.R.S. § 16-646. 

2. A cumulative Official Final Report, which includes: 
a. The total number of precincts; 
b. The total number of ballots cast; 
c. The total number of registered voters eligible for the election; 
d. The number of votes for each candidate by district or division, including a 

designation showing which candidate received the highest number of votes;  
• In a PPE, the number of votes for each candidate by congressional district; 
• In a primary election, the report must contain the party designation for each 

office; whereas in a general election, the report must contain the party 
designation for each candidate; 

e. The number of votes for and against each ballot measure by district, including a 
designation of which choice received the highest number of votes; and 

f. The total number of votes in each district or division. 
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3. A Write-In Votes Report, which includes the name and number of votes for each authorized 
write-in candidate by precinct (if not already included in the reports above). 

1. Deadline to Canvass Results 
 
The Board of Supervisors should canvass the election results only after all necessary audits have 
been performed and any discrepancies have been addressed by the County Recorder or other 
officer in charge of elections.  
 
Assuming all prerequisites have been met, the Board of Supervisors must canvass the election by 
the required deadline, which varies by type of election. 

• For primary elections and PPEs, the Board of Supervisors must canvass the results within 
14 days after the election. A.R.S. § 16-241(C); A.R.S. § 16-645(B). 

• For all other elections held on a consolidated election date (including general elections), 
the Board of Supervisors must canvass between six and 20 days after the election. A.R.S. 
§ 16-642(A). 

• For special elections, the Board of Supervisors must canvass the election according to the 
deadline established in the order calling the election.  

2. Scope of Duty to Canvass 
 
The Board of Supervisors may postpone the canvass on a day-to-day basis if the results from any 
precinct are missing. If precinct results are still missing after six postponements, the Board of 
Supervisors must canvass the remaining election results. A.R.S. § 16-642(C). 
 
The Board of Supervisors has a non-discretionary duty to canvass the returns as provided by the 
County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections and has no authority to change vote totals 
or reject the election results. 

3. Preserving and Transmitting Canvass Results 
 
Once the Board of Supervisors has certified the election results, the Official Final Report and 
Statement of Votes Cast from the canvass must be published on the website of the officer in charge 
of elections. An original signed canvass should be preserved as a permanent record by the Board 
of Supervisors.  
 
For any elections that include a federal, statewide, or legislative office, or a statewide ballot 
measure, the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections must transmit the official 
canvass to the Secretary of State (in an electronic format determined by the Secretary of State) 
within the applicable statutory deadline. A.R.S. § 16-645(B). In addition, a certified copy must be 
promptly mailed to the Secretary of State to be preserved as a permanent record. 
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If the county conducted an election on behalf of a local jurisdiction, the Board of Supervisors or 
officer in charge of elections should promptly transmit a copy of the official canvass to those 
jurisdictions as well.  

4. Post-Canvass Reports 

 Provisional Ballot Report 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must submit a provisional ballot report 
to the Secretary of State with the primary and general election canvasses. The Secretary of State 
may require the counties to use a uniform electronic media format provided by the Secretary of 
State for the report. The report must contain the following information about provisional ballots 
cast at that election: 

1. The number of voters in each precinct; 
2. The number of provisional ballots cast in each precinct; 
3. The number of provisional ballots verified/counted in each precinct;  
4. The number of provisional ballots not verified/counted in each precinct, along with the 

reason for not doing so;  
5. The number of conditional provisional ballots cast in each precinct;  
6. The number of conditional provisional ballots verified/counted in each precinct; and  
7. Whether the uniform procedures were followed for determining whether a provisional 

ballot is counted or not counted. 

 Accessibility Report 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must submit an accessibility report to 
the Secretary of State within 30 days of the general election canvass (which includes information 
for both the primary and general election). The Secretary of State may require the counties to use 
a uniform electronic media format provided by the Secretary of State for the report. The report 
must contain the following information about the recently conducted elections: 

1. The number of early voting and Election Day voting locations in the county; 
2. The number of early voting and Election Day voting locations that were fully handicap-

accessible under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA); 
3. The number of early voting and Election Day voting locations that were not fully handicap-

accessible under the ADA. If some locations were not fully handicap-accessible, the report 
must identify: 
• The address or description of the voting location; 
• The number of voters registered in the precinct(s) in question (if the county conducts 

polling place-assigned elections); and 
• The number of ballots cast at the voting location;  
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4. If some locations were not fully handicap-accessible prior to use during the early voting 
period or on Election Day, the efforts undertaken prior to the election to either make the 
voting location fully accessible or identify an alternative location that was fully accessible;  

5. The measures being undertaken to bring inaccessible voting locations into compliance or 
to replace inaccessible voting locations with accessible locations; 

6. The alternative language accessibility provided for ballots, publicity pamphlets, voter 
registration forms and voter education materials, if applicable; and  

7. If the jurisdiction is covered under Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act, a summary of the 
steps taken to provide language assistance to voters, including appointment of bilingual 
poll workers, access to on-site or remote interpretation services, and the availability of an 
Election Terminology Glossary in the covered language(s). 

 Voter Education Report 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must submit a voter education report 
to the Secretary of State within 30 days of the general election canvass (which includes information 
for both the primary and general election). The Secretary of State may require the counties to use 
a uniform electronic media format provided by the Secretary of State. The report must contain the 
following information about the recently conducted elections: 

1. The percentage of voter turnout; 
2. The number of public service announcements about the election prior to the election, 

including during the 90-day period prior to election day, including a summary of media 
outreach (such as paid advertising, social media posts, public events, interviews, etc.); 

3. The number of voter education and outreach events, including seminars or community 
meetings that provided voter education; 

4. The number of locations where the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections 
provided voter information or equipment for public display and the length of time such 
information was on public display; and 

5. A comparison of all of the statistics referenced above with the same statistics from the 
previous equivalent federal election. 

 Early Voting Report 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must submit an early voting report to 
the Secretary of State within 30 days of the general election canvass (which includes information 
from both the primary and general election). The Secretary of State may require the counties to 
use a uniform electronic format provided by the Secretary of State. The report must contain the 
following information about the recently conducted elections:    

1. The number of locations where the County Recorder established in-person early voting 
locations, including: 
• The physical address or location description of each early voting location; 
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• The number of early ballots cast at each early voting location; and 
• The total number of early ballots cast in-person at all early voting locations; 

2. The number of early ballots transmitted to voters by mail; 
3. The number of replacement early ballots transmitted to voters by mail; 
4. The number of mailed early ballots returned by voters; 
5. The number of mailed and in-person early ballots that were verified and tabulated; 
6. The number of early ballots returned by voters that were not verified and tabulated, with 

the corresponding reason, including: 
• Received after 7:00 p.m. on Election Day; 
• Missing signature; 
• Signature not verified;  
• Returned in an unofficial envelope with no early ballot affidavit; and 
• Returned by a voter that already voted in-person. 

 Poll Worker Training Report 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must submit a poll worker report to 
the Secretary of State within 30 days of the general election canvass (which includes information 
for both the primary and general election). The Secretary of State may require the counties to use 
a uniform electronic media format provided by the Secretary of State. The report must contain the 
following information about the recently conducted elections: 

1. The number of poll workers trained; 
2. A description of the types of election board workers assigned to each voting location, 

including: 
• The number of inspectors, marshals, judges, and clerks assigned to each voting 

location;  
• The number of “premium” poll workers (if any) assigned to each voting location or 

other area;  
• The number of “troubleshooters” (if any) assigned to each voting location or other area; 

and 
• The number of student poll workers (if any) assigned to each voting location or other 

area. 
3.  A summary of the mechanism used to assess individual poll workers’ performance 

following the election;  
4. The number of provisional ballots cast at each voting location; and 
5. The number of signature rosters or e-pollbooks used at each voting location. 
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 Political Party Ballot Report 

Concurrently with submitting its primary election canvass, the County Recorder or other officer 
in charge of elections must file a report with the Secretary of State that identifies the total number 
of partisan ballots, by party, selected by voters registered as no party preference, independent, or 
any political party not recognized for continued representation on the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-645(B). 
 

 Secretary of State’s Canvassing Duties 

The Secretary of State must canvass the results for any elections that include a federal, statewide, 
or legislative office, state appellate court judges, and statewide ballot measures. 

1. Deadline to Canvass Results 
 
For primary elections and PPEs, the Secretary of State must canvass the results on or before the 
third Monday after the election. A.R.S. § 16-241(C); A.R.S. § 16-645(B). In the case of a PPE, the 
Secretary of State must promptly transmit the results to the state chairpersons of any political party 
that had candidates on the ballot. 
 
For a general election, the Secretary of State must canvass the results on the fourth Monday 
following the election. A.R.S. § 16-648(A). The Secretary of State must conduct the general 
election canvass at a public meeting and in the presence of the Governor and Attorney General. 
A.R.S. § 16-648(A). If any statewide ballot measures appeared on the ballot, the Secretary of State 
must canvass the results in the presence of the Governor and Chief Justice of the Arizona Supreme 
Court. A.R.S. § 16-648(B). 

2. Scope of Duty to Canvass 
 
The Secretary of State may postpone the canvass on a day-to-day basis if the results from any 
county are missing. A.R.S. § 16-648(C). All counties must transmit their canvasses to the 
Secretary of State, and the Secretary of State must conduct the statewide canvass, no later than 
30 days after the election. A.R.S. § 16-648(C). 
 
The Secretary of State has a non-discretionary duty to canvass the returns as provided by the 
counties and has no authority to change vote totals or reject the election results. 

3. Preserving and Transmitting Canvass Results 
 
Once the Secretary of State has certified the election results, the official canvass (along with the 
official final precinct level results files from each county) must be published on the Secretary of 
State’s website. An original signed canvass must be preserved as a permanent record.  
 
Following a general election with at least one statewide ballot measure, the Secretary of State must 
promptly transmit the results of each ballot measure to the Governor. A.R.S. § 16-648(B). 
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Following an electoral college to select the President of the United States, the Secretary of State 
must transmit Certificates of Ascertainment and Certificates of Vote to the Archivist of the United 
States, President of the United States Senate, and the Chief Judge of the United States District 
Court for the District of Arizona by the deadline provided under federal law. See 
https://www.archives.gov/electoral-college/state-officials.html. 

 City and Town Canvassing Duties 

A city or town council must canvass the official election results of city or town elections in a public 
meeting. A.R.S. § 16-403. 
 
A certified copy of the official canvass must be filed with the city or town clerk, which must be 
preserved as a permanent record. A.R.S. § 16-646(D). 

 Special Taxing District Canvassing Duties 

A special taxing district must canvass the official results for its elections in a public meeting and 
present the canvass results to the applicable Board of Supervisors at the Board’s next regularly 
scheduled meeting. A.R.S. § 16-642(B).  
 
For the purposes of an election contest pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-673, the canvass is not complete 
until the special taxing district results have been presented to the Board of Supervisors. A.R.S. § 
16-642(B). The clerk of the Board of Supervisors is responsible for maintaining and preserving 
the certified permanent copy of the official canvass. A.R.S. § 16-646(D). 

 County School Superintendent Canvassing Duties 

Within 30 days following the date of any school election, the County School Superintendent must 
meet with the Chairperson of the Board of Supervisors or designee to canvass the returns in 
accordance with procedures for the canvass of returns in a general election. A.R.S 15-426(B); 
A.R.S. § 15-302(A)(8). 
 
Within 14 days following the date of any community college district board election, the County 
School Superintendent must meet with the Chairperson of the Board of Supervisors or designee to 
canvass the returns in accordance with procedures for the canvass of returns in a general election. 
Any canvass conducted by the County School Superintendent in November of an even-numbered 
year shall be conducted as part of the county’s general election canvass.  A.R.S. § 15-1442(C). 

 CONDUCTING AN AUTOMATIC RECOUNT 

 Vote Margins that Trigger Recount 

A recount must be performed following a general, primary, special, or recall election if the margin 
of votes, based on the official canvass, between the two candidates receiving the highest number 
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of votes for a particular office, or the votes cast for and against a ballot measure, are equal to the 
lesser of: 

1. 1/10 of 1% or less of the total number of votes cast for the top two candidates or the ballot 
measure in question; or 

2. One of the following margins: 
• 200 votes for statewide or federal office where the total number of votes cast 

exceeded 25,000; 
• 200 votes for a ballot measure; 
• 50 votes for statewide or federal office where the total number of votes cast was 

25,000 or less; 
• 50 votes for state legislative office; or 
• 10 votes for county, city, or town office. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-661(A).83  
 
The automatic recount requirements do not apply for the following offices: 

• Precinct committeemen; 
• School district or joint technical education district board member; 
• Community college district board member; 
• Special taxing district board member; or 
• Presidential candidate in a PPE. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-249(B); A.R.S. § 16-661(B). 

 Method of Initiating a Recount 

If the official canvass demonstrates that a recount is required, the recount is automatically triggered 
but must be initiated by court order. A.R.S. § 16-662.  
 
Promptly following the canvass, the applicable filing officer must: 

• File a lawsuit in the appropriate superior court, citing to the applicable vote margin that 
triggered the automatic recount and including the canvass; 

 
83 See also A.R.S. § 16-537 (“The powers and duties conferred or imposed by law upon any public officer 
with respect to regular elections are conferred and imposed upon such officers with respect to special 
elections.”); A.R.S. § 19-215 (“The powers and duties conferred or imposed by law upon boards of election, 
registration officers, canvassing boards and other public officials who conduct general elections, are 
conferred and imposed upon similar officers conducting recall elections under the provisions of this article 
together with the penalties prescribed for the breach thereof.”) 
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• Consult with the applicable officer(s) in charge of elections and estimate the time period it 
will take to recount the affected ballots; and 

• Obtain a signed court order that initiates the recount and sets a court hearing to announce 
the results, and then distribute the order to the applicable officer(s) in charge of elections. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-662; A.R.S. § 16-663(A). A third-party may not request a recount as a matter of right. 

 Method of Conducting the Recount 

For any race other than the Secretary of State’s race, the Secretary of State is responsible for 
ensuring that the electronic voting equipment to be used for the recount is available and properly 
programmed. Unless the Board of Supervisors race is subject to an automatic recount, the 
Secretary of State may delegate this duty to the Board of Supervisors, who in turn may delegate 
this duty to the officer in charge of elections. If a Board of Supervisors race is subject to an 
automatic recount, the Secretary of State may directly delegate this responsibility to the officer(s) 
in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-664(A).  
 
If the Secretary of State’s race is the race to be recounted, the Governor is responsible for 
performing the oversight duties normally performed by the Secretary of State in a recount. A.R.S. 
§ 16-664(B). 
 
If the Secretary of State delegates oversight to the Board of Supervisors, ballots from the race to 
be recounted will be tabulated using the same electronic voting equipment that was used during 
the election, except the equipment must be reconfigured to only tabulate the race(s) to be 
recounted. This reconfiguration constitutes a different “program” from the program used to 
initially tabulate votes. A.R.S. § 16-664(C). 
 
Regardless of which electronic voting equipment is used for the recount, the equipment must be 
L&A tested by the officer in charge of elections (and, in the case of a legislative, statewide, or 
federal office or statewide ballot measure, by the Secretary of State as well).  
 
The recount must be conducted by running paper ballots from the applicable race through the 
designated electronic voting equipment.84 
 
While the recount is in progress, the officer(s) in charge of elections may not publicly release vote 
totals from the recount. 
 
At the conclusion of the recount, the officer(s) in charge of elections must provide the official 
results to the filing officer who initiated the recount. Once the filing officer has collected all the 
recount results, the filing officer must appear at the scheduled court hearing and provide the sealed 
results to the court. The court must declare the winner in open court. The court announcement 

 
84 A recount conducted in accordance with this section is deemed to be “conducted in the accordance with 
the laws pertaining to contests of elections.” A.R.S. § 16-663(A). 
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and/or order constitute the official result for the recounted race, making it unnecessary to re-
canvass the race. 
 
Where there are discrepancies between the initial result and the result from the automatic recount, 
the officer in charge of elections shall undertake reasonable efforts to reconcile the discrepancy 
and provide a report to the Secretary of State explaining the reasons for any discrepancy.    
 
In a candidate race, the prevailing candidate must be issued a Certificate of Nomination or 
Certificate of Election at the conclusion of the court proceedings by the Clerk of Board of 
Supervisors. A.R.S. § 16-647. 

 ISSUING CERTIFICATES OF NOMINATION AND ELECTION 

Upon completion of the applicable canvass or recount process, a city or town council (or designee) 
must promptly issue a Certificate of Nomination (following a primary or first election) or 
Certificate of Election (following a general or second election) to each candidate who received the 
highest number of votes for each office at the election. 
 
Likewise, upon completion of the county’s canvass or recount process, the Clerk of the Board of 
Supervisors must promptly issue a Certificate of Nomination (following a primary election) or 
Certificate of Election (following a general election) to each candidate who received the highest 
number of votes for the following offices: 

• All county offices; 
• Precinct committeemen; 
• Community college district board member; and 
• Special taxing district board member. A.R.S. § 16-645(A). 

 
Certificates of election for school district board members must be issued by the county school 
superintendent following the applicable canvass. A.R.S. § 15-426. 
 
However, a certificate may not be issued under the following conditions:  

• A Certificate of Nomination may not be issued to a write-in candidate for a city or town 
office, and that candidate may not advance to the general or run-off election if the write-in 
candidate did not receive a number of votes equivalent to at least the number of signatures 
required by A.R.S. § 16-322 for nominating petitions for the same office, A.R.S. § 9-
821.01(F); 

• A Certificate of Nomination may not be issued to a write-in candidate from a political party 
recognized for continued representation who did not receive at least as many votes as the 
number of signatures required to appear on the primary election ballot, A.R.S. § 16-645(E); 

• A Certificate of Nomination may not be issued to a write-in candidate of a political party 
not recognized for continued representation who did not receive a plurality of the votes of 
the party for the office for which the candidate is a candidate, A.R.S. § 16-645(D); and 
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• A Certificate of Election may not be issued to a write-in candidate for precinct 
committeemen or nonpartisan office who did not receive at least as many votes as the 
number of signatures required to appear on the ballot, A.R.S. § 16-322(A)(6), (8)-(10), 
A.R.S. § 16-645(C). 

 
Following completion of the statewide canvass or recount process (and subject to the same 
exception for write-in candidates from a political party not recognized for continued 
representation), the Secretary of State must promptly issue a Certificate of Nomination or 
Certificate of Election to each legislative, statewide, and federal candidate who received the 
highest number of votes for each office at the election. The Certificate of Election must be signed 
by the Secretary of State and authenticated with the Great Seal of the State of Arizona. A.R.S. § 
16-645(B); A.R.S. § 16-650. 

 ISSUING BALLOT MEASURE PROCLAMATIONS 

At the conclusion of a statewide canvass that contains a ballot measure, the Governor must issue 
a proclamation that: 

• Proclaims the number votes cast for and against each proposed constitutional amendment; 
• Proclaims the number of votes cast for and against each proposed initiative or referendum; 

and 
• Declares which measures were approved by a majority of those voting on the measures.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-651; A.R.S. § 19-126(A). If there are two or more conflicting measures approved at 
the same election, the Governor must proclaim which measure received the greatest number of 
affirmative votes. A.R.S. § 19-126(B). If two or more conflicting measures (in whole or in part) 
are approved by voters at the same election, the measure with the most votes will prevail with 
respect to any provisions that are in conflict. Ariz. Const. Art. IV, Pt. 1, § 1(12). 
 
For any approved measure, the Secretary of State must cause the measure to be printed with the 
general laws enacted by the next ensuing session of the Arizona Legislature, along with the date 
of the Governor’s proclamation declaring the measure to be approved. A.R.S. § 19-127(B). 

 STORAGE OF BALLOTS AND RETURNS OF THE ELECTION 

After the county canvass is complete, the officer in charge of elections must seal the voted ballots 
and deliver these ballots and official returns to the County Treasurer (or a secure facility contracted 
by the County Treasurer) for secure storage. A.R.S. § 16-624(A). If voting equipment produces 
digital ballot images, the digital ballot images must be retained and preserved in the same manner. 
A.R.S. § 16-625. Unused ballots are not subject to retention. 
 
The County Treasurer must keep the ballots and official returns unopened and unaltered for a 
period of 24 months following an election for federal office and six months for all other elections. 
During these retention periods, ballots and official returns may only be opened pursuant to a court 
order (including for the purpose of a recount or election contest). In the absence of any recount or 
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election contest, the County Treasurer must dispose of the ballots and official returns after the 
applicable retention period without opening or examining the contents. A.R.S. § 16-624(A), (D). 
 
If a county conducts an election on behalf of a local jurisdiction, the county officer in charge of 
elections may transfer the official returns to the local jurisdiction (which thereafter must be 
preserved by the local jurisdiction in lieu of the County Treasurer). 
 
To ensure the security and integrity of ballots, and protect against inadvertent or intentional 
tampering or damage to ballots during the required retention period, in the rare circumstances in 
which election officials or any other officials must, pursuant to court order or other compulsory 
process, access and/or otherwise handle ballots after they have been securely stored for retention, 
those officials shall implement adequate procedures to maintain the security, integrity, and chain 
of custody of the ballots, including, at minimum, the requirements that apply to election officials’ 
handling of voted ballots described in this Elections Procedures Manual. See, e.g., Chapter 2, 
Sections I(I) and VI(B); Chapter 8, Section V(E); Chapter 9, Section VIII(B)-(C); Chapter 10, 
Sections I and II; and Chapter 13, Section VI.85 
 
 
 
  

 
85 The U.S. Department of Justice interprets the Civil Rights Act of 1960, 52 U.S.C. § 20701, to require 
that federal election records, including ballots, must “be retained either physically by election officials 
themselves, or under their direct administrative supervision.” If election officials are required to hand over 
election records to other officials, “administrative procedures [must] be in place giving election officials 
ultimate management authority over the retention and security of those election records, including the right 
to physically access” the records. In other words, in addition to the requirements imposed by state law, 
federal law requires retention and preservation of federal election records, including maintaining the 
security, integrity, and chain of custody of ballots, regardless of who has physical possession of those 
records. See U.S. Dept. of Justice, Federal Law Constraints on Post-Election “Audits” (July 28, 2021), 
available at https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1417796/download; U.S. Dept. of Justice, 
Federal Prosecution of Election Offenses, at 75-80 (Dec. 2017), available at 
https://www.justice.gov/criminal/file/1029066/download.   
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CHAPTER 14:  
REGULATION OF PETITION CIRCULATORS 

 
Arizona law prescribes certain requirements for circulators and signers regarding the gathering of 
petition signatures. Failure to adhere to these requirements may result in petition signatures being 
invalidated. More information regarding the regulation and registration of circulators, including the 
Secretary of State’s recommended best practices for circulating petition sheets, is available on the 
Secretary of State’s website at www.azsos.gov/elections. 
 

 QUALIFICATIONS FOR PETITION CIRCULATORS 
 
Any person who is qualified to register to vote in Arizona, or who would be qualified to register 
to vote in Arizona if they were an Arizona resident, may circulate petitions for a candidate, ballot 
measure, or political party recognition. A.R.S. § 16-321(D); A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(2); A.R.S. § 19-
114(A).  
 
Certain individuals are prohibited from circulating initiative, referendum, or recall petitions due to 
perceived conflict of interest. No County Recorder or Justice of the Peace may circulate petitions 
for an initiative, referendum, or recall. Any signatures gathered on petitions circulated by 
prohibited individuals are void. A.R.S. § 19-114(A); A.R.S. § 19-205.02. 
 
In addition, the following individuals may not circulate recall or statewide initiative or referendum 
petitions:  

• Those who have had a civil or criminal penalty imposed for a violation of Title 16 or Title 
19 within the last five years;  

• Those who have been convicted of treason or a felony and have not had their civil rights 
restored; and  

• Those who have been convicted of any crime involving fraud, forgery, or identity theft.  
 
A.R.S. § 19-118(D).  
 

 CIRCULATOR REGISTRATION AND DISCLOSURE 
REQUIREMENTS 

 
A petition circulator must register with the Secretary of State’s Office if the circulator: 

• is paid to circulate any recall or statewide initiative or referendum petitions (whether or 
not the circulator is a resident of this state); or  

• is not a resident of this state (whether or not the circulator is paid) and will circulate: (i) a 
statewide initiative or referendum petition, (ii) a recall petition in any Arizona jurisdiction, 
or (iii) a candidate petition in any Arizona jurisdiction (statewide, county, city, or town). 
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A.R.S. § 19-118(A); A.R.S. § 19-205.01(A); A.R.S. § 16-321(D). 

 Paid Circulators 

A circulator may be paid or act as a volunteer.  
• A volunteer circulator is an individual who does not receive any compensation for 

circulating petitions.  
• A “paid circulator” is defined as an individual who receives compensation for circulating 

a statewide initiative or referendum petition, but does not include a paid employee of a 
political committee unless that employee has or will obtain 200 or more signatures on a 
statewide initiative, referendum, or recall petition in an election cycle. A.R.S. § 19-
118(I)(1)-(2).  

- Statewide initiative and referendum petition circulators may not be paid based on 
the number of signatures collected. Signatures collected by circulators who are paid 
per-signature are void. A.R.S. § 19-118.01.86 

 
Any paid circulator, whether a resident or non-resident of Arizona, is required to register with the 
Secretary of State prior to circulating: (i) a statewide initiative or referendum petition; or (ii) a 
recall petition in any Arizona jurisdiction. Failure to do so invalidates the petition signatures 
collected by the circulator prior to registration. A.R.S. § 19-118(A); A.R.S. § 19-102(E); A.R.S. § 
19-205.01(A).  
 
All initiative, referendum, and recall petition circulators, whether or not they are required to 
register with the Secretary of State, must indicate their paid or volunteer status by checking the 
appropriate box on each petition sheet prior to circulation. Failure to indicate on an initiative or 
referendum petition sheet whether the circulator is paid or acting as a volunteer invalidates any 
signatures collected on that petition sheet. A.R.S. § 19-101(C)-(E); A.R.S. § 19-102(C)-(E); A.R.S. 
§ 19-204(C)-(E).87   

 Non-Resident Circulators 

Circulators who are not residents of Arizona must register with the Secretary of State prior to 
circulating: (i) a statewide initiative or referendum petition; (ii) a recall petition in any Arizona 
jurisdiction; or (iii) a candidate petition in any Arizona jurisdiction (statewide, county, city, or 
town). Failure to do so invalidates the signatures collected by the circulator prior to registration. 
A.R.S. § 19-118(A); A.R.S. § 19-205.01(A); A.R.S. § 16-321(D). 

 
86 A.R.S. § 19-118.01 does not prohibit circulators from being paid per signature collected for local 
initiatives. See Ariz. Chapter of the Associated Gen. Contractors of Am. v. City of Phoenix, 247 Ariz. 45, 
445 P.3d 2 (2019). 
87 The “paid circulator” or “volunteer” status boxes may be pre-marked by the circulator or, with the consent 
and knowledge of the circulator, the committee or petition circulating organization may pre-mark the 
correct box on behalf of the circulator.  
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A circulator who lists an out-of-state address on the back side of a petition sheet is deemed to be a 
non-resident circulator.  

 Circulator Registration Procedures 

Circulator registration must be conducted as prescribed by the Secretary of State through the 
electronic Circulator Portal (https://apps.azsos.gov/apps/election/circulatorportal/). A circulator 
registration is not complete until the Secretary of State confirms the registration in writing. A.R.S. 
§ 19-118(A); A.R.S. § 19-205.01(A); A.R.S. § 16-452(A). Once a circulator is properly registered, 
the circulator must select in Circulator Portal the petition(s) they will circulate (by serial number 
and/or candidate name).  
 
Circulators must satisfy the following requirements when registering with the Secretary of State 
through the Circulator Portal: 

• Provide his/her name, residential address, telephone number, and email address;  
• Consent to the jurisdiction of Arizona courts in resolving any disputes concerning the 

circulation of petitions by that circulator; 
• Indicate the committee’s address in Arizona (for statewide initiative or referendum 

petitions) or a designated address in Arizona (for candidate petitions) at which the 
circulator will accept service of process related to disputes concerning circulation of that 
circulator’s petitions; 

• Indicate the circulating organization at which the circulator is employed (if applicable); 
and 

• For circulators of recall or statewide initiative or referendum petitions, provide a notarized 
circulator affidavit declaring that the circulator is eligible to register, that all information 
contained in the registration is true and correct, and that the circulator has read and 
understands Arizona election laws applicable to the collection of signatures for a recall or 
statewide initiative or referendum. Exact language to be included in the affidavit can be 
found at A.R.S. § 19-205.01(B)(5) (for recalls) and A.R.S. § 19-118(B)(5) (for statewide 
initiatives and referenda).  

- Circulators registering through Circulator Portal will be prompted to upload an 
electronic copy of the notarized circulator affidavit, which must first be accepted 
by the Secretary of State’s Office before the circulator is permitted to register to 
circulate a recall or statewide initiative or referendum petition. The circulator, 
committee, or circulating organization should retain the original notarized 
circulator affidavit in case it is necessary for a court challenge.  

 
A.R.S. § 19-118(B); A.R.S. § 19-205.01(B).  
 
The applicable committee and/or the circulating organization that employs petition circulators, at 
the direction of the applicable committee, may coordinate with their circulators to gather the 
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necessary information, including, if applicable, notarized circulator affidavits, and facilitate 
submission of registration applications through Circulator Portal. 
 
The Secretary of State’s Office has no obligation to review the substance of circulator registrations 
to ensure that accurate or proper information has been provided. The circulator remains solely 
responsible for compliance with all legal provisions. 

1. Issuance of Circulator ID Number 
 
Within five business days after submission of a circulator registration application, the Secretary of 
State will assign a random circulator ID number to each such circulator. A.R.S. § 19-118(C); 
A.R.S. § 19-205.01(C). The circulator ID number is permanently assigned to the circulator and 
must be used for all petitions being circulated by that particular individual (regardless of the 
election cycle or which petition is being circulated). 
 
The circulator ID number of registered circulators must be printed on the front and back of each 
recall or statewide initiative or referendum petition sheet. A.R.S. § 19-121(A)(2); A.R.S. § 19-
121.01(A)(1)(c); A.R.S. § 19-208.01(A)(1)(c). In contrast to the petition serial number, the 
circulator ID number may be placed on the petition sheet at any time prior to submitting the petition 
sheets to the Secretary of State. The circulator ID number may be pre-printed on petition sheets 
and need not be written on the petition sheet by the circulator personally.   

2. Updating or Canceling Circulator Registrations 
 
An individual circulator may update or cancel their circulator registration for any or all measures 
directly through the Secretary of State’s Circulator Portal.  
 
In addition, an authorized representative of the committee serving as an initiative or referendum 
proponent (i.e., the committee designated on the initiative or referendum serial number 
application) may cancel the registration of circulators for its measure by providing to the Secretary 
of State’s Office, in writing, a list of circulator names and identification numbers and a request 
that those circulators’ registration for the specific measure be canceled. The committee must also 
provide notice of the cancellation request to each affected circulator.  
 
Such cancellation does not affect the validity of signatures collected by those circulators before 
the cancellation, but any signatures collected by canceled circulators thereafter are invalid if 
circulator registration was otherwise required.  

 Service of Process on Registered Circulators 

Circulators who are required to register must provide an address in Arizona at which the circulator 
will accept service of process related to disputes concerning circulation of that circulator’s 
petitions. For circulators of recall or statewide initiative or referenda petitions, this address must 
be the address of the committee in this state for which the circulator is gathering signatures. In the 
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event of litigation regarding the petition circulated, service of process on the circulator is effected 
by delivering a copy of the subpoena to that person individually, by leaving a copy of the subpoena 
with a person of suitable age, or by mailing a copy of the subpoena to the committee or circulator 
by certified mail to the address provided on the circulator’s registration application. A.R.S. § 19-
118(B)(3)-(4), (E); A.R.S. § 19-205.01(B)(3)-(4), (E); A.R.S. § 16-315(D). 
 

 SIGNATURE GATHERING AND VERIFICATION 
REQUIREMENTS 

 
Every person who signs a paper petition must do so in the presence of a circulator, therefore a 
circulator must personally witness each collected signature.  

• For an initiative, referendum, or recall petition, the circulator must execute the circulator 
affidavit of verification on the back of the petition before a notary after collecting 
signatures on a paper petition sheet. A.R.S. § 19-112(A), (C)-(D); A.R.S. § 19-205; A.R.S. 
§ 19-204. 

• For a candidate petition or petition for new party recognition, the circulator must sign the 
circulator verification statement on the back of the petition sheet, but notarization is not 
required. A.R.S. § 16-321(D). 

 
Additionally, an initiative, referendum, or recall petition must have a copy of the official and 
correct title and text attached to the petition sheet before any signatures are obtained on that sheet. 
A.R.S. § 19-112(B)-(C); A.R.S. § 19-202.01(D); A.R.S. § 19-203(D). For statewide measures, the 
political committee or circulator must ensure that the staple is placed within the designated area in 
the upper-left corner of the petition sheet. 
 
Qualified electors who require assistance in completing and/or signing a petition due to a physical 
disability or medical condition shall not be prevented from signing a petition solely on that basis. 
If a petition circulator assists a qualified elector in signing a petition, as a best practice, the 
circulator should execute a supplemental affidavit (in addition to the circulator affidavit on the 
petition sheet) specifying that the voter required, and asked for, assistance. 
 
More information regarding signature collection requirements and circulator verification, 
including the Secretary of State’s recommended best practices, is available on the Secretary of 
State’s website at www.azsos.gov/elections.  
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CHAPTER 15: 
POLITICAL PARTY RECOGNITION 

 
A recognized political party is entitled to representation on a partisan primary election ballot and 
subsequent placement of the prevailing candidate on the general election ballot. This chapter 
describes the process by which a political party achieves or maintains official recognition. 
 
A political party may obtain first-time or new-party recognition by submitting a sufficient number 
of valid petition signatures to the appropriate filing officer. A.R.S. § 16-801(A); A.R.S. § 16-802. 
Alternatively, an existing political party maintains its recognition by either receiving a sufficient 
number of votes in the last general election or by achieving a sufficient number of registered voters. 
A.R.S. § 16-801(B); A.R.S. § 16-804(A)-(B). 
 
I. NEW PARTY RECOGNITION  

A group of qualified electors seeking to form a new political party is not required to establish a 
political committee unless the group raises or spends at least the current adjusted registration 
threshold pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-931(A)(1) in connection with the effort to seek new party 
recognition. A.R.S. § 16-905. If the group is required to register as a committee (or decides to 
voluntarily register), the group must register as a political action committee. A.R.S. § 16-905(C). 
A group may only register as a political party committee after the filing officer has granted new 
party recognition pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-803. A.R.S. § 16-905(G). 
 
Qualified electors seeking to form a new political party must comply with the following 
requirements, depending on the jurisdiction. 

 Requirements for Seeking New Party Recognition 

1. Statewide Recognition 
 
To qualify for statewide recognition, qualified electors must timely submit the following 
documents to the Secretary of State: 

• An affidavit signed by 10 qualified electors, requesting that a new political party be formed; 
and 

• Petition signatures equal to at least 1⅓ percent of the total votes cast for Governor at the 
last preceding general election at which a Governor was elected. The number of votes cast 
for Governor are determined based upon the applicable statewide canvass, calculated by 
the Secretary of State and published on the Secretary of State’s website. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-801(A).  
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The new party affidavit must be completed on a form prescribed by the Secretary of State. Within 
seven business days of filing, the Secretary of State must send the affidavit to the applicable 
County Recorders to verify that each signer is a qualified elector. A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(1). The 
Secretary of State must transmit the affidavit to the County Recorders, and the County Recorders 
must verify that the affidavit signers are qualified electors, in accordance with the deadlines 
outlined in A.R.S. § 16-803(B) and A.R.S. § 16-803(E). The Secretary of State may deny party 
recognition if the County Recorders determine there are less than 10 qualified electors who signed 
the new party affidavit. 
 
The new party petitions must be substantially in the form of candidate petitions but must be 
captioned “Petition for Political Party Recognition.” A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(2)-(3). Petitions for 
statewide recognition must be printed on a form prescribed by the Secretary of State. Petition 
signatures must be gathered from registered voters in at least five different counties, and at least 
10% of the required total of qualified signers must be registered in counties with populations of 
less than 500,000 persons. A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(1).  
 
Both the new party affidavit and new party petitions must be filed with the Secretary of State at 
least 250 days before the primary election for which the party seeks recognition. A.R.S. § 16-
803(A). However, in order to be eligible to participate in the PPE, new parties must have filed their 
petition for recognition with the Secretary of State between 180 and 150 days before the PPE. 
A.R.S. § 16-244(A)(2). 
 
The Secretary of State may require electronic filing for the affidavit and new party petitions.  

2. County Recognition 
 
To qualify for county recognition, qualified electors must timely submit petition signatures equal 
to at least 2% percent of the total votes cast for County Attorney at the last preceding general 
election at which the County Attorney was elected. The number of votes cast for County Attorney 
is determined based upon the applicable county canvass. The petitions must be filed with the 
officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-802. 
 
The new party petitions must be substantially in the form of candidate petitions but must be 
captioned a “Petition for Political Party Recognition.” A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(2)-(3). Petitions for 
county recognition must be printed on a form prescribed by the officer in charge of elections.  
 
New party petitions must be filed with the officer in charge of elections at least 250 days before 
the primary election for which the party seeks recognition. A.R.S. § 16-803(A).  
 
The County Recorder shall review new party petitions in the same manner as prescribed by A.R.S. 
§ 16-803 for petitions for new party recognition at the state level, including: 

• Selecting a random sample of 20% of the total signatures eligible for verification, which 
shall be individually verified and certified;  

• Performing a calculation and projection of the total number of valid signatures; and 
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• Making a determination whether the new party will be recognized, as prescribed by A.R.S. 
§ 16-803(I). 

A.R.S. § 16-802. 

3. Simultaneous Statewide and County Recognition 
 
Qualified electors may simultaneously seek statewide and county recognition by filing the original 
petitions with the county officer in charge of elections and filing a certified copy with the Secretary 
of State. Petitions must be in the form prescribed by the Secretary of State. A.R.S. § 16-803(A). 
 
Both filing officers must process the petitions in accordance with the procedures applicable to their 
jurisdiction. Accordingly: 

• The electors must file the required affidavit with the Secretary of State; and 
• The electors must submit petition signatures equal to at least: 

- 1⅓ percent of the total votes cast for Governor at the last preceding general election 
for statewide recognition; and  

- 2% of the total votes cast for applicable County Attorney at the last preceding 
general election for county recognition. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-801(A); A.R.S. § 16-802.  
 
If the petitions do not meet the requirements for certification at the statewide or county level, the 
political party will not be recognized in that jurisdiction.  

4. City or Town Recognition 
 
To qualify for city or town recognition, qualified electors must timely submit petition signatures 
equal to at least 2% of the total votes cast for Mayor at the last preceding election at which the 
Mayor was elected. 
  
If a Mayor is not elected by voters (for example, the Mayor is appointed or elected by other 
councilmembers, not the city’s or town’s electorate), qualified electors must timely submit petition 
signatures equal to at least 2% of the highest total votes cast for any councilmember at the last 
preceding election at which a councilmember was elected. A.R.S. § 16-802. The number of votes 
cast for Mayor or councilmember are determined based upon the applicable city or town canvass.  
 
New party petitions must be filed with the applicable city or town clerk. A.R.S. § 16-802. 
 
The new party petitions must be substantially in the form of candidate petitions, but must be 
captioned “Petition for Political Party Recognition.” A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(2)-(3). Petitions for 
municipal recognition must be printed on a form prescribed by the city or town clerk.  
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New party petitions must be filed with the city or town at least 250 days before the primary (or 
first) election for which the party seeks recognition. A.R.S. § 16-803(A). 

 Processing Statewide New Party Petitions 

1. Secretary of State Processing 

 Out-of-County Signature Eliminations 

Signatures must be grouped by county on the petition sheets. Signatures collected outside the 
county of the majority of signers must be eliminated from a petition sheet. A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(1). 
 
The Secretary of State must initially assume that the signers of a petition sheet reside in the county 
listed in the caption of the petition sheet. The Secretary of State prints a three-letter code in the 
upper right-corner of each petition image that corresponds to this county. A.R.S. § 16-
803(B)(1)(a). 
 
The Secretary of State must then review each signature line to verify the signer resides in the 
county designated at the top of the petition sheet. Any signature line printed by a signer who 
appears to reside in a different county will be eliminated. A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(1)(b). 
 
The Secretary of State does not have a duty to verify that each individual address falls within the 
designated county’s boundary but must verify that the signer’s city or town falls within the 
designated county. If the city or town is missing, the Secretary of State must verify that the signer’s 
zip code falls within the county. For cities or towns that cross county lines, the Secretary of State 
may assume the signer resides in the county designated at the top of the petition sheet. 
 
If a majority of signers on the petition sheet reside (based on the city or town listed) in a different 
county than what was designated at the top of the petition sheet, the Secretary of State must change 
the county code for that petition sheet to the majority county and eliminate signature lines printed 
by signers who do not reside in the majority county. A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(1). 
 
Petition sheets must be organized by county prior to transmitting any petition sheets to a County 
Recorder. A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(1)(c). 

 Individual Signature Eliminations 

In addition to striking signatures outside the county of the majority of signers, the Secretary of 
State must eliminate petition signatures for any of the following reasons: 

1. The signature of the petition signer is missing, A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(2)(a): 
• However, the Secretary of State should not eliminate a signature line if the signature 

is illegible, if the first and last names are switched and printed in the wrong columns 
or if the printed name and signature are switched and printed in the wrong columns. 
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2. The signer did not provide a residence address or description of the signer’s residence 
location, or provided a P.O. Box without a town, city, or zip code, A.R.S. § 16-
803(B)(2)(b): 

• If the signer provided any information that could be reasonably construed as a street 
name or street number, the Secretary of State should not eliminate the signature 
line.  

• The Secretary of State should not eliminate a signature line if the street type (such 
as “lane,” “boulevard,” or “circle”) is missing. See Jenkins v. Hale, 218 Ariz. 561, 
564, 190 P.3d 175, 178 (2008). 

• The Secretary of State may not eliminate a signature line that uses quotation marks 
or “ditto” marks to incorporate the address from the signature line immediately 
above.  

3. The petition signature date is missing, A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(2)(c): 
• The Secretary of State should eliminate a signature line if it is missing the day or 

month of signing. See Meyers v. Bayless, 192 Ariz. 376, 378, 965 P.2d 768, 770 
(1998).  

• The Secretary of State may not eliminate a signature line that is only missing the 
year of signing. See Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc. v. Coconino County, 159 Ariz. 210, 
213, 766 P.2d 83, 86 (1988). 

• The Secretary of State may not eliminate a signature line that uses quotation marks 
or “ditto” marks to incorporate the date from the signature line immediately above.  

 
The Secretary of State does not have authority to reject petition sheets or signatures based on the 
following legal deficiencies: 

1. A missing petition caption, modified petition caption, or a caption that contains inaccurate 
information; or 

2. A missing county in the petition caption. 
 
The foregoing legal deficiencies are not explicitly or implicitly referenced in A.R.S. § 16-
803(B)(2), therefore these legal deficiencies must be reviewed by a court.  

 Preparing Signatures for County Recorder Verification 

Within seven business days after receipt of a petition for statewide recognition, the Secretary of 
State must perform the following steps to determine whether signatures may be transmitted for 
County Recorder verification: 

1. Count the number of signature lines on each valid petition sheet that have not been stricken, 
and place the total number on the upper right-hand corner on the front side of each petition 
sheet. 

2. Count the total number of petition sheets and signatures eligible for County Recorder 
verification. Each petition sheet has been labeled upon being scanned, therefore the petition 
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sheets are not re-numbered after the Secretary of State has completed the sheet and 
signature count. 

3. Determine whether the signatures eligible for verification exceed the required minimum: 
• If the minimum has been met, the Secretary of State must conduct a 20% random 

sample and should issue a receipt to the applicant that includes the following 
information: 

- The total number of signatures eliminated by the Secretary of State; 
- The total number of signatures that remain eligible for County Recorder 

verification (this number must exceed the required minimum); 
- The total number of signatures that have been randomly sampled and 

transmitted to one or more County Recorders; and 
- The deadline for County Recorder review. 

• If the minimum has not been met, the Secretary of State must issue a receipt to the 
applicant, stating that the political party is not eligible for recognition, and cease 
further processing of the petition. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(3)-(5), (C).  
 
The Secretary of State’s selection of a random sample to transmit to County Recorders must also 
be conducted within seven business days after receipt of a petition for statewide recognition: 

1. The Secretary of State must randomly select (whether manually or electronically) 20% of 
eligible signatures across all petition sheets that have not been eliminated;  

2. The Secretary of State must mark the petition signature lines that have been randomly 
selected in a clear manner; and 

3. The Secretary of State must transmit the front sides of any petition sheet containing a 
randomly sampled signature to the applicable County Recorder(s). This may be done 
electronically. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-803(C). Although there is no deadline for transmitting the random sample to the 
applicable County Recorders, the Secretary of State should do so within a reasonable timeframe. 

2. County Recorder Processing 
 
Following receipt from the Secretary of State, a County Recorder shall determine which signatures 
of individuals whose names were transmitted shall be disqualified for any of the following reasons: 

1. No residence address or description of residence location is provided. 
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2. No date of signing is provided. 
3. The signature is illegible and the signer is otherwise unidentifiable. 
4. The address provided is illegible or nonexistent. 
5. The individual was not a qualified elector on the date of signing the petition. 
6. The individual was a registered voter but was not at least eighteen years of age on the date 

of signing the petition or affidavit. 
7. The signature was disqualified after comparison with the signature on the affidavit of 

registration. 
8. If a petitioner signed more than once, all but one otherwise valid signature shall be 

disqualified. 
9. For the same reasons any signatures could have been removed by the secretary of state 

pursuant to this section.  
A.R.S. § 16-803(E).  
 
The County Recorder must issue a certification and transmit this certification to the Secretary of 
State and the electors within 10 business days of receiving the signatures. A.R.S. § 16-803(E). The 
County Recorder’s certification must include: 

• The total number of signatures that were transmitted to the County Recorder for 
verification; 

• The total number of random signatures that were disqualified by the County Recorder; and  
• The name of any signer whose petition signature was eliminated, including the petition 

page number and signature line number where the signature was eliminated. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-803(F). The County Recorder must transmit this certification to the Secretary of State 
in the manner specified by the Secretary. If the Secretary of State electronically transmitted petition 
sheets to the County Recorder, it is unnecessary for the County Recorder to return the petition 
sheet images to the filing officer. See A.R.S. § 16-803(G)(1).  
 
The Secretary of State should also transmit the County Recorder certifications to the chairperson 
or other representative of the party seeking new party recognition. 

3. Final Certification by Secretary of State 
 
Within three calendar days of receiving the last County Recorder’s certification, the Secretary of 
State must determine whether there are sufficient valid signatures for the party to qualify for the 
ballot: 

• The Secretary of State calculates the total number of petition signatures verified by County 
Recorders, including the percentage of verification. 

• The Secretary of State then multiplies the total number of eligible signatures by the 
verification percentage.  
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A.R.S. § 16-803(H). The Secretary of State must also review the certification(s) regarding the 
affidavit of electors. See A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(1). 
 
The new party qualifies for recognition if the number of presumed valid signatures exceeds the 
required minimum and all 10 electors were found to be qualified electors by the County 
Recorder(s). If the new party petition qualifies, the Secretary of State issues a certification and 
receipt to the electors and notifies the Boards of Supervisors, County Recorders, and officers in 
charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-803(I). 
 
If the new party petition does not qualify for recognition, the Secretary of State issues a 
certification and receipt to the electors explaining why the petition did not qualify for recognition 
and returns the original petition sheets to the electors. A.R.S. § 16-803(I). 

 Duration of New Party Recognition 

A new political party that receives statewide recognition is entitled to recognition through the next 
two general elections for federal office immediately following recognition of the party. A.R.S. § 
16-801(B). For example, if a new political party achieves statewide recognition in March 2020, 
the party is entitled to recognition through the 2022 general election. 

 Recognition Following Expiration of New Party Status 

Following the expiration of new party status, the party may maintain recognition by: 
• Qualifying for continued representation based upon votes cast at the election preceding the 

expiration of new party status or a requisite number of active registered voters; or 
• Timely filing a new petition for new party recognition. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-801(B); A.R.S. § 16-804. 
 
A political party that qualifies for continued representation is treated differently from a political 
party that files a new petition for new party recognition. For example, a member of a political party 
with continued representation may not sign a nomination petition for a candidate seeking a 
nomination from a different party with continued recognition. A.R.S. § 16-321(F). Thus, a voter 
registered with the Democratic Party—a party with continued representation—may sign a 
nomination petition for Democratic candidates, new party candidates, or independent candidates, 
but not for Republican candidates—another party with continued representation. Whereas a voter 
registered with a new party may sign any candidate’s petition. 
 
As a corollary, members of a political party with continued representation are not included when 
calculating other continuously represented parties’ signature totals to run for office. For example, 
the number of signatures needed to run for the U.S. Senate as a Republican—a party with continued 
representation—are determined by calculating ¼ of one percent of all Republicans, new party 
registrants, independents, and registrants with no party designation. In contrast, the number of 
signatures needed to run for the U.S. Senate as a new party candidate excludes Republicans, 
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Democrats, and any other recognized parties with continued representation. A.R.S. § 16-
322(A)(1); A.R.S. § 16-321(F). 

 Expiration of New Party Status 

If a new political party does not re-qualify for recognition as a new party, new party status expires 
when the Secretary of State, County Recorder, or city or town clerk (as applicable) issues their 
announcement regarding continued representation. See A.R.S. § 16-804(C)-(E). 
 
II. QUALIFYING FOR CONTINUED RECOGNITION 

To qualify for continued representation, a political party must meet one of two baseline levels of 
support: number of votes cast for the party’s candidate or the number of active registered voters in 
the jurisdiction. A.R.S. § 16-804(A)-(B); see also A.R.S. § 16-193(5).  

 Statewide Continued Representation 

To qualify for statewide continued representation: 
• The new party’s candidate for Governor or President must receive at least 5% of the votes 

cast at the federal general election immediately preceding the expiration of new party 
status; or 

• The new party must have at least ⅔ of 1% of active registered voters statewide as of 
October 1st of the year preceding expiration of new party status.  

 
The Secretary of State must determine the political parties qualified for continued representation 
by December 1st of the appropriate year. A.R.S. § 16-804(A)-(C).  
 
Promptly thereafter, the Secretary of State must notify the political party, county election officials, 
and the public about whether the party qualified for continued representation. 

 County Continued Representation 

To achieve continued representation at the county level: 
• The new party’s candidate for County Attorney must receive at least 5% of the votes cast 

at the federal general election immediately preceding the expiration of new party status; or 
• The new party must have at least ⅔ of 1% of active registered voters in the county as of 

October 1st of the year preceding expiration of new party status. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-804(A). The County Recorder must determine the political parties qualified for 
continued representation by December 1st of the appropriate year. A.R.S. § 16-804(D). Promptly 
thereafter, the County Recorder must notify the political party, county election officials, and the 
public about whether the party qualified for continued representation. 
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 City or Town Continued Representation 

To achieve continued representation in a city or town that conducts partisan elections: 
• The new party’s candidate for Mayor must receive at least 5% of the votes cast at the 

general election (or second or runoff election) immediately preceding the expiration of new 
party status; or 

• The new party must have at least ⅔ of 1% of active registered voters in the city or town (as 
determined by the applicable County Recorder) as of 155 days prior to the primary election 
(or first election) that will be conducted in the year new party status expires. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-804(A). 
 
The city or town clerk must determine the political parties that qualify for continued representation 
140 days prior to the primary election (or first election) that will be conducted in the year new 
party status expires. A.R.S. § 16-804(E).  
 
Promptly thereafter, the city or town clerk must notify the political party, county election officials, 
and the public about whether the party qualified for continued representation. 
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CAMPAIGN FINANCE 

 

 CAMPAIGN FINANCE REPORTING 

The Secretary of State is required to prescribe the format for all campaign finance reports and 
statements. A.R.S. § 16-926(A). Sample forms are included in Chapter 17 for reference by local 
jurisdictions. Candidates who file their campaign finance reports and statements with the Secretary 
of State’s Office must use the Secretary of State’s online campaign finance reporting system, 
available at beacon.arizona.vote.  
 
Additional campaign finance guidance is available on the Secretary of State’s website at 
www.azsos.gov/elections. All candidates and campaign finance committees (which include 
candidate committees, political party committees, and political action committees) are encouraged 
to read the Secretary of State’s campaign finance guides for additional information. In addition, 
candidates should be aware of the requirements in the Clean Elections Act and may contact the 
Citizens Clean Elections Commission (CCEC) or visit their website at www.azcleanelections.gov 
for further information. 

 CAMPAIGN FINANCE ENFORCEMENT 

Campaign finance enforcement may be initiated through the filing officer.88 In addition, any person 
may file a complaint with CCEC if they believe a violation of the Clean Elections Act or CCEC 
rules has occurred. CCEC staff may also initiate an internally generated complaint against a person 
for violation of the Clean Elections Act. See A.R.S. § 16-957. More details about CCEC 
enforcement procedures are available at https://www.azcleanelections.gov/campaign-finance-
enforcement.89  
 
Adjudication of third-party campaign finance complaints filed with the filing officer follows a 
bifurcated structure, relying on an initial determination by a filing officer followed by the final 

 
88 The Secretary of State is the filing officer for statewide and legislative elections. The county officer in 
charge of elections is the filing officer for county, school district, community college district and special 
taxing district elections, including retention elections for superior court judges. The city or town clerk is 
the filing officer for city and town elections. A.R.S. § 16-938(A). 
89 A.R.S. § 16-938(A) states “. . . a filing officer is the sole public officer who is authorized to 
initiate an investigation into alleged violations of . . . [Articles 1, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7 
of Title 16, Chapter 6 of the Arizona Revised Statutes], including the alleged failure to register as 
a committee.” However, the phrase “is the sole public officer” has been invalidated by the Arizona 
Court of Appeals. See Arizona Advocacy Network et al., v. State of Arizona, 250 Ariz. 109, 475 
P.3d 1149 (Ct. App. 2020). 
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decision of an enforcement officer. The overall process is summarized as follows and is covered 
in more detail in this Section: 

• The filing officer will make a preliminary determination whether a campaign finance 
violation has occurred, known as a “reasonable cause” finding. A.R.S. § 16-938(C). 

• If the filing officer makes a reasonable cause finding, the filing officer generally will refer 
the matter to the appropriate enforcement officer. A.R.S. § 16-938(C). 

• The enforcement officer makes the final determination whether a legal violation occurred, 
which may require an additional investigation beyond the information provided by the 
filing officer. A.R.S. § 16-938(C), (E). 

• If the enforcement officer concludes that a campaign finance violation occurred, the 
enforcement officer may issue a notice of violation to the alleged violator. If the violation 
has not been timely remedied, the enforcement officer may initiate legal action to secure 
compliance with campaign finance law. A.R.S. § 16-938 (E)-(G). 

 Initiation of Campaign Finance Complaints 

1. Third Party Complaints 
 
Any person may file a complaint with the appropriate filing officer if they believe a violation of 
Arizona campaign finance laws has occurred, including but not limited to: 

• Failure to register as a campaign finance committee when required; 
• Unlawful commingling of money; 
• Violation of campaign contribution limits; 
• Making or accepting unlawful contributions; 
• Failure to include proper advertising disclaimers; 
• Failure to file campaign finance reports (if the filing officer has not already initiated an 

enforcement action); 
• Improper or unreported expenditures; or 
• Filing incomplete or inaccurate campaign finance reports. 

 
The complaint must be made in writing and submitted to the applicable filing officer for campaign 
finance reports. Email submissions are acceptable. See A.R.S. § 16-938(B). 
  
Regardless of whether a complainant is represented by counsel, a complaint must contain the full 
name, email address, and mailing address of the complainant. A complaint should also: 

• Clearly recite the facts that describe a violation of Arizona campaign finance law under the 
filing officer’s jurisdiction as specifically as possible (citations to the law are highly 
encouraged); 
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• Clearly identify each person, committee, organization or group that is alleged to have 
committed a violation; 

• Include any supporting documentation (such as sworn affidavits from persons with first-
hand knowledge, media reports, advertisements, website links, etc.) supporting the alleged 
violation, if available; and 

• Differentiate between statements based on a complainant’s personal knowledge and those 
based on information and belief. Statements not based on personal knowledge should 
identify the source of the information.  

 
Complaints should be filed as soon as possible after the alleged violation becomes known to the 
complainant in order to preserve available evidence and initiate the enforcement process within 
the four-year statute of limitations period. See A.R.S. § 12-550. A filing officer must retain 
candidate filings, including campaign finance filings, based on the applicable retention schedule. 
See Chapter 17 for the latest retention schedules.  
 
The filing officer must review the complaint for compliance with the required criteria outlined 
above, including confirmation that the complaint falls within the filing officer’s jurisdiction. If the 
complaint does not meet the criteria, the filing officer should notify the complainant of the 
deficiencies and that no action will be taken on the complaint. If the complaint is deemed sufficient, 
the filing officer will: 

• Assign the complaint a complaint number (in a format determined by the filing officer); 
• Confirm in writing that the complaint has been received;  
• Inform the complainant that the respondent will be provided an opportunity to submit a 

response and the complainant may submit a reply within specified time periods; and 
• Inform the complainant that the filing officer will notify all parties once a preliminary 

decision has been made. 
 
Before a reasonable cause determination is made, a filing officer may not order a person to register 
as a committee, and do not have audit or subpoena powers to compel the production of evidence 
or the attendance of witnesses concerning a potential campaign finance violation. However, a filing 
officer may request the voluntary production of evidence or attendance of witnesses in making a 
reasonable cause determination. A.R.S. § 16-938(D); see also Arizona Advocacy Network et al., v. 
State of Arizona, 250 Ariz. 109, 475 P.3d 1149 (Ct. App. 2020). 

2. Mitigating Conflicts of Interest 
 
A filing officer and enforcement officer should avoid actual or perceived conflicts of interest when 
adjudicating campaign finance complaints. A conflict analysis should be undertaken promptly 
after a complaint is filed and before the respondent is directed to submit a response. A.R.S. § 38-
503(B). 
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If a filing officer determines that a conflict of interest exists, the filing officer should refer a 
campaign finance complaint to another filing officer in the state who accepts the referral.90 The 
receiving officer has the same jurisdiction to make a reasonable cause determination as the original 
officer. A.R.S. § 16-938(A). If the receiving officer ultimately does find reasonable cause, they 
may: (i) refer the matter directly to an appropriate enforcement officer, if permitted by the 
enforcement officer, or; (ii) refer the matter back to the original filing officer, and the original 
filing officer must refer the matter to the enforcement officer for that jurisdiction. 
 
If a filing officer makes a reasonable cause finding but believes the corresponding enforcement 
officer will have a conflict of interest, the filing officer nonetheless must make the referral to that 
enforcement officer. Winn v. Maricopa County Attorney’s Office, No. CV2013-003007, Minute 
Entry pg. 5 (Ariz Super. Ct. May 2, 2013); see also Comm. for Justice & Fairness v. Arizona Sec’y 
of State’s Office, 235 Ariz. 347, 350, 332 P.3d 94, 97 (Ct. App. 2014). The enforcement officer 
must then determine whether a conflict of interest exists and, if so, refer the matter to another 
enforcement officer. 

 Notice of Complaint and Opportunity for Response and Reply 

1. Notice to Respondents 
 
A “respondent” is the person who is the subject of the campaign finance complaint or referral. 
 
Within ten business days after receiving a properly filed complaint, the filing officer will send the 
respondent a copy of the complaint and a letter describing the filing officer’s campaign finance 
processing procedures. The notification letter reflects no judgment about the accuracy of the 
allegations, but simply: (i) informs the respondent that the filing officer has received allegations 
as to possible violations of campaign laws by the respondent; (ii) provides a copy of the complaint 
or referral document, or in limited circumstances, a summary of the complaint; and (iii) gives the 
respondent an opportunity to respond in writing in a timely manner. 

2. Submitting a Response 
 
The response is the respondent’s opportunity to demonstrate to the filing officer why the filing 
officer should not pursue an enforcement action, or to clarify, correct, or supplement the 
information in the complaint or referral. Respondents are not required to respond to the allegations. 
Respondents must be provided an opportunity to respond to both a third-party complaint and an 
internally initiated investigation.  
 

 
90 If the original filing officer cannot promptly identify another filing officer who will accept the 
referral, the original filing officer should promptly notify the complainant and respondent after the 
complaint was filed that: (i) the filing officer has a conflict of interest; and (ii) the new filing officer 
(once identified) will contact the parties and formally initiate the enforcement proceedings.   
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Respondents, if they choose, may be represented by counsel. Once the filing officer receives a 
notification that the respondent is represented by counsel, the filing officer will communicate only 
with the counsel unless otherwise authorized by the respondent. 
 
There is no prescribed format for responses. While not required, providing documentation, 
including sworn affidavits or declarations under penalty of perjury from persons with first-hand 
knowledge of the facts, is helpful. It is also helpful for a respondent to specifically address each 
allegation in the complaint. The response may be submitted by email, and the respondent need not 
copy the complainant on the response. 
 
The filing officer may set a response deadline not to exceed 30 calendar days. Upon request by the 
respondent and for good cause shown, the filing officer may grant a reasonable extension of the 
response deadline. The respondent must make the request to the filing officer in writing, and the 
filing officer must copy the complainant on the filing officer’s decision on the extension request. 

3. Submitting a Reply 
 
Within ten business days after receiving a response, the filing officer will send the complainant a 
copy of the response and a letter that explains the opportunity for the complainant to submit a 
reply.  
 
There is no prescribed format for replies and complainants are not required to file a reply. 
However, the reply is the complainant’s opportunity to address issues raised in the response and/or 
buttress the complaint’s original allegations. The reply may not raise new issues that were not 
addressed in the original complaint.  
 
The filing officer may set a reply deadline not to exceed 14 calendar days. The filing officer may 
not take any action on the complaint or referral (other than dismiss the matter) until this time period 
has passed. Upon request by the complainant and for good cause shown, the filing officer may 
grant a reasonable extension of the reply deadline. 
 

 Decision by Filing Officer 

After the reply period (and any extension, if granted) has passed, the filing officer will evaluate 
the complaint, response, and reply (if any) to determine whether there is reasonable cause to 
believe a violation occurred. The filing officer should also consider any relevant campaign finance 
reports or documents on file with the filing officer and any other information available in the public 
record. The filing officer does not possess subpoena powers to compel production of evidence or 
attendance of witnesses concerning a potential campaign finance violation (nor may any party to 
the proceeding conduct discovery). However, the filing officer may request voluntary production 
of information to assist in evaluating the complaint or response. A.R.S. § 16-938(D). 
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1. Determining Whether a Violation Occurred 
 
A filing officer may take one of three courses of action: find reasonable cause, dismiss the matter, 
or find no reasonable cause. 

 Finding Reasonable Cause 

To refer a matter to an enforcement officer, a filing officer must find “reasonable cause to believe 
a person violated” campaign finance law. A.R.S. § 16-938(C). A reasonable cause finding is not a 
definitive finding that the respondent violated campaign finance law but simply means that the 
filing officer believes a violation may have occurred.  
 
In determining whether there is reasonable cause, the standard of review is akin to “probable 
cause” to support the complainant’s allegations, which generally means there is reasonably 
trustworthy information and circumstances that would lead a reasonable person to conclude there 
is substantial likelihood that the respondent committed a violation. See In re Shaheen Tr., 236 
Ariz. 498, 501, 341 P.3d 1169, 1172 (Ct. App. 2015); State v. Keener, 206 Ariz. 29, 32, 75 P.3d 
119, 122 (Ct. App. 2003). 

 Dismissal of Complaint 

In their discretion, a filing officer may dismiss a matter that does not merit further use of 
government resources. The filing officer may take into account the following factors when 
deciding whether to dismiss a complaint: 

• Whether there is a small dollar amount at issue; 
• The insignificance of the alleged violation; 
• The vagueness or weakness of the evidence; 
• Whether the alleged violation has been remedied and not likely to be repeated; and 
• Whether the alleged violation was unintentional. 

 
If dismissal is warranted, the filing officer may send a letter cautioning or reminding the respondent 
regarding the relevant legal obligations going forward. 

 Finding No Reasonable Cause 

A filing officer should find “no reasonable cause” if a violation occurred when the complaint, 
response, and reply (if any), along with any publicly available information, taken together, fail to 
give rise to a reasonable inference that a violation has occurred (or even if the allegations were 
true, would not constitute a violation of the law). 
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2. Issuance and Notification of Decision 
 
A filing officer should issue a reasoned decision explaining the basis for the filing officer’s 
determination. Absent extenuating circumstances, a filing office shall render a decision within 150 
days after the deadline for submitting a reply if a response was submitted, or within 150 days after 
the deadline for a response if no response was submitted. However, if the filing officer’s deadline 
to issue a decision falls within 30 days of an election in the filing officer’s jurisdiction, the decision 
shall be issued within 60 days after the election. The filing officer should keep the parties 
reasonably apprised of the projected decision timetable and shall notify all parties in writing of the 
decision. 
 
If the filing officer dismisses the complaint or finds no reasonable cause, the matter is closed and 
no notification is given to the enforcement officer. A dismissal or finding of no reasonable cause 
are not considered appealable actions. 
 
If the filing officer finds reasonable cause, the filing officer must notify the enforcement officer 
and provide all relevant documentation from the case: 

• For matters investigated by the Secretary of State as filing officer, the Secretary must 
notify the Attorney General; 

• For matters investigated by a county filing officer, the county filing officer must notify 
the county attorney; or 

• For matters investigated by a city or town filing officer, the city or town filing officer 
must notify the city or town attorney.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-938(C)(1)-(3). 
  
If the filing officer determines there is reasonable cause to believe that knowing and intentional 
misrepresentations were made, the filing officer may refer the matter to the enforcement officer 
for possible criminal prosecution as well. A.R.S. § 16-1021. 

 Decision by Enforcement Officer 

Upon receipt of a reasonable cause finding from a filing officer, an enforcement officer must: 
• Review the matter for potential conflicts of interest; 
• If necessary, conduct an investigation and/or compel discovery through the enforcement 

officer’s subpoena powers; and 
• Reach a final decision whether a campaign finance violation occurred. 

 
Nonpublic information independently gathered during the investigation (other than the complaint, 
response, reply and accompanying exhibits, which may be disclosed) must be kept confidential 
until after the final disposition of any appeal of the enforcement order.  A.R.S. § 16-938(E)(3). 
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If the enforcement officer determines a violation occurred, the enforcement officer may serve a 
notice of violation on the respondent. The notice must: 

• State with reasonable particularity the nature of the violation; 
• Specify the fine or penalty imposed, and any other corrective action required to be 

undertaken; and 
• Require compliance within 20 calendar days after the date of issuance of the notice. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-938(E)(2). 

1. Late Campaign Finance Reports 
 
In the case of a registered committee’s failure to file campaign finance reports, no further 
investigation or discovery is generally necessary and the enforcement officer may proceed to issue 
a notice of violation. The notice should include a calculation of the penalties that have accrued 
between the filing deadline and the date of the notice of violation, and state that penalties will 
continue to accrue until paid in full or corrective action is taken. A.R.S. § 16-938(E)(2); see also 
A.R.S. § 16-937(B). 

2. Other Campaign Finance Violations 
 
In the case of any other campaign finance violation, the notice of violation should include a 
presumptive financial penalty equal to the amount of money improperly received, spent, or 
promised in violation of the law. In special circumstances, based on the severity, extent, or willful 
nature of the violation, the enforcement officer may issue a financial penalty up to three times the 
amount of money improperly received, spent, or promised. The enforcement officer should outline 
the special circumstances in the notice of violation. 
 
A notice of violation also may require the respondent to form a campaign finance committee and 
thereafter file campaign finance reports for past and future political activity. However, if the 
respondent timely appeals this ruling, the respondent need not file the campaign finance reports 
unless and until the enforcement officer’s notice of violation has been upheld.  
A.R.S. § 16-938(E)(2).  

 Response to Notice of Violation 

1. Respondent Takes Corrective Action 
 
If a notice of violation requires corrective action and payment of a fine or financial penalty, but 
the respondent takes the specified corrective action within 20 days of being served with the notice, 
the respondent is not subject to any fine or financial penalty. A.R.S. § 16-938(G)(1). The 
enforcement officer should close the matter and issue a confirmation in writing. 
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2. Respondent Takes No Corrective Action 
 
If the respondent fails to timely comply with a notice of violation, the enforcement officer may 
impose the fine or financial penalty (if any) and provide the respondent a final notice stating that 
the fine or penalty may be appealed to the Superior Court. A.R.S. § 16-938(G)(2).  

3. Respondent Appeals to Superior Court 
 
If the respondent fails to comply with a final notice but timely files an appeal, the final notice is 
stayed until the appeal is resolved. A respondent must file an appeal in superior court within 30 
days after receiving the final decision and provide a copy of the appeal to the enforcement officer. 
A.R.S. § 16-938(H).  
 
At the hearing, the Superior Court must conduct a trial de novo and the enforcement officer has 
the burden of proving any alleged violations by a preponderance of the evidence. A.R.S. § 16-
938(I).  
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CHAPTER 17:   
APPENDICES AND SAMPLE FORMS 

 
The sample forms contained in this manual are subject to revisions.  Please contact the Secretary 
of State’s Office, Election Services Division, for the most current version.  
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CHAPTER 1:  
VOTER REGISTRATION 

 

 VOTER REGISTRATION FORMS 

Voter registration forms that are accepted in Arizona include: 

• The state voter registration form prescribed by the Secretary of State pursuant to A.R.S. § 
16-152(C) (the “State Form”), including any low-vision/large-print version of the State 
Form prescribed by the Secretary of State and made available on the Secretary of State’s 
website.1  

• The National Mail Voter Registration Form prescribed by the U.S. Election Assistance 
Commission pursuant to the National Voter Registration Act of 1993 (the “Federal 
Form”).2  

• Registrations electronically received from the Arizona Department of Transportation, 
Motor Vehicle Department (AZMVD) pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-112, whether through in-
person registration at an AZMVD or AZMVD affiliate’s office or online through the MVD 
portal or voter registration website. 

• The Federal Postcard Application prescribed by the U.S. Secretary of Defense (the 
“FPCA”) pursuant to the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act of 1986 
(UOCAVA).3  

• The Federal Write-In Absentee Ballot prescribed by the U.S. Secretary of Defense pursuant 
to UOCAVA (the “FWAB”).4  

 County/State Responsibility for Supplying Forms 

The County Recorder is responsible for supplying (at no cost) State Forms to all federal, state, 
county, and local, and tribal government agencies, political parties, and private organizations 
located within the County Recorder’s jurisdiction that conduct voter registration activities. A.R.S. 
§ 16-151(A)A.R.S. § 16-151(A).5 

 
1 The latest State Form is available at https://www.azsos.gov/elections/voting-election.  
2 52 U.S.C. § 20505(a)(1); 52 U.S.C. § 20508(a)(2). The Federal Form is available at 
https://www.eac.gov/voter_resources/ register_to_vote.aspx.https://www.eac.gov/voters/national-mail-
voter-registration-form.  
3 A.R.S. § 16-103(B); 52 U.S.C. § 20301(b)(2); 52 U.S.C. § 20302(a)(4); Executive Order 12642 (June 9, 
1988). The FPCA is available at https://www.fvap.gov/military-voter/overview. 
4 A.R.S. § 16-543.02(D); 52 U.S.C. § 20302(a)(4); Executive Order 12642 (June 9, 1988). The FWAB is 
available at https://www.fvap.gov/military-voter/overview. 
5 Any low-vision/large-print version of the State Form prescribed by the Secretary of State will be made 
available on the Secretary of State’s website for individuals and organizations to download as a fillable 
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The Secretary of State is responsible for supplying (at no cost) Federal Forms to all federal, state, 
county, and local, and tribal government agencies, political parties, and private organizations that 
conduct voter registration activities. A.R.S. § 16-151(B)A.R.S. § 16-151(B). 
 
The Secretary of State and County Recorders may place reasonable restrictions on the number of 
forms to be provided to individuals or organizations depending on the type of voter registration 
activity to be conducted and reasonable estimates of the number of voters that the individual or 
group will seek to register. If the individual or group exhausts the forms provided, the Secretary 
of State and/or County Recorders must provide additional forms upon request, subject to the same 
reasonable restrictions as the initial request.  
 
Any registration form in compliance with applicable state or federal laws may be used to register 
to vote for the first time or amend/ or update an existing registration record. In addition, other 
documents may be used to amend/ or update a registrant’s residence or mailing address, including 
but not limited to a request for an early ballot, a permanent early voting list (PEVLan Active Early 
Voting List (AEVL) request form, or a provisional ballot envelope or affidavit. A.R.S. § 16-
135(A), (E); A.R.S. § 16-544(D)(1), (2).  

 Eligibility to Use FPCA and FWAB Forms 

The following registrants temporarily absent from the State are authorized to use the FPCA for 
registration and the FWAB for registration and voting: 

• Uniformed service members; 

• Eligible family members of uniformed service members; 

• Overseas voters; and 

• Non-resident U.S. Citizens with parents already registered to vote in Arizona. 
 
52 U.S.C. § 20310; A.R.S. § 16-103; A.R.S. § 16-543(C). For more information on eligibility, visit 
www.fvap.gov or the Secretary of State’s website (https://azsos.gov/elections/voting-
election/military-and-overseas-voters).(https://my.arizona.vote/UOCAVA2/default.aspx).  
 
A UOCAVA registrant may designate the method for transmission of voting materials and 
information on the FPCA form, including electronic transmission, fax, or regular mail. A 
UOCAVA registrant may designate the length of time they wish to receive voting materials, not 
to exceed two federal election cycles. If no designation is made, the UOCAVA registrant’s request 
for email, fax, or electronic transmission of voting materials will be valid until immediately after 
the next state general election. A.R.S. § 16-542(B).  

 
PDF. The Secretary of State’s Office shall provide a hard copy low-vision/large-print voter registration 
form to a voter upon request. Neither County Recorders nor the Secretary of State are required to supply 
printed copies of any low-vision/large-print version of the State Form.   to federal, state, county, local, and 
tribal government agencies, political parties, and private organizations that conduct voter registration 
activities. 
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 VOTER REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS 

A person is qualified to register to vote in Arizona if the person: 

• Is a United States citizen;  

• Will be 18 years old by the date of the next general election; 

• Will have been an Arizona resident for at least 29 days prior to the next election;, except 
as provided in A.R.S. § 16-126; 

• Can write their name (or make their mark), unless prevented from doing so by physical 
disability;  

• Has not been convicted of treason or a felony, unless their civil rights have been restored; 
and 

• Has not been found mentally adjudicated an “incapacitated person” by a court. with their 
voting rights revoked, as defined in A.R.S. § 14-5101.  

 
Ariz. Const. Art. VII, § 2; A.R.S. §§§ 9-822(A); A.R.S. § 16-101; A.R.S. § 16-126(A); A.R.S. § 
16-152. Each qualification is discussed in further detail below. 

 Citizenship Requirement 

A registrant must be a U.S. citizen to be qualified to register to vote. Ariz. Const. Art. VII, § 2; 
A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(1); 18 U.S.C. § 611(a).  
 
U.S. citizenship must be sworn to when registering to vote. In addition, under Arizona’s bifurcated 
or dual-track voter registration system, an acceptable form of documentary proof of citizenship 
(DPOC) is required to be registered as a “full-ballot” voter. A “full-ballot” voter is entitled to vote 
for all federal, state, county, and local races as well as state and local ballot measures for which 
the voter qualifies. 
 
An otherwise eligible registrant who does not submit DPOC and whose U.S. citizenship cannot be 
verified via AZMVD records or other record in the statewide voter registration database is 
registered as a “federal-only” voter. A “federal-only” voter is eligible to vote solely in races for 
federal office in Arizona (including the Presidential Preference Election (PPE)).  

1. Valid Forms of DPOC 
 
The following section outlines what constitutes satisfactory DPOC under Arizona law. 

 Driver Licenses and Identification Cards 

A registrant may submit certain state-issued driver license or non-driver identification card 
information as satisfactory DPOC. A.R.S. § 16-166(F)(1). 
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i. Arizona Driver License or Non-Driver Identification Card Number 
 
An Arizona driver license or non-driver identification card number (AZDL/ID#) issued by 
AZMVD after October 1, 1996 constitutes valid DPOC. To be deemed satisfactory, (1) the 
AZDL/ID# must be verified against AZMVD records; and (2) the verification must not return a 
result with an Authorized Presence Type that indicates non-citizenship (i.e., an “F-type” license)..  
 

A County Recorder may accept a copy of the registrant’s AZDL/ID# as DPOC, but must still enter 
the AZDL/ID# into the statewide voter registration database so it can be verified against AZMVD 
records. AZMVD issues “F-type” licenses or ID cards to those who are authorized to be physically 
present in the United States but who are non-citizens at the time of issuance. Because an F-typea 
non-citizen authorized presence designation is not apparent on the face of the license or ID card, 
an AZDL/ID# alone is not sufficient to prove citizenship without verification against AZMVD 
records.  

ii. Out-of-State Driver License or Identification Card 
 
An out-of-state driver license or identification card may constitute satisfactory DPOC if it was 
issued by the state’s driver license-issuing agency and indicates on the face of the license or card 
that the person provided proof of U.S. citizenship in that state. A County Recorder may accept an 
approved out-of-state license or identification card at face value and need not electronically verify 
the license or card. 
 
For example, enhanced driver licenses or enhanced identification cards from other states that are 
issued in compliance with the Departments of State and Homeland Security’s Western Hemisphere 
Travel Initiative satisfy Arizona’s DPOC requirement. These states display an American flag on 
the face of the license or card. Examples of an enhanced license from Michigan and New York 
appear below with the American flag circled. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
While a County Recorder shall not accept an out-of-state driver license or identification card 
number alone (because the statewide voter registration database cannot electronically verify these 
numbers), a County Recorder may visually verify or accept a copy of these licenses or cards for 
DPOC purposes.  
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 Birth Certificate 

A registrant may submit a legible copy of the registrant’s birth certificate from any U.S. state or 
territory as satisfactory DPOC. A.R.S. § 16-166(F)(2).6 For U.S. citizens born abroad, a 
“Certification of Report of Birth” or “Consular Report of Birth Abroad” issued by a consular 
officer from the U.S. Department of State will suffice for a birth certificate. 22 U.S.C. § 2705(2). 
 

The registrant must supply supporting legal documentation (such as a marriage certificate or court-
documented name change) if the name on the birth certificate or document is not the registrant’s 
current legal name. If the registrant cannot provide supporting legal documentation to account for 
a different last name, a County Recorder must accept the birth certificate or document if at least 
the following information matches on both the birth certificate or document and the registration 
form: 

• First name;  

• Middle name; 

• Place of birth; 

• Date of birth; and 

• Parents’ name(s). 

 U.S. Passport 

 
A registrant may submit a legible copy of the pertinent pages of the registrant’s U.S. passport or 
passport card, or present the registrant’s U.S. passport or passport card to the County Recorder, as 
DPOC. A.R.S. § 16-166(F)(3). 

 

The pertinent pages of a U.S. passport are those that contain the photo, passport number, name, 
nationality, date of birth, gender, place of birth, and signature (if applicable). A U.S. passport card 
also may be accepted, which does not contain a signature. 
 

If the County Recorder visually inspects (and does not make a copy of) the pertinent passport pages 
or passport card, the County Recorder must note in the registrant’s voter registration record that 
the passport was inspected. 

 Citizenship and Immigration Documents 

A registrant may present the registrant’s original naturalization documents to the County Recorder 
for inspection or submit (1) a legible copy of the registrant’s Certificate of Naturalization or 
Certificate of Citizenship, or (2) the registrant’s Naturalization Certificate Number, Citizenship 
Certificate Number, or Alien Registration Number (also known as an “A-Number”).  

 
6 A registrant may also submit a legible copy of the registrant’s late or delayed birth certificate, issued 
pursuant to A.R.S. § 36-333.01, A.R.S. § 36-333.02, and/or A.R.S. § 36-333.03, as satisfactory DPOC.  
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If a registrant does not present originals or provide a copy of documents but just provides a 
citizenship number, including a Citizenship Certificate Number, Naturalization Certificate 
Number, or Alien Registration Number, for proof of citizenship purposes, this number must be 
verified against U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) Systematic Alien Verification 
for Entitlements (SAVE) database before the number can be deemed satisfactory. A.R.S. § 16-
166(F)(4); see Chapter 1, Section II(A)(6) for more information on SAVE verification procedures.7  

 Tribal Identification Numbers and Documents 

 
A registrant may submit a Tribal Enrollment Number, Indian Census Number, Bureau of Indian 
Affairs Card Number, or Tribal Treaty Card Number as satisfactory DPOC. These tribal 
identification numbers are presumed valid for voter registration purposes and need not be verified 
against any database. A.R.S. § 16-166(F)(6). 

 
A registrant may also submit a legible copy of the registrant’s Tribal Certificate of Indian Blood 
or Tribal/Bureau of Indian Affairs Affidavit of Birth as satisfactory DPOC. 

2. DPOC Requirement for “Full-Ballot” Voter Designation 
 
Regardless of the type of voter registration form submitted, a County Recorder must make a 
registrant a “full-ballot” voter for the next election if:  

• The registrant provides DPOC with or after submission of the registrant’s voter registration 
application; or 

• The County Recorder acquires DPOC on the registrant’s behalf, including from AZMVD 
records or the statewide voter registration database. 

A.R.S. § 16-166(F); see also League of United American Citizens of Arizona (LULAC) v. Reagan, 
2:17-cv-04102-DGC, Doc. 37 (D. Ariz. June 18, 2018) (the “LULAC Consent Decree”). 

 Acquisition of DPOC from State Records 

The Secretary of State must program or enable the statewide voter registration database to attempt 
to acquire DPOC for new registrants from AZMVD records. This attempt to acquire DPOC must 
be completed in all cases where a new registrant fails to provide DPOC with the voter registration 
form. The Secretary shall promptly notify the applicable County Recorder of the results of the 
check against AZMVD records. If DPOC is acquired, the Secretary shall promptly notify the 
applicable County Recorder, via the automated process in the voter registration database, to make 
the applicant a “full-ballot” voter. However, in no event shall an acquired “F-Type” Arizona driver 
license number with a non-citizen authorized presence designation qualify as valid DPOC.  

 
7 While the SAVE database may be used to verify citizenship status for initial registration, it shall not be 
used for list maintenance purposes, i.e. to cancel an existing registration. See A.R.S. § 16-165.  
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 Registrant’s Submission of DPOC 

A registrant may provide DPOC at the time of submitting the registrant’s voter registration 
application or by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before the election. See LULAC Consent Decree at 
page 5. The registrant is entitled to vote a “full-ballot” at the next election if: 

• The registrant submitted a voter registration application by the registration deadline; and 

• The registrant provided DPOC to the County Recorder with the registration application or 
separately by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before the election. 

 
If a registrant does not provide DPOC with their registration application and valid DPOC otherwise 
cannot be electronically acquired via AZMVD records or the statewide voter registration database 
(and the registrantregistrant’s AZMVD record is not shown to have an F-Type licensea non-citizen 
authorized presence designation), a County Recorder must: 

1. Designate the registrant as a “federal-only” voter; and  

2. Send a letter to the registrant (including a DPOC Submission Form/“Federal-Only” Notice 
promulgated by the Secretary of State and County Recorders, see sample forms in Chapter 
17) within 10 business days of receipt of the registration application, informing the 
registrant that: 

• The registrant has not satisfied the DPOC requirements;  

• The registrant must submit DPOC to become a “full-ballot” voter, and the registrant 
must provide DPOC by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before any given election in 
order to vote a “full-ballot” in that election; and 

• The registrant will remain a “federal-only” voter unless and until the registrant 
submits valid DPOC to become a “full-ballot” voter. 

 
The registrant may provide separate DPOC using the DPOC Submission Form. A registrant who 
provides DPOC using a method other than the DPOC Submission Form sent by the County 
Recorder must be made a “full-ballot” voter if the County Recorder has sufficient information to 
link the registrant’s DPOC with the registrant’s form on file. If the County Recorder lacks 
sufficient information to link the DPOC to a registration form, the County Recorder must make a 
reasonable effort to follow up with the registrant to seek the necessary information. Registrants 
who subsequently provide the missing information necessary to link their submitted DPOC to their 
registration form shall be made “full-ballot” voters within 10 business days. of receipt of DPOC.  
 
If the registrant provides DPOC to the County Recorder after 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before 
the next election, the County Recorder must make the registrant a “full-ballot” voter for future 
elections within five business days after the completion of processing of provisional ballots. 
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3. Procedures for Registrants with F-Type Licensea Non-Citizen 
AZDL/ID# 

 
If a registrant has not provided DPOC other than an AZDL/ID# and AZMVD records show that 
the registrant has an F-Type licenseregistrant’s AZMVD record has a non-citizen authorized 
presence designation, a County Recorder must: 

1. Enter the registrant’s information into the voter registration database with a status of “not 
eligible” (or functional equivalent) and a reason code of “invalid citizenship proof” (or 
functional equivalent);).  

2. Send a letter to the registrant (including a DPOC Submission Form/F-TypeNon-Citizen 
AZDL/ID Notice, promulgated by the Secretary of State and County Recorders, see 
Chapter 17 for sample forms) within 10 business days of receipt of the registration 
application, informing the registrant that: 

• According to AZMVD records, the registrant holds an F-Type license 
indicatingregistrant’s AZDL/ID has a non-citizenshipcitizen authorized presence 
designation and has not been registered to vote for that reason; and 

• The registrant may be registered and become a “full-ballot” voter if the registrant 
submits valid DPOC to the County Recorder. The registrant must provide DPOC 
by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before the next regular general election in order to 
vote a “full-ballot” in that election.  

3. Maintain the registrant’s information in the voter registration database with a status of “not 
eligible” (or functional equivalent) until the next regular general election if the registrant 
has not provided valid DPOC. If, after the next regular general election, the registrant still 
has not provided valid DPOC, the registrant’s record may be changed to “not registered” 
(or functional equivalent).due to the invalid citizenship proof, until the voter provides valid 
DPOC. The statewide voter registration system automatically archives these records after 
five years. The registrant would then be required to complete a new registration form in 
order to become eligible to vote in future elections. 

4. “Federal-Only” Voter Designation 
 
A registrant who submits an otherwise valid voter registration form to the County Recorder, but 
without accompanying DPOC, is entitled to be registered as a “federal-only” voter based on the 
registrant’s sworn statement on the registration form that the registrant is a U.S. citizen. A 
registrant may become a “federal-only” voter regardless of the type of voter registration form 
submitted. An otherwise valid voter registration form submitted to the County Recorder, but 
without accompanying DPOC, shall be accepted, entered into the database, and registered for 
federal elections (i.e., made a “federal-only” voter unless and until proof of citizenship is received 
or acquired), so long as the registrantregistrant’s AZMVD record is not shown to have an F-Type 
licensea non-citizen authorized presence designation. 
 
A “federal-only” voter shall be upgraded to a “full-ballot” voter if: 
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• The County Recorder acquires DPOC on the registrant’s behalf from AZMVD records or 
the statewide voter registration database; or 

• The registrant provides DPOC to the County Recorder by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before 
an election. 

 
If a “federal-only” voter has been issued a ballot-by-mail, but becomes a “full-ballot” voter prior 
to 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before the election, the voter may: 

• Vote the “federal-only” ballot-by-mail; or 

• Vote a regular or provisional “full-ballot” in-person during early voting or on Election Day, 
depending on the procedures implemented by the County Recorder or other officer in 
charge of elections. 

 
If a voter is issued both an early “federal-only” ballot and an early “full-ballot,” the first ballot 
returned toaccepted by the County Recorder’s office is the only ballot that will be counted.  

5. DPOC When Moving Between Counties 
 
A voter who registered to vote before December 13, 2004, and was therefore exempted from the 
requirement of providing DPOC, must submit valid DPOC if the voter is changing voter 
registration from one county to another in order to be registered as a “full-ballot” voter in the new 
county. A.R.S. § 16-166(G). 
  
Registered voters who submitted valid DPOC to the County Recorder in their county of residence 
need not resubmit evidence of citizenship upon moving and registering to vote in a new county in 
Arizona so long as a record of their previously- submitted DPOC is accessible by the new County 
Recorder (e.g., via AZMVD records or the statewide voter registration database) and can be made 
part of their voter registration file in the new county. While proof of voter registration from another 
state or county is not satisfactory evidence of citizenship, A.R.S. § 16-166(H), valid documentary 
proof of citizenship presented in one Arizona county and documented in the statewide voter 
registration database constitutes valid DPOC if the voter registers in another county in Arizona.  

6. Verifying Citizenship/Naturalization/Alien Registration Numbers 

 SAVE Usage 

 
Each County Recorder accesses SAVE pursuant to the Secretary of State’s Memorandum of 
Agreement with USCIS (the “USCIS MOA”). The Secretary of State will provide SAVE access 
to each County Recorder upon signing a separate agreement (the “SOS/County SAVE 
Agreement”) that will govern the terms of SAVE usage (and, in some cases, billing as well, though 
some counties have a separate Reimbursement Memorandum of Agreement with USCIS). 
 
AWhen a registrant must remain in “suspense” status until the County Recorder verifies 
theprovides a Citizenship, Naturalization, or Alien Registration Number as DPOC, that number 
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must be verified through the SAVE.  database and the registrant must remain in “suspense” status 
until the SAVE verification is completed.  

i. SAVE Returns U.S. Citizen Status 
 
If SAVE returns “United States Citizenship,” the registrant’s status must be updated to “active” in 
the voter registration database and the voter must be registered as a “full-ballot” voter.  

i.ii. SAVE Returns Non-Citizen Status 
 
If SAVE returns “Lawful Permanent Resident,” “Refugee,” “Non-Immigrant,” or “Asylee,” or 
other non-citizen status, the registrant must be processed like those with an F-Type license.a non-
citizen AZDL/ID#. See Chapter 1, Section II(A)(3) above. Specifically, a County Recorder must: 

1. Enter the registrant’s information into the voter registration database with a status of “not 
eligible” (or functional equivalent);).  

2. Send a letter to the registrant (including a DPOC Submission Form/SAVE Non-Citizen 
Notice, see Chapter 17 for sample forms) within 10 business days, informing the registrant 
that: 

• According to DHS records, the registrant holds an immigration number indicating 
non-citizenship and has not been registered to vote for that reason; and 

• The registrant may be registered as a “full-ballot” voter if the registrant submits 
other valid DPOC to the County Recorder. The registrant must provide DPOC by 
5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before the next regular general election in order to vote 
a “full-ballot” in that election.  

3. Maintain the registrant’s information in the voter registration database with a status of “not 
eligible” (or functional equivalent) until the next regular general election if the registrant 
has not provided valid DPOC. If, after the next regular general election, the registrant still 
has not provided valid DPOC, the registrant’s record may be changed to “not registered” 
(or functional equivalent).due to the invalid citizenship proof. The statewide voter 
registration system automatically archives these records after five years. The registrant 
would then be required to complete a new registration form in order to become eligible to 
vote in future elections. 

ii.iii. SAVE Returns No Match 
 
If SAVE is unable to find a match, the registrant must be processed like any other registrant who 
has not provided satisfactory DPOC. See Chapter 1, Section II(A)(4).See Chapter 1, Section 
II(A)(4). Specifically, if valid DPOC cannot be electronically acquired via AZMVD records or the 
statewide voter registration database (and the registrantregistrant’s AZMVD record is not shown 
to have an F-Type licensea non-citizen authorized presence designation), a County Recorder must: 

1. Process the voter registration application and designate the registrant as a “federal-only” 
voter; and  
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2. Send a letter to the registrant (including a DPOC Submission Form/SAVE No-Match 
Notice, see Chapter 17 for sample forms) within 10 business days, informing the registrant 
that they have been registered as a “federal-only” voter and must submit other valid DPOC 
to become a “full-ballot” voter. 

 Naturalization Ceremonies 

 
County Recorder representatives who conduct registration drives at naturalization ceremonies 
must take special precautions to ensure registration forms are properly processed.  

• The County Recorder representative who receives the registrant’s completed voter 
registration form must write the representative’s name or initials on the form, along with 
the date and some indication that the form was completed at a naturalization ceremony 
(e.g., “NC”); 

• The County Recorder representative who conducted the registration drive must ensure that 
the registrant’s Citizenship, Naturalization, or Alien Registration Number is written on 
each registration form; and 

• If any registrants reside outside that county, the County Recorder representative must 
bundle the voter registration forms by county and send them to the applicable County 
Recorders, along with a cover letter affirming that the registration forms were received 
through a naturalization ceremony. 

 
The County Recorder who receives the bundle may rely on this cover letter (see Chapter 17 for a 
sample form) as verification of citizenship. The County Recorder need not re-check any citizenship 
or immigration numbers to verify citizenship and may register the newly naturalized registrants as 
“full-ballot” voters (assuming no other deficiencies).  

 Verifying Citizenship Near Voter Registration Deadlines 

 
Often there is a delay between when a registrant becomes a U.S. citizen and when that registrant’s 
citizenship status has been updated in SAVE. Therefore, certain precautions must be taken if a 
County Recorder receives a voter registration form within two weeks of a registration deadline 
that contains a Citizenship, Naturalization, or Alien Registration Number: 

• If a County Recorder receives a registration form within 14 days of a voter registration 
deadline, the County Recorder must, as soon as practicable, notify the registrant by 
telephone and/or email (or by mail if the registrant’s telephone number orand email is not 
available) about the potential need (in case SAVE results are not ready by the deadline) to 
submit further DPOC to be a “full-ballot” voter for the next election. For example, the 
registrant may present their naturalization papers or submit a copy to the County Recorder 
to satisfy the DPOC requirement.  

• Within two weeks14 days of Election Day, a County Recorder must check SAVE for the 
results of any pending verifications to print or create precinct registers for Election Day. If 
any cases remain pending for additional verification at that time, the County Recorder 
should be prepared to supplement the precinct registers immediately preceding the election 
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or be prepared to issue Recorder’s Certificates to any newly registered voters whose 
citizenship was verified at the last minute. If the County Recorder cannot obtain 
verification of citizenship from SAVE by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before Election Day, 
the registrant must be registered as a “federal-only” voter and the County Recorder must 
notify the registrant that the registrant must submit other valid DPOC in order to become a 
“full-ballot” voter for future elections. See Chapter 1, Section II(A)(6).  

7. Preservation and Protection of Citizenship Documentation 
 
A County Recorder must maintain all DPOC received pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-166(F) in a manner 
that the County Recorder reasonably believes will prevent access by unauthorized persons. 
Documents submitted for purposes of proving citizenship may be maintained outside the voter 
registration database, but the County Recorder must otherotherwise document in the voter 
registration database that DPOC had been received.  
 
A County Recorder may destroy citizenshipDPOC documents two years after the date of receipt. 
The County Recorder must exercise reasonable diligence to ensure any citizenshipDPOC 
documents are properly destroyed. A.R.S. § 16-166(F), (J). 

 Age Requirement for Registration 

A registrant must be at least 18 years old by the next “regular general election” that occurs 
following their registration. A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(2). For purposes of this requirement, the next 
“regular general election” is the next statewide general election held pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-211.8  
 
A minor who is qualified to register to vote is not necessarily a qualified elector for the next 
election. For example, a minor who will turn 18 years of age on November 1, 2020 is eligible to 
register to vote starting on November 7, 2018. However, although registered, that minor will not 
be eligible to vote in the August 4, 2020 Primary Election, or any earlier elections, because they 
will not yet be 18 years of age as required by Ariz. Const. artArt. VII, § 2.  
 
If a County Recorder receives a voter registration form from a registrant who will be at least 18 
years old on or before the next statewide general election, but will not be 18 years old at the time 
of the next election, the registrant must be entered in the voter registration database and placed in 
a “suspense” status with a “registrant too young” reason code (or functional equivalent).  
 
The County Recorder, after verifying citizenship as outlined in Chapter 1(II)(A), must notify the 
registrant by mail within 10 business days of receipt of the registration form to: (1) inform the 
registrant that their registration will remain in “suspense” until the registrant turns 18; (2) specify 
the next election where the registrant will be eligible to vote; and (3) specify the registrant’s “full-
ballot” or “federal-only ballot” designation  (providing an opportunity to submit DPOC where 

 
8 A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(15) requires that the state voter registration form ask whether a registrant will be 18 
years old “on or before election day” in order to register to vote. (Emphasis added). However, this provision 
must be interpreted consistently with A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(2), and therefore only forbids registration if the 
registrant will not be at least 18 years old by the next regular general election.   Formatted: Font: Not Italic
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applicable). A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(1),(), (2), (3),(3);; A.R.S. § 16-134(B); A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(15); 
see Chapter 17 for sample forms. 
 
On or after the registrant’s 18th birthday, the registrant’s status must be changed to “active” to 
make the registrant a qualified elector for the next election. 
 
A registered minor is not eligible to sign candidate, initiative, referendum, or recall petitions, or 
petitions for political party recognition, until they turn 18 years old. A.R.S. § 16-121(A); A.R.S. § 
16-321(F); A.R.S. § 19-121.02(A); A.R.S. § 19-208.02(A); A.R.S. § 16-803(F)A.R.S. § 16-
803(E). However, a registered minor is eligible to sign candidate nomination petitions so long as 
the minor will be 18 years old by the next regular general election and, at the time of signing, the 
minor is a registered voter (with their registration status in “suspense” due only to age) in the 
electoral district of the office the candidate is seeking. A.R.S. § 16-101; A.R.S. § 16-121(A); 
A.R.S. § 16-321(B); Simpson v. Tarver, No. CV-20-0218-AP/EL (Ariz. Aug. 24, 2020). 
 
In order to maintain eligibility to vote in the next general election, the registered minor must be a 
resident of Arizona for the 29 days preceding the election, except as provided in A.R.S. § 16-126.  
A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(4). See also A.R.S. § 16-593.  

 Residency Requirements for Registration 

A new registrant must be a resident of Arizona at least 29 days before the next election. A.R.S. § 
16-101(A)(3). A County Recorder has no duty to verify a registrant’s residency status and may 
rely on the registrant’s affirmation of residency. 
 
A registrant is a “resident” if they have physical presence in the county along with an intent to 
remain. A registrant may be temporarily absent from the jurisdiction without losing their residency 
status, as long as they have an intent to return. A.R.S. § 16-103A.R.S. § 16-101(B); A.R.S. § 16-
103. 
 
For example, although a UOCAVA registrant may register to vote any time prior to 7:00 p.m. on 
Election Day, a UOCAVA registrant must still be an Arizona “resident” in that they must: (i) have 
had physical presence (with an intent to remain) in the county of registration at least 29 days prior 
to the election; and (ii) have an intent to return to the county following the period of temporary 
absence. A.R.S. § 16-103. 
 
Although often interchangeable, the 29-day residency qualification (A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(3)) is 
distinct from the 29-day deadline to register to vote (A.R.S. § 16-120) in advance of an election. 
For example, the voter registration deadline may change if it falls on a state holiday, but this does 
not affect the requirement to be a resident at least 29 days before the next election. Voter 
registration deadlines are addressed in Chapter 1, Section VII(C). 
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1. Determining Residency for Homeless/Transient Voters 

A person who is otherwise qualified to register to vote shall not be refused registration or declared 
ineligible to vote because the person does not live in a fixed, permanent, or private structure. A.R.S. 
§ 16-121(C). 

Pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-121(B), a person who does not reside at a fixed, permanent, or private 
structure may use any of the following places as their registration address:  

1. A homeless shelter to which the registrant regularly returns;9  

2. The place at which the registrant is a resident;  

3. The county courthouse in the county in which the registrant resides; or  

4. A general delivery address for a post office covering the location where the registrant is a 
resident. 

2. Voting in a Presidential Election after Moving Out-of-State  

Notwithstanding the 29-day residency requirement, a registrant who movedmoves away from 
Arizona after the 30th day immediately preceding a presidential election may vote for presidential 
electors in Arizona (and for no other races or ballot questions) by early ballot in the Arizona 
precinct from which the registrant moved, in-person at the County Recorder’s office, or by mail. 
A.R.S. § 16-126(A). A registrant who votes pursuant to this provision shall have their registration 
promptly canceled after the election. A.R.S. § 16-126(B).  

3. Residency Requirement for UOCAVA Voters 

The only other exception to the requirement for residency prior to the election is for a UOCAVA 
registrant who has never resided in the United States but has at least one parent registered to vote 
in Arizona at the time of registration. A.R.S. § 16-103(E). See Chapter 1, Section I(B) for more 
information on registration and voting requirements for UOCAVA registrants.  

 Effect of Felony Conviction on Qualification to Register to Vote 

A registrant may not register to vote if they have been convicted of treason or a felony, unless their 
civil rights have been restored. A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(5).  
 

• If a registrant has had only one felony conviction in Arizona, civil rights are automatically 
restored upon: (i) completion of the sentence, including probation or receipt of an absolute, 
parole, and discharge from imprisonment; and (ii) payment of any restitution imposed. 
Payment of any other legal financial obligations, such as fines or court fees, is no longer 

 
9 “Homeless shelter” is defined as “a supervised publicly or privately operated shelter designed to provide 
temporary living accommodations to individuals who lack a fixed, regular and adequate nighttime 
residence.” A.R.S. § 16-121(D). 
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required before civil rights are automatically restored after a first felony conviction. A.R.S. 
§ 13-907. A.R.S. § 13-907.10  

• If a registrant has more than one Arizona felony conviction or is unable to pay restitution, 
they may petition the superior court in which they were convicted to restore their voting 
rights. If their convictions are federal, they may petition the superior court in their county 
of residence to restore their voting rights. A.R.S. § 13-908. 

• If a registrant has a felony conviction(s) from another state, they are eligible to register to 
vote in Arizona if their civil rights have been restored in the state of their conviction(s), 
assuming all other requirements for voter registration in Arizona are met. See Parker v. 
City of Tucson, 233 Ariz. 422, 431, 314 P.3d 100, 109 (Ct. App. 2013). 

• Those who have only misdemeanor convictions or are in pretrial detention remain eligible 
to register to vote assuming no other deficiencies. See Chapter 2, Section VII. 

 
A registrant must affirm under penalty of perjury that they are not barred from registering to vote 
due to a felony conviction. A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(16). A County Recorder has no duty to verify 
whether the civil rights of a registrant with felony conviction(s) have been restored and may rely 
on the registrant’s affirmation when registering to vote.  
 
For more information on when and how civil rights may be restored, see A.R.S. § 13-604(A); 
A.R.S. § 13-905; A.R.S. § 13-906; A.R.S. § 13-907; A.R.S. § 13-908; A.R.S. § 16-1011(C). 
County election officials should refer individuals who have questions regarding the impact of a 
criminal conviction on their eligibility to register to vote to the Secretary of State’s Office and/or 
the appropriate superior court for additional information on the rights restoration process. 

 Effect of Incapacitation on Qualification to Register to Vote 

A registrant may not register to vote if they have been adjudicated mentally incapacitated by a 
court with their voting rights revoked. A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(6); A.R.S. § 14-5101(3). A registrant 
must affirm under penalty of perjury that they are not barred from registering to vote due to a court 
adjudication of mental incapacitation under A.R.S. § 14-5101(3). A County Recorder has no duty 
to verify whether a registrant has been adjudicated mentally incapacitated and may rely on the 
registrant’s affirmation when registering to vote. For more information on findings of 
incapacitation and retention of voting rights, see A.R.S. § 14-5101(3); A.R.S. § 14-5304.02.  

 Effect of Inability to Sign or Make a Mark  

A person who is unable to complete, sign, or make their mark on a voter registration form due to 
physical disability is nonetheless eligible to register to vote. A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(4).  

 
10 A person with a single felony conviction in Arizona is eligible for automatic rights restoration in Arizona 
upon completion of their sentence and payment of any restitution imposed, even if they have a felony 
conviction(s) in another state(s), so long as their civil rights have been restored in the other state(s). See 
Parker v. City of Tucson, 233 Ariz. 422, 431, 314 P.3d 100, 109 (Ct. App. 2013) (stating that A.R.S. § 13-
912(A) (renumbered as A.R.S. § 13-907) applies to first-time felony convictions that occurred in Arizona).  
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• In that circumstance, the voter registration form may be completed at the registrant’s 
direction, and the person who assisted in completing the form must sign the assister’s name 
in Box 24 on the State Form. A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(20).  

• Even if the registrant needs assistance in filling out the form, if the registrant is able to sign 
or make their mark in Box 22, the registrant should do so.  

• If the registrant is unable to sign or make their mark, as a best practice, it is recommended 
that the person assisting write “Voter Unable to Sign Due to Disability,” or a substantially 
similar note, in the voter signature space in Box 22. However, failure to write this note in 
Box 22 shall not invalidate an otherwise valid registration form. 

 VOTER REGISTRATION ASSISTANCE AGENCIES 

 Designated Voter Registration Assistance Agencies 

Various agencies, organizations, and offices in Arizona may be designated as “voter registration 
assistance” agencies. An officially- designated voter registration assistance agency: 

• Provides assistance in registering to vote without regard to political party or affiliation; 

• Develops written policies and conducts internal training to ensure compliance with federal 
and state voter registration laws; 

• Meets with the Secretary of State and/or County Recorder, as applicable, on an as-needed 
basis to discuss voter registration policies and procedures; 

• Receives State Forms (from the applicable County Recorder) and Federal Forms (from the 
Secretary of State) on a regular basis; and 

• Accepts and agrees to return completed voter registration forms to the applicable County 
Recorder within five business days of receipt of the completed forms.11 

52 U.S.C. § 20506; A.R.S. § 16-134(A); A.R.S. § 16-140; A.R.S. § 16-141. 
 
All public assistance agencies and disabilities agencies are designated as voter registration 
assistance agencies under federal and state law and are subject to specified responsibilities to 
conduct voter registration. 52 U.S.C. § 20506(a)(2); A.R.S. § 16-140. 

• A “public assistance agency” means a state agency, division, or office that provides cash 
or in-kind assistance (such as access to medical care or transportation) to low-income or 
underserved populations. A.R.S. § 16-140(F)(3). The following agencies or divisions 
constitute “public assistance agencies” in Arizona: 

- Arizona Department of Economic Security (DES): Family Assistance 
Administration (FAA) within the Division of Benefits and Medical Eligibility 
(DBME) 

- Arizona Health Care Cost Containment System (AHCCCS) 

 
11 52 U.S.C. § 20506; A.R.S. § 16-134(A); A.R.S. § 16-140; A.R.S. § 16-141. 
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- Arizona Department of Health Services (DHS): Division of Health Prevention 

• A “disabilities agency” means a state agency, division, or office that administers state-
funded programs to provide services to persons with disabilities. A.R.S. § 16-140(F)(2). 
The following offices or divisions constitute “disabilities agencies” in Arizona: 

- Arizona Department of Economic Security (DES): 

a. Developmental Disabilities Division (DDD) 

b. Employment and Rehabilitation Services Division (DERS) 
 
Armed Forces Recruiting Centers are also designated as voter registration assistance agencies. 52 
U.S.C. § 20506(c); A.R.S. § 16-140; A.R.S. § 16-141; see also Department of Justice guidance, 
available at https://www.justice.gov/crt/national-voter-registration-act-1993-nvra. 
 
**The Arizona Game and Fish Department (AGFD) is also required to assist with voter 
registration when accepting hunting, fishing, or trapping license applications by providing a voter 
registration form to each in-person applicant and referring an online applicant to the state’s voter 
registration website. A.R.S. § 16-132.  
 
A County Recorder may also designate additional “voter registration volunteers” at their 
discretion, which could be any person, group, or entity, and may include governmental or nonprofit 
and other private organizations. 52 U.S.C. § 20506(a)(3); A.R.S. § 16-140(E), (F)(1). 
 
The Secretary of State’s Office will publish guidance for voter registration assistance agencies on 
complying with federal and state statutory requirements, which will be made available at 
https://azsos.gov/elections. Voter registration assistance agencies may also consult the Secretary 
of State’s Office directly for guidance and assistance relating to voter registration responsibilities 
and should submit written procedures and training materials to the Secretary of State’s Office.  

 Tracking and Reporting Source of Registration 

Registration forms provided to a designated voter registration assistance agency or voter 
registration volunteer should bear a registration source code, if practicable. The source code may 
not disclose the specific agency or office that issued the form, nor may the source code provide 
any indication that a form was issued by a public assistance or disabilities agency. A County 
Recorder should ensure that State Forms provided to a public assistance or disabilities agency have 
the appropriate pre-populated source code to allow reliable tracking of the origin of a completed 
form. The source code should not be publicly decipherable, but should allow a County Recorder 
to internally distinguish between public assistance versus disabilities agencies. A.R.S. § 16-
140(D); A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(22). A County Recorder must input the source of registration into 
each registrant’s electronic registration record. See Chapter 1, Section IV(B)(2). The source code 
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from a particular registrant’s form may not be publicly disclosed, and may only be used by election 
officials to monitor compliance with federal and state law. A.R.S. § 16-140(D).12  
 
A voter registration assistance agency should make its best efforts to ensure that the agency 
distributes voter registration forms with pre-populated source codes to the appropriate divisions or 
offices within the agency. Completed registration forms returned to the County Recorder should 
be distinguished between those received from public assistance versus disabilities assistance 
agencies, where applicable, for proper tracking. If the agency directs applicants to register to vote 
online (either through www.servicearizona.com (or subsequent voter registration website) or by 
downloading a registration form), the agency must utilize a reasonable method to track which 
applicants were directed to an online registration method, and offer to mail a paper registration 
form, at the applicant’s request, if the applicant is unable to access online registration or unable to 
download and print a registration form.  
 
A County Recorder should make best efforts to ensure, to the extent practicable, that State Forms 
provided to a public assistance or disabilities agency have the appropriate pre-populated source 
code to allow reliable tracking of the origin of a completed form. The source code should not be 
publicly decipherable, but should allow a County Recorder to internally distinguish between public 
assistance versus disabilities agencies. A.R.S. § 16-140(D); A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(22). A County 
Recorder must input the source of registration into each registrant’s electronic registration record. 
See Chapter 1, Section IV(B)(2).  
 
The Secretary of State must report the number of registrations received through voter registration 
assistance agencies to the U.S. Election Assistance Commission on a biennial basis. Accordingly, 
the County Recorders should ensure (through use of pre-populated source codes or other reliable 
method) that completed registration forms received from state agencies can be properly 
distinguished between a public assistance versus a disabilities assistance agency. 

 VOTER REGISTRATION PROCESSING PROCEDURES 

 Statewide Voter Registration Database 

Beginning November 2019, Arizona will operateoperates a new voter registration and election 
management system called the Arizona Voter Information Database (AVID). The statewide 
database is a matter of statewide concern and is not subject to modification or further regulation 
by a political subdivision. Maricopa and Pima County systems link to the state system through an 
interface. The 13 smaller counties directly use the state system. To the extent practicable, Maricopa 
and Pima County’s systems will use the same terms, codes, and classifications as the state system. 
To the extent it is necessary for Maricopa and Pima to use different terms, codes, and 
classifications, they must correspond to the terms, codes, and classifications in the state system. 
Maricopa and Pima County must file a detailed and complete explanation of their voter registration 

 
12 If, under certain circumstances, pre-populated source codes are not practicable, a County Recorder should 
develop another reliable method to receive and track completed voter registration forms directly received 
from voter registration assistance and disabilities agencies. 
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system or program and any subsequent revisions with the Secretary of State. A.R.S. § 16-173. If 
Maricopa or Pima County anticipates needing to make substantive changes to their voter 
registration system that may inhibit data integration or otherwise impact compatibility with the 
state system, the Secretary of State’s Office must be timely notified to enable consideration of 
compatibility with, and any necessary modifications to, the state system. Prior to implementation, 
any substantive changes to the Maricopa or Pima County voter registration systems must be 
approved by the Secretary of State for compatibility with the statewide voter registration system. 
A.R.S. § 16-168(J).  .  

 Registration Codes in the Statewide Voter Registration Database 

A County Recorder must assign the appropriate status, reason, source, and form code to each 
registrant’s record.  

1. Registration Status and Reason Codes 
 
There are six recognized “status” codes that may be selected in the statewide voter registration 
database: active, inactive, suspense, canceled, not eligible, and not registered. Each status code has 
its own set of “reason” codes that provide further detail on the reason the particular status code 
was assigned. County Recorders must track the registration status and reason codes using statewide 
uniform codes as defined by the Secretary of State in consultation with County Recorders.  

2. Registration Source Codes 
 
A registration “source” code describes the source from which a voter registration form was 
received by the County Recorder or the source that circulated the registration form.   
 
The following sources must be tracked in the voter registration database: 
 
 

Source  
Registration form was received from NVRA-mandated public assistance agencies 
Registration form was completed in-person or dropped off at the County Recorder’s 
officeOffice counter 
Registration form was received from voter registration efforts or volunteers 
designated by the County Recorder 
Registration form was received from Armed Forces recruitment offices 
Registration form was received from state-funded agencies primarily serving persons 
with disabilities 
Registration form was received from a Naturalization ceremony 
Registration form was received by maildirectly from the registrant 
Registration form was received from a political party or third-party organization’s 
voter registration drive 
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Registration form was received from other public agencies designated by the state or 
county but not mandated by NVRA (e.g., city clerks, libraries, post offices), 
**Arizona Game and Fish Department) 
Registration form was received through an in-person MVD transaction 
Registration form was received through an online MVD transaction 
Registration form was received through Arizona’s stand-alone online voter 
registration website 
Form was received directly from the registrant (Federal Post Card Application)  
Form was received directly from the registrant (Federal Write-in Absentee Ballot)  
Form was received together with a Provisional Ballot 
Registration form was received through voter registration efforts by the Secretary of 
State’s Office 
Other 

 
County Recorders must track the registration sources using statewide uniform source codes as 
defined by the Secretary of State in consultation with County Recorders. County Recorders and 
staff may obtain the exact source codes associated with specific sources from the Secretary of 
State’s Office and must keep that information confidential to avoid public disclosure of the source 
of a particular voter’s registration. 

3. Registration Form Codes 
 
A “form” code describes the type of voter registration form used to register to vote. County 
Recorders must track registration forms using statewide uniform codes as defined by the Secretary 
of State in consultation with County Recorders.  

 Minimum Required Information on Voter Registration Forms  

A State, Federal, FPCA, and FWAB Form must contain the following minimum information to be 
considered complete: 

• Registrant’s name; 

• Registrant’s residence address or description of residence location; 

• Registrant’s date of birth (DOB); 

• Registrant’s signature (or in cases of physical disability, the signature of a person who 
helped complete the form on the registrant’s behalf);13 and 

• An answer of “yes” to the question “Are you a citizen of the United States of America?” 
or other affirmation that the registrant is a U.S. citizen.  

 
If the registrant possesses an AZDL/ID# or Social Security number (SSN), the registrant’s 
AZDL/ID# or last four digits of the SSN (SSN4) should be provided as well. If the registrant does 

 
13 See Chapter 1, Section II(F) for more information regarding registrants unable to sign or make their mark 
on a voter registration form due to physical disability.  
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not list an AZDL/ID# or SSN4 on the State Form, the registrant is nonetheless permitted to register 
to vote. The registrant will be assigned a unique identifying number by the statewide voter 
registration database that will serve as a voter identification number.  
 
The state-specific instructions accompanying the Federal Form stateexplain that “[i]f you do not 
have a current and valid driver license or non-operating identification license or a social security 
number, please write ‘NONE’ on the form.” However, a County Recorder may not reject a Federal 
Form for failure to write “NONE.” Similarly, for the FPCA and the FWAB, if the registrant does 
not list an AZDL/ID# or SSN4, the registrant is directed to write “I do not have a Social Security 
Number or State issued ID number.”14 However, failure to write this statement does not affect the 
registrant’s ability to register to vote. A unique identifying number will be assigned to the registrant 
by the statewide voter registration database for identification purposes.  
 
If the minimum requirements listed above have been met, the form should be processed and the 
registrant should be entered into the voter registration database in an “active” status if they 
otherwise meet the requirements for registration. If the minimum requirements have not been met, 
the County Recorder must: (i) follow-up with the registrant and seek the missing information (if 
the County Recorder has the registrant’s address, telephone number, or email address); or (ii) place 
the registrant in “not registered” status if the County Recorder has no reasonable means to contact 
the registrant. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-121.01(A); A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(2)-(3), (8), (12), (14), (19)-(20); A.R.S. § 16-166(F); 
52 U.S.C. § 21083(a)(1)(A)(iii). 

1. Failure to Provide Name, Address, DOB, or Signature 
 
If the State Form, Federal Form, FPCA, or FWAB does not contain the registrant’s name, residence 
address or description of residence location, DOB, or signature (or assisting person’s signature), 
but the County Recorder has thea mailing address, telephone number, or email address to contact 
the registrant to request the incomplete information, the registrant should be entered into the voter 
registration database in a “suspense” status until the incomplete information or a new voter 
registration form is received.15 If contact information is missing, a County Recorder must, if 
practicable, use reasonable efforts to research and acquire contact information for the registrant 
through any appropriate means. 
 

• If the information on the form is incomplete or illegible, and the County Recorder has 
contact information for the registrant, the County Recorder shall notify the registrant within 
10 business days of receipt of the form, request the missing or illegible information, and 
inform the registrant that they will remain in “suspense” status, with the reason code 

 
14 See https://www.fvap.gov/uploads/FVAP/States/eVAG.pdf. 
15 A registrant should not be placed in a “suspense” status solely as a result of providing a description of 
residence location or other nonstandard residence address. In such cases, County Recorders should make 
all reasonable efforts to ascertain the registrant’s physical residence location and should only deem the 
residence address field “incomplete” after such reasonable efforts failed. 
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“registrant-waiting verification” (or functional equivalent) until the information is 
received. If the County Recorder receives the requested information by 7:00 p.m. on the 
date of the next regular general election, the registrant is deemed to have been registered 
on the date the registration was first received. A.R.S. § 16-134(B); A.R.S. § 16-121.01(A). 

 

• If a County Recorder does not have the necessary information to contact the registrant by 
mail, telephone, or email, the registration form should be set aside and/or the record should 
be entered in the voter registration database using the status code “suspense” and the reason 
code “insufficient information on registration form” (or functional equivalent). If the 
registrant provides the missing or illegible information by 7:00 p.m. on the date of the next 
regular general election, that registrant is deemed to have been registered on the date the 
registration was first received. A.R.S. § 16-134(B). 

 
If the registrant does not provideCounty Recorder receives the missing, incomplete, or illegible 
information by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day, the registrant is deemed to have been registered on the 
date of the next regular general election, the registration form is invalid andwas first received or 
dated. A.R.S. § 16-134(B); A.R.S. § 16-121.01(A). Otherwise, the registrant’s status may be 
changed frommust remain in “suspense” to “not registered,” with the reason code “pending 
expired” (or functional equivalent). The statewide voter registration system automatically archives 
these records after five years. The registrant would then need to submit a new voter registration 
application to be eligible to vote in future elections.  

2. Failure to Provide Optional Information 
 
Failure to provide information not listed as required in Chapter 1, Section IV(C) above does not 
invalidate the registration form. Specifically:  

• Failure to provide state or country of birth, telephone number, occupation, former address 
from another state (if any), father’s name or mother’s maiden name, email address, political 
party preference, or date of signing does not invalidate the State Form;  

• Failure to provide telephone number, former address (if any), race or ethnic group, or date 
of signing does not invalidate the Federal Form; and  

• Failure to select UOCAVA status or provide political party, previous name, gender, race, 
telephone number, fax number, email address, ballot delivery preference, current mailing 
address, or date of signing does not invalidate the FPCA or FWAB.  

When only optional information is missing, the registration form should be processed and the 
registrant should be entered into the voter registration database in an “active” status (assuming no 
other deficiencies). 

3. Failure to Properly Answer Age Verification Question 
 
A registrant’s failure to answer the question “Will you be 18 years old on or before election day?” 
on the State or Federal Form, or a registrant’s “no” answer to the question, does not invalidate the 
registration form. A.R.S. § 16-121.01(A).  
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When this occurs, the County Recorder should review the registrant’s DOB to confirm whether 
the registrant in fact will be at least 18 years old by the next general election.  

• If yes, and the registrant will be 18 years old by the next election (whether or not the next 
election is a general election), the registrant should be added to the voter registration 
database in “active” status (assuming no other deficiencies), notwithstanding a “no” answer 
or failure to answer the age question. If the registrant will be 18 years old by the next 
general election, but will not be 18 years old by the next election (that is not a general 
election), the registrant shall be placed in “suspense” status as outlined in Chapter 1, 
Section II(B). 

• If no, the registrant should be added to the voter registration database with a “not eligible” 
status code and a “registrant too young” reason code (or functional equivalent). The County 
Recorder must notify the registrant by mail within 10 business days and inform the 
registrant that their voter registration form was rejected for failure to meet minimum age 
requirements.  

4. Failure to Properly Answer Citizenship Question 
 
A registrant’s failure to answer the citizenship question or “no” answer to the citizenship question 
on the State or Federal Form does not invalidate the form so long as there is some other appropriate 
indicator that the registrant is a U.S. citizen. A.R.S. § 16-121.01(A).A.R.S. § 16-121.01(A). For 
the purpose of answering the citizenship question, an affirmative answer includes making a check 
mark in the box, placing an X in the box, circling the box, shading the box, or any other method 
of marking the “yes” box that indicates the registrant is a citizen. Other appropriate indicators of 
U.S. citizenship include providing valid DPOC or a signature swearing/affirming that the registrant 
is a U.S. citizen (e.g., Box 9 on the Federal Form) and/or valid DPOC acquired on the registrant’s 
behalf from AZMVD records or the statewide voter registration database. 
 
If the registrant did not answer “yes” to the citizenship question or provide some other appropriate 
indicator that the registrant is a U.S. citizen (and DPOC cannot be acquired from AZMVD records 
or the statewide voter registration database), the County Recorder must notify the registrant by 
mail, email, and/or telephone within 10 business days of receipt, request the incomplete 
information, and inform the registrant that they will remain in “suspense” status (or functional 
equivalent) until the citizenship question on the submitted voter registration form is answered in 
the affirmative or the registrant provides some other appropriate indicator of U.S. citizenship, such 
as DPOC.  
 
If the County Recorder receives the requested information by 7:00 p.m. on the date of the next 
regular general election, the County Recorder must change the registrant’s status from “suspense” 
to “active” in the voter registration database (assuming there are no other deficiencies) and the 
registrant is deemed registered on the date the registration was first received. A.R.S. § 16-134(B). 

5. Failure to Provide Proof of Citizenship 
 
No voter registration application shall be rejected based solely on the failure to provide DPOC.  
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An otherwise eligible registrant who does not submit DPOC and whose DPOC cannot be acquired 
from AZMVD records or other record in the statewide voter registration database must be 
registerregistered as a “federal-only” voter (assuming no other deficiencies). See Chapter 1, 
Section II(A) above for procedures to be followed when a registrant does not provide DPOC. 

 Political Party Preference 

A registrant may select a political party preference by checking one of four boxes on the State 
Form or EZ Voter registration: (1) Republican; (2) Democratic; (3) Other ____________; or (4) 
None or No Party.16  
 
If the “Other” box is checked and the registrant writes a political party preference, the registrant’s 
selection should be entered in the voter registration database as follows: 

• Republican: “Republican,” “Rep,” “GOP,” or any substantially similar designation  

• Democratic: “Democratic,” “Democrat,” Dem,” or any substantially similar designation 

• Libertarian: “Libertarian,” “LBT,” or any substantially similar designation17 

• Green: “Green,” “GRN,” or any substantially similar designation 

• Independent: “Independent,” “IND,” or any substantially similar designation 

• Other: Any other non-recognized political party  

- For previously-recognized political parties that have since lost recognition (at the 
state or local level), the County Recorder may continue to use the party designation 
for registrants in the voter registration database if the registrant entered that party 
affiliation on their registration application. However, for the purposes of reporting 
voter registration statistics, these registrants shall be reported as “Other.” 

• PND: “Party Not Designated,” “PND,” “No Preference,” “Unaffiliated,” “No Party,” 
“None,” or any substantially similar designation 

 
If a new registrant leaves the political party preference field blank, the registrant’s party preference 
will be “Party Not Designated” or “PND.” If an existing registrant leaves the political party 
preference field blank, however, the registrant’s existing political party preference will be retained, 
and no changes should be made. 
 
For purposes of reporting voter registration statistics, For previously recognized political parties 
that have since lost recognition (at the state or local level), the County Recorder may continue to 
use the party designation for registrants in the voter registration database if the registrant entered 
that party affiliation on their registration application. However, for the purposes of reporting voter 

 
16 A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(5) requires that the two largest political parties entitled to continued representation 
on the ballot shall be listed on the voter registration form, and the form shall include a blank line for other 
party preference options.  
17 The designation “LIB” is not deemed substantially similar to “Libertarian” because of the similarity with 
the word “Liberal.” If “LIB” is written, the registrant’s party preference should be entered as “Other.” 
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registration statistics, see Chapter 1, Section IX, these registrants whose political party affiliations 
are anything other than a recognized political party shall be reported as “Other.”  
 
A registrant wishing to change their political party preference from the one indicated in the 
registration record must reregister. A.R.S. § 16-136. 

 Date of Registration 

A mailed paper registration form is deemed to be timely received for an election if: (1) the form is 
postmarked on or before the voter registration deadline and received by the County Recorder by 
7:00 p.m. on Election Day; or (2) the form is dated on or before the voter registration deadline and 
received by the County Recorder within five calendar days after the voter registration deadline. 
A.R.S. § 16-134(C).  
 
The registration effective date will be the date the original voter registration form was signeddated. 
If a registration form was submitted without a date, a County Recorder must use the postmark date 
as the date of registration, unless the postmark date is illegible or otherwise unavailable, in which 
case the date of receipt shall be used as the date of registration. A.R.S. § 16-134(C), (D), (D).. 
 
If a paper registration form that was timely submitted before the next election is missing any of 
the required minimum information or DPOC, or is otherwise placed in “suspense” status, and the 
registrant later provides that missing information or DPOC, the County Recorder must deem the 
date of registration to be the date the registration form was signeddated. If the registration form 
was not dated, the postmark date shall be the date of registration unless the postmark date is 
illegible or unavailable, in which case the date of receipt shall be used as the date of registration. 
DPOC must be provided by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before Election Day for the voter to be 
eligible to vote a “full-ballot” in that election. See Chapter 1, Section II(A).Chapter 1, Section 
II(A). Any other required information on the form must be provided by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day 
for the voter to be eligible to vote in that election. A.R.S. § 16-134(C).A.R.S. § 16-134(C). If 
necessary supplemental information is timely provided by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day, the registrant 
is deemed to be registered as of the form date and is therefore a qualified elector for that election, 
even if the supplemental information is provided after the voter registration deadline for that 
election.  
 
However, in order for a petition signature to be deemed valid, any necessary missing information 
on the voter registration form, and DPOC for non-federal petitions, must be received by the County 
Recorder by the date the filing officer transmits the petition signature sheets to the County 
Recorder for verification. 

 Initial Duplicate Checking Within the County 

Before a new registration record is entered into the voter registration database, a County Recorder 
must first conduct a search of the voter records to determine whether there is already an existing 
record for the registrant within the county. A County Recorder may use any appropriate criteria to 
identify potential matches, including (but not limited to) any information in the voter’s record. 
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If a County Recorder ultimately determines that the registration form was submitted by an existing 
registrant in the county, the County Recorder must update the registrant’s existing record with the 
new registration information in lieu of creating a new record. In other words, the new registration 
form is treated as a request to update the registrant’s existing/original record. If the initial duplicate 
search indicates that the registrant does not already have a record in that county, the County 
Recorder must create a new record.  
 
If a County Recorder overlooks an existing/original record and inadvertently creates a new record 
for the registrant, the statewide voter registration system will flag the records for the County 
Recorder to resolve.  

 Electronic Verification Procedures 

Once a new or amended voter registration record is entered into the statewide voter registration 
database, the system automatically checks the registrant’s information against AZMVD records 
and, if necessary, the Social Security Administration (SSA) database. 
 
Verifying records against AZMVD and/or SSA data serves multiple functions: 

1. If the registrant provided an AZDL/ID#, a match against AZMVD records validates proof 
of citizenship (unless the match is to a “Type F”non-citizen AZDL/ID# or an AZDL/ID# 
issued before October 1, 1996). 

2. If the registrant failed to provide either an AZDL/ID# or SSN4, but the registrant’s 
provided information matches against AZMVD or SSA data, the system will “acquire” the 
missing AZDL/ID# or SSN4 from those sources and import that information into the 
registrant’s record.  

3. A match against AZMVD records or SSA database confirms the registrant’s identity and 
helps ensure the integrity of registration rolls. 

 
The registrant’s new or amended record is also automatically verified against existing records in 
the statewide voter registration database for the purpose of identifying (and potentially canceling) 
any duplicate record. The details of the electronic verification procedures are defined in the 
statewide voter registration system.  

 EZ Voter Registration 

Voter registrations electronically transmitted from AZMVD to the statewide voter registration 
system are known as EZ Voter records. The EZ Voter program allowsfiles are generated for 
registrants towho register through AZMVD, whether online at 
www.servicearizona.comwww.azmvdnow.gov or in-person at an AZMVD (or authorized third-
party provider) office., or through the stand-alone online voter registration site (currently 
www.servicearizona.com). 52 U.S.C. § 20504; A.R.S. § 16-112.  
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All EZ Voter records for a particular county are populated to an interface, where each record is 
individually processed by the County Recorder. If there is no “true match” against an existing 
registrant’s record in the county, the County Recorder should create a new registration record and 
import the EZ Voter record into the new registration record. Once the new record is saved, the 
statewide voter registration system will conduct the same automatic AZMVD/SSA verification 
and statewide duplicate checking that occurs when a paper form has been entered.  
 
If a County Recorder finds a match between an EZ Voter record and an existing registration record, 
the County Recorder should apply the EZ Voter updates to the existing record. 

 Issuance of Voter Registration Cards 

A County Recorder must issue a voter registration card to any new registrants or existing 
registrants who update their name, address, or political party preference. A.R.S. § 16-163(B). New 
voter registration cards should also be issued to any registrants affected by redistricting or 
reprecincting. A new voter registration card need not be issued if a registrant makes other changes 
to their registrant record, including opting into the electronic publicity pamphlet. 
 
A voter registration card should be labeled “Voter Identification Card” or “Voter Registration 
Card” and contain the following information: 

1. Registrant’s full name; 

2. Registrant’s residence address or description of residence location; 

3. Registrant’s political party preference; 

4. Registrant’s date of registration (and/or effective date of change); 

5. Registrant’s voter registration ID number; 

6. Registrant’s precinct name and/or number; 

7. Registrant’s district information: 

a. Congressional district (all registrants); 

b. Legislative district (only “full-ballot” voters); and 

c. Any additional optional district information; 

8. County name; 

9. Contact information for the County Recorder; and 

10. If the registrant is a “federal-only” voter, a clear indication of “federal-only” voter 
designation. 

  
The mailer that accompanies the voter registration card should contain the same information on 
the card and the following additional information: 

1. Information stating that a new voter registration card is enclosed and instructions to discard 
the old card; 
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2. Information on use of the voter registration card (e.g., as one piece of non-photo 
identification at the voting location); 

3. How to contact the County Recorder if information on the card is incorrect; 

4. Instructions on how to find one’s voting location; 

5. If the registrant is a “federal-only” voter, information about what “federal-only” means 
and, what limitations apply (including voting, signing petitions, etc.);.), and how the voter 
can become a “full-ballot” voter by providing DPOC; 

6. Information about identification requirements at the voting location; 

7. Information about how to request an early ballot or be placed on the PEVLAEVL; and 

8. Outline of the reasons why a person would need to re-register. 
 
The County Recorder should send a voter registration card within 30 days of when a new 
registrant’s information is entered into the voter registration database. A.R.S. § 16-163(B). Return 
of an undeliverable voter registration card may be grounds to initiate the “NVRA process.”” by 
mailing another notice. A.R.S. § 16-163(C). See Chapter 1, Section VIII(C). 

 Help America Vote Act Identification Requirements 

The Help America Vote Act (HAVA) requires a first-time voter to prove identity before the voter 
can receive a ballot orto vote in a federal election if the voter registered to vote by mail or through 
a third-party registration drive (i.e., the registration form was not completed in-person at the 
County Recorder’s office or other designated voter registration agency). 52 U.S.C. § 21083(b)(1)-
(3)52 U.S.C. § 21083(b)(1)-(3). 
 
The identification requirement under HAVA for in-person voting is the same as the identification 
requirement under state law for in-person early, emergency, and Election Day voting. Therefore, 
all in-person voters are subject to the same identification requirements. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1); 52 
§ U.S.C. 2020520505(c)(1); 52 U.S.C. § 21083(b)(2)(A)(i). 
 
However, Arizona’s method of provingverifying identity for mail-in early voters who vote by mail 
(signature comparison) is not expressly permitted under HAVA. HAVA instead requires identity 
to be proven in one of the following ways for a first-time voter to vote by mail: 

• Verification of a registrant’s AZDL/ID# or SSN4;  

• Presentation of a registrant’s current and valid photo identification; or 

• Presentation of a copy of a current utility bill, bank statement, government check, 
paycheck, or other government document that shows the name and address of the 
registrant. 
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52 U.S.C. § 21083(b).52 U.S.C. § 21083(b). For purposes of HAVA compliance, verification of a 
registrant’s AZDL/ID# or SSN4 will be deemed sufficient proof of identity. If a registrant has not 
satisfied HAVA’s identification requirement for first-time voters who registered by mail, the 
registrant must be entered into the statewide voter registration database with a designation of 
“FED.”” (or functional equivalent). After the registrant proves identity by presenting a photo 
identification or utility bill/bank statement/government document with the voter’s name and 
address, the designation must be changed to “FEDI.”” (or functional equivalent) to indicate that 
the voter’s identity has been verified in compliance with HAVA. 

 PROTECTION OF SECURED REGISTRANTS 

The following eligible registrants are entitled to have their registration record generally shielded 
from public disclosure, beyond the standard confidentiality protections available to all registrants: 

• Registrants with a government (principally law enforcement) background who demonstrate 
to a court that sealing their registration record will reduce a danger to the registrant’s life 
or safety (collectively “protected government officials”), A.R.S. § 16-153(A), (B)(3), 
(K)(4); 

• Registrants subject to an Order of Protection or Injunction against Harassment (collectively 
“protected victims”), A.R.S. § 16-153(A), (J), (K)(4);  

• Registrants enrolled in the Secretary of State’s Address Confidentiality Program (ACP). 
ACP participants typically include victims of domestic violence, sexual offenses, or 
stalking offenses. The Secretary of State provides ACP participants a substitute address for 
public disclosure purposes and redirects mail from the substitute address to the ACP’s 
participant’s actual address, or if applicable, other designated address for receiving mail, 
A.R.S. § 41-161(2); A.R.S § 41-162. 

 
Protected government officials, protected victims, and ACP participants are collectively referred 
to as “secured registrants” with “secured records.” Other persons who reside with secured 
registrants are also entitled to request to have their registration record secured. A registrant seeking 
secured status may obtain an application from the Administrative Office of the Courts at 
http://www.azcourts.gov/selfservicecenter/Self-Service-Forms/Personal-Information-Redaction. 
A protected government official or protected victim who is not an existing registered voter, but 
seeks to have their record sealed upon registering for the first time, should contact the County 
Recorder to coordinate the appropriate procedure. See A.R.S. § 16-153.  
 
An ACP participant who seeks to register to vote must initiate the process through the Secretary 
of State’s ACP Division. See A.R.S § 41-162. The ACP participant will be provided a Protected 
Voter Registration Packet, which includes a State Form and a Participant Protected Voter Records 
Form (PVR Form).) and instructions. If the person was already registered to vote prior to becoming 
an ACP participant, the person shouldmust re-register to vote through the Secretary of State’s ACP 
Division.18 Upon receipt of the ACP participant’s completed voter registration packetProtected 
Voter Registration Packet from the Secretary of State’s ACP Division, the designated County 

 
18 More information on the process is available at https://azsos.gov/services/acp. 
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Recorder official must process the registration form within five business days and complete the 
following steps: (i) mark the registrant’s record as secured, (ii) include the registrant on the 
PEVLAEVL;19 and (iii) scan the State Form into the voter registration database so only the 
registrant’s name and signature will be visible, and ensure the original State Form is protected 
from unauthorized access. 

 Marking Secured Records 

A secured record in the voter registration database must be visually distinguishable from non-
secured records. A County Recorder may implement additional security protocols to limit 
employee access to secured records. 

 Responding to Public Records Requests 

Protected government officials and protected victims (and any registered voter who resides at the 
same residence who has requested and received protected status) are entitled to have their 
identifying information, including any of that person’s documents and voting precinct number, 
shielded from public disclosure. A.R.S. § 16-153(A). 
 
ACP participants are entitled to have their “actual address” shielded from public disclosure, which 
includes the ACP participant’s actual residential address, work address, school address, telephone 
number, county of registration, and precinct number. A.R.S. § 41-161(1); A.R.S. § 41-165(E). 
 
Neither the Secretary of State nor a County Recorder may disclose an ACP participant as a 
registered voter because doing so would reveal the ACP participant’s county of residence in 
violation of A.R.S. § 41-161(1) and A.R.S. § 41-162(A). The Secretary of State and/or County 
Recorder may also exclude protected government officials and protected victims from a response 
to a public records request for registrant records, if separating protected government 
officials/protected victims from ACP participants would present an undue burden. 
 
However, nothing in this Section precludes the Secretary of State or County Recorder from: (1) 
providing non-sealed information about a protected government official or protected victim if 
otherwise required by law or a court order; or (2) including secured registrants in statistical reports. 

 Creating Signature Rosters or Uploading E-Pollbook Data 

County Recorders may not include secured registrants, whether an ACP participant or protected 
government official or protected victim, on a signature roster or in an e-pollbook. If a county uses 
a tablet or computer terminal that has live access to the voter registration database via a secure 
virtual private network (VPN) connection, the system must be capable of shielding secured 
registrants’ information from public view (or providing view access only to the secured registrant). 
 

 
19 The Secretary of State’s ACP Division requires that ACP participants be added to the PEVLAEVL to 
maintain the confidentiality of the ACP participant’s voting precinct, and will therefore ensure the 
“PEVLAEVL” box is selected on the State Form. 
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In the event a secured registrant attempts to vote provisionally at a polling place (and informs the 
poll worker of their secured status), the poll worker should undertake any additional or necessary 
precautions, including but not limited to: 

• Confirming the correct ballot style; 

• Ensuring that a protected government official or protected victim lists their actual 
residential address on the provisional ballot envelope; 

• Making a notation about secured registrant status on the provisional ballot envelope; and/or 

• Limiting the signature roster to the registrant’s voter ID number and the notation “address 
protected.” 

 Issuance of Official Mail and Election Documents 

A protected government official or protected victim should receive all official election mail and 
be issued any voter registration cards using the registrant’s actual information.  
 
An ACP participant should receive all official election mail and be issued any voter registration 
cards using the substitute address (and excluding the precinct name or number). A.R.S. § 41-
166(E). 

 Signing Candidate, Initiative, Referendum, or Recall Petitions 

Secured registrants are encouraged not to sign petitions if they wish to maximize protection of the 
confidentiality of their identifying information and residential address. 
 
The Secretary of State and County Recorders have no obligation to redact an address or other 
identifying information from a candidate, initiative, referendum, recall, or new party recognition 
petition signed by a secured registrant. Nor is the Secretary of State or a County Recorder required 
to research an ACP participant’s actual address if a substitute address is placed on a petition. 
However, a secured registrant who signs a petition and indicates “protected address,” “secured 
registrant,” or other substantially similar designation in the address line shall not have the 
registrant’s petition signature invalidated solely based on the failure to provide the registrant’s 
actual address. See A.R.S. § 16-321(E). In such cases, the County Recorder may verify the petition 
signature based on the registrant’s address in the voter registration record. Verification of the 
petition signature, however, may necessarily disclose the secured registrant’s district and/or county 
of residence. In addition, the registrant’s identifying information, including residential address, 
may appear on other petition-related records, which may be disclosed through a public records 
request or court challenge relating to the petition. For these reasons, secured registrants are 
encouraged not to sign petitions if they wish to maximize the confidentiality of their residential 
address. 

 Terminating Secured Registrant Status 

A protected government official’s or protected victim’s registration record remains sealed for a 
period of five years, to expire by January 5 of the following year, unless judicially renewed. A 
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County Recorder must mail a notice to the protected government official or protected victim within 
six months of the expiration of their secured status and advise him or herthem of the expiration 
date. A.R.S. § 16-153(F). A County Recorder may extend the protected government official’s or 
protected victim’s secured status upon receipt of a new court order. Otherwise, a County Recorder 
will remove the secured status from the registrant’s record after January 5 if the County Recorder 
does not timely receive a new court order. 
 
An ACP participant’s registration record remains sealed indefinitely unless a County Recorder is 
notified by the registrant or the Secretary of State’s ACP Division that the registrant is no longer 
a participant in the ACP program. Upon receipt of such notice, a County Recorder should remove 
the secured status from the registrant’s record and send all future correspondence to the registrant’s 
actual residential address previously provided on the registration form (not the substitute address 
previously utilized for confidentiality purposes). 

 VOTER REGISTRATION PROCESSING DURING “BOOKS 
CLOSED”  

The period between the last day to register to vote for an election and Election Day is known as 
the “books closed” period. Historically, unless the specific changes were requested by the 
registrant before the voter registration deadline, County Recorders refrained from making 
substantive changes to voter registration records during the “books closed” period in order to 
ensure that the creation of signature rosters, e-pollbook rosters, and the verification of provisional 
ballots are based on records of eligible voters as of the last day to register to vote. However, voter 
registration processing may continue during the “books closed” period if the County Recorder has 
other means of identifying records of eligible voters as of the last day to register (e.g., the voter 
registration system is able to sort by effective eligibility date).  
 
Even if a County Recorder chooses to suspend voter registration processing during the “books 
closed” period, the following updates should continue to be processed:  

• Address Updates: If an existing registrant updates their residence or mailing address after 
the voter registration deadline but prior to the finalization of the signature or e-pollbook 
rosters, a County Recorder may update the registrant’s record with the updated address. 
Registrants who updated their residence address. In this case, the existing registrant would 
be permitted to vote a regular ballot at their new voting precinct. (if different from their 
prior precinct). (Voters who registered prior to the voter registration deadline but failed to 
notify the County Recorder of ana change in residence address change prior to the date of 
the election are eligible to vote a provisional ballot and may update their residence address 
at their new voting precinct.) 

• Name Changes: If an existing registrant updates their name after the voter registration 
deadline but prior to the finalization of signature rosters or e-pollbook rosters, a County 
Recorder may update the registrant’s record with the new name. 

• DPOC Changes: If a “federal-only” voter provides satisfactory DPOC to the County 
Recorder by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before Election Day, the registrant’s designation 
must be updated to “full-ballot” voter. See Chapter 1, Section II(A)(2).  
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• Adding Supplemental Information to Incomplete Registration: If a voter submitted a 
voter registration application by the applicable registration deadline but the application was 
missing the minimum required information to be considered complete, see Chapter 1, 
Section IV(C), the voter has until 7:00 p.m. on Election Day to provide the missing 
information to be eligible to vote in that election, and the County Recorder must update the 
registrant’s record with the missing information if provided by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. 
A.R.S. § 16-134(B).  

 ELIGIBILITY TO VOTE 

To be eligible to vote, a registrant must be both: (1) timely registered for a particular election (i.e., 
registered in the jurisdiction at least 29 days before the date of the election), and (2) a qualified 
elector in a particular jurisdiction. 
 
In general, a “qualified elector” is a person who is: 

• Qualified to register to vote and is properly registered to vote (i.e., included on the voter 
registration rolls) in the jurisdiction in question; and 

• Will be at least 18 years old on or before the date of the election.  
 
A registrant remains a qualified elector unless the registrant moves to another jurisdiction, has 
their voting rights revoked due to felony conviction or incapacity, or has their registration 
canceled. pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-165(A). A.R.S. § 16-121(A).  
 
“Qualified electors” may differ in property-based elections conducted pursuant to Title 48. For 
example, a qualified elector for the purpose of a domestic water improvement district or domestic 
waste water improvement district election is a natural person (not a company, corporation, LLC, 
trust, or other business entity) who owns property in the district and: (i) is registered to vote in the 
applicable county and resides within the district; (ii) is registered to vote in the applicable county 
but does not reside in the district; or (iii) is registered to vote in Arizona but does not reside in the 
applicable county or district. A.R.S. § 48-1012(G). 

 Age Requirements to Vote in the Next Election 

To be eligible to vote in the next election held pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-204, a registrant must be 
18 years old on or before the date of that next election. A.R.S. § 16-121(A). 
 
If a registrant will be at least 18 years old on or before the next statewide general election, but will 
not be at least 18 years old by the next election held in a particular jurisdiction, the registrant 
remains qualified to register to vote but is not a qualified elector for that next election. For 
example, if a registrant will turn 18 years old before the general election but will be 17 years old 
at the time of the primary election, the registrant may register but is not entitled to vote in the 
primary election. 
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 Residency Requirements to Vote in the Next Election 

To be eligible to vote in the next election, a registrant generally must have residency within the 
boundaries (or proposed boundaries) of a particular jurisdiction for the 29-day period preceding 
that election. A.R.S. § 16-120(A). For example, to vote in a city or town election, a registrant must 
be a resident of that city or town at least 29 days before that election. A.R.S. § 9-822(A). A 
registrant may be temporarily absent from the jurisdiction without losing their residency status, as 
long as the registrant has an intent to return. A.R.S. § 16-101(B); A.R.S. § 16-103. 

1. Residency Requirements When Jurisdictional Boundaries Change 
 
If jurisdictional boundaries change during the 29-day period preceding the next election, a 
registrant must have residency within the new boundaries in order to vote in the next election in 
that new jurisdiction. This applies to boundary changes brought about by annexation. 
 
For example, a registrant who previously resided in a county island, but whose property was 
annexed into a city or town during the 29-day period preceding an election, is qualified to vote in 
the city or town’s next election if the registrant resided in the city or town’s new boundaries during 
the 29-day period before the election. A.R.S. § 9-822(B). 

2. Eligibility to Vote When Registrant Moves Within 29-Day Period 
 
If a registrant moves to a different precinct within the same county during the 29-day period 
preceding the next election, the registrant remains a qualified elector for the next election. If the 
registrant updates their residence address prior to the creation of the signature rosters or e-pollbook 
rosters, a County Recorder may update the registrant’s record with the updated residence address 
in the voter registration database and the voter will be permitted to vote a regular ballot at their 
new voting precinct. The registrant is also entitled to update their address at the appropriate polling 
place for the voter’s new address and then vote a provisional ballot on Election Day. A.R.S. §§§ 
16-122, A.R.S. § 16-135, A.R.S. § 16-584. 
 
If a registrant moves to a different county during the 29-day period preceding the next election, 
the registrant remains a qualified elector in the former county for that election and must vote in 
the former county. A.R.S. § 16-125. 
 
If a registrant moves to a different state during the 29-day period preceding the next election, the 
registrant is not a qualified elector (and is therefore ineligible to vote) in Arizona. However, a 
registrant retains the right to vote in Arizona for President of the United States (and no other races) 
at the general election during a Presidential election year. A.R.S. § 16-126. Requesting a 
presidential-only ballot requires the County Recorder to cancel the registrant’s record “promptly” 
following the general election. A.R.S. § 16-165(A)(6). 
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3. Exceptions to the 29-Day Residency Requirement 

 Military and Overseas Voters 

Military and overseas registrants temporarily absent from the state are permitted to register and 
vote up until 7:00 p.m. on Election Day despite not physically residing in Arizona during the 29-
day period preceding the election. A.R.S. § 16-103; A.R.S. § 16-543.02(B). This exception also 
applies to a U.S. citizen who has never resided in the United States but whose parent is registered 
in Arizona and is a qualified elector for the next election. A.R.S. § 16-103(E). 

 Public Officers Posted in Different County 

If a state employee or officer is posted to a duty station in a county other than the county from 
which they were appointed or elected, they (along with their spouse and dependents who reside in 
the household) remain qualified electors in the county of appointment or election, even if they 
physically reside in the county where the duty post is located. A.R.S. § 16-124. 

 Registration Deadline to Vote in Next Election 

A registrant who registers to vote at least 29 days before the next election (and is otherwise a 
qualified elector in that jurisdiction) is entitled to vote at the next election. A.R.S. § 16-120(A); 
A.R.S. § 16-134(C). 

1. Date of Receipt of Voter Registrations 
 
For online EZ Voter registrations, a registration is timely received if the registrant completes the 
online registration by 11:59 p.m. on the last day to register to vote. The time of registration is the 
time identified on the registrant’s EZ Voter confirmation receipt. 
 
For paper registrations conductedsubmitted at a County Recorder’s office, the Secretary of State’s 
officeOffice, an AZMVD office or affiliate, a voter registration assistance agency, or an authorized 
voter registration volunteer’s office, a registration is timely if the registrant completes or delivers 
the registration form before the office closes for business on the last day to register to vote.  
 
For paper registration forms that are mailed to a County Recorder’s office or the Secretary of 
State’s Office, a registration is timely if: 

• The registration form is postmarked on or before the voter registration deadline and 
received by the County Recorder by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day; or  

• The registration form is dated on or before the voter registration deadline and received by 
the County Recorder within five calendar days after the voter registration deadline. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-134(C). 
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For UOCAVA registrants using an FPCA or FWAB, a registration form is timely if received by 
the County Recorder’s or Secretary of State’s Office via mail, email, or fax by 7:00 p.m. on 
Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-103(C). 

2. Voter Registration Form Received After Deadline 
 
A registrant who registers to vote within 29 days of an election is eligible to vote at the election 
followingafter the next election. A.R.S. § 16-120(A). For example, a person who registers 10 days 
before the primary election is not eligible to vote in the primary election but is eligible to vote in 
the general election. 
 
If the County Recorder receives a new voter registration form less than 29 days before an election, 
and the registrant is not a military or overseas voter using the FPCA or FWAB registration form, 
the County Recorder may either: 

• Enter the registrant’s information in the voter registration database; or  

• Refrain from entering the registrant’s information in the voter registration database until 
after the next election. 

 
If a County Recorder receives a voter registration form less than 29 days before an election from 
an existing registrant, the County Recorder may update the record prior to Election Day if the 
registrant will be a qualified elector in the precinct where the registrant resides. 

3. When Registration Deadline Falls on a Weekend or Holiday 
 
If the 29-day registration deadline falls on a weekend or state holiday (regardless of whether a 
particular county office is open for business), the registration deadline is extended to the next 
business day for state government. For example, if the registration deadline falls on Columbus Day 
(a Monday), a registrant is qualified to vote in the next election if they register on the following 
Tuesday. A.R.S. § 16-120(B); see also A.R.S. § 1-303301 (listing state holidays). 
 
Notwithstanding any state deadline, the Secretary of State has the authority to move the voter 
registration deadline in order to maintain compliance with the federal National Voter Registration 
Act (NVRA). Thus, the voter registration deadline will be moved closer to Election Day if the 
closure of state or federal offices would cause a method of registration to be unavailable within 
the 30-day period preceding the next election. For purposes of NVRA compliance, the registration 
deadline shall be applied uniformly across Arizona and is not subject to modification based on 
local business hours. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(a)(1)(A)-(D); Arizona Democratic Party v. Reagan, No. 
CV-16-03618-PHX-SPL, 2016 WL 6523427, at *13 (D. Ariz. Nov. 3, 2016). 
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 VOTER REGISTRATION LIST MAINTENANCE 

 Deceased, Felon, and Incapacitated Registrants 

Though the Secretary of State does not directly cancel any registration records, the Secretary of 
State is responsible for importing certain information received from federal and state officials into 
the statewide voter registration database, pursuant to which the statewide voter registration system 
will automatically cancel “hard matches” on the following limited bases: 

1. The registrant is deceased; 

2. The registrant was convicted of a felony in court; or 

3. The registrant was adjudicated mentally incapacitated by a court. 

1. Deceased Registrants 
 
The Arizona Department of Health Services (DHS) provides the Secretary of State with a file each 
month (along with a combined file each year) that contains the name, DOB, SSN, date of death, 
father’s name (if available), mother’s maiden name, and last known address of deceased Arizona 
resident who passed away during the applicable period. A.R.S. § 16-165(D).  
 
Upon receipt and confirmation of proper formatting, the Secretary of State uploadsshall upload the 
deceased registrant file into the statewide voter registration system for comparison against voter 
records. The system then initiates a matching process against registrant records in the statewide 
voter registration database.  

 Hard Match Criteria for Deceased Registrant Verification 

For the purpose of verifying deceased resident information against the statewide voter registration 
database, a “hard match” occurs if the first three letters of the first and last name, DOB, and SSN4 
match in both records. 
 
If the statewide voter registration system finds a “hard match,” the registrant’s record is 
automatically placed in “canceled” status with a reason code of “deceased-automatic resolution” 
(or functional equivalent). The County Recorder need not send any confirmation of the 
cancellation to the registrant. 

 Soft Match Criteria for Deceased Registrant Verification 

For the purpose of verifying deceased resident records against the statewide voter registration 
database, a “soft match” occurs if the first three letters of the first and last name and DOB match 
in both records or there is a “hard match” against more than one existing registrant record. 
 
If the system finds a “soft match” between the deceased record and a registrant record, it will flag 
the records and notify the appropriate County Recorder of the need to review and compare the 
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records. The County Recorder must conduct an individualized inquiry and determine whether a 
“true match” exists between the records. 
 
If a County Recorder determines that a “true match” exists, the County Recorder must select 
“match” in the system. The registrant’s record will be automatically updated to “canceled” status 
with a reason code of “deceased.” The County Recorder need notshall send any confirmation ofa 
letter confirming the cancellation to the registrantregistrant’s mailing address on record, with 
instructions to contact the County Recorder if the cancellation was in error. 
 
If the County Recorder determines that a “true match” does not exist, the County Recorder must 
select “no match” in the system. The registrant’s record will remain in its existing status without 
being placed in “canceled” status in the statewide voter registration database. 
 
A County Recorder should follow the same procedures if the county directly receives deceased 
registrant information directly from DHS instead of the Secretary of State. 

 Other Sources of Information on Deceased Registrants 

A County Recorder may also cancel a registrant’s record if the County Recorder determines that 
the registrant is deceased based on other reliable sources, see A.R.S. § 16-165(A)(2), including, 
but not limited to, death notices received by the County Recorder’s office and an affidavit of death 
from the registrant’s next of kin. A County Recorder should match as much information as possible 
(including first name, last name, maiden name (if applicable), year of birth, place of birth, and city 
or town of residence) and be reasonably certain that a “true match” exists before canceling a 
registrant. For example, newspaper or online obituaries alone may not suffice to cancel a registrant 
record without additional research and confirmation. In cases where the County Recorder cannot 
confirm a “soft match,” the County Recorder may send a letter to the registrant asking to confirm 
the information. Upon canceling a registrant based on other reliable sources of death, the County 
Recorder should send a letter, to the registrant’s mailing address on record, confirming the 
cancellation and providing instructions for correcting an erroneous cancellation.  
 
A registrant who passes away after casting a valid ballot is entitled to have their ballot tabulated 
and votes counted. 

2. Registrants Convicted of a Felony or Found Mentally Incapacitated 
 
The Secretary of State is responsible for receiving felony conviction and mental incapacitation 
information from federal and state officials and processing the information through the statewide 
voter registration system. 

 Sources of Felony Conviction and Incapacitation Information 

The Secretary of State electronically receives periodic files from Arizona superior courts and from, 
including the Maricopa County Superior Court, containing the name, DOB, and SSN4 of Arizona 
residents recently convicted of a felony or found mentally incapacitated in that jurisdiction. Upon 
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receipt and confirmation of proper formatting, the Secretary of State imports the files into the 
statewide voter registration system. 
 
The Secretary of State also receives in various non-electronic formats: (1) additional felony 
conviction information from Arizona superior courts and the U.S. Department of Justice; and (2) 
additional mental incapacitation information from Arizona superior courts. Upon receipt, the 
Secretary of State converts these records into the proper electronic format and imports these files 
into the statewide voter registration system. 

 Processing Felony Conviction and Incapacitation Information 

The statewide voter registration system compares the felony and mental incapacitation records 
against the statewide voter registration database for potential matches. 
 
A “hard match” occurs when the first three letters of the first and last name, DOB, and SSN4 match 
an existing registrant record. In this case, the registrant’s record is automatically placed in 
“canceled” status with the reason code of “felony – –automatic resolution” or “declared 
incapacitated – –automatic resolution” (or functional equivalent). 
 
A “soft match” occurs when the first three letters of the first and last name and DOB match an 
existing registrant record (or there is a “hard match” against more than one existing record in the 
database). In this case, the system will flag the record for individual resolution by the applicable 
County Recorder. If the County Recorder finds a “true match,” the record may be placed in 
“canceled” status with the reason code “felony” or “declared incapacitated” (or functional 
equivalent).  
 
The County Recorder must send a letter to the registrant confirming any cancellation based on a 
felony conviction or finding of mental incapacitation., and such notice letters should inform the 
registrant of where to get additional information about rights restoration.  
 
A County Recorder should follow the same procedures if the county directly receives felony 
conviction or mental incapacitation information from a court instead of the Secretary of State. 
 
A County Recorder may reinstate a registrant’s record if the registrant was erroneously canceled 
based on mental incapacitation, but the registrant retained the right to vote by court order. If the 
registrant was canceled based on a felony conviction but later had their civil rights restored, the 
registrant must submit a new voter registration in order to be re-registered.  

 Secretary of State Duties to Forward Registrant Information 

The Secretary of State also periodically receives registrant information that must be processed and 
forwarded to County Recorders for final resolution as described below. 

1. Information Received from Out-of-State Jurisdictions 
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The Secretary of State occasionally receives correspondence from out-of-state jurisdictions 
providing information about Arizona registrants. The Secretary of State will promptly forward the 
correspondence to the applicable County Recorder(s) by email. The Secretary of State may not 
cancel any registration records or otherwise initiate any process through the statewide voter 
registration system based on the out-of-state correspondence. A County Recorder should treat the 
information as a “soft match” and conduct an individualized inquiry before canceling any 
registration record. 

2. Information Received Through Multi-State Compacts 
 
Arizona is a member of the Electronic Registration Information Center (ERIC). The Secretary of 
State is responsible for acquiring, sorting, and distributing registrant information received from 
ERIC to the County Recorders.   and providing guidance on processing ERIC data. 

3. Juror Disclosure of Felony Conviction 
 
Election officials periodically receive court records or information regarding prospective jurors 
who acknowledged a felony conviction on a juror questionnaire. If a County Recorder receives 
such information, the County Recorder must cancel any registrant record that is a “true match” 
against the juror information, using the reason code “juror questionnaire - felony” (or functional 
equivalent). A.R.S. § 16-165(A)(4). The County Recorder must also send a letter informing the 
registrant of the cancellation., providing instructions on how to notify the County Recorder if the 
cancellation was in error due to restoration of voting rights, and informing the registrant of where 
to get more information about rights restoration.  
 
A County Recorder must ensure that a registration is not canceled twice for the same felony 
conviction. For example, the statewide voter registration system might have automatically 
canceled the registration upon being notified of the felony conviction through court records 
pursuant to Chapter 1, Section VIII(A)(2), and the registrant could have re-registered (following 
restoration of their civil rights) before the juror questionnaire information was provided to the 
County Recorder about the same felony conviction. Thus, before canceling a registration record 
based on a juror questionnaire, the County Recorder should confirm that the registrant did not have 
a prior registration record recently canceled on account of a felony conviction. 

4. Juror Disclosure of Non-Citizenship 
 
Election officials also periodically receive court records or information regarding prospective 
jurors who stated on a juror questionnaire that they are not a U.S. citizen. If a County Recorder 
receives such information, the County Recorder may cancel any registrant record that is a “true 
match” only after completing the following steps:  

1. Confirm that the registrant does not already have valid proof of citizenship documented in 
the statewide voter registration database (if the registrant has DPOC on file, the County 
Recorder may not cancel the registrant’s record based solely on the juror questionnaire);  
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2. If the registrant has no DPOC on file, send a letter to the registrant (including a DPOC 
Submission Form/Juror Questionnaire Non-Citizen Notice, see Chapter 17 for sample 
forms) within 10 business days, informing the registrant that: 

• The County Recorder has received information indicating that the registrant stated 
on a juror questionnaire that they are not a U.S. citizen;  

• The registrant has not previously provided valid DPOC;  

• The registrant must submit DPOC within 35 days of the date of the notice to remain 
eligible to vote and the registrant will be made a “full-ballot” voter upon submission 
of DPOC; and 

• The registrant’s record will be canceled if the registrant does not submit DPOC 
within 35 days. 

 
If the registrant does not submit valid DPOC by the 35-day deadline, the County Recorder must 
change the registrant’s status to “canceled” with the reason code “juror questionnaire - 
citizenship.”” (or functional equivalent). The County Recorder must also send a letter notifying 
the registrant of the cancellation and providing instructions on how to re-register and provide valid 
DPOC if the registrant is otherwise eligible to register to vote.  

5. Juror Disclosure of Out–of-County Residency 
 
If a County Recorder receives court documents or other information regarding prospective jurors 
who stated on a juror questionnaire that they are not a resident of the county and the County 
Recorder confirms a “true match” with a registrant record, the County Recorder must send a letter 
to the registrant within 10 business days. The letter must:  

• Inform the registrant that the County Recorder was notified the registrant indicated 
on a juror questionnaire that the registrant is not a resident of the county; and  

• Include a voter registration form or an appropriate internet address through which 
the registrant can update their address and/or register to vote in their new county in 
Arizona.  
 

If the letter is returned undeliverable,20 the County Recorder must send a follow-up notice within 
21 days, which constitutes the “Final Notice” pursuant to the NVRA process; the registrant’s 
record may be canceled through the NVRA process only if the registrant does not timely respond 
to the Final Notice and fails to vote in any election in two federal/statewide general election cycles. 
See Chapter 1, Section VIII(C) for details on the NVRA process.  

 Cancellation through NVRA Process Due to Address Changes 

One of the principal ways to ensure the accuracy of registration records is to update records based 
on a registrant’s change of address. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(a)(4)(B). A County Recorder receives 

 
20 If the initial notice letter is not returned undeliverable, the registrant’s record may not be canceled, even 
if the registrant does not respond to the initial notice letter. 
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address change information in various ways: directly from the registrant, from the U.S. Postal 
Service’s (USPS) National Change of Address (NCOA) service, through returned mail from 
USPS, orand from ERIC reports. A County Recorder may update (and in some cases cancel) a 
registration record depending on the circumstances. 
 
One piece of returned official election mail alone is not sufficient to cancel a registrant’s record. 
Rather, a County Recorder generally must send two official election mailings to the registrant 
(only one official election mailing is required if a registrant appears on an NCOA or ERIC report), 
and only if a registrant does not respond to the mailing(s) or vote during a specified period after 
the mailings were sent, is the County Recorder permitted to cancel the record. The requirements 
below are outlined in the NVRA and the process is referred to here as the “NVRA process.” 

1. Initiating the NVRA Process Based on Returned Election Mail 
 
To invoke the NVRA process based on returned election mail, a County Recorder must complete 
the following steps: 

1. Send an official election mailing by non-forwardable, first-class mail marked with a 
statement required by USPS to receive an address correction notification (the “First 
Notice”). Official election mail includes but is not limited to: 

• A voter registration card; 

• A 90-day notice to PEVLAEVL registrants issued pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-
544(D); 

• A ballot-by-mail issued pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-542 or A.R.S. § 16-544; 

• Any other first-class, non-forwardable official election mail. 

2. If the election mail is returned undeliverable, the County Recorder must send a follow-up 
notice to the registrant within 21 days after the mail is returned to the County Recorder (the 
“Final Notice”). If the returned mail contains a forwarding address for the registrant, the 
County Recorder must send the Final Notice to the new address. Otherwise, the County 
Recorder must send the Final Notice to the same address used for the initial mailing.  

3. The Final Notice must contain a voter registration form or an appropriate internet address 
through which the registrant can update their address. The Final Notice also must warn that 
if the registrant does not submit a new voter registration form or update their address within 
35 days, the registrant will be placed in “inactive” status.  

4. If the registrant does not submit a new voter registration form or otherwise update their 
address by the 35-day deadline, the County Recorder must change the registrant’s status to 
“inactive” with the reason code “NVRA inactive address” (or functional equivalent). 
  

A.R.S. § 16-166(A), (C), (E); A.R.S. § 16-544(E); 52 U.S.C. § 20507(b)(2), (d)(1)(B), (d)(2). 
 
The registrantregistration may be canceled through the NVRA process if the registrant: 
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• Does not timely respond to the Final Notice by submitting a new registration form or 
otherwise update their voter registration address with the County Recorder; and  

• Fails to vote in any election in two federal/statewide general election cycles following the 
Final Notice. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-165(A)(7); A.R.S. § 16-166(E); 52 U.S.C. § 20507(b)(2), (d)(1)(B), (d)(2).  
 
If the preceding conditions have been met, under the NVRA, the registrant’s record shall be 
canceled after four years from the date of the Final Notice or following the second general election 
after the Final Notice. A.R.S. § 16-166(C), (E); A.R.S. § 16-165(A)(7).A.R.S. § 16-165(A)(7). 

2. Special Procedures Applicable to NCOA Notices 
 
A County Recorder is permitted, but not required, to utilize USPS’s NCOA service to preliminarily 
identify registrants who have moved. to a different residence address. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(c)(1)(A); 
A.R.S. § 16-166(E). Since NCOA data reflects actual change-of-address information the registrant 
has provided to USPS, the NVRA authorizes a special process to be utilized for list maintenance 
purposes. The NCOA data serves the same function as a First Notice that is returned undeliverable. 
Thus, a County Recorder need only send one additional notice, which serves as the Final Notice, 
to invoke the NVRA process. 
 
If the County Recorder chooses to use NCOA data, any initial notice pursuant to this Section must 
be sent on or before May 1 of a general election year. The County Recorder may also send 
additional notices after May 1. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(c)(2)(A); A.R.S. § 16-166(E). Sending this 
notice by May 1 also allows a County Recorder to simultaneously send a 90-day notice to 
PEVLAEVL voters for the primary election in the same mailing.  
A.R.S. § 16-544(D). 

 When NCOA Data Indicates Out-of-County Move 

If NCOA data indicates that the registrant moved outside the county, the County Recorder must 
send a notice to the new address by forwardable mail informing the registrant how to remain 
eligible to vote. The notice must: 

• Enclose a postage prepaidpaid and preaddressed return form or envelope by which the 
registrant may confirm the intent to cancel their registration; 

• Notify the registrant to re-register if they moved to another county; and  

• Notify the registrant to update the County Recorder within 29 days of the letter if the 
registrant’s change-of-address was only temporary. 

 
52 U.S.C. § 20507(c)(1)(B)(ii), (d)(2)(B); A.R.S. § 16-166(E). This letter serves as a Final Notice 
in the NVRA process.  
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 When NCOA Data Indicates In-County Move 

If the NCOA data indicates that the registrant moved within the county, the County Recorder must 
supplement the registrant’s record with the new address obtained through NCOA. The County 
Recorder also must send a notice to the new address by forwardable mail to provide the registrant 
an opportunity to confirm or correct the address change. The notice must: 

• Notify the registrant that the County Recorder updated the registrant’s record with the new 
address; 

• Enclose a postage prepaid and pre-addressed return form by which the registrant may 
confirm or correct the address change; 

• Notify the registrant that if they do not confirm the new address within 35 days, the 
registrant will be placed in “inactive” status. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-166(E). This letter serves as a Final Notice in the NVRA process.  

3. NVRA Recordkeeping Responsibilities 
 
A County Recorder must trackdocument all Final Notices sent to a registrant, along with any 
communication from the registrant received in response to a Final Notice, with ain the registrant’s 
record in the voter registration database. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(i)(2).  

 Prohibition on Systematic Cancellations within 90 Days of Election 

A County Recorder must complete any program to systematically cancel registration records at 
least 90 days before a primary or general election. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(c)(2)(A). Systematic 
programs include the cancellation of records through the NVRA process described in Chapter 1, 
Section VIII(C). However, the 90-day prohibition does not preclude cancellation of records based 
on: 

• Automatic cancellations through the statewide voter registration system of hard matches 
based on death, felony conviction, or mental incapacitation;  

• Merging/cancellation of duplicate records (whether manual or automatic) when processing 
new voter registration forms; 

• Cancellation at the request of the registrant; and 

• Cancellation of records added to the voter registration database in error. 

52 U.S.C. § 20507(c)(2)(B). 

 REPORTING VOTER REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

 Voter Registration Statistics 

Each County Recorder must report to the Secretary of State and the officer in charge of elections 
the number of active and inactive county registrants as of the following dates:  
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• In even-numbered years: 

- January 2; 

- The last day to register to vote for the March PPE; 

- April 1; 

- The last day to register to vote for the August primary election; and 

- The last day to register to vote for the November general election. 

• In odd-numbered years: 

- January 2; 

- April 1; 

- July 1; and 

- October 1. 
 
In addition, registration reports must be provided to the Secretary of State as of the registration 
deadline for any special election. A.R.S. § 16-168(G).  
 
The reports must be broken down by political party and according to precinct, legislative district, 
and congressional district. For reporting purposes, political parties are limited to the Republican 
Party, Democratic Party, Libertarian Party (assuming they remain qualified for statewide 
recognition), Green Party (assuming they remain qualified for statewide recognition), and any 
other statewide recognized political party that qualifies for representation on the ballot at the time 
of the report.21 The “Other” total reported to the Secretary of State should include all registrants 
registered as “other,” “independent,” “party not designated,” “PND”, “no party” (or any 
substantially similar designation) or any non-recognized political party. 
 
These totals should be reported to the Secretary of State as soon as practicable following the 
applicable cutoff dates. A.R.S. § 16-168(H). The totals must include only registrations as of the 
reporting cutoff periods.  
 
For reports prepared as of a registration cutoff date, the County Recorder should ensure that the 
same active and inactive registration numbers reported to the Secretary of State match any 
registration statistics reported to the officer in charge of elections for purposes of determining voter 
turnout. 
 
As soon as practicable upon receipt of all 15 county reports, the Secretary of State must prepare, 
publish, and retain a statewide summary of the voter registration statistics. A.R.S. § 16-168(H). 

 
21 A current list of statewide recognized political parties is available at the Secretary of State’s website, 
https://azsos.gov/elections/information-about-recognized-political-parties.  
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 “Federal-Only” Registration and Ballot Report 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must file a report with the Secretary 
of State, and post on the County Recorder’s website, the number of people who are registered to 
vote using the state or federal form who have not provided documentary proof of citizenship. In 
even-numbered years, the report must be made on January 2, April 1, and the last day on which a 
person may register to be eligible to vote in the next presidential preference, primary, and general 
election. In odd numbered years, the report must be made on January 2, April 1, July 1, and October 
1. Additionally, after each general election, the County Recorder must post on the County 
Recorder’s website the number of ballots cast by those eligible to vote for federal offices only. 
A.R.S. § 16-161(B); A.R.S. § 16-168. 
 
**Each County Recorder must also submit an annual report to the Speaker of the Arizona House 
of Representatives and the President of the Arizona Senate that contains the following information 
regarding federal-only voters:  

1. A description of the County Recorder’s procedures regarding registering federal-only 
voters;  

2. The number of federal-only voters in the county;  

3. The number of federal-only voters whose citizenship was subsequently verified and whose 
status was changed to full-ballot voters;  

4. A comprehensive description of the obstacles to obtaining registrants’ DPOC; and  

5. The number of federal-only voters who have subsequently been determined to be ineligible 
to vote in Arizona and who have been removed from the voter registration rolls. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-138(C). The County Recorder should submit this report to the Speaker of the House 
and President of the Senate on January 2 of each year.  

 Voter Registration Events 

**The Secretary of State and each County Recorder must post on their public website a list of each 
event that the Office of the Secretary of State or County Recorder attends and provides voter 
registration services. Each qualifying event shall be posted on the public website within 24 hours 
after the Secretary’s or Recorder’s attendance at the event. A.R.S. § 16-133.  

 PROVISION OF REGISTRATION DATA TO THIRD PARTIES 

 Precinct Lists to Recognized Political Parties 

Each County Recorder must provide, at no cost, a list of active and inactive registered voters to 
the State and County Chairpersons of the recognized political parties that are entitled to 
continued representation on the ballot pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-804. A.R.S. § 16-168(C)-(D).  
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1. Content of Political Party Precinct Lists 
 
The precinct list must contain the following information about each registrant: 

1. Registrant’s full name, which includes first name, middle name, last name, and suffix in 
different columns; 

2. Party preference; 

3. Date of registration; 

4. Residence address; 

5. Mailing address (if different from residence address); 

6. Zip code; 

7. Telephone number (if available); 

8. Birth year; 

9. Occupation (if available); 

10. Voting history for the past four years, including which party ballot was issued and 
method of voting (polling place, early, or provisional);  

11. Whether the registrant is on the PEVLAEVL;  

12. Voter ID number; and 

13. Registrant’s registration status and status reason, including “federal-only” 
designation if applicable. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-168(C). Precinct lists should generally be provided in electronic format, and County 
Recorders are encouraged to make the lists available to the political parties through a secure 
website or Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) portal. If the list is provided in printed format, 
the list must be created in alphabetical order (by registrant last name) and be organized by precinct, 
unless otherwise agreed upon by the County Recorder and the political party at issue. A.R.S. § 16-
168(E).  

2. Timing of Political Party Precinct Lists 
 
A County Recorder must provide precinct lists as of the following dates: 

• In even-numbered years: 

- January 2; 

- The last day to register to vote for the March PPE; 

- April 1; 

- The last day to register to vote for the August primary election; and 

- The last day to register to vote for the November general election. 
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• In odd-numbered years: 

- January 2; 

- April 1; 

- July 1; and 

- October 1. 

A.R.S. § 16-168(C)-(D), (G).  

Precinct lists developed for the primary and general election must be provided within eight days 
after the close of registration. A.R.S. § 16-168(C). Otherwise, the remaining precinct lists must be 
provided within 10 business days after the applicable reporting dates. A.R.S. § 16-168(D). 

3. Requests for Political Party Precinct Lists 

To receive precinct lists at no cost, a recognized political party must seek precinct lists from the 
applicable County Recorder within eight days after the close of registration for precinct lists 
developed for the primary and general election or within 10 business days after any other 
applicable reporting dates. A.R.S. § 16-168(C), (D), (L). Counties may establish a process for 
recognized political parties to opt to automatically receive precinct lists for each election. 

A County Recorder need not provide this precinct list for the primary or general election to a 
recognized political party if that party will have less than four partisan candidates (other than 
presidential electors) on that county’s ballot. A.R.S. § 16-168(C).  

A recognized political party may seek precinct lists from the Secretary of State only if the 
applicable County Recorder fails or refuses to provide the list. In this case, the Secretary of State 
may charge the County Recorder a fee to produce the records as outlined in Chapter 1, Section 
X(C) below. A.R.S. § 16-168(L). 

 Use of County Registration Rolls by Political Subdivision 

Any political subdivision of the state, including a city or town, may use the county registration 
rolls to conduct an election. At least 60 days before any such election, the governing body of the 
political subdivision shall negotiate a contract with the County Recorder to reimburse the County 
Recorder for the actual expenses in preparing the necessary lists for use in the election. The County 
Recorder shall not charge more than the actual additional costs that such preparation entails. A.R.S. 
§ 16-172. 

 Public Records Requests by Third Parties 

Any person or organization may make a public records request for registrant information to a 
County Recorder or the Secretary of State. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(Ii); A.R.S. § 16-168(E), (K); A.R.S. 
§ 39-121.01(D). A County Recorder or the Secretary of State may request a properly- completed 
public records request form to be submitted before responding to the public records request. 
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Records shouldRegistration records must be produced within 30 days of receipt of a proper request. 
A.R.S. § 16-168(E). 
 
Copies of registrant records may be provided exclusively in electronic format, including via a 
password-protected Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) site, Virtual Private Network (VPN), or 
other secure method of electronic transmission. In addition to the fees set forth in A.R.S. § 16-
168(E), the County Recorder or the Secretary of State may charge for the cost of an electronic 
storage medium in which to deliver the records in a secure format. 
 
If a person or organization requests to inspect registrant records in lieu of requesting copies, a 
County Recorder or the Secretary of State may establish how and under what conditions the 
records may be inspected. A.R.S. § 16-168(F).  

1. Scope of Registrant Records Not Subject to Disclosure 
 
The following components of a registrant’s record are confidential and may not be viewed, 
accessed, reproduced, or disclosed to a member of the public: 

1. Month and day of birth; 

2. SSN (or any portion thereof); 

3. AZDL/ID#; 

4. Indian census number;  

5. Father’s name; 

6. Mother’s maiden name;  

7. State or country of birth; 

8. Signature;  

9. Email address; 

10. Any registration source code or other indication of location of registration;  

11. Any documents submitted as proof of citizenship; or 

12. Any secured record. 
 
The information listed above may be viewed, accessed, or reproduced by the registrant (if the 
information pertains to the registrant’s own record), an authorized government official in the scope 
of the official’s duties, designated voter registration assistance agencies, for signature verification 
on petition and candidate filings, for election purposes and for news gathering purposes by a person 
engaged in newspaper, radio, television or reportorial work, or connected with or employed by a 
newspaper, radio or television station, or pursuant to a court order. If requested for news gathering 
purposes by a person engaged in newspaper, radio, television, or reportorial work, a County 
Recorder may condition release of such confidential information (other than secured records) upon 
execution of a non-disclosure agreement. A registrant's e-mail address may not be released for any 
purpose. A.R.S. § 16-168(F). 
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A registrant’s signature may be viewed or accessed by a member of the public only for purposes 
of verifying signatures on a candidate, initiative, referendum, recall, new party, or other petition 
or for purposes of verifying candidate filings. A.R.S. § 16-168(F). A County Recorder may 
establish the conditions under which the signature may be viewed or accessed, including 
prohibition of photography.  
 

2. Permissible Uses of Registrant Records 
 
Registrant records may only be used for political or political party activity, a political campaign or 
election, nonpartisan voter registration or outreach, revising district boundaries, or any other 
purpose specifically authorized by law. A.R.S. § 16-168(E), (N). 
 
A person or organization in possession of a precinct list or other registrant information may not 
allow the list or information to be used, sold, or otherwise transferred for any purpose except those 
authorized above, including posting to the internet. A.R.S. § 16-168(F). 
 
The County Recorder or Secretary of State shall deny a public records request intended for a 
commercial purpose. The sale of precinct lists or registrant records to a candidate or political 
committee for a political or campaign use does not constitute a prohibited commercial purpose. 
A.R.S. § 16-168(E).  
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CHAPTER 2:  
EARLY VOTING 

 
Any election in Arizona, including special taxing district elections, must provide for early voting, 
which includes no-excuse ballot-by-mail22 voting and in-person early voting. A.R.S. § 16-541. An 
all ballot-by-mail election incorporates aspects of early voting but is subject to the specific 
requirements outlined in Chapter 3. 

 BALLOT-BY-MAIL 

Without providing any reason or justification, a voter may request to be sent a ballot-by-mail on a 
one-time or permanent basis.  

 One-Time Requests to Receive a Ballot-by-Mail 

A voter may request a ballot-by-mail for a specific election, which may include a simultaneous 
request for a ballot-by-mail for both the primary and general election. A.R.S. § 16-542(A). A voter 
may make a ballot-by-mail request to the County Recorder or other county officer in charge of 
elections, who must document the voter’s request in the voter’s registration record.  
 
Candidates, political committees, or other organizations are permitted to distribute ballot-by-mail 
request forms to voters. Such request forms shall be submitted to the County Recorder within six 
business days after receipt by a candidate, political committee, or other organization or 11 days 
before Election Day, whichever is earlier. A.R.S. § 16-542(I), (J).A.R.S. § 16-542(K). The request 
forms must seek all the information required in Chapter 2, Section I(A)(4). 

1. Eligibility to Request a Ballot-by-Mail 
 
Any qualified elector may request a ballot-by-mail containing the races for which they are  eligible 
to vote. A.R.S. § 16-542. However, for an election that includes a federal office, first-time voters 
who registered to vote by mail and did not provide DPOC or other HAVA-compliant identification 
must prove identity before requestingreceiving a ballot-by-mail. 52 U.S.C. § 21083(b); see Chapter 
1, Section IV(J) for more details on the HAVA identification requirements.  

2. Time Period to Request a Ballot-by-Mail 
 
A voter may request a ballot-by-mail between 93 and 11 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-
542(A), (E). A voter may simultaneously request a ballot-by-mail for both a primary and general 

 
22 This Manual uses the term “ballot-by-mail” to refer to: (1) early ballots mailed to voters based on a one-
time request pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-542 or based on the voter’s request to be on the permanent early voting 
list (PEVLActive Early Voting List (AEVL) pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-544; (2) ballots transmitted to 
UOCAVA voters; and (3) ballots automatically mailed to all eligible voters for an all ballot-by-mail election 
(see Chapter 3 for more information on ballot-by-mail elections).    
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election as long as the request is made between 93 and 11 days before the primary election. 
However, UOCAVA voters may make a request for a ballot-by-mail more than 93 days before an 
election. A.R.S. § 16-542(B). 

3. Methods to Request a Ballot-by-Mail 
 
A voter may request a ballot-by-mail orally or in writing, including in-person, online, or by 
telephone, email, fax, or mail. A voter may update their residence or mailing address in their voter 
registration record through a written (but not oral) ballot-by-mail request form. A.R.S. § 16-
542(A), (F). 

4. Ballot-by-Mail Request Form 
 
For written or online requests, a ballot-by-mail request form created by County Recorders must 
contain the following: 

1. The title “Ballot-by-Mail Request” or “Early Ballot Request;” 

2. The county name; 

3. Entry fields for: 

a. The voter’s name; 

b. The voter’s residential address or residence location; 

c. The voter’s mailing address where the ballot-by-mail should be sent (if different from 
residential address); 

d. The voter’s date of birth; 

e. State or country of birth, or another piece of information that, if compared to the 
voter’s record, would confirm the voter’s identity (such as the AZDL/ID# or SSN4, 
father’s name, or mother’s maiden name);  

f. The voter’s telephone number (paper forms only); 

g. The voter’s signature (paper forms only); 

h. The voter’s email address (optional); 

i. The election or election date(s) for which a ballot-by-mail is being requested; 

4. If the voter is not registered with a recognized political party and is requesting a primary 
election ballot, an entry field for the registrant to specify the political party ballot being 
requested;  

5. A method to indicate whether the voter would like to update their registration record with 
the information provided in the ballot-by-mail request form; and 

6. A notice that the completed ballot-by-mail request must be received by the County 
Recorder by 5:00 p.m. on the 11th day preceding the election. 

 
In addition to the County Recorder’s or Secretary of State’s official paper or online ballot-by-mail 
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request form, a voter may use any other substantially similar written document to make a one-time 
request to be sent a ballot-by-mail.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-542(A), (E), (E)..  

5. Minimum Requirements for Requesting a Ballot-by-Mail 
 
In order for the County Recorder to process a ballot-by-mail request, the request must contain at 
least the following information: 

1. The voter’s name; 

2. The voter’s residential address or residence location; 

3. The voter’s date of birth; 

4. At least one of the following: 

• The voter’s state or country of birth; or 

• Another piece of information that, if compared to the voter’s record, would confirm 
the voter’s identity, such as the AZDL/ID# or SSN4, father’s name, or mother’s 
maiden name.  

 
In addition, for partisan primary elections, a voter who is not registered with a recognized political 
party must indicate which political party ballot the voter wishes to receive. A.R.S. § 16-542(A), 
(E). 

6. Requesting Political Party Ballot for a Primary Election 
 
If a voter requests a one-time ballot-by-mail for a primary election, but the voter is not registered 
with a recognized political party, the voter must designate a recognized political party ballot in 
order to receive a ballot-by-mail for that primary election. A.R.S. § 16-542(A).   
 
The voter may request only one political party ballot for each election. Requesting a political party 
ballot does not change the voter’s political party preference in their registration record. In general, 
once a County Recorder mails the requested party ballot, a voter may not request or receive a 
different party ballot. If a voter re-registers to vote with a recognized political party between 45 
and 29 days before the election, however, the voter must be sent a party ballot that corresponds to 
the new party. If the voter had requested a different party ballot prior to re-registering to vote, the 
prior ballot should not be mailed (or if already mailed, should be voided).   
 
In lieu of requesting a party ballot for the partisan primary, a voter who is not registered with a 
recognized political party may request a non-partisan ballot if a non-partisan election is being 
conducted at the same time as the partisan primary and if the voter is eligible to vote a non-partisan 
ballot. 
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7. Incomplete Ballot-by-Mail Requests 
 
If a ballot-by-mail request does not contain the voter’s name, residential address or residence 
location, date of birth, party ballot designation (for voters not registered with a recognized political 
party who are requesting a ballot-by-mail for a partisan primary election), or other verifying 
information, the County Recorder must notify the voter (by mail, telephone, text, and/or email) 
within a reasonable period if the County Recorder has sufficient contact information to do so. If 
the ballot-by-mail request form does not contain contact information, the County Recorder must 
check the registrant’s record for contact information. A.R.S. § 16-542(E).   
 
If the voter provides the missing information by the 11th day before the election, the voter must 
be mailed a ballot-by-mail for that election. If the voter provides the missing information after the 
11th day before the election, the County Recorder may send the voter a ballot-by-mail for that 
election if the County Recorder has sufficient time to do so.  

 Requests to Be Placed on the PermanentActive Early Voting List 

A voter may request to be placed on the PermanentActive Early Voter List (PEVLAEVL) and 
receive a ballot-by-mail for each election the voter is eligible for. A.R.S. § 16-544(A). 
 
Unless a PEVLan AEVL voter notifies the County Recorder at least 45 days before an election 
that the voter does not wish to receive a ballot-by-mail, the County Recorder will automatically 
schedule the mailing of a ballot-by-mail to the voter. A.R.S. § 16-544(F). However, for an open 
partisan primary election, the County Recorder will not mail a ballot to a voter who is not registered 
with a recognized political party unless the voter timely selectedselects a political party ballot. 
A.R.S. § 16-544(G).  

1. PEVLAEVL Eligibility 
 
Any qualified elector may request to be placed on the PEVLAEVL. A.R.S. § 16-544(A). 
 
A first-time voter with “federal-only” designation who registered by mail (i.e., has a “FED” 
designation) and requests to be placed on the PEVLAEVL must first prove their identity in 
compliance with HAVA prior to receiving a ballot-by-mail. 52 U.S.C. § 21083(b); see Chapter 1, 
Section IV(J) for more details on the HAVA identification requirements. 
 
A UOCAVA voter also may request to be placed on the PEVLAEVL, however ballots are 
transmitted to these UOCAVA voters at least 45 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-544(J). If a 
PEVLan AEVL voter loses their UOCAVA status, the voter shall continue to receive a ballot-by-
mail at their designated mailing address unless the address is outside of Arizona. If the mailing 
address is outside of Arizona, the voter shall be notified that they must update their mailing address 
to an address inside Arizona in order to remain on the AEVL. However, even if the voter’s mailing 
address is in Arizona, the voter, upon losing UOCAVA status, may not receive or return a ballot 
by fax or other electronic means and the ballot will not be sent until 27 days (rather than 45 days) 
before the election unless the voter submits a new FPCA form.  
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A voter enrolled in the PEVLAEVL may not request that ballots be automatically sent to an out-
of-state address for each election unless the voter is also a UOCAVA voter. However, a PEVLan 
AEVL voter may make one-time requests to have their ballot mailed to an address outside of 
Arizona for specific elections. A.R.S. § 16-544(B). 

2. Time Period to Request Placement on the PEVLAEVL 
 
A voter may request to be placed on the PEVLAEVL at any time. However, in order for a ballot 
to be mailed to the voter for a specific election, the PEVLAEVL request must be received no later 
than 5:00 p.m. on the 11th day before the election. A.R.S. § 16-542(A), (E), (F). If a voter requests 
to be placed on the PEVLAEVL less than 11 days before the election, no ballot will be mailed to 
the voter for that next election (unless the County Recorder has time to do so), but the voter’s 
PEVLAEVL status will be activated for future elections. 

3. Methods to Request Placement on the PEVLAEVL 
 
A voter may request to be placed on the PEVLAEVL by:23  

• Selecting the PEVLAEVL request box on the State Form; 

• Selecting the PEVLAEVL request option on an online EZ Votervoter registration; 

• Selecting the AEVL request option during an in-person or online MVD covered 
transaction; 

• Submitting a PEVLhard copy or electronic AEVL request form issued by a County 
Recorder or the Secretary of State; or  

• Making any other written request that contains the minimum required information for a 
PEVLan AEVL request. 

 
If a registrant makes a request to be added to the PEVLAEVL other than through an initial voter 
registration, the County Recorder must compare the signature on the PEVLAEVL request form 
with the signature in the registrant’s record to determine whether the same person signed both 
forms before adding the voter to the PEVLAEVL. A.R.S. § 16-544(C).  
 
After a valid request, a County Recorder must update the voter’s registration record to reflect 
PEVLAEVL status. A.R.S. § 16-544(C). 

4. PEVLAEVL Request Form 
 

 
23 The Secretary of State’s Office and County Recorders will update the state voter registration form and 
any official early ballot/early voting list request forms to change references to the “Permanent Early Voting 
List” or “PEVL” to “Active Early Voting List” or “AEVL” pursuant to S.B. 1485 (2021), but voters, 
counties, and third party organizations may use up existing printed stock of the State Form or early 
ballot/early voting list request forms that still reference the PEVL. In that circumstance, a voter’s request 
to enroll in the PEVL shall constitute a request to enroll in the AEVL.  
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A PEVLAn AEVL request form created by County Recorders must contain substantially the 
following: 

1. The title “PermanentActive Early Voter List Request”;24 

2. The county name; 

3. Entry fields for: 

• The voter’s name; 

• The voter’s residential address or location; 

• The voter’s mailing address in the state of Arizona; 

• The voter’s date of birth; and 

• The voter’s signature; 

4. A method to indicate whether the voter would like to update their registration record with 
the information provided in the PEVLAEVL request form;  

5. A statement that the voter is attesting that the voter is a registered voter who is eligible to 
vote in the county of residence; and 

6. The statement “I authorize the County Recorder to add my name to the permanent early 
voting listActive Early Voting List and by doing so the County Recorder will automatically 
mail a ballot-by-mail to me for each election for which I am eligible.” 

 
A County Recorder may add additional language to a PEVLan AEVL request form. 
 
In addition to the County Recorder’s or Secretary of State’s official PEVLAEVL request form, a 
voter may use any other substantially similar written document to request PEVLAEVL status. 

5. Minimum Requirements for Requesting Placement on the 
PEVLAEVL 

 
A valid written PEVLAEVL request must contain, at minimum, the voter’s: 

• Name; 

• Residence address or location within the county;  

• Mailing address within the state (if different from residential address);  

• Date of birth; and 

• Signature. 

 
24 The Secretary of State’s Office and County Recorders will update any official early ballot/early voting 
list request forms to change references to the “Permanent Early Voting List” or “PEVL” to “Active Early 
Voting List” or “AEVL” pursuant to S.B. 1485 (2021), but voters, counties, and third party organizations 
may use up existing printed stock of the early ballot/early voting list request forms that still reference the 
PEVL. In that circumstance, a voter’s request to enroll in the PEVL shall constitute a request to enroll in 
the AEVL. 
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The voter may not list an out-of-state mailing address unless the voter is a UOCAVA voter. A.R.S. 
§ 16-544(B). 

6. Incomplete Requests for Placement on the PEVLAEVL 
 
If the PEVLAEVL request does not contain the voter’s name, residence address or residence 
location, mailing address in the state, date of birth, or signature, or contains a signature that does 
not match the signature in the registrant’s record, the County Recorder must notify the voter (by 
mail, telephone, text, and/or email) within a reasonable period if the County Recorder has enough 
information to do so. If the PEVLAEVL request form does not contain contact information, the 
County Recorder must check the registrant’s record for contact information.  
 
If the voter provides the missing information or confirms any mismatched signature by the 11th 
day before the election, the voter must be mailed a ballot-by-mail for that election and be added to 
the PEVLAEVL for future elections. If the voter provides the missing information after the 11th 
day before the election, the County Recorder must add the voter to the AEVL for future elections 
and may send the voter a ballot-by-mail for thatthe current election if the County Recorder has 
sufficient time to do so. 

7. Removal from the PEVLAEVL 
 
A voter may be removed from the PEVLAEVL under the following circumstances: 

• The voter makes a written request to be removed from the PEVLAEVL, which includes 
the voter’s name, residence address, date of birth, and signature;25  

• The 90-day notice (discussed in Chapter 2, Section I(B)(9) below) is returned as 
undeliverable and the County Recorder is unable to contact the voter to confirm the voter’s 
continued desire to remain on the PEVL; orAEVL;  

• The voter’s registration record is placed in an “inactive” or “canceled” status. ; or 

 

• Upon receipt of The voter did not vote by early ballot in any primary, general, or city/town 
election (i.e., the voter voted by early ballot in no primary, general, or city/town election) 
in two consecutive election cycles (beginning after the 2022 election cycle) and failed to 
return a notice, and confirm in writing the voter’s request to be removed from the 
PEVLdesire to remain on the AEVL, within 90 days of receiving the notice.  
 

Pursuant to S.B. 1485, on or before January 15 of each odd-numbered year, the County Recorder 
mustshall send a notice to each voter who is on the AEVL and who did not vote by early ballot in 

 
25 A written request to be removed from the AEVL may be submitted in-person, by mail, or by email and 
need not be on a specific form so long as it contains the voter’s name, residence address, date of birth, and 
signature. Upon receipt of the voter’s request to be removed from the AEVL, the County Recorder must 
remove the voter as soon as practicable. 
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all elections for two consecutive election cycles (i.e., the voter voted by early ballot in no primary, 
general, or city/town election for two consecutive election cycles beginning after the 2022 election 
cycle).26 The notice shall inform the voter that, to remain on the AEVL, the voter must:  

• Confirm in writing the voter’s desire to remain on the AEVL; and  

• Return the completed and signed notice that contains the voter’s address and date of birth 
to the County Recorder within 90 days of receipt of the notice. 

If a voter receives a notice as described in A.R.S. § 16-544(L) and the voter does not respond to 
the notice within the 90-day time period, the County Recorder shall remove the voter as soon as 
practicable. A County Recorder may not remove a voter from the PEVL list for failure to vote or 
for voting in-person rather than using the ballot-by-mail.from the AEVL. A.R.S. § 16-544(H)-(I), 
(K).  

8. Third-Party Distribution/Receipt of PEVLAEVL Request Forms 
 
As for one-time ballot-by-mail request forms, candidates, political committees, or other 
organizations are permitted to distribute PEVLAEVL request forms to voters. A.R.S. § 16-
544(LN). The request forms must seek all the information required under Chapter 2, Section 
I(B)(4). 
 
If a candidate, political committee, or other organization receives a completed request form, the 
candidate, political committee, or other organization must return the request form to the applicable 
County Recorder within six business days of receipt or 11 days before Election Day, whichever is 
sooner. Failure to timely return completed request forms may result in a civil penalty of $25 per 
day for each form withheld. Any person who knowingly fails to return completed PEVLAEVL 
request forms by the submission deadline may be guilty of a class 6 felony. A.R.S. § 16-544(MO). 
 
If the request forms include a printed return address, the address must be the County Recorder’s 
office in the political subdivision that will conduct the election. Failure to use the County 
Recorder’s return address may result in a civil penalty up to three times the cost of the production 
and distribution of the PEVLAEVL request form. A.R.S. § 16-544(LN). 

9. Notice to PEVLAEVL Voters in Advance of the Election 
 
A County Recorder must mail a notice to all eligible PEVLAEVL voters at least 90 days before 

 
26 For the purposes of this section, “election cycle” is defined as: (1) “the two-year period beginning on 
January 1 in the year after a statewide general election,” or (2) “for cities and towns, the two year period 
beginning on the first day of the calendar quarter after the calendar quarter in which the city’s or town’s 
second, runoff or general election is scheduled and ending on the last day of the calendar quarter in which 
the city’s or town’s immediately following second, runoff or general election is scheduled, however that 
election is designated by the city or town.” A.R.S. § 16-544(P). Because the 2022 election cycle has already 
began and S.B. 1485 does not apply retroactively, the first two full election cycles after S.B. 1485’s effective 
date are the 2024 and 2026 election cycles. Therefore, the first AEVL removal notices must be sent out by 
January 15, 2027 to AEVL voters who vote by early ballot in zero eligible elections in the 2024 and 2026 
election cycles.  
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any polling place election (i.e., any election not conducted as a ballot-by-mail election, see 
Chapter 3) scheduled in March or August, including the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-544(D). A County 
Recorder may not issue a combined 90-day notice for the March and August elections, but may 
issue a combined 90-day notice for a March/May election or an August/November election. 
 
The notice must be sent by non-forwardable mail (with a request to receive an address correction 
notification) and include the following information:  

1. A statement that the County Recorder’s records indicate that the voter is on the 
PEVLAEVL; 

2. The datesdate(s) of the electionselection(s) that are the subject of the notice; 

3. The expected mailing date(s) of the voter’s ballot; 

4. The voter’s mailing address, and an indication that it is the address where the ballot(s) will 
be mailed; 

5. An indicator of the voter’s party affiliation; 

6. A checkbox to allow the voter to remove the voter’s name from the PEVLAEVL; and  

7. A checkbox to request that the ballot-by-mail not be mailed for the elections listed on the 
notice. 

 
The notice must include a postage-prepaid means for the voter to: 

1. Designate a political party ballot or request a non-partisan ballot, if applicable, (only if the 
upcoming election includes an open partisan primary and the voter is not registered with a 
recognized political party); 

2. Change the mailing address to another location within the state; 

3. Update the voter’s residence address in the county of residence; and 

4. Request that the voter not be sent a ballot for the upcoming election or elections indicated 
in the notice. 

 
If an election is not formally called until within 120 days of the scheduled election, the County 
Recorder is not required to send a 90-day notice. A.R.S. § 16-544(D). 

 90-Day Notice to PEVLAEVL Voters Not Affiliated with a 
Recognized Political Party 

If the upcoming election is an open partisan primary election and the PEVLAEVL voter is not 
registered with a recognized political party, the 90-day notice must include a means for the voter 
to designate a political party ballot. A.R.S. § 16-544(D). RequestingThis notice shall explain that 
requesting a party ballot for the primary election does not change the voter’s political party 
preference in their registration record. 
 
If a PEVLan AEVL voter does not designate a party ballot within 45 days of the election, the voter 
will not be automatically sent a ballot-by-mail for that primary election but the voter’s name will 
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remain on the PEVLAEVL for future elections. To vote early by mail in that election, the voter 
must make a one-time ballot-by-mail request and designate a party ballot. A.R.S. § 16-542(A); 
A.R.S. § 16-544(G). 
 
In general, once a County Recorder mails the requested party ballot, a voter may not request or 
receive a different party ballot. If a voter re-registers to vote with a recognized political party 
between 29 and 45 days before the election, however, the voter must be sent a party ballot that 
corresponds to the new party. If the voter had requested a different party ballot prior to re-
registering to vote, the prior ballot should not be mailed (or if already mailed, should be voided).   
 
In lieu of requesting a party ballot for the partisan primary, an eligible PEVLAEVL voter may 
request a non-partisan ballot if a non-partisan election is being conducted at the same time and the 
voter is eligible to vote a non-partisan ballot. 

 90-Day Notice Returned Undeliverable 

If the 90-day notice is returned undeliverable to the County Recorder, the County Recorder must 
notify the PEVLAEVL voter (if the County Recorder has contact information for the voter) to 
attempt to update the voter’s address. 
 
An undeliverable 90-day notice serves as a First Notice under the “NVRA process.” See Chapter 
1, Section VIII(C). If the voter is moved to “inactive” status after failure to respond to a “Final 
Notice” pursuant to the “NVRA process,” a ballot-by-mail shall not be automatically sent to the 
voter. A.R.S. § 16-544(E). The voter may re-gainregain active PEVLAEVL status upon updating 
the voter’s address and submitting a new PEVLAEVL request. 

 Creation and Preparation of Early Ballots 

The County Board of Supervisors is responsible for preparing early ballots, including ballots-by-
mail, to be used in federal, statewide, legislative, and countywide elections. A.R.S. § 16-405; 
A.R.S. § 16-503(A); A.R.S. § 16-545(B)(1). The Board of Supervisors may delegate this 
responsibility to the officer in charge of elections. 
 
An early ballot must be identical to a polling place ballot in content and format, except an early 
ballot must have the word “early” printed or stamped on the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-545(A). 
 
The 55th Legislature, First Regular Session, through S.B. 1530, enacted a new requirement that 
the exterior envelope in which a ballot-by-mail is sent to voters must include substantially the 
following statement: “If the addressee does not reside at this address, mark the unopened envelope 
“return to sender” and deposit it in the United States mail.” A.R.S. § 16-547(C). However, printing 
a statement that includes the phrase “return to sender” on the exterior envelope will cause postal 
sorting machines to automatically return the ballot to the county. Therefore, the County Recorder 
or other officer in charge elections shall utilize an alternate statement that omits the phrase “return 
to sender.” The alternate statement shall be considered substantially similar to the language in the 
statute so long as the alternate statement: (1) clearly instructs and permits the recipient to indicate 
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if the addressee does not reside at the address; and (2) allows the U.S. Postal Service to return 
appropriately marked envelopes to the county. For example, the following is an acceptable 
alternate statement:  

□  If the addressee does not reside at this address, mark the box and return it to the U.S. 
Postal Service. 

1. Components of the Ballot-by-Mail Mailing 
 
Only official election materials, as determined by the County Recorder, are permitted to be 
included in the ballot-by-mail mailing. Lists of official write-in candidates or withdrawn 
candidates may not be included in the mailing.  

2. Required Return Envelope 
 
The postage prepaid return envelope must: 

• Contain the County Recorder’s name, official title, and the post office address of the 
County Recorder (or other officer in charge of elections) on the front side of the return 
envelope (as explained below, a secrecy mailing envelope separate from the ballot affidavit 
may be used); 

• Contain a statutorily- prescribed voter affidavit on the back side of the return envelope (see 
below); 

• Be tamper evident when properly sealed; 

• Not reveal the voter’s political party affiliation;  

• Contain any required statement by the U.S. Post Office for election mail, including the 
election mail logo; and 

• Be opaque so as not to reveal the voter’s vote choices. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-547(A); A.R.S. § 16-545(B)(2).  
 

The voter affidavit must substantially contain at least the following language, followed by a place 
for the voter’s signature: 

I declare the following under penalty of perjury: I am a registered voter in ___________ 
county Arizona, I have not voted and will not vote in this election in any other county or 
state, I understand that knowingly voting more than once in any election is a class 5 felony 
and I voted the enclosed ballot and signed this affidavit personally unless noted below. 

If the voter was assisted by another person in marking the ballot, complete the following: 

I declare the following under penalty of perjury: At the registered voter’s request I assisted 
the voter identified in this affidavit with marking the voter’s ballot, I marked the ballot as 
directly instructed by the voter, I provided the assistance because the voter was physically 
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unable to mark the ballot solely due to illness, injury, or physical limitation and I 
understand that there is no power of attorney for voting and that the voter must be able to 
make their selection even if they cannot physically mark the ballot. 

Name of voter assistant: ____________________________ 

Address of voter assistant: __________________________ 

A.R.S. § 16-547(A). The affidavit must also request an optional telephone number or email address 
to enable the County Recorder to contact the voter in case there is a deficiency with the early 
ballot.27  
 
For ballot-by-mail elections, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may 
supplement the early ballot affidavit with additional language required for issuance of replacement 
ballots pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-558.02(A). See Chapter 3, Section IV. 
 
In lieu of printing the ballot affidavit on the exterior of the return envelope, a County Recorder 
may also include a postage prepaid secrecy mailing envelope. In this circumstance, the voter is 
directed to place their marked ballot in the standard return envelope that contains the early ballot 
affidavit; the voter must then place the standard return envelope inside the postage prepaid secrecy 
mailing envelope. This method ensures that the voter’s signature (or other personally identifying 
information) will not be visible on the exterior envelope transmitted through the mail. The 
envelope that contains the early ballot affidavit must otherwise comply with A.R.S. § 16-547. For 
counties that use this method, a voted ballot shall be accepted for processing so long as the 
completed ballot affidavit is also returned with the voted ballot. For example, a voter may drop off 
their voted ballot in the signed affidavit envelope at the County Recorder’s Office or ballot drop-
box with no exterior secrecy envelope, or a voter may mail their voted ballot and signed affidavit 
in an envelope different from the postage pre-paid envelope provided by the County Recorder and 
such circumstances alone shall not invalidate the voter’s ballot.  

3. Required Instructions to Voters 
 
A County Recorder must supply printed instructions that: 

1. Direct voters to sign the voter affidavit, mark the ballot, and return the voted ballot in the 
enclosed return envelope;  

2. Include a website address where the following information will be posted: (1i) official 
locations where early ballots may be deposited; and (2ii) official write-in candidates and 
withdrawn candidates for all jurisdictions on the ballot, A.R.S. § 16-343(G); and (2); 

3. Inform voters that: (i) no votes will be counted for a particular office if they overvote (vote 
i.e., mark the target area for more candidates or measures than permitted) and thereforedo 

 
27 The prescribed early ballot affidavit is deemed to substantially comply with FVAP-suggested designs for 
a UOCAVA return envelope affidavit. A.R.S. § 16-547(B); see also 52 U.S.C. § 20301(b)(4); 
https://www.fvap.gov/eo/overview/sending-ballots/creating-envelopes. 
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not otherwise make their choice clear); and (ii) provide the voter shouldinstructions on 
how to make their intent clear if they inadvertently mark the target area for a candidate or 
ballot measure and want to correct their vote and/or instruct the voter to contact the County 
Recorder to request a new ballot in the event ofto ensure their vote is not processed as an 
overvote; 

4. Recommend that voters mail a ballot-by-mail back to the County Recorder as soon as 
possible or at least sixseven calendar days before the election to best ensure the ballot will 
be timely received by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day; 

5. Provide information regarding ballot drop-box and other ballot drop-off locations 
available in the county (or a link to where that information can be found online) and 
recommend that voters utilize these drop-off options to ensure voted ballots are received 
by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day;  

5.6. Informs voters regarding the appropriate marking devices to be used when marking the 
ballot; and 

6.7. Include the following language: 

• In order to be valid and counted, the ballot and affidavit must be delivered to the 
County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections or may be deposited at any 
polling place or ballot drop-off location in the county no later than 7:00 p.m. on 
Election Day; and. The ballot will not be counted without the voter’s signature on 
the envelope. 

• (WARNING - It is a felony to offer or receive any compensation for a 
ballot..) 

 
A.R.S. § 16-547(CD). The County Recorder may substitute “vote center” for “polling place” if the 
county uses vote centers. If applicable, the County Recorder may add additional ballot drop-off 
locations to the statutorily- prescribed language. All ballot drop-off locations and drop-boxes shall 
be approved by the Board of Supervisors (or designee).  
 
A County Recorder in a covered jurisdiction, as designated by the Census Bureau in the current 
Federal Register publication, must provide these instructions in English and any additional written 
language(s) required under the federal Voting Rights Act. See Chapter 8, Section VI. 

 Mailing Ballots-by-Mail 

1. Methods of Transmitting Ballots-by-Mail 
 
A ballot-by-mail must be mailed to voters by first-class, non-forwardable mail. The ballot-by-mail 
must be accompanied by an early ballot affidavit, instructions to voters, and a postage-prepaid 
return envelope. 
 
UOCAVA ballotsBallots may be transmitted to UOCAVA voters by mail, fax, email, or other 
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secure method of online transmittal, in accordance with the delivery method selected on the FPCA 
submitted by the voter on the FPCA. UOCAVA mailing requirements apply to all elections, not 
just federal elections. A.R.S. § 16-543(A). 
 
Except for an all ballot-by-mail election pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-409 or Chapter 4, Article 8.1 of 
Title 16, a county recorder, city or town clerk, or other election officer shall not deliver or mail an 
early ballot to a voter unless the voter is on the AEVL or the voter made a one-time request for an 
early ballot for the election at issue pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-542(A). An election officer who 
knowingly violates this prohibition is guilty of a class 5 felony. A.R.S. § 16-542(L). 

2. Time Period for Mailing Ballots-by-Mail 
 
Voters who make a ballot-by-mail request at least 2731 days before the election are entitled to be 
mailed a ballot-by-mail between 27 and 24 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-542(C); A.R.S. 
§ 16-545(B)(1); A.R.S. § 16-544(F).28 Whenever practicable, the County Recorder should also 
mail an early ballot between 27 and 24 days before the election to voter who make a ballot-by-
mail request at least 27 days before the election.  
 
Voters who make a sufficiently complete and correct ballot-by-mail request between 26 and 11 
days before the election are entitled to be sent a ballot-by-mail within two business days of the 
request. A.R.S. § 16-542(D)-(E).  
 
Requests for a ballot-by-mail made 10 days or less before the election are untimely. A.R.S. § 16-
542(E) (requiring requests be made by 5:00 p.m. on the 11th day before the election). 

3. Special Time Period for Transmitting UOCAVA Ballots 
 
If a UOCAVA voter registers to vote with an FPCA at least 48 days before an election, a County 
Recorder must transmit a ballot-by-mail to the voter at least 45 days before the election. A.R.S. § 
16-543(A); 52 U.S.C. § 20302(a)(8).  
 
A UOCAVA voter who registers to vote using an FWAB pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-543.02(D) must 
simultaneously write-in their vote choices for federal candidates. However, if a County Recorder 
receives an FWAB sufficiently in advance of the election, the County Recorder should transmit a 
ballot-by-mail to the registrant and, if the FWAB received is not the version revised in 2017 or 
later that contains all the same information as the FPCA, should include an FPCA. If the voter 
returns the voted ballot-by-mail (and includes a completed FPCA if necessary), the County 
Recorder should void out the FWAB. FWABs from UOCAVA voters are held until 7:00 p.m. on 
Election Day if the voter was sent a ballot-by-mail and, if the ballot-by-mail was voted and 
returned, the FWAB is disqualified and the voted ballot-by-mail is transmitted to the officer in 

 
28 A.R.S. § 16-542(C) allows early ballots to be mailed as late as 24 days before the election, but also 
requires ballots be mailed “within five days after receipt of the official early ballots from the officer charged 
by law with the duty of preparing ballots pursuant to section 16-545.” In the event a County Recorder 
cannot mail early ballots within five days of receipt, a County Recorder remains in compliance with A.R.S. 
§ 16-542(C) if early ballots are mailed no later than the 24th day before the election. 
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charge of elections for tabulation.  
 
If a UOCAVA voter registers less than 48 days before the election, a County Recorder must 
transmit the ballot-by-mail within one business day of receipt of the registration. A.R.S. § 16-
543(A); A.R.S. § 16-542(D). Requests made within 48 hours of Election Day should be further 
expedited to the extent possible. 

 Effect of Incomplete FPCA Registration 

If a UOCAVA voter submits an incomplete FPCA (or attempts to register to vote using a 
registration form other than an FPCA or FWAB containing all the same information as an FPCA) 
within 48 days of the election, the County Recorder must transmit a blank FPCA along with a 
ballot-by-mail to the voter within one business day of receipt. A.R.S. § 16-543(A). If the voter 
does not return a new completed FPCA by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day, any voted ballot-by-mail 
from that voter will not count. 

 Waiver of UOCAVA 45-Day Transmittal Deadline 

In exceptional circumstances, the Secretary of State has authority to seek a waiver of the 45-day 
UOCAVA ballot transmission deadline from the U.S. Department of Defense as a result of undue 
hardship.29 For example, an “undue hardship” may be found if: 

• A county has suffered a delay in generating ballots due to a legal contest; 

• Arizona’s primary election date prohibits counties from meeting the 45-day mailing 
requirement; or 

• The Arizona Constitution prohibits counties from complying with the 45-day mailing 
requirement. 

 
52 U.S.C. § 20302(g)(2)(B). If a county experiences (or believes it will experience) an undue 
hardship, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must contact the Secretary of 
State as soon as possible and provide sufficient information to enable the Secretary of State to 
make a timely waiver request. 
 
The Secretary of State’s waiver request must include: 

• An explanation of the undue hardship; 

• A recognition that the original purpose of the 45-day mailing requirement was to allow 
UOCAVA voters to have enough time to vote in a federal election; 

 
29 52 U.S.C. § 20302(g); https://www.fvap.gov/eo/waivers. The Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel 
& Readiness is the Presidential designee charged with evaluating such requests. See Executive Order 12642, 
available at https://www.archives.gov/federal-register/codification/executive-
order/12642.html;https://www.archives.gov/federal-register/codification/executive-order/12642.html; 
Department of Defense Instruction 1000.04, Federal Voting Assistance Program (FVAP), available at 
https://www.fvap.gov/uploads/FVAP/Policies/dodi1000.04.pdf.  
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• The number of days prior to the election that Arizona law requires ballots-by-mail to be 
transmitted to UOCAVA voters, A.R.S. § 16-543(A) (45 days); 

• The State’s plan to ensure that UOCAVA voters are able to receive and return their ballot-
by-mail in time to be counted for the election. This includes the specific steps the county 
or counties will take, why the plan will give UOCAVA voters enough time to vote, and 
factual information explaining how the plan gives sufficient time for this to occur.30 

 
The Secretary of State is generally required to submit a waiver request at least 90 days before the 
election, which the Department of Defense must act upon within 25 days. 52 U.S.C. § 
20302(g)(3)(A). If the undue hardship results from a legal contest, however, the Secretary of State 
must submit the waiver request as soon as practicable, which the Department of Defense must act 
upon within five business days. 52 U.S.C. § 20302(g)(3)(B). 

 Issuing Replacement Ballots-by-Mail 

A County Recorder may issue replacement ballots-by-mail to a voter upon request and may limit 
the total number of ballots-by-mail to three per voter per election. The County Recorder 
shouldshall keep a record of each replacement ballot issued. See A.R.S. § 16-558.02A.R.S. § 16-
558.02. The County Recorder must ensure that only one ballot for a particular voter is verified and 
transmitted to the officer in charge of elections for tabulation. Only the first ballot received and 
verified shall be counted.   

 Emergency UOCAVA Early Balloting Procedures 

In the event of a national or local emergency that makes substantial compliance with the UOCAVA 
statute impracticable, including occurrences of natural disasters, armed conflict, or mobilization 
of the National Guard or military reserve units of this State, the following procedures for the early 
balloting process shall apply for UOCAVA voters: 

• The Secretary of State will issue a press statement for immediate release, posted on the 
Secretary of State’s website and official social media accounts, and distributed as broadly 
and immediately as practicable to national and local wire services, to radio and television 
broadcast stations within the state, and to daily newspapers of general circulation in the 
state, outlining applicable measures that will be taken to continue or lengthen the early 
voting process for UOCAVA voters. 

• The Secretary of State will prepare and distribute written public service announcements 
describing these early voting procedures for broadcast on radio and television networks, 
including but not limited to the U.S. Armed Forces Network and Federal Voting Assistance 

 
30 52 U.S.C. § 20302(g)(1); see also https://www.fvap.gov/uploads/FVAP/EO/2012_waiver_ 
guidance.pdf. 
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Program, and announcements describing these procedures on internet sites of interest to 
military and non-military U.S. citizens living abroad. 

• The Secretary of State will direct the County Recorders and officers in charge of elections 
to make all reasonable efforts to locate each eligible UOCAVA voter in their jurisdiction 
and to notify such voter individually, by email, telephone, and/or fax, of the modified early 
voting process including the alternatives for issuing or returning early ballots faster than 
traditional mail service. 

Should such an event cause insufficient time to receive, execute, and return a ballot, the deadline 
for the receipt of the early ballots mailed, emailed, or faxed back to the County Recorder will be 
5:00 p.m. on the third business day after the election.   

A.R.S. § 16-543(C). 

 Reporting UOCAVA Transmission Statistics 

Each County Recorder must timely confirm UOCAVA compliance to the Secretary of State, 
whichand must include information about:  

• How many UOCAVA ballots were validly requested; 

• How many UOCAVA ballots were transmitted in accordance with the 45-day deadline 
based on valid requests received before that date; and 

• How many UOCAVA ballots were transmitted after the 45-day deadline based on valid 
requests received before that date. 

 
UOCAVA reports must be emailed or electronically submitted to the Secretary of State within one 
business day of the UOCAVA ballot transmission deadline. The reports shall not include any 
protected information for voters who have their records sealed pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-153 or who 
are enrolled in the Address Confidentiality Program. 
 
TheFollowing each primary and general election for federal office, the Secretary of State must 
consolidate the county reports and report Arizona’s aggregated statistics to the U.S. Department 
of Justice following each primary and general election for federal office., which is responsible for 
enforcing UOCAVA. See https://www.justice.gov/crt/statutes-enforced-voting-section#uocava. 

 Deadline to Return Ballots-by-Mail 

A ballot-by-mail (with completed affidavit) must be delivered to the County Recorder, the officer 
in charge of elections, an official ballot drop-off site, or any voting location in the county no later 
than 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-547(CD); A.R.S. § 16-551(C).  
 
The ballot-by-mail return deadline also applies to UOCAVA ballots, regardless of the method of 
transmission to the election official, unless the UOCAVA return deadline is extended pursuant to 
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emergency procedures as outlinesoutlined in Chapter 2, Section I(F).  

 Ballot Drop-Off Locations and Drop-Boxes 

Counties or municipalities that establish one or more ballot drop-off locations, curbside ballot 
drop-off locations, or drop-boxes shall develop and implement procedures to ensure the security 
of the drop-off locationlocations and/or drop-boxes and shall comply with the following 
requirements.  

1. A ballot drop-off location or drop-box shall be located in a secure location, such as inside 
or in front of a federal, state, local, or tribal government building. All ballot drop-off 
locations and drop-boxes shall be approved by the Board of Supervisors (or designee).  

a. An unstaffed drop-box (i.e., not within the view and monitoring of an employee or 
designee of the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections) placed outdoors 
shall be securely fastened in a manner to prevent moving or tampering (for 
example, securing the drop-box to concrete or an immovable object).  

b. An unstaffed drop-box placed inside a building shall be secured in a manner that 
will prevent unauthorized removal.  

c. While a staffed drop-off location or drop-box (i.e., within the view and monitoring 
of an employee or designee of the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections) 
need not be securely fastened or locked to a permanent fixture, it must be securely 
located inside a government buildingsecured in a manner to prevent unauthorized 
access and removal of ballots and monitored by a properly trained employee or 
designee of the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections at all times that 
the location or drop-box is accessible by the public. 

d. Counties may provide for staffed curbside or drive-through ballot drop-off options 
at any early, emergency, or Election Day voting location or as otherwise approved 
by the Board of Supervisors.  

2. All ballot drop-boxes and ballot drop-off locations shall be in locations accessible to voters 
with disabilities.  

2.3.The County Recorder or officer in charge of elections shall publicly post a listing of 
designated drop-off locations and drop-boxes on the website of the County Recorder or 
officer in charge of elections. Where practicable, the County Recorder or officer in charge 
of elections shall also post a listing of drop-off locations and drop-boxes anywhere that 
polling places and vote centers are posted. 

3.4.All drop-boxes shall be clearly and visibly marked as an official ballot drop-box and 
secured by a lock and/or sealable with a tamper-evident seal. Only an election official or 
designated ballot retriever shall have access to the keys and/or combination of the lock to 
remove the deposited ballots.  

5. The County Recorder or officer in charge of elections shall install and utilize a fire 
suppression device inside all unstaffed ballot drop-boxes. 
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4.6.All drop-boxes (both staffed and unstaffed) shall have an opening slot that is not large 
enough to allow deposited ballots to be removed through the opening slot.  

5.7.Ballot drop-off locations and drop-boxes shall be locked and covered or otherwise made 
unavailable to the public until the 27th day prior to an election to ensure that no ballots or 
any other materials may be deposited before the early voting period begins. Prior to use on 
the 27th day before the election, all drop-boxes shall be inspected for damage and to ensure 
they are empty.   

6.8.All drop-boxes shall be locked and covered or otherwise made unavailable after the polls 
have closed on Election Day to ensure that no ballots may be dropped off after the close of 
the polls.  

7.9.The County Recorder or officer in charge of elections shall develop and implement secure 
ballot retrieval and chain of custody procedures, which shall include the following:  

a. Voted ballots shall be retrieved from ballot drop-off locations and/or drop-boxes 
on a pre-established schedule. Ballot retrieval shall be more frequent as Election 
Day approaches.   

b. For any election that includes a partisan race, at least two designated ballot 
retrievers of at least two differing party preferences shall be assigned to retrieve 
voted ballots from a ballot drop-off location or drop-box. For a nonpartisan 
election, at least two designated ballot retrievers shall be assigned to retrieve voted 
ballots from a ballot drop-off location or drop-box.  

c. Each designated ballot retriever shall wear a badge or similar identification that 
readily identifies them as a designated ballot retriever and/or employee of the 
County Recorder or officer in charge of elections.  

d. Upon arrival at a drop-off location or drop-box, the two designated ballot retrievers 
shall note, on a retrieval form prescribed by the County Recorder or officer in 
charge of elections, the location and/or unique identification number of the location 
or drop-box and the date and time of arrival.  

e. The designated ballot retrievers shall retrieve the voted ballots by either placing the 
voted ballots in a secure ballot transfer container, retrieving the secure ballot 
container from inside the drop-box, or retrieving the staffed drop-box which also 
serves as a secure ballot container. If the drop-box includes a secure ballot 
container, the designated ballot retrievers shall place an empty secure ballot 
container inside the drop-box. The time of departure from the drop-off location or 
drop-box shall be noted on the retrieval form.   

f. Upon arrival at the office of the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections, 
central counting place, or other receiving site, the designated ballot retrievers shall 
note the time of arrival on the retrieval form. The County Recorder or officer in 
charge of elections (or designee) shall inspect the secure ballot container for 
evidence of tampering and shall confirm receipt of the retrieved ballots by signing 
the retrieval form and indicating the date and time of receipt. If there is any evidence 
of tampering, that fact shall be noted on the retrieval form.  
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g. The completed retrieval form shall be attached to the outside of the secure ballot 
container or otherwise maintained in a matter prescribed by the County Recorder 
or officer in charge of elections that ensures the form is traceable to its respective 
secure ballot container.  

h. When the secure ballot container is opened by the County Recorder or officer in 
charge of elections (or designee), the number of ballots inside the container shall 
be counted and noted on the retrieval form.  

h.10. The County Recorder or officer in charge of elections may establish and implement 
additional local procedures for ballot drop-off locations to protect the security and efficient 
operation of the ballot drop-off location. For example, the County Recorder or officer in 
charge of elections may restrict activities that interfere with the ability of voters and/or staff 
to access the ballot drop-off location free from obstruction or harassment.  

 
Ballots retrieved from a ballot drop-off location or drop-box shall be processed in the same manner 
as ballots-by-mail personally delivered to the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections, 
dropped off at a voting location, or received via the United States Postal Service or any other mail 
delivery service, see Chapter 2, Section VI. 

 Reporting Ballot-by-Mail Requests and Returns 

At the request of a state or county political party chairperson before an election, a County Recorder 
must provide the following information at no cost to the political party: 

• A listing of registrants who have requested a ballot-by-mail. This information must be 
provided daily Monday through Friday, beginning 33 days before the election and through 
the Friday before the election; 

• A listing of registrants who have returned their ballot-by-mail, which must be provided 
daily in Maricopa and Pima Counties and weekly in all other counties.  

- Daily information in Maricopa and Pima Counties must be provided Monday 
through Friday, beginning the first Monday after early voting commences and 
ending the Monday before the election; 

- Weekly information in all other counties must be provided beginning on the Friday 
after early voting commences and ending on the Friday before the election.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-168(D). 
 
Ballot-by-mail request and return reports should conform to the format established for precinct 
lists as nearly as practicable (see Chapter 1, Section X(A)(1)) and should contain the following 
minimum information: 

1. Registrant’s name; 

2. Voter registration/ID number; 

3. Residential address; 
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4. Mailing address (if different from residential address); 

5. Political party; 

6. Whether PEVLAEVL or one-time request (ballot-by-mail request reports only); and 

7. Date of request, for one-time requests (ballot-by-mail request reports only). 
 
The first ballot-by-mail request report should contain all PEVLAEVL registrants and registrants 
who made a one-time ballot-by-mail request up to the time of the report. Subsequent ballot-by-
mail request reports should include new one-time ballot-by-mail requests that have been made 
since the last report. 

 ON-SITE EARLY VOTING 

A County Recorder shall establish on-site early voting at the County Recorder’s office during the 
early voting period. whenever the office is open to the public. A County Recorder may also 
establish additional in-person early voting locations throughout the county as practicable to ensure 
that all voters may reasonably access at least one early voting location. A.R.S. § 16-246(C); A.R.S. 
§ 16-542(A).   
 
A voter must cast a ballot issued at the on-site early voting location at that location, and may not 
remove that ballot from the location. An early ballot must be issued even if the voter previously 
requested or received a ballot-by-mail, but only the first ballot received and verified by the County 
Recorder shall be counted. 
 
An elector who appears at an on-site early voting location by 5:00 p.m. on the Friday preceding 
the election and presents valid identification must be given a ballot and permitted to vote at the 
on-site early voting location. A.R.S. § 16-542(E). 

 Posting Notice of Write-In and Withdrawn Candidates 

A County Recorder must post a Notice of Write-In and Withdrawn Candidates at each on-site early 
voting location. A.R.S. § 16-312(E); A.R.S. § 16-343(G).  
 
Information about write-in and withdrawn candidates also must be posted to the website of the 
County Recorder or officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-343(G).  

 Applicability of Voter ID Requirements 

Before receiving a ballot or being permitted to cast a vote on an accessible voting device at any 
on-site early voting location, a qualified elector must provide identification as prescribed by A.R.S. 
§ 16-579 (see Chapter 9, Section IV for more details on the identification requirement; 
identification is also required to receive an early ballot at an emergency voting center or from a 
special election board, see Chapter 2, Section III(B) and IV(B)). If needed, a voter may update 
their voter registration record at the on-site early or emergency voting location prior to receiving 
a ballot by completing a new voter registration form. Such updates shall be deemed effective 
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starting in that election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(5)(b); A.R.S. § 16-542(A), (H)-(I).  

 Requirements and Security Procedures for Accessible Voting Devices  

An on-site early voting location must have at least one certified accessible voting device available 
for voters with disabilities, unless the election is for a city or town with a population under 20,000. 
A.R.S. § 16-442.01(A).  
 
An accessible voting device must be approved by the Secretary of State, based on review and 
recommendation by the Election Equipment Certification Committee, and successfully pass logic 
and accuracy testing prior to deployment for on-site early voting. See Chapter 4, Sections I and II. 
 
All accessible voting devices used for early voting shall be physically secured at all times and if 
the media containing the election for the accessible voting device is removable, the media itself 
shall be physically secured at all times.  
 
The chain of custody of the accessible voting device must be tracked and logged by a team of at 
least two board workers or staff of the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections.  

• The log shall include: (1) the seal numbers on the device; (2) for devices that mark and 
tabulate, the number of votes cast at the time the device was turned on and the number of 
votes cast at the time the device was turned off; and (3) a place for the two board workers 
or county staff to initial or sign verifying the information.  

• For devices that mark and tabulate, at the close of the early voting location each day, the 
board workers or county staff shall log the number of votes cast on the device and then 
either turn the device off or otherwise secure the device. Each morning, when the device is 
turned on and/or retrieved from secured storage, the number of votes cast on the machine 
shall be compared to the log from the previous day. Any discrepancy shall be immediately 
reported to the officer in charge of elections.  

• At 5:00 p.m. or as soon as practicable after the last voter has left the site on the last day of 
on-site early voting or emergency voting, the device shall be closed out according to 
procedures provided by the officer in charge of elections.  

All other security procedures set forth in this manualManual shall be followed for accessible voting 
devices used for early voting. See Chapter 4, Section III.  

 Requirements for Ballot Security and Transport 

The County Recorder and/or officer in charge of elections shall implement procedures to ensure 
that voted early ballots are properly secured and chain of custody is maintained for the duration of 
the applicable retention period. The security and chain of custody requirements set forth in this 
Manual for Election Day ballots also apply to early ballots.  See, e.g., Chapter 9, Section VIII(B)-
(C); and Chapter 13, Section VI.    
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 EMERGENCY VOTING 

 Establishing Emergency Voting Centers 

Upon a specific resolution of the County Board of Supervisors before each election, the Board 
may authorize the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections to establish and operate 
emergency voting centers. The Board shall specify in the resolution the location of the emergency 
voting centers and the hours of operation. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(5).  
 
“Emergency” means any unforeseen circumstance that would prevent the voter from voting at the 
polls. Qualified electors who experience an emergency between 5:00 p.m. on the Friday preceding 
the election and 5:00 p.m. on the Monday preceding the election may request to vote at an 
emergency voting center in the manner prescribed by the Board of Supervisors of their respective 
county. A.R.S. § 16-542(H). 
 
If an emergency voting center established pursuant to this section becomes unavailable and there 
is not sufficient time for the County Board of Supervisors to convene to approve an alternate 
location for that emergency voting center, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of 
elections may make changes to the approved emergency voting center location and shall notify the 
public and the boardBoard of supervisorsSupervisors regarding that change as soon as practicable. 
The alternate emergency voting center shall be as close in proximity to the approved emergency 
voting center location as possible. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(5)(c). 

 Identification and Signed Statement Requirements 

Before receiving a ballot at an emergency voting center, a voter must provide identification as 
prescribed by A.R.S. § 16-579A.R.S. § 16-579 (see Chapter 9, Section IV for more details on the 
identification requirement). If needed, a voter may update their voter registration record at an 
emergency voting center prior to receiving a ballot by completing a new voter registration form. 
Such updates shall be deemed effective starting in that election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(5); A.R.S. § 
16-542(E), (H), (I)A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(5); A.R.S. § 16-542(E), (H), (I). 
 
The voter must also sign a statement under penalty of perjury containing substantially the 
following language: “I declare under penalty of perjury that I am experiencing or have experienced 
an emergency after 5:00 p.m. on the Friday immediately preceding the election and before 5:00 
p.m. on the Monday immediately preceding the election that will prevent me from voting at a 
polling place on Election Day.”  

• Such signed statements are not subject to public inspection pursuant to Title 39, Chapter 1, 
Article 2. A.R.S. § 16-542(H); A.R.S. § 16-246(F)(2). Election workers should not ask for 
any additional information regarding the voter’s specific emergency.  

• The signed statement for emergency voting may be incorporated into the early ballot 
envelope and affidavit, with a line for the voter to initial or sign next to the statement, or 
may be provided to the voter on a separate form to be signed by the voter. 
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 SPECIAL ELECTION BOARDS 

A County Recorder or officer in charge of elections may appoint any number of special election 
boards to facilitate and enable voting by qualified electors who are ill or have a disability.  

• For partisan elections, the board must be comprised of two members, one from each of the 
two political parties who cast the highest number of votes in the state in the last preceding 
general election. Under no circumstances shall both members of the board consist of voters 
who are registered with the same party affiliation. The county chairperson of each such 
party shall furnish, within 60 days before Election Day, the County Recorder or other 
officer in charge of elections with a list of names of qualified electors within the 
chairperson's political party, and such additional lists as may be required, from which the 
County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections shall appoint members to such 
special election boards. The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may 
refuse for cause to appoint or may for cause remove a member of this board. A person who 
is a candidate for an office in that election (other than the office of precinct committeeman) 
is not eligible to serve on a special election board for that election.  

• For nonpartisan elections, the board should consist of two members with different political 
affiliations. On request, a county may allow any bipartisan panel of certified election 
officials to act as a special election board. A person who is a candidate for an office in that 
election (other than the office of precinct committeeman) is not eligible to serve on a 
special election board for that election.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-549(A); A.R.S. § 16-246(F). 

 Time Periods for Requesting a Special Election Board 

A qualified elector who is confined because of a continuing illness or disability may vote using a 
ballot-by-mail or by making a verbal or written request to have a special election board personally 
deliver a ballot to the elector’s residence or other place of confinement. Such requests must be 
made by 5:00 p.m. on the second Friday before the election. A.R.S. § 16-549(C). 
 
Qualified electors who become ill or disabled after the second Friday before the election may 
nonetheless request personal ballot delivery by a special election board up to, and including, the 
Monday before the election. The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections shall 
honor these requests when possible. A.R.S. § 16-549(D). 
 
Electors who are hospitalized after 5:00 p.m. on the second Friday before the election and before 
5:00 p.m. on Election Day may request a special election board deliver their ballot to the hospital 
or other place of confinement. This ballot shall be processed as a provisional ballot in a manner to 
ensure the voter does not vote more than once. A.R.S. § 16-549(D). 

 Identification and Signed Statement Requirements 

Before receiving a ballot from a special election board, a voter who requests a special election 
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board after the second Friday before the election must: 

• Provide identification as prescribed by A.R.S. § 16-579 (see Chapter 4, Section IV for more 
details on the identification requirement).  

• Sign a statement under penalty of perjury containing substantially the following language: 
“I declare under penalty of perjury that I am experiencing or have experienced an 
emergency after 5:00 p.m. on the second Friday preceding the election and before 5:00 
p.m. on the Monday immediately preceding the election that will prevent me from voting 
at a polling place on Election Day.” 

- Such signed statements are not subject to public inspection pursuant to Title 39, 
Chapter 1, Article 2.  

A.R.S. § 16-549(D).  

 CHALLENGES TO EARLY BALLOTS 

Challenges to early ballots must be submitted prior to the opening of the early ballot affidavit 
envelope. Challenges received after the affidavit envelope containing the ballot has been opened 
maymust be summarily denied as untimely.  
 
Written challenges to voted early ballots shall be given immediately to an early voting election 
board or other officer in charge of elections. If the written challenge contains at least one of the 
grounds listed in A.R.S. § 16-591, the board or officer shall, within 24 hours, send the following 
by first class mail to the challenged voter: 

• Notice of the challenge;  

• A copy of the written challenge; and 

• The time and place at which the voter may appear to defend the challenge. 
 
The notice must be sent to the mailing address shown on the voter’s request for the ballot-by-mail. 
If no address is provided, the notice may be sent to the mailing address on the registration rolls. 
record. If there is a phone number or email address for the challenged voter in the voter registration 
record, the board or officer must also provide notice of the challenge by email and/or phone to 
ensure the voter has an opportunity to respond to the challenge. A.R.S. § 16-552. 
 
Notice must also be sent to:  

• The challenger at the address provided on the challenge; and  

• The county chairperson of each political party represented on the ballot.  
 
The early voting election board shall meet to hear the challenge at the time specified, but:  

• Not earlier than 96 hours after the notice is mailed, or not earlier than 48 hours after 
delivery if the notice is delivered by overnight or hand delivery; and  

• Not later than 5:00 p.m. on the Monday following the election.  
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The early election board or other officer in charge of early ballot processing is not required to 
provide a notice if the written challenge is untimely or fails to set forth at least one of the grounds 
listed in A.R.S. § 16-591 as a basis for the challenge.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-552; A.R.S. § 16-594. 

 PROCESSING AND TABULATING EARLY BALLOTS 

The following procedures for processing early ballots shall be followed, unless the Secretary of 
State has granted a jurisdiction permission to use another method otherwise consistent with 
applicable law. A jurisdiction wishing to deviate from these instructions must make a request in 
writing no later than 90 days prior to the election for which the exception is requested. 

 County Recorder Responsibilities 

1. Signature Verification 
 
Upon receipt of the return envelope with an early ballot and completed affidavit, a County 
Recorder or other officer in charge of elections shall compare the signature on the affidavit with 
the voter’s signature in the voter’s registration record. In addition to the voter registration form, 
the County Recorder should also consult additional known signatures from other official election 
documents in the voter’s registration record, such as signature rosters or early ballot/PEVLAEVL 
request forms, in determining whether the signature on the early ballot affidavit was made by the 
same person who is registered to vote.  
 

• If satisfied that the signatures were made by the same person, the County Recorder shall 
place a distinguishing mark on the unopened affidavit envelope to indicate that the 
signature is sufficient and safely keep the early ballot and affidavit (unopened in the return 
envelope) until they are transferred to the officer in charge of elections for further 
processing and tabulation.  

 
• If not satisfied that the signatures were made by the same person the County Recorder 

shall make a reasonable and meaningful attemptattempts to: (1) contact the voter via mail, 
phone, text message, and/or email,; (2) notify the voter of the inconsistent signature,; and 
(3) allow the voter to correct or confirm the signature. The County Recorder shall attempt 
to contact the voter as soon as practicable using any contact information available in the 
voter’s record and any other source reasonably available to the County Recorder.  

 
Voters must be permitted to correct or confirm an inconsistent signature until 5:00 p.m. on the fifth 
business day after a primary, general, or special election that includes a federal office or the third 
business day after any other election. For the purposes of determining the applicable signature cure 
deadline: (i) the PPE is considered a federal election; and (ii) for counties that operate under a 
four-day workweek, only days on which the applicable county office is open for business are 
considered “business days.” 
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If the early ballot affidavit is not signed, the County Recorder shall not count the ballot. The 
County Recorder shall then make amake reasonable and meaningful attemptattempts to contact 
the voter via mail, phone, text message, and/or email, to notify the voter the affidavit was not 
signed and explain to the voter how they may cure the missing signature or cast a replacement 
ballot before 7:00pm00 p.m. on Election Day. The County Recorder shall attempt to contact the 
voter as soon as practicable using any contact information available in the voter’s record and any 
other source reasonably available to the County Recorder. Neither replacement ballots nor 
provisional ballots can be issued after 7:00pm00 p.m. on Election Day. 
 
All early ballots, including ballots-by-mail and those cast in-person at an on-site early voting 
location, emergency voting center, or through a special election board must be signature-verified 
by the County Recorder. However, because voters who cast an early ballot in-person at an on-site 
early voting location, emergency voting center, or through a special election board must show 
identification prior to receiving a ballot, early ballots cast in-person should generally not be 
invalidated based solely on an allegedly inconsistent signature absent other evidence that the 
signatures were not made by the same person. After verifying an in-person early ballot, a County 
Recorder may update the signature in a voter’s record by scanning the voter’s affidavit signature 
and uploading the signature image to the voter’s record.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-550(A); A.R.S. § 16-552(B).31 

2. Rejected Early Ballots 
 
If the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections determines the ballot should be 
rejected, they shall: 

• Indicate for each ballot that the ballot has been rejected; 

• Note on the early ballot report or audit report the voter’s ID number (or other unique ID 
number) and the reason for rejection; and 

• Set aside the unopened affidavit envelope in the designated stack. 

3. Incorrect Ballots 
 
If it is determined that the voter was sent an incorrect ballot and there is sufficient time to mail a 
new ballot and receive the correct voted ballot back from the voter, the County Recorder or other 
office in charge of elections shall make reasonable efforts to contact the voter and issue a correct 
ballot. 
 

 
31 The County Recorder need not retain or employ a handwriting expert to perform signature verification. 
However, the County Recorder must ensure that staff performing signature verification are properly trained. 
Temporary employees may be trained by full time staff with at least two election cycles of signature 
verification experience. Counties should consult the Secretary of State’s Signature Verification Guide, 
available at www.azsos.gov/elections. 
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If it is too late to mail the correct ballot when the error is discovered but it is still possible to link 
the ballot to the specific voter, the incorrect ballot shall be sent to the Ballot Duplication Board, 
and any offices or issues the voter could have lawfully voted for shall be duplicated onto the correct 
ballot. 

 Early Ballot Board Responsibilities 

The Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections shall appoint one or more early ballot 
boards consisting of an inspector and two judges (the two judges must be from different political 
party preferences). If the early ballot boards retire and reconvene, all materials shall be secured 
under the control of the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections until the time for the 
boards to reconvene. 

1. Early Ballot Report Log 
 
The early ballot board shall maintain an early ballot report log that includes the following 
information for each batch of early ballots:  

1. Date; 

1.2. Batch ID;  

2.3. Number of ballots to process/processed; 

3.4. Number of ballots rejected and the reason(s) for the rejection (as applicable); 

4.5. Number of ballots sent to duplication; 

5.6. Number of ballots sent to tabulation; 

6.7. Board members’ initials; and 

7.8. Board ID. 

2. Affidavit Verification 
 
Upon receipt of early ballots that have been batched and signature-verified by the County Recorder 
or other officer in charge of elections, the early ballot board shall:  

• Verify that the affidavit envelope reflects the current election code; and  

• Verify that the voter on the affidavit envelope appears on the batch report list received from 
the County Recorder. 
 

The voteballot shall be counted if the County Recorder determined that the affidavit is sufficient 
and the registrant is a qualified elector of the voting precinct. The vote shall not be counted if the 
County Recorder determined that the affidavit issignature is missing or insufficient, (and the 
applicable cure period has expired), or the registrant is not a qualified elector of the voting precinct.  

3. Accepted Early Ballots 
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If the early ballot was accepted, the early ballot board shall:  

1. Verify that all affidavit envelopes are of the batch being processed (and set aside any ballots 
from a different batch to be joined/processed with the proper batch);  

2. Enter the total on the early ballot report;  

3. Open each accepted affidavit envelope, being careful not to damage the ballot or the 
affidavit printed on the envelope; 

4. Remove the ballot and check to ensure that the ballot is for the current election as shown 
on the affidavit envelope; 

5. Place the voted ballot in the designated stack and count the number of ballots;  

6. Place the empty affidavit envelope in the designated stack;  

7. Repeat the process until all valid ballots are opened and placed in their appropriate stacks; 
and 

8. Fill out the ballot transmittal slip and send ballots to tabulation.  

4. Damaged Early Ballots 
 
If damaged ballots are found, they should be segregated from the batch and placed with any other 
ballots to be duplicated from the batch. The early ballot board must include each damaged ballot 
on a transmittal slip.  

5. Transmittal Slips for Tabulation or Duplication 
 
Each batch of ballots sent to the central counting place and Ballot Duplication Boards shall be 
accompanied by a completed transmittal slip with the following information: 

1. Date item is originally processed; 

2. Where ballots are sent To: (central counting place, Ballot Duplication Board, etc.); 

3. Where ballots are sent From: (early voting, Ballot Duplication Board, etc.); 

4. Ballot color and party (if applicable);  

5. Total number of ballots sent; 

6. Board ID;  

7. Initials of board members; and 

8. Batch/sub-batch numbers. 
 
If a ballot was transmitted by facsimile to a UOCAVA voter and the voted ballot was returned by 
facsimile, the ballot should be sent to the Ballot Duplication Board to be duplicated in the method 
prescribed under Ballot Duplication Board instructions. See Chapter 10, Section II(D). 
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6. Close Out 
 
The early ballot board will close out each batch as follows: 

1. Calculate a cumulative total of the number of: 

a. Affidavit envelopes received; 

b. Ballots sent to the Ballot Duplication Boards; 

c. Ballots rejected; and 

d. Ballots sent to the central counting place; 

2. Verify and audit these numbers against each applicable item (i.e., the total number of 
affidavit envelopes collected should match the cumulative total on the early voting ballot 
report, etc.); 

3. Place paperwork in the official envelope (official envelopes are marked to specify the items 
to be placed in each) or official envelope container (to accommodate large volumes); 

4. Retain a duplicate copy of the early ballot report/log for office records; and  

5. Seal the official envelope or official envelope container with a tamper-resistant or tamper-
evident seal. 

7. Ballot Transportation 
 
After processing is complete, if ballots need to be transferred to another building for tabulation, 
ballots shall be transported in a secure manner by at least two election officials (not of the same 
political party preference) with the ballots inside of a sealed ballot transfer container (sealed with 
a tamper-resistant or tamper-evident seal and accompanied by chain of custody documentation) to 
a receiving site or a central counting place that is inside a secured building. Badge control shall be 
handled in the same manner as the central counting place. 

 Timing for Tabulation of Early Ballots and Reporting of Results 

The officer in charge of elections may begin tabulating early ballots after confirmation from the 
Secretary of State that all equipment passes any required logic and accuracy test. A.R.S. § 16-
552(A). Tabulation of early ballots shall notmay begin any earlier than 14 days beforeimmediately 
after the electionenvelope and completed affidavit are processed and delivered to the early board. 
A.R.S. § 16-550(B).  
 
Early ballot tabulation results may not be reported until Election Day, at the earlier of: 

• The time when all ballots cast on Election Day at voting locations have been tabulated; or 

• One hour after all polls under the jurisdiction of the officer in charge of elections have 
closed on Election Day.  

 
Polls presumptively close at 7:00 p.m. on Election Day unless extended by court order. A.R.S. § 
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16-551(C); A.R.S. § 16-552(A); A.R.S. § 16-565(A).  

 ELIGIBILE VOTERS IN JAIL OR DETENTION FACILITIES 

Individuals held in pretrial detention or serving a sentence for a misdemeanor conviction remain 
eligible to register and vote (assuming no other deficiencies in eligibility). To the extent 
practicable, County Recorders shall coordinate with the county sheriff’s office, jail, or detention 
facilities, the county public defender’s office, and other appropriate stakeholders to develop and 
implement reasonable procedures to facilitate voter registration and voting, including the receipt 
and return of a ballot-by-mail, by eligible voters held in jail or detention facilities. Such procedures 
may include providing the facilities with voter information guides, registration forms, and ballot-
by-mail request forms, coordinating a means for secure and effective delivery and return of ballots-
by-mail for those in custody and/or the use of special election boards as permitted by law.  
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CHAPTER 3:  
BALLOT-BY-MAIL ELECTIONS 

 
“Ballot-by-mail” elections are elections in which a ballot is automatically mailed to every qualified 
elector in a jurisdiction, regardless of whether the voter is on the PEVLAEVL. These elections 
also include establishment of ballot replacement sites, where voters may receive and cast a 
replacement ballot. 
 
Ballot-by-mail elections must be conducted according to most of the same requirements applicable 
to early voting. A.R.S. § 16-191; A.R.S. § 16-409(A); A.R.S. § 16-558(B). ; see also Chapter 2. 

 ELIGIBILITY TO HOLD A BALLOT-BY-MAIL ELECTION 

Cities, towns, school districts, and special taxing districts are the only jurisdictions permitted to 
conduct ballot-by-mail elections. A.R.S. § 16-409(A); A.R.S. § 16-558(A).32  
 
In addition, a County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may send a Presidential 
Preference Election ballot to all qualified electors in precincts with 300 or less registered voters. 
A.R.S. § 16-248(H). 

 APPROVAL TO HOLD A BALLOT-BY-MAIL ELECTION 

A city, town, school district, or special taxing district may conduct its own ballot-by-mail election 
after obtaining approval of their governing board. A.R.S. § 16-409(A); A.R.S. § 16-558(A).  
 
Special taxing districts must obtain approval of the applicable County Board of Supervisors, even 
if the special taxing district will conduct its own election. The special taxing district must obtain 
approval from the Board of Supervisors before it publishes a call of election. If a special taxing 
district comprises more than one county, the governing board of the special taxing district must 
seek approval of the County Board of Supervisors in the county that contains the greater number 
of registered voters in the district. A.R.S. § 16-558(A). 
 
If a city, town, school district, or special taxing district requests a county conduct the election on 
the jurisdiction’s behalf, the conduct of that election is generally subject to an agreement between 

 
32 “School district” is defined as a political subdivision organized for the administration, support, 
and maintenance of public institutions offering instruction to students “in programs for preschool 
children with disabilities, kindergarten programs or any combination of elementary grades or 
secondary grades one through twelve,” and does not include community college districts. See 
A.R.S. § 15-101(23). 
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the county and the jurisdiction. A.R.S. § 16-205. Among other things, the agreement may require 
that all local jurisdictions holding elections on a particular consolidated election date conduct a 
ballot-by-mail election in lieu of establishing voting locations on Election Day.  
 
The governing body of a special taxing district must provide various public notifications before 
conducting any election that is not held concurrently with a general election, which includes ballot-
by-mail elections. A.R.S. § 16-226(B); A.R.S. § 16-227(A). See Chapter 8, Section IV(C).  
 

 PREPARING AND MAILING BALLOTS 

A County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may use a unified ballot format that 
combines all candidates and issues on the same ballot in a ballot-by-mail election. A.R.S. § 16-
204(G). 
 
Ballots utilized in a ballot-by-mail election must be prepared and transmitted in accordance with 
the requirements applicable to early ballots (see Chapter 2, Sections I(C) and I(D)), except:  

• The County Recorder must mail ballots to all eligible voters not more than 27 and not fewer 
than 15 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-558.01A.R.S. § 16-558.01.  

• Return envelopes in ballot-by-mail elections for Title 48 special district elections need not 
be postage pre-paid. The district governing board must determine whether the cost of return 
postage will be borne by the local jurisdiction or the voter. A.R.S. § 16-558.01. 

 
If a jurisdiction conducts its own election without using the services of the County Recorder, the 
duties listed above for the County Recorder shall be performed by the officer in charge of elections 
for the jurisdiction.  

 METHODS TO RETURN OR REPLACE BALLOTS 

A completed ballot-by-mail must be delivered to the appropriate officer in charge of elections or 
an official ballot drop-off location no later than 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-411(D); 
16-558(B); 16-551(C). 
 
A city, town, school district, or special taxing district that conducts a ballot-by-mail election on its 
own behalf, and a county that conducts a ballot-by-mail election on behalf of a jurisdiction, may 
establish voting locations/ballot replacement sites on Election Day as well as ballot drop-off sites 
for voters to deposit voted ballots until 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-411(D); see also 
Chapter 8, Section I(B).  
 
A County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must establish at least one central 
location in each district to issue replacement ballots in cases where the voter’s mailed ballot was 
lost, spoiled, destroyed, or not received. These ballot replacement sites shall be open until 7:00pm 
on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-558.02(A); A.R.S. § 16-409(A). The County Recorder or other 
officer in charge of elections may establish as many additional ballot replacement sites as deemed 
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necessary. If there is no appropriate location for a ballot replacement site in the district (for 
example, if the district contains only residential buildings), the County Recorder or officer in 
charge of elections should establish a ballot replacement site as close to the district as practicable. 
as practicable to a central location in the district. A.R.S. § 16-558.02(A). Factors set out in Chapter 
8, Section I(E) should be considered when selecting ballot replacement sites. 
 
In order for the replacement ballot to be counted, the voter must sign a sworn statement that the 
original ballot was lost, spoiled, destroyed, or not received. A.R.S. § 16-409(A); A.R.S. § 16-
558.02(A). This language may be incorporated into the early ballot affidavit prescribed by A.R.S. 
§ 16-547(A). See Chapter 2, Section I(C)(2). The County Recorder or other officer in charge of 
elections shall keep a record of each replacement ballot provided. A.R.S. § 16-558.02(B). In any 
case, the County Recorder must ensure that only one early ballot for a particular voter is verified 
and transmitted to the officer in charge of elections for tabulation. See Chapter 2, Section VI(A). 

 PROCESSING VOTED BALLOTS IN A BALLOT-BY-MAIL 
ELECTION 

Voted ballots returned to the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must be 
processed and tabulated in a manner similar to early ballots. A.R.S. § 16-409(B); A.R.S. § 16-
558(B); A.R.S. § 16-552; see Chapter 2, Section VI.  
 
Even if a city, town, school district, or special taxing district conducts its own election, the 
jurisdiction must usually enter into an agreement with the applicable county (or counties) in order 
to conduct signature verification. See A.R.S. § 16-205(C). Absent an agreement with the County 
Recorder, a local jurisdiction could conduct its own signature verification at a public terminal 
provided by the County Recorder during normal business hours.  
 
If a special taxing district crosses county lines, the district must enter into an agreement with both 
counties in order to conduct signature verification. For example, the county with the larger number 
of registered voters may conduct the election on the special taxing district’s behalf, and seek voter 
registration records from the smaller county in order to conduct signature verification for all voters 
in the special taxing district.  

 POST-ELECTION REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

A city, town, or school district that conducts a ballot-by-mail election must report the following 
information to the Senate President and Speaker of the House of Representatives by January 1 of 
the year immediately following any ballot-by-mail election: 

1. Changes in voter turnout from the previous election (regardless of whether the previous 
election was a ballot-by-mail or traditional election); 

2. The cost of the ballot-by-mail election compared to traditional elections; 

3. Suggestions for improvements to the ballot-by-mail election system; 

4. The frequency and severity of irregularities in the ballot-by-mail process, if any; 
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5. Voter satisfaction with the ballot-by-mail election process; and 

6. The number of nondeliverablenon-deliverable ballots in the ballot-by-mail election. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-409(B). 
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CHAPTER 4:  
VOTING EQUIPMENT 

 

 VOTING EQUIPMENT CERTIFICATION 

All components of a voting system must be properly certified prior to use in any election for a 
federal, state, or county office. A.R.S. § 16-442(B). In addition, a city, town, or agricultural 
improvement district may adopt for use in its elections any electronic voting system or vote 
tabulating device approved by the Secretary of State, and thereupon, the voting system or device 
may be used at any or all elections for voting, recording, and counting votes cast in an election. 
A.R.S. § 16-442(E). 
 
A voting system is defined as the total combination of mechanical, electromechanical, or electronic 
equipment (including the software, firmware, and documentation required to program, control, and 
support the equipment) that is used to define ballots, cast and count votes, report or display election 
results, and maintain and produce any audit trail information. 52 U.S.C. § 21081(b)(1). Thus, a 
voting system consists of the electronic voting equipment (including central count equipment, 
precinct voting equipment, and accessible voting equipment) and election management system 
(EMS) used to tabulate ballots. The voter registration system, electronic pollbooks, and ballot on 
demand printers are separate from the voting system.  
 
This section outlines the procedures under which voting systems are certified, recertified, or 
decertified for use in Arizona. A new voting system must be certified by: 

1. A Voting System Test Laboratory (VSTL) accredited in accordance with the Help America 
Vote Act; 

2. The federal Election Assistance Commission (EAC); and 

3. The Secretary of State, based on a recommendation from the state Election Equipment 
Certification Committee. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-442(A)-(B).  
 
Certification includes a review of system documentation and/or conducting a demonstration and 
functionality test. Upgrades or modifications to an existing voting system require recertification, 
but if the upgrade or modification is de minimis, a demonstration and functionality test is optional 
and not necessarily required. See Chapter 4, Section I(A)(2). A request for emergency conditional 
certification is subject to different standards. See Chapter 4, Section I(C). 
 
The Secretary of State shall consult with and obtain recommendations regarding voting systems 
from nonprofit organizations and state agencies that represent persons who are blind or visually 
impaired, persons with expertise in accessible software, hardware, and other technology, county 
and local election officials, and other persons deemed appropriate by the Secretary of State. The 
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Secretary of State shall submit these recommendations to the state Election Equipment 
Certification Committee to be considered for possible certification if the election equipment 
vendormanufacturer submits an application for certification. A.R.S. § 16-442.01(C).  

 State Certification Process 

A manufacturer’s voting system must be tested and certified as a comprehensive suite, not as 
individual components. Therefore, a manufacturer’s proposed combination of hardware, software, 
and firmware must be tested as an integrated whole to ensure the particular system accurately 
tabulates votes. As a result, a jurisdiction may not mix-and-match components from different 
manufacturers’ certified voting systems. The officer in charge of elections may mix components 
from different manufacturers’ voting systems only if those systems are not interconnected and 
under exceptional circumstances after notifying and receiving written approval from the Secretary 
of State. 

1. Submitting an Application for Certification 
 
To initiate state certification, a voting system manufacturer must submit an application to the 
Secretary of State. The application form is prescribed by the Secretary of State. A complete 
application packet consists of: 

1. A completed application form, including a description of all voting system components 
and, if seeking recertification, a description of modifications to the prior certified voting 
system; 

2. Product descriptions and/or sales brochures of the voting system components; 

3. VSTL Test Report; and 

4. EAC Certificate of Conformance, including EAC Certification Number and Scope of 
Certification.  

 
A manufacturer may submit an application packet to the Secretary of State electronically or by 
mail. The Secretary of State must conduct a preliminary review of the application packet within 
21 days of receipt of a completed packet or sooner if practicable. If the application packet is 
incomplete, the Secretary of State should inform the manufacturer and need not take further action 
until the application packet is complete.  

2. Review by the Election Equipment Certification Committee 
 
Once the application packet is deemed complete, the Secretary of State must notify and provide 
all relevant documentation to the Election Equipment Certification Committee and schedule a 
public meeting. If a demonstration and functionality test will be required, the Secretary of State 
must (1) coordinate with the manufacturer to receive test ballots; (2) develop a test script to vote 
the test ballots on all electronic voting equipment; (3) tabulate the test ballots (using alternative 
equipment provided by the vendormanufacturer that is not the equipment to be tested in the 
demonstration and functionality test) in advance of the public meeting to ensure conformity with 
the test script; and (4) coordinate delivery and storage of the voting system as the test date nears. 
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Upon notification by the Secretary of State, to the extent practicable, the Election Equipment 
Certification Committee must conduct a public meeting within 90 days to consider an application 
for certification or recertification.  
 
The Secretary of State coordinates the logistical details for holding the public meeting, including 
complying with notice requirements in accordance with Arizona open meeting laws, taking 
meeting minutes, and ensuring the presence of legal counsel. A.R.S. § 38-431.01.  

 Composition of the Election Equipment Certification Committee 

The state Election Equipment Certification Committee consists of three persons appointed by the 
Secretary of State with the following qualifications: 

1. A faculty member of the engineering college at an Arizona university; 

2. A lawyer member of the Arizona Bar Association; and 

3. A person who is familiar with voting procedures in the state, such as a trained election 
official.  

 
Committee members serve without compensation. No more than two of the Committee members 
may be registered with the same political party. At least one member must have at least five years 
of experience with, and be able to render an opinion based on knowledge of or training/education 
in, electronic voting systems, procedures, and security. A.R.S. § 16-442(A).  

 New Application for Certification 

For a new application for certification, the Election Equipment Certification Committee must 
conduct the following activities in a public meeting: 

1. Review the manufacturer’s application packet for completeness; 

2. Confirm VSTL approval and EAC certification; 

3. Confirm the voting system under review is the same voting system certified by the EAC; 

4. Review the voting system and test ballots for compliance with the legal standards for 
certification; 

5. Conduct a demonstration and functionality test;  

6. Ask questions to the manufacturer’s representatives as necessary; 

7. Seek legal advice in executive session as necessary; and 

8. Vote on whether to recommend to the Secretary of State approval, conditional approval, or 
denial of the manufacturer’s application. 

 
The Election Equipment Certification Committee may issue a recommendation to the Secretary of 
State to approve or deny the application, including partial or conditional approval. The Committee 
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may also recommend specific conditions under which the voting system may be used by a county, 
city, town, or special taxing district.  
 
The Election Equipment Certification Committee must issue a written recommendation to the 
Secretary of State based on the majority vote from the public meeting. 

i. Legal Standards for Certification 
 
A voting system must comply with all federal and state laws, including the following: 

1. The voting system must be tested and certified under federal law: 

a. The voting system must be reviewed and/or tested by an accredited VSTL; 

b. The voting system must be certified by the EAC; and 

c. The voting system must otherwise comply with the then-applicable federal 
Voluntary Voting System Guidelines (VVSG) in effect; 

2. The voting system must have the following functional capability and/or characteristics 
required under federal and state law: 

a. The voting system must be suitably designed and be of durable construction; 

b. The voting system must provide for secure, efficient, and accurate voting; 

c. The voting system must record votes correctly and accurately, including 
aggregation of the voter’s choices made on a single device; 

d. The voting system must provide a durable paper document that visually indicates 
the voter’s selections and can be (1) used to verify the voter’s choices; (2) spoiled 
by the voter if they fail to reflect the voter’s choices, in which case the voter would 
be permitted to cast a new ballot; and (3) used in recounts and manual audits; 

e. The voting system must function for all types of elections; 

f. The voting system must be capable of rotating candidate names within a race and 
accurately tabulating the results; 

g. The voting system must aggregate the votes in the EMS in a way that prevents votes 
from being changed or deleted after voting has concluded; and 

h. The voting system must contain security features that prevent unauthorized access 
or hacking; 

3. Ballot marking devices and direct-recording electronic (DRE) voting machines must: 

a. Permit the voter to verify (in a private, secret, and independent manner) the votes 
selected by the voter on the ballot before the ballot is cast and counted; 

b.a. Allow the voter to vote for the candidate or ballot measure of choice, allow the 
voter to vote for or against as many candidates or ballot measures for which they 
are entitled to vote, and inform the voter if the number of vote choices exceeds the 
permitted amount or prevent the voter from selecting more than the permitted 
number of vote choices; 
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c.b. Prevent the voter from voting for the same person more than once for the same 
office; 

c. Provide the voter with an opportunity (in a private, secret, and independent manner) 
to verify the votes selected by the voter on the ballot;  

d. Permit the voter to correct (in a private, secret, and independent manner) any error 
before the ballot is cast and counted or cast a replacement ballot if the previous 
ballot is spoiled or unable to be changed or corrected;  

d.e. Have the capability to be sealed and prevent further voting after the close of the 
polls and/or after the last voter has voted; and 

e.f. DRE voting machines must produce a paper ballot or voter verifiable paper audit 
trail (VVPAT) for audit purposes, including the ability to change the ballot or 
correct any error before submitting the ballot for tabulation and noting a spoiled or 
voided ballot when the voter changes the ballot or corrects an error; and 

f. Provide the voter with an opportunity (in a private, secret, and independent manner) 
to correct any error before the ballot is cast and counted or cast a replacement ballot 
if the previous ballot is spoiled or unable to be changed or corrected; 

4. Accessible voting equipment must be capable of: 

a. Allowing the voter to cast and verify (both visually and with audio or synthesized 
speech) the voter’s selections, including a synthesized (or actual) speech recording 
and braille keyboard or other input method that is ADA compliant; 

b. Producing a paper ballot or VVPAT for audit purposes, including the ability to 
change the ballot or correct any error before submitting the ballot for tabulation and 
noting a spoiled or voided ballot when the voter changes the ballot or corrects an 
error; 

b.c. Displaying the on-screen ballot in a format substantially similar to that of paper 
ballots (see Chapter 4, Section II(E)(1) and Chapter 8, Section V(A)Chapter 4, 
Section II(E)(1) and Chapter 8, Section V(A)); 

c.d. Displaying, providing audio or synthesized speech (and if applicable, printing) the 
ballot in English and in any minority language required under federal or state law;33 

and 

d.e. Otherwise providing voters with visual impairments equivalent access to the voting 
experience compared to that provided for voters without visual impairments.; 

5. The voting system maymust not behave been subject to a recent decertification proceeding 
or otherwise have been utilized in violation of federal or state law.34  

 
33 See Chapter 8, Section VI. If the applicable minority language is not a written language, the accessible 
voting machine must be capable of providing audio or synthesized reading of the ballot to the voter. 
34 For example, under A.R.S. § 16-1004(B), it is a class 5 felony to knowingly modify the software, 
hardware, or source code for voting equipment without receiving certification from the Election Equipment 
Certification Committee. 
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A.R.S. § 16-442(B); A.R.S. § 16-442.01(A)-(B); A.R.S. § 16-446(A)-(B); A.R.S. § 16-502(H); 52 
U.S.C. § 20971(a)-(b); 52 U.S.C. § 21081(a). 

ii. Demonstration and Functionality Test 
 
A demonstration and functionality test consists of the Equipment Certification Committee: 

1. Explaining the testing process (of both primary and general election test ballots) during the 
public meeting;  

2. Casting ballots on all electronic voting equipment in accordance with the test script 
prepared for the meeting; 

3. Casting ballots on the accessible voting equipment in English and any minority language 
required under federal or state law, including testing the audio equipment;  

4. If the system captures digital ballot images, determining whether the system: 

a. Produces digital images of readable quality, including clearly displaying write-in 
votes; 

b. Produces digital images that are capable of being sorted by criteria such as race, 
district, ballot type, or precinct; 

c. Encrypts the digital images; and 

d. Is capable of transferring or downloading the digital images at a reasonably fast 
rate; 

d.5. If the system includes electronic adjudication and/or electronic write-in tallying 
functionality, determining the electronic adjudication and/or electronic write-in tallying 
program functions in compliance with applicable state law (see Chapter 10, Sections II(E) 
and II(H)(2));  

5.6. Ensuring the aggregate vote totals for each race in the EMS match the pre-determined test 
results prepared by the Secretary of State; and 

6.7. Demonstrating the voting system’s ability to function in compliance with applicable state 
and federal law. 

 Application for Recertification of Updated/Modified Systems 

UpgradesAny upgrades or modifications to any aspect of an existing certified voting system as 
defined in Chapter 4, Section I require recertification as a precondition for the upgraded/modified 
system to be used in Arizona elections. Like new applications, an application for recertification 
requires VSTL approval, EAC certification, and certification by the Secretary of State, based on 
review and recommendation by the Election Equipment Certification Committee. However, 
depending on the nature of the upgrade/modification, a demonstration and functionality test may 
not be necessary. 
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An upgrade or modification is documented through an engineering change order (ECO) prepared 
by the manufacturer and submitted to the appropriate VSTL. If the VSTL concludes, and the EAC 
agrees, that the ECO represents a de minimis change to the existing certified voting system, the 
Secretary of State may: 

1. Notify the Election Equipment Certification Committee that the upgrade or modification 
has been deemed de minimis by the EAC; 

2. Recommend the Committee conduct its review without a demonstration and functionality 
test; and 

3. If the Committee agrees to forego a demonstration and functionality test, schedule a public 
meeting to review the manufacturer’s application for recertification. 

 
If the Election Equipment Certification Committee foregoes a demonstration and functionality test, 
the Committee must: 

1. Review the manufacturer’s application for recertification for completeness in a public 
meeting, whether in-person, telephonically, or by video teleconference; 

2. Confirm VSTL approval and EAC certification; 

3. Ask questions to the manufacturer’s representatives as necessary; 

4. Seek legal advice in executive session as necessary;  

5. Make an independent finding that the upgrade or modification is de minimis in nature; and 

6. Vote on the manufacturer’s application for recertification. 
 
The Election Equipment Certification Committee must issue a written recommendation to the 
Secretary of State based on the majority vote from the public meeting. The Election Equipment 
Certification Committee may recommend approval or denial of the application, including partial 
or conditional approval. 
 
If the Committee determines that the upgrade or modification is not de minimis, or the application 
for recertification otherwise requires additional review or testing, the Committee may vote to 
schedule a subsequent meeting to conduct a demonstration and functionality test. In that case, the 
Committee must evaluate the upgraded or modified voting system under the standards applicable 
to a new application for certification. 

3. Secretary of State Final Decision 
 
Within a reasonable period after receiving the Election Equipment Certification Committee’s 
recommendation, the Secretary of State must issue a final decision on an application for 
certification or recertification. The Secretary of State may accept, deny, or modify the Election 
Equipment Certification Committee’s recommendation, including issuance of a partial or 
conditional certification. 
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The Secretary of State must issue the final decision in writing and notify the manufacturer by mail 
or email.  
 
A final decision denying certification must include notice that the decision constitutes an 
appealable agency action. The notice must: 

1. Identify the statute, rule, or provision upon which the decision was based; 

2. Identify with reasonable particularity the reason why certification was denied or 
conditioned; 

3. Include a description of the manufacturer’s right to request a hearing on the decision; and 

4. Include a description of the manufacturer’s right to request an informal settlement 
conference pursuant to A.R.S. § 41-1092.06.  

 
A.R.S. § 41-1092(3); A.R.S. § 41-1092.03(A). 

4. Appeal Process 
 
A manufacturer may appeal the Secretary of State’s final decision denying an application for 
certification, conditional certification, or recertification. 

 Filing Notice of Appeal 

A manufacturer must file the notice of appeal with the Secretary of State within 30 days after 
receiving the final decision. The notice of appeal must: 

1. Identify the manufacturer; 

2. Provide the manufacturer’s address; 

3. Identify the agency and action being appealed; and 

4. Contain a concise statement of the reasons for the appeal. 
 
The notice of appeal must be served by personal delivery or certified mail, return receipt requested.  
 
Within five business days of receiving an appeal, the Secretary of State must: 

1. Notify any local jurisdictions who use the manufacturer’s voting system or are otherwise 
potentially affected by the appeal; and 

2. Request a hearing from the Office of Administrative Hearings. 
 
A.R.S. § 41-1092.03(A)-(B); A.R.S. § 41-1092.04. 

 Hearing on Appeal 

If an informal settlement conference pursuant to A.R.S. § 41-1092.06 is not requested, a hearing 
before the Office of Administrative Hearings: 
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1. Must be conducted no later than 60 days after the appeal was filed with the Secretary of 
State; 

2. Must include a complete and accurate record; 

3. Must be conducted in accordance with A.R.S. § 41-1092.07; and 

4. Must be presided over by an administrative law judge, who must issue a recommended 
decision pursuant to A.R.S. § 41-1092.08(A). 

 
The manufacturer bears the burden of persuasion to establish that the voting system should have 
been certified or recertified. The administrative law judge must issue a recommended decision 
within 20 days after the hearing is concluded. A.R.S. § 41-1092.08(A).  
 
The only remedy available is recommended reversal or modification of the Secretary of State’s 
final decision. Damages of any kind may not be awarded. 
 
A.R.S. § 41-1092.05. 

 Action on Recommended Decision 

Within 30 days following issuance of the administrative law judge’s recommendation, the 
Secretary of State may accept, reject, or modify the decision. A.R.S. § 41-1092.08(B).  
 
The Secretary of State’s decision constitutes the final determination of the application for 
certification or recertification. The Secretary of State must provide notice of the final 
determination to the manufacturer and any other interested parties.  

 Requirements for Equipment Decertification 

If the Secretary of State has reason to believe that a certified voting system or specific equipment 
or component thereof is not performing or being utilized in accordance with federal or state law, 
the Secretary of State may issue an Intent to Decertify the voting system or any component of the 
system. A.R.S. § 16-442(C)-(D). 
 
In reaching the preliminary decision to decertify, the Secretary of State may take into account any 
of the following: 

1. Material breach of contract with any Arizona jurisdiction; 

2. Submission of a fraudulent, misleading, or otherwise ineligible application for certification 
or recertification; 

3. Installation or use of an unauthorized voting system; 

4. Failure to properly function or perform, including perceived security vulnerabilities; 

5. Federal decertification by the EAC; 

6. Failure to place election equipment source code in escrow and/or failure to authorize the 
State of Arizona to access or receive the source code; or 
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6.7. Loss of physical custody and control to an unauthorized or untrusted source; and  

7.8. Failure to continue to meet any requirements for certification. 
 
Upon issuance of an Intent to Decertify, the Secretary of State must promptly notify the 
manufacturer and any affected parties. Within 30 days of issuance, the manufacturer and any 
affected parties may submit written comments to the Secretary of State in support of or opposition 
to decertification.  
 
Within 120 days of issuance, the Secretary of State must convene the Election Equipment 
Certification Committee. At a public meeting the Committee must: 

1. Review the evidence for and against decertification; 

2. Ask questions to the manufacturer’s representatives (as necessary); 

3. Seek legal advice in executive session (as necessary); and 

4. Vote on whether to recommend decertification. 
 
The Election Equipment Certification Committee may recommend full or partial decertification. 
The Committee may also specify the conditions under which the voting system may continue to 
be used by a county, city, town, or special taxing district. The Election Equipment Certification 
Committee must issue a written recommendation to the Secretary of State based on the majority 
vote from the public meeting. 
 
Within a reasonable period after receiving the Election Equipment Certification Committee’s 
recommendation, the Secretary of State must issue a final decision on the Intent to Decertify. The 
Secretary of State may accept, deny, or modify the Election Equipment Certification Committee’s 
recommendation, including issuance of a conditional recertification. The Secretary must follow 
the remaining procedures applicable to issuance of a final decision for an application for 
certification or recertification. See Chapter 4, Section I(A)(3) above.  
 
The manufacturer or affected party may appeal a decertification in accordance with the appeal 
procedures for denials of certification and recertification. See Chapter 4, Section I(A)(4) above. 
 
In addition to decertification, the Secretary of State may prohibit the purchase, lease, or use of any 
voting system (or component thereof) if a manufacturer or jurisdiction: (1) installs, uses, or permits 
the use of a voting system that is not certified for use or approved for experimental use; or (2) uses 
or includes hardware, firmware, or software in a voting system version that is not certified for use 
or approved for experimental use. A.R.S. § 16-442(D). 

 Emergency Conditional Certification of Upgrade/Modification 

If a local jurisdiction requires an emergency upgrade or modification to its existing certified voting 
system, the jurisdiction maymust apply to the Secretary of State for emergency conditional 
certification of the upgrade or modification. Emergency conditional certification allows the voting 
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system to be upgraded or modified without seeking VSTL testing or EAC certification. A.R.S. § 
16-442(G). 
 
To apply for emergency conditional certification, the local jurisdiction must: 

1. Convene its governing board to pass a resolution outlining why the forthcoming election 
cannot be conducted without the requested emergency conditional certification; 

2. Make a written request to the Secretary of State that outlines the need for conditional 
emergency certification, including: 

a. A description of the proposed upgrade/modification; 

b. A description of what aspects of the voting system will be affected; 

c. An explanation why the upgrade/modification is necessary in order to conduct the next 
election, including a copy of the governing board’s resolution; 

d. An explanation why the upgrade/modification could not have been sought earlier 
through the standard recertification process; and  

e. A description of what safeguards or contingency plans will be implemented if the 
proposed upgrade/modification does not function as intended during the election; and 

f. Any other information deemed relevant by the local jurisdiction. 
 
Upon receipt of a request for emergency conditional certification, the Election Equipment 
Certification Committee  must convene as soon as practicable (but no later than 30 days from the 
date of the request) and follow the same procedures applicable to an application for recertification, 
except: 

• VSTL approval and EAC certification are not required; and 

• Both the local jurisdiction and manufacturer are expected to participate in the public 
meeting and answer the Election Equipment Certification Committee’s questions. 

 
Upon receipt of the Election Equipment Certification Committee’s recommendation, the Secretary 
of State must issue a final decision within 15 days or sooner if practicable. 
 
Any grant of conditional emergency certification is limited to six months from the date of the 
Secretary’s final decision. If the manufacturer has not applied for (and been granted) recertification 
before expiration of the 6-month period, the conditionally- certified voting system is automatically 
decertified and ineligible for continued use. A.R.S. § 16-442(G). 
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The local jurisdiction may appeal a denial of emergency certification in accordance with the appeal 
procedures for denials of certification and recertification described above. See Chapter 4, Section 
I(A)(4). 

 Election System Software Escrow Statement 

Election vendors who have voting equipment certified for use in Arizona elections and whose 
equipment is currently in use or will be used in an upcoming election shall notify the Secretary of 
State, in writing, by January 31 of each year where the source code is held in escrow. 

  LOGIC AND ACCURACY (L&A) TESTING 

A logic and accuracy (L&A) test is intended to confirm that votes are attributed to the correct 
candidates and ballot measures in the election management system (EMS) and that each candidate 
and ballot measure receives the accurate number of votes. 
 
The Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections is responsible for performing an L&A 
test on all voting equipment prior to each election. The conduct of the test must be overseen by at 
least two elections staff or inspectors (of different political parties), and shall be open to 
observation by representatives of the political parties, candidates, the press, and the public.  
 
For any election that includes a federal, statewide, or legislative office, the Secretary of State is 
responsible for conducting an additional L&A test on selected voting equipment. A.R.S. § 16-
449.35 

 Timeframe to Conduct L&A Testing 

1. Accessible Voting Equipment L&A Test 
 
In-person voting, both during the early voting period and on Election Day, requires the deployment 
of accessible voting equipment for voters with disabilities (and/or those needing assistance in a 
minority language required by federal or state law. Further, some counties use accessible voting 
equipment for ballot marking by all voters in certain counties).at the voting location.  
 
The officer in charge of elections must test all accessible voting equipment prior to an election. 

• For an all ballot-by-mail election, equipment must be tested at least 15 days before the 
election. 

 
35 Though not required, counties may, in their discretion, conduct additional pre-election L&A 
tests prior to the county’s and Secretary of State’s pre-election L&A test and/or additional post-
election L&A tests after the county’s post-election L&A test, including with participation from 
representatives of the recognized political parties.  
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• For a city, town, school district, or special taxing district, or election that is not an all ballot-
by-mail election, and for a county election, equipment must be tested at least 27 days before 
the election (prior to the commencement of early voting). 

• For a federal, statewide, or legislative election, equipment must be tested prior to the 
Secretary of State’s L&A test, where practicable, or promptly thereafter. 

• For jurisdictions covered under Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act, the equipment’s 
language accessibility functionality must also be tested.  

 
In the case of federal, statewide, or legislative elections, the Secretary of State tests selected 
accessible voting equipment within seven days before the start of early voting (i.e., between 34 
and 27 days before the election). A.R.S. § 16-449(B). 
 
L&A tests for accessible voting equipment are a prerequisite for the County Recorder to open on-
site early voting locations. 

2. Optical and Digital Equipment L&A Test 
 
The officer in charge of elections must test precinct/vote center voting equipment and central count 
equipment within 30 days of an election. In the case of federal, statewide, or legislative elections, 
the Secretary of State must also test selected equipment within 17 days before the election. A.R.S. 
§ 16-449(A). 
 
However, if a county’s accessible voting equipment does not independently tabulate votes (i.e., 
the equipment marks and/or produces a paper ballot that will be tabulated using different voting 
equipment), the officer in charge of elections and Secretary of State may test all voting equipment 
(including precinct voting equipment and central count equipment) during the time period 
applicable to accessible device testing. A.R.S. § 16-449(C). If the officer in charge of elections 
wishes to have all voting equipment testing completed together, the officer in charge of elections 
must make that request to the Secretary of State at least 90 days prior to the election. In order to 
prepare for this consolidated testing, the officer in charge of elections must provide to the Secretary 
of State all testing materials as referenced in Chapter 4, Section II(D)(2) below, including printed 
ballots, at least three weeks before the start of early voting. The Secretary of State has discretion 
to grant or deny a request for consolidated testing based on the circumstances. For example, if test 
ballots are not timely received, the tests will need to be conducted separately and the officer in 
charge of elections will be notified of the determination. 

3. Rescheduling L&A Tests 
 
The Secretary of State’s Office must conduct its L&A tests after the officer in charge of elections 
has conducted county-level tests whenever practicable. In the event the officer in charge of 
elections has not successfully conducted an L&A test prior to the Secretary of State’s scheduled 
test, the officer in charge of elections should contact the Secretary of State to consider whether to 
postpone the Secretary’s L&A test pending further local testing.  
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If the electronic voting system has not successfully passed the Secretary of State’s L&A test, the 
Secretary of State may schedule a re-test for a later date. Re-testing may continue during the early 
voting period and through the day prior to the election. However, the officer in charge of elections 
may not deploy any electronic voting equipment in a federal, statewide, or legislative election that 
has not successfully passed the Secretary of State’s L&A test.  

 Public Notice of L&A Test 

The Board of Supervisors or other officer in charge of elections must publish notice of the time 
and place of each L&A test as soon as practicable after the test is scheduled and, in any case, at 
least 48 hours in advance of the test. See A.R.S. § 16-449(A). The notice must be published at least 
once in a daily or weekly newspaper circulated in the county. If no newspaper is published in the 
jurisdiction, notice must be published in any newspaper of general circulation. A.R.S. § 16-449(A). 
The notice should also be posted on the county’s website and distributed through any other public 
communication or social media channels regularly used by the county. 
 
If the Secretary of State must reschedule an L&A test or schedule a re-test, and the Board of 
Supervisors or other officer in charge of elections cannot reasonably comply with the 48-hour 
public notice requirement, the Board of Supervisors or other officer in charge of elections must:  

• Publish notice of the rescheduled L&A test in a daily or weekly newspaper within the 
county as soon as possible if the notice is capable of being published before the test date;  

• Post the notice on the county’s website and distribute the notice through any other public 
communication or social media channel(s) regularly utilized by the county; and 

• Provide notice of the place and time of the reschedulerescheduled L&A test or re-test by 
phone or email to all L&A test observers from the immediately preceding L&A test. 

 Observers for L&A Test 

An L&A test must be observed by the officer in charge of elections or designee. An L&A test must 
also be open to: 

• Designated political party representatives; 

• Candidates or candidate representatives;  

• Government officials; and 

• Members of the public and the media. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-449(A). ForTo ensure security reasons, comply with applicable public health 
guidelines, and to/or prevent disruption of election operations, the officer in charge of elections 
may specifyplace reasonable restrictions on observers, including specifying a designated area 
where observers are permitted to view the L&A test. If possible, the live video feed of the 
tabulation room should be turned on for L&A tests.  
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 Process for Conducting L&A Tests by the Secretary of State 

The Secretary of State must conduct an L&A test on accessible voting equipment and 
optical/digital scan equipment before each federal, statewide, and legislative election. 

1. Acquisition of Precinct Information and Voting Equipment 
 
At least eight weeks before a primary election or PPE, the officer in charge of elections must 
provide the Secretary of State a complete list of precincts and legislative and congressional districts 
and ensure the Secretary of State possesses the necessary precinct voting equipment to 
preliminarily verify the county’s pre-determined L&A test results at the Secretary of State’s 
Office. To conduct thedetermine each county’s pre-determined L&A test results, the Secretary of 
State may acquire the necessary voting equipment from the county or directly from equipment 
vendors, if practicable. If multiple counties use the same type of voting equipment, the Secretary 
of State may preliminarily test multiple counties’ ballots on the same piece of voting equipment 
without acquiring voting equipment from each county. 
 
In order to prepare the county’s testing requirements, the officer in charge of elections must 
provide the Secretary of State the following information as soon as possible: 

• The type of voting locations that will be utilized (i.e., precinct-based polling places, vote 
centers, or hybrid);  

• The manufacturer and type of equipment that will be used (e.g., precinct-based tabulators, 
central count tabulators, etc.); 

• Whether the county programs its own election, or utilizes a vendor to program its election;   

• The e-pollbooks, barcode scanners/printers, and ballot-on-demand printers that will be 
used, including manufacturer and how many e-pollbooks will be used;  

• Polling locations; and 

• Daytime and emergency contact information for the County Recorder and officer in charge 
of elections and L&A testing staff. 

2. Selection of Precincts and Test Ballots 
 
The Secretary of State must randomly select precincts that will be included in each type of L&A 
test conducted by the Secretary of State.  
 
The Secretary of State generally selects five to 10 precincts for a small or medium-sized county 
and 10-20 precincts for a large county. In doing so, the Secretary of State must ensure: 

• At least one precinct is selected in each congressional and legislative district; and 

• Each federal, statewide, and legislative candidate and each ballot question will receive at 
least one test vote in the selected precincts. 
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The Secretary of State must also acquire test ballots from each county. If a county will use 
preprinted ballots and ballots through a ballot-on-demand printer, the officer in charge of elections 
must provide ballots generated though both printing methods. 
 
For a primary election or PPE, the officer in charge of elections must provide the Secretary of State 
the following test ballots from each pre-determined test precinct: 

• 50 ballots from each of the two largest political parties entitled to continued representation 
on the ballot; 

• 25 ballots from every other recognized or new political party; and 

• Five “federal-only” ballots. 
 
The Secretary of State may request additional test ballots if necessary. The Secretary of State also 
may account for new political parties or the possibility that not all recognized political parties will 
participate in a PPE. 
 
For a general election, the officer in charge of elections must provide the Secretary of State the 
following test ballots from each pre-determined test precinct: 

• 50 ballots; and 

• 10 “federal-only” ballots.  
 
If a precinct contains a precinct split, the officer in charge of elections should ensure the above-
referenced test ballots are distributed among each precinct split. In addition, if minority-language 
ballots are required in the county, the officer in charge of elections must also include minority-
language ballots among the requested quantities of test ballots. 
 
The Secretary of State may vary the number of test ballots if necessary. To accommodate ballot 
printing and shipping timelines, counties that utilize a vendor to program the election may be 
notified of the selected precincts for the Secretary of State’s L&A test prior to the completion of 
programming provided that the information on selected precincts shall be maintained as 
confidential, shall not be disclosed to the vendor that is programming the election, and shall be 
utilized only to ensure timely shipment of test ballots to the Secretary of State.    

3. Notification of Completion of Programming 
 
Before each federal, statewide, or legislative election, the officer in charge of elections must 
promptly notify the Secretary of State when the county has completed programming its election.  
 
Within one business day of receiving this notification or as soon as possible thereafter, the 
Secretary of State must confirm with the officer in charge of elections the date/time of the 
accessible and optical/digital scan tests and the conditions for each test, including precinct 
selections, ballot requirements, and the number of machines selected at random for testing. The 
Secretary of State must inform the officer in charge of elections of the date/time of the L&A test 
as soon as practicable. 
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4. Secretary of State Preparation for L&A Testing 
 
For an accessible voting equipment L&A test, the Secretary of State must:  

1. Request that all accessible voting equipment to be used during on-site early voting be made 
available for the L&A test and be pre-programmed with all precinct ballot styles; 

2. Identify the precincts randomly selected by the Secretary of State and request the 
accessible voting equipment to be utilized at those precincts be made available for the 
L&A test; 

3. Ensure the attendance of any necessary minority language interpreters at the L&A test;  

4. Inform the officer in charge of elections that they must:  

a. Utilize the actual election program for Election Day (not a copy); 

b. ResetIf applicable, reset any vote totals from prior L&A tests and ensure equipment 
zero tapes are accessible for examination; 

c. Print a zero report from the county’s EMS and ensure the report is accessible for 
examination; 

d. Ensure that equipment operators are available to assist with the L&A test; 

e. Ensure the equipment is set up, set to run in “election mode,” and ready to vote 
upon the Secretary of State’s arrival; 

f. Ensure that voter card encoders and bar code printers will be available for testing 
(if applicable); 

g. Ensure political party observers have been contacted for the L&A test; 

h. Ensure that headphones and touchpads, and, if applicable, other ADA accessible 
components, will be available for all equipment; and 

i. Ensure all equipment is capable of processing and outputting the testing results. 
 
For an optical/digital scan equipment L&A test, the Secretary of State must:  

1. Request the requisite number of test ballots; 

2. Request the applicable memory cards or sticks in order to preliminarily verify L&A test 
results at the Secretary of State’s Office; 

3. Request that all central count equipment, including any back-up equipment, be made 
available for the L&A test; 

4. Identify the precincts randomly selected by the Secretary of State and request the precinct 
voting equipment to be utilized at those precincts be made available for the L&A test; 

5. Inform the officer in charge of elections that they must: 

a. Utilize the actual election program for Election Day (not a copy); 
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b. Reset any vote totals from prior L&A tests and ensure equipment zero tapes are 
accessible for examination; 

c. Print a zero report from the county’s EMS and ensure the report is accessible for 
examination; 

d. Ensure political party observers have been contacted for the L&A test; 

e. Ensure that equipment operators are available to assist with the L&A test; and 

f. Ensure the equipment is set up, set to run in “election mode,” and ready to vote 
upon the Secretary of State’s arrival. 

 
The officer in charge of elections must provide any requested materials or information to the 
Secretary of State in accordance with the deadline set forth in the Secretary of State’s letter, but 
no later than five weeks before each election and/or three weeks before the start of early voting.  

5. Marking Test Ballots and Creation of Test Script 
 
The Secretary of State must create a script that outlines how each test ballot will be marked. 
 
Votes must be randomly distributed in each of the selected precincts, ensuring that each federal, 
statewide, and legislative candidate and ballot measure receives at least one vote. In addition, 
various races and issues must be over-voted to test the optical/digital scan equipment’s ability to 
notify the voter of, or out-stack, an over-vote, physically or digitally. 
 
Upon receipt of test ballots from the officer in charge of elections, the Secretary of State must 
mark the test ballots in accordance with the predetermined script. 
 
The Secretary of State also must create a script for each accessible voting machine that specifies 
how many ballots will be cast on the machine and how the votes will be distributed during the 
accessible equipment L&A test.  
 
The Secretary of State must run the test ballots through the optical/digital scan equipment provided 
to the Secretary of State for preliminary verification purposes.  
 
Finally, the Secretary of State creates a summary report that aggregates the vote totals for each 
candidate and ballot measure. The Secretary of State must ensure these test ballot results match 
the summary report. 

6. Conducting the L&A Test 
 
The Secretary of State must bring a sufficient number of personnel to conduct the L&A test.  
 
Upon arrival, the Secretary of State must ensure that the selected voting equipment has zero 
recorded or printed votes prior to commencing the L&A test. The Secretary of State then must test 
the selected voting equipment to ensure each machine reports the correct vote totals (and that the 
EMS reports the correct aggregate totals) in accordance with the prepared scripts. If the county 
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intends to use the electronic adjudication or electronic write-in tallying functionality in the 
upcoming election, that functionality must also be tested during the Secretary of State’s L&A test.  
 
The Secretary of State must review ballots, and each ballot display on the accessible voting 
equipment, to confirm formatting, language, and audio requirements in the testing standards have 
been met (see testing standards in Chapter 4, Section II(E) below). 

 L&A Testing Standards 

1. Accessible Voting Equipment 
 
Accessible voting equipment must:  

1. Display candidate races, ballot measures, and voter instructions in English and any other 
language required in the county under the federal Voting Rights Act, at the voter’s option; 

2. Display candidate races, ballot measures, and voter instructions in large print and 
contrasting colors, at the voter’s option; 

3. Produce an accurate audio recording in English and any other language required in the 
county under the Voting Rights Act; 

4. Display the correct voting precinct and state, county, and election type; 

5. Display instructions how to use the equipment and mark the ballot; 

6. Display the ballot as nearly as practicable in accordance with the formatting requirements 
for paper ballots, including color marking for partisan primary elections; 

7. Display candidate names accurately, in accordance with the candidate’s nomination paper; 

8. Display ballot measures accurately, in accordance with any certification from the Secretary 
of State;  

9. Sequentially advance from screen-to-screen; 

10. Perform the functions selected by the voter; 

11. Provide a warning to the voter if the voter attempts to under-vote or over-vote a particular 
race or issue, or, in the case of an over-vote, prevent a voter from doing so; 

12. Increase or decrease the headphone audio volume in accordance with the voter’s 
preferences; 

13.12. Contain a functioning keypad (whether stand-alone or incorporated into the 
accessible voting equipment screen);), headphones, and, if applicable, other ADA 
accessible components, such as a paddle or sip-and-puff device; 

13. Allow the voter to increase or decrease the headphone audio volume in accordance with 
the voter’s preferences; 

14. Allow the voter to write in a candidate using a keypad in the voter’s selected language; 
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15. Provide a means for the voter to verify all of the voter’s selections prior to committing the 
selections and a means for the voter to change a selection if desired before committing the 
selections;  

16. Display a summary screen at the conclusion of voting that matches the voter’s selections; 
and 

17. Print an accurate ballot or VVPAT in English and any other written language required in 
the county under the Voting Rights Act; and 

17.18. If the accessible voting equipment independently tabulates votes, tabulate the 
voter’s selections accurately, including: in the EMS. 

• Accurately tabulating in the EMS; and 

• Printing an accurate ballot in English and any other written language required in the 
county under the Voting Rights Act and/or printing an accurate voter verifiable paper 
audit trail (VVPAT). 

2. Optical and Digital Scan Voting Equipment 
 
Optical and digital scan voting equipment must:  

1. Attribute votes to the correct candidates and ballot measures in the EMS;  

2. Attribute the correct number of votes to each candidate and ballot measure; 

3. Warn the operator of an over-vote or out-stack, physically or digitally, a ballot in the event 
of an over-vote; 

4. Record no vote in an over-voted race and out-stack, physically or digitally, for further 
adjudication if applicable (precinct voting equipment and central count equipment); 

5. Accept ballot styles for that specific precinct and reject ballot styles from other precincts 
(precinct voting equipment only); and  

6. Accept ballot styles from the current election and reject or out-stack (physically or 
digitally) ballot styles from a different election.   

 
In advance of the Secretary of State’s L&A test, the officer in charge of elections should conduct 
a preliminary test of ballots as soon as they are available from the printing vendor to ensure the 
ballots are correct and meet the requirements for the voting equipment utilized. This may include 
testing a blank ballot and a fully- voted ballot on every ballot style used in the election.  

3. On-Screen/Electronic Adjudication and Electronic Tallying of 
Write-In Votes 

 
IfIf electronic adjudication of votes or electronic tallying of write-in votes will be utilized as part 
of the election tabulation system, that functionality shall also be tested during the L&A test to 
ensure secure and proper functioning and attribution of voter intent and/or Write-In Tally Board 
determinations for the write-in votes tallied. See Chapter 10, Section II(G)(2)See Chapter 10, 
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Section II(E) for requirements for electronic adjudication and Chapter 10, Section II(H)(2) for 
requirements for electronic tallying of write-in votes. 

4. Errors Discovered During Testing 
 
If any error is detected during L&A testing: 

• The cause shall be ascertained and corrected; 

• An errorless count shall be made before the voting equipment and programs are approved 
for use in the election; 

• If the election program is found to be the source of the error, a copy of a revised election 
program shall be filed with the Secretary of State within 48 hours after the revision; and 

• If the error was created by voting equipment malfunction, a report shall be filed with the 
Secretary of State within 48 hours after the correction is made, stating the cause and the 
corrective action taken. 
 

A.R.S. § 16-449(A). If the error cannot be corrected, the voting equipment and/or election program 
causing the error may not be deployed or used.  

5. Certification of Voting Equipment 
 
The Secretary of State must certify the voting equipment if the equipment meets the requirements 
in the L&A testing standards. Voting equipment may not be deployed or used until the Secretary 
of State has certified that the equipment passed L&A testing.  
 
If the voting equipment does not meet the mandatory requirements from the testing standards, the 
Secretary of State should work with the officer in charge of elections to determine the cause of the 
deficiency and whether it can be corrected in a timely manner. If the error can be readily corrected, 
the voting equipment may be retested until the mandatory requirements have been met; otherwise, 
the L&A test must be rescheduled for a later time and date. 
 

 County L&A Testing 

The officer in charge of elections must substantially follow the L&A testing procedures applicable 
to the Secretary of State, except that all of the county’s deployable voting equipment must be 
tested. The officer in charge of elections also must conduct a post-election L&A test of tabulation 
equipment. See Chapter 12, Section II.  

 Retention of L&A Programs, Test Ballots, and Database 

The tests ballots and database used in L&A testing shall be: 

• Secured immediately after the L&A test is run; and 
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• Retained until the post-election L&A test is ready to be conducted after ballot tabulation 
for the election. 

 
Programs and test ballots used in L&A testing shall be under the control of the officer in charge 
of elections. After completion of the post-election L&A test, the databases and test ballots shall be 
retained with the official returns according to the retention period applicable for that election. 

 SECURITY MEASURES FOR ELECTRONIC VOTING SYSTEMS  

All components of the electronic voting system, including any e-pollbooks uploaded with voter 
registration information or connected to a voter registration system, must be secured in accordance 
with this section. Counties should also conduct periodic election security and cybersecurity 
assessments and develop and implement appropriate security procedures and best practices in 
consultation with county (and, where appropriate, federal, and state) information technology and 
security professionals. Counties may establish more stringent and robust security protocols so long 
as the following minimum requirements are met.   
 
The officer in charge of elections must develop and implement a training plan to ensure that 
elections staff (and any temporary workers) understand and comply with all security procedures 
applicable to the electronic voting system.  
 
A person who knowingly modifies the software, hardware, or source code for voting equipment 
without receiving approval or certification pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-442 is guilty of a class 5 felony. 
A.R.S. § 16-1004(B). 
 

 Physical Security of the Electronic Voting System 

Hardware components of the electronic voting system:  

1. Must be permanently labeled with a unique serial number for tracking and auditing 
purposes;  

2. Must be inventoried before and after an election;  

3. Must be stored in a locked, secured location that prevents unauthorized access; 

• Access to the electronic voting system (including voting equipment and the EMS) must 
be authorized by the officer in charge of elections. Access must be documented with a 
written log or with electronic key card access that indicates the date, time, and identity 
of the person accessing the system. 

4. Must be sealed with tamper-resistant or tamper-evident seals once programmed; 

• The seal number must be logged as corresponding with particular voting equipment 
and the election media that has been sealed in the voting equipment. The log should be 
preserved with the returns of the election. In the event of a recount or re-tally of votes, 
the officer in charge of elections should be prepared to submit an affidavit confirming 
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that the election program and any election media used in the election have not been 
altered. A.R.S. § 16-445(C). 

5. Must be safeguarded from unauthorized access when being moved, transferred, serviced, 
programmed, or temporarily stored; 

6. May be accessed by elections staff only to the extent necessary to perform their authorized 
task; and  

7. Must be witnessed by two or more election staff members (of different political parties if 
possible) when being moved or transferred, which includes an inventory of the equipment 
and chain of custody before and after the move or transfer.  

 
Any port, plug, door, or other method of physical or electronic access to the voting machine shall 
be secured in a manner to prevent any unauthorized access to the voting machine. The County 
Recorder or other officer in charge of elections shall document and verify security procedures 
regarding access before a voting machine is placed into service for an election. A.R.S. § 16-570(B). 

 Data Security of the Electronic Voting System 

Components of the electronic voting system: 

1. Must be password-protected (for voting system software);36 

• In addition to complying with any system requirements, passwords must: (1) contain 
mixed-cased and non-alphabetic characters, if possible; (2) be changed on a regular 
basis and may not be a vendor-supplied password; and (3) maymust only be known 
only by authorized users. 

2. May not be connected to the internet, any wireless communications device, or any external 
network (except for e-pollbooks); 

• An EMS must be a stand-alone system, attached only to components inside an isolated 
network. An EMS may only be installed on a computer that contains only an operating 
system, the EMS software, data/audio extractor software, and any necessary security 
software. 

3. May not be used to modem election results, whether through analog, cellular, or any similar 
transmission; 

4. May not contain remote access software or any capability to remotely- access the system; 

5. Must match the software or firmware hash code on file with the officer in charge of 
elections prior to programing the election and the hash code on file with either (1) the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST); or (2) the Secretary of State at the 
time of certification of the electronic voting system; and 

 
36 Counties and their IT staff should also consult the latest standards for password security from the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), available at https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/sp800-63-
3.html.  
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• If the EMS software hash code is on file with NIST or the Secretary of State, the officer 
in charge of elections must certify that the officer compared the hash code on file with 
NIST or Secretary of State for the EMS software with the hash code of the EMS 
software to be used in the election and certify that the numbers are identical.  

6. Must be observed by the officer in charge of elections or a designee if the election program 
(or any software or firmware) is updated or modified.  

 

In addition, the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections should retain back-ups of the 
election program, including daily back-ups once tabulation begins.  

 Removable Electronic Storage Devices Used with the Voting System 

The following security protocols apply to any memory stick or other removable electronic storage 
device used with the electronic voting system:  

1. A stick or device must be purchased or received from a reliable source. 

2. A stick or device shall be permanently identified with a unique serial number or identifier 
when in use, and an inventory of all electronic media shall be created and maintained. 
However, this requirement does not apply to a stick or device subject to the “one-way, one-
use” requirement in #6 below.   

3. Electronic storage media shall be physically secured at all times. No physical access should 
be given to any person unless the election officer in charge of the electronic storage media 
specifically grants that person access. Secured locations must be provided for storing 
electronic media when not in use, coding an election, creating the election media, and 
transferring and installing the election media into the voting device.  

4. No electronic storage media shall be left unattended or in an unsecured location once it has 
been coded for an election. Where applicable, coded election media shall be immediately 
loaded into the relevant voting device, sealed, logged, and made secure or must be placed 
in a secured and controlled environment and inventoried.  

5. A stick or device should generally notmay be used to transfer data between an internet-
connected system and a component of a non-connected electronic voting system. Only only 
when necessary to conduct the election (for example, to import ballot language or ballot 
files to the electronic voting system shouldor to export election results files from the 
electronic voting system). When such transfer occur, and in those circumstancesis 
necessary, the internet-connected system and stick or device shall be scanned with updated 
antivirus software and the internet-connected system shall be disconnected from the 
internet prior to transfer. In addition, the officer in charge of elections shall use a dedicated 
EMS Gateway Computer as described in Chapter 4, Section III(D) and consider and 
implement other appropriate security protocols for such data transfers. 

6. A stick or device used to transfer data to or from the electronic voting system shouldshall 
only be used one time –: to transfer data from one system to a second system and then 
securely disposed of. When feasible, write-once memory cards or write-once disks should 
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be used instead of USB devices to transfer data to or from an electronic voting system to 
ensure a “one-way, one-use policy” is self-enforced by the technology.  

7. If the individual file to be transferred between systems was electronically received 
(whether through download, by email, or any other electronic means), the individual file 
must be scanned with antivirus software prior to being placed on the stick or device. The 
scanning should be done on a computer segregated from the primary network and while 
that computer is not connected to the internet. If any files were downloaded from an 
internet portal, the portal must be a secure portal for data transmission purposes. Regardless 
of the method of receipt, however, individual files should only be downloaded, transferred, 
or otherwise utilized if they were received by a trusted third-party source. 

8. If a stick or device was received by mail: 

• The stick or device should only be accepted from a trusted, third-party source; 

• The stick or device must be encrypted by the third-party source, and the password to 
decrypt the stick or device may not be included with the mailing itself; and 

• Upon receipt, the stick or device must be scanned with antivirus software prior to 
opening or otherwise executing any file contained on the stick or device. The scanning 
should be done on a computer segregated from the primary network and while that 
computer is not connected to the internet. 

 

 Finally, theEMS Gateway Computer 

By the August 2022 Primary Election, a special-purpose, dedicated computer (the “EMS Gateway 
Computer”) shall be used in the limited circumstances when it is necessary to: (1) download data 
(e.g., ballot language or ballot files) from an internet-connected system onto a memory stick or 
other removable electronic storage device for upload to the EMS; and/or (2) download data (e.g., 
election results files) from the EMS to a stick or device for upload to an internet-connected system. 
In such circumstances, the EMS Gateway Computer shall serve as the internet-connected system. 
No other computer except for the designated EMS Gateway Computer shall be used for these 
purposes and the designated EMS Gateway Computer shall not be used for any other purpose.  
 
The following security protocols apply to the EMS Gateway Computer:  

1. The computer shall only be connected to a network when necessary (e.g., to upload to or 
download from the internet or to install necessary software updates) and the computer shall 
be disconnected from the network prior to transfer of data to or from the memory stick or 
device that was or will be connected to the EMS. 

2. The computer shall not be used for any purpose other than moving necessary election data 
in or out of the EMS.  

3. The computer’s operating system, browser, and endpoint protection software shall have the 
latest updates and security patches installed. 
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4. The computer shall have endpoint protection software (i.e., antivirus software that protects 
the computer from malware, viruses, ransomware, incursions, and other cybersecurity 
risks), with scanning capability installed.  

5. The computer shall have no software installed other than endpoint protection and a 
browser.  

6. Security shall be the most important criteria when selecting a browser.  

7. Windows Firewall (or other applicable firewall, if not using the Windows operating 
system) shall be enabled with the following restrictions: 

• No incoming connections allowed  

• No unnecessary outbound ports 

• No unsecured HTTP allowed 

• No connections allowed except to specific IP addresses (e.g., EMS vendor download 
site, Secretary of State’s Election Night Reporting site, etc.) 

8. Wifi, bluetooth, and cellular functions shall be disabled if present.  

9. No wireless mouse or keyboard shall be used. 

10. The computer shall be physically secured by the officer in charge of elections or designee 
pursuant to the same requirements applicable to other election equipment. See Chapter 4, 
Section III(A).   

11. The administrator account shall be non-standard. In other words, the default administrator 
account in the operating system shall be disabled, and customized administrator accounts 
with specific powers and privileges should be created, providing those with administrator 
access only those powers and privileges necessary for their specific job duties.   

12. Normal operation of the computer (e.g., when not conducting system configuration or 
maintenance that requires administrator access) shall be conducted without administrator 
rights. to ensure that non-administrators cannot install unauthorized software or otherwise 
have access to the operating system or internal file structures. 

13. Any physical port, plug, door, or other method of physical or electronic access to the 
computer shall be secured in a manner to prevent unauthorized access to the computer. 

 
Further, it is strongly recommended that the EMS Gateway Computer be segmented from all other 
networks. In other words, the computer should be placed on its own network, with no other 
computer or machine connected to the network, to minimize access and exposure. 

 E-Pollbooks and Ballot-on-Demand Printers 

The following security protocols apply to the use of e-pollbooks and ballot-on-demand printers:  

1. E-pollbooks and ballot-on-demand printers shall only be connected to authorized and 
secured networks and resources;  
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2. E-pollbooks and ballot-on-demand printers should transmit and receive data utilizing 
industry standard best practices for information and network security, including 
encryption; 

3. E-pollbooks and ballot-on-demand printers shall be patched and updated to current 
versions as designated by the vendor;  

4. Only software, applications, or drivers necessary for e-pollbook operation shall be installed 
on e-pollbooks;  

5. E-pollbooks and ballot-on-demand printers, as well as other peripheral devices such as 
barcode printers and driver license scanners, shall be tested before each election to ensure 
proper operation;  

6. To the extent practicable, voterVoter data files on e-pollbooks should be compared to the 
original files by checking a hash code or, at a minimum, comparing file size prior to testing 
or use at a voting location; andand spot-checking a sample of voter records prior to testing 
or use at a voting location; the data file should also be checked to confirm the number of 
active/inactive voters, verify no protected voters’ information is included, and that party 
information (for a primary election) and early ballot information is included;  

6.7. Any port, plug, door or other method of physical or electronic access to any e-pollbook 
shall be secured in a manner to prevent any unauthorized access to the e-pollbook. The 
County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections shall document and verify security 
procedures regarding access before an electronic pollbook is placed into service for an 
election, A.R.S. § 16-570(B); and  

7.8. Only power or charging cables supplied by the vendor or purchased from a verified source 
shall be used to power e-pollbooks. 

 CONTINGENCY AND INCIDENT RESPONSE PLANNING 

 Election Operations Contingency Plan 

The officer in charge of elections must develop a written contingency plan in case election 
operations, including the use of voting systems and any component thereof, are significantly 
disrupted. A contingency plan should consider all potential sources of disruption, including but 
not limited to: 

• Systemic equipment failures or malfunctions; 

• Power outages;  

• Natural disasters or infrastructure failure; 

• Terror threats or other civil disturbances; and  

• Unauthorized access, intrusion, or hacking into election facilities or equipment.  
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Among other things, a contingency plan must outline how the officer in charge of elections would 
ensure continuity in voting in case one or more voting locations becomes temporarily or 
permanently unusable on Election Day, which may include: 

• Sending voters to an alternative voting location (whether new or existing);  

• Seeking a court order to extend voting hours; and/or 

• Requesting voters return to the voting location after the problem has been resolved. 

 
The officer in charge of elections must implement any additional procedures necessary to ensure 
that voters are properly notified and receive the correct ballot style. 
 
In advance of each election, the officer in charge of elections must review/update the contingency 
plan and ensure that key staff members have been briefed on the plan. As necessary, the officer in 
charge of elections should also be prepared to review and/or execute the contingency plan in 
coordination with:  

• The County Recorder; 

• The Board of Supervisors;  

• The County Attorney’s officeOffice; 

• The County Sheriff’s officeOffice;  

• The Presiding Judge of the Superior Court; 

• The Secretary of State’s Office;  

• The Arizona Counter Terrorism Information Center (ACTIC); 

• The Arizona Department of Public Safety;  

• The Attorney General’s officeOffice; 

• The Federal Bureau of Investigation;  

• The U.S. Department of Homeland Security;  

• The U.S. Department of Justice; and 

• The U.S. Attorney’s officeOffice. 
 
The officer in charge of elections must file certain contingency information with the Secretary of 
State at least 10 days in advance of thea federal, statewide, or legislative election, including: 

• A description of the officer’s contingency plan to tabulate ballots in case of central count 
equipment failure (see specific requirements below); and  

• A copy of the county’s election program (see specific requirements below). 
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 Incidence Response Plan  

The County Recorder and officer in charge of elections shall develop a written incident response 
plan outlining how they will respond to and report election incidents that have security 
implications and/or may disrupt election operations. The Secretary of State shall provide and 
periodically update an election incident response plan template for the counties to consult.    

 Tabulation Contingency Plan 

The officer in charge of elections must file with the Secretary of State a tabulation contingency 
plan that identifies alternative voting equipment or facilities in case the county experiences a 
complete loss of its central count equipment or use of its central counting place. The tabulation 
contingency plan shall be completed no later than the second Monday before the election. (i.e., 
eight days before the election).  
 
The plan may include the transport of ballots across county lines. In that case, the ballots must be 
inventoried and safeguarded by the originating county’s employees in the same manner as if the 
ballots had not been transported. See Chapter 9, Section VIII(B). A county must exhaust all 
possible options (including the acquisition of additional voting equipment from the vendor) before 
invoking a contingency plan that involves transportation of ballots across state lines.  
 
The officer in charge of elections must notify the Secretary of State (and the chairpersons of the 
recognized political parties) if a tabulation contingency plan is invoked. 

 Election Program Contingency PlanFile 

Any jurisdiction that conducts an election must file a copy of the election program with the 
Secretary of State at least 17 days prior to each election. A.R.S. § 16-445(A). This copy may serve 
as a backup in case the original program is destroyed or rendered unusable. 
 
The election program must be in a machine-readable format and may be transmitted to the 
Secretary of State via a password-protected CD, DVD, USB memory stick, or SFTP site.  
 
If any subsequent changes are made to the election program, the officer in charge of elections must 
file the new copy with the Secretary of State within 48 hours of the change. A.R.S. § 16-445(B). 
 
The Secretary of State must preserve election programs in escrow for three years. The Secretary 
of State must securely destroy any election program after this retention period has expired. A.R.S. 
§ 16-445(A). 
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CHAPTER 5:  
ACCOMMODATING VOTERS WITH DISABILITIES 

 

 VOTER REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Before an election, each county shall prepare and disseminate information by public notice,  
including about voter registration deadlines, availability of registration and voting aids, how to 
vote early, availability of sample ballots, and types of assistance (including reasonable 
accommodations) available at voting locations, in a manner calculated to reach all voters and, in 
particular: 

• Persons with disabilities; 

• Seniors, age 65 or more; 

• Self-identified voters; and 

• Others who request information.  
 
During each stage of the voting process, including voter registration, election officials must ensure 
that they are effectively communicating with voters with disabilities. Upon a ten-day notice, the 
County Recorder or officer in charge of elections shall provide voting and registration information 
in alternative formats for the purpose of ensuring effective communication with people with 
disabilities. These available alternative formats may vary by County and shall include two or more 
alternative formats, which may include: large print, braille, electronic material for use with a screen 
reader, and/or computer disk in a format available on the jurisdiction’s computer equipment. A 
voter may make an on-goingongoing or permanent request to receive information in a particular 
format in their county for each election. If a voter makes a request for information in an alternative 
format after any applicable deadlines, the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections shall 
make best efforts to accommodate the request if practicable.  
 
Voters with a hearing or speech disability may dial 7-1-1 to be connected to a Telecommunications 
Relay Service (TRS) or utilize a video relay service (VRS), which permits persons with a hearing 
or speech disability to callconduct a voice or video call with persons with or without such 
disability. Each County Recorder and/or officer in charge of elections shall publish information on 
how voters may use TRS or VRS to initiate a call to the office of the County Recorder or officer 
in charge of elections. County election officials can also use TRS and VRS to make calls to voters 
with a hearing or speech disability.    
 
Signs explaining assistance available for voters with disabilities must be posted at all permanent 
registration facilities, polling places, and vote centers. Temporary or permanent signs shall be: 

• Posted on stakes or taped to corridor walls to provide reasonable guidance to reach the 
voting area; 
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• In large, clear lettering that meets the ADA Accessibility Guidelines’37 requirements as to 
character proportion38 and height39; 

• On a contrasting background color; and  

• At a recommended height of 60 inches. 

See A.R.S. § 41-1421, A.R.S. § 41-5202(A). 

 
Voter registration information that is made available online on a county’s website shall be posted 
in a format that is accessible to individuals with disabilities using a screen reader or other assistive 
technology to access the information. 

 VOTING AND VOTING LOCATION INFORMATION 

Voters with disabilities are entitled to receive voting materials (and access to the voting experience 
in general) that is equivalent to that provided to voters without disabilities. A.R.S. § 16-442.01(B). 
Voting materials (including voter registration information, and web-based information and 
resources) must meet state and federal accessibility standards. See A.R.S. § 41-1421, A.R.S. § 41-
5202(A). Similarly, election officials must ensure effective communication with voters with 
disabilities at voting locations and throughout the electoral process. 
 
Thus, with few exceptions, ballots displayed in accessible voting equipment must follow the same 
content, format, and rotational requirements as those applicable to printed ballots. A.R.S. § 16-
442.01(A). For example: 

• Voting screens must be in the same order of arrangement as provided for paper ballots as 
far as practicable, except that information can be printed in vertical or horizontal rows or 
on separate screens. A.R.S. § 16-468(1). 

• If there are more candidates for a particular race than can be displayed on one voting screen, 
the screen must indicate that the race is continued on the following screen, and the same 
number of candidates must be displayed on each screen as far as practicable. A.R.S. § 16-
468(3). 

 
In addition, the officer in charge of elections must be prepared to print ballots in braille or large 
print format to reasonably accommodate voters who request alternative formats. A.R.S. § 16-
442.01(B)(2). Requests must be made to the officer in charge of elections by the second Friday 
before the election. See, e.g., A.R.S. § 16-549(C). If a voter makes a request after the applicable 

 
37 Available at: https://www.access-board.gov/guidelines-and-standards/buildings-and-sites/about-the-
ada-standards/background/adaag#4.30.  
38 ADA Accessibility Guidelines 4.30.2 requires that: “[l]etters and numbers on signs shall have a width-
to-height ratio between 3:5 and 1:1 and a stroke-width-to-height ratio between 1:5 and 1:10.” 
39 ADA Accessibility Guidelines 4.30.3 requires that: “[c]haracters and numbers on signs shall be sized 
according to the viewing distance from which they are to be read. The minimum height is measured using 
an upper case X. Lower case characters are permitted.” 
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deadline, the officer in charge of elections shall make best efforts to accommodate the request if 
practicable. 
 
Information on how individuals may identify themselves as needing accommodations for voting 
and for requesting reasonable accommodations at their polling place or vote center shall be 
attached to or distributed with the voter registration form. Printed materials shall be provided at 
the time of registration, at the time of notification of registration status pursuant to ARSA.R.S. § 
16-163(B), and on all sample ballots. These materials shall advise voters where they may call to 
ensure accessible voting, report instances of inaccessibility, and obtain voting materials in 
available alternative formats. 
 
The County Recorder and/or officer in charge of elections, as applicable, shall also include the 
following information on their websites, in a format that is accessible to people with disabilities 
using screen reading or other assistive technology: 

• How voters with disabilities may obtain more information about voting assistance and 
reasonable accommodations in the voting process;  

• How to request and obtain voting material in alternative formats;  

• How to request voting through a special election board; and 

• InstructionsInformation about and instructions on how to use accessible voting devices 
used by the County. 

 

 ENSURING ACCESSIBILITY AT THE VOTING LOCATION 

Voting locations must comply with the current Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Standards 
for Accessible Design. See 2016 ADA Standards for Accessible Design, 36 C.F.R. § 1191, 
Appendices B & D (2016 Standards). The voting location must be in existing compliance with the 
Standards or the officer in charge of elections must bring the voting location into compliance with 
the Standards prior to the start of voting at the location. The officer in charge of elections should 
consult the ADA Checklist for Polling Places, available at 
https://www.ada.gov/votingchecklist.htm, when confirming that voting locations comply with 
federal accessibility requirements. 

In addition to complying with all federal accessibility requirements, the officer in charge of 
elections must ensure that all voting locations also meet the following state requirements: 

1. Seating: Each polling place shall include seating to allow voters to wait to enter the 
voting booth. A minimum of two seats is required and additional seats should be 
provided as practicable to reasonably accommodate voters with disabilities.40    

 
40  In any case, if a voter has a disability-related need to sit and the available seats are being used by others, 
poll workers must make all reasonable efforts to accommodate the voter, including by asking if anyone can 
volunteer their seat or identifying another available chair from the building that can be used. 
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2. Stairs:  

• Stair treads shall be no less than 11 inches wide, measured from riser to riser.  

• Undersides of nosings shall not be abrupt. The radius of curvature at the leading 
edge of the tread shall be no greater than ½ inch. Risers shall be sloped or the 
underside of the nosing shall have an angle not less than 60 degrees from the 
horizontal. 

• Nosings shall project no more than 1 ½ inch. 

• Handrails shall be continuous along both sides of stairs. If not continuous, they 
shall extend at least 12 inches beyond the top riser and at least 12 inches plus 
the width of one tread beyond the bottom riser. 

• The clear space between handrails and wall shall be 1 ½ inch. 

• The ends of handrails shall be rounded or returned smoothly to floor or wall.  

• Handrails shall not rotate within their fittings. 

3. Booths and Equipment:  

• At least one voting booth in each voting location and early voting site shall be 
accessible. This requires that the clear area in the voting booth be no less than 
30 inches by 48 inches. The preferred arrangement provides a knee space 27 
inches high below the counter or ballot machine to allow front wheelchair 
approach. An alternative arrangement provides a clear area parallel to the ballot 
or counter and sufficient room to maneuver a wheelchair to this position. 

• Each voting location and early voting site shall have an accessible voting device 
for use by voters with disabilities. Each accessible voting device shall be 
prominently marked with a permanent signsign titled “Accessible Voting 
Device” that is located in a conspicuous place on the device that is of a color 
and design approved by the Secretary of State and that bears the internationally 
accepted symbol of access “Accessible Voting Device.”. ARSA.R.S. § 16-
447(A). 

• The County Recorder, officer in charge of elections, or designee shall ensure 
that accessible voting devices are operational and remain turned on and ready 
for use as long as the voting location or early voting site is open, and shall 
ensure that board workers are trained on the proper operation of accessible 
voting devices.  

4. Resources for Voters with Sight and Hearing Disabilities: 

• Each voting location and early voting site shall have at least one magnifying 
instrument.  

• For a statewide election, the Secretary of State shall provide each county with 
at least one large print version of the publicity pamphlet for each polling place, 
vote center, and early voting site. The officer in charge of elections shall provide 
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at least one large print version of county publicity pamphlets to each polling 
place, vote center, and early voting site. 

• For those with hearing disabilities, paper and pen/pencil shall be made 
available. 

5. Rest Stops: For voters with limited strength/stamina or restricted mobility, periodic 
rest stops with seats or benches should be available at each polling location, at intervals 
of approximately 200 feet along the route from the vehicular access location to the 
voting room. Every effort should be made to provide an accessible route to the polling 
place that is less than 200 feet from the accessible parking spaces or passenger loading 
areas. 

6. Lighting: Adequate lighting shall be provided for voting locations. 
 
Voting locations and early voting sites must be accessible if such a site is available in the precinct. 
If no site is accessible, temporary measures, as described in Section IV below, shall be taken to 
make the location accessible. A precinct should not be denied a polling place and/or early voting 
site for lack of a permanently accessible location. Instead, temporary measures should be taken to 
bring an available site within the precinct into compliance.  
 
Each county shall conduct a uniform inspection of all voting locations and early voting sites to 
ensure compliance with the criteria set out in this Section. Counties shall have procedures for 
inspection of each location before each election or provisions in contracts with voting locations 
and early voting sites requiring a contact person to inform the county if the accessibility of a 
location has been altered prior to an election. 
 
Counties shall submit the results of their inspections in the accessibility report provided to the 
Secretary of State with the general election canvass. See Chapter 13, Section II(A)(1); see also 
Sample Accessibility Report sample form in Chapter 17. and pages 16 to 25 of the ADA Checklist 
for Polling Places, available at https://www.ada.gov/votingchecklist.pdf.    

 ALTERNATIVE VOTING OPTIONS  

Alternative means of voting shall be used at polling places and vote centersLocations determined 
by the officer in charge of elections to be inaccessible may be used as polling places and vote 
centers, with alternative means of voting provided at those locations, only when:  

• No accessible sites are available; and  

• Nono temporary measures can make them accessible. ; or 

• When otherwise necessary as a reasonable accommodation for a voter with a disability.  
 
When the officer in charge of elections determines that no accessible voting location is available 
or no alternative means are available, all voters in the precinct shall: (1) be notified as soon as 
practicable, and prior to the deadline to request an early ballot-by-mail, that the voting location 
selected for their precinct is inaccessible; and (2) be provided the reason(s) for inaccessibility. 
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Notice shall also be provided in at least two alternative formats accessible to voters with 
disabilities. See Chapter 5, Section I.    
 
The following alternative means of voting shall be offered to voters with disabilities orand seniors: 

• Where practicable, reassignment to an accessible voting location in a precinct with the 
same ballot as the voter’s precinct and that is as close to the voter’s home precinct as 
practicable;41 

• Assistance provided by a person of the voter’s choice or two election officials of different 
political parties; 

• Early voting; and/or  

• Curbside voting, if available at the voting location.  
 
CurbsideWhenever practicable, curbside voting mayshould be made available as a reasonable 
accommodation as necessary to provide voters with disabilities equal access to the voting process. 
IfWhere curbside voting is offered, the following guidelines must be met:  

• A sign shall be posted at or near the entrance to the voting location or the accessible parking 
spaces: (1) stating that curbside voting is available at that location; (2) providing an easy-
to-push temporary doorbell or buzzer (at a height accessible to wheelchair users) to allow 
voters to request curbside assistance; (3) providing a telephone number to call to request 
curbside assistance or for additional information; and (4) notifying voters thatof the ways 
they can relayrequest curbside assistance, including: (a) pushing the doorbell or buzzer 
provided; (b) calling the telephone number provided; or (c) relaying a message requesting 
assistance through a companion or other nearby person to the election board that the voter 
wishes.42  

• The election board workers shall promptly respond to vote; and (3) providing a telephone 
number or other means to call to request any requests for curbside voting assistance or for 
additional information, including when the doorbell or buzzer is activated.  

• The election official, using the precinct register or e-pollbook, shall: (1) verify the 
registration status of the senior or voter with a disability; (2) verify the voter’s 
identification; and (3) notify the inspector.  

• The inspector shall direct the two election board workers (with different political party 
affiliations) to: (i) proceed to the curbside with an appropriate ballot (and if needed, a 
provisional ballot affidavit); (ii) permit the voter to privately vote their ballot after having 
signed the signature roster, electronic signature pad, or curbside voter affidavit form; and 
(iii) place the voted ballot in a secrecy sleeve.  

 
41  In this circumstance, the voter shall not be deemed to have voted outside of the voter’s assigned precinct.  
42 See U.S. Dept. of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Disability Rights Section, The Americans with 
Disabilities Act and Other Federal Laws Protecting the Rights of Voters with Disabilities, at 3, available at 
https://www.justice.gov/file/69411/download. If curbside voting is offered at a voting location that 
otherwise meets accessibility requirements, a temporary doorbell or buzzer is not required but still 
encouraged.  
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• The election board workers shall then return to the voting area and present the ballot to the 
inspector, who shall deposit the ballot in the tabulation unit or ballot box. 

 
See A.R.S. § 16-581. 

 SPECIAL ELECTION BOARDS 

 
Personal ballot delivery through a special election board shall be provided to any qualified elector 
who is confined as a result of a continuing illness or physical disability and is, therefore, not able 
to go to the polls on Election Day. See Chapter 2, Section IV for more details. 
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CHAPTER 6:  
CANDIDATE NOMINATION  

 

 NOMINATION PROCEDURES 

AAs described in Section I(A) below, a candidate may run for partisan office by obtaining a 
nomination or running as a write-in candidate.  
 

• There are two methods for obtaining a nomination and having a candidate’s name printed 
on the ballot in a partisan election: one reserved for candidates running under recognized 
party labels, and one reserved for “independent” candidates (i.e., those not affiliated with 
a recognized political party).  

• In lieu of seeking a nomination, a person may run as a write-in candidate if the person files 
the required documentation in advance of the election and, for primary write-in candidates 
seeking to have their name placed on the general election ballot, meets applicable 
minimum vote requirements.  

 
• Nomination and write-in candidacy procedures for nonpartisan elections are described in 
Section I(B) below.  
 
Under the “resign-to-run” law, except during the final year of the term being served, an incumbent 
holding a salaried elective office (whether through election or by appointment) must resign their 
current office before filing a nomination paper and seeking nomination or election to any other 
salaried federal, state, or local public office. Ariz. Const. Art. XXII, § 18; A.R.S. § 38-296(A). 
Violation of the resign-to-run law results in the incumbent’s present office being “declared 
vacant.” A.R.S. § 38-296(E). To enforce this provision, the Attorney General, applicable County 
Attorney, or a person entitled to rightfully hold the office must file a quo warranto action in court. 
A.R.S. § 12-2041; A.R.S. § 12-2042; A.R.S. § 12-2043; Jennings v. Woods, 194 Ariz. 314, 982 
P.2d 274 (1999). 

 Candidates for Partisan Federal, State, and Local Office 

This section outlines the requirements to run for partisan public offices in Arizona, with the 
exception of President of the United States. 

1. Nomination for Public Office 
 
For partisan elections, a candidate (other than a presidential or precinct committeeman candidate) 
must be nominated by one of two methods in order to appear on a general election ballot. 

• A candidate may be nominated by winning a recognized political party’s primary election. 
A.R.S. § 16-311. 
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• An independent candidate may be nominated by obtaining nomination petition signatures 
from qualified electors, known as “nomination other than by primary.” A.R.S. § 16-341. 

 Nomination by Primary Election 

Except for a candidate for U.S. Senator or Representative in Congress, a candidate seeking 
nomination for the general election ballot through a recognized political party’s primary election 
must be a qualified elector in the electoral district for the office sought at the time of filing and a 
member of the political party for which the candidate is seeking a nomination beginning no later 
than the date of the first signature on the candidate’s nomination petition through the date of the 
general election at which the person is a candidate. A.R.S. § 16-311(A). 
 
To qualify for a primary election ballot, a candidate must timely file the following documents with 
the appropriate filing officer: 

• A statement of interest;43 

• A nomination paper for the office sought;44 

• A requisite number of nomination petition signatures; and 

• A financial disclosure statement.45 
 
A.R.S. § 16-311.  

i. Statement of Interest 
 
Effective August 27, 2019, certainCertain candidates seeking a primary election nomination or 
nomination other than by primary must file a statement of interest with the appropriate filing 
officer no later than the date of their first petition signature. Signatures collected before the filing 
of the statement of interest are subject to challenge. A.R.S. § 16-311(H); A.R.S. § 16-341(I). 
Petition signatures collected by candidates who started collecting signatures before August 27, 
2019 may not be challenged on the basis of their collection before the filing of a statement of 
interest so long as the candidate files a statement of interest by January 2, 2020. S.B. 1451 § 6(A), 
54th Leg., 1st Sess. (Az. 2019). 

 
43 A statement of interest is not required for candidates for special taxing districts that are established 
pursuant to Title 48, chapters 2, 3, 11, 12, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 27 and 32, candidates for precinct 
committeeman, or candidates for President or Vice President of the United States. A.R.S. § 16-311(H); 
A.R.S. § 16-341(I). However, candidates for the office of presidential elector are required to file a statement 
of interest. Clayton v. West, 251 Ariz. 226, 489 P.3d 394 (2021).  
44 A candidate for the office of state mine inspector must also sign an affidavit attesting that they fulfill the 
statutory qualifications for the office and file it with their nomination papers prescribed by A.R.S. § 16-
311; A.R.S. § 16-312; A.R.S. § 16-341. A.R.S. § 27-121(B). 
45 A.R.S. § 16-311(H)(1); A.R.S. § 18-444(A), (F); A.R.S. § 38-543. Title 48 special district candidates, 
school district governing board candidates, and precinct committeeman candidates are not required to file 
a financial disclosure statement. See A.R.S. § 38-543; A.R.S. § 38-541(8). A federal candidate is also not 
required to file a financial disclosure statement but has the option to file a statement on recall with the 
Secretary of State. A.R.S. § 19-221. 
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ii. Nomination Petition Signatures 
 
A candidate seeking a primary election nomination must file: (1) a minimum, and no more than 
the maximum, number of valid nomination petition signatures, as applicable to the office sought, 
with their nomination paper.; and (2) if applicable, a financial disclosure statement. A.R.S. § 16-
314(A)-(B)A.R.S. § 16-314(A)-(B); A.R.S. § 16-322A.R.S. § 16-322. 
 
Nomination signatures may be gathered on a paper nomination petition form prescribed by the 
Secretary of StateA.R.S. § 16-315 or, for federal, statewide, and legislative, county, city/town and 
precinct committeeman candidates, through the Secretary of State’s online signature portal known 
as E-Qual. A.R.S. § 16-315(A); A.R.S. § 16-316; A.R.S. § 16-317; A.R.S. § 16-318A.R.S. § 16-
315(A); A.R.S. § 16-316; A.R.S. § 16-317; A.R.S. § 16-318.  
 
A nomination petition signer must be a qualified elector who is registered to vote in the electoral 
jurisdiction or district in which the candidate seeks office. A.R.S. § 16-321(B). at the time of 
signing. A.R.S. § 16-321(B). In partisan elections, the petition signer also must be registered to 
vote with the same recognized political party from which the candidate is seeking a nomination, 
with a political party not recognized for continued representation on the ballot, or as an 
independent or unaffiliated voter (i.e., the voter must not be registered with anothera different 
recognized political party). than that of the candidate whose petition they are signing).46 A.R.S. § 
16-321(F)A.R.S. § 16-321(F). “Federal-only” voters are only eligible to sign nomination petitions 
for federal candidates and may not sign nomination petitions for state or local candidates. AG 
Opinion I13-011(R13-016) 2013AG Opinion I13-011(R13-016) 2013. 
 
An elector may only sign one nomination petition for the same office unless more than one 
candidate is to be elected for that office. For example, an elector may only sign one candidate’s 
petition for state senate but may sign two candidates’ petitions for state house. If an elector signed 
more nomination petitions than permitted, only the earlier signatures are deemed valid. If the 
duplicate signatures were signed on the same date, all signatures signed by the elector on that date 
are deemed invalid. A.R.S. § 16-321(A), (C). 
 
Depending on the type of candidacy, the minimum number of nomination petition signatures may 
be based on the number of persons qualified to sign a candidate’s petition, the number of registered 
voters in a jurisdiction, the number of votes cast in a jurisdiction, or a static number of signatures. 
See A.R.S. § 16-322(A)-(C).  
 
The Secretary of State must prepare sample nomination petition forms for use in federal, statewide, 
legislative, county, city, and town elections. A.R.S. § 16-315(C).A.R.S. § 16-315(C). The 
Secretary of State may prescribe the method of filing nomination petitions for federal, 
statestatewide, and legislative offices, including but not limited to the electronic creation and filing 
of petitions. A.R.S. § 16-315(E). 

 
46 This rule applies to all partisan nomination petitions, regardless of whether or not the candidate’s political 
party’s primary election is open to independent/unaffiliated voters. 
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iii. Filing Officer Processing of Nomination Petition Signatures 
 
A filing officer mayshall reject nomination petitions for failure to file by the applicable deadline 
or failure to file the minimum number of required petition signatures. See Chapter 6, Section I(F) 
for a more detailed discussion of the limited bases for a filing officer to reject candidate filings. 
 
If there is no basis to reject a candidate filing, the filing officer must count the nomination petition 
signatures to ensure the minimum number of signatures has been filed. A nomination petition 
signature line should be counted by the filing officer if it contains at least: 

• An address, description of place of residence, or P.O. Box; and 

• A signature in either the signature or printed name column or a printed name in the 
signature column.; and 

• A date containing, at minimum, a month and day.  
 
Although nomination petition signature lines that are missing a signature but contain a printed 
name, or use a P.O. Box as a residence address, are presumed valid and counted in the filing 
officer’s determination of the number of signatures submitted, such signatures may be subject to 
legal challenge. 
 
If the candidate submits more than the maximum number of signatures permitted, the filing officer 
may accept the filing and review the signature lines up to the point at which the candidate exceeds 
the maximum when counting only valid signature lines. The filing officer must deem invalid, and, 
therefore, need not review, signature lines beyond the maximum. 
 
The filing officer must issue a receipt to the candidate or candidate’s committee. If the candidate 
meets the minimum signature threshold for the office sought, the candidate is qualified for the 
ballot, subject to any subsequent court challenges or candidate withdrawals.  

iv. Deadline to File Nomination Documents 
 
A candidate seeking a primary nomination must file a nomination paper, nomination petitions and, 
if applicable, financial disclosure statement between 150 and 120 days before the primary election. 
A.R.S. § 16-311(A)-(B), (E)-(F), (H); A.R.S. § 16-314(A).A.R.S. § 16-311(A)-(B), (E)-(F), (H); 
A.R.S. § 16-314(A). However, a statewide or legislative candidate seeking public funding under 
the Citizens Clean Elections Act may file these nomination documents with the Secretary of State 
as early as January 2 of an election year. A.R.S. § 16-951(B)A.R.S. § 16-951(B). 
 
A candidate seeking a primary nomination in a special election to fill a congressional vacancy 
must file a nomination paper and nomination petitions no more than 30 days after the date of the 
Governor’s proclamation calling the special election. A.R.S. § 16-222(B)(2).  
 
A candidate who does not file the requisite nomination documents by 5:00 p.m. on the last day for 
filing is not eligible to have their name printed on the primary election ballot. A.R.S. § 16-311(E)-
(F). 
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 Independent Nomination (Other than by Primary) 

In lieu of seeking a nomination through a political party primary, a candidate who is not registered 
with a recognized political party (i.e., an “independent” or “unaffiliated” candidate) may be 
nominated for partisan office by filing the requisite number of nomination petition signatures with 
the filing officer. Such an “independent” or “unaffiliated” candidate who meets this threshold will 
be placed directly on the general election ballot, along with a three-letter “party” designation. 
A.R.S. § 16-502(E). However, a candidate may not seek a nomination in this manner if the 
candidate filed nomination petitions for the primary election and failed to qualify due to 
insufficient valid signatures. A.R.S. § 16-341(A)-(B), (D); A.R.S. § 16-502(E)A.R.S. § 16-341(A)-
(B). 
 
Similar to candidates seeking nomination by political party primary, candidates seeking 
independent nomination must timely file a statement of interest, nomination paper, and a requisite 
number of nomination petition signatures with the appropriate filing officer. Non-federal 
candidates must also file a financial disclosure statement if applicable.47 A.R.S. § 16-341(E), 
(J)(1)-(2); A.R.S. § 16-314(A); A.R.S. § 16-311(D). Non-federal candidates must also file a 
financial disclosure statement if applicable.48 A federal candidate is not required to file a financial 
disclosure statement, but has the option to file a statement on recall with the Secretary of State. 
A.R.S. § 19-221. 

i. Nomination Petition Signatures  
 
An independent candidate must collect nomination petition signatures equal to at least 3% of theall 
registered voters in the jurisdiction in which the candidate is running who are not registered with 
a recognized political party, based on voter registration totals reported by the Secretary of State or 
County Recorder, as applicable, as of January 2nd in the general election year. There is no limit or 
maximum number of signatures that may be submitted for an independent candidate. Although the 
minimum number of signatures required is based on the number of voters not registered with a 
recognized political party, any person who is registered to vote in the state, county, subdivision, 
or district for which the candidate is nominated is eligible to sign the nomination petition without 
regard to the signer’s party affiliation.  
 
Nomination signatures may be gathered on a hard-copy independent nomination petition form 
prescribed by the Secretary of State or, for federal, statewide, and legislative, county, city/town, 
and precinct committeeman candidates, through the Secretary of State’s online signature portal 
known as E-Qual.  
 

 
47 A.R.S. § 16-311(H)(1); A.R.S. § 18-444(A), (F); A.R.S. § 38-543. Title 48 special district candidates, 
school district governing board candidates, and precinct committeemen candidates are not required to file 
a financial disclosure statement. See A.R.S. § 38-543; A.R.S. § 38-541(8).  
48 A.R.S. § 16-311(H)(1); A.R.S. § 18-444(A), (F); A.R.S. § 38-543. Title 48 special district candidates, 
school district governing board candidates, and precinct committeemen candidates are not required to file 
a financial disclosure statement. See A.R.S. § 38-543; A.R.S. § 38-541(8).  
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A filing officer must process (and in appropriate cases reject) independent nomination petition 
signatures in the same manner as partisan and nonpartisan nomination petitions. Likewise, if an 
independent candidate’s nomination petitions are challenged in court, the applicable County 
Recorder must review the challenged signatures in the same manner as partisan or nonpartisan 
nomination petitions.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-316; A.R.S. § 16-317; A.R.S. § 16-318A.R.S. § 16-318; A.R.S. § 16-341. 

ii. Deadline to File Independent Nomination Documents 
 
Like candidates seeking nomination through a political party primary:  

• A candidate seeking a nomination other than by primary (to be placed on the general 
election ballot) must file an independent nomination paper, independent nomination 
petitions, and a financial disclosure statement between 150 and 120 days before the primary 
election, A.R.S. § 16-341(C); and 

• An independent statewide or legislative candidate seeking public funding under the 
Citizens Clean Elections Act may file these nomination documents with the Secretary of 
State as early as January 2 of an election year. A.R.S. § 16-951(B) 

 
An independent candidate seeking a nomination in a special election to fill a congressional vacancy 
must file a nomination paper and nomination petitions no more than 30 days after the date of the 
Governor’s proclamation calling the special election. A.R.S. § 16-222(B)(2). 
 
A candidate who does not file the requisite nomination documents by 5:00 p.m. on the last day for 
filing is not eligible to have their name printed on the general election ballot. A.R.S. § 16-
311(H341(K). 

2. Write-In Candidacy 
 
In lieu of collecting nomination petition signatures to qualify for a primary or general election 
ballot, a person may run as a write-in candidate. Becoming an official write-in candidate requires 
the officer in charge of elections to tabulate any write-in votes for the candidate and include those 
results in the official canvass of the election. A.R.S. § 16-312.A.R.S. § 16-312. A list of official 
write-in candidates is posted at voting locations but is not included in the early ballot mailing. See 
Chapter 2, Section I(C)(1) and II(A); Chapter 9, Section (I)(A)(4).   
 
To qualify as an official write-in candidate, a candidate must timely file a write-in nomination 
paper and, if applicable, a financial disclosure statement with the appropriate filing officer. A.R.S. 
§ 16-312(A), (C); A.R.S. § 18-444(A), (F); A.R.S. § 38-543; A.R.S. § 18-444(F). . A write-in 
candidate must, at the time of filing, be a qualified elector of the county or district the candidate 
seeks to represent and must have been a resident of that county or district for 120 days before the 
date of the election. A.R.S. § 16-312(A). However, a one-year residency requirement applies for 
city or town candidates. A.R.S. § 16-312(A); A.R.S. § 9-232(A). 
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A federal write-in candidate is not required to file a financial disclosure statement but has the 
option to file a statement on recall with the Secretary of State.  
 
A person may not seek a write-in candidacy in the primary or general election if the candidate filed 
a nomination petition for thatthe primary election and failed to submit a sufficient number of valid 
signatures, withdrew from the primary election after a petition challenge in court, or was removed 
from the primary election ballot or otherwise found to be ineligible by a court of law. A person 
may not seek a write-in candidacy in the general election for the same reasons listed above as to 
primary elections. In addition, if the candidate ran and lost in the preceding primary election or 
did not receive the requisite number of votes required to proceed to the general election, that 
candidate may not seek a write-in candidacy in the general election for the same office. A.R.S. § 
16-312(F)(1)-(4)A.R.S. § 16-312(F)(1)-(4); A.R.S. § 9-821.01A.R.S. § 9-821.01; A.R.S. § 16-645. 
 
The required documents must be filed no earlier than 150 days before the election and no later than 
5:00 p.m. on the 40th day before the election, except: (i) a write-in candidate to fill a vacancy that 
occurs after the official ballots have been printed must file the required nomination documents no 
later than five days before the election; and (ii) a write-in candidate who intends to run in a school 
district, community college district, special taxing district, or precinct committeeman election that 
may be canceled due to an insufficient number of candidates seeking election must file the required 
nomination documents no later than 76106 days before the election in question. A.R.S. § 16-
312(B)A.R.S. § 16-312(B); A.R.S. § 16-343(D).A.R.S. § 16-343(D). A statewide or legislative 
candidate seekingmay not use public funding under the Citizens Clean Elections Act may notto 
run as a write-in candidate in the primary or general election.. A.R.S. § 16-950(E)A.R.S. § 16-
950(E); A.R.S. § 16-961(F)(2). 

 Candidates for Nonpartisan Office 

A candidate seeking nomination for a nonpartisan office must be a qualified elector in the electoral 
district for the office sought at the time of filing. A.R.S. § 16-311(B). There are specific 
requirements for eligibility to serve in city and town offices, on school district governing boards, 
and on special district boards pursuant to Title 9, Title 15, and Title 48, respectively. In addition, 
the “resign-to-run” law provisions apply to nonpartisan candidates. See Chapter 6, Section I above. 
 
Similar to candidates for partisan office, candidates for nonpartisan office may run by filing 
nomination documents or by filing documents to run as an official write-in candidate.  

1. Nonpartisan Nomination 
 
To qualify to appear on the ballot, a candidate for nonpartisan office must timely file the following 
nomination documents with the appropriate filing officer: 

• A statement of interest;49 

 
49 A statement of interest is not required for candidates for special taxing districts that are established 
pursuant to Title 48, chapters 2, 3, 11, 12, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 27 and 32, candidates for precinct 
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• A nomination paper for the office sought; and 

• A requisite number of nomination petition signatures. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-311. Candidates for nonpartisan office are generally not required to file a financial 
disclosure statement.50 However, cities and towns must require candidates to file a financial 
disclosure statement consistent with state law. A.R.S. § 38-545. 
 
TheseAll nomination documents must be filed between 150 and 120 days before the election. 
A.R.S. § 16-311(B)-(C).A.R.S. § 16-311(B). A candidate who does not file the requisite 
nomination documents by 5:00 p.m. on the last day forof the filing period is not eligible to have 
their name printed on the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-311(FI). 
 
For nonpartisan elections in cities and towns, a candidate may be elected at the primary election 
and a general (run-off) election is not required if the candidate received a majority of votes. A.R.S. 
§ 9-821.01. Additionally, charter cities may differ in their scheduling of candidate elections based 
on the number of candidates running for office.  

2. Write-In Candidacy 
 
In lieu of collecting nomination petition signatures to qualify to appear on the ballot, a person may 
run as an official write-in candidate for a nonpartisan office. Becoming an official write-in 
candidate requires the officer in charge of elections to tabulate any write-in votes for the candidate 
and include those results in the official canvass of the election. A.R.S. § 16-312. 
 
To qualify as an official write-in candidate, a candidate must timely file a write-in nomination 
paper and, if applicable, a financial disclosure statement with the appropriate filing officer. A 
write-in candidate must, at the time of filing, be a qualified elector of the county or district the 
candidate seeks to represent and must have been a resident of that county or district for 120 days 
before the date of the election. However, a one-year residency requirement applies for city or town 
candidates. A.R.S. § 16-312(A), (C); A.R.S. § 9-232(A); A.R.S. § 38-541(6); A.R.S. § 38-545.  
 
A person may not seek a write-in candidacy if the candidate filed a nomination petition for that 
election and failed to submit a sufficient number of valid signatures, withdrew from the election 
after a petition challenge in court, was removed from the election ballot, or was otherwise found 
to be ineligible by a court of law. A.R.S. § 16-312(F)(1)-(4); A.R.S. § 9-821.01; A.R.S. § 16-645. 
 
The required documents must be filed no moreearlier than 150 days before the election and no 
later than 40 days before the election at 5:00 PM, except: (i) a write-in candidate to fill a vacancy 

 
committeeman, or candidates for President or Vice President of the United States. A.R.S. § 16-311(H); 
A.R.S. 16-341(I). See Chapter 6, Section I(A)(1)(a)(i) above for more details on the statement of interest 
requirement.  
50 Title 48 special district candidates, school district governing board candidates, and precinct 
committeemen candidates are not required to file a financial disclosure statement. See A.R.S. § 38-543; 
A.R.S. § 38-541(8). 
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that occurs after the official ballots have been printed must file the required nomination documents 
no later than five days before the election; and (ii) a write-in candidate who intends to run in a 
school district, special taxing district, or precinct committeemen election that may be canceled due 
to an insufficient number of candidates seeking election must file the required nomination 
documents no later than 76106 days before the election in question. A.R.S. § 16-312(B)A.R.S. § 
16-312(B); A.R.S. § 16-343(D)A.R.S. § 16-343(D).  
 
For nonpartisan special district elections, the candidate(s) who receive the highest number of votes 
is elected. Ariz. Const. Art. VII § 7. For elections in cities and towns, a candidate may be elected 
at the primary election and a general (run-off) election is not required if the candidate received a 
majority of votes. A.R.S. § 9-821.01. Additionally, charter cities may differ in their scheduling of 
candidate elections based on the number of candidates running for office. 

 Presidential Candidates 

A candidate may run for U.S. President in Arizona by one of two methods: obtaining a nomination 
or running as a write-in candidate.  
 
Absent a successful challenge, a nomination means the presidential candidate’s name will appear 
on the general election ballot in a presidential election year. There are two methods for obtaining 
a nomination: one reserved for candidates running under recognized party labels, and one reserved 
for “independent” or party-unaffiliated candidates. 

• A candidate seeking the nomination of a recognized political party usually runs in the 
Presidential Preference Election (PPE). However, the presidential and vice-presidential 
candidates that ultimately appear on the general election ballot will be formally nominated 
by party delegates at national conventions held during the summer preceding the election. 
As a prerequisite to placement of their nominees on the general election ballot, each 
recognized political party must timely submit the names of presidential electors who will 
cast votes for the winning candidate in the Electoral College. 

• Alternatively, a candidate may qualify as an independent presidential candidate by 
collecting nomination petition signatures.51 If the candidate meets the requisite signature 
threshold, the candidate and their vice-presidential running mate (along with a “party” 
designation of the candidates’ choice) will appear on the general election ballot. 

 
In lieu of seeking a nomination, a person may run as a write-in presidential candidate if the person 
files required documentation by the applicable deadline in advance of the general election. 

 
51 While a statement of interest is not required for candidates for President or Vice President of the United 
States, A.R.S. § 16-311(H); A.R.S. § 16-341(I), candidates for the office of presidential elector are required 
to file a statement of interest. Clayton v. West, 251 Ariz. 226, 489 P.3d 394 (2021). 
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1. Presidential Preference Elections 
 
A PPE is only open to candidates seeking the nomination of a recognized political party. Write-in 
candidates are prohibited from participating in the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-243(B); A.R.S. § 16-244; 
A.R.S. § 16-247.A.R.S. § 16-243(B); A.R.S. § 16-244; A.R.S. § 16-247.  
 
Candidates seeking to appear on their political party’s PPE ballot must meet the constitutional 
qualifications for President of the United States and submit valid nomination documents before 
the filing deadline. The candidates who receive the most votes at the PPE will be entitled to have 
their party’s delegates from the State of Arizona vote for them at their political party’s national 
convention. A.R.S. § 16-243(B); U.S. Const. Art. II, § 1, cl. 5. 

 Required Documents for Running in the PPE 

 
A candidate may qualify for the PPE ballot by filing with the Secretary of State: (i) a PPE 
nomination paper; and (ii) PPE nomination petition with the requisite number of signatures, or 
certificates of presidential preference ballot qualification from at least two other states. A.R.S. § 
16-242(A), (E); A.R.S. § 16-311(A)-(B), (D), (G).  

i. PPE Nomination Petition Signatures 
 
A presidential candidate may qualify for the PPE ballot by filing a minimum number of nomination 
petition signatures with the nomination paper. A PPE candidate must collect at least 500 
nomination petition signatures from qualified electors. For a recognized political party that has at 
least 50,000 registered voters in Arizona, only qualified electors registered with that political party 
may sign the nomination petition. For a recognized political party with less than 50,000 registered 
Arizona voters, any registered voter may sign the nomination petition. A.R.S. § 16-242(C). 

ii. Alternative to Submitting Nomination Petition Signatures 
 
In lieu of filing nomination petition signatures, a presidential candidate may submit official 
documentation from at least two other states proving that the candidate previously qualified for 
the partisan party ballot in that state. Such documentation may be from the chief election office, 
commission, or board. A signed letter on official government letterhead will suffice. Only states 
with primary-style (not caucus) presidential preference elections are eligible for this reciprocity. 
A.R.S. § 16-242(E). 

 Deadline to File Nomination Documents 

A presidential candidate must file a PPE nomination paper and PPE nomination petitions or 
certificates of ballot qualification between 130 and 100 days before the PPE. If the deadline for 
filing falls on a weekend or legal holiday, the nomination documents must be filed by the next 
business day. A presidential candidate who does not file the requisite nomination documents by 
5:00 p.m. on the last day for filing is not eligible to have their name printed on the PPE ballot. 
A.R.S. § 16-242(B). 
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 Opting Out of the PPE  

Participation in the PPE by an eligible party is not mandatory. See Arizona State Democratic 
Committee v. Hull, No. CV 96-00909 (Ariz. Super. 1996). If an eligible party chooses not to 
participate in the PPE, the state party’s chairperson must notify the Secretary of State in writing 
by September 16, 2019 for the 2020 PPE, and by September 1 (or the next business day if that date 
falls on a weekend or state holiday) of the year preceding the PPE for every PPE thereafter. The 
Secretary of State will promptly notify county officials and provide further instructions as needed.  
 
The presidential nominee of eligible parties who opt out of the PPE may appear on the general 
election ballot so long as their party chairpersons nominate presidential electors as prescribed by 
statute and by the statutory deadline. A.R.S. § 16-344; see Chapter 6, Section I(C). 

2. Presidential Nomination Through Party Convention 
 
Presidential and vice-presidential candidates who were nominated by recognized political parties 
at national party conventions will appear on the general election ballot, contingent on the state 
political party’s timely submission of presidential electors’ nomination documents to the Secretary 
of State. 

 Required Documents for Nomination of Presidential Electors 

The state chairperson of a recognized political party must file nomination papers for its presidential 
electors, equal to the number of U.S. Senators and members of the U.S. House of Representatives 
from Arizona. A.R.S. § 16-344. 

 Deadline to File Nomination Documents 

The state chairperson of a recognized political party must file presidential elector nomination 
papers no later than 10 days after the primary election. A recognized political party that does not 
file the requisite presidential elector nomination papers by 5:00 p.m. on the last day for filing is 
not eligible to have its presidential, vice-presidential, or presidential elector names printed on the 
general election ballot. A.R.S. § 16-344(A)A.R.S. § 16-344(A). 

3. Independent Presidential Candidates 
 
A candidate who is not affiliated with a recognized political party label may seek nomination as 
an “independent” candidate. If the candidate meets the requisite signature threshold, the candidate 
and, their vice-presidential running mate, and their electors (along with a “party” label of the 
candidates’ choice) will appear on the general election ballot. 
 
To qualify as an independent presidential candidate on the general election ballot, a candidate must 
file the following documents with the Secretary of State: 

• A letter of consent; 
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- An independent presidential candidate must file a letter with the Secretary of State 
designating the candidate’s vice-presidential running mate and the names of their 
presidential electors, including each person’s signed consent to be designated as 
such. The letter of consent is separate from the nomination papers that must be 
filed. The wording of the letter is left to the candidate’s discretion, as long as the 
letter is signed by the vice-presidential running mate and each presidential elector. 
A.R.S. § 16-341(I).A.R.S. § 16-341(I). The letter may be a single document signed 
by the vice-presidential candidate and all electors or it may be separate letters for 
each individual elector and the vice-presidential candidate. 

• Independent nomination papers for the presidential, vice-presidential, and presidential 
elector candidates; and 

• Independent nomination petitions signed by the requisite number of valid signers. 
 
An independent presidential candidate must submit nomination petition signatures equal to at least 
3% of registered voters in the state who are not registered with a recognized political party. The 
number of unaffiliated registered voters is determined on the basis of voter registration totals 
reported by the Secretary of State as of January 2nd in the general election year. A.R.S. § 16-
341(E)-(G). 
 
Any registered voter may sign the petition as long as the voter has not signed another presidential 
elector nomination petition for the same presidential election. A “federal-only” voter is qualified 
to sign. A.R.S. § 16-341(G). Otherwise, the same rules for signing and circulating a nomination 
petition apply to independent presidential nomination petitions. See Chapter 6, Sections I(A) and 
I(D). 
 
An independent presidential candidate must file a letter of consent, nomination papers, and 
nomination petitions between 90100 and 6080 days before the general election. A.R.S. § 16-
341(G), (I). 

4. Write-In Candidate for President 
 
In lieu of securing a nomination to qualify for the general election ballot, a person may run as a 
write-in presidential candidate. Becoming an official write-in candidate causes the officer in 
charge of elections to tabulate any write-in votes for the candidate and include those results in the 
official canvass of the election. A.R.S. § 16-312(C).  
 
A person may not seek a write-in candidacy in the general election if the candidate filed 
independent presidential nomination petitions for the current election. A.R.S. § 16-312(F)(4).  
 
A person may qualify as an official write-in presidential candidate by filing with the Secretary of 
State: (i) a letter of consent signed by the vice-presidential running mate and each presidential 
elector; and (ii) write-in nomination papers for the presidential, vice-presidential, and presidential 
elector candidates. A.R.S. § 16-312(G). 
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A write-in presidential candidate must file a write-in letter of consent and requisite nomination 
papers no earlier than 150 days before the election and no later than 5:00 p.m. on the 40th day 
before the general election. A write-in presidential candidate who does not file the requisite 
nomination documents by 5:00 p.m. on the last day for filing is not eligible to have votes tallied 
or included in the official canvass. Promptly after the close of the filing deadline, the filing officer 
must notify the Board of Supervisors of any write-in candidates certified for the election. A.R.S. 
§ 16-312(B), (E).  

 Candidate Nomination Petition Circulators 

Circulators of candidate nomination petitions are not required to be Arizona residents, but must 
otherwise be qualified to register to vote in this state pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-101. If the circulator 
is not a resident of this state, they must register as a circulator with the Secretary of State through 
the Circulator Portal (https://azsos.gov/elections/requirements-paid-non-resident-
circulators).(https://azsos.gov/elections/requirements-paid-non-resident-circulators). A.R.S. § 16-
315(D). 
 
A circulator must complete the affidavit on the back of the nomination petition attesting that each 
of the names on the petition was signed in the circulator’s presence on the date indicated and that, 
in the circulator’s belief, each signer was a qualified elector who resides at the address given as 
the signer’s residence on the date indicated. If the nomination petition is for a partisan election, 
the circulator must additionally attest that each signer is a qualified signer. A.R.S. § 16-321(D). 

 Filing Officer for Candidate Documents 

Candidate documents, including statements of interest, nomination papers, nomination petitions, 
and financial disclosure statements, must be filed with the proper filing officer. 
 
The Secretary of State is the filing officer for: 

• Presidential, Vice- Presidential, and Presidential elector candidates;  

• PPE candidates; 

• U.S. Senate and U.S. House of Representatives candidates; 

• Statewide candidates; 

• Legislative candidates; 

• Supreme Court justices (seeking retention); and 

• Court of Appeals judges (seeking retention). 
 
A.R.S. § 16-242(A); A.R.S. § 16-311(E); Ariz. Const. Art. VI, § 38(A). 
 
The county officer in charge of elections is the filing officer for: 

• County candidates, including County Sheriff, County Attorney, County Recorder, County 
Treasurer, County Assessor, County Superintendent of Schools, and County Supervisors; 
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• Candidates for justice precinct office, which include:52 
- Justice of the Peace candidates; 

- Constable candidates; and 

• Candidates for voting precinct office, which include: 
- Precinct committeemen candidates; 

• Community college district governing board candidates;53  

• Special taxing district candidates; 

• Superior Court judges (seeking election or retention); and 

• Clerk of the Superior Court candidates.54 
 

A.R.S. § 16-311(F); A.R.S. § 15-1442(A).  
 
The county school superintendent is the filing officer for: 

• School district governing board candidates; and 

• Joint technical education district governing board candidates. 
 
A.R.S. § 15-422(A); A.R.S. § 15-431(B)(6); A.R.S. § 16-311(F); A.R.S. § 15-393(A)(4), (C)(5). 
 
The city or town clerk is the filing officer for candidates for city or town council or mayor. A.R.S. 
§ 16-928(A)(3). 

 Bases to Reject a Candidate Filing 

A filing officer may reject a candidate filing on any of the following bases: 

• Failure to file a sufficient number of nomination petition signatures. A filing officer may 
reject nomination petitions without conducting a full count if the candidate or campaign 
acknowledges that an insufficient number of signatures are being presented for filing; 

• Failure to file nomination documents by the statutory deadline; 

• Failure to file all the required documents to run for office (except that failure to file a 
statement of interest is not a basis to reject a filing, although it renders signatures collected 
prior to filing a statement of interest subject to challenge); 

• Failure to fully or properly complete any required document to run for office, including: 

 
52 Nicol v. Superior Court, Maricopa County, 106 Ariz. 208, 209, 473 P.2d 455, 456 (1970) (Justices of the 
Peace and Constables are “precinct officers” pursuant to A.R.S. § 22-102). 
53 Community college district governing board candidates file nomination papers with the “appropriate 
county officer,” which may be the county officer in charge of elections in some counties or the county 
school superintendent in others. See A.R.S. § 15-1442(A). 
54 Ariz. Op. Atty. Gen. No. I85-086 (R85-071) (1985) Ariz. Op. Atty. Gen. No. I85-086 (R85-071) (1985) 
(holding that candidates for Clerk of the Superior Court are treated as county candidates for the purpose of 
filing nomination petitions). 
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- Failure to sign a document that requires a signature (an electronic or type-written 
signature may be permitted for candidates using the Secretary of State’s electronic 
Candidate Portal); 

- Failure to select a required checkbox or answer a required question; 

- Use of an honorific or other unauthorized title on a nomination paper. However, 
when possible, a filing officer should simply reject the unauthorized or honorific 
title in lieu of rejecting the nomination paper altogether.  

• Failure to use the correct form or correct version of any required document, as prescribed 
by the filing officer, to run for office; 

• Seeking more than one office at the same time if the candidate would be prohibited from 
serving in the offices simultaneously;55 or 

- However, a candidate for legislative office may simultaneously run for community 
college district, school district, or joint technical education district governing board 
member, and a candidate for U.S. Senate or U.S. House of Representatives may 
also run for U.S. President or U.S. Vice President during the same election cycle. 
Ariz. Const. Art. IV, Pt. 2, § 5; A.R.S. § 38-296.01(B).  

• If a candidate for state or local office is liable for an aggregate of $1,000 or more in fines, 
penalties, late fees, or administrative or civil judgments, including any interest or costs, 
that have not been fully paid at the time of the attempted filing of the nomination paper and 
the liability arose from campaign finance violations under Title 16, Chapter 6, unless the 
liability is being appealed. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-322; A.R.S. § 16-311(D), (H), (I), (J).  
 
Any other alleged deficiencies in a candidate’s nomination documents should be addressed in 
court. For example, the filing officer is not authorized to reject a nomination paper or nomination 
petitions “that have been submitted by a candidate who is found guilty of petition forgery,” nor 
may a filing officer reject nomination papers of a candidate for failure to meet residency 
requirements if the papers “on their face substantially comply with the terms of the statute.” Ariz. 
Atty. Gen. Op. No. I84-096.Ariz. Atty. Gen. Op. No. I84-096 (1984). Any such disqualification 
must be ordered by a court in response to a candidate challenge filed pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-
351(F). 
 

 
55 However, a candidate for legislative office may simultaneously run for community college district, school 
district, or joint technical education district governing board member, and a candidate for U.S. Senate or 
U.S. House of Representatives may also run for U.S. President or U.S. Vice President during the same 
election cycle. Ariz. Const. Art. IV, Pt. 2, § 5; A.R.S. § 38-296.01(B). 
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 NOMINATION PETITION CHALLENGES 

Any qualified elector may challenge a candidate for any reason relating to the qualifications for 
the office sought as prescribed by law, or based on insufficiency of the nomination paper or petition 
and/or the signatures thereon. A.R.S. § 16-314; A.R.S. § 16-321; A.R.S. § 16-351.  

 Initiating a Candidate Petition Challenge 

Challenge procedures are specified in A.R.S. § 16-351. The challenge petition must be filed in 
superior court no later than 5:00 p.m. on the tenth day, excluding Saturday, Sunday, and legal 
holidays, after the deadline for filing nomination papers and petitions.  

• The challenger must state specifically the grounds for the challenge. If nomination petition 
signatures are being challenged, the challenge petition must specify the petition page and 
line number for each signature being challenged as well as the grounds for challenging 
each signature.  

• The challenge petition must name as defendants: (i) the Board of Supervisors of any county 
involved in the challenge, (ii) the County Recorder for any county involved, (iii) the 
appropriate filing officer, and (iv) the candidate who is subject to the challenge. If the 
candidate is seeking nomination for office for a jurisdiction or district that crosses county 
lines, the challenge petition must name the appropriate Board of Supervisors and County 
Recorder for each county included in the jurisdiction or district.  

• The challenge petition must be served immediately after the challenge is filed and, in any 
case, no later than 24 hours after it is filed, excluding Saturday, Sunday, and legal holidays.  

 Service of Process and Notification Requirements 

The officer with whom the challenged candidate filed their nomination paper and petitions is the 
designated agent for service of process in all candidate challenges. See Chapter 6, Section I(E).  
 
Once the correct filing officer has been served with the challenge, the filing officer must 
immediately mail a copy of the challenge to the candidate and notify the candidate by phone and/or 
email of the challenge. The filing officer shall also immediately notify the County Recorder(s) 
named in the challenge and provide the County Recorder(s) with a copy of the challenge and a 
copy of the front sides of the nomination petitions (if applicable) filed by the challenged candidate. 
A.R.S. § 16-351(D). 

 County Recorder Signature Verification 

The filing officer should provide the pertinent nomination petition pages to the County Recorder(s) 
promptly upon receipt of the complaint and reasonable certainty of a challenge, regardless of 
whether the challenger has formally served process on the filing officer. Upon receipt of the 
challenge and the nomination petitions from the filing officer, the County Recorder(s) must 
perform signature verification on the nomination petition signatures that are being challenged, if 
any.  
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The following recommended procedures apply to the County Recorder’s signature verification:  

• The County Recorder need only perform signature verification for the challenged 
signatures of qualified electors in the County Recorder’s county. For a nomination petition 
challenge for an office where the applicable boundaries include multiple counties, the 
County Recorder need only verify the petition signatures of the County that is designated 
at the top of the nomination petition form. 

• The County Recorder need only perform one check of the signatures that are challenged. 

• For a challenge that alleges that specific petition signers are not registered to vote, the 
County Recorder will search the County’s voter registration database, as of the time of the 
filing of the court action, for the signer’s name and address and confirm whether the signer 
was registered to vote as of the date of signing.  

• If the County Recorder is the candidate being challenged, the County Recorder will be 
screened from the signature verification process and will have staff conduct the signature 
verification and prepare the report. The County Recorder shall not personally work on the 
verification. 

• The County Recorder must ensure that staff performing the signature verification are 
properly trained. Temporary employees may be trained by full time staff with at least two 
election cycles of signature verification experience.  

• The County Recorder need not retain or employ a handwriting expert to perform signature 
verification.  

1. Criteria for Disqualifying Signatures 
 
The County Recorders shall applyshould consult the criteria spelled out in the County Recorder 
Petition Signature Verification Guide (see Chapter 17, Appendix 4)available on the Secretary of 
State’s website at www.azsos.gov/elections) when performing signature verification.56  

2. County Recorder’s Signature Verification Report 
 
Upon completion of verification of challenged signatures, the County Recorder must prepare a 
report of the results of the verification. 

• The report shall include: (i) the list of challenged signatures determined to be invalid by 
the County Recorder; and (ii) the basis or basesreason(s) for the County Recorder’s 
determination that the signature is invalid. 

• The County Recorder may limit the reasons for disqualifying a signature to the reason(s) 
identified by the challenger. Nonetheless, the County Recorder may identify, and the 

 
56 See McKenna v. Soto, 250 Ariz. 469, 481 P.3d 695, 699-700 (2021) (holding that the Secretary of State’s 
signature verification guide, previously included in this Manual, acts as guidance and does not have the 
force of law due to the absence of statutory authority for rulemaking on candidate petitions in the Elections 
Procedures Manual). 
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County Recorder’s report may reflect, a reason for disqualifying a signature other than the 
reason(s) specified in the challenge.  

• The County Recorder shall produce the signature verification report as soon as practicable 
after receiving, or having access to, the pertinent nomination petition pages from the filing 
officer or as required by the court.  

3. Testimony and Evidence by County Recorder 
 
In addition to the County Recorder’s signature verification report, the County Recorder(s) and the 
filing officer, or their designee(s), must also provide testimony and other evidence for the 
challenge hearing on the request of any of the parties to the court action. A.R.S. § 16-351(E). 
 
If a party to a nomination petition challenge requests certified copies of voter registration forms, 
the County Recorder must make best efforts to provide the certified copies as soon as practicable 
and prior to the court hearing. Due to the very condensed timeframe for challenges, the requestor 
should cooperate with the County Recorder to facilitate timely fulfillment of the requests, 
including by providing the voter registration number for each individually identified voter at the 
County Recorder’s request. If the County Recorder is unable to apply statutorily- required 
redactions within the necessary timeframe (see Chapter 1, Section X(C)(1)), the County Recorder 
should seek to produce the records pursuant to an appropriate protective order or under seal in 
accordance with the Arizona Rules of Civil Procedure and other applicable law. 

 Duties of the Challenger and Candidate 

Upon filing the challenge, the challenger shallshould provide the applicable County Recorder(s) 
an electronic, sortable version of any spreadsheet filed with the complaint, which identifies the 
page number, line number, and reason for the challenge for each petition signature being 
challenged. To the extent practicable, this spreadsheet should also provide the full name, address, 
and voter registration identification number for each signer whose signature is being challenged.  
 
To facilitate the County Recorder’s signature verification, the candidate being challenged may 
provide the County Recorder with a spreadsheet listing the petition page number and line number 
in the same order as provided in the challenger’s spreadsheet and indicating the candidate’s 
response as to each challenged signature.  

 Court Hearing 

The hearing on the challenge and the court’s ruling must occur within 10 days after the challenge 
is filed, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays. A.R.S. § 16-351(A); but see Brousseau v. 
Fitzgerald, 138 Ariz. 453, 675 P.2d 713 (1984) (holding that the 10 -day requirement for action 
by the court on nomination petition challenges is directory, not mandatory).  
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 Costs and Expenses 

The filing officer has no statutory duty to reimburse County Recorders for signature verification 
or other expenses incurred in connection with nomination petition challenges. Accordingly, 
County Recorders should seek sufficient funding from their Board of Supervisors to ensure the 
ability to comply with the signature verification and reporting requirements of A.R.S. § 16-351. 

The County Recorder may seek reasonable expenses from the challenger or candidate under 
specified circumstances. If the court finds that the challenge was without substantial justification 
or primarily for the purpose of delay or harassment, the court may enter judgment in favor of the 
County Recorder or officer in charge of elections and against the challenger for the reasonable 
expenses incurred in the signature verification process. Similarly, if the court finds that the 
candidate knowingly or recklessly submitted a substantial number of invalid signatures, the court 
may enter judgment in favor of the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections for the 
reasonable costs incurred in the signature verification process. A.R.S. § 16-351.01.
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CHAPTER 7:  
PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE ELECTION 

 

 TIMING 

A Presidential Preference Election (PPE) shall be held on the Tuesday immediately following 
March 15 in a presidential election year or on a later date pursuant to a proclamation issued by the 
Governor at least 180 days before the date set forth in the proclamation. No other election may 
appear on the same ballot as the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-241(A)-(B).  

 ELIGIBILITY TO PARTICIPATE IN THE PPE 

 Party Eligibility to Participate in the PPE 

Only political parties eligible for continued representation on the ballot pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-
804 and new political parties eligible to appear on the ballot pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-801 may 
participate in the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-244(A). New parties must have filed their petition for 
recognition as a new party with the Secretary of State between 180 and 150 days before the PPE 
in order to be eligible to participate in the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-244(A)(2).  

Eligible political parties are not required to participate in the PPE, and may opt to conduct their 
own election or caucus instead. See Arizona State Democratic Committee v. Hull, No. CV96-00909 
(Maricopa County Super. Ct., Feb. 1, 1999) (holding that the PPE is different from a primary 
election and political parties can choose whether or not to participate). If an eligible party chooses 
not to participate in the PPE, the state party’s chairperson must notify the Secretary of State in 
writing by September 16, 2019 for the 2020 PPE, and by September 1 (or the next business day if 
that date falls on a weekend or state holiday) of the year preceding the PPE for every PPE 
thereafter. See H.B. 2751 § 19, 54th Leg., 1st Sess. (Az. 2019). The Secretary of State will promptly 
notify county officials and provide further instructions as needed.  

 Eligibility to Vote in the PPE 

The “open primary” laws, AZ. Const. Art. 7 § 10, do not apply to the PPE. Only qualified electors 
registered with the political parties participating in the PPE may vote in the PPE. Independent 
voters or voters with no party preference and voters affiliated with a political party that is not 
participating in the PPE may not participate unless they change their party registration or affiliation 
to that of a participating political party by the deadline to register to vote in the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-
241(A); see also Attorney General Opinion No. I99-025 (R99-049).  

Voters not on the PEVLAEVL may request a ballot-by-mail for the PPE withinbetween 93 and 11 
days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-246(A). 
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 Candidate Participation in the PPE 

Candidates seeking to appear on the PPE ballot must meet the requirements set forth in A.R.S. § 
16-242. Candidates may file with the Secretary of State either: 

• A nomination paper and nominating petitions signed by at least 500 qualified electors who 
are eligible to vote for the candidate in the PPE; or  

• A notice of candidacy affirming that they are on the PPE ballot of at least two other states.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-242(C)-(E).  
 
Write-in candidates are prohibited. Votes shall only be counted and canvassed for those candidates 
whose names appear on the PPE ballot. A.R.S. § 16-247.  
 
The Secretary of State will certify to counties the names of candidates who qualify for the PPE 
ballot within 72 hours of the close of the filing period. A.R.S. § 16-242(F). The filing period for 
the PPE is 130 to 100 days before the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-242(B). See Chapter 6, Section I(C)(1) for 
more information regarding PPE candidacy. 

 PPE BALLOTS 

 Official Ballot 

Official ballots for the PPE must meet the following requirements: 

1. TheyIf more than one party is participating, ballots must be printed on different colored 
paper for each party if more than one party is participating, oror on white paper with a 
different colored stripe or color designation for each party at the top or bottom of the ballot; 

2. Only one party may be represented on each ballot; 

3. The top of each ballot must contain the words, “Official Ballot of the ____________ Party, 
Presidential Preference Election (date), County of _____________, State of Arizona.” 

4. Candidate names must be printed in a random order determined by the Secretary of State 
through the drawing of lots. Rotation of candidate names is prohibited. Above the list of 
candidate names, the title “___________ party candidatesParty Candidates for President 
of the United States” should be printed, along with “vote for not more than one” 
immediately below the title. The ballot may also contain other printed instructions to voters 
as prescribed for other elections.  

5. The ballot should be configured so that it may be tabulated by congressional districts. 

A.R.S. § 16-245; A.R.S. § 16-249(C). 
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 Ballot Proof 

The officer in charge of elections must provide a ballot proof to the chairperson of each 
participating political party within five days of receiving the list of certified candidates from the 
Secretary of State. A.R.S. § 16-245(C). 

 Sample Ballots 

Sample ballots for the PPE must be mailed to each household containing a registered voter eligible 
to participate, unless each qualified voter is on the PEVL. No elected or appointed public officer’s 
name should appear on the sample ballot, and each ballot must contain a conspicuous disclaimer 
that the ballot is not official. The sample ballot must also contain a list of acceptable forms of voter 
identification pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1); A.R.S. § 16-245 (D)-(E).AEVL. A.R.S. § 16-
245 (D)-(E). Sample ballots for the PPE must meet the same requirements that apply to sample 
ballots for primary and general elections, as detailed in Chapter 8, Section V(F).  

The mailing face of each sample ballot must be imprinted with the Great Seal of the State of 
Arizona, and the words, “Official Voting Materials – Presidential Preference Election.” A.R.S. § 
16-245 (D)-(E). 

The officer in charge of elections must provide a ballot proof to the chairperson of each 
participating party within five days of receiving the list of certified candidates from the Secretary 
of State. A.R.S. § 16-245(C). 

 CONDUCT OF THE PPE 

The PPE should be conducted in the same manner as any other primary election held pursuant to 
A.R.S. § 16-201. All provisions of other laws governing elections apply to the PPE, except as 
otherwise provided in Title 16, Chapter 2, Article 4, apply to the PPE, including laws relating to 
registration and qualification of electors. A.R.S. § 16-241(C)-(D). The PPE is also subject to the 
hand count procedure detailed in Chapter 11, Section VIII.  

 Voting Locations 

Not less than 20 days before a PPE, the Board of Supervisors must designate a reasonable and 
adequate number of voting locations for the PPE, based on the number of active registered voters 
as of January 2 of the year of the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-248(A)-(B).57 County Boards of Supervisors 
must follow the formulas set out in A.R.S. § 16-248(C)-(E) to determine the maximum allowable 
number of polling places. The Secretary of State may release a county from these limits if 
complying with them would jeopardize compliance with federal or state law. A.R.S. § 16-248(F). 

 
57 Although A.R.S. § 16-248(B)-(E) specifies that the designation of polling places should be based on the 
number of active registered voters as of “January 1” of the year of the PPE, the 54th Legislature, First 
Regular Session, via Senate Bill 1154, amended A.R.S. § 16-168(G) to require County Recorders to report 
voter registration statistics as of January 2 each year, rather than January 1. Accordingly, January 2 is used 
in lieu of January 1 here. 
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In addition, the limits and consolidation requirements do not apply to Native American 
reservations. A.R.S. § 16-248(G). 

The officer in charge of elections may conduct the PPE entirely by mail in precincts with fewer 
than 300 active, registered voters (except for on Native American reservations). A.R.S. § 16-
248(H). 

In addition to Election Day voting locations, County Recorders may establish on-site early voting 
locations and provide for special election boards within the time limits and procedures applicable 
to other elections. A.R.S. § 16-246(C); see also A.R.S. § 16-542. With authorization from the 
Board of Supervisors, a County Recorder may also establish emergency voting centers between 
5:00 p.m. on the Friday preceding the PPE and 5:00 p.m. on the Monday preceding the PPE. A.R.S. 
§ 16-246(F). 

The County Recorder and officer in charge of elections should consult with the appropriate tribal 
government(s) when selecting voting locations on reservations within the county, and in preparing 
minority language translations required under Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act. 

 Certification of Results 

1. The Board of Supervisors 
 
The results of the PPE must be canvassed by congressional district. A.R.S. § 16-249(C). Each 
county Board of Supervisors should meet to canvass the returns within 10 days after the PPE, and 
provide a certified permanent copy of the official canvass to the Secretary of State on paper and 
electronically.  

2. Secretary of State 

The Secretary of State must canvass the returns and certify the results of the PPE to the 
chairpersons of participating political parties on or before the second Monday after the PPE. A.R.S. 
§ 16-661, relating to automatic recounts, does not apply. A.R.S. § 16-249(A)-(B). 

 COUNTY REIMUBURSEMENTREIMBURSEMENT FOR THE PPE 

The Secretary of State, in consultation with County Recorders and other officers in charge of 
elections, must include in the budget request for the Secretary of State’s Office sufficient funding 
from the state general fund to conduct the PPE. Counties are generally entitled to reimbursement 
for PPE costs at a rate of $1.25 for each active registered voter in the county as of January 2 of the 
year of the PPE.58 The Secretary of State may release a county from this reimbursement rate upon 

 
58 Although A.R.S. § 16-250 specifies that reimbursement should be based on the number of active 
registered voters in the county on “January 1” of the year of the PPE, the 54th Legislature, First Regular 
Session, via Senate Bill 1154, amended A.R.S. § 16-168(G) to require County Recorders to report voter 
registration statistics as of January 2 each year, rather than January 1. Accordingly, January 2 is used in lieu 
of January 1 here.  
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determining that being bound by it would jeopardize the county’s compliance with federal or state 
laws and regulations. A.R.S. § 16-250. 
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CHAPTER 8:  
PRE-ELECTION PROCEDURES 

 

 ESTABLISHING PRECINCTS AND VOTING LOCATIONS 

 Establishing Precincts 

The Board of Supervisors must establish a convenient number of election precincts within the 
county and define those precincts’ boundaries. If the Board of Supervisors seeks to change existing 
precinct boundaries, for example, to address population shifts or excessive wait times, the Board 
must finalize those changes by October 1 in the year preceding a general election and deliver a 
complete description of the updated precinct boundaries to the County Recorder or other officer 
in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-411(A). The new precinct boundaries become effective on 
January 2 of the year of the general election. A.R.S. § 16-412. 

 Establishing Voting Locations 

Counties may conduct Election Day voting using one of two types of voting locations (or any 
combination thereof, as approved by the Board of Supervisors):  

• Polling places: voters in a particular precinct are required to vote at a polling place 
specifically designated for that precinct; or  

• Vote centers: voters are permitted to vote at any vote center within the county, regardless 
of which precinct the voter lives in.  

 
Collectively, polling places and vote centers are referred to as “voting locations” in this Manual. 
 
Upon approval of the Board of Supervisors, the officer in charge of elections may establish 
precinct-based assigned polling places and/or vote centers, or any combination thereof, including 
co-location of precinct polling places or vote centers that also serve as assigned polling places for 
certain precincts. See A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(4). In any case, the Board of Supervisors (in consultation 
with the officer in charge of elections) has a duty to establish a reasonable and adequate number 
of voting locations for an election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(3).  
 
Except for the designation of an emergency voting location pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-411(I), the 
Board of Supervisors must finalize all voting locations at least 20 days before a statewide primary 
or general election or 10 days before a special election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B). Thereafter, the Board 
of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections must publicly post the names and/or locations of 
each voting location on the county’s website. A.R.S. § 16-411(G). 
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1. Assigned Polling Places 
 
If a county decides to conduct elections using precinct-based assigned polling places, the Board of 
Supervisors must designate at least one polling place in each precinct. A.R.S. § 16-411(B).59  
 
If no suitable polling place is available within a precinct, the Board of Supervisors may designate 
a polling place in an adjacent precinct. The Board of Supervisors must make a specific finding that 
there is no suitable polling place within the precinct and include that finding in a separate section 
of the order or resolution designating polling places for the election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(1).  
 
Based on projected high voter demand, precincts may be split for administrative purposes to allow 
a polling place to be established in each precinct split. Arizona statute requires these polling places 
to “be listed in separate sections of the [Board’s] order or resolution” designating polling places 
for the election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(2). 
 
Based on projected low voter demand (specifically, a high number of PEVLAEVL voters), 
adjacent precincts may be combined for administrative purposes to allow multiple precincts to be 
serviced by the same polling place and same election board. The Board of Supervisors must make 
a specific finding that a high number of PEVLAEVL voters is likely to substantially reduce the 
number of voters appearing at one or more specific polling places on Election Day and include 
that finding in a separate section of the order or resolution designating polling places for the 
election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(3). 

2. Vote Centers 
 
The Board of Supervisors may establish vote centers in lieu of precinct-based polling places. A 
vote center allows voters from any precinct within the county to cast a ballot with the correct ballot 
style on Election Day. Vote centers must be established by a vote of the Board of Supervisors and 
in consultation with the County Recorder and officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(4).  
 
Vote centers typically entail ballot tabulation exclusively at the central counting place, without use 
of precinct voting equipment that will warn voters of an over-vote. In that caseIf ballots are not 
tabulated at the vote center, the officer in charge of elections must: (1) establish a voter education 
program that notifies voters of the effect of casting multiple votes for an office; and (2) provides 
the voter with instructions on how to correct the ballot before it is cast (including instructions how 
to spoil the ballot and correct the error through issuance of a replacement ballot). 52 U.S.C. § 
21081(a)(1)(B). 

 Failure to Timely Establish Polling Places 

In counties that utilize assigned polling places, if a Board of Supervisors fails to designate a polling 
place in a particular precinct before a primary or general election (or if the election cannot be held 

 
59 The Board of Supervisors is not required to designate a polling place for special district or all ballot-by-
mail elections, but may designate one or more sites in each district for voters to deposit voted ballots through 
7:00 p.m. on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-411(D). See also Chapter 3, Section IV. 
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at the polling place originally designated by the Board of Supervisors and the County Recorder or 
other officer in charge of elections has not designated an emergency polling place for that precinct 
for Election Day), the Justice of the Peace of the precinct shall designate the polling place and post 
public notice two days before the election in at least three locations in the precinct. A.R.S. § 16-
411(C). 
 
If the Justice of the Peace fails to do so (or there is no Justice of the Peace for the precinct), the 
election board of the precinct must designate and give notice of the place for holding the election. 
A.R.S. § 16-411(C). 

 Consolidation of Polling Places Based on Lack of Candidates 

In counties that conduct assigned polling place elections, if there are no candidates for elected 
office appearing on the ballot in a particular precinct, the Board of Supervisors may consolidate 
polling places (and consolidate the tabulation of results in combined precincts) if the following 
conditions apply:  

• All affected voters are notified by mail of the change at least 33 days before the election;  

• Notice of the change in polling place includes notice of the new polling place, notice of the 
hours polls are open on Election Day, and notice of the telephone number to call for voter 
assistance; and  

• All affected voters receive information on early voting, which includes information on how 
to make a one-time early ballot request. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-411(C)(1)-(3). 

 Factors to Consider When Selecting Voting Locations 

The following factors should be considered when selecting voting locations: 

1. The location should be capable of being used in both the primary and general election; 

2. Buildings must be appropriately- sized based on projected voter turnout, among other 
predictive factors (see Chapter 8, Section IX(A)); 

3. Property owners must be willing to grant permission to use the building for voting purposes 
on Election Day, including making the building available the day(s) before Election Day, 
early morning on Election Day, and until a reasonable time after the polls close on Election 
Day; 

• Insurance considerations and payment of fees (if any) should be discussed with the 
property owner; 

4. Buildings should have easy ingress and egress to the parking lot, including a parking lot in 
close proximity to the building; 

5. Buildings must meet accessibility requirements or be adapted to meet accessibility 
requirements for Election Day (see Chapter 5, Section III); 
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6. Buildings must have a room or hallway of sufficient size to meet the needs for setting up 
equipment and voter check-in stations, including adequate space for voters to wait in line; 

7. Buildings should have an adequate power source; 

8. The property should be located near major traffic arteries, including within walking 
distance of public transit where possible; 

• For polling places on tribal lands without public transit and major highways, the 
property should be in a central location on the tribal lands or a location where tribal 
members frequently gather;  

9. The decision of where to locate a polling place or vote center should have public support, 
especially through outreach to rural and underserved communities, and, for counties with 
tribal reservations, through outreach to tribal governments; 

10. In counties that conduct assigned polling place elections, the polling place must be located 
within the applicable precinct, unless applicable exceptions apply (see Chapter 8, Section 
(I)(B)(1)); 

11. Voters should not have to travel unreasonable distances to vote; 

• Factors to consider in establishing voting locations include access to paved roads, 
rates of available public and personal transportation, and other relevant factors;  

12. The property must have sufficient parking for voters’ use on Election Day; and 

13. If re-usedreused, the voting location must have been successfully used in the past; and 

13.14. Whenever possible, voting locations should not be placed inside of police stations, 
court houses, or other locations with a regular uniformed police presence, unless the voting 
location is specifically intended to serve eligible incarcerated voters.  

 
The elections staff should conduct a site visit to confirm the location’s suitability for voting. The 
officer in charge of elections should also solicit community feedback on all proposed voting 
locations if practicable. 

 Use of School Facilities for Voting Locations 

Upon request of the officer in charge of elections, a public school must provide sufficient space 
for use as a voting location in any statewide, county, city, or town election. A.R.S. § 16-411(E). 
 
The principal of a public school may deny the request to host a voting location if, within two weeks 
of receiving the request, the principal provides a written statement confirming: (1) the school lacks 
sufficient space to host a voting location; or (2) the safety or welfare of students would be 
jeopardized by hosting a voting location. A.R.S. § 16-411(F). 
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 Polling Place/Vote Center Emergency Designation 

A County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may grant an emergency designation to 
a polling place/vote center if either of the following occurs: 

• An act of God renders a previously- established Election Day voting location unusable; or 

• The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections has exhausted all options and 
there are no suitable facilities that are willing to host an Election Day voting location unless 
the facility receives an emergency designation.  

A.R.S. § 16-411(I).  
 
At least two weeks before Election Day, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections 
must post on its website a list of polling places/vote centers with emergency designations and must 
specify: 

• The reason the emergency designation was granted; and  

• The number of attempts made to find another voting location before granting an emergency 
designation.  

A.R.S. § 16-411(H).  
 
Electioneering and other political activity is not permitted on the property of the hosting facility 
of any polling place/vote center with an emergency designation , even outside the 75-foot limit. 
A.R.S. § 16-411(I). However, if the voting location is not listed on the jurisdiction’s elections 
website as having an emergency designation, electioneering and other political activity must be 
permitted on the premises outside the 75-foot limit. A.R.S. § 16-411(H).  
 
If an emergency arises after the initial website posting, the County Recorder or other officer in 
charge of elections must: 

• Update the website as soon as is practicable to include any new emergency designations of 
polling places/vote centers; 

• Highlight the new voting location(s) with an emergency designation on the website; and  

• Like other locations with an emergency designation, specify the reason the emergency 
designation was necessary and the number of attempts that were made to find a standard 
voting location before granting an emergency designation. A.R.S. § 16-411(H).  

 Requirement to Allow Electioneering Outside 75-Foot Limit 

Except in cases of an emergency designation (see Section I(G)Chapter 8, Section I(G) above), any 
voting location or ballot replacement site used on Election Day or during on-site early voting must 
permit persons to engage in electioneering and other political activity in public areas (i.e., those 
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areas generally open to the public) and parking lots used by voters outside the 75-foot limit. A.R.S. 
§ 16-411(H). 

Electioneering or political activity may not result in voter intimidation. Further, no temporary or 
permanent structure may be erected and access to parking spaces may not be blocked or impaired. 
A.R.S. § 16-411(H). 

 Ensuring Accessibility at the Voting Location 

Voting locations must comply with the current ADA Checklist for Polling Places and any 
additional state accessibility requirements. See Chapter 5, Section III for more details.  

 APPOINTMENT AND TRAINING OF POLL WORKERS 

At least 20 days before a primary or general election, the Board of Supervisors must appoint at 
least the following poll workers for each polling place with more than 300 qualified electors and 
each vote center or other voting location: 

• One inspector; 

• Two judges; 

• One marshal; and 

• As many clerks as deemed necessary. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-531(A).  
 
For polling places with less than 300 qualified electors, the Board of Supervisors must appoint at 
least an inspector and two judges. The Board of Supervisors shall give notice of election precincts 
consisting of fewer than 300 qualified electors to the county chairperson of the two largest political 
parties not later than 30 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-531(B). 
 
The inspector, judges, marshal (and clerks, if applicable) are collectively known as the “election 
board” 60 for a particular voting location and are referred to in this Manual as poll workers or board 
workers. 
 
The officer in charge of elections must provide a report containing each poll worker’s name, 
position, precinct, and political party to the Board of Supervisors. 
 
Poll workers must be registered voters, except for student poll workers. In assigned polling place 
elections, each poll worker must be a registered voter in the precinct of assignment unless there 

 
60 Notwithstanding A.R.S. § 16-531(A)’s reference to judges and the inspector, Arizona statutes generally 
provide that the election board is comprised of all poll workers at a particular voting location. See, e.g., 
A.R.S. § 16-531(G) (allowing students to be appointed to an election board as clerks). This Manual 
accordingly adopts the interpretation of “election boards” to include inspectors, judges, marshals, and 
clerks. 
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are not enough poll workers that meet this residential requirement., in which case poll workers 
must be qualified voters of the state. A.R.S. § 16-531(A). Similarly, for vote centers, each poll 
worker must be a registered voter in the county unless there are not enough poll workers that meet 
this residential requirement, in which case poll workers must be qualified voters of the state.61   
 
Other than candidates for precinct committeeman, no candidate (nor the spouse, child, or parent 
of a candidate) for any office on the ballot may serve as a poll worker during that election. 
 
The officer in charge of elections shall ensure that the election board is comprised of individuals 
registered with different political parties. At minimum, for partisan elections, if the inspector is a 
member of one of the two largest political parties, the marshal must be a member of the other of 
the two largest political parties and each of the two judges must be registered with different 
political parties. An inspector, marshal, or judge may not serve in that position if they have changed 
their political party registration since the last general election. 
 
At least 90 days before an election, the county chairpersonchairpersons of the two largest political 
parties may designate qualified electors to serve on election boards. When the list is timely 
submitted, it shall be used to appoint judges. Whenever possible, any person appointed as an 
inspector shall have had previous experience as an inspector, judge, marshal, or clerk of elections. 
If there is no qualified person in a given precinct, the appointment of an inspector may be made 
from names designated by the county party chairperson. Any registered voter in the precinct, or 
alternatively, in another precinct, may be appointed as a clerk.  A.R.S. § 16-531(A).62  

 
61 The officer in charge of elections should make reasonable efforts to recruit a sufficient number of poll 
workers from within the precinct or county prior to hiring out-of-precinct or out-of-county poll workers. 
The officer in charge of elections shall also ensure that community poll worker recruitment is conducted in 
an equitable manner, in an effort to recruit a diverse pool of poll workers that reflect the community. To 
the extent possible, poll workers assigned to voting locations on Native American reservations should be 
registered voters in the precinct or reservation, or members of the Tribe.  
62 If it is impossible to sufficiently staff the boards with members of differing political parties, the officer 
in charge of elections shall, at minimum, exercise best efforts to utilize board members with no party 
affiliation or from differing unrecognized parties to ensure that there is a diversity of political party 
affiliation (including no affiliation) on the election boards and that no election board is comprised of 
members of only one party. Further, the officer in charge of elections shall document when and how the 
political parties in the county were contacted about the need for board workers affiliated with those parties 
and all other actions taken in a best effort to obtain board workers from two different political parties. 
However, nothing in this Manual shall be interpreted to supersede otherwise applicable statutory 
requirements, including the requirement that board workers be of differing political party affiliation.  
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 Election Board Duties 

The following duties must be performed by the members comprising the election board. The 
officer in charge of elections may allocate these duties among different board members as deemed 
appropriate: 

1. Prepare and monitor the voting location, including taking appropriate measures to preserve 
order, prevent voter intimidation, and manage voter lines, A.R.S. § 16-562, A.R.S. § 16-
512; 

2. Open, exhibit, and lock the ballot box before receiving any ballots, A.R.S. § 16-564(A); 

3. Maintain the signature roster or e-pollbook; 

4. Check for proper identification; 

5. Direct voters in the wrong polling place to the correct polling place, including the specific 
address (for assigned polling place elections only); 

6. Mark spoiled ballots (inspector and only one judge required), A.R.S. § 16-585; 

7. Ensure that voted ballots are deposited in the correct ballot box, and deposit ballots in the 
ballot box at the voter’s request, A.R.S. § 16-580(C);  

8. Assist voters in using accessible voting equipment and assist voters in marking the ballot 
(two board members of different political parties required), A.R.S. § 16-580(E); 

9. Close the polls (inspector and two judges required); A.R.S. § 16-565(C); 

10. Prepare a report of the number of voters who have voted and seal the box containing the 
voted ballots, A.R.S. § 16-608(A), A.R.S. § 16-616; and 

11. Return the signature roster, copies of the precinct registers, and other election supplies to 
the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-617. 

 
In addition, the inspector, marshal, and judges of the election board are specifically tasked with 
the responsibilities described below. 

1. Inspector 
 
The inspector serves as the chair of the election board and exercises authority over all election-
related activities at the voting location (under the direction of the county officer in charge of 
elections, who maintains overall authority over the voting location). The inspector usually acts as 
the single point-of-contact with the officer in charge of elections, poll worker hotline, 
troubleshooters, or other entity designated by the officer in charge of elections to provide 
assistance on Election Day. 
 
The inspector’s specific duties include the following: 

1. As chair of the election board, maintain sufficient knowledge about election procedures 
and voting equipment; 
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2. Lead and assign duties to other poll workers, including appointing a substitute judge, 
marshal, or clerk (while maintaining political party balance) if a poll worker fails to show 
up or fails to perform their duty on Election Day and no alternative poll worker is available, 
A.R.S. § 16-534(A), A.R.S. § 16-533; and 

3. Ensure the polling place is setupset up and functions properly, including publicly opening 
the sealed package of official ballots, ensuring the required ballot styles/types are present, 
certifying the voting roster, posting appropriate lists and notices, arranging the voting 
booths, and assisting electors, A.R.S. § 16-563, A.R.S. § 16-312(E), A.R.S. § 16-343(F)-
(G), A.R.S. § 16-169(B), A.R.S. § 16-579(D)-(E), A.R.S. § 16-572(A). 

2. Marshal 
 
The marshal is responsible for preserving order at the voting location, which includes: 

1. Announcing the opening and closing of the polls, A.R.S. § 16-565(C); 

2. Preserving order and preventing any violation of election law, including voter intimidation 
or electioneering within the 75-foot limit or voter intimidation, from the opening of the 
polls until the count of the ballots is completed, A.R.S. § 16-535(B); and  

3. Periodically measuring the length of wait times, notifying the inspector if wait times have 
the potential to equal or exceed the 30-minute maximum, and implementing measures to 
reduce voter wait time, including having the authority to request additional voting 
equipment or supplies and board workers or to appoint additional board workers upon 
approval of the officer in charge of elections, A.R.S. § 16-535(B).  

The marshal may also perform the duties of any other election board worker on a relief basis. 
A.R.S. § 16-535(B). 

3. Judges 
 
Judges oversee the voting process itself, which may generally include: 

1. Issuing ballots to qualified voters, A.R.S. § 16-579(C), A.R.S. § 16-467(B), A.R.S. § 16-
572(B); 

2. Signing the roster for an elector who is unable to sign because of physical disability, A.R.S. 
§ 16-579(D)-(E); and 

3. Examining electronic voting equipment and comparing the number of votes cast as 
indicated on the machine with the number indicated on the poll list (or e-pollbook) and the 
number of provisional ballots cast, A.R.S. § 16-602(A). 

 Bilingual Poll Workers 

Jurisdictions covered under the language minority provisions under Section 203 of the Voting 
Rights Act should appoint bilingual poll workers and/or ensure access to on-site or remote 
interpretation services in the covered language(s) to provide language assistance to voters who 
need it. Additionally, an Election Terminology Glossary in the covered languages should be 
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provided among the polling place supplies. Covered jurisdictions for tribal languages should 
contact the applicable tribal government if they need assistance recruiting and hiring bilingual poll 
workers.  

 Student Poll Workers 

The Board of Supervisors may appoint a student to serve as a clerk on the election board if the 
student: 

• Will be at least 16 years old at the time of the election; 

• Will be a United States citizen at the time of the election; and 

• Provides written permission from a parent or guardian. 
 
A student poll worker must receive poll worker training and must be supervised by a trained 
adult poll worker at the voting location. A.R.S. § 16-531(F). 
 
A student’s absence from school due to service as a student poll worker does not affect the 
school’s average daily membership or count against any mandatory attendance requirements for 
the student. A.R.S. § 15-901(A)(1); A.R.S. § 16-531(G). 

 Poll Worker Training 

Within 45 days before an election, the officer in charge of elections must commenceconduct poll 
worker training for inspectors, judges, and any other election board members deemed necessary 
by the officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-532(A). At least one poll worker training session 
should be conducted in-person during each election cycle, but additional training may be 
conducted online as deemed necessary. Additionally, the officer in charge of elections should 
develop a mechanism to assess individual poll workers’ performance following the election. 
 
Persons who conduct poll worker training must be qualified in election law and have practical 
experience in the election process. A.R.S. § 16-532(A)-(B). Persons who conduct poll worker 
training must also be certified by the Secretary of State as an election officer in accordance with 
A.R.S. § 16-407 or under the management of a certified election officer. 
  
Poll worker training must cover the following pre-Election Day topics, as applicable: 

1. Delivery of ballots and supplies to the voting location; 

2. Duties of each election board member; 

3. Ensuring proper political party representation among election board members;  

4. Conducting a pre-election meeting; 

5. Gaining building access;  

6. Inventorying supplies; 

7. Equipment setup and furniture arrangement; 
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8. Voting equipment checks, including ensuring that equipment seals have not been 
tampered with and match the seal log; 

9. Conducting an official ballot count; 

10. Customer service responsibilities, including voter assistance, assistance to voters with a 
disability, (including disability etiquette and awareness), and ensuring language 
accessibility; and 

 
Poll worker training must also cover the following Election Day topics, as applicable: 

1. Opening the voting location;  

2. Hours the voting location will be open; 

3. Poll workers’ hours; 

4. Establishing the 75-foot limit and enforcing non-electioneering and non-intimidation 
rules;  

5. SharingFor poll workers assigned to voting locations on tribal reservations, sharing 
voting locations with tribal elections, common issues with nonstandard residential 
addresses, rules relating to tribal identification, and, if applicable, the right to language 
assistance;  

6. Procedures for checking identification; 

7. Provisional ballot processing; 

8. Operation of voting equipment; 

9. Operation of accessible voting equipment;  

10. Operation of e-pollbooks or procedures for managing the signature rosters and poll lists; 

11. Troubleshooting, including when and how to implement wait-time reduction and other 
contingency plans; 

12. Any voter registration information deemed necessary; 

13. Who may vote in the election; 

14. Use of precinct registers and/or the issuance of ballot types/styles (political party, FED 
only, ballot splits, etc.);  

15. Standard voting procedures;  

16. Recorder’s Certificates; 

17. Spoiled ballot procedures; 

18. Procedure for early ballot drop-off;  

19. Political party observers;  

20. Procedures for challenges; 

21. Kids Voting; 
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22. Closing the polls; 

23. Transmitting results and/or delivery of voted ballots;  

24. Completing a Certificate of Performance, verifying that various election duties were 
properly performed; and  

25. Preparing the official and unofficial envelope contents (see Chapter 8, Section V).  
 
The officer in charge of elections may require additional training for poll workers at any time. 
Regardless of whether additional training is provided, however, poll workers must be notified in 
writing prior to Election Day of any changes in election law or procedure that became effective 
since the last poll worker training. A.R.S. § 16-532(E). 

1. Premium Training 
 
The officer in charge of elections may institute an advanced method of instruction and testing for 
certain election board members known as premium training. The premium training must include 
at least eight hours of training and a written examination on election law and procedures. A.R.S. 
§ 16-532(D). 
 
Those who complete this training and pass the test are certified as a “premium board worker.” 
Premium board workers are certified for a period of 30 months and, if approved by the Board of 
Supervisors, are entitled to additional compensation. A.R.S. § 16-532(D). 
 
The officer in charge of elections may require additional training for poll workers at any time. 
Regardless of whether additional training is provided, however, poll workers must be notified in 
writing prior to Election Day of any changes in election law or procedure that became effective 
since the last poll worker training. A.R.S. § 16-532(E). 

2. Certificate of Qualification 
 
Upon successful completion of poll worker training, each election board member will receive a 
certificate of qualification from the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections stating 
the worker’s name and the course of instruction completed. No inspector or judge (except those 
appointed to fill a vacancy and as provided in A.R.S. § 16-533 and A.R.S. § 16-534) may serve on 
Election Day unless the person has been issued a certificate of qualification. A.R.S. § 16-532(A).  

 Poll Worker Compensation 

The Board of Supervisors must set the compensation of poll workers, which constitutes a county 
charge. A.R.S. § 16-536. The Board of Supervisors may approve poll worker pay by virtue of 
approving the election director’s budget for the forthcoming election.  
 
Poll workers must be paid at least $30 per day. A.R.S. § 16-536. The Board of Supervisors may 
approve additional compensation for premium board workers. A.R.S. § 16-532(D). 
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 DESIGNATION OF POLITICAL PARTY AND OTHER OBSERVERS 

Political party representatives are permitted to observe at voting locations and central counting 
places for partisan elections. The proceedings at the central counting place may also be observed 
by up to three additional people representing a candidate for nonpartisan office, or representing a 
political committee in support of or in opposition to a ballot measure, proposition or question. 
Such observation (and observation at early voting locations, emergency voting centers, and County 
Recorder processing procedures, where permitted by the County Recorder or other officer in 
charge of elections) are subject to the procedures described below. Observation at nonpartisan 
elections may be permitted at the discretion of the officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-
590(A)-(B); A.R.S. § 16-621(A). 
 
The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may develop additional local 
procedures governing political party observation. Additional procedures shall allow political party 
observers to effectively observe the election process, and, absent emergency circumstances, no 
changes to the procedures shall be made after the Tuesday prior to the election in order to facilitate 
compliance by the county political parties and designees.  

 Appointment Process 

The county chairperson (or designee) of each party represented on the ballot must submit the names 
of specific political party observers to the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections in 
writing (in hard copy or electronically in advance of observation, as required by the County 
Recorder or officer in charge of elections). The County Recorder or officer in charge of elections 
may require reasonable deadlines for advance notice of appointments. Where there is no county 
political party officer to make the appointment, the state political party chairperson may appoint 
political party observers for that county.  
 
Political party observers may be appointed to specific voting locations (for Election Day 
observation), to a central counting place, or to multiple voting locations as authorized by the 
political party chairperson and the officer in charge of elections. Observers appointed to observe 
in multiple locations need only one appointment in writing designating the various locations where 
the observer is appointed. An appointment is not transferable to another individual.  
 
Unless agreed upon by the political parties, not more than one party representative for each party 
represented on the ballot shall be at a voting location at one time. A.R.S. § 16-590(C). Further, 
only one representative at any one time of each political party represented on the ballot who has 
been appointed by the political party chairperson shall remain within the 75-foot limit while the 
polls are open. A.R.S. § 16-515(A), (B), (H). 
 
Appointed political party observers need not be qualified electors in the precinct or county of 
observation., but must be an Arizona resident and registered to vote in Arizona. A.R.S. § 16-
590(D). Further, the officer in charge of elections may require that observers at the central counting 
place or ballot tabulation center be registered voters of the county. Except for precinct 
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committeeman candidates, candidates appearing on the ballot or official write-in candidates shall 
not serve as political party observers.  

 Observer Credentials 

The political party letter of appointment with the signature of the appointing authority (and, if 
required by the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections, on political party letterhead) 
serves as the written credential necessary to conduct observation at a voting location or central 
counting place. Credentials must be issued by the recognized political party chairperson or 
designee; this authority may not be delegated to a candidate or candidate’s agent. The political 
party observer must present the political party appointment letter (or copy thereof, if permitted by 
the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections) to the appropriate election official upon 
entering the voting location, County Recorder’s office, or central counting place, and be prepared 
to show identification if requested.   

 Observation at Voting Locations 

Political party observers may observe the following activities at a voting location: 

• Opening the voting location; 

• Voting at the voting location (but may not observe in the voting booth or otherwise 
impede voters’ ability to vote and maintain a secret ballot); 

• Closing the voting location; 

• Transport of ballots from the voting location to a receiving site (using a separate vehicle); 
and/or  

• Any other significant voting or processing activities at the voting location provided that it 
does not interfere with or impede the election procedures or staff. 

 
Each recognized political party is presumptively entitled to have no more than one political party 
observer at a time inside the 75-foot limit at each voting location. A.R.S. § 16-590(C).  
 
All political party observers are subject to removal by the County Recorder or other officer in 
charge of elections for failure to comply with a request to cease an activity that interferes with the 
election process or violates statetribal (if the voting location is on a tribal reservation), state, or 
federal law. 

 Observation at Central Counting Places 

Political party representatives may observe at a central counting place and at each point where 
ballots are handled or transferred from one election official to another, including areas where the 
following activities take place: 

• Receiving the ballots at the County Recorder’s office or central counting place; 

• Inspecting the ballots; 
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• Reviewing ballots by the Write-in Tally Board; 

• Duplicating ballots by the Ballot Duplication Board; 

• Adjudicating ballots by the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board;  

• Receiving electronic media or processing voting results by the Accuracy Certification 
Board; 

• Tabulation of ballots; and/or 

• Any other significant tabulation or processing activities at a central counting place 
provided that it does not interfere with or impede the election procedures or staff. 

 Observer Guidelines 

The following observation guidelines govern all observers: 

1. An observer may not mark any ballot, place any type of material on a ballot, or otherwise 
touch a voted ballot during observation. Further, an observer shall not offer to assist any 
voter in the process of voting at a voting location., or attempt to intimidate or influence a 
voter when voting. If a voter specifically requests an observer’s assistance in voting, the 
observer may only assist the voter after relinquishing the observer’s formal status as an 
observer (for example, by returning any observer badge or identification, exiting the voting 
location, and then accompanying the voter into the voting location as an assistant rather 
than an observer). The observer may resume their role as an observer after assisting the 
voter.    

2. Observers shall not touch or handle election materials, rosters, early ballot envelopes, 
provisional ballot envelopes, ballot transfer containers, voting machines, or voting machine 
components except as expressly permitted by the officer in charge of elections during 
demonstrations.  

3. Observers may not interfere with or impede the election procedures or staff.  

• If an observer has a question about the proceedings or seeks to raise an objection, the 
observer should speak solely to the designated point of contact (e.g., inspector, County 
Recorder, or other officer in charge of elections) and not to other poll workers or, staff, 
or voters. 

• The officer in charge of elections or inspector may prohibit observers from using 
electronic devices in the voting location or central counting place if doing so would 
interfere with or impede the election procedures or staff. No photos or videos may be 
taken within the 75 -foot limit of a voting location. A.R.S. § 16-515(G).  

• Observers may not wear, carry, or display any materials that identify or express support 
or opposition for a political party, political organization, or a candidate or ballot 
measure appearing on the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-515(F). 

• In cases where multiple ballots are dropped off at a voting location, asan observer may 
not, within the 75-foot limit: (1) inspect, copy, or photograph, or record a video of the 
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early ballot envelopes in an effort to discern voters’ identities; or (2) confront, question, 
or photograph, or record a video of the individual who dropped off the early ballots. 

• Observers can enter and leave a voting location or central counting place so long as 
their entering and leaving does not interfere with or impede the election procedures or 
staff.  

4. Observers may take handwritten notes during observation, but must use a writing 
instrument of a color designated by the officer in charge of the election or procedure.  

5. If an observer is asked by the inspector or other officer in charge to cease an activity that 
interferes with the election process or election staff or poll workers, the observer must 
comply or face possible ejection. 

6. Observers must be prepared to show their appointment credential immediately upon 
entering any voting location or central counting place or upon request by any election 
official. 

7. At a central counting place, all observers must check in with the County Recorder or other 
officer in charge of elections prior to being admitted and may be required to log in and out 
of the facility each time they enter or leave. 

8. At a central counting place, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections 
may ensure that observers are given identifying badges to ensure that observers are clearly 
identifiable. 

 ISSUING PRE-ELECTION NOTICES 

 Secretary of State: 120-Day Notice of Offices to be Elected 

At least 120 days before a primary election, the Secretary of State must notify in writing each 
Board of Supervisors and officer in charge of elections of the federal, statewide, and legislative 
offices for which candidates will be nominated at the primary election. A.R.S. § 16-202. 

 County: 180-Day Notice of Election to Local Jurisdictions 

At least 180 days before each consolidated election date, the Board of Supervisors or officer in 
charge of elections must give written notice to each school district, community college district, 
city and town within the county’s geographical boundaries. The Board of Supervisors or officer in 
charge of elections also must give written notice to all special taxing districts within the county. 
A.R.S. § 16-205(A).  
 
The notice must include: 

• The specific election date; 

• The deadline by which the local jurisdiction must inform the Board of Supervisors or 
officer in charge of elections whether an election will be held; and 
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- The deadline to inform the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections 
should be set at or just after special taxing districts’ 150-day deadline to call an 
election pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-226(A). 

• Any additional information deemed necessary by the Board of Supervisors or officer 
in charge of elections. 

 
The notice may be mailed, emailed, or otherwise electronically transmitted. 

 Special Taxing District/Nonpartisan Election Notices 

The governing body of a special taxing district must provide various public notifications before 
conducting an election that is not held concurrently with a general election. A.R. S. § 16-226(B); 
A.R.S. § 16-227(A).63  

• A special taxing district must call an election at least 150 days in advance of an election, 
except for elections called pursuant to A.R.S. § 19-209. A.R.S. § 16-226(A). “Calling” 
an election means the governing board of the special taxing district must officially 
inform the applicable Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections that the 
district intends to conduct an election. 

• In addition, the special taxing district must also issue a “call of election” to the public 
by publishing the “call of election”, at least two times and at least one week apart, in a 
newspaper of general circulation covering the jurisdiction between 132 and 90during 
the six calendar weeks preceding 150 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-227(A). 
Alternatively, the special taxing district may mail the “call of election” to each 
household containing a qualified elector at least 90150 days before the election. A.R.S. 
§ 16-227(B). 

• Finally, a special taxing district must issue a “notice of election,” which is like the call 
of election but intended as the final public notice in advance of a special taxing district 
election. A.R.S. § 16-228(A)-(B). A special taxing district that conducts a ballot by 
mail election need only issue the notice specified in A.R.S. § 16-228(C)-(D). Notice 
requirements specific to fire district or irrigation and water conservation district bond 
elections can be found at A.R.S. § 48-806(A) and A.R.S. § 48-3190(A), respectively.  

 
A special taxing district must file an affidavit certifying compliance with federal and state law with 
the applicable Board of Supervisors at least five days before holding a nonpartisan election. A.R.S. 
§ 16-229. 

 
63 A.R.S. §§ 16-225 to 16-229 outline various requirements for holding “nonpartisan” elections. A.R.S. § 
16-226(B) defines nonpartisan elections (for purposes of those statutes) as elections of special taxing 
districts not held concurrent with the general election. 
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 PREPARATION OF BALLOTS 

The County Board of Supervisors is responsible for preparing the official ballot to be used in 
federal, statewide, legislative, and countywide elections. A.R.S. § 16-405; A.R.S. § 16-503(A). 
The Board of Supervisors may delegate this responsibility to the officer in charge of elections.  

 Official Ballot Format 

1. Form and Content of the Ballot 

 Requirements for All Ballots 

i. Paper Type 
 
All official ballots must be printed with black ink on white paper of sufficient thickness to prevent 
the printing from being discernible on the reverse side the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-468(2); A.R.S. § 16-
502(A). 

ii. Font 
 
The ballot must use the same font and color template throughout the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-502(A), 
(C). The only color exception is for a political party indicator or stripe to be printed on official 
ballots used for a partisan primary election or PPE. See Chapter 7, Section III(A) and Chapter 8, 
Section V(A)(1)(b). 
 
The ballot must use the same font size within each category on the ballot (for example, all 
candidate names for a particular race must be printed in the same font size), which must be printed 
in no less than 8-point font if practicable. However, ballot measure numbers must be printed in at 
least 12-point font. The officer in charge of elections may adjust spacing between the letters on a 
ballot to accommodate space limitations. 

iii. Early Ballot Designation 
 
Early ballots, including ballots-by-mail and in-person early ballots, shall be identical to regular 
ballots, except that early ballots shall have the word “early” printed or stamped on them. A.R.S. § 
16-545(A). 

iv. Spacing and Heading 
 
The ballot must contain sufficient spacing between races and sections to enable the voter to clearly 
understand the ballot. 
 
On the front side, the ballot must be headed with the phrase “Official Ballot” in bold-faced plain 
letters, with a heavy rule above and below the heading. The ballot may not contain any other 
statement or matter printed above the “Official Ballot” header. A.R.S. § 16-502(A).  
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Immediately below the “Official Ballot” heading, the following components must be printed in the 
following order:  

• A subheading that specifies the type of election (general, primary, or special), the election 
date, and the name of the county and state holding the election;  

• Instructions to the voter how to properly mark the ballot; and 

• The various candidate names and/or ballot measures. A.R.S. § 16-502(A), (C). 

v. Candidate Races 
 
For candidate races, the official ballot must: 

• Arrange the candidate names according to A.R.S. § 16-502(C) in column format, starting 
with the left-hand column;  

• List the name of the office to be filled at the head of each portion of the column;  

• List the district number, division number, or other jurisdictional name/number to the right 
of or following the office name to be filled, if applicable;  

• Include the designation “Vote for not more than _____” below the name of each office to 
be filled to indicate the appropriate number of candidates to select;  

• List candidate names according to last name, followed by first name and any nickname;  

• The officer in charge of elections may: (1) shorten or truncate a candidate’s name 
(with the candidate’s consent) in order to fit the candidate’s name on the ballot; 
and/or (2) decline to print the candidate’s requested nickname if it suggests 
reference to professional, fraternal, religious, or military titles. or a slogan, 
promotional word or phrase or any word that does not actually constitute a 
nickname.  

• Contain a location for the voter to place a mark to vote for their candidate of choice to the 
right or left (and on the same line) of each candidate’s name;   

• Contain the candidate’s political party designation in bold-faced letters next to the 
candidate’s name (for partisan races only); and  

• Contain blank lines that correspond to the number to elect placed below the last candidate 
name for a particular office, along with a location for the voter to place a mark next to their 
write-in candidate(s) of choice.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-502(C)-(G); A.R.S. § 16-311(G); A.R.S. § 16-341(C).  
 
Additionally, the ballot must contain the name or number of the precinct in which the ballot will 
be utilized, and may include the precinct part or ballot style code. A.R.S. § 16-502(A). 
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 Additional Requirements for Primary Election Ballots 

In addition to the specifications outlined in Section V(A)(1)(a) above, primary election ballots 
must comply with the following additional requirements.  
 
Primary election ballots must be printed with a particular color designation to indicate the political 
party ballot. A.R.S. § 16-461(B). The ballot may be printed on colored stock or on white stock 
with a distinctive color indicator such as a stripe. or other color designation for each political party. 
The following colors represent the current and recently recognized political parties: 

• Blue: Democratic Party 

• Green: Green Party 

• Yellow: Libertarian Party 

• Red or Salmon: Republican Party 
 
The officer in charge of elections may use varying hues of the requisite colors, but may not select 
entirely different colors as substitutes for the requisite colors. The primary election ballot displayed 
in accessible voting equipment must also utilize a color designation for each political party. A.R.S. 
§ 16-446(B)(9). 
 
If the number of recognized party candidates in a particular race exceeds the number to elect, the 
officer in charge of elections must rotate candidate names in that particular race by precinct so that 
each candidate will appear substantially an equal number of times in each possible location for the 
particular race across all primary election ballots. If the number of candidates in a particular race 
is less than or equal to the number to elect, the candidates’ names must be listed in alphabetical 
order by last name and no rotation is required. A.R.S. § 16-464(A). 
 
If more persons file nomination petitions for the office of precinct committeeman than the number 
to elect in a particular precinct, the county officer in charge of elections must prepare a separate 
ballot style that includes the office of precinct committeeman, as well as all other races in the 
precinct, for the voters registered with that political party in that precinct. A.R.S. § 16-822(C). The 
position of the precinct committeemen candidate names must be drawn by lot at a public meeting 
called by the Board of Supervisors for that purpose.alphabetical by surname. A.R.S. § 16-464(B). 
This ballot style, which includes all the races in the precinct and the precinct committeeman race, 
must be provided only to voters registered with that political party in the precinct. A.R.S. § 16-
822(C).  
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 Additional Requirements for General Election Ballots 

In addition to the specifications outlined in Section V(A)(1)(a) above, general election ballots must 
comply with the following additional requirements. 
 
For partisan candidate races, the official ballot must list candidates in a particular race in the 
following descending order: 

• Candidates who are registered with a recognized political party that appeared on the 
gubernatorial ballot in the most recent general election for the office of governor, listed in 
the order that corresponds to the number of votes for each party’s gubernatorial candidate 
in that county;  

• Candidates who are registered with a recognized political party that did not appear on the 
gubernatorial ballot in the most recent general election for the office of governor, listed in 
alphabetical order by last name; and 

• Independent candidates who were nominated pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-341 (along with a 
three-letter designation determined by the filing officer), listed in alphabetical order by last 
name. A.R.S. § 16-502(E). 

 
If there are two or more candidates of the same political party for the same office, or more than 
one candidate for a judicial office, the names of all such candidates in the particular race must be 
rotated so that each candidate will substantially appear an equal number of times in each possible 
location. However, if the number of candidates in a particular race is less than or equal to the 
number to elect, the candidates’ names must be listed in alphabetical order by last name and no 
rotation is required. A.R.S. § 16-502(E), (H). 
 
In general elections with a presidential candidate on the ballot, presidential electors’ first and last 
names must be listed in alphabetical order (according to last name). The presidential and vice-
presidential candidates’ last names must be printed in bold and placed adjacent to the elector 
names, with the presidential candidate’s name printed above the vice-presidential candidate’s 
name. A.R.S. § 16-502(C)(1). 
 
For ballot measures, the officer in charge of elections must use one of the following methods to 
describe the measure: 

1. Print the full text of the measure on the ballot; 

2. Print a summary of the measure that contains a statutorily- prescribed heading, an official 
title, a descriptive title, and a summary that describes the measure’s effect; or 

3. Print a summary of the measure that contains an alternative heading and a summary that 
describes the measure’s effect, but omits the official title and descriptive title (see below 
for specific requirements).  

 
The ballot must contain the words “Yes” and “No” or “For ___” and “Against ____”, along with 
a space for the voter to mark their choice, below the description of the ballot measure. A.R.S. § 
19-125(B)-(F); A.R.S. § 16-502(L)-(N).  
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 Additional Requirements for PPE Ballots 

Similar to a partisan primary election ballot, a PPE ballot must distinguish political party ballots 
by color and contain candidate names for only that political party. A.R.S. § 16-245(A). Otherwise, 
PPE ballots must comply with the following specific requirements.  

 
A PPE ballot must contain the following information in descending order: 

• The following header at the top of the ballot: 

“Official Ballot of the ___________ Party, 

Presidential Preference Election (date), 

County of ____________,  

State of Arizona” 

• The title “_______________ Party Candidates for President of the United States;” 

• The text “Vote for not more than one;” and 

• The political party candidates certified to appear on the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-245(A)-(B). 
 
The ballot also may contain printed instructions to voters as prescribed for other elections (see 
below for specific instructions). A.R.S. § 16-245(B). 
 
Unlike all other ballots, candidate order is determined by lot drawn at a public meeting conducted 
by the Secretary of State. The officer in charge of elections must print candidate names in the order 
and format specified by the Secretary of State, without rotation of candidate names. A.R.S. § 16-
245(B). Write-in votes are not permitted, and no other elections may be combined with a PPE 
ballot. A.R.S. § 16-241(A); A.R.S. § 16-247. 
 
A PPE ballot must comply with any other ballot format requirements in Section V(A)(1)(a) that 
are not inconsistent with this Section.  

 Additional Requirements for Recall Election Ballots 

The reasons set forth in the recall petition for demanding the officer’s recall and the officer’s 
justification of their conduct in office shall be printed on the recall election ballot. The officer’s 
justification must be not more than 200 words in length. There shall be no party designation on the 
recall ballot for a nonpartisan office. The form of the ballot shall otherwise conform as nearly as 
practicable to the ballot prescribed for general elections. A.R.S. § 19-213. 

Formatted: Justified
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2. Ballot Marking Instructions 
 
Immediately below the subheading that specifies the type of election, the election date, and the 
name of the county and state holding the election, an official ballot may contain the following 
voter instructions: 

1. Put a mark according to the instructions next to the name of each candidate for 
each office for whom you wish to vote. 

2. If you wish to vote for a person whose name is not printed on the ballot, write 
such name in the blank space provided on the ballot or write-in envelope and 
put a mark according to the instructions next to the name so written. 

3. Put a mark according to the instructions next to the word “yes” (or “for”) for 
each proposition or question you wish to be adopted. Put a mark according to 
the instructions next to the word “no” (or “against”) for each proposition or 
question you wish not to be adopted.  

A.R.S. § 16-502(A). The officer in charge of elections may add additional instructions to the ballot 
as needed. 

3. Order of Candidate Races 

 Partisan Candidate Offices 

Partisan candidate races must be listed in the following order in the partisan section of the ballot: 

1. Presidential electors; 

2. U.S. Senator; 

3. U.S. Representative; 

4. Governor; 

5. State Senator; 

6. State Representative; 

• A.R.S. § 16-502(D) requires state legislative candidates’ names to appear directly 
below the gubernatorial candidates’ names. In election years where there are no 
gubernatorial candidates on the ballot, legislative candidates’ names must still 
appear before statewide offices. 

7. Secretary of State; 

8. Attorney General; 

9. State Treasurer; 

10. Superintendent of Public Instruction; 

11. State Mine Inspector; 

12. Corporation Commissioner; 
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13. County Offices; 

• The officer in charge of elections may determine the ballot order for County 
Supervisor, County Assessor, County Attorney, Clerk of the Superior Court, 
County Recorder, County School Superintendent, County Sheriff, and County 
Treasurer.  

14. Justice of the Peace; and 

15. Constable. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-502(C). Candidate races not up for election must be omitted from the ballot. Precinct 
Committeemen must be included on a separate ballot style, along with all other races in the 
precinct, only for voters registered with the particular political party in the precinct. See Chapter 
8, Section V(A)(1)(b). PPE ballots are subject to different requirements. See Chapter 8, Section 
V(A)(1)(d). 

 Nonpartisan Candidate Offices 

Subject to the exceptions outlined below, the following nonpartisan candidate races must be 
listed in order in the nonpartisan section of the ballot: 

1. Justice of the Supreme Court; 

2. Judge of the Court of Appeals (Division 1); 

3. Judge of the Court of Appeals (Division 2); 

4. Judge of the Superior Court (retention in Maricopa, Pima, and Pinal, and Coconino 
Counties);  

5. Judge of the Superior Court (election in Apache, Cochise, Coconino, Gila, Graham, 
Greenlee, La Paz, Mohave, Navajo, Santa Cruz, Yavapai, and Yuma Counties).64 

6. Governing Board Member of a School District;  

7. Governing Board Member of a Community College District;  

8. Governing Board of a Joint Technical Education District; 

9. Governing Board Member of a Special Taxing District; 

10. City or Town Mayor; 

11. City or Town Council Member. 
 

 
64 As has been the long-standing practice in counties with populations of less than 250,000, candidates for 
superior court judge who are members of recognized political parties must participate in a partisan primary 
election. A.R.S. § 16-331, which requires primary elections to determine which candidates will be on the 
general election ballot, does not violate the requirement in Article VI, Section 12 of the Arizona 
Constitution. Consistent with Article VI, Section 12 of the Arizona Constitution, the winners in the primary 
election then participate in the general election, but no partisan designation appears on the general election 
ballot. See Ariz. Op. Atty. Gen. No. I04-004 (2004). 
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A.R.S. § 16-502(J). The following exceptions apply to candidate order in the nonpartisan 
candidate section:  

• The officer in charge of elections may reasonably adjust the nonpartisan candidate order in 
order to avoid printing on the reverse side of the ballot, to achieve uniformity with the 
reverse side of the ballot, or to eliminate blank space; 

• A recall election involving a candidate who was originally elected in a partisan race should 
be listed in the partisan section of the ballot, and (if applicable) in the section of the partisan 
ballot where candidate’s race was originally positioned, A.R.S. § 19-213; and 

• An election to fill the vacant unexpired term of a nonpartisan office must appear under 
separate heading immediately below the nonpartisan candidates and shall include the 
expiration date of the term of the vacated office.  A.R.S. § 16-502(K); A.R.S. § 15-424(F). 

 
Candidate races not up for election (or judicial offices not up for retention) should be omitted 
from the ballot.  

i. Determining Judicial Offices Subject to Retention 
 
Following appointment, a justice or judge (including superior court judges in counties with a 
population that exceeds 250,000) serves an initial 2-year term before seeking retention in office. 
Ariz. Const. Art. VI, § 37(C). Thereafter, justices and judges serve 6-year terms between retention 
elections. Ariz. Const. Art. VI, § 4; Ariz. Const. Art. VI, § 37(C); A.R.S. § 12-101; A.R.S. § 12-
120.01(B). 
 
Supreme Court justices appear on the ballot for retention in all Arizona counties. 
 
For the 16 judges in Division 1 of the Court of Appeals, which covers Maricopa, Yuma, La Paz, 
Mohave, Coconino, Yavapai, Navajo, and Apache Counties: 

• The 10 judges appointed from Maricopa County in Division 1 of the Court of Appeals 
must appear on the Maricopa County ballot for retention; 

• The five judges appointed from Yuma County, La Paz County, Mohave County, 
Coconino County, Yavapai County, Navajo County or Apache County in Division 1 of 
the Court of Appeals must appear on these 7 counties’ ballots for retention; 

• Retention of the 16th judge in Division 1 of the Court of Appeals depends on the county 
of residence: 

- If the judge was appointed from Maricopa County, that judge must appear on the 
Maricopa County ballot for retention; 

- If the judge was appointed from Yuma County, La Paz County, Mohave County, 
Coconino County, Yavapai County, Navajo County or Apache County, that judge 
must appear on these 7 counties’ ballots for retention. 

 

A.R.S. § 12-120.02(A). 
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For the six judges in Division 2 of the Court of Appeals, which covers Pima, Pinal, Cochise, 
Santa Cruz, Greenlee, Graham, and Gila Counties: 

• The four judges appointed from Pima County in Division 2 of the Court of Appeals 
must appear on the Pima County ballot for retention; and 

• The two judges appointed from Pinal County, Cochise County, Santa Cruz County, 
Greenlee County, Graham County, or Gila County in Division 2 of the Court of 
Appeals must appear on these six counties’ ballots for retention. 

 
A.R.S. § 12-120.02(A)-(B). 
 
Superior court judges appear on the ballot for retention in the county in which they were elected 
or appointed. Ariz. Const. Art. 6, § 37(B). 
 
The Arizona Commission on Judicial Performance must notify the Secretary of State which 
justices and judges are up for retention in a particular general election. A.R.S. § 19-123(A)(5); 
A.R.S. § 19-124.01. 

4. Political Party Designations 

In a partisan race where a candidate sought a political party nomination by primary, the officer in 
charge of elections must place a three-letter designation to the right of the candidate’s name that 
corresponds to the party designated in the candidate’s nomination paper. A.R.S. § 16-502(E). 
 
The following three-letter designations correspond to the current or recently recognized political 
parties: 

• DEM: Democratic Party  

• GRN: Green Party 

• LBT: Libertarian Party 

• REP: Republican Party 
 
In a partisan race where an independent candidate sought a nomination other than by primary, the 
officer in charge of elections must determine a three-letter designation based on the three-word 
designation in the candidate’s nomination paper. A.R.S. § 16-341(D); A.R.S. § 16-502(E). 
 
A political party selection of “independent” must be designated as “IND” on the general election 
ballot. Otherwise, the officer in charge of elections has sole discretion how to translate other non-
recognized political party selections into three-letter designations (except that independent 
candidates may not be designated as “DEM,” “GRN,” “LBT,” or “REP”,” or, when the Green 
Party is a recognized party, “GRN,” on the general election ballot). 
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5. Special Provisions for Ballot Measures 

 Numbering Ballot Measures 

For any measure that has qualified for the ballot, the officer in charge of elections must assign a 
three-digit proposition or question number based on the ballot measure type: 

• Constitutional Initiative: 100 series 

- A “constitutional initiative” is brought about by petition and represents the 
citizens’ effort to amend the Arizona Constitution. 

• Constitutional Referral: 100 series 

- A “constitutional referral” is a proposed constitutional amendment referred to the 
general election ballot by the Arizona Legislature. 

• Statutory Initiative: 200 series 

- A “statutory initiative” is brought about by petition and represents the citizens’ 
effort to amend, add, or strike a statute. 

• Statutory Referral: 300 series 

- A “statutory referral” is a statutory measure referred to the general election ballot 
by the Arizona Legislature. 

• Citizen Referendum: 300 series 

- A “citizen referendum” is brought about by petition and represents the citizens’ 
effort to veto a bill recently passed by the Arizona Legislature or other local 
government body. 

• Local charter amendment, initiative, referendum, bond measure, or budget override: 400 
series 

 
Propositions or questions within a jurisdiction must be numbered consecutively based on the order 
filed with the officer in charge of elections. Individual numbers continue from the last number 
used in the previous election and do not repeat until all 100 numbers in that series have been used. 
A.R.S. § 19-125(B).A.R.S. § 19-125(B). For non-statewide ballot measures appearing on the ballot 
in multiple counties, unless otherwise agreed upon by the applicable counties, the county with the 
highest population of voters shall assign the number for the ballot measure and, where practicable, 
other counties shall use that same number for the same ballot measure in order to minimize voter 
confusion.  
 
The proposition or question number must be printed in reverse type (white type on black 
background) in at least 12-point font. A.R.S. § 19-125(C). For example, a statutory initiative 
designated as Proposition 205 must be printed on the ballot as follows: 
 

PROPOSITION 205 
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PROPOSICIÓN 205 

 Order of Ballot Measures 

Ballot measures must appear on the ballot in the following order, below any nonpartisan 
candidate races in the nonpartisan section of the ballot:  

• State constitutional amendments; 

• Statewide statutory initiatives; 

• Statewide referenda; 

• County ballot measures, including school district, joint technical education district, and 
community college district ballot measures; 

- The officer in charge of elections may determine the ballot order for county 
initiatives, county referenda, county school district bond measures, county school 
district budget overrides, community college district bond measures, community 
college district budget overrides, special taxing district bond measures, and 
special taxing district budget overrides.  

• City or town ballot measures; and 

- The city or town clerk may determine the ballot order for city charter 
amendments, city or town initiatives, and city or town referenda.  

• Special taxing district ballot measures. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-502(L); A.R.S. § 19-125(B). Ballot measures types that will not be voted on in the 
election should be omitted from the ballot. 

 Printing Initiatives and Referenda on the Ballot 

The officer in charge of elections may use one of the three methods to print initiatives and 
referenda (including legislative referrals) on the official ballot: 

1. Print the full text of the measure on the ballot, followed by the words “yes” and “no” 
or “for _____” and “against ____” for the voter to mark their choice; 

2. Print a standard summary of the measure that contains a statutorily- prescribed heading, 
an official title, a descriptive title, and a summary that describes the measure’s effect 
(see below for specific requirements); or 

3. Print a condensed summary of the measure that contains an alternative heading and a 
summary that describes the measure’s effect, but omits the official title and descriptive 
title (see below for specific requirements). 

i. Standard Summary of the Measure 
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If the officer in charge of elections chooses the standard summary option (printing a statutorily- 
prescribed heading, an official title, a descriptive title, and an analysis of the measure’s potential 
effect), the following requirements apply. 
 
Below the proposition number, the officer in charge of elections must print one of the following 
headings, as applicable: 

• Constitutional Initiative: “Proposed Amendment to the Constitution by the Initiative;” 

• Constitutional Referral: “Proposed Amendment to the Constitution by the Legislature;” 

• Statutory Initiative: “Proposed by Initiative Petition;” 

• Statutory Referral: “Referred to the People by the Legislature;” or 

• Citizen Referendum: “Referendum Ordered by Petition of the People.”  
 
An official title must be printed below the prescribed heading. The official title comprises a 
description of the constitutional or statutory provisions being amended, added, or deleted by the 
measure. This information is drawn from the introductory portion of the initiative or referendum 
itself. 
 
A descriptive title must be printed below the official title. The descriptive title constitutes a 
summary of the principal provisions of the measure, not to exceed 50 words. 
 
Finally, an analysis of the potential effect of a “yes” or “no” vote on the measure must be printed 
below the descriptive title. Each analysis must begin with following introductory phrases: 

A “yes” vote shall have the effect of ______________________. 

A “no” vote shall have the effect of _______________________. 
 

The “yes” line must be filled with a “brief phrase” that describes the essential change to existing 
law should an initiative or referral receive a majority of votes cast in the election. The “no” must 
be filled with a “brief phrase” that describes how the status quo will be maintained should the 
measure not receive a majority of votes. For a citizen referendum, a “yes” vote has the effect of 
approving the enactment passed by the Legislature and allowing the bill to go into effect, whereas 
a “no” vote essentially constitutes a citizens’ veto and prevents the bill from going into effect. 
 
Below the ballot measure analysis, the officer in charge of elections must print the words “yes” 
and “no” for the voter to mark their selection on the ballot. 
 
For statewide ballot measures, the heading, official title, descriptive title, and “yes/no” analysis 
are drafted by the Secretary of State and approved by the Attorney General before being provided 
to the officer in charge of elections for printing on the ballot. For local ballot measures, the local 
jurisdiction is responsible for drafting the heading, official title, descriptive title, and “yes/no” 
analysis. 
 
A.R.S. § 19-125(C)-(D); A.R.S. § 19-141. 
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ii. Condensed Summary of the Measure 
 
In lieu of printing the full standard summary of a measure that includes the official title and 
descriptive title, the officer in charge of elections may print an alternative summary on the ballot 
that contains the following information below the proposition number: 

1. One of the following methods of designating the measure in the ballot header: 

• The standard header, as prescribed for the standard summary above: 

- Constitutional Initiative: “Proposed Amendment to the Constitution by the 
Initiative” 

- Constitutional Referral: “Proposed Amendment to the Constitution by the 
Legislature” 

- Statutory Initiative: “Proposed by Initiative Petition” 

- Statutory Referral: “Referred to the People by the Legislature” 

- Citizen Referendum: “Referendum Ordered by Petition of the People”; or 

• The word “Proposition,” “Question,” or “Charter Amendment” (as applicable), 
followed by the phrase “relating to _____” and inserting the subject matter of the 
measure; 

2. One of the following methods of explaining the effect of the measure: 

• An analysis of the potential effect of a “yes” or “no” vote on the measure as prescribed 
for the standard summary above; or 

• The full text of the measure;65 

3. The words “yes” and “no” for the voter to mark their selection on the ballot; and 

4. Instructions that direct the voter to the official title, descriptive title, and full text of the 
measure as printed on the sample ballot and posted in the voting location. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-502(M); A.R.S. § 19-125(E); A.R.S. § 16-502(N); A.R.S. § 19-125(F). 
 
In other words, this alternative summary allows the officer in charge of elections flexibility to omit 
the official title, descriptive title, and full text of the measure from the official ballot due to space 
limitations. 
 
The alternative heading and “yes/no” analysis are drafted by the Secretary of State and approved 
by the Attorney General before being provided to the officer in charge of elections for printing on 
the ballot. A.R.S. § 19-125(D). 

 
65 The full text of the measure need not be printed on the ballot itself, but may be printed on a separate insert 
(a “tablecloth”) that accompanies the sample ballot. The full text must be made available at each voting 
location as well. A.R.S. § 16-502(N); A.R.S. § 19-125(F). 
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iii. Proposition 105 Statement 

In addition to the standard or condensed summary of the ballot measure, for state statutory 
measures, the officer in charge of elections shall print the following Proposition 105 notice on the 
official ballot immediately before the first state initiative measure and immediately before the first 
state referendum measure: 

• “Notice: Pursuant to Proposition 105 (1998), these measures cannot be changed in the 
future if approved on the ballot except by a three-fourths vote of the members of each house 
of the Legislature and if the change furthers the purpose of the original ballot measure, by 
an initiative petition or referring the change to the ballot.” 

 
A.R.S. § 19-125(E), (F)(5). 

 Proofing Ballots 

The officer in charge of elections must proof the official ballot (in all languages and in all formats, 
including ballots displayed and spoken in accessible voting equipment) prior to distributing the 
ballots for voting purposes.  

 Sending Ballot Proofs to Candidates and Political Parties 

At least 45 days before a primary or general election (unless a shorter time is available due to the 
pendency of a lawsuit), the officer in charge of elections should send a proof of the official ballot 
to: 

• Each candidate (or candidate’s agent) who will appear on the ballot; and  

• The county chairperson of each recognized political party that will have at least one 
candidate on the ballot. 

 
By statute, the officer in charge of elections must send a proof of the official ballot at least 45 days 
before a primary or general election. A.R.S. § 16-461(A)(2)-(3); A.R.S. § 16-510(A). Despite the 
45-day statutory requirement, however, officers in charge of elections are encouraged to send 
ballot proofs at least 60-days before a primary or general election to allow sufficient time to make 
changes to the ballot before the UOCAVA mailing deadline. See Chapter 2, Section I(D). 
 
If a county conducts an election on behalf of a local jurisdiction, the officer in charge of elections 
may transmit the ballot proofs to the local filing officer, who in turn must forward the proofs to 
the applicable candidates for approval.     
 
The officer in charge of elections may send the ballot proof by mail, email, or any other method 
of delivery. The candidate/candidate’s agent and/or county chairperson must inform the officer in 
charge of elections of any errors or omissions in the ballot proof within five calendar days after 
receipt. A.R.S. § 16-461(B). 
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 Financial Responsibility for Printing Ballots 

Official ballots used in federal, statewide, legislative, and county elections must be printed at 
county expense. Expenses for ballots used in city, town, or special taxing district elections must 
be borne by the applicable city, town, or special taxing district. A.R.S. § 16-503(B)-(C).  
 
For ballots that contain races from multiple jurisdictions, the officer in charge of elections may 
contract with a city, town, or special taxing district to reimburse the county for the proportional 
amount of printing expenses.  

 Storage and Security of Ballots 

The officer in charge of elections must implement security procedures to ensure that official ballots 
are properly secured prior to distribution to voting locations.and chain of custody is maintained 
and documented.  
 
For security reasons, official ballots:  

1. Must be inventoried upon receipt and prior to distribution to voting locations; 

2. May be accessed by elections staff only to the extent necessary to perform their authorized 
task; 

3. Must be stored in a locked, secured location that prevents unauthorized access;: 

• Access to ballots must be authorized by the officer in charge of elections. Access 
to the ballot storage location (the outer access area, not each individual cage or 
storage unit) must be documented with a written log or with electronic keycard 
access that indicates the date, time, and identity of the person accessing the ballots. 
The electronic log for key card access must be accessible but need not be printed 
out. 

4. Must be witnessed by two or more election staff members (of different political parties if 
possible) when being moved or transferred, which includes an inventory of the ballots 
before and after the move or transfer. 

 
The officer in charge of elections shall also implement reasonable security procedures for auditing 
and accountability of blank ballot stock for use with on-demand printers. 

The County Recorder or officer in charge of elections shall also implement procedures to ensure 
that voted ballots are properly secured and chain of custody is maintained and documented both 
prior to and after tabulation and canvassing, and for the duration of the applicable retention period. 
See, e.g., Chapter 2, Sections I(I) and VI(B); Chapter 9, Section VIII(B)-(C); Chapter 10, Sections 
I and II; and Chapter 13, Section VI.    

 Sample Ballots 

The officer in charge of elections must prepare sample ballots for each primary and general 
election. A.R.S. § 16-461(A); A.R.S. § 16-510. A sample ballot provides voters who intend to vote 
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in-person on Election Day advanced notice of the candidates and issues that will appear on their 
ballot. 

1. Preparing Sample Ballots 
 
Sample ballots: 

• May be printed on a single page or multiple pages;  

• May not indicate the name or identity of any public official who prepared the sample ballot 
or to whom the sample ballot must be returned; A.R.S. § 16-461(F);66  

• Must be imprinted with the Great Seal of the State of Arizona for elections involving a 
federal, statewide, or legislative candidate or statewide ballot measure; alternatively, the 
seal of the appropriate county, city or town (whichever corresponds to the highest-level 
jurisdiction with a candidate or measure on the ballot) may be imprinted in lieu of the state 
seal; A.R.S. § 16-461(G); and  

• Must include the following warning in a conspicuous location on the ballot: “This is a 
sample ballot and cannot be used as an official ballot under any circumstances.” A.R.S. § 
16-461(D). 

 
Primary election sample ballots are subject to additional requirements, as they must be printed 
with a different color (or contain a distinctive color indicator) that corresponds to the recognized 
political party appearing on that ballot. A.R.S. § 16-468(2). Sample ballots to be mailed to voters 
who are not registered with a recognized political party: 

• May contain all political party candidates on the same sample ballot; and 

• May be printed in alternative paper formats that do not conform to the same size as an 
official ballot, including a reduced size ballot. A.R.S. § 16-461(B). 

 
For a general election involving a ballot measure, the officer in charge of elections must print the 
official title and descriptive title on the ballot and include the full text of the measure with any 
mailing. The full text of the measure need not be printed on the ballot itself, but may be printed on 
a separate insert (a “tablecloth”) that accompanies the sample ballot. A.R.S. § 16-502(N); A.R.S. 
§ 19-125(F). 
 
Ballots should be prepared in sufficient time for proofs to be transmitted to candidates at least 45 
days before the election. For primary elections, the officer in charge of elections must transmit the 
ballot proofs to political parties as well. A.R.S. § 16-461(A). If a county conducts an election on 
behalf of a local jurisdiction, the officer in charge of elections may transmit the ballot proofs to 
the local filing officer, who in turn must forward the proofs to the applicable candidates for 
approval.     

2. Printing and Mailing Official Sample Ballots to Households 
 

 
66 The public official’s name may only appear in the candidate section of the ballot, if applicable. 
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At least 11 days before a primary or general election (except for all ballot-by-mail elections), the 
County Board of Supervisors is responsible for printing and mailing a sample ballot to each 
household containing at least one active registered voter who is not on PEVLAEVL. A.R.S. § 16-
461(D); A.R.S. § 16-510(C); see also A.R.S. § 16-193(2). The Board of Supervisors may delegate 
this responsibility to the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections.  
 
The sample ballot mailing:  

• Must contain the appropriate sample ballot or ballots that correspond to the political party 
preference of the eligible voters in the household (for primary elections only);  

• Must contain the words “Official Voting Materials” on the outgoing envelope or mailer 
face mailed to voters, A.R.S. § 16-461(G);  

• Must include the list of acceptable forms of identification to vote at a voting location 
pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1); and  

• Must contain the statement (for assigned polling place elections only): “Have you moved? 
You MUST go to the polling place designated for your CURRENT RESIDENCE 
ADDRESS. If you go to the WRONG polling place, there may be some races or ballot 
questions on your (provisional) ballot that you are not eligible to vote for and therefore 
your votes for those races or ballot questions will NOT COUNTnot be counted.” 

3. Sample Ballots at Voting Locations 
 
The Board of Supervisors is responsible for printing and distributing at least two official sample 
ballots of each ballot style for use at polling places during the primary and general election. A.R.S. 
§ 16-510(B). The sample ballots must correspond to the appropriate official ballots for the polling 
place and be contained in the precinct supplies for that location. The Board of Supervisors may 
delegate this responsibility to the officer in charge of elections.  
 
Sample ballots need not be provided to vote centers if the vote center is able to print sample ballots 
upon request.  
 
The officer in charge of elections must make the sample ballots available in plain view or post a 
notice at voting locations that sample ballots are available upon request. A.R.S. § 16-461(B). 

4. Financial Responsibility for Preparing and Mailing Sample Ballots 
 
The Board of Supervisors shall seek reimbursement from the Secretary of State for each sample 
ballot mailed to a county household. A.R.S. § 16-510(C). See Chapter 12, Section IV(C). 

 LANGUAGE MINORITY VOTING MATERIALS 

After the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Shelby County v. Holder, 570 U.S. 529 (2013), the 
State of Arizona is no longer a covered jurisdiction required to provide all voting materials in 
Spanish under the federal Voting Rights Act, Sections 4(b), 4(f)(3), and 4(f)(4). Nonetheless, 
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counties and other political subdivisions are strongly encouraged to continue to provide voting 
materials and language assistance in Spanish, as well as other languages previously required in 
the county.   
 
The following counties are currently independently covered under Section 203 of the Voting 
Rights Act and therefore have an obligation to print (in the case of written languages) and/or 
provide (in the case of historically unwritten or oral languages) voting materials67 in additional 
languages for the following language minority groups: 

• Apache County: Navajo 

• Coconino County: Navajo 

• Gila County: Apache 

• Graham County: Apache 

• Maricopa County: Spanish 

• Navajo County: Navajo 

• Pima County: Spanish 

• Pinal County: Apache 

• Santa Cruz County: Spanish 

• Yuma County: Spanish 
 
Voting Rights Act Amendments of 2006, Determinations Under Section 203, 81 FR 87532-01 
(Dec. 5, 2016), available at https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2016-12-05/pdf/2016-28969.pdf. 
 
A covered jurisdiction must determine which language, forms of languages, or dialects will be 
effective in meeting the requirements of the Voting Rights Act. 28 C.F.R. § 55.11. 
 
The following sections describe the minority language requirements in greater detail. 

 Voting Materials Required Toto Be in Minority Language(s) 

If a covered jurisdiction is required to provide language assistance, all written materials distributed 
to (or provided for the benefit of) voters must be printed in the required language(s), 28 C.F.R. § 
55.19(a), including:  

• Registration and voting notices; 

• Forms; 

 
67 Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act defines “voting materials” as “registration or voting notices, forms, 
instructions, assistance, or other materials or information relating to the electoral process, including 
ballots.” 52 U.S.C. § 10503(b)(3)(A). The term should be broadly construed to apply to all stages of the 
electoral process. 28 C.F.R. § 55.15. Accordingly, the term encompasses both written and oral 
communication. 
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• Instructions; 

• In-person assistance; 

• Ballots (including accessible ballots and the accompanying audio translation); and 

• Any other materials or information relating to the electoral process. 28 C.F.R. § 55.15. 
 
Where the language of the applicable minority group is oral or unwritten, the covered jurisdiction 
is only required to provide oral instructions, assistance, or other information relating to registration 
and voting, including voting by mail, in the covered language. 52 U.S.C. § 10503(c). Measures 
that may contribute to this process include using bilingual registrars, placing bilingual poll workers 
at voting locations, and making announcements over minority language radio and television 
stations. See 28 C.F.R. § 55.18(c)-(e); 55.20. 
 
A covered jurisdiction may attempt to use cost effective methods of compliance if they are 
equivalent in their effectiveness to more costly methods. 28 C.F.R. § 55.16. This may include 
implementing a system that provides translated voting materials to fewer than all registered voters, 
as long as the system is designed and implemented in a way that ensures language minority group 
members who need translated materials and assistance can receive them. 28 C.F.R. § 55.17. 
 
Where the language of the applicable minority group is oral or unwritten, the covered jurisdiction 
is only required to provide oral instructions, assistance, or other information relating to registration 
and voting in the covered language. 52 U.S.C. § 10503(c). 

 Types of Elections Requiring Minority Language Voting Materials 

A covered jurisdiction must provide voting materials in the required language(s) for all elections 
within the covered jurisdiction, including the elections of each municipality, school district, or 
special taxing district within the covered jurisdiction. 28 C.F.R. § 55.10(a)-(b); 28 C.F.R. § 55.9. 
 
For offices that cross county lines, language minority voting material requirements are to be 
applied on a county-by-county basis. Accordingly, if an individual county is not a covered 
jurisdiction, that county does not need to provide bilingual voting materials. 28 C.F.R. § 55.10(c). 

 PREPARATION OF SIGNATURE ROSTERS AND E-POLLBOOKS 

Prior to a statewide primary or general election, the County Recorder must prepare paper signature 
rosters and precinct registers or e-pollbook data and distribute the rosters/data to the officer in 
charge of elections for use at each voting location on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-168(A)-(B); A.R.S. 
§ 16-169(A); A.R.S. § 16-583(A). A signature roster or e-pollbook serves as the official list of 
eligible voters (other than secured voters) for a particular voting location or election.68 

 
68 For purposes of this Section, an e-pollbook includes a system whereby electronic tablets or computers 
are uploaded with voter registration data or are connected to a live voter registration database via a secure 
virtual private network (VPN) connection. 
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If a County Recorder uses paper signature rosters, the rosters must be bound with a suitable cover 
and bear the title “signature roster _____ precinct, ____ county, Arizona” (if used in assigned 
polling place-assigned). The cover must contain the following affidavit for the inspector to sign:  

“I, _____, inspector of the board of election of _______ precinct, ________ county, 
Arizona hereby certify that the foregoing (excepting signatures in red) are true and 
correct signatures of all electors who voted in precinct on _____. 

(date) 

(inspector)” 

A.R.S. § 16-169(B). An e-pollbook must be accompanied by an affidavit (equivalent to 
that specified for paper rosters) to be signed by the inspector on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-
169(C). 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must have a back-up solution, such as 
a printed roster or other contingency plan, in case the e-pollbooks do not properly function on 
Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-571(C). The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections 
must also implement cybersecurity protocols to ensure the integrity of e-pollbook data when e-
pollbooks are electronically connected to county systems. See Chapter 4, Section III(B).Chapter 
4, Section III(B).  
 
A County Recorder should ensure the signature roster or e-pollbook contains the most up-to-date 
information prior to printing or distribution. In particular, a County Recorder should check the 
DHS SAVE database to confirm eligibility for any registrant who submitted an Alien Registration 
Number, Naturalization Certificate Number, or Citizenship Certificate Number as proof of 
citizenship. See Chapter 1, Section II(A)(6). If time permits, the County Recorder should be 
prepared to print a supplement to the signature roster or conduct a last-minute upload to the e-
pollbooks. In cases where the roster or e-pollbook cannot be timely updated, the County Recorder 
may issue a Recorder’s Certificate to any affected registrants. See Chapter 1, Section II. 
 
A signature roster or e-pollbook must contain the following information: 

1. Name; 

2. Residence address or description of residence location; 

3. Mailing address (if different than residence address); 

3.4. Registration date and status (active/inactive); and 

4.5. Party preference or registered party.; 

5.6. Roster number, numbered consecutively (paper signature roster only); 

6.7. Mailing address (if different than residence address); 

7.8. Signature block (an early ballot affidavit may serve as the signature block when 
conducting on-site early voting or a ballot-by-mail election);  
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8.9. “Federal-only” voter designation (if applicable); and 

9.10. Indicator if voter requested, received, or returned an early ballot, as applicable;. 
 
A signature roster or e-pollbook must also contain the following information, if practicable:69 

1. Birth year; 

2. Ballot type/style, including political party ballot selected in a partisan primary; 

3. Voter ID number; 

4. Barcode (paper signature rosters only); 

5. A standardized oath that poll workers obtained valid proof of identity from every voter, or 
if identification was not presented, the provisional ballot envelope was marked 
appropriately. 

 
A signature roster or e-pollbook may not contain secured registrants’ information. If a county uses 
a tablet or computer terminal that has live access to the voter registration database via a secure 
virtual private network (VPN) connection, the system must be capable of shielding secured 
registrants’ information from public view (or providing view access only to the secured registrant). 
See Chapter 4, Section III. 
 
For paper rosters, additional pages for inactive voters and voters who voted a provisional ballot 
must be included in any signature roster (either attached to the back of the roster, in a separate 
roster, or identified within the roster). If inactive voters are comingled with active voters on the 
signature roster, the inactive voters must be clearly identified and the officer in charge of elections 
must have the ability to identify and/or extract the inactive voter information after the election to 
update the voter registration record. For provisional ballot voters, the roster must be numbered 
consecutively starting with “V-1,” “V-2,” etc. A.R.S. § 16-584(E). E-pollbooks must also contain 
inactive voters and have a means of indicating which voters voted a provisional ballot.  

 PREPARATION OF VOTING SUPPLIES 

 Materials to Be Distributed to Voting Locations 

The following items should be included among supplies distributed to voting locations, as 
applicable: 

1. Election board worker supplies: 

 
69 Additional data, such as full dates of birth, may be transmitted to e-pollbook vendors to facilitate e-
pollbook functionality provided the following requirements are met: (i) only data required for e-pollbook 
functionality shall be transmitted to e-pollbook vendors; (ii) the data shall be transmitted using secure 
methods, such as encryption or secure website or SFTP; (iii) the County Recorder or officer in charge of 
elections shall exercise best efforts to protect the confidentiality of registrant data transferred to vendors, 
including requiring the vendor to agree to reasonable confidentiality terms; and (iv) the vendor shall 
securely dispose of the transmitted data after it is no longer needed for the election at issue. 
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• Board workers’ checklists; 

• Signature rosters, poll lists, and precinct registers (if paper signature rosters are 
utilized); 

• Challenge lists or forms; 

• Sample ballots (for assigned polling place elections), see Chapter 8, Section V(F); 

• Relevant election laws and training guides; 

• Provisional ballot envelopes or affidavits (see Section VIII(B) below); 

• Provisional ballot roster;  

• Ballot box keys; and 

• Demonstration ballots (ballots that contain marking instructions)). 

2. Signs: 

• Arrows; 

• “Vote Here” signs; 

• “Instructions to Voters” notice, see Chapter 9, Section I(A); 

• “Right to Vote a Provisional Ballot” notice, see Chapter 9, Section I(A); 

• “HandicapAccessible Parking” signs (if no permanent signs are available); 

• “Curbside Voting Available” signs (as needed); and 

• Write-in candidate notice, see Chapter 9, Section I(A); 

3. Supply Bag: 

• Voting equipment manuals (if applicable); 

• Pens and/or pencils;  

• A method for measuring the 75-foot limit; 

• Masking tape; and 

• “I Voted” stickers (if available); 

4. Official returns envelope; 

• Upon completion of the election, the official returns envelope must contain any spoiled 
ballots, a copy of the signature roster (paper jurisdictions only),poll list, and the 
challenge list/forms (if applicable). The envelope must be sealed with a pressure-
sensitive label, and the inspector and judges are required to sign across the seal and 
onto the envelope. A.R.S. § 16-615. If the voting location has a tabulation machine, the 
official returns envelope should also contain a copy of the results tape from the 
tabulation machine, printed immediately after the close of the polls. See Chapter 9, 
Section VIII(B).  

5. Unofficial returns envelope (if necessary);  
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• By statute, upon completion of the election, the unofficial returns envelope must 
contain completed payroll vouchers, signature roster, a copy of the poll list, and any 
other items directed by the officer in charge of elections. The unofficial returns must be 
made available for inspection for six months after the election. A.R.S. § 16-616; A.R.S. 
§ 16-551(D). However, the use of e-pollbooks or other technology may render ana 
physical unofficial returns envelope unnecessary if the technology electronically 
captures all the required information. for the officer in charge of elections. See Chapter 
9, Section VIII(B). 

6. Payroll supplies: 

• Payroll voucher  

7. Miscellaneous supplies: 

• ADA temporary equipment, including ramps, door props, door handles, etc. (as 
needed); 

• Magnifying sheets that may be used to magnify the text on a ballot; 

• Precinct map (assigned polling place elections only); 

- In assigned polling place elections, a poll worker may use the map to assist the 
voter in locating the correct polling place, but may also use an e-pollbook to identify 
the correct precinct or provide contact information (phone number or website) for 
the voter to contact the elections department or County Recorder’s office. 
Alternatively, the poll worker may offer the option to vote a provisional ballot using 
the accessible voting equipment if the equipment is capable of displaying all ballot 
styles. 

• U.S. flag & stand; 

• Badges / /name tags; 

• SecrecyBallot privacy/secrecy sleeves, which must be offered to voters and that voters 
may be useduse to protect the secrecy of the voter’s choices when carrying the ballot 
in the voting location; 

• Ballot boxes with seals; 

• Voting equipment, including e-pollbooks with seals, accessible voting equipment with 
seals, and tabulation equipment with seals (if applicable); and 

• Voting booths, including voting booths that are accessible for voters with a disability; 

8. Ballots of each required ballot style or blank ballot stock.  

 Provisional Ballot Envelope and Affidavit 

A voted provisional ballot must be placed and sealed in a provisional ballot envelope. A 
provisional ballot envelope must have affixed to it an affidavit for the voter to complete and 
provide the following information: 

1. First and last name; 
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2. Current residence address; 

3. Current mailing address; 

4. Former name, if any; 

5. Former residence address, if any; 

6. Date of birth; 

7. Telephone number; 

8. AZDL/ID# or SSN4; 

9. Date (if necessary); and 

10. A signature attesting to the following statement: 

“I swear or affirm under penalty of perjury that the above information is correct, that I 
have resided in the precinct and/or district at least 29 days before the election, that I am 
eligible to vote in this election and that I have not previously voted in this election. 

I know that my provisional ballot will only be fully counted if I have voted in the correct 
precinct, which is based on where I currently live. I understand that voting in the 
wrong precinct or county means thatmeans that there may be some races or ballot 
questions on the ballot that I am not eligible to vote for, so my votes for those races 
or ballot questions will not be counted. I also understand that voting in the wrong 
county means my ballot will not be counted.” 

 
Counties may exhaust existing provisional ballot envelopes or affidavits before printing envelopes 
or affidavits with the updated language. Elections conducted through vote centers are exempt from 
utilizing the statement applicable to out-of-precinct voting. Counties may also capture this 
information and statements electronically, but the voter must sign the affidavit on the provisional 
ballot envelope. 
 
The provisional ballot envelope or affidavit also must contain the following information for the 
poll worker to complete: 

1. The reason why the voter was issued a provisional ballot;  

2. An indication of whether the voter presented proper or insufficient identification; 

3. Provisional ballot affidavit number; 

• The provisional ballot envelope should contain a tear-off stub for the voter to retain 
or the voter should be provided a provisional ballot receipt. Both the envelope 
affidavit and the receipt or tear-off stub should have matching provisional ballot 
affidavit numbers. 

4. Precinct number or voting location; 

5. Type of party ballot issued, if applicable;  

6. An indication of whether the ballot is a “federal-only” ballot; and 
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7. The poll worker’s signature. 
 
The provisional ballot envelope may contain an “Official Use Only” section for County Recorder 
use, which may include (but is not limited to) the following information: 

1. Voter ID number; 

2. Type of ID provided; 

3. Recorder staff member who processed provisional ballot; 

4. Whether ballot was counted or not counted; and 

5. Reason for rejection, if applicable.  

 IMPLEMENTING A WAIT TIME REDUCTION PLAN 

“Wait time” is defined as the duration of time from when the voter arrives in line to the time the 
voter is provided a ballot or access to an accessible voting equipment to vote a regular 
ballotchecked in through the e-pollbook or paper signature roster.   
 
The officer in charge of elections must establish and approve a specific wait time reduction plan 
for each election to best ensure that voters do not have to wait in lines at the voting location for 
more than 30 minutes. and that appropriate countermeasures are implemented if the wait time at a 
voting location exceeds 30 minutes. The factors outlined in the following sections are not 
exclusive, and, to the extent practicable, the officer in charge of elections should solicit public 
feedback regarding the wait time reduction plan. See A.R.S. § 16-411(J).  

 Projecting Voter Turnout 

The officer in charge of elections must project voter turnout at each voting location prior to the 
election to assure the location is adequately staffed and equipped to meet voter demand. 
 
The officer in charge of elections should take into account the following information to project 
voter turnout: 

1. The percentage of voter turnout from the prior two elections of a similar type;, and any 
anticipated increase in voter turnout;  

2. The number of ballots (including regular, early, and provisional) cast in the prior two 
elections of a similar type, A.R.S. § 16-411(J)(1);  

3. The number of registered voters, both active and inactive, A.R.S. § 16-411(J)(3);  

4. The number of registered voters who requested an early ballot or are on the permanent 
early voting listActive Early Voting List, A.R.S. § 16-411(J)(2); and  

5. The potential number of ineligible voters that could attempt to vote, especially during a 
PPE. 
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 Re-Precincting 

IfFor counties that use precinct-based polling places, if excessive wait times are likely to occur at 
a particular polling place, whether based on population growth or any other reason, the officer in 
charge of elections must consider redrawing precinct boundaries to reduce the likelihood of this 
possibility. The officer in charge of elections should also consider increasing the number of polling 
places, and/or adding vote centers, if possible, to reduce the likelihood of excessive wait times. 
This decision should be made well in advance of the election. A.R.S. § 16-411(J). This decision 
should be made well in advance of the election. 
 
To determine whether recent or projected population growth warrants re-precincting, the officer 
in charge of elections should consider: 

• The year-over-year growth in registered voters in the precinct; and/or 

• The potential for future construction or land development in the precinct (based on 
information obtained from the county assessor, city clerk, or town clerk). 

 
If the officer in charge of election concludes that precinct size would have an adverse impact on 
Election Day wait times, the officer should recommend redrawing the precinct in order to better 
allocate voters. In that case, the County Recorder must also transfer the affected voters into their 
newly- designated precinct.  
 
The County Recorder must mail a new voter registration card to each affected voter, which satisfies 
the requirement to mail a notice of the precinct change. A.R.S. § 16-412.70  
 
The Board of Supervisors must approve all precinct lines by October 1 of an odd-numbered year. 
A.R.S. § 16-411(A). The new precinct boundaries become effective on January 2 of the year of 
the general election. A.R.S. § 16-412. By January 2 of the following year, the officer in charge of 
elections must ensure all relevant maps and legal descriptions have been updated with the new 
precinct lines, voter registration records are updated, and new voter registration cards (with 
updated precincts) are issued to all affected voters. A.R.S. § 16-412. 

 Staffing and Supplying Voting Locations 

The officer in charge of elections should deploy additional resources at voting locations where 
projected turnout (including both eligible and ineligible voters) is expected to exceed normal 
levels. In considering the resources needed at voting locations, the officer in charge of elections 
should consider past wait time data and any data demonstrating disparate wait times at voting 
locations across the county. 
 
The officer in charge of elections should: 

1. Determine the optimal number of poll workers, based on: 

 
70 The statute provides an exception if a sample ballot containing voters’ newly- designated precinct name 
or number is mailed prior to the next primary election. See A.R.S. § 16-412. 
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• The projected time to check-in a voter and seek proof of identity; 

• The projected time involved in use of accessible voting devices;  

• The number of voters likely to cast provisional ballots;  

• The number of independent voters who may seek to vote (if conducting a PPE); 
and 

• Any increased or unusual level of interest in the election. 

2. Determine the proper number of signature rosters/e-pollbooks and voting equipment in 
order to keep up with demand; 

3. Recruit additional poll workers who will be assigned or remain in reserve on Election Day, 
including recruitment of students and other county workers;  

4. Conduct additional training for poll workers (including premium poll workers) assigned to 
high volume precincts; 

5. Ensure proper signage at all polling locations, including signs that will educate voters in 
line about how to proceed through the voting process efficiently;   

6. Determine the number of bilingual poll workers needed for each voting location; 

7. Empower the inspector to request additional poll workers and, in exceptional cases, recruit 
poll workers from the line with permission of the officer in charge of elections; 

8. Ensure the inspector is prepared to shift personnel, redistribute responsibilities, reorganize 
the voting location, or make any other changes that will facilitate efficiency and reduce 
wait times; 

9. Assign troubleshooters or equivalent staff who are capable of reaching any voting location 
within 30 minutes of being dispatched (if geographically feasible); and  

10. Ensure troubleshooters or equivalent staff have made prior contact with each inspector they 
oversee on Election Day, including a discussion about voting location layout and 
contingency plans.  

 Conducting Voter Education 

The officer in charge of elections must educate voters by disseminating information that may help 
reduce wait times on Election Day, including, but not limited to, information on the following 
topics:  

1. Voters must present a valid identification; 

2. Voters’ registration must be up-to-date; 

3. Voters may only vote at their designated polling place based on their current residential 
address (assigned polling place elections only), or for counties that utilize vote centers, 
any vote center in the county (along with information on how to identify vote centers 
closest to the voter’s current address); 

4. Peak voting times compared to times when wait times are likely shorter; 
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5. Information about any websites, phone apps, or other technology that facilitate the voting 
process or provide voter education; 

6. Encourage voters to bring their sample ballots to the polls with selections already marked 
to help accelerate their voting process; and 

7. Early voting and permanent early voting options.  
 
Much of this information must be reported in the county’s voter education report. See Chapter 
13, Section II.  
 

 Developing Contingency Plans 

The officer in charge of elections must have a contingency plan ready to implement if wait times 
consistently or significantly exceed 30 minutes. The contingency plan must include, but need not 
be limited to, the following:  

1. For counties that use vote centers, a plan to inform voters of the option to vote at nearby 
voting location(s) with shorter or no wait times;  

1.2. A transfer plan for poll workers to move from a less busy location or from a reserve 
staging area; 

2.3. A plan to open alternate or additional voting locations (including a plan to educate voters 
about the new location); 

3.4. A plan to add additional e-pollbooks (if used in the county); 

4.5. A plan to add voting/secrecy booths; and 

5.6. A plan to add accessible voting equipment.  
 
To the extent practicable, a plan for implementing back-up paper systems should be available in 
case of electronic equipment failure or loss of power.  
 
The marshal will monitor the voter wait time at a polling place, and must inform the inspector 
(who must, in turn, contact the officer in charge of elections) when the wait time reaches 20 
minutes or more. 

 Emergency Procedures 

The ballot box shall not be removed from the voting location or presence of bystanders until all 
ballots are counted, nor opened until after the polls are finally closed unless an emergency renders 
the polling place unusable to the point where it can no longer function as a polling place because 
law enforcement or other emergency personnel have ordered the polling place to be evacuated or 
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as determined by the officer in charge of elections to allow voting to continue while awaiting an 
evacuation order. The following procedures shall be followed in the event of an emergency: 

• If the locked ballot box must be removed from the polling place due to an emergency, at 
least two members of the election board, not members of the same political party, shall 
accompany the box to a new polling place designated by the officer in charge of elections. 

• If practical and available, a law enforcement officer shall aid in the transfer of the ballot 
box. 

• If two members of the election board are not available to transfer the ballot box, one 
member of the election board and one law enforcement officer may accompany the box to 
the new polling place. 

• Two additional board members shall verify whether the ballot box arrived at the new 
polling place and that it was not opened or damaged. 

• All election board members who accompanied the locked ballot box to the new location 
and the one or two board members who verified the box’s arrival shall file a report with 
the officer in charge of elections that describes the actions taken by the board members. 
This report shall be filed on the day of the emergency. 

• On the day of the emergency in which the ballot box was moved, all election board 
members who aided in the transfer and verification of the locked ballot box shall indicate 
on official documents containing their oath whether they witnessed the transfer of the box 
and whether the box remained locked. 
 

A.R.S. § 16-564(A)-(E), (G). 

 Ballot Box Overflow Procedures  

If during the course of an election the ballot box can no longer accommodate additional ballots, 
the officer in charge of elections shall dispatch an additional ballot box to the appropriate voting 
location. The full ballot box shall remain locked until closing of the polls. If a tabulation unit is 
used, it shall be removed and placed on the additional ballot box or another tabulation unit and 
ballot box should be dispatched so voting may continue. If another unit is deployed, poll workers 
must first run zero tapes and confirm transfer, including checking security seals. 
 
In the event there is no spare ballot box available, the board workers shall remove a sufficient 
number of ballots from the ballot box and shall place the removed ballots into the case that will be 
used for the transfer of the ballots to the officer in charge of elections. The inspector and both 
judges shall oversee the transfer and the following shall apply: 

1. The number of removed ballots shall be hand counted immediately by the election board. 

2. A written document shall be produced and signed by the board members supervising the 
count. The written document shall indicate the count and the reason for the removal of 
ballots. 
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3. The removed ballots and corresponding documentation shall be placed in the transfer case 
and shall be kept sealed until the polls are closed. 

4. Once the removed ballots are sealed in the transfer case, the original ballot box shall be 
relocked or sealed and voting may continue. 

5. At the close of the polls, the ballots in the locked or sealed ballot box shall be: (i) removed 
from the ballot box and immediately tabulated; or (ii) maintained in the locked and sealed 
box and securely transferred to the officer in charge of elections for tabulation.  If 
tabulation occurs after of closing of the polls, the count shall be documented. 

6. Ballots should be sealed in ballot boxes or transfer cases with any corresponding 
documentation while ensuring tabulated ballots are kept separate from un-tabulated ballots. 

7. The sealed ballot boxes and/or transfer cases will be transported to the central counting 
place designated by the officer in charge of elections. 

 
At the close of an election, if the ballot box has been opened, a report detailing those events and 
other pertinent information shall be made by the officer in charge of elections to the chairpersons 
of all recognized political parties in that county at their request. A.R.S. § 16-564(F), (G). 

 Complete Power or Unit Failure/Ballot Emergency Bin 

In counties that use polling place tabulation units, any ballots that have been deposited in the 
emergency bin during a complete power failure or unit failure must be fed through the tabulation 
unit when polls close and prior to generating the results tape at the end of the day.71 In addition, 
the following steps must be completed: 

 Using the key provided, at least two board workers not from the same political party shall 
open the ballot box emergency bin and remove the unprocessed ballots, if any, that were 
placed in the emergency bin due to a complete power failure or tabulation unit failure.  

 The board workers shall feed the unprocessed ballots, one by one, into the tabulation 
unit, making sure that the digital readout increases by one each time. 

 If any ballot that is over-voted or blank is returned, the inspector will use the override 
procedure to allow the ballot to be scanned. 

 After all of the unprocessed ballots have been fed into the tabulation unit, the board workers 
may proceed with the regular procedures for closing the polls. 

 After the polls have closed, any ballot the machine is unable to process or that has been 
marked but is returned as “unreadable” shall be set aside and sent to the central counting 
place for duplication. 

 

 
71 There is no “complete power failure” or “unit failure” if the battery backup remained operative. 
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 Determining Optimal Layout 

The officer in charge of elections must determine the optimal layout for each voting location based 
on voter turnout projections. High volume voting locations should process provisional voters 
separately from other voters to maintain a continuous flow of voters. 

 Wait-Time Reduction Survey 

In order to test the efficacy of wait time reduction efforts over time, the officer in charge of 
elections should participate in occasional wait time reduction surveys at the request of (and in 
collaboration with) the Secretary of State. 

 Public Input 

The officer in charge of elections is encouraged to solicit public feedback on the wait time 
reduction plan, for example, by posting the proposed plan on the officer’s website and soliciting 
feedback. 

 CANCELING AN ELECTION 

Certain candidate elections may be canceled if there are equal to or fewer candidates seeking 
office, including write-in candidates, than the number to elect for a given race.  
 
The following races are eligible for cancellation: 

1. Precinct committeeman, A.R.S. § 16-410(A); A.R.S. § 16-822(B); 

2. School district governing board member, A.R.S. § 16-410(A); A.R.S. § 15-424(D); 

3. Community college district governing board member, A.R.S. § 16-410(A); andA.R.S. § 
15-1442(B); and 

4. Any special taxing district board member, A.R.S. § 16-410(A); A.R.S. § 48-5503(C).  
 
If a candidate race qualifies for cancellation, the applicable Board of Supervisors may cancel the 
election no earlier than 75105 days before Election Day, appoint to the office those candidates 
who had timely filed a nomination paper for the office, and issue a certificate of election to the 
candidate. A.R.S. § 16-410(A)-(B). 
 
After approval of the Board of Supervisors to cancel the election, the officer in charge of elections 
must omit the race in question from the ballot. If the cancellation occurs after the ballots have been 
printed, the canceled race must not be canvassed. A.R.S. § 16-410(D). 
 
If no candidates filed nomination papers for the office in question, the Board of Supervisors may 
cancel the election no earlier than 75105 days before Election Day, declare the office vacant, and 
initiate procedures to fill the vacancy. A.R.S. § 16-410(C). 
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CHAPTER 9: 
CONDUCT OF ELECTIONS/ELECTION DAY 

OPERATIONS 
 

 SETTING UP THE VOTING LOCATION 

Upon arriving at the voting location (either on Election Day or the day prior to the election), the 
election board (at the direction of the officer in charge of the election) must:  

1. Ensure that any accessible voting device is set up and in working condition, including any 
key pad and headsetkeypad, headphones, and alternative input devices; 

2. Post the following documents or notices (1) in plain view in the room where ballots will 
be cast and (2) in at least one other conspicuous place in and around the polling place: 

• Sample ballots that correspond to the candidates/measures that will appear on the ballot 
(for precinct-assigned polling places), A.R.S. § 16-510(B); A.R.S. § 16-563(1); 

• “Instructions to Voters and Election Officers” (see Chapter 9, Section I(A)(1) below); 

• A notice of voters’ “Right to Vote a Provisional Ballot” (see Chapter 9, Section I(A)(2) 
below); 

3. Unless the same information is printed on the sample ballot, place a card or poster in each 
voting booth that contains a “Notice to Voters” in large plain type (see Chapter 9, Section 
I(A)(3) below); 

4. Post a list of official write-in candidates in a conspicuous location within the voting 
location,  (if applicable,), A.R.S. § 16-312(E); 

5. Post a list of candidate withdrawals or vacancies in a conspicuous location within the 
voting location (if applicable), including a notice stating that any votes cast for the 
candidate will not be tabulated unless the withdrawal or vacancy was due to death or 
incapacity, (however, for a Presidential Preference Election, the notice shall state that any 
votes cast for a candidate on the list will not be tabulated unless the candidate withdrew 
after ballots were printed or the withdrawal or vacancy was due to death or incapacity), 
A.R.S. § 16-343(F)-(G);72 

6. Display the United States flag, A.R.S. § 16-512;  

7. Arrange voting booths in view of the election board, A.R.S. § 16-562(A);, and in a manner 
that provides an accessible path of travel for voters with disabilities (see ADA Checklist 
referenced in Chapter 5, Section III);  

8. Arrange the signature roster, e-pollbook(s), or other check-in devices for convenient 
access; 

 
72 The notice must also be posted at all on-site early voting locations. See Chapter 2, Section II(A).  
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9. Prepare ballot boxes: 

• Open and examine the ballot boxes to ensure the boxes are empty prior to voting, secure 
the ballot boxes; and arrange the ballot boxes in view of the election board. A.R.S. § 
16-564(A). 

• Confirm placement of the early ballot drop-off container (if separate boxes/containers 
are used);  

10. Inventory the ballots received from the elections department, including ballot stock; 

• If the officer in charge of elections determines it is not feasible to inventory ballot stock 
at the voting location, the officer in charge of elections must implement a reasonable 
alternative method to ensure accountability of ballot stock.  

11. Set up tabulation equipment (if applicable) and accessible voting equipment near an 
electrical outlet in plain view of the election board and the voters. 

• Ensure that electrical cords do not present a hazard to the board workers or voters; 

• For the tabulation equipment, plug in the voting equipment and obtain a zero count 
following procedures in Chapter 4, Section II(D)(4); and 

• Ensure that all tamper -resistant or tamper -evident seals are intact, contain the correct 
assigned number, and have not been tampered with. 

12. Establish the 75-foot limit by posting at least three “75-foot limit” signs: 

• The signs must have the heading “75-foot limit” printed in letters at least 2 inches high; 
and 

• Have the following statement printed below the heading: 

“No person shall be allowed to remain inside these limits while the polls 
are open, except for the purpose of voting, and except the election 
officials, one representative at any one time of each political party 
represented on the ballot who has been appointed by the county 
chairperson of such political party, and the challengers allowed by law. 
Voters having cast their ballots shall at once retire without the seventy-
five foot limit. A person violating any provision of this notice is guilty 
of a class 2 misdemeanor.” 

A.R.S. § 16-515(B).  
 
All signs and notices required under this Section must be printed in English and any other 
language required in the county under the Voting Rights Act. 

 Notices to Be Posted at the Voting Location 

1. Instructions to Voters and Election Officers 

The “Instructions to Voters and Election Officers” notice must be displayed at the voting location, 
containing substantially the following information: 
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A.R.S. § 16-513; A.R.S. § 16-563(1). 
 

Instructions to Voters and Election Officers 

1. The polls are open from 6:00 a.m. until 7:00 p.m. 

2. Please give your full name, place of residence or mailing address, and 
identification documents to the election officer. The election officer will 
determine your correct ballot style and whether you will use a regular or 
provisional ballot to cast your vote. 

3. Once you have received your ballot, go to the next available voting booth to 
cast your vote. Mark your ballot in the appropriate place next to the name of 
each candidate for whom you want to vote. 

4. If you want to vote for a person who is an official write-in candidate, write that 
person’s name on the lines provided and mark the ballot in the appropriate place 
next to the name you have written. 

5. Ask for assistance if you need assistance marking your ballot or wish to utilize 
the accessible voting equipment. If you request assistance marking your paper 
ballot, two election officers from opposing political parties will accompany you 
to the voting booth. They will:  

• Read you the names of all candidates for each office on the ballot; 

• Read you the political parties by which the candidates were 
nominated for each office; 

• Ask the name of the candidates for whom you want to cast your vote; 
and  

• Mark your ballot correctly. 

Neither of the election officers who assist you with your vote is allowed to 
influence your vote by recommending, explaining, or suggesting any candidate 
or political party for any office or issue. 

6. If you accidentally spoil your ballot, present it to the election judge. Make sure 
to conceal any votes you have made on the ballot. Either you or the judge will 
need to mark the ballot as spoiled, and the judge will give you another ballot 
on which to cast your vote. You are allowed to use no more than three ballots. 

If you believe that a violation of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 has occurred, 
you may contact: 

Secretary of State’s Division of Election Services 
1700 West Washington Street 7th Floor 

Phoenix, AZ 85007 
1-877-THE VOTE 

www.azsos.gov 

Instructions to Voters and Election Officers 

1. The polls are open from 6:00 a.m. until 7:00 p.m. 

2. Please give your full name, place of residence, and identification documents to 
the election officer. The election officer will determine which type of ballot you 
will use to cast your vote. 

3. Once you have received your ballot, go to the next available voting booth to 
cast your vote. Mark your ballot in the appropriate place next to the name of 
each candidate for whom you want to vote. 

4. If you want to vote for a person who is an official write-in candidate, write that 
person’s name on the lines provided and mark the ballot in the appropriate place 
next to the name you have written. 

5. Ask for assistance if you need assistance marking your ballot or wish to utilize 
the accessible voting equipment. If you request assistance marking your paper 
ballot, two election officers from opposing political parties will accompany you 
to the voting booth. They will:  

• Read you the names of all candidates for each office on the ballot; 

• Read you the political parties by which the candidates were 
nominated for each office; 

• Ask the name of the candidates for whom you want to cast your vote; 
and  

• Mark your ballot correctly. 

Neither of the election officers who assist you with your vote is allowed to 
influence your vote by recommending, explaining, or suggesting any candidate 
or political party for any office or issue. 

6. If you accidentally spoil your ballot, present it to the election judge. Make sure 
to conceal any votes you have made on the ballot. Either you or the judge will 
need to mark the ballot as spoiled, and the judge will give you another ballot 
on which to cast your vote. You are allowed to use no more than three ballots. 

If you believe that a violation of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 has occurred, 
you may contact: 

Secretary of State’s Division of Election Services 
1700 West Washington Street 7th Floor 

Phoenix, AZ 85007 
1-877-THE VOTE 

www.azsos.gov 
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2. Right to Vote a Provisional Ballot 
 
The “Right to Vote a Provisional Ballot” notice must be displayed at the voting location, containing 
substantially the following information: 

Right to Vote a Provisional Ballot 

1. If you did not receive a regular ballot, you have a right to vote a provisional 
ballot if one of the following situations applies to you: 

• Your name does not appear on the signature roster or e-pollbook, and you 
are in the correct polling place based on your current residence; 

• You have moved to a new address within the county and have not updated 
your voter registration (if applicable); 

• You have legally changed your name and have not updated your voter 
registration (if applicable); 

• You requested an early ballot but did not vote an early ballot (if 
applicable);  

• You have not produced sufficient identification; or 

•  You were challenged as a qualified voter. 

2. To vote using a provisional ballot: 

• Present identification to the poll worker and state your first and last name; 

• Provide your complete residence address and mailing address (if different 
from your residence address) to the poll worker;  

• Provide your signature next to your name after the election official enters 
your name on the signature roster or e-pollbook; and 

• Sign an affirmation on the provisional ballot envelope stating that the 
information filled out on the provisional ballot envelope is correct, that 
you have resided in the precinct at least 29 days before the election, that 
you are eligible to vote in this election, that you have not previously voted 
in this election, that your provisional ballot will only be fully counted if 
you voted in the correct precinct (which is based on where you currently 
live), that you understand that voting in the wrong precinct means there 
may be some races or ballot questions on the ballot that you are not 
eligible to vote for, so your votes for those races or ballot questions will 
not be counted, and that you also understand that voting in the wrong 
county means that your ballot will not be counted. 

Once you have voted using a provisional ballot, your ballot will be placed in a 
provisional ballot envelope, which you can seal. The poll worker will ensure that 
the envelope is sealed. You will then be given a provisional ballot receipt with 
information on how to present sufficient identification to the County Recorder (if 
necessary) and how to verify the status of your provisional ballot. Your vote will 
be counted upon verification of your eligibility to vote in the election. 

Right to Vote a Provisional Ballot 

1. If you did not receive a regular ballot, you have a right to vote a provisional 
ballot if one of the following situations applies to you: 

• Your name does not appear on the signature roster or e-pollbook, and you 
are in the correct polling place based on your current residence; 

• You have moved to a new address within the county and have not updated 
your voter registration (if applicable); 

• You have legally changed your name and have not updated your voter 
registration (if applicable); 

• You requested an early ballot but did not vote an early ballot (if 
applicable);  

• You have not produced sufficient identification; or 

•  You were challenged as a qualified voter. 

2. To vote using a provisional ballot: 

• Present identification to the poll worker and state your first and last name; 

• Provide your complete residence address to the poll worker;  

• Provide your signature next to your name after the election official enters 
your name on the signature roster; and 

• Sign an affirmation on the provisional ballot envelope stating that the 
information filled out on the provisional ballot envelope is correct, that 
you have resided in the precinct at least 29 days before the election, that 
you are eligible to vote in this election, that you have not previously voted 
in this election, that your provisional ballot will only be counted if you 
voted in the correct precinct (which is based on where you currently live), 
and that you understand that voting in the wrong precinct means that your 
ballot will not be counted. 

Once you have voted using a provisional ballot, your ballot will be placed in a 
provisional ballot envelope, which you can seal. The poll worker will ensure that 
the envelope is sealed. You will then be given a provisional ballot receipt with 
information on how to present sufficient identification to the County Recorder (if 
necessary) and how to verify the status of your provisional ballot. Your vote will 
be counted upon verification of your eligibility to vote in the election. 
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A.R.S. § 16-513.01; A.R.S. § 16-563(1). 

3. Notice to Voters 
 
Unless the same information is printed on the sample ballot, a “Notice to Voters” card or poster 
must be placed in each voting booth (in large, plain type), containing substantially the following 
information: 

A.R.S. § 16-514. Minor alterations have been made to the statutory language to account for 
modern ballot design. The second paragraph of the notice above may be omitted for a 
Presidential Preference Election because there is no nonpartisan section on the ballot.  

4. Notice of Write-In and Withdrawn Candidates 
 
A County Recorder must post a Notice of Write-In and Withdrawn Candidates at each voting 
location. A.R.S. § 16-312(E); A.R.S. § 16-343(G).  
 
Information about write-in and withdrawn candidates also must be posted to the website of the 
County Recorder or officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-343(G).  

5. Notice of Effect of Overriding Overvotes 
 
If the voting equipment used for the election provides for the rejection of overvoted ballots or 
ballots that contain other irregularities, the Board of Supervisors shall provide for a written notice 
advising the voter that if the voter chooses to override the overvoted office or measure or override 

Notice to Voters 

Section one of this ballot is comprised of partisan candidates. To vote for the candidates 
for the partisan offices, mark the ballot next to the name of the candidate for each 
partisan office for whom you wish to vote. If you wish to vote for a person whose name 
is not printed on the ballot, write such name in the blank space provided AND put a 
mark next to the name according to the instructions. 

Section two of this ballot is comprised of nonpartisan candidates, potentially including 
judicial candidates, school district candidates and city/town candidates, and initiative 
or referendum propositions. To vote for the candidates for the nonpartisan offices, mark 
the ballot opposite the name of the candidate for each nonpartisan office for which you 
wish to vote. If you wish to vote for a person whose name is not printed on the ballot, 
write such name in the blank space provided AND put a mark next to the name 
according to the instructions. Mark the ballot by the word ‘yes’ (or for) for each 
proposition or question which you wish to be adopted. Mark the ballot by the word ‘no’ 
(or against) for each proposition or question which you wish not to be adopted. 

When marking a paper ballot the voter shall do so by placing a mark next to the printed 
name in the designated location or in the square or circle next to the name written in. 

 

Notice to Voters 

Section one of this ballot is comprised of partisan candidates. To vote for the candidates 
for the partisan offices, mark the ballot next to the name of the candidate for each 
partisan office for whom you wish to vote. If you wish to vote for a person whose name 
is not printed on the ballot, write such name in the blank space provided AND put a 
mark next to the name according to the instructions. 

Section two of this ballot is comprised of nonpartisan candidates, potentially including 
judicial candidates, school district candidates, and initiative or referendum 
propositions. To vote for the candidates for the nonpartisan offices, mark the ballot 
opposite the name of the candidate for each nonpartisan office for which you wish to 
vote. If you wish to vote for a person whose name is not printed on the ballot, write 
such name in the blank space provided AND put a mark next to the name according to 
the instructions. Mark the ballot by the word ‘yes’ (or for) for each proposition or 
question which you wish to be adopted. Mark the ballot by the word ‘no’ (or against) 
for each proposition or question which you wish not to be adopted. 

When marking a paper ballot the voter shall do so by placing a mark next to the printed 
name in the designated location or in the square following the name written in. 
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any other ballot irregularity, the voter’s vote for that office or measure will not be tallied. The 
notice shall be posted on or near the voting equipment so that the voter has a clear view of the 
notice. A.R.S. § 16-513(B). 

 OPENING THE VOTING LOCATION 

The election board should arrive at the voting location no later than 5:30 a.m. on Election Day to 
promptly open the polls at 6:00 a.m. 
 
Upon arrival at the polling place, members of the election board must take their oath of office, to 
be administered by a board member or another qualified elector of the precinct. A.R.S. § 16-
534(C); A.R.S. § 38-231(E). If the county utilizes vote centers, the individual administering the 
oath need only be a qualified elector in the county.  
 
If the voting location contains precinct voting equipment or accessible voting equipment that 
independently tabulates votes, the election board must generate a “zero report” from the voting 
equipment prior to opening the polls. The zero report is intended to confirm that the equipment 
contains no votes prior to commencement of voting. 
 
To verify a zero report, the election board must: 

• Ensure the tamper resistant seals or tamper evident seals are intact and do not show signs 
of tampering; 

• Print a zero report from the equipment (the report must remain attached to the voting 
equipment and not removed until final results have been printed at the close of the polls); 

• Verify the correct precinct number on the report (only in counties that conduct assigned 
polling place elections); 

• Compare the zero report to the ballot and sample ballot to ensure the same names appear 
(only in counties that conduct assigned polling place elections);  

• Confirm that no votes have been cast for any candidates or ballot measures;  

• Have at least two board members of different political parties sign the zero report prior to 
opening the polls; and 

• Make sure the digital readout on the front of the unit registers zero after the zero report is 
complete. 

 
After verifying the zero report, the election board should look for a message indicating that the 
equipment is ready to accept ballots. If an error message is displayed instead, the election board 
should follow procedures specified by the officer in charge of elections, which may include 
calling for troubleshooting assistance.  
 
The election board may be required to perform other necessary tasks prior to opening the voting 
location. 
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At 6:00 a.m., the marshal must announce that the polls are open, and voters will be allowed to 
enter the voting location. A.R.S. § 16-565. 

 PRESERVING ORDER AND SECURITY AT THE VOTING 
LOCATION 

 Enforcing Electioneering Ban 

No electioneering may take place within the 75-foot limit of a voting location. A.R.S. § 16-515(A). 
Additionally, no electioneering may take place outside the 75-foot limit if it is audible from a 
location inside the door to the voting location. The 75-foot limit is measured from the main outside 
entrance of the voting location. 
 
“Electioneering” occurs when a person knowingly, intentionally, and verbally expresses support 
for, or opposition to, a candidate or ballot measure on the ballot in that election, or a political party 
with one or more candidates who appear on the ballot in that election, in order to induce or compel 
another person to vote in a particular manner or to refrain from voting. A.R.S. § 16-515(I). 
 
The electioneering ban applies to the election board, other election officials, political party 
observers, and any voter or other individual within the 75-foot limit. 
 
Though voters or voters’ assistants are permitted to wear clothing with political messages, election 
board members, other election officials, or political party observers may not wear, carry, or display 
any materials that identify or express support or opposition for a political party, political 
organization, or a candidate or ballot measure appearing on the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-515(F).  
 
The marshal, under the direction of the officer in charge of elections, enforces the electioneering 
ban on Election Day, while the County Recorder enforces the ban during in-person early voting 
and at ballot replacement sites. Law enforcement officials may be contacted to help enforce the 
ban in exceptional circumstances. 
 
A County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may grant emergency designations to 
polling places/vote centers, pursuant to which electioneering is not permitted on the property of 
the hosting facility, even outside the 75-foot limit. A.R.S. § 16-411(I); see Chapter 8, Section I(G). 

 Enforcing Photography Ban 

No photography or video recording is permitted within the 75-foot limit at a voting location. A.R.S. 
§ 16-515(G). There is no exception for members of the media. 
 
A voter, however, may display on the internet an image, that was not taken in a voting location, of 
their own ballot that was received by mail on the internet. A.R.S. § 16-1018(4). 
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 Enforcing Access Restrictions 

A key component of preserving order at the voting location is ensuring that only authorized persons 
are present within the 75-foot limit. Only the following persons are authorized to be present within 
the 75-foot limit: 

1. Members of the election board; 

2. Election officials; 

3. Voters (including minor children accompanying the voter, A.R.S. § 16-515(E)); 

- Once in a voting booth, voters must vote promptly and move outside the 75-foot 
limit after voting. A.R.S. § 16-515(A); A.R.S. § 16-580(B)-(C). 

4. A person selected by the voter to assist him or her voting (see Chapter 9, Section V); 

5. Authorized political party observers (see Chapter 8, Section III); and 

6. U.S. Department of Justice or other authorized federal government observers. 
 
Unauthorized persons may not be present within the 75-foot limit, including but not limited to the 
following persons: 

1. Members of the media; 

2. Researchers; 

3. Persons who conduct exit polls; or 

4. Political party or campaign representatives without authorized political party observer 
status seeking “tear sheets.”. 

- Tear sheets are copies of the poll list where voters are entered in the order of voting, 
which are utilized by political parties to identify which persons have and have not 
voted at a particular voting location. If a county utilizes tear sheets, only authorized 
political party observers are authorized to acquire the tear sheets. See Chapter 8, 
Section III. 

1. Simultaneous Activities Permitted at Voting Location 
 
Regular business activity that normally occurs at the voting location may continue on Election 
Day, as long as the activity does not interfere with the voting process or result in electioneering. 
For example, a city clerk’s office used as a voting location may require persons to cross or 
temporarily remain within the 75-foot limit in order to conduct city business. Additionally, Native 
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American tribal election boards may be co-located with traditional election boards at the same 
voting location if a tribal election is held on the same day and time. A.R.S. § 16-515(D). 

 Preventing Voter Intimidation 

Any activity by a person with the intent or effect of threatening, harassing, intimidating, or 
coercing voters (or conspiring with others to do so) inside or outside the 75-foot limit at a voting 
location is prohibited. A.R.S. § 16-1013. The officer in charge of elections has a responsibility to 
train poll workers and establish policies to prevent and promptly remedy any instances of voter 
intimidation.  
 
The officer in charge of elections should publicize and/or implement the following guidelines as 
applicable: 

• The inspector must utilize the marshal to preserve order and remove disruptive persons 
from the voting location. The inspector and/or marshal must use sound judgment to decide 
whether to contact law enforcement, and any higher-level decisions should be raised 
through the officer in charge of elections.  

• Persons who witness problems at a voting location should not speak to or accost a voter in 
an attempt to “enforce” the law, but rather inform the inspector or marshal to allow them 
to resolve the issue.  

• Private citizens are prohibited from bringing weapons into a polling place (including the 
75-foot limit), even if the voter is properly licensed to carry such weapons. In order to keep 
voting locations safe and free of potential intimidation, therefore, observers at voting 
locations should leave weapons at home or in their vehicles. A.R.S. § 13-3102(A)(11) 
(exceptions apply for military and peace officers in the performance of official duties, see 
A.R.S. § 13-3102(C)).A.R.S. § 13-3102(C)).  

 
In addition to the potentially intimidating conduct outlined above, the following may also be 
considered intimidating conduct inside or outside the polling place: 

• Aggressive behavior, such as raising one’s voice or taunting a voter or poll worker; 

• Using threatening, insulting, or offensive language to a voter or poll worker; 

• Blocking the entrance to a voting location; 

• Disrupting voting lines; 

• Following voters or poll workers coming to or leaving a voting location, including to or 
from their vehicles; 

• Intentionally disseminating false or misleading information at a voting location, such as 
flyers or communications that misstate the date of the election, hours of operation for 
voting locations, addresses for voting locations, or similar efforts intended to 
disenfranchise voters; 
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• Directly confronting or, questioning, photographing, or videotaping voters or poll workers 
in a harassing or intimidating manner, including when the voter or poll worker is coming 
to or leaving the polling location; 

• Asking voters for “documentation” or other questions that only poll workers should 
perform; 

• Raising repeated frivolous voter challenges to poll workers without any good faith basis, 
or raising voter challenges solely based on race, ethnicity, national origin, language, 
religion or disability; or 

• Posting signs or communicating messages about penalties for “voter fraud” in a harassing 
or intimidating manner. 
 

See A.R.S. § 16-1013(A); A.R.S. § 16-1017. 

 CHECKING VOTER IDENTIFICATION 

Voters are required to prove identity at the voting location before receiving a ballot on Election 
Day. A.R.S. § 16-579(A). The same requirements for proving identity now also apply during in-
person early voting, including at an on-site early voting location, emergency voteearly voting 
center, or through personal early ballot delivery by a special election board. See Chapter 2, 
SectionsSection II(B).  
 
Acceptable forms of identification fall into one of three categories: 

• List 1: A valid form of photo identification with the voter’s photograph, and name and 
address that reasonably match the name and address in the signature roster or e-pollbook 
(List 1);;  

• List 2: Two separate valid forms of non-photo identification with the voter’s name and 
address that reasonably match the name and address in the signature roster or e-pollbook 
(List 2);; or 

• List 3: One valid form of identification with the voter’s photograph, and name, and address 
not reasonably matching the address in the signature roster or e-pollbook or a valid U.S. 
passport or military identification with the voter’s name and photograph, and one valid 
form of non-photo identification from List 2 (List 3).. 

  
A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1)(a)-(c). Each list, as well as special rules applicable to Native American 
tribal members, is described in greater detail in the sections below. 
 
The name and address on the identification must reasonably match the voter’s name and residence 
or mailing address in the signature roster or e-pollbook in order to vote a regular ballot. If an 
address does not reasonably match, the voter is deemed to have shown identification, but must 
vote a provisional ballot. Identification is deemed valid unless it can be determined on its face that 
it has expired. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1). 
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• The inclusion of an additional name on the voter’s identification (e.g., a middle name or 
an additional last name) not listed in the signature roster or e-pollbook does not prevent the 
voter from being issued a regular ballot.  

• Voter identification that includes a nonstandard address should be found to reasonably 
match if the county has modified the residence address in the roster or e-pollbook and the 
city or town on the identification matches the city or town on the roster or e-pollbook.  

• Voter identification that lists a mailing address, in lieu of a residence address, is acceptable. 
If the mailing address on the identification matches the mailing address on the roster or e-
pollbook, there is a reasonable match and the voter must be issued a regular ballot. 

 
If the voter provides identification, but the name or address does not reasonably match the 
signature roster or e-pollbook, the voter should be issued a provisional ballot, not a conditional 
provisional ballot. See Chapter 9, Section VI(B)(1).  
 
A voter who provides no proof of identity (or invalid proof of identity) must be issued a conditional 
provisional ballot. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(2). In order for a conditional provisional ballot to count, 
the voter must present an acceptable form of identification to the County Recorder by 5:00 p.m. 
on the 5th business day following a primary, general, or special election that includes an election 
for a federal office, or by 5:00 p.m. on the 3rd business day following any other election. A.R.S. § 
16-579(A)(2). For the purposes of determining the applicable deadline to provide identification: 
(i) the PPE is considered a federal election; and (ii) for counties that operate under a four-day 
workweek, only days on which the applicable county office is open for business are considered 
“business days.”  
 
If the voter identifies himself or herselfthemself as a member of a recognized Native American 
tribe, the voter may present alternative proof of identity as outlined in Chapter 9, Section IV(B) 
below. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1). 
 
The officer in charge of elections must post a list of acceptable forms of identification in a 
conspicuous place (and make it available to voters upon request) at each voting location on 
Election Day (see sample forms in Chapter 17). 

 Acceptable Forms of Identification 

1. List 1 – Photo ID with the Voter’s Name and Address 
 
Acceptable forms of identification with the voter’s photograph, and name and address that 
reasonably match the voter’s name and address in the signature roster or e-pollbook, include (only 
one required): 

• A valid Arizona driver license;73 

 
73 Including a valid, AZMVD-issued Arizona Mobile ID. See https://azdot.gov/motor-vehicles/driver-
services/mobile-id.   
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• A valid Arizona non-operating identification license;74 

• A tribal enrollment card or other form of tribal identification; or 

• Any other valid United States federal, state, or local government-issued identification.75  
 
A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1)(a). 

2. List 2 – Non-Photo ID with the Voter’s Name and Address 
 
A voter may present two separate documents that contain the voter’s name and address. Acceptable 
forms of identification with the voter’s name and address include the following: 

• A utility bill for electric, gas, water, solid waste, sewer, telephone, cell phone, internet, or 
cable/satellite television service dated within 90 days of the election; 

• A bank or credit union statement dated within 90 days of the election; 

• A valid Arizona vehicle registration; 

• A valid Indian or Native American census card; 

• A property tax statement for the voter’s residence; 

• A valid tribal enrollment card or other valid form of tribal identification; 

• A valid Arizona vehicle insurance card; 

• A valid Recorder’s Certificate; 

• Any mailing marked “Official Election Material,” including a valid Arizona voter 
registration card; or  

• Any valid United States federal, state, or local government-issued identification. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1)(b). Any List 2 document may be presented to a poll worker in electronic 
format, including on a smart phone or tablet. 

3. List 3 – Acceptable Hybrid Forms of ID 
 
The voter may present certain combinations of documents from Lists 1 and 2. Acceptable 
combinations include: 

• A valid photo identification from List 1 with an address that does not reasonably match the 
voter’s address in the signature roster or e-pollbook, accompanied by a document from List 
2 with an address that does reasonably match the voter’s address in the signature roster or 
e-pollbook; 

 
74 Including a valid, AZMVD-issued Arizona Mobile ID. See https://azdot.gov/motor-vehicles/driver-
services/mobile-id.   
75 While identification issued by a public college or university or other public educational institution 
qualifies as a state or local government-issued identification, it is not sufficient for voting purposes unless 
it includes the voter’s photograph, name, and address as required by A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1)(a).  
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• A valid U.S. Passport or passport card, accompanied by a document from List 2; or 

• A valid U.S. Military identification, accompanied by a document from List 2. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-579 (A)(1)(c). 

 ID Requirements for Native American Voters 

A voter who identifies himself or herselfthemself as a member of a federally- recognized Native 
American tribe and presents one item of tribal identification (that does not meet the requirements 
of List 1) must be issued a provisional ballot (in lieu of a conditional provisional ballot) and does 
not need to return to confirm their identity. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1). A “tribe” includes a Native 
American nation, community, band, or tribal subdivision. 
 
Acceptable forms of tribal identification include, but are not limited to, the following: 

• A tribal identification card issued under the authority of the Bureau of Indian Affairs or a 
federally- recognized Native American tribe; 

• A tribal enrollment card issued under the authority of the Bureau of Indian Affairs or a 
federally- recognized Native American tribe; 

• A Certificate of Indian Blood issued under the authority of the Bureau of Indian Affairs or 
a federally- recognized Native American tribe; 

• A voter identification card issued under the authority of a federally- recognized Native 
American tribe; 

• A home site assignment lease, permit or allotment issued under the authority of the Bureau 
of Indian Affairs or a federally- recognized Native American tribe; or 

• A grazing permit or allotment issued under the authority of the Bureau of Indian Affairs or 
a federally- recognized Native American tribe. 

 
If the voter does not present an acceptable form of tribal identification and otherwise does not 
satisfy the identification requirements in A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1) (see Chapter 9, Section IV(A) 
above), the voter must be issued a conditional provisional ballot. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(2). 

 ASSISTING VOTERS ON ELECTION DAY 

Voters may be accompanied within the 75-foot limit and assisted by a person of the voter’s choice 
during any part of the voting process.76  
 

 
76 A voter with a disability may be accompanied by a service animal during any part of the voting process. 
A service animal is a dog that is individually trained to do work or perform tasks for a person with a 
disability. An animal whose sole function is to provide comfort or emotional support does not qualify as a 
service animal under the ADA. See U.S. Dept. of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Disability Rights Section, 
ADA Requirements - Service Animals (Feb. 24, 2020), available at 
https://www.ada.gov/service_animals_2010.htm.    
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A voter may request assistance from a third-party (other than the voter’s employer or union 
representative or a candidate appearing on the ballot77) or from members of the election board.  
 
If a voter requests assistance from the election board, two members of the board (of different 
political parties) should perform the following steps, as applicable, all with the goal of providing 
the voter as much privacy and independence in the voting process as possible: 

• Jointly accompany the voter into the voting booth or to the accessible voting equipment;  

• AudiblyIf requested by the voter, audibly read the candidate’s names for each office, 
including party designations and the number to elect; 

• AudiblyIf requested by the voter, audibly read the relevant information pertaining to any 
ballot measures; 

• AskIf needed to assist the voter, ask the voter what candidates and issues the voter desires 
to vote for; 

• If requested by the voter, instruct the voter how to operate any accessible voting equipment, 
including what to expect for the recorded instructions and what keys to use to move forward 
or go back on the screen.;  

• If requested by the voter, assist the voter in marking or verifying the voter’s ballot 
selections; and 

• If needed to assist the voter, ask the voter what candidates and issues the voter desires to 
vote for. 

 
Those assisting a voter upon the voter’s request may not attempt to influence a voter in the choice 
of candidates or issues, nor in any manner suggest or recommend a vote for any particular 
candidate or issue. See Chapter 9, Section I(A)(1) above. When assisting voters, poll workers 
should also remember to speak only as loudly as needed to assist the voter and protect their privacy 
as much as possible. 
 
Curbside voting may also be provided to senior citizens or voters with disabilities as a reasonable 
accommodation or when the county officer in charge of elections determines that a voting location 
is inaccessible, that no accessible sites are available, and that no temporary measures can make it 
accessible. See Chapter 5, SectionSections III.  and IV. 

 ISSUING BALLOTS 

 Issuing a Regular Ballot 

Upon checking in at a voting location, a votervoters must announce his/hertheir name and address 
or provide their name and residence or mailing address in writing (by presenting proof of identity). 
A.R.S. § 16-579(A). 
 

 
77 Candidates for precinct committeeman are permitted to provide voter assistance. 
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In jurisdictions that conduct assigned polling place elections, the residence address must be within 
the precinct in which the voter is attempting to vote. By signing the signature roster or the e-
pollbook signature pad, the voter is deemed to affirm that they are registered in that jurisdiction 
and is eligible to vote in that jurisdiction. A.R.S. § 16-584(C). If the voter is found in the signature 
roster or e-pollbook, has presented acceptable proof of identity, and does not fall into an exception 
listed in Chapter 9, Section VI(B)(1) below, the voter must be issued a regular ballot. See A.R.S. 
§ 16-579(C). 
 
Each voter must sign their name in the signature roster or e-pollbook signature pad prior to 
receiving a ballot. Alternatively, an inspector or judge may sign the roster or e-pollbook for a voter 
who is personally unable to sign due to physical disability. In jurisdictions that use a paper 
signature roster, the inspector or judge must write the voter’s name with red ink. A.R.S. § 16-
579(D). In jurisdictions that use an e-pollbook, the inspector or judge must write the voter’s name 
and the inspector’s/ or judge’s initials (on the e-pollbook signature pad) as an attestation. A.R.S. § 
16-579(E). 
 
A voter at a special district election for which no signature roster has been supplied may vote a 
regular ballot, but must provide the voter’s name and address in an affidavit and affirm therein that 
the voter: 

• Resides within the district boundaries or proposed district boundaries;  

• Is a qualified elector for the election; and  

• Has not already voted at the election.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-579(F). 

 Issuing a Provisional Ballot 

1. Circumstances Requiring Issuance of a Provisional Ballot 

 Voter Received an Early Ballot 

A voter must be allowed to vote a provisional ballot if the voter appears on the signature roster or 
e-pollbook as having received an early ballot-by-mail, but either: (1) affirms that they have not 
voted and will not vote the ballot-by-mail; or (2) surrenders the ballot-by-mail to the inspector on 
Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-579(B). 
 
 
Voters who appear at a voting location with a ballot-by-mail that has not been voted, along with 
the affidavit envelope, may use a privacy booth at the voting location to mark the ballot-by-mail. 
In this circumstance, the voter does not sign in at the voting location and the voter must place the 
voted ballot-by-mail in its affidavit envelope, sign the affidavit envelope, and place the envelope 
in the early ballot drop-off container at the voting location.  
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 Name Does Not Appear on Signature Roster 

A voter whose name does not appear on the signature roster must be issued a provisional ballot if 
the voter: 

• Presents identification that includes their name and a residential address that the clerk 
verifies to be within the precinct (in counties that conduct assigned polling place 
elections); or 

• Signs an affirmation that states the voter is registered and eligible to vote in that 
jurisdiction.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-584(B). 

i. Recorder’s Certificate 
 
A voter whose name does not appear on the signature roster, but who presents a certificate from 
the County Recorder showing that the voter is entitled to vote at the voting location, is entitled to 
vote a regular ballot. In a jurisdiction that uses a paper signature roster, the voter must sign on the 
first available blank line on the signature roster. A.R.S. § 16-584(A). 

 Voter Has an Inactive Status 

If a voter whose registration record is in inactive status and the voter has a new residential address 
in a different precinct, the voter must be directed to the correct voting location (in counties that 
conduct assigned polling place elections). In this case, the voter must also be informed that 
although the voter has a right to vote a provisional ballot at that location, the voter must vote in 
the correct polling place that corresponds to the voter’s current address in order for the vote to 
count. 
 
If a voter affirms they continue to reside at the address on the signature roster or in the e-pollbook, 
the voter must be issued a regular ballot and the County Recorder must place the voter’s 
registration record in active status following the election. A.R.S. § 16-583(A)-(B).  

 Voter Changed Their Name 

If a voter’s current name does not appear in the signature roster or e-pollbook because the voter 
changed their name, the voter must be issued a provisional ballot or conditional provisional ballot. 
In that case, the clerk must write the voter’s new name and former name on the provisional ballot 
envelope. The provisional ballot envelope will be used by the County Recorder after the election 
to change the voter’s name in the voter registration database.  
 
However, if the election board has real-time access to voter registration records, the voter’s 
information may be updated at the voting location upon completion of a new voter registration or 
address update form. 
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 Voter Moved Within the County 

If a voter moved to a new address within the county but did not update their address with the 
County Recorder before the election, the voter must vote a provisional ballot and (in counties that 
conduct assigned polling place elections) must vote at the polling place that corresponds to their 
new address. A.R.S. § 16-584(C). A clerk must inform the voter that although the voter has a right 
to vote a provisional ballot at that location, the voter must vote in the correct polling place that 
corresponds to the voter’s current address in order for the vote to count.78  
 
At the new polling place, the voter will be permitted (via the provisional ballot envelope) to update 
their voter registration record with the new address. A.R.S. § 16-584(C). In a jurisdiction that 
utilizes vote centers, the voter may update their address in the same manner but may vote at any 
vote center within the jurisdiction. 
 
If the election board has real-time access to voter registration records, the voter’s information may 
be updated at the voting location upon completion of a new voter registration form or address 
update form.79 
 

 Out-of-Precinct Voter 

If the voter’s name does not appear on that precinct’s signature roster because the voter resides in 
another precinct (in counties that conduct assigned polling place elections), an election official 
shall direct the voter to the correct polling location or, if applicable, to a vote center.  The election 
official must also inform the voter that although the voter has a right to vote a provisional ballot at 
that location, the voter must vote in the correct polling place in order for the voteall of their votes 
to countbe counted. If the voter insists on voting at that incorrect location, a provisional ballot 
must be issued, but the voter should again be informed that ballots cast in an incorrect precinct 
will not countvoting in the wrong precinct means there may be some races or ballot questions on 
the ballot that the voter is not eligible to vote for so their votes for those races or ballot questions 
will not be counted. The voter should also be informed that ballots cast in the wrong county will 
not be counted. 
 
Alternatively, upon a specific resolution of the Board of Supervisors issued pursuant to A.R.S. § 
16-411(B)(4)A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(4) authorizing the use of accessible voting equipment within an 
assigned polling place to be used as a vote center, a voter shall be entitled to vote a regular ballot 
using the accessible voting equipment if:   

• The election board has access to real time information and can confirm the qualified voter 
has not cast a ballot at another voting location; 

 
78 See Stipulation for Dismissal, Jones v. Reagan, No. CV2016-014708 (Ariz. Super. Ct. Aug. 2, 
2017); Order of Dismissal, Jones v. Reagan, No. CV2016-014708 (Ariz. Super. Ct. Aug. 4, 2017). 
79 If a registrant moved to a different county during the 29-day period preceding the next election, the 
registrant is deemed a resident of and remains a qualified elector in the former county for that election and 
must vote in the former county. A.R.S. § 16-125. 
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• The accessible voting equipment is pre-programmed and certified to allow voters to mark 
or vote any ballot style for that county; and 

• The accessible voting equipment enables the voter to vote/mark a ballot for the correct 
precinct in which the voter is entitled to vote. 

2. Procedures for Issuing Provisional Ballots 
 
A voter who is issued a provisional ballot must sign their name on a separate signature roster page 
beginning with the number V-1 and numbered consecutively (for paper signature rosters only). 
A.R.S. § 16-584(E). E-pollbooks must be able to produce a report of provisional voters, including 
the voter’s signature, after the polls close.  
 
The voter and election board member must complete the information required on the provisional 
ballot envelope. The voter then must: 

• Take the completed envelope and provisional ballot to the voting booth;  

• Vote the provisional ballot; 

• Place the voted ballot inside the provisional ballot envelope and seal the envelope; and 

• Provide the sealed provisional ballot envelope to the election board member.   
 
Upon receipt of the provisional ballot envelope, the election board member or voter must deposit 
the provisional ballot envelope in the provisional ballot box (and ensure the ballot is not inserted 
into any precinct tabulation equipment). A.R.S. § 16-584(D). The voter will be provided with a 
receipt or number with which to electronically verify the status of their provisional ballot. 
 
All voters shall have the option of voting a provisional ballot on an accessible voting device. 

 Issuing Provisional Ballots to Secured Registrants 

In the event a secured registrant attempts to vote provisionally at a polling place (and informs the 
poll worker of his/her secured status), the poll worker undertake additional precautions, including 
but not limited to: 

• Confirming the correct ballot style; 

• Ensuring that a protected government official or protected victim lists their actual 
residential address on the provisional ballot envelope; 

• Making a notation about secured registrant status on the provisional ballot envelope; and/or 

• Limiting the signature roster to the registrant’s voter ID number and the notation “address 
protected.” 

3. Procedures for Issuing Conditional Provisional Ballots 
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If the voter does not provide acceptable proof of identity, see Chapter 9, Section IV above, the 
voter must be issued a conditional provisional ballot. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(2).  
 
The process for voting the ballot, completing the ballot envelope, and sealing the voted ballot in 
an envelope is the same procedure applicable to provisional ballots. See Chapter 9, Section 
VI(B)(2) above. However, for a conditional provisional ballot, the election board member must: 

1. Indicate on the ballot envelope that the voter did not provide acceptable identification;  

2. Deposit the sealed envelope in the conditional provisional ballot box or other appropriate 
ballot box (or allow the voter to do so); 

3. Provide a receipt that: 

• Informs the voter how and where the voter may provide the required identification; and  

• Informs the voter that they must provide proof of identity to the County Recorder by 
5:00 p.m. on:  

- The 5th business day following a primary, general, or special election that 
includes an election for a federal office, or  

- The 3rd business day following any election other than a general election. 
 

A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(2). 

 Ballot Privacy Folders/Sleeves 

The election judge at the voting location shall give each qualified elector only one ballot (regular 
or provisional, depending on the circumstances) along with a ballot privacy folder or sleeve. 
However, no voter shall be required to accept or use a privacy ballot folder or sleeve. A.R.S. § 16-
579(C). 

 CHALLENGES TO A VOTER ELIGIBILITY TO VOTE 

A qualified elector in the county may, at the voting location, orally challenge a voter’s eligibility. 
The elector challenging a voter’s eligibility must show, by clear and convincing evidence, that:  

1. The voter has voted before at that election, A.R.S. § 16-591; 

2. The voter is not the person whose name appears in the signature roster or e-pollbook, 
A.R.S. § 16-121.01(B)(1); 

3. The voter has not resided in Arizona (or the relevant local jurisdiction) for at least 29 
days before the election, A.R.S. § 16-121.01(B)(2); 

4. The voter is registered at an address that is not permitted for registration purposes, 
A.R.S. § 16-121.01(B)(3); or  
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5. The voter is not otherwise a qualified elector, for example, the voter does not live within 
the proper electoral district or is not at least 18 years old. A.R.S. § 16-121.01(B)(4); 
A.R.S. § 16-101(A). 

 
A.R.S. § 16-121.01(B). 
 
A voter may not be challenged on the basis that they: 

• Registered to vote using the State or Federal Form and did not provide proof of citizenship; 
or  

• Moved from one address within the county to another within the county.  
 
Challenges must be decided at the voting location by the inspector and two judges. The inspector 
should have the challenged voter step aside and permit the other voters in line to continue to vote 
while the challenge is being determined.  
 
If requested by the challenged voter, and before administering any oath, the inspector must read to 
the voter the rules for determining residency, including the following information:  

1. The residence of a person is that place in which their habitation is fixed and to which they 
have the intention of returning. 

2. A person does not gain or lose their residence by reason of their presence at, or absence 
from, a place while employed in the service of the United States or of this state, or while 
engaged in overseas navigation, or while a student at an institution of learning, or while 
kept in prison or mental institution. 

3. A person does not lose their residence by traveling to another county, state, or foreign 
country for temporary purposes, with the intention of returning.  

4. A person does not gain a residence in any county they travel to for temporary purposes, 
without the intention of making that county their home. 

5. If a person moves to another state with the intention of making it their residence, they lose 
residency in this state. 

6. If a person moves to another state with the intention of making it their current residence 
and remaining there for an indefinite time, the person loses residency in this state even 
though they have an intention of returning at some future period. 

7. The place where a person’s family permanently resides is their residence (unless separated 
from their family), but is not their residence if it serves as a temporary location or is used 
for transient purposes. 

8. If a person has a family residing in one place and the person does business in another, the 
family residence constitutes the person’s place of residence. However, a person who has 
taken up a residence apart from their family with the intention of remaining in that 
separate residence shall be regarded as a resident where the person resides. 
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9. A United States citizen who has never resided in the United States is eligible to vote in 
this state by using a federal write-in early ballot if both of the following apply: 

• A parent is a United States citizen. 

• The parent is registered to vote in this state. 

10. The mere intention of acquiring a new residence without leaving the state, or leaving the 
state without the intent to permanently do so, does not cause a loss of residency. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-593(A); A.R.S. § 16-593(C). Board members should consult above residency 
requirements when determining registration validity.  
 
If the challenged voter appears to be registered, the challenged voter must orally take the oath 
prescribed in the State Form: “I swear or affirm that the information in my voter registration is 
true, that I am a resident of Arizona, I have not been convicted of a felony or my civil rights have 
been restored, and I have not been adjudicated incapacitated with my voting rights revoked.” 

A.R.S. § 16-592(A). 
 
The challenged voter also may choose to answer questions material to the challenge, under oath. 

Only the inspector may address questions to the challenged voter. A.R.S. § 16-592(A). To prevent 
harassment and intimidation of the challenged voter, the person making the challenge may not 
speak to the challenged voter.  
 
If a majority of the board finds the challenge to be invalid, the voter must be permitted to vote a 
regular ballot, so long as the voter is otherwise eligible to do so. A.R.S. § 16-592(B). 
 
If the person challenged refuses to take any oath, refuses to answer questions material to the 
challenge, or if a majority of the board finds that the challenge is valid, the challenged voter must 
be permitted to vote a provisional ballot. A.R.S. § 16-592(C). 
 
In the case of any challenge, the election board must complete the Official Challenge List (see 
Chapter 17 for sample forms) and may seek guidance from the officer in charge of the election.  

 CLOSING THE VOTING LOCATION 

 Announcing the Closing of the Polls 

The polls close at 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-565(A). The marshal must announce 
the closing of the polls and make the following additional public announcements (inside the 
voting location and to any voters waiting in line) at the specified time intervals: 

• 1 hour before the closing of the polls; 

• 30 minutes before the closing of the polls; 

• 15 minutes before the closing of the polls; 

• 1 minute before the closing of the polls; and 
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• At the moment of closing at 7:00 p.m. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-565(C). The marshal must allow everyone to vote who is physically in line at the 
moment of closing the polls. The marshal may use any reasonable system to document or keep 
track of which voters were in line as of 7:00 p.m., for example, by standing in line behind the last 
person to arrive as of the closing of the polls and telling those who arrive later that the polls are 
closed. Voters who arrive in line after 7:00 p.m. on Election Day are not permitted to vote. A.R.S. 
§ 16-565(D). 

 Election Board Close-Out Duties 

Upon closing the voting location after the last voter has voted on Election Day, the election 
board should perform close-out duties as assigned by the officer in charge elections, including 
the following duties as applicable: 

1. Using the procedures specified by the officer in charge of elections, the election board 
must conduct an audit to ensure that the number of voters who signed in on the signature 
roster or e-pollbook matches the number of ballots cast, including regular and provisional 
ballots and, if the accessible voting equipment independently tabulates votes, any votes 
cast on the accessible voting equipment, A.R.S. § 16-602(A). 

a. If ballots are tabulated at the voting location: a printed statement of tally or summary 
of all vote totals shall be printed from every tabulation machine, and the number of 
ballots cast shall be compared to the signature roster and/or e-pollbook list and 
provided with the Official Ballot Report, A.R.S. § 16-607. 

2. The information from this audit must be recorded on an Official Ballot Report form, as 
provided by the officer in charge of elections, which must include:  

a. The total number of printed ballots or estimated number of ballot stock received from 
the officer in charge of elections;  

b. The number of voters who signed in on the signature roster, poll list, or e-pollbook 
and are indicated as having been issued regular ballots;  

c. The number of voters who signed in on the signature roster, poll list, or e-pollbook 
and are indicated as having been issued provisional and conditional provisional 
ballots;  

d. The number of regular ballots cast as determined by the election board’s manual 
count if tabulation is not done at the voting location, or as reflected on the printed 
summary tape from the tabulation machine if tabulation is done at the voting location;  

e. The number of provisional and conditional provisional ballots cast;  

f. The number of unused ballots/ballot stock, spoiled ballots, misread ballots that still 
need to be tabulated (if tabulation is done at the voting location), and write-in ballots 
(if applicable);  
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g. The number of early ballots received by the voting location (unless ballots are 
transported in a secure and sealed transport container to the central counting place to 
be counted there);  

h. In counties that use accessible voting units that independently tabulate, the number of 
regular and provisional ballots cast on the unit, and the unit’s beginning and ending 
counts (if applicable);  

i. The Official Ballot Report must be signed by the inspector and both judges, and if 
there are any discrepancies in the report, an explanation for the discrepancy should be 
attached or otherwise provided with the Official Ballot Report. The Audit Board will 
use this information to conduct their post-election audit (see Chapter 10, Section 
II(H)).  

3. Secure the ballot boxes with atamper-resistant or tamper-evident numbered sealseals, 
A.R.S. § 16-608(A); 

4. Remove all memory cards or electronic media needed for election night reporting from 
voting equipment and e-pollbooks (if applicable); 

a. Lock and/or seal any ports or compartments where memory cards or electronic media 
had been inserted. 

5. Power down any voting equipment and prepare the equipment for transport/pick-up; 

6. Collect all supplies required to be returned to the elections department; 

7. Sign the Certificate of Performance for the signature roster or e-pollbook; 

8. Prepare the official returns envelopes/containers and, if applicable, unofficial returns 
envelopes/containers, including the following items, for transport to the central counting 
place or other receiving site: 

a. Official and unofficial returns envelopes/containers shall be plainly marked to identify 
items to be placed within each envelope/container: 

• The official returns envelope/container shall be securely sealed with a tamper-
evident, secure label signed by the inspector and both judges and should include, 
as applicable: 

- Spoiled ballots, including any spoiled early ballots, A.R.S. § 16-585; 

- One copy of the poll list (if the county uses paper signature rosters);) or poll list 
produced by the e-pollbook; and 

- Affidavits of challenged voters, decisions of election officials, and challenge 
lists, A.R.S. § 16-594; 

• The unofficial returns envelope/container shall be returned with the official returns 
envelope/container and shall be made available for inspection by electors for a 
period of six months following the election. The unofficial returns 
envelope/container shall include the following, as applicable: 
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- A copy of the paper signature roster and poll list (if e-pollbooks are used, the e-
pollbook list must be captured (e.g., on memory sticks or electronic media, or 
exported from the e-pollbooks) and retained); 

- Payroll voucher envelope, if applicable, with the Official Ballot Report or 
duplicate thereof; and 

- Any other items as directed by the officer in charge of elections; 

b. Voted ballots (with a report of the number of voters who have voted, sealed in a 
container with a tamper resistant or tamper-evident numbered seal, A.R.S. § 16-
608(A)); 

c. Unvoted ballots (in a sealed container, A.R.S. § 16-566(B)); 

d. The original Official Ballot Report (if not included in the unofficial returns 
envelope/container); 

e. Tally lists, if ballots are tabulated at the voting location (enclosed in a secure envelope 
which is sealed and signed by the members of the board (inspector and both judges) 
and attested by the clerks), A.R.S. § 16-614; 

f. The original signature rosters/poll lists, if applicable (enclosed in a secure envelope, 
sealed and signed by the inspector and judges), A.R.S. § 16-615(A)); 

g. E-pollbooks (if the signature roster information remains in the e-pollbook and has not 
been extracted by removing memory cards or electronic media or otherwise securely 
synced with the central server); 

h. Memory sticks or electronic media (securely sealed in a transport container for that 
purpose); and 

i. Any voting equipment that independently tabulates (if memory sticks or electronic 
media have not been removed). 

9. All election night returns must be delivered to the designated receiving site and a receiving 
board log of the transmissions should be kept by the receiving board which will later be 
provided to the officer in charge of elections; and 

10. Exit and lock the voting location. 

 Transport of Ballots, Voting Equipment, and Precinct Supplies 

Following the close of voting on Election Day, a chain of custody record for voted ballots must be 
created and the transport of any ballots, voting equipment, and necessary precinct supplies to the 
central counting place or other authorized receiving site must be documented and done by: (1) two 
authorized election workers, who must be members of different political parties; or (2) if 
extenuating circumstances exist, a sworn official election messenger, such as a sheriff’s deputy, 
appointed in accordance with A.R.S. § 16-615(B).  
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CHAPTERCHAPTER 10:  
CENTRAL COUNTING PLACE PROCEDURES 

 
 

I. CENTRAL COUNTING PLACE OPERATIONS 

 
All early ballots and provisional ballots are initially processed by the County Recorder and then 
transferred to the officer in charge of elections for tabulation at the central counting place. Regular 
ballots cast on Election Day that are not processed and tabulated at the voting location are also 
transmitted to the central counting place for processing and tabulation. Central counting place 
operations are conducted under the direction of the Board of Supervisors or the officer in charge 
of elections. The operations must be in accordance with the procedures outlined in this manual, 
and open to observation by representatives of each political party and the public. 
 
The central counting place and the computer center, where the computer containing the election 
management system (EMS) is securely kept, may be separate or joined as determined by the Board 
of Supervisors or designee. Maximum efficiency and control results when all board functions are 
performed in the same facility. However, when physical restrictions result in inadequate working 
spaces, it is permissible to separate board functions as long as prescribed board functions and 
sequence are maintained and the public can observe. 
 
When the computer center, central counting place, or receiving sites are not at the same location, 
the officer in charge of elections (or designee transfer) transfers the ballots to the computer center 
or observeobserves the transmission of voted results, even if they are initially received and 
processed at another location. 
 
AAs authorized by the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections, a security officer or an 
election official may conduct tours through the central counting place for the public. At no time 
shall any public observance of the election process interfere with or interrupt the normal ballot 
flow, nor shall members of the public touch a ballot, computer, or tabulation device (except as 
permitted by the officer in charge of elections during demonstrations). A.R.S. § 16-621(A). 
Further, blue or black pen shall not be present in any area where voted ballots are being processed. 

A. Deputies/Oath of Office 

All persons taking part in the actual processing and counting of ballots, including the employees 
of a jurisdiction conducting an election, must be appointed in writing and take an oath provided 
by the Board of Supervisors (or designee) that they will faithfully and impartially perform their 
duties. Any person who has not been appointed in writing or taken the oath shall, under no 
circumstances, be permitted to touch any ballot, computer, or counting device used in processing 
ballots. A.R.S. § 16-621(A). 
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B. Providing Live Video Recording at Central Counting Place 

For any statewide, legislative, or county election, and subject to local appropriation, the county 
officer in charge of elections must provide a live video recording of the custody of all ballots when 
ballots are present in the tabulation room in the central counting place.80  
 
The live video recording must include date and time indicators. If the live coverage is interrupted, 
the officer in charge of elections must attempt to reinstate coverage as soon as practicable. Any 
disruption in live video recording does not prevent the officer in charge of elections from 
continuing to tabulate ballots. The officer in charge of elections must record the video coverage 
and retain the recording as a public record at least through the challenge period for the election. At 
minimum, the challenge period is through the date to file or conclude any post-election recount or 
election contest. 
 
The county officer in charge of elections must timely provide the website hyperlink to the 
Secretary of State, who must publish those hyperlinks on the Secretary of State’s website. A.R.S. 
§ 16-621(CD). 

C. Manual Ballot Counting  

If it becomes impracticable to count all or some of the ballots with tabulating equipment, the officer 
in charge of elections may direct that ballots be counted manually, following the provisions 
governing the counting of paper ballots. No valid ballot shall be left uncounted. 
 

II. ESTABLISHING CENTRAL COUNTING PLACE BOARDS 

 
The Central Counting Place may have 11 or more types of boards as needed, which may be 
combined, if practicable, at the discretion of the officer in charge of elections. The Board of 
Supervisors or officer in charge of elections shall appoint boards for the tallying of results after 
the polls have closed. More than one board may be appointed for each type of board: 

1. Receiving Board 

2. Inspection Board 

3. Central Counting Place Board 

4. Ballot Duplication Board 

5. Electronic Vote Adjudication Board 

6. Accuracy Certification Board 

7. Write-in Tally Board 

8. Provisional Ballot Board 

 
80 Live video recording is not required for L&A testing or the post-election hand count audit. A.R.S. § 16-
602(B). Similarly, there is no live video recording requirement for L&A testing. See A.R.S. § 16-449. 
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9. Special Election Board 

10. Audit Board 

11. Snag Board 
 
Board members are appointed by the Board of Supervisors or other county officer in charge of 
elections at least 14 days prior to the board beginning its duties. All board members should be 
trained on their duties before assuming their positions. Some boards may have their duties 
combined at the discretion of the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections.  
 
Unless otherwise noted below, each board is comprised of two members of different political 
parties. County party chairpersons may nominate persons to fill board positions. Without a 
nomination from a party chairperson, the Board of Supervisors (or designee) may fill the position 
with a member of the appropriate party.81  
 
Separate boards consisting of two judges and an inspector will be appointed to process early ballots 
and write-in votes. At least one of the judges should not be a member of the same political party 
as the inspector. 
 
The following procedures for processing ballots shall be followed, unless the Secretary of State 
has granted a jurisdiction permission to use another method. A jurisdiction wishing to deviate from 
these instructions must make a request in writing no later than 90 days prior to the election for 
which the exception is requested.  

A. Receiving Board  

The Receiving Board consists of two members who are not registered in the same political party. 
The officer in charge of elections or designee serves as the chair of the Receiving Board. 
 
The Receiving Board is responsible for receiving the following items from the elections boards at 
the polling places and voting locations after the polls have closed, as applicable: 

1. Memory devices; 

2. Ballot transporttransfer containers containing ballots; 

3. Early ballots that have been dropped off at a polling place; 

 
81 If it is impossible to sufficiently staff the boards with members of different political parties, the officer 
in charge of elections shall, at minimum, exercise best efforts to utilize board members with no party 
affiliation or affiliated with unrecognized political parties to ensure that there is a diversity of political party 
affiliation (including no affiliation) on the boards and that no board is comprised of members of only one 
party. Further, the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections shall document when and how the 
political parties in the county were contacted about the need for board workers affiliated with those parties 
and all other actions taken in a best effort to obtain board workers from two different political parties. 
However, nothing in this Manual shall be interpreted to supersede otherwise applicable statutory 
requirements, including requirements as to differing political party affiliation of board workers. 
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4. Provisional ballots; 

5. Official returns container; 

6. Unofficial returns container; 

7. Precinct payroll envelope containing vouchers and a copy of the Official Ballot Report; 

8. Duplicate poll list; and 

9. Signature roster or e-pollbook. 
 
When a ballot transfer container is delivered to a Receiving Board, the following entries shall be 
made in the Receiving Board Log, as applicable: 

1. Precinct/polling place or vote center name or other identifier; 

2. Signatures of the persons delivering the container; 

3. Seal number of the Ballot Transfer Containerballot transfer container; 

4. Seal number on the carrying case of the tabulation unit; 

5. Seal number on the carrying case of the Accessible Voting System unit and memory packs; 
and 

6. Initials of the person receiving the ballot transfer container. 
 
The Receiving Board shall ensure proper chain of custody documentation for all items received.  
The Receiving Board shall give a numbered receipt acknowledging receipt of such ballots to the 
person in charge who delivers such ballots. A.R.S. § 16-608(A). 
 
If it appears that the ballot transfer container seal is broken, it shall be immediately referred to the 
officer in charge of elections or Snag Board for disposition. All other ballot transfer containers 
should be delivered unopened to the Inspection Board. 

B. Inspection Board  

The Inspection Board is responsible for: 

• Opening and verifying information on the precinct ballot report if the ballot transfer 
container contains any voting materials other than voted ballots; and  

• Inspecting returns as necessary. 
 

Receiving Boards and Inspection Boards should normally be combined, unless circumstances 
would render this inefficient. The officer in charge of elections shall provide each board with a log 
to enter pertinent data for each precinct/polling place or vote center. 

1. Preliminary Procedures 
 
When the ballot transfer container or alternate ballot box arrives at the central counting place, the 
Inspection Board shall: 
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1. Break the seal and open the ballot transfer container; 

2. Break the seal on the alternate ballot box, if used; 

3. Remove the Ballot Report Form and check to see that the seal number is the same as shown 
on the log—if the Ballot Report Form is absent, incomplete, or the seal number does not 
agree with the number on your inspection board log, call for the supervisor or officer in 
charge of elections; 

4. Enter on the inspection board log: 

• Precinct or voting location name and/or number or voting location; 

• Number of write-in ballots, (if applicable); 

• Number of total provisional ballots, including conditional provisional ballots; and 

• Number of early ballots dropped off at the polling place; 

5. Separate the types of ballots to be processed into: 

• Provisional and conditional provisional ballots, 

• Write-in ballots, (if applicable), 

• Voted ballots, and 

• Early ballots. 

2. Provisional and Conditional Provisional Ballots 
 
If there are provisional ballots: 

1. The provisional ballot envelopes should be visually distinguishable from other ballot 
envelopes issued at a voting location or early voting site. Provisional and conditional provisional 
ballot envelopes may be printed on colored paper, may bear bar codes that do not identify the 
voter, or may use other methods to visually distinguish those types of ballot envelopes;. 
 
If there are provisional and/or conditional provisional ballots, the Inspection Board must: 

2.1. Keep provisional ballots separate from conditional provisional ballots; 

3.2. Complete the provisional ballot transmittal slip by entering: 

• The number of provisional ballots stated on the ballot report, and 

• The actual number of provisional ballots received;,  

• The number of conditional provisional ballots stated on the ballot report, and 

• The actual number of conditional provisional ballots received; and 

4.3. Record the number of provisional and conditional provisional ballots on the inspection 
board log. 
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3. Voted Early Ballots 
 
Early ballots dropped off at the polling place must be delivered to the County Recorder for 
signature verification, and may be verified prior to or along with the provisional ballots. For more 
information about processing early ballots, see Chapter 2, Section VI. 

4. Regular Voted Ballots 
 
Regular ballots that were tabulated at the voting location remain in the ballot transfer container 
received from the precinct or are packaged for storage and retention in the Treasurer’s vault. 
Regular ballots that were not tabulated at the voting location are received and processed by the 
Audit Board and/or Central Counting Place Board.  

5. Write-In Ballots 
 
If there are write-in ballots, the Inspection Board must:  

1. Count the total number of ballots containing write-ins, if not previously counted at the 
polling place; 

2. Record the number on the log; and 

3. Complete a transmittal envelope for delivery of ballots containing write-in votes to the 
Write-In Tally Board. 

C. Central Counting Place Board  

The Central Counting Place Board is responsible for the processing and tabulation of voted ballots 
on the central count tabulation equipment and the EMS, and shall maintain the security of the 
ballots throughout the process. The Central Counting Place Board shall be under the direction of 
the Central Counting Place Board inspector; and consist of as many trained personnel selected by 
the Board of Supervisors (or designee) as required to process all ballots delivered to the computer 
roomcentral counting place. 
 
Members of the Central Counting Place Board should be familiar with the L&A testtesting 
requirements, data processing procedures, and ballot tabulation equipment. There shall be no 
preferential counting of ballots for the purpose of projecting the election. A.R.S. § 16-621(A). 
 
The Central Counting Place Board shall: 

1. Secure all processed ballots until successful completion of the last accuracy certification 
test; 

2. Seal the ballot containers and secure the room where the ballots are located; 

3. Keep the containers in a secure area until: 

• The end of the challenge period, or 

• If a challenge is filed, until the challenge has been resolved, and 
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• The ballots have been released to the custody of the officer in charge of elections; 

4. Transfer the sealed containers to the officer in charge of elections who shall transfer the 
ballots to the County Treasurer for retention. 

 
The computer operating area, where the computer containing the EMS is located, shall be in a 
separate room or in an area of a larger room which is clearly marked as the computer operating 
area. Only members of the Central Counting Place Board and Accuracy Certification Board may 
be permitted in the immediate computer operating area. Other observers may be permitted to 
observe the operations of these boards and the computer from a designated location, but must not 
interfere with the conduct of the operations. The Snag Board may enter the computer operating 
area to resolve any discrepancy. 
 
Except for a County Recorder whose name is not on the ballot and who is carrying out official 
duties, no public officer serving in an elected position, or any candidate for an elective public 
office at the election shall be permitted to enter the central counting place unaccompanied by the 
officer in charge of elections (or designee,), any area where a central count board has been 
convened, any area where decisions about ballots are being made, or any other operational area 
where ballots are being processed or tallied. 

D. Ballot Duplication Board  

When any ballot, including an early ballot, is damaged or defective so that it cannot be readscanned 
by the tabulation machine, it must be manually duplicated by a Ballot Duplication Board and the 
duplicated ballot must be tabulated in place of the damaged ballot. A.R.S. § 16-621(A). Certain 
ballots received from UOCAVA voters as well as ballots cast in the wrong precinct must also be 
manually duplicated in order to be tabulated.  

1. Establishing a Ballot Duplication Board 
 
Each Ballot Duplication Board shall be comprised of at least two members who are registered 
voters not of the same political party and who are appointed by the officer in charge of elections. 
An Inspection Board may serve as a Ballot Duplication Board.  
 
The Ballot Duplication Board manually duplicates ballots that cannot be readscanned by the 
tabulation machine but on which the voter has nonetheless clearly indicated their intent to vote on 
a particular race or ballot measure. This may include crumpled or otherwise damaged ballots, 
ballots with smudged ink, or ballots which are marked in the wrong color of ink or with a device 
that cannot be read by the tabulation machine. If voter intent is not clear and Ballot Duplication 
Board members do not agree on the voter intent for a particular ballot, that ballot should be referred 
to the Snag Board or officer in charge of elections for resolution prior to duplicating the ballot. 

2. General Duplication Guidelines 
 
Generally, only UOCAVA ballots, early ballots, provisional ballots, and ballots cast at voting 
locations without a tabulation machine on-site should be duplicated at central counting facilities. 
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Voters who vote at a voting location with a tabulation machine on-site feed their voted ballots 
directly into the tabulation machine and have the opportunity to correct an unreadable ballot or 
ballot read as over-voted or blank on the spot. 
 
If a voter selects more than the maximum number of seats for a race, the tabulation machine will 
read the race as over-voted. Similarly, if a voter voted for a candidate whose name is printed on 
the ballot by marking the appropriate target area (e.g., arrow, square, or oval) and also wrote the 
candidate’s name in the write-in area, the tabulation machine will read that race as over-voted. 
Over-voted ballots shall be sent to the Ballot Duplication Board (and the Snag Board or officer in 
charge of elections for adjudication if needed), even if the voter correctly filled in the arrow or 
oval for other races on the ballot., or to the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board. If voter intent can 
be determined, the ballot shall be duplicated and counted.  
 
If a voter has consistently marked their ballot by circling the name of the candidates, or circling 
yes or no for issues, or placing an x, check mark, punched hole, or other similar mark next to the 
voter’s choices, the tabulation machine will read the ballot as blank or invalid. These blank ballots 
shall be sent to the Ballot Duplication Board or the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board for 
processing.  
 
If the early ballot boardEarly Ballot Board finds ballots that are torn, corrected with white-out or 
labels, erased, or marked with ink or crayon that cannot be read by the equipment, the ballot must 
be sent to the Ballot Duplication Board.  
 
Ballots received via fax, email, or secure web portal from UOCAVA voters shall be forwarded to 
the Ballot Duplication Board for processing. If the voter writes the name of a candidate on an 
FWAB, the vote shall be counted for that candidate. If a voter writes the name of a political party 
on an FWAB in a general election, the vote shall be counted as a vote for the candidate of that 
party. Any abbreviation, misspelling, common nickname, or other minor variation in the name of 
a candidate or political party shall be disregarded in determining the validity of the vote if the 
intent of the voter can be ascertained. A.R.S. § 16-543.02(C); A.R.S. § 16-645(A).  
 
Counties should also consult the Secretary of State’s Voter Intent Guide, available at 
www.azsos.gov/elections, for more detailed voter intent guidelines.  

3. Procedures for Duplicating a Ballot 
  
A damaged or unreadable ballotBallots requiring duplication must be duplicated according to the 
following procedures: 

• Ensure the correct ballot style for the voter’s assigned precinct will be used to create the 
duplicated ballot; (for out-of-precinct ballots, only the voter’s selections for races and 
ballot measures for which the voter is eligible to vote shall be duplicated onto the correct 
ballot style); 

• Mark the proper precinct identification code, if applicable; 
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• Record an identical serial number on both the original and duplicate ballot (including 
spoiled duplicates) – this ties the ballots together and creates a paper trail as required by 
statute, A.R.S. § 16-621(A); 

• Conspicuously mark the original ballot as “DUPLICATED;” 

• Conspicuously mark the duplicate ballot as “DUPLICATE,” A.R.S. § 16-621(A); 

• Using the damaged or unreadable ballot as a guide, mark a blank ballot with votes identical 
to those on the original ballot; 

• Do not duplicate write-in names that are not on the authorized write-in list (“blank” or 
“unofficial” may be typed in if using a ballot marking device to duplicate and the name/line 
cannot be left blank). However, mark the arrow or fill in the ovaltarget area to indicate the 
vote cast; 

• After marking the duplicate ballot, check to make sure it is identical to the original,  
(including over-votes, if voter intent cannot be determined, and any under-votes;); 

• If the Ballot Duplication Board makes any errors, mark the duplicate ballot “SPOILED” in 
a conspicuous manner, and repeat the above steps on a new ballot; 

• Place all original ballots in an envelope or container labeled “ballots that have been 
duplicated.” 

 
It is never permitted to enhance or alter a voter’s original ballot markings to render the ballot 
readable. Instead, the ballot should be duplicated or, if appropriate, electronically adjudicated. 

E. Electronic Vote Adjudication Board 

As an alternative or in addition to manual duplication of ballots performed by the Ballot 
Duplication Board, the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections may appoint 
Electronic Vote Adjudication Boards and utilize a certified electronic adjudication program to 
process specific votes requiring adjudication. Any electronic vote adjudication shall be done in 
compliance with A.R.S. § 16-621.  Further, procedures must comply with the requirements in this 
Section, unless the Secretary of State has granted a jurisdiction written approval to use alternate 
procedures. A jurisdiction wishing to deviate from the procedures in this Section must make a 
request in writing no later than 90 days prior to the election for which the exception is requested. 
To be approved, the deviation must be compliant with A.R.S. § 16-621.  
 
The following types of votes may be adjudicated using electronic adjudication: 

• Over-votes: The Electronic Vote Adjudication Board may evaluate over-vote conditions to 
determine the voter’s intent and make corresponding adjustments to the record if the voter’s 
intent is clear. If the voter’s choice for a specific race or ballot measure cannot be positively 
determined, no selection shall be counted for that race or ballot measure. A.R.S. § 16-610;  
A.R.S. § 16-611. 

• Votes on ballots read as blank or unclear: The Electronic Vote Adjudication Board may 
review ballots read by the tabulation machine as blank or unclear, determine if voter intent 
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is clear on some or all races or ballot measures, and make corresponding adjustments to 
the record. If the voter’s choice for a specific race or ballot measure cannot be positively 
determined, no selection shall be counted for that race or ballot measure. A.R.S. § 16-610; 
A.R.S. § 16-611. 

Votes that do not meet the above criteria shall not be electronically adjudicated.82 Ballots that are 
damaged or defective such that they cannot be read or scanned by the tabulation equipment must 
be manually duplicated and shall not be electronically adjudicated. A.R.S. § 16-621(A). 

1. EMS Requirements   

To utilize electronic adjudication, the following minimum system and application requirements 
must be met: 

1. The electronic adjudication application must be part of an election management system 
(EMS) that has received federal and state certification and is authorized for use in elections 
in Arizona.  

• The application must be installed with the EMS on a secure, isolated, closed 
network and shall not be connected to the internet or an external network. 

2. The application shall provide distinct security roles, with separate usernames and secure 
passwords for each user or station. These security roles must have different functions. Each 
election worker shall be given access to only the components of the application necessary 
to perform their duties. If a secured username and password are used for each station rather 
than each user, a detailed log of who utilized each station and at what time(s) shall be 
maintained. 

3. Users (and, if applicable, stations) shall have unique usernames and secure passwords. 
Vendor-supplied generic passwords may not be used. 

4. Log-in must be required each time the electronic adjudication application is started. The 
application and/or tabulation system shall be capable of identifying ballots that contain 
over-votes or that are read as blank or unclear. 

5. The application shall provide comprehensive logging of any changes to the ballot record 
for audit purposes, as well as validation of all changes through the use of multiple electronic 
“signatures” before committing any changes to the EMS results. 

6. The application shall allow election officials to review, evaluate, and adjudicate votes, 
based on the voter’s intent, through the application without physical duplication of the 
ballot and record those changes and any modified totals in the results report. 

7. The application shall allow for each transaction to be reviewed and approved by at least 
two election officials of different political party affiliation.  

 
82 The Write-In Tally Board may also use a certified electronic adjudication program to electronically tally 
write-in votes for qualified write-in candidates (in lieu of manual tallying of write-in votes). See Chapter 
10, Section II(H)(2).  
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8. There must be an efficient and reliable means of identifying and locating the physical 
ballots that have been electronically adjudicated if needed for auditing. For example, the 
tabulation machine may be programmed to out-stack and/or print an identifying mark on 
the ballots to be electronically adjudicated. 

 
Even if electronic adjudication is not utilized, the tabulation equipment may be programmed to 
stop on, sort, or flag write-in votes for races with official write-in candidates. Official write-in 
candidates may be entered into the EMS after the write-in filing deadline to facilitate this process 
as long as doing so does not modify the election programming if L&A testing has been completed. 

2. L&A Testing Requirements 

If electronic adjudication will be utilized for an election, that functionality of the tabulation system 
will also be tested during the L&A test for that election to ensure proper and secure functioning. 
A.R.S. § 16-621(B)(1); see Chapter 4, Section II. In addition, a paper audit log must be produced, 
verified, and signed off on by the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board members before committing 
their selections to the EMS for the purpose of updating results. See Chapter 10, Section II(E)(4).  

3. Electronic Vote Adjudication Board Composition 

If the officer in charge of elections elects to use electronic adjudication, they must appoint an 
Electronic Vote Adjudication Board consisting of two judges, overseen by an inspector. The two 
judges shall be divided as equally as practicable between the two largest political parties as 
required by A.R.S. § 16-531(D). A.R.S. § 16-621(B)(2). 

4. Electronic Vote Adjudication Procedures 

If the officer in charge of elections elects to use electronic adjudication, they must appoint an 
Electronic Vote Adjudication Board consisting of two judges, overseen by an inspector. The two 
judges shall be divided as equally as practicable between the two largest political parties as 
required by A.R.S. § 16-531(D). A.R.S. § 16-621(B)(2). 
 
Prior to electronically adjudicating any ballots, the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board must be 
trained in their duties and application functionality.  

1. The electronic adjudication of votes must be performed in a secure location, preferably in 
the same location as the EMS system, but open to public viewing.  

2. The officer in charge of elections shall make a back-up of the election from the EMS prior 
to the start of electronic adjudication and again after electronic adjudication is complete in 
order to have a record of the results as initially read by the tabulator and after electronic 
adjudication. 

3. The Electronic Vote Adjudication Board shall use the electronic adjudication application 
to: (a) review votes on ballots read as over-voted, blank, or unclear; (b) determine voter 
intent; and (c) electronically attribute votes according to the clear intent of the voter. 
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• The general guidelines for determining voter intent in Chapter 11, Section IX 
should be followed to the extent they do not conflict with any requirements in this 
Section. 

• The Electronic Vote Adjudication Board may decide to: (i) approve the ballot with 
no changes to any races; or (ii) approve the ballot with changes based on the board’s 
adjudication of voter intent. 

• The Electronic Vote Adjudication Board shall only adjudicate votes that are marked 
by the voter in a manner that prevents the tabulation machine from accurately 
counting the race as the voter intended. If it is not possible to positively determine 
the voter’s choice for a particular race or ballot measure, the Electronic Vote 
Adjudication Board shall not designate a choice for that race or ballot measure. 
A.R.S. § 16-610; A.R.S. § 16-611. 

4. Electronic adjudication of voter intent should generally be performed separate and apart 
from the electronic tallying of official write-in votes and by separate boards, and the results 
of adjudication of voter intent and tallying of official write-in votes shall be reported and 
verified on separate paper audit logs.  

• If electronic adjudication of voter intent and tallying of official write-in votes is 
done together for each ballot requiring such action, the board performing the joint 
electronic adjudication of voter intent and electronic tallying of official write-in 
votes shall meet all the requirements applicable to both the Electronic Vote 
Adjudication Board and the Electronic Write-In Tally Board, see Chapter 10, 
Section II(H)(2). In this case, the board’s actions on the adjudication of voter intent 
and tallying of official write-in votes may be reported and verified on the same 
paper audit log. 

5. The EMS and/or electronic adjudication application shall provide a report on the ballots 
and votes electronically adjudicated by each Electronic Vote Adjudication Board, the 
selections made by the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board, the names of the members of 
the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board that processed the votes on the report, and the date 
of processing. 

6. The electronic adjudication process shall include production of a paper audit log of the 
Electronic Vote Adjudication Board’s dispositions as to each ballot/vote electronically 
adjudicated. The paper audit log must be verified and signed off on by the board members, 
who shall verify that the paper audit log accurately reflects the board’s selections and that 
those selections are accurately reflected in the electronic adjudication application prior to 
committing the selections to the EMS for the purpose of updating results. The paper audit 
log shall be maintained in case resolution of any discrepancy or audit of the electronic 
adjudication process is needed. A.R.S. § 16-621(B)(3)(b). 

7. To meet the requirement of a board-verified paper audit log, the Electronic Vote 
Adjudication Board shall either:  

• Maintain a manual, hard-copy log of its selections for each ballot/vote 
electronically adjudicated by the board; or  
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• Print from the application a log of the ballots and votes electronically adjudicated 
by the board and the selections made by the board for each ballot and vote, verify 
that the printed log accurately reflects the board’s selections, and confirm that those 
selections are accurately reflected in the electronic adjudication application prior 
to committing the selections to the EMS for the purpose of updating results.  

8. The officer in charge of elections shall provide for a method to retain, track, and account 
for the original ballot and the digital duplicate of the ballot created by the electronic 
adjudication application that includes a serial number on the digital image, which can be 
used to track Electronic Vote Adjudication Board actions. A.R.S. § 16-621(B)(3)(a), (c). 

9. After adjudication is complete, and the board has verified that the paper audit log of its 
selections are accurate and that those selections are accurately reflected in the application, 
the results shall be committed to the EMS and the election results will be updated with new 
totals. 

E.F. Accuracy Certification Board  

The Accuracy Certification Board consists of two elections officials registered with two different 
political parties and shall be appointed by the Board of Supervisors (or designee). The Accuracy 
Certification Board is responsible for verifying the accuracy of computer programs, through the 
L&A test materials, and attesting to the procedures during computer processing of ballots. A.R.S. 
§ 16-449. 
 
All L&A tests shall be observed by the Accuracy Certification Board, and open to representatives 
of political parties, candidates, the press, and the general public. Political party observers are 
distinguished from members of the general public, who may view the central counting place 
activities from the public viewing area. Properly credentialed political party observers may observe 
the proceedings from inside the room where they happen. However, under no circumstances should 
a political party observer touch or operate the election server computer or any scanning device. 
See Chapter 10, Section I(A).  
 
If an error is detected in the L&A test, it shall be corrected. An errorless test must occur and be 
completed before the program and computer are certified.  
 
Immediately after completion of the tabulation of ballots, the Accuracy Certification Board shall 
certify that: 

• The number of ballots processed for each precinct or voting location was checked against 
the number of ballots received from the precinct or voting location by the Ballot Inspection 
Board (part of the Central CountyCounting Place Board), as reflected on the Ballot Report 
Form; and 

• Any discrepancies in the number of ballots received and the number processed by the vote 
tally system are properly resolved. 
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F.G. Provisional Ballot Processing 

Provisional ballots are processed initially by the County Recorder and then by a Provisional Ballot 
Board at the central counting place.  
 
The provisional ballot affidavit, whether part of the provisional ballot envelope or a separate form, 
shall be deemed sufficient if it is signed by the voter and, if the voter did not provide adequate 
identification at the voting location, the signature matches the signature on the voter’s registration 
record.. A provisional ballot shall not be rejected solely for lack of a signature on the affidavit by 
polling place election officials. 
 
A conditional provisional ballot cast by a voter must be clearly distinguishable and kept separate 
from other provisional ballots. A conditional provisional ballot must not be processed and 
forwarded for tabulation until the voter has produced sufficient identification to the County 
Recorder, in accordance with the provisions of this manual governing proof of identity. See 
Chapter 9, Section IV. The County Recorder must disqualify the ballot if the voter does not provide 
sufficient identification by the deadline.  

1. County Recorder Responsibilities 

 Verification of Provisional Ballots 

All provisional ballots must be verified for proper registration within 10 calendar days after a 
general election that includes an election for federal office, and within five business days for all 
other elections. A.R.S. § 16-135(D). The provisional ballot shall be counted if: 

1. The voter’s registration is verified and the voter is eligible to vote in the precinct, and  

2. The voter’s signature does not appear on any other signature roster for that election, and 

3. There is no record that the voter voted early in that election. 
 
For a provisional ballot to be counted, the County Recorder shall confirm that all of the following 
requirements are met: 

1. Confirm that the provisional ballot affidavit is signed;  

2. Confirm that the voter was registered to vote and was eligible to vote in the election;  

3. Confirm that the voter voted in the correct polling place or voting location or cast the ballot 
for the correct precinct;  

4. Confirm that there is no record that the voter voted early for that election; 

5. If the voter moved without updating their address and voted in the precinct for the new 
address, confirm that the voter did not vote in the prior precinct by confirming that the 
voter did not sign the signature roster for the prior precinct; 

6. For a partisan primary election, confirm that the voter received and voted the correct party 
ballot based on the voter’s party affiliation; 
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7. If the voter is registered as a “federal-only” voter, confirm that the voter received a 
“federal-only” ballot or clearly mark or stamp the outside of the provisional ballot envelope 
to indicate that the voter is a “federal-only” voter and only races for federal candidates 
should be duplicated and tabulated. 

 
The County Recorder shall deliver only provisional ballot envelopes and/or affidavits of qualified 
voters who meet the above requirements to the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of 
elections for counting. Rejected provisional ballot envelopes and/or affidavits should be separately 
retained and delivered to the officer in charge of elections for retention in accordance with A.R.S. 
§ 16-624. 

 Rejection Reason Code 

The rejection code reason code is determined by the County Recorder. The rejection reasons 
include: 

1. Not registered; 

2. No ballot in envelope; 

3.2. Registered after 29-day cut-off; 

3. No ballot in envelope; 

4. No signature; 

5. Insufficient/illegible information; 

6. Voter did not provide adequate identification and signature does not match; 

7.6. Wrong party; 

8.7. Outside jurisdiction ballot; 

9.8. Voter challenge upheld; 

10. Voted in wrong precinct; 

11.9. Voted and returned an early ballot; 

12.10. Proper identification not provided by deadline; 

13.11. Not eligible; and 

14.12. Other (please specify). 

 Updating Voter Registration Records 

The County Recorder shall update the appropriate county register or registration database with the 
names of all provisional voters whose registration was verified to indicate that those voters are 
qualified to vote in future elections. The County Recorder should also use the information from a 
provisional ballot envelope or affidavit to update a voter’s name and address.  
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The County Recorder may also useBy the information from aAugust 2022 Primary Election, a 
paper provisional ballot envelope or affidavit to update a voter’s name and address. A provisional 
ballot envelope or affidavit may alsoform shall substantially comply with A.R.S. § 16-152 and be 
used to register a voter for the first time for future elections (not the current election the provisional 
ballot was used for) if the form ). Counties in which voters complete the provisional ballot affidavit 
on an e-pollbook should also ensure the affidavit substantially complies with A.R.S. § 16-152. 
A.R.S. § 16-152 so it can be used to register a voter for the first time, but, as an alternative and 
until compliance is possible, may offer provisional voters a State or Federal Form to complete and 
submit at the voting location.  
 
Additionally, a “federal-only” voter may use the provisional ballot process to provide a driver 
license number as DPOC for future elections (although not for the current election the provisional 
ballot was used in).  

 Voter Verification of Provisional Ballot Status 

The County Recorder shall create a provisional ballot record for the voter that contains the 
following information: 

1. Provisional ballot receipt number; 

2. Name of the voter; 

3. Precinct/polling location where the provisional ballot was cast; 

4. Provisional ballot status; 

5. Provisional ballot status reason; 

6. Address (optional) 

7. Date of Birth (optional) 

8. Political Party (optional). 
 
A.R.S. § 16-584(E). 
 
This information will be used for online verification of a voter’s provisional ballot. The 
information shall be available online for one month after posting. 
 
As soon as possible after verification of the provisional ballots is complete, a notice informing the 
voter whether their vote was counted or not counted, and the reason for not counting if applicable, 
shall be provided to the voter. This may be in the form of a notice mailed to the voter, or the voter 
may access the information pursuant to the instructions on the receipt that was issued to the voter 
at the time they voted the provisional ballot. The receipt will provide the voter with clear 
instructions on how to determine the status of their vote. 
 
The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections shall provide to provisional voters a 
toll-free number or other method of verifying the status of their votes. Reasonable restrictions will 
be employed to limit transmittal of the information only to the voter, such as verifying the date of 
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birth, state or country of birth, or other information that could confirm the voter’s identity if 
compared with the voter registration information on file. The officer in charge of elections will 
request verification of identity with information from the voter’s registration record or provisional 
ballot envelope. A.R.S. § 16-584(F). 

 Challenges to Provisional Ballots 

Challenges of provisional ballots will be determined by the Provisional Ballot Board using the 
procedure outlined for counting early ballots in Chapter 2, Section V. If the voter is found to be 
not registered, the ballot shall remain unopened and be retained in the same manner as voted 
ballots. Party representatives and alternates may be appointed to be present during provisional 
ballot processing and to challenge the disposition of provisional ballots. 

2. Provisional Ballot Board Responsibilities 
 
The Board of Supervisors shall appoint one or more Provisional Ballot Boards, consisting of two 
elections officials not of the same political party, for the processing of provisional ballots. They 
must also appoint additional clerks as needed, designate the supervisory authority, designate the 
location for processing, and provide all necessary supplies. 
 
Provisional ballot boardsBallot Boards may convene and begin ballot processing any time after 
provisional ballots are delivered to the officer in charge of elections. The provisional ballot 
processing board shall place official and unofficial returns in containers marked “official returns” 
and “unofficial returns.” The container may be an envelope or any other container that keeps the 
official and unofficial returns physically separated by precinct. 
 
The inspector on the Provisional Ballot Board shall be in charge of processing. The inspector shall 
receive the provisional ballot envelopes from the verification staff and record the precinct 
identification data on the transmittal form if that data is not already pre-printed. 

3. Verification StaffProvisional Ballot Board Procedures for Specific 
Scenarios 

 
Verification staffThe Provisional Ballot Board at the central counting place must follow the 
following procedures in the specified scenarios below. 

 Provisional Ballots Cast by Federal-Only Voters 

The verification staffProvisional Ballot Board must examine the outside of the provisional ballot 
envelope to determine if the Recorder’s Office has identified the voter as a “federal-only” voter. 
If that indicator is present and the Recorder’s Office has indicated that the ballot is otherwise 
verified, the verification staffboard will open the provisional ballot envelope and confirm whether 
the ballot inside is a “full-ballot” or “federal-only” ballot.  

• If the ballot in the provisional ballot envelope is a “federal-only” ballot, the ballot shall be 
removed and processed for tabulation. 
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• If the ballot in the provisional ballot envelope is a “full-ballot,” the verification staffboard 
will remove the ballot from the envelope and send the ballot to the Ballot Duplication 
Board for duplication of the races for President of the United States (Presidential Electors), 
United States Senator, and United States House of Representatives only. No other race or 
ballot measure will be duplicated from that ballot. 

 Provisional Ballots Voted on an Accessible Voting Device that 
Independently Tabulates Votes 

The verification staffProvisional Ballot Board must examine the provisional ballot affidavit to 
determine if the Recorder’s Office has identified the voter as a “federal-only” voter. If that 
indicator is present and the Recorder’s Office has indicated that the ballot is otherwise verified, 
the verification staff will print a copy of the voted ballot or pull the voter-verifiable paper audit 
trail to confirm whether the ballot is a “full-ballot” or a “federal-only” ballot.  

• If the ballot is a “federal-only” ballot, the ballot shall be marked “accepted” on the EMS 
and processed for tabulation. 

• If the ballot is a “full-ballot,” the verification staff will mark the ballot “Fed-Only” and 
send the ballot to the Ballot Duplication Board for duplication of the offices of President 
of the United States (Presidential ElectorElectors), United States Senate, and United States 
House of Representatives only. No other race or ballot measure will be duplicated from 
that ballot. The provisional ballot shall be marked “rejected” on the EMS and the duplicated 
ballot shall be counted with the rest of the provisional paper ballots. 

 Damaged Ballots 

If there are damaged provisional ballots, the verification staff must: 

1. Count the number of damaged ballots in each precinct; 

2. Initiate a transmittal slip to accompany the ballot to the Ballot Duplication Board; 

3. Record the number on the slip; and 

4. Forward the ballots, with the transmittal slip, to the Ballot Duplication Board. 

 Ballots Ready for Counting 

The number of ballots ready to be counted must be recorded on a transmittal slip. The ballots and 
transmittal slip are forwarded to the Central Counting Place Board. 

 Ballots to Be Duplicated 

If any provisional ballots require duplication, the verification staff must forward those ballots to 
the Ballot Duplication Board in a proper transmittal envelope or container.  
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 Write-In Votes 

After the provisional ballots have been counted on a tabulation unit, any ballots containing write-
in votes shall be separated from the other ballots and forwarded to the Write-in Tally Board. or 
Electronic Write-in Tally Board. 

4. Challenges 
 
Challenges of provisional ballots will be determined by the Provisional Ballot Board using the 
procedure outlined for counting early ballots in Chapter 2, Section V. If the voter is found to be 
not registered, the ballot shall remain unopened and be retained in the same manner as voted 
ballots. Party representatives and alternates may be appointed to be present during provisional 
ballot processing and to challenge the disposition of provisional ballots. 

G.H. Write-In Tally Board  

1. Write-In Tally Board Procedures 
 
The Write-In Tally Board is comprised of one inspector and two judges, who are members of the 
two political parties which cast the highest number of votes in the state at the last general election. 
At least one of the judges must be of a different political party than the inspector. At least 90-days 
before an election, the county chairperson of the two largest political parties may designate 
qualified electors to serve on the Write-In Tally Board.  When the list is timely submitted, it shall 
be used to appoint board members. Without a nomination from a party chairperson, the Board of 
Supervisors (or designee) may fill the position with a member of the appropriate party. A.R.S. § 
16-531(A), (E). The Write-In Tally Board may manually tally write-in votes or do so through an 
electronic voting system pursuant to Chapter 10, Section II(G)Chapter 10, Section II(H)(2) below. 
A.R.S. § 16-531(E).  
 
If the voter writes the name of a candidate on the ballot, the vote shall be counted for that candidate. 
If a voter writes the name of a political party on an FWAB, the vote shall be counted as a vote for 
the candidate of that party. Any abbreviation, misspelling, common nickname, or other minor 
variation in the name of a candidate or political party shall be disregarded in determining the 
validity of the vote if the intent of the voter can be ascertained. A.R.S. § 16-543.02(C).  
 
Write-in votes are tallied only if the ballot is properly marked by the voter. This is done by writing 
in the name of a qualified write-in candidate and by filling in the oval or connecting the arrow (or 
other method of properly marking the vote as indicated in the instructions for the particular optical 
scan or digital scan ballot). A.R.S. § 16-448. 
 
If a write-in vote is declared to be invalid, the Write-In Tally Board manually tallying write-in 
votes must disqualify the vote. The Write-In Tally Board must not count any write-in vote that an 
election official has identified as disqualified. 
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2. Electronic Tallying of Write-In Votes 
 
As an alternative to manual tallying of write-in votes, the Write-In Tally Board may utilize an 
electronic program to tally write-in votes for qualified write-in candidates. Any electronic tallying 
of write-in votes shall be done pursuant to the requirements in this Section unless the Secretary of 
State has granted a jurisdiction written approval to use alternate procedures. A jurisdiction wishing 
to deviate from the procedures in this Section must make a request in writing no later than 90 days 
prior to the election for which the exception is requested.   

 EMS Requirements 

To utilize an electronic program to tally write-in votes, the following minimum system and 
application requirements must be met: 

1. The application must be part of an EMS that has received federal and state certification and 
is authorized for use in elections in Arizona.  

• The application must be installed with the EMS on a secure, isolated, closed 
network and shall not be connected to the internet or an external network. 

2. The application shall provide distinct security roles, with separate usernames and secure 
passwords for each user or station. These security roles must have different functions. Each 
election worker shall be given access to only the components of the application necessary 
to perform their duties. If a secured username and password are used for each station rather 
than each user, a detailed log of who utilized each station and at what time(s) shall be 
maintained. 

3. Users (and, if applicable, stations) shall have unique usernames and secure passwords. 
Vendor-supplied generic passwords may not be used. 

4. Log-in must be required each time the application is started. The application and/or 
tabulation system shall be capable of identifying ballots that contain write-in votes. 

5. The application shall provide comprehensive logging of any changes to the ballot record 
for audit purposes, as well as validation of all changes through the use of multiple electronic 
“signatures” before committing any changes to the EMS results. 

6. The application shall include electronic review, attribution of eligible write-in votes, and 
tallying of official write-in votes within the application. 

7. The application shall allow for each transaction to be reviewed and approved by at least 
two election officials of different political party affiliation.  

8. There must be an efficient and reliable means of identifying and locating the physical 
ballots that have been electronically tallied, if needed, for auditing. For example, the 
tabulation machine may be programmed to out-stack (physically or digitally) the ballots 
with write-in votes to be electronically tallied and/or print identification numbers on the 
ballots with write-in votes to be electronically tallied. 
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The tabulation equipment may be programmed to stop on, sort, or flag write-in votes for races with 
official write-in candidates. Official write-in candidates may be entered into the EMS after the 
write-in filing deadline to facilitate this process as long as doing so does not modify the election 
programming if L&A testing has been completed.  

 L&A Testing Requirements 

If write-in votes will be electronically tallied, that functionality of the tabulation system will also 
be tested during the L&A test for that election to ensure proper and secure functioning. In addition, 
a paper audit log must be produced, verified, and signed off on by the Write-In Tally Board 
members before committing their selections to the EMS (see Chapter 10, Section II(G)(2)(c)(c) 
below).  

 Electronic Tallying Procedures 

Prior to electronically tallying any ballots with write-in votes, the Write-In Tally Board must be 
trained in their duties and application functionality.  

1. The electronic tallying of write-in votes must be performed in a secure location, preferably 
in the same location as the EMS system, but open to public viewing.  

2. AnA Write-In Tally Board that electronically tallies write-in votes must use the EMS and 
electronic adjudication/tallying application to: (i) electronically filter and review ballots 
with write-in votes; and (ii) determine voter intent and attribute votes to official write-in 
candidates according to the procedures specified in Chapter 10, Section II(G)(1).Chapter 
10, Section II(G)(1). Write-in votes for unofficial write-in candidates are invalid and shall 
not be tallied electronically. 

3. If the Write-In Tally Board cannot agree on the resolution of a vote, that vote shall be 
flagged and referred to the officer in charge of elections (or designee) for final 
determination.  

4. The EMS and/or electronic adjudication/tallying application shall provide a report on the 
official write-in votes tallied, the names of the members of the Write-In Tally Board that 
processed the votes on the report, and the date of processing. 

5. The electronic write-in tally process shall include production of a paper audit log of the 
Write-In Tally Board’s decisions as to each ballot/vote electronically tallied. The paper 
audit log must be verified and signed off on by the board members, who shall verify that 
the paper audit log accurately reflects the board’s selections and that those selections are 
accurately reflected in the electronic adjudication/tallying application prior to committing 
the selections to the EMS.  

6. To meet the requirement of a board-verified paper audit log, the Write-In Tally Board shall 
either:  

a. Maintain a manual, hard-copy log of its selections for the official write-in votes 
tallied by batch; or  
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b. Print a log of its selections by batch from the application, verify that the printed log 
accurately reflects the board’s selections, and confirm that those selections are 
accurately reflected in the electronic adjudication/tallying application prior to 
committing the selections for that batch to the EMS.  

H.I. Audit Board 

The officer in charge of elections is responsible for overseeing a post-election audit of each voting 
location using an Audit Board. 
 
AllThe officer in charge of elections shall ensure that all election board logs, the Official Ballot 
Report, tabulation units, accessible voting device tapes/printouts, and a copy of the downloaded 
precinct results shall beare delivered to an Audit Board upon the completion of each election 
board’s function. 
 
The Audit Board: 

1. Receives the Official Ballot Reports for each voting location and any supplemental 
information from the election boards that could explain any discrepancies; 

2. Receives the signature rosters, poll lists (or scanned copies), or reports from e-pollbooks 
that show voter check-ins and signatures;  

3. Receives the tabulation unit and accessible voting device precinct paper tape; 

4. Receives a copy of the transmitted precinct results from the election management system; 

5. Verifies the counts on the Official Ballot Report; 

6. Verifies that the count from the tabulation unit and accessible voting device precinct paper 
tapes is the same as the count from the transmitted precinct results on the election 
management system; 

7. Produces a written record that the correct vote totals for each candidate and issue were 
transmitted from the polling place to the election management system; 

8. Has access to all voting locations’ ballot statements contained in the unofficial return 
envelope; 

9. Identifies discrepancies in the reports following final tabulation of duplicated ballots and 
provisional ballots; 

10. Resolves problems that appear to be of major significance in the presence of political party 
observers; and 

11. Resolves and documents all discrepancies. 
 
The functions of the Audit Board must be completed prior to the acceptance of the canvassing 
results in order to ensure the integrity of the canvass results. 
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I.J. Snag Board  

The Snag Board is comprised of at least three members who are knowledgeable about the entire 
elections process. Where possible, its members should have experience working as board members 
in several previous electionselection cycles. ItThe Snag Board is appointed by the Board of 
Supervisors or officer in charge of elections, and should have members of at least two political 
parties. 
 
The function of the Snag Board is to resolve any problem brought to its attention by any of the 
other election boards. 
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CHAPTERCHAPTER 11:  
HAND COUNT AUDIT 

 
A limited precinct hand count and early ballot hand count audit must be conducted after each 
countywide primary, special, general, and PPE election and compared against the results from the 
electronic tabulation system, unless applicable exceptions apply. The purpose of the hand count 
audit is to compare the results of the machine count to the hand count to assure that the machines 
are working properly and accurately counting votes. Those conducting the hand count shall not be 
provided the machine count results of the batches of ballots they are hand counting prior to 
completion of the hand count of that batch. If the results from the hand count audit are within the 
“designated margin” of the electronic results for selected ballots, the hand count is deemed to have 
confirmed the accuracy of the electronic tabulation equipment, the hand count may cease, and the 
countywide electronic results are deemed the official results of the election. If the results from the 
hand count audit are outside of the “designated margin,,” a second hand count of the same ballots 
is required, potentially followed by an expanded hand count and one or more jurisdiction-wide 
hand counts depending on the results. A.R.S. § 16-602(C)-(F).  

 DESIGNATION OF HAND COUNT BOARD MEMBERS 

At least 14 days prior to a countywide primary, special, general, or PPE election, the officer in 
charge of elections must notify the county chairpersons of each recognized political party entitled 
to continued representation on the state ballot of the requirement to designate Hand Count Board 
members, who will perform the hand count audits under the supervision of the officer in charge of 
elections. The officer in charge of elections should forecast the requisite number of board members 
(including alternate board members) based on the number of precincts/vote centers included in the 
hand count and/or the total number of ballots to be hand counted. 
 
The political party county chairpersons (or designee) must designate Hand Count Board members 
and alternates at least seven days before the election (i.e., by 5:00 p.m. on the Tuesday before the 
election). The designation must be submitted as prescribed by the officer in charge of elections, 
who may require or permit electronic submission. If the political party is not represented by a 
county chairperson, the chairperson of the applicable state political party (or designee) may 
appoint the Hand Count Board members.  
 
The proposed board members and alternates must be registered to vote in Arizona but need not be 
registered members of the political party that designated them. Candidates appearing on the ballot, 
except for the office of precinct committeeman, may not serve as Hand Count Board members. 
Board members are entitled to receive compensation, but not for lodging, meals, or travel. 
 
The officer in charge of elections must notify a political party county chairperson by 9:00 a.m. on 
the Wednesday before the election if there is a shortage of required board members (i.e., the total 
number of proposed board members provided by all parties is less than four times the number of 
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precincts to be audited). The chairperson must provide additional board member names by the next 
business day (5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before the election).  
 
The hand count shall not proceed unless a sufficient number of Hand Count Board members 
hashave been designated by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday preceding the election and appear at the 
designated time and location to perform the hand count. Further, for the hand count to proceed, 
not more than 75% of the persons performing the hand count shall be from the same political party. 
The hand count may also be canceled (and the electronic tabulation of ballots will constitute the 
official count) if the officer in charge of elections removes enough board members (due to 
disruption or members being unable to perform their duty) such that there is an insufficient number 
of board members and the shortage cannot be remedied with substitutions.  
 
The officer in charge of elections must notify the Secretary of State if the hand count will be 
canceled. Among other information, the notification to the Secretary of State must outline the steps 
taken by the officer in charge of elections to secure sufficient participation in the hand count. 
 
If a sufficient number of members are present for the hand count, the officer in charge of elections 
must create boards by selecting at least two judges and one inspector per board. Each Hand Count 
Board must be comprised of designees from at least two recognized political parties and no more 
than 75% of the members may be from the same political party. Typically, for a three-member 
Hand Count Board, no more than two board members shallmay be members of the same political 
party entitled to continued representation on the ballot. All board members must take the oath 
specified in A.R.S. § 38-231(E). 

 
Board members may not bring any electronic devices, black pens, blue pens, or cell phones into 
the designated location of the hand count.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(7). 

 OBSERVATION OF THE HAND COUNT AUDIT 

The hand count is not subject to the live video requirements of A.R.S. § 16-621(CD). However, 
political party representatives who are observing the hand count may bring their own video 
cameras to record the hand count. The sole act of recording the hand count does not constitute 
sufficient grounds to for the officer in charge of elections to prohibit observers from recording or 
to remove them from the facility. However, the observation or recording may not interfere with 
the hand count. In addition, to preserve the right to a secret ballot, no recording of ballot content 
shall be allowed. If either situation occurs, the officer in charge of elections may remove the 
observers or board members from the facility or further restrict video recording. A.R.S. § 16-
602(B). 
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 TYPES AND QUANTITIES OF BALLOTS TO HAND COUNT 

A post-election hand count audit includes a precinct hand count, which involves a manual count 
of regular ballots from selected precincts, and an early ballot hand count, which involves a manual 
count of a percentage of early ballots cast in the election. 

 Ballots Included in the Precinct Hand Count 

For the precinct hand count, the officer in charge of elections must conduct a hand count of regular 
ballots from at least 2% of the precincts, or 2 precincts, whichever is greater. Provisional and 
conditional provisional ballots are not included in the hand count. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(1). 
 
In counties that utilize vote centers, each vote center is considered to be a precinct/polling location 
and the officer in charge of elections must conduct a hand count of regular ballots from at least 2% 
of the vote centers, or 2 vote centers, whichever is greater. 
 
In a PPE, the officer in charge of elections must conduct a hand count of regular ballots from 2% 
of the polling places or vote centers established pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-248. A.R.S. § 16-
602(B)(3). 

 Ballots Included in the Early Ballot Hand Count 

The officer in charge of elections is required to conduct a hand count of 1% of the total number of 
early ballots cast, or 5,000 early ballots, whichever is less. A.R.S. § 16-602(F). Counties may elect 
to audit a higher number of ballots at their discretion. 
 
At least one batch of up to 400 early ballots from each central count machine used to tabulate early 
ballots and at least one accessible voting machine (if those machines independently tabulate votes) 
used during on-site early voting shall be selected for the early ballot hand count process. The 
officer in charge of elections must securely sequester those selected ballots along with their 
unofficial electronically- tabulated results for use in the early ballot hand count. 

 SELECTING PRECINCTS/POLLING PLACES TO BE HAND 
COUNTED 

The county political party chairpersons (or designees) shall take turns randomly drawing the 
precincts, vote centers, or consolidated polling places for the hand count. If a chairperson appoints 
a designee, the appointment must be in writing with the signature of the chairperson. The officer 
in charge of elections may prescribe the method for submitting the appointment and may require 
or permit electronic submission. The precincts/polling places shall be selected by lot without the 
use of a computer and the order of selection by the county political party chairpersons (or 
designees) shall also be by lot.  
 
The selection of the precincts/polling locations shall not begin until all ballots voted in the precinct 
polling places have been delivered to the central counting facility. The unofficial vote totals from 
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all precincts/polling locations shall be made public before selecting the precincts/polling locations 
to be hand counted. The selection of precincts/polling locations shall occur prior to the selection 
of the races to be counted. 
 
At least 2% of the precincts/polling locations in the county (rounded to the nearest whole number) 
or two precincts/polling locations, whichever is greater, shall be selected at random from a lot 
consisting of every precinct/polling location in that county. For any election where there are 
consolidated polling locations, the number of precincts to hand count should be calculated based 
on the number of active polling locations for that election.  
 
For counties utilizing vote centers, each vote center shall be considered to be a precinct/polling 
location during the selection process and the officer in charge of elections must conduct a hand 
count of regular ballots from at least 2% of the vote centers, or two vote centers, whichever is 
greater. 
 
The process for selecting the precincts for Primary and General Elections is:  

1. Determine Selection Order: Select, by lot, the order in which the county political party 
chairpersons (or designees) shall draw precincts/polling locations. The selection order will 
apply for the entire hand count process. 

2. Create Lot: Create a lot containing all precincts/polling locations in the county. 

3. Select Precincts: Draw the required 2% or two precincts/polling locations to be counted 
from a lot containing every precinct/polling location in the county. Precincts/polling 
locations without any registered voters shall be excluded from the pool of available 
precincts/polling locations in the county. The county political party chairpersons (or 
designees) shall alternate selecting precincts/polling locations based on the order defined 
in Step 1 from the lot until the required number of precincts/polling locations is selected. 

a. If a tabulation unit from a vote center was selected as a precinct/polling location to 
be hand counted, a subsequential selection shall be conducted to select a 
touchscreen voting machine (if they independently tabulate votes, and if there are 
more than one) utilized at that vote center: 

• Create Lot: Create a lot containing all touchscreen voting machines used 
at the same vote center in which a tabulation unit was previously selected. 

• Select Touchscreen Voting Machines: Draw a corresponding number of 
touchscreen voting machines to be hand counted for each tabulation unit 
from a vote center that was previously selected, from a lot containing every 
touchscreen voting machine utilized at a vote center from which a 
tabulation unit was selected during the selection of the precincts/polling 
locations. 

4. Record Precincts.: The officer in charge of elections shall record the precincts/polling 
locations to be hand counted in the Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet. The 
precincts/polling locations shall be listed in the order selected. The order of the 
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precincts/polling locations shall be used when selecting the contested races in Section V of 
this Chapter. 

A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(1), (B)(2), (B)(2)(e), (C). 

 RACES ELIGIBLE TO BE HAND COUNTED 

 Eligible Races Generally 

The races to be counted in the hand count audit generally includes up to five contested races, which 
shall include: 

• One statewide candidate race;  

• One statewide ballot measure (if the election has a statewide ballot measure on the general 
election ballot); 

• One legislative candidate race (Arizona House of Representatives or Arizona Senate); and 

• One federal candidate race (United States House of Representatives or United States 
Senate); and 

• One presidential elector race (only in general elections with a race for President of the 
United States).  

 
A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(2), (5).  
 
A candidate race within one of the above-referenced categories is eligible for inclusion in the hand 
count only if the race is “contested,” meaning there are more candidates seeking election or 
nomination than the number of seats available. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(2)(f). Write-in candidacies do 
not create contested races if the race is not otherwise contested. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(4).  
 
If there are no contested races within one of the above-referenced categories, one or more 
additional contested races from one of the other categories must be selected by lot until the required 
number of contested races are selected for the hand count. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(2)(e). For example, 
because a statewide ballot measure will not appear on the ballot during a primary election, an 
additional contested race from one of the other categories of eligible races must be drawn to make 
up the required four races.  
 
For a primary election, each political party primary is considered a separate race. For example, the 
requirement to select one contested legislative race is satisfied by selecting either the Democratic 
or Republican primary election race. A.R.S. § 16-602(B). 
 
For federal and legislative candidate races, only the type of office (House or Senate) must be 
selected, not any particular district. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(2)(c)-(d). Therefore, if, for example, the 
race for U.S. House of Representatives has been selected to satisfy the federal candidate race 
category, and the county encompasses parts of three Congressional districts, ballots cast in any of 
the Congressional districts are eligible for the hand count audit as long as those races are contested. 
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 Eligible Races in Special Elections 

For a special election to vote on a statewide ballot measure, all statewide ballot measures should 
be selected for the hand count audit (assuming there are four or fewer statewide ballot measures 
on the special election ballot). 
 
For a special election to fill a Congressional vacancy: 

• If a Congressional primary is contested, all contested political party races should be 
selected for the hand count audit for that special primary election (assuming there are four 
or fewer contested primaries); 

• Regardless of whether a Congressional primary was contested, a contested special general 
election must be selected for the hand count. 

 Eligible Races in PPEs 

A hand count must be conducted following a PPE. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(3). Since no other races 
may appear on a PPE ballot, all contested political party preference races should be selected for 
the hand count audit (assuming there are four or fewer contested preference races). A.R.S. § 16-
241(A). 

 SELECTING RACES TO BE HAND COUNTED 

The county political party chairpersons (or designees) must randomly select the particular 
contested races to be hand counted, incontinuing with the same order determined at the beginning 
of the hand count process and used to select precincts/polling locations.  
 
If there are fewer than four contested races on the ballot, only the contested races on the ballot that 
fall within one of the four categories shall be included in the hand count audit. If there are no 
contested races in any of the designated categories in an election, no hand count will take place. 
A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(2)(e)-(f). 

 Selecting Races for Primary and General Elections 

The following process shall be used to select the races to be counted for both the precinct hand 
count and early ballot hand count for primary and general elections: 

1. Determine the race categories available for this election. The possible race categories 
shall be statewide candidate, federal candidate, state legislative candidate, and ballot 
measure, and, in a presidential election year, presidential elector. Some categories may not 
appear on the ballot for a particular election. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(2). 

2. Create a master list of all contested races. Create a list by race category of all possible 
contested races. This list will be referenced when creating the lots of possible races to 
count. The entries on this list shall be specific. Examples for the Primary would include 
Governor/Democrat or State House/Republican. Examples for the General would include 
State Treasurer or State Senate. 
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3. Determine the required number of races that will be counted from each category. 
There should be one race for each required category unless a category does not have an 
eligible race.  

a. Determine if there is a contested presidential elector race.  

• IfIndicate if there is no contested presidential elector race on the ballot, 
placefor example, by placing a zero in the “Presidential Elector” line of 
Section B of the Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet, see 
sample form in Chapter 17.  

• IfIndicate if there is a contested presidential elector race, placefor example, 
by placing a tick mark in the “Presidential Elector” line. 

b. Determine if there is a contested statewide candidate race. 

• IfIndicate if there is no contested statewide candidate race on the ballot, 
placefor example, by placing a zero in the “Statewide Candidate” line of 
Section B of the Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet and 
placeplacing a tick mark in the “Additional Races Needed” line.  

• IfIndicate if there is a contested statewide candidate race, placefor 
example, by placing a tick mark in the “Statewide Candidate” line.  

c. Determine if there is a statewide ballot measure race.  

• IfIndicate if there is no statewide ballot measure on the ballot, placefor 
example, by placing a zero in the “Statewide Ballot Measure” line of 
Section B of the Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet and 
placeplacing a tick mark in the “Additional Races Needed” line.  

• IfIndicate if there is a statewide ballot measure race, placefor example, by 
placing a tick mark in the “Statewide Ballot Measure” line. 

d. Determine if there is a contested federal candidate race on any of the ballots 
in the precincts/polling locations selected.  

• IfIndicate if there is no contested federal candidate race in any of the 
selected precincts/polling locations, placefor example, by placing a zero in 
the “Federal Candidate” line of Section B of the Master Precinct and Race 
Selection Worksheet and placeplacing a tick mark in the “Additional Races 
Needed” line.  

• IfIndicate if there is a contested federal candidate race, placefor example, 
by placing a tick mark in the “Federal Candidate” line. 

e. Determine if there is a contested state legislative race on any of the ballots in 
the precincts/polling locations selected.  

• IfIndicate if there is no contested state legislative race in any of the selected 
precincts/polling locations, placefor example, by placing a zero in the 
“State Legislative” line of Section B of the Master Precinct and Race 
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Selection Worksheet and placeplacing a tick mark in the “Additional Races 
Needed” line.  

• IfIndicate if there is a contested state legislative race, placefor example, by 
placing a tick mark in the “State Legislative” line. 

f. If additional races are needed, determine if the number of races can be 
satisfied by an additional race(s) in another category.  

• The priority for selecting other categories, if needed, is as follows: 
statewide candidate, statewide ballot measure, federal candidate and then 
state legislative. All additional races shall be fulfilled with the highest 
priority race category possible. For example, if two additional races are 
needed and there are two additional contested statewide races, both 
additional races shall be statewide races. The categories of races to be hand 
counted and the number per category shall be recorded on the Master 
Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet.  

4. Separate out the contested races by category and create selection lots for each 
category from which a race or races will be selected.   

a. For the statewide candidate lot in a primary election, each contested party race shall 
be placed in the lot (e.g., Governor/Republican, State Mine/Democrat).  

b. For the federal candidate lot, the officer in charge of elections shall evaluate each 
of the precincts/polling locations selected to determine the possible federal 
candidate race types for the lot. If one or more precincts/polling locations have a 
contested federal candidate race, that race type shall be placed in the lot. In a 
primary election, each contested party race type shall be placed in the lot. The 
selections for U.S. House of Representative shall not contain the specific district 
since the names of the candidates may vary among the sampled precincts/polling 
places (e.g., U.S. House/Republican and U.S. House/Democrat). 

c. For the state legislative lot, the officer in charge of elections shall evaluate each of 
the precincts/polling locations selected to determine the possible contested state 
legislative race types for the lot. If one or more precincts/polling locations have a 
contested state legislative race, that race type shall be placed in the lot. In a primary 
election, each contested party race type shall be placed in the lot. The selections for 
state legislative race shall not contain the specific district since the names of the 
candidates may vary among the sampled precincts/polling locations (e.g., State 
House/Democrat, State House/Republican, State House/Libertarian). 

• If any candidate race is for a vacancy, the vacancy race shall be treated as 
a separate race for creating lots. For example, if an AZ Corporation 
Commission seat is vacant and the term ends in 2010 and there is also a 
race for the seat with a term that ends in 2012, the Corporation Commission 
Term Ending 2010 and Corporation Commission Term Ending 2012 will 
be two separate races when creating the Statewide Candidate lot.  
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5. Select the contested races to be hand counted. The county political party chairpersons 
(or designees) shall alternate selecting races continuing with the order defined when 
selecting precincts/polling locations. The races will be selected by lot until the required 
number of races is selected. Categories of contested races shall be drawn in the following 
order until the required number of contested races is reached: presidential elector, statewide 
candidate, statewide ballot measure, federal candidate, and state legislative candidate. 
Document any selected race(s) in Section C of the Master Precinct and Race Selection 
Worksheet.  

- If a selected candidate race does not have a contested race in each of the selected 
precincts/polling locations, only the precincts/polling locations where there is a 
contested candidate race shall be hand counted for that race. The machine counts 
of the races in this category shall be added together and measured against the 
hand counts of the races in this category to determine if the total difference falls 
within the designated margin.  

6. The races selected for the precinct hand count shall be the same used for the early 
ballot hand count. Because the batches used for the early ballot hand count do not 
correspond to the precincts/polling locations selected for the precinct hand count, the 
names of candidates for the selected races may differ among the various early ballot batches 
selected for the audit. The machine counts of the races in such categories shall be added 
together and measured against the hand counts of the races in those categories to determine 
if the total difference falls within the designated margin. 

7. Create Hand Count Board Worksheets. The officer in charge of elections shall create a 
Hand Count Board Worksheet for each Hand Count Board. The worksheet documents the 
members of the Hand Count Board and what races they will be hand counting. 

 Selecting Races for a PPE 

The following process shall be used to select the races to be hand counted for a PPE: 

1. Determine Selection Order. Select by lot the order in which the county political party 
chairpersons (or designees) shall choose from the pool of available precincts. 

2. Create Lot of Polling Locations. Create a lot of available polling locations. A county may 
consolidate precincts in a PPE. Only actual polling locations will be placed in the lot of 
available polling locations. 

3. Select Precincts. Draw the required 2% or two polling locations to be counted among a lot 
containing every actual polling location for the PPE.  

4. Record Precincts. The officer in charge of elections shall record the polling locations to 
be hand counted in Section A of the Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet.  

5. Create Lot of Contested Races. Create a lot of the contested races available for the PPE. 
Each political party that is participating in the PPE will count as a contested race.  

6. Select Race(s). If there are four contested races or less, all possible races will be hand 
counted. If there are more than four contested races, the county political party chairperson 
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(or designee) who is next (from Step 1), shall choose a contested PPE race to be hand 
counted. The political party chairpersons (or designees) will alternate until four contested 
races are selected.  

7. Record Race. The officer in charge of elections shall record the PPE race(s) to be hand 
counted in Section B of the Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet. 
 

A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(3). 

 HAND COUNT TABULATING METHODS 

There are two approved methods of hand counting votes:  

• Stacking method: used for hand counting optical/digital scan ballots; and  

• Three-person call-out method: used for hand counting votes from the VVPAT of an 
accessible voting machine.83  

 
For either method, each judge shall be given a tally sheet that shall be marked with the 
precinct/polling location, the race, and the names of the candidates for that particular race. See 
Sample Hand Count Tally Sheet in Chapter 17. 

 Stacking Method for Optical/Digital Scan Ballots 

The stacking method is used for hand counting optical/digital scan ballots, and may also be used 
to hand count paper ballots printed by accessible ballot marking devices. For the stacking method, 
the inspector picks up each ballot and sorts the ballots are sorted into piles withby the assistance 
of the other twothree board members (the inspector and two judges) and tallies the number of votes 
for each candidate in the particular race being hand counted are tallied using the process below.  

1. Processing Ballots with Write-In Votes 

1. SinceIf write-in votes mayhave not have been tabulated yet, it is very important to keep 
ballots with write-in votes segregated from ballots without write-in votes. To do so, the 
first judge counts the total number of ballots with write-in votes. The second judge shall 
recount the total number of ballots with write-in votes. If the totals from both judges 
match, the result shall be documented in the Hand Count Tally Sheet. 

 
83 Because no Arizona counties currently use accessible voting machines that independently tabulate votes 
or produce a VVPAT rather than a paper ballot for tabulation, the three-person call-out method used in that 
circumstance is not addressed in detail in this version of the Elections Procedures Manual. Interested 
persons may consult Chapter 11, Section VII of the 2019 Elections Procedures Manual for a description of 
the three-person call-out method previously used in Arizona by applicable counties. Should any county 
revert to using accessible voting machines that independently tabulate votes or produce a VVPAT, the 
county must follow the three-person call-out method described in the 2019 Elections Procedures Manual 
when conducting the post-election hand count audit.  
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- Ballots with write-in votes may be marked with yellow highlighter to enable them 
to be readily segregated from other ballots after the hand count of the batch is 
complete.  

2. The inspector shall announce the specific race to be counted, identify that race on the 
ballot, and separate out ballots with over-votes or no selection for that race. The two 
judges shall confirm that the inspector performs this step correctly. 

3. The inspector shall announce the first candidate/selection listed in the race and begin 
the stacking process for that candidate/selection: 

- The inspectorHand Count Board members shall hold up the ballots one at a time 
and declare the voter’s choice for the specific candidate/selection in the race. All 
ballots with a vote for that candidate/selection shall be placed in one stack (the 
“yes” stack) and all ballots with a vote for any other candidate/selection in the 
race shall be placed in a separate stack (the “no” or “other” stack). The judges 
and inspector shall view each ballot and ensure that the inspector is placing the 
ballot was placed in the right stack.  

- After the sorting process is complete, one judge shall count each pile in stacks of 
10 or 25 (or another agreed-upon, pre-determined number) and then the other 
judge shall recount each stack. The inspector shall enter the number of ballots in 
each stack onto the Hand Count Tally Sheet. 

- The inspector shall move the “yes” stack aside, perform the stacking process for 
the next candidate/selection in the race using the ballots in the “no” or “other” 
stack, and repeat until done recording totals for all candidates/selections on the 
Hand Count Tally Sheet. 

• If the race being counted is for multiple seats (e.g., vote for two), it will be 
necessary to go through entire set of ballots for each candidate, without the 
option of setting aside the “yes” stack as described in the prior step. 

- If there is any question about the intent of the voter, the determination of voter 
intent must be made by unanimous consent of all three Hand Count Board 
members using the standards established in Chapter 11, Section IX. If a 
unanimous decision cannot be reached by the Hand Count Board, the officer in 
charge of elections shall make the final decision regarding the voter’s intent. A 
notation of the final decision shall be logged on the tally sheet and the inspector 
shall place the ballot into the proper stack for counting.  

4. After completing the stacking process, the inspector shall place the ballots with write-
in votes back in the write-in envelope and keep those ballots separated from the regular 
ballots if write-in votes were not already tabulated and ballots with write-in votes were 
segregated from ballots without write-in votes. 
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2. Processing Regular Ballots 

1. The first judge shall count the total number of regular ballots. The second judge shall 
recount the total number of regular ballots. If the totals from both judges match, the 
result shall be documented in the Hand Count Tally Sheet. 

2. The inspector announces the specific race to be counted, identifies that race on the 
ballot, and separates out ballots with over-votes or no selection for that race. The two 
judges shall confirm that the inspector performs this step correctly. 

3. The inspector announces the first candidate/selection listed in the race and begins the 
stacking process for that candidate/selection, using the same procedure described 
above for ballots with write-in votes. The stacking process is repeated for each race to 
be hand counted.  

4. After completing the stacking process, the inspector shall place the regular ballots back 
in the regular ballot envelope and keep those ballots separated from the ballots with 
write-in votes. 

 Three-Person Call-Out Method for Ballots Cast on Accessible Voting 
Devices that Independently Tabulate Votes 

The three-person call method may be used when hand counting votes from an accessible voting 
machine that independently tabulates votes, including the VVPAT (see Section VII(C) below).  

1. The inspector shall take the ballots one at a time. On each ballot, the inspector shall 
find the races that were selected to be hand counted and announce the races one at a 
time. The judges will find the race on the proper “DRE Hand Count Tally Sheet.” The 
inspector shall then announce the name of the candidate that the voter marked on the 
ballot for that race or, if a ballot measure, the voter’s selection for the measure.  

• The determination of voter intent must be made by unanimous consent of 
all three Hand Count Board members, using the standards established in 
Chapter 11, Section IX. If a unanimous decision cannot be reached by the 
Hand Count Board, the officer in charge of elections shall make the final 
decision regarding the voter’s intent. A notation of the final decision shall 
be logged on the tally sheet. 

2. The judges shall place a tick mark by the voted candidate’s name on the tally sheet. 
After processing each batch of 25 ballots, the judges shall compare the number of tick 
marks with each other. If the results from both judges match, the judges shall cross 
through the remaining numbers in the row. If the results do not match, the Hand Count 
Board shall recount the batch of 25 ballots until the results from both judges match. 

3. Upon completion of the hand count, the judges shall sign the final “Hand Count 
Cumulative Sheet.”  
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 Process for Hand Counting Accessible Voting Audit Tapes 

The Hand Count Board, under the direction of the officer in charge of elections, shall: 

1. Unroll the VVPAT generated by the accessible voting device and verify the precinct. 

2. Mark through all the voided or spoiled votes cast with a red pen/pencil in a manner that is 
visually distinguishable but does not interfere with the ability to read the paper. 

3. Mark through all provisional votes with a red pen/pencil in a manner that is visually 
distinguishable but does not interfere with the ability to read the paper. 

4. Ensure that the voided or spoiled and provisional votes are not counted. 

5. If the paper roll is unable to be read for any reason, a new precinct shall be selected for 
the precinct hand count in accordance with Section VIII of this Chapter. If no other 
precinct/polling location is available for selection, the unreadable ballots shall be read 
using the printed version of the electronic ballots as generated by the accessible voting 
device. The officer in charge of elections shall make the determination of whether a paper 
roll is readable. 

6. Utilize the Three-Person Call Tabulating Method. 

7. If multiple accessible voting devices were used in the precinct or for early voting, repeat 
the process above for each paper roll generated by the Accessible Voting Devices. 

8. Record results on the Accessible Voting Device Hand Count Tally Sheet. 

 PROCEDURES FOR CONDUCTING THE HAND COUNT 

The officer in charge of elections must commence the hand count with a public announcement and 
explanation of the procedure. The hand count must begin within 24 hours after the polls close on 
Election Day and must be completed before the county canvass. A.R.S. § 16-602(I). The start of 
the hand count can be defined as the official training of the Hand Count Board members, selection 
of the precincts and races, coordinating the hand count with the party leaders, or any other activity 
that furthers the progress of the hand count for that election. 
 
Hand count board members shall not bring cellular phones, other electronic devices, or pens with 
black or blue ink into the official hand counting area. 
 
Throughout the hand count, the officer in charge of elections must retain custody and control of 
all hand counted ballots. A.R.S. § 16-602(H). 

 Precinct Hand Count  

1. Precinct Hand Count Process 
 
The initial precinct hand count must be conducted according to the following procedure for each 
race selected for the hand count. 
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1. The officer in charge of elections: (i) ensures each board is properly assembled and has 
been provided all necessary forms and supplies; (ii) apportions ballots to the Hand Count 
Boards; and (iii) announces which specific race will be hand counted. The boards are not 
provided with the electronically- tabulated results for any race at this time. 

2. The inspector or one of the judges fills out a Hand Audit Tally Sheet (see sample forms 
in Chapter 17) for each race to be hand counted.84 The inspector signs each Hand Audit 
Tally Sheet. All Hand Audit Tally Sheets from the precinct hand count shall be provided 
to the officer in charge of elections after completion. 

a. Each judge shall fill out the top of the Hand Audit Tally Sheet, listing the 
precinct/polling location name, precinct/polling location number, inspector name 
and their name as the judge. Each judge shall also check the box for the proper 
election type. 

b. For a candidate race, list each candidate’s name on a separate counting line of the 
Hand Audit Tally Sheet. For ballot measures, list “Yes” on the first counting line 
and “No” on the second counting line. 

3. For optical/digital scan ballots, theThe Hand Count Board shall separate ballots with write-
in votes from the other precinct/polling location ballots and hand count each group of 
ballots using the stacking method described in Section VII(A) above. For ballots cast on 
accessible voting devices that independently tabulates votes and VVPATs, the Hand Count 
Board shall conduct the hand count using the three-person call-out method, see Sections 
VII(B)-(C) above.  

4. The Hand Count Board shall list the totals for each candidate on the appropriate Hand 
Audit Tally Sheet. Each precinct/polling location shall have one Hand Audit Tally Sheet 
for the optical/digital scan ballots and one for the accessible voting devices, unless the 
accessible voting device produces a paper ballot read by a tabulation unit and those paper 
ballots were hand counted using the stacking method. At this point, the hand count results 
for the batch is compared to the machine count results and the Auditorinspector initials the 
Hand Count Tally Sheet to indicate that there are no discrepancies in the batch totals.  

5. The officer in charge of elections shall create a Precinct Hand Count Margin Worksheet 
(see sample form in Chapter 17) for each race that was hand counted and calculate the 
hand count margin using the Precinct Hand Count Margin Worksheet and following the 
steps below in the presence of the county political party chairpersons (or designees): 

a. Fill out Top of Form. Fill out the date of the election. Circle the proper election 
(general, special, primary, or PPE). StateIndicate the race category that the 
worksheet is for (presidential elector, statewide candidate, statewide ballot, federal 
candidate, or state legislative candidate). List the specific race (e.g., State Senator, 
Corporation Commission/Democrat). List the hand count round (1st hand count, 
2nd hand count, expanded hand count or final hand count). 

 
84 See Sample Count Tally Sheet – Stacking Method, and Hand Count Tally Sheet – Three-Person Call Out 
Method, in Chapter 17. 
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a.  the proper election (general, special, primary, or PPE). State the race category that 
the worksheet is for (presidential elector, statewide candidate, statewide ballot, 
federal candidate, or state legislative candidate). List the specific race (e.g., State 
Senator, Corporation Commission/Democrat). List the hand count round (1st hand 
count, 2nd hand count, expanded hand count, or full hand count). 

b. Enter Hand Count Totals. For each precinct/polling location that was hand 
counted, enter separately the hand count totals for the optical/digital scan ballots 
and the hand count totals for the accessible voting devices. These totals will come 
directly from the Hand Count Tally Sheets. Each candidate’s counts or yes/no 
counts for ballot measures from the Hand Count Tally Sheet must be listed in the 
table. The total number of hand counted votes shall be calculated and noted in the 
worksheet. 

c. Enter Machine Count Totals. For each precinct/polling location that was hand 
counted, enter separately the machine totals for the optical/digital scan ballots and 
the machine totals for the accessible voting devices. These totals will come directly 
from Election Management Systems. Each candidate’s counts or yes/no counts for 
ballot measures from the Hand Count Tally Sheet must be listed in the table. The 
total number of machine counted votes shall be calculated and noted in the 
worksheet.  

d. Calculate Absolute Difference. For each candidate’s total or ballot 
measuremeasure’s yes/no total, calculate the absolute difference between the hand 
count and the machine count. The absolute difference is the difference between the 
two numbers listed as a positive value (e.g., [100 – 99] or [99 – 100] will both have 
an absolute value of one). The total absolute value for each precinct/machine type 
shall be calculated and noted in the worksheet.  

e. Calculate Grand Totals. Add up all the machine count totals for a particular race 
category to calculate the “Grand Total Machine Count.” Add up all the absolute 
differences for a particular race category to calculate the “Grand Total Absolute 
Difference.”  

f. Calculate Hand Count Margin. Divide the “Grand Total Absolute Difference” by 
the “Grand Total Machine Count” and multiply the result by 100 to calculate the 
margin in a percentage form.   

6. Compare the hand count margin for each race to the designated margin established by the 
Vote Count Verification Committee (established by the Secretary of State pursuant to 
A.R.S. § 16-602(K)) to determine if it is in the acceptable range or if a second or expanded 
precinct hand count is required. The applicable designated margin is available on the 
Secretary of State’s website at https://www.azsos.gov/elections/voting-election/voting-
equipment.  

7. If the calculated margin for the specific race from the Precinct Hand Count Margin 
Worksheet is less than the designated margin for the precinct hand count established by the 
Vote Count Verification Committee, the precinct hand count will be deemed concluded 
and the results of the electronic tabulation will constitute the official count for that race. 
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The officer in charge of elections shall indicate on the Hand Count Cumulative Sheet that 
the count is complete, and two members, onethe officer in charge of each elections and the 
chairperson (or designee) from each political party from each Hand Count Board present, 
shall sign the sheet. 

2. Second Precinct Hand Count 
 
If any hand counted race results in a calculated margin that is equal to or greater than the designated 
margin for the precinct hand count, a second precinct hand count of that race and of those same 
ballots shall be performed. A new Precinct Hand Count Margin Worksheet shall be created for the 
second precinct hand count for the race in question.  
 
If the second precinct hand count results in a calculated margin that is less than the designated 
margin, the precinct hand count will be concluded and the results of the electronic tabulation will 
constitute the official count for that race. A.R.S. § 16-602(C). The officer in charge of elections 
shall indicate on the Hand Count Cumulative Sheet that the count is complete, and a 
representativethe officer in charge of elections and the chairperson (or designee) from each 
political party present shall sign the sheet. A.R.S. § 16-602(C). 

3. Expanded Precinct Hand Count 
 
If the second precinct hand count results in a margin that is equal to or greater than the designated 
margin, the precinct hand count shall be expanded to include a total of twice the original number 
of randomly selected precincts/polling locations. Those additional precincts/polling locations 
(equal to the original number of randomly selected precincts/polling locations, so that the total 
number of ballots hand counted is twice the original number) shall be selected in accordance with 
the process set forth in Section IV. If the remaining number of precincts/polling locations for a 
race is less than the original number of precincts/polling locations selected for the first hand count, 
then the total remaining precincts/polling locations shall be included in the expanded hand count. 
A.R.S. § 16-602(C). A new Precinct Hand Count Margin Worksheet shall be created for the 
expanded Precinct Hand Count race in question.  
 
If the calculated margin for the expanded precinct hand count (as calculated based on the results 
of the original hand count plus the expanded hand count) is less than the designated precinct hand 
count margin, the precinct hand count will be concluded and the results of the electronic tabulation 
will constitute the official count for that race. A.R.S. § 16-602(D). The officer in charge of 
elections shall indicate on the Hand Count Cumulative Sheet that the count is complete, and a 
representativethe officer in charge of elections and the chairperson (or designee) from each 
political party present shall sign the sheet. ARS § 16-602(E). 

4. Full Precinct Hand Count 
 
If the expanded precinct hand count results in a calculated margin that is equal to or greater than 
the designated precinct hand count margin, the precinct hand count shall be extended to include 
the entire jurisdiction for that race. If the jurisdictional boundary for that race includes any portion 
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of more than one county, the full precinct hand count shall not be extended into the 
precincts/polling locations that are outside of the county that is conducting the full precinct hand 
count. A new Precinct Hand Count Margin Worksheet shall be created for the full precinct hand 
count race.  
 
If necessary, the officer in charge of elections may work with the county political party 
chairpersons (or designees) to select additional Hand Count Board members using the same 
selection procedure for the initial Hand Count Board members. 
 
The full hand count must be repeated for a particular race until the results of a full hand count are 
identical to the results of another full hand count for that race. When an identical hand count result 
is achieved, the hand count (not the electronic tabulation) constitutes the official result for the race 
in that county. The precinct hand count totals shall be added to the total count of early ballots, 
provisional ballots, conditional provisional ballots, and write-in votes to determine the final count 
and the officer in charge of elections shall report that final count to the Secretary of State. A.R.S. 
§ 16-602(D)-(E). 

 Early Ballot Hand Count 

The early ballot hand count is a hand count of a percentage of early ballots actually voted. The 
number of early ballots to be counted is 1% of the total number of early ballots cast or 5,000 early 
ballots, whichever is less. Each machine used for early ballot tabulation shall have at least one 
batch included in the early ballot hand count, and batch sizes may not exceed 400 ballots. A.R.S. 
§ 16-602(F). 

1. Early Ballot Hand Count Process 
 
The selected early ballots shall be hand counted according to the following procedure for each race 
selected for the early ballot hand count. 

1. Prior to beginning the tabulation of early ballots, the officer in charge of elections shall 
determine the total number of early ballots sent for the election. From this number the 
officer in charge of elections shall calculate a number that equals 1% of the number or 
5,000, whichever is less. Because the number of early ballots voted (including in-person 
early voting) will generally be lower than the number of early ballots sent, this calculation 
should yield a number of ballots that meets or exceeds the number of early ballots required 
to be hand counted.  

2. The officer in charge of elections shall then determine the number and size of the batches. 
The number of batches must be enough to include at least one batch per machine used for 
early ballot tabulation. That number must then be doubled to account for the possibility of 
an expansion from 1% to 2% of early ballots required to be hand counted. The batch size 
can be any amount up to 400 ballots. The size of the batch should start with the 1% number 
divided by the number of machines used for early ballot tabulation. The table below 
provides some examples.  
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 County A County B County C 

Number of early ballots sent to voters 4,000 60,000 800,000 

Number of machines used for early ballot 
tabulation 

2 4 3 

1% of early ballots sent to voters, or 5,000, 
whichever is less 

40 600 5,000 

2% of early ballots sent to voters, or 10,000, 
whichever is less (in case expansion is needed) 

80 1,200 10,000 

Size of Batches 20 150 400 (max) 

Number of Batches Required to Meet 1% (40/20)   = 
2 

(600/150) = 
4 

(5,000/400) = 
13 

Number of Batches Required to Meet 2% (80/20)   = 
4 

(1,200/150) 
= 8 

(10,000/400) 
= 25 

3. The county political party chairpersons (or designees) will work with the officer in charge 
of elections to randomly select one or more batches of early ballots included in the initial 
tabulation. This includes, including at least one batch from each machine used to tabulate 
early ballots, and. The officer in charge of elections shall securely sequester those ballots, 
along with their unofficial tally reports, for use in the early ballot hand count.  

a. Every precaution should be taken to ensure that no partial or complete tallies of the 
early election board be released or divulged before all precincts have reported or one 
hour after the closing of the polls on Election Day, whichever occurs first.  

4. From the sequestered early ballots, the officer in charge of elections will randomly select 
the required number of early ballots with which to conduct a hand count of the same races 
that are being hand counted in the precinct hand count and create batches consisting of up 
to 400 ballots per batch. The total number of ballots divided into batches shall satisfy the 
total number of early ballots required to be hand counted. At least one batch shall be created 
from early ballots tabulated on each machine used for tabulating early ballots. The batches 
may be selected from any presorted early ballot returns from Step 3 above. The batches 
used for the early ballot hand count need not correspond to the precincts/polling locations 
selected for the precinct hand count. The names of the candidates may vary among the 
batches if necessary. The machine counts of the races in this category shall be added 
together and measured against the hand counts of the races in this category to determine if 
the total margin of difference falls within the designated margin. 

5. If a county has an EMS that can produce sub-reports of results, then the officer in charge 
of elections will complete the steps necessary to create a batch report for each batch and 
print out the sub-report. 

6. The ballots included in a batch, as well as the baseline and batch tally reports, will be 
clearly labeled and sequestered separate from any other ballots or batches. The machine 
that the batches of early ballots were counted on shall be identified and listed with the 
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batch. Each batch may include a stack of regular ballots and a stack of ballots with write-
in votes. 

7. This process shall continue until a sufficient number of batches have been created. 

8. On Election Day, the officer in charge of elections shall calculate the exact number of early 
ballots tallied up to that point in time. plus the estimated number of additional early ballots 
expected to be received by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. From this number, the officer in 
charge of elections shall calculate a number equaling 1% of the estimated total early ballots. 
This number (or 5,000, whichever is less) shall serve as the minimum number of ballots to 
audit. 

9. The political party chairpersons shall randomly select one or more batches until enough 
ballots have been selected to equal the number of ballots to audit. 

10. If needed, for each race selected for audit, the officer in charge of elections shall calculate 
the electronic total for the race by subtracting the batch tally total for that race from the 
baseline tally total for that race. This shall be done for all selected batches. All races 
selected for the precinct hand count shall also be hand counted in the early ballot hand 
count. For the early ballot hand count, the races shall be listed in Section C of the Master 
Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet. 

11. A Hand Count Tally Sheet shall be created for each possibleselected contested race listed 
on the Master List of All Contested RacesPrecinct and Race Selection Worksheet. 

12.  The Hand Count Board members shall then perform a hand count of the optical/digital 
scan ballots using the stacking method. If accessible voting devices that independently 
tabulate votes are used for early voting, then at least one batch from each accessible voting 
device shall be included in the early ballot hand count and hand counted using the three-
person call-out method. 

13. The officer in charge of elections shall add all hand count results together for each race, 
including any accessible voting device results, add all electronic results together for each 
race, including any accessible voting device, and calculate the margin of difference using 
the Early Ballot Hand Count Margin Worksheet as follows: 

a. Fill out Top of Form. Fill out the date of the election. Indicate the proper election 
(general, special, primary, or PPE) and the race category that the worksheet is for 
(presidential elector, statewide candidate, statewide ballot, federal candidate, or 
state legislative candidate). List the specific race (e.g., State Senator, Corporation 
Commission/Democrat). List the hand count round (1st hand count, 2nd hand 
count, expanded hand countCircle the proper election (general, special, primary, or 
PPE). State the race category that the worksheet is for (presidential elector, 
statewide candidate, statewide ballot, federal candidate, or state legislative 
candidate). List the specific race (e.g., State Senator, Corporation 
Commission/Democrat). List the hand count round (1st hand count, 2nd hand 
count, expanded hand count or finalfull hand count). 

b. Enter Hand Count Totals. Enter separately the hand count totals for the 
optical/digital scan ballots and the hand count totals for the accessible voting 
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devices. These totals will come directly from the Hand Count Tally Sheets. Each 
candidate’s counts or yes/no counts for ballot measures from the Hand Count Tally 
Sheet must be listed in the table. The total number of hand counted votes shall be 
calculated and noted in the worksheet. 

c. Enter Machine Count Totals. Enter separately the machine totals for the 
optical/digital scan ballots and the machine totals for the accessible voting devices. 
These totals will come directly from Election Management Systems. Each 
candidate’s counts or yes/no counts for ballot measures from the Hand Count Tally 
Sheet must be listed in the table. The total number of machine counted votes shall 
be calculated and noted in the worksheet.  

d. Calculate Absolute Difference. For each candidate’s total or ballot measure 
yes/no total, calculate the absolute difference between the hand count and the 
machine count. The absolute difference is the difference between the two numbers 
listed as a positive value (e.g., [100 – 99] or [99 – 100] will both have an absolute 
value of one).  

e. Calculate Grand Totals. Add up all the machine count totals for a particular race 
category to calculate the “Grand Total Machine Count.” Add up all the absolute 
differences for a particular race category to calculate the “Grand Total Absolute 
Difference.”  

f. Calculate Hand Count Margin. Divide the “Grand Total Absolute Difference” by 
the “Grand Total Machine Count” and multiply the result by 100 to calculate the 
margin in a percentage form.   

 
If the margin of difference between the manual count of early ballots compared to the electronic 
tabulation of those ballots is less than the designated early ballot hand count margin, the electronic 
tabulation shall be the official count of the race and included in the canvass. No further hand count 
of the early ballots shall be conducted. A.R.S. § 16-602(F). The officer in charge of elections or 
Hand Count Board shall mark off and signindicate on the Early Ballot Hand Count Margin 
Worksheet as completed. that the count is complete, and the officer in charge of elections and the 
chairperson (or designee) from each political party present shall sign the sheet. A.R.S. § 16-602(F). 

2. Second Early Ballot Hand Count 
 
If the margin of difference is equal to or greater than the designated early ballot hand count margin 
for any race, the Hand Count Board shall repeat the hand count of the same early ballots for that 
race. 
 
If the second early ballot hand count results in a margin that is less than the designated margin, the 
early ballot hand count will be concluded, and the results of the electronic tabulation will constitute 
the official count for that race. No further hand count of the early ballots shall be conducted. The 
Hand Count Board shall mark off the chart as completed and two members, one of each political 
party, from each Hand Count Board present shall sign the chart. A.R.S. § 16-602(F). The officer 
in charge of elections shall indicate on the Hand Count Cumulative Sheet that the count is 
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complete, and the officer in charge of elections and the chairperson (or designee) from each 
political party present shall sign the sheet.  

3. Expanded Early Ballot Hand Count 
 
If the margin is equal to or greater than the designated early ballot hand count margin for any race, 
the Hand Count Board shall conduct an expanded early ballot hand count for that race, to include 
a number of additional early ballots equal to 1% of the total early ballots cast or an additional 5,000 
ballots, whichever is less, to be randomly selected from the batch or batches of sequestered early 
ballots. The Hand Count Board shall hand count the additional early ballots using the steps spelled 
out in Chapter 1011, Section VIII(B)(1) above. A.R.S. § 16-602(F). 
 
To calculate the hand count margin for the expanded early ballot hand count, add the first and 
expanded electronic count and add the first and expanded hand count together and then calculate 
the margin using the equation in Step 13 in Chapter 1011, Section VIII(B)(1) above. 
 
If the expanded early ballot audit results in a difference for that race that is equal to or greater than 
the designated early ballot hand count margin, the manual counts shall be repeatedexpanded for 
that race until a manual count results in a margin that is less than the designated margin, or until 
all early ballots for that race have been hand counted, whichever occurs first.  
 
All results shall be documented in writing and signed by the officer in charge of elections and all 
countythe chairperson (or designee) from each political party chairpersons (or designees) present. 
The officer in charge of elections shall label the ballots used for the early ballot hand count and 
preserve them separately. A.R.S. § 16-602(F). 

 Review of Election Program by a Special Master 

If a full jurisdiction-wide hand count wasis necessary, the Secretary of State must make available 
the escrowed election program source code for that county’s election equipment to the superior 
court for that county. The superior court for that county must then appoint a special master to 
review the election program.  
 
The special master must: 

1. Have expertise in software engineering; 

2. Not be affiliated with an election equipment or software vendor; 

3. Not be affiliated with a candidate who appeared on the ballot in that county; 

4. Be bound by a signed nondisclosure agreement with respect to the contents of the election 
program. 

 
The special master must prepare a public report to the superior court and to the Secretary of State 
with their findings on any discrepancies found in the election program. 
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The Secretary of State’s Election Equipment Certification Committee must review this report 
when considering the continued certification of that election equipment and software. A.R.S. § 16-
602(J). 

 STANDARD FOR DETERMINING VOTER INTENT IN HAND 
COUNT 

Ballots with vote choices that were marked improperly, corrected or erased, or otherwise read as 
blank or unclear by the electronic tabulation machine have likely been duplicated using the 
procedures in Chapter 10, Section II(D)(D) prior to being tabulated and/or committed to the EMS. 
Where necessary, the Hand Count Board members must also determine the voter’s intent on such 
ballots, using the following standards: 

1. If the voter selected more than the allowed number of selections for a particular race and 
the voter’s intended choice(s) cannot be positively determined, then no vote is counted for 
any candidate for that race or for or against that ballot measure. 

2. If the voter did not select any choice for a particular race or ballot question, then no vote is 
counted for any candidate for that race or for or against that ballot measure. 

3. If the voter clearly and unambiguously indicated their intended vote choice on the face of 
the ballot in a manner consistently used throughout the rest of the ballot but the vote choice 
was nonetheless unreadable by the electronic tabulation equipment, either due to the voter 
marking the ballot using an improper method or for other reasons, the Hand Count Board 
must count the voter’s intended choice in the hand count.  

• If the voter properly marked the ballot (for example, filled in the oval or connected 
the arrow) but the ballot face includes other extraneous marks, the extraneous marks 
should be disregarded and the Hand Count Board must consider the properly 
marked vote choice as the voter’s intended selection.  

4. If the voter attempted to erase or undo their original vote choice, the Hand Count Board 
must determine which mark is clearest and count it as the proper vote choice.  

5. If the voter marked the ballot using an improper method (for example, circling a vote choice 
rather than filling an oval) such that the selections were unreadable by the electronic 
tabulation equipment, but the markings indicate the clear and unambiguous intent of the 
voter and the improper method is consistently used throughout the rest of the ballot, the 
Hand Count Board must count the voter’s selections in the hand count, even if a ballot is 
slightly defaced or soiled. 

 
The Hand Count Board members must reach a unanimous decision as to voter intent. If the Hand 
Count Board members are unable to reach a unanimous decision in a particular race, the officer in 
charge of elections shall make the final determination of voter intent. A.R.S. § 16-602(G). 
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 HAND COUNT OF RECOUNTED ELECTIONS 

A precinct hand count audit must also be conducted following a court-ordered recount pursuant to 
A.R.S. § 16-661 through A.R.S. § 16-663(B). This means any ballots that have been electronically 
re-tabulated for purposes of a recount are treated as if a new election took place and therefore are 
again subject to hand count audit requirements. 
 
The same procedures for a precinct hand count shall be followed except that the officer in charge 
of elections and the political parties must conduct a hand count of at least 5% of precincts for the 
recounted race. A.R.S. § 16-663(B). In counties that conduct vote center-based elections, the 
officer in charge of elections and the political parties must conduct a hand count of at least 2% of 
the total number of ballots that were subject to the recount. 

 REPORTING RESULTS OF THE HAND COUNT 

Within two business days of the completion of the precinct hand count and early voting hand count, 
and prior to the county canvass, the officer in charge of elections must electronically submit a 
report to the Secretary of State that includes the following information: 

• Dates of the precinct and early ballot hand counts; 

• Precincts or vote centers selected for the precinct hand count; 

• Races selected, as well as a Master List of All Contested Races; 

• Summary of the results by precinct/voting location and race for both the electronically 
tabulated vote totals and the hand counted totals; and 

• The margins from the hand count when compared to the electronically tabulated results. 
 
County-appropriate versions of the following sample forms, available in Chapter 17, may be 
submitted to the Secretary of State’s Office for reporting purposes:  

• Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet 

• Master List of All Contested Races 

• Precinct Hand Count Report 

• Early Ballot Audit Hand Count Report  

• Aggregate Precinct Hand Count Report 

• Aggregate Early Ballot Audit Hand Count Report  

• Hand Count/Early Ballot Audit Report 

 
The Secretary of State must post the results submitted by the counties on the Secretary of State’s 
website. A.R.S. § 16-602(I). 
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OTHER POST-ELECTION DAY PROCEDURES 

 

 REPORTING ELECTION RESULTS 

The officer in charge of elections may publicly release electionpartial or complete results of the 
early ballot tabulation at the earlier of: 

• The time when all ballots cast on Election Day at voting locations have been tabulated and 
publicly reported; or 

• One hour after all polls under the jurisdiction of the officer in charge of elections have 
closed on Election Day. 

 
Polls presumptively close at 7:00 p.m. on Election Day unless extended by court order. A.R.S. § 
16-551(C); A.R.S. § 16-565(A).85  
 
For elections involving a federal, statewide, or legislative candidate race or a statewide ballot 
measure, the officer in charge of elections must promptly transmit those election results to the 
Secretary of State, prior to or immediately after making those results public. For the initial 
transmission of election results on Election Day, and as additional results are tabulated prior to the 
county canvass, the officer in charge of elections must transmit election results to the Secretary of 
State in the required electronic format using an application specified by the Secretary of State. 
A.R.S. § 16-622(B). 

 CONDUCTING POST-ELECTION LOGIC & ACCURACY TEST 

A post-election logic and accuracy (L&A) test of tabulation equipment must be performed by the 
officer in charge of elections after the official count has been completed but before the county 
canvass. 
 
The post-election L&A test must be performed using the same election program and tabulation 
equipment used for the pre-election L&A test and the election. The same test ballots and test script 
from the pre-election L&A test must be utilized.  
 
The post-election L&A test should generate the same results as the pre-election L&A test., after 
which the officer in charge of elections shall execute a certification of accuracy or otherwise 
document the results. If the post-election L&A test does not yield the same results, the officer in 
charge of elections should visually assess the test ballots and/or voting equipment for errors or 

 
85 Although Arizona does not observe Daylight Savings Time (DST), the Navajo Nation, including those 
portions in Arizona, does. Therefore, when DST is in effect in the Navajo Nation, voting locations in the 
Navajo Nation presumptively close at 7:00 p.m. DST unless extended by court order.  
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malfunctions. and run the test again. If the problem still cannot be resolved, the officer in charge 
of elections should contact the Secretary of State and/or the County Attorney for further assistance. 

 FILING FEDERAL POST-ELECTION REPORTS 

 Election Assistance Commission Reporting 

Within 90 days after a federal general election (or any later date established by the federal Election 
Assistance Commission (EAC)), the Secretary of State must submit a comprehensive post-election 
report to the EAC in accordance with the format prescribed by the EAC. The report must be 
prepared in conjunction with, and based on data from, County Recorders and/or the other officers 
in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-142(B). 

 Department of Justice UOCAVA Reporting 

At the request of the United States Department of Justice, the Secretary of State must report the 
following information following a federal election: 

• The number of UOCAVA ballots requested for the election; 

• The number of UOCAVA ballots timely transmitted; and 

• The number of UOCAVA ballots that were not timely transmitted. 
 
If the County Recorder believes that UOCAVA ballots will be transmitted late, the County 
Recorder should notify the Secretary of State as soon as practicable. 
 
County Recorders must provide the required data to the Secretary of State in order to meet the 
federal reporting requirements. 52 U.S.C. § 20308.  

 POST-ELECTION REIMBURSEMENT REQUESTS 

 Reimbursement for Conducting Local Election 

Within 90 days after conducting an election on behalf of a local jurisdiction, the County Recorder 
or other officer in charge of elections must prepare an accounting report which itemizes all 
expenditures incurred by the county in administering the election. The report must include the 
specific charges for each local jurisdiction which participated in the election. Local jurisdictions 
that participated in the election may request and receive a copy of the report. A.R.S. § 16-205(D). 

 Reimbursement for PPE Expenses 

Within 90 days after a PPE, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections should 
submit a proper claim to the Secretary of State for reimbursement of expenses incurred in 
conducting the election. The claim must include the number of registered voters in the county as 
of January 2 of the PPE year. 
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The Secretary of State must reimburse each county that submitted a claim at the specified statutory 
rate per active registered voter in the county as of January 2. A.R.S. § 16-250(B).86 
 
The Secretary of State may reimburse a county at a rate greater than $1.25 per active registered 
voter, in the Secretary of State’s discretion, if the County Recorder or other officer in charge of 
elections: (1) submitted a proper claim that outlined the county’s actual expenses to conduct the 
PPE; and (2) demonstrates that reimbursement at the statutory rate would significantly jeopardize 
the county’s ability to comply with federal and state law. A.R.S. § 16-250(B). 

 Reimbursement for Sample Ballots 

The Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections shall seek reimbursement from the 
Secretary of State for each sample ballot mailed to a county household. The Board of Supervisors 
or officer must present a certified claim that specifies the actual cost for printing, labeling and 
postage, along with supporting documentation. The Secretary of State shall direct payment of such 
authenticated claims from funds of the Secretary of State’s Office. A.R.S. § 16-510(C). 
  

 
86 Although A.R.S. § 16-250(B) specifies that reimbursement for the PPE must be based on the number of 
active registered voters as of “January 1” of the year of the PPE, the 54th Legislature, First Regular Session, 
via Senate Bill 1154, amended A.R.S. § 16-168(G) to require County Recorders to report voter registration 
statistics as of January 2 each year, rather than January 1. Accordingly, January 2 is used in lieu of January 
1 here. 
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 DETERMINING ELECTION RESULTS 

In a partisan primary election:  

• The candidate who receives the largest number of votes must be declared the party nominee 
for that office and issued a certificate of nomination by the Board of Supervisors (or 
designee).  

- If more than one candidate may be nominated, the candidates who receive the 
largest number of votes will be declared nominees and issued certificates of 
nomination in accordance with the number to be nominated. Nomination entitles 
the candidate to be placed on the general election ballot.  

A.R.S. § 16-645(A), (F).  

• In order for a write-in candidate to become the nominee of a party with continued 
representation on the ballot, the candidate: 

- Must receive the largest number of votes; and 

- Must receive at least as many votes as the number of nomination petition signatures 
required to appear on the primary election ballot for that office. 

 
At the general election: 

• Unless otherwise specified in law, the candidate who receives the largest number of votes 
must be declared elected to that office and issued a certificate of election by the Board of 
Supervisors (or designee), A.R.S. § 16-647; A.R.S. § 16-650; and 

• A ballot measure that is approved by a majority of votes cast for the measure will be 
declared to be law, Ariz. Const. Art. IV, Pt. 1, § 1(13). 

- If two or more conflicting measures (in whole or in part) are approved by voters at 
the same election, the measure with the most votes will prevail with respect to any 
provisions that are in conflict. Ariz. Const. Art. IV, Pt. 1, § 1(12). 

- Upon completion of the canvass by the Secretary of State, the Governor will issue 
a proclamation of the votes cast for and against any constitutional amendments, 
initiatives, and referenda, and declare those approved by a majority to be law. 
A.R.S. § 16-651. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-649 specifies the result of the election in the event of a tie.  
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 CANVASSING THE ELECTION 

The governing body conducting an election must meet and canvass the election results of each 
precinct or election district. The purpose of the canvass is to officially certify the election. The 
canvass includes vote totals for all races tabulated by voting equipment (including early ballots, 
regular ballots, and provisional ballots) and write-in votes. 
 
A canvass must be conducted by the statutory deadline, but should not be conducted until all 
necessary audits by the Audit Board have been completed to verify the accuracy and integrity of 
the election results. See Chapter 10, Section II(I). 

 County Board of Supervisors Canvassing Duties 

A Board of Supervisors must canvass the official election results in a public meeting. The official 
election results must include the following information: 

1. A Statement of Votes Cast, which includes: 

a. The number of ballots cast in each precinct and in the county;  

b. The number of ballots rejected in each precinct and in the county; 

c. The titles of the offices up for election and the names of the persons (along with the 
party designation, if any, of each person) running to fill those offices;  

d. The number of votes for each candidate by precinct and in the county;  

e. The number and a brief title of each ballot measure; and 

f. The number of votes for and against each ballot measure by precinct and in the 
county. 

A.R.S. § 16-646. 

A.R.S. § 16-646. 

2. A cumulative Official Final Report, which includes: 

a. The total number of precincts; 

b. The total number of ballots cast; 

c. The total number of registered voters eligible for the election; 

d. The number of votes for each candidate by district or division, including a 
designation showing which candidate received the highest number of votes;  

• In a PPE, the number of votes for each candidate by congressional district; 

• In a primary election, the report must contain the party designation for each 
office; whereas in a general election, the report must contain the party 
designation for each candidate; 

e. The number of votes for and against each ballot measure by district, including a 
designation of which choice received the highest number of votes; and 
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f. The total number of votes in each district or division. 

3. A Write-Ins VoteIn Votes Report, which includes the name and number of votes for each 
authorized write-in candidate by precinct. (if not already included in the reports above). 

1. Deadline to Canvass Results 
 
The Board of Supervisors should canvass the election results only after all necessary audits have 
been performed and any discrepancies have been addressed by the County Recorder or other 
officer in charge of elections.  
 
Assuming all prerequisites have been met, the Board of Supervisors must canvass the election by 
the required deadline, which varies by type of election. 

• For primary elections and PPEs, the Board of Supervisors must canvass the results within 
1014 days after the election. A.R.S. § 16-241(C); A.R.S. § 16-645(B). 

• For all other elections held on a consolidated election date (including general elections), 
the Board of Supervisors must canvass between six and 20 days after the election. A.R.S. 
§ 16-642(A). 

• For special elections, the Board of Supervisors must canvass the election according to the 
deadline established in the order calling the election.  

2. Scope of Duty to Canvass 
 
The Board of Supervisors may postpone the canvass on a day-to-day basis if the results from any 
precinct are missing. If precinct results are still missing after six postponements, the Board of 
Supervisors must canvass the remaining election results. A.R.S. § 16-642(C). 
 
The Board of Supervisors has a non-discretionary duty to canvass the returns as provided by the 
County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections and has no authority to change vote totals 
or reject the election results. 

3. Preserving and Transmitting Canvass Results 
 
Once the Board of Supervisors has certified the election results, the Official Final Report and 
Statement of Votes Cast from the canvass must be published on the website of the officer in charge 
of elections. An original signed canvass should be preserved as a permanent record by the Board 
of Supervisors.  
 
For any elections that include a federal, statewide, or legislative office, or a statewide ballot 
measure, the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections must transmit the official 
canvass to the Secretary of State (in an electronic format determined by the Secretary of State) 
within the applicable statutory deadline. A.R.S. § 16-645(B). In addition, a certified copy must be 
promptly mailed to the Secretary of State to be preserved as a permanent record. 
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If the county conducted an election on behalf of a local jurisdiction, the Board of Supervisors or 
officer in charge of elections should promptly transmit a copy of the official canvass to those 
jurisdictions as well.  

4. Post-Canvass Reports Included with County Canvass 

 Provisional Ballot Report 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must submit a provisional ballot report 
to the Secretary of State with the primary and general election canvasses. The Secretary of State 
may require the counties to use a uniform electronic media format provided by the Secretary of 
State for the report. The report must contain the following information about provisional ballots 
cast at that election: 

1. The number of voters in each precinct; 

2. The number of provisional ballots cast in each precinct; 

3. The number of provisional ballots verified/counted in each precinct;  

4. The number of provisional ballots not verified/counted in each precinct, along with the 
reason for not doing so;  

5. The number of conditional provisional ballots cast in each precinct;  

6. The number of conditional provisional ballots verified/counted in each precinct; and  

7. Whether the uniform procedures were followed for determining whether a provisional 
ballot is counted or not counted. 

 Accessibility Report 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must submit an accessibility report to 
the Secretary of State withwithin 30 days of the general election canvass (which includes 
information fromfor both the primary and general election). The Secretary of State may require 
the counties to use a uniform electronic media format provided by the Secretary of State for the 
report. The report must contain the following information about the recently conducted elections: 

1. The number of early voting and Election Day voting locations in the county; 

2. The number of early voting and Election Day voting locations that were fully handicap-
accessible under the Americans Withwith Disabilities Act (ADA); 

3. The number of early voting and Election Day voting locations that were not fully handicap-
accessible under the ADA. If some locations were not fully handicap-accessible, the report 
must identify: 

• The address or description of the voting location; 

• The number of voters registered in the precinct(s) in question (if the county conducts 
polling place-assigned elections); and 

• The number of ballots cast at the voting location;  
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4. If some locations were not fully handicap-accessible prior to use during the early voting 
period or on Election Day, the efforts undertaken prior to the election to either make the 
voting location fully accessible or identify an alternative location that was fully accessible; 
and 

5. The measures being undertaken to bring inaccessible voting locations into compliance or 
to replace inaccessible voting locations with accessible locations.; 

6. The alternative language accessibility provided for ballots, publicity pamphlets, voter 
registration forms and voter education materials, if applicable; and  

7. If the jurisdiction is covered under Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act, a summary of the 
steps taken to provide language assistance to voters, including appointment of bilingual 
poll workers, access to on-site or remote interpretation services, and the availability of an 
Election Terminology Glossary in the covered language(s). 

 Voter Education Report 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must submit a voter education report 
to the Secretary of State withwithin 30 days of the general election canvass (which includes 
information fromfor both the primary and general election). The Secretary of State may require 
the counties to use a uniform electronic media format provided by the Secretary of State. The 
report must contain the following information about the recently conducted elections: 

1. The percentage of voter turnout; 

2. The number of early ballots requested; 

3. The number of early ballots cast; 

4. The number of early ballots that were verified and tabulated; 

5. The number of provisional ballots voted;  

6.2. The number of public service announcements about the election prior to the election, 
including during the 90-day period prior to election day, including a summary of media 
outreach (such as paid advertising, social media posts, public events, interviews, etc.); 

7.3. The number of voter education and outreach events, including seminars or community 
meetings that provided voter education; 

8.4. The number of locations where the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections 
provided voter information or equipment for public display and the length of time such 
information was on public display; and 

9.5. A comparison of all of the statistics referenced above with the same statistics from the 
previous equivalent federal election. 

 Early Voting Report 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must submit an early voting report to 
the Secretary of State within 30 days of the general election canvass (which includes information 
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from both the primary and general election). The Secretary of State may require the counties to 
use a uniform electronic format provided by the Secretary of State. The report must contain the 
following information about the recently conducted elections:    

1. The number of locations where the County Recorder established in-person early voting 
locations, including: 

• The physical address or location description of each early voting location; 

• The number of early ballots cast at each early voting location; and 

• The total number of early ballots cast in-person at all early voting locations; 

2. The number of early ballots transmitted to voters by mail; 

3. The number of replacement early ballots transmitted to voters by mail; 

4. The number of mailed early ballots returned by voters; 

5. The number of mailed and in-person early ballots that were verified and tabulated; 

6. The number of early ballots returned by voters that were not verified and tabulated, with 
the corresponding reason, including: 

• Received after 7:00 p.m. on Election Day; 

• Missing signature; 

• Signature not verified;  

• Returned in an unofficial envelope with no early ballot affidavit; and 

• Returned by a voter that already voted in-person. 

Poll Worker Training Report 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must submit a poll worker report to 
the Secretary of State withwithin 30 days of the general election canvass (which includes 
information fromfor both the primary and general election). The Secretary of State may require 
the counties to use a uniform electronic media format provided by the Secretary of State. The 
report must contain the following information about the recently conducted elections: 

1. The number of poll workers trained; 

2. A description of the types of election board workers trained forassigned to each voting 
location, including: 

• The number of inspectors, marshals, judges, and clerks trained and assigned to each 
voting location;  

• The number of “premium” poll workers (if any) trained and assigned to each voting 
location or other area; and 

• The number of “troubleshooters” (if any) trained and assigned to each voting location 
or other area; and 
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• The number of student poll workers (if any) assigned to each voting location or other 
area. 

3.  A summary of the mechanism used to assess individual poll workers’ performance 
following the election;  

3.4. The number of provisional ballots cast at each voting location; and 

4.5. The number of signature rosters or e-pollbooks used at each voting location. 

 Political Party Ballot Report 

Concurrently with submitting its primary election canvass, the County Recorder or other officer 
in charge of elections must file a report with the Secretary of State that identifies the total number 
of partisan ballots, by party, selected by voters registered as no party preference, independent, or 
any political party not recognized for continued representation on the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-645(B). 
 

 Secretary of State’s Canvassing Duties 

The Secretary of State must canvass the results for any elections that include a federal, statewide, 
or legislative office, state appellate court judges, and statewide ballot measures. 

1. Deadline to Canvass Results 
 
For primary elections and PPEs, the Secretary of State must canvass the results on or before the 
secondthird Monday after the election. A.R.S. § 16-241(C); A.R.S. § 16-645(B). In the case of a 
PPE, the Secretary of State must promptly transmit the results to the state chairpersons of any 
political party that had candidates on the ballot. 
 
For a general election, the Secretary of State must canvass the results on the fourth Monday 
following the election. A.R.S. § 16-648(A). The Secretary of State must conduct the general 
election canvass at a public meeting and in the presence of the Governor and Attorney General. 
A.R.S. § 16-648(A). If any statewide ballot measures appeared on the ballot, the Secretary of State 
must canvass the results in the presence of the Governor and Chief Justice of the Arizona Supreme 
Court. A.R.S. § 16-648(B). 

2. Scope of Duty to Canvass 
 
The Secretary of State may postpone the canvass on a day-to-day basis if the results from any 
county are missing. A.R.S. § 16-648(C). All counties must transmit their canvasses to the 
Secretary of State, and the Secretary of State must conduct the statewide canvass, no later than 
30 days after the election. A.R.S. § 16-648(C). 
 
The Secretary of State has a non-discretionary duty to canvass the returns as provided by the 
counties and has no authority to change vote totals or reject the election results. 
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3. Preserving and Transmitting Canvass Results 
 
Once the Secretary of State has certified the election results, the official canvass (along with the 
official final precinct level results files from each county) must be published on the Secretary of 
State’s website. An original signed canvass must be preserved as a permanent record.  
 
Following a general election with at least one statewide ballot measure, the Secretary of State must 
promptly transmit the results of each ballot measure to the Governor. A.R.S. § 16-648(B). 
 
Following an electoral college to select the President of the United States, the Secretary of State 
must transmit Certificates of Ascertainment and Certificates of Vote to the Archivist of the United 
States, President of the United States Senate, and the Chief Judge of the United States District 
Court for the District of Arizona by the deadline provided under federal law. See 
https://www.archives.gov/federal-register/electoral-college/officials.html.See 
https://www.archives.gov/electoral-college/state-officials.html. 

 City and Town Canvassing Duties 

A city or town council must canvass the official election results of city or town elections in a public 
meeting. A.R.S. § 16-403. 
 
A certified copy of the official canvass must be filed with the city or town clerk, which must be 
preserved as a permanent record. A.R.S. § 16-646(D). 

 Special Taxing District Canvassing Duties 

A special taxing district must canvass the official results for its elections in a public meeting and 
present the canvass results to the applicable Board of Supervisors at the Board’s next regularly 
scheduled meeting. A.R.S. § 16-642(B).  
 
For the purposes of an election contest pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-673, the canvass is not complete 
until the special taxing district results have been presented to the Board of Supervisors. A.R.S. § 
16-642(B). The clerk of the Board of Supervisors is responsible for maintaining and preserving 
the certified permanent copy of the official canvass. A.R.S. § 16-646(D). 

 County School Superintendent Canvassing Duties 

Within 30 days following the date of any school election, the County School Superintendent must 
meet with the Chairperson of the Board of Supervisors or designee to canvass the returns in 
accordance with procedures for the canvass of returns in a general election. A.R.S 15-426(B); 
A.R.S. § 15-302(A)(8). 
 
Within 14 days following the date of any community college district board election, the County 
School Superintendent must meet with the Chairperson of the Board of Supervisors or designee to 
canvass the returns in accordance with procedures for the canvass of returns in a general election. 
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Any canvass conducted by the County School Superintendent in November of an even-numbered 
year shall be conducted as part of the county’s general election canvass.  A.R.S. § 15-1442(C). 

 CONDUCTING AN AUTOMATIC RECOUNT 

 Vote Margins that Trigger Recount 

A recount must be performed following a general, primary, or special, or recall election if the 
margin of votes, based on the official canvass, between the two candidates receiving the highest 
number of votes for a particular office, or the votes cast for and against a ballot measure, are equal 
to the lesser of: 

1. 1/10 of 1% or less of the total number of votes cast for the top two candidates or the ballot 
measure in question; or 

2. One of the following margins: 

• 200 votes for statewide or federal office where the total number of votes cast 
exceeded 25,000; 

• 200 votes for a ballot measure; 

• 50 votes for statewide or federal office where the total number of votes cast was 
25,000 or less; 

• 50 votes for state legislative office; or 

• 10 votes for county, city, or town office. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-661(A).87  
 
The automatic recount requirements do not apply for the following offices: 

• Precinct committeemen; 

• School district or joint technical education district board member; 

• Community college district board member; 

• Special taxing district board member; or 

 
87 See also A.R.S. § 16-537 (“The powers and duties conferred or imposed by law upon any public officer 
with respect to regular elections are conferred and imposed upon such officers with respect to special 
elections.”); A.R.S. § 19-215 (“The powers and duties conferred or imposed by law upon boards of election, 
registration officers, canvassing boards and other public officials who conduct general elections, are 
conferred and imposed upon similar officers conducting recall elections under the provisions of this article 
together with the penalties prescribed for the breach thereof.”) 
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• Presidential candidate in a PPE. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-249(B); A.R.S. § 16-661(B). 

 Method of Initiating a Recount 

If the official canvass demonstrates that a recount is required, the recount is automatically triggered 
but must be initiated by court order. A.R.S. § 16-662.  
 
Promptly following the canvass, the applicable filing officer must: 

• File a lawsuit in the appropriate superior court, citing to the applicable vote margin that 
triggered the automatic recount and including the canvass; 

• Consult with the applicable officer(s) in charge of elections and estimate the time period it 
will take to recount the affected ballots; and 

• Obtain a signed court order that initiates the recount and sets a court hearing to announce 
the results, and then distribute the order to the applicable officer(s) in charge of elections. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-662; A.R.S. § 16-663(A). A third-party may not request a recount as a matter of right. 

 Method of Conducting the Recount 

For any race other than the Secretary of State’s race, the Secretary of State is responsible for 
ensuring that the electronic voting equipment to be used for the recount is available and properly 
programmed. Unless the Board of Supervisors race is subject to an automatic recount, the 
Secretary of State may delegate this duty to the Board of Supervisors, who in turn may delegate 
this duty to the officer in charge of elections. If a Board of Supervisors race is subject to an 
automatic recount, the Secretary of State may directly delegate this responsibility to the officer(s) 
in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-664(A).  
 
If the Secretary of State’s race is the race to be recounted, the Governor is responsible for 
performing the oversight duties normally performed by the Secretary of State in a recount. A.R.S. 
§ 16-664(B). 
 
If the Secretary of State delegates oversight to the Board of Supervisors, ballots from the race to 
be recounted will be tabulated using the same electronic voting equipment that was used during 
the election, except the equipment must be reconfigured to only tabulate the race(s) to be 
recounted. This reconfiguration constitutes a different “program” from the program used to 
initially tabulate votes. A.R.S. § 16-664(C). 
 
Regardless of which electronic voting equipment is used for the recount, the equipment must be 
L&A tested by the officer in charge of elections (and, in the case of a legislative, statewide, or 
federal office or statewide ballot measure, by the Secretary of State as well).  
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The recount must be conducted by running paper ballots from the applicable race through the 
designated electronic voting equipment. For votes that were cast on an accessible voting device 
that independently tabulates votes, the votes (as indicated by the voter verifiable paper audit trail) 
must be duplicated onto paper ballots, which thereafter must be tabulated by the electronic voting 
equipment reprogrammed for the recount.8889 
 
While the recount is in progress, the officer(s) in charge of elections may not publicly release vote 
totals from the recount. 
 
At the conclusion of the recount, the officer(s) in charge of elections must provide the official 
results to the filing officer who initiated the recount. Once the filing officer has collected all the 
recount results, the filing officer must appear at the scheduled court hearing and provide the sealed 
results to the court. The court must declare the winner in open court. The court announcement 
and/or order constitute the official result for the recounted race, making it unnecessary to re-
canvass the race. 
 
Where there are discrepancies between the initial result and the result from the automatic recount, 
the officer in charge of elections shall undertake reasonable efforts to reconcile the discrepancy 
and provide a report to the Secretary of State explaining the reasons for any discrepancy.    
 
In a candidate race, the prevailing candidate must be issued a Certificate of Nomination or 
Certificate of Election at the conclusion of the court proceedings by the Clerk of Board of 
Supervisors. A.R.S. § 16-647. 

 ISSUING CERTIFICATES OF NOMINATION AND ELECTION 

Upon completion of the applicable canvass or recount process, a city or town council (or designee) 
must promptly issue a Certificate of Nomination (following a primary or first election) or 
Certificate of Election (following a general or second election) to each candidate who received the 
highest number of votes for each office at the election. 
 
Likewise, upon completion of the county’s canvass or recount process, the Clerk of the Board of 
Supervisors must promptly issue a Certificate of Nomination (following a primary election) or 
Certificate of Election (following a general election) to each candidate who received the highest 
number of votes for the following offices: 

• All county offices; 

• Precinct committeemen; 

• Community college district board member; and 

• Special taxing district board member. A.R.S. § 16-645(A). 
 

88 A recount conducted in accordance with this section is deemed to be “conducted in the accordance with 
the laws pertaining to contests of elections.” A.R.S. § 16-663(A). 
89 A recount conducted in accordance with this section is deemed to be “conducted in the accordance with 
the laws pertaining to contests of elections.” A.R.S. § 16-663(A). 
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Certificates of election for school district board members must be issued by the county school 
superintendent following the applicable canvass. A.R.S. § 15-426. 
 
However, a certificate may not be issued under the following conditions:  

• A Certificate of Nomination may not be issued to a write-in candidate for a city or town 
office, and that candidate may not advance to the general or run-off election if the write-in 
candidate did not receive a number of votes equivalent to at least the number of signatures 
required by A.R.S. § 16-322 for nominating petitions for the same office, A.R.S. § 9-
821.01(F); 

• A Certificate of Nomination may not be issued to a write-in candidate from a political party 
recognized for continued representation who did not receive at least as many votes as the 
number of signatures required to appear on the primary election ballot, A.R.S. § 16-645(E); 

• A Certificate of Nomination may not be issued to a write-in candidate of a political party 
not recognized for continued representation who did not receive a plurality of the votes of 
the party for the office for which the candidate is a candidate, A.R.S. § 16-645(D); and 

• A Certificate of Election may not be issued to a write-in candidate for precinct 
committeemen or nonpartisan office who did not receive at least as many votes as the 
number of signatures required to appear on the ballot, A.R.S. § 16-322(A)(6), (8)-(10), 
A.R.S. § 16-645(C). 

 
Following completion of the statewide canvass or recount process (and subject to the same 
exception for write-in candidates from a political party not recognized for continued 
representation), the Secretary of State must promptly issue a Certificate of Nomination or 
Certificate of Election to each legislative, statewide, and federal candidate who received the 
highest number of votes for each office at the election. The Certificate of Election must be signed 
by the Secretary of State and authenticated with the Great Seal of the State of Arizona. A.R.S. § 
16-645(B); A.R.S. § 16-650. 

 ISSUING BALLOT MEASURE PROCLAMATIONS 

At the conclusion of a statewide canvass that contains a ballot measure, the Governor must issue 
a proclamation that: 

• Proclaims the number votes cast for and against each proposed constitutional amendment; 

• Proclaims the number of votes cast for and against each proposed initiative or referendum; 
and 

• Declares which measures were approved by a majority of those voting on the measures.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-651; A.R.S. § 19-126(A). If there are two or more conflicting measures approved at 
the same election, the Governor must proclaim which measure received the greatest number of 
affirmative votes. A.R.S. § 19-126(B). If two or more conflicting measures (in whole or in part) 
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are approved by voters at the same election, the measure with the most votes will prevail with 
respect to any provisions that are in conflict. Ariz. Const. Art. IV, Pt. 1, § 1(12). 
 
For any approved measure, the Secretary of State must cause the measure to be printed with the 
general laws enacted by the next ensuing session of the Arizona Legislature, along with the date 
of the Governor’s proclamation declaring the measure to be approved. A.R.S. § 19-127(B). 

 STORAGE OF BALLOTS AND RETURNS OF THE ELECTION 

After the county canvass is complete, the officer in charge of elections must seal the voted ballots 
and deliver these ballots and official returns to the County Treasurer (or a secure facility contracted 
by the County Treasurer) for secure storage. A.R.S. § 16-624(A). If voting equipment produces 
digital ballot images, the digital ballot images must be retained and preserved in the same manner. 
A.R.S. § 16-625. Unused ballots are not subject to retention. 
 
The County Treasurer must keep the ballots and official returns unopened and unaltered for a 
period of 24 months following an election for federal office and six months for all other elections. 
During these retention periods, ballots and official returns may only be opened pursuant to a court 
order (including for the purpose of a recount or election contest). In the absence of any recount or 
election contest, the County Treasurer must dispose of the ballots and official returns after the 
applicable retention period without opening or examining the contents. A.R.S. § 16-624(A), (D). 
 
If a county conducts an election on behalf of a local jurisdiction, the county officer in charge of 
elections may transfer the official returns to the local jurisdiction (which thereafter must be 
preserved by the local jurisdiction in lieu of the County Treasurer). 
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ChapterTo ensure the security and integrity of ballots, and protect against inadvertent or intentional 
tampering or damage to ballots during the required retention period, in the rare circumstances in 
which election officials or any other officials must, pursuant to court order or other compulsory 
process, access and/or otherwise handle ballots after they have been securely stored for retention, 
those officials shall implement adequate procedures to maintain the security, integrity, and chain 
of custody of the ballots, including, at minimum, the requirements that apply to election officials’ 
handling of voted ballots described in this Elections Procedures Manual. See, e.g., Chapter 2, 
Sections I(I) and VI(B); Chapter 8, Section V(E); Chapter 9, Section VIII(B)-(C); Chapter 10, 
Sections I and II; and Chapter 13, Section VI.90 
 
 
 
  

 
90 The U.S. Department of Justice interprets the Civil Rights Act of 1960, 52 U.S.C. § 20701, to require 
that federal election records, including ballots, must “be retained either physically by election officials 
themselves, or under their direct administrative supervision.” If election officials are required to hand over 
election records to other officials, “administrative procedures [must] be in place giving election officials 
ultimate management authority over the retention and security of those election records, including the right 
to physically access” the records. In other words, in addition to the requirements imposed by state law, 
federal law requires retention and preservation of federal election records, including maintaining the 
security, integrity, and chain of custody of ballots, regardless of who has physical possession of those 
records. See U.S. Dept. of Justice, Federal Law Constraints on Post-Election “Audits” (July 28, 2021), 
available at https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1417796/download; U.S. Dept. of Justice, 
Federal Prosecution of Election Offenses, at 75-80 (Dec. 2017), available at 
https://www.justice.gov/criminal/file/1029066/download.   
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CHAPTER 14:  
REGULATION OF PETITION CIRCULATORS 

 
Arizona law prescribes certain requirements for circulators and signers regarding the gathering of 
petition signatures. Failure to adhere to these requirements may result in petition signatures being 
invalidated. More information regarding the regulation and registration of circulators, including the 
Secretary of State’s recommended best practices for circulating petition sheets, is available on the 
Secretary of State’s website at www.azsos.gov/elections. 
 

 QUALIFICATIONS FOR PETITION CIRCULATORS 

 
Any person who is qualified to register to vote in Arizona, or who would be qualified to register 
to vote in Arizona if they were an Arizona resident, may circulate petitions for a candidate, ballot 
measure, or political party recognition. A.R.S. § 16-321(D); A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(2); A.R.S. § 19-
114(A).  
 
Certain individuals are prohibited from circulating initiative, referendum, or recall petitions due to 
perceived conflict of interest. No County Recorder or Justice of the Peace may circulate petitions 
for an initiative, referendum, or recall. Any signatures gathered on petitions circulated by 
prohibited individuals are void. A.R.S. § 19-114(A); A.R.S. § 19-205.02. 
 
In addition, the following individuals may not circulate recall or statewide initiative or referendum 
petitions:  

• Those who have had a civil or criminal penalty imposed for a violation of Title 16 or Title 
19 within the last five years;  

• Those who have been convicted of treason or a felony and have not had their civil rights 
restored; and  

• Those who have been convicted of any crime involving fraud, forgery, or identity theft.  
 
A.R.S. § 19-118(D).  
 

 CIRCULATOR REGISTRATION AND DISCLOSURE 
REQUIREMENTS 

 
A petition circulator must register with the Secretary of State’s Office if the circulator: 

• is paid to circulate any recall or statewide initiative or referendum petitions (whether or 
not the circulator is a resident of this state); or  

• is not a resident of this state (whether or not the circulator is paid) and will circulate: (i) a 
statewide initiative or referendum petition, or (ii(ii) a recall petition in any Arizona 
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jurisdiction, or (iii) a candidate petition in any Arizona jurisdiction (statewide, county, city, 
or town). 

A.R.S. § 19-118(A); A.R.S. § 19-205.01(A); A.R.S. § 16-321(D). 

 Paid Circulators 

A circulator may be paid or act as a volunteer.  

• A volunteer circulator is an individual who does not receive any compensation for 
circulating petitions.  

• A “paid circulator” is defined as an individual who receives compensation for circulating 
a statewide initiative or referendum petition, but does not include a paid employee of a 
political committee unless that employee has or will obtain 200 or more signatures on a 
statewide initiative, referendum, or recall petition in an election cycle. A.R.S. § 19-
118(I)(1)-(2).  

- Statewide initiative and referendum petition circulators may not be paid based on 
the number of signatures collected. Signatures collected by circulators who are paid 
per-signature are void. A.R.S. § 19-118.01.A.R.S. § 19-118.01.91 

 
Any paid circulator, whether a resident or non-resident of Arizona, is required to register with the 
Secretary of State prior to circulating: (i) a statewide initiative or referendum petition.; or (ii) a 
recall petition in any Arizona jurisdiction. Failure to do so invalidates any initiative or 
referendumthe petition signatures collected by the circulator prior to registration. A.R.S. § 19-
118(A); A.R.S. § 19-102(E); A.R.S. § 19-204(D).A.R.S. § 19-205.01(A).  
 
All initiative, referendum, and recall petition circulators, whether or not they are required to 
register with the Secretary of State, must indicate their paid or volunteer status by checking the 
appropriate box on each petition sheet prior to circulation. Failure to indicate on an initiative or 
referendum petition sheet whether the circulator is paid or acting as a volunteer invalidates any 
signatures collected on that petition sheet. A.R.S. § 19-101(C)-(DE); A.R.S. § 19-102(C)-(E); 
A.R.S. § 19-204(C)-(DE).92   

 Non-Resident Circulators 

Circulators who are not residents of Arizona must register with the Secretary of State prior to 
circulating: (i) a statewide initiative or referendum petition; (ii) a recall petition in any Arizona 
jurisdiction; or (iiiii) a candidate petition in any Arizona jurisdiction (statewide, county, city, or 

 
91 A.R.S. § 19-118.01 does not prohibit circulators from being paid per signature collected for local 
initiatives. See Ariz. Chapter of the Associated Gen. Contractors of Am. v. City of Phoenix, 247 Ariz. 45, 
445 P.3d 2 (2019). 
92 The “paid circulator” or “volunteer” status boxes may be pre-marked by the circulator or, with the consent 
and knowledge of the circulator, the committee or petition circulating organization may pre-mark the 
correct box on behalf of the circulator.  
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town). Failure to do so invalidates the signatures collected by the circulator prior to registration. 
A.R.S. § 19-118(A); A.R.S. § 19-205.01(A); A.R.S. § 16-321(D). 
 
A circulator who lists an out-of-state address on the back side of a petition sheet is deemed to be a 
non-resident circulator.  

 Circulator Registration Procedures 

Circulator registration must be conducted as prescribed by the Secretary of State through the 
electronic Circulator Portal (https://apps.azsos.gov/apps/election/circulatorportal/). A circulator 
registration is not complete until the Secretary of State confirms the registration in writing. A.R.S. 
§ 19-118(A); A.R.S. § 19-205.01(A); A.R.S. § 16-452(A). Once a circulator is properly registered, 
the circulator must select in Circulator Portal the petition(s) they will circulate (by serial number 
and/or candidate name).  
 
Circulators must satisfy the following requirements when registering with the Secretary of State 
through the Circulator Portal: 

• Provide his/her name, residential address, telephone number, and email address;  

• Consent to the jurisdiction of Arizona courts in resolving any disputes concerning the 
circulation of petitions by that circulator; 

• Indicate the committee’s address in Arizona (for statewide initiative or referendum 
petitions) or a designated address in Arizona (for candidate petitions) at which the 
circulator will accept service of process related to disputes concerning circulation of that 
circulator’s petitions; 

• Indicate the circulating organization at which the circulator is employed (if applicable); 
and 

• For circulators of recall or statewide initiative or referendum petitions, provide a notarized 
circulator affidavit declaring that the circulator is eligible to register, that all information 
contained in the registration is true and correct, and that the circulator has read and 
understands Arizona election laws applicable to the collection of signatures for a recall or 
statewide initiative or referendum. Exact language to be included in the affidavit can be 
found at A.R.S. § 19-118(B)(5).A.R.S. § 19-205.01(B)(5) (for recalls) and A.R.S. § 19-
118(B)(5) (for statewide initiatives and referenda).  

- Circulators registering through Circulator Portal will be prompted to upload an 
electronic copy of the notarized circulator affidavit, which must first be accepted 
by the Secretary of State’s Office, before the circulator is permitted to register to 
circulate a recall or statewide initiative or referendum petition. The Secretary of 
State may also require circulators to submitcirculator, committee, or circulating 
organization should retain the original notarized circulator affidavit to the Secretary 
of State’s Office withinin case it is necessary for a specified time period after 
completion of electronic registrationcourt challenge.  
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A.R.S. § 19-118(B).; A.R.S. § 19-205.01(B).  
 
The applicable committee and/or the circulating organization that employs petition circulators, at 
the direction of the applicable committee, may coordinate with their circulators to gather the 
necessary information, including, if applicable, notarized circulator affidavits, and facilitate 
submission of registration applications through Circulator Portal. 
 
The Secretary of State’s Office has no obligation to review the substance of circulator registrations 
to ensure that accurate or proper information has been provided. The circulator remains solely 
responsible for compliance with all legal provisions. 
 

1. Issuance of Circulator ID Number 
 
Within five business days after submission of a circulator registration application, the Secretary of 
State will assign a random circulator ID number to each such circulator. A.R.S. § 19-118(C).; 
A.R.S. § 19-205.01(C). The circulator ID number is permanently assigned to the circulator and 
must be used for all petitions being circulated by that particular individual (regardless of the 
election cycle or which petition is being circulated). 
 
The circulator ID number of registered circulators must be printed on the front and back of each 
recall or statewide initiative or referendum petition sheet. A.R.S. § 19-121(A)(2); A.R.S. § 19-
121.01(A)(1)(c).; A.R.S. § 19-208.01(A)(1)(c). In contrast to the petition serial number, the 
circulator ID number may be placed on the petition sheet at any time prior to submitting the petition 
sheets to the Secretary of State. The circulator ID number may be pre-printed on petition sheets 
and need not be written on the petition sheet by the circulator personally.   

2. Updating or Canceling Circulator Registrations 
 
An individual circulator may update or cancel their circulator registration for any or all measures 
directly through the Secretary of State’s Circulator Portal.  
 
In addition, an authorized representative of the committee serving as an initiative or referendum 
proponent (i.e., the committee designated on the initiative or referendum serial number 
application) may cancel the registration of circulators for its measure by providing to the Secretary 
of State’s Office, in writing, a list of circulator names and identification numbers and a request 
that those circulators’ registration for the specific measure be canceled. The committee must also 
provide notice of the cancellation request to each affected circulator.  
 
Such cancellation does not affect the validity of signatures collected by those circulators before 
the cancellation, but any signatures collected by canceled circulators thereafter are invalid if 
circulator registration was otherwise required.  
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 Service of Process on Registered Circulators 

Circulators who are required to register must provide an address in Arizona at which the circulator 
will accept service of process related to disputes concerning circulation of that circulator’s 
petitions. For circulators of recall or statewide initiative andor referenda petitions, this address 
must be the address of the committee in this state for which the circulator is gathering signatures. 
In the event of litigation regarding the petition circulated, service of process on the circulator is 
effected by delivering a copy of the subpoena to that person individually, by leaving a copy of the 
subpoena with a person of suitable age, or by mailing a copy of the subpoena to the committee or 
circulator by certified mail to the address provided on the circulator’s registration application. 
A.R.S. § 19-118(B)(4)A.R.S. § 19-118(B)(3)-(4), (E); A.R.S. § 19-205.01(B)(3)-(4), (E); A.R.S. 
§ 16-315(D). 
 

 SIGNATURE GATHERING AND VERIFICATION 
REQUIREMENTS 

 
Every person who signs a paper petition must do so in the presence of a circulator, therefore a 
circulator must personally witness each collected signature.  

• For an initiative, referendum, or recall petition, the circulator must execute the circulator 
affidavit of verification on the back of the petition before a notary after collecting 
signatures on a paper petition sheet. A.R.S. § 19-112(A), (C)-(D); A.R.S. § 19-205A.R.S. 
§ 19-205; A.R.S. § 19-204. 

• For a candidate petition or petition for new party recognition, the circulator must sign the 
circulator verification statement on the back of the petition sheet, but notarization is not 
required. A.R.S. § 16-321(D). 

 
Additionally, an initiative, referendum, or recall petition must have a copy of the official and 
correct title and text attached to the petition sheet before any signatures are obtained on that sheet. 
A.R.S. § 19-112(B)-(C); A.R.S. § 19-202.01(D); A.R.S. § 19-203(D). For statewide measures, the 
political committee or circulator must ensure that the staple is placed within the designated area in 
the upper-left corner of the petition sheet. 
 
Qualified electors who require assistance in completing and/or signing a petition due to a physical 
disability or medical condition shall not be prevented from signing a petition solely on that basis. 
Petition circulators should utilizeIf a separate petition sheet for signatures from voters who require 
assistance to complete or sign the circulator assists a qualified elector in signing a petition due to 
a physical disability or medical condition. As, as a best practice, circulatorsthe circulator should 
also execute a supplemental affidavit (in addition to the circulator affidavit on the petition sheet) 
specifying that the voters who signed that petition sheetvoter required assistance. In addition, the 
person who assisted the voter may sign a declaration: (i) stating that the person assisted the voter 
in the voter’s presence, and at the voter’s specific request; and (ii) providing the name and 
residence address of the voter who was assisted, the name and residence address of the person who 
assisted the voter, the title and serial number of the petition signed, and the date. Any such 
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supplemental affidavits and/or voter assistance declarations should be retained by the committee 
in the event of a challenge and will not be accepted or approved by the filing officer. asked for, 
assistance. 
 
More information regarding signature collection requirements and circulator verification, 
including the Secretary of State’s recommended best practices, will beis available on the Secretary 
of State’s website at www.azsos.gov/elections.  
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CHAPTER 15: 
POLITICAL PARTY RECOGNITION 

 
A recognized political party is entitled to representation on a partisan primary election ballot and 
subsequent placement of the prevailing candidate on the general election ballot. This chapter 
describes the process by which a political party achieves or maintains official recognition. 
 
A political party may obtain first-time or new-party recognition by submitting a sufficient number 
of valid petition signatures to the appropriate filing officer. A.R.S. § 16-801(A); A.R.S. § 16-802. 
Alternatively, an existing political party maintains its recognition by either receiving a sufficient 
number of votes in the last general election or by achieving a sufficient number of registered voters. 
A.R.S. § 16-801(B); A.R.S. § 16-804(A)-(B). 
 

I. NEW PARTY RECOGNITION  

A group of qualified electors seeking to form a new political party is not required to establish a 
political committee unless the group raises or spends at least the current adjusted registration 
threshold pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-931(A)(1) in connection with the effort to seek new party 
recognition. A.R.S. § 16-905. If the group is required to register as a committee (or decides to 
voluntarily register), the group must register as a political action committee. A.R.S. § 16-905(BC). 
A group may only register as a political party committee after the filing officer has granted new 
party recognition pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-803. A.R.S. § 16-905(EG). 
 
Qualified electors seeking to form a new political party must comply with the following 
requirements, depending on the jurisdiction. 

 Requirements for Seeking New Party Recognition 

1. Statewide Recognition 
 
To qualify for statewide recognition, qualified electors must timely submit the following 
documents to the Secretary of State: 

• An affidavit signed by 10 qualified electors, requesting that a new political party be formed; 
and 

• Petition signatures equal to at least 1⅓ percent of the total votes cast for Governor at the 
last preceding general election at which a Governor was elected. The number of votes cast 
for Governor are determined based upon the applicable statewide canvass, calculated by 
the Secretary of State and published on the Secretary of State’s website. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-801(A).  
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The new party affidavit must be completed on a form prescribed by the Secretary of State. Within 
seven business days of filing, the Secretary of State must send the affidavit to the applicable 
County Recorders to verify that each signer is a qualified elector. A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(1). The 
Secretary of State must transmit the affidavit to the County Recorders, and the County Recorders 
must verify that the affidavit signers are qualified electors, in accordance with the deadlines 
outlined in A.R.S. § 16-803(B) and A.R.S. § 16-803(E). The Secretary of State may deny party 
recognition if the County Recorders determine there are less than 10 qualified electors who signed 
the new party affidavit. 
 
The new party petitions must be substantially in the form of candidate petitions but must be 
captioned “Petition for Political Party Recognition.” A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(2)-(3).A.R.S. § 16-
801(A)(2)-(3). Petitions for statewide recognition must be printed on a form prescribed by the 
Secretary of State. Petition signatures must be gathered from registered voters in at least five 
different counties, and at least 10% of the required total of qualified signers must be registered in 
counties with populations of less than 500,000 persons. A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(1). Petition signatures 
may not be dated more than 24 months from the date of filing.A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(1).  
 
Both the new party affidavit and new party petitions must be filed with the Secretary of State at 
least 250 days before the primary election for which the party seeks recognition. A.R.S. § 16-
803(A). However, in order to be eligible to participate in the PPE, new parties must have filed their 
petition for recognition with the Secretary of State between 180 and 150 days before the PPE. 
A.R.S. § 16-244(A)(2). 
 
The Secretary of State may require electronic filing for the affidavit and new party petitions.  

2. County Recognition 
 
To qualify for county recognition, qualified electors must timely submit petition signatures equal 
to at least 2% percent of the total votes cast for County Attorney at the last preceding general 
election at which the County Attorney was elected. The number of votes cast for County Attorney 
is determined based upon the applicable county canvass. The petitions must be filed with the 
officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-802. 
 
The new party petitions must be substantially in the form of candidate petitions but must be 
captioned a “Petition for Political Party Recognition.” A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(2)-(3). Petitions for 
county recognition must be printed on a form prescribed by the officer in charge of elections. 
Petition signatures must be gathered from registered voters in at least ¼ of the election precincts 
of the county. A.R.S. § 16-802. Petition signatures may not be dated more than 24 months from 
the date of filing. 
 
New party petitions must be filed with the officer in charge of elections at least 250 days before 
the primary election for which the party seeks recognition. A.R.S. § 16-803(A).  
 
The County Recorder shall review new party petitions in the same manner as prescribed by A.R.S. 
§ 16-803 for petitions for new party recognition at the state level, including: 
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• Selecting a random sample of 20% of the total signatures eligible for verification, which 
shall be individually verified and certified;  

• Performing a calculation and projection of the total number of valid signatures; and 

• Making a determination whether the new party will be recognized, as prescribed by A.R.S. 
§ 16-803(I). 

A.R.S. § 16-802. 

3. Simultaneous Statewide and County Recognition 
 
Qualified electors may simultaneously seek statewide and county recognition by filing the original 
petitions with the county officer in charge of elections, and filing a certified copy with the 
Secretary of State. Petitions must be in the form prescribed by the Secretary of State. A.R.S. § 16-
803(A). 
 
Both filing officers must process the petitions in accordance with the procedures applicable to their 
jurisdiction. Accordingly: 

• The electors must file the required affidavit with the Secretary of State; and 

• The electors must submit petition signatures equal to at least: 

- 1⅓ percent of the total votes cast for Governor at the last preceding general election 
for statewide recognition; and  

- 2% of the total votes cast for applicable County Attorney at the last preceding 
general election for county recognition. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-801(A); A.R.S. § 16-802.  
 
If the petitions do not meet the requirements for certification at the statewide or county level, the 
political party will not be recognized in that jurisdiction.  

4. City or Town Recognition 
 
To qualify for city or town recognition, qualified electors must timely submit petition signatures 
equal to at least 2% of the total votes cast for Mayor at the last preceding election at which the 
Mayor was elected. 
  
If a Mayor is not elected by voters (for example, the Mayor is appointed or elected by other 
councilmembers, not the city’s or town’s electorate), qualified electors must timely submit petition 
signatures equal to at least 2% of the highest total votes cast for any councilmember at the last 
preceding election at which a councilmember was elected. A.R.S. § 16-802. The number of votes 
cast for Mayor or councilmember are determined based upon the applicable city or town canvass.  
 
New party petitions must be filed with the applicable city or town clerk. A.R.S. § 16-802. 
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The new party petitions must be substantially in the form of candidate petitions, but must be 
captioned “Petition for Political Party Recognition.” A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(2)-(3). Petitions for 
municipal recognition must be printed on a form prescribed by the city or town clerk. Petition 
signatures must be gathered from registered voters in at least ¼ of the election precincts of the city 
or town. A.R.S. § 16-802. Petition signatures may not be dated more than 24 months from the date 
of filing. 
 
New party petitions must be filed with the city or town at least 250 days before the primary (or 
first) election for which the party seeks recognition. A.R.S. § 16-803(A). 

 Processing Statewide New Party Petitions 

1. Secretary of State Processing 

 Out-of-County Signature Eliminations 

Signatures must be grouped by county on the petition sheets. Signatures collected outside the 
county of the majority of signers must be eliminated from a petition sheet. A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(1). 
 
The Secretary of State must initially assume that the signers of a petition sheet reside in the county 
listed in the caption of the petition sheet. The Secretary of State prints a three-letter code in the 
upper right-corner of each petition image that corresponds to this county. A.R.S. § 16-
803(B)(1)(a). 
 
The Secretary of State must then review each signature line to verify the signer resides in the 
county designated at the top of the petition sheet. Any signature line printed by a signer who 
appears to reside in a different county will be eliminated. A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(1)(b). 
 
The Secretary of State does not have a duty to verify that each individual address falls within the 
designated county’s boundary but must verify that the signer’s city or town falls within the 
designated county. If the city or town is missing, the Secretary of State must verify that the signer’s 
zip code falls within the county. For cities or towns that cross county lines, the Secretary of State 
may assume the signer resides in the county designated at the top of the petition sheet. 
 
If a majority of signers on the petition sheet reside (based on the city or town listed) in a different 
county than what was designated at the top of the petition sheet, the Secretary of State must change 
the county code for that petition sheet to the majority county and eliminate signature lines printed 
by signers who do not reside in the majority county. A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(1). 
 
Petition sheets must be organized by county prior to transmitting any petition sheets to a County 
Recorder. A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(1)(c). 
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 Individual Signature Eliminations 

In addition to striking signatures outside the county of the majority of signers, the Secretary of 
State must eliminate petition signatures for any of the following reasons: 

1. The signature of the petition signer is missing, A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(2)(a): 

• However, the Secretary of State should not eliminate a signature line if the signature 
is illegible, if the first and last names are switched and printed in the wrong columns 
or if the printed name and signature are switched and printed in the wrong columns. 

2. The signer did not provide a residence address or description of the signer’s residence 
location, or provided a P.O. Box without a town, city, or zip code, A.R.S. § 16-
803(B)(2)(b): 

• If the signer provided any information that could be reasonably construed as a street 
name or street number, the Secretary of State should not eliminate the signature 
line.  

• The Secretary of State should not eliminate a signature line if the street type (such 
as “lane,” “boulevard,” or “circle”) is missing. See Jenkins v. Hale, 218 Ariz. 561, 
564, 190 P.3d 175, 178 (2008). 

• The Secretary of State may not eliminate a signature line that uses quotation marks 
or “ditto” marks to incorporate the address from the signature line immediately 
above.  

3. The petition signature date is missing, A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(2)(c): 

• The Secretary of State should eliminate a signature line if it is missing the day or 
month of signing. See Meyers v. Bayless, 192 Ariz. 376, 378, 965 P.2d 768, 770 
(1998);).  

• The Secretary of State may not eliminate a signature line that is only missing the 
year of signing. See Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc. v. Coconino County, 159 Ariz. 210, 
213, 766 P.2d 83, 86 (1988);). 

• The Secretary of State may not eliminate a signature line that uses quotation marks 
or “ditto” marks to incorporate the date from the signature line immediately above.  

 
The Secretary of State does not have authority to reject petition sheets or signatures based on the 
following legal deficiencies: 

1. A missing petition caption, modified petition caption, or a caption that contains inaccurate 
information; or 

2. A missing county in the petition caption; or. 

3. Signatures obtained more than 24 months from the filing date. 
 

A.R.S. § 19-101(A); A.R.S. § 19-102(A).  
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The foregoing legal deficiencies are not explicitly or implicitly referenced in A.R.S. § 16-
803(B)(2), therefore these legal deficiencies must be reviewed by a court.  

 Preparing Signatures for County Recorder Verification 

Within seven business days after receipt of a petition for statewide recognition, the Secretary of 
State must perform the following steps to determine whether signatures may be transmitted for 
County Recorder verification: 

1. Count the number of signature lines on each valid petition sheet that have not been stricken, 
and place the total number on the upper right-hand corner on the front side of each petition 
sheet;. 

2. Count the total number of petition sheets and signatures eligible for County Recorder 
verification. Each petition sheet has been labeled upon being scanned, therefore the petition 
sheets are not re-numbered after the Secretary of State has completed the sheet and 
signature count;. 

3. Determine whether the signatures eligible for verification exceed the required minimum: 

• If the minimum has been met, the Secretary of State must conduct a 20% random 
sample and should issue a receipt to the applicant that includes the following 
information: 

- The total number of signatures eliminated by the Secretary of State; 

- The total number of signatures that remain eligible for County Recorder 
verification (this number must exceed the required minimum); 

- The total number of signatures that have been randomly sampled and 
transmitted to one or more County Recorders; and 

- The deadline for County Recorder review. 

• If the minimum has not been met, the Secretary of State must issue a receipt to the 
applicant, stating that the political party is not eligible for recognition, and cease 
further processing of the petition. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(3)-(5), (C); A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(4); A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(5), (C)..  
 
The Secretary of State’s selection of a random sample to transmit to County Recorders must also 
be conducted within seven business days after receipt of a petition for statewide recognition: 

1. The Secretary of State must randomly select (whether manually or electronically) 20% of 
eligible signatures across all petition sheets that have not been eliminated;  

2. The Secretary of State must mark the petition signature lines that have been randomly 
selected in a clear manner; and 

3. The Secretary of State must transmit the front sides of any petition sheet containing a 
randomly sampled signature to the applicable County Recorder(s). This may be done 
electronically. 
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A.R.S. § 16-803(C). Although there is no deadline for transmitting the random sample to the 
applicable County Recorders, the Secretary of State should do so within a reasonable timeframe. 

2. County Recorder Processing 
 
Following receipt from the Secretary of State, a County Recorder shall determine which signatures 
of individuals whose names were transmitted shall be disqualified for any of the following reasons: 

1. No residence address or description of residence location is provided. 

2. No date of signing is provided. 

3. The signature is illegible and the signer is otherwise unidentifiable. 

4. The address provided is illegible or nonexistent. 

5. The individual was not a qualified elector on the date of signing the petition. 

6. The individual was a registered voter but was not at least eighteen years of age on the date 
of signing the petition or affidavit. 

7. The signature was disqualified after comparison with the signature on the affidavit of 
registration. 

8. If a petitioner signed more than once, all but one otherwise valid signature shall be 
disqualified. 

9. For the same reasons any signatures could have been removed by the secretary of state 
pursuant to this section.  

A.R.S. § 16-803(E).  
 
The County Recorder must issue a certification and transmit this certification to the Secretary of 
State and the electors within 10 business days of receiving the signatures. A.R.S. § 16-803(E). The 
County Recorder’s certification must include: 

• The total number of signatures that were transmitted to the County Recorder for 
verification; 

• The total number of random signatures that were disqualified by the County Recorder; and  

• The name of any signer whose petition signature was eliminated, including the petition 
page number and signature line number where the signature was eliminated. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-803(F). The County Recorder must transmit this certification to the Secretary of State 
in the manner specified by the Secretary. If the Secretary of State electronically transmitted petition 
sheets to the County Recorder, it is unnecessary for the County Recorder to return the petition 
sheet images to the filing officer. See A.R.S. § 16-803(G)(1).  
 
The Secretary of State should also transmit the County Recorder certifications to the chairperson 
or other representative of the party seeking new party recognition. 
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3. Final Certification by Secretary of State 
 
Within three calendar days of receiving the last County Recorder’s certification, the Secretary of 
State must determine whether there are sufficient valid signatures for the party to qualify for the 
ballot: 

• The Secretary of State calculates the total number of petition signatures verified by County 
Recorders, including the percentage of verification. 

• The Secretary of State then multiplies the total number of eligible signatures by the 
verification percentage.  
 

A.R.S. § 16-803(H). The Secretary of State must also review the certification(s) regarding the 
affidavit of electors. See A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(1). 
 
The new party qualifies for recognition if the number of presumed valid signatures exceeds the 
required minimum and all 10 electors were found to be qualified electors by the County 
Recorder(s). If the new party petition qualifies, the Secretary of State issues a certification and 
receipt to the electors and notifies the Boards of Supervisors, County Recorders, and officers in 
charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-803(I). 
 
If the new party petition does not qualify for recognition, the Secretary of State issues a 
certification and receipt to the electors explaining why the petition did not qualify for recognition 
and returns the original petition sheets to the electors. A.R.S. § 16-803(I). 

 Duration of New Party Recognition 

A new political party that receives statewide recognition is entitled to recognition through the next 
two general elections for federal office immediately following recognition of the party. A.R.S. § 
16-801(B). For example, if a new political party achieves statewide recognition in March 2020, 
the party is entitled to recognition through the 2022 general election. 

 Recognition Following Expiration of New Party Status 

Following the expiration of new party status, the party may maintain recognition by: 

• Qualifying for continued representation based upon votes cast at the election preceding the 
expiration of new party status or a requisite number of active registered voters; or 

• Timely filing a new petition for new party recognition. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-801(B); A.R.S. § 16-804. 
 
A political party that qualifies for continued representation is treated differently from a political 
party that files a new petition for new party recognition. For example, a member of a political party 
with continued representation may not sign a nomination petition for a candidate seeking a 
nomination from a different party with continued recognition. A.R.S. § 16-321(F). Thus, a voter 
registered with the Democratic Party—a party with continued representation—may sign a 
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nomination petition for Democratic candidates, new party candidates, or independent candidates, 
but not for Republican candidates—another party with continued representation. Whereas a voter 
registered with a new party may sign any candidate’s petition. 
 
As a corollary, members of a political party with continued representation are not included when 
calculating other continuously- represented parties’ signature totals to run for office. For example, 
the number of signatures needed to run for the U.S. Senate as a Republican—a party with continued 
representation—are determined by calculating ¼ of one percent of all Republicans, new party 
registrants, independents, and registrants with no party designation. In contrast, the number of 
signatures needed to run for the U.S. Senate as a new party candidate excludes Republicans, 
Democrats, and any other recognized parties with continued representation. A.R.S. § 16-
322(A)(1); A.R.S. § 16-321(F). 

 Expiration of New Party Status 

If a new political party does not re-qualify for recognition as a new party, new party status expires 
when the Secretary of State, County Recorder, or city or town clerk (as applicable) issues their 
announcement regarding continued representation. See A.R.S. § 16-804(C)-(E). 
 

II. QUALIFYING FOR CONTINUED RECOGNITION 

To qualify for continued representation, a political party must meet one of two baseline levels of 
support: number of votes cast for the party’s candidate or the number of active registered voters in 
the jurisdiction. A.R.S. § 16-804(A)-(B); see also A.R.S. § 16-193(5).  

 Statewide Continued Representation 

To qualify for statewide continued representation: 

• The new party’s candidate for Governor or President must receive at least 5% of the votes 
cast at the federal general election immediately preceding the expiration of new party 
status; or 

• The new party must have at least ⅔ of 1% of active registered voters statewide as of 
October 1st of the year preceding expiration of new party status.  

 
The Secretary of State must determine the political parties qualified for continued representation 
by December 1st of the appropriate year. A.R.S. § 16-804(A)-(C).  
 
Promptly thereafter, the Secretary of State must notify the political party, county election officials, 
and the public about whether the party qualified for continued representation. 
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 County Continued Representation 

To achieve continued representation at the county level: 

• The new party’s candidate for County Attorney must receive at least 5% of the votes cast 
at the federal general election immediately preceding the expiration of new party status; or 

• The new party must have at least ⅔ of 1% of active registered voters in the county as of 
October 1st of the year preceding expiration of new party status. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-804(A). The County Recorder must determine the political parties qualified for 
continued representation by December 1st of the appropriate year. A.R.S. § 16-804(D). Promptly 
thereafter, the County Recorder must notify the political party, county election officials, and the 
public about whether the party qualified for continued representation. 

 City or Town Continued Representation 

To achieve continued representation in a city or town that conducts partisan elections: 

• The new party’s candidate for Mayor must receive at least 5% of the votes cast at the 
general election (or second or runoff election) immediately preceding the expiration of new 
party status; or 

• The new party must have at least ⅔ of 1% of active registered voters in the city or town (as 
determined by the applicable County Recorder) as of 155 days prior to the primary election 
(or first election) that will be conducted in the year new party status expires. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-804(A). 
 
The city or town clerk must determine the political parties that qualify for continued representation 
140 days prior to the primary election (or first election) that will be conducted in the year new 
party status expires. A.R.S. § 16-804(E).  
 
Promptly thereafter, the city or town clerk must notify the political party, county election officials, 
and the public about whether the party qualified for continued representation. RETRIE
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CHAPTER 16:  
CAMPAIGN FINANCE 

 

 CAMPAIGN FINANCE REPORTING 

The Secretary of State is required to prescribe the format for all campaign finance reports and 
statements. A.R.S. § 16-926(A). Sample forms are included in Chapter 17 for reference by local 
jurisdictions. Candidates who file their campaign finance reports and statements with the Secretary 
of State’s Office must use the Secretary of State’s online campaign finance reporting system., 
available at beacon.arizona.vote.  
 
Additional campaign finance guidance is available on the Secretary of State’s website at 
www.azsos.gov/elections. All candidates and political committeeswww.azsos.gov/elections. All 
candidates and campaign finance committees (which include candidate committees, political party 
committees, and political action committees) are encouraged to read the Secretary of State’s 
campaign finance guides for additional information. In addition, candidates running withshould be 
aware of the requirements in the Clean Elections funding have additional rules they must follow. 
They should Act and may contact the Citizens Clean Elections Commission (CCEC) for further 
information, or visit their website at www.azcleanelections.gov. www.azcleanelections.gov for 
further information. 

 CAMPAIGN FINANCE ENFORCEMENT 

Campaign finance enforcement may be initiated through the filing officer.93 In addition, any person 
may file a complaint with CCEC if they believe a violation of the Clean Elections Act or CCEC 
rules has occurred. CCEC staff may also initiate an internally generated complaint against a person 
for violation of the Clean Elections Act. See A.R.S. § 16-957. More details about CCEC 
enforcement procedures are available at https://www.azcleanelections.gov/campaign-finance-
enforcement.94  

 
93 The Secretary of State is the filing officer for statewide and legislative elections. The county officer in 
charge of elections is the filing officer for county, school district, community college district and special 
taxing district elections, including retention elections for superior court judges. The city or town clerk is 
the filing officer for city and town elections. A.R.S. § 16-938(A). 
94 A.R.S. § 16-938(A) states “. . . a filing officer is the sole public officer who is authorized to 
initiate an investigation into alleged violations of . . . [Articles 1, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7 
of Title 16, Chapter 6 of the Arizona Revised Statutes], including the alleged failure to register as 
a committee.” However, the phrase “is the sole public officer” has been invalidated by court 
judgment. An appeal is pending asthe Arizona Court of August 9, 2019, but the lower court 
judgment remains in effect absent any stay or reversal by a higher court.Appeals. See Arizona 
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Adjudication of third-party campaign finance complaints filed with the filing officer follows a 
bifurcated structure, relying on an initial determination by a filing officer followed by the final 
decision of an enforcement officer. The overall process is summarized as follows and is covered 
in more detail in this Section: 

• The filing officer will make a preliminary determination whether a campaign finance 
violation has occurred, known as a “reasonable cause” finding. A.R.S. § 16-938(C). 

• If the filing officer makes a reasonable cause finding, the filing officer generally will refer 
the matter to the appropriate enforcement officer. A.R.S. § 16-938(C). 

• The enforcement officer makes the final determination whether a legal violation occurred, 
which may require an additional investigation beyond the information provided by the 
filing officer. A.R.S. § 16-938(C), (E). 

• If the enforcement officer concludes that a campaign finance violation occurred, the 
enforcement officer may issue a notice of violation to the alleged violator. If the violation 
has not been timely remedied, the enforcement officer may initiate legal action to secure 
compliance with campaign finance law. A.R.S. § 16-938 (E)-(G). 

 Initiation of Campaign Finance Complaints 

1. Third Party Complaints 
 
Any person may file a complaint with the appropriate filing officer if they believe a violation of 
Arizona campaign finance laws has occurred, including but not limited to: 

• Failure to register as a politicalcampaign finance committee when required; 

• Unlawful commingling of money; 

• Violation of campaign contribution limits; 

• Making or accepting unlawful contributions; 

• Failure to include proper advertising disclaimers; 

• Failure to file campaign finance reports (if the filing officer has not already initiated an 
enforcement action); 

• Improper or unreported expenditures; or 

• Filing incomplete or inaccurate campaign finance reports. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-938. 
 

 
Advocacy Network et al., v. State of Arizona, No. CV2017-096705, (250 Ariz. Super. June 5, 
2019109, 475 P.3d 1149 (Ct. App. 2020). 
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The complaint must be made in writing and submitted to the applicable filing officer for campaign 
finance reports. Email submissions are acceptable. See A.R.S. § 16-938(B). 
  
Regardless of whether a complainant is represented by counsel, a complaint must contain the full 
name, email address, and mailing address of the complainant. A complaint should also: 

• Clearly recite the facts that describe a violation of Arizona campaign finance law under the 
filing officer’s jurisdiction as specifically as possible (citations to the law are highly 
encouraged); 

• Clearly identify each person, committee, organization or group that is alleged to have 
committed a violation; 

• Include any supporting documentation (such as sworn affidavits from persons with first-
hand knowledge, media reports, advertisements, website links, etc.) supporting the alleged 
violation, if available; and 

• Differentiate between statements based on a complainant’s personal knowledge and those 
based on information and belief. Statements not based on personal knowledge should 
identify the source of the information.  

 
Complaints should be filed as soon as possible after the alleged violation becomes known to the 
complainant in order to preserve available evidence and initiate the enforcement process within 
the four-year statute of limitations period. See A.R.S. § 12-550A.R.S. § 12-550. A filing officer 
shouldmust retain candidate filings for at least four years after committee termination 
notwithstanding, including campaign finance filings, based on the three-year retention period for 
“candidate records” in Schedule Number GS-1058 of the Arizona State Library, Archives and 
Public Records general recordsapplicable retention schedule. See Chapter 17 for the latest retention 
schedules.  
 
The filing officer must review the complaint for compliance with the required criteria outlined 
above, including confirmation that the complaint falls within the filing officer’s jurisdiction. If the 
complaint does not meet the criteria, the filing officer should notify the complainant of the 
deficiencies and that no action will be taken on the complaint. If the complaint is deemed sufficient, 
the filing officer will: 

• Assign the complaint a complaint number (in a format determined by the filing officer); 

• Confirm in writing that the complaint has been received;  

• Inform the complainant that the respondent will be provided an opportunity to submit a 
response and the complainant may submit a reply within specified time periods; and 

• Inform the complainant that the filing officer will notify him or herall parties once a 
preliminary decision has been made. 

 
Before a reasonable cause determination is made, a filing officer may not order a person to register 
as a committee, and do not have audit or subpoena powers to compel the production of evidence 
or the attendance of witnesses concerning a potential campaign finance violation. However, a filing 
officer may request the voluntary production of evidence or attendance of witnesses in making a 
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reasonable cause determination. A.R.S. § 16-938(D); see also Arizona Advocacy Network et al., v. 
State of Arizona, 250 Ariz. 109, 475 P.3d 1149 (Ct. App. 2020). 

2. Mitigating Conflicts of Interest 
 
A filing officer and enforcement officer should avoid actual or perceived conflicts of interest when 
adjudicating campaign finance complaints. A conflict analysis should be undertaken promptly 
after a complaint is filed and before the respondent is directed to submit a response. A.R.S. § 38-
503(B). 
 
 
If a filing officer determines that a conflict of interest exists, the filing officer should refer a 
campaign finance complaint to another filing officer in the state who accepts the referral.95 The 
receiving officer has the same jurisdiction to make a reasonable cause determination as the original 
officer. A.R.S. § 16-938(A). If the receiving officer ultimately does find reasonable cause, they 
may: (i) refer the matter directly to an appropriate enforcement officer, if permitted by the 
enforcement officer, or; (ii) refer the matter back to the original filing officer, and the original 
filing officer must refer the matter to the enforcement officer for that jurisdiction. 
 
If a filing officer makes a reasonable cause finding but believes the corresponding enforcement 
officer will have a conflict of interest, the filing officer nonetheless must make the referral to that 
enforcement officer. Winn v. Maricopa County Attorney’s Office, No. CV2013-003007, Minute 
Entry pg. 5 (Ariz Super. Ct. May 2, 2013); see also Comm. for Justice & Fairness v. Arizona Sec’y 
of State’s Office, 235 Ariz. 347, 350, 332 P.3d 94, 97 (Ct. App. 2014). The enforcement officer 
must then determine whether a conflict of interest exists and, if so, refer the matter to another 
enforcement officer. 

 Notice of Complaint and Opportunity for Response and Reply 

1. Notice to Respondents 
 
A “respondent” is the person who is the subject of the campaign finance complaint or referral. 
 
Within fiveten business days after receiving a properly filed complaint, the filing officer will send 
the respondent a copy of the complaint and a letter describing the filing officer’s campaign finance 
processing procedures. The notification letter reflects no judgment about the accuracy of the 
allegations, but simply: (i) informs the respondent that the filing officer has received allegations 
as to possible violations of campaign laws by the respondent; (ii) provides a copy of the complaint 

 
95 If the original filing officer cannot promptly identify another filing officer who will accept the 
referral, the original filing officer should promptly notify the complainant and respondent after the 
complaint was filed that: (i) the filing officer has a conflict of interest; and (ii) the new filing officer 
(once identified) will contact the parties and formally initiate the enforcement proceedings.   
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or referral document, or in limited circumstances, a summary of the complaint; and (iii) gives the 
respondent an opportunity to respond in writing in a timely manner. 

2. Submitting a Response 
 
The response is the respondent’s opportunity to demonstrate to the filing officer why the filing 
officer should not pursue an enforcement action, or to clarify, correct, or supplement the 
information in the complaint or referral. Respondents are not required to respond to the allegations. 
Respondents must be provided an opportunity to respond to both a third-party complaint and an 
internally- initiated investigation.  
 
Respondents, if they choose, may be represented by counsel. Once the filing officer receives a 
notification that the respondent is represented by counsel, the filing officer will communicate only 
with the counsel unless otherwise authorized by the respondent. 
 
There is no prescribed format for responses. While not required, providing documentation, 
including sworn affidavits or declarations under penalty of perjury from persons with first-hand 
knowledge of the facts, is helpful. It is also helpful for a respondent to specifically address each 
allegation in the complaint. The response may be submitted by email, and the respondent need not 
copy the complainant on the response. 
 
The filing officer may set a response deadline not to exceed 30 calendar days. Upon request by the 
respondent and for good cause shown, the filing officer may grant a reasonable extension of the 
response deadline. The respondent must make the request to the filing officer in writing, and the 
filing officer must copy the complainant on the filing officer’s decision on the extension request. 

3. Submitting a Reply 
 
Within fiveten business days after receiving a response, the filing officer will send the complainant 
a copy of the response and a letter that explains the opportunity for the complainant to submit a 
reply.  
 
There is no prescribed format for replies and complainants are not required to file a reply. 
However, the reply is the complainant’s opportunity to address issues raised in the response and/or 
buttress the complaint’s original allegations. The reply may not raise new issues that were not 
addressed in the original complaint.  
 
The filing officer may set a reply deadline not to exceed 14 calendar days. The filing officer may 
not take any action on the complaint or referral (other than dismiss the matter) until this time period 
has passed. Upon request by the complainant and for good cause shown, the filing officer may 
grant a reasonable extension of the reply deadline. 
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 Decision by Filing Officer 

After the reply period (and any extension, if granted) has passed, the filing officer will evaluate 
the complaint, response, and reply (if any) to determine whether there is reasonable cause to 
believe a violation occurred. The filing officer should also consider any relevant campaign finance 
reports or documents on file with the filing officer and any other information available in the public 
record. The filing officer does not possess subpoena powers to compel production of evidence or 
attendance of witnesses concerning a potential campaign finance violation (nor may any party to 
the proceeding conduct discovery). However, the filing officer may request voluntary production 
of information to assist in evaluating the complaint or response. A.R.S. § 16-938(D). 

1. Determining Whether a Violation Occurred 
 
A filing officer may take one of three courses of action: find reasonable cause, dismiss the matter, 
or find no reasonable cause. 

 Finding Reasonable Cause 

To refer a matter to an enforcement officer, a filing officer must find “reasonable cause to believe 
a person violated” campaign finance law. A.R.S. § 16-938(C). A reasonable cause finding is not a 
definitive finding that the respondent violated campaign finance law but simply means that the 
filing officer believes a violation may have occurred.  
 
In determining whether there is reasonable cause, the standard of review is akin to “probable 
cause” to support the complainant’s allegations, which generally means there is reasonably 
trustworthy information and circumstances that would lead a reasonable person to conclude there 
is substantial likelihood that the respondent committed a violation. See In re Shaheen Tr., 236 
Ariz. 498, 501, 341 P.3d 1169, 1172 (Ct. App. 2015); State v. Keener, 206 Ariz. 29, 32, 75 P.3d 
119, 122 (Ct. App. 2003). 

 Dismissal of Complaint 

In their discretion, a filing officer may dismiss a matter that does not merit further use of 
government resources. The filing officer may take into account the following factors when 
deciding whether to dismiss a complaint: 

• Whether there is a small dollar amount at issue; 

• The insignificance of the alleged violation; 

• The vagueness or weakness of the evidence; 

• Whether the alleged violation has been remedied and not likely to be repeated; and 

• Whether the alleged violation was unintentional. 
 
If dismissal is warranted, the filing officer may send a letter cautioning or reminding the respondent 
regarding the relevant legal obligations going forward. 
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 Finding No Reasonable Cause 

A filing officer should find “no reasonable cause” if a violation occurred when the complaint, 
response, and reply (if any), along with any publicly available information, taken together, fail to 
give rise to a reasonable inference that a violation has occurred (or even if the allegations were 
true, would not constitute a violation of the law). 

2. Issuance and Notification of Decision 
 
A filing officer should issue a reasoned decision explaining the basis for the filing officer’s 
determination. Absent extenuating circumstances, a filing office shall render a decision within 
120150 days after the deadline for submitting a reply if a response was submitted, or within 120150 
days after the deadline for a response if no response was submitted. However, if the filing officer’s 
deadline to issue a decision falls within 30 days of an election in the filing officer’s jurisdiction, 
the decision shall be issued within 3060 days after the election. The filing officer should keep the 
parties reasonably apprised of the projected decision timetable and shall notify all parties in writing 
of the decision. 
 
If the filing officer dismisses the complaint or finds no reasonable cause, the matter is closed and 
no notification is given to the enforcement officer. A dismissal or finding of no reasonable cause 
are not considered appealable actions. 
 
If the filing officer finds reasonable cause, the filing officer must notify the enforcement officer 
and provide all relevant documentation from the case: 

• For matters investigated by the Secretary of State as filing officer, the Secretary must 
notify the Attorney General; 

• For matters investigated by a county filing officer, the county filing officer must notify 
the county attorney; or 

• For matters investigated by a city or town filing officer, the city or town filing officer 
must notify the city or town attorney.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-938(C)(1)-(3). 
  
If the filing officer determines there is reasonable cause to believe that knowing and intentional 
misrepresentations were made, the filing officer may refer the matter to the enforcement officer 
for possible criminal prosecution as well. A.R.S. § 16-1021. 

 Decision by Enforcement Officer 

Upon receipt of a reasonable cause finding from a filing officer, an enforcement officer must: 

• Review the matter for potential conflicts of interest; 

• If necessary, conduct an investigation and/or compel discovery through the enforcement 
officer’s subpoena powers; and 
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• Reach a final decision whether a campaign finance violation occurred. 
 
Nonpublic information independently gathered during the investigation (other than the complaint, 
response, reply and accompanying exhibits, which may be disclosed) must be kept confidential 
until after the final disposition of any appeal of the enforcement order.  A.R.S. § 16-938(E)(3). 
 
If the enforcement officer determines a violation occurred, the enforcement officer may serve a 
notice of violation on the respondent. The notice must: 

• State with reasonable particularity the nature of the violation; 

• Specify the fine or penalty imposed, and any other corrective action required to be 
undertaken; and 

• Require compliance within 20 calendar days after the date of issuance of the notice. 
 

A.R.S. § 16-938(E)(2). 

1. Late Campaign Finance Reports 
 
In the case of a registered committee’s failure to file campaign finance reports, no further 
investigation or discovery is generally necessary and the enforcement officer may proceed to issue 
a notice of violation. The notice should include a calculation of the penalties that have accrued 
between the filing deadline and the date of the notice of violation, and state that penalties will 
continue to accrue until paid in full or corrective action is taken. A.R.S. § 16-938(E)(2); see also 
A.R.S. § 16-937(B). 

2. Other Campaign Finance Violations 
 
In the case of any other campaign finance violation, the notice of violation should include a 
presumptive financial penalty equal to the amount of money improperly received, spent, or 
promised in violation of the law. In special circumstances, based on the severity, extent, or willful 
nature of the violation, the enforcement officer may issue a financial penalty up to three times the 
amount of money improperly received, spent, or promised. The enforcement officer should outline 
the special circumstances in the notice of violation. 
 
A notice of violation also may require the respondent to form a politicalcampaign finance 
committee and thereafter file campaign finance reports for past and future political activity. 
However, if the respondent timely appeals this ruling, the respondent need not file the campaign 
finance reports unless and until the enforcement officer’s notice of violation has been upheld.  
A.R.S. § 16-938(E)(2).  

 Response to Notice of Violation 

1. Respondent Takes Corrective Action 
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If a notice of violation requires corrective action and payment of a fine or financial penalty, but 
the respondent takes the specified corrective action within 20 days of being served with the notice, 
the respondent is not subject to any fine or financial penalty. A.R.S. § 16-938(G)(1). The 
enforcement officer should close the matter and issue a confirmation in writing. 

2. Respondent Takes No Corrective Action 
 
If the respondent fails to timely comply with a notice of violation, the enforcement officer may 
impose the fine or financial penalty (if any) and provide the respondent a final notice stating that 
the fine or penalty may be appealed to the Superior Court. A.R.S. § 16-938(G)(2).  

3. Respondent Appeals to Superior Court 
 
If the respondent fails to comply with a final notice but timely files an appeal, the final notice is 
stayed until the appeal is resolved. A respondent must file an appeal in superior court within 30 
days after receiving the final decision and provide a copy of the appeal to the enforcement officer. 
A.R.S. § 16-938(H).  
 
At the hearing, the Superior Court must conduct a trial de novo and the enforcement officer has 
the burden of proving any alleged violations by a preponderance of the evidence. A.R.S. § 16-
938(I).  
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CHAPTER 17:   
APPENDICES AND SAMPLE FORMS 

 
The sample forms contained in this manual are subject to revisions.  Please contact the Secretary 
of State’s Office, Election Services Division, for the most current version.  
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From: Allie Bones
To: Kanefield, Joe
Subject: Elections Procedures Manual
Date: Tuesday, November 30, 2021 1:10:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Joe,
 
As a follow up to my voicemail, I am checking in on the status of the AG’s review of the Elections

Procedures Manual. Tomorrow is December 1st, and with a December 31st date looming, we have
yet to hear from your office with regards to the status of your review. Please let me know if you
would like to discuss further and we can arrange a call.
 
Thanks,
 
Allie
 

Allie Bones (She | Her | Hers)
Assistant Secretary of State  
Arizona Secretary of State
Email: abones@azsos.gov  
Office: 602-542-4919
Cell: 602-540-5348

1700 W. Washington St., 7th Fl. | Phoenix, AZ | 85007

This message and any messages in response to the sender of this
message may be subject to a public records request.
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https://outlook.office.com/mail/bdul@azsos.gov/id/AAQkADlkNDE5NjE5LWUyZmQtNGJlYi04OWZlLWNkNmQ2Mzg4YzA1ZQAQAJn7sCIbyEfMl6e7Sf… 1/2

Re: Elections Procedures Manual

tim timlasota.com <tim@timlasota.com>
Wed 12/1/2021 4:26 PM

To: Allie Bones <ABones@azsos.gov>
Cc: Bo Dul <bdul@azsos.gov>

Sure. Hi Bo.

I will be in touch on timing as promptly as I can. 

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 1, 2021, at 4:17 PM, Allie Bones <ABones@azsos.gov> wrote: 

Thanks, Tim. Can you please be sure to include Bo Dul who is our General Counsel now in your
correspondence. Also, we are curious as to the status and when we might receive any feedback. By
this �me in 2019, discussions were well underway.
 
Thanks,
 
Allie
 

<image001.png>

Allie Bones (She | Her | Hers) 
Assistant Secretary of State   
Arizona Secretary of State
Email: abones@azsos.gov   
Office: 602-542-4919 
Cell: 602-540-5348

 
1700 W. Washington St., 7th Fl. | Phoenix, AZ | 85007 

This message and any messages in response to the sender of this 

message may be subject to a public records request.

 
 
From: �m �mlasota.com <�m@�mlasota.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, December 1, 2021 4:01 PM 
To: Allie Bones <ABones@azsos.gov> 
Subject: Elec�ons Procedures Manual
 
Hi Allie:
 
I just wanted to let you know that I have been retained by the A�orney General's Office and
I will be General Brnovich's point of contact on the Elec�ons Procedures Manual.  Please
direct any correspondence to me.
 
Very truly yours,
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Tim
Timothy A. La Sota, PLC
2198 East Camelback Road, Suite 305
Phoenix, Arizona 85016
602-515-2649
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December 10, 2021 

The Honorable Mark Brnovich 

Attorney General 

2005 North Central Avenue 

Phoenix, AZ 85004 

 

 Re: AGO Review of the 2021 Elections Procedures Manual  

 

Mr. Brnovich,  

 

Arizona law requires the Secretary of State to “prescribe rules to achieve and maintain the 

maximum degree of correctness, impartiality, uniformity and efficiency on the procedures for 

early voting and voting, and of producing, distributing, collecting, counting, tabulating and 

storing ballots.” These rules, prescribed in the Election Procedures Manual, must be issued by 

December 31 of odd-numbered years. Importantly, the law says that the Manual “shall be 

approved by the Governor and Attorney General” before issuance. See A.R.S. § 16-452. 

 

You are, of course, familiar with this process as we successfully navigated it just two years ago. 

On October 1, 2019, my Office submitted a Manual for review. On November 12, your Office 

sent its “Initial Review” of the Manual, including a spreadsheet of more than 100 items that our 

Offices discussed during at least four meetings and countless emails over several weeks. While 

many of those items were based on your own misunderstanding of election administration, we 

worked in good faith to provide clarification and reach agreement. Eventually, the Manual was 

approved by you and Governor Ducey, marking the first successful update in five years. 

 

This year, my Office met with County Recorders, Elections Directors, and their staff on a 

monthly basis to update and improve the Manual and received, reviewed, and incorporated 

public feedback. Once again, we submitted a Manual for review on October 1. After receiving no 

response from your Office, we reached out on November 15 to inquire about the status of your 

review. We similarly received no response. On December 1, we reached out again and received 

correspondence from Tim La Sota, stating that he had been retained by your Office and will be 

the “point of contact” on the Manual. Your decision to retain outside counsel for this review is 

quite curious, particularly since your website currently lists review of the Manual as an instance 

in which your Office’s Election Integrity Unit defends “the integrity of our elections.” 

 

It’s unfortunate that your Office can apparently find time to chase Cyber Ninjas conspiracies 

when it’s politically expedient, while choosing to burden taxpayers with additional expenses—

presumably at the rate of hundreds of dollars an hour—to perform your basic statutory duties. 

Though to be clear, it’s doubtful that the work done by Mr. La Sota fulfills your statutory duties, 

given the alarming incompetence it demonstrates. The December 9 letter from Mr. La Sota 

states that the enclosed “draft of the . . . Manual [contains] changes identified in redlined form,” 

and further states that “[t]he Attorney General will not approve the manual . . . unless those 

changes are made.”  The document, however, contains no redlines. Instead, comment bubbles 

are interspersed throughout, with no indication of what text the comments are actually 
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referencing. Indeed, some comments are entirely irrelevant to the substance of the text on the 

page on which those comments appear. Based on what Mr. La Sota sent, no reasonable person 

can be certain what “changes” the Attorney General is demanding or why. For example:   

• On page 29, a comment seems to indicate a sentence about A.R.S. § 16-542, in the section 

on the timeframe to mail ballots, should be removed based on the Arizona Supreme 

Court’s recent decision in ASBA v. Arizona. But that statute was not affected by ASBA 

nor was it or any other law relating to the timeframe to mail ballots altered by S.B. 1819.  

• On page 69, three comments insist that the “proposed regulations exceed the scope of the 

Secretary’s statutory authority or contravene an election statute’s purpose,” but the 

comments appear on an otherwise blank page. These comments are all substantially the 

same, though they appear to reference no underlying text of the Manual.  

• Other comments similarly insist the “proposed regulations exceed the scope of the 

Secretary’s statutory authority or contravene an election statute’s purpose,” but appear 

on text that simply states verbatim the cited statute’s mandates.   

• On page 77, in a section on factors to consider when selecting voting locations, a comment 

states: “Discuss with Governor’s staff. May contravene A.R.S. § 16-1005(E).” There is no 

rational connection between selecting voting locations and the ballot collection ban.  

• Interestingly, a handful of other comments also state “Discuss with Governor’s Staff” or 

similar, which I assume indicate coordination between the offices and which Mr. La Sota 

carelessly forgot to delete.  

 

Ultimately, a failure to take seriously your statutory duty to review and approve the Manual is 

a detriment to voters and election officials across Arizona. As you recently heard from County 

officials, an updated Manual is an important resource to ensure the proper performance of their 

legal duties. I’d hoped that we’d be able to replicate the orderly and bipartisan approval process 

we shared in 2019, as I noted in my letter accompanying the Manual’s submission. Instead, 

you’ve waited until the 11th hour to condition your approval on the acceptance of your demands, 

while simultaneously providing those demands through a third party in an indecipherable 

document. One can only speculate as to why you have chosen this drastically different path as 

we head into the 2022 election year. But you’ve left little time for meaningful discussion of any 

proposed changes or consultation with the County Recorders and Election Directors who have 

spent countless hours collaborating with my Office to update the Manual. 

 

Regardless, I ask that your Office immediately work in good faith with my Office, County 

officials, and the Governor to approve the Elections Procedures Manual prior to the December 

31 statutory deadline. Any further delay and posturing is inexcusable.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

  

Katie Hobbs 

Arizona Secretary of State 

  

cc: Tim La Sota 

 Governor Doug Ducey 
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4/27/22, 11:51 AM Mail - Bo Dul - Outlook

https://outlook.office.com/mail/bdul@azsos.gov/id/AAQkADlkNDE5NjE5LWUyZmQtNGJlYi04OWZlLWNkNmQ2Mzg4YzA1ZQAQAKLp37HJj9dItw%2B… 1/2

Re: Correspondence with regard to the Arizona Elections Procedures Manual

tim timlasota.com <tim@timlasota.com>
Fri 12/10/2021 9:41 AM

To: Bo Dul <bdul@azsos.gov>;Katie Hobbs <khobbs@azsos.gov>
Cc: Allie Bones <ABones@azsos.gov>
Sure Bo.  Please see a�ached.  Please let me know if you have any issues with this document.  The hard
copy delivered yesterday also shows the specific redlines.

Best, Tim

From: Bo Dul <bdul@azsos.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, December 9, 2021 5:16 PM 
To: �m �mlasota.com <�m@�mlasota.com>; Ka�e Hobbs <khobbs@azsos.gov> 
Cc: Allie Bones <ABones@azsos.gov> 
Subject: RE: Correspondence with regard to the Arizona Elec�ons Procedures Manual
 
Tim,
 
The a�ached dra� contains no redlines. Will you please email a redlined Word version as soon as possible so we
can more efficiently review and address any proposed changes?
 
When we transmi�ed the EPM to the AGO and Governor on October 1, we included a redlined Word version to
facilitate efficient review and feedback. We’d appreciate the same curtesy given that the AGO obviously edited
and redlined a Word document, and especially in light of the fact that the AGO has waited un�l the 11th hour to
provide any response on the EPM that was posted for public comment five months ago and formally submi�ed
over two months ago.
 
Thank you,
 
Bo
 
From: �m �mlasota.com <�m@�mlasota.com>  
Sent: Thursday, December 9, 2021 2:47 PM 
To: Ka�e Hobbs <khobbs@azsos.gov> 
Cc: Allie Bones <ABones@azsos.gov>; Bo Dul <bdul@azsos.gov> 
Subject: Correspondence with regard to the Arizona Elec�ons Procedures Manual
 
Dear Secretary Hobbs:
 
Please see the a�ached sent on behalf of the A�orney General in rela�on to his statutory du�es with
regard to the Arizona Elec�ons Procedures Manual.  Hard copies of the a�ached will be delivered today.
 
Very truly yours,
 
Tim
Timothy A. La Sota, PLC
2198 East Camelback Rd., Suite 305
Phoenix, Arizona 85016
P 602-515-2649
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G� HIJKL��M�G� NOLP��M��QR�G� STUVW�J��X�HXYXZX�[���G��\]̂_G]̀_a�]b_X���J�TKQTU�LKcUc�R�d�LVI�R�eVJ�Uf��IJKg�JP��QR���Q�J�L��L�TUKVQ�gOcU�W��IJVdKR�R�hKUfKQ��K�fU�R�Pc��eU�J�Uf��TLVc��Ve�J��KcUJ�UKVQX�HXYXZX�[���G��\]̂_X�SUf�JhKc�a�Uf��J�g�KQKQ��IJ�TKQTU�LKcUc�gOcU�W��IJVdKR�R�hKUfKQ��i�WOcKQ�cc�R�Pc��eU�J�Uf���IILKT�WL��J�IVJUKQ��R�U�cX�HXYXZX�[���G��\]̀_X�jk�&,lm,0+0�n*-�#*o/+/p1o�#1-+q�#-,p/2p+�r/0+0�sV�J�T�Kd��IJ�TKQTU�LKcUc��U�QV�TVcUa���J�TV�QKt�R�IVLKUKT�L�I�JUP�gOcU�c��u�IJ�TKQTU�LKcUc�eJVg�Uf���IILKT�WL��̂VOQUP�Y�TVJR�J�hKUfKQ��K�fU�R�Pc��eU�J�Uf��TLVc��Ve�J��KcUJ�UKVQ�eVJ�IJ�TKQTU�LKcUc�R�d�LVI�R�eVJ�Uf��IJKg�JP��QR���Q�J�L��L�TUKVQ�VJ�hKUfKQ��i�WOcKQ�cc�R�Pc��eU�J��QP�VUf�J��IILKT�WL��J�IVJUKQ��R�U�cX�HXYXZX�[���G��\]̂_a�]̀_a�]v_X�̂VOQUK�c�g�P��cU�WLKcf���IJVT�cc�eVJ�J�TV�QKt�R�IVLKUKT�L�I�JUK�c�UV�VIU�UV��OUVg�UKT�LLP�J�T�Kd��IJ�TKQTU�LKcUc�eVJ���Tf��L�TUKVQX�H�̂VOQUP�Y�TVJR�J�Q��R�QVU�IJVdKR��UfKc�IJ�TKQTU�LKcU�eVJ�Uf��IJKg�JP�VJ���Q�J�L��L�TUKVQ�UV���J�TV�QKt�R�IVLKUKT�L�I�JUP�Ke�Uf�U�I�JUP�hKLL�f�d��L�cc�Uf�Q�eVOJ�I�JUKc�Q�T�QRKR�U�c�]VUf�J�Uf�Q�wxyz{|y}~{���y�y�~�xz���}�~��~����}~��z������~��HXYXZX�[���G��\]̂_X��H�J�TV�QKt�R�IVLKUKT�L�I�JUP�g�P�c��u�IJ�TKQTU�LKcUc�eJVg�Uf��Z�TJ�U�JP�Ve�ZU�U��VQLP�Ke�Uf���IILKT�WL��̂VOQUP�Y�TVJR�J�e�KLc�VJ�J�eOc�c�UV�IJVdKR��Uf��LKcUX��Q�UfKc�T�c�a�Uf��Z�TJ�U�JP�Ve�ZU�U��g�P�Tf�J���Uf��̂VOQUP�Y�TVJR�J���e���UV�IJVROT��Uf��J�TVJRc��c�VOULKQ�R�KQ�̂f�IU�J��a�Z�TUKVQ��]̂_�W�LVhX�HXYXZX�[���G��\]v_X��k��0,�*n� *m2+q�&,./0+-1+/*2�&*oo0��q�#*o/+/p1o��m��/�/0/*2�HQP�IVLKUKT�L�cOWRKdKcKVQ�Ve�Uf��cU�U�a�KQTLORKQ����TKUP�VJ�UVhQa�g�P�Oc��Uf��TVOQUP�J��KcUJ�UKVQ�JVLLc�UV�TVQROTU��Q��L�TUKVQX�HU�L��cU��i�R�Pc�W�eVJ���QP�cOTf��L�TUKVQa�Uf���Vd�JQKQ��WVRP�Ve�Uf��IVLKUKT�L�cOWRKdKcKVQ�cf�LL�Q��VUK�U����TVQUJ�TU�hKUf�Uf��̂VOQUP�Y�TVJR�J�UV�J�KgWOJc��Uf��̂VOQUP�Y�TVJR�J�eVJ�Uf�����������I�Qc�c�KQ�IJ�I�JKQ��Uf��Q�T�cc�JP�LKcUc�eVJ�Oc��KQ�Uf���L�TUKVQX�sf��̂VOQUP�Y�TVJR�J�cf�LL�QVU�Tf�J���gVJ��Uf�Q�Uf���TUO�L��RRKUKVQ�L�TVcUc�Uf�U�cOTf�IJ�I�J�UKVQ��QU�KLcX�HXYXZX�[���G���X� k�#m�o/p�&,p*-�0�&,lm,0+0��q�$�/-��#1-+/,0�HQP�I�JcVQ�VJ�VJ��QKt�UKVQ�g�P�g�u����IOWLKT�J�TVJRc�J��O�cU�eVJ�J��KcUJ�QU�KQeVJg�UKVQ�UV���V̂OQUP�Y�TVJR�J�VJ�Uf��Z�TJ�U�JP�Ve�ZU�U�X�����XZX̂X�[��i�i�]K_M�HXYXZX�[���G��\]�_a�]�_M�HXYXZX�[� ¡G���Xi�]̀_X�H�̂VOQUP�Y�TVJR�J�VJ�Uf��Z�TJ�U�JP�Ve�ZU�U��g�P�J��O�cU���IJVI�JLP�TVgIL�U�R�IOWLKT�J�TVJRc�J��O�cU�eVJg�UV�W��cOWgKUU�R�W�eVJ��J�cIVQRKQ��UV�Uf��IOWLKT�J�TVJRc�J��O�cUX�Y��KcUJ�UKVQ�J�TVJRc�gOcU�W��IJVROT�R�hKUfKQ� i�R�Pc�Ve�J�T�KIU�Ve���IJVI�J�J��O�cUX�HXYXZX�[���G��\]�_X��̂VIK�c�Ve�J��KcUJ�QU�J�TVJRc�g�P�W��IJVdKR�R���TLOcKd�LP�KQ��L�TUJVQKT�eVJg�Ua�KQTLORKQ��dK����I�cchVJRGIJVU�TU�R�Z�TOJ��¢KL��sJ�Qce�J��JVUVTVL�]Z¢s�_�cKU�a�£KJUO�L��JKd�U��¤�UhVJu�]£�¤_a�VJ�VUf�J�c�TOJ��g�UfVR�Ve��L�TUJVQKT�UJ�QcgKccKVQX��Q��RRKUKVQ�UV�Uf��e��c�c�U�eVJUf�KQ�HXYXZX�[���G
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�EF��GHIJK�L�MMNKOLPOQ�HM�I�RS�JK�I�TNIK�JFNSMU�VNWK�HW��MM�XYZ[�I��HJKI�WKJ��WU�I��HJKI�WKJ�\FN�Q�U����NW�OKHQ��L�MMNKOLPOQ�HM�I�RS�JK�ST�KN�KF��KHQ��NG�KF��I�TNIK]�̂SLJ�RS�WK�L�MMNKOLPOQ�HM�I�RS�JK�I�TNIKJ�JFNSMU�HWVMSU��W�\�NW�OKHQ��L�MMNKOLPOQ�HM�I�RS�JKJ�KF�K�F�_��L��W�Q�U��JHWV��KF��M�JK�I�TNIK]�`̀a� bcdè$%�%"&fg�-b$̀ch�X�iNSWKP�j�VNIU�I�Q�P��MJN��JK�LMHJF��UUHKHNW�M�HWOT�IJNW���IMP�_NKHW��MNV�KHNWJ�KFINS�FNSK�KF��VNSWKP��J�TI�VKHV�LM��KN��WJSI��KF�K��MM�_NK�IJ�Q�P�I��JNW�LMP��VV�JJ��K�M��JK�NW����IMP�_NKHW��MNV�KHNW]�X]j]̂]�k�lmOnompiqr�X]j]̂]�k�lmO�onpXq]��X�_NK�I�QSJK�V�JK���L�MMNK�HJJS�U��K�KF��NWOJHK����IMP�_NKHW��MNV�KHNW��K�KF�K�MNV�KHNWs��WU�Q�P�WNK�I�QN_��KF�K�L�MMNK�GINQ�KF��MNV�KHNW]�XW���IMP�L�MMNK�QSJK�L��HJJS�U��_�W�HG�KF��_NK�I�TI�_HNSJMP�I�RS�JK�U�NI�I�V�H_�U���L�MMNKOLPOQ�HMs�LSK�NWMP�KF��GHIJK�L�MMNK�I�V�H_�U��WU�_�IHGH�U�LP�KF��iNSWKP�j�VNIU�I�JF�MM�L��VNSWK�U]��XW��M�VKNI�\FN��TT��IJ��K��W�NWOJHK����IMP�_NKHW��MNV�KHNW�LP��tuu�T]Q]�NW�KF��vIHU�P�TI�V�UHW��KF���M�VKHNW��WU�TI�J�WKJ�_�MHU�HU�WKHGHV�KHNW�QSJK�L���H_�W���L�MMNK��WU�T�IQHKK�U�KN�_NK���K�KF��NWOJHK����IMP�_NKHW��MNV�KHNW]�X]j]̂]�k�lmO�onpYq]�"a�#.w/012�c./0xy�.z�{*0/yd̀1�)1|�{0/}|*)~1� )1|0|)/yw�X�iNSWKP�j�VNIU�I�QSJK�TNJK����NKHV��NG��IHK�O�W��WU��HKFUI�\W�i�WUHU�K�J��K���VF�NWOJHK����IMP�_NKHW��MNV�KHNW]�X]j]̂]�k�lmO�lnpYqr�X]j]̂]�k�lmO�o�p�q]����WGNIQ�KHNW��LNSK�\IHK�OHW��WU�\HKFUI�\W�V�WUHU�K�J��MJN�QSJK�L��TNJK�U�KN�KF��\�LJHK��NG�KF��iNSWKP�j�VNIU�I�NI�NGGHV�I�HW�VF�I���NG��M�VKHNWJ]�X]j]̂]�k�lmO�o�p�q]���a�"��+0x)�0+0/,�.z�-./y*�̀��&y��0*y�y1/w���GNI��I�V�H_HW����L�MMNK�NI�L�HW��T�IQHKK�U�KN�V�JK���_NK��NW��W��VV�JJHLM��_NKHW��U�_HV���K��WP�NWOJHK����IMP�_NKHW��MNV�KHNWs���RS�MHGH�U��M�VKNI�QSJK�TIN_HU��HU�WKHGHV�KHNW��J�TI�JVIHL�U�LP�X]j]̂]�k�lmO����p����iF�TK�I��s�̂�VKHNW��Z�GNI�QNI��U�K�HMJ�NW�KF��HU�WKHGHV�KHNW�I�RSHI�Q�WKr�HU�WKHGHV�KHNW�HJ��MJN�I�RSHI�U�KN�I�V�H_���W���IMP�L�MMNK��K��W��Q�I��WVP�_NKHW��V�WK�I�NI�GINQ���JT�VH�M��M�VKHNW�LN�IUs�����iF�TK�I�ns�̂�VKHNW����p�q��WU��Zp�qq]��G�W��U�Us���_NK�I�Q�P�STU�K��KF�HI�_NK�I�I��HJKI�KHNW�I�VNIU��K�KF��NWOJHK����IMP�NI��Q�I��WVP�_NKHW��MNV�KHNW�TIHNI�KN�I�V�H_HW����L�MMNK�LP�VNQTM�KHW����W�\�_NK�I�I��HJKI�KHNW�GNIQ]�̂SVF�STU�K�J�JF�MM�L��U��Q�U��GG�VKH_��JK�IKHW��HW�KF�K��M�VKHNW]�X]j]̂]�k�lmOollp�qp�qpLqr�X]j]̂]�k�lmO�onpXqs�p�qOp�q]�� a�&y��0*y�y1/w�)1|�eyx�*0/,�#*.xy|�*yw�z.*�"xxyww0�+y�-./012��y�0xyw��XW�NWOJHK����IMP�_NKHW��MNV�KHNW�QSJK�F�_���K�M��JK�NW��V�IKHGH�U��VV�JJHLM��_NKHW��U�_HV���_�HM�LM��GNI�_NK�IJ�\HKF�UHJ�LHMHKH�Js�SWM�JJ�KF���M�VKHNW�HJ�GNI���VHKP�NI�KN\W�\HKF���TNTSM�KHNW�SWU�I�nusuuu]�X]j]̂]�k�lmOoon]ulpXq]���XW��VV�JJHLM��_NKHW��U�_HV��QSJK�L���TTIN_�U�LP�KF��̂�VI�K�IP�NG�̂K�K�s�L�J�U�NW�I�_H�\��WU�
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B�CDEE�FG�HIDF�JK�HL��MN�CHIDF�MOPIQE�FH�R�BHISIC�HIDF�RDEEIHH��T��FG�UPCC�UUSPNNK�Q�UU�ND�IC��FG��CCPB�CK�H�UHIF��QBIDB�HD�G�QNDKE�FH�SDB�DFVUIH����BNK�WDHIF�X��YY�RL�QH�B�ZT�[�CHIDFU�\��FG�\\X��]NN��CC�UUIJN��WDHIF��G�WIC�U�PU�G�SDB���BNK�WDHIF��UL�NN�J��QLKUIC�NNK�U�CPB�G��H��NN�HIE�U��FG�IS�HL��E�GI��CDFH�IFIF��HL���N�CHIDF�SDB�HL���CC�UUIJN��WDHIF��G�WIC��IU�B�EDW�JN�T�HL��E�GI��IHU�NS�UL�NN�J��QLKUIC�NNK�U�CPB�G��H��NN�HIE�UX���̂L��CL�IF�DS�CPUHDGK�DS�HL���CC�UUIJN��WDHIF��G�WIC��EPUH�J��HB�C_�G��FG�ND���G�JK���H��E�DS��H�N��UH�H̀D�JD�BG�̀DB_�BU�DB�UH�SS�DS�HL��RDPFHK�a�CDBG�B�DB�DHL�B�DSSIC�B�IF�CL�B���DS��N�CHIDFUX��b� L̂��ND��UL�NN�IFCNPG�c�def�HL��U��N�FPEJ�BU�DF�HL��G�WIC�g�dhf�SDB�G�WIC�U�HL�H�E�B_��FG�H�JPN�H�T�HL��FPEJ�B�DS�WDH�U�C�UH��H�HL��HIE��HL��G�WIC��̀�U�HPBF�G�DF��FG�HL��FPEJ�B�DS�WDH�U�C�UH��H�HL��HIE��HL��G�WIC��̀�U�HPBF�G�DSSg��FG�d�f���QN�C��SDB�HL��H̀D�JD�BG�̀DB_�BU�DB�CDPFHK�UH�SS�HD�IFIHI�N�DB�UI�F�W�BISKIF��HL��IFSDBE�HIDFX��b� iDB�G�WIC�U�HL�H�E�B_��FG�H�JPN�H�T��H�HL��CNDU��DS�HL����BNK�WDHIF��NDC�HIDF���CL�G�KT�HL��JD�BG�̀DB_�BU�DB�CDPFHK�UH�SS�UL�NN�ND��HL��FPEJ�B�DS�WDH�U�C�UH�DF�HL��G�WIC���FG�HL�F��IHL�B�HPBF�HL��G�WIC��DSS�DB�DHL�B̀IU��U�CPB��HL��G�WIC�X�M�CL�EDBFIF�T�̀L�F�HL��G�WIC��IU�HPBF�G�DF��FGjDB�B�HBI�W�G�SBDE�U�CPB�G�UHDB���T�HL��FPEJ�B�DS�WDH�U�C�UH�DF�HL��E�CLIF��UL�NN�J��CDEQ�B�G�HD�HL��ND��SBDE�HL��QB�WIDPU�G�KX�]FK�GIUCB�Q�FCK�UL�NN�J��IEE�GI�H�NK�B�QDBH�G�HD�HL��DSSIC�B�IF�CL�B���DS��N�CHIDFUX��b� ]H�kcll�QXEX�DB��U�UDDF��U�QB�CHIC�JN���SH�B�HL��N�UH�WDH�B�L�U�N�SH�HL��UIH��DF�HL��N�UH�G�K�DS�DFVUIH����BNK�WDHIF��DB��E�B��FCK�WDHIF�T�HL��G�WIC��UL�NN�J��CNDU�G�DPH��CCDBGIF��HD�QBDC�GPB�U�QBDWIG�G�JK�HL��DSSIC�B�IF�CL�B���DS��N�CHIDFUX��]NN�DHL�B�U�CPBIHK�QBDC�GPB�U�U�H�SDBHL�IF�HLIU�m�FP�N�UL�NN�J��SDNND̀�G�SDB��CC�UUIJN��WDHIF��G�WIC�U�PU�G�SDB���BNK�WDHIF�X��YY�RL�QH�B�ZT�[�CHIDF�\\\X��no�&pqr0*psp1/t�u.*�v)++./�wpxr*0/,�)1y�$*)1tz.*/�L̂��RDPFHK�a�CDBG�B��FGjDB�DSSIC�B�IF�CL�B���DS��N�CHIDFU�UL�NN�IEQN�E�FH�QBDC�GPB�U�HD��FUPB��HL�H�WDH�G���BNK�J�NNDHU��B��QBDQ�BNK�U�CPB�G��FG�CL�IF�DS�CPUHDGK�IU�E�IFH�IF�G�SDB�HL��GPB�HIDF�DS�HL���QQNIC�JN��B�H�FHIDF�Q�BIDGX�̂L��U�CPBIHK��FG�CL�IF�DS�CPUHDGK�B�OPIB�E�FHU�U�H�SDBHL�IF�HLIU�m�FP�N�SDB�MN�CHIDF�{�K�J�NNDHU��NUD��QQNK�HD���BNK�J�NNDHUX���YY��Y|}|T�RL�QH�B�~T�[�CHIDF��\\\d�fVdRfg��FG�RL�QH�B�e�T�[�CHIDF��\X�������o� %�%&�%� ��-�$����"o�%t/)�+0t�012�%sp*2p1x,�-./012� p1/p*t��QDF���UQ�CISIC�B�UDNPHIDF�DS�HL��RDPFHK��D�BG�DS�[PQ�BWIUDBU�J�SDB����CL��N�CHIDFT�HL���D�BG�E�K��PHLDBI���HL��RDPFHK�a�CDBG�B�DB�DHL�B�DSSIC�B�IF�CL�B���DS��N�CHIDFU�HD��UH�JNIUL��FG�DQ�B�H���E�B��FCK�WDHIF��C�FH�BUX�̂L���D�BG�UL�NN�UQ�CISK�IF�HL��B�UDNPHIDF�HL��NDC�HIDF�DS�HL���E�B��FCK�WDHIF��C�FH�BU��FG�HL��LDPBU�DS�DQ�B�HIDFX�]XaX[X���e�VZeed�fdkfX���������������������������������������������������������� �¡��¢��������¢����������¢�������������QDNNUX�£P�NISI�G��N�CHDBU�̀LD��¤Q�BI�FC���F��E�B��FCK�J�H̀��F�kcll�QXEX�DF�HL��iBIG�K�QB�C�GIF��HL���N�CHIDF��FG�kcll�QXEX�DF�HL��mDFG�K�QB�C�GIF��HL���N�CHIDF�E�K�B�OP�UH�HD�WDH���H��F�
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�F�G��HIJ�KLMNH��I�HM�G�NH�MO��F�HH�G�PG�QIGNR�S�RJ�MO��TL�GS�LU�VWP�GKNQLGQ�LU�MO�NG�G�QP�IMNK��ILWHMJX�YXZXVX�[�\]̂_̀abcdX��eU��H��F�G��HIJ�KLMNH��I�HM�G��QM�RfNQO�S�PWGQW�HM�ML�MONQ�Q�IMNLH�R�ILF�Q�WH�K�Nf�Rf���HS�MO�G��NQ�HLM�QWUUNIN�HM�MNF��ULG�MO��gLWHMJ�TL�GS�LU�VWP�GKNQLGQ�ML�ILHK�H��ML��PPGLK���H��fM�GH�M��fLI�MNLH�ULG�MO�M��F�G��HIJ�KLMNH��I�HM�Gh�MO��gLWHMJ�Z�ILGS�G�LG�LMO�G�LUUNI�G�NH�IO�G���LU��f�IMNLHQ�F�J�F�i��IO�H��Q�ML�MO���PPGLK�S��F�G��HIJ�KLMNH��I�HM�G�fLI�MNLH��HS�QO�ff�HLMNUJ�MO��PWRfNI��HS�MO��TL�GS�LU�VWP�GKNQLGQ�G���GSNH��MO�M�IO�H����Q�QLLH��Q�PG�IMNI�Rf�X�jO���fM�GH�M���F�G��HIJ�KLMNH��I�HM�G�QO�ff�R���Q�IfLQ��NH�PGLkNFNMJ�ML�MO���PPGLK�S��F�G��HIJ�KLMNH��I�HM�G�fLI�MNLH��Q�PLQQNRf�X�YXZXVX�[�\]̂̀ \\bTdb_dbIdX�lm�nop1/0q0r)/0.1�)1o�s021po�s/)/ptp1/�&puv0*ptp1/w�T�ULG��G�I�NKNH����R�ffLM��M��H��F�G��HIJ�KLMNH��I�HM�Gh���KLM�G�FWQM�PGLKNS��NS�HMNUNI�MNLH��Q�PG�QIGNR�S�RJ�YXZXVX�[�\]̂_�x�byzz�gO�PM�G�xh�V�IMNLH�e{�ULG�FLG��S�M�NfQ�LH�MO��NS�HMNUNI�MNLH�G�|WNG�F�HMdX�eU�H��S�Sh���KLM�G�F�J�WPS�M��MO�NG�KLM�G�G��NQMG�MNLH�G�ILGS��M��H��F�G��HIJ�KLMNH��I�HM�G�PGNLG�ML�G�I�NKNH����R�ffLM�RJ�ILFPf�MNH����H�}�KLM�G�G��NQMG�MNLH�ULGFX�VWIO�WPS�M�Q�QO�ff�R��S��F�S��UU�IMNK��QM�GMNH��NH�MO�M��f�IMNLHX�YXZXVX�[�\]̂̀ \\bTdb_d~�YXZXVX�[�\]̂_̀ab�dh�bcdh�bedX��jO��KLM�G�FWQM��fQL�QN�H���QM�M�F�HM�WHS�G�P�H�fMJ�LU�P�G�WGJ�ILHM�NHNH��QWRQM�HMN�ffJ�MO��ULffL}NH��f�H�W�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������H��F�G��HIJ��UM�G�_����PXFX�LH�MO���GNS�J�NFF�SN�M�fJ�PG�I�SNH��MO���f�IMNLH��HS�R�ULG��_����PXFX�LH�MO���LHS�J�NFF�SN�M�fJ�PG�I�SNH��MO���f�IMNLH�MO�M�}Nff�PG�K�HM�F��UGLF�KLMNH���M�������������������������������������� VWIO�QN�H�S�QM�M�F�HMQ��G��HLM�QWR��IM�ML�PWRfNI�NHQP�IMNLH�PWGQW�HM�ML�jNMf���xh�gO�PM�G�\h�YGMNIf��aX�YXZXVX�[�\]̂_̀abcd~�YXZXVX�[�\]̂à]b�dbadX��f�IMNLH�}LGi�GQ�QOLWfS�HLM��Qi�ULG����������������������������������������������� ¡�¡���������������������� jO��QN�H�S�QM�M�F�HM�ULG��F�G��HIJ�KLMNH��F�J�R��NHILGPLG�M�S�NHML�MO����GfJ�R�ffLM��HK�fLP���HS��UUNS�KNMh�}NMO���fNH��ULG�MO��KLM�G�ML�NHNMN�f�LG�QN�H�H�kM�ML�MO��QM�M�F�HMh�LG�F�J�R��PGLKNS�S�ML�MO��KLM�G�LH���Q�P�G�M��ULGF�ML�R��QN�H�S�RJ�MO��KLM�GX�n-m� s#% n"¢�%¢% $n£¤�l£"&¥s�Y�gLWHMJ�Z�ILGS�G�LG�LUUNI�G�NH�IO�G���LU��f�IMNLHQ�F�J��PPLNHM��HJ�HWFR�G�LU�QP�IN�f��f�IMNLH�RL�GSQ�ML�U�INfNM�M���HS��H�Rf��KLMNH��RJ�|W�fNUN�S��f�IMLGQ�}OL��G��Nff�LG�O�K����SNQ�RNfNMJX���� �LG�P�GMNQ�H��f�IMNLHQh�MO��RL�GS�FWQM�R��ILFPGNQ�S�LU�M}L�F�FR�GQh�LH��UGLF���IO�LU�MO��M}L�PLfNMNI�f�P�GMN�Q�}OL�I�QM�MO��ON�O�QM�HWFR�G�LU�KLM�Q�NH�MO��QM�M��NH�MO��f�QM�PG�I�SNH����H�G�f��f�IMNLHX�¦HS�G�HL�INGIWFQM�HI�Q�QO�ff�RLMO�F�FR�GQ�LU�MO��RL�GS�ILHQNQM�LU�KLM�GQ�}OL��G��G��NQM�G�S�}NMO�MO��Q�F��P�GMJ��UUNfN�MNLHX�jO��ILWHMJ�IO�NGP�GQLH�LU���IO�QWIO�P�GMJ�QO�ff�UWGHNQOh�}NMONH�]��S�JQ�R�ULG���f�IMNLH�§�Jh�MO��gLWHMJ�Z�ILGS�G�LG�LMO�G�LUUNI�G�NH�IO�G���LU��f�IMNLHQ�}NMO���fNQM�LU�H�F�Q�LU�|W�fNUN�S��f�IMLGQ�}NMONH�MO��IO�NGP�GQLḦQ�PLfNMNI�f�P�GMJh��HS�QWIO��SSNMNLH�f�fNQMQ��Q�F�J�R��G�|WNG�Sh�UGLF�}ONIO�MO��gLWHMJ�Z�ILGS�G�LG�LMO�G�LUUNI�G�NH�IO�G���LU��f�IMNLHQ�QO�ff��PPLNHM�F�FR�GQ�ML�QWIO�QP�IN�f��f�IMNLH�RL�GSQX�jO��gLWHMJ�Z�ILGS�G�LG�LMO�G�LUUNI�G�NH�IO�G���LU��f�IMNLHQ�F�J�G�UWQ��ULG�I�WQ��ML��PPLNHM�LG�F�J�ULG�I�WQ��G�FLK����F�FR�G�LU�MONQ�RL�GSX�Y�P�GQLH�}OL�NQ���I�HSNS�M��ULG��H�LUUNI��NH�MO�M��f�IMNLH�bLMO�G�MO�H�MO��LUUNI��LU�PG�INHIM�ILFFNMM��F�Hd�
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DE�FGH��ID�DJI��HG�E�KL��GF���EM�ND�I��I�NHDGF�JG�KO�PGK�HQ�H��I�NHDGFR��S� TGK�FGFM�KHDE�F��I�NHDGFEU�HQ��JG�KO�EQGVIO�NGFEDEH�GP�HWG�X�XJ�KE�WDHQ�ODPP�K�FH�MGIDHDN�I��PPDID�HDGFER�YF�K�ZV�EHU���NGVFH[�X�[��IIGW��F[�JDM�KHDE�F�M�F�I�GP�N�KHDPD�O��I�NHDGF�GPPDND�IE�HG��NH��E���EM�ND�I��I�NHDGF�JG�KOR�\�M�KEGF�WQG�DE���N�FODO�H��PGK��F�GPPDN��DF�HQ�H��I�NHDGF�]GHQ�K�HQ�F�HQ��GPPDN��GP�MK�NDFNH�NGXXDHH��X�F̂�DE�FGH��ID�DJI��HG�E�KL��GF���EM�ND�I��I�NHDGF�JG�KO�PGK�HQ�H��I�NHDGFR���\R_R̀R�a�bcdefg]\̂h�\R_R̀R�a�bcdifc]T̂R�"j�$0kl�#l*0.mn�o.*�&lpqln/012�)�rslt0)+�%+lt/0.1�u.)*m�\�ZV�IDPD�O��I�NHGK�WQG�DE�NGFPDF�O�J�N�VE��GP���NGFHDFVDF��DIIF�EE�GK�ODE�JDIDH[�X�[�LGH��VEDF����J�IIGHdJ[dX�DI�GK�J[�X�vDF����L�KJ�I�GK�WKDHH�F�K�ZV�EH�HG�Q�L����EM�ND�I��I�NHDGF�JG�KO�M�KEGF�II[�O�IDL�K���J�IIGH�wx�wyz�z{z|wx}~��}z���z�|z�x}�xwyz}��{�|��GP�NGFPDF�X�FHR�̀VNQ�K�ZV�EHE�XVEH�J��X�O��J[�e����MRXR�GF�HQ��E�NGFO�TKDO�[�J�PGK��HQ���I�NHDGFR�\R_R̀R�a�bcdefg]�̂R���V�IDPD�O��I�NHGKE�WQG�J�NGX��DII�GK�ODE�JI�O�������HQ��E�NGFO�TKDO�[�J�PGK��HQ���I�NHDGF�X�[�FGF�HQ�I�EE�K�ZV�EH�M�KEGF�I�J�IIGH�O�IDL�K[�J[���EM�ND�I��I�NHDGF�JG�KO�VM�HGU��FO�DFNIVODF�U�HQ���GFO�[�J�PGK��HQ���I�NHDGFR��Q���GVFH[�_�NGKO�K�GK�GHQ�K�GPPDN�K�DF�NQ�K���GP��I�NHDGFE�EQ�II�QGFGK�HQ�E��K�ZV�EHE�WQ�F�MGEEDJI�R�\R_R̀R�a�bcdefg]�̂R���I�NHGKE�WQG��K��QGEMDH�ID��O��PH�K�e����MRXR�GF�HQ��E�NGFO�TKDO�[�J�PGK��HQ���I�NHDGF��FO�J�PGK��e����MRXR�GF��I�NHDGF���[�X�[�K�ZV�EH���EM�ND�I��I�NHDGF�JG�KO�O�IDL�K�HQ�DK�J�IIGH�HG�HQ��QGEMDH�I�GK�GHQ�K�MI�N��GP�NGFPDF�X�FHR��QDE�J�IIGH�EQ�II�J��MKGN�EE�O��E���MKGLDEDGF�I�J�IIGH�DF���X�FF�K�HG��FEVK��HQ��LGH�K�OG�E�FGH�LGH��XGK��HQ�F�GFN�R�\R_R̀R�a�bcdefg]�̂R�uj��ml1/0o0t)/0.1�)1m�r021lm�r/)/lkl1/�&lpq0*lkl1/n���PGK��K�N�DLDF����J�IIGH�PKGX���EM�ND�I��I�NHDGF�JG�KOU���LGH�K�WQG�K�ZV�EHE���EM�ND�I��I�NHDGF�JG�KO��PH�K�HQ��E�NGFO�TKDO�[�J�PGK��HQ���I�NHDGF�XVEH��S� �KGLDO��DO�FHDPDN�HDGF��E�MK�ENKDJ�O�J[�\R_R̀R�a�bcde�g�]�����Q�MH�K�fU�̀�NHDGF����PGK�XGK��O�H�DIE�GF�HQ��DO�FHDPDN�HDGF�K�ZVDK�X�FĤR��S� D̀�F���EH�H�X�FH�VFO�K�M�F�IH[�GP�M�K�VK[�NGFH�DFDF��EVJEH�FHD�II[�HQ��PGIIGWDF��I�F�V���������z|{�}z����z}��z��{w��x���z}��}��wy�H����X�� M�KD�FNDF��GK�Q�L��� M�KD�FN�O��F��X�K��FN[��PH�K�e����MRXR�GF�HQ��E�NGFO�TKDO�[�MK�N�ODF��HQ���I�NHDGF��FO�J�PGK��e����MRXR�GF�HQ���GFO�[�DXX�OD�H�I[�MK�N�ODF��HQ���I�NHDGF�HQ�H�WDII�MK�L�FH�X��PKGX�LGHDF���w����x{{��¡��{�|z�x��¢{z|w�x��£��¤¥�d� V̀NQ�ED�F�O�EH�H�X�FHE��K��FGH�EVJ��NH�HG�MVJIDN�DFEM�NHDGF�MVKEV�FH�HG��DHI���gU��Q�MH�K�bU�\KHDNI��iR��\R_R̀R�a�bcdefg]�̂R��-j�  !"¦¦%§̈ %r�$©�%"&¦ª�u"¦¦©$r��«KDHH�F�NQ�II�F��E�HG�LGH�O���KI[�J�IIGHE�EQ�II�J���DL�F�DXX�OD�H�I[�HG��F���KI[�LGHDF���I�NHDGF�
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JK�LM�KL�KNO�L�KPPQR�L�QS�RO�L���KP��T�RNQKSUV�WP�NO��XLQNN�S�RO�TT�S���RKSN�QSU��N�T��UN�KS��KP�NO���LKYSMU�TQUN�M�QS�ZV[V\V�]�̂_̀a�̂b�NO��JK�LM�KL�KPPQR�L�UO�TTb�XQNOQS�cd�OKYLUb�U�SM�NO��PKTTKXQS��Je�PQLUN�RT�UU�f�QT�NK�NO��RO�TT�S��M�gKN�Lh�i� jKNQR��KP�NO��RO�TT�S��k��i� Z�RKle�KP�NO��XLQNN�S�RO�TT�S��k��SM�i� mO��NQf���SM�lT�R���N�XOQRO�NO��gKN�L�f�e��ll��L�NK�M�P�SM�NO��RO�TT�S��V��nop�qrstup�vwxs�yp�xpqs�sr�sop�vzt{tq|�z}}~pxx�xor�q�rq�sop��rsp~�x�~p�w�UN�PKL�NO��J�TTKǸJèf�QTV�WP�SK��MML�UU�QU�lLKgQM�Mb�NO��SKNQR��f�e�J��U�SN�NK�NO��f�QTQS���MML�UU�KS�NO��L��QUNL�NQKS�L�RKLMV�WP�NO�L��QU���lOKS��SYfJ�L�KL��f�QT��MML�UU�PKL�NO��RO�TT�S��M�gKN�L�QS�NO��gKN�L�L��QUNL�NQKS�L�RKLMb�NO��JK�LM�KL�KPPQR�L�fYUN��TUK�lLKgQM��SKNQR��KP�NO��RO�TT�S���Je��f�QT��SM�KL�lOKS��NK��SUYL��NO��gKN�L�O�U��S�KllKLNYSQNe�NK�L�UlKSM�NK�NO��RO�TT�S��V�ZV[V\V�]�̂_̀aacV��jKNQR��fYUN��TUK�J��U�SN�NKh��i� mO��RO�TT�S��L��N�NO���MML�UU�lLKgQM�M�KS�NO��RO�TT�S��k��SM��i� mO��RKYSNe�RO�QLl�LUKS�KP���RO�lKTQNQR�T�l�LNe�L�lL�U�SN�M�KS�NO��J�TTKNV���mO����LTe�gKNQS���T�RNQKS�JK�LM�UO�TT�f��N�NK�O��L�NO��RO�TT�S����N�NO��NQf��Ul�RQPQ�Mb�JYNh��i� jKN���LTQ�L�NO�S�����.�*���PN�L�NO��SKNQR��QU�f�QT�Mb�KL�SKN���LTQ�L�NO�S�����.�*���PN�L�M�TQg�Le�QP�NO��SKNQR��QU�M�TQg�L�M�Je�Kg�LSQ�ON�KL�O�SM�M�TQg�Lek��SM��i� jKN�T�N�L�NO�S�ah���lVfV�KS�NO���KSM�e�PKTTKXQS��NO���T�RNQKSV���mO����LTe��T�RNQKS�JK�LM�KL�KNO�L�KPPQR�L�QS�RO�L���KP���LTe�J�TTKN�lLKR�UUQS��QU�SKN�L��YQL�M�NK�lLKgQM����SKNQR��QP�NO��XLQNN�S�RO�TT�S���QU�YSNQf�Te�KL�P�QTU�NK�U�N�PKLNO��N�T��UN�KS��KP�NO���LKYSMU�TQUN�M�QS�ZV[V\V�]�̂_̀a�̂��U���J�UQU�PKL�NO��RO�TT�S��V���ZV[V\V�]�̂_̀aack�ZV[V\V�]�̂_̀a�dV�-��� #&� %������"���$"���"$����%"&����"���$��mO��PKTTKXQS��lLKR�MYL�U�PKL�lLKR�UUQS����LTe�J�TTKNU�UO�TT�J��PKTTKX�Mb�YST�UU�NO��\�RL�N�Le�KP�\N�N��O�U��L�SN�M����YLQUMQRNQKS�l�LfQUUQKS�NK�YU���SKNO�L�f�NOKM�KNO�LXQU��RKSUQUN�SN�XQNO��llTQR�JT��T�XV�Z��YLQUMQRNQKS�XQUOQS��NK�M�gQ�N��PLKf�NO�U��QSUNLYRNQKSU�fYUN�f������L��Y�UN�QS�XLQNQS��SK�T�N�L�NO�S����M�eU�lLQKL�NK�NO���T�RNQKS�PKL�XOQRO�NO����R�lNQKS�QU�L��Y�UN�MV�"�� .�1/,�&��.*��*�&���.1�0 0+0/0���¡���021)/�*��-�*0¢0�)/0.1��£lKS�L�R�QlN�KP�NO��L�NYLS��Sg�TKl��XQNO��S���LTe�J�TTKN��SM�RKflT�N�M��PPQM�gQNb���¤KYSNe�[�RKLM�L�KL�KNO�L�KPPQR�L�QS�RO�L���KP��T�RNQKSU�UO�TT�RKfl�L��NO��UQ�S�NYL��KS�NO���PPQM�gQN�XQNO�sop��rsp~�x�xt|qzsw~p�tq�sop��rsp~�x�~p|txs~zstrq�~pur~}¥�¦q�z}}tstrq�sr�sop��rsp~�~p|txNL�NQKS�PKLfb�NO��¤KYSNe�[�RKLM�L�UOKYTM��TUK�RKSUYTN��MMQNQKS�T��SKXS�UQ�S�NYL�U�PLKf�KNO�L�KPPQRQ�T��T�RNQKS�MKRYf�SNU�tq�sop��rsp~�x�~p|txs~zstrq�~pur~}b�UYRO��U�UQ�S�NYL��LKUN�LU�KL���LTe�J�TTKN�Z§̈ ©�L��Y�UN�
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JKLMNO�PQ�R�S�LMPQPQ��TU�SU�L�SU��NP�Q�SVL��KQ�SU����LWX�Y�WWKS��JJPR�ZPS�T�N�M�R��YX�SU��N�M��[�LNKQ�TUK�PN�L��PNS�L�R�SK�ZKS�\��� ]� Ĵ�_)/0_̀0ab�SU�S�SU��NP�Q�SVL�N�T�L��M�R��YX�SU��N�M��[�LNKQO�SU��cKVQSX�d�eKLR�L�NU�WW�[W�e����RPNSPQ�VPNUPQ��M�Lf�KQ�SU��VQK[�Q�R��JJPR�ZPS��QZ�WK[��SK�PQRPe�S��SU�S�SU��NP�Q�SVL��PN�NVJJPeP�QS��QR�N�J�WX�f��[�SU����LWX�Y�WWKS��QR��JJPR�ZPS�gVQK[�Q�R�PQ�SU��L�SVLQ��QZ�WK[�h�VQSPW�SU�X��L��SL�QNJ�LL�R�SK�SU��KJJPe�L�PQ�eU�L���KJ��W�eSPKQN�JKL�JVLSU�L�[LKe�NNPQ���QR�S�YVW�SPKQ\��� ]� Ĵ�1./�_)/0_̀0ab�SU�S�SU��NP�Q�SVL�N�T�L��M�R��YX�SU��N�M��[�LNKQ�SU��cKVQSX�d�eKLR�L�NU�WW�M�f��L��NKQ�YW���QR�M��QPQ�JVW��SS�M[SN�SKi�gjh�eKQS�eS�SU��ZKS�L�ZP��M�PWO�[UKQ�O�S�kS�M�NN���O��QRlKL��M�PWm�gnh�QKSPJX�SU��ZKS�L�KJ�SU��PQeKQNPNS�QS�NP�Q�SVL�m��QR�goh��WWKT�SU��ZKS�L�SK�eKLL�eS�KL�eKQJPLM�SU��NP�Q�SVL�\�pU��cKVQSX�d�eKLR�L�NU�WW��SS�M[S�SK�eKQS�eS�qrs�tuqsv�wx�xuuy�wx�zvw{q|{w}~s��x|y��wy��{uyqw{q�|y�uv�wq|uy�wtw|~w}~s�|y�qrs�tuqsv�x�L�eKLR��QR��QX�KSU�L�NKVLe��L��NKQ�YWX��Z�PW�YW��SK�SU��cKVQSX�d�eKLR�L\����KS�LN�MVNS�Y��[�LMPSS�R�SK�eKLL�eS�KL�eKQJPLM��Q�PQeKQNPNS�QS�NP�Q�SVL��VQSPW��i���[\M\�KQ�SU��JPJSU�YVNPQ�NN�R�X��JS�L���[LPM�LXO���Q�L�WO�KL�N[�eP�W��W�eSPKQ�SU�S�PQeWVR�N���J�R�L�W�KJJPe��KL�SU��SUPLR�YVNPQ�NN�R�X��JS�L��QX�KSU�L��W�eSPKQ\���̂J�SU����LWX�Y�WWKS��JJPR�ZPS�PN�QKS�NP�Q�RO�SU��cKVQSX�d�eKLR�L�NU�WW�M�f��L��NKQ�YW���QR�M��QPQ�JVW��SS�M[SN�SK�eKQS�eS�SU��ZKS�L�ZP��M�PWO�[UKQ�O�S�kS�M�NN���O��QRlKL��M�PWO�SK�QKSPJX�SU��ZKS�L�SU���JJPR�ZPS�T�N�QKS�NP�Q�R��QR��k[W�PQ�SK�SU��ZKS�L�UKT�SU�X�M�X�eVL��SU��MPNNPQ��NP�Q�SVL��KL�e�NS���L�[W�e�M�QS�Y�WWKS�Y�JKL���i���[\M\�KQ��W�eSPKQ���X\�pU��cKVQSX�d�eKLR�L�NU�WW��SS�M[S�SK�eKQS�eS�SU��ZKS�L��N�NKKQ��N�[L�eSPe�YW��VNPQ���QX�eKQS�eS�PQJKLM�q|uy�wtw|~w}~s�|y�qrs�tuqsv�x�L�eKLR��QR��QX�KSU�L�NKVLe��L��NKQ�YWX��Z�PW�YW��SK�SU��cKVQSX�d�eKLR�L\���PSU�L�L�[W�e�M�QS�Y�WWKSN�QKL�[LKZPNPKQ�W�Y�WWKSN�e�Q�Y��PNNV�R��JS�L��i���[\M\�KQ��W�eSPKQ���X\����\d\�\���j�����g�hm��\d\�\���j����ng�h\�'��&a�a�/ab�%)*+,��)++./_��̂J�SU��cKVQSX�d�eKLR�L�KL�KSU�L�KJJPe�L�PQ�eU�L���KJ��W�eSPKQN�R�S�LMPQ�N�SU��Y�WWKS�NUKVWR�Y��L���eS�RO�SU�X�NU�WWi�]� Q̂RPe�S��JKL���eU�Y�WWKS�SU�S�SU��Y�WWKS�U�N�Y��Q�L���eS�Rm�]� �KS��KQ�SU����LWX�Y�WWKS�L�[KLS�KL��VRPS�L�[KLS�qrs�tuqsv�x����y��}sv�gKL�KSU�L�VQP�V��̂��QVMY�Lh��QR�SU��L��NKQ�JKL�L���eSPKQm��QR�]� ��S��NPR��SU��VQK[�Q�R��JJPR�ZPS��QZ�WK[��PQ�SU��R�NP�Q�S�R�NS�ef\�����1�.**a�/��)++./_��̂J�PS�PN�R�S�LMPQ�R�SU�S�SU��ZKS�L�T�N�N�QS��Q�PQeKLL�eS�Y�WWKS��QR�SU�L��PN�NVJJPeP�QS�SPM��SK�M�PW���Q�T�Y�WWKS��QR�L�e�PZ��SU��eKLL�eS�ZKS�R�Y�WWKS�Y�ef�JLKM�SU��ZKS�LO�SU��cKVQSX�d�eKLR�L�KL�KSU�L�KJJPe��PQ�eU�L���KJ��W�eSPKQN�NU�WW�M�f��L��NKQ�YW���JJKLSN�SK�eKQS�eS�SU��ZKS�L��QR�PNNV����eKLL�eS�Y�WWKS\�
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�JK�LM�LN�MOO�P�M��MO�Q�LP�MR��SOTT�SM�U�PPOM�VR�W�MR���TTOT�LN�XLNSOY�T�X�UZM�LM�LN�NMLPP�[ONNLUP��MO�PLW\�MR��U�PPOM�MO�MR��N[�SLKLS�YOM�T]�MR��LWSOTT�SM�U�PPOM�NR�PP�U��N�WM�MO�MR��̂�PPOM�_Z[PLS�MLOW�̂O�TX]��WX��Ẁ�OKKLS�N�OT�LNNZ�N�MR��YOM�T�SOZPX�R�Y��P�VKZPP̀�YOM�X�KOT�NR�PP�U��XZ[PLS�M�X�OWMO�MR��SOTT�SM�U�PPOMa�bc�%)*+,�b)++./�b.)*d�&efg.1f0h0+0/0ef�iR��̂O�TX�OK�jZ[�TYLNOTN�OT�OKKLS�T�LW�SR�T���OK��P�SMLOWN�NR�PP��[[OLWM�OW��OT�QOT����TP̀�U�PPOM�UO�TXN�SOWNLNMLW��OK��W�LWN[�SMOT��WX�MVO�kZX��N�lMR��MVO�kZX��N�QZNM�U��KTOQ�XLKK�T�WM�[OPLMLS�P�[�TM̀�[T�K�T�WS�Nma�JK�MR����TP̀�U�PPOM�UO�TXN�T�MLT���WX�T�SOWY�W�]��PP�Q�M�TL�PN�NR�PP�U��N�SZT�X�ZWX�T�MR��SOWMTOP�OK�MR��̂O�TX�OK�jZ[�TYLNOTN�OT�OKKLS�T�LW�SR�T���OK��P�SMLOWN�ZWMLP�MR��MLQ��KOT�MR��UO�TXN�MO�T�SOWY�W�a�nc�%)*+,�b)++./�&eg.*/�o.2��iR����TP̀�U�PPOM�UO�TX�NR�PP�Q�LWM�LW��W���TP̀�U�PPOM�T�[OTM�PO��MR�M�LWSPZX�N�MR��KOPPOVLW��LWKOTQ�MLOW�KOT���SR�U�MSR�OK���TP̀�U�PPOMNp���a�_�M�q�ra� �̂MSR�J_q��sa�tZQU�T�OK�U�PPOMN�MO�[TOS�NNu[TOS�NN�Xq��a�tZQU�T�OK�U�PPOMN�T�k�SM�X��WX�MR��T��NOWlNm�KOT�MR��T�k�SMLOW�l�N��[[PLS�UP�mq�va�tZQU�T�OK�U�PPOMN�N�WM�MO�XZ[PLS�MLOWq�wa�tZQU�T�OK�U�PPOMN�N�WM�MO�M�UZP�MLOWq�xa�yz{|}�~�~��|��������{����{�}��a� Ô�TX�J_a�'c�"��0d)�0/�-e*0�0�)/0.1���[OW�T�S�L[M�OK���TP̀�U�PPOMN�MR�M�R�Y��U��W�U�MSR�X��WX�NL�W�MZT��Y�TLKL�X�Ù�MR���OZWM̀���SOTX�T�OT�OMR�T�OKKLS�T�LW�SR�T���OK��P�SMLOWN]�MR����TP̀�U�PPOM�UO�TX�NR�PPp���� ��TLK̀�MR�M�MR���KKLX�YLM��WY�PO[��T�KP�SMN�MR��SZTT�WM��P�SMLOW�SOX�q��WX���� ��TLK̀�MR�M�MR��YOM�T�OW�MR���KKLX�YLM��WY�PO[���[[��TN�OW�MR��U�MSR�T�[OTM�PLNM�T�S�LY�X�KTOQ�MR���OZWM̀���SOTX�Ta�� �c�"��eg/ed�%)*+,�b)++./f��JK�MR����TP̀�U�PPOM�V�N��SS�[M�X]�MR����TP̀�U�PPOM�UO�TX�NR�PPp���a���TLK̀�MR�M��PP��KKLX�YLM��WY�PO[�N��T��OK�MR��U�MSR�U�LW��[TOS�NN�X�l�WX�N�M��NLX���Ẁ�U�PPOMN�KTOQ���XLKK�T�WM�U�MSR�MO�U��kOLW�Xu[TOS�NN�X�VLMR�MR��[TO[�T�U�MSRmq��ra��WM�T�MR��MOM�P�OW�MR����TP̀�U�PPOM�T�[OTMq��
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JK�LM�N���OP��OO�MQ�R��SSTR�UTQ��NU�VWM�X�Y�TN��O�Z�S[V�NWQ�QW�R�\����QP��Y�VVWQ�WZ�QP���SSTR�UTQ�MZTNQ�R�WN�QP���NU�VWM�]��K� �̂\WU��QP��Y�VVWQ��NR�OP�O_�QW��Ǹ[Z��QP�Q�QP��Y�VVWQ�T̀�SWZ�QP��O[ZZ�NQ��V�OQTWN��̀�̀PWaN�WN�QP���SSTR�UTQ��NU�VWM�]�bK��V�O��QP��UWQ�R�Y�VVWQ�TN�QP��R�̀T�N�Q�R�̀Q�O_��NR�OW[NQ�QP��N[\Y�Z�WS�Y�VVWQ̀]��cK��V�O��QP���\MQd��SSTR�UTQ��NU�VWM��TN�QP��R�̀T�N�Q�R�̀Q�O_]��eK� �̂M��Q�QP��MZWO�̀̀�[NQTV��VV�U�VTR�Y�VVWQ̀��Z��WM�N�R��NR�MV�O�R�TN�QP�TZ��MMZWMZT�Q��̀Q�O_̀]��NR�fK�gTVV�W[Q�QP��Y�VVWQ�QZ�Ǹ\TQQ�V�̀VTM��NR�̀�NR�Y�VVWQ̀�QW�Q�Y[V�QTWNK��hi�j)k)2lm�%)*+,�n)++./o��pS�R�\���R�Y�VVWQ̀��Z��SW[NRX�QP�d�̀PW[VR�Y��̀��Z���Q�R�SZW\�QP��Y�QOP��NR�MV�O�R�aTQP��Nd�WQP�Z�Y�VVWQ̀�QW�Y��R[MVTO�Q�R�SZW\�QP��Y�QOPK�qP����ZVd�Y�VVWQ�YW�ZR�\[̀Q�TNOV[R����OP�R�\���R�Y�VVWQ�WN���QZ�Ǹ\TQQ�V�̀VTMK��ri�$*)1ok0//)+�s+0to�u.*�$)vw+)/0.1�.*�jwt+0x)/0.1��y�OP�Y�QOP�WS�Y�VVWQ̀�̀�NQ�QW�QP��O�NQZ�V�OW[NQTN��MV�O���NR�z�VVWQ�{[MVTO�QTWN�zW�ZR̀�̀P�VV�Y���OOW\M�NT�R�Yd���OW\MV�Q�R�QZ�Ǹ\TQQ�V�̀VTM�aTQP�QP��SWVVWaTN��TNSWZ\�QTWN|�}K�{�Q��TQ�\�T̀�WZT�TN�VVd�MZWO�̀̀�R]��K�~P�Z��Y�VVWQ̀��Z��̀�NQ�$.(��O�NQZ�V�OW[NQTN��MV�O�X�z�VVWQ�{[MVTO�QTWN�zW�ZRX��QOK�]�JK�~P�Z��Y�VVWQ̀��Z��̀�NQ��*.k(����ZVd�UWQTN�X�z�VVWQ�{[MVTO�QTWN�zW�ZRX��QOK�]��K�z�VVWQ�OWVWZ��NR�M�ZQd��TS��MMVTO�YV��]��bK�qWQ�V�N[\Y�Z�WS�Y�VVWQ̀�̀�NQ]�cK�zW�ZR�p{]��eK�pNTQT�V̀�WS�YW�ZR�\�\Y�Z̀]��NR�fK�z�QOP�̀[Y�Y�QOP�N[\Y�Z̀K��pS���Y�VVWQ�a�̀�QZ�Ǹ\TQQ�R�Yd�S�ÒT\TV��QW����L�����UWQ�Z��NR�QP��UWQ�R�Y�VVWQ�a�̀�Z�Q[ZN�R�Yd�S�ÒT\TV�X�QP��Y�VVWQ�̀PW[VR�Y��̀�NQ�QW�QP��z�VVWQ�{[MVTO�QTWN�zW�ZR�QW�Y��R[MVTO�Q�R�TN�QP��\�QPWR�MZ�̀OZTY�R�[NR�Z�z�VVWQ�{[MVTO�QTWN�zW�ZR�TǸQZ[OQTWǸK������P�MQ�Z�}�X���OQTWN�pp�{�K��i� +.ol��w/��qP����ZVd�Y�VVWQ�YW�ZR�aTVV�OVẀ��W[Q���OP�Y�QOP��̀�SWVVWà|�}K���VO[V�Q����O[\[V�QTU��QWQ�V�WS�QP��N[\Y�Z�WS|��K��SSTR�UTQ��NU�VWM�̀�Z�O�TU�R]�YK�z�VVWQ̀�̀�NQ�QW�QP��z�VVWQ�{[MVTO�QTWN�zW�ZR̀]�OK�z�VVWQ̀�Z���OQ�R]��NR�
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JK�L�MMNOP�P�QO�ON�OR��S�QOT�M�SNUQOVQ��WM�S�X�YK�Z�TV[\��QJ��UJVO�OR�P��QU]̂�TP����VQPO���SR��WWMVS�̂M��VO�]�_̀abac�OR��ONO�M�QU]̂�T�N[��[[VJ�dVO��Qd�MNW�P�SNMM�SO�J�PRNUMJ�]�OSR�OR��SU]UM�OVd��ONO�M�NQ�OR����TM\�dNOVQ��̂�MMNO�T�WNTOc��OSKeX��K��M�S��W�W�TfNTg�VQ�OR��N[[VSV�M��Qd�MNW��_N[[VSV�M��Qd�MNW�P��T��]�Tg�J�ON�PW�SV[\�OR��VO�]P�ON�̂��WM�S�J�VQ���SRe�NT�N[[VSV�M��Qd�MNW��SNQO�VQ�T�_ON��SSN]]NJ�O��M�T���dNMU]�PeX��K�h�O�VQ���JUWMVS�O��SNW\�N[�OR����TM\�̂�MMNO�T�WNTOiMN��[NT�N[[VS��T�SNTJPX��QJ��jK�k��M�OR��N[[VSV�M��Qd�MNW��NT�N[[VSV�M��Qd�MNW��SNQO�VQ�T�fVOR���O�]W�TlT�PVPO�QO�NT�O�]W�Tl�dVJ�QO�P��MK�mn�o)++./�$*)1pq.*/)/0.1��r[O�T�WTNS�PPVQ��VP�SN]WM�O�c�V[�̂�MMNOP�Q��J�ON�̂��OT�QP[�TT�J�ON��QNOR�T�̂UVMJVQ��[NT�O�̂UM�OVNQc��̂MMNOP�PR�MM�̂��OT�QPWNTO�J�VQ���P�SUT��]�QQ�T�̂\��O�M��PO�OfN��M�SOVNQ�N[[VSV�MP�_QNO�N[�OR��P�]��WNMVOVS�M�W�TO\�WT�[�T�QS�e�fVOR�OR��̂�MMNOP�VQPVJ��N[���̂�MMNO�OT�QP[�T�SNQO�VQ�T�_P��M�J�fVOR���O�]W�TlT�PVPO�QO�NT�O�]W�Tl�dVJ�QO�P��M��QJ��SSN]W�QV�J�̂\�SR�VQ�N[�SUPONJ\�JNSU]�QO�OVNQe�ON���T�S�VdVQ��PVO��NT���S�QOT�M�SNUQOVQ��WM�S��OR�O�VP�VQPVJ����P�SUT�J�̂UVMJVQ�K�L�J���SNQOTNM�PR�MM�̂��R�QJM�J�VQ�OR��P�]��]�QQ�T��P�OR��S�QOT�M�SNUQOVQ��WM�S�K� n�$0s012�t.*�$)uv+)/0.1�.t�%)*+,�o)++./p�)1w�&xq.*/012�.t�&xpv+/p�yR��N[[VS�T�VQ�SR�T���N[��M�SOVNQP�]�\�̂��VQ�O�̂UM�OVQ����TM\�̂�MMNOP��[O�T�SNQ[VT]�OVNQ�[TN]�OR��k�ST�O�T\�N[�kO�O��OR�O��MM��zUVW]�QO�W�PP�P��Q\�T�zUVT�J�MN�VS��QJ��SSUT�S\�O�POK�rKhKkK�{�|}ljjY_reK�y�̂UM�OVNQ�N[���TM\�̂�MMNOP�]�\�̂��VQ�V]]�JV�O�M\��[O�T�OR���Qd�MNW���QJ�SN]WM�O�J��[[VJ�dVO��T��WTNS�PP�J��QJ�J�MVd�T�J�ON�OR����TM\�̂N�TJK�rKhKkK�{�|}ljj~_LeK�����TM\�̂�MMNO�O�̂UM�OVNQ�T�PUMOP�]�\�QNO�̂��T�WNTO�J�UQOVM��M�SOVNQ���\c��O�OR����TMV�T�N[���� yR��OV]��fR�Q��MM�̂�MMNOP�S�PO�NQ��M�SOVNQ���\��O�dNOVQ��MNS�OVNQP�R�d��̂��Q�O�̂UM�O�JX�NT��� �Q��RNUT��[O�T��MM�WNMMP�UQJ�T�OR���UTVPJVSOVNQ�N[�OR��N[[VS�T�VQ�SR�T���N[��M�SOVNQP�R�d��SMNP�J�NQ��M�SOVNQ���\K����NMMP�WT�PU]WOVd�M\�SMNP���O���~~�WK]K�NQ��M�SOVNQ���\�UQM�PP���O�QJ�J�̂\�SNUTO�NTJ�TK�rKhKkK�{�|}ljj|_�eX�rKhKkK�{�|}ljjY_reX�rKhKkK�{�|}lj}j_reK��� �RETRIE
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� � !"#$%�&'��(!JJK#-(L-0!MJ�$J$�#MKNO��PQRSSTUVWXVYRZS[�\S\]UZT̂_�R̀\�\S\]UZT̂_�Ẑ�abZ]b�R�cRSSTU�Z_��defg�ehi�jjX�g�hj�k�ef��l�mX�nd�jhoh�k��j�iefm�hp���qdmhrkhiehfps�m���mkj�rr�fo�tu�eu�m�eu��lfe�m�hr�fp�eu��vwxyz�{u�r���j�iehfpr��jrf�hpijdk���re�Wjhrug�pe�fo�W�jjfe�m�|j�i�g�pe�rhe�rs�tu�m��lfe�mr�g�X�m�i�hl���pk�i�re���m�|j�i�g�pe�W�jjfez��}�jjfeVWXVg�hj��j�iehfpr�gdre�W��ifpkdie�k��iifmkhp��ef�gfre�fo�eu��r�g��m�ndhm�g�per��||jhi�Wj��ef���mjX�lfehp�z�vz~z�z�����V�����vz~z�z�����V����v���vz~z�z�����V����}�������������u�|e�m��z�M�� $JM�M(MJM#L�#K� KJ��!�(!JJK#-(L-0!MJ�$J$�#MKN��heh�rs�eftprs�riuffj�khremhiers��pk�r|�ih�j�e��hp��khremhier��m��eu��fpjX�qdmhrkhiehfpr�|�mghee�k�ef�ifpkdie�W�jjfeVWXVg�hj��j�iehfprz�vz~z�z�����V����v���vz~z�z�����V����v�z������p��kkhehfps����fdpeX�~�ifmk�m�fm�feu�m�foohi�m�hp�iu�m���fo��j�iehfpr�g�X�r�pk����m�rhk�peh�j��m�o�m�pi��wj�iehfp�W�jjfe�ef��jj�nd�jhoh�k��j�iefmr�hp�|m�ihpier�theu�����fm�j�rr�m��hre�m�k�lfe�mrz�vz~z�z�����V������z�MM�� !""%K�!J�#K� KJ��!�(!JJK#-(L-0!MJ�$J$�#MKN�v�iheXs�eftps�riuffj�khremhies�fm�r|�ih�j�e��hp��khremhie�g�X�ifpkdie�her�ftp�W�jjfeVWXVg�hj��j�iehfp��oe�m�fWe�hphp���||mfl�j�fo�eu�hm��fl�mphp��Wf�mkz�vz~z�z�����V����v���vz~z�z�����V����v�z����|�ih�j�e��hp��khremhier�gdre�fWe�hp��||mfl�j�fo�eu���||jhi�Wj���fdpeX�}f�mk�fo��d|�mlhrfmrs��l�p�ho�eu��r|�ih�j�e��hp��khremhie�thjj�ifpkdie�her�ftp��j�iehfpz�{u��r|�ih�j�e��hp��khremhie�gdre�fWe�hp��||mfl�j�omfg�eu��}f�mk�fo��d|�mlhrfmr�W�ofm��he�|dWjhru�r���i�jj�fo��j�iehfpz��o���r|�ih�j�e��hp��khremhie�ifg|mhr�r�gfm��eu�p�fp��ifdpeXs�eu���fl�mphp��Wf�mk�fo�eu��r|�ih�j�e��hp��khremhie�gdre�r�����||mfl�j�fo�eu���fdpeX�}f�mk�fo��d|�mlhrfmr�hp�eu��ifdpeX�eu�e�ifpe�hpr�eu���m��e�m�pdgW�m�fo�m��hre�m�k�lfe�mr�hp�eu��khremhiez�vz~z�z�����V����v�z���o���iheXs�eftps�riuffj�khremhies�fm�r|�ih�j�e��hp��khremhie�m�nd�rer���ifdpeX�ifpkdie�eu���j�iehfp�fp�Ub\���̀Z_�Z]UZT̂�_�c\bRS���Ub\�]T̂��]U�T��UbRU�\S\]UZT̂�Z_� \̂\̀RSS¡�_�c�\]U�UT�R̂�R ̀\\Y\̂U�c\Ua\\̂�eu��ifdpeX��pk�eu��qdmhrkhiehfpz�vz~z�z�����V���z�vgfp��feu�m�euhp�rs�eu����m��g�pe�g�X�m�ndhm��eu�e��jj�jfi�j�qdmhrkhiehfpr�ufjkhp���j�iehfpr�fp���|�mehidj�m�ifprfjhk�e�k��j�iehfp�k�e��ifpkdie�������P¢]bTTS��Z_ÙZ]U[�Z_��\�Ẑ\��R_�R�£TSZUZ]RS�_�c�Z¤Z_ZT̂�T̀ R̂Z¥\���T̀�Ub\�R�YẐZ_ÙRUZT̂��_�££T̀U��R̂��YRẐU\̂R̂]\�T��£�cSZ]�Ẑ_UZU�UZT̂_�T��\̀Ẑ �Ẑ_Ù�]UZT̂�UT�_U��\̂U_�PẐ�£̀T ̀RY_��T̀�£̀\_]bTTS�iuhjkm�p�theu�khr�Whjheh�rs��hpk�m��me�p�|mf�m�gr�fm��pX�ifgWhp�ehfp�fo��j�g�pe�mX��m�k�r�fm�_\]T̂�R̀¡� ̀R�\_�T̂\�Ub̀T� b�Ua\S¤\�[�R̂���T\_�̂TU�Ẑ]S��\�]TYY�̂ZU¡�]TSS\ \��Z_ÙZ]U_¦�����vz~z�z�����V�������z��
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I�JJKLMINMO�PJ��J�QLPKR�PR�JP�S�KT��UL�IJPUVPR��WKLPR��JKQ�LPKRU�KR�XJ�QLPKR�Y�NZ���[V���KW�\RPR��IK]N�KT���Û�QP�J�L�_PR��]PUL\PQL�OSUL�̂\KWP]��W�\PKSU�̂SIJPQ�RKLPTPQ�LPKRU�I�TK\��QKR]SQLPR���RN��J�QLPKR�LV�L�PU�RKL�V�J]�QKRQS\\�RLJN�̀PLV�����R�\�J��J�QLPKRa�̀VPQV�PRQJS]�U�I�JJKLMINMO�PJ��J�QLPKRUZ�bZcZdZ�e�fgMhhgijkl�bZcZdZ�e�fgMhhmibkZ��nn�oV�̂L�\�pa�d�QLPKR�qriokZ��� ssst� #&%#"&suv�"uw�1"sxsuv�)"xxy$z�b�oKSRLN�c�QK\]�\�K\�KLV�\�KTTPQ�\�PR�QV�\���KT��J�QLPKRU�O�N�SU����SRPTP�]�I�JJKL�TK\O�L�LV�L�QKOIPR�U��JJ�Q�R]P]�L�U��R]�PUUS�U�KR�LV��U�O��I�JJKL�PR���I�JJKLMINMO�PJ��J�QLPKRZ�bZcZdZ�e�fgMh{�i|kZ��j�JJKLU�SLPJP}�]�PR���I�JJKLMINMO�PJ��J�QLPKR�OSUL�I��̂\�̂�\�]��R]�L\�RUOPLL�]�PR��QQK\]�RQ��̀PLV�LV��\�~SP\�O�RLU��̂ ĴPQ�IJ��LK���\JN�I�JJKLU�i�nn�oV�̂L�\�ha�d�QLPKRU�qiok��R]�qiYkka��_Q�̂L����� [V��oKSRLN�c�QK\]�\�OSUL�O�PJ�I�JJKLU�LK��JJ��JP�PIJ��WKL�\U�RKL�OK\��LV�R�hm��R]�RKL�T�̀�\�LV�R�f��]�NU�I�TK\��LV���J�QLPKRZ�bZcZdZ�e�fgM��pZ{fZ���� c�LS\R��RW�JK̂�U�PR�I�JJKLMINMO�PJ��J�QLPKRU�TK\�[PLJ���p�Û�QP�J�]PUL\PQL��J�QLPKRU�R��]�RKL�I��̂KUL����̂\�M̂�P]Z�[V��]PUL\PQL��KW�\RPR��IK�\]�OSUL�]�L�\OPR��̀V�LV�\�LV��QKUL�KT�\�LS\R�K̂UL����̀PJJ�I��IK\R��IN�LV��JKQ�J��S\PU]PQLPKR�K\�LV��WKL�\Z�bZcZdZ�e�fgM��pZ{fZ��qT����S\PU]PQLPKR�QKR]SQLU�PLU�K̀R��J�QLPKR�̀PLVKSL�SUPR��LV��U�\WPQ�U�KT�LV��oKSRLN�c�QK\]�\a�LV��]SLP�U�JPUL�]��IKW��TK\�LV��oKSRLN�c�QK\]�\�UV�JJ�I��̂�\TK\O�]�IN�LV��KTTPQ�\�PR�QV�\���KT��J�QLPKRU�TK\�LV���S\PU]PQLPKRZ��s�t� 1%$!ywz�$y�&%$�&u�y&�&%#x" %�)"xxy$z�b�QKÔJ�L�]�I�JJKLMINMO�PJ�OSUL�I��]�JPW�\�]�LK�LV���̂ \̂K̂\P�L��KTTPQ�\�PR�QV�\���KT��J�QLPKRU�K\��R�KTTPQP�J�I�JJKL�]\K̂MKTT�JKQ�LPKR�RK�J�L�\�LV�R�m�{{�̂ZOZ�KR�XJ�QLPKR�Y�NZ�bZcZdZ�e�fgM�ffiYkl�fgM��pijkl�fgM��fiokZ��b�QPLNa�LK̀Ra�UQVKKJ�]PUL\PQLa�K\�Û�QP�J�L�_PR��]PUL\PQL�LV�L�QKR]SQLU���I�JJKLMINMO�PJ��J�QLPKR�KR�PLU�K̀R�I�V�JTa��R]���QKSRLN�LV�L�QKR]SQLU���I�JJKLMINMO�PJ��J�QLPKR�KR�I�V�JT�KT����S\PU]PQLPKRa�O�N��UL�IJPUV�WKLPR��JKQ�LPKRU�I�JJKL�\�̂J�Q�O�RL�UPL�U�KR�XJ�QLPKR�Y�N��U�̀�JJ��U�I�JJKL�]\K̂MKTT�UPL�U�TK\�WKL�\U�LK�]�̂KUPL�WKL�]�I�JJKLU�SRLPJ�m�{{�̂ZOZ�KR�XJ�QLPKR�Y�NZ�bZcZdZ�e�fgM�ffiYkl��nn������oV�̂L�\�pa�d�QLPKR�qijkZ���b�oKSRLN�c�QK\]�\�K\�KLV�\�KTTPQ�\�PR�QV�\���KT��J�QLPKRU�OSUL��UL�IJPUV��L�J��UL�KR��Q�RL\�J�JKQ�LPKR�PR���QV�]PUL\PQL�LK�PUUS��\�̂J�Q�O�RL�I�JJKLU����������������������������������������������JKULa�ÛKPJ�]a�]�UL\KN�]a�K\�RKL�\�Q�PW�]Z�[V�U��I�JJKL�\�̂J�Q�O�RL�UPL�U�UV�JJ�I��K̂�R�SRLPJ�m�{{̂O�KR�XJ�QLPKR�Y�NZ�bZcZdZ�e�fgM��pZ{hibkl�bZcZdZ�e�fgM�{�ibkZ�[V��oKSRLN�c�QK\]�\�K\�KLV�\�KTTPQ�\�PR�QV�\���KT��J�QLPKRU�O�N��UL�IJPUV��U�O�RN��]]PLPKR�J�I�JJKL�\�̂J�Q�O�RL�UPL�U��U�]��O�]�R�Q�UU�\NZ�qT�LV�\��PU�RK��̂ \̂K̂\P�L��JKQ�LPKR�TK\���I�JJKL�\�̂J�Q�O�RL�UPL��PR�LV��]PUL\PQL�iTK\��_�ÔJ�a�PT�LV��]PUL\PQL�QKRL�PRU�KRJN�\�UP]�RLP�J�ISPJ]PR�Uka�LV��oKSRLN�c�QK\]�\�K\�KTTPQ�\�PR�QV�\���KT��J�QLPKRU�UVKSJ]��UL�IJPUV���I�JJKL�\�̂J�Q�O�RL�UPL���U�QJKU���U�̂\�QLPQ�IJ��LK���Q�RL\�J�JKQ�LPKR�PR�LV��]PUL\PQLZ�bZcZdZ�e�fgM��pZ{hibkZ���QLK\U�U�L�KSL�PR�oV�̂L�\�pa�d�QLPKR�qiXk�UVKSJ]�I��
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MNOPQR�S�R�TU�O�P�V�MWQO��X�VVNW�S�YV�M�Z�OW�PQW�P[��\O�NSR�S�]NS�WU��S�YV�M�Z�OW�X�VVNW�WN�X��MN̂OW�R_�WU��̀NW�S�ẐPW�PQ�O���PTNSO�PW�W�Z�OW�WU�W�WU��NSQ�QO�V�X�VVNW�T�P�VNPW_�PYNQV�R_�R�PWSNa�R_�NS�ONW�S�M�Q̀�R[�b[c[d[�e�f�g�hijbkl�b[c[d[�e�f�gmmn[hojbk[�pUQP�V�O�̂����Z�a�X��QOMNSYNS�W�R�QOWN�WU����SVa�X�VVNW��]]QR�̀QW�YS�PMSQX�R�Xa�b[c[d[�e�f�gm�qjbk[��rr�sU�YW�S�o_�d�MWQNO�\jskjok[�pU��sN̂OWa�c�MNSR�S�NS�NWU�S�N]]QM�S�QO�MU�S���N]��V�MWQNOP�PU�VV�t��Y���S�MNSR�N]���MU�S�YV�M�Z�OW�X�VVNW�YSǸQR�R[�b[c[d[�e�f�gmmn[hojuk[�\O��Oa�M�P�_�WU��sN̂OWa�c�MNSR�S�ẐPW��OP̂S��WU�W�NOVa�NO����SVa�X�VVNW�]NS���Y�SWQM̂V�S�̀NW�S�QP�̀�SQ]Q�R��OR�WS�OPZQWW�R�WN�WU��N]]QM�S�QO�MU�S���N]��V�MWQNOP�]NS�W�X̂V�WQNO[��rr�sU�YW�S�o_�d�MWQNO�v\jbk[�wx� #&y %zz{|}�wy$%~�)"��y$z�{|�"�)"��y$.)�.1"{��%�% ${y|�vNW�R�X�VVNWP�S�ŴSO�R�WN�WU��sN̂OWa�c�MNSR�S�NS�NWU�S�N]]QM�S�QO�MU�S���N]��V�MWQNOP�ẐPW�X��YSNM�PP�R��OR�W�X̂V�W�R�QO���Z�OO�S�PQZQV�S�WN���SVa�X�VVNWP[�b[c[d[�e�f�g�hijukl�b[c[d[�e�f�gmmnjukl�b[c[d[�e�f�gmmol��rr�sU�YW�S�o_�d�MWQNO�v\[����̀�O�Q]���MQWa_�WNTO_�PMUNNV�RQPWSQMW_�NS�PY�MQ�V�W��QO��RQPWSQMW�MNOR̂MWP�QWP�NTO��V�MWQNO_�WU���̂SQPRQMWQNO�ẐPW�̂P̂�VVa��OW�S�QOWN��O���S��Z�OW�TQWU�WU���YYVQM�XV��MN̂OWa�jNS�MN̂OWQ�Pk�QO�NSR�S�WN�MNOR̂MW�PQ�O�ŴS��̀�SQ]QM�WQNO[��rr�b[c[d[�e�f�gohmjsk[�bXP�OW��O���S��Z�OW�TQWU�WU��sN̂OWa�c�MNSR�S_���VNM�V��̂SQPRQMWQNO�MN̂VR�MNOR̂MW�QWP�NTO�PQ�O�ŴS��̀�SQ]QM�WQNO��W���ŶXVQM�W�SZQO�V�YSǸQR�R�Xa�WU��sN̂OWa�c�MNSR�S�R̂SQO��ONSZ�V�X̂PQO�PP�UN̂SP[���\]���PY�MQ�V�W��QO��RQPWSQMW�MSNPP�P�MN̂OWa�VQO�P_�WU��RQPWSQMW�ẐPW��OW�S�QOWN��O���S��Z�OW�TQWU�XNWU�MN̂OWQ�P�QO�NSR�S�WN�MNOR̂MW�PQ�O�ŴS��̀�SQ]QM�WQNO[��NS����ZYV�_�WU��MN̂OWa�TQWU�WU��V�S��S�ÔZX�S�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������S�S��QPWS�WQNO�S�MNSRP�]SNZ�WU��PZ�VV�S�MN̂OWa�QO�NSR�S�WN�MNOR̂MW�PQ�O�ŴS��̀�SQ]QM�WQNO�]NS��VV�̀NW�SP�QO�WU��PY�MQ�V�W��QO��RQPWSQMW[��w{x� #yz$.%�% ${y|�&%#y&${|}�&%��{&%1%|$z�b�MQWa_�WNTO_�NS�PMUNNV�RQPWSQMW�WU�W�MNOR̂MWP���X�VVNWgXagZ�QV��V�MWQNO�ẐPW�S�YNSW�WU��]NVVNTQO��QO]NSZ�WQNO�WN�WU��d�O�W���S�PQR�OW��OR�dY��t�S�N]�WU�� N̂P��N]�c�YS�P�OW�WQ̀�P�Xa�¡�Ô�Sa�f�N]�WU��a��S�QZZ�RQ�W�Va�]NVVNTQO���Oa�X�VVNWgXagZ�QV��V�MWQNO¢�f[�sU�O��P�QO�̀NW�S�ŴSON̂W�]SNZ�WU��YS�̀QN̂P��V�MWQNO�jS���SRV�PP�N]�TU�WU�S�WU��YS�̀QN̂P��V�MWQNO�T�P���X�VVNWgXagZ�QV�NS�WS�RQWQNO�V��V�MWQNOkl�o[�pU��MNPW�N]�WU��X�VVNWgXagZ�QV��V�MWQNO�MNZY�S�R�WN�WS�RQWQNO�V��V�MWQNOPl�£[�d̂���PWQNOP�]NS�QZYSǸ�Z�OWP�WN�WU��X�VVNWgXagZ�QV��V�MWQNO�PaPW�Zl��[�pU��]S�¤̂�OMa��OR�P�̀�SQWa�N]�QSS��̂V�SQWQ�P�QO�WU��X�VVNWgXagZ�QV�YSNM�PP_�Q]��Oal�m[�vNW�S�P�WQP]�MWQNO�TQWU�WU��X�VVNWgXagZ�QV��V�MWQNO�YSNM�PPl��OR��[�pU��ÔZX�S�N]�ONOgR�VQ̀�S�XV��X�VVNWP�QO�WU��X�VVNWgXagZ�QV��V�MWQNO[��b[c[d[�e�f�g�hijuk[�� �
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 !"#$%&�'(��)7$89:�%;<8#=%9$��8>� �?7:8 �"9@�"  <&" A�B?C"D�$%E$89:�F�GH�IJ��KL��JJMN�JO�PQRFS�T�UT�IU�IKT�KL�L�TH�JHKVINW�TX�T�YHT�U��N���TTNIZMT�L�TH�TX��JHNN�JT�J�KLIL�T�U��KL�Z�GGHT�W��UMN�U�IK�TX���G�JTIHK�W�K���W�KT�UOUT�W�P[\]S��KL�TX�T���JX�J�KLIL�T���KL�Z�GGHT�W��UMN��N�J�IY�U�TX���JJMN�T��KMWZ�N�HV�YHT�Û��_X��̀H�NL�HV�]Ma�NYIUHNU�HN�HVVIJ�N�IK�JX�N���HV��G�JTIHKU�IU�N�UaHKUIZG��VHN�a�NVHNWIK���K�QRF�T�UT�HK��GG�YHTIK���bMIaW�KT�aNIHN�TH���JX��G�JTIHK̂�_X��JHKLMJT�HV�TX��T�UT�WMUT�Z��HY�NU��K�ZO��T�G��UT�TcH��G�JTIHKU�UT�VV�HN�IKUa�JTHNU�PHV�LIVV�N�KT�aHGITIJ�G�a�NTI�USd��KL�UX�GG�Z��Ha�K�TH�HZU�NY�TIHK�ZO�N�aN�U�KT�TIY�U�HV�TX��aHGITIJ�G�a�NTI�Ud�J�KLIL�T�Ud�TX��aN�UUd��KL�TX��aMZGIĴ���eHN��KO��G�JTIHK�TX�T�IKJGML�U���V�L�N�Gd�UT�T�cIL�d�HN�G��IUG�TIY��HVVIJ�d�TX��]�JN�T�NO�HV�]T�T��IU�N�UaHKUIZG��VHN�JHKLMJTIK���K��LLITIHK�G�QRF�T�UT�HK�U�G�JT�L�YHTIK���bMIaW�KT̂�F̂f̂]̂�g�hij��k̂l��">�$,23mno23�+*� *-p0q+�?C"�$3r+,-.�s>�"qq3rr,tu3�)*+,-.�%/0,123-+�?C"�$3r+��vKja�NUHK�YHTIK�d�ZHTX�LMNIK��TX����NGO�YHTIK��a�NIHL��KL�HK�[G�JTIHK�w�Od�N�bMIN�U�TX��L�aGHOW�KT�HV��JJ�UUIZG��YHTIK���bMIaW�KT�VHN�YHT�NU�cITX�LIU�ZIGITI�U��KLxHN�TXHU��K��LIK���UUIUT�KJ��IK���WIKHNITO�G�K�M����N�bMIN�L�ZO�V�L�N�G�HN�UT�T��G�ĉ�eMNTX�Nd�UHW��JHMKTI�U�MU���JJ�UUIZG��YHTIK���bMIaW�KT�VHN�Z�GGHT�W�NyIK��ZO��GG�YHT�NU��T�TX��YHTIK��GHJ�TIHK̂���_X��HVVIJ�N�IK�JX�N���HV��G�JTIHKU�WMUT�T�UT��GG��JJ�UUIZG��YHTIK���bMIaW�KT�aNIHN�TH��K��G�JTIHK̂�z� eHN��K��GG�Z�GGHTjZOjW�IG��G�JTIHKd��bMIaW�KT�WMUT�Z��T�UT�L��T�G��UT�h{�L�OU�Z�VHN��TX���G�JTIHK̂�z� eHN���JITOd�THcKd�UJXHHG�LIUTNIJTd�HN�Ua�JI�G�T�|IK��LIUTNIJT��G�JTIHK�TX�T�IU�KHT��K��GG�Z�GGHTjZOjW�IG��G�JTIHKd��KL�VHN���JHMKTO��G�JTIHKd��bMIaW�KT�WMUT�Z��T�UT�L��T�G��UT�}��L�OU�Z�VHN��TX���G�JTIHK�PaNIHN�TH�TX��JHWW�KJ�W�KT�HV���NGO�YHTIK�Ŝ�z� eHN���V�L�N�Gd�UT�T�cIL�d�HN�G��IUG�TIY���G�JTIHKd��bMIaW�KT�WMUT�Z��T�UT�L�aNIHN�TH�TX��~������������~���������������d�cX�N��aN�JTIJ�ZG�d�HN�aNHWaTGO�TX�N��VT�N̂�z� eHN��MNIULIJTIHKU�JHY�N�L�MKL�N�]�JTIHK�}�l�HV�TX���HTIK��fI�XTU�FJTd�����������������G�K�M�����JJ�UUIZIGITO�VMKJTIHK�GITO�WMUT��GUH�Z��T�UT�L̂���l��_XHM�X�KHT�N�bMIN�Ld�JHMKTI�U�W�Od�IK�TX�IN�LIUJN�TIHKd�JHKLMJT��LLITIHK�G�aN�j�G�JTIHK�QRF���������������������������������~������������~����������j�G�JTIHK�QRF�T�UT��KLxHN��LLITIHK�G�aHUTj������������������������������������������j�G�JTIHK�QRF�T�UTd�IKJGMLIK��cITX�a�NTIJIa�TIHK�VNHW�N�aN�U�KT�TIY�U�HV�TX��N�JH�KI��L�aHGITIJ�G�a�NTI�Û��
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�JK�LM��N�O��PQ�Q�R�S�TU�OL�L�VWR�U�PS�T��WOT�LWX���T�NLWPKOU�LM��Y�NS�L�SZ�PQ�YL�L��L�OLO�O�T�NL�R��NN�OOW[T��XPLWK���\]Ŵ_�KL�VWLMWK�O�X�K�R�ZO�[�QPS��LM��OL�SL�PQ���STZ�XPLWK��̀abcbU�[�LV��K�d���KR�ef�R�ZO�[�QPS��LM���T�NLWPKgh�ihjhYh�k�lmn��òpgh��qri�L�OLO�QPS��NN�OOW[T��XPLWK���\]Ŵ_�KL��S����̂S�S�\]WOWL��QPS�LM��sP]KLZ�j�NPSR�S�LP�P̂�K�PKnOWL����STZ�XPLWK��TPN�LWPKOh�tu�v1+,wxy�x-z�{,.,+xy�%/0,123-+�|}"�$3~+���M��PQQWN�S�WK�NM�S���PQ��T�NLWPKO�_]OL�L�OL�̂S�NWKNL�XPL��N�KL�S�XPLWK���\]Ŵ_�KL��KR�N�KLS�T�NP]KL��\]Ŵ_�KL�VWLMWK�d��R�ZO�PQ��K��T�NLWPKh�JK�LM��N�O��PQ�Q�R�S�TU�OL�L�VWR�U�PS�T��WOT�LWX���T�NLWPKOU�LM��Y�NS�L�SZ�PQ�YL�L��_]OL��TOP�L�OL�O�T�NL�R��\]Ŵ_�KL�VWLMWK�lf�R�ZO�[�QPS��LM���T�NLWPKh�ihjhYh�k�lmn��òigh��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������abcbU�LM���\]Ŵ_�KL�_�S�O��KR�PS�̂SPR]N�O���̂�̂�S�[�TTPL�LM�L�VWTT�[��L�[]T�L�R�]OWK��RWQQ�S�KL�XPLWK���\]Ŵ_�KLgU�LM��PQQWN�S�WK�NM�S���PQ��T�NLWPKO��KR�Y�NS�L�SZ�PQ�YL�L��_�Z�L�OL��TT�XPLWK���\]Ŵ_�KL�ẀKNT]RWK��̂S�NWKNL�XPLWK���\]Ŵ_�KL��KR�N�KLS�T�NP]KL��\]Ŵ_�KLg�R]SWK��LM��LW_��̂�SWPR��̂ T̂WN�[T��LP��NN�OOW[T��R�XWN��L�OLWK�h�ihjhYh�k�lmn��òsgh�JQ�LM��PQQWN�S�WK�NM�S���PQ��T�NLWPKO�VWOM�O�LP�M�X���TT�XPLWK���\]Ŵ_�KL�L�OLWK��NP_̂T�L�R�LP��LM�SU�LM��PQQWN�S�WK�NM�S���PQ��T�NLWPKO�_]OL�_����LM�L�S�\]�OL�LP�LM��Y�NS�L�SZ�PQ�YL�L���L�T��OL�o��R�ZO�̂SWPS�LP�LM���T�NLWPKh�JK�PSR�S�LP�Ŝ�̂�S��QPS�LMWO�NPKOPTWR�L�R�L�OLWK�U�LM��PQQWN�S�WK�NM�S���PQ��T�NLWPKO�_]OL�̂SPXWR��LP�LM��Y�NS�L�SZ�PQ�YL�L���TT�L�OLWK��_�L�SW�TO��O�S�Q�S�KN�R�WK�sM�̂L�S��U�Y�NLWPK�JJ̀�g̀eg�[�TPVU�WKNT]RWK��̂SWKL�R�[�TTPLOU��L�T��OL�LMS���V���O�[�QPS��LM��OL�SL�PQ���STZ�XPLWK�h��M��Y�NS�L�SZ�PQ�YL�L��M�O�RWONS�LWPK�LP��S�KL�PS�R�KZ���S�\]�OL�QPS�NPKOPTWR�L�R�L�OLWK��[�O�R�PK�LM��NWSN]_OL�KN�Oh��PS����_̂T�U�WQ�L�OL�[�TTPLO��S��KPL�LW_�TZ�S�N�WX�RU�LM��L�OLO�VWTT�K��R�LP�[��NPKR]NL�R�O�̂�S�L�TZ��KR�LM��PQQWN�S�WK�NM�S���PQ��T�NLWPKO�VWTT�[��KPLWQW�R�PQ�LM��R�L�S_WK�LWPKh��u�&3~w 3z0y,-.�|}"�$3~+~���M��Y�NS���������¡�������¢QQWN��_]OL�NPKR]NL�WLO�qri�L�OLO��QL�S�LM��PQQWN�S�WK�NM�S���PQ��T�NLWPKO�M�O�NPKR]NL�R�NP]KLZnT�X�T�L�OLO�VM�K�X�S�̂S�NLWN�[T�h�JK�LM���X�KL�LM��PQQWN�S�WK�NM�S���PQ��T�NLWPKO�M�O�KPL�O]NN�OOQ]TTZ�NPKR]NL�R��K�qri�L�OL�̂SWPS�LP��£��¡������������¡���������£�������L�OLU�LM��PQQWN�S�WK�NM�S���PQ��T�NLWPKO�OMP]TR�NPKL�NL�LM��Y�NS�L�SZ�PQ�YL�L��LP�NPKOWR�S�VM�LM�S�LP�����������£��¡�����������¤¥¦������������������£����������������§���̈���£���������������������������£����������������������������£��¡������������¡�������¤¥¦��������£��Y�NS�L�SZ�PQ�YL�L��_�Z�ONM�R]T����S�nL�OL�QPS���T�L�S�R�L�h�j�nL�OLWK��_�Z�NPKLWK]��R]SWK��LM����STZ�XPLWK��̂�SWPR��KR�LMSP]�M�LM��R�Z�̂SWPS�LP�LM���T�NLWPKh�©PV�X�SU�LM��PQQWN�S�WK�NM�S���PQ��T�NLWPKO�_�Z�KPL�R�̂TPZ��KZ��T�NLSPKWN�XPLWK���\]Ŵ_�KL�WK���Q�R�S�TU�OL�L�VWR�U�PS�T��WOT�LWX���T�NLWPK�LM�L�£����������������������������£��¡������������¡�������¤¥¦�����§��ªu�#0«y,w�¬*+,w3�*�|}"�$3~+��M��pP�SR�PQ�Y]̂�SXWOPSO�PS�PLM�S�PQQWN�S�WK�NM�S���PQ��T�NLWPKO�_]OL�̂][TWOM�KPLWN��PQ�LM��LW_���KR�̂T�N��PQ���NM�qri�L�OL��O�OPPK��O�̂S�NLWN�[T���QL�S�LM��L�OL�WO�ONM�R]T�R��KRU�WK��KZ�N�O�U��L�
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JK�LM�NOP�Q�RR�SMTR��MP�U�VWM�PX�RY�QQ�W��TR�XK�Z�K�[Y��\MS]T̂�P�RY�QQ�W��]YVRO\�QQV�R�\TP�X�WV�̂Y��M__O\�P�Ò�\Y�P���M_��Q�\̂OM̀R�MP�X�RO�̀���]TPRT�̀ �̂̂M�̂Y��R�S��P�aTOP�S�̀ R̂��]]QO\�WQ��̂M�M̂Y�P��Q�\̂OM̀��aTO]S�̀ K̂��bb�cY�]̂�P�de�f�\̂OM̀�ggghijK���ZZK�[Y���XSÒOR̂P�̂MP��\\MT̀ �̂RY�QQ�W��̀M̀kR̂�̀X�PXK�g̀�M̂Y�P�NMPXRe�̂Y��X�_�TQ̂��XSÒOR̂P�̂MP��\\MT̀ �̂Ò�̂Y��M]�P�̂Ò��RVR̂�S�RY�QQ�W��XOR�WQ�Xe��̀X�\TR̂MSOl�X��XSÒOR̂P�̂MP��\\MT̀ R̂�NÔY�R]�\O_O\�]MN�PR��̀X�]POmOQ���R�RYMTQX�W��\P��̂�Xe�]PMmOXÒ��̂YMR��NÔY��XSÒOR̂P�̂MP��\\�RR�M̀QV�̂YMR��]MN�PR��̀X�]POmOQ���R�̀�\�RR�PV�_MP�̂Y�OP�R]�\O_O\�nMW�XT̂O�RK���ZoK�LMPS�Q�M]�P�̂OM̀�M_�̂Y��\MS]T̂�P�hbpqpe�NY�̀�̀M̂�\M̀XT\̂Ò��RVR̂�S�\M̀_O�TP�̂OM̀�MP�S�Ò̂�̀�̀\��̂Y�̂�P�aTOP�R��XSÒOR̂P�̂MP��\\�RRj�RY�QQ�W��\M̀XT\̂�X�NÔYMT̂��XSÒOR̂P�̂MP�PO�ŶRK�̂M��̀RTP��̂Y�̂�̀M̀k�XSÒOR̂P�̂MPR�\�̀ M̀̂�ÒR̂�QQ�T̀�T̂YMPOl�X�RM_̂N�P��MP�M̂Y�PNOR��Y�m���\\�RR�̂M�̂Y��M]�P�̂Ò��RVR̂�S�MP�Ò̂�P̀�Q�_OQ��R̂PT\̂TP�RK�ZrK�ìV�]YVRO\�Q�]MP̂e�]QT�e�XMMPe�MP�M̂Y�P�S�̂YMX�M_�]YVRO\�Q�MP��Q�\̂PM̀O\��\\�RR�̂M�̂Y��\MS]T̂�P�RY�QQ�W��R�\TP�X�Ò���S�̀ �̀P�̂M�]P�m�̀ �̂T̀�T̂YMPOl�X��\\�RR�̂M�̂Y��\MS]T̂�PK��sTP̂Y�Pe�Ô�OR�R̂PM̀�QV�P�\MSS�̀X�X�̂Y�̂�̂Y��tuf�v�̂�N�V�cMS]T̂�P�W��R��S�̀ �̂X�_PMS��QQ�M̂Y�P��̀̂NMPURK�g̀�M̂Y�P�NMPXRe�̂Y��\MS]T̂�P�RYMTQX�W��]Q�\�X�M̀�ÔR�MǸ �̀�̂NMPUe�NÔY�̀M�M̂Y�P�\MS]T̂�P�MP�S�\YÒ��\M̀ �̀\̂�X�̂M�̂Y��̀�̂NMPUe�̂M�SÒOSOl���\\�RR��̀X��w]MRTP�K�%x�%y#*zz{**|}�~-���~zz*+y*-y�32~-��#�,-+3�}�[Y��_MQQMNÒ��R�\TPÔV�]PM̂M\MQR��]]QV�̂M�̂Y��TR��M_��k]MQQWMMUR��̀X�W�QQM̂kM̀kX�S�̀X�]PÒ̂�PR���ZK�tk]MQQWMMUR��̀X�W�QQM̂kM̀kX�S�̀X�]PÒ̂�PR�RY�QQ�M̀QV�W��\M̀ �̀\̂�X�̂M��T̂YMPOl�X��̀X�R�\TP�X�̀�̂NMPUR��̀X�P�RMTP\�R���oK�tk]MQQWMMUR��̀X�W�QQM̂kM̀kX�S�̀X�]PÒ̂�PR�RYMTQX�̂P�̀RSÔ��̀X�P�\�Om��X�̂��T̂OQOlÒ��ÒXTR̂PV�R̂�̀X�PX�W�R̂�]P�\̂O\�R�_MP�Ò_MPS�̂OM̀��̀X�̀�̂NMPU�R�\TPÔVe�Ò\QTXÒ���̀\PV]̂OM̀��rK�tk]MQQWMMUR��̀X�W�QQM̂kM̀kX�S�̀X�]PÒ̂�PR�RY�QQ�W��]�̂\Y�X��̀X�T]X�̂�X�̂M�\TPP�̀ �̂m�PROM̀R��R�X�RO�̀�̂�X�WV�̂Y��m�̀XMP���dK��̀QV�RM_̂N�P�e��]]QO\�̂OM̀Re�MP�XPOm�PR�̀�\�RR�PV�_MP��k]MQQWMMU�M]�P�̂OM̀�RY�QQ�W��ÒR̂�QQ�X�M̀��k]MQQWMMUR����K�tk]MQQWMMUR��̀X�W�QQM̂kM̀kX�S�̀X�]PÒ̂�PRe��R�N�QQ��R�M̂Y�P�]�PO]Y�P�Q�X�mO\�R�RT\Y��R�W�P\MX��]PÒ̂�PR��̀X�XPOm�P�QO\�̀R��R\�̀ �̀PRe�RY�QQ�W��̂�R̂�X�W�_MP����\Y��Q�\̂OM̀�̂M��̀RTP��]PM]�P�M]�P�̂OM̀����K��M̂�P�X�̂��_OQ�R�M̀��k]MQQWMMUR�RYMTQX�W��\MS]�P�X�̂M�̂Y��MPO�Ò�Q�_OQ�R�WV�\Y�\UÒ����Y�RY�\MX��MPe��̂���SÒOSTSe�\MS]�PÒ��_OQ��ROl���̀X�R]M̂k\Y�\UÒ����R�S]Q��M_�mM̂�P�P�\MPXR�]POMP�̂M�̂�R̂Ò��MP�TR���̂���mM̂Ò��QM\�̂OM̀��̂Y��X�̂��_OQ��RYMTQX��QRM�W��\Y�\U�X�̂M�\M̀_OPS�������������������������������������������������������������������������������OR�Ò\QTX�Xe��̀X�̂Y�̂�]�P̂V�Ò_MPS�̂OM̀�h_MP���]POS�PV��Q�\̂OM̀j��̀X���PQV�W�QQM̂�Ò_MPS�̂OM̀�OR�Ò\QTX�X����K�ìV�]MP̂e�]QT�e�XMMP�MP�M̂Y�P�S�̂YMX�M_�]YVRO\�Q�MP��Q�\̂PM̀O\��\\�RR�̂M��̀V��k]MQQWMMU�RY�QQ�W��R�\TP�X�Ò���S�̀ �̀P�̂M�]P�m�̀ �̂�̀V�T̀�T̂YMPOl�X��\\�RR�̂M�̂Y���k]MQQWMMUK�[Y��cMT̀ V̂���\MPX�P�MP�M̂Y�P�M__O\�P�Ò�\Y�P���M_��Q�\̂OM̀R�RY�QQ�XM\TS�̀ �̂�̀X�m�PO_V�R�\TPÔV�
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GHIJ�KLH�M�H���HKNO���JJ�MM�P�QIH���O��R�JSHIONJ�GIRRPIIT�NM�GR�J�K�NOSI�M�HUNJ��QIH��O��R�JSNIOV�WXYXZX�[���\]̂_̀abc��OK��dX�eORf�GIg�H�IH�Jh�H�NO��J�PR�M�MLGGRN�K�Pf�Sh��U�OKIH�IH�GLHJh�M�K�QHIi���U�HNQN�K�MILHJ��Mh�RR�P��LM�K�SI�GIg�H��\GIRRPIITMX�jjjk�  lm$jmn%m o�"mp�jm jp%m$�&%q#lmq%�#r"mmjmn�"k�%s3t+,*-�l13uv+,*-w� *-+,-.3-tx�#sv-�yh��IQQNJ�H�NO�Jh�H���IQ��R�JSNIOM�iLMS�K�U�RIG���gHNSS�O�JIOSNO��OJf�GR�O�NO�J�M���R�JSNIO�IG�H�SNIOMV�NOJRLKNO��Sh��LM��IQ�UISNO��MfMS�iM��OK��Of�JIiGIO�OS�Sh�H�IQV��H��MN�ONQNJ�OSRf�KNMHLGS�KX�W�JIOSNO��OJf�GR�O�MhILRK�JIOMNK�H��RR�GIS�OSN�R�MILHJ�M�IQ�KNMHLGSNIOV�NOJRLKNO��PLS�OIS�RNiNS�K�SIz�{� ZfMS�iNJ��|LNGi�OS�Q�NRLH�M�IH�i�RQLOJSNIOMc�{� �Ig�H�ILS���Mc��{� }�SLH�R�KNM�MS�HM�IH�NOQH�MSHLJSLH��Q�NRLH�c�{� y�HHIH�ShH��SM�IH�ISh�H�JNUNR�KNMSLHP�OJ�Mc��OK��{� ~O�LShIHN��K��JJ�MMV�NOSHLMNIOV�IH�h�JTNO��NOSI��R�JSNIO�Q�JNRNSN�M�IH��|LNGi�OSX���WiIO��ISh�H�ShNO�MV���JIOSNO��OJf�GR�O�iLMS�ILSRNO��hIg�Sh��IQQNJ�H�NO�Jh�H���IQ��R�JSNIOM�gILRK��OMLH��JIOSNOLNSf�NO�UISNO��NO�J�M��IO��IH�iIH��UISNO��RIJ�SNIOM�P�JIi�M�S�iGIH�HNRf�IH�G�Hi�O�OSRf�LOLM�PR��IO��R�JSNIO���fV�ghNJh�i�f�NOJRLK�z�{� Z�OKNO��UIS�HM�SI��O��RS�HO�SNU��UISNO��RIJ�SNIO�̀gh�Sh�H�O�g�IH���NMSNO�bc��{� Z��TNO����JILHS�IHK�H�SI���S�OK�UISNO��hILHMc��OK�IH�{� Y�|L�MSNO��UIS�HM�H�SLHO�SI�Sh��UISNO��RIJ�SNIO��QS�H�Sh��GHIPR�i�h�M�P��O�H�MIRU�KX��yh��IQQNJ�H�NO�Jh�H���IQ��R�JSNIOM�iLMS�NiGR�i�OS��Of��KKNSNIO�R�GHIJ�KLH�M�O�J�MM�Hf�SI��OMLH��Sh�S�UIS�HM��H��GHIG�HRf�OISNQN�K��OK�H�J�NU��Sh��JIHH�JS�P�RRIS�MSfR�X���O��KU�OJ��IQ���Jh��R�JSNIOV�Sh��IQQNJ�H�NO�Jh�H���IQ��R�JSNIOM�iLMS�H�UN�g�LGK�S��Sh��JIOSNO��OJf�GR�O��OK��OMLH��Sh�S�T�f�MS�QQ�i�iP�HM�h�U��P��O�PHN�Q�K�IO�Sh��GR�OX�WM�O�J�MM�HfV�Sh��IQQNJ�H�NO�Jh�H���IQ��R�JSNIOM�MhILRK��RMI�P��GH�G�H�K�SI�H�UN�g��OK�IH����JLS��Sh��JIOSNO��OJf�GR�O�NO�JIIHKNO�SNIO�gNShz��{� yh���ILOSf�Y�JIHK�Hc�{� yh��aI�HK�IQ�ZLG�HUNMIHMc��{� ����������������������eQQNJ�c�{� ���������������������eQQNJ�c��{� yh���H�MNKNO���LK���IQ�Sh��ZLG�HNIH��ILHSc�{� �������������������������eQQNJ�c��
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G� HI��JKLMNO��PNQOR�K�H�KKNKLST�UOVNKT�RLNO�P�OR�K�WJPHUPXY�G� HI��JKLMNO��Z�[�KRT�OR�NV��Q\]L̂�_�V�R̀Y��G� abc�deefghci�jchcgklmn�oVVL̂�Y�G� HI��p�q�K�]�rQK��Q�NV�UOs�SRL��RLNOY��G� HI��tu_u�Z�[�KRT�OR�NV�vNT�]�Oq�_�̂QKLR̀Y��G� HI��tu_u�Z�[�KRT�OR�NV�wQSRL̂�Y��Oq�G� abc�xyzy�deefghcimn�oVVL̂�u��HI��NVVL̂�K�LO�̂I�K���NV��]�̂RLNOS�TQSR�VL]��̂�KR�LO�̂NORLO��Ô �̀LOVNKT�RLNO�{LRI�RI��_�̂K�R�K̀�NV�_R�R���R�]��SR�|}�q�̀S�LO��qs�Ô��NV���V�q�K�]~�SR�R�{Lq�~�NK�]��LS]�RLs���]�̂RLNO~�LÔ]QqLO���G� d��cn�g��e�fh�f��ebc�f����cgmn��fhe�h�ch�i��lkh�ef�ek��lkec��kllfen��h��knc�f���chegkl��f�he���QL[T�OR�V�L]QK��WS���S[�̂LVL̂�K��QLK�T�ORS�\�]N{XY��Oq��G� d��f�i�f��ebc��f�heimn�clc�e�fh��gf�gk���ncc�n�c������gc���gc�chen��clf��y�����-�,�3-�3�&3�1*-�3�#��-��HI��PNQOR̀���̂NKq�K��Oq�NVVL̂�K�LO�̂I�K���NV��]�̂RLNOS�SI�]]�q�s�]N[���{KLRR�O�LÔLq�OR�K�S[NOS��[]�O�NQR]LOLO��IN{�RI�̀�{L]]�K�S[NOq�RN��Oq�K�[NKR��]�̂RLNO�LÔLq�ORS�RI�R�I�s��S�̂QKLR̀�LT[]L̂�RLNOS��Oq�NK�T�̀�qLSKQ[R��]�̂RLNO�N[�K�RLNOSu�HI��_�̂K�R�K̀�NV�_R�R��SI�]]�[KNsLq���Oq�[�KLNqL̂�]]̀�Q[q�R���O��]�̂RLNO�LÔLq�OR�K�S[NOS��[]�O�R�T[]�R��VNK�RI��̂NQORL�S�RN�̂NOSQ]Ru���� ��$��0��+,*-� *-+,-.3-���#��-�HI��NVVL̂�K�LO�̂I�K���NV��]�̂RLNOS�TQSR�VL]��{LRI�RI��_�̂K�R�K̀�NV�_R�R����R�\Q]�RLNO�̂NORLO��Ô �̀[]�O�RI�R�Lq�ORLVL�S��]R�KO�RLs��sNRLO����QL[T�OR�NK�V�̂L]LRL�S�LO�̂�S��RI��̂NQOR̀���[�KL�Ô�S���N̂T[]�R��]NSS�NV�LRS�̂�ORK�]�̂NQOR���QL[T�OR�NK�QS��NV�LRS�̂�ORK�]�̂NQORLO��[]�̂�u�HI��R�\Q]�RLNO�N̂ORLO��Ô �̀[]�O�SI�]]�\��̂NT[]�R�q�ON�]�R�K�RI�O�RI��S�̂NOq��NOq�̀�\�VNK��RI���]�̂RLNO�W����~��L�IR�q�̀S�\�VNK��RI���]�̂RLNOXu���HI��[]�O�T�̀�LÔ]Qq��RI��RK�OS[NKR�NV�\�]]NRS��̂KNSS�̂NQOR̀�]LO�Su�UO�RI�R�̂�S�~�RI��\�]]NRS�TQSR�\���h�chefg�c��kh��nk�c��kg�c���i�ebc�fg���hke�h���f�heimn�c��lficcn��h�ebc�nk�c��khhcg�kn����ebc�\�]]NRS�I�q�ONR�\��O�RK�OS[NKR�qu�����PI�[R�K� ~�_�̂RLNO�¡UUUWrXu�J�̂NQOR̀�TQSR���I�QSR��]]�[NSSL\]��N[RLNOS�WLÔ]QqLO��RI���̂�QLSLRLNO�NV��qqLRLNO�]�sNRLO����QL[T�OR�VKNT�RI��s�OqNKX�\�VNK��LOsN¢LO����̂NORLO��Ô �̀[]�O�RI�R�LOsN]s�S�RK�OS[NKR�RLNO�NV�\�]]NRS��̂KNSS�SR�R��]LO�Su���HI��NVVL̂�K�LO�̂I�K���NV��]�̂RLNOS�TQSR�ONRLV̀�RI��_�̂K�R�K̀�NV�_R�R��W�Oq�RI��̂I�LK[�KSNOS�NV�RI��K�̂N�OLM�q�[N]LRL̂�]�[�KRL�SX�LV���R�\Q]�RLNO�̂NORLO��Ô �̀[]�O�LS�LOsN¢�qu�£��%�3�+,*-�#¤*.¤�2� *-+,-.3-���¥,�3�JÒ�¦QKLSqL̂RLNO�RI�R�̂NOqQ̂RS��O��]�̂RLNO�TQSR�VL]����̂N[̀�NV�RI���]�̂RLNO�[KN�K�T�{LRI�RI��_�̂K�R�K̀�NV�_R�R���R�]��SR�|§�q�̀S�[KLNK�RN���̂I��]�̂RLNOu�Ju�u_u�̈�|�©ªª«WJXu�HILS�̂N[̀�T�̀�S�Ks���S���\�̂¢Q[�LO�̂�S��RI��NKL�LO�]�[KN�K�T�LS�q�SRKǸ�q�NK�K�Oq�K�q�QOQS�\]�u��
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GH���I�JKLMN�OPM�P�Q�QRSK�T��LN���Q�JHLN�UP��V�TI��WMPQ�K��NV�Q�X�T��KP�NSQLKK�V�KM�KH��Y�JP�K�PX�MW�YK�K��ZL����O�SS[MPVUOPMK�JK�V�\]̂�]_]̂�̀Ya�Q�QMPX�SKLJb̂�MP�YcG��SLK�d���eW��NX�SRTS�fR�NK�JH�N��S��P��Q�V��KM�KH���I�JKLMN�OPM�P�Q̂�KH��MWWLJ�P�LN�JH�P���MW��I�JKLMNS�QRSK�WLI��KH��N�[�JMOX�[LKH�KH��Y�JP�K�PX�MW�YK�K��[LKHLN�gh�HMRPS�MW�KH��JH�N��d�idjdYd�k�l�Uggmnaod��GH��Y�JP�K�PX�MW�YK�K��QRSK�OP�S�PZ���I�JKLMN�OPM�P�QS�LN��SJPM[�WMP�KHP���X��PSd�GH��Y�JP�K�PX�MW�YK�K��QRSK�S�JRP�IX�V�SKPMX��NX��I�JKLMN�OPM�P�Q��WK�P�KHLS�P�K�NKLMN�O�PLMV�H�S��pOLP�Vd�idjdYd�k�l�Uggmniod�� �
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JK�"44/L1*2�#0,,/1L�#,M-*4��NO���PQRSTU�V�PWV�X�TQ�PQSVRPT��Y�PTWQSX�RXWS��Z[�PWSPT\]�X�V��XXW�S�V�ZQYYWS��ZY�P�X̂�T_��̀Q�[V�QO�aRZ�[bWXQ[X�cRXT�V�XW�S�T���T�Y��XT�QS��ZQYYWS��ZY�P��WS���P_�Z[�PWSPTd�edfdad�g�hi\jhhk̀ldmi���NO�SQ�XRWT�]Y��ZQYYWS��ZY�P��WX��b�WY�]Y��nWT_WS���Z[�PWSPT̂�T_��̀Q�[V�QO�aRZ�[bWXQ[X�c�U�V�XW�S�T����ZQYYWS��ZY�P��WS��S��Vo�P�ST�Z[�PWSPTd�p_��̀Q�[V�QO�aRZ�[bWXQ[X�cRXT�c�q����XZ�PWOWP�OWSVWS��T_�T�T_�[��WX�SQ�XRWT�]Y��ZQYYWS��ZY�P��nWT_WS�T_��Z[�PWSPT��SV�WSPYRV��T_�T�OWSVWS��WS���X�Z�[�T��X�PTWQS�QO�T_��Q[V�[�Q[�[�XQYRTWQS�V�XW�S�TWS��ZQYYWS��ZY�P�X�OQ[�T_���Y�PTWQSd�edfdad�g�hi\jhhk̀lkhld���̀�X�V�QS�Z[Qo�PT�V�_W�_�bQT�[�V�c�SV̂�Z[�PWSPTX�c�U�]��XZYWT�OQ[��VcWSWXT[�TWb��ZR[ZQX�X�TQ��YYQn���ZQYYWS��ZY�P��TQ�]���XT�]YWX_�V�WS���P_�Z[�PWSPT�XZYWTd�e[WrQS��XT�TRT��[�sRW[�X�T_�X��ZQYYWS��ZY�P�X�tu�vwx�yz{tx|�z}�{x~���tx�{x�tzu}{�u��t�x���u��|�{��u�|x��u���x{uy�tzu}��|x{z�}�tz}��~uyyz}��~y��x{�OQ[�T_���Y�PTWQSd�edfdad�g�hi\jhhk̀lk�ld��̀�X�V�QS�Z[Qo�PT�V�YQn�bQT�[�V�c�SV�kXZ�PWOWP�YYÛ���_W�_�SRc]�[�QO�e����bQT�[Xl̂��Vo�P�ST�Z[�PWSPTX�c�U�]��PQc]WS�V�OQ[��VcWSWXT[�TWb��ZR[ZQX�X�TQ��YYQn�cRYTWZY��Z[�PWSPTX�TQ�]��X�[bWP�V�]U�T_��X�c��ZQYYWS��ZY�P���SV�X�c���Y�PTWQS�]Q�[Vd�p_��̀Q�[V�QO�aRZ�[bWXQ[X�cRXT�c�q����XZ�PWOWP�OWSVWS��T_�T���_W�_�SRc]�[�QO�e����bQT�[X�WX�YWq�YU�TQ�XR]XT�STW�YYU�[�VRP��T_��SRc]�[�QO�bQT�[X��ZZ��[WS���T�QS��Q[�cQ[��XZ�PWOWP�ZQYYWS��ZY�P�X�QS��Y�PTWQS���U��SV�WSPYRV��T_�T�OWSVWS��WS���X�Z�[�T��X�PTWQS�QO�T_��Q[V�[�Q[�[�XQYRTWQS�V�XW�S�TWS��ZQYYWS��ZY�P�X�OQ[�T_���Y�PTWQSd�edfdad�g�hi\jhhk̀lk�ld� �K��0.*� *1.*)4��p_��̀Q�[V�QO�aRZ�[bWXQ[X�c�U��XT�]YWX_�bQT��P�ST�[X�WS�YW�R�QO�Z[�PWSPT\]�X�V�ZQYYWS��ZY�P�Xd�e�bQT��P�ST�[��YYQnX�bQT�[X�O[Qc��SU�Z[�PWSPT�nWT_WS�T_��PQRSTU�TQ�P�XT���]�YYQT�nWT_�T_��PQ[[�PT�]�YYQT�XTUY��QS��Y�PTWQS���Ud��QT��P�ST�[X�cRXT�]���XT�]YWX_�V�]U���bQT��QO�T_��̀Q�[V�QO�aRZ�[bWXQ[X��SV�WS�PQSXRYT�TWQS�nWT_�T_���QRSTU�f�PQ[V�[��SV�QOOWP�[�WS�P_�[���QO��Y�PTWQSXd�edfdad�g�hi\jhhk̀lkjld����QT��P�ST�[X�TUZWP�YYU��ST�WY�]�YYQT�T�]RY�TWQS���PYRXWb�YU��T�T_��P�ST[�Y�PQRSTWS��ZY�P�̂�nWT_QRT�RX��QO�Z[�PWSPT�bQTWS���sRWZc�ST�T_�T�nWYY�n�[S�bQT�[X�QO��S�Qb�[\bQT�d�NO�]�YYQTX��[��SQT�T�]RY�T�V��T�T_��bQT��P�ST�[̂�T_��QOOWP�[�WS�P_�[���QO��Y�PTWQSX�cRXT��khl��XT�]YWX_���bQT�[��VRP�TWQS�Z[Q�[�c�T_�T�SQTWOW�X�bQT�[X�QO�T_���OO�PT�QO�P�XTWS��cRYTWZY��bQT�X�OQ[��S�QOOWP����SV�k�l�Z[QbWV�X�T_��bQT�[�nWT_�WSXT[RPTWQSX�QS�_Qn�TQ�PQ[[�PT�T_��]�YYQT�]�OQ[��WT�WX�P�XT�kWSPYRVWS��WSXT[RPTWQSX�_Qn�TQ�XZQWY�T_��]�YYQT��SV�PQ[[�PT�T_���[[Q[�T_[QR�_�WXXR�SP��QO���[�ZY�P�c�ST�]�YYQTld�m���dad�d�g��h��hk�lkhlk̀ld� K��M/,3)*�.0�$/�*,��%4.M�,/4��#0,,/1L�#,M-*4�NS�PQRSTW�X�T_�T�RTWYWr���XXW�S�V�ZQYYWS��ZY�P�X̂�WO���̀Q�[V�QO�aRZ�[bWXQ[X�O�WYX�TQ�V�XW�S�T����ZQYYWS��ZY�P��WS���Z�[TWPRY�[�Z[�PWSPT�]�OQ[����Z[Wc�[U�Q[���S�[�Y��Y�PTWQS�kQ[�WO�T_���Y�PTWQS�P�SSQT�]��_�YV��T�T_��ZQYYWS��ZY�P��Q[W�WS�YYU�V�XW�S�T�V�]U�T_��̀Q�[V�QO�aRZ�[bWXQ[X��SV�T_���QRSTU�f�PQ[V�[�Q[�QT_�[�QOOWP�[�WS�P_�[���QO��Y�PTWQSX�_�X�SQT�V�XW�S�T�V��S��c�[��SPU�ZQYYWS��ZY�P��OQ[�T_�T�Z[�PWSPT��mi�p_��̀Q�[V�QO�aRZ�[bWXQ[X�WX�SQT�[�sRW[�V�TQ�V�XW�S�T����ZQYYWS��ZY�P��OQ[�XZ�PW�Y�VWXT[WPT�Q[��YY�]�YYQT\]U\c�WY��Y�PTWQSX̂�]RT�c�U�V�XW�S�T��QS��Q[�cQ[��XWT�X�WS���P_�VWXT[WPT�OQ[�bQT�[X�TQ�V�ZQXWT�bQT�V�]�YYQTX�T_[QR�_������Zdcd�QS��Y�PTWQS���Ud�edfdad�g�hi\jhhk�ld������ ¡¢��_�ZT�[��̂�a�PTWQS�N�d�
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JKL�MN�OPQKR�S�TUV�PW��XYZPQO��KJ�PW�����O��KJ�PW��[L�OQROP�ZW�NN�\�ZQ�R�P��PW��[KNNQR��[N�O���R\�[KZP�[Y]NQO�RKPQO��P̂K�\�TZ�]�JKL��PW���N�OPQKR�QR��P�N��ZP�PWL���NKO�PQKRZ�QR�PW��[L�OQROP_�̀_a_b_�c�defgddhiU_��jJ�PW��XYZPQO��KJ�PW�����O��J�QNZ�PK�\K�ZK�hKL�PW�L��QZ�RK�XYZPQO��KJ�PW�����O��JKL�PW��[L�OQROPUV�PW���N�OPQKR�]K�L\�KJ�PW��[L�OQROP�kYZP�\�ZQ�R�P���R\��Ql��RKPQO��KJ�PW��[N�O��JKL�WKN\QR��PW���N�OPQKR_�_̀a_b_�c�defgddhiU_�mn� 0140,/2o./01�0p�#0,,/1q�#,o-*4�ro4*2�01�so-t�0p� o12/2o.*4�jR�OKYRPQ�Z�PW�P�OKR\YOP��ZZQ�R�\�[KNNQR��[N�O���N�OPQKRZV�QJ�PW�L���L��RK�O�R\Q\�P�Z�JKL��N�OP�\�KJJQO���[[��LQR��KR�PW��]�NNKP�QR���[�LPQOYN�L�[L�OQROPV�PW��uK�L\�KJ�bY[�LlQZKLZ�k�T�OKRZKNQ\�P��[KNNQR��[N�O�Z�h�R\�OKRZKNQ\�P��PW��P�]YN�PQKR�KJ�L�ZYNPZ�QR�OKk]QR�\�[L�OQROPZU�QJ�PW��JKNNK̂QR��OKR\QPQKRZ��[[NTv��w� ǸN��JJ�OP�\�lKP�LZ��L��RKPQJQ�\�]T�k�QN�KJ�PW��OW�R����P�N��ZP����\�TZ�]�JKL��PW���N�OPQKRx��w� yKPQO��KJ�PW��OW�R���QR�[KNNQR��[N�O��QRONY\�Z�RKPQO��KJ�PW��R�̂�[KNNQR��[N�O�V�RKPQO��KJ�PW��WKYLZ�[KNNZ��L��K[�R�KR�MN�OPQKR�S�TV��R\�RKPQO��KJ�PW��P�N�[WKR��RYk]�L�PK�O�NN�JKL�lKP�L��ZZQZP�RO�x��R\��w� ǸN��JJ�OP�\�lKP�LZ�L�O�Ql��QRJKLk�PQKR�KR���LNT�lKPQR�V�̂WQOW�QRONY\�Z�QRJKLk�PQKR�KR�WK̂�PK�k�z����KR�fPQk����LNT�]�NNKP�L�{Y�ZP_��̀_a_b_�c�defgddhiUhdUfh�U_�%n�|o-.0)4�.0� 014/2*)�}~*1��*,*-./1q��0./1q�s0-o./014��W��JKNNK̂QR��J�OPKLZ�ZWKYN\�]��OKRZQ\�L�\�̂W�R�Z�N�OPQR��lKPQR��NKO�PQKRZv�d_��W��NKO�PQKR�ZWKYN\�]��O�[�]N��KJ�]�QR��YZ�\�QR�]KPW�PW��[LQk�LT��R\���R�L�N��N�OPQKRx��_�uYQN\QR�Z�kYZP�]���[[LK[LQ�P�NT�ZQ��\�]�Z�\�KR�[LK��OP�\�lKP�L�PYLRKYPV��kKR��KPW�L�[L�\QOPQl��J�OPKLZ�h����iW�[P�L��V�b�OPQKR�j�h̀UUx��_��LK[�LPT�K̂R�LZ�kYZP�]��̂QNNQR��PK��L�RP�[�LkQZZQKR�PK�YZ��PW��]YQN\QR��JKL�lKPQR��[YL[KZ�Z�KR�MN�OPQKR�S�TV�QRONY\QR��k�zQR��PW��]YQN\QR���l�QN�]N��PW��\�ThZU�]�JKL��MN�OPQKR�S�TV���LNT�kKLRQR��KR�MN�OPQKR�S�TV��R\�YRPQN���L��ZKR�]N��PQk���JP�L�PW��[KNNZ�ONKZ��KR�MN�OPQKR�S�Tx�w� jRZYL�RO��OKRZQ\�L�PQKRZ��R\�[�Tk�RP�KJ�J��Z�hQJ��RTU�ZWKYN\�]��\QZOYZZ�\�̂QPW�PW��[LK[�LPT�K̂R�Lx�g_�uYQN\QR�Z�ZWKYN\�W�l����ZT�QR�L�ZZ��R\���L�ZZ�PK�PW��[�LzQR��NKPV�QRONY\QR����[�LzQR��NKP�QR�ONKZ��[LK�QkQPT�PK�PW��]YQN\QR�x��_�uYQN\QR�Z�kYZP�k��P��OO�ZZQ]QNQPT�L�{YQL�k�RPZ�KL�]���\�[P�\�PK�k��P��OO�ZZQ]QNQPT�L�{YQL�k�RPZ�JKL�MN�OPQKR�S�T�h����iW�[P�L��V�b�OPQKR�jjjUx�e_�uYQN\QR�Z�kYZP�W�l����LKKk�KL�W�NN̂�T�KJ�ZYJJQOQ�RP�ZQ���PK�k��P�PW��R��\Z�JKL�Z�PPQR��Y[��{YQ[k�RP��R\�lKP�L�OW�OzfQR�ZP�PQKRZV�QRONY\QR���\�{Y�P��Z[�O��JKL�lKP�LZ�PK�̂�QP�QR�NQR�x��_�uYQN\QR�Z�ZWKYN\�W�l���R��\�{Y�P��[K̂�L�ZKYLO�x�
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JK�LM��NOPN�OQR�SMPTUV�W��UPX�Q�V�Y��O�Z�[PO�QO�\\]X��OQ�O]�Ŝ�]YXUTV]Y��_]QM]Y�_�Ù]Y��V]SQ�YX��P\�NTWU]X�QO�YS]Q�_M�O��NPSS]WU�a�b� cPO�NPUU]Y��NU�X�S�PY�QO]W�U�U�YVS�_]QMPTQ�NTWU]X�QO�YS]Q��YV�Z�[PO�M]�M_�RŜ�QM��NOPN�OQR�SMPTUV�W��]Y���X�YQO�U�UPX�Q]PY�PY�QM��QO]W�U�U�YVS�PO���UPX�Q]PY�_M�O��QO]W�U�Z�ZW�OS�\O�dT�YQUR���QM�Oa��eK�LM��V�X]S]PY�P\�_M�O��QP�UPX�Q����NPUU]Y��NU�X��PO�fPQ��X�YQ�O�SMPTUV�M�f��NTWU]X�STNNPOQ̂��SN�X]�UUR�QMOPT�M�PTQO��XM�QP�OTO�U��YV�TYV�OS�Of�V�XPZZTY]Q]�Ŝ��YV̂�\PO�XPTYQ]�S�_]QM�QO]W�U�O�S�Of�Q]PYŜ�QMOPT�M�PTQO��XM�QP�QO]W�U��Pf�OYZ�YQSa�ghK�iY�XPTYQ]�S�QM�Q�XPYVTXQ��SS]�Y�V�NPUU]Y��NU�X���U�XQ]PYŜ�QM��NPUU]Y��NU�X��ZTSQ�W��UPX�Q�V�_]QM]Y�QM���NNU]X�WU��NO�X]YXQ̂�TYU�SS��NNU]X�WU���jX�NQ]PYS��NNUR�klmm�nM�NQ�O�Ĵ�o�XQ]PY�kipkqpkgppa�ggK�rPQ�OS�SMPTUV�YPQ�M�f��QP�QO�f�U�TYO��SPY�WU��V]SQ�YX�S�QP�fPQ�a�b� c�XQPOS�QP�XPYS]V�O�]Y��SQ�WU]SM]Y��fPQ]Y��UPX�Q]PYS�]YXUTV���XX�SS�QP�N�f�V�OP�VŜ�O�Q�S�P\��f�]U�WU��NTWU]X��YV�N�OSPY�U�QO�YSNPOQ�Q]PŶ��YV�PQM�O�O�U�f�YQ�\�XQPOSa��gsK�tuv�wxywvxz{�|}~z�u��v�~}�����v�z�w�x������yx��yzvx~��}~v�y����v�z�y����{��g�K�i\�O�TS�V̂�QM��fPQ]Y��UPX�Q]PY�ZTSQ�M�f��W��Y�STXX�SS\TUUR�TS�V�]Y�QM��N�SQa��YV��tuv�v�v�z�y�~�~z����~uy}����y��}�z���~�zv���~�z�zy��y���x|�zuv��y��z�y��~�~}�z�����z{��yx��yz�����tuv�P\\]X�O�]Y�XM�O���P\��U�XQ]PYS�SMPTUV��USP�SPU]X]Q�XPZZTY]QR�\��VW�X̀�PY��UU�NOPNPS�V�fPQ]Y��UPX�Q]PYS�]\�NO�XQ]X�WU�K�����4*�0���-�00,���-/,/./*4��0)��0./1���0-�./014��NPY�O�dT�SQ�P\�QM��P\\]X�O�]Y�XM�O���P\��U�XQ]PYŜ���NTWU]X�SXMPPU�ZTSQ�NOPf]V��ST\\]X]�YQ�SN�X��\PO�TS���S���fPQ]Y��UPX�Q]PY�]Y��YR�SQ�Q�_]V�̂�XPTYQR̂�X]QR̂�PO�QP_Y��U�XQ]PYK��K�KoK���g���ggk pK��LM��NO]YX]N�U�P\���NTWU]X�SXMPPU�Z�R�V�YR�QM��O�dT�SQ�QP�MPSQ���fPQ]Y��UPX�Q]PY�]\̂�_]QM]Y�Q_P�_��̀S�P\�O�X�]f]Y��QM��O�dT�SQ̂�QM��NO]YX]N�U�NOPf]V�S���_O]QQ�Y�SQ�Q�Z�YQ�XPY\]OZ]Y�¡�kgp�QM��SXMPPU�U�X̀S�ST\\]X]�YQ�SN�X��QP�MPSQ���fPQ]Y��UPX�Q]PYa�PO�ksp�QM��S�\�QR�PO�_�U\�O��P\�SQTV�YQS�_PTUV�W��[�PN�OV]¢�V�WR�MPSQ]Y����fPQ]Y��UPX�Q]PYK��K�KoK���g���ggkcpK�£��#0,,/1��#,�-*¤�0.*� *1.*)�%¥*)�*1-¦�§*4/�1�./01���nPTYQR���XPOV�O�PO�PQM�O�P\\]X�O�]Y�XM�O���P\��U�XQ]PYS�Z�R��O�YQ��Y��Z�O��YXR�V�S]�Y�Q]PY�QP���NPUU]Y��NU�X�̈fPQ��X�YQ�O�]\��]QM�O�P\�QM��\PUUP_]Y��PXXTOS¡�b� �Y��XQ�P\�©PV�O�YV�OS���NO�f]PTSUR��SQ�WU]SM�V� U�XQ]PY�ª�R�fPQ]Y��UPX�Q]PY�TYTS�WU�a�PO�b� LM��nPTYQR���XPOV�O�PO�PQM�O�P\\]X�O�]Y�XM�O���P\��U�XQ]PYS�M�S��jM�TSQ�V��UU�PNQ]PYS��YV�QM�O���O��YP�ST]Q�WU��\�X]U]Q]�S�QM�Q��O��_]UU]Y��QP�MPSQ��Y� U�XQ]PY�ª�R�fPQ]Y��UPX�Q]PY�TYU�SS�QM��\�X]U]QR�O�X�]f�S��Y��Z�O��YXR�V�S]�Y�Q]PYK���K�KoK���g���ggkipK���
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LLLM� N%OLPQ"$LRQ�RS�#RTL$L "T�#"&$U�"QN�R$!%&�RVO%&W%&O��XYZ[Z\�Y�]�̂[_�̂�]̂�̀�a[�[Zb�̀��̂��]�̂cZ[[�d�[X�Xè�̂b���[�bX[Za��YX\�[ZXà��ad�\�a[̂�Y�\Xfa[Za��]Y�\�̀�gX̂�]�̂[Z̀�a��Y�\[ZXàh�ij��]̂X\��dZa�̀��[�[j��\�a[̂�Y�\Xfa[Za��]Y�\��c�_��ỲX�e��Xè�̂b�d�e_�f]�[X�[ĵ����ddZ[ZXa�Y�]�X]Y��̂�]̂�̀�a[Za����\�adZd�[��gX̂�aXa]�̂[Z̀�a�XggZ\�k�X̂�̂�]̂�̀�a[Za����]XYZ[Z\�Y�\XccZ[[���Za�̀f]]X̂[�Xg�X̂�Za�X]]X̀Z[ZXa�[X���e�YYX[�c��̀f̂�k�]̂X]X̀Z[ZXa�X̂�lf�̀[ZXah�mf\j�Xè�̂b�[ZXa�n�ad�Xè�̂b�[ZXa��[���̂Y_�bX[Za��YX\�[ZXàk��c�̂��a\_�bX[Za��\�a[�̂̀k��ad�oXfa[_�p�\X̂d�̂�]̂X\�̀̀Za��]̂X\�df̂�̀k�qj�̂��]�̂cZ[[�d�e_�[j��oXfa[_�p�\X̂d�̂�X̂�X[j�̂�XggZ\�̂�Za�\j�̂���Xg��Y�\[ZXàr��̂��̀fes�\[�[X�[j��]̂X\�df̂�̀�d�̀\̂Ze�d�e�YXqh�thphmh�u�vwxyz{ntrxn|r}�thphmh�u�vwxw�vntrh��ij��oXfa[_�p�\X̂d�̂�X̂�X[j�̂�XggZ\�̂�Za�\j�̂���Xg��Y�\[ZXà�c�_�d�b�YX]��ddZ[ZXa�Y�YX\�Y�]̂X\�df̂�̀��Xb�̂aZa��]XYZ[Z\�Y�]�̂[_�Xè�̂b�[ZXah�tddZ[ZXa�Y�]̂X\�df̂�̀�̀j�YY��YYXq�]XYZ[Z\�Y�]�̂[_�Xè�̂b�̂̀�[X��gg�\[Zb�Y_�Xè�̂b��[j���Y�\[ZXa�]̂X\�̀̀k��adk��è�a[��c�̂��a\_�\Ẑ\fc̀[�a\�̀k�aX�\j�a��̀�[X�[j��]̂X\�df̂�̀�̀j�YY�e��c�d���g[�̂�[j��if�̀d�_�]̂ZX̂�[X�[j���Y�\[ZXa�Za�X̂d�̂�[X�g�\ZYZ[�[��\Xc]YZ�a\��e_�[j��\Xfa[_�]XYZ[Z\�Y�]�̂[Z�̀��ad�d�̀Z�a��̀h��"M�"~~0/1.�*1.�#)0-*44�ij��\Xfa[_�\j�Ẑ]�̂̀Xa�nX̂�d�̀Z�a��r�Xg���\j�]�̂[_�̂�]̂�̀�a[�d�Xa�[j��e�YYX[�cf̀[�̀fecZ[�[j��a�c�̀�Xg�̀]�\ZgZ\�]XYZ[Z\�Y�]�̂[_�Xè�̂b�̂̀�[X�[j��oXfa[_�p�\X̂d�̂�X̂�XggZ\�̂�Za�\j�̂���Xg��Y�\[ZXà�Za�q̂Z[Za��nZa�j�̂d�\X]_�X̂��Y�\[̂XaZ\�YY_�Za��db�a\��Xg�Xè�̂b�[ZXak��̀�̂�lfẐ�d�e_�[j��oXfa[_�p�\X̂d�̂�X̂�XggZ\�̂�Za�\j�̂���Xg��Y�\[ZXàrh�ij��oXfa[_�p�\X̂d�̂�X̂�XggZ\�̂�Za�\j�̂���Xg��Y�\[ZXà�c�_�̂�lfẐ��̂��̀Xa�eY��d��dYZa�̀�gX̂��db�a\��aX[Z\��Xg��]]XZa[c�a[̀h��j�̂��[j�̂��Z̀�aX�\Xfa[_�]XYZ[Z\�Y�]�̂[_�XggZ\�̂�[X�c����[j���]]XZa[c�a[k�[j��̀[�[��]XYZ[Z\�Y�]�̂[_�\j�Ẑ]�̂̀Xa�c�_��]]XZa[�]XYZ[Z\�Y�]�̂[_�Xè�̂b�̂̀�gX̂�[j�[�\Xfa[_h����XYZ[Z\�Y�]�̂[_�Xè�̂b�̂̀�c�_�e���]]XZa[�d�[X�̀]�\ZgZ\�bX[Za��YX\�[ZXà�ngX̂��Y�\[ZXa���_�Xè�̂b�[ZXark�[X���\�a[̂�Y�\Xfa[Za��]Y�\�k�X̂�[X�cfY[Z]Y��bX[Za��YX\�[ZXà��̀��f[jX̂Z��d�e_�[j��]XYZ[Z\�Y�]�̂[_�\j�Ẑ]�̂̀Xa��ad�[j��XggZ\�̂�Za�\j�̂���Xg��Y�\[ZXàh��è�̂b�̂̀��]]XZa[�d�[X�Xè�̂b��Za�cfY[Z]Y��YX\�[ZXà�a��d�XaY_�Xa���]]XZa[c�a[�Za�q̂Z[Za��d�̀Z�a�[Za��[j��b�̂ZXf̀�YX\�[ZXà�qj�̂��[j��Xè�̂b�̂�Z̀��]]XZa[�dh�ta��]]XZa[c�a[�Z̀�aX[�[̂�àg�̂�eY��[X��aX[j�̂�ZadZbZdf�Yh����aY�̀̀���̂��d�f]Xa�e_�[j��]XYZ[Z\�Y�]�̂[Z�̀k�aX[�cX̂��[j�a�Xa��]�̂[_�̂�]̂�̀�a[�[Zb��gX̂���\j�]�̂[_��̂]̂�̀�a[�d�Xa�[j��e�YYX[�̀j�YY�e���[���bX[Za��YX\�[ZXa��[�Xa��[Zc�h�thphmh�u�vwxyz{norh��f̂[j�̂k�XaY_�Xa��̂�]̂�̀�a[�[Zb���[��a_�Xa��[Zc��Xg���\j�]XYZ[Z\�Y�]�̂[_�̂�]̂�̀�a[�d�Xa�[j��e�YYX[�qjX�j�̀�e��a��]]XZa[�d�e_�[j��]XYZ[Z\�Y�]�̂[_�\j�Ẑ]�̂̀Xa�̀j�YY�̂�c�Za�qZ[jZa�[j���yxgXX[�YZcZ[�qjZY��[j��]XYỲ��̂��X]�ah�thphmh�u�vwxyvyntrk�n|rk�n�rh��t]]XZa[�d�]XYZ[Z\�Y�]�̂[_�Xè�̂b�̂̀�a��d�aX[�e��lf�YZgZ�d��Y�\[X̂̀�Za�[j��]̂�\Za\[�X̂�\Xfa[_�Xg�Xè�̂b�[ZXak�ef[�cf̀[�e���a�t̂Z�Xa��̂�̀Zd�a[��ad�̂��Z̀[�̂�d�[X�bX[��Za�t̂Z�Xa�h�thphmh�u�vwxyz{n�rh���\�][�gX̂�]̂�\Za\[�\XccZ[[��c�a�\�adZd�[�̀k�\�adZd�[�̀��]]��̂Za��Xa�[j��e�YYX[�X̂�XggZ\Z�Y�q̂Z[�xZa�\�adZd�[�̀�̀j�YY�aX[�̀�̂b���̀�]XYZ[Z\�Y�]�̂[_�Xè�̂b�̂̀h��
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LM�NO4*)P*)� )*2*1./Q,4�RS��TUVWXWY�V�T�ZX[�V�XX�Z�U\��TTUW]X̂�]X�_WXS�XS��̀W�]�XaZ��U\�XS���TTUW]XW]���aXSUZWX[�b�]cd�W\�Z�eaWZ�c�f[�XS��gUa]X[�h�YUZc�Z�UZ�U\\WY�Z�W]�YS�Z���U\��V�YXWU]̀d�U]�TUVWXWY�V�T�ZX[�V�XX�ZS��ci��̀Zj�̀��̀�XS��_ZWXX�]�YZ�c�]XW�V�]�Y�̀̀�Z[�XU�YU]caYX�Uf̀�Zj�XWU]��X���jUXW]��VUY�XWU]�UZ�Y�]XZ�V�YUa]XW]��TV�Y�k�gZ�c�]XW�V̀�̂ àX�f��Ẁ̀a�c�f[�XS��Z�YU�]Wl�c�TUVWXWY�V�T�ZX[�YS�WZT�Z̀U]�UZ�c�̀W�]��m�nopq�rsnotupnv�wrv�xtn�yz�{z|z}rnz{�nt�r�~rx{p{rnz�tu�~rx{p{rnz�q�r}zxn��RS��TUVWXWY�V�T�ZX[�Uf̀�Zj�Z�̂àX�TZ�̀�]X�XS��TUVWXWY�V�T�ZX[��TTUW]X̂�]X�V�XX�Z�bUZ�YUT[�XS�Z�U\d�W\�T�ẐWXX�c�f[�XS��gUa]X[�h�YUZc�Z�UZ�U\\WY�Z�W]�YS�Z���U\��V�YXWU]̀i�XU�XS���TTZUTZW�X���V�YXWU]�U\\WYW�V�aTU]�zxnzupx}�noz��tnpx}�|t~rnptx���tsxnv��z~tu{zu�q�t��p~z��tu�~zxnur|�~tsxnW]��TV�Y�d��]c�f��TZ�T�Z�c�XU�̀SU_�Wc�]XW\WY�XWU]�W\�Z�ea�̀X�ck��� M�NO4*)PQ./01�Q.��0./1���0-Q./014��UVWXWY�V�T�ZX[�Uf̀�Zj�Z̀�̂�[�Uf̀�Zj��XS��\UVVU_W]���YXWjWXW�̀��X���jUXW]��VUY�XWU]���� �T�]W]��XS��jUXW]��VUY�XWU]���� �UXW]���X�XS��jUXW]��VUY�XWU]�bfaX�̂�[�]UX�Uf̀�Zj��W]�XS��jUXW]��fUUXS�UZ�UXS�Z_Ẁ��pw�z{z��tnzuq��ryp|pnv�nt�jUX���]c�̂�W]X�W]���̀�YZ�X�f�VVUXi���� gVÙW]��XS��jUXW]��VUY�XWU]���� RZ�]̀TUZX�U\�f�VVUX̀�\ZÛ�XS��jUXW]��VUY�XWU]�XU���Z�Y�WjW]��̀WX��bàW]����̀�T�Z�X��j�SWYV�i���]c�UZ���� �][�UXS�Z�̀W�]W\WY�]X�jUXW]��UZ�TZUY�̀̀W]���YXWjWXW�̀��X�XS��jUXW]��VUY�XWU]�TZUjWc�c�XS�X�WX�cU�̀�]UX�W]X�Z\�Z��_WXS�UZ�ŴT�c��XS���V�YXWU]�TZUY�caZ�̀�UZ�̀X�\\k����YS�Z�YU�]Wl�c�TUVWXWY�V�T�ZX[�Ẁ�TZ�̀â TXWj�V[��]XWXV�c�XU�S�j��]U�̂UZ��XS�]�U]��TUVWXWY�V�T�ZX[�Uf̀�Zj�Z��X���XŴ��W]̀Wc��XS�����\UUX�VŴWX��X���YS�jUXW]��VUY�XWU]k��khk�k���������bgik����VV�TUVWXWY�V�T�ZX[�Uf̀�Zj�Z̀��Z��̀af��YX�XU�Z�̂Uj�V�f[�XS��gUa]X[�h�YUZc�Z�UZ�UXS�Z�U\\WY�Z�W]�YS�Z���U\��V�YXWU]̀�\UZ�\�WVaZ��XU�YÛTV[�_WXS���Z�ea�̀X�XU�Y��̀���]��YXWjWX[�XS�X�W]X�Z\�Z�̀�_WXS�XS���V�YXWU]�TZUY�̀̀�UZ�jWUV�X�̀�XZWf�V�bW\�XS��jUXW]��VUY�XWU]�Ẁ�U]���XZWf�V�Z�̀�Zj�XWU]id�̀X�X�d�UZ�\�c�Z�V�V�_k� �M�NO4*)PQ./01�Q.� *1.)Q,� 031./1��#,Q-*4��UVWXWY�V�T�ZX[�Z�TZ�̀�]X�XWj�̀�̂�[�Uf̀�Zj���X���Y�]XZ�V�YUa]XW]��TV�Y���]c��X���YS�TUW]X�_S�Z��f�VVUX̀��Z��S�]cV�c�UZ�XZ�]̀\�ZZ�c�\ZÛ�U]���V�YXWU]�U\\WYW�V�XU��]UXS�Zd�W]YVacW]���Z��̀�_S�Z��XS��\UVVU_W]���YXWjWXW�̀�X����TV�Y����� �z~zp�px}�noz�yr||tnq�rn�noz��tsxnv��z~tu{zu�q�t��p~z�tu�~zxnur|�~tsxnpx}�TV�Y����� �]̀T�YXW]��XS��f�VVUX̀���� h�jW�_W]��f�VVUX̀�f[�XS���ZWX��W]�R�VV[� U�Zc���� ¡aTVWY�XW]��f�VVUX̀�f[�XS�� �VVUX�¡aTVWY�XWU]� U�Zc���� �c�acWY�XW]��f�VVUX̀�f[�XS���V�YXZU]WY��UX���c�acWY�XWU]� U�Zc���
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L� M�N�OPOQ���R�NSTUQON�V�WO��UT�XTUN�YYOQ��PUSOQ��T�YZRSY�[\�S]��̂NNZT�N\�_�TSÒON�SOUQ�aU�TWb�L� c�[ZR�SOUQ�Ù�[�RRUSYb��QWdUT�L� Q̂\�US]�T�YO�QÒON�QS�S�[ZR�SOUQ�UT�XTUN�YYOQ���NSOPOSO�Y��S���N�QST�R�NUZQSOQ��XR�N��XTUPOW�W�S]�S�OS�WU�Y�QUS�OQS�T̀�T��eOS]�UT�OVX�W��S]���R�NSOUQ�XTUN�WZT�Y�UT�YS�̀̀f�%g�hi4*)j*)�k3/2*,/1*4�c]��̀URRUeOQ��U[Y�TP�SOUQ��ZOW�ROQ�Y��UP�TQ��RR�U[Y�TP�TYl�mf� Q̂�U[Y�TP�T�V�\�QUS�V�Tn��Q\�[�RRUSo�XR�N���Q\�S\X��Ù�V�S�TO�R�UQ���[�RRUSo�UT�US]�TeOY��SUZN]���[�RRUS�WZTOQ��U[Y�TP�SOUQf�pZTS]�To��Q�U[Y�TP�T�Y]�RR�QUS�Ù �̀T�SU��YYOYS��Q\�PUS�T�OQ�S]��XTUN�YY�Ù�PUSOQ���S���PUSOQ��RUN�SOUQo�UT��SS�VXS�SU�OQSOVOW�S��UT�OQ̀RZ�QN����PUS�T�e]�Q�PUSOQ�f�q̀���PUS�T�YX�NÒON�RR\�T�rZ�YSY��Q�U[Y�TP�TsY��YYOYS�QN��OQ�PUSOQ�o�S]��U[Y�TP�T�V�\�UQR\��YYOYS�S]��PUS�T��̀S�T�T�ROQrZOY]OQ��S]��U[Y�TP�TsY�̀UTV�R�YS�SZY��Y��Q�U[Y�TP�T�t̀UT��u�VXR�o�[\�T�SZTQOQ���Q\�U[Y�TP�T�[�W���UT�OW�QSÒON�SOUQo��uOSOQ��S]��PUSOQ��RUN�SOUQo��QW�S]�Q��NNUVX�Q\OQ��S]��PUS�T�OQSU�S]��PUSOQ��RUN�SOUQ��Y��Q��YYOYS�QS�T�S]�T�S]�Q��Q�U[Y�TP�Tvf�c]��U[Y�TP�T�V�\�T�YZV��S]�OT�TUR���Y��Q�U[Y�TP�T��̀S�T��YYOYSOQ��S]��PUS�Tf����wf�x[Y�TP�TY�Y]�RR�QUS�SUZN]�UT�]�QWR���R�NSOUQ�V�S�TO�RYo�TUYS�TYo���TR\�[�RRUS��QP�RUX�Yo�XTUPOYOUQ�R�[�RRUS��QP�RUX�Yo�[�RRUS�ST�QỲ�T�NUQS�OQ�TYo�PUSOQ��V�N]OQ�Yo�UT�PUSOQ��V�N]OQ��NUVXUQ�QSY��uN�XS��Y��uXT�YYR\�X�TVOSS�W�[\�S]��Ù ÒN�T�OQ�N]�T���Ù��R�NSOUQY�WZTOQ��W�VUQYST�SOUQYf��yf�x[Y�TP�TY�V�\�QUS�OQS�T̀�T��eOS]�UT�OVX�W��S]���R�NSOUQ�XTUN�WZT�Y�UT�YS�̀̀f��L� q̀��Q�U[Y�TP�T�]�Y���rZ�YSOUQ��[UZS�S]��XTUN��WOQ�Y�UT�Y��nY�SU�T�OY���Q�U[z�NSOUQo�S]��U[Y�TP�T�Y]UZRW�YX��n�YUR�R\�SU�S]��W�YO�Q�S�W�XUOQS�Ù�NUQS�NS�t{|}|o�OQYX�NSUTo�_UZQS\�M�NUTW�To�UT�US]�T�Ù ÒN�T�OQ�N]�T���Ù��R�NSOUQYv��QW�QUS�SU�US]�T�XURR�eUTn�TYo�YS�̀̀o�UT�PUS�TYf�L� c]��Ù ÒN�T�OQ�N]�T���Ù��R�NSOUQY�UT�OQYX�NSUT�V�\�XTU]O[OS�U[Y�TP�TY�̀TUV�ZYOQ���R�NSTUQON�W�PON�Y�OQ�S]��PUSOQ��RUN�SOUQ�UT�N�QST�R�NUZQSOQ��XR�N��Ò�WUOQ��YU�eUZRW�OQS�T̀�T��eOS]�UT�OVX�W��S]���R�NSOUQ�XTUN�WZT�Y�UT�YS�̀̀f�~U�X]USUY�UT�POW�UY�V�\�[��S�n�Q�eOS]OQ�S]�����̀UUS�ROVOS�Ù���PUSOQ��RUN�SOUQf�̂fMf�f���m���m�t�vf��L� x[Y�TP�TY�V�\�QUS�e��To�N�TT\o�UT�WOYXR�\��Q\�V�S�TO�RY�S]�S�OW�QSÒ\�UT��uXT�YY�YZXXUTS�UT�UXXUYOSOUQ�̀UT���XUROSON�R�X�TS\o�XUROSON�R�UT��QO��SOUQo�UT���N�QWOW�S��UT�[�RRUS�V��YZT���XX��TOQ��UQ�S]��[�RRUSf�̂fMf�f���m���m�tpvf�L� qQ�N�Y�Y�e]�T��VZRSOXR��[�RRUSY��T��WTUXX�W�Ù �̀�S���PUSOQ��RUN�SOUQo��Q�U[Y�TP�T�V�\�QUSo�eOS]OQ�S]�����̀UUS�ROVOSl�tmv�OQYX�NSo�NUX\o�X]USU�T�X]o�UT�T�NUTW���POW�U�Ù�S]�������������������������������������������������������s��������������������������������������o�X]USU�T�X]o�UT�T�NUTW���POW�U�Ù�S]��OQWOPOWZ�R�e]U�WTUXX�W�Ù �̀S]����TR\�[�RRUSYf�L� x[Y�TP�TY�N�Q��QS�T��QW�R��P����PUSOQ��RUN�SOUQ�UT�N�QST�R�NUZQSOQ��XR�N��YU�RUQ���Y�S]�OT��QS�TOQ���QW�R��POQ��WU�Y�QUS�OQS�T̀�T��eOS]�UT�OVX�W��S]���R�NSOUQ�XTUN�WZT�Y�UT�YS�̀̀f���f�x[Y�TP�TY�V�\�S�n��]�QWeTOSS�Q�QUS�Y�WZTOQ��U[Y�TP�SOUQo�[ZS�VZYS�ZY����eTOSOQ��OQYSTZV�QS�Ù���NURUT�W�YO�Q�S�W�[\�S]��Ù ÒN�T�OQ�N]�T���Ù�S]���R�NSOUQ�UT�XTUN�WZT�f��
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�H�IJ��K�LMN�OP�O�QN��NR�S�MT�UV��QKNW�XULO�LO�LUV�O�LJJQX�O�QK�XV�O���UL�X��N���K��XUQPQUT�UV�U�QKU�OJ�O�N�YQUV�UV���Z�XUQLK�WOLX�NN�LO��Z�XUQLK�NU�JJ�LO�WLZZ�YLOR�ON[�UV��LMN�OP�O�\]NU�XL\WZT�LO�J�X��WLNNQMZ���̂�XUQLKH�_H� M̀N�OP�ON�\]NU�M��WO�W�O�S�UL�NVLY�UV�QO��WWLQKU\�KU�XO�S�KUQ�Z�Q\\�SQ�U�ZT�]WLK��KU�OQK���KT�PLUQK��ZLX�UQLK�LO�X�KUO�Z�XL]KUQK��WZ�X��LO�]WLK�O�a]�NU�MT��KT��Z�XUQLK�LJJQXQ�ZH�bH�cU���X�KUO�Z�XL]KUQK��WZ�X�[��ZZ�LMN�OP�ON�\]NU�XV�XR�QK�YQUV�UV��dL]KUT�e�XLOS�O�LO�LUV�O�LJJQX�O�QK�XV�O���LJ��Z�XUQLKN�WOQLO�UL�M�QK���S\QUU�S��KS�\�T�M��O�a]QO�S�UL�ZL��QK��KS�L]U�LJ�UV��J�XQZQUT���XV�UQ\��UV�T��KU�O�LO�Z��P�H��H�cU���X�KUO�Z�XL]KUQK��WZ�X�[�UV��dL]KUT�e�XLOS�O�LO�LUV�O�LJJQX�O�QK�XV�O���LJ��Z�XUQLKN�\�T��KN]O��UV�U�LMN�OP�ON��O���QP�K�QS�KUQJTQK��M�S��N�UL��KN]O��UV�U�LMN�OP�ON��O��XZ��OZT�QS�KUQJQ�MZ�H�fgh� fiijfkl�#&%+%m% $fnk�kn$f %i�"h�i*-)*.o)p�0q�i.o.*(�rst+uop�k0./-*�0q�nqq/-*4�.0�v*�%,*-.*2�cU�Z��NU�wxy�S�TN�M�JLO����WOQ\�OT��Z�XUQLK[�UV��z�XO�U�OT�LJ�zU�U��\]NU�KLUQJT�QK�YOQUQK����XV�{L�OS�LJ�z]W�OPQNLON��KS�LJJQX�O�QK�XV�O���LJ��Z�XUQLKN�LJ�UV��J�S�O�Z[�NU�U�YQS�[��KS�Z��QNZ�UQP��LJJQX�N�JLO�YVQXV�X�KSQS�U�N�YQZZ�M��KL\QK�U�S��U�UV��WOQ\�OT��Z�XUQLKH�cHeHzH�|�w_}xyxH�~h� 031.p(�r't+uop�k0./-*�0q�%,*-./01�.0�m0-o,��3)/42/-./014�cU�Z��NU�w�y�S�TN�M�JLO����XV�XLKNLZQS�U�S��Z�XUQLK�S�U�[�UV��{L�OS�LJ�z]W�OPQNLON�LO�LJJQX�O�QK�XV�O���LJ��Z�XUQLKN�\]NU��QP��YOQUU�K�KLUQX��UL���XV�NXVLLZ�SQNUOQXU[�XL\\]KQUT�XLZZ����SQNUOQXU[�XQUT��KS�ULYK�Y�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������XV�O���LJ��Z�XUQLKN��ZNL�\]NU��QP��YOQUU�K�KLUQX��UL��ZZ�NW�XQ�Z�U��QK��SQNUOQXUN�YQUVQK�UV��XL]KUTH�cHeHzH�|�w_}xy��c�H����V��KLUQX��\]NU�QKXZ]S����� �V��NW�XQJQX��Z�XUQLK�S�U����� �V��S��SZQK��MT�YVQXV�UV��ZLX�Z�̂]OQNSQXUQLK�\]NU�QKJLO\�UV��{L�OS�LJ�z]W�OPQNLON�LO�LJJQX�O�QK�XV�O���LJ��Z�XUQLKN�YV�UV�O��K��Z�XUQLK�YQZZ�M��V�ZS���KS�}��V��S��SZQK��UL�QKJLO\�UV��{L�OS�LJ�z]W�OPQNLON�LO�LJJQX�O�QK�XV�O���LJ��Z�XUQLKN������������������������������������������ ���������������w�y}S�T�S��SZQK��UL�X�ZZ��K��Z�XUQLK�W]ON]�KU�UL�cHeHzH�|�w_}xx_�c�H��� cKT��SSQUQLK�Z�QKJLO\�UQLK�S��\�S�K�X�NN�OT�MT�UV��{L�OS�LJ�z]W�OPQNLON�LO�LJJQX�O�QK�XV�O���LJ��Z�XUQLKNH���V��KLUQX��\�T�M��\�QZ�S[��\�QZ�S[�LO�LUV�OYQN���Z�XUOLKQX�ZZT�UO�KN\QUU�SH�
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EFGHIJ�KL�IMINKO�KPI�NQERSRQKITU�EQGIT�GFTK�HI�MSTKIR�SE�QMVPQHIKSNQM�LJRIJ�HW�MQTK�EQGI�QER�EL�XYZ�Z[Y\�[]�X�̂_[X�̀a�bacada�e�fghi�jklmn�koma��p\���\�X�q��q�rZ[Y\]�s[Zt���uX�][̀�\Z[�q�r�\̀[̀�Z��Y\�Zt��v�qqYZn�uX�TSRIEKSQM�IMINKLJTU�wSJTK�QER�MQTK�\�x�]�x_]Z�v��q[]Z�̀�[\��qut�v�Z[r�q�YX̀�X�k�rrYX̀[\��ZY�q�]Z�\�x�ma�yt��uX�][̀�\Z[�q��\̀�z[r�hVJITSRIEKSQM�NQERSRQKITU�MQTK�EQGIT�GFTK�HI�VJSEKIR�SE�HLMR�QER�VMQNIR�QR{QNIEK�KL�KPI�IMINKLJ�\�x�]n�s[Zt�Zt��uX�][̀�\Z[�q�r�ERSRQKIUT�EQGI�VJSEKIR�QHL|I�KPI�|SNIhVJITSRIEKSQM�NQERSRQKIUT�\�x�a�bacada�e�fghi�jk}mkfma��~YX�v�qqYZ�x��]_X�]n�Zt��Y��[r�X�[\�rt�X���Y���q�rZ[Y\]�x_]Z�_]��Y\��Y��Zt���YqqYs[\��x�ZtỲ]�ZY��̀]rX[v��Zt��x��]_X���fa��X[\Z�Zt���_qq�Z��Z�Y��Zt��x��]_X��Y\�Zt��v�qqYZ��ja��X[\Z���]_xx�X��Y��Zt��x��]_X��Zt�Z�rY\Z�[\]���]Z�Z_ZYX[q��uX�]rX[v�̀�t��̀[\�n��\�Y��[r[�q�KSKMIO�Q�RITNJSVKS|I�KSKMIO�QER�Q�TFGGQJW�KPQK�RITNJSHIT�KPI�GIQTFJIUT�IwwINK��LJ��a��X[\Z���]_xx�X��Y��Zt��x��]_X��Zt�Z�rY\Z�[\]��\��qZ�X\�Z[z��t��̀[\���\̀���]_xx�X��Zt�Z�RITNJSHIT�KPI�GIQTFJIUT�IwwINKO�HFK�LGSKT�KPI�LwwSNSQM�KSKMI�QER�RITNJSVKS|I�KSKMI�k]���v�qYs��YX�]u�r[�[r�X�̂_[X�x�\Z]ma����PI�HQMMLK�GFTK�NLEKQSE�KPI��LJRT���IT��QER���L��LJ���LJ������QER����QSETK������O�QMLE���SKP���]u�r���YX�Zt��zYZ�X�ZY�x�X��Zt�[X�rtY[r�n�v�qYs�Zt��̀�]rX[uZ[Y\�Y��Zt��v�qqYZ�x��]_X�a�bacada�e�f�hfjik�mhk~m��bacada�e�fghi�jk�mhk�ma��2�����>=>?@<C��:��>9:�:@=D�A?9�88��B<CC?=D�d[x[q�X�ZY���u�XZ[]�\�uX[x�X���q�rZ[Y\�v�qqYZn�����l�v�qqYZ�x_]Z�̀[]Z[\�_[]t�uYq[Z[r�q�u�XZ��v�qqYZ]�v��rYqYX��\̀�rY\Z�[\�r�\̀[̀�Z��\�x�]��YX�Y\q��Zt�Z�uYq[Z[r�q�u�XZ�a�bacada�e�fghj�ikbma��Zt�Xs[]�n���l�v�qqYZ]�x_]Z�rYxuq��s[Zt�Zt���YqqYs[\��]u�r[�[r�X�̂_[X�x�\Z]a���b���l�v�qqYZ�x_]Z�rY\Z�[\�Zt���YqqYs[\��[\�YXx�Z[Y\�[\�̀�]r�\̀[\��YX̀�X���� yt���YqqYs[\��t��̀�X��Z�Zt��ZYu�Y��Zt��v�qqYZ����wwSNSQM� QMMLK�Lw�KPI�������������¡QJKWO��X�][̀�\Z[�q��X���X�\r��lq�rZ[Y\�k̀�Z�mn�}Y_\Z��Y��¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢¢n��£KQKI�Lw��JS¤LEQ���� �PI�KSKMI������������������¡QJKW�¥QERSRQKIT�wLJ�¡JITSRIEK�Lw�KPI�¦ESKIR�£KQKIT����� �PI�KI§K��̈LKI�wLJ�ELK�GLJI�KPQE�LEI���QER��� yt��uYq[Z[r�q�u�XZ��r�\̀[̀�Z�]�r�XZ[�[�̀�ZY��uu��X�Y\�Zt��v�qqYZa�bacada�e�fghj�ikbmhk�ma��yt��v�qqYZ��q]Y�x���rY\Z�[\�uX[\Z�̀�[\]ZX_rZ[Y\]�ZY�zYZ�X]��]�uX�]rX[v�̀��YX�YZt�X��q�rZ[Y\]�k]���v�qYs��YX�]u�r[�[r�[\]ZX_rZ[Y\]ma�bacada�e�fghj�ik�ma��
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EFGHI���GG�JKL�M�N�GGJKOP�Q�FRHR�K��JMR�M�HO�R�K�MSHF�R�NT�GJK�RM�UF��K���VWNGHQ�S��KHF��QJFRWQK�R�NT�KL��X�QM�K�MT�JY�XK�K�Z�[L��JYYHQ�M�HF�QL�M���JY��G�QKHJFO�SWOK�VMHFK�Q�FRHR�K��F�S�O�HF�KL��JMR�M��FR�YJMS�K�OV�QHYH�R�NT�KL��X�QM�K�MT�JY�XK�K�P�UHKLJWK�MJK�KHJF�JY�Q�FRHR�K��F�S�OZ�\Z]ZXZ�̂��_̀abcdefZ�gMHK�̀HF�hJK�O��M��FJK�V�MSHKK�RP��FR�FJ�JKL�M��G�QKHJFO�S�T�N��QJSNHF�R�UHKL�����i�N�GGJKZ�\Z]ZXZ�̂��_̀ab�d\fj�\Z]ZXZ�̂��_̀abkZ��\���i�N�GGJK�SWOK�QJSVGT�UHKL��FT�JKL�M�N�GGJK�YJMS�K�M�lWHM�S�FKO�HF�X�QKHJF�md\fd�fd�f�KL�K��M��FJK�HFQJFOHOK�FK�UHKL�KLHO�X�QKHJFZ��*n�opp>=>?@<C�q:rs>9:t:@=D�A?9�q:u<CC�vC:u=>?@�B<CC?=D�[L��M��OJFO�O�K�YJMKL�HF�KL��M�Q�GG�V�KHKHJF�YJM�wxyz{w|{}�~�x����|�x�����x�z���z{w�~�x����|�x�����WOKHYHQ�KHJF�JY�KL�HM�QJFRWQK�HF�JYYHQ��OL�GG�N��VMHFK�R�JF�KL��M�Q�GG��G�QKHJF�N�GGJKZ���x����|�x�����WOKHYHQ�KHJF�SWOK�N��FJK�SJM��KL�F�a���UJMRO�HF�G�F�KLZ�[L�M��OL�GG�N��FJ�V�MKT�R�OH�F�KHJF�JF�KL��M�Q�GG�N�GGJK�YJM���FJFV�MKHO�F�JYYHQ�Z�[L��YJMS�JY�KL��N�GGJK�OL�GG�JKL�MUHO��QJFYJMS��O�F��MGT��O�VM�QKHQ�NG��KJ�KL��N�GGJK�VM�OQMHN�R�YJM���F�M�G��G�QKHJFOZ�\Z]ZXZ�̂���̀a��Z��n���,,0.���)�/1���14.)3-./014���SS�RH�K�GT�N�GJU�KL��OWNL��RHF��KL�K�OV�QHYH�O�KL��KTV��JY��G�QKHJFP�KL���G�QKHJF�R�K�P��FR�KL��F�S��JY�KL��QJWFKT��FR�OK�K��LJGRHF��KL���G�QKHJFP��F�JYYHQH�G�N�GGJK�S�T�QJFK�HF�KL��YJGGJUHF��hJK�M�HFOKMWQKHJFO���Z��WK���S�MI��QQJMRHF��KJ�KL��HFOKMWQKHJFO�F��K�KJ�KL��F�S��JY���QL�Q�FRHR�K��YJM���QL�JYYHQ��YJM�ULJS�TJW�UHOL�KJ�hJK�Z�aZ��Y�TJW�UHOL�KJ�hJK��YJM���V�MOJF�ULJO��F�S��HO�FJK�VMHFK�R�JF�KL��N�GGJKP�UMHK��OWQL�F�S��HF�KL��NG�FI�OV�Q��VMJhHR�R�JF�KL��N�GGJK�JM�UMHK�̀HF��Fh�GJV���FR�VWK���S�MI��QQJMRHF��KJ�KL��HFOKMWQKHJFO�F��K�KJ�KL��F�S��OJ�UMHKK�FZ��Z��WK���S�MI��QQJMRHF��KJ�KL��HFOKMWQKHJFO�F��K�KJ�KL��UJMR��T�O��dJM��YJM�f�YJM���QL�VMJVJOHKHJF�JM�lW�OKHJF�TJW�UHOL�KJ�N���RJVK�RZ��WK���S�MI��QQJMRHF��KJ�KL��HFOKMWQKHJFO�F��K�KJ�KL��UJMR��FJ��dJM�����HFOK�f�YJM���QL�VMJVJOHKHJF�JM�lW�OKHJF�TJW�UHOL�FJK�KJ�N���RJVK�RZ��\Z]ZXZ�̂��_̀c�ad\fZ�[L��JYYHQ�M�HF�QL�M���JY��G�QKHJFO�S�T��RR��RRHKHJF�G�HFOKMWQKHJFO�KJ�KL��N�GGJK��O�F��R�RZ� �n��)2*)�0�� �12/2�.*�&�-*4��n�8<9=>D<@��<@p>p<=:��AA>u:D���MKHO�F�Q�FRHR�K��M�Q�O�SWOK�N��GHOK�R�HF�KL��YJGGJUHF��JMR�M�HF�KL��V�MKHO�F�O�QKHJF�JY�KL��N�GGJK���Z��M�OHR�FKH�G��G�QKJMOj�aZ�EZXZ�X�F�KJMj��Z�EZXZ�]�VM�O�FK�KHh�j�bZ��Jh�MFJMj�cZ�XK�K��X�F�KJMj�
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EF�GH�H��I�JK�L�MH�HNO�P�Q�RFIFGF�S�TEUVW�XYZ�[\]̂_[\̀�̀aba\�c\d_̀cba_e\�fbgh_hba\̀i�gbj\̀�ak�bll\b[�h_[\facm�n\cko�ap\�d̂n\[gbak[_bc�fbgh_hba\̀i�gbj\̀q�rM��s�tHNuM�v��KL�wx�K��Hx�K���K��Mu�d̂n\[gbak[_bc�fbgh_hba\̀�kg�ap\�nbcckay�c\d_̀cba_e\�fbgh_hba\̀i�gbj\̀�ĵ à�̀a_cc��JJ��K�z�{uK��LH�H�wN|��u{{Nt�LF�}F�G�tK�H�Kv�u{�GH�H�P�~F�RHHuKM�v���M�K�sP��F�GH�H���K��L�K�KP�TWF�G�J�KNMH�M|�MH�u{���zsNt�rMLHK�tHNuMP�TTF�GH�H���NM��rMLJ�tHuKP�T�F��uKJuK�HNuM��u��NLLNuM�KP�T�F��u�MHv��{{Nt�LP�Q��x��u{{Nt�K�NM�tx�K���u{��s�tHNuML���v�|�H�K�NM��Hx��z�ssuH�uK|�K�{uK��u�MHv�G�J�KONLuK���u�MHv�RLL�LLuK���u�MHv�RHHuKM�v���s�K��u{�Hx��G�J�KNuK��u�KH���u�MHv�I�tuK|�K���u�MHv�Gtxuus�G�J�KNMH�M|�MH���u�MHv�Gx�KN{{���M|��u�MHv��K��L�K�KF��T�F���LHNt��u{�Hx�����t�P��M|�TVF��uMLH�zs�F��RFIFGF�S�TEUVW�X�ZF���M|N|�H��K�t�L�MuH��J�{uK��s�tHNuM���LH�z��u�NHH�|�{Ku��Hx��z�ssuHF��K�tNMtH��u��NHH����M���LH�z��NMts�|�|�uM���L�J�K�H��z�ssuH�LHvs����suM��wNHx��ss�uHx�K�K�t�L�NM�Hx��JK�tNMtH��uMsv�{uK�OuH�KL�K��NLH�K�|�wNHx�Hx��J�KHNt�s�K�JusNHNt�s�J�KHv�NM�Hx��JK�tNMtHF������x�JH�K�~��G�tHNuM��XRZXTZXzZF�����z�ssuHL��K��L�z��tH�Hu�|N{{�K�MH�K���NK���MHLF������x�JH�K�~��G�tHNuM��XRZXTZX|ZF� ����?@;<9=>D<@��<@�>�<=:��AA>�:D�G�z��tH�Hu�Hx����t�JHNuML�u�HsNM�|�z�suw��Hx��{ussuwNM��MuMJ�KHNL�M�t�M|N|�H��K�t�L���LH�z��sNLH�|�NM�uK|�K�NM�Hx��MuMJ�KHNL�M�L�tHNuM�u{�Hx��z�ssuH��TF���LHNt��u{�Hx��G�JK�����u�KHP��F���|���u{�Hx���u�KH�u{�RJJ��sL�XYNONLNuM�TZP��F���|���u{�Hx���u�KH�u{�RJJ��sL�XYNONLNuM��ZP��F���|���u{�Hx��G�J�KNuK��u�KH�XK�H�MHNuM�NM���KNtuJ����N�����NM�s���M|��utuMNMu��u�MHN�LZP��VF���|���u{�Hx��G�J�KNuK��u�KH�X�s�tHNuM�NM�RJ�tx����utxNL����Ns����K�x�����K��Ms�������������ux�O�����O��u��G�MH���K������O�J�N���M|�������u�MHN�LZFET��ET�RL�x�L�z��M�Hx��suM�ULH�M|NM��JK�tHNt��NM�tu�MHN�L�wNHx�JuJ�s�HNuML�u{�s�LL�Hx�M��VW�WWW��t�M|N|�H�L�{uK�L�J�KNuK�tu�KH���|���wxu��K�����z�KL�u{�K�tu�MN��|�JusNHNt�s�J�KHN�L���LH�J�KHNtNJ�H��NM���J�KHNL�M�JKN��Kv��s�tHNuMF�RFIFGF�S�TEU��T��wxNtx�K���NK�L�JKN��Kv��s�tHNuML�Hu�|�H�K�NM��wxNtx�t�M|N|�H�L�wNss�z��uM�Hx���
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EFGHIJHKLHMN�HI�G�IOMNIHPQ��RST�UTVWXYZ[�X\]�\]VUYZ[̂�SWWY_YV̀�XYX̀]̂�U]a_TYbXYc]�XYX̀]̂�VZU�de]afZSg��N�QhIHIi��jikili�m�n�onpqrstorutv�jikili�m�n�onwni�//x� sMNJ�NI�J�lFyy�Gh�MR�Lz��{��IFG���|N�QH�F�MR�OGHNLHN��Lz��RFQQ�IL�NJ�GJ�IFyy�Gh�MR���y��IFG��Lz�L�HNKQFJ�I�Lz��MRRHKH�Q�LHLQ���NJ�J�IKGHOLH}��LHLQ�~�Lz��MRRHK�G�HN�Kz�G���MR��Q�KLHMNI�y�h�OGHNL��N��QL�GN�LH}��IFyy�Gh�MN�Lz��P�QQML�Lz�L�KMNL�HNI�Lz��RMQQM�HN��HNRMGy�LHMN�P�QM��Lz��OGMOMIHLHMN�NFyP�G��ni��N��MR�Lz��RMQQM�HN��y�LzMJI�MR�J�IH�N�LHN��Lz��y��IFG��HN�Lz��P�QQML�z��J�G���� �z��IL�NJ�GJ�z��J�G~��I�OG�IKGHP�J�RMG�Lz��IL�NJ�GJ�IFyy�Gh��PM}���o��SZaXYX�XYSZV̀��ZYXYVXYc]��d�TSbSa]U���]ZU�]ZX�XS�X\]��SZaXYX�XYSZ�Ph�Lz���ZYXYVXYc]g�o��SZaXYX�XYSZV̀��]W]TTV̀��d�TSbSa]U���]ZU�]ZX�XS�X\]��SZaXYX�XYSZ��e�X\]��][YàVX�T]g�o��XVX�XSTe��ZYXYVXYc]��d�TSbSa]U��e��ZYXYVXYc]��]XYXYSZg�o��XVX�XSTe��]W]TTV̀��d�]W]TT]U�XS�X\]��]Sb̀]��e�X\]��][YàVX�T]g�o��YXY�]Z��]W]T]ZU����d�]W]T]ZU����TU]T]U��e��]XYXYSZ�SW�X\]��]Sb̀]g��?9��� �\]��STU�d�TSbSaYXYSẐg�d��]aXYSẐg�ST�d�\VTX]T���]ZU�]ZXg��Va�Vbb̀Y_V�̀]�̂�WS̀̀S�]U��e�X\]�b\TVa]�dT]̀VXYZ[�XS������g�VZU�YZa]TXYZ[�X\]�a���]_X��VXX]T�SW�X\]�y��IFG�v�pi��N��MR�Lz��RMQQM�HN��y�LzMJI�MR���OQ�HNHN��Lz���RR�KL�MR�Lz��y��IFG����� �Z�VZV̀eaYa�SW�X\]�bSX]ZXYV̀�]WW]_X�SW�V�de]ag�ST�dZSg�cSX]�SZ�X\]��]Va�T]�Va�bT]a_TY�]U�RMG�Lz��IL�NJ�GJ�IFyy�Gh��PM}�v�MG��� �z��RFQQ�L��L�MR�Lz��y��IFG�v�p��i��\]��STUa�de]ag�VZU�dZSg�WST�X\]�cSX]T�XS��VT��Lz�HG�I�Q�KLHMN�MN�Lz��P�QQMLv��NJ�wi�|NILGFKLHMNI�Lz�L�JHG�KL�Lz��}ML�G�LM�Lz��MRRHKH�Q�LHLQ�~�J�IKGHOLH}��LHLQ�~��NJ�RFQQ�L��L�MR�Lz��y��IFG���I�OGHNL�J�MN�Lz��I�yOQ��P�QQML��NJ�OMIL�J�HN�Lz��}MLHN��QMK�LHMNi��jikili�m�n�oq�pr{tv�jikili�m�n�onpqr�tv�jikili�m�n�oq�pr�tv�jikili�m�n�onpqr ti��|N�MLz�G��MGJI~�LzHI��QL�GN�LH}��IFyy�Gh��QQM�I�Lz��MRRHK�G�HN�Kz�G���MR��Q�KLHMNI�RQ��HPHQHLh�LM�MyHL�Lz��MRRHKH�Q�LHLQ�~�J�IKGHOLH}��LHLQ�~��NJ�RFQQ�L��L�MR�Lz��y��IFG��RGMy�Lz��MRRHKH�Q�P�QQML�JF��LM�IO�K��QHyHL�LHMNIi�� ��p��z��RFQQ�L��L�MR�Lz��y��IFG��N��J�NML�P��OGHNL�J�MN�Lz��P�QQML�HLI�QR~�PFL�y�h�P��OGHNL�J�MN���I�O�G�L��HNI�GL��V�dXV�̀]_̀SX\g��X\VX�V__S�bVZY]a�X\]�aV�b̀]��V̀̀SX¡��\]�W�̀̀�X]¢X���aX��]��VU]�VcVỲV�̀]�VX�]V_\�cSXYZ[�QMK�LHMN��I���QQi�jikili�m�n�oq�pr�tv�jikili�m�n�onpqr ti�
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DEF�GHIFJKGILMF�EFGNLKO�GKN�PQFRSKTU�GKGHQRLR�GJF�NJGVIFN�WQ�IEF�XFYJFIGJQ�TV�XIGIF�GKN�GZZJTMFN�[\�]̂��_]]̀ab�\�c�b�a�d�[�èa��[�fb��gàhfi�i�]̀�]̂��̀eefj�a�fb�ĵ�a���̀e��d�j]f̀bk�èa�gafb]fb��̀b�]̂��[�dd̀]l�_lmlnl�o�p�qprstuvl�...w� �àg̀kf]f̀b�pxs�n]�]�y�b]�zb��iif]f̀b�]̀�]̂��k]�bi�ai�̀a�j̀bi�bk�i�k{yy�a\�̀e�]̂��[�dd̀]�y��k{a�|�èa�k]�]��k]�]{]̀a\�y��k{a�k|�]̂��̀eefj�a�fb�ĵ�a���̀e��d�j]f̀bk�k̂�dd�gafb]�]̂��èdd̀}fb���àg̀kf]f̀b�pxs�b̀]fj��̀b�]̂��èefjf�d�[�dd̀]�fyy�if�]�d\�[�èa��]̂��efak]�k]�]��fbf]f�]fh��y��k{a���bi�fyy�if�]�d\�[�èa��]̂��efak]�k]�]��a�e�a�bi{y�y��k{a�~��� P�̀]fj�~��{ak{�b]�]̀��àg̀kf]f̀b�pxs�tp���v|�]̂�k��y��k{a�k�j�bb̀]�[��ĵ�b��i�fb�]̂��e{]{a��fe��ggàh�i�̀b�]̂��[�dd̀]���j�g]�[\���]̂a��qè{a]̂k�h̀]��̀e�]̂��y�y[�ak�̀e���ĵ�̂̀ {k��è�]̂�����fkd�]{a���bi�fe�]̂��ĵ�b���e{a]̂�ak�]̂��g{ag̀k��̀e�]̂��̀af�fb�d�[�dd̀]�y��k{a�|�[\��b�fbf]f�]fh��g�]f]f̀b�̀a�a�e�aafb��]̂��ĵ�b���]̀�]̂��[�dd̀]lU��_lmlnl�o�p�qprst�v|�t�vtsvl��w�"(//�.0����++/-3��̂��̀eefj�a�fb�ĵ�a���̀e��d�j]f̀bk�y{k]�gà̀ e�]̂��̀eefjf�d�[�dd̀]�tfb��dd�d�b�{���k��bi�fb��dd�èay�]k|�fbjd{ifb��[�dd̀]k�ifkgd�\�i��bi�kg̀��b�fb��jj�kkf[d��h̀]fb����{fgy�b]v�gaf̀a�]̀�ifk]af[{]fb��]̂��[�dd̀]k�èa�h̀]fb��g{ag̀k�kl���w��)01.0����++/-�"(//�3�-/���01.1�-)3��01�"/+.-.,�+�"�(-.)3�_]�d��k]��s�i�\k�[�èa����gafy�a\�̀a���b�a�d��d�j]f̀b�t{bd�kk���k̂ à]�a�]fy��fk��h�fd�[d��i{��]̀�]̂��g�bi�bj\�̀e���d�}k{f]v|�]̂��̀eefj�a�fb�ĵ�a���̀e��d�j]f̀bk�k̂ {̀di�k�bi���gà̀ e�̀e�]̂��̀eefjf�d�[�dd̀]�]̀~��� �GYE�YGKNLNGIF��TJ�YGKNLNGIF�R�GOFKI���ET��LHH�GZZFGJ�TK�IEF�WGHHTI��GKN���� �̂��j̀{b]\�ĵ�fag�ak̀b�̀e���ĵ�a�j̀�bf��i�g̀df]fj�d�g�a]\�]̂�]�}fdd�̂�h���]�d��k]�̀b��j�bifi�]��̀b�]̂��[�dd̀]l���\�k]�]{]�|�]̂��̀eefj�a�fb�ĵ�a���̀e��d�j]f̀bk�y{k]�k�bi���gà̀ e�̀e�]̂��̀eefjf�d�[�dd̀]��]�d��k]��s�i�\k�[�èa����gafy�a\�̀a���b�a�d��d�j]f̀bl�_lmlnl�o�p�q��pt_vtrvqt�v��_lmlnl�o�p�qspxt_vl�u�kgf]��]̂���sqi�\�k]�]{]̀a\�a��{fa�y�b]|�̂ }̀�h�a|�̀eefj�ak�fb�ĵ�a���̀e��d�j]f̀bk��a���bj̀{a���i�]̀�k�bi�[�dd̀]�gà̀ ek��]�d��k]��xqi�\k�[�èa����gafy�a\�̀a���b�a�d��d�j]f̀b�]̀��dd̀}�k{eefjf�b]�]fy��]̀�y����ĵ�b��k�]̀�]̂��[�dd̀]�[�èa��]̂�����_�_�y�fdfb��i��idfb�l������̂�g]�a�r|�n�j]f̀b�ztuvl��ze���j̀{b]\�j̀bi{j]k��b��d�j]f̀b�̀b�[�̂�de�̀e���d̀j�d��{afkifj]f̀b|�]̂��̀eefj�a�fb�ĵ�a���̀e��d�j]f̀bk�y�\�]a�bkyf]�]̂��[�dd̀]�gà̀ ek�]̀�]̂��d̀j�d�efdfb��̀eefj�a|�}̂ �̀fb�]{ab�y{k]�èa}�ai�]̂��gà̀ ek�]̀�]̂���ggdfj�[d��j�bifi�]�k�èa��ggàh�dl�������̂��̀eefj�a�fb�ĵ�a���̀e��d�j]f̀bk�y�\�k�bi�]̂��[�dd̀]�gà̀ e�[\�y�fd|��y�fd|�̀a��b\�̀]̂�a�y�]̂̀i�TV�NFHLMFJQ �DEF�YGKNLNGIFSYGKNLNGIF�R�GOFKI�GKNSTJ�YT¡KIQ�ĵ�fag�ak̀b�y{k]�fbèay�]̂��̀eefj�a�fb�ĵ�a���̀e��d�j]f̀bk�̀e��b\��aàak�̀a�̀yfkkf̀bk�fb�]̂��[�dd̀]�gà̀ e�}f]̂fb�efh��j�d�bi�a�i�\k��e]�a�a�j�fg]l�_lmlnl�o�p�q��pt�vl�
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�� EF�G/1H1-/H,�&*4I014/J/,/.K�L0)�#)/1./1M�NH,,0.4�OPPQRQ�S�T�SSUVW�XW�Y�QZ�P�Y�[�S\�WV�V�]QY�\�S��QWS�VQ̂�\��ZY�RUXZV_��S�RVQUZW�̀XWV�T��a[QZV�Y��V�RUXZV_��ba�ZW�c�dba�ZW�W�PU[�T�SSUVW�XW�Y�QZ�RQV_\�VU]Z\�U[�Wa�RQ�S�V�bQZ��YQWV[QRV��S�RVQUZW�̀XWV�T��TU[Z��T_�Ve���aaSQR�TS��RQV_\�VU]Z\�U[�Wa�RQ�S�V�bQZ��YQWV[QRVc�fcgchc�i��jkl�mnopknqpc���rU[�T�SSUVW�Ve�V�RUZV�QZ�[�R�W�P[Ù �̀XSVQaS��sX[QWYQRVQUZW\�Ve��UPPQR�[�QZ�Re�[���UP��S�RVQUZW�̀�_�RUZV[�RV�]QVe���RQV_\�VU]Z\�U[�Wa�RQ�S�V�bQZ��YQWV[QRV�VU�[�Q̀TX[W��Ve��RUXZV_�PU[�Ve��a[UaU[VQUZ�S��̀UXZV�UP�a[QZVQZ���ba�ZW�Wc��%F�t.0)HM*�H12�t*-3)/.K�0L�NH,,0.4�ue��UPPQR�[�QZ�Re�[���UP��S�RVQUZW�̀XWV�Q̀aS�̀�ZV�W�RX[QV_�a[UR�YX[�W�VU��ZWX[��Ve�V�UPPQRQ�S�T�SSUVW��[��a[Ua�[S_�W�RX[�Y��ZY�Re�QZ�UP�RXWVUY_�QW�̀�QZV�QZ�Y��ZY�YURX̀�ZV�Yc���rU[�W�RX[QV_�[��WUZW\�UPPQRQ�S�T�SSUVWv���c�wXWV�T��QẐ�ZVU[Q�Y�XaUZ�[�R�QaV��ZY�a[QU[�VU�YQWV[QTXVQUZ�VU�̂UVQZ��SUR�VQUZWx�yc�w�_�T���RR�WW�Y�T_��S�RVQUZW�WV�PP�UZS_�VU�Ve���bV�ZV�Z�R�WW�[_�VU�a�[PU[̀�Ve�Q[��XVeU[Qz�Y�V�W{x�mc�wXWV�T��WVU[�Y�QZ���SUR{�Y\�W�RX[�Y�SUR�VQUZ�Ve�V�a[�̂�ZVW�XZ�XVeU[Qz�Y��RR�WWv�|� fRR�WW�VU�T�SSUVW�̀XWV�T���XVeU[Qz�Y�T_�Ve��UPPQR�[�QZ�Re�[���UP��S�RVQUZWc�fRR�WW�VU�Ve��T�SSUV�WVU[����SUR�VQUZ�nVe��UXV�[��RR�WW��[��\�ZUV���Re�QZYQ̂QYX�S�R����U[�WVU[����XZQVp�̀XWV�T��YURX̀�ZV�Y�]QVe���][QVV�Z�SU��U[�]QVe��S�RV[UZQR�{�_R�[Y��RR�WW�Ve�V�QZYQR�V�W�Ve��Y�V�\�VQ̀�\��ZY�QY�ZVQV_�UP�Ve��a�[WUZ��RR�WWQZ��Ve��T�SSUVWc�ue���S�RV[UZQR�SU��PU[�{�_�R�[Y��RR�WW�̀XWV�T���RR�WWQTS��TXV�Z��Y�ZUV�T��a[QZV�Y�UXVc�}c�wXWV�T��]QVZ�WW�Y�T_�V]U�U[�̀U[���S�RVQUZ�WV�PP�̀�̀T�[W�nUP�YQPP�[�ZV�aUSQVQR�S�a�[VQ�W�QP�aUWWQTS�p�]e�Z�T�QZ��̀Û�Y�U[�V[�ZWP�[[�Y\�]eQRe�QZRSXY�W��Z�QẐ�ZVU[_�UP�Ve��T�SSUVW�T�PU[���ZY��PV�[�Ve��̀Û��U[�V[�ZWP�[c��ue��UPPQR�[�QZ�Re�[���UP��S�RVQUZW�We�SS��SWU�Q̀aS�̀�ZV�[��WUZ�TS��W�RX[QV_�a[UR�YX[�W�PU[��XYQVQZ���ZY��RRUXZV�TQSQV_�UP�TS�Z{�T�SSUV�WVUR{�PU[�XW��]QVe�UZkY�̀�ZY�a[QZV�[Wc�ue��qUXZV_�g�RU[Y�[�U[�UPPQR�[�QZ�Re�[���UP��S�RVQUZW�We�SS��SWU�Q̀aS�̀�ZV�a[UR�YX[�W�VU��ZWX[��Ve�V�̂UV�Y�T�SSUVW��[��a[Ua�[S_�W�RX[�Y��ZY�Re�QZ�UP�RXWVUY_�QW�̀�QZV�QZ�Y��ZY�YURX̀�ZV�Y�TUVe�a[QU[�VU��ZY��PV�[�V�TXS�VQUZ��ZY�R�Ẑ�WWQZ�\��ZY�PU[�Ve��YX[�VQUZ�UP�Ve���aaSQR�TS��[�V�ZVQUZ�a�[QUYc��~~��~���\�qe�aV�[�y\�h�RVQUZW��n�p��ZY���nopx�qe�aV�[��\�h�RVQUZ�����nopknqpx�qe�aV�[���\�h�RVQUZW����ZY���x��ZY�qe�aV�[��m\�h�RVQUZ���c����GF�tH�I,*�NH,,0.4�ue��UPPQR�[�QZ�Re�[���UP��S�RVQUZW�̀XWV�a[�a�[��W�̀aS��T�SSUVW�PU[���Re�a[Q̀�[_��ZY���Z�[�S��S�RVQUZc�fcgchc�i��jk}j�nfpx�fcgchc�i��jkl��c�f�W�̀aS��T�SSUV�a[ÛQY�W�̂UV�[W�]eU�QZV�ZY�VU�̂UV��
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EFGH�IJKF�KF�LM�NOEKF�P�Q��RS�FN�R�FKOEN��KT�OU��N�FRER�O�J��FR�EJJV�J�OU�O�WEMM��HH��I�KF�OU�EI�X�MMKOY� Z[�#)*\])/1̂�_]̀ \,*�a],,0.4��b�cHM��X�MMKOJd�e� f�Q�X��HIEFO�R�KF���JEF�M��H����KI�cVMOEHM��H���Jg��e� f�Q�FKO�EFREN�O��OU��F�c��KI�ER�FOEOQ�KT��FQ�HVXMEN�KTTENE�M�WUK�HI�H�I�R�OU��J�cHM��X�MMKO�KI�OK�WUKc�OU��J�cHM��X�MMKO�cVJO�X��I�OVIF�Rg�hYiYbY�j��kGlk�mnogkp��e� fVJO�X��EcHIEFO�R�WEOU�OU��qI��O�b��M�KT�OU��bO�O��KT�hIErKF��TKI��M�NOEKFJ�EFSKMSEF����T�R�I�Ms�JO�O�WER�s�KI�M��EJM�OES��N�FRER�O��KI�JO�O�WER��X�MMKO�c��JVI�g��MO�IF�OES�MQs�OU��J��M�KT�OU���HHIKHIE�O��NKVFOQs�NEOQ�KI�OKWF�mWUENU�S�I�NKII�JHKFRJ�OK�OU��UE�U�JOGM�S�M�tVIEJRENOEKF�WEOU���N�FRER�O��KI�c��JVI��KF�OU��X�MMKOo�c�Q�X��EcHIEFO�R�EF�ME�V�KT�OU��JO�O��J��Mg�hYiYbY�j��kGlk�mqog��FR��e� fVJO�EFNMVR��OU��TKMMKWEF��W�IFuvw�uv�x�yzv{|uy}z}{�~zyx�uzv�zv������x~~z������u{�u{�x�{x�|~���x~~z��xv��yxvvz�����}{���x{�xv�z��uyux~��x~~z��}v����xv��yu�y}�{�xvy�{���hYiYbY�j��kGlk�mPoY���IEc�IQ��M�NOEKF�J�cHM��X�MMKOJ��I��JVXt�NO�OK��RREOEKF�M�I��VEI�c�FOJs��J�OU�Q�cVJO�X��HIEFO�R�WEOU���RETT�I�FO�NKMKI�mKI�NKFO�EF���REJOEFNOES��NKMKI�EFREN�OKIo�OU�O�NKII�JHKFRJ�OK�OU��I�NK�FEr�R�HKMEOEN�M�H�IOQ��HH��IEF��KF�OU�O�X�MMKOY�hYiYbY�j��kGlk�m�oY�b�cHM��X�MMKOJ�OK�X��c�EM�R�OK�SKO�IJ�WUK��I��FKO�I��EJO�I�R�WEOU���I�NK�FEr�R�HKMEOEN�M�H�IOQd�e� f�Q�NKFO�EF��MM�HKMEOEN�M�H�IOQ�N�FRER�O�J�KF�OU��J�c��J�cHM��X�MMKOg��FR�e� f�Q�X��HIEFO�R�EF��MO�IF�OES��H�H�I�TKIc�OJ�OU�O�RK�FKO�NKFTKIc�OK�OU��J�c��JEr���J��F�KTTENE�M�X�MMKOs�EFNMVREF����I�RVN�R�JEr��X�MMKOY�hYiYbY�j��kGlk�m�oY��nKI�����F�I�M��M�NOEKF�EFSKMSEF����X�MMKO�c��JVI�s�OU��KTTEN�I�EF�NU�I���KT��M�NOEKFJ�cVJO�HIEFO�OU��KTTENE�M�OEOM���FR�R�JNIEHOES��OEOM��KF�OU��X�MMKO��FR�EFNMVR��OU��TVMM�O��O�KT�OU��c��JVI��WEOU��FQ�c�EMEF�Y��U��TVMM�O��O�KT�OU��c��JVI��F��R�FKO�X��HIEFO�R�KF�OU��X�MMKO�EOJ�MT�XVO�c�Q�X��HIEFO�R�KF�x�{�|x�x���uv{�����x���x�~�y~z�������x��xyyz�|xvu�{�����{x�|~���x~~z���hYiYbY�j��kG���m�og�hYiYbY�j���G���mnoY��[�#)/1./1̂�]12��]/,/1̂����/-/],�_]̀ \,*�a],,0.4�.0�!034*�0,24��hO�M��JO����R�QJ�X�TKI����HIEc�IQ�KI���F�I�M��M�NOEKF�m��N�HO�TKI��MM�X�MMKOGXQGc�EM��M�NOEKFJos�OU���KVFOQ��K�IR�KT�bVH�ISEJKIJ�EJ�I�JHKFJEXM��TKI�HIEFOEF���FR�c�EMEF����J�cHM��X�MMKO�OK���NU�UKVJ�UKMR�NKFO�EFEF���O�M��JO�KF���NOES��I��EJO�I�R�SKO�I�WUK�EJ�FKO�KF�hL��Y�hYiYbY�j��kGlk�mPog�hYiYbY�j��kG���m�og� ¡¡�¢£ ¤�hYiYbY�j��kG��pm�oY����U��J�cHM��X�MMKO�c�EMEF�d��e� fVJO�NKFO�EF�OU���HHIKHIE�O��J�cHM��X�MMKO�KI�X�MMKOJ�OU�O�NKII�JHKFR�OK�OU��HKMEOEN�M�H�IOQ�HI�T�I�FN��KT�OU���ME�EXM��SKO�IJ�EF�OU��UKVJ�UKMR�mTKI�HIEc�IQ��M�NOEKFJ�KFMQog���kp�����|}�~uy�z��uyux~¥{�vx����x��zv~��x||�x��uv�����yxv�u�x���{�y�uzv�z�������x~~z�¦�u��x||~uyx�~���
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H� IJKL�MNOLPQO�LRS�TNUVK�WXYYQMQPZ�[NLQO\�IPLSUQPZK]�NO�LRS�NJL\NQO\�SÔSZN_S�NU�̀Pab�c�d�e��f�ab�g�hi�jih�ckl�mnonpn�q��rstr�uvwx��H� yzkh�a{ebzg��h|��bakh�id��ee�}h�~b��dicfk�id�ag�{hadae�hai{�hi�jih���h���jiha{��bie�hai{�}zckz�{h�hi�mnonpn�q��rs���umwu�wx��{g��H� yzkh�ei{h�a{�LRS�KLPLS̀SOL��YNU�PKKQ\OSV�_NZZQO\�_ZPMS�SZSMLQNOK�NOZ����W�P̂S��NJ�̀N̂SV���iz�y�p���i�hi�h|��}ibba{��}b�e��g�ka�{�h�g�dic��izc���oo����o�p�������m��o�ppn��d��iz��i�hi�h|���o��v�}ibba{��}b�e�l��izc�u}cijakai{�bw�~�bbih��abb������X����]��������-+���--1/5��/� 1/02¡�¢1.�/0125���|��£i�cg�id�pz}�cjakick�ak�c�k}i{ka~b��dic�}ca{ha{���{g�gakhca~zha{���h�b��kh�h�i�iddaea�b�k�f}b��~�bbihk�id���e|�~�bbih�kh�b��dic�zk���h�}ibba{��}b�e�k�gzca{��h|��}caf�c���{g���{�c�b��b�ehai{n�mnonpn�q��rs���u£wn��|��k�f}b��~�bbihk�fzkh�eicc�k}i{g�hi�h|���}}ci}ca�h��iddaea�b�~�bbihk�dic�h|��}ibba{��}b�e���{g�~��ei{h�a{�g�a{�h|��}c�ea{eh�kz}}ba�k�dic�h|�h�bie�hai{n��|��£i�cg�id�pz}�cjakick�f���g�b���h��h|ak�c�k}i{ka~abah��hi�h|��iddae�c�a{�e|�c���id��b�ehai{kn���p�f}b��~�bbihk�{��g�{ih�~��}cijag�g�hi�jih��e�{h�ck�ad�h|��jih��e�{h�c�ak��~b��hi�}ca{h�k�f}b��~�bbihk�z}i{�c�¤z�khn����|��iddae�c�a{�e|�c���id��b�ehai{k�fzkh�f�¥��h|��k�f}b��~�bbihk��j�ab�~b��a{�}b�a{�ja���ic�}ikh���{ihae���h�jiha{��bie�hai{k�h|�h�k�f}b��~�bbihk��c���j�ab�~b��z}i{�c�¤z�khn�mnonpn�q��rstr�u£wn�¦��§02�2.0�-�'+5�1250̈0-0/©�ª1*�$*+��*02¡��23�«�0-02¡�����-+���--1/5���|��£i�cg�id�pz}�cjakick�k|�bb�k��¥�c�af~zck�f�{h�dcif�h|��p�ec�h�c��id�ph�h��dic���e|�k�f}b��~�bbih�f�ab�g�hi���eiz{h��|izk�|ibgn�mnonpn�q��rs���u�wn��¬¬��|�}h�c�� l�p�ehai{��u�wn� ®�� ¢#̄ °±#°&�«®̄²'®%³� ²%®̄°�«#%&'®#¢��ÝLSU�LRS���µ��µJ_US̀S��NJUL¶K�VSMQKQNO�QO��·¬̧¹º�
»¼½¾º�¿À�Á»̧Â¬Ãl������npn�� ��u ��Äwl�h|��ph�h��id�mcaÅi{��ak�{i�bi{��c���eij�c�g�Æzcakgaehai{�c�¤zac�g�hi�}cijag���bb�jiha{��f�h�ca�bk�a{�p}�{ak|�z{g�c�h|��d�g�c�b�iha{��oa�|hk�mehl�p�ehai{k�tu~wl�tudwuÄwl��{g�tudwutwn��i{�h|�b�kkl�eiz{ha�k��{g�ih|�c�}ibahae�b�kz~gajakai{k��c��khci{�b���{eizc���g�hi�ei{ha{z��hi�}cijag��jiha{��f�h�ca�bk��{g�b�{�z�����kkakh�{e��a{�p}�{ak|l��k���bb��k�ih|�c�b�{�z���k�}c�jaizkb��c�¤zac�g�a{�h|��eiz{h�n�����|��dibbi�a{��eiz{ha�k��c��ezcc�{hb��a{g�}�{g�{hb��eij�c�g�z{g�c�p�ehai{� �Ä�id�h|��iha{��oa�|hk�meh��{g�h|�c�dic��|�j���{�i~ba��hai{�hi�}ca{h�ua{�h|��e�k��id��cahh�{�b�{�z���kw��{gÇic�}cijag��ua{�h|��e�k��id�|akhicae�bb��z{�cahh�{�ic�ic�b�b�{�z���kw�jiha{��f�h�ca�bkrt�a{��ggahai{�b�b�{�z���k�dic�h|��dibbi�a{��b�{�z����fa{icah���ciz}kÈ��rt�µSMLQNO�ÉÊË�NY�LRS�[NLQO\�ÌQ\RLK�́ML�VSYQOSK�ŴNLQO\�̀PLSUQPZK]�PK�Wc��akhc�hai{�ic�jiha{��{ihae�kl�dicfkl�a{khczehai{kl��kkakh�{e�l�ic�ih|�c�f�h�ca�bk�ic�a{dicf�hai{�c�b�ha{��hi�h|���b�ehic�b�}cie�kkl�a{ebzga{��~�bbihk�]�� ��npn�n�q�����Äu~wuÄwumwn��|��h�cf�k|izbg�~��~ci�gb��ei{khcz�g�hi��}}b��hi��bb�kh���k�id�h|���
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H� IJ�KL��MNOPQRS�T�U�VN�H� MNKNPWPN�MNOPQRS�T�U�VN�H� XWY��MNOPQRS�IJ�KL��H� XZ�L�[�MNOPQRS�IJ�KL��H� \�ZWKNJ��MNOPQRS�]J�PŴL�H� T�U�VN�MNOPQRS�T�U�VN�H� �W[��MNOPQRS�]J�PŴL�H� �WP�Y�MNOPQRS�IJ�KL��H� ]�PQ��MZO_�MNOPQRS�]J�PŴL�H� Ò[��MNOPQRS�]J�PŴL��aNQWP��bW�LQ̂�IKQ�I[�Pc[�PQ̂�Nd�e��fg�h�Q�Z[WP�QWNP̂�iPc�Z�]�KQWNP�e� g�j��kb�jlm en���oh�Kp�mg�e��fqg�rsrturvuw�rx�LQQĴSyyzzzp�JNp�NUydĉR̂yJ{�ykbne��fn�en�myJcdye��fnej|f|pJcdp��I�KNU�Z�c�VOZŴcWKQWNP�[ÔQ�c�Q�Z[WP��zLWKL�Y�P�O���g�dNZ[̂�Nd�Y�P�O���̂g�NZ�cW�Y�KQ̂�zWYY�}���dd�KQWU��WP�[��QWP��QL��Z�~OWZ�[�PQ̂�Nd�QL��aNQWP��bW�LQ̂�IKQp�ej�Mpkpbp���mmp��p���L��dNYYNzWP��̂�KQWNP̂�c�̂KZW}��QL��[WPNZWQR�Y�P�O����Z�~OWZ�[�PQ̂�WP��Z��Q�Z�c�Q�WYp�#���1/02����/+*0�-5�'+�40*+3�/1��+�02��021*0/����2�4��+�5���d���KNU�Z�c�VOZŴcWKQWNP�Ŵ�Z�~OWZ�c�QN�JZNUWc��Y�P�O�����̂̂ ŴQ�PK�g��YY�zZWQQ�P�[�Q�ZW�Ŷ�cŴQZW}OQ�c�QN�oNZ�JZNUWc�c�dNZ�QL��}�P�dWQ�Ndq�UNQ�Ẑ�[ÔQ�}��JZWPQ�c�WP�QL��Z�~OWZ�c�Y�P�O���ôqg�ej�Mpkpbp���mmp�|o�qg�WPKYOcWP�S��H� b��ŴQZ�QWNP��Pc�UNQWP��PNQWK�̂��H� kNZ[̂��H� �P̂QZOKQWNP̂��H� �PnJ�ẐNP��̂̂ ŴQ�PK���H� ��YYNQ̂�oWPKYOcWP���KK�̂̂W}Y��}�YYNQ̂��Pc�QL���KKN[J�PRWP���OcWN�QZ�P̂Y�QWNPq���Pc�H� IPR�NQL�Z�[�Q�ZW�Ŷ�NZ�WPdNZ[�QWNP�Z�Y�QWP��QN�QL���Y�KQNZ�Y�JZNK�̂̂p�ej�Mpkpbp���mmp�mp���L�Z��QL��Y�P�O����Nd�QL���JJYWK�}Y��[WPNZWQR��ZNOJ�Ŵ�NZ�Y�NZ�OPzZWQQ�Pg�QL��KNU�Z�c�VOZŴcWKQWNP�Ŵ�NPYR�Z�~OWZ�c�QN�JZNUWc��NZ�Y�WP̂QZOKQWNP̂g��̂̂ ŴQ�PK�g�NZ�NQL�Z�WPdNZ[�QWNP�Z�Y�QWP��QN�Z��ŴQZ�QWNP��Pc�UNQWP�g�WPKYOcWP��UNQWP��}R�[�WYg�WP�QL��KNU�Z�c�Y�P�O���p�me�ip]pMp�����m� oKqp�\��̂OZ�̂�QL�Q�[�R�KNPQZW}OQ��QN�QLŴ�JZNK�̂̂�WPKYOc��ÔWP��}WYWP�O�Y�Z��ŴQZ�Ẑg�JY�KWP��}WYWP�O�Y�JNYY�zNZ{�Ẑ��Q�UNQWP��YNK�QWNP̂g��Pc�[�{WP���PPNOPK�[�PQ̂�NU�Z�[WPNZWQR�Y�P�O����Z�cWN��Pc�Q�Y�UŴWNP�Q̂�QWNP̂p��ww�ej�Mpkpbp���mmp�joKqno�q��mmpe�p�� ��Y�KQNZ�Y�JZNK�̂ p̂�ej�Mpkpbp���mmp�mp�IKKNZcWP�YRg�QL��Q�Z[��PKN[J�̂̂ �̂�}NQL�zZWQQ�P��Pc�NZ�Y�KN[[OPWK�QWNPp�
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O�PQR�S�T�UVSWXTWPYWQZ�[�\��YY�[]Y�YQ�VX��PQXY��̂̂�PYWR��[�Y_QTX�Q̂�PQ[]̀W�ZP��Ŵ�Y_�\��S���aVWR�̀�ZY�WZ�Y_�WS��̂̂�PYWR�Z�XX�YQ�[QS��PQXỲ\�[�Y_QTXb�cd�ebfbgb�h�iib�jb�k_WX�[�\�WZP̀VT��W[]̀�[�ZYWZ����X\XY�[�Y_�Y�]SQRWT�X�YS�ZX̀�Y�T�RQYWZ��[�Y�SW�̀X�YQ�̂�l�S�Y_�Z��̀̀�S��WXY�S�T�RQY�SXm��X�̀QZ���X�Y_��X\XY�[�WX�T�XW�Z�T��ZT�W[]̀�[�ZY�T�WZ���l�\�Y_�Y��ZXVS�X�̀�Z�V����[WZQSWY\��SQV]�[�[n�SX�l_Q�Z��T�YS�ZX̀�Y�T�[�Y�SW�̀X��ZT��XXWXY�ZP��P�Z�S�P�WR��Y_�[b�cd�ebfbgb�h�iib�ob�� pq�%rs+5�1t�&-+./0125�'+u40*02v�w021*0/r�xy2v4yv+�z1/02v�wy/+*0y-5�O�PQR�S�T�UVSWXTWPYWQZ�[VXY�]SQRWT��RQYWZ��[�Y�SW�̀X�WZ�Y_��S�aVWS�T�̀�Z�V���{X|�̂QS��̀̀��̀�PYWQZX�lWY_WZ�Y_��PQR�S�T�UVSWXTWPYWQZm�WZP̀VTWZ��Y_���̀�PYWQZX�Q̂���P_�[VZWPW]�̀WY\m�XP_QQ̀�TWXYSWPYm�QS�X]�PW�̀�Y�}WZ��TWXYSWPY�lWY_WZ�Y_��PQR�S�T�UVSWXTWPYWQZb�cd�ebfbgb�h�iib��{�|~{n|��cd�ebfbgb�h�iib�b��fQS�Q̂ ŴP�X�Y_�Y�PSQXX�PQVZY\�̀WZ�Xm�̀�Z�V����[WZQSWY\�RQYWZ��[�Y�SW�̀�S�aVWS�[�ZYX��S��YQ�n���]]̀W�T�QZ���PQVZY\~n\~PQVZY\�n�XWXb�OPPQSTWZ�̀\m�Ŵ��Z�WZTWRWTV�̀�PQVZY\�WX�ZQY���PQR�S�T�UVSWXTWPYWQZm�Y_�Y�PQVZY\�TQ�X�ZQY�Z��T�YQ�]SQRWT��nẀWZ�V�̀�RQYWZ��[�Y�SW�̀Xb�cd�ebfbgb�h�iib��{P|b�z��q�$'&$#'#%�����������#%�'&�'��%&'��#���&,$�xxp������SWQS�YQ���XY�Y�lWT��]SW[�S\�QS���Z�S�̀��̀�PYWQZm�Y_��eQVZY\�g�PQST�S�[VXY�]S�]�S��]�]�S�XW�Z�YVS��SQXY�SX��ZT�]S�PWZPY�S��WXY�SX�QS��~]Q̀̀nQQ��T�Y���ZT�TWXYSWnVY��Y_��SQXY�SX�T�Y��YQ�Y_��Q̂ ŴP�S�WZ�P_�S���Q̂��̀�PYWQZX�̂QS�VX���Y���P_�RQYWZ��̀QP�YWQZ�QZ��̀�PYWQZ���\b�Obgb�b�h��j~�jd{O|~{�|��Obgb�b�h��j~�j�{O|��Obgb�b�h��j~id�{O|b�O�XW�Z�YVS��SQXY�S�QS��~]Q̀̀nQQ��X�SR�X��X�Y_��Q̂ ŴPW�̀�̀WXY�Q̂��̀W�Wǹ��RQY�SX�{QY_�S�Y_�Z�X�PVS�T�RQY�SX|�̂QS���]�SYWPV̀�S�RQYWZ��̀QP�YWQZ�QS��̀�PYWQZbji��̂���eQVZY\�g�PQST�S�VX�X�]�]�S�XW�Z�YVS��SQXY�SXm�Y_��SQXY�SX�[VXY�n��nQVZT�lWY_���XVWY�ǹ��PQR�S�������������������������������� �����¡¡¡¡¡�¢��£��£�¤�¡¡¡¡�£ ���¥¤�¦��§ ��̈�©�ª������������������]Q̀̀WZ��]̀�P�~�XXW�Z�T|b�k_��PQR�S�[VXY�PQZY�WZ�Y_��̂Q̀̀QlWZ���̂̂WT�RWY�̂QS�Y_��WZX]�PYQS�YQ�XW�Z«���¬¤�¡¡¡¡¡¤�WZX]�PYQS�Q̂�Y_��nQ�ST�Q̂��̀�PYWQZ�Q̂��]S�PWZPYm��PQVZY\m�OSW®QZ��_�S�n\�P�SYŴ\�Y_�Y�Y_��̂QS��QWZ��{�}P�]YWZ��XW�Z�YVS�X�WZ�S�T|��S��YSV���ZT�PQSS�PY�XW�Z�YVS�X�Q̂��̀̀��̀�PYQSX�l_Q�RQY�T�WZ�]S�PWZPY�QZ�b�{T�Y�|�©���¢�£� �̄̈�Obgb�b�h��j~�j�{�|b�OZ��~]Q̀̀nQQ��[VXY�n���PPQ[]�ZW�T�n\��Z��̂̂WT�RWY�{�aVWR�̀�ZY�YQ�Y_�Y�X]�PŴW�T�̂QS�]�]�S�SQXY�SX|�YQ�n��XW�Z�T�n\�Y_��WZX]�PYQS�QZ��̀�PYWQZ���\b�Obgb�b�h��j~�j�{e|b�k_��eQVZY\�g�PQST�S�QS�QY_�S�Q̂ ŴP�S�WZ�P_�S���Q̂��̀�PYWQZX�[VXY�_�R����n�P�~V]�XQ̀VYWQZm�XVP_��X���]SWZY�T�SQXY�S�QS�QY_�S�PQZYWZ��ZP\�]̀�Zm�WZ�P�X��Y_���~]Q̀̀nQQ�X�TQ�ZQY�]SQ]�S̀\�̂VZPYWQZ�QZ��ji�fQS�]VS]QX�X�Q̂�Y_WX���PYWQZm��Z��~]Q̀̀nQQ��WZP̀VT�X���X\XY�[�l_�S�n\��̀�PYSQZWP�Y�ǹ�YX�QS�PQ[]VY�SX��S��V]̀Q�T�T�lWY_�RQY�S�S��WXYS�YWQZ�T�Y��QS��S��PQZZ�PY�T�YQ���̀WR��RQY�S�S��WXYS�YWQZ�T�Y�n�X��RW����X�PVS��RWSYV�̀�]SWR�Y��Z�YlQS��{°�±|�PQZZ�PYWQZb�
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N� OPQ�R�ST�UQSVSW�QSPU�QX�Q�YSZQZ���[�SYSU���TTR�ZZ\�SU�YS�]�PV���R�ZST�UW���TTR�ZZ\�SZ��WW�̂Q�_Y�̀�aV�QX��[�SYSU���TTR�ZZ�PU�QX��ST�UQSVSW�QSPU�[�QWX�Z�QX��[�SYSU���TTR�ZZ�PU�QX��RPZQ�R�PR��bP̂YY_PPc\�QX�R��SZ���R��ZPU�_Y��[�QWX��UT�QX��dPQ�R�[]ZQ�_��SZZ]�T���R��]Y�R�_�YYPQ̀��aV�QX��dPQ�R�̂RPdST�Z�ST�UQSVSW�QSPU\�_]Q�QX��U�[��PR��TTR�ZZ�TP�Z�UPQ�R��ZPU�_Ye�[�QWX�QX��ZS�U�Q]R��RPZQ�R�PR��b̂PYY_PPc\�QX��dPQ�R�ZXP]YT�_��SZZ]�T���̂RPdSZSPU�Y�_�YYPQ\�UPQ���WPUTSQSPU�Y�R̂PdSZSPU�Y�_�YYPQ̀��ff�gX�̂Q�R�h\�i�WQSPU�Oajklj�l̀���m�dPQ�R�nXP�̂RPdST�Z�UP�̂RPPV�PV�ST�UQSQe�jPR�SUd�YST�̂RPPV�PV�ST�UQSQel�[]ZQ�_��SZZ]�T���WPUTSQSPU�Y�R̂PdSZSPU�Y�_�YYPQ̀�m̀òì�p��qb rhjmlj�l̀�aU�PRT�R�VPR���WPUTSQSPU�Y�̂RPdSZSPU�Y�_�YYPQ�QP�WP]UQ\�QX��dPQ�R�[]ZQ�̂R�Z�UQ��U��WW�̂Q�_Y��VPR[�PV�ST�UQSVSW�QSPU�QP�QX��gP]UQe�o�WPRT�R�_e� stt�̂̀[̀�PU�QX�� QX�_]ZSU�ZZ�T�e�VPYYPnSU����̂RS[�Re\���U�R�Y\�PR�Ẑ�WS�Y��Y�WQSPU�QX�Q�SUWY]T�Z��U��Y�WQSPU�VPR���V�T�R�Y�PVVSW�\�PR�_e� stt�̂̀[̀�PU�QX��uRT�_]ZSU�ZZ�T�e�VPYYPnSU���Ue�PQX�R��Y�WQSPÙ�m̀òì�p��qb rhjmlj�l̀���aV�QX��dPQ�R�ST�UQSVS�Z�QX�[Z�YV��Z���[�[_�R�PV���R�WP�USv�T�w�QSd��m[�RSW�U�QRS_�\�QX��dPQ�R�[�e�R̂�Z�UQ��YQ�RU�QSd��̂RPPV�PV�ST�UQSQe��Z�P]QYSU�T�SU�gX�̂Q�R�h\�i�WQSPU�aOjkl�_�YPǹ�m̀òì�p��qb rhjmlj�l̀��xX��PVVSW�R�SU�WX�R���PV��Y�WQSPUZ�[]ZQ�̂PZQ���YSZQ�PV��WW�̂Q�_Y��VPR[Z�PV�ST�UQSVSW�QSPU�SU���WPUẐSW]P]Z�̂Y�W��j�UT�[�c��SQ��d�SY�_Y��QP�dPQ�RZ�]̂PU�R�y]�ZQl��Q���WX�dPQSU��YPW�QSPU�PU�zY�WQSPU�{�e�j|ff�Z�[̂Y��VPR[Z�SU�gX�̂Q�R��rl̀�#}�#..2:/7~12��*;�4�*0��,2+/303.7/3*+��}��34/�������������������������������������������������mWW�̂Q�_Y��VPR[Z�PV�ST�UQSVSW�Q����������������� ¡¢�£����¤ ¥£�¦��UT�U�[���UT��TTR�ZZ�QX�Q� �¥¢��¥§̈©�ª¥�«���������� ¡¢��¥ª��¥�¬�¥TTR�ZZ�SU�QX��ZS�U�Q]R��RPZQ�R�PR��b̂PYY_PPc\�SUWY]T��jPUYe�PU��R�y]SR�Tls�N� m�d�YST�mRSvPU��TRSd�R�YSW�UZ�rt�N� m�d�YST�mRSvPU��UPUbP̂�R�QSU��ST�UQSVSW�QSPU�YSW�UZ�r��N� m�QRS_�Y��URPYY[�UQ�W�RT�PR�PQX�R�VPR[�PV�QRS_�Y�ST�UQSVSW�QSPU�PR�N� mUe�PQX�R�d�YST�®USQ�T�iQ�Q�Z�V�T�R�Y\�ZQ�Q�\�PR�YPW�Y��Pd�RU[�UQbSZZ]�T�ST�UQSVSW�QSPÙr����m̀òì�p��qb rhjmlj�lj�l̀� �rt�aUWY]TSU����d�YST\�m̄ °O{bSZZ]�T�mRSvPU��°P_SY��a{̀��ff�XQQ̂Zs±±�vTPQ̀�Pd±[PQPRbd�XSWY�Z±TRSd�RbZ�RdSW�Z±[P_SY�bST̀���r��aUWY]TSU����d�YST\�m̄ °O{bSZZ]�T�mRSvPU��°P_SY��a{̀��ff�XQQ̂Zs±±�vTPQ̀�Pd±[PQPRbd�XSWY�Z±TRSd�RbZ�RdSW�Z±[P_SY�bST̀���r��²XSY��ST�UQSVSW�QSPU�SZZ]�T�_e���̂]_YSW�WPYY����PR�]USd�RZSQe�PR�PQX�R�̂]_YSW��T]W�QSPU�Y�SUZQSQ]QSPU�y]�YSVS�Z��Z���ZQ�Q��PR�YPW�Y��Pd�RU[�UQbSZZ]�T�ST�UQSVSW�QSPU\�SQ�SZ�UPQ�Z]VVSWS�UQ�VPR�dPQSU��̂]R̂PZ�Z�]UY�ZZ������«̈³¬�¢��������� ¡¢�£����¤ ¥£�¦��¥ª�¦��UT��TTR�ZZ��Z�R�y]SR�T�_e�m̀òì�p��qb rhjmlj�lj�l̀��
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NO�P34/�N�Q�R*+STUVWV�XY�Z[WU�WU\�]VW\̂_̀�abc\�bde�feê\̀ �̀�g�hij�k�l�m�nk�o�pj�jqi�o�n�k�j��ristl�pjo�ju�j�sipj�vp�wxy�z{wy|}~����y��������|y~~�����y�w���y��{|�~�{����y�w�����w�{����wx�wxy�z{wy|}~����y��������|y~~�������y�ju���i��iqvp����� g�tjv�vjm��v����ik����sjkvs����o��q�j�k��oi�vr�q�oj���o�q�k��j���nuip���s����nuip���vpj�kp�j��ik�s�����o�j���vj��j���hvovip�o�khvs��r�j�r�qvjuvp����r�mo�i��ju�����sjvip���� g���p��ik�sk�rvj�tpvip�oj�j�l�pj�r�j�r�qvjuvp����r�mo�i��ju�����sjvip���� g�h��vr�gkv�ip��h�uvs���k��vojk�jvip���� g�h��vr��prv�p�ik���jvh��gl�kvs�p�s�poto�s�kr���� ���|{�y|w��w���~w�wy�y�w��{|�wxy�z{wy|}~�|y~��y��y���� g�h��vr�jkv�����pki��l�pj�s�kr�ik�iju�k�h��vr��ikl�i��jkv����vr�pjv�vs�jvip���� g�h��vr�gkv�ip��h�uvs���vpotk�ps��s�kr���� ��z������y�{|�y|}~���kjv�vs�j����� ���������� ���|¡y��¢£��������¤�y�w�{��¥�wy|���¦§��������� ���z������|�̈{���z{wy|�k��vojk�jvip�s�kr��ik���� gpm�h��vr�©pvj�r�ªj�j�o���r�k����oj�j���ik��is����ih�kpl�pj«voot�r�vr�pjv�vs�jvip¬��g¬¬ª¬�®�� «̄°�±g²±�²±�²¬�gpm�³voj���ristl�pj�l�m����nk�o�pj�r�ji���ni���qik��k�vp����sjkipvs��ikl�j��vps�trvp��ip���ol�kj�nuip��ik�j����j¬�Ó�P34/�́�Q�#..2:/7µ12�"8µ;3,�¶*;·4�*0�̧6��¹u��hij�k�l�m�nk�o�pj�s�kj�vp�sil�vp�jvipo�i��ristl�pjo��kil�³vojo����pr��¬�gss�nj�����sil�vp�jvipo�vps�tr����� g�h��vr�nuiji�vr�pjv�vs�jvip��kil�³voj���qvju��p��rrk�oo�ju�j�ri�o�pij�k��oip���m�l�jsu�ju��z{wy|}~����|y~~����wxy�~� ��w�|y�|{~wy|�{|�y«ni���ii����ssiln�pv�r��m���ristl�pj��kil�³voj�º���wx�������|y~~�wx�w��{y~�|y�~{��������w�x�wxy�z{wy|}~����|y~~����wxy�~v�p�jtk��kioj�k�ik��«ni���ii����� g�h��vr�©¬ª¬���oonikj�ik�n�oonikj�s�kr���ssiln�pv�r��m���ristl�pj��kil�³voj����ik��� g�h��vr�©¬ª¬�»v�vj�km�vr�pjv�vs�jvip���ssiln�pv�r��m���ristl�pj��kil�³voj��¬��g¬¬ª¬�®�� «̄°��±g²±�²±s²¬�¼O�̧6�'2½-3;2·2+/4�0*;�R7/3¾2�#·2;3.7+�¿*/2;4�g�hij�k�qui�vr�pjv�v�o�ju�lo�����o���l�l��k�i������r�k���m�k�si�pv��r���jvh��gl�kvs�p�jkv����pr�nk�o�pjo�ip��vj�l�i��jkv����vr�pjv�vs�jvip�±ju�j�ri�o�pij�l��j�ju��k�Àtvk�l�pjo�i��³voj��²�ltoj����voot�r���nkihvovip�������ij�±vp��v�t�i����siprvjvip���nkihvovip�������ij²��pr�ri�o�pij�p��r�ji�k�jtkp�ji�sip�vkl�ju�vk�vr�pjvjm¬�g¬¬ª¬�®�� «̄°�±g²±�²����¢w|��y§�������y~���Á�w�zy���y|�������w�{�¦�silltpvjm����pr��ik�jkv����ot�rvhvovip¬��
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J� KL�M��N�N�OP��QQRQO�OS��TPO�UV��QW�OS��TPO�U�XS�O�Y�MNRN�O�Q��MN�RQQZ�Q�OS��TPO�U�N�QRU�Q�OP�TPO��LPU[�J� KL�U�\Z�QO�N�]̂�OS��TPO�UV�RMQOUZYO�OS��TPO�U�SPX�OP�P_�U�O���M̂��YY�QQR]̀��TPORM���\ZR_a�MOV�RMỲZNRM��XS�O�OP��b_�YO�LPU�OS��U�YPUN�N�RMQOUZYORPMQ��MN�XS�O�W�̂Q�OP�ZQ��OP�aPT��LPUX�UN�PU��P�]�YW�PM�OS��QYU��M[��J� cd�efghfijfk�lm�jnf�opjfeq�riisij�jnf�opjfe�st�urevstw�pe�ofesdmstw�jnf�opjfexi�lryypj�Q�̀�YORPMQ[��MN�J� KL�M��N�N�OP��QQRQO�OS��TPO�UV��QW�OS��TPO�U�XS�O�Y�MNRN�O�Q��MN�RQQZ�Q�OS��TPO�U�N�QRU�Q�OP�TPO��LPUz��{SPQ���QQRQORM��r�opjfe�h|pt�jnf�opjfexi�efghfij�a�̂�MPO��OO�a_O�OP�RML̀Z�MY����TPO�U�RM�OS��YSPRY��PL�Y�MNRN�O�Q�PU�RQQZ�QV�MPU�RM��M̂�a�MM�U�QZ���QO�PU�U�YPaa�MN���TPO��LPU��M̂�_�UORYZ̀�U�Y�MNRN�O��PU�RQQZ�z��}}�~S�_O�U��V���YORPM�K��������]PT�z��S�M��QQRQORM��TPO�UQV�_P̀̀�XPUW�UQ�QSPZ̀N��̀QP�U�a�a]�U�OP�Q_��W�PM̀̂��Q�̀PZǸ̂ ��Q�M��N�N�OP��QQRQO�OS��TPO�U��MN�_UPO�YO�OS�RU�_URT�Ŷ��Q�aZYS��Q�_PQQR]̀�z��~ZU]QRN��TPORM��a�̂��̀QP�]��_UPTRN�N�OP�Q�MRPU�YROR��MQ�PU�TPO�UQ�XROS�NRQ�]R̀ROR�Q��Q���U��QPM�]̀���YYPaaPN�ORPM�PU�XS�M�OS��PLLRY�U�RM�YS�U���PL��̀�YORPMQ�N�O�UaRM�Q�OS�O���TPORM��̀PY�ORPM�RQ�RM�YY�QQR]̀�V�OS�O�MP��YY�QQR]̀��QRO�Q��U���T�R̀�]̀�V��MN�OS�O�MP�O�a_PU�Û�a��QZU�Q�Y�M�a�W��RO��YY�QQR]̀�z��}}�~S�_O�U��V���YORPMQ�KKK��MN�K�z����� ���������#��9%��#���44-3+��7�'2�-17;��711*/��_PM�YS�YWRM��RM��O���TPORM��̀PY�ORPMV�TPO�UQ�aZQO��MMPZMY��OS�RU�M�a���MN��NNU�QQ�PU�_UPTRN��OS�RU�M�a���MN�U�QRN�MY��PU�a�R̀RM���NNU�QQ�RM�XURORM���]̂�_U�Q�MORM��_UPPL�PL�RN�MORÔ�z��z�z�z������������z��KM��ZURQNRYORPMQ�OS�O�YPMNZYO��QQR�M�N�_P̀̀RM��_̀�Y���̀�YORPMQV�OS��U�QRN�MY���NNU�QQ�aZQO�]��XROSRM�OS��_U�YRMYO�RM�XSRYS�OS��TPO�U�RQ��OO�a_ORM��OP�TPO�z��̂�QR�MRM��OS��QR�M�OZU��UPQO�U�PU�OS����_P̀̀]PPW�QR�M�OZU��_�NV�OS��TPO�U�RQ�N��a�N�OP��LLRUa�OS�O�OS�̂��U��U��RQO�U�N�RM�OS�O��ZURQNRYORPM��MN�RQ��̀R�R]̀��OP�TPO��RM�OS�O��ZURQNRYORPMz��z�z�z������� ��~�z�KL�OS��TPO�U�RQ�LPZMN�RM�OS��QR�M�OZU��UPQO�U�PU���_P̀̀]PPWV�S�Q�_U�Q�MO�N��YY�_O�]̀��_UPPL�PL�RN�MORÔV��MN�NP�Q�MPO�L�̀̀�RMOP��M��bY�_ORPM�R̀QO�N�RM�~S�_O�U��V���YORPM��K�������]�̀PXV�OS��TPO�U�aZQO�]��RQQZ�N���U��Z̀�U�]�̀̀POz��}}��z�z�z����������~�z����YS�TPO�U�aZQO�QR�M�OS�RU�M�a��RM�OS��QR�M�OZU��UPQO�U�PU���_P̀̀]PPW�QR�M�OZU��_�N�_URPU�OP�U�Y�RTRM����]�̀̀POz��̀O�UM�ORT�̀̂V��M�RMQ_�YOPU�PU��ZN���a�̂�QR�M�OS��UPQO�U�PU���_P̀̀]PPW�LPU���TPO�U�XSP�RQ�_�UQPM�̀̀ �̂ZM�]̀��OP�QR�M�NZ��OP�_ŜQRY�̀�NRQ�]R̀RÔz�KM��ZURQNRYORPMQ�OS�O�ZQ����_�_�U�iswtrjhef�epijfeq�jnf�sti|f�jpe�pe��hkwf�uhij��esjf�jnf�opjfexi�truf��sjn�efk�stWz��z�z�z������������z�KM��ZURQNRYORPMQ�OS�O�ZQ���M���_P̀̀]PPWV�OS��RMQ_�YOPU�PU��ZN���aZQO�XURjf�jnf�opjfexi�truf�rtk�jnf�sti|f�jpexi�PU��hkwfxi�stsjsryi� pt�jnf�f�_P̀̀]PPW�QR�M�OZU��_�N���Q��M��OO�QO�ORPMz��z�z�z������������z��
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J�KLM�N��M���OP�QR�S�TROMNRQM��S�QMRLU�VLN�WXRQX�UL�OR�U�MYN��NLOM�N�X�O�Z��U�OYPPSR�T�[�\�KLM����]̂_̀ab]�cbaadef�c̀e�g̀he�i]djkl̂�em̂�jdê]nh�obĝ�bol�bll]̂hh�ko�bo�bppklbjke�bol�bppk]g�em̂]̂ko�embe�MX��KLM�Nq�r� s�ORT�O�WRMXRU�MX��TROMNRQM�ZLYUT�NR�O�LN�PNLPLO�T�TROMNRQM�ZLYUT�NR�Ot��r� uO���vY�SRVR�T��S�QMLN�VLN�MX���S�QMRLUt��UT��r� w�O�ULM��SN��T\�KLM�T��M�MX���S�QMRLUx���Jxsxyx�z��{|}~ ���x�����44-3+��7�$;*�343*+71��711*/����!3;.-�4/7+.24�'2�-3;3+���44-7+.2�*0�7�$;*�343*+71��711*/�7��=HI�������B����FC��F�G��EFGGHI�J�KLM�N�[YOM�Z���SSLW�T�ML�KLM����PNLKRORLU�S�Z�SSLM�RV�MX��KLM�N��PP��NO�LU�MX��OR�U�MYN��NLOM�N�LN��|PLSSZLL���O�X�KRU��N�Q�RK�T��U���NS\�Z�SSLM|Z\|[�RS��ZYM��RMX�Nq������VVRN[O�MX�M�MX�\�X�K��ULM�KLM�T��UT�WRSS�ULM�KLM��MX��Z�SSLM|Z\|[�RSt�LN�����OYNN�UT�NO�MX��Z�SSLM|Z\|[�RS�ML�MX��RUOP�QMLN�LU��S�QMRLU���\x�Jxsxyx�z��{|}~ ���x���LM�NO�WXL��PP��N��M���KLMRU��SLQ�MRLU�WRMX���Z�SSLM|Z\|[�RS�MX�M�X�O�ULM�Z��U�KLM�T���SLU��WRMX�MX���VVRT�KRM��UK�SLP���[�\�YO����PNRK�Q\�ZLLMX��M�MX��KLMRU��SLQ�MRLU�ML�[�N��MX��Z�SSLM|Z\|[�RSx�uU�MXRO�QRNQY[OM�UQ���MX��KLM�N�TL�O�ULM�OR�U�RU��M�MX��KLMRU��SLQ�MRLU��UT�MX��KLM�N�[YOM�PS�Q��MX��KLM�T�Z�SSLM|Z\|[�RS�RU�RMO��VVRT�KRM��UK�SLP���OR�U�MX���VVRT�KRM��UK�SLP����UT�PS�Q��MX���UK�SLP��RU�MX����NS\�Z�SSLM�TNLP|LVV�QLUM�RU�N��M�MX��KLMRU��SLQ�MRLUx������F����H�@��HI�����F��HC��BDCFIA����H@I���J�KLM�N�WXLO��U�[��TL�O�ULM��PP��N�LU�MX��OR�U�MYN��NLOM�N�[YOM�Z��ROOY�T���PNLKRORLU�S�Z�SSLM�RV�MX��KLM�Nq�r� �N�O�UMO�RT�UMRVRQ�MRLU�MX�M�RUQSYT�O�MX�RN�U�[���UT���N�ORT�UMR�S��TTN�OO�MX�M�MX��QS�N��K�NRVR�O�ML�Z��WRMXRU�MX��PN�QRUQM��RU�QLYUMR�O�MX�M�QLUTYQM��OOR�U�T�PLSSRU��PS�Q���S�QMRLUO�t�LN�r� yR�UO��U��VVRN[�MRLU�MX�M�OM�M�O�MX��KLM�N�RO�N��ROM�N�T��UT��SR�RZS��ML�KLM��RU�MX�M��YNROTRQMRLUx���Jxsxyx�z��{|} ¡���x� 3�� ¢̂£d]l̂]nh�¤̂]ekpk£bê��J�KLM�N�WXLO��U�[��TL�O�ULM��PP��N�LU�MX��OR�U�MYN��NLOM�N��ZYM�WXL�PN�O�UMO���Q�NMRVRQ�M��VNL[�MX��¥LYUM\�s�QLNT�N�OXLWRU��MX�M�MX��KLM�N�RO��UMRMS�T�ML�KLM���M�MX��KLMRU��SLQ�MRLU��RO��UMRMS�T�ML�KLM����N��YS�N�Z�SSLMx�uU����YNROTRQMRLU�MX�M�YO�O���P�P�N�OR�U�MYN��NLOM�N��MX��KLM�N�[YOM�OR�U�LU�MX��VRNOM��K�RS�ZS��ZS�U��SRU��LU�MX��OR�U�MYN��NLOM�Nx�Jxsxyx�z��{|} ¡�J�x�
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.J�=HIKL�MF@�FC�>CFNIBOK�PIFIA@�QR���STU�V�WXTY��V��ZYUV�UZT[�V�\TV]�ZY�Z[�Z[�\UZS��YU�ÛY��[]�UX��STU�V�X�Y���[�W�V�YZ]�[UZ�_��]]V�YY�Z[���]ZRR�V�[U�̀V�\Z[\Ua�UX��STU�V�b̂YU�c��]ZV�\U�]�UT�UX��\TVV�\U�STUZ[��_T\�UZT[�dZ[�\T̂[UZ�Y�UX�U�\T[]̂\U��YYZ�[�]�̀T__Z[��̀_�\���_�\UZT[Yef�Q[�UXZY�\�Y�a�UX��STU�V�b̂YU��_YT�c��Z[RTVb�]�UX�U��_UXT̂�X�UX��STU�V�X�Y���VZ�XU�UT�STU����̀VTSZYZT[�_�c�__TU��U�UX�U�_T\�UZT[a�UX��STU�V�b̂YU�STU��Z[�UX��\TVVghi�jkllmno�jlphg�iqpi�hkrrgsjknts�ik�iqg�ukigrvs�hwrrgni�pttrgss�Z[�TV]�V�RTV�UX��STU��UT�\T̂[Uf��QR���STU�V��RRZVbY�UX�x�\T[UZ[̂��UT�V�YZ]���U�UX���]]V�YY�T[�UX��YZ�[�ÛV��VTYU�V�TV�Z[�UX���ỳT__cTTza�UX��STU�V�b̂YU�c��ZYŶ�]���V��̂_�V�c�__TU��[]�UX��{T̂ni|�}ghkrtgr�~wsi�jlphg�iqg�ukigrvs�V��ZYUV�UZT[�V�\TV]�Z[��\UZS��YU�ÛY�RT__TWZ[��UX���_�\UZT[f��f�f�f�����y���d�eyd�ef��,J�=HIKL���FCDK����KBL��F�K�QR���STU�Vvs�hwrrgni�np~g�]T�Y�[TU��̀ �̀�V�Z[�UX��YZ�[�ÛV��VTYU�V�TV��ỳT__cTTz�c�\�̂Y��UX��STU�V�\X�[��]�UX�ZV�[�b�a�UX��STU�V�b̂YU�c��ZYŶ�]���̀VTSZYZT[�_�c�__TU�TV�\T[]ZUZT[�_�̀VTSZYZT[�_�c�__TUf��n�iqpi�hpsg��iqg�hlgr��~wsi��rmig�iqg�ukigrvs�ng��np~g�pnt��kr~gr�np~g�kn�iqg�jrkumsmknpl��pllki��[S�_T̀�f��X��̀VTSZYZT[�_�c�__TU��[S�_T̀��WZ__�c��̂Y�]�cx�UX��{T̂[Ux���\TV]�V��RU�V�UX���_�\UZT[�ik�hqpnog�iqg�ukigrvs�np~g�mn�iqg�ukigr�rgomsirpimkn�tpip�psg�����TW�S�Va�ZR�UX���_�\UZT[�cT�V]�X�Y�V��_yim~g�phhgss�ik�ukigr�rgomsirpimkn�rghkrts��iqg�ukigrvs�Z[RTVb�UZT[�b�x�c��̂̀ ]�U�]��U�UX��STUZ[��_T\�UZT[�̂̀T[�\Tb̀_�UZT[�TR���[�W�STU�V�V��ZYUV�UZT[�TV��]]V�YY�̂̀]�U��RTVbf�2J�=HIKL��HOK���BI�BC�I�K��HACI��QR���STU�V�bTS�]�UT���[�W��]]V�YY�WZUXZ[�UX��\T̂[Ux�ĉU�]Z]�[TU�̂ ]̀�U��UX�ZV��]]V�YY�WZUX�UX��{T̂[Ux���\TV]�V�c�RTV��UX���_�\UZT[a�UX��STU�V�b̂YU�STU����̀VTSZYZT[�_�c�__TU��[]�dZ[�\T̂[UZ�Y�UX�U�\T[]̂\U��YYZ�[�]�̀T__Z[��̀_�\���_�\UZT[Ye�b̂YU�STU���U�UX��̀T__Z[��̀_�\��UX�U�\TVV�ỲT[]Y�UT�UX�ZV�[�W��]]V�YYf��f�f�f�����y���d{ef���\_�Vz�b̂YU�Z[RTVb�UX��STU�V�UX�U��_UXT̂�X�UX��STU�V�X�Y���VZ�XU�UT�STU����̀VTSZYZT[�_�c�__TU��U�UX�U�_T\�UZT[a�UX��STU�V�b̂YU�STU��Z[�UX��\TVV�\U�̀T__Z[��̀_�\��UX�U�\TVV�ỲT[]Y�UT�UX��ukigrvs�hwrrgni��]]V�YY�Z[�TV]�V�RTV�UX��STU��UT�\T̂[Uf������U�UX��[�W�̀T__Z[��̀_�\�a�UX��STU�V�WZ__�c��̀�VbZUU�]�dSZ��UX��̀VTSZYZT[�_�c�__TU��[S�_T̀�e�UT�̂̀]�U��UX�ZV�STU�V�V��ZYUV�UZT[�V�\TV]�WZUX�UX��[�W��]]V�YYf��f�f�f�����y���d{ef�Q[����̂VZY]Z\UZT[�UX�U�ÛZ_Z��Y�STU��\�[U�VYa�UX��STU�V�b�x�̂̀ ]�U��UX�ZV��]]V�YY�Z[�UX��Y�b��b�[[�V�ĉU�b�x�STU���U��[x�STU��\�[U�V�WZUXZ[�UX���̂VZY]Z\UZT[f�� ���������UZ̀̂ _�UZT[�RTV��ZYbZYY�_a�� ¡�¢�£¤���¥¦¥¡a�§Tf�{̈ © ��y ��� ��d�VZ�f��̂ �̀Vf�{Uf��̂ �f�©a�© ��eª�«V]�V�TR��ZYbZYY�_a�� ¡�¢�£¤���¥¦¥¡a�§Tf�{̈ © ��y ��� ��d�VZ�f��̂ �̀Vf�{Uf��̂ �f��a�© ��ef�
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IJ�KL���M�NKOPQ�RP�ST�L�U�S��MVWXYZ�[\\Z]]�Ŵ�_̂WZ̀�̀ZaX]Ẁ[WX̂b�̀Z\̂ c̀]d�WeZ�_̂WZ̀f]�XbĝỲ[WX̂b�Y[h�R��ijT�K�T��K�KL��kPKOQ��MPN�KOPQ�ijPQ�NPljM�KOPQ�PJ���Q�m�kPK�S�S��OUKS�KOPQ�JPSl�PS��TTS�UU�ijT�K��JPSlnop�� /q�r@HsGtsuvwxABxH�<GHwv�yg�WeZ�_̂WZ̀f]�b[YZ�ĉZ]�b̂W�[zzZ[̀�̂b�We[W�z̀Z\Xb\Wf]�]Xab[W{̀Z�̀̂]WZ̀�|Z\[{]Z�WeZ�_̂WZ̀�̀Z]XcZ]�Xb��QPKL�S�jS�NOQNK�}OQ�NPiQKO�U�KL�K�NPQTiNK��UUO�Q�T�jPMMOQ��jM�N���M�NKOPQU~���Q��M�NKOPQ�PJJONO�M�UL�MM�TOS�NK�KL��kPK�S�KP�KL��NPSS�NK�jPMMOQ��MPN�KOPQ�PS��OJ��jjMON�RM���KP���kPK��N�QK�Sn��L���M�NKOPQ�PJJONO�M�liUK��MUP�OQJPSl�KL��kPK�S�KL�K��MKLPi�L�KL��kPK�S�L�U���SO�LK�KP�kPK����jSPkOUOPQ�M�R�MMPK��K�KL�K�MPN�KOPQ��KL��kPK�S�liUK�kPK��OQ�KL��NPSS�NK�jPMMOQ��jM�N��OQ�PST�S�JPS��MM�PJ�KL�OS�kPK�U�KP�R��NPiQK�Tn�IJ�KL��kPK�S�OQUOUKU�PQ�kPKOQ���K�KL�K�OQNPSS�NK�MPN�KOPQ����jSPkOUOPQ�M�R�MMPK�liUK�R��OUUi�T��RiK�KL��kPK�S�ULPiMT����OQ�R��OQJPSl�T�KL�K�R�MMPKU�N�UK�OQ��Q�OQNPSS�NK�jS�NOQNK�mOMM�QPK�NPiQKn���MK�SQ�KOk�M���ijPQ���Uj�NOJON�S�UPMiKOPQ�PJ�KL���P�ST�PJ��ij�SkOUPSU�OUUi�T�jiSUi�QK�KP��n�n�n����pV���}�~}�~��iKLPSO�OQ��KL��iU��PJ��NN�UUORM��kPKOQ����iOjl�QK�mOKLOQ��Q��UUO�Q�T�jPMMOQ��jM�N��KP�R��iU�T��U���kPK��N�QK�S����kPK�S�UL�MM�R���QKOKM�T�KP�kPK����S��iM�S�R�MMPK�iUOQ��KL���NN�UUORM��kPKOQ����iOjl�QK�OJ������ �L���M�NKOPQ�RP�ST�L�U��NN�UU�KP�S��M�KOl��OQJPSl�KOPQ��QT�N�Q�NPQJOSl�KL���i�MOJO�T�kPK�S�L�U�QPK�N�UK���R�MMPK��K��QPKL�S�kPKOQ��MPN�KOPQ���� �L���NN�UUORM��kPKOQ����iOjl�QK�OU�jS�VjSP�S�ll�T��QT�N�SKOJO�T�KP��MMPm�kPK�SU�KP�l�S��PS�kPK���Q��R�MMPK�UK�M��JPS�KL�K�NPiQK����QT��� �L���NN�UUORM��kPKOQ����iOjl�QK��Q�RM�U�KL��kPK�S�KP�kPK��l�S����R�MMPK�JPS�KL��NPSS�NK�jS�NOQNK�OQ�mLONL�KL��kPK�S�OU��QKOKM�T�KP�kPK�n��q�#:)-1+,:13�/):��33,2*��#:)�232)*60��600).3����kPK�S�mLP�OU�OUUi�T���jSPkOUOPQ�M�R�MMPK�liUK�UO�Q�KL�OS�Q�l��PQ���U�j�S�K��UO�Q�KiS��SPUK�S�j����R��OQQOQ��mOKL�KL��QilR�S��V���QT�QilR�S�T�NPQU�NiKOk�M��}JPS�j�j�S�UO�Q�KiS��SPUK�SU�PQM�~n��n�n�n����pV���}�~n��VjPMMRPP�U�liUK�R���RM��KP�jSPTiN����S�jPSK�PJ�jSPkOUOPQ�M�kPK�SU��OQNMiTOQ��WeZ�_̂WZ̀f]�]Xab[W{̀Zd�[gWZ̀�WeZ�ẑ��]�\�̂]Z�����L��kPK�S��QT��M�NKOPQ�RP�ST�l�lR�S�liUK�NPljM�K��KL��OQJPSl�KOPQ�S��iOS�T�PQ�KL��jSPkOUOPQ�M�R�MMPK��Qk�MPj�n��L��kPK�S�KL�Q�liUK���� �����KL��NPljM�K�T��Qk�MPj���QT�jSPkOUOPQ�M�R�MMPK�KP�KL��kPKOQ��RPPKL����� �PK��KL��jSPkOUOPQ�M�R�MMPK���� �M�N��KL��kPK�T�R�MMPK�OQUOT��KL��jSPkOUOPQ�M�R�MMPK��Qk�MPj���QT�U��M�KL���Qk�MPj����QT��� �SPkOT��KL��U��M�T�jSPkOUOPQ�M�R�MMPK��Qk�MPj��KP�KL���M�NKOPQ�RP�ST�l�lR�Sn���� �op�IJ���S��OUKS�QK�lPk�T�KP���TOJJ�S�QK�NPiQK��TiSOQ��KL����VT���j�SOPT�jS�N�TOQ��KL��Q��K��M�NKOPQ��KL��S��OUKS�QK�OU�T��l�T���S�UOT�QK�PJ��QT�S�l�OQU����i�MOJO�T��M�NKPS�OQ�KL��JPSl�S�NPiQK��JPS�KL�K��M�NKOPQ��QT�liUK�kPK��OQ�KL����� ¡��NPiQK�n��n�n�n����pV���n��
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NO�P�Q�R�S��ST��SUQ�V�WX�Y�ZZWSV�SW�Y��QRW[�VV�\�]̂SW_��̀�RWa]V]Ŵ�Z��̂\�[Ŵ\]S]Ŵ�Z�QRWa]V]Ŵ�Z�Y�ZZWSVb��̀cR]S�d]̂�Y�ZZWSV�e]X��QQZ][�YZ�fb��̀gWS�\�Y�ZZWSVb��̂\��̀h�RZU�Y�ZZWSVO�ij�$.1k3731,/0�/,6�!1,63-31,/0�$.1k3731,/0�l/001-7��mT��QRWa]V]Ŵ�Z�Y�ZZWS��̂a�ZWQ�V�VTWnZ\�Y��a]Vn�ZZU�\]VS]̂�n]VT�YZ��XRWo�WST�R�Y�ZZWS��̂a�ZWQ�V�]VVn�\��S���aWS]̂��ZW[�S]Ŵ�WR���RZU�aWS]̂��V]S�O��RWa]V]Ŵ�Z��̂\�[Ŵ\]S]Ŵ�Z�QRWa]V]Ŵ�Z�Y�ZZWS��̂a�ZWQ�V�o�U�Y��QR]̂S�\�Ŵ�[WZWR�\�Q�Q�Rb�o�U�Y��R�Y�R�[W\�V�ST�S�\W�̂WS�]\�̂S]XU�ST��aWS�Rb�WR�o�U�nV��WST�R�o�STW\V�SW�a]Vn�ZZU�\]VS]̂�n]VT�STWV��SUQ�V�WX�Y�ZZWS��̂a�ZWQ�VO��pX�ST�R���R��QRWa]V]Ŵ�Z��̂\qWR�[Ŵ\]S]Ŵ�Z�QRWa]V]Ŵ�Z�Y�ZZWSVb�ST��p̂VQ�[S]Ŵ�rW�R\�onVS_��O�s��Q�QRWa]V]Ŵ�Z�Y�ZZWSV�V�Q�R�S��XRWo�[Ŵ\]S]Ŵ�Z�QRWa]V]Ŵ�Z�Y�ZZWSVt�uO�vWoQZ�S��ST��QRWa]V]Ŵ�Z�Y�ZZWS�SR�̂Vo]SS�Z�VZ]Q�YU��̂S�R]̂�_��̀mT��̂noY�R�WX�QRWa]V]Ŵ�Z�Y�ZZWSV�VS�S�\�Ŵ�ST��Y�ZZWS�R�QWRSb���̀mT���[Sn�Z�̂noY�R�WX�QRWa]V]Ŵ�Z�Y�ZZWSV�R�[�]a�\b���̀mT��̂noY�R�WX�[Ŵ\]S]Ŵ�Z�QRWa]V]Ŵ�Z�Y�ZZWSV�VS�S�\�Ŵ�ST��Y�ZZWS�R�QWRSb��̂\��̀mT���[Sn�Z�̂noY�R�WX�[Ŵ\]S]Ŵ�Z�QRWa]V]Ŵ�Z�Y�ZZWSV�R�[�]a�\t��̂\� O�w�[WR\�ST��̂noY�R�WX�QRWa]V]Ŵ�Z��̂\�[Ŵ\]S]Ŵ�Z�QRWa]V]Ŵ�Z�Y�ZZWSV�Ŵ�ST��]̂VQ�[S]Ŵ�YW�R\�ZW�O�xj�y1-+6�&/.0z�l/001-7��h�RZU�Y�ZZWSV�\RWQQ�\�WXX��S�ST��QWZZ]̂��QZ�[��onVS�Y��\�Z]a�R�\�SW�ST��vWn̂SU�w�[WR\�R�XWR�V]�̂�SnR��a�R]X][�S]Ŵb��̂\�o�U�Y��a�R]X]�\�QR]WR�SW�WR��ZŴ��{]ST�ST��QRWa]V]Ŵ�Z�Y�ZZWSVO�|WR�oWR��]̂XWRo�S]Ŵ��YWnS�QRW[�VV]̂����RZU�Y�ZZWSVb�}~~�vT�QS�R�ub�P�[S]Ŵ�gpO��j�'+420/.�y1-+6�l/001-7��w��nZ�R�Y�ZZWSV�ST�S�{�R��S�YnZ�S�\��S�ST��aWS]̂��ZW[�S]Ŵ�R�o�]̂�]̂�ST��Y�ZZWS�SR�̂VX�R�[ŴS�]̂�R�R�[�]a�\�XRWo�ST��QR�[]̂[S�WR������������������������������������������������������������������w��nZ�R�Y�ZZWSV�ST�S�{�R��̂WS�S�YnZ�S�\��S�ST��aWS]̂��ZW[�S]Ŵ��R��R�[�]a�\��̂\�QRW[�VV�\�YU�ST���n\]S�rW�R\��̂\qWR�v�̂SR�Z�vWn̂S]̂���Z�[��rW�R\O���j��.3-+��,�l/001-7��pX�ST�R���R��{R]S�d]̂�Y�ZZWSVb�ST��p̂VQ�[S]Ŵ�rW�R\�onVS_���O�vWn̂S�ST��SWS�Z�̂noY�R�WX�Y�ZZWSV�[ŴS�]̂]̂��{R]S�d]̂Vb�]X�̂WS�QR�a]WnVZU�[Wn̂S�\��S�ST��QWZZ]̂��QZ�[�t�
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MN�O�PQRS�TU��VWXY�R�QV�TU��ZQ�[��VS�\N�]QX̂Z�T����TR�V_X̀TT�Z��Va�ZQ̂��bQR�S�Z̀a�Rc�Qb�Y�ZZQT_�PQVT�̀V̀V��dR̀T�èV�aQT�_�TQ�TU��fR̀T�egV�h�ZZc�iQ�RSN� j� *+,-./� 01+,2+3�#/.4*�k0.-5��hU��]�VTR�Z�]QWVT̀V���Z�P��iQ�RS�̀_�R�_̂QV_̀YZ��bQR�TU��̂RQP�__̀V���VS�T�YWZ�T̀QV�Qb�aQT�S�Y�ZZQT_�QV�TU��P�VTR�Z�PQWVT�T�YWZ�T̀QV��lẀ̂ X�VT��VS�TU��mnop��VS�_U�ZZ�X�̀VT�̀V�TU��_�PWR̀Tc�Qb�TU��Y�ZZQT_�TURQW�UQWT�TU��̂RQP�__N�hU��]�VTR�Z�]QWVT̀V���Z�P��iQ�RS�_U�ZZ�Y��WVS�R�TU��S̀R�PT̀QV�Qb�TU��]�VTR�Z�]QWVT̀V���Z�P��iQ�RS�̀V_̂�PTQR[��VS�PQV_̀_T�Qb��_�X�Vc�TR�̀V�S�̂�R_QVV�Z�_�Z�PT�S�Yc�TU��iQ�RS�Qb�oŴ�Rà_QR_�qQR�S�_̀�V��r��_�R�lẀR�S�TQ�̂RQP�__��ZZ�Y�ZZQT_�S�Z̀a�R�S�TQ�TU��P�VTR�Z�PQWVT̀V��̂Z�P�N��n�XY�R_�Qb�TU��]�VTR�Z�]QWVT̀V���Z�P��iQ�RS�_UQWZS�Y��b�X̀Z̀�R�d̀TU�TU��stu�T�_T̀V��R�lẀR�X�VT_p�S�T��̂RQP�__̀V��̂RQP�SWR�_p��VS�Y�ZZQT�T�YWZ�T̀QV��lẀ̂ X�VTN�hU�R��_U�ZZ�Y��VQ�R̂�b�R�VT̀�Z�PQWVT̀V��Qb�Y�ZZQT_�bQR�TU��̂WR̂Q_��Qb�̂RQv�PT̀V��TU���Z�PT̀QVN�uNONoN�w��xexM�qurN��hU��]�VTR�Z�]QWVT̀V���Z�P��iQ�RS�_U�ZZy��N�o�PWR���ZZ�̂RQP�__�S�Y�ZZQT_�WVT̀Z�_WPP�__bWZ�PQX̂Z�T̀QV�Qb�TU��Z�_T��PPWR�Pc�P�RT̀b̀P�T̀QV�T�_T[�MN�o��Z�TU��Y�ZZQT�PQVT�̀V�R_��VS�_�PWR��TU��RQQX�dU�R��TU��Y�ZZQT_��R��ZQP�T�S[�\N�z��̂�TU��PQVT�̀V�R_�̀V���_�PWR���R���WVT̀Zy�{�hU���VS�Qb�TU��PU�ZZ�V���̂�R̀QSp�QR�{�gb���PU�ZZ�V���̀_�b̀Z�Sp�WVT̀Z�TU��PU�ZZ�V���U�_�Y��V�R�_QZa�Sp��VS�{�hU��Y�ZZQT_�U�a��Y��V�R�Z��_�S�TQ�TU��PW_TQSc�Qb�TU��Qbb̀P�R�̀V�PU�R���Qb��Z�PT̀QV_[��N�hR�V_b�R�TU��_��Z�S�PQVT�̀V�R_�TQ�TU��Qbb̀P�R�̀V�PU�R���Qb��Z�PT̀QV_�dUQ�_U�ZZ�TR�V_b�R�TU��Y�ZZQT_�TQ�TU��]QWVTc�hR��_WR�R�bQR�R�T�VT̀QVN��hU��PQX̂WT�R�Q̂�R�T̀V���R��p�dU�R��TU��PQX̂WT�R�PQVT�̀V̀V��TU��mno�̀_�ZQP�T�Sp�_U�ZZ�Y��̀V���_�̂�R�T��RQQX�QR�̀V��V��R���Qb���Z�R��R�RQQX�dÙPU�̀_�PZ��RZc�X�R|�S��_�TU��PQX̂WT�R�Q̂�R�T̀V���R��N�}VZc�X�XY�R_�Qb�TU��]�VTR�Z�]QWVT̀V���Z�P��iQ�RS��VS�uPPWR�Pc�]�RT̀b̀P�T̀QV�iQ�RS�X�c�Y��̂�RX̀TT�S�̀V�TU��̀XX�S̀�T��PQX̂WT�R�Q̂�R�T̀V���R��N�}TU�R�QY_�Ra�R_�X�c�Y��̂�RX̀TT�S�TQ�QY_�Ra��TU��Q̂�R�T̀QV_�Qb�TU�_��YQ�RS_��VS�TU��PQX̂WT�R�bRQX���S�_̀�V�T�S�ZQP�T̀QV�YWT�XW_T�VQT�V̀T�Rb�R��d̀TU�TU��PQVSWPT�Qb�TU��Q̂�R�T̀QV_N�hU��oV���iQ�RS�X�c��VT�R�TU��PQX̂WT�R�Q̂�R�T̀V���R���TQ�R�_QZa���Vc�S̀_PR�̂�VPcN��m~P�̂T�bQR���]QWVTc�O�PQRS�R�dUQ_��V�X��̀_�VQT�QV�TU��Y�ZZQT��VS�dUQ�̀_�P�RRc̀V��QWT�Qbb̀P̀�Z�SWT̀�_p�VQ�̂WYZ̀P�Qbb̀P�R�_�RàV��̀V��V��Z�PT�S�̂Q_̀T̀QVp�QR��Vc�P�VS̀S�T��bQR��V��Z�PT̀a��̂WYZ̀P�Qbb̀P���T�TU���Z�PT̀QV�_U�ZZ�Y��̂�RX̀TT�S�TQ��VT�R�TU��P�VTR�Z�PQWVT̀V��̂Z�P��WV�PPQX̂�V̀�S�Yc�TU��Qbb̀P�R�̀V�PU�R���Qb��Z�PT̀QV_�qQR�S�_̀�V��rp��Vc��R���dU�R����P�VTR�Z�PQWVT�YQ�RS�U�_�Y��V�PQVa�V�Sp��Vc��R���dU�R��S�P̀_̀QV_��YQWT�Y�ZZQT_��R��Y�̀V��X�S�p�QR��Vc�QTU�R�Q̂�R�T̀QV�Z��R���dU�R��Y�ZZQT_��R��Y�̀V��̂RQP�__�S�QR�T�ZZ̀�SN�
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NO�P/001-�N2Q035/-31,�P1/.6��RS�T��TU�V�WWXYZ�[T\W]̂[T���T���_WU�V�WWXYZ�[̀�̂�a���̂�X_�̂�b�\Y[c��̀X�YS�Y�[Y�\�TTXY�V��̀\�TT�̂�VU�YS��Y�V]W�Y[XT�a�\S[T�Z�[Y�a]̀Y�V��a�T]�WWU�̂]dW[\�Y�̂�VU���e�WWXY�f]dW[\�Y[XT�eX�_̂��T̂�YS��]̂dW[\�Y�̂�V�WWXY�a]̀Y�V��Y�V]W�Y�̂�[T�dW�\��Xb�YS��̂�a���̂�V�WWXYg�hgigjg�k��lmln�ohpg�q�_Y�[T�V�WWXỲ�_�\�[c�̂�b_Xa�rsqhth�cXY�_̀�a]̀Y��ẀX�V��a�T]�WWU�̂]dW[\�Y�̂�[T�X_̂�_�YX�V��Y�V]W�Y�̂g��(O�&7-/u037v3,4�/�P/001-�N2Q035/-31,�P1/.6��w�\S�e�WWXY�f]dW[\�Y[XT�eX�_̂�̀S�WW�V��\Xad_[̀�̂�Xb��Y�W��̀Y�YxX�a�aV�_̀�xSX��_��_��[̀Y�_�̂�cXY�_̀�TXY�Xb�YS��̀�a��dXW[Y[\�W�d�_YU��T̂�xSX��_���ddX[TY�̂�VU�YS��Xbb[\�_�[T�\S�_���Xb��W�\Y[XT̀g�hT�yT̀d�\Y[XT�eX�_̂�a�U�̀�_c���̀���e�WWXY�f]dW[\�Y[XT�eX�_̂g���zS��e�WWXY�f]dW[\�Y[XT�eX�_̂�a�T]�WWU�̂]dW[\�Y�̀�V�WWXỲ�YS�Y�\�TTXY�V��̀\�TT�̂�VU�YS��Y�V]W�Y[XT�a�\S[T��V]Y�XT�xS[\S�YS��cXY�_�S�̀�TXT�YS�W�̀̀�\W��_WU�[T̂[\�Y�̂�YS�[_�[TY�TY�YX�cXY��XT���d�_Y[\]W�_�_�\��X_�V�WWXY�a��̀]_�g�zS[̀�a�U�[T\W]̂��\_]adW�̂�X_�XYS�_x[̀��̂�a���̂�V�WWXỲZ�V�WWXỲ�x[YS�à]̂��̂�[T{Z�X_�V�WWXỲ�xS[\S��_��a�_{�̂�[T�YS��x_XT��\XWX_�Xb�[T{�X_�x[YS���̂�c[\��YS�Y�\�TTXY�V��_��̂�VU�YS��Y�V]W�Y[XT�a�\S[T�g�yb�cXY�_�[TY�TY�[̀�TXY�\W��_��T̂�e�WWXY�f]dW[\�Y[XT�eX�_̂�a�aV�_̀�̂X�TXY���_���XT�YS��cXY�_�[TY�TY�bX_���d�_Y[\]W�_�V�WWXYZ�YS�Y�V�WWXY�̀SX]Ŵ�V��_�b�__�̂�YX�YS��jT���eX�_̂�X_�Xbb[\�_�[T�\S�_���Xb��W�\Y[XT̀�bX_�_�̀XW]Y[XT�d_[X_�YX�̂]dW[\�Y[T��YS��V�WWXYg�|O�}+,+./0�N2Q035/-31,�}236+03,+7��~�T�_�WWUZ�XTWU�rsqhth�V�WWXỲZ���_WU�V�WWXỲZ�d_Xc[̀[XT�W�V�WWXỲZ��T̂�V�WWXỲ�\�̀Y��Y�cXY[T��WX\�Y[XT̀�x[YSX]Y���Y�V]W�Y[XT�a�\S[T��XTm̀[Y��̀SX]Ŵ�V��̂]dW[\�Y�̂��Y�\�TY_�W�\X]TY[T��b�\[W[Y[�̀g�tXY�_̀�xSX�cXY���Y���cXY[T��WX\�Y[XT�x[YS���Y�V]W�Y[XT�a�\S[T��XTm̀[Y��b��̂�YS�[_�cXY�̂�V�WWXỲ�[̂_�\YWU�[TYX�YS��Y�V]W�Y[XT�a�\S[T���T̂�S�c��YS��XddX_Y]T[YU�YX�\X__�\Y��T�]T_��̂�VW��V�WWXY�X_�V�WWXY�_��̂��̀�Xc�_mcXY�̂�X_�VW�T{�XT�YS��̀dXYg��yb���cXY�_�̀�W�\Ỳ�aX_��YS�T�YS��a��[a]a�T]aV�_�Xb�̀��Ỳ�bX_���_�\�Z�YS��Y�V]W�Y[XT�a�\S[T��x[WW�_��̂�YS��_�\���̀�Xc�_mcXY�̂g�j[a[W�_WUZ�[b���cXY�_�cXY�̂�bX_���\�T̂[̂�Y��xSX̀��T�a��[̀�d_[TY�̂�XT�YS��V�WWXY�VU�a�_{[T��YS���dd_Xd_[�Y��Y�_��Y��_���o����Z��__XxZ�̀�]�_�Z�X_�Xc�Wp��T̂��ẀX�x_XY��YS�������������������������������m[T��_��Z�YS��Y�V]W�Y[XT�a�\S[T��x[WW�_��̂�YS�Y�_�\���̀�Xc�_mcXY�̂g�sc�_mcXY�̂�V�WWXỲ�̀S�WW�V��̀�TY�YX�YS��e�WWXY�f]dW[\�Y[XT�eX�_̂�o�T̂�YS��jT���eX�_̂�X_�Xbb[\�_�[T�\S�_���Xb��W�\Y[XT̀�bX_��̂�]̂[\�Y[XT�[b�T��̂�̂pZ��c�T�[b�YS��cXY�_�\X__�\YWU�b[WW�̂�[T�YS���__Xx�X_�Xc�W�bX_�XYS�_�_�\�̀�XT�YS��V�WWXYZ�X_�YX�YS��wW�\Y_XT[\�tXY��ĥ �]̂[\�Y[XT�eX�_̂g�yb�cXY�_�[TY�TY�\�T�V��̂�Y�_a[T�̂Z�YS��V�WWXY�̀S�WW�V��̂]dW[\�Y�̂��T̂�\X]TY�̂g���yb���cXY�_�S�̀�\XT̀[̀Y�TYWU�a�_{�̂�YS�[_�V�WWXY�VU�\[_\W[T��YS��T�a��Xb�YS��\�T̂[̂�Y�̀Z�X_�\[_\W[T��U�̀�X_�TX�bX_�[̀̀]�̀Z�X_�dW�\[T���T��Z�\S�\{�a�_{Z�d]T\S�̂�SXW�Z�X_�XYS�_�̀[a[W�_�a�_{�T��Y�YX�YS������������������������������������������������������������������������X_�[Tc�W[̂g�zS�̀��VW�T{�V�WWXỲ�S̀�WW�V��̀�TY�YX�YS��e�WWXY�f]dW[\�Y[XT�eX�_̂�X_�YS��wW�\Y_XT[\�tXY��ĥ �]̂[\�Y[XT�eX�_̂�bX_�d_X\�̀̀[T�g���yb�YS��w�_WU�e�WWXY�eX�_̂�b[T̂ �̀V�WWXỲ�YS�Y��_��YX_TZ�\X__�\Y�̂�x[YS�xS[Y�mX]Y�X_�W�V�ẀZ��_�̀�̂Z�X_�a�_{�̂�x[YS�[T{�X_�\_�UXT�YS�Y�\�TTXY�V��_��̂�VU�YS����][da�TYZ�YS��V�WWXY�a]̀Y�V��̀�TY�YX�YS��e�WWXY�f]dW[\�Y[XT�eX�_̂g��
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NOPQ�RR�RN�QSTSQ�UPV�R�O�WXSOSY���Z[XZSQ�VSPY\�]Ŷ��_�QVOPYSQ�UPV���Z[XZSQ�VSPY�R̀�__�a��ZPY��SY�QPbN_S�YQ��cSV̀�]\d\e\�f��ghgi�\��jXOV̀�Ok�NOPQ�ZXO�R�bXRV�QPbN_̂�cSV̀�V̀��O�WXSO�b�YVR�SY�V̀SR�e�QVSPYk�XY_�RR�V̀��e�QO�V�Ô�PT�eV�V��̀�R��O�YV�Z���[XOSRZSQVSPY�cOSVV�Y��NNOPU�_�VP�XR���_V�OY�V��NOPQ�ZXO�R\�]�[XOSRZSQVSPY�cSR̀SY��VP�Z�US�V��TOPb�V̀��NOPQ�ZXO�R�SY�V̀SR�e�QVSPY�bXRV�b�l����O�WX�RV�SY�cOSVSY��YP�_�V�O�V̀�Y�mn�Z�̂R�NOSPO�VP�V̀���_�QVSPY�TPO�c̀SQ̀�V̀���oQ�NVSPY�SR�O�WX�RV�Z\�pP�a���NNOPU�Zk�V̀��Z�US�VSPY�bXRV�a��QPbN_S�YV�cSV̀�]\d\e\�f��ghgi�\���p̀��TP__PcSY��V̂N�R�PT�UPV�R�b�̂�a���Z[XZSQ�V�Z�XRSY���_�QVOPYSQ��Z[XZSQ�VSPYq�r� sU�OhUPV�Rq�p̀��t_�QVOPYSQ�uPV��]Z[XZSQ�VSPY�vP�OZ�b�̂��U�_X�V��PU�OhUPV��QPYZSVSPYR�VP�wxyxz{|}x�y~x���yxz���|}yx}y��}w�{��x���zzx���}w|}���w���y{x}y��y��y~x�zx��zw�|��y~x���yxz���SYV�YV�SR�Q_��O\����y~x���yxz����~�|�x���z�����x�|�|��z��x��z������y�{x���zx���}}�y��x����|y|�x���Z�V�ObSY�Zk�YP�R�_�QVSPY�R̀�__�a��QPXYV�Z�TPO�V̀�V�O�Q��PO�a�__PV�b��RXO�\�]\d\e\�f��ghg�n���]\d\e\�f��ghg��\�r� uPV�R�PY�a�__PVR�O��Z��R�a_�Yl�PO�XYQ_��Oq�p̀��t_�QVOPYSQ�uPV��]Z[XZSQ�VSPY�vP�OZ�b�̂�O�US�c�a�__PVR�O��Z�â�V̀��V�aX_�VSPY�b�Q̀SY���R�a_�Yl�PO�XYQ_��Ok�Z�V�ObSY��ST�UPV�O�SYV�YV�SR�Q_��O�PY�RPb��PO��__�O�Q�R�PO�a�__PV�b��RXO�Rk��YZ�b�l��QPOO�RNPYZSY���Z[XRVb�YVR�VP�V̀��O�QPOZ\����y~x���yxz����~�|�x���z�����x�|�|��z��x��z������y�{x���zx���}}�y��x����|y|�x���Z�V�ObSY�Zk�YP�R�_�QVSPY�R̀�__�a��QPXYV�Z�TPO�V̀�V�O�Q��PO�a�__PV�b��RXO�\�]\d\e\�f��ghg�n��]\d\e\�f��ghg��\�uPV�R�V̀�V�ZP�YPV�b��V�V̀���aPU��QOSV�OS��R̀�__�YPV�a���_�QVOPYSQ�__̂��Z[XZSQ�V�Z\ m�v�__PVR�V̀�V��O��Z�b���Z�PO�Z�T�QVSU��RXQ̀�V̀�V�V̀�̂�Q�YYPV�a��O��Z�PO�RQ�YY�Z�â�V̀��V�aX_�VSPY��WXSNb�YV�bXRV�a��b�YX�__̂�ZXN_SQ�V�Z��YZ�R̀�__�YPV�a���_�QVOPYSQ�__̂��Z[XZSQ�V�Z\�]\d\e\�f��ghgi��]�\�(��&���'+�23.+�+,-7���pP�XVS_S����_�QVOPYSQ��Z[XZSQ�VSPYk�V̀��TP__PcSY��bSYSbXb�R̂RV�b��YZ��NN_SQ�VSPY�O�WXSO�b�YVR�bXRV�a��b�Vq��\�p̀���_�QVOPYSQ��Z[XZSQ�VSPY��NN_SQ�VSPY�bXRV�a��N�OV�PT��Y��_�QVSPY�b�Y���b�YV�R̂RV�b��t�e��V̀�V�̀�R�O�Q�SU�Z�T�Z�O�_��YZ�RV�V��Q�OVSTSQ�VSPY��YZ�SR��XV̀POS��Z�TPO�XR��SY��_�QVSPYR�SY�]OS�PY�\��r�p̀���NN_SQ�VSPY�bXRV�a��SYRV�__�Z�cSV̀�V̀��t�e�PY���R�QXO�k�SRP_�V�Zk�Q_PR�Z�Y�VcPOl��YZ�R̀�__�YPV�a��QPYY�QV�Z�VP�V̀��SYV�OY�V�PO��Y��oV�OY�_�Y�VcPOl\�i\�p̀���NN_SQ�VSPY�R̀�__�NOPUSZ��ZSRVSYQV�R�QXOSV̂�OP_�Rk�cSV̀�R�N�O�V��XR�OY�b�R��YZ�R�QXO��N�RRcPOZR�TPO���Q̀�XR�O�PO�RV�VSPY\�p̀�R��R�QXOSV̂�OP_�R�bXRV�̀�U��ZSTT�O�YV�TXYQVSPYR\�t�Q̀��_�QVSPY�cPOl�O�R̀�__�a���SU�Y��QQ�RR�VP�PY_̂�V̀��QPbNPY�YVR�PT�V̀���NN_SQ�VSPY�Y�Q�RR�Ô�VP�N�OTPOb�V̀�SO�ZXVS�R\��T���R�QXO�Z�XR�OY�b���YZ�N�RRcPOZ��O��XR�Z�TPO���Q̀�RV�VSPY�O�V̀�O�V̀�Y���Q̀�XR�Ok���Z�V�S_�Z�_P��PT�c̀P�XVS_S��Z���Q̀�RV�VSPY��YZ��V�c̀�V�VSb��R��R̀�__�a��b�SYV�SY�Z\��\��R�OR���YZk�ST��NN_SQ�a_�k�RV�VSPYR��R̀�__�̀�U��XYSWX��XR�OY�b�R��YZ�R�QXO��N�RRcPOZR\�u�YZPOhRXNN_S�Z���Y�OSQ�N�RRcPOZR�b�̂�YPV�a��XR�Z\�� m�p̀���OSV�h�Y�p�__̂�vP�OZ�b�̂��_RP�XR����Q�OVSTS�Z��_�QVOPYSQ��Z[XZSQ�VSPY�NOP�O�b�VP��_�QVOPYSQ�__̂�V�__̂�cOSV�hSY�UPV�R�TPO�WX�_STS�Z�cOSV�hSY�Q�YZSZ�V�R��SY�_S�X�PT�b�YX�_�V�__̂SY��PT�cOSV�hSY�UPV�R�\������̀�NV�O��nk�e�QVSPY�������i�\��
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NOP�QORSS�TUVWXY�ZORZ�ZOU�[R[UV�R\]WZ�SP̂�R__\VRZUSY�VUXSU_ZQ�ZOU�̀PRV]aQ�QUSU_ZWPbQ�Rb]�ZORZ�cdef��f�g�hciejf��k���hhlk�c�gm�k�ng�hc�o�ij�cd���g�hckejih��oploih�ciej��qqgih�ciej�rstus�vu�hewwiccij��cd��f�g�hciejf�ce�cd��xyz�nek�cd��qlkqef��en�lqo�cij��k�flgcf{�|d��q�q�k��loic�ge��fd�gg�}��w�ijc�ij�o�ij�h�f��k�feglciej�en��jm�oifhk�q�jhm�ek��loic�en�cd���g�hckejih��oploih�ciej�qkeh�ff�if�j��o�o{�~{�{z{����������������}�{��{�|e�w��c�cd��k��lik�w�jc�en���}e�ko���kini�o�q�q�k��loic�ge���cd��xg�hckejih��ec��~oploih�ciej��e�ko�fd�gg��icd�k�����y�ijc�ij���w�jl�g��d�ko�heqm�ge��en�icf�f�g�hciejf�nek���hd�}�ggec��ec���g�hckejih�ggm��oploih�c�o�}m�cd��}e�ko��ek�����kijc�nkew�cd���qqgih�ciej���ge��en�cd��}�ggecf��jo��ec�f��g�hckejih�ggm��oploih�c�o�}m�cd��}e�ko��jo�cd��f�g�hciejf�w�o��}m�cd��}e�ko�nek���hd�}�ggec��jo��ec�����kinm�ZORZ�ZOU�[VWbZU]�SP̂�R__\VRZUSY�VUXSU_ZQ�ZOU�̀PRV]aQ�QUSU_ZWPbQ��Rb]�_PbXWV��ZORZ�ZOPQU�f�g�hciejf��k���hhlk�c�gm�k�ng�hc�o�ij�cd���g�hckejih��oploih�ciej��qqgih�ciej�rstus�vu�hewwiccij��cd��f�g�hciejf�ce�cd��xyz�nek�cd��qlkqef��en�lqo�cij��k�flgcf{���{�|d��ennih�k�ij�hd�k���en��g�hciejf�fd�gg�qke�io��nek���w�cdeo�ce�k�c�ij��ck�h����jo��hheljc�nek�cd��eki�ij�g�}�ggec��jo�cd��oi�ic�g�olqgih�c��en�cd��}�ggec�hk��c�o�}m�cd���g�hckejih��oploih�ciej��qqgih�ciej�cd�c�ijhglo�f���f�ki�g�jlw}�k�ej�cd��oi�ic�g�iw������dihd�h�j�}��lf�o�ce�ck�h��xg�hckejih��ec��~oploih�ciej��e�ko��hciejf{�~{�{z{���������������������h�{��{�~nc�k��oploih�ciej�if�hewqg�c����jo�cd��}e�ko�d�f���kini�o�cd�c�cd��q�q�k��loic�ge��en�icf�f�g�hciejf��k���hhlk�c���jo�cd�c�cdef��f�g�hciejf��k���hhlk�c�gm�k�ng�hc�o�ij�cd���qqgih�ciej��cd��k�flgcf�fd�gg�}��hewwicc�o�ce�cd��xyz��jo�cd���g�hciej�k�flgcf��igg�}��lqo�c�o��icd�j���cec�gf{����#552./5��!+.-3�35/-31,��1/.6��|d��~hhlk�hm���kcinih�ciej��e�ko�hejfifcf�en�c�e��g�hciejf�ennihi�gf�k��ifc�k�o��icd�c�e�oinn�k�jc�qegicih�g�q�kci�f��jo�fd�gg�}���qqeijc�o�}m�cd���e�ko�en�zlq�k�ifekf��ek�o�fi�j���{�|d��~hhlk�hm���kcinih�ciej��e�ko�if�k�fqejfi}g��nek���kinmij��cd���hhlk�hm�en�hewqlc�k�qke�k�wf��cdkel�d�cd����~�c�fc�w�c�ki�gf���jo��cc�fcij��ce�cd��qkeh�olk�f�olkij��hewqlc�k�qkeh�ffij��en�}�ggecf{�~{�{z{���������{��~gg���~�c�fcf�fd�gg�}��e}f�k��o�}m�cd��~hhlk�hm���kcinih�ciej��e�ko��jo�eq�j�ce�k�qk�f�jc�ci��f�en�qegicih�g�q�kci�f��h�joio�c�f��cd��qk�ff���jo�cd����j�k�g�ql}gih{��egicih�g�q�kcm�e}f�k��kf��k��oifcij�lifd�o�nkew�w�w}�kf�en�cd����j�k�g�ql}gih���de�w�m��i���cd��h�jck�g�heljcij��qg�h���hci�ici�f�nkew�cd��ql}gih��i��ij���k��{��keq�kgm�hk�o�jci�g�o�qegicih�g�q�kcm�e}f�k��kf�w�m�e}f�k���cd��qkeh��oij�f�nkew�ijfio��cd��keew��d�k��cd�m�d�qq�j{� e����k��ljo�k�je�hikhlwfc�jh�f�fdelgo���qegicih�g�q�kcm�e}f�k��k�celhd�ek�eq�k�c��cd���g�hciej�f�k��k�hewqlc�k�ek��jm�fh�jjij��o��ih�{��¡¡��d�qc�k�� ��z�hciej�¢�~�{���¢n��j��kkek�if�o�c�hc�o�ij�cd����~�c�fc��ic�fd�gg�}��hekk�hc�o{�~j��kkekg�ff�c�fc�wlfc�ehhlk��jo�}��hewqg�c�o�}�nek��cd��qke�k�w��jo�hewqlc�k��k��h�kcini�o{���¢ww�oi�c�gm��nc�k�hewqg�ciej�en�cd��c�}lg�ciej�en�}�ggecf��cd��~hhlk�hm���kcinih�ciej��e�ko�fd�gg�h�kcinm�cd�c��
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M� NO��PQRS�T�UV�S�WWUXY�ZTU[�YY�\�VUT���[O�ZT�[]P[X�UT�̂UX]P��WU[�X]UP�_�Y�[O�[̀�\����]PYX�XO��PQRS�T�UV�S�WWUXY�T�[�]̂�\�VTUR�XO��ZT�[]P[X�UT�̂UX]P��WU[�X]UP�Sa�XO��b�WWUX�cPYZ�[X]UP�bU�T\�dZ�TX�UV�XO��e�PXT�W�eUQPX]P���W�[��bU�T\fg��Y�T�VW�[X�\�UP�XO��b�WWUX�h�ZUTX�iUTRj��P\�M� kPa�\]Y[T�Z�P[]�Y�]P�XO��PQRS�T�UV�S�WWUXY�T�[�]̂�\��P\�XO��PQRS�T�ZTU[�YY�\�Sa�XO��̂UX��X�WWa�YaYX�R��T��ZTUZ�TWa�T�YUŴ�\l�mn�#-0o2620+./�p.//0,�#-04*662+3��TÛ]Y]UP�W�S�WWUXY��T��ZTU[�YY�\�]P]X]�WWa�Sa�XO��eUQPXa�h�[UT\�T��P\�XO�P�Sa����TÛ]Y]UP�W�b�WWUX�bU�T\��X�XO��[�PXT�W�[UQPX]P��ZW�[�l���NO��ZTÛ]Y]UP�W�S�WWUX��VV]\�̂]Xg�_O�XO�T�Z�TX�UV�XO��ZTÛ]Y]UP�W�S�WWUX��P̂�WUZ��UT���Y�Z�T�X��VUTRg�YO�WW�S��\��R�\�YQVV][]�PX�]V�]X�]Y�Y]�P�\�Sa�XO��̂UX�Tl�k�ZTÛ]Y]UP�W�S�WWUX�YO�WW�PUX�S��T�q�[X�\�YUW�Wa�VUT�W�[̀�UV���Y]�P�XQT��UP�XO���VV]\�̂]X�Sa�ZUWW]P��ZW�[���W�[X]UP�UVV][]�WYl��k�[UP\]X]UP�W�ZTÛ]Y]UP�W�S�WWUX�[�YX�Sa���̂UX�T�RQYX�S��[W��TWa�\]YX]P�Q]YO�SW���P\�̀�ZX�Y�Z�T�X��VTUR�UXO�T�ZTÛ]Y]UP�W�S�WWUXYl�k�[UP\]X]UP�W�ZTÛ]Y]UP�W�S�WWUX�RQYX�PUX�S��ZTU[�YY�\��P\�VUT_�T\�\�VUT�X�SQW�X]UP�QPX]W�XO��̂UX�T�O�Y�ZTU\Q[�\�YQVV][]�PX�]\�PX]V][�X]UP�XU�XO��eUQPXa�h�[UT\�Tg�]P��[[UT\�P[��_]XO�XO��ZTÛ]Y]UPY�UV�XO]Y�R�PQ�W��Û�TP]P��ZTUUV�UV�]\�PX]Xal��rr�eO�ZX�T�sg�t�[X]UP�cul�NO��eUQPXa�h�[UT\�T�RQYX�\]YvQ�W]Va�XO��S�WWUX�]V�XO��̂UX�T�\U�Y�PUX�ZTÛ]\��YQVV][]�PX�]\�PX]V][�X]UP�Sa�XO��\��\W]P�l��'n� 01+,w�&*40-5*-�&*6x0+62y2/2,2*6�.n�zEF@{@J=<@GB�G{�IFG|@;@GB=?�K=??G<;�kWW�ZTÛ]Y]UP�W�S�WWUXY�RQYX�S��̂�T]V]�\�VUT�ZTUZ�T�T��]YXT�X]UP�_]XO]P��}�[�W�P\�T�\�aY��VX�T�����P�T�W��W�[X]UP�XO�X�]P[WQ\�Y��P��W�[X]UP�VUT�V�\�T�W�UVV][�g��P\�_]XO]P�V]̂��SQY]P�YY�\�aY�VUT��WW�UXO�T��W�[X]UPYl�klhltl�~�������d�fl�NO��ZTÛ]Y]UP�W�S�WWUX�YO�WW�S��[UQPX�\�]V���l������������������������������������������������������������������������]P�XO��ZT�[]P[Xg�������l���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������l�NO�T��]Y�PU�T�[UT\�XO�X�XO��̂UX�T�̂UX�\���TWa�]P�XO�X��W�[X]UPl��iUT���ZTÛ]Y]UP�W�S�WWUX�XU�S��[UQPX�\g�XO��eUQPXa�h�[UT\�T�YO�WW�[UPV]TR�XO�X��WW�UV�XO��VUWWU_]P��T�vQ]T�R�PXY��T��R�X���l�eUPV]TR�XO�X�XO��ZTÛ]Y]UP�W�S�WWUX��VV]\�̂]X�]Y�Y]�P�\j���l�eUPV]TR�XO�X�XO��̂UX�T�_�Y�T��]YX�T�\�XU�̂UX���P\�_�Y��W]�]SW��XU�̂UX��]P�XO���W�[X]UPj���l�eUPV]TR�XO�X�XO��̂UX�T�̂UX�\�]P�XO��[UTT�[X�ZUWW]P��ZW�[��UT�̂UX]P��WU[�X]UP�UT�[�YX�XO��S�WWUX�VUT�XO��[UTT�[X�ZT�[]P[Xj���l�eUPV]TR�XO�X�XO�T��]Y�PU�T�[UT\�XO�X�XO��̂UX�T�̂UX�\���TWa�VUT�XO�X��W�[X]UPj�
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�N�OP�QR��STQ�U�VTS�W�XYQRTZQ�Z[W�QY\��QR�YU��WWU�]]��\W�STQ�W�Y\�QR��[U�̂Y\̂Q�PTU�QR��\�X��WWU�]]_�̂T\PYUV�QR�Q�QR��STQ�U�WYW�\TQ�STQ��Y\�QR��[UYTU�[U�̂Y\̂Q�̀a�̂T\PYUVY\��QR�Q�QR��STQ�U�WYW�\TQ�]Y�\�QR��]Y�\�QZU��UT]Q�U�PTU�QR��[UYTU�[U�̂Y\̂Qb�cN�dTU���[�UQY]�\�[UYV�Ua��e�̂QYT\_�̂T\PYUV�QR�Q�QR��STQ�U�U�̂�YS�W��\W�STQ�W�QR��̂TUU�̂Q�[�UQa�fghhij�fgklm�in�jol�pijlqrk�sgqjt�guuvhvgjvinb�wN�OP�QR��STQ�U�Y]�U��Y]Q�U�W��]���xP�W�U�eyT\eaz�STQ�U_�̂T\PYUV�QR�Q�QR��STQ�U�U�̂�YS�W���xP�W�U�eyT\eaz�̀�eeTQ�TU�̂e��Uea�V�U{�TU�]Q�V[�QR��TZQ]YW��TP�QR��[UTSY]YT\�e�̀�eeTQ��\S�eT[��QT�Y\WŶ�Q��QR�Q�QR��STQ�U�Y]���xP�W�U�eyT\eaz�STQ�U��\W�T\ea�U�̂�]�PTU�P�W�U�e�̂�\WYW�Q�]�]RTZeW�̀��WZ[eŶ�Q�W��\W�Q�̀Ze�Q�WN��|R��}TZ\Qa�~�̂TUW�U�]R�ee�W�eYS�U�T\ea�[UTSY]YT\�e�̀�eeTQ��\S�eT[�]��\W�TU��PPYW�SYQ]�TP��Z�eYPY�W�STQ�U]�XRT�V��Q�QR���̀TS��U��ZYU�V�\Q]�QT�QR���T�UW�TP��Z[�USY]TU]�TU�TPPŶ�U�Y\�̂R�U���TP��e�̂QYT\]�PTU�̂TZ\QY\�N�~���̂Q�W�[UTSY]YT\�e�̀�eeTQ��\S�eT[�]��\W�TU��PPYW�SYQ]�]RTZeW�̀��]�[�U�Q�ea�U�Q�Y\�W��\W�W�eYS�U�W�QT�QR��TPPŶ�U�Y\�̂R�U���TP��e�̂QYT\]�PTU�U�Q�\QYT\�Y\��̂ T̂UW�\̂��XYQR��N~N�N����cyc �N� ����F�FK=AHC��F><HC�EHMF�|R��U���̂QYT\�U��]T\�̂TW��Y]�W�Q�UVY\�W�̀a�QR��}TZ\Qa�~�̂TUW�UN�|R��U���̂QYT\�U��]T\]�Y\̂eZW����N��TQ�U��Y]Q�U�Wb� N�~��Y]Q�U�W��PQ�U� �yW�a�̂ZQyTPPb��N��T�̀�eeTQ�Y\��\S�eT[�b��N��T�]Y�\�QZU�b��N�O\]ZPPŶY�\Q�Yee��Ỳe��Y\PTUV�QYT\b�cN��UT\��[�UQab�wN��ZQ]YW���ZUY]WŶQYT\�̀�eeTQb��N��TQ�U�̂R�ee�\���Z[R�eWb��N��TQ�W��\W�U�QZU\�W��\���Uea�̀�eeTQb���N��UT[�U�YW�\QYPŶ�QYT\�\TQ�[UTSYW�W�̀a�W��WeY\�b���N��TQ��eY�Ỳe�b��\W�� N��QR�U��[e��]��][�̂YPa�N�5����M>=ACD��H=FG��FDA<=G>=AHC��FKHGM<�|R��}TZ\Qa�~�̂TUW�U�]R�ee�Z[W�Q��QR���[[UT[UY�Q��̂TZ\Qa�U��Y]Q�U�TU�U��Y]QU�QYT\�W�Q�̀�]��XYQR�QR��\�V�]�TP��ee�[UTSY]YT\�e�STQ�U]�XRT]��U��Y]QU�QYT\�X�]�S�UYPY�W�QT�Y\WŶ�Q��QR�Q�QRT]��STQ�U]��U���Z�eYPY�W�QT�STQ��Y\�PZQZU���e�̂QYT\]N�|R��}TZ\Qa�~�̂TUW�U�]RTZeW��e]T�Z]��QR��Y\PTUV�QYT\�PUTV���[UTSY]YT\�e�̀�eeTQ��\S�eT[��TU��PPYW�SYQ�ji��smgjl�g�pijlqrk�ng�l�gnm�gmmqlkk�����
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F��G�G��FG�HI�J���J��HKL��GGMHMLF�N�OLFH�PH�G�PH�H�KMG��J�O�PQ�RLHI��GGMHMLF�N�J�O�P�PI�NN�R��PH�H�KMG��J�O�PS�TI��O�H��LJM�P�LU�J�O�P�HL�R��I�FG�OLVFH�G��FG�HI��FVWR�J�X�J�O�H��LJY�PI�NN�R��J�OLJG�G�LF�HI��Z�PH�J��J�OMFOH��FG�[�O��\�N�OHMLF�]LĴPI��HS��_̀�abc*d*/b�-./�/eb�f-+/bg/b,�d*fbg�hi�f*/bj-di�*+,�fdb*/b�gbkbf/0-+�k-/g�l-d�b*fe�f*/bj-di�ld-m�ne0fe�*�d*fb�-d�d*fbg�n0kk�hb�gbkbf/b,̀���*̀�oLJ�HI��PH�H�KMG��O�FGMG�H��NLH�MF���XJMW�JY��N�OHMLFQ���OI�OLFH�PH�G�X�JHY�J�O��PI�NN�R��XN�O�G�MF�HI��NLH�pqrsrQ�tLu�JFLJv[�XVRNMO�FQ�\H�H��ZMF�vw�WLOJ�HxS��h̀�oLJ�HI��U�G�J�N�O�FGMG�H��NLHQ�HI��LUUMO�J�MF�OI�J���LU��N�OHMLFP�PI�NN�G�H�JWMF��HI��XLPPMRN��U�G�J�N�O�FGMG�H��J�O��HYX�P�ULJ�HI��NLHS�yU�LF��LJ�WLJ��XJ�OMFOHPvXLNNMF��NLO�HMLFP�I�u����OLFH�PH�G�U�G�J�N�O�FGMG�H��J�O�Q�HI�H�J�O��HYX��PI�NN�R��XN�O�G�MF�HI��NLHS�yF���XJMW�JY��N�OHMLFQ���OI�OLFH�PH�G�X�JHY�J�O��HYX��PI�NN�R��XN�O�G�MF�HI��NLHS�TI��P�N�OHMLFP�ULJ�zS\S�{LVP��LU�[�XJ�P�FH�HMu��PI�NN�FLH�OLFH�MF�HI��PX�OMUMO�GMPHJMOH�PMFO��HI��F�W�P�LU�HI��O�FGMG�H�P�W�Y�u�JY��WLF��HI��P�WXN�G�XJ�OMFOHPvXLNNMF��XN�O�P�pqrsrQ�zS\S�{LVP�v[�XVRNMO�F��FG�zS\S�{LVP�vw�WLOJ�HxS�f̀�oLJ�HI��PH�H��N��MPN�HMu��NLHQ�HI��LUUMO�J�MF�OI�J���LU��N�OHMLFP�PI�NN�G�H�JWMF��HI��XLPPMRN��OLFH�PH�G�PH�H��N��MPN�HMu��J�O��HYX�P�ULJ�HI��NLHS�yU�LF��LJ�WLJ��XJ�OMFOHPvXLNNMF��NLO�HMLFP�I�u����OLFH�PH�G�PH�H��N��MPN�HMu��J�O�Q�HI�H�J�O��HYX��PI�NN�R��XN�O�G�MF�HI��NLHS�yF���XJMW�JY��N�OHMLFQ���OI�OLFH�PH�G�X�JHY�J�O��HYX��PI�NN�R��XN�O�G�MF�HI��NLHS�TI��P�N�OHMLFP�ULJ�PH�H��N��MPN�HMu��J�O��PI�NN�FLH�OLFH�MF�HI��PX�OMUMO�GMPHJMOH�PMFO��HI��F�W�P�LU�HI��O�FGMG�H�P�W�Y�u�JY��WLF��HI��P�WXN�G�XJ�OMFOHPvXLNNMF��NLO�HMLFP�pqrsrQ�\H�H��{LVP�vw�WLOJ�HQ�\H�H��{LVP�v[�XVRNMO�FQ�\H�H��{LVP�v|MR�JH�JM�FxS�}� yU��FY�O�FGMG�H��J�O��MP�ULJ���u�O�FOYQ�HI��u�O�FOY�J�O��PI�NN�R��HJ��H�G��P���P�X�J�H��J�O��ULJ�OJ��HMF��NLHPS�oLJ��~�WXN�Q�MU��F�����LJXLJ�HMLF��LWWMPPMLF�P��H�MP�u�O�FH��FG�HI��H�JW��FGP�MF�������FG�HI�J��MP��NPL���J�O��ULJ�HI��P��H�KMHI���H�JW�HI�H��FGP�MF�����Q�HI���LJXLJ�HMLF��LWWMPPMLF�T�JW��FGMF��������FG��LJXLJ�HMLF��LWWMPPMLF�T�JW��FGMF�������KMNN�R��HKL�P�X�J�H��J�O�P�KI�F�OJ��HMF��HI��\H�H�KMG����FGMG�H��NLHS���̀�abkbf/�/eb�f-+/bg/b,�d*fbg�/-�hb�e*+,�f-.+/b,̀�TI��OLVFHY�XLNMHMO�N�X�JHY�OI�MJX�JPLFP�pLJ�G�PM�F��Px�PI�NN��NH�JF�H��P�N�OHMF��J�O�P�OLFHMFVMF��KMHI�HI��LJG�J�G�UMF�G�KI�F�P�N�OHMF��XJ�OMFOHPvXLNNMF��NLO�HMLFPS�TI��J�O�P�KMNN�R��P�N�OH�G�RY�NLH�VFHMN�HI��J��VMJ�G�FVWR�J�LU�J�O�P�MP�P�N�OH�GS�wLOVW�FH��FY�P�N�OH�G�J�O�pPx�MF�\�OHMLF���LU�HI��Z�PH�J��J�OMFOH��FG�[�O��\�N�OHMLF�]LĴPI��HS����yU���P�N�OH�G�O�FGMG�H��J�O��GL�P�FLH�I�u����OLFH�PH�G�J�O��MF���OI�LU�HI��P�N�OH�G�XJ�OMFOHPvXLNNMF��NLO�HMLFPQ�LFNY�HI��XJ�OMFOHPvXLNNMF��NLO�HMLFP�KI�J��HI�J��MP���OLFH�PH�G�O�FGMG�H��J�O��PI�NN�R��I�FG�OLVFH�G�ULJ�HI�H�J�O�S�TI��W�OIMF��OLVFHP�LU�HI��J�O�P�MF�HIMP�O�H��LJY�PI�NN�R���GG�G�HL��HI�J��FG�W��PVJ�G����MFPH�HI��I�FG�OLVFHP�LU�HI��J�O�P�MF�HIMP�O�H��LJY�HL�G�H�JWMF��MU�HI��HLH�N�GMUU�J�FO��U�NNP�KMHIMF�HI��G�PM�F�H�G�W�J�MFS���̀�%eb�d*fbg�gbkbf/b,�l-d�/eb�cdbf0+f/�e*+,�f-.+/�ge*kk�hb�/eb�g*mb�.gb,�l-d�/eb�b*dki�h*kk-/�e*+,�f-.+/̀���O�VP��HI��R�HOI�P�VP�G�ULJ�HI����JNY�R�NNLH�I�FG�OLVFH�GL�FLH�OLJJ�PXLFG�HL�HI��XJ�OMFOHPvXLNNMF��NLO�HMLFP�P�N�OH�G�ULJ�HI��XJ�OMFOH�I�FG�OLVFHQ�HI��F�W�P�LU�O�FGMG�H�P�ULJ�HI��P�N�OH�G�J�O�P�W�Y�GMUU�J��WLF��HI��u�JMLVP���JNY�R�NNLH�R�HOI�P�
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F�G�HI�J�KLM�IN���OJPIQ�RN��S�HNPT��HLOTIF�LK�IN��M�H�F�PT�FOHN�H�I��LMP�F�FN�GG�U���JJ�J�IL��IN�M��TJ�S��FOM�J����PTFI�IN��N�TJ�HLOTIF�LK�IN��M�H�F�PT�INLF��H�I��LMP�F�IL�J�I�MSPT��PK�IN��ILI�G�JPKK�M�TH��K�GGF�VPINPT�IN��J�FP�T�I�J�S�M�PTQ�WX�!YZ*/Z�"*+,�!-.+/�[-*Y,�\-Y]̂_ZZ/̂X�RN��LKKPH�M�PT�HN�M���LK��G�HIPLTF�FN�GG�HM��I�����̀TJ�aLOTI�bL�MJ�cLMdFN��I�KLM���HN�̀�TJ�aLOTI�bL�MJQ�RN��VLMdFN��I�JLHOS�TIF�IN��S�SU�MF�LK�IN��̀�TJ�aLOTI�bL�MJ��TJ�VN�I�M�H�F�IN�e�VPGG�U��N�TJ�HLOTIPT�Q�[X�fZgZh/0+i�'*hẐ�j-Y�*�$$&�RN��KLGGLVPT��kMLH�FF�FN�GG�U��OF�J�IL�F�G�HI�IN��M�H�F�IL�U��N�TJ�HLOTI�J�KLM�����lm��Q�nZ/ZYo0+Z�fZgZh/0-+�pY,ZYX�q�G�HI�Ue�GLI�IN��LMJ�M�PT�VNPHN�IN��HLOTIe�kLGPIPH�G�k�MIe�HN�PMk�MFLTF�rLM�J�FP�T��Fs�FN�GG�HNLLF��KMLS�IN��kLLG�LK��t�PG�UG��kM�HPTHIFQ�uQ�!YZ*/Z�v-/�-j�$-gg0+i�v-h*/0-+̂X�aM��I����GLI�LK��t�PG�UG��kLGGPT��GLH�IPLTFQ�w�HLOTIe�S�e�HLTFLGPJ�I��kM�HPTHIF�PT�����lQ�xTGe��HIO�G�kLGGPT��GLH�IPLTF�VPGG�U��kG�H�J�PT�IN��GLI�LK��t�PG�UG��kLGGPT��GLH�IPLTFQ�yQ�fZgZh/�$YZh0+h/̂X�zM�V�IN��M�{OPM�J�u|�LM�IVL�kLGGPT��GLH�IPLTF�IL�U��HLOTI�J��SLT����GLI�HLTI�PTPT���t�Me��HIO�G�kLGGPT��GLH�IPLT�KLM�IN����lQ��}Q�'Zh-Y,�$YZh0+h/̂X�RN��LKKPH�M�PT�HN�M���LK��G�HIPLTF�FN�GG�M�HLMJ�IN��kLGGPT��GLH�IPLTF�IL�U��N�TJ�HLOTI�J�PT�q�HIPLT�w�LK�IN��~�FI�M��M�HPTHI��TJ���H��q�G�HIPLT�cLMdFN��IQ���Q�!YZ*/Z�v-/�-j�!-+/Ẑ/Z,�'*hẐX�aM��I����GLI�LK�IN��HLTI�FI�J�M�H�F��t�PG�UG��KLM�IN����lQ�l�HN�kLGPIPH�G�k�MIe�IN�I�PF�k�MIPHPk�IPT��PT�IN����l�VPGG�HLOTI��F���HLTI�FI�J�M�H�Q���Q�fZgZh/�'*hZ�̂�X��K�IN�M���M��KLOM�HLTI�FI�J�M�H�F�LM�G�FF���GG�kLFFPUG��M�H�F�VPGG�U��N�TJ�HLOTI�JQ��K�IN�M���M��SLM��IN�T�KLOM�HLTI�FI�J�M�H�F��IN��HLOTIe�kLGPIPH�G�k�MIe�HN�PMk�MFLT�rLM�J�FP�T��s�VNL�PF�T��I�rKMLS�qI�k��s��FN�GG�HNLLF����HLTI�FI�J���l�M�H��IL�U��N�TJ�HLOTI�JQ�RN��kLGPIPH�G�k�MIe�HN�PMk�MFLTF�rLM�J�FP�T��Fs�VPGG��GI�MT�I��OTIPG�KLOM�HLTI�FI�J�M�H�F��M��F�G�HI�JQ���Q�'Zh-Y,�'*hZX�RN��LKKPH�M�PT�HN�M���LK��G�HIPLTF�FN�GG�M�HLMJ�IN����l�M�H�rFs�IL�U��N�TJ�HLOTI�J�PT�q�HIPLT�b�LK�IN��~�FI�M��M�HPTHI��TJ���H��q�G�HIPLT�cLMdFN��IQ��wQ�QqQ��������urbsrysQ����X�"#�n�!p��%�%#[�v#%�����&%"pnf�RN�M���M��IVL��kkMLt�J�S�INLJF�LK�N�TJ�HLOTIPT��tLI�Fm���� qI�HdPT��S�INLJm�OF�J�KLM�N�TJ�HLOTIPT��LkIPH�G�JP�PI�G�FH�T�U�GGLIF���TJ���� RNM���k�MFLT�H�GG�LOI�S�INLJm�OF�J�KLM�N�TJ�HLOTIPT��tLI�F�KMLS�IN�����wR�LK��T��HH�FFPUG��tLIPT��S�HNPT�Q ���� ��b�H�OF��TL�wMP�LT��HLOTIP�F�HOMM�TIGe�OF���HH�FFPUG��tLIPT��S�HNPT�F�IN�I�PTJ�k�TJ�TIGe�I�UOG�I��tLI�F�LM�kMLJOH�������wR�M�IN�M�IN�T���k�k�M�U�GGLI�KLM�I�UOG�IPLT��IN��INM���k�MFLT�H�GG�LOI�S�INLJ�OF�J�PT�IN�I�HPMHOSFI�TH��PF�TLI��JJM�FF�J�PT�J�I�PG�PT�INPF�t�MFPLT�LK�IN��lG�HIPLTF��MLH�JOM�F�~�TO�GQ��TI�M�FI�J�k�MFLTF�S�e�HLTFOGI�aN�kI�M�����q�HIPLT�����LK�IN��u����lG�HIPLTF��MLH�JOM�F�~�TO�G�KLM���J�FHMPkIPLT�LK��
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�FGH��IJK�H�L�JKGMN���OK�PQM���RK�SS�T���IU�V���J�SSW�RK��J�JK�J�RK�SS�T��L�HX�M�YIJK�JK��ZH�OIVOJ[ZGSSIV��SGO�JIGVN�JK��H�O�N��VM�JK��V�L�R�G\�JK��O�VMIM�J�R�\GH�JK�J�Z�HJIOQS�H�H�O�]��̂ �̂_�LZS��̀�VM�aGQVJ�b�SSW�_K��J�IV�aK�ZJ�H��c]�#d�e/*fg0+h�ij/k-,�l-m�no/0f*pqr0h0/*p�ef*+�s*pp-/t�bK��RJ�OXIV��L�JKGM�IR�QR�M�\GH�K�VM�OGQVJIV��GZJIO�S[MI�IJ�S�RO�V�T�SSGJR��VM�L�W��SRG�T��QR�M�JG�K�VM�OGQVJ�Z�Z�H�T�SSGJR�ZHIVJ�M�TW��OO�RRITS��T�SSGJ�L�HXIV��M�UIO�R]�FGH�JK��RJ�OXIV��L�JKGMN�T�SSGJR��H��RGHJ�M�IVJG�ZIS�R�TW�JK��JKH���TG�HM�L�LT�HR�uJK��IVRZ�OJGH��VM�JYG�PQM��Rv��VM�JK��VQLT�H�G\�UGJ�R�\GH���OK�O�VMIM�J��IV�JK��Z�HJIOQS�H�H�O��T�IV��K�VM�OGQVJ�M��H��J�SSI�M�QRIV��JK��ZHGO�RR�T�SGY]��(d�$m-fjtt0+h�s*pp-/t�w0/k�xm0/jyz+�{-/jt��]�|\�YHIJ�}IV�UGJ�R�K�U��VGJ�T��V�J�TQS�J�M�W�JN�IJ�IR�U�HW�ILZGHJ�VJ�JG�X��Z�T�SSGJR�YIJK�YHIJ�}IV�UGJ�R�R��H���J�M�\HGL�T�SSGJR�YIJKGQJ�YHIJ�}IV�UGJ�R]�bG�MG�RGN�JK��\IHRJ�PQM���OGQVJR�JK��JGJ�S�VQLT�H�G\�T�SSGJR�YIJK�YHIJ�}IV�UGJ�R]�bK��R�OGVM�PQM���RK�SS�H�OGQVJ�JK��JGJ�S�VQLT�H�G\�T�SSGJR�YIJK�YHIJ�}IV�UGJ�R]�|\�JK��JGJ�SR�\HGL�TGJK�PQM��R�L�JOKN�JK��H�RQSJ�RK�SS�T��MGOQL�VJ�M�IV�JK��̀�VM�aGQVJ�b�SSW�_K��J]�~]�bK��IVRZ�OJGH�RK�SS��VVGQVO��JK��RZ�OI\IO�H�O��JG�T��OGQVJ�MN�IM�VJI\W�JK�J�H�O��GV�JK��T�SSGJN��VM�R�Z�H�J��GQJ�T�SSGJR�YIJK�GU�H}UGJ�R�GH�VG�R�S�OJIGV�\GH�JK�J�H�O�]�bK��JYG�PQM��R�RK�SS�OGV\IHL�JK�J�JK��IVRZ�OJGH�Z�H\GHLR�JKIR�RJ�Z�OGHH�OJSW]��]�bK��IVRZ�OJGH�RK�SS��VVGQVO��JK��\IHRJ�O�VMIM�J�[R�S�OJIGV�SIRJ�M�IV�JK��H�O���VM�T��IV�JK��t/*fg0+h�om-fjtt�\GH�JK�J�O�VMIM�J�[R�S�OJIGV��}�bK��̀�VM�aGQVJ��G�HM�L�LT�HR�RK�SS�KGSM�QZ�JK��T�SSGJR�GV���J���JIL���VM����������������������������������������������������������������������������������T�SSGJR�YIJK���UGJ��\GH�JK�J�O�VMIM�J�[R�S�OJIGV�RK�SS�T��ZS�O�M�IV�GV��RJ�OX�uJK������������������������������������������������������������������������������������H�O��R����������������������������������������������������������������������� ����VM�IVRZ�OJGH�RK�SS�UI�Y���OK�T�SSGJ��VM��VRQH��JK�J�JK��T�SSGJ�Y�R�ZS�O�M�IV�JK��HI�KJ�RJ�OX]��}�¡\J�H�JK��RGHJIV��ZHGO�RR�IR�OGLZS�J�N�GV��PQM���RK�SS�OGQVJ���OK�ZIS��IV�RJ�OXR�G\��¢�GH�~£�uGH��VGJK�H���H��M}QZGVN�ZH�}M�J�HLIV�M�VQLT�Hv��VM�JK�V�JK��GJK�H�PQM���RK�SS�H�OGQVJ���OK�RJ�OX]�bK��IVRZ�OJGH�RK�SS��VJ�H�JK��VQLT�H�G\�T�SSGJR�IV���OK�RJ�OX�GVJG�JK��̀�VM�aGQVJ�b�SSW�_K��J]�}���������������������¤���������������������RIM�N�Z�H\GHL�JK��RJ�OXIV��ZHGO�RR�\GH�������¥�������������������������������������� ������������������������������������RJ�OXN��VM�H�Z��J�QVJIS�MGV��H�OGHMIV��JGJ�SR�\GH��SS�O�VMIM�J�R[R�S�OJIGVR�GV�JK���̀VM�aGQVJ�b�SSW�_K��J]��JK��JKH��}Z�HRGV�O�SS}GQJ�L�JKGM�ZH�UIGQRSW�QR�M�IV�¡HI¦GV��TW��ZZSIO�TS��OGQVJI�R]�_KGQSM��VW�OGQVJW�H�U�HJ�JG�QRIV���OO�RRITS��UGJIV��L�OKIV�R�JK�J�IVM�Z�VM�VJSW�J�TQS�J��UGJ�R�GH�ZHGMQO����§§�¡bN�JK��OGQVJW�LQRJ�\GSSGY�JK��JKH��}Z�HRGV�O�SS}GQJ�L�JKGM�M�ROHIT�M�IV�JK��~¢� �̈S�OJIGVR��HGO�MQH�R�©�VQ�S�YK�V�OGVMQOJIV��JK��ZGRJ}�S�OJIGV�K�VM�OGQVJ��QMIJ]��
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F� GH�IJ��K�L��M�NO��LPQOI�R�NS�HPK�TQUINVU��S��IS�WXYZY[�\PI��HPK�I]P̂[�NI�]NUU�M��O�L�SS�K_�IP��P�IJKPQ�J��OINK��S�I�PH�M�UUPIS�HPK���LJ�L�ORNR�I�[�]NIJPQI�IJ��àbc̀d�̀e�fgbbcdh�ifcjg�bkg�lmgfn�fbiop�if�jgfoqcrgj�cd�bkg�aqc̀q�fbgas�t�GH�IJ�K��NS��O_�uQ�SINPO��MPQI�IJ��NOI�OI�PH�IJ��\PI�K[�IJ��R�I�KTNO�INPO�PH�\PI�K�NOI�OI�TQSI�M��T�R��M_�QO�ONTPQS�LPOS�OI�PH��UU�IJK���v�OR�wPQOI�xP�KR�T�TM�KS�QSNO��IJ��SI�OR�KRS��SI�MUNSJ�R�NO�wJ�VI�K���[�y�LINPO�Gz{�GH���QO�ONTPQS�R�LNSNPO�L�OOPI�M��K��LJ�R�M_�IJ��v�OR�wPQOI�xP�KR[�IJ��PHHNL�K�NO�okiqhg�̀e�g|gobc̀df�fki||�}ipg�bkg�ecdi|�jgocfc̀d�qghiqjcdh�bkg�~̀bgq�f�cdbgdbs���OPI�INPO�PH�IJ��HNO�U�R�LNSNPO�SJ�UU�M��UP���R�PO�IJ��I�UU_�SJ��I��OR�IJ��NOSV�LIPK�SJ�UU�VU�L��IJ��M�UUPI�NOIP�IJ��VKPV�K�SI�L��HPK�LPQOINO�{���{��HI�K�LPTVU�INO��IJ��SI�L�NO��VKPL�SS[�IJ��NOSV�LIPK�SJ�UU�VU�L��IJ��M�UUPIS�]NIJ�]KNI�tNO�\PI�S�M�L��NO�IJ��]KNI�tNO��O\�UPV���OR����V�IJPS��M�UUPIS�S�V�K�I�R�HKPT�IJ��K��QU�K�M�UUPIS�NH�]KNI�tNO�\PI�S�]�K��OPI��UK��R_�I�MQU�I�R��OR�M�UUPIS�]NIJ�]KNI�tNO�\PI�S�]�K��S��K���I�R�HKPT�M�UUPIS�]NIJPQI�]KNI�tNO�\PI�S{����$�-����0+��'��.�*���*��-/���{��J��HNKSI��QR���SJ�UU�LPQOI�IJ��IPI�U�OQTM�K�PH�K��QU�K�M�UUPIS{��J��S�LPOR��QR���SJ�UU�K�LPQOI�IJ��IPI�U�OQTM�K�PH�K��QU�K�M�UUPIS{�GH�IJ��IPI�US�HKPT�MPIJ��QR��S�T�ILJ[�IJ��K�SQUI�SJ�UU�M��RPLQT�OI�R�NO�IJ��v�OR�wPQOI���UU_�yJ��I{��{��J��NOSV�LIPK��OOPQOL�S�IJ��SV�LNHNL�K�L��IP�M��LPQOI�R[�NR�OINHN�S�IJ�I�K�L��PO�IJ��M�UUPI[��OR�S�V�K�I�S�PQI�M�UUPIS�]NIJ�P\�Kt\PI�S�PK�OP�S�U�LINPO�HPK�IJ�I�K�L�{��J��I]P��QR��S�SJ�UU�LPOHNKT�IJ�I�IJ��NOSV�LIPK�V�KHPKTS�IJNS�SI�V�LPKK�LIU_{��{��J��NOSV�LIPK��OOPQOL�S�IJ��HNKSI�L�ORNR�I��S�U�LINPO�UNSI�R�NO�IJ��K�L���OR�M��NOS�IJ���/*��0+����-�����HPK�IJ�I�L�ORNR�I��S�U�LINPO[�QSNO��IJ��S�T��VKPL�RQK��R�SLKNM�R��MP\��HPK�M�UUPIS�]NIJ�]KNI�tNO�\PI�S{��J��SI�L�NO��VKPL�SS�NS�K�V��I�R�HPK���LJ�K�L��IP�M��J�OR�LPQOI�R{���{��HI�K�LPTVU�INO��IJ��SI�L�NO��VKPL�SS[�IJ��NOSV�LIPK�SJ�UU�VU�L��IJ��K��QU�K�M�UUPIS�M�L��NO�IJ��K��QU�K�M�UUPI��O\�UPV���OR����V�IJPS��M�UUPIS�S�V�K�I�R�HKPT�IJ��M�UUPIS�]NIJ�]KNI�tNO�\PI�S{�������$'�!&��'&����'�!����!%����%"&�"#���!���%��J��PHHNL�K�NO�LJ�K���PH��U�LINPOS�TQSI�LPTT�OL��IJ��J�OR�LPQOI�]NIJ���VQMUNL��OOPQOL�T�OI��OR���VU�O�INPO�PH�IJ��VKPL�RQK�{��J��J�OR�LPQOI�TQSI�M��NO�]NIJNO����JPQKS��HI�K�IJ��VPUUS�LUPS��PO��U�LINPO���_��OR�TQSI�M��LPTVU�I�R�M�HPK��IJ��LPQOI_�L�O\�SS{��{ {y{�¡��¢t¢ �WĜ{��J��SI�KI�PH�IJ��J�OR�LPQOI�L�O�M��R�HNO�R��S�IJ��PHHNLN�U�IK�NONO��PH�IJ��v�OR�wPQOI�xP�KR�T�TM�KS[�S�U�LINPO�PH�IJ��VK�LNOLIS��OR�K�L�S[�LPPKRNO�INO��IJ��J�OR�LPQOI�]NIJ�IJ��V�KI_�U��R�KS[�PK��O_�PIJ�K��LIN\NI_�IJ�I�HQKIJ�KS�IJ��VKP�K�SS�PH�IJ��J�OR�LPQOI�HPK�IJ�I��U�LINPO{��v�OR�LPQOI�MP�KR�T�TM�KS�SJ�UU�OPI�MKNO��L�UUQU�K�VJPO�S[�PIJ�K��U�LIKPONL�R�\NL�S[�PK�V�OS�]NIJ�MU�L��PK�MUQ��NO��NOIP�IJ��PHHNLN�U�J�OR�LPQOINO���K��{���JKPQ�JPQI�IJ��J�OR�LPQOI[�IJ��PHHNL�K�NO�LJ�K���PH��U�LINPOS�TQSI�K�I�NO�LQSIPR_��OR�LPOIKPU�PH��UU�J�OR�LPQOI�R�M�UUPIS{��{ {y{�¡��¢t¢ �Wv̂{�
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FG��HIF�J�KL�MI��I�NK�HOPNM�QNOM�MI���R�HMSONFH�M�TPR�MFONU�HONGMFMPM�G�MI��OVVFHF�R�S�GPRM�VOS�MI��S�H��FN�MI�M�HOPNMWX�YI��ZS�HFNHM�I�NK�HOPNM�MOM�RG�GI�RR�T���KK�K�MO�MI��MOM�R�HOPNM�OV���SRW�T�RROMGL�ZSOJFGFON�R�T�RROMGL�HONKFMFON�R�ZSOJFGFON�R�T�RROMGL��NK�[SFM�\FN�JOM�G�MO�K�M�S]FN��MI��VFN�R�HOPNM��NK�MI��OVVFH�S�FN�HI�S���OV��R�HMFONG�GI�RR�S�ZOSM�MI�M�VFN�R�HOPNM�MO�MI��̂�HS�M�SW�OV�̂M�M�X�_X̀X̂X�a��b\bcdQeU\QfUX�gh�&*ijk�g*jj-/�"*+,�!-.+/�YI����SRW�T�RROM�I�NK�HOPNM�FG���I�NK�HOPNM�OV���Z�SH�NM����OV���SRW�T�RROMG��HMP�RRW�JOM�KX�YI��NP]T�S�OV���SRW�T�RROMG�MO�T��HOPNM�K�FG��l�OV�MI��MOM�R�NP]T�S�OV���SRW�T�RROMG�H�GM�OS�mLccc���SRW�T�RROMGL�[IFHI�J�S�FG�R�GGX�f�HI�]�HIFN��PG�K�VOS���SRW�T�RROM�M�TPR�MFON�GI�RR�I�J���M�R��GM�ON��T�MHI�FNHRPK�K�FN�MI����SRW�T�RROM�I�NK�HOPNML��NK�T�MHI�GFn�G�]�W�NOM��oH��K� cc�T�RROMGX�_X̀X̂X�a��b\bcdQpUX�(h�&*ijk�g*jj-/�"*+,�!-.+/�$i-qrss��YI��G�R�HM�K���SRW�T�RROMG�GI�RR�T��I�NK�HOPNM�K��HHOSKFN��MO�MI��VORRO[FN��ZSOH�KPS��VOS���HI�S�H��G�R�HM�K�VOS�MI����SRW�T�RROM�I�NK�HOPNMX��X��SFOS�MO�T��FNNFN��MI��M�TPR�MFON�OV���SRW�T�RROMGL�MI��OVVFH�S�FN�HI�S���OV��R�HMFONG�GI�RR�K�M�S]FN��MI��MOM�R�NP]T�S�OV���SRW�T�RROMG�G�NM�VOS�MI���R�HMFONX�pSO]�MIFG�NP]T�S�MI��OVVFH�S�FN�HI�S���OV��R�HMFONG�GI�RR�H�RHPR�M����NP]T�S�MI�M��tP�RG��l�OV�MI��NP]T�S�OS�mLcccL�[IFHI�J�S�FG�R�GGX�u�H�PG��MI��NP]T�S�OV���SRW�T�RROMG�JOM�K�QFNHRPKFN��FN\Z�SGON���SRW�JOMFN�U�[FRR���N�S�RRW�T��RO[�S�MI�N�MI��NP]T�S�OV���SRW�T�RROMG�G�NML�MIFG�H�RHPR�MFON�GIOPRK�WF�RK���NP]T�S�OV�T�RROMG�MI�M�]��MG�OS��oH��KG�MI��NP]T�S�OV���SRW�T�RROMG�S�tPFS�K�MO�T��I�NK�HOPNM�KX��dX�YI��OVVFH�S�FN�HI�S���OV��R�HMFONG�GI�RR�MI�N�K�M�S]FN��MI��NP]T�S��NK�GFn��OV�MI��T�MHI�GX�YI��NP]T�S�OV�T�MHI�G�]PGM�T���NOP�I�MO�FNHRPK���M�R��GM�ON��T�MHI�Z�S�]�HIFN��PG�K�VOS���SRW�T�RROM�M�TPR�MFONX�YI�M�NP]T�S�]PGM�MI�N�T��KOPTR�K�MO��HHOPNM�VOS�MI��ZOGGFTFRFMW�OV��N��oZ�NGFON�VSO]��l�MO�dl�OV���SRW�T�RROMG�S�tPFS�K�MO�T��I�NK�HOPNM�KX�YI��T�MHI�GFn��H�N�T���NW��]OPNM�PZ�MO� cc�T�RROMGX�YI��GFn��OV�MI��T�MHI�GIOPRK�GM�SM�[FMI�MI���l�NP]T�S�KFJFK�K�TW�MI��NP]T�S�OV�]�HIFN�G�PG�K�VOS���SRW�T�RROM�M�TPR�MFONX�YI��M�TR��T�RO[�ZSOJFK�G�GO]���o�]ZR�GX��� � !-.+/k�#� !-.+/k�g� !-.+/k�!�vP]T�S�OV���SRW�T�RROMG�G�NM�MO�JOM�SG�  Lccc� bcLccc� wccLccc�vP]T�S�OV�]�HIFN�G�PG�K�VOS���SRW�T�RROM�M�TPR�MFON� d�  � x��l�OV���SRW�T�RROMG�G�NM�MO�JOM�SGL�OS�mLcccL�[IFHI�J�S�FG�R�GG�  c� bcc� mLccc�dl�OV���SRW�T�RROMG�G�NM�MO�JOM�SGL�OS��cLcccL�[IFHI�J�S�FG�R�GG�QFN�H�G���oZ�NGFON�FG�N��K�KU� wc� �Ldcc� �cLccc�F̂n��OV�u�MHI�G� dc� �mc�  cc�Q]�oU�
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FGHI�J�KL�M�NOP�Q�R�SGTJ�U�NK�V��N��W� XYZ[\Z]���̂�\�X_ZZ[� Z]�̂�Y�X ̀ZZZ[YZZ]�̂��a�FGHI�J�KL�M�NOP�Q�R�SGTJ�U�NK�V��N�\W� XbZ[\Z]���̂�Y�X�̀\ZZ[� Z]��̂b�X�Z̀ZZZ[YZZ]��̂\ �ac�dP��OKGeNf�gKhTNTO�h�g�JNf�OP�TJg�JQKeQ�XKJ�U�QT�e��Q]�iThh�iKJj�iTNP�NP��KLLTO�J�Te�OP�J���KL��h�ONTKeQ�NK�J�eUKHhf�Q�h�ON�Ke��KJ�HKJ��I�NOP�Q�KL���Jhf�I�hhKNQ�TeOhGU�U�Te�NP��TeTNT�h�N�IGh�NTKè�TeOhGUTe���N�h��QN�Ke��I�NOP�LJKH���OP�H�OPTe��GQ�U�NK�N�IGh�N����Jhf�I�hhKNQc�dP��KLLTO�J�Te�OP�J���KL��h�ONTKeQ�QP�hh�Q�OGJ�hf�Q�SG�QN�J�NPKQ��I�hhKNQ̀��hKe��iTNP�NP�TJ�GeKLLTOT�h�N�hhf�J�gKJNQ̀�LKJ�GQ��Te�NP����Jhf�I�hhKN�P�eU�OKGeNc���c� kl�Jf�gJ�O�GNTKe�QPKGhU�I��N�j�e�NK��eQGJ��NP�N�eK�g�JNT�h�KJ�OKHgh�N��N�hhT�Q�KL�NP����Jhf��h�ONTKe�IK�JU�I��J�h��Q�U�KJ�UTlGh��U�I�LKJ���hh�gJ�OTeONQ�P�l��J�gKJN�U�KJ�Ke��PKGJ��LN�J�NP��OhKQTe��KL�NP��gKhhQ�Ke�kh�ONTKe�m�f̀�iPTOP�l�J�KOOGJQ�LTJQNc��Yc�nJKH�NP��Q�SG�QN�J�U���Jhf�I�hhKNQ̀�NP��KLLTO�J�Te�OP�J���KL��h�ONTKeQ�iThh�J�eUKHhf�Q�h�ON�NP��J�SGTJ�U�eGHI�J�KL���Jhf�I�hhKNQ�iTNP�iPTOP�NK�OKeUGON���P�eU�OKGeN�KL�NP��Q�H��J�O�Q�NP�N��J��I�Te��P�eU�OKGeN�U�Te�NP��gJ�OTeON�P�eU�OKGeN��eU�OJ��N��I�NOP�Q�OKeQTQNTe��KL�Gg�NK�YZZ�I�hhKNQ�g�J�I�NOPc�dP��NKN�h�eGHI�J�KL�I�hhKNQ�UTlTU�U�TeNK�I�NOP�Q�QP�hh�Q�NTQLf�NP��NKN�h�eGHI�J�KL���Jhf�I�hhKNQ�J�SGTJ�U�NK�I��P�eU�OKGeN�Uc�oN�h��QN�Ke��I�NOP�QP�hh�I��OJ��N�U�LJKH���Jhf�I�hhKNQ�N�IGh�N�U�Ke���OP�H�OPTe��GQ�U�LKJ�N�IGh�NTe����Jhf�I�hhKNQc�dP��I�NOP�Q�H�f�I��Q�h�ON�U�LJKH��ef�gJ�QKJN�U���Jhf�I�hhKN�J�NGJeQ�LJKH�pN�g�a��IKl�c�dP��I�NOP�Q�GQ�U�LKJ�NP����Jhf�I�hhKN�P�eU�OKGeN�e��U�eKN�OKJJ�QgKeU�NK�NP��gJ�OTeONQ[gKhhTe��hKO�NTKeQ�Q�h�ON�U�LKJ�NP��gJ�OTeON�P�eU�OKGeNc�dP��e�H�Q�KL�NP��O�eUTU�N�Q�H�f�l�Jf��HKe��NP��I�NOP�Q�TL�e�O�QQ�Jfc�dP��H�OPTe��OKGeNQ�KL�NP��J�O�Q�Te�NPTQ�O�N��KJf�QP�hh�I���UU�U�NK��NP�J��eU�H��QGJ�U����TeQN�NP��P�eU�OKGeNQ�KL�NP��J�O�Q�Te�NPTQ�O�N��KJf�NK�U�N�JHTe��TL�NP��NKN�h�H�J�Te�KL�UTLL�J�eO��L�hhQ�iTNPTe�NP��U�QT�e�N�U�H�J�Tec� c�qL���OKGeNf�P�Q��e�kVp�NP�N�O�e�gJKUGO��QGIrJ�gKJNQ�KL�J�QGhNQ̀�NP�e�NP��KLLTO�J�Te�OP�J���KL��h�ONTKeQ�iThh�OKHgh�N��NP��QN�gQ�e�O�QQ�Jf�NK�OJ��N����I�NOP�J�gKJN�LKJ���OP�I�NOP��eU�gJTeN�KGN�NP��QGIrJ�gKJNc�_c�dP��I�hhKNQ�TeOhGU�U�Te���I�NOP̀��Q�i�hh��Q�NP��I�Q�hTe���eU�I�NOP�N�hhf�J�gKJNQ̀�iThh�I��Oh��Jhf�h�I�h�U��eU�Q�SG�QN�J�U�Q�g�J�N��LJKH��ef�KNP�J�I�hhKNQ�KJ�I�NOP�Qc�dP��H�OPTe��NP�N�NP��I�NOP�Q�KL���Jhf�I�hhKNQ�i�J��OKGeN�U�Ke�QP�hh�I��TU�eNTLT�U��eU�hTQN�U�iTNP�NP��I�NOPc�k�OP�I�NOP�H�f�TeOhGU����QN�Oj�KL�J��Gh�J�I�hhKNQ��eU���QN�Oj�KL�I�hhKNQ�iTNP�iJTN�rTe�lKN�Qc��c�dPTQ�gJKO�QQ�QP�hh�OKeNTeG��GeNTh���QGLLTOT�eN�eGHI�J�KL�I�NOP�Q�P�l��I��e�OJ��N�Uc�bc�se�kh�ONTKe�m�f̀�NP��KLLTO�J�Te�OP�J���KL��h�ONTKeQ�QP�hh�O�hOGh�N��NP���t�ON�eGHI�J�KL���Jhf�I�hhKNQ�N�hhT�U�Gg�NK�NP�N�gKTeN�Te�NTH��ghGQ�NP���QNTH�N�U�eGHI�J�KL��UUTNTKe�h���Jhf�I�hhKNQ��tg�ON�U�NK�I��J�O�Tl�U�If��uZZ�gcHc�Ke�kh�ONTKe�m�fc�nJKH�NPTQ�eGHI�J̀�NP��KLLTO�J�Te�OP�J���KL��h�ONTKeQ�QP�hh�O�hOGh�N����eGHI�J��SG�hTe���W�KL�NP���QNTH�N�U�NKN�h���Jhf�I�hhKNQc�dPTQ�eGHI�J�XKJ� ̀ZZZ̀�iPTOP�l�J�TQ�h�QQ]�QP�hh�Q�Jl���Q�NP��HTeTHGH�eGHI�J�KL�I�hhKNQ�NK��GUTNc�vc�dP��gKhTNTO�h�g�JNf�OP�TJg�JQKeQ�QP�hh�J�eUKHhf�Q�h�ON�Ke��KJ�HKJ��I�NOP�Q�GeNTh��eKG�P�I�hhKNQ�P�l��I��e�Q�h�ON�U�NK��SG�h�NP��eGHI�J�KL�I�hhKNQ�NK��GUTNc�
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�FG�HI�J��K�KL�IMN���OP�N�O��Q�R�OS�K�IMN��TKUSL�SP��MIIUO�N�UJ�OP�N���MI��R�OSUMJQ�QP�RR�O�ROTR�S��SP���R�OSNMJUO�SMS�R�IMN�SP��N�O��VW�QTVSN�OSUJ��SP��V�SOP�S�RRW�SMS�R�IMN�SP�S�N�O��INMX�SP��V�Q�RUJ��S�RRW�SMS�R�IMN�SP�S�N�O�G�YPUQ�QP�RR�V��KMJ��IMN��RR�Q�R�OS�K�V�SOP�QG�ZRR�N�O�Q�Q�R�OS�K�IMN�SP��[N�OUJOS�P�JK�OMTJS�QP�RR��RQM�V��P�JK�OMTJS�K�UJ�SP����NRW�V�RRMS�P�JK�OMTJSG�\MN�SP����NRW�V�RRMS�P�JK�OMTJSL�SP��N�O�Q�QP�RR�V��RUQS�K�UJ�]�OSUMJ�̂�MI�SP��_�QS�N��N�OUJOS��JK�̀�O��]�R�OSUMJ�aMNbQP��SG���G�Z�c�JK�̂MTJS�Y�RRW�]P��S�QP�RR�V��ON��S�K�IMN���OP�Q�R�OS�K�OMJS�QS�K�N�O��RUQS�K�MJ�SP��_�QS�N��N�OUJOS��JK�̀�O��]�R�OSUMJ�aMNbQP��SG��dG�YP��c�JK�̂MTJS�eM�NK�X�XV�NQ�QP�RR�SP�J�[�NIMNX���P�JK�OMTJS�MI�SP��M[SUO�RfKU�US�R�QO�J�V�RRMSQ�TQUJ��SP��QS�ObUJ��X�SPMKG���gG�YP��MIIUO�N�UJ�OP�N���MI��R�OSUMJQ�QP�RR��KK��RR�P�JK�OMTJS�N�QTRSQ�SM��SP�N�IMN���OP�N�O�L�UJORTKUJ���JW��OO�QQUVR��hMSUJ��K�hUO��N�QTRSQL��KK��RR��R�OSNMJUO�N�QTRSQ�SM��SP�N�IMN���OP�N�O�L�UJORTKUJ���JW��OO�QQUVR��hMSUJ��K�hUO�L��JK�O�ROTR�S��SP��X�N�UJ�MI�KUII�N�JO��TQUJ��SP��i�NRW�e�RRMS�c�JK�̂MTJS�_�N�UJ�aMNbQP��S��Q�IMRRMjQk��G�l0mm�-./�%-n�-o�l-pqr�\URR�MTS�SP��K�S��MI�SP���R�OSUMJG�HJKUO�S��SP��[NM[�N��R�OSUMJ�s��J�N�RL�Q[�OU�RL�[NUX�NWL�MN���it��JK�SP��N�O��O�S��MNW�SP�S�SP��jMNbQP��S�UQ�IMN�s[N�QUK�JSU�R��R�OSMNL�QS�S�jUK��O�JKUK�S�L�QS�S�jUK��V�RRMSL�I�K�N�R�O�JKUK�S�L�MN�QS�S��R��UQR�SUh��O�JKUK�S�tG�uUQS�SP��Q[�OUIUO�N�O��svwxwL�]S�S��]�J�SMNL�̂MN[MN�SUMJ�M̂XXUQQUMJfy�XMON�StG�uUQS�SP��P�JK�OMTJS�NMTJK�s�QS�P�JK�OMTJSL�dJK�P�JK�OMTJSL��z[�JK�K�P�JK�OMTJS�MN�ITRR�P�JK�OMTJStG�VG�&+/{p�"*+,�!-.+/�%-/*m|r�iJS�N�Q�[�N�S�RW�SP��P�JK�OMTJS�SMS�RQ�IMN�SP��M[SUO�RfKU�US�R�QO�J�V�RRMSQ��JK�SP��P�JK�OMTJS�SMS�RQ�IMN�SP���OO�QQUVR��hMSUJ��K�hUO�QG�YP�Q��SMS�RQ�jURR�OMX��KUN�OSRW�INMX�SP��c�JK�̂MTJS�Y�RRW�]P��SQG�i�OP�}~����~�����}�����������QfJM�OMTJSQ�IMN�V�RRMS�X��QTN�Q�INMX�SP��c�JK�̂MTJS�Y�RRW�]P��S�XTQS�V��RUQS�K�UJ�SP��S�VR�G�YP��SMS�R�JTXV�N�MI�P�JK�OMTJS�K�hMS�Q�QP�RR�V��O�ROTR�S�K��JK�JMS�K�UJ�SP��jMNbQP��SG�OG�&+/{p��*��0+{�!-.+/�%-/*m|r�iJS�N�Q�[�N�S�RW�SP��X�OPUJ��SMS�RQ�IMN�SP��M[SUO�RfKU�US�R�QO�J�V�RRMSQ��JK�SP��X�OPUJ��SMS�RQ�IMN�SP���OO�QQUVR��hMSUJ��K�hUO�QG�YP�Q��SMS�RQ�jURR�OMX��KUN�OSRW�INMX�iR�OSUMJ�_�J���X�JS�]WQS�XQG�i�OP�}~����~�����}����������������}�����������~�������~����������������~����������~����]P��S�XTQS�V��RUQS�K�UJ�SP��S�VR�G�YP��SMS�R�JTXV�N�MI�X�OPUJ��OMTJS�K�hMS�Q�QP�RR�V��O�ROTR�S�K��JK�JMS�K�UJ�SP��jMNbQP��SG��KG�!*m�.m*/{�#�|-m./{��0oo{p{+�{r������~}��}~����~��������~������~�������~�����W�QfJM�SMS�RL�O�ROTR�S��SP���VQMRTS��KUII�N�JO��V�Sj��J�SP��P�JK�OMTJS��JK�SP��X�OPUJ��OMTJSG�YP���VQMRTS��KUII�N�JO��UQ�SP��KUII�N�JO��V�Sj��J�SP��SjM�JTXV�NQ�RUQS�K��Q���[MQUSUh��h�RT��svwxwL���FF�������MN��������FF��jURR�VMSP�P�h���J��VQMRTS��h�RT��MI�MJ�tG���G�!*m�.m*/{��p*+,�%-/*m|r�ZKK�T[��RR�SP��X�OPUJ��OMTJS�SMS�RQ�IMN���[�NSUOTR�N�N�O��O�S��MNW�SM�O�ROTR�S���������~������~�� ~}����������¡¢�£����¤�~�������~��������KUII�N�JO�Q�IMN���[�NSUOTR�N�N�O��O�S��MNW�SM�O�ROTR�S���������~������~��£��������¥�������}�¡¢��
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MNO� MPPQMRS� %&$MTM "$%P�UT�RUVMR"$MUR�"RW�%X% $MUR�YZ[\�][̂Z_�̀a[\�[b�̀c���ZZ_a]�d_��]�\e�ff�[g�g�][h\̀�Zg[]�ffi���]àj�[g�̀[k\�][h\]a_�l[g�m�fa�\��n�ĥf̀�Zg[̂ Z̀_j�affh����o�g̀aba]�̀��[b�p[̂a\�̀a[\�lb[__[ka\����Zgâ�gj�[g�bagf̀��_�]̀a[\n�[g�o�g̀aba]�̀��[b�q_�]̀a[\�lb[__[ka\������\�g�_�[g�f�][\m��_�]̀a[\n�̀[���]c�]�\mam�̀��kc[�g�]�ae�m�̀c��ca�c�f̀�\ĥd�g�[b�e[̀�f�b[g���]c�[bba]���̀�̀c���_�]̀a[\r��stuvwtxvy�z{|}�~|�{�v�t|}�|����v�~|z}���x�~�}��xx�[g�g�][h\̀�Zg[]�ffi�̀c��o_�g��[b�̀c���[�gm�[b��hZ�geaf[gf�̂hf̀�Zg[̂ Z̀_j�affh����o�g̀aba]�̀��[b�p[̂a\�̀a[\�lb[__[ka\����Zgâ�gj��_�]̀a[\n�[g�o�g̀aba]�̀��[b�q_�]̀a[\�lb[__[ka\������\�g�_��_�]̀a[\n�̀[���]c�]�\mam�̀��kc[�g�]�ae�m�̀c��ca�c�f̀�\ĥd�g�[b�e[̀�f�b[g�̀c��b[__[ka\��[bba]�f���� �__�][h\̀j�[bba]�f���� �g�]a\]̀�][̂ ầ̀��̂�\���� o[̂ ĥ\àj�][__����maf̀ga]̀�d[�gm�̂�̂d�g���\m��� �Z�]a�_�̀��a\��maf̀ga]̀�d[�gm�̂�̂d�gr��r�r�r���������l�nr��o�g̀aba]�̀�f�[b��_�]̀a[\�b[g�f]c[[_�maf̀ga]̀�d[�gm�̂�̂d�gf�̂hf̀�d��affh�m�dj�̀c��][h\̀j�f]c[[_�fhZ�ga\̀�\m�\̀�b[__[ka\��̀c���ZZ_a]�d_��]�\e�ffr��r�r�r���������r���[k�e�gi���]�g̀aba]�̀��̂�j�\[̀�d��affh�m�h\m�g�̀c��b[__[ka\��][\màa[\f����� ��o�g̀aba]�̀��[b�p[̂a\�̀a[\�̂�j�\[̀�d��affh�m�̀[���kgà��a\�]�\mam�̀��b[g���]àj�[g�̀[k\�[bba]�i��\m�̀c�̀�]�\mam�̀��̂�j�\[̀��me�\]��̀[�̀c����\�g�_�[g�gh\�[bb��_�]̀a[\�ab�̀c��kgà��a\�]�\mam�̀��mam�\[̀�g�]�ae����\ĥd�g�[b�e[̀�f���hae�_�\̀�̀[��̀�_��f̀�̀c��\ĥd�g�[b�fa�\�̀hg�f�g��hag�m�dj��r�r�r����������b[g�\[̂a\�̀a\��Z�̀àa[\f�b[g�̀c��f�̂��[bba]�i��r�r�r��������r��l�n���� ��o�g̀aba]�̀��[b�p[̂a\�̀a[\�̂�j�\[̀�d��affh�m�̀[���kgà��a\�]�\mam�̀��bg[̂���Z[_àa]�_�Z�g̀j�g�][�\a��m�b[g�][\̀a\h�m�g�Zg�f�\̀�̀a[\�kc[�mam�\[̀�g�]�ae���̀�_��f̀��f�̂�\j�e[̀�f��f�̀c��\ĥd�g�[b�fa�\�̀hg�f�g��hag�m�̀[��ZZ��g�[\�̀c��Zgâ�gj��_�]̀a[\�d�__[̀i��r�r�r���������lqn���� ��o�g̀aba]�̀��[b�p[̂a\�̀a[\�̂�j�\[̀�d��affh�m�̀[���kgà��a\�]�\mam�̀��[b���Z[_àa]�_�Z�g̀j�\[̀�g�][�\a��m�b[g�][\̀a\h�m�g�Zg�f�\̀�̀a[\�kc[�mam�\[̀�g�]�ae����Z_hg�_àj�[b�̀c��e[̀�f�[b�c̀��Z�g̀j�b[g�̀c��[bba]��b[g�kca]c�̀c��]�\mam�̀��af���]�\mam�̀�i��r�r�r���������l�n���\m��� ��o�g̀aba]�̀��[b�q_�]̀a[\�̂ �j�\[̀�d��affh�m�̀[���kgà��a\�]�\mam�̀��b[g�Zg�]a\]̀�][̂ ầ̀��̂�\�[g�\[\Z�g̀af�\�[bba]��kc[�mam�\[̀�g�]�ae���̀�_��f̀��f�̂�\j�e[̀�f��f�̀c��\ĥd�g�[b�fa�\�̀hg�f�g��hag�m�̀[��ZZ��g�[\�̀c��d�__[̀i��r�r�r���������l�nl�ni�l�n�l��ni��r�r�r���������lonr���[__[ka\��][̂Z_�̀a[\�[b�̀c��f̀�̀�kam��]�\e�ff�[g�g�][h\̀�Zg[]�ff�l�\m�fhd��]̀�̀[�̀c��f�̂����]�Z̀a[\�b[g�kgà��a\�]�\mam�̀�f�bg[̂���Z[_àa]�_�Z�g̀j�\[̀�g�][�\a��m�b[g�][\̀a\h�m�g�Zg�f�\̀�̀a[\ni�̀c����]g�̀�gj�[b��̀�̀��̂ hf̀�Zg[̂ Z̀_j�affh����o�g̀aba]�̀��[b�p[̂a\�̀a[\�[g�o�g̀aba]�̀��[b�q_�]̀a[\�̀[���]c�_��af_�̀ae�i�f̀�̀�kam�i��\m�b�m�g�_�]�\mam�̀��kc[�g�]�ae�m�̀c��ca�c�f̀�\ĥd�g�[b�e[̀�f�b[g���]c�[bba]���̀�̀c���_�]̀a[\r� c��o�g̀aba]�̀��[b�q_�]̀a[\�̂hf̀�d��fa�\�m�dj�̀c����]g�̀�gj�[b��̀�̀���\m��h̀c�\̀a]�̀�m�kàc�̀c��¡g��̀����_�[b�̀c���̀�̀��[b��ga�[\�r��r�r�r���������l�n���r�r�r���������r�
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LM� NOOPNQR�S#TTU%�V&#OP'&�$'U!T#V#%NUQO�WX�XY��Z[\Z]̂_̀[\�[a���_X�X�b̀c��Z�\d�__�XY�X�Z[\X�̀\_���e�]][X�f��_̂g�h�XY��i[d�g\[g�f̂_X�̀__̂����jg[Z]�f�X̀[\�XY�Xk�l� �g[Z]�̀f_�XY��\̂fe�g�d[X�_�Z�_X�a[g��\c����̀\_X���ZY�jg[j[_�c�Z[\_X̀X̂X̀[\�]��f�\cf�\Xm�l� �g[Z]�̀f_�XY��\̂fe�g�[a�d[X�_�Z�_X�a[g��\c����̀\_X���ZY�jg[j[_�c�̀\̀X̀�X̀d��[g�g�a�g�\ĉfm��\c�l� n�Z]�g�_�bỲZY�f��_̂g�_�b�g���jjg[d�c�eo���f�p[g̀Xo�[a�XY[_��d[X̀\��[\�XY��f��_̂g�_q���Wqrqsq�t��uvuw�m�Wqrqsq�t���v� uxWyq�za�XY�g���g��Xb[�[g�f[g��Z[\a]̀ZX̀\��f��_̂g�_��jjg[d�c��X�XY��_�f���]�ZX̀[\h�XY��i[d�g\[g�f̂_X�jg[Z]�̀f�bỲZY�f��_̂g��g�Z�̀d�c�XY���g��X�_X�\̂fe�g�[a��aàgf�X̀d��d[X�_q�Wqrqsq�t���v� ux{yq�za�Xb[�[g�f[g��Z[\a]̀ZX̀\��f��_̂g�_�x̀\�bY[]��[g�̀\�j�gXy��g���jjg[d�c�eo�d[X�g_��X�XY��_�f���]�ZX̀[\h�XY��f��_̂g��b̀XY�XY��f[_X�d[X�_�b̀]]�jg�d�̀]�b̀XY�g�_j�ZX�X[��\o�jg[d̀_̀[\_�XY�X��g��̀\�Z[\a]̀ZXq�Wg̀|q�}[\_Xq�WgXq�z~h��Xq��h�t��x� yq���[g��\o��jjg[d�c�f��_̂g�h�XY��s�Zg�X�go�[a�sX�X��f̂_X�Z�̂_��XY��f��_̂g��X[�e��jg̀\X�c�b̀XY�XY����\�g�]�]�b_��\�ZX�c�eo�XY��\��X��\_̂\̀��_�__̀[\�[a�XY��Wg̀|[\�����̀_]�X̂g�h��][\��b̀XY�XY��c�X����������������������������������������������������������������g[d�cq�Wqrqsq�t���v� �x{yq�LNM� O%U'#R&�U��S#TTU%O�#Q��'&%P'QO�U��%"&�&T&!%NUQ�WaX�g�XY��Z[̂\Xo�Z�\d�__�̀_�Z[fj]�X�h�XY��[aàZ�g�̀\�ZY�g���[a��]�ZX̀[\_�f̂_X�_��]�XY��d[X�c�e�]][X_��\c�c�]̀d�g�XY�_��e�]][X_��\c�[aàZ̀�]�g�X̂g\_�X[�XY��}[̂\Xo��g��_̂g�g�x[g���_�Ẑg��a�Z̀]̀Xo�Z[\Xg�ZX�c�eo�XY��}[̂\Xo��g��_̂g�gy�a[g�_�Ẑg��_X[g���q�Wqrqsq�t��uvu �xWyq�za�d[X̀\����̂ j̀f�\X�jg[ĉZ�_�c̀�̀X�]�e�]][X�̀f���_h�XY��c̀�̀X�]�e�]][X�̀f���_�f̂_X�e��g�X�̀\�c��\c�jg�_�gd�c�̀\�XY��_�f��f�\\�gq�Wqrqsq�t��uvu wq��\̂_�c�e�]][X_��g��\[X�_̂ep�ZX�X[�g�X�\X̀[\q���Y��}[̂\Xo��g��_̂g�g�f̂_X����j�XY��e�]][X_��\c�[aàZ̀�]�g�X̂g\_�̂\[j�\�c��\c�̂\�]X�g�c�a[g���j�g̀[c�[a� ��f[\XY_�a[]][b̀\���\��]�ZX̀[\�a[g�a�c�g�]�[aàZ���\c�_̀��f[\XY_�a[g��]]�[XY�g��]�ZX̀[\_q�n̂ g̀\��XY�_��g�X�\X̀[\�j�g̀[c_h�e�]][X_��\c�[aàZ̀�]�g�X̂g\_�f�o�[\]o�e��[j�\�c�ĵg_̂�\X�X[���Z[̂gX�[gc�g�x̀\Z]̂c̀\��a[g�XY��ĵgj[_��[a���g�Z[̂\X�[g��]�ZX̀[\�Z[\X�_Xyq�z\�XY���e_�\Z��[a��\o�g�Z[̂\X�[g��]�ZX̀[\�Z[\X�_Xh�XY��}[̂\Xo��g��_̂g�g�f̂_X�c̀_j[_��[a�XY��e�]][X_��\c�[aàZ̀�]�g�X̂g\_��aX�g�XY���jj]̀Z�e]��g�X�\X̀[\�j�g̀[c�b̀XY[̂X�[j�\̀\��[g����f̀\̀\��XY��Z[\X�\X_q�Wqrqsq�t��uvu �xWyh�xnyq��za���Z[̂\Xo�Z[\ĉZX_��\��]�ZX̀[\�[\�e�Y�]a�[a���][Z�]�p̂g̀_c̀ZX̀[\h�XY��Z[̂\Xo�[aàZ�g�̀\�ZY�g���[a��]�ZX̀[\_�f�o�Xg�\_a�g�XY��[aàZ̀�]�g�X̂g\_�X[�XY��][Z�]�p̂g̀_c̀ZX̀[\�xbỲZY�XY�g��aX�g�f̂_X�e��jg�_�gd�c�eo�XY��][Z�]�p̂g̀_c̀ZX̀[\�̀\�]̀�̂�[a�XY��}[̂\Xo��g��_̂g�gyq������ �
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FG��HIJIK��LHHIM�N�O�P�Q�R���N�QSLKQ��T��TJIK��KLR�RL��UM��T� ��M�J�KT�N�T�PQV�WSLK�N�XY�QR�ZP�RG��N�QSLKT�KR��KT�HLN��LLT�M�YQ��QGL[K\�RG��HIJIK��LHHIM�N�O�P��N�KR���N��QLK�ZJ���UR�KQILK�LH�RG��N�QSLKQ��T��TJIK�V�FG��N�QSLKT�KR�OYQR�O�]��RG��N�XY�QR�RL�RG��HIJIK��LHHIM�N�IK�[NIRIK�\��KT�RG��HIJIK��LHHIM�N�OYQR�MLSP�RG��MLÔ _̀ab̀bc�db�cef�ga_abh�dggaifjkl�mfialadb�db�cef�fncfbladb�jfopflcq�rs�tuv,.ww.0/�+�'3-xy��zIRGIK�R�K�ZYQIK�QQ�T�PQ��HR�N�N�M�I{IK����N�QSLKQ�\�RG��HIJIK��LHHIM�N�[IJJ�Q�KT�RG��MLOSJ�IK�KR���MLSP�LH�RG��N�QSLKQ���KT���J�RR�N�RG�R��USJ�IKQ�RG��LSSLNRYKIRP�HLN�RG��MLOSJ�IK�KR�RL�QYZOIR���N�SJPV���FG�N��IQ�KL�SN�QMNIZ�T�HLNO�R�HLN�N�SJI�Q��KT�MLOSJ�IK�KRQ��N��KLR�N�XYIN�T�RL�HIJ����N�SJPV�|L[�{�N\�Ref�jf̂_}�al�cef�id~̂ _̀ab̀bckl�d̂ d̂jcpbac}�cd�̀mmjfll�allpfl�j̀alfm�ab�cef�jfl̂dblf�̀bm�dj��pccjfll�cef�id~̂ _̀abckl�dNI�IK�J��JJ���RILKQV�FG��N�SJP�O�P�KLR�N�IQ��K�[�IQQY�Q�RG�R�[�N��KLR��TTN�QQ�T�IK�RG��LNI�IK�J�MLOSJ�IKRV���FG��HIJIK��LHHIM�N�O�P�Q�R���N�SJP�T��TJIK��KLR�RL��UM��T����M�J�KT�N�T�PQV�FG��HIJIK��LHHIM�N�O�P�KLR�R�]���KP��MRILK�LK�RG��MLOSJ�IKR�LN�N�H�NN�J��LRG�N�RG�K�TIQOIQQ�RG��O�RR�N��YKRIJ�RGIQ�RIO��S�NILT�G�Q�S�QQ�TV�WSLK�N�XY�QR�ZP�RG��MLOSJ�IK�KR��KT�HLN��LLT�M�YQ��QGL[K\�RG��HIJIK��LHHIM�N�O�P��N�KR���N��QLK�ZJ���UR�KQILK�LH�RG��N�SJP�T��TJIK�V�� !s��32.�.�0�vy�1.x.0/����.23���HR�N�RG��N�SJP�S�NILT���KT��KP��UR�KQILK\�IH��N�KR�T��G�Q�S�QQ�T\�RG��HIJIK��LHHIM�N�[IJJ��{�JY�R��RG��MLOSJ�IKR\�N�QSLKQ�\��KT�N�SJP��IH��KP��RL�T�R�NOIK��[G�RG�N�RG�N��IQ�N��QLK�ZJ��M�YQ��RL�Z�JI�{����{ILJ�RILK�LMMYNN�TV�FG��HIJIK��LHHIM�N�QGLYJT��JQL�MLKQIT�N��KP�N�J�{�KR�M�OS�I�K�HIK�KM��N�SLNRQ�LN�TLMYO�KRQ�LK�HIJ��[IRG�RG��HIJIK��LHHIM�N��KT��KP�LRG�N�IKHLNO�RILK��{�IJ�ZJ��IK�RG��SYZJIM�N�MLNTV�FG��HIJIK��LHHIM�N�TL�Q�KLR�SLQQ�QQ�QYZSL�K��SL[�NQ�RL�MLOS�J�SNLTYMRILK�LH��{IT�KM��LN��RR�KT�KM��LH�[IRK�QQ�Q�MLKM�NKIK����SLR�KRI�J�M�OS�I�K�HIK�KM��{ILJ�RILK��KLN�O�P��KP�S�NRP�RL�RG��SNLM��TIK��MLKTYMR�TIQML{�NP�V�|L[�{�N\�RG��HIJIK��LHHIM�N�O�P�N�XY�QR�{LJYKR�NP�SNLTYMRILK�LH�IKHLNO�RILK�RL��QQIQR�IK��{�JY�RIK��RG��MLOSJ�IKR�LN�N�QSLKQ�V��V�V�V������� ����V�(s��3w3�,.0.0/���3w�3��+��.�x+w.�0��22u��3�����HIJIK��LHHIM�N�O�P�R�]��LK��LH�RGN���MLYNQ�Q�LH��MRILK��HIKT�N��QLK�ZJ��M�YQ�\�TIQOIQQ�RG��O�RR�N\�LN�HIKT�KL�N��QLK�ZJ��M�YQ�V�+s�>;=�;=<��@8�C=8��@�78��@��d�jfgfj�̀�~̀ccfj�cd�̀b�fbgdjif~fbc�dggaifj �̀�ga_abh�dggaifj�~plc�gabm�¡jf̀ldb̀�_f�ìplf�cd��f_af¢f��̀̂fjldb�¢ad_̀cfm£�ì~̂ àhb�gab̀bif�_̀¤q��V�V�V������� ��¥�V���N��QLK�ZJ��M�YQ��HIKTIK��IQ�KLR���T�HIKIRI{��HIKTIK��RG�R�RG��N�QSLKT�KR�{ILJ�R�T�M�OS�I�K�HIK�KM��J�[�ZYR�QIOSJP�O��KQ�RG�R�RG��HIJIK��LHHIM�N�Z�JI�{�Q���{ILJ�RILK�O�P�G�{��LMMYNN�TV���¦b�mfcfj~ababh�¤efcefj�cefjf�al�jf̀ldb̀�_f�ìplf �cef�lc̀bm̀jm�dg�jf¢af¤�al�̀§ab�cd�¡̂jd�̀�_f�ìplf£�cd�lp̂ d̂jc�cef�id~̂ _̀ab̀bckl�̀__fh̀cadbl �¤eaie�hfbfj̀__}�~f̀bl�cefjf�al�jf̀ldb̀�_}�
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FGHIFJKGFLM�NOPKGQ�FNKO��OR�SNGSHQIF�OS�I�FL�F�JKHTR�T��R���G��IKO�UT��V�GIKO�FK�SKOSTHR��FL�G��NI�IHUIF�OFN�T�TNW�TNLKKR�FL�F�FL��G�IVKOR�OF�SKQQNFF�R���XNKT�FNKOY��ZZ��[�\Z��]̂]ZZ[��\_̀��ab�cGNdY� ef̀�g�h̀�a h��YaR�hhbè�hhi��jkFY�cVVY���hglm��n̂nZ�o_�pZZ[Z\̀���b�cGNdY��è�a�̀�ig��YaR�hhè�h���jkFY�cVVY����alY�qr�s;t9;tt8u�CB�7C9:u8;=E�vO�FL�NG�RNISG�FNKÒ���PNTNO��KPPNS�G�Q�M�RNIQNII���Q�FF�G�FL�F�RK�I�OKF�Q�GNF�PHGFL�G�HI��KP��KX�GOQ�OF�G�IKHGS�IY�wL��PNTNO��KPPNS�G�Q�M�F�W��NOFK��SSKHOF�FL��PKTTKJNO��P�SFKGI�JL�O�R�SNRNO��JL�FL�G�FK�RNIQNII���SKQVT�NOFx�y� zL�FL�G�FL�G��NI���IQ�TT�RKTT�G��QKHOF��F�NIIH�m�y� wL��NOIN�ONPNS�OS��KP�FL���TT���R�XNKT�FNKOm�y� wL��X��H�O�II�KG�J��WO�II�KP�FL���XNR�OS�m�y� zL�FL�G�FL���TT���R�XNKT�FNKO�L�I�U��O�G�Q�RN�R��OR�OKF�TNW�TM�FK�U��G�V��F�Rm��OR�y� zL�FL�G�FL���TT���R�XNKT�FNKO�J�I�HONOF�OFNKO�TY��vP�RNIQNII�T�NI�J�GG�OF�R̀�FL��PNTNO��KPPNS�G�Q�M�I�OR���T�FF�G�S�HFNKONO��KG�G�QNORNO��FL��G�IVKOR�OF�G���GRNO��FL��G�T�X�OF�T���T�KUTN��FNKOI��KNO��PKGJ�GRY�2r�>;={;=<�|C�}@8tC=8~u@�78�t@����������������������������������������������������NP���XNKT�FNKO�KSSHGG�R�JL�O�FL��SKQVT�NOF̀�G�IVKOI�̀��OR�G�VTM�jNP��OMl̀��TKO��JNFL��OM�VHUTNSTM��X�NT�UT��NOPKGQ�FNKÒ�F�W�O�FK��FL�G̀�P�NT�FK��NX��GNI��FK���G��IKO�UT��NOP�G�OS��FL�F���XNKT�FNKO�L�I�KSSHGG�R�jKG��X�O�NP�FL���TT���FNKOI�J�G��FGH�̀�JKHTR�OKF�SKOIFNFHF����XNKT�FNKO�KP�FL��T�JlY��r�����+023�+0�����.�.2+�.�0�����32.�.�0��c�PNTNO��KPPNS�G�ILKHTR�NIIH����G��IKO�R�R�SNINKO�����������������������������������������������R�F�GQNO�FNKOY�cUI�OF�� F�OH�FNO��SNGSHQIF�OS�Ì���PNTNO��KPPNS��IL�TT�G�OR�G���R�SNINKO�JNFLNO�hg��R�MI��PF�G�FL��R��RTNO��PKG�IHUQNFFNO����G�VTM�NP���G�IVKOI��J�I�IHUQNFF�R̀�KG�JNFLNO�hg��R�MI��PF�G�FL��R��RTNO��PKG���G�IVKOI��NP�OK�G�IVKOI��J�I�IHUQNFF�RY�¡KJ�X�G̀�NP�FL����������������������������FK�NIIH����R�SNINKO�P�TTI�¢������£¤���¥�����������������������������������������¦�����������§��������������IL�TT�U��NIIH�R�JNFLNO�b��R�MI��PF�G�FL���T�SFNKOY�wL��PNTNO��KPPNS�G�ILKHTR�W��V�FL��V�GFN�I�G��IKO�UTM��VVGNI�R�KP�FL��VGK̈�SF�R�R�SNINKO�FNQ�F�UT���OR�IL�TT�OKFNPM��TT�V�GFN�I�NO�JGNFNO��KP�FL��R�SNINKOY��vP�FL��PNTNO��KPPNS�G�RNIQNII�I�FL��SKQVT�NOF�KG�PNORI�OK�G��IKO�UT��S�HI�̀�FL��Q�FF�G�NI�STKI�R��OR�OK�OKFNPNS�FNKO�NI��NX�O�FK�FL���OPKGS�Q�OF�KPPNS�GY�c�RNIQNII�T�KG�PNORNO��KP�OK�G��IKO�UT��S�HI���G��OKF�SKOINR�G�R��VV��T�UT���SFNKOIY��vP�FL��PNTNO��KPPNS�G�PNORI�G��IKO�UT��S�HI�̀�FL��PNTNO��KPPNS�G�QHIF�OKFNPM�FL���OPKGS�Q�OF�KPPNS�G��OR�VGKXNR���TT�G�T�X�OF�RKSHQ�OF�FNKO�PGKQ�FL��S�I�x�y� ©KG�Q�FF�GI�NOX�IFN��F�R�UM�FL��ª�SG�F�GM�KP�ªF�F���I�PNTNO��KPPNS�G̀�FL��ª�SG�F�GM�QHIF�OKFNPM�FL��cFFKGO�M�«�O�G�Tm�
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF ARIZONA 

 
League of United Latin American Citizens 
of Arizona; Arizona Students’ Association, 
 

Plaintiffs, 
 

v. 
 
Michele Reagan, in her official capacity as 
Secretary of State of Arizona; Adrian 
Fontes, in his official capacity as Maricopa 
County Recorder, 
 
   Defendants. 
 

 
No. CV17-4102-PHX DGC 
 
 
CONSENT DECREE 
 

 

Before the Court is the Joint Motion Requesting Entry of Consent Decree, filed by 

Plaintiff League of United Latin American Citizens of Arizona (“LULAC-Arizona”), 

Plaintiff Arizona Students’ Association (“ASA”), Defendant Michele Reagan, in her 

official capacity as Secretary of State of Arizona (the “Secretary”), and Defendant 

Adrian Fontes, in his official capacity as Maricopa County Recorder (“Recorder 

Fontes”).  Doc. 36.  All Plaintiffs and Defendants shall hereafter be referred to as the 

“Parties.”  

On November 7, 2017, LULAC-Arizona and ASA initiated this action against the 

Secretary and Recorder Fontes. The complaint alleged that Arizona’s dual voter 

registration policies violate the First and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States 

Constitution. Specifically, LULAC-Arizona and ASA alleged that Arizona treats voter 
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registration applicants differently depending on whether they use Arizona’s state 

registration form (the “State Form”) or the national registration form (the “Federal 

Form”). At the time the lawsuit was filed, fourteen of Arizona’s County Recorders 

rejected State Form applications submitted without valid documentary proof of 

citizenship (“DPOC”). Federal law required the County Recorders to accept Federal 

Form applications, even when they are submitted without DPOC. The Motor Vehicles 

Department (“MVD”) Proxy Table was then electronically checked through an 

automated process to determine whether the Federal Form applicants had a valid driver’s 

license, which indicates that DPOC is supposed to be on file with the MVD. Those with 

DPOC on file are eligible to vote in both state and federal elections (“Full Ballot Voter”). 

Those who did not have DPOC on file with the MVD were only able to vote in federal 

elections (“Fed Only Voter”).  

As a result, whether one who does not present valid DPOC is registered to vote in 

federal elections is entirely dependent on which form the applicant uses to register. 

Those using the Federal Form but not providing DPOC, are registered to vote in federal 

elections; and, depending on the results of the Secretary’s automated review of the MVD 

database, may be registered to vote in state elections as well. But those using the State 

Form, and not providing valid DPOC, are not registered to vote in any elections because 

the application is rejected in its entirety. LULAC-Arizona and ASA alleged that this dual 

voter registration process violated the First and Fourteenth Amendments.  

The Secretary denies that Arizona’s voter registration policies violate the First 

and Fourteenth Amendments or are otherwise illegal under state or federal law. The 

Secretary asserts that Federal and State Form applicants are not similarly situated for 

equal protection purposes. The Secretary asserts that Arizona is constitutionally 

permitted to require those applying to register to vote using the State Form to personally 

provide DPOC at the time that they submit their State Form. The Secretary further 

asserts that there is no constitutional or statutory requirement that Arizona election 

officials register applicants for federal elections when they have chosen to use the State 

Form to register to vote rather than the Federal Form.  
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 Nevertheless, the Secretary and Recorder Fontes desire to make it as easy 

possible for Arizona’s citizens to register to vote, while remaining consistent with 

Arizona and federal law and also providing necessary safeguards to deter those who 

would commit voter registration fraud. Having reviewed the applicable law, the 

Secretary and Recorder Fontes have concluded that current technology allows the 

Secretary, Recorder Fontes, and the other Arizona County Recorders to treat State Form 

applications exactly as they treat Federal Form applications, and that because of current 

technology such treatment is consistent with the provisions of Arizona law, including the 

requirements of Proposition 200, codified at A.R.S. §§ 16-166(F) and 16-152(A)(23). 

The Secretary and Recorder Fontes agree that treating Federal Form and State Form 

applications the same will make it easier for Arizona’s citizens to register to vote, while 

also providing important safeguards to prevent unlawful voter registration.  Accordingly, 

on February 8, 2018, the Secretary and Recorder Fontes through their counsel notified 

counsel for LULAC-Arizona and ASA of their desire to enter into an agreement that will 

resolve the underlying litigation and also benefit Arizona’s citizens.  

The Parties have negotiated in good faith and agree to the entry of this Consent 

Decree as an appropriate resolution. Accordingly, the Parties stipulate and agree as 

follows: 

PRELIMINARY RECITALS 

1.  LULAC-Arizona is the Arizona-based branch of the oldest and largest 

national Latino civil rights organization. LULAC is a non-profit membership 

organization with a presence in most of the fifty states. Founded in 1929, it works to 

advance the economic condition, educational attainment, political influence, health and 

civil rights, including voting rights, of the Hispanic population of the United States. 

2. ASA is a student-led, non-partisan membership organization created to 

represent the collective interest of the over 140,000 university students and over 400,000 

community college students in Arizona. ASA advocates at the local, state, and national 

levels for the interests of students. As a part of its mission, ASA encourages students 

throughout Arizona to register to vote through voter registration activity. 
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3. Michele Reagan is the Arizona Secretary of State. The Secretary of State is 

responsible for supervising voter registration throughout the state and providing binding 

regulations and guidelines for voter registration. A.R.S. § 16-142. Secretary Reagan was 

sued in her official capacity only. 

4. Adrian Fontes is the Maricopa County Recorder, an elected countywide 

officer. Recorder Fontes is responsible for conducting voter registration in Maricopa 

County. A.R.S. §§ 16-131, -134. Recorder Fontes was sued in his official capacity only. 

5. This action was brought by LULAC-Arizona and ASA to vindicate First 

and Fourteenth Amendment rights relating to voter registration. 

6. Arizona’s practice of treating Federal Form and State Form applications 

differently, described above, arose from past Arizona election officials’ understanding of 

the effect of Proposition 200, which was passed by Arizona’s voters in 2004 and codified 

at A.R.S. §§ 16-166(F), 16-152(A)(23), in conjunction with the technology available at 

the time. Since the passage of Prop. 200 in 2004, a new statewide voter registration 

database has been implemented and provides additional tools to election officials.  

7. Arizona’s voter registration technology, including its voter registration 

database, now allows DPOC already on file with the MVD database to be associated 

near-instantaneously with voter registration applications submitted without DPOC, 

irrespective of whether the applications are State Forms or Federal Forms.  

8. The Secretary denies that prior practices, challenged in this lawsuit, were 

unlawful.  By agreeing to this Consent Decree, the Secretary and Recorder Fontes seek 

to serve Arizona’s citizens by (1) continuing to comply with Arizona law while (2) 

making the voter registration process using the State Form easier.  

DEFINITIONS 

1. “ADOT” means the Arizona Department of Transportation, which is 

established pursuant to A.R.S. § 28-331. It has the responsibility to “provide for an 

integrated and balanced state transportation system.” The Arizona Motor Vehicles 

Division is a division of ADOT. A.R.S. § 28-332(C). 

2. “AHCCCS” means the Arizona Health Care Cost Containment System, 
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which is established pursuant to A.R.S. § 36-2902. AHCCCS is Arizona’s Medicaid 

agency that offers health care programs to serve Arizona residents.  

3. “Applicant” means an individual who has submitted an application to 

register to vote in the State of Arizona.  

4. “AVID Database” means the voter registration database, currently being 

developed for the state of Arizona and intended to replace the current Database. The 

AVID Database is projected to be operational sometime in 2019 or early 2020, but shall 

be operational no later than July 1, 2020 except as provided in subparagraph (a), below. 

(a) The date of July 1, 2020, contemplated for the operational function of the 

AVID Database, is contingent on the vendor with whom the Secretary has contracted to 

develop AVID fulfilling its obligations to have AVID operational in 2019 or early 2020 

at the latest. Should the vendor be unable to meet this contingency, or should the 

implementation of the AVID Database otherwise be delayed, the Secretary shall notify 

the Court and the Parties to this Consent Decree, in writing, and shall indicate in writing 

the date by which the vendor believes that AVID will be operational. Plaintiffs retain the 

right to seek a remedy from the Court to enforce this agreement if the implementation of 

the AVID database is unduly delayed.  

(b) The provisions in this consent decree that apply to the AVID database will 

also apply to any future voter registration system adopted by the Secretary of State’s 

office.  

5. “County Recorder” means the County Recorder of each of Arizona’s 

fifteen counties, and includes all county election officials working in or in conjunction 

with their offices. 

6. “Database” means the existing electronic storage system developed and 

administered by the Secretary that contains the official voter registration record for every 

voter in the state. See A.R.S. § 16-168(J). 

7. “DES” means the Arizona Department of Economic Security, which is 

established pursuant to A.R.S. § 41-1952.  

8. “Designated voter registration agencies” are agencies that are required to 
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provide voter registration services pursuant to the National Voter Registration Act. 

9. “DHS” means the Arizona Department of Health Services, which is 

established pursuant to A.R.S. § 36-102.   

10. “DPOC” means documentary proof of citizenship, and is limited to the 

forms of satisfactory evidence of citizenship listed in A.R.S. § 16-166(F).  

11. “F-type License” means the designation that the MVD uses in its database 

to distinguish Arizona driver’s license holders who, at the time that their driver’s licenses 

were issued, were presumed by MVD to not be United States citizens.  

12. “Fed Only Voter” means an individual who is registered to vote solely in 

Arizona elections for federal office. 

13. “Federal Form” means the National Mail Voter Registration Form, 

provided by the U.S. Elections Assistance Commission and used to register to vote in 

elections for federal office, as well as the Federal Write-in Absentee Ballot and Federal 

Post Card Application as those terms are used in 52 U.S.C. §§ 20302 and 20303. 

14. “Federal Office” means the office of President or Vice President; or of 

Senator or Representative in, or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the United States 

Congress. 52 U.S.C. § 20502(2). 

15.  “Full Ballot Voter” means an individual who is registered to vote in 

Arizona elections for federal, state, and local office. 

16. “Guidance” means formal guidance on voter registration procedures that 

the Secretary of State will provide to the County Recorders pursuant to her role as chief 

election official responsible for prescribing uniform procedures for voting. See A.R.S. § 

16-142. The Secretary will provide Plaintiffs’ counsel with copies of her Guidance 

before it is sent to the County Recorders.  

17. “MVD” means the Arizona Motor Vehicles Division. 

18. “MVD database” means the electronic storage system developed and 

administered by the Arizona Motor Vehicle Department.  

19. “MVD Proxy Table” means the MVD data provided to the Secretary of 

State that includes the nightly updates of MVD transactions that occurred in the past 
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twenty-four hours that MVD sends to the Secretary in batch form. 

20. “Procedures Manual” means the State of Arizona Elections Procedures 

Manual, which provides the rules related to voting and the conduct of elections. A.R.S. § 

16-452. The Secretary is required to develop the Procedures Manual in conjunction with 

the fifteen County Recorders. Id. The Procedures Manual has the force of law. A.R.S. § 

16-452(C). The Procedures Manual, 2018 Edition, has been drafted by the Secretary and 

submitted to the Governor and Attorney General as required by law for their review. Id.  

21. “Protected Voter Registration” means the program to ensure anonymity to 

survivors of stalking, domestic violence, and sexual assault through the Address 

Confidentiality Program provided by A.R.S. § 41-161, et seq., and certain other 

individuals pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-153. 

22. “Secretary” means the Arizona Secretary of State and her office, as well as 

successors in office.  

23. “State Form” means the options for voter registration created and provided 

by the State of Arizona and its agencies, including but not limited to the online 

registration available through Service Arizona, the paper application available on the 

Secretary of State’s website, the paper application available at all County Recorder 

offices, and the Protected Voter Registration process.  

24. “State Office” means any elected statewide, county-wide, or municipal 

public office, other than a Federal Office, for which a voter registered in the State of 

Arizona is eligible to vote.  

ORDER 

Accordingly, the Parties having freely given their consent, and the terms of the 

Consent Decree being fair, reasonable, and consistent with the requirements of state and 

federal law,  

IT IS ORDERED as follows: 

1. The Joint Motion for Approval of Consent Judgment (Doc. 36) is granted. 

2. The Procedures Manual. The Parties are aware that the draft Procedures 

Manual, 2018 Edition has been submitted by the Secretary to Arizona’s Governor 
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and Attorney General for their review as required by statute. See A.R.S. § 16-

452(B). Within thirty days after entry of this Consent Decree, the Secretary shall 

revise the Procedures Manual to incorporate the terms of this Consent Decree 

(“Procedures Manual Revisions”) and send the Procedures Manual Revisions, 

together with the Secretary’s recommendation of approval, to the Governor and 

Attorney General for their review, see A.R.S. § 16-452(B), and also to Plaintiffs’ 

counsel. If Plaintiffs determine that the Procedures Manual Revisions do not 

comply with this Consent Decree, Plaintiffs may seek review by this Court 

through the Court’s procedures for motions. If the Governor and Attorney General 

do not approve the Procedures Manual Revisions or request modifications, the 

Secretary will send the Attorney General and/or Governor’s rejections or 

proposed modifications to Plaintiffs’ counsel. If those rejections or proposed 

modifications are in any respect inconsistent with this Consent Decree, Plaintiffs 

may use any available legal remedies to secure compliance with this Consent 

Decree. 

2. State Form Applications Submitted Without DPOC. Within thirty days 

after entry of this Consent Decree, the Secretary shall, in writing: 

a. provide guidance to the County Recorders to accept State Form 

applications submitted without DPOC;  

b. provide guidance to the County Recorders to enter all such 

applications in the Database (or, in the case of Maricopa County and 

Pima County, to enter all such applications in their county voter 

registration databases and transmit such entries to the Database); 

c. provide guidance to the County Recorders to immediately register 

the applicants for federal elections, provided the applicant is 

otherwise qualified and the voter registration form is sufficiently 

complete; and 

d. check all State Form applications submitted without DPOC against 

the MVD database Proxy Table, via the automated processes in the 
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Database, to determine whether the MVD has DPOC on file for the 

applicants. If DPOC is located, the Secretary shall promptly notify 

the applicable County Recorder via the automated processes in the 

Database that the State Form applicant has DPOC on file with the 

MVD and so must be made a Full Ballot Voter via the automated 

process in the Database.  

i. if the Secretary’s check performed by the automated 

processes in the Database against the MVD database Proxy 

Table indicates that a State Form applicant holds an F-Type 

License, the Secretary shall promptly notify the applicable 

County Recorder of that fact via the automated processes of 

the Database. The automated processes of the Database will 

also flag this issue so that the County Recorder will know to 

change that applicant’s voter registration status to “not 

eligible.” The Secretary shall provide guidance to the County 

Recorders that the County Recorders shall notify the 

applicant by U.S. Mail within ten business days after 

receiving notice via the automated process in the database, 

according to information on file with the MVD database, that 

the applicant holds an F-Type License indicating non-

citizenship and so will not be registered to vote. The 

notification from the County Recorder shall also inform the 

applicant that the applicant can provide valid DPOC to the 

County Recorder in order to become a Full Ballot Voter. The 

notification will be accompanied by the form described in 

Paragraph 3 (the “DPOC Submission Form”). The applicant 

may submit DPOC to the County Recorder through the 

process described in Paragraph 3 to become a Full Ballot 

Voter.  
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ii. if the Secretary’s check via the automated features of the 

Database determines that a State Form applicant does not 

hold an F-Type License, but also does not have DPOC on file 

with the MVD, the Secretary shall promptly notify the 

applicable County Recorder of that result via the automated 

processes of the Database. The County Recorder shall notify 

these applicants by U.S. Mail within ten business days after 

receiving notice from the Secretary that (1) the County 

Recorder does not have the requisite DPOC to process their 

application; (2) they must submit DPOC if they wish to be a 

Full Ballot Voter; and, (3) until such time as they submit 

DPOC, they will be a Fed Only Voter and so will only be 

eligible to vote in Federal elections. The notification shall be 

accompanied by the form described in Paragraph 3 (the 

“DPOC Submission Form”). The applicant may submit 

DPOC to the County Recorder through the process described 

in Paragraph 3 to become a Full Ballot Voter. Until and 

unless the applicant submits valid DPOC, the County 

Recorders shall cause those voter registration applicants to be 

made Fed Only Voters.  

3. Provision of DPOC After the Submission of a State Form Application. 

Applicants who do not submit DPOC with their State Form application and do not have 

DPOC on file with MVD, and are notified by the applicable County Recorder that they 

will be Fed Only Voters unless and until they submit DPOC, may submit valid DPOC to 

become a Full Ballot Voter. To do so, they shall submit their DPOC to the County 

Recorder with a form provided to them by that official. This form (the “DPOC 

Submission Form”), which shall be developed by the Secretary and the County 

Recorders within thirty days after entry of this Consent Decree, shall contain sufficient 

information to allow the County Recorder to link the voter registration applicant’s DPOC 
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with his or her State Form application already on file in the Database.  

A. Applicants who submit their State Form application at least twenty-nine 

days before an election as required by statute, A.R.S. §§ 16-120(A), -134(C), and whose 

valid DPOC with the DPOC Submission Form is received by their County Recorder by 5 

p.m. local time on the Thursday before the election, will be made Full Ballot Voters by 

the County Recorder and may vote in the upcoming election as a Full Ballot Voter. The 

registrations of such applicants shall be deemed to have occurred on the date that they 

originally submitted their State Form application. If the County Recorder has already 

transmitted a Fed Only early ballot to that voter, the voter will have the option to vote 

either that Fed Only early ballot or else vote a provisional Full Ballot at the polling place 

or vote center and comply with the rules regarding provisional ballots. 

B. Applicants who submit their State Form application at least twenty-nine 

days before an election, and whose valid DPOC is received by 5 p.m. local time on the 

Thursday before the election, but who do not submit the DPOC Submission Form, may 

be made Full Ballot Voters by the County Recorder if the County Recorder has sufficient 

information to link the voter registration applicant’s DPOC with the applicant’s State 

Form application already on file in the Database. If the County Recorder makes such an 

applicant a Full Ballot Voter, and if the County Recorder has already transmitted a Fed 

Only early ballot to that voter, the voter will have the option to vote either that Fed Only 

early ballot or else vote a provisional Full Ballot at the polling place or vote center and 

comply with the rules regarding provisional ballots.  

C.  Applicants who do not submit their State Form application at least twenty-

nine days before an election as provided by statute, or whose valid DPOC is received by 

their County Recorder after 5 p.m. local time on the Thursday before the election, will 

not be made Full Ballot Voters for the upcoming election. The County Recorder shall 

make such applicants Full Ballot Voters within five business days after processing 

provisional ballots, and they shall be Full Ballot Voters for subsequent elections. 

D. For all applicants who submit State Form applications without valid 

DPOC, but subsequently submit valid DPOC and do not submit the DPOC Submission 
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Form, the County Recorder may make the applicant a Full Ballot Voter if the County 

Recorder has sufficient information to link the voter registration applicant’s DPOC with 

the applicant’s State Form application already on file in the Database. If the County 

Recorder lacks sufficient information to link the DPOC to the voter’s application in 

order to make the applicant a Full Ballot Voter, the County Recorder may follow up with 

the applicant to seek the missing information if the County Recorder has sufficient 

information to do so. Applicants who subsequently provide the missing information 

necessary to link their DPOC to their applications shall be made Full Ballot Voters by 

the County Recorder within ten business days. 

4. State Form Applications Submitted On or After January 1, 2017. This 

Consent Decree will govern all voter registration applications submitted after entry of 

this Consent Decree, including applications submitted within thirty days after entry of 

this Consent Decree. However, within thirty days after entry of this Consent Decree, the 

Secretary shall also provide written guidance to all County Recorders except the 

Maricopa County Recorder that, pursuant to the Consent Decree, they may, at their 

discretion, implement the new procedures outlined in Paragraphs 2–3 of this Consent 

Decree for State Form applications dating back to January 1, 2017, provided that they 

have the capability to ensure that such applicants have not moved, become deceased, or 

otherwise subsequently already registered to vote. Any applicants whose applications 

were filed before entry of this Consent Decree who are newly registered as Fed Only or 

Full Ballot Voters as a result of that process will be given the proper notice of their new 

registration status by U.S. Mail.  

Within ninety days of entry of this Consent Decree, the Maricopa County 

Recorder shall implement the new procedures outlined in Paragraphs 2–3 of this Consent 

Decree for State Form applications dating back to January 1, 2017. This process shall 

include: (1) entering all State Forms submitted without DPOC into the database and 

immediately registering those applicants for federal elections, (2) checking the 

applicants’ status against the MVD database, and (3) sending the applicants notification 

of their new registration status.  
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 5. Federal Form Applications. Within thirty days after entry of this Consent 

Decree, the Secretary shall provide written guidance to the County Recorders to 

promptly register all applicants who submit their Federal Form application with valid 

DPOC as Full Ballot Voters and promptly register all applicants who submit their 

Federal Form application without valid DPOC as Fed Only Voters. From the date of the 

entry of the Consent Decree, the Secretary shall also cause all new Federal Form 

applications submitted without DPOC to be checked against the MVD Proxy Table 

promptly upon entry into the Database, via the automated processes in the Database, to 

determine whether the MVD has DPOC on file for such Federal Form applicants, and 

take the following steps:  

a. If this check determines that the MVD Proxy Table has DPOC on file for 

any Federal Form applicant, the Secretary shall promptly notify the applicable County 

Recorder via the automated process in the Database that the applicant has DPOC on file 

with MVD and so must be made a Full Ballot Voter via the automated process in the 

Database.  

b. If this check determines that the MVD Proxy Table has information 

indicating that any Federal Form applicant holds an F-Type License, the Secretary shall 

promptly notify the applicable County Recorder of that fact via the automated processes 

of the Database and flag this record for the County Recorder to change that applicant’s 

voter registration status to “not eligible.” The County Recorder shall notify the applicant 

by U.S. Mail within ten business days after receiving notice from the Secretary that, 

according to information on file with the MVD database, the applicant holds an F-Type 

License indicating non-citizenship and so will not be registered to vote. The County 

Recorder’s notice shall also inform the applicant that, if this information is not correct, 

the applicant may provide valid DPOC in order to become a Full Ballot Voter. The 

notification will be accompanied by the DPOC Submission Form described in Paragraph 

3.  The applicant may submit valid DPOC to the County Recorder through the process 

described in Paragraph 3 to become a Full Ballot Voter. 

c. If this check determines for any applicant that the MVD database does not 
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have DPOC on file and also that the applicant does not hold an F-Type License, the 

Secretary shall promptly notify the applicable County Recorder of that result via the 

automated processes of the Database. The County Recorder shall notify these applicants 

by U.S. Mail within ten business days after receiving notice from the Secretary that (1) 

the County Recorder does not have the requisite DPOC to process their application; (2) 

they must submit valid DPOC if they wish to be a Full Ballot Voter; and, (3) until such 

time as they submit valid DPOC, they will be a Fed Only Voter and so will only be 

eligible to vote in Federal elections. The notification will be accompanied by the DPOC 

Submission Form described in Paragraph 3. The applicant may submit valid DPOC to 

the County Recorder through the process described in Paragraph 3 to become a Full 

Ballot Voter. Until and unless the applicant submits valid DPOC, the County Recorders 

shall cause those voter registration applicants to be made Fed Only Voters.  

d. Federal Form applicants who subsequently submit valid DPOC shall be 

made Full Ballot Voters according to and in conformity with the process described in 

Paragraph 3. 

 6. Registered Voters Who Move From One Arizona County to Another. 

The AVID Database or another voter registration database similar to the AVID Database 

shall be operational as described, and according to the terms set forth, in the Definitions 

section of this consent decree. When the AVID Database is operational, the Secretary 

and County Recorders will be able to verify DPOC and append that information to 

applicants’ voting records when those applicants change voter registration from one 

Arizona county to another. Consequently, once the AVID Database is operational and in 

use by the Secretary and the County Recorders, registered Full Ballot Voters will not be 

required to independently submit DPOC to their new County Recorder, so long as their 

DPOC is in the AVID Database. 

 7. Application to Other Forms of Registration. The procedures outlined 

above for processing voter registration applications submitted without valid DPOC will 

apply equally to all forms of voter registration, including voter registration through 

designated voter registration agencies, the Federal Post Card Application (FPCA), the 
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Federal Write-In Absentee Ballot, and the In-Person EZ Voter Registration system. 

 8. Education of the Public. The Secretary shall continue to make reasonable 

efforts to better educate the citizens of Arizona concerning their opportunities to register 

to vote, including opportunities presented by the Federal Form. The Secretary will 

provide Plaintiffs’ counsel with a copy of the planned notice that she intends to place on 

her website. Within thirty days after the entry of this Consent Decree, the Secretary shall: 

a. Update her website to explain that: 

i. the State Form requires valid DPOC for state elections only; 

ii. submission of a sufficiently complete State Form with valid DPOC will 

make the applicant a Full Ballot Voter; 

iii. submission of a sufficiently complete State Form without DPOC will 

make the applicant a Fed Only Voter; 

iv. the Federal Form does not require DPOC;  

v. submission of the Federal Form without valid DPOC will make the 

applicant a Fed Only Voter; and 

vi. submission of the Federal Form with valid DPOC will make the 

applicant a Full Ballot Voter. 

b. Provide guidance to the County Recorders that they should provide the 

information required in this Section 8 on their websites; 

c. Notify ADOT, DHS, AHCCCS, and DES of the changes in voter 

registration procedures outlined in this Consent Decree; 

d. Within four months after the entry of this Consent Decree, the Secretary 

shall create a new State Form that explains that citizens who do not submit DPOC with 

their registration forms will be registered only for federal elections until the appropriate 

proof of citizenship is provided or acquired. The Secretary will provide notice to 

Plaintiffs’ counsel regarding the form of the explanation described in the previous 

sentence. The Secretary will create the new State Form within three months if the 

Secretary determines that it is possible to do so. The Secretary shall provide guidance to 

the County Recorders and all State Offices that disseminate voter registration forms, 
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including designated voter registration agencies, that they should utilize the new State 

Form as soon as practicable. See A.R.S. § 16-352(C). Within thirty days after entry of 

the Consent Decree, the Secretary will provide written notice to the County Recorders 

that there will be changes made to the State Form within four months after the date the 

Consent Decree was entered.   

 10. Continuing Jurisdiction. The Court shall retain jurisdiction over this 

action until December 31, 2020 to enter such further relief as may be necessary for the 

effectuation of the terms of this Consent Decree.  

 11. Attorneys’ Fees and Costs. The Parties will continue to confer regarding 

what amount, if any, the State Defendants should pay to Plaintiffs for their attorneys’ 

fees and costs. If the Parties are unable to agree privately upon payment of fees and 

costs, Plaintiffs will file a motion for attorneys’ fees and costs pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 

1988 within forty-five days after entry of this consent decree.  

 The Clerk of Court is directed to terminate this action. 

 Dated this 18th day of June, 2018. 
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MARK BRNOVICH 
ATrORNlY G lNERAL 

The Honorable Katie Hobbs 
Arizona Secretary of State 
1700 W. Washington, 7th Floor 
Phoenix, Arizona 85007 

Dear Secretary Hobbs: 

OFFICE OF THE AnoRNEY GENERAL 

STATE OF ARIZONA 

December I 0, 202 I 

I am in receipt of your letter regarding the Elections Procedures Manual (EPM). I have carefully reviewed 

the draft EPM and, as I informed you yesterday through Tim La Sota, it must be changed in order to comply with 
state law and receive our approval. 

As Arizona's Chief Legal Officer, I have a responsibility to assure that the EPM conforms to the law. As a 

reminder, election officials who violate its provisions (which are hundreds of pages long) are guilty of a class 2 
misdemeanor. Through the red-lined document provided to you yesterday, I have provided clear direction on what 

changes need to be made to assure the EPM does not unnecessarily expose election officials and workers to 

criminal penalties. 

You reference our interaction two years ago when finalizing the 2019 EPM and criticize me for hiring 
outside counsel to assist with this effort. We were forced to hire independent counsel, however, as a direct result of 

your unprecedented decision to file a bar complaint, not only against me but also against many attorneys in our 
office. I will not place our attorneys' law licenses in jeopardy based on your insinuations. You cannot insist that 

our office perform certain functions and then turn around and allege our lawyers are unethica l for doing their jobs. 

I wi ll, of course, continue to defend om important election integrity laws, as illustrated by my victory 
earlier this year at the U.S. Supreme Court in Bmovich v. Democratic National Commillee, which rejected a 

partisan challenge to our comtnon-sense laws that prohibit ballot harvesting and require precinct-based voting. Just 

this week the Ninth Circu it Court of Appeals upheld our law that requires early ballots be signed before the polls 

close on Election Day. In light of those decisions, and consistent with applicable statutes, I hope you will act to 

ensme our future elections are administered with integrity and professionalism. 

Once again, I will be pleased to approve the EPM with the changes outlined 111 my correspondence 

yesterday. I hope you have a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Brnovich 
Attorney General 

2005 N ORTH CENTRAL AVENUF, PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85004 • P HONE 602.542.4266 • FAX 602.542.4085 • IWI\V.AZAG .GOV 
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AG's revisions to EPM - Pima comments

Pamela Franklin <pamela.franklin@recorder.pima.gov>
Wed 12/15/2021 4:21 PM

To: Bo Dul <bdul@azsos.gov>
Cc: Exec-Admin <execadmin@recorder.pima.gov>
Hi, Bo,
 
I just wanted to formalize our comments on the AG’s revisions to the EPM.
 
First, we do agree that the manual is essen�al to maintaining consistency throughout the state.  That consistency
protects us all. Losing whole sec�ons of the manual will be very difficult for the coun�es to manage, par�cularly
with the amount of new legisla�on subject to interpreta�on. We would, of course, work closely with our county
a�orney, but not having the EPM to back up all of the coun�es doing things consistently will be a huge loss.
 
Specific areas that I have ques�ons on are:
1. Taking out sec�ons that apply to complying with Federal statutes, par�cularly where ARS is silent, par�cularly
as it relates to list maintenance required by NVRA and UOCAVA.
 
2. It would be helpful to know which sec�ons the AG has deleted that were already approved in the 2019 version
and which are new sec�ons that were added or changed in the 2021 version.
 
3. Taking out the sec�ons that relate to implementa�on of legal se�lements and court orders since the last
manual is also problema�c for us.
 
4. On page 53, removing the sentence allowing the County Recorder to send a ballot by mail for requests received
a�er the 11th day before an elec�on if we have �me – does removing this sec�on mean that this would absolutely
NOT be allowed?
 
5. Same for the sentence at the top of page 54 regarding an AEVL request.
 
6. Removed on page 54: any other wri�en request with the minimum required informa�on.  Does this mean that
it must be on an official form?
 
7. Same as #6 above for the language to add to AEVL on page 55.
 
8. Removal on page 58 of some of the items to go on the 90 day no�ce: Does this mean that we cannot include
these items or just that they’re not required? Removed item #6 (to not send a ballot for the upcoming elec�ons)
but le� that in on what the voter can do right below that. Conflicts.
 
9. Removal on page 62 of ballot drop off loca�on. Are they saying that the only place to drop off a ballot on
elec�on day is at a polling loca�on? Or just that we shouldn’t include it in the instruc�ons to voters??
 
10. The “discussion with Governor’s Office” regarding unstaffed drop boxes contravening ARS 16-1005 (E) is very
concerning.  In Pima we have not used unstaffed boxes in the past but are in the process of pu�ng them in place,
possibly for 2022. 16-1005 (E) talks about drop off loca�ons “established and staffed by elec�on officials”.
(emphasis mine). I assume this is what they’re referring to. Thoughts?
 
11. Removing sentence on top of page 69 – this would seem to be a good example of what’s in the first sentence.
 
12. I would assume that taking out the first part of “challenges to early ballots on page 74 would NOT negate the
necessity of ge�ng the challenge prior to the opening of the affidavit.  The challenge would be moot if the ballot
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and affidavit were already separated.
 
13. Does taking out the language regarding not needing to do signature verifica�on of early ballots cast in person
(as they provided ID) mean that we must signature verify those ballots? (page 75 at bo�om)
 
Please let me know if you have any ques�ons on any of this. Thanks for all of your hard work on the manual. We
do appreciate it.
 
Thanks,
Pam
 
Pamela Franklin
Pima County Recorder’s Office
Chief Deputy Recorder
520-724-4356
 
Upcoming Out of Office 12/20/21 – 12/27/21
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The Honorable Mark Brnovich      December 17, 2021 

Attorney General 

2005 North Central Avenue 

Phoenix, AZ 85004 

 

 Re: Response to AGO Review of the 2021 Elections Procedures Manual  

 

Mr. Brnovich,  

 

My Office has reviewed your proposed edits to the draft Election Procedures Manual that I 

submitted on October 1.  

 

In total, your demands slash close to a third of the Manual—deleting large swaths, the vast 

majority of which you and the Governor approved in 2019 and most of which have been part of 

the Manual for much longer than that. There is no legal basis for these wholesale deletions, and 

they contravene the purpose of the Manual itself, leaving large gaps in election procedures, 

introducing inconsistency to longstanding processes, and creating unnecessary uncertainty and 

risk for election officials on the cusp of an election year that will already be challenging due to 

redistricting. Appendix A identifies just some examples of the most problematic deletions.  

 

While I can’t agree to all these edits, I am willing to accept some of your suggestions in an effort 

at compromise, even though I do not agree that the provisions “exceed the scope of the 

Secretary’s statutory authorization or contravene an election statute’s purpose.” Examples are 

described in Appendix B. Your remaining edits require additional discussion.  

 

The Manual is an important component of election integrity in Arizona—one that ensures that 

elections across our state are run uniformly and efficiently. An up-to-date Manual protects the 

integrity of our elections.  

 

The statutory deadline for your approval of the Manual is December 31, two weeks from today.  

While it’s unfortunate that your participation thus far has been both late and lacking in 

substance, it’s my hope that we can spend the next two weeks productively working together to 

reach agreement on an updated Manual. Even as the holidays quickly approach, my Office is 

prepared to get the job done on behalf of Arizona’s voters and election officials. Please let me 

know when you are prepared to discuss these issues further.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

  

Katie Hobbs 

Arizona Secretary of State 
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APPENDIX A  

EXAMPLES OF UNACCEPTABLE DELETIONS 

 

1. Voter Registration (Chapter 1) 

You demand deletion of the majority of Chapter 1, which covers the voter registration process. 

While you repeatedly claim that the struck provisions “exceed the scope of the Secretary’s 

statutory authorization or contravene an election statute’s purpose,” this assertion is meritless. 

First, voter registration is plainly within the Secretary’s statutory authorization, and you 

provide no meaningful explanation of why you believe this topic is unsuitable for inclusion in 

the EPM, nor do you cite any statute with which the provisions conflict. A.R.S. § 16-452(A) states 

that the Secretary “shall prescribe rules to achieve and maintain the maximum degree of 

correctness, impartiality, uniformity and efficiency on the procedures for early voting and 

voting, and of producing, distributing, collecting, counting, tabulating and storing ballots.” 

Because voter registration is a prerequisite to voting for every Arizonan, pursuing the statutory 

goals of the EPM necessarily begins with the registration process. Promulgating rules for 

consistent voter registration across the state promotes consistent voting opportunities and 

procedures. Indeed, voter registration has long been a significant part of the EPM, at least as 

far back as 2006, when your Chief Deputy, Joe Kanefield, was the State Elections Director under 

then-Secretary of State Jan Brewer.  

Even if voter registration procedures did exceed the scope of the Secretary’s rulemaking 

authority (they do not), your comments misconstrue McKenna v. Soto, 481 P.3d 695 (Ariz. 2021) 

and Leach v. Hobbs, 483 P.3d 194 (Ariz. 2021). You imply that anything within the EPM that 

does not fall within the Secretary’s express statutory authorization must be removed. But 

neither McKenna nor Leach support this conclusion. Leach merely reiterated the rule from 

McKenna that “an EPM regulation that exceeds the scope of its statutory authorization or 

contravenes an election statute’s purpose does not have the force of law.” 483 P.3d at 198. In 

McKenna, the Arizona Supreme Court explicitly noted that the EPM may contain guidance 

outside of the topics outlined in A.R.S. § 16-452(A). 481 P.3d at 699. And while such an EPM 

provision lacks the force of law, it “acts as guidance.” Id.  

The role of such guidance should not be understated. One of the principal functions of the EPM 

is to serve as a reference for the 15 counties in administering elections. Accordingly, the EPM is 

organized in a manner that instructs election officials on their duties in a logical and 

comprehensible format. For example, much of Chapter 1 simply restates the statutory 

requirements for voter registration. The EPM does not need to give these provisions the force of 

law, because the Arizona Revised Statutes already do. Striking these sections from the EPM 

therefore does nothing to change election officials’ obligations, but instead robs them of the 

efficiency and convenience of having the rules laid out clearly within the practical framework of 

election administration. The EPM provides election officials with important context for election 

provisions, even when that context includes nonbinding guidance. Similarly, it contains 

numerous “best practices” that it never attempts to give the full force of law. It deliberately does 

so through the use of permissive language such as “should” and “may.” This allows the counties 

to consider whether and how to integrate these practices into their duties, thereby fostering 

better election administration.  

Your wholesale deletions from Chapter 1 would also interfere with duties imposed by the courts 
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and by federal law. The sections you have identified for removal include those created by the 

consent decree in League of United Latin American Citizens of Arizona (LULAC) v. Reagan, 

2:17-cv-04102-DGC, Doc. 37 (D. Ariz. June 18, 2018) (the “LULAC Consent Decree”). The 

LULAC Consent Decree mandated that its terms be incorporated into the EPM. LULAC 

Consent Decree at 7–8. Those terms require processing the state and federal voter registrations 

consistently, including registering applicants who do not provide DPOC but are otherwise 

qualified as “federal only” voters, searching AZMVD records for DPOC of such registrants, and 

allowing voters to become “full ballot” voters by submitting DPOC by the Thursday before the 

election. Id. at 8–12. Removing these provisions from the EPM would violate the LULAC 

Consent Decree and invite further litigation on the matter. You should be well aware of this 

problem: you represented then-Secretary of State Michele Reagan in this litigation and in 

negotiating the Consent Decree, and you subsequently approved the required EPM provisions 

twice: in a 2019 addendum to the 2014 EPM, and in the 2019 EPM. Reversing course now shows 

a reckless disregard for the rules that you helped create and that election officials have dutifully 

observed since their enactment in the EPM. 

The sections you have identified for removal also include provisions relating to the Secretary’s 

duties as Arizona’s chief election official under federal law. A.R.S. § 16-142(A) designates the 

Secretary as the chief state election officer responsible for administering the National Voter 

Registration Act (NVRA) and Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act 

(UOCAVA). For example, the NVRA requires the Secretary to coordinate with local jurisdictions 

and ensure compliance with its voter registration list maintenance provisions. See 52 U.S.C. § 

20507(a)–(g). Chapter 1, Section VIII of the EPM details the corresponding process. To a broader 

extent, the EPM explains what federal law requires of the counties for voter registration under 

the NVRA, UOCAVA, and the Help America Vote Act (HAVA). It promotes uniformity by 

integrating these requirements with the state process. As a result, the counties receive a 

comprehensive guide upon which they can rely. Therefore, widescale deletions within Chapter 

1 will result in inconsistency in voter registration procedures that unacceptably contravenes 

state and federal law, as well as the purpose of the EPM. 

2. Voting Equipment Certification (Chapter 4, Section I) 

You demand deletion of all of Chapter 4, Section 1 on Voting Equipment Certification, again 

stating “[t]he proposed regulations exceed the scope of the Secretary’s statutory authorization 

or contravene an election statute’s purpose.” Again, it is unclear whether you believe the 

Secretary has no authority to address voting equipment certification in the EPM at all, or 

whether you agree it can be addressed in the EPM, but believe the content of the entire section 

violates some statute (even though you cite none). In any case, neither objection has merit.  

The procedures for state certification of voting and tabulation equipment fall squarely within 

the statutory authorization for the EPM. In addition to the authorization in A.R.S. § 16-452(A) 

for procedures to ensure “the maximum degree of correctness, impartiality, uniformity and 

efficiency” for voting, counting, and tabulating ballots, A.R.S. § 16-449(B) specifically states that 

the EPM “shall include procedures for . . . the electronic scanning of ballots and any other 

matters necessary to ensure the maximum degree of correctness, impartially and uniformity in 

the administration of an electronic ballot tabulation system.” This necessarily includes 

procedures for certification, which ensures that only electronic tabulation systems that comply 

with federal and state law are used in Arizona elections. Indeed, the original iteration of what 

eventually became the current statutory mandate for the EPM required “supplementary 

instructions and procedures for the safe and efficient use of electronic voting systems . . . .” H.B. 

204, 27th Leg., 2d Reg. Sess. (Ariz. 1966), 1966 Session Laws Ch. 92, § 1.  And EPMs at least as 
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far back as 2006 included procedures on voting equipment certification.  

As to the content of the section, while minor clarifying edits were made in the 2021 draft, the 

section is almost entirely identical to what you and the Governor approved in the 2019 EPM.1 I 

trust that you did not believe the section violated Arizona law or “contravened an election 

statute’s purpose” when you approved it in 2019. There has been no change in law as to voting 

equipment certification that would render the section unlawful now when it wasn’t in 2019. 

Indeed, in addition to being legally indefensible, your demand to delete this section will create 

unnecessary uncertainty and pose a threat to the security and integrity of the voting systems 

used in Arizona elections. Having clear, enforceable procedures in place for certifying voting and 

ballot tabulation systems is a critical component of how we secure Arizona’s elections and there 

is no justifiable reason for suddenly discarding these procedures now.         

3. Implementation of S.B. 1485 and S.B. 1530 (Chapter 2, Sections I(B) and (C)) 

A.R.S. § 16-452(A) clearly states that the EPM shall include rules relating to, among other 

things, early voting and the distribution of ballots. And ensuring efficient and consistent 

implementation of new statutory requirements is one of the most important functions of an 

updated EPM. Nonetheless, you demand deletion of provisions in Chapter 2 relating to two new 

early voting laws enacted in the last legislative session: S.B. 1485 and S.B. 1530. You cite no 

specific statute that you believe these provisions violate and you’ve provided no meaningful 

explanation of why or how these provisions “contravene an election statute’s purpose.” Indeed, 

none exists. Deleting these provisions contravenes the EPM’s purpose and would simply hinder 

Arizona election officials’ ability to effectively and consistently implement the new statutory 

requirements.  

4. AEVL Request Forms and Minimum Requirements (Chapter 2)  

You demand removal of provisions in Chapter 2, Section I(B) specifying that a voter may request 

to be placed on the Active Early Voting List (AEVL) by “[m]aking any other written request that 

contains the minimum required information for an AEVL request,” and that “[i]n addition to 

the County Recorder’s or Secretary of State’s official AEVL request form, a voter may use any 

other substantially similar written document to request AEVL status.” However, while your 

comment for these deletions says “See A.R.S. § 16-544(B),” the provisions track the requirements 

in that statute exactly. A.R.S. § 16-544(B) specifies what must be included in an application to 

be placed on the AEVL, and then goes on to say: “In lieu of the application, the applicant may 

submit a written request that contains the required information.” Deleting the provisions at 

issue suggests that voters must use a formal AEVL request form to enroll, which directly 

contradicts what the statute actually says.  

 
1 One substantive update to the equipment certification section is the addition of “[l]oss of physical custody 

and control to an unauthorized or untrusted source” to the list of factors the Secretary may consider in 

reaching a preliminary decision to decertify voting equipment (see page 92 of your redline). This addition 

is based on new guidance from the Cyber and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA). See Dept. of 

Homeland Security, CISA Insights, Chain of Custody and Critical Infrastructure Systems, available at 

https://www.cisa.gov/publication/chain-custody-and-critical-infrastructure-systems (“A break in the 

chain of custody occurring due to a non-validated organization or bad actor gaining custody or access 

increases the risk that the integrity or reliability of the asset cannot be restored.”). Any suggestion that 

this addition renders the entire certification section unlawful is absurd. There is no election statute whose 

purpose is to protect voting equipment from potential decertification despite the loss of physical custody 

and control to an unauthorized or untrusted source.  
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You also demand deletion of the provision stating that AEVL request forms distributed by third 

parties, such as candidates, political parties, or nonprofit organizations, “must seek all the 

information required under Chapter 2, Section (1)(B)(4).” Chapter 2, Section (1)(B)(4) in turn 

lists the required information specified in A.R.S. § 16-544(B). Further, A.R.S. § 16-544(B) 

expressly states: “An early voter request form shall conform to the requirements prescribed in 

the [EPM].”  

These deletions contravene express statutory provisions and are already causing confusion 

among county election officials. The deletions are even more inexplicable given that you and the 

Governor approved the exact same provisions for PEVL enrollment in 2019 and no relevant 

portion of the applicable law has changed since then to warrant these deletions. The deletions 

are unacceptable.  

5. Challenges to Early Ballots (Chapter 2, Section V) 

You demand deletion of the provision stating that a challenge to an early ballot must be 

submitted prior to the opening of the early ballot affidavit envelope. Although you cite to A.R.S. 

§ 16-552(D), your opposition to this provision is not only contrary to the administrability of early 

ballot challenges but also contravenes statute and the constitutional right to a secret ballot. 

A.R.S. § 16-552(D) states that an early ballot challenge must be made “before the early ballot is 

placed in the ballot box.” Subsections (F) and (G) clarify that an early election board opens the 

affidavit envelope after determining that a challenged vote is allowed, but leaves the envelope 

sealed if the challenged vote is not allowed. A challenge must therefore be raised before the 

affidavit envelope is opened, as the early election board would be unable to comply with A.R.S. 

§ 16-552(F) and (G) if a challenge were raised after. Additionally, once the affidavit envelope is 

opened, there is no way to tie the ballot back to a particular voter. Indeed, it would be 

unconstitutional for the ballot to contain any information that can link it to the voter. See Ariz. 

Const. art. VII, § 1 (noting the right to a secret ballot). As a result, attempting to match a ballot 

to its affidavit envelope after the two have been separated raises the distinct possibility of 

identifying (and possibly rejecting) the wrong ballot. This would threaten the votes of persons 

other than those being challenged. And, to the extent it’s possible, connecting a loose ballot to a 

particular voter jeopardizes the right to a secret ballot, threatening voters and election officials 

alike. See Ariz. Const. art. VII, § 1; A.R.S. § 16-1007(2).  Therefore, striking this particular EPM 

provision contravenes A.R.S. § 16-552 and the Arizona Constitution, and is unacceptable. 

6. Date and Time Calculations (Chapter 2, Section VI (Signature Cure); Chapter 

12 (Navajo Nation/Daylight Savings Time) 

 

You demand deletion of provisions in Chapter 2, Section VI specifying that, for the purposes of 

determining the applicable early ballot signature cure deadline in A.R.S. § 16-550(A): “(i) the 

PPE is considered a federal election; and (ii) for counties that operate under a four-day 

workweek, only days on which the applicable county office is open for business are considered 

business days.” You also demand deletion of a footnote in Chapter 12, Section I specifying that, 

“[a]lthough Arizona does not observe Daylight Savings Time (DST), the Navajo Nation, 

including those portions in Arizona, does. Therefore, when DST is in effect in the Navajo Nation, 

voting locations in the Navajo Nation presumptively close at 7:00 p.m. DST unless extended by 

court order.”  

These provisions clearly fall within the scope of A.R.S. § 16-452(A), because they create 

consistency in voting and early voting. By establishing rules for the early ballot signature cure 
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deadline, the EPM aims to provide all voters the same opportunity to cure their early ballot 

after an election, regardless of their county of residence. Similarly, clarifying that voting 

locations on the Navajo Nation operate on their local time guarantees that voters within the 

Navajo Nation have the same opportunity for polling hours as voters in the rest of the state.  

In fact, the signature cure period clarifications were specifically discussed at some length when 

you approved the 2019 EPM. Initially, your office sought to delete them but reconsidered after 

further discussion on the need to address these questions and the importance of establishing 

consistent practices within the state. There has been no change in law or facts that warrant 

discarding these provisions now. And while the Daylight Savings Time provision is new to the 

EPM, it simply codifies the current practice of the three affected counties—Coconino, Navajo, 

and Apache. Because of the ambiguity created by the differing time zones, removing the EPM 

provision would needlessly risk inconsistency, uncertainty, and confusion for election officials 

and voters alike.  

This is precisely the situation the EPM is intended to address; it fills gaps and clarifies 

ambiguities so that election officials and voters receive a singular interpretation and application 

of election rules. Given the threat of prosecution over modifying election dates and deadlines, it 

is more important than ever that election officials have uniform rules for calculating dates and 

deadlines when specific circumstances raise ambiguities. See A.R.S. § 16-407.03. Therefore, 

these deletions are unacceptable. 

7. Ballot Security and Chain of Custody (Chapter 13) 

 

Despite A.R.S. § 16-452(A)’s clear directive that the EPM include rules relating to the storage 

and retention of ballots, you demand removal of an update in the 2021 EPM that: (a) clarifies 

that the EPM’s ballot security and chain of custody requirements—which you and the Governor 

already approved in 2019 and which you apparently take no issue with now—apply whenever 

ballots are handled, including after the official canvass; and (b) includes a footnote referencing 

the U.S. Department of Justice’s guidance regarding federal law requirements as to ballot 

retention, security, and chain of custody. These updates provide important clarification and 

guidance to protect the security and integrity of Arizonans’ ballots and ensure compliance with 

state and federal laws. Though your cut-and-paste comment states that the updates may 

“contravene an election statute’s purpose,” you’ve cited none and there is no election statute 

whose purpose is to undermine ballot security and chain of custody. This deletion is inexplicable 

and unacceptable.   
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APPENDIX B  

EXAMPLES OF ACCEPTABLE DELETIONS 

 

1. Emergency UOCAVA Procedures (Chapter 2, Section I(F)) 

A.R.S. § 16-543(C) states that the Secretary “shall provide in the [EPM] for emergency 

procedures regarding the early balloting process for [UOCAVA voters],” which are to be 

implemented only in the event of a “national or local emergency that makes substantial 

compliance with [UOCAVA] impracticable, including occurrences of natural disasters or armed 

conflict.” There can be no dispute as to the Secretary’s authority to include emergency UOCAVA 

procedures in the EPM, but you demand deletion of the following provision:  

Should such an event cause insufficient time to receive, execute, and return a 

ballot, the deadline for the receipt of the early ballots mailed, emailed, or faxed 

back to the County Recorder will be 5:00 p.m. on the third business day after 

the election. 

This identical provision was in the 2019 EPM that you and the Governor approved, as well as 

EPMs going as far back as 2006 and 2007. Removing this provision will make it needlessly 

harder for UOCAVA voters—including overseas military voters risking their lives for our 

country—to exercise their right to vote during a national or local emergency. There is no 

statutory deadline for UOCAVA voters to return early ballots in times of emergency. Instead, 

A.R.S. § 16-543(C) expressly directs the Secretary to spell out such emergency procedures and 

we believe these longstanding procedures remain lawful. In any case, we can agree to accept 

this deletion in an effort at compromise and to avoid any allegation of conflict with A.R.S. § 16-

407.03. But I invite you to join my Office in urging the legislature to codify this longstanding 

EPM provision into law to prevent an unjustified regression in access to the right to vote for our 

service members in times of emergency. 

2. Candidate Nomination (Chapter 6) 

You demand deletion of all of Chapter 6 on Candidate Nomination, stating that “[t]he proposed 

regulations exceed the scope of the Secretary’s statutory authorization or contravene an election 

statute’s purpose,” but again citing no statute that is being contravened. We agree that there is 

no express statutory authorization for rulemaking on candidate nomination in the EPM. 

However, based on the Arizona Supreme Court’s decision in McKenna v. Soto, any such 

provisions that “do not have any other basis in statute,” i.e., they expand upon, rather than 

simply state, existing statutory requirements, “do[] not have the force of law, and simply acts 

as guidance.” McKenna v. Soto, 481 P.3d 695, 699 (Ariz. 2021). No authority requires these 

sections be removed. Indeed, the Court in McKenna expressly contemplates such provisions 

being in the EPM—as nonbinding guidance. In any case, the vast majority of what is in Chapter 

6 simply describes, often verbatim, what is required by the cited statutory provision, and after 

the McKenna decision, my Office went through the chapter to ensure that any statements not 

expressly required by statute are clearly phrased as recommendations rather than 

requirements. The chapter contains useful information for filing officers and candidates alike, 

and because no authority requires removal of these provisions and the content of the chapter 

was already approved by you and the Governor in 2019, we would prefer to keep the chapter. 

But again, in an effort towards compromise, we can agree to accept this deletion.  
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3. Signature Gathering and Verification Requirements (Chapter 14, Section III) 

You demand deletion of Chapter 14, Section III on Signature Gathering and Verification 

Requirements, but again cite no statute that is being contravened. This section was approved 

by you and the Governor in 2019. In the 2021 draft, only minor modifications were made to the 

paragraph discussing qualified electors who require assistance in completing and/or signing a 

petition due to a physical disability, and these updates were based on recommendations from 

the Center for Disability Law. We believe this section provides useful guidance consistent with 

the cited statutes. But again, in an effort towards compromise, we can agree to accept this 

deletion.  

4. Political Party Recognition (Chapter 15) 

You demand deletion of all of Chapter 15 on Political Party Recognition, but again cite no statute 

that is being contravened. As with Chapter 6 on Candidate Nomination, we agree that there is 

no express statutory authorization for rulemaking on political party recognition in the EPM. As 

with Chapter 6, because no authority requires removal of the provisions, the chapter simply 

describes existing statutory requirements or makes clear when a provision is nonbinding 

guidance, and the content of the chapter was already approved by you and the Governor in 2019, 

we would prefer to keep the chapter. But again, in an effort towards compromise, we are willing 

to accept this deletion. 

5. Campaign Finance Enforcement (Chapter 16, Section II(D)-(E)) 

You demand deletion of Chapter 16, Section II(D) and (E) on Decision by the Enforcement 

Officer and Response to Notice of Violation, but again cite no statute that is being contravened. 

Sections essentially identical to these were approved by you and the Governor in 2019. We 

believe this section provides useful guidance consistent with the cited statutes, but again, in an 

effort towards compromise, can agree to accept this deletion. 
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MARK BRNOVICH 
A HORNEY GENERAL 

The Honorable Katie Hobbs 
Arizona Secretary of State 
1700 W. Washington, 7th Floor 
Phoenix, Arizona 85007 

Dear Secretary Hobbs: 

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STATE OF ARIZONA 

December 22, 2021 

I am in receipt of your letter dated December 17, 2021, regarding the Elections 
Procedures Manual (EPM). I previously set forth my position to you in my letter to you dated 
December 9, 2021. In that letter I made clear what changes need to be made to assure the EPM 
complies with the law and does not unnecessarily expose election officials and workers to 
criminal penalties. I appreciate that you agree with many of these changes. 

However, in accordance with my independent statutory obligation to review the manual 
as Arizona's chief legal officer, I reiterate once again that I will only approve the EPM with the 
changes outlined in my December 9, 2021 correspondence. 

Finally, because of your unprecedented decision to file a bar complaint against me and 
many attorneys in our office, I must refrain from addressing your legal arguments and discussing 
this matter further with you. Once again, I hope you have a Merry Christmas and a Happy New 
Year. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Brnovich 
Attorney General 

' 

2005 NORTH CENTRAL AVENUE, PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85004 • PHONE 602.542.4266 • FAX 602.542.4085 • \WNI.AZAG.GOV 
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December 23, 2021 

To:  County Recorders and County Election Directors 

Re:  2021 Elections Procedures Manual  

Colleagues,  

Thank you for your work on the 2021 Elections Procedures Manual (EPM). Officials from all 15 

counties spent countless hours working to ensure we had an EPM that maintained the “the 

maximum degree of correctness, impartiality, uniformity and efficiency on the procedures for early 

voting and voting, and of producing, distributing, collecting, counting, tabulating and storing 

ballots,” among many other topics required by law to be addressed in the EPM. A.R.S. § 16-452(A).  

Unfortunately, Attorney General Mark Brnovich informed me last night that he has no intention 

of working in good faith to approve a new Manual this year. In fact, the Attorney General seems 

comfortable blaming his prior unethical behavior for his current unwillingness to fulfill his 

statutory obligation as to the EPM, even though the two have no rational connection to each other. 

And though statute requires my Office to “consult…with each county board of supervisors or other 

officer in charge of elections” as part of this process, it places no similar requirement on the 

Attorney General to consider the expertise of election officials.  His comments make it clear that 

he would benefit greatly from such expertise. Nevertheless, I’m grateful that many of you tried to 

open a productive dialogue with Mr. Brnovich.  

While this setback is unfortunate, the past election cycle taught us that, working together, we can 

overcome any obstacle—including the intransigence of politicians—and administer free and fair 

elections pursuant to Arizona laws and procedures. Indeed, it was our hard work during 2019 that 

gave us an EPM that remains relevant, though now not fully up-to-date. I look forward to continued 

discussions over the coming months about how we can work together to ensure that all voters in 

Arizona can participate in elections that are uniform, efficient, and faithful to Arizona law despite 

the Attorney General’s refusal to fulfill his statutory duties in good faith.  

I told Mr. Brnovich last week that my Office was prepared to work through the holidays to “get the 

job done on behalf of Arizona’s voters and election officials.” As it’s now clear his Office is not 

prepared or willing to do the same, I wish you all Happy Holidays and hope you get some rest 

ahead of the election year that approaches. I know we all need it. 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Katie Hobbs 

Arizona Secretary of State 
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December 31, 2021 

The Honorable Katie Hobbs 
Arizona Secretary of State 
1700 West Washington Street, 7th Floor 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 
 

Dear Secretary Hobbs: 

The Governor’s office has reviewed the 2021 version of the Arizona Secretary of State Elections Procedures Manual (2021 EPM) that you 
submitted for approval on October 1, 2021. Due to the lack of agreement on proposed revisions between you and the Attorney General, there is 
no action for the Governor to take at this time. 

After completing his legal review of the EPM, the Attorney General submitted edits of the EPM to your office on December 9, 2021 and 
subsequently correspondence between the two of you have not resulted in agreement on whether certain revisions should be included or not.  

The Governor believes election  integrity is paramount. An accurate and updated EPM ensures both consistency throughout our 15 counties and 
predictability for our electorate. However, given that the EPM carries with it the force of law, the first objective must always be compliance 
with the law by ensuring that the executive branch is not straying into the responsibilities of the legislature.  

In 2021, the historic landscape under which the EPM has been implemented was changed following the decision by the Arizona Supreme Court 
in Leach v. Hobbs, 483 P.3d 194 (Ariz. 2021). As the court clearly articulated in that case, “an EPM regulation that exceeds the scope of its 
statutory authorization or contravenes an election statute's purpose does not have the force of law,” Id. at 198. It is through this lens that any 
approval of the EPM must be viewed. 

Our office recognizes that there were positive additions made to the 2019 EPM in the 2021 draft EPM, and we were encouraged to see new 
provisions related to security procedures and ballot chain-of-custody procedures. For that reason, the Governor encourages the legislature to 
address any policy matters that exist as the result of the inability to gain approval of the 2021 EPM to ensure the continued integrity of Arizona’s 
elections and assist our local officials in providing consistency throughout the state in the operation of elections. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Anni L. Foster 
General Counsel 
Office of Governor Douglas A. Ducey 
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4/27/22, 9:31 AM Mail - Kori Lorick - Outlook

https://outlook.office.com/mail/id/AAQkADEwZTkzZDQ2LTQxMGMtNDU4Yy1iMDdlLTFlMjFlMTYxYmVmMgAQAP4W%2F%2FCswEd3nPiXiurLn9g%3D 1/1

EPM Update

Bo Dul <bdul@azsos.gov>
Wed 1/12/2022 5:29 PM

To: Alma Schultz <ASchultz@santacruzcountyaz.gov>;Hansen, Patty <phansen@coconino.az.gov>;Tiffany
Anderson <Tiffany.Anderson@yumacountyaz.gov>;Virginia Ross <virginia.ross@pinal.gov>;Robyn Stallworth
Pouquette <Robyn.Pouquette@yumacountyaz.gov>
Cc: David Stevens <dstevens@cochise.az.gov>;Gabriella Cazares-Kelly <Gabriella@recorder.pima.gov>;Kristi
Blair <blairk@mohave.gov>;Larry Noble <lnoble@co.apache.az.us>;Leslie Hoffman
<leslie.hoffman@yavapaiaz.gov>;Michael Sample <michael.sample@navajocountyaz.gov>;Richard Garcia
<rgarcia@lapazcountyaz.org>;Sadie Jo Bingham <sbingham@gilacountyaz.gov>;Sharie Milheiro
<smilheiro@greenlee.az.gov>;Stephen Richer <sricher@risc.maricopa.gov>;Suzie Sainz
<ssainz@santacruzcountyaz.gov>;Wendy John <wjohn@graham.az.gov>;Allen Tempert
<tempea@mohave.gov>;Angela Romero <aromero@co.apache.az.us>;Bianca Figueroa
<bfigueroa@greenlee.az.gov>;Brad Nelson <brad.nelson@pima.gov>;emariscal
<emariscal@gilacountyaz.gov>;Musta, Eslir <emusta@coconino.az.gov>;Hannah Duderstadt
<hduderstadt@graham.az.gov>;Kimmy Olsen <kiolsen@lapazcountyaz.org>

2 attachments (955 KB)
2022.1.12 Ltr to Counties re EPM.pdf; 2019 EPM - Annotated (Jan. 2022).docx;

All –
 
As discussed on last week’s call, please see the a�ached correspondence from Secretary Hobbs and annotated
2019 EPM, which: (1) iden�fies provisions impacted by subsequent legisla�on and court decisions; and (2)
includes in tracked-changes addi�onal nonbinding guidance from the SOS Office that does not conflict with terms
of the 2019 EPM.  Please do not hesitate to reach out if you have any ques�ons or feedback.
 
Thank you,
 
Bo
 

Sambo (Bo) Dul  
General Counsel &
Sr. Election Policy Advisor
Arizona Secretary of State 

Email: bdul@azsos.gov  
Office: 602-542-8683 

 
1700 W. Washington St., 7th Fl. | Phoenix, AZ | 85007 

This message and any messages in response to the sender of this 

message may be subject to a public records request.
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January 12, 2022 

To:  County Recorders and County Election Directors 

Re:  The Elections Procedures Manual  

Colleagues,  

While we all hoped otherwise, December 31, 2021 has passed and the Attorney General has both 

refused to approve the 2021 Elections Procedures Manual (EPM) submitted on October 1, 2021 and 

repeatedly refused to come to the table to discuss and reach a mutually agreed-upon revised EPM.  

As we’ve previously discussed, because no updated EPM has been approved, my Office cannot issue 

a 2021 EPM and, therefore, our determination is that the 2019 EPM remains in effect, subject to 

updates in legislation and court rulings that have occurred since it was approved. Under A.R.S. § 

16-452, a previously approved EPM is superseded by the approval of an updated EPM, but nothing 

in that statute or any other authority requires or even permits invalidation of an existing EPM in 

the absence of approval of an updated EPM to take its place. In addition to being most consistent 

with the text of A.R.S. § 16-452, this interpretation best serves the EPM’s purpose of “achiev[ing] 

and maintain[ing] the maximum degree of correctness, impartiality, uniformity and efficiency on 

the procedures for” election administration in Arizona.  

Despite these circumstances, I have full confidence in our ability to continue to work together to 

overcome any obstacle. No doubt, we will administer free and fair elections in 2022, consistent with 

state and federal laws. To that end, my Office is providing the enclosed annotated draft of the 2019 

EPM, which: (1) identifies provisions impacted by subsequent legislation and court decisions, with 

links to the applicable authority; and (2) includes, in redline and as nonbinding guidance, language 

that provides more clarification and consistency to the 2019 EPM without conflicting with its 

terms. This document differs from a redline of the 2021 EPM submitted to the Governor and 

Attorney General. Because the 2019 EPM remains in effect, we’ve removed any proposed changes 

that, independent of legislative or judicial directive, would have altered requirements in the 2019 

EPM (for example, the partial counting of out-of-precinct ballots). This document is not a 

replacement for an updated EPM, but I trust that it will be a useful reference for election officials 

in 2022. 

Thank you again for your continued partnership and diligence as we begin this new election year. 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Katie Hobbs 

Arizona Secretary of State 
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CHAPTER 1:  
VOTER REGISTRATION 

 

 VOTER REGISTRATION FORMS 

Voter registration forms that are accepted in Arizona include: 
• The state voter registration form prescribed by the Secretary of State pursuant to A.R.S. § 

16-152(C) (the “State Form”), including any low-vision/large-print version of the State 
Form prescribed by the Secretary of State and made available on the Secretary of State’s 
website.1  

• The National Mail Voter Registration Form prescribed by the U.S. Election Assistance 
Commission pursuant to the National Voter Registration Act of 1993 (the “Federal 
Form”).2  

• Registrations electronically received from the Arizona Department of Transportation, 
Motor Vehicle Department (AZMVD) pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-112, whether through in-
person registration at an AZMVD or AZMVD affiliate’s office or online through the MVD 
portal or voter registration website. 

• The Federal Postcard Application prescribed by U.S. Secretary of Defense (the “FPCA”) 
pursuant to the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act of 1986 
(UOCAVA).3  

• The Federal Write-In Absentee Ballot prescribed by the U.S. Secretary of Defense pursuant 
to UOCAVA (the “FWAB”).4  

 County/State Responsibility for Supplying Forms 

The County Recorder is responsible for supplying (at no cost) State Forms to all federal, state, 
county, local, and tribal government agencies, political parties, and private organizations located 
within the County Recorder’s jurisdiction that conduct voter registration activities. A.R.S. § 16-
151(A).5 

 
1 The latest State Form is available at https://www.azsos.gov/elections/voting-election.  
2 52 U.S.C. § 20505(a)(1); 52 U.S.C. § 20508(a)(2). The Federal Form is available at 
https://www.eac.gov/voters/national-mail-voter-registration-form.  
3 A.R.S. § 16-103(B); 52 U.S.C. § 20301(b)(2); 52 U.S.C. § 20302(a)(4); Executive Order 12642 (June 9, 
1988). The FPCA is available at https://www.fvap.gov/military-voter/overview. 
4 A.R.S. § 16-543.02(D); 52 U.S.C. § 20302(a)(4); Executive Order 12642 (June 9, 1988). The FWAB is 
available at https://www.fvap.gov/military-voter/overview. 
5 Any low-vision/large-print version of the State Form prescribed by the Secretary of State will be made 
available on the Secretary of State’s website for individuals and organizations to download as a fillable 
PDF. The Secretary of State’s Office will provide a hard copy low-vision/large-print voter registration form 
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The Secretary of State is responsible for supplying (at no cost) Federal Forms to all federal, state, 
county, local, and tribal government agencies, political parties, and private organizations that 
conduct voter registration activities. A.R.S. § 16-151(B). 
 
The Secretary of State and County Recorders may place reasonable restrictions on the number of 
forms to be provided to individuals or organizations depending on the type of voter registration 
activity to be conducted and reasonable estimates of the number of voters that the individual or 
group will seek to register. If the individual or group exhausts the forms provided, the Secretary 
of State and/or County Recorders must provide additional forms upon request, subject to the same 
reasonable restrictions as the initial request.  
 
Any registration form in compliance with applicable state or federal laws may be used to register 
to vote for the first time or amend/update an existing registration record. In addition, other 
documents may be used to amend/update a registrant’s address, including but not limited to a 
request for an early ballot, an active early voting list (AEVL) request form, or a provisional ballot 
envelope or affidavit. A.R.S. § 16-135(A), (E); A.R.S. § 16-544(D)(1), (2).  

 Eligibility to Use FPCA and FWAB Forms 

The following registrants temporarily absent from the State are authorized to use the FPCA for 
registration and the FWAB for registration and voting: 

• Uniformed service members; 
• Eligible family members of uniformed service members; 
• Overseas voters; and 
• Non-resident U.S. Citizens with parents already registered to vote in Arizona. 

 
52 U.S.C. § 20310; A.R.S. § 16-103; A.R.S. § 16-543(C). For more information on eligibility, visit 
www.fvap.gov or the Secretary of State’s website 
(https://my.arizona.vote/UOCAVA2/default.aspx).  
 
A UOCAVA registrant may designate the method for transmission of voting materials and 
information on the FPCA form, including electronic transmission, fax, or regular mail. A 
UOCAVA registrant may designate the length of time they wish to receive voting materials, not 
to exceed two federal election cycles. If no designation is made, the UOCAVA registrant’s request 
for email, fax, or electronic transmission of voting materials will be valid until immediately after 
the next state general election. A.R.S. § 16-542(B).  

 
to a voter upon request. Neither County Recorders nor the Secretary of State are required to supply printed 
copies of any low-vision/large-print version of the State Form to federal, state, county, local, and tribal 
government agencies, political parties, and private organizations that conduct voter registration activities. 
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 VOTER REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS 

A person is qualified to register to vote in Arizona if the person: 
• Is a United States citizen;  
• Will be 18 years old by the date of the next general election; 
• Will have been an Arizona resident for at least 29 days prior to the next election; 
• Can write their name (or make their mark), unless prevented from doing so by physical 

disability; 
• Has not been convicted of treason or a felony, unless their civil rights have been restored; 

and 
• Has not been found mentally incapacitated by a court.  

 
Ariz. Const. Art. VII, § 2; A.R.S. §§ 9-822(A); 16-101; 16-126(A); 16-152. Each qualification is 
discussed in further detail below. 

 Citizenship Requirement 

A registrant must be a U.S. citizen to be qualified to register to vote. Ariz. Const. Art. VII, § 2; 
A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(1); 18 U.S.C. § 611(a).  
 
U.S. citizenship must be sworn to when registering to vote. In addition, under Arizona’s bifurcated 
or dual-track voter registration system, an acceptable form of documentary proof of citizenship 
(DPOC) is required to be registered as a “full-ballot” voter. A “full-ballot” voter is entitled to vote 
for all federal, state, county, and local races as well as state and local ballot measures for which 
the voter qualifies. 
 
An otherwise eligible registrant who does not submit DPOC and whose U.S. citizenship cannot be 
verified via AZMVD records or other record in the statewide voter registration database is 
registered as a “federal-only” voter. A “federal-only” voter is eligible to vote solely in races for 
federal office in Arizona (including the Presidential Preference Election (PPE)).  

1. Valid Forms of DPOC 
 
The following section outlines what constitutes satisfactory DPOC under Arizona law. 

 Driver Licenses and Identification Cards 

A registrant may submit certain state-issued driver license or non-driver identification card 
information as satisfactory DPOC. A.R.S. § 16-166(F)(1). 

i. Arizona Driver License or Non-Driver Identification Card Number 
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An Arizona driver license or non-driver identification card number (AZDL/ID#) issued by 
AZMVD after October 1, 1996 constitutes valid DPOC. To be deemed satisfactory, (1) the 
AZDL/ID# must be verified against AZMVD records; and (2) the verification must not return a 
result that indicates non-citizenship (i.e., an “F-type” license).  
 
A County Recorder may accept a copy of the registrant’s AZDL/ID# as DPOC, but must still enter 
the AZDL/ID# into the statewide voter registration database so it can be verified against AZMVD 
records. AZMVD issues “F-type” licenses or ID cards to those who are non-citizens at the time of 
issuance. Because an F-type designation is not apparent on the face of the license or ID card, an 
AZDL/ID# alone is not sufficient to prove citizenship without verification against AZMVD 
records.  

ii. Out-of-State Driver License or Identification Card 
 
An out-of-state driver license or identification card may constitute satisfactory DPOC if it was 
issued by the state’s driver license-issuing agency and indicates on the face of the license or card 
that the person provided proof of U.S. citizenship in that state. A County Recorder may accept an 
approved out-of-state license or identification card at face value and need not electronically verify 
the license or card. 
 
For example, enhanced driver licenses or enhanced identification cards from other states that are 
issued in compliance with the Departments of State and Homeland Security’s Western Hemisphere 
Travel Initiative satisfy Arizona’s DPOC requirement. These states display an American flag on 
the face of the license or card. Examples of an enhanced license from Michigan and New York 
appear below with the American flag circled. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
While a County Recorder shall not accept an out-of-state driver license or identification card 
number alone (because the statewide voter registration database cannot electronically verify these 
numbers), a County Recorder may visually verify or accept a copy of these licenses or cards for 
DPOC purposes.  
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 Birth Certificate 

A registrant may submit a legible copy of the registrant’s birth certificate from any U.S. state or 
territory as satisfactory DPOC. A.R.S. § 16-166(F)(2).6 For U.S. citizens born abroad, a 
“Certification of Report of Birth” or “Consular Report of Birth Abroad” issued by a consular 
officer from the U.S. Department of State will suffice for a birth certificate. 22 U.S.C. § 2705(2). 
 
The registrant must supply supporting legal documentation (such as a marriage certificate or court-
documented name change) if the name on the birth certificate or document is not the registrant’s 
current legal name. If the registrant cannot provide supporting legal documentation to account for 
a different last name, a County Recorder must accept the birth certificate or document if at least 
the following information matches on both the birth certificate or document and the registration 
form: 

• First name;  
• Middle name; 
• Place of birth; 
• Date of birth; and 
• Parents’ name(s). 

 U.S. Passport 
 
A registrant may submit a legible copy of the pertinent pages of the registrant’s U.S. passport or 
passport card, or present the registrant’s U.S. passport or passport card to the County Recorder, as 
DPOC. A.R.S. § 16-166(F)(3). 
 
The pertinent pages of a U.S. passport are those that contain the photo, passport number, name, 
nationality, date of birth, gender, place of birth, and signature (if applicable). A U.S. passport card 
also may be accepted, which does not contain a signature. 
 

If the County Recorder visually inspects (and does not make a copy of) the pertinent passport pages 
or passport card, the County Recorder must note in the registrant’s voter registration record that 
the passport was inspected. 

 Citizenship and Immigration Documents 

A registrant may present the registrant’s original naturalization documents to the County Recorder 
for inspection or submit (1) a legible copy of the registrant’s Certificate of Naturalization or 
Certificate of Citizenship, or (2) the registrant’s Naturalization Certificate Number, Citizenship 
Certificate Number, or Alien Registration Number (also known as an “A-Number”).  

 
6 A registrant may also submit a legible copy of the registrant’s late or delayed birth certificate, issued 
pursuant to A.R.S. § 36-333.01, A.R.S. § 36-333.02, and/or A.R.S. § 36-333.03, as satisfactory DPOC.  
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If a registrant does not present originals or provide a copy of documents but just provides a 
citizenship number, including a Citizenship Certificate Number, Naturalization Certificate 
Number, or Alien Registration Number, for proof of citizenship purposes, this number must be 
verified against U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) Systematic Alien Verification 
for Entitlements (SAVE) database before the number can be deemed satisfactory. A.R.S. § 16-
166(F)(4); see Chapter 1, Section II(A)(6) for more information on SAVE verification procedures.7  

 Tribal Identification Numbers and Documents 
 
A registrant may submit a Tribal Enrollment Number, Indian Census Number, Bureau of Indian 
Affairs Card Number, or Tribal Treaty Card Number as satisfactory DPOC. These tribal 
identification numbers are presumed valid for voter registration purposes and need not be verified 
against any database. A.R.S. § 16-166(F)(6). 

 
A registrant may also submit a legible copy of the registrant’s Tribal Certificate of Indian Blood 
or Tribal/Bureau of Indian Affairs Affidavit of Birth as satisfactory DPOC. 

2. DPOC Requirement for “Full-Ballot” Voter Designation 
 
Regardless of the type of voter registration form submitted, a County Recorder must make a 
registrant a “full-ballot” voter for the next election if:  

• The registrant provides DPOC with or after submission of the registrant’s voter registration 
application; or 

• The County Recorder acquires DPOC on the registrant’s behalf, including from AZMVD 
records or the statewide voter registration database. 

A.R.S. § 16-166(F); see also League of United American Citizens of Arizona (LULAC) v. Reagan, 
2:17-cv-04102-DGC, Doc. 37 (D. Ariz. June 18, 2018) (the “LULAC Consent Decree”). 

 Acquisition of DPOC from State Records 

The Secretary of State must program or enable the statewide voter registration database to attempt 
to acquire DPOC for new registrants from AZMVD records. This attempt to acquire DPOC must 
be completed in all cases where a new registrant fails to provide DPOC with the voter registration 
form. The Secretary shall promptly notify the applicable County Recorder of the results of the 
check against AZMVD records. If DPOC is acquired, the Secretary shall promptly notify the 
applicable County Recorder, via the automated process in the voter registration database, to make 
the applicant a “full-ballot” voter. However, in no event shall an acquired “F-Type” Arizona driver 
license number qualify as valid DPOC.  

 
7 While the SAVE database may be used to verify citizenship status for initial registration, it shall not be 
used for list maintenance purposes, i.e. to cancel an existing registration. See A.R.S. § 16-165.  
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 Registrant’s Submission of DPOC 

A registrant may provide DPOC at the time of submitting the registrant’s voter registration 
application or by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before the election. See LULAC Consent Decree at 5. 
The registrant is entitled to vote a “full-ballot” at the next election if: 

• The registrant submitted a voter registration application by the registration deadline; and 
• The registrant provided DPOC to the County Recorder with the registration application or 

separately by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before the election. 
 
If a registrant does not provide DPOC with their registration application and valid DPOC otherwise 
cannot be electronically acquired via AZMVD records or the statewide voter registration database 
(and the registrant is not shown to have an F-Type license), a County Recorder must: 

1. Designate the registrant as a “federal-only” voter; and  
2. Send a letter to the registrant (including a DPOC Submission Form/“Federal-Only” Notice 

promulgated by the Secretary of State and County Recorders, see sample forms in Chapter 
17) within 10 business days, informing the registrant that: 

• The registrant has not satisfied the DPOC requirements;  
• The registrant must submit DPOC to become a “full-ballot” voter, and the registrant 

must provide DPOC by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before any given election in 
order to vote a “full-ballot” in that election; and 

• The registrant will remain a “federal-only” voter unless and until the registrant 
submits valid DPOC to become a “full-ballot” voter. 

 
The registrant may provide separate DPOC using the DPOC Submission Form. A registrant who 
provides DPOC using a method other than the DPOC Submission Form sent by the County 
Recorder must be made a “full-ballot” voter if the County Recorder has sufficient information to 
link the registrant’s DPOC with the registrant’s form on file. If the County Recorder lacks 
sufficient information to link the DPOC to a registration form, the County Recorder must make a 
reasonable effort to follow up with the registrant to seek the necessary information. Registrants 
who subsequently provide the missing information necessary to link their submitted DPOC to their 
registration form shall be made “full-ballot” voters within 10 business days.  
 
If the registrant provides DPOC to the County Recorder after 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before 
the next election, the County Recorder must make the registrant a “full-ballot” voter for future 
elections within five business days after the completion of processing of provisional ballots. 
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3. Procedures for Registrants with F-Type License 
 
If a registrant has not provided DPOC other than an AZDL/ID# and AZMVD records show that 
the registrant has an F-Type license, a County Recorder must: 

1. Enter the registrant’s information into the voter registration database with a status of “not 
eligible” (or functional equivalent) and a reason code of “invalid citizenship proof” (or 
functional equivalent);  

2. Send a letter to the registrant (including a DPOC Submission Form/F-Type Notice, 
promulgated by the Secretary of State and County Recorders, see Chapter 17 for sample 
forms) within 10 business days, informing the registrant that: 

• According to AZMVD records, the registrant holds an F-Type license indicating 
non-citizenship and has not been registered to vote for that reason; and 

• The registrant may be registered and become a “full-ballot” voter if the registrant 
submits valid DPOC to the County Recorder. The registrant must provide DPOC 
by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before the next regular general election in order to 
vote a “full-ballot” in that election.  

3. Maintain the registrant’s information in the voter registration database with a status of “not 
eligible” (or functional equivalent) until the next regular general election if the registrant 
has not provided valid DPOC. If, after the next regular general election, the registrant still 
has not provided valid DPOC, the registrant’s record may be changed to “not registered” 
(or functional equivalent). The registrant would then be required to complete a new 
registration form in order to become eligible to vote in future elections. 

4. “Federal-Only” Voter Designation 
 
A registrant who submits an otherwise valid voter registration form to the County Recorder, but 
without accompanying DPOC, is entitled to be registered as a “federal-only” voter based on the 
registrant’s sworn statement on the registration form that the registrant is a U.S. citizen. A 
registrant may become a “federal-only” voter regardless of the type of voter registration form 
submitted. An otherwise valid voter registration form submitted to the County Recorder, but 
without accompanying DPOC, shall be accepted, entered into the database, and registered for 
federal elections (i.e., made a “federal-only” voter unless and until proof of citizenship is received 
or acquired), so long as the registrant is not shown to have an F-Type license. 
 
A “federal-only” voter shall be upgraded to a “full-ballot” voter if: 

• The County Recorder acquires DPOC on the registrant’s behalf from AZMVD records or 
the statewide voter registration database; or 

• The registrant provides DPOC to the County Recorder by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before 
an election. 

 
If a “federal-only” voter has been issued a ballot-by-mail, but becomes a “full-ballot” voter prior 
to 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before the election, the voter may: 
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• Vote the “federal-only” ballot-by-mail; or 
• Vote a regular or provisional “full-ballot” in-person during early voting or on Election Day, 

depending on the procedures implemented by the officer in charge of elections. 
 
If a voter is issued both an early “federal-only” ballot and an early “full-ballot,” the first ballot 
returned to the County Recorder’s office is the only ballot that will be counted.  

5. DPOC When Moving Between Counties 
 
A voter who registered to vote before December 13, 2004, and was therefore exempted from the 
requirement of providing DPOC, must submit valid DPOC if the voter is changing voter 
registration from one county to another in order to be registered as a “full-ballot” voter in the new 
county. A.R.S. § 16-166(G). 
  
Registered voters who submitted valid DPOC to the County Recorder in their county of residence 
need not resubmit evidence of citizenship upon moving and registering to vote in a new county in 
Arizona so long as a record of their previously submitted DPOC is accessible by the new County 
Recorder (e.g., via AZMVD records or the statewide voter registration database) and can be made 
part of their voter registration file in the new county. While proof of voter registration from another 
state or county is not satisfactory evidence of citizenship, A.R.S. § 16-166(H), valid documentary 
proof of citizenship presented in one Arizona county and documented in the statewide voter 
registration database constitutes valid DPOC if the voter registers in another county in Arizona.  

6. Verifying Citizenship/Naturalization/Alien Registration Numbers 

 SAVE Usage 
 
Each County Recorder accesses SAVE pursuant to the Secretary of State’s Memorandum of 
Agreement with USCIS (the “USCIS MOA”). The Secretary of State will provide SAVE access 
to each County Recorder upon signing a separate agreement (the “SOS/County SAVE 
Agreement”) that will govern the terms of SAVE usage (and, in some cases, billing as well, though 
some counties have a separate Reimbursement Memorandum of Agreement with USCIS). 
 
A registrant must remain in “suspense” status until the County Recorder verifies the Citizenship, 
Naturalization, or Alien Registration Number through SAVE. If SAVE returns “United States 
Citizenship,” the registrant’s status must be updated to “active” in the voter registration database 
and the voter must be registered as a “full-ballot” voter.  

i. SAVE Returns Non-Citizen Status 
 
If SAVE returns “Lawful Permanent Resident,” “Refugee,” “Non-Immigrant,” or “Asylee,” or 
other non-citizen status, the registrant must be processed like those with an F-Type license. See 
Chapter 1, Section II(A)(3) above. Specifically, a County Recorder must: 
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1. Enter the registrant’s information into the voter registration database with a status of “not 
eligible” (or functional equivalent);  

2. Send a letter to the registrant (including a DPOC Submission Form/SAVE Non-Citizen 
Notice, see Chapter 17 for sample forms) within 10 business days, informing the registrant 
that: 

• According to DHS records, the registrant holds an immigration number indicating 
non-citizenship and has not been registered to vote for that reason; and 

• The registrant may be registered as a “full-ballot” voter if the registrant submits 
other valid DPOC to the County Recorder. The registrant must provide DPOC by 
5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before the next regular general election in order to vote 
a “full-ballot” in that election.  

3. Maintain the registrant’s information in the voter registration database with a status of “not 
eligible” (or functional equivalent) until the next regular general election if the registrant 
has not provided valid DPOC. If, after the next regular general election, the registrant still 
has not provided valid DPOC, the registrant’s record may be changed to “not registered” 
(or functional equivalent). The registrant would then be required to complete a new 
registration form in order to become eligible to vote in future elections. 

ii. SAVE Returns No Match 
 
If SAVE is unable to find a match, the registrant must be processed like any other registrant who 
has not provided satisfactory DPOC. See Chapter 1, Section II(A)(4). Specifically, if valid DPOC 
cannot be electronically acquired via AZMVD records or the statewide voter registration database 
(and the registrant is not shown to have an F-Type license), a County Recorder must: 

1. Process the voter registration application and designate the registrant as a “federal-only” 
voter; and  

2. Send a letter to the registrant (including a DPOC Submission Form/SAVE No-Match 
Notice, see Chapter 17 for sample forms) within 10 business days, informing the registrant 
that they have been registered as a “federal-only” voter and must submit other valid DPOC 
to become a “full-ballot” voter. 

 Naturalization Ceremonies 
 
County Recorder representatives who conduct registration drives at naturalization ceremonies 
must take special precautions to ensure registration forms are properly processed.  

• The County Recorder representative who receives the registrant’s completed voter 
registration form must write the representative’s name or initials on the form, along with 
the date and some indication that the form was completed at a naturalization ceremony 
(e.g., “NC”); 

• The County Recorder representative who conducted the registration drive must ensure that 
the registrant’s Citizenship, Naturalization, or Alien Registration Number is written on 
each registration form; and 
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• If any registrants reside outside that county, the County Recorder representative must 
bundle the voter registration forms by county and send them to the applicable County 
Recorders, along with a cover letter affirming that the registration forms were received 
through a naturalization ceremony. 

 
The County Recorder who receives the bundle may rely on this cover letter (see Chapter 17 for a 
sample form) as verification of citizenship. The County Recorder need not re-check any citizenship 
or immigration numbers to verify citizenship and may register the newly naturalized registrants as 
“full-ballot” voters (assuming no other deficiencies).  

 Verifying Citizenship Near Voter Registration Deadlines 
 
Often there is a delay between when a registrant becomes a U.S. citizen and when that registrant’s 
citizenship status has been updated in SAVE. Therefore, certain precautions must be taken if a 
County Recorder receives a voter registration form within two weeks of a registration deadline 
that contains a Citizenship, Naturalization or Alien Registration Number: 

• If a County Recorder receives a registration form within 14 days of a voter registration 
deadline, the County Recorder must, as soon as practicable, notify the registrant by 
telephone and/or email (or by mail if the registrant’s telephone number or email is not 
available) about the potential need (in case SAVE results are not ready by the deadline) to 
submit further DPOC to be a “full-ballot” voter for the next election. For example, the 
registrant may present their naturalization papers or submit a copy to the County Recorder 
to satisfy the DPOC requirement.  

• Within two weeks of Election Day, a County Recorder must check SAVE for the results 
of any pending verifications to print or create precinct registers for Election Day. If any 
cases remain pending for additional verification at that time, the County Recorder should 
be prepared to supplement the precinct registers immediately preceding the election or be 
prepared to issue Recorder’s Certificates to any newly registered voters whose citizenship 
was verified at the last minute. If the County Recorder cannot obtain verification of 
citizenship from SAVE by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before Election Day, the registrant 
must be registered as a “federal-only” voter and the County Recorder must notify the 
registrant that the registrant must submit other valid DPOC in order to become a “full-
ballot” voter for future elections. See Chapter 1, Section II(A)(6).  

7. Preservation and Protection of Citizenship Documentation 
 
A County Recorder must maintain all DPOC received pursuant A.R.S. § 16-166(F) in a manner 
that the County Recorder reasonably believes will prevent access by unauthorized persons. 
Documents submitted for purposes of proving citizenship may be maintained outside the voter 
registration database, but the County Recorder must other document in the voter registration 
database that DPOC had been received.  
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A County Recorder may destroy citizenship documents two years after the date of receipt. The 
County Recorder must exercise reasonable diligence to ensure any citizenship documents are 
properly destroyed. A.R.S. § 16-166(F), (J). 

 Age Requirement for Registration 

A registrant must be at least 18 years old by the next “regular general election” that occurs 
following their registration. A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(2). For purposes of this requirement, the next 
“regular general election” is the next statewide general election held pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-211.8  
 
A minor who is qualified to register to vote is not necessarily a qualified elector for the next 
election. For example, a minor who will turn 18 years of age on November 1, 2020 is eligible to 
register to vote starting on November 7, 2018. However, although registered, that minor will not 
be eligible to vote in the August 4, 2020 Primary Election, or any earlier elections, because they 
will not yet be 18 years of age as required by Ariz. Const. Art. VII, § 2.  
 
If a County Recorder receives a voter registration form from a registrant who will be at least 18 
years old on or before the next statewide general election, but will not be 18 years old at the time 
of the next election, the registrant must be entered in the voter registration database and placed in 
a “suspense” status with a “registrant too young” reason code (or functional equivalent).  
 
The County Recorder, after verifying citizenship as outlined in Chapter 1(II)(A), must notify the 
registrant by mail within 10 business days of receipt of the registration form to: (1) inform the 
registrant that their registration will remain in “suspense” until the registrant turns 18; (2) specify 
the next election where the registrant will be eligible to vote; and (3) specify the registrant’s “full-
ballot” or “federal-only ballot” designation (providing an opportunity to submit DPOC where 
applicable). A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(1),(2),(3); A.R.S. § 16-134(B); A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(15); see 
Chapter 17 for sample forms. 
 
On or after the registrant’s 18th birthday, the registrant’s status must be changed to “active” to 
make the registrant a qualified elector for the next election. 
 
A registered minor is not eligible to sign initiative, referendum, or recall petitions, or petitions for 
political party recognition, until they turn 18 years old. A.R.S. § 19-121.02(A); A.R.S. § 19-
208.02(A). However, a registered minor is eligible to sign candidate nomination petitions so long 
as the minor will be 18 years old by the next regular general election and, at the time of signing, 
the minor is a registered voter (with their registration status in “suspense” due only to age) in the 
electoral district of the office the candidate is seeking. A.R.S. § 16-101; A.R.S. § 16-121(A); 
A.R.S. § 16-321(B); Simpson v. Tarver, No. CV-20-0218-AP/EL (Ariz. Aug. 24, 2020). 
 

 
8 A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(15) requires that the state voter registration form ask whether a registrant will be 18 
years old “on or before election day” in order to register to vote. (Emphasis added). However, this provision 
must be interpreted consistently with A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(2), and therefore only forbids registration if the 
registrant will not be at least 18 years old by the next general election.  
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In order to maintain eligibility to vote in the next general election, the registered minor must be a 
resident for the 29 days preceding the election, except as provided in A.R.S. § 16-126. A.R.S. § 
16-101(A)(4). See also A.R.S. § 16-593.  

 Residency Requirements for Registration 

A new registrant must be a resident of Arizona at least 29 days before the next election. A.R.S. § 
16-101(A)(3). A County Recorder has no duty to verify a registrant’s residency status and may 
rely on the registrant’s affirmation of residency. 
 
A registrant is a “resident” if they have physical presence in the county along with an intent to 
remain. A registrant may be temporarily absent from the jurisdiction without losing their residency 
status, as long as they have an intent to return. A.R.S. § 16-103; A.R.S. § 16-101(B). 
 
For example, although a UOCAVA registrant may register to vote any time prior to 7:00 p.m. on 
Election Day, a UOCAVA registrant must still be an Arizona “resident” in that they must: (i) have 
had physical presence (with an intent to remain) in the county of registration at least 29 days prior 
to the election; and (ii) have an intent to return to the county following the period of temporary 
absence. A.R.S. § 16-103. 
 
Although often interchangeable, the 29-day residency qualification (A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(3)) is 
distinct from the 29-day deadline to register to vote (A.R.S. § 16-120) in advance of an election. 
For example, the voter registration deadline may change if it falls on a state holiday, but this does 
not affect the requirement to be a resident at least 29 days before the next election. Voter 
registration deadlines are addressed in Chapter 1, Section VII(C). 

1. Determining Residency for Homeless/Transient Voters 

A person who is otherwise qualified to register to vote shall not be refused registration or declared 
ineligible to vote because the person does not live in a fixed, permanent, or private structure. A.R.S. 
§ 16-121(C). 

Pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-121(B), a person who does not reside at a fixed, permanent, or private 
structure may use any of the following places as their registration address:  

1. A homeless shelter to which the registrant regularly returns;9  
2. The place at which the registrant is a resident;  
3. The county courthouse in the county in which the registrant resides; or  
4. A general delivery address for a post office covering the location where the registrant is a 

resident. 

 
9 “Homeless shelter” is defined as “a supervised publicly or privately operated shelter designed to provide 
temporary living accommodations to individuals who lack a fixed, regular and adequate nighttime 
residence.” A.R.S. § 16-121(D). 
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2. Voting in a Presidential Election after Moving Out-of-State  

Notwithstanding the 29-day residency requirement, a registrant who moved away from Arizona 
after the 30th day immediately preceding a presidential election may vote for presidential electors 
in Arizona (and for no other races or ballot questions) by early ballot in the Arizona precinct from 
which the registrant moved, in-person at the County Recorder’s office, or by mail. A.R.S. § 16-
126(A). A registrant who votes pursuant to this provision shall have their registration promptly 
canceled after the election. A.R.S. § 16-126(B).  

3. Residency Requirement for UOCAVA Voters 

The only other exception to the requirement for residency prior to the election is for a UOCAVA 
registrant who has never resided in the United States but has at least one parent registered to vote 
in Arizona at the time of registration. A.R.S. § 16-103(E). See Chapter 1, Section I(B) for more 
information on registration and voting requirements for UOCAVA registrants.  

 Effect of Felony Conviction on Qualification to Register to Vote 

A registrant may not register to vote if they have been convicted of treason or a felony, unless their 
civil rights have been restored. A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(5).  
 

• If a registrant has had only one felony conviction in Arizona, civil rights are automatically 
restored upon: (i) completion of the sentence, including probation, parole, and discharge 
from imprisonment; and (ii) payment of any restitution imposed. Payment of any other 
legal financial obligations, such as fines or court fees, is no longer required before civil 
rights are automatically restored after a first felony conviction. A.R.S. § 13-907.10  

• If a registrant has more than one Arizona felony conviction or is unable to pay restitution, 
they may petition the superior court in which they were convicted to restore their voting 
rights. If their convictions are federal, they may petition the superior court in their county 
of residence to restore their voting rights. A.R.S. § 13-908. 

• If a registrant has a felony conviction(s) from another state, they are eligible to register to 
vote in Arizona if their civil rights have been restored in the state of their conviction(s), 
assuming all other requirements for voter registration in Arizona are met. See Parker v. 
City of Tucson, 233 Ariz. 422, 431, 314 P.3d 100, 109 (Ct. App. 2013). 

• Those who have only misdemeanor convictions or are in pretrial detention remain eligible 
to register to vote assuming no other deficiencies. See Chapter 2, Section VII. 

 
A registrant must affirm under penalty of perjury that they are not barred from registering to vote 
due to a felony conviction. A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(16). A County Recorder has no duty to verify 

 
10 A person with a single felony conviction in Arizona is eligible for automatic rights restoration in Arizona 
upon completion of their sentence and payment of any restitution imposed, even if they have a felony 
conviction(s) in another state(s), so long as their civil rights have been restored in the other state(s). See 
Parker v. City of Tucson, 233 Ariz. 422, 431, 314 P.3d 100, 109 (Ct. App. 2013) (stating that A.R.S. § 13-
912(A) (renumbered as A.R.S. § 13-907) applies to first-time felony convictions that occurred in Arizona).  
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whether the civil rights of a registrant with felony conviction(s) have been restored and may rely 
on the registrant’s affirmation when registering to vote. For more information on when and how 
civil rights may be restored, see A.R.S. § 13-604(A); A.R.S. § 13-905; A.R.S. § 13-906; A.R.S. § 
13-907; A.R.S. § 13-908; A.R.S. § 16-1011(C). County election officials should refer individuals 
who have questions regarding the impact of a criminal conviction on their eligibility to register to 
vote to the Secretary of State’s Office and/or the appropriate superior court for additional 
information on the rights restoration process. 

 Effect of Incapacitation on Qualification to Register to Vote 

A registrant may not register to vote if they have been adjudicated mentally incapacitated by a 
court with their voting rights revoked. A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(6); A.R.S. § 14-5101(3). A registrant 
must affirm under penalty of perjury that they are not barred from registering to vote due to a court 
adjudication of mental incapacitation under A.R.S. § 14-5101(3). A County Recorder has no duty 
to verify whether a registrant has been adjudicated mentally incapacitated and may rely on the 
registrant’s affirmation when registering to vote. For more information on findings of 
incapacitation and retention of voting rights, see A.R.S. § 14-5101(3); A.R.S. § 14-5304.02.  

 Effect of Inability to Sign or Make a Mark  

A person who is unable to complete, sign, or make their mark on a voter registration form due to 
physical disability is nonetheless eligible to register to vote. A.R.S. § 16-101(A)(4).  

• In that circumstance, the voter registration form may be completed at the registrant’s 
direction, and the person who assisted in completing the form must sign the assister’s name 
in Box 24 on the State Form. A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(20).  

• Even if the registrant needs assistance in filling out the form, if the registrant is able to sign 
or make their mark in Box 22, the registrant should do so.  

• If the registrant is unable to sign or make their mark, as a best practice, it is recommended 
that the person assisting write “Voter Unable to Sign Due to Disability,” or a substantially 
similar note, in the voter signature space in Box 22. However, failure to write this note in 
Box 22 shall not invalidate an otherwise valid registration form. 

 VOTER REGISTRATION ASSISTANCE AGENCIES 

 Designated Voter Registration Assistance Agencies 

Various agencies, organizations, and offices in Arizona may be designated as “voter registration 
assistance” agencies. An officially-designated voter registration assistance agency: 

• Provides assistance in registering to vote without regard to political party or affiliation; 
• Develops written policies and conducts internal training to ensure compliance with federal 

and state voter registration laws; 
• Meets with the Secretary of State and/or County Recorder, as applicable, on an as-needed 

basis to discuss voter registration policies and procedures; 
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• Receives State Forms (from the applicable County Recorder) and Federal Forms (from the 
Secretary of State) on a regular basis; and 

• Accepts and agrees to return completed voter registration forms to the applicable County 
Recorder within five business days of receipt of the completed forms.11 

 
All public assistance agencies and disabilities agencies are designated as voter registration 
assistance agencies under federal and state law and are subject to specified responsibilities to 
conduct voter registration. 52 U.S.C. § 20506(a)(2); A.R.S. § 16-140. 

• A “public assistance agency” means a state agency, division, or office that provides cash 
or in-kind assistance (such as access to medical care or transportation) to low-income or 
underserved populations. A.R.S. § 16-140(F)(3). The following agencies or divisions 
constitute “public assistance agencies” in Arizona: 

- Arizona Department of Economic Security (DES): Family Assistance 
Administration (FAA) within the Division of Benefits and Medical Eligibility 
(DBME) 

- Arizona Health Care Cost Containment System (AHCCCS) 
- Arizona Department of Health Services (DHS): Division of Health Prevention 

• A “disabilities agency” means a state agency, division, or office that administers state-
funded programs to provide services to persons with disabilities. A.R.S. § 16-140(F)(2). 
The following offices or divisions constitute “disabilities agencies” in Arizona: 

- Arizona Department of Economic Security (DES): 
a. Developmental Disabilities Division (DDD) 
b. Employment and Rehabilitation Services Division (DERS) 

 
Armed Forces Recruiting Centers are also designated as voter registration assistance agencies. 52 
U.S.C. § 20506(c); A.R.S. § 16-140; A.R.S. § 16-141; see also Department of Justice guidance, 
available at https://www.justice.gov/crt/national-voter-registration-act-1993-nvra. 
 
A County Recorder may also designate additional “voter registration volunteers” at their 
discretion, which could be any person, group, or entity, and may include governmental or nonprofit 
and other private organizations. 52 U.S.C. § 20506(a)(3); A.R.S. § 16-140(E), (F)(1). 
 
The Secretary of State’s Office will publish guidance for voter registration assistance agencies on 
complying with federal and state statutory requirements, which will be made available at 
https://azsos.gov/elections. Voter registration assistance agencies may also consult the Secretary 
of State’s Office directly for guidance and assistance relating to voter registration responsibilities 
and should submit written procedures and training materials to the Secretary of State’s Office.  

 
11 52 U.S.C. § 20506; A.R.S. § 16-134(A); A.R.S. § 16-140; A.R.S. § 16-141. 
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 Tracking and Reporting Source of Registration 

Registration forms provided to a designated voter registration assistance agency or voter 
registration volunteer should bear a registration source code, if practicable. The source code may 
not disclose the specific agency or office that issued the form, nor may the source code provide 
any indication that a form was issued by a public assistance or disabilities agency. The source code 
from a particular registrant’s form may not be publicly disclosed, and may only be used by election 
officials to monitor compliance with federal and state law. A.R.S. § 16-140(D).12  
 
A voter registration assistance agency should make its best efforts to ensure that the agency 
distributes voter registration forms with pre-populated source codes to the appropriate divisions or 
offices within the agency. Completed registration forms returned to the County Recorder should 
be distinguished between those received from public assistance versus disabilities assistance 
agencies, where applicable, for proper tracking. If the agency directs applicants to register to vote 
online (either through www.servicearizona.com (or subsequent voter registration website) or by 
downloading a registration form), the agency must utilize a reasonable method to track which 
applicants were directed to an online registration method, and offer to mail a paper registration 
form, at the applicant’s request, if the applicant is unable to access online registration or unable to 
download and print a registration form.  
 
A County Recorder should make best efforts to ensure, to the extent practicable, that State Forms 
provided to a public assistance or disabilities agency have the appropriate pre-populated source 
code to allow reliable tracking of the origin of a completed form. The source code should not be 
publicly decipherable, but should allow a County Recorder to internally distinguish between public 
assistance versus disabilities agencies. A.R.S. § 16-140(D); A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(22). A County 
Recorder must input the source of registration into each registrant’s electronic registration record. 
See Chapter 1, Section IV(B)(2).  
 
The Secretary of State must report the number of registrations received through voter registration 
assistance agencies to the U.S. Election Assistance Commission on a biennial basis. Accordingly, 
the County Recorders should ensure (through use of pre-populated source codes or other reliable 
method) that completed registration forms received from state agencies can be properly 
distinguished between a public assistance versus a disabilities assistance agency. 

 VOTER REGISTRATION PROCESSING PROCEDURES 

 Statewide Voter Registration Database 

Beginning November 2019, Arizona will operate a new voter registration and election 
management system called Arizona Voter Information Database (AVID). The statewide database 
is a matter of statewide concern and is not subject to modification or further regulation by a 

 
12 If, under certain circumstances, pre-populated source codes are not practicable, a County Recorder should 
develop another reliable method to receive and track completed voter registration forms directly received 
from voter registration assistance and disabilities agencies. 
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political subdivision. Maricopa and Pima County systems link to the state system through an 
interface. The 13 smaller counties directly use the state system. To the extent practicable, Maricopa 
and Pima County’s systems will use the same terms, codes, and classifications as the state system. 
To the extent it is necessary for Maricopa and Pima to use different terms, codes, and 
classifications, they must correspond to the terms, codes, and classifications in the state system. 
Maricopa and Pima County must file a detailed and complete explanation of their voter registration 
system or program and any subsequent revisions with the Secretary of State. A.R.S. § 16-173. If 
Maricopa or Pima County anticipates needing to make substantive changes to their voter 
registration system that may inhibit data integration or otherwise impact compatibility with the 
state system, the Secretary of State’s Office must be timely notified to enable consideration of 
compatibility with, and any necessary modifications to, the state system. Prior to implementation, 
any substantive changes to the Maricopa or Pima County voter registration systems must be 
approved by the Secretary of State for compatibility with the statewide voter registration system. 
A.R.S. § 16-168(J).  

 Registration Codes in the Statewide Voter Registration Database 

A County Recorder must assign the appropriate status, reason, source, and form code to each 
registrant’s record.  

1. Registration Status and Reason Codes 
 
There are six recognized “status” codes that may be selected in the statewide voter registration 
database: active, inactive, suspense, canceled, not eligible, and not registered. Each status code has 
its own set of “reason” codes that provide further detail on the reason the particular status code 
was assigned. County Recorders must track the registration status and reason codes using statewide 
uniform codes as defined by the Secretary of State in consultation with County Recorders.  

2. Registration Source Codes 
 
A registration “source” code describes the source from which a voter registration form was 
received by the County Recorder or the source that circulated the registration form. 
 
The following sources must be tracked in the voter registration database: 
 

Source  
Registration form was received from NVRA-mandated public assistance agencies 
Registration form was completed in-person or dropped off at the County Recorder’s 
office counter 
Registration form was received from voter registration efforts or volunteers 
designated by the County Recorder 
Registration form was received from Armed Forces recruitment offices 
Registration form was received from state-funded agencies primarily serving persons 
with disabilities 
Registration form was received from a Naturalization ceremony 
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Registration form was received directly from the registrant 
Registration form was received from a political party or third-party organization’s 
voter registration drive 
Registration form was received from other public agencies designated by the state or 
county but not mandated by NVRA (e.g., city clerks, libraries, post offices) 
Registration form was received through an in-person MVD transaction 
Registration form was received through an online MVD transaction 
Registration form was received through Arizona’s stand-alone online voter 
registration website 
Form was received directly from the registrant (Federal Post Card Application)  
Form was received directly from the registrant (Federal Write-in Absentee Ballot)  
Form was received together with a Provisional Ballot 
Registration form was received through voter registration efforts by the Secretary of 
State’s Office 
Other 

 
County Recorders must track the registration sources using statewide uniform source codes as 
defined by the Secretary of State in consultation with County Recorders. County Recorders and 
staff may obtain the exact source codes associated with specific sources from the Secretary of 
State’s Office and must keep that information confidential to avoid public disclosure of the source 
of a particular voter’s registration. 

3. Registration Form Codes 
 
A “form” code describes the type of voter registration form used to register to vote. County 
Recorders must track registration forms using statewide uniform codes as defined by the Secretary 
of State in consultation with County Recorders.  

 Minimum Required Information on Voter Registration Forms  

A State, Federal, FPCA, and FWAB Form must contain the following minimum information to be 
considered complete: 

• Registrant’s name; 
• Registrant’s residence address or location; 
• Registrant’s date of birth (DOB); 
• Registrant’s signature (or in cases of physical disability, the signature of a person who 

helped complete the form on the registrant’s behalf);13 and 
• An answer of “yes” to the question “Are you a citizen of the United States of America?” 

or other affirmation that the registrant is a U.S. citizen.  
 

 
13 See Chapter 1, Section II(F) for more information regarding registrants unable to sign or make their mark 
on a voter registration form due to physical disability.  
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If the registrant possesses an AZDL/ID# or Social Security number (SSN), the registrant’s 
AZDL/ID# or last four digits of the SSN (SSN4) should be provided as well. If the registrant does 
not list an AZDL/ID# or SSN4 on the State Form, the registrant is nonetheless permitted to register 
to vote. The registrant will be assigned a unique identifying number by the statewide voter 
registration database that will serve as a voter identification number.  
 
The state-specific instructions accompanying the Federal Form state “[i]f you do not have a current 
and valid driver license or non-operating identification license or a social security number, please 
write ‘NONE’ on the form.” However, a County Recorder may not reject a Federal Form for failure 
to write “NONE.” Similarly, for the FPCA and the FWAB, if the registrant does not list an 
AZDL/ID# or SSN4, the registrant is directed to write “I do not have a Social Security Number or 
State issued ID number.”14 However, failure to write this statement does not affect the registrant’s 
ability to register to vote. A unique identifying number will be assigned to the registrant by the 
statewide voter registration database for identification purposes.  
 
If the minimum requirements listed above have been met, the form should be processed and the 
registrant should be entered into the voter registration database in an “active” status if they 
otherwise meet the requirements for registration. If the minimum requirements have not been met, 
the County Recorder must: (i) follow-up with the registrant and seek the missing information (if 
the County Recorder has the registrant’s address, telephone number, or email address); or (ii) place 
the registrant in “not registered” status if the County Recorder has no reasonable means to contact 
the registrant. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-121.01(A); A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(2)-(3), (8), (12), (14), (19)-(20); A.R.S. § 16-166(F); 
52 U.S.C. § 21083(a)(1)(A)(iii). 

1. Failure to Provide Name, Address, DOB, or Signature 
 
If the State Form, Federal Form, FPCA, or FWAB does not contain the registrant’s name, residence 
address or location, DOB, or signature (or assisting person’s signature), but the County Recorder 
has the address, telephone number, or email address to contact the registrant to request the 
incomplete information, the registrant should be entered into the voter registration database in a 
“suspense” status until the incomplete information or a new voter registration form is received.15 
If contact information is missing, a County Recorder must, if practicable, use reasonable efforts to 
research and acquire contact information for the registrant through any appropriate means. 
 
If the information on the form is incomplete or illegible, and the County Recorder has contact 
information for the registrant, the County Recorder shall notify the registrant within 10 business 
days of receipt of the form, request the missing or illegible information, and inform the registrant 
that they will remain in “suspense” status, with the reason code “registrant-waiting verification” 

 
14 See https://www.fvap.gov/uploads/FVAP/States/eVAG.pdf. 
15 A registrant should not be placed in a “suspense” status solely as a result of providing a description of 
residence location or other nonstandard residence address. In such cases, County Recorders should make 
all reasonable efforts to ascertain the registrant’s physical residence location and should only deem the 
residence address field “incomplete” after such reasonable efforts failed. 
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(or functional equivalent) until the information is received. If the County Recorder receives the 
requested information by 7:00 p.m. on the date of the next regular general election, the registrant 
is deemed to have been registered on the date the registration was first received. A.R.S. § 16-
134(B); A.R.S. § 16-121.01(A). 
 
If a County Recorder does not have the necessary information to contact the registrant by mail, 
telephone, or email, the registration form should be set aside and/or the record should be entered 
in the voter registration database using the status code “suspense” and the reason code “insufficient 
information on registration form” (or functional equivalent). If the registrant provides the missing 
or illegible information by 7:00 p.m. on the date of the next regular general election, that registrant 
is deemed to have been registered on the date the registration was first received. A.R.S. § 16-
134(B). 
 
If the registrant does not provide the missing, incomplete, or illegible information by 7:00 p.m. on 
the date of the next regular general election, the registration form is invalid and the registrant’s 
status may be changed from “suspense” to “not registered,” with the reason code “pending 
expired” (or functional equivalent). The registrant would need to submit a new voter registration 
application to be eligible to vote in future elections.  

2. Failure to Provide Optional Information 
 
Failure to provide information not listed as required in Chapter 1, Section IV(C) above does not 
invalidate the registration form. Specifically:  

• Failure to provide state or country of birth, telephone number, occupation, former address 
from another state (if any), father’s name or mother’s maiden name, email address, political 
party preference, or date of signing does not invalidate the State Form;  

• Failure to provide telephone number, former address (if any), race or ethnic group, or date 
of signing does not invalidate the Federal Form; and  

• Failure to select UOCAVA status or provide political party, previous name, gender, race, 
telephone number, fax number, email address, ballot delivery preference, current mailing 
address, or date of signing does not invalidate the FPCA or FWAB.  

When only optional information is missing, the registration form should be processed and the 
registrant should be entered into the voter registration database in an “active” status (assuming no 
other deficiencies). 

3. Failure to Properly Answer Age Verification Question 
 
A registrant’s failure to answer the question “Will you be 18 years old on or before election day?” 
on the State or Federal Form, or a registrant’s “no” answer to the question, does not invalidate the 
registration form. A.R.S. § 16-121.01(A).  
 
When this occurs, the County Recorder should review the registrant’s DOB to confirm whether 
the registrant in fact will be at least 18 years old by the next general election.  
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• If yes, and the registrant will be 18 years old by the next election (whether or not the next 
election is a general election), the registrant should be added to the voter registration 
database in “active” status (assuming no other deficiencies), notwithstanding a “no” answer 
or failure to answer the age question. If the registrant will be 18 years old by the next 
general election, but will not be 18 years old by the next election (that is not a general 
election), the registrant shall be placed in “suspense” status as outlined in Chapter 1, 
Section II(B). 

• If no, the registrant should be added to the voter registration database with a “not eligible” 
status code and a “registrant too young” reason code (or functional equivalent). The County 
Recorder must notify the registrant by mail within 10 business days and inform the 
registrant that their voter registration form was rejected for failure to meet minimum age 
requirements.  

4. Failure to Properly Answer Citizenship Question 
 
A registrant’s failure to answer the citizenship question or “no” answer to the citizenship question 
on the State or Federal Form does not invalidate the form so long as there is some other appropriate 
indicator that the registrant is a U.S. citizen. A.R.S. § 16-121.01(A). For the purpose of answering 
the citizenship question, an affirmative answer includes making a check mark in the box, placing 
an X in the box, circling the box, shading the box, or any other method of marking the “yes” box 
that indicates the registrant is a citizen. Other appropriate indicators of U.S. citizenship include 
providing valid DPOC or a signature swearing/affirming that the registrant is a U.S. citizen (e.g., 
Box 9 on the Federal Form) and/or valid DPOC acquired on the registrant’s behalf from AZMVD 
records or the statewide voter registration database. 
 
If the registrant did not answer “yes” to the citizenship question or provide some other appropriate 
indicator that the registrant is a U.S. citizen (and DPOC cannot be acquired from AZMVD records 
or the statewide voter registration database), the County Recorder must notify the registrant by 
mail, email, and/or telephone within 10 business days of receipt, request the incomplete 
information, and inform the registrant that they will remain in “suspense” status (or functional 
equivalent) until the citizenship question on the submitted voter registration form is answered in 
the affirmative or the registrant provides some other appropriate indicator of U.S. citizenship, such 
as DPOC.  
 
If the County Recorder receives the requested information by 7:00 p.m. on the date of the next 
regular general election, the County Recorder must change the registrant’s status from “suspense” 
to “active” in the voter registration database (assuming there are no other deficiencies) and the 
registrant is deemed registered on the date the registration was first received. A.R.S. § 16-134(B). 

5. Failure to Provide Proof of Citizenship 
 
No voter registration application shall be rejected based solely on the failure to provide DPOC.  
An otherwise eligible registrant who does not submit DPOC and whose DPOC cannot be acquired 
from AZMVD records or other record in the statewide voter registration database must be 
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registered as a “federal-only” voter (assuming no other deficiencies). See Chapter 1, Section II(A) 
above for procedures to be followed when a registrant does not provide DPOC. 

 Political Party Preference 

A registrant may select a political party preference by checking one of four boxes on the State 
Form or EZ Voter registration: (1) Republican; (2) Democratic; (3) Other ____________; or (4) 
None or No Party.16  
 
If the “Other” box is checked and the registrant writes a political party preference, the registrant’s 
selection should be entered in the voter registration database as follows: 

• Republican: “Republican,” “Rep,” “GOP,” or any substantially similar designation  
• Democratic: “Democratic,” “Democrat,” Dem,” or any substantially similar designation 
• Libertarian: “Libertarian,” “LBT,” or any substantially similar designation17 
• Green: “Green,” “GRN,” or any substantially similar designation 
• Independent: “Independent,” “IND,” or any substantially similar designation 
• Other: Any other non-recognized political party  

- For previously-recognized political parties that have since lost recognition (at the 
state or local level), the County Recorder may continue to use the party designation 
for registrants in the voter registration database if the registrant entered that party 
affiliation on their registration application. However, for the purposes of reporting 
voter registration statistics, these registrants shall be reported as “Other.” 

• PND: “Party Not Designated,” “PND,” “No Preference,” “Unaffiliated,” “No Party,” 
“None,” or any substantially similar designation 

 
If a new registrant leaves the political party preference field blank, the registrant’s party preference 
will be “Party Not Designated” or “PND.” If an existing registrant leaves the political party 
preference field blank, however, the registrant’s existing political party preference will be retained, 
and no changes should be made. 
 
For purposes of reporting voter registration statistics, see Chapter 1, Section IX, registrants whose 
political party affiliations are anything other than a recognized political party shall be reported as 
“Other.”  
 
A registrant wishing to change their political party preference from the one indicated in the 
registration record must reregister. A.R.S. § 16-136. 

 
16 A.R.S. § 16-152(A)(5) requires that the two largest political parties entitled to continued representation 
on the ballot shall be listed on the voter registration form, and the form shall include a blank line for other 
party preference options.  
17 The designation “LIB” is not deemed substantially similar to “Libertarian” because of the similarity with 
the word “Liberal.” If “LIB” is written, the registrant’s party preference should be entered as “Other.” 
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 Date of Registration 

A mailed paper registration form is deemed to be timely received for an election if: (1) the form is 
postmarked on or before the voter registration deadline and received by the County Recorder by 
7:00 p.m. on Election Day; or (2) the form is dated on or before the voter registration deadline and 
received by the County Recorder within five calendar days after the voter registration deadline. 
A.R.S. § 16-134(C).  
 
The registration effective date will be the date the original voter registration form was signed. If a 
registration form was submitted without a date, a County Recorder must use the postmark date as 
the date of registration, unless the postmark date is illegible or otherwise unavailable, in which 
case the date of receipt shall be used as the date of registration. A.R.S. § 16-134(C), (D). 
 
If a paper registration form that was timely submitted before the next election is missing any 
required information or DPOC, or is otherwise placed in “suspense” status, and the registrant later 
provides that missing information or DPOC, the County Recorder must deem the date of 
registration to be the date the registration form was signed. If the registration form was not dated, 
the postmark date shall be the date of registration unless the postmark date is illegible or 
unavailable, in which case the date of receipt shall be used as the date of registration. DPOC must 
be provided by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before Election Day for the voter to be eligible to vote 
a “full-ballot” in that election. See Chapter 1, Section II(A). Any other required information on the 
form must be provided by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day for the voter to be eligible to vote in that 
election. A.R.S. § 16-134(C). If necessary supplemental information is timely provided, the 
registrant is deemed to be registered as of the form date and is therefore a qualified elector for that 
election, even if the supplemental information is provided after the voter registration deadline for 
that election.  
 
However, in order for a petition signature to be deemed valid, any necessary missing information 
on the voter registration form, and DPOC for non-federal petitions, must be received by the County 
Recorder by the date the filing officer transmits the petition signature sheets to the County 
Recorder for verification. 

 Initial Duplicate Checking Within the County 

Before a new registration record is entered into the voter registration database, a County Recorder 
must first conduct a search of the voter records to determine whether there is already an existing 
record for the registrant within the county. A County Recorder may use any appropriate criteria to 
identify potential matches, including (but not limited to) any information in the voter’s record. 
 
If a County Recorder ultimately determines that the registration form was submitted by an existing 
registrant in the county, the County Recorder must update the registrant’s existing record with the 
new registration information in lieu of creating a new record. In other words, the new registration 
form is treated as a request to update the registrant’s existing/original record. If the initial duplicate 
search indicates that the registrant does not already have a record in that county, the County 
Recorder must create a new record.  
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If a County Recorder overlooks an existing/original record and inadvertently creates a new record 
for the registrant, the statewide voter registration system will flag the records for the County 
Recorder to resolve.  

 Electronic Verification Procedures 

Once a new or amended voter registration record is entered into the statewide voter registration 
database, the system automatically checks the registrant’s information against AZMVD records 
and, if necessary, the Social Security Administration (SSA) database. 
 
Verifying records against AZMVD and/or SSA data serves multiple functions: 

1. If the registrant provided an AZDL/ID#, a match against AZMVD records validates proof 
of citizenship (unless the match is to a “Type F” AZDL/ID# or an AZDL/ID# issued before 
October 1, 1996). 

2. If the registrant failed to provide either an AZDL/ID# or SSN4, but the registrant’s 
provided information matches against AZMVD or SSA data, the system will “acquire” the 
missing AZDL/ID# or SSN4 from those sources and import that information into the 
registrant’s record.  

3. A match against AZMVD records or SSA database confirms the registrant’s identity and 
helps ensure the integrity of registration rolls. 

 
The registrant’s new or amended record is also automatically verified against existing records in 
the statewide voter registration database for the purpose of identifying (and potentially canceling) 
any duplicate record. The details of the electronic verification procedures are defined in the 
statewide voter registration system.  

 EZ Voter Registration 

Voter registrations electronically transmitted from AZMVD to the statewide voter registration 
system are known as EZ Voter records. The EZ Voter program allows registrants to register 
through AZMVD, whether online at www.servicearizona.com, or www.azmvdnow.gov or in-
person at an AZMVD (or authorized third-party provider) office. 52 U.S.C. § 20504; A.R.S. § 16-
112.  
 
All EZ Voter records for a particular county are populated to an interface, where each record is 
individually processed by the County Recorder. If there is no “true match” against an existing 
registrant’s record in the county, the County Recorder should create a new registration record and 
import the EZ Voter record into the new registration record. Once the new record is saved, the 
statewide voter registration system will conduct the same automatic AZMVD/SSA verification 
and statewide duplicate checking that occurs when a paper form has been entered.  
 
If a County Recorder finds a match between an EZ Voter record and an existing registration record, 
the County Recorder should apply the EZ Voter updates to the existing record. 
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 Issuance of Voter Registration Cards 

A County Recorder must issue a voter registration card to any new registrants or existing 
registrants who update their name, address, or political party preference. A.R.S. § 16-163(B). New 
voter registration cards should also be issued to any registrants affected by redistricting or 
reprecincting. A new voter registration card need not be issued if a registrant makes other changes 
to their registrant record, including opting into the electronic publicity pamphlet. 
 
A voter registration card should be labeled “Voter Identification Card” or “Voter Registration 
Card” and contain the following information: 

1. Registrant’s full name; 
2. Registrant’s residence address; 
3. Registrant’s political party preference; 
4. Registrant’s date of registration (and/or effective date of change); 
5. Registrant’s voter registration ID number; 
6. Registrant’s precinct name and/or number; 
7. Registrant’s district information: 

a. Congressional district (all registrants); 
b. Legislative district (only “full-ballot” voters); and 
c. Any additional optional district information; 

8. County name; 
9. Contact information for the County Recorder; and 
10. If the registrant is a “federal-only” voter, a clear indication of “federal-only” voter 

designation. 
  
The mailer that accompanies the voter registration card should contain the same information on 
the card and the following additional information: 

1. Information stating that a new voter registration card is enclosed and instructions to discard 
the old card; 

2. Information on use of the voter registration card (e.g., as one piece of non-photo 
identification at the voting location); 

3. How to contact the County Recorder if information on the card is incorrect; 
4. Instructions on how to find one’s voting location; 
5. If the registrant is a “federal-only” voter, information about what “federal-only” means and 

what limitations apply (including voting, signing petitions, etc.); 
6. Information about identification requirements at the voting location; 
7. Information about how to request an early ballot or be placed on the AEVL; and 
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8. Outline of the reasons why a person would need to re-register. 
 
The County Recorder should send a voter registration card within 30 days of when a new 
registrant’s information is entered into the voter registration database. A.R.S. § 16-163(B). Return 
of an undeliverable voter registration card may be grounds to initiate the “NVRA process.” A.R.S. 
§ 16-163(C). See Chapter 1, Section VIII(C). 

 Help America Vote Act Identification Requirements 

The Help America Vote Act (HAVA) requires a first-time voter to prove identity before the voter 
can receive a ballot or vote in a federal election if the voter registered to vote by mail or through a 
third-party registration drive (i.e., the registration form was not completed in-person at the County 
Recorder’s office or other designated voter registration agency). 52 U.S.C. § 21083(b)(1)-(3). 
 
The identification requirement under HAVA for in-person voting is the same as the identification 
requirement under state law for in-person early, emergency, and Election Day voting. Therefore, 
all in-person voters are subject to the same identification requirements. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1); 52 
§ U.S.C. 20505(c)(1); 52 U.S.C. § 21083(b)(2)(A)(i). 
 
However, Arizona’s method of proving identity for mail-in early voters (signature comparison) is 
not expressly permitted under HAVA. HAVA instead requires identity to be proven in one of the 
following ways for a first-time voter to vote by mail: 

• Verification of a registrant’s AZDL/ID# or SSN4;  
• Presentation of a registrant’s current and valid photo identification; or 
• Presentation of a copy of a current utility bill, bank statement, government check, 

paycheck, or other government document that shows the name and address of the 
registrant. 

 
52 U.S.C. § 21083(b). For purposes of HAVA compliance, verification of a registrant’s AZDL/ID# 
or SSN4 will be deemed sufficient proof of identity. If a registrant has not satisfied HAVA’s 
identification requirement for first-time voters who registered by mail, the registrant must be 
entered into the statewide voter registration database with a designation of “FED.” After the 
registrant proves identity by presenting a photo identification or utility bill/bank 
statement/government document with voter’s name and address, the designation must be changed 
to “FEDI.” 

 PROTECTION OF SECURED REGISTRANTS 

The following eligible registrants are entitled to have their registration record generally shielded 
from public disclosure, beyond the standard confidentiality protections available to all registrants: 

• Registrants with a government (principally law enforcement) background who demonstrate 
to a court that sealing their registration record will reduce a danger to the registrant’s life 
or safety (collectively “protected government officials”), A.R.S. § 16-153(A), (B)(3), (K); 
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• Registrants subject to an Order of Protection or Injunction against Harassment (collectively 
“protected victims”), A.R.S. § 16-153(A), (J), (K)(4);  

• Registrants enrolled in the Secretary of State’s Address Confidentiality Program (ACP). 
ACP participants typically include victims of domestic violence, sexual offenses, or 
stalking offenses. The Secretary of State provides ACP participants a substitute address for 
public disclosure purposes and redirects mail from the substitute address to the ACP’s 
participant’s actual address, or if applicable, other designated address for receiving mail, 
A.R.S. § 41-161(2); A.R.S § 41-162. 

 
Protected government officials, protected victims, and ACP participants are collectively referred 
to as “secured registrants” with “secured records.” Other persons who reside with secured 
registrants are also entitled to have their registration record secured. A registrant seeking secured 
status may obtain an application from the Administrative Office of the Courts at 
http://www.azcourts.gov/selfservicecenter/Self-Service-Forms/Personal-Information-Redaction. 
A protected government official or protected victim who is not an existing registered voter, but 
seeks to have their record sealed upon registering for the first time, should contact the County 
Recorder to coordinate the appropriate procedure. See A.R.S. § 16-153.  
 
An ACP participant who seeks to register to vote must initiate the process through the Secretary 
of State’s ACP Division. See A.R.S § 41-162. The ACP participant will be provided a Voter 
Registration Packet, which includes a State Form and a Participant Protected Voter Records Form 
(PVR Form). If the person was already registered to vote prior to becoming an ACP participant, 
the person should re-register to vote through the Secretary of State’s ACP Division.18 Upon receipt 
of the ACP participant’s completed voter registration packet from the Secretary of State’s ACP 
Division, the designated County Recorder official must process the registration form within five 
business days and complete the following steps: (i) mark the registrant’s record as secured, (ii) 
include the registrant on the AEVL;19 and (iii) scan the State Form into the voter registration 
database so only the registrant’s name and signature will be visible, and ensure the original State 
Form is protected from unauthorized access. 

 Marking Secured Records 

A secured record in the voter registration database must be visually distinguishable from non-
secured records. A County Recorder may implement additional security protocols to limit 
employee access to secured records. 

 Responding to Public Records Requests 

Protected government officials and protected victims (and any registered voter who resides at the 
same residence who has requested and received protected status) are entitled to have their 

 
18 More information on the process is available at https://azsos.gov/services/acp. 
19 The Secretary of State’s ACP Division requires that ACP participants be added to the AEVL to maintain 
the confidentiality of the ACP participant’s voting precinct, and will therefore ensure the “AEVL” box is 
selected on the State Form. 
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identifying information, including any of that person’s documents and voting precinct number, 
shielded from public disclosure. A.R.S. § 16-153(A). 
 
ACP participants are entitled to have their “actual address” shielded from public disclosure, which 
includes the ACP participant’s actual residential address, work address, school address, telephone 
number, county of registration, and precinct number. A.R.S. § 41-161(1); A.R.S. § 41-165(E). 
 
Neither the Secretary of State nor a County Recorder may disclose an ACP participant as a 
registered voter because doing so would reveal the ACP participant’s county of residence in 
violation of A.R.S. § 41-161(1) and A.R.S. § 41-162(A). The Secretary of State and/or County 
Recorder may also exclude protected government officials and protected victims from a response 
to a public records request for registrant records, if separating protected government 
officials/protected victims from ACP participants would present an undue burden. 
 
However, nothing in this Section precludes the Secretary of State or County Recorder from: (1) 
providing non-sealed information about a protected government official or protected victim if 
otherwise required by law or a court order; or (2) including secured registrants in statistical reports. 

 Creating Signature Rosters or Uploading E-Pollbook Data 

County Recorders may not include secured registrants, whether an ACP participant or protected 
government official or protected victim, on a signature roster or in an e-pollbook. If a county uses 
a tablet or computer terminal that has live access to the voter registration database via a secure 
virtual private network (VPN) connection, the system must be capable of shielding secured 
registrants’ information from public view (or providing view access only to the secured registrant). 
 
In the event a secured registrant attempts to vote provisionally at a polling place (and informs the 
poll worker of their secured status), the poll worker should undertake any additional or necessary 
precautions, including but not limited to: 

• Confirming the correct ballot style; 
• Ensuring that a protected government official or protected victim lists their actual 

residential address on the provisional ballot envelope; 
• Making a notation about secured registrant status on the provisional ballot envelope; and/or 
• Limiting the signature roster to the registrant’s voter ID number and the notation “address 

protected.” 

 Issuance of Official Mail and Election Documents 

A protected government official or protected victim should receive all official election mail and 
be issued any voter registration cards using the registrant’s actual information.  
 
An ACP participant should receive all official election mail and be issued any voter registration 
cards using the substitute address (and excluding the precinct name or number). A.R.S. § 41-
166(E). 
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 Signing Candidate, Initiative, Referendum, or Recall Petitions 

Secured registrants are encouraged not to sign petitions if they wish to maximize protection of the 
confidentiality of their identifying information and residential address. 
 
The Secretary of State and County Recorders have no obligation to redact an address or other 
identifying information from a candidate, initiative, referendum, recall, or new party recognition 
petition signed by a secured registrant. Nor is the Secretary of State or a County Recorder required 
to research an ACP participant’s actual address if a substitute address is placed on a petition. 
However, a secured registrant who signs a petition and indicates “protected address,” “secured 
registrant,” or other substantially similar designation in the address line shall not have the 
registrant’s petition signature invalidated solely based on the failure to provide the registrant’s 
actual address. See A.R.S. § 16-321(E). In such cases, the County Recorder may verify the petition 
signature based on the registrant’s address in voter registration record. Verification of the petition 
signature, however, may necessarily disclose the secured registrant’s district and/or county of 
residence. In addition, the registrant’s identifying information, including residential address, may 
appear on other petition-related records, which may be disclosed through a public records request 
or court challenge relating to the petition. For these reasons, secured registrants are encouraged 
not to sign petitions if they wish to maximize the confidentiality of their residential address. 

 Terminating Secured Registrant Status 

A protected government official’s or protected victim’s registration record remains sealed for a 
period of five years, to expire by January 5 of the following year unless judicially renewed. A 
County Recorder must mail a notice to the protected government official or protected victim within 
six months of the expiration and advise him or her of the expiration date. A.R.S. § 16-153(F). A 
County Recorder may extend the protected government official’s or protected victim’s secured 
status upon receipt of a new court order. Otherwise, a County Recorder will remove the secured 
status from the registrant’s record after January 5 if the County Recorder does not timely receive 
a new court order. 
 
An ACP participant’s registration record remains sealed indefinitely unless a County Recorder is 
notified by the registrant or the Secretary of State’s ACP Division that the registrant is no longer 
a participant in the ACP program. Upon receipt of such notice, a County Recorder should remove 
the secured status from the registrant’s record and send all future correspondence to the registrant’s 
actual residential address previously provided on the registration form (not the substitute address 
previously utilized for confidentiality purposes). 

 VOTER REGISTRATION PROCESSING DURING “BOOKS 
CLOSED”  

The period between the last day to register to vote for an election and Election Day is known as 
the “books closed” period. Historically, unless the specific changes were requested by the 
registrant before the voter registration deadline, County Recorders refrained from making 
substantive changes to voter registration records during the “books closed” period in order to 
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ensure that the creation of signature rosters, e-pollbook rosters, and the verification of provisional 
ballots are based on records of eligible voters as of the last day to register to vote. However, voter 
registration processing may continue during the “books closed” period if the County Recorder has 
other means of identifying records of eligible voters as of the last day to register (e.g., the voter 
registration system is able to sort by effective eligibility date).  
 
Even if a County Recorder chooses to suspend voter registration processing during the “books 
closed” period, the following updates should continue to be processed:  

• Address Updates: If an existing registrant updates their residence or mailing address after 
the voter registration deadline but prior to the finalization of the signature or e-pollbook 
rosters, a County Recorder may update the registrant’s record with the updated address. 
Registrants who updated their residence address would be permitted to vote a regular ballot 
at their new voting precinct (if different from their prior precinct). (Voters who registered 
prior to the voter registration deadline but failed to notify the County Recorder of a change 
in residence address prior to the date of the election are eligible to vote a provisional ballot 
and may update their residence address at their new voting precinct.) 

• Name Changes: If an existing registrant updates their name after the voter registration 
deadline but prior to the finalization of signature rosters or e-pollbook rosters, a County 
Recorder may update the registrant’s record with the new name. 

• DPOC Changes: If a “federal-only” voter provides satisfactory DPOC to the County 
Recorder by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before Election Day, the registrant’s designation 
must be updated to “full-ballot” voter. See Chapter 1, Section II(A)(2).  

• Adding Supplemental Information to Incomplete Registration: If a voter submitted a 
voter registration application by the applicable registration deadline but the application was 
missing the minimum required information to be considered complete, see Chapter 1, 
Section IV(C), the voter has until 7:00 p.m. on Election Day to provide the missing 
information to be eligible to vote in that election, and the County Recorder must update the 
registrant’s record with the missing information if provided by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. 
A.R.S. § 16-134(B).  

 ELIGIBILITY TO VOTE 

To be eligible to vote, a registrant must be both: (1) timely registered for a particular election (i.e., 
registered in the jurisdiction at least 29 days before the date of the election), and (2) a qualified 
elector in a particular jurisdiction. 
 
In general, a “qualified elector” is a person who is: 

• Qualified to register to vote and is properly registered to vote (i.e., included on the voter 
registration rolls) in the jurisdiction in question; and 

• Will be at least 18 years old on or before the date of the election.  
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A registrant remains a qualified elector unless the registrant moves to another jurisdiction or has 
their registration canceled pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-165(A). A.R.S. § 16-121(A).  
 
“Qualified electors” may differ in property-based elections conducted pursuant to Title 48. For 
example, a qualified elector for the purpose of a domestic water improvement district or domestic 
waste water improvement district election is a natural person (not a company, corporation, LLC, 
trust, or other business entity) who owns property in the district and: (i) is registered to vote in the 
applicable county and resides within the district; (ii) is registered to vote in the applicable county 
but does not reside in the district; or (iii) is registered to vote in Arizona but does not reside in the 
applicable county or district. A.R.S. § 48-1012(G). 

 Age Requirements to Vote in the Next Election 

To be eligible to vote in the next election held pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-204, a registrant must be 
18 years old on or before the date of that next election. A.R.S. § 16-121(A). 
 
If a registrant will be at least 18 years old on or before the next statewide general election, but will 
not be at least 18 years old by the next election held in a particular jurisdiction, the registrant 
remains qualified to register to vote but is not a qualified elector for that next election. For 
example, if a registrant will turn 18 years old before the general election but will be 17 years old 
at the time of the primary election, the registrant may register but is not entitled to vote in the 
primary election. 
 

 Residency Requirements to Vote in the Next Election 

To be eligible to vote in the next election, a registrant generally must have residency within the 
boundaries (or proposed boundaries) of a particular jurisdiction for the 29-day period preceding 
that election. A.R.S. § 16-120(A). For example, to vote in a city or town election, a registrant must 
be a resident of that city or town at least 29 days before that election. A.R.S. § 9-822(A). A 
registrant may be temporarily absent from the jurisdiction without losing their residency status, as 
long as the registrant has an intent to return. A.R.S. § 16-101(B); A.R.S. § 16-103. 

1. Residency Requirements When Jurisdictional Boundaries Change 
 
If jurisdictional boundaries change during the 29-day period preceding the next election, a 
registrant must have residency within the new boundaries in order to vote in the next election in 
that new jurisdiction. This applies to boundary changes brought about by annexation. 
 
For example, a registrant who previously resided in a county island, but whose property was 
annexed into a city or town during the 29-day period preceding an election, is qualified to vote in 
the city or town’s next election if the registrant resided in the city or town’s new boundaries during 
the 29-day period before the election. A.R.S. § 9-822(B). 

2. Eligibility to Vote When Registrant Moves Within 29-Day Period 
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If a registrant moves to a different precinct within the same county during the 29-day period 
preceding the next election, the registrant remains a qualified elector for the next election. If the 
registrant updates their residence address prior to the creation of the signature rosters or e-pollbook 
rosters, a County Recorder may update the registrant’s record with the updated residence address 
in the voter registration database and the voter will be permitted to vote a regular ballot at their 
new voting precinct. The registrant is also entitled to update their address at the appropriate polling 
place for the voter’s new address and then vote a provisional ballot on Election Day. A.R.S. §§ 
16-122, 16-135, 16-584. 
 
If a registrant moves to a different county during the 29-day period preceding the next election, 
the registrant remains a qualified elector in the former county for that election and must vote in 
the former county. A.R.S. § 16-125. 
 
If a registrant moves to a different state during the 29-day period preceding the next election, the 
registrant is not a qualified elector (and is therefore ineligible to vote) in Arizona. However, a 
registrant retains the right to vote in Arizona for President of the United States (and no other races) 
at the general election during a Presidential election year. A.R.S. § 16-126. Requesting a 
presidential-only ballot requires the County Recorder to cancel the registrant’s record “promptly” 
following the general election. A.R.S. § 16-165(A)(6). 

3. Exceptions to the 29-Day Residency Requirement 

 Military and Overseas Voters 

Military and overseas registrants temporarily absent from the state are permitted to register and 
vote up until 7:00 p.m. on Election Day despite not physically residing in Arizona during the 29-
day period preceding the election. A.R.S. § 16-103; A.R.S. § 16-543.02(B). This exception also 
applies to a U.S. citizen who has never resided in the United States but whose parent is registered 
in Arizona and is a qualified elector for the next election. A.R.S. § 16-103(E). 

 Public Officers Posted in Different County 

If a state employee or officer is posted to a duty station in a county other than the county from 
which they were appointed or elected, they (along with their spouse and dependents who reside in 
the household) remain qualified electors in the county of appointment or election, even if they 
physically reside in the county where the duty post is located. A.R.S. § 16-124. 

 Registration Deadline to Vote in Next Election 

A registrant who registers to vote at least 29 days before the next election (and is otherwise a 
qualified elector in that jurisdiction) is entitled to vote at the next election. A.R.S. § 16-120(A); 
A.R.S. § 16-134(C). 

1. Date of Receipt of Voter Registrations 
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For online EZ Voter registrations, a registration is timely received if the registrant completes the 
online registration by 11:59 p.m. on the last day to register to vote. The time of registration is the 
time identified on the registrant’s EZ Voter confirmation receipt. 
 
For paper registrations conducted at a County Recorder’s office, the Secretary of State’s office, an 
AZMVD office or affiliate, a voter registration assistance agency, or an authorized voter 
registration volunteer’s office, a registration is timely if the registrant completes or delivers the 
registration form before the office closes for business on the last day to register to vote.  
 
For paper registration forms that are mailed to a County Recorder’s office, a registration is timely 
if: 

• The registration form is postmarked on or before the voter registration deadline and 
received by the County Recorder by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day; or  

• The registration form is dated on or before the voter registration deadline and received by 
the County Recorder within five calendar days after the voter registration deadline. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-134(C). 
 
For UOCAVA registrants using an FPCA or FWAB, a registration form is timely if received by 
the County Recorder’s or Secretary of State’s Office via mail, email, or fax by 7:00 p.m. on 
Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-103(C). 

2. Voter Registration Form Received After Deadline 
 
A registrant who registers to vote within 29 days of an election is eligible to vote at the election 
following the next election. A.R.S. § 16-120(A). For example, a person who registers 10 days 
before the primary election is not eligible to vote in the primary election but is eligible to vote in 
the general election. 
 
If the County Recorder receives a new voter registration form less than 29 days before an election, 
and the registrant is not a military or overseas voter using the FPCA or FWAB registration form, 
the County Recorder may either: 

• Enter the registrant’s information in the voter registration database; or  
• Refrain from entering the registrant’s information in the voter registration database until 

after the next election. 
 
If a County Recorder receives a voter registration form less than 29 days before an election from 
an existing registrant, the County Recorder may update the record prior to Election Day if the 
registrant will be a qualified elector in the precinct where the registrant resides. 

3. When Registration Deadline Falls on a Weekend or Holiday 
 
If the 29-day registration deadline falls on a weekend or state holiday (regardless of whether a 
particular county office is open for business), the registration deadline is extended to the next 
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business day for state government. For example, if the registration deadline falls on Columbus Day 
(a Monday), a registrant is qualified to vote in the next election if they register on the following 
Tuesday. A.R.S. § 16-120(B); see also A.R.S. § 1-303; A.R.S. § 1-301 (listing state holidays).  See 
also 52 U.S.C. § 20507(a)(1)(A)-(D); Arizona Democratic Party v. Reagan, No. CV-16-03618-
PHX-SPL, 2016 WL 6523427, at *13 (D. Ariz. Nov. 3, 2016). 

 VOTER REGISTRATION LIST MAINTENANCE 

 Deceased, Felon, and Incapacitated Registrants 

Though the Secretary of State does not directly cancel any registration records, the Secretary of 
State is responsible for importing certain information received from federal and state officials into 
the statewide voter registration database, pursuant to which the statewide voter registration system 
will automatically cancel “hard matches” on the following limited bases: 

1. The registrant is deceased; 
2. The registrant was convicted of a felony in court; or 
3. The registrant was adjudicated mentally incapacitated by a court. 

1. Deceased Registrants 
 
The Arizona Department of Health Services (DHS) provides the Secretary of State with a file each 
month (along with a combined file each year) that contains the name, DOB, SSN, date of death, 
father’s name (if available), mother’s maiden name, and last known address of deceased Arizona 
resident who passed away during the applicable period. A.R.S. § 16-165(D).  
 
Upon receipt and confirmation of proper formatting, the Secretary of State shall upload the 
deceased registrant file into the statewide voter registration system for comparison against voter 
records. The system then initiates a matching process against registrant records in the statewide 
voter registration database.  

 Hard Match Criteria for Deceased Registrant Verification 

For the purpose of verifying deceased resident information against the statewide voter registration 
database, a “hard match” occurs if the first three letters of the first and last name, DOB, and SSN4 
match in both records. 
 
If the statewide voter registration system finds a “hard match,” the registrant’s record is 
automatically placed in “canceled” status with a reason code of “deceased-automatic resolution” 
(or functional equivalent). The County Recorder need not send any confirmation of the 
cancellation to the registrant. 
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 Soft Match Criteria for Deceased Registrant Verification 

For the purpose of verifying deceased resident records against the statewide voter registration 
database, a “soft match” occurs if the first three letters of the first and last name and DOB match 
in both records or there is a “hard match” against more than one existing registrant record. 
 
If the system finds a “soft match” between the deceased record and a registrant record, it will flag 
the records and notify the appropriate County Recorder of the need to review and compare the 
records. The County Recorder must conduct an individualized inquiry and determine whether a 
“true match” exists between the records. 
 
If a County Recorder determines that a “true match” exists, the County Recorder must select 
“match” in the system. The registrant’s record will be automatically updated to “canceled” status 
with a reason code of “deceased.” The County Recorder should send confirmation of the 
cancellation to the registrant’s mailing address on record, with instructions to contact the County 
Recorder if the cancellation was in error. 
 
If the County Recorder determines that a “true match” does not exist, the County Recorder must 
select “no match” in the system. The registrant’s record will remain in its existing status without 
being placed in “canceled” status in the statewide voter registration database. 
 
A County Recorder should follow the same procedures if the county directly receives deceased 
registrant information directly from DHS instead of the Secretary of State. 

 Other Sources of Information on Deceased Registrants 

A County Recorder may also cancel a registrant’s record if the County Recorder determines that 
the registrant is deceased based on other reliable sources, see A.R.S. § 16-165(A)(2), including, 
but not limited to, death notices received by the County Recorder’s office and an affidavit of death 
from the registrant’s next of kin. A County Recorder should match as much information as possible 
(including first name, last name, maiden name (if applicable), year of birth, place of birth, and city 
or town of residence) and be reasonably certain that a “true match” exists before canceling a 
registrant. For example, newspaper or online obituaries alone may not suffice to cancel a registrant 
record without additional research and confirmation. In cases where the County Recorder cannot 
confirm a “soft match,” the County Recorder may send a letter to the registrant asking to confirm 
the information. Upon canceling a registrant based on other reliable sources of death, the County 
Recorder should send a letter, to the registrant’s mailing address on record, confirming the 
cancellation and providing instructions for correcting an erroneous cancellation.  
 
A registrant who passes away after casting a valid ballot is entitled to have their ballot tabulated 
and votes counted. 

2. Registrants Convicted of a Felony or Found Mentally Incapacitated 
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The Secretary of State is responsible for receiving felony conviction and mental incapacitation 
information from federal and state officials and processing the information through the statewide 
voter registration system. 

 Sources of Felony Conviction and Incapacitation Information 

The Secretary of State electronically receives periodic files from Arizona superior courts and from 
the Maricopa County Superior Court containing the name, DOB, and SSN4 of Arizona residents 
recently convicted of a felony or found mentally incapacitated in that jurisdiction. Upon receipt 
and confirmation of proper formatting, the Secretary of State imports the files into the statewide 
voter registration system. 
 
The Secretary of State also receives in various non-electronic formats: (1) additional felony 
conviction information from Arizona superior courts and the U.S. Department of Justice; and (2) 
additional mental incapacitation information from Arizona superior courts. Upon receipt, the 
Secretary of State converts these records into the proper electronic format and imports these files 
into the statewide voter registration system. 

 Processing Felony Conviction and Incapacitation Information 

The statewide voter registration system compares the felony and mental incapacitation records 
against the statewide voter registration database for potential matches. 
 
A “hard match” occurs when the first three letters of the first and last name, DOB, and SSN4 match 
an existing registrant record. In this case, the registrant’s record is automatically placed in 
“canceled” status with the reason code of “felony – automatic resolution” or “declared 
incapacitated – automatic resolution” (or functional equivalent). 
 
A “soft match” occurs when the first three letters of the first and last name and DOB match an 
existing registrant record (or there is a “hard match” against more than one existing record in the 
database). In this case, the system will flag the record for individual resolution by the applicable 
County Recorder. If the County Recorder finds a “true match,” the record may be placed in 
“canceled” status with the reason code “felony” or “declared incapacitated” (or functional 
equivalent). The County Recorder must send a letter to the registrant confirming any cancellation 
based on a felony conviction or finding of mental incapacitation, and such notice letters should 
inform the registrant of where to get additional information about rights restoration.  
 
A County Recorder should follow the same procedures if the county directly receives felony 
conviction or mental incapacitation information from a court instead of the Secretary of State. 
 
A County Recorder may reinstate a registrant’s record if the registrant was erroneously canceled 
based on mental incapacitation, but the registrant retained the right to vote by court order. If the 
registrant was canceled based on a felony conviction but later had their civil rights restored, the 
registrant must submit a new voter registration in order to be re-registered.  
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 Secretary of State Duties to Forward Registrant Information 

The Secretary of State also periodically receives registrant information that must be processed and 
forwarded to County Recorders for final resolution as described below. 

1. Information Received from Out-of-State Jurisdictions 
 
The Secretary of State occasionally receives correspondence from out-of-state jurisdictions 
providing information about Arizona registrants. The Secretary of State will promptly forward the 
correspondence to the applicable County Recorder(s) by email. The Secretary of State may not 
cancel any registration records or otherwise initiate any process through the statewide voter 
registration system based on the out-of-state correspondence. A County Recorder should treat the 
information as a “soft match” and conduct an individualized inquiry before canceling any 
registration record. 

2. Information Received Through Multi-State Compacts 
 
Arizona is a member of the Electronic Registration Information Center (ERIC). The Secretary of 
State is responsible for acquiring, sorting, and distributing registrant information received from 
ERIC to the County Recorders.   

3. Juror Disclosure of Felony Conviction 
 
Election officials periodically receive court records or information regarding prospective jurors 
who acknowledged a felony conviction on a juror questionnaire. If a County Recorder receives 
such information, the County Recorder must cancel any registrant record that is a “true match” 
against the juror information, using the reason code “juror questionnaire - felony” (or functional 
equivalent). A.R.S. § 16-165(A)(4). The County Recorder must also send a letter informing the 
registrant of the cancellation, providing instructions on how to notify the County Recorder if the 
cancellation was in error due to restoration of voting rights, and informing the registrant of where 
to get more information about rights restoration.  
 
A County Recorder must ensure that a registration is not canceled twice for the same felony 
conviction. For example, the statewide voter registration system might have automatically 
canceled the registration upon being notified of the felony conviction through court records 
pursuant to Chapter 1, Section VIII(A)(2), and the registrant could have re-registered (following 
restoration of their civil rights) before the juror questionnaire information was provided to the 
County Recorder about the same felony conviction. Thus, before canceling a registration record 
based on a juror questionnaire, the County Recorder should confirm that the registrant did not have 
a prior registration record recently canceled on account of a felony conviction. 

4. Juror Disclosure of Non-Citizenship 
 
Election officials also periodically receive court records or information regarding prospective 
jurors who stated on a juror questionnaire that they are not a U.S. citizen. If a County Recorder 
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receives such information, the County Recorder may cancel any registrant record that is a “true 
match” only after completing the following steps:  

1. Confirm that the registrant does not already have valid proof of citizenship documented in 
the statewide voter registration database (if the registrant has DPOC on file, the County 
Recorder may not cancel the registrant’s record based solely on the juror questionnaire);  

2. If the registrant has no DPOC on file, send a letter to the registrant (including a DPOC 
Submission Form/Juror Questionnaire Non-Citizen Notice, see Chapter 17 for sample 
forms) within 10 business days, informing the registrant that: 

• The County Recorder has received information indicating that the registrant stated 
on a juror questionnaire that they are not a U.S. citizen;  

• The registrant has not previously provided valid DPOC;  
• The registrant must submit DPOC within 35 days of the date of the notice to remain 

eligible to vote and the registrant will be made a “full-ballot” voter upon submission 
of DPOC; and 

• The registrant’s record will be canceled if the registrant does not submit DPOC 
within 35 days. 

 
If the registrant does not submit valid DPOC by the 35-day deadline, the County Recorder must 
change the registrant’s status to “canceled” with the reason code “juror questionnaire - 
citizenship.” The County Recorder must also send a letter notifying the registrant of the 
cancellation and providing instructions on how to re-register and provide valid DPOC if the 
registrant is otherwise eligible to register to vote.  

5. Juror Disclosure of Out–of-County Residency 
 
If a County Recorder receives court documents or other information regarding prospective jurors 
who stated on a juror questionnaire that they are not a resident of the county and the County 
Recorder confirms a “true match” with a registrant record, the County Recorder must send a letter 
to the registrant within 10 business days. The letter must:  

• Inform the registrant that the County Recorder was notified the registrant indicated 
on a juror questionnaire that the registrant is not a resident of the county; and  

• Include a voter registration form or an appropriate internet address through which 
the registrant can update their address and/or register to vote in their new county in 
Arizona.  
 

If the letter is returned undeliverable,20 the County Recorder must send a follow-up notice within 
21 days, which constitutes the “Final Notice” pursuant to the NVRA process; the registrant’s 
record may be canceled through the NVRA process only if the registrant does not timely respond 

 
20 If the initial notice letter is not returned undeliverable, the registrant’s record may not be canceled, even 
if the registrant does not respond to the initial notice letter. 
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to the Final Notice and fails to vote in any election in two federal/statewide general election cycles. 
See Chapter 1, Section VIII(C) for details on the NVRA process.  

 Cancellation through NVRA Process Due to Address Changes 

One of the principal ways to ensure the accuracy of registration records is to update records based 
on a registrant’s change of address. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(a)(4)(B). A County Recorder receives 
address change information in various ways: directly from the registrant, from the U.S. Postal 
Service’s (USPS) National Change of Address (NCOA) service, through returned mail from 
USPS, or from ERIC reports. A County Recorder may update (and in some cases cancel) a 
registration record depending on the circumstances. 
 
One piece of returned official election mail alone is not sufficient to cancel a registrant’s record. 
Rather, a County Recorder generally must send two official election mailings to the registrant 
(only one official election mailing is required if a registrant appears on an NCOA or ERIC report), 
and only if a registrant does not respond to the mailing(s) or vote during a specified period after 
the mailings were sent, is the County Recorder permitted to cancel the record. The requirements 
below are outlined in NVRA and the process is referred to here as the “NVRA process.” 

1. Initiating the NVRA Process Based on Returned Election Mail 
 
To invoke the NVRA process based on returned election mail, a County Recorder must complete 
the following steps: 

1. Send an official election mailing by non-forwardable, first-class mail marked with a 
statement required by USPS to receive an address correction notification (the “First 
Notice”). Official election mail includes but is not limited to: 

• A voter registration card; 
• A 90-day notice to AEVL registrants issued pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-544(D); 
• A ballot-by-mail issued pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-542 or A.R.S. § 16-544; 
• Any other first-class, non-forwardable official election mail. 

2. If the election mail is returned undeliverable, the County Recorder must send a follow-up 
notice to the registrant within 21 days after the mail is returned to the County Recorder (the 
“Final Notice”). If the returned mail contains a forwarding address for the registrant, the 
County Recorder must send the Final Notice to the new address. Otherwise, the County 
Recorder must send the Final Notice to the same address used for the initial mailing.  

3. The Final Notice must contain a voter registration form or an appropriate internet address 
through which the registrant can update their address. The Final Notice also must warn that 
if the registrant does not submit a new voter registration form or update their address within 
35 days, the registrant will be placed in “inactive” status.  

4. If the registrant does not submit a new voter registration form or otherwise update their 
address by the 35-day deadline, the County Recorder must change the registrant’s status to 
“inactive” with the reason code “NVRA inactive address” (or functional equivalent). 
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A.R.S. § 16-166(A), (C), (E); A.R.S. § 16-544(E); 52 U.S.C. § 20507(b)(2), (d)(1)(B), (d)(2). 
 
The registrant may be canceled through the NVRA process if the registrant: 

• Does not timely respond to the Final Notice by submitting a new registration form or 
otherwise update their voter registration address with the County Recorder; and  

• Fails to vote in any election in two federal/statewide general election cycles following the 
Final Notice. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-165(A)(7); A.R.S. § 16-166(E); 52 U.S.C. § 20507(b)(2), (d)(1)(B), (d)(2).  
 
If the preceding conditions have been met, under NVRA, the registrant’s record shall be canceled 
after four years from the date of the Final Notice or following the second general election after the 
Final Notice. A.R.S. § 16-166(C), (E); A.R.S. § 16-165(A)(7). 

2. Special Procedures Applicable to NCOA Notices 
 
A County Recorder is permitted, but not required, to utilize USPS’s NCOA service to preliminarily 
identify registrants who have moved. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(c)(1)(A); A.R.S. § 16-166(E). Since 
NCOA data reflects actual change-of-address information the registrant has provided to USPS, the 
NVRA authorizes a special process to be utilized for list maintenance purposes. The NCOA data 
serves the same function as a First Notice that is returned undeliverable. Thus, a County Recorder 
need only send one additional notice, which serves as the Final Notice, to invoke the NVRA 
process. 
 
If the County Recorder chooses to use NCOA data, any initial notice pursuant to this Section must 
be sent on or before May 1 of a general election year. The County Recorder may also send 
additional notices after May 1. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(c)(2)(A); A.R.S. § 16-166(E). Sending this 
notice by May 1 also allows a County Recorder to simultaneously send a 90-day notice to AEVL 
voters for the primary election in the same mailing.  
A.R.S. § 16-544(D). 

 When NCOA Data Indicates Out-of-County Move 

If NCOA data indicates that the registrant moved outside the county, the County Recorder must 
send a notice to the new address by forwardable mail informing the registrant how to remain 
eligible to vote. The notice must: 

• Enclose a postage prepaid and preaddressed return form by which the registrant may 
confirm the intent to cancel their registration; 

• Notify the registrant to re-register if they moved to another county; and  
• Notify the registrant to update the County Recorder within 29 days of the letter if the 

registrant’s change-of-address was only temporary. 
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52 U.S.C. § 20507(c)(1)(B)(ii), (d)(2)(B); A.R.S. § 16-166(E). This letter serves as a Final Notice 
in the NVRA process.  

 When NCOA Data Indicates In-County Move 

If the NCOA data indicates that the registrant moved within the county, the County Recorder must 
supplement the registrant’s record with the new address obtained through NCOA. The County 
Recorder also must send a notice to the new address by forwardable mail to provide the registrant 
an opportunity to confirm or correct the address change. The notice must: 

• Notify the registrant that the County Recorder updated the registrant’s record with the new 
address; 

• Enclose a postage prepaid and pre-addressed return form by which the registrant may 
confirm or correct the address change; 

• Notify the registrant that if they do not confirm the new address within 35 days, the 
registrant will be placed in “inactive” status. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-166(E). This letter serves as a Final Notice in the NVRA process.  

3. NVRA Recordkeeping Responsibilities 
 
A County Recorder must track all Final Notices sent to a registrant, along with any communication 
from the registrant received in response to a Final Notice, with a registrant’s record in the voter 
registration database. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(i)(2).  

 Prohibition on Systematic Cancellations within 90 Days of Election 

A County Recorder must complete any program to systematically cancel registration records at 
least 90 days before a primary or general election. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(c)(2)(A). Systematic 
programs include the cancellation of records through the NVRA process described in Chapter 1, 
Section VIII(C). However, the 90-day prohibition does not preclude cancellation of records based 
on: 

• Automatic cancellations through the statewide voter registration system of hard matches 
based on death, felony conviction, or mental incapacitation;  

• Merging/cancellation of duplicate records (whether manual or automatic) when processing 
new voter registration forms; 

• Cancellation at the request of the registrant; and 
• Cancellation of records added to the voter registration database in error. 

52 U.S.C. § 20507(c)(2)(B). 
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 REPORTING VOTER REGISTRATION STATISTICS 

 Voter Registration Statistics 

Each County Recorder must report to the Secretary of State and the officer in charge of elections 
the number of active and inactive county registrants as of the following dates:  

• In even-numbered years: 
- January 2; 
- The last day to register to vote for the March PPE; 
- April 1; 
- The last day to register to vote for the August primary election; and 
- The last day to register to vote for the November general election. 

• In odd-numbered years: 
- January 2; 
- April 1; 
- July 1; and 
- October 1. 

 
In addition, registration reports must be provided to the Secretary of State as of the registration 
deadline for any special election. A.R.S. § 16-168(G).  
 
The reports must be broken down by political party and according to precinct, legislative district, 
and congressional district. For reporting purposes, political parties are limited to the Republican 
Party, Democratic Party, Libertarian Party (assuming they remain qualified for statewide 
recognition), Green Party (assuming they remain qualified for statewide recognition), and any 
other statewide recognized political party that qualifies for representation on the ballot at the time 
of the report.21 The “Other” total reported to the Secretary of State should include all registrants 
registered as “other,” “independent,” “party not designated,” “PND”, “no party” (or any 
substantially similar designation) or any non-recognized political party. 
 
These totals should be reported to the Secretary of State as soon as practicable following the 
applicable cutoff dates. A.R.S. § 16-168(H). The totals must include only registrations as of the 
reporting cutoff periods.  
 
For reports prepared as of a registration cutoff date, the County Recorder should ensure that the 
same active and inactive registration numbers reported to the Secretary of State match any 

 
21 A current list of statewide recognized political parties is available at the Secretary of State’s website, 
https://azsos.gov/elections/information-about-recognized-political-parties.  
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registration statistics reported to the officer in charge of elections for purposes of determining voter 
turnout. 
 
As soon as practicable upon receipt of all 15 county reports, the Secretary of State must prepare, 
publish, and retain a statewide summary of the voter registration statistics. A.R.S. § 16-168(H). 

 “Federal-Only” Registration and Ballot Report 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must file a report with the Secretary 
of State, and post on the County Recorder’s website, the number of people who are registered to 
vote using the state or federal form who have not provided documentary proof of citizenship. In 
even-numbered years, the report must be made on January 2, April 1, and the last day on which a 
person may register to be eligible to vote in the next presidential preference, primary, and general 
election. In odd numbered years, the report must be made on January 2, April 1, July 1, and October 
1. Additionally, after each general election, the County Recorder must post on the County 
Recorder’s website the number of ballots cast by those eligible to vote for federal offices only. 
A.R.S. § 16-161(B); A.R.S. § 16-168. 

 PROVISION OF REGISTRATION DATA TO THIRD PARTIES 

 Precinct Lists to Recognized Political Parties 

Each County Recorder must provide, at no cost, a list of active and inactive registered voters to 
the State and County Chairpersons of the recognized political parties that are entitled to 
continued representation on the ballot pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-804. A.R.S. § 16-168(C)-(D).  

1. Content of Political Party Precinct Lists 
 
The precinct list must contain the following information about each registrant: 

1. Registrant’s full name, which includes first name, middle name, last name, and suffix in 
different columns; 

2. Party preference; 
3. Date of registration; 
4. Residence address; 
5. Mailing address (if different from residence address); 
6. Zip code; 
7. Telephone number (if available); 
8. Birth year; 
9. Occupation (if available); 
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10. Voting history for the past four years, including which party ballot was issued and method 
of voting (polling place, early, or provisional);  

11. Whether the registrant is on the AEVL;  
12. Voter ID number; and 
13. Registrant’s registration status and status reason, including “federal-only” designation if 

applicable. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-168(C). Precinct lists should generally be provided in electronic format, and County 
Recorders are encouraged to make the lists available to the political parties through a secure 
website or Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) portal. If the list is provided in printed format, 
the list must be created in alphabetical order (by registrant last name) and be organized by precinct, 
unless otherwise agreed upon by the County Recorder and the political party at issue. A.R.S. § 16-
168(E).  

2. Timing of Political Party Precinct Lists 
 
A County Recorder must provide precinct lists as of the following dates: 

• In even-numbered years: 
- January 2; 
- The last day to register to vote for the March PPE; 
- April 1; 
- The last day to register to vote for the August primary election; and 
- The last day to register to vote for the November general election. 

• In odd-numbered years: 
- January 2; 
- April 1; 
- July 1; and 
- October 1. 

A.R.S. § 16-168(C)-(D), (G).  

Precinct lists developed for the primary and general election must be provided within eight days 
after the close of registration. A.R.S. § 16-168(C). Otherwise, the remaining precinct lists must be 
provided within 10 business days after the applicable reporting dates. A.R.S. § 16-168(D). 

3. Requests for Political Party Precinct Lists 

To receive precinct lists at no cost, a recognized political party must seek precinct lists from the 
applicable County Recorder within eight days after the close of registration for precinct lists 
developed for the primary and general election or within 10 business days after any other 
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applicable reporting dates. A.R.S. § 16-168(C), (D), (L). Counties may establish a process for 
recognized political parties to opt to automatically receive precinct lists for each election. 

A County Recorder need not provide this precinct list for the primary or general election to a 
recognized political party if that party will have less than four partisan candidates (other than 
presidential electors) on that county’s ballot. A.R.S. § 16-168(C).  

A recognized political party may seek precinct lists from the Secretary of State only if the 
applicable County Recorder fails or refuses to provide the list. In this case, the Secretary of State 
may charge the County Recorder a fee to produce the records as outlined in Chapter 1, Section 
X(C) below. A.R.S. § 16-168(L). 

 Use of County Registration Rolls by Political Subdivision 

Any political subdivision of the state, including a city or town, may use the county registration 
rolls to conduct an election. At least 60 days before any such election, the governing body of the 
political subdivision shall negotiate a contract with the County Recorder to reimburse the County 
Recorder for the actual expenses in preparing the necessary lists for use in the election. The County 
Recorder shall not charge more than the actual additional costs that such preparation entails. A.R.S. 
§ 16-172. 

 Public Records Requests by Third Parties 

Any person or organization may make a public records request for registrant information to a 
County Recorder or the Secretary of State. 52 U.S.C. § 20507(i); A.R.S. § 16-168(E), (K); A.R.S. 
§ 39-121.01(D). A County Recorder or the Secretary of State may request a properly-completed 
public records request form to be submitted before responding to the public records request. 
Records should be produced within 30 days of receipt of a proper request. A.R.S. § 16-168(E). 
 
Copies of registrant records may be provided exclusively in electronic format, including via a 
password-protected Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) site, Virtual Private Network (VPN), or 
other secure method of electronic transmission. In addition to the fees set forth in A.R.S. § 16-
168(E), the County Recorder or the Secretary of State may charge for the cost of an electronic 
storage medium in which to deliver the records in a secure format. 
 
If a person or organization requests to inspect registrant records in lieu of requesting copies, a 
County Recorder or the Secretary of State may establish how and under what conditions the 
records may be inspected. A.R.S. § 16-168(F).  

1. Scope of Registrant Records Not Subject to Disclosure 
 
The following components of a registrant’s record are confidential and may not be viewed, 
accessed, reproduced, or disclosed to a member of the public: 

1. Month and day of birth; 
2. SSN (or any portion thereof); 
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3. AZDL/ID#; 
4. Indian census number;  
5. Father’s name; 
6. Mother’s maiden name;  
7. State or country of birth; 
8. Signature;  
9. Email address; 
10. Any registration source code or other indication of location of registration;  
11. Any documents submitted as proof of citizenship; or 
12. Any secured record. 

 
The information listed above may be viewed, accessed, or reproduced by the registrant (if the 
information pertains to the registrant’s own record), an authorized government official in the scope 
of the official’s duties, designated voter registration assistance agencies, for signature verification 
on petition and candidate filings, for election purposes and for news gathering purposes by a person 
engaged in newspaper, radio, television or reportorial work, or connected with or employed by a 
newspaper, radio or television station, or pursuant to a court order. If requested for news gathering 
purposes by a person engaged in newspaper, radio, television, or reportorial work, a County 
Recorder may condition release of such confidential information (other than secured records) upon 
execution of a non-disclosure agreement. A registrant's e-mail address may not be released for any 
purpose. A.R.S. § 16-168(F). 
 
A registrant’s signature may be viewed or accessed by a member of the public only for purposes 
of verifying signatures on a candidate, initiative, referendum, recall, new party, or other petition 
or for purposes of verifying candidate filings. A.R.S. § 16-168(F). A County Recorder may 
establish the conditions under which the signature may be viewed or accessed, including 
prohibition of photography.  
 

2. Permissible Uses of Registrant Records 
 
Registrant records may only be used for political or political party activity, a political campaign or 
election, nonpartisan voter registration or outreach, revising district boundaries, or any other 
purpose specifically authorized by law. A.R.S. § 16-168(E), (N). 
 
A person or organization in possession of a precinct list or other registrant information may not 
allow the list or information to be used, sold, or otherwise transferred for any purpose except those 
authorized above, including posting to the internet. A.R.S. § 16-168(F). 
 
The County Recorder or Secretary of State shall deny a public records request intended for a 
commercial purpose. The sale of precinct lists or registrant records to a candidate or political 
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committee for a political or campaign use does not constitute a prohibited commercial purpose. 
A.R.S. § 16-168(E).  
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CHAPTER 2:  
EARLY VOTING 

 
Any election in Arizona, including special taxing district elections, must provide for early voting, 
which includes no-excuse ballot-by-mail22 voting and in-person early voting. A.R.S. § 16-541. An 
all ballot-by-mail election incorporates aspects of early voting but is subject to the specific 
requirements outlined in Chapter 3. 

 BALLOT-BY-MAIL 

Without providing any reason or justification, a voter may request to be sent a ballot-by-mail on a 
one-time or permanent basis.  

 One-Time Requests to Receive a Ballot-by-Mail 

A voter may request a ballot-by-mail for a specific election, which may include a simultaneous 
request for a ballot-by-mail for both the primary and general election. A.R.S. § 16-542(A). A voter 
may make a ballot-by-mail request to the County Recorder or other county officer in charge of 
elections, who must document the voter’s request in the voter’s registration record.  
 
Candidates, political committees, or other organizations are permitted to distribute ballot-by-mail 
request forms to voters. Such request forms shall be submitted to the County Recorder within six 
business days after receipt by a candidate, political committee, or other organization or 11 days 
before Election Day, whichever is earlier. A.R.S. § 16-542(I), (J), (K). The request forms must 
seek all the information required in Chapter 2, Section I(A)(4). 

1. Eligibility to Request a Ballot-by-Mail 
 
Any qualified elector may request a ballot-by-mail containing the races for which they are eligible 
to vote. A.R.S. § 16-542. However, for an election that includes a federal office, first-time voters 
who registered to vote by mail and did not provide DPOC or other HAVA-compliant identification 
must prove identity before requesting a ballot-by-mail. 52 U.S.C. § 21083(b); see Chapter 1, 
Section IV(J) for more details on the HAVA identification requirements.  

2. Time Period to Request a Ballot-by-Mail 
 
A voter may request a ballot-by-mail between 93 and 11 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-
542(A), (E). A voter may simultaneously request a ballot-by-mail for both a primary and general 

 
22 This Manual uses the term “ballot-by-mail” to refer to: (1) early ballots mailed to voters based on a one-
time request pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-542 or based on the voter’s request to be on the Active Early Voting 
List (AEVL) pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-544; (2) ballots transmitted to UOCAVA voters; and (3) ballots 
automatically mailed to all eligible voters for an all ballot-by-mail election (see Chapter 3 for more 
information on ballot-by-mail elections).  
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election as long as the request is made between 93 and 11 days before the primary election. 
However, UOCAVA voters may make a request for a ballot-by-mail more than 93 days before an 
election. A.R.S. § 16-542(B). 

3. Methods to Request a Ballot-by-Mail 
 
A voter may request a ballot-by-mail orally or in writing, including in-person, online, or by 
telephone, email, fax, or mail. A voter may update their residence or mailing address in their voter 
registration record through a written (but not oral) ballot-by-mail request form. A.R.S. § 16-
542(A), (F). 

4. Ballot-by-Mail Request Form 
 
For written or online requests, a ballot-by-mail request form created by County Recorders must 
contain the following: 

1. The title “Ballot-by-Mail Request” or “Early Ballot Request;” 
2. The county name; 
3. Entry fields for: 

a. The voter’s name; 
b. The voter’s residential address or residence location; 
c. The voter’s mailing address where the ballot-by-mail should be sent (if different from 

residential address); 
d. The voter’s date of birth; 
e. State or country of birth, or another piece of information that, if compared to the 

voter’s record, would confirm the voter’s identity (such as the AZDL/ID# or SSN4, 
father’s name, or mother’s maiden name);  

f. The voter’s telephone number (paper forms only); 
g. The voter’s signature (paper forms only); 
h. The voter’s email address (optional); 
i. The election or election date(s) for which a ballot-by-mail is being requested; 

4. If the voter is not registered with a recognized political party and is requesting a primary 
election ballot, an entry field for the registrant to specify the political party ballot being 
requested;  

5. A method to indicate whether the voter would like to update their registration record with 
the information provided in the ballot-by-mail request form; and 

6. A notice that the completed ballot-by-mail request must be received by the County 
Recorder by 5:00 p.m. on the 11th day preceding the election. 

 
In addition to the County Recorder’s official paper or online ballot-by-mail request form, a voter 
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may use any other substantially similar written document to make a one-time request to be sent a 
ballot-by-mail.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-542(A), (E).  

5. Minimum Requirements for Requesting a Ballot-by-Mail 
 
In order for the County Recorder to process a ballot-by-mail request, the request must contain at 
least the following information: 

1. The voter’s name; 
2. The voter’s residential address; 
3. The voter’s date of birth; 
4. At least one of the following: 

• The voter’s state or country of birth; or 
• Another piece of information that, if compared to the voter’s record, would confirm 

the voter’s identity, such as the AZDL/ID# or SSN4, father’s name, or mother’s 
maiden name.  

 
In addition, for partisan primary elections, a voter who is not registered with a recognized political 
party must indicate which political party ballot the voter wishes to receive. A.R.S. § 16-542(A), 
(E). 

6. Requesting Political Party Ballot for a Primary Election 
 
If a voter requests a one-time ballot-by-mail for a primary election, but the voter is not registered 
with a recognized political party, the voter must designate a recognized political party ballot in 
order to receive a ballot-by-mail for that primary election. A.R.S. § 16-542(A). 
 
The voter may request only one political party ballot for each election. Requesting a political party 
ballot does not change the voter’s political party preference in their registration record. In general, 
once a County Recorder mails the requested party ballot, a voter may not request or receive a 
different party ballot. If a voter re-registers to vote with a recognized political party between 45 
and 29 days before the election, however, the voter must be sent a party ballot that corresponds to 
the new party. If the voter had requested a different party ballot prior to re-registering to vote, the 
prior ballot should not be mailed (or if already mailed, should be voided). 
 
In lieu of requesting a party ballot for the partisan primary, a voter who is not registered with a 
recognized political party may request a non-partisan ballot if a non-partisan election is being 
conducted at the same time as the partisan primary and if the voter is eligible to vote a non-partisan 
ballot. 
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7. Incomplete Ballot-by-Mail Requests 
 
If a ballot-by-mail request does not contain the voter’s name, residential address, date of birth, 
party ballot designation (for voters not registered with a recognized political party who are 
requesting a ballot-by-mail for a partisan primary election), or other verifying information, the 
County Recorder must notify the voter (by mail, telephone and/or email) within a reasonable 
period if the County Recorder has sufficient contact information to do so. If the ballot-by-mail 
request form does not contain contact information, the County Recorder must check the 
registrant’s record for contact information. A.R.S. § 16-542(E). 
 
If the voter provides the missing information by the 11th day before the election, the voter must 
be mailed a ballot-by-mail for that election. If the voter provides the missing information after the 
11th day before the election, the County Recorder may send the voter a ballot-by-mail for that 
election if the County Recorder has sufficient time to do so.  

 Requests to Be Placed on the Active Early Voting List 

A voter may request to be placed on the Active Early Voter List (AEVL) and receive a ballot-by-
mail for each election the voter is eligible for. A.R.S. § 16-544(A). 
 
Unless an AEVL voter notifies the County Recorder at least 45 days before an election that the 
voter does not wish to receive a ballot-by-mail, the County Recorder will automatically schedule 
the mailing of a ballot-by-mail to the voter. A.R.S. § 16-544(F). However, for an open partisan 
primary election, the County Recorder will not mail a ballot to a voter who is not registered with 
a recognized political party unless the voter timely selected a political party ballot. A.R.S. § 16-
544(G).  

1. AEVL Eligibility 
 
Any qualified elector may request to be placed on the AEVL. A.R.S. § 16-544(A). 
 
A first-time voter with “federal-only” designation who registered by mail (i.e., has a “FED” 
designation) and requests to be placed on the AEVL must first prove their identity in compliance 
with HAVA prior to receiving a ballot-by-mail. 52 U.S.C. § 21083(b); see Chapter 1, Section IV(J) 
for more details on the HAVA identification requirements. 
 
A UOCAVA voter also may request to be placed on the AEVL, however ballots are transmitted to 
these UOCAVA voters at least 45 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-544(J). If an AEVL voter 
loses their UOCAVA status, the voter shall continue to receive a ballot-by-mail at their designated 
mailing address unless the address is outside of Arizona. If the mailing address is outside of 
Arizona, the voter shall be notified that they must update their mailing address to an address inside 
Arizona in order to remain on the AEVL. However, even if the voter’s mailing address is in 
Arizona, the voter, upon losing UOCAVA status, may not receive or return a ballot by fax or other 
electronic means and the ballot will not be sent until 27 days (rather than 45 days) before the 
election unless the voter submits a new FPCA form.  
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A voter enrolled in the AEVL may not request that ballots be automatically sent to an out-of-state 
address for each election unless the voter is also a UOCAVA voter. However, an AEVL voter may 
make one-time requests to have their ballot mailed to an address outside of Arizona for specific 
elections. A.R.S. § 16-544(B). 

2. Time Period to Request Placement on the AEVL 
 
A voter may request to be placed on the AEVL at any time. However, in order for a ballot to be 
mailed to the voter for a specific election, the AEVL request must be received no later than 5:00 
p.m. on the 11th day before the election. A.R.S. § 16-542(A), (E), (F). If a voter requests to be 
placed on the AEVL less than 11 days before the election, no ballot will be mailed to the voter for 
that next election (unless the County Recorder has time to do so), but the voter’s AEVL status will 
be activated for future elections. 

3. Methods to Request Placement on the AEVL 
 
A voter may request to be placed on the AEVL by:23  

• Selecting the AEVL request box on the State Form; 
• Selecting the AEVL request option on an online voter registration; 
• Selecting the AEVL request option during an in-person or online MVD covered 

transaction; 
• Submitting a hard copy or electronic AEVL request form issued by a County Recorder or 

the Secretary of State; or  
• Making any other written request that contains the minimum required information for an 

AEVL request. 
 
If a registrant makes a request to be added to the AEVL other than through an initial voter 
registration, the County Recorder must compare the signature on the AEVL request form with the 
signature in the registrant’s record to determine whether the same person signed both forms before 
adding the voter to the AEVL. A.R.S. § 16-544(C).  
 
After a valid request, a County Recorder must update the voter’s registration record to reflect 
AEVL status. A.R.S. § 16-544(C). 

4. AEVL Request Form 
 

 
23 The Secretary of State’s Office and County Recorders will update the state voter registration form and 
any official early ballot/early voting list request forms to change references to the “Permanent Early Voting 
List” or “PEVL” to “Active Early Voting List” or “AEVL” pursuant to S.B. 1485 (2021), but voters, 
counties, and third party organizations may use up existing printed stock of the State Form or early 
ballot/early voting list request forms that still reference the PEVL. In that circumstance, a voter’s request 
to enroll in the PEVL shall constitute a request to enroll in the AEVL.  
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An AEVL request form created by County Recorders must contain substantially the following: 
1. The title “Active Early Voter List Request”;24 
2. The county name; 
3. Entry fields for: 

• The voter’s name; 
• The voter’s residential address or location; 
• The voter’s mailing address in the state; 
• The voter’s date of birth; and 
• The voter’s signature; 

4. A method to indicate whether the voter would like to update their registration record with 
the information provided in the AEVL request form;  

5. A statement that the voter is attesting that the voter is a registered voter who is eligible to 
vote in the county of residence; and 

6. The statement “I authorize the County Recorder to add my name to the Active Early Voting 
List and by doing so the County Recorder will automatically mail a ballot-by-mail to me 
for each election for which I am eligible.” 

 
A County Recorder may add additional language to an AEVL request form. 
 
In addition to the County Recorder’s official AEVL request form, a voter may use any other 
substantially similar written document to request AEVL status. 

5. Minimum Requirements for Requesting Placement on the AEVL 
 
A valid written AEVL request must contain, at minimum, the voter’s: 

• Name; 
• Residence address or location within the county;  
• Mailing address within the state (if different from residential address);  
• Date of birth; and 
• Signature. 

 
The voter may not list an out-of-state mailing address unless the voter is a UOCAVA voter. A.R.S. 

 
24 The Secretary of State’s Office and County Recorders will update any official early ballot/early voting 
list request forms to change references to the “Permanent Early Voting List” or “PEVL” to “Active Early 
Voting List” or “AEVL” pursuant to S.B. 1485 (2021), but voters, counties, and third party organizations 
may use up existing printed stock of the early ballot/early voting list request forms that still reference the 
PEVL. In that circumstance, a voter’s request to enroll in the PEVL shall constitute a request to enroll in 
the AEVL. 
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§ 16-544(B). 

6. Incomplete Requests for Placement on the AEVL 
 
If the AEVL request does not contain the voter’s name, residence address, mailing address in the 
state, date of birth, or signature, or contains a signature that does not match the signature in the 
registrant’s record, the County Recorder must notify the voter (by mail, telephone, text, and/or 
email) within a reasonable period if the County Recorder has enough information to do so. If the 
AEVL request form does not contain contact information, the County Recorder must check the 
registrant’s record for contact information.  
 
If the voter provides the missing information or confirms any mismatched signature by the 11th 
day before the election, the voter must be mailed a ballot-by-mail for that election and be added to 
the AEVL for future elections. If the voter provides the missing information after the 11th day 
before the election, the County Recorder must add the voter to the AEVL for future elections and 
may send the voter a ballot-by-mail for the current election if the County Recorder has sufficient 
time to do so. 

7. Removal from the AEVL 
 
A voter may be removed from the AEVL under the following circumstances: 

• The voter makes a written request to be removed from the AEVL, which includes the 
voter’s name, residence address, date of birth, and signature;25  

• The 90-day notice (discussed in Chapter 2, Section I(B)(9) below) is returned as 
undeliverable and the County Recorder is unable to contact the voter to confirm the voter’s 
continued desire to remain on the AEVL;  

• The voter’s registration record is placed in an “inactive” or “canceled” status; or 
• The voter did not vote by early ballot in any primary, general, or city/town election (i.e., 

the voter voted by early ballot in no primary, general, or city/town election) in two 
consecutive election cycles (beginning after the 2022 election cycle) and failed to return a 
notice, and confirm in writing the voter’s desire to remain on the AEVL, within 90 days of 
receiving the notice.  
 

Pursuant to S.B. 1485, on or before January 15 of each odd-numbered year, the County Recorder 
shall send a notice to each voter who is on the AEVL and who did not vote by early ballot in all 
elections for two consecutive election cycles (i.e., the voter voted by early ballot in no primary, 
general, or city/town election for two consecutive election cycles beginning after the 2022 election 

 
25 A written request to be removed from the AEVL may be submitted in-person, by mail, or by email and 
need not be on a specific form so long as it contains the voter’s name, residence address, date of birth, and 
signature. Upon receipt of the voter’s request to be removed from the AEVL, the County Recorder must 
remove the voter as soon as practicable. 
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cycle).26 The notice shall inform the voter that, to remain on the AEVL, the voter must:  
• Confirm in writing the voter’s desire to remain on the AEVL; and  
• Return the completed and signed notice that contains the voter’s address and date of birth 

to the County Recorder within 90 days of receipt of the notice. 
If a voter receives a notice as described in A.R.S. § 16-544(L) and the voter does not respond to 
the notice within the 90-day time period, the County Recorder shall remove the voter from the 
AEVL. A.R.S. § 16-544(H)-(I), (K).  

8. Third-Party Distribution/Receipt of AEVL Request Forms 
 
As for one-time ballot-by-mail request forms, candidates, political committees, or other 
organizations are permitted to distribute AEVL request forms to voters. A.R.S. § 16-544(N). The 
request forms must seek all the information required under Chapter 2, Section I(B)(4). 
 
If a candidate, political committee, or other organization receives a completed request form, the 
candidate, political committee, or other organization must return the request form to the applicable 
County Recorder within six business days of receipt or 11 days before Election Day, whichever is 
sooner. Failure to timely return completed request forms may result in a civil penalty of $25 per 
day for each form withheld. Any person who knowingly fails to return completed AEVL request 
forms by the submission deadline may be guilty of a class 6 felony. A.R.S. § 16-544(O). 
 
If the request forms include a printed return address, the address must be the County Recorder’s 
office in the political subdivision that will conduct the election. Failure to use the County 
Recorder’s return address may result in a civil penalty up to three times the cost of the production 
and distribution of the AEVL request form. A.R.S. § 16-544(N). 

9. Notice to AEVL Voters in Advance of the Election 
 
A County Recorder must mail a notice to all eligible AEVL voters at least 90 days before any 
polling place election (i.e., any election not conducted as a ballot-by-mail election, see Chapter 
3) scheduled in March or August, including the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-544(D). A County Recorder 
may not issue a combined 90-day notice for the March and August elections, but may issue a 
combined 90-day notice for a March/May election or an August/November election. 
 

 
26 For the purposes of this section, “election cycle” is defined as: (1) “the two-year period beginning on 
January 1 in the year after a statewide general election,” or (2) “for cities and towns, the two year period 
beginning on the first day of the calendar quarter after the calendar quarter in which the city’s or town’s 
second, runoff or general election is scheduled and ending on the last day of the calendar quarter in which 
the city’s or town’s immediately following second, runoff or general election is scheduled, however that 
election is designated by the city or town.” A.R.S. § 16-544(P). Because the 2022 election cycle has already 
began and S.B. 1485 does not apply retroactively, the first two full election cycles after S.B. 1485’s effective 
date are the 2024 and 2026 election cycles. Therefore, the first AEVL removal notices must be sent out by 
January 15, 2027 to AEVL voters who vote by early ballot in zero eligible elections in the 2024 and 2026 
election cycles.  
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The notice must be sent by non-forwardable mail (with a request to receive an address correction 
notification) and include the following information:  

1. A statement that the County Recorder’s records indicate that the voter is on the AEVL; 
2. The dates of the elections that are the subject of the notice; 
3. The expected mailing date(s) of the voter’s ballot; 
4. The voter’s mailing address, and an indication that it is the address where the ballot(s) will 

be mailed; 
5. An indicator of the voter’s party affiliation; 
6. A checkbox to allow the voter to remove the voter’s name from the AEVL; and  
7. A checkbox to request that the ballot-by-mail not be mailed for the elections listed on the 

notice. 
 
The notice must include a postage-prepaid means for the voter to: 

1. Designate a political party ballot or request a non-partisan ballot, if applicable, (only if the 
upcoming election includes an open partisan primary and the voter is not registered with a 
recognized political party); 

2. Change the mailing address to another location within the state; 
3. Update the voter’s residence address in the county of residence; and 
4. Request that the voter not be sent a ballot for the upcoming election or elections indicated 

in the notice. 
 
If an election is not formally called until within 120 days of the scheduled election, the County 
Recorder is not required to send a 90-day notice. A.R.S. § 16-544(D). 

 90-Day Notice to AEVL Voters Not Affiliated with a Recognized 
Political Party 

If the upcoming election is an open partisan primary election and the AEVL voter is not registered 
with a recognized political party, the 90-day notice must include a means for the voter to designate 
a political party ballot. A.R.S. § 16-544(D). Requesting a party ballot does not change the voter’s 
political party preference in their registration record. 
 
If an AEVL voter does not designate a party ballot within 45 days of the election, the voter will 
not be automatically sent a ballot-by-mail for that primary election but the voter’s name will 
remain on the AEVL for future elections. To vote early by mail in that election, the voter must 
make a one-time ballot-by-mail request and designate a party ballot. A.R.S. § 16-542(A); A.R.S. 
§ 16-544(G). 
 
In general, once a County Recorder mails the requested party ballot, a voter may not request or 
receive a different party ballot. If a voter re-registers to vote with a recognized political party 
between 29 and 45 days before the election, however, the voter must be sent a party ballot that 
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corresponds to the new party. If the voter had requested a different party ballot prior to re-
registering to vote, the prior ballot should not be mailed (or if already mailed, should be voided). 
 
In lieu of requesting a party ballot for the partisan primary, an eligible AEVL voter may request a 
non-partisan ballot if a non-partisan election is being conducted at the same time and the voter is 
eligible to vote a non-partisan ballot. 

 90-Day Notice Returned Undeliverable 

If the 90-day notice is returned undeliverable to the County Recorder, the County Recorder must 
notify the AEVL voter (if the County Recorder has contact information for the voter) to attempt 
to update the voter’s address. 
 
An undeliverable 90-day notice serves as a First Notice under the “NVRA process.” See Chapter 
1, Section VIII(C). If the voter is moved to “inactive” status after failure to respond to “Final 
Notice” pursuant to the “NVRA process,” a ballot-by-mail shall not be automatically sent to the 
voter. A.R.S. § 16-544(E). The voter may re-gain active AEVL status upon updating the voter’s 
address and submitting a new AEVL request. 

 Creation and Preparation of Early Ballots 

The County Board of Supervisors is responsible for preparing early ballots, including ballots-by-
mail, to be used in federal, statewide, legislative, and countywide elections. A.R.S. § 16-405; 
A.R.S. § 16-503(A); A.R.S. § 16-545(B)(1). The Board of Supervisors may delegate this 
responsibility to the officer in charge of elections. 
 
An early ballot must be identical to a polling place ballot in content and format, except an early 
ballot must have the word “early” printed or stamped on the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-545(A). 
 
The 55th Legislature, First Regular Session, through S.B. 1530, enacted a new requirement that 
the exterior envelope in which a ballot-by-mail is sent to voters must include substantially the 
following statement: “If the addressee does not reside at this address, mark the unopened envelope 
“return to sender” and deposit it in the United States mail.” A.R.S. § 16-547(C). However, printing 
a statement that includes the phrase “return to sender” on the exterior envelope will cause postal 
sorting machines to automatically return the ballot to the county. Therefore, the County Recorder 
or other officer in charge elections shall utilize an alternate statement that omits the phrase “return 
to sender.” The alternate statement shall be considered substantially similar to the language in the 
statute so long as the alternate statement: (1) clearly instructs and permits the recipient to indicate 
if the addressee does not reside at the address; and (2) allows the U.S. Postal Service to return 
appropriately marked envelopes to the county. For example, the following is an acceptable 
alternate statement:  

□  If the addressee does not reside at this address, mark the box and return it to the U.S. 
Postal Service. 
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1. Components of the Ballot-by-Mail Mailing 
 
Only official election materials, as determined by the County Recorder, are permitted to be 
included in the ballot-by-mail mailing. Lists of official write-in candidates or withdrawn 
candidates may not be included in the mailing.  

2. Required Return Envelope 
 
The postage prepaid return envelope must: 

• Contain the County Recorder’s name, official title, and the post office address of the 
County Recorder (or other officer in charge of elections) on the front side of the return 
envelope (as explained below, a secrecy mailing envelope separate from the ballot affidavit 
may be used); 

• Contain a statutorily-prescribed voter affidavit on the back side of the return envelope (see 
below); 

• Be tamper evident when properly sealed; 
• Not reveal the voter’s political party affiliation;  
• Contain any required statement by the U.S. Post Office for election mail, including the 

election mail logo; and 
• Be opaque so as not to reveal the voter’s vote choices. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-547(A); A.R.S. § 16-545(B)(2).  
 
The voter affidavit must substantially contain at least the following language, followed by a place 
for the voter’s signature: 

I declare the following under penalty of perjury: I am a registered voter in ___________ 
county Arizona, I have not voted and will not vote in this election in any other county or 
state, I understand that knowingly voting more than once in any election is a class 5 felony 
and I voted the enclosed ballot and signed this affidavit personally unless noted below. 

If the voter was assisted by another person in marking the ballot, complete the following: 

I declare the following under penalty of perjury: At the registered voter’s request I assisted 
the voter identified in this affidavit with marking the voter’s ballot, I marked the ballot as 
directly instructed by the voter, I provided the assistance because the voter was physically 
unable to mark the ballot solely due to illness, injury, or physical limitation and I 
understand that there is no power of attorney for voting and that the voter must be able to 
make their selection even if they cannot physically mark the ballot. 

Name of voter assistant: ____________________________ 
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Address of voter assistant: __________________________ 

A.R.S. § 16-547(A). The affidavit must also request an optional telephone number or email address 
to enable the County Recorder to contact the voter in case there is a deficiency with the early 
ballot.27  
 
For ballot-by-mail elections, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may 
supplement the early ballot affidavit with additional language required for issuance of replacement 
ballots pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-558.02(A). See Chapter 3, Section IV. 
 
In lieu of printing the ballot affidavit on the exterior of the return envelope, a County Recorder 
may also include a postage prepaid secrecy mailing envelope. In this circumstance, the voter is 
directed to place their marked ballot in the standard return envelope that contains the early ballot 
affidavit; the voter must then place the standard return envelope inside the postage prepaid secrecy 
mailing envelope. This method ensures that the voter’s signature (or other personally identifying 
information) will not be visible on the exterior envelope transmitted through the mail. The 
envelope that contains the early ballot affidavit must otherwise comply with A.R.S. § 16-547. For 
counties that use this method, a voted ballot shall be accepted for processing so long as the 
completed ballot affidavit is also returned with the voted ballot. For example, a voter may drop off 
their voted ballot in the signed affidavit envelope at the County Recorder’s Office or ballot drop-
box with no exterior secrecy envelope, or a voter may mail their voted ballot and signed affidavit 
in an envelope different from the postage pre-paid envelope provided by the County Recorder and 
such circumstances alone shall not invalidate the voter’s ballot.  

3. Required Instructions to Voters 
 
A County Recorder must supply printed instructions that: 

1. Direct voters to sign the voter affidavit, mark the ballot, and return the voted ballot in the 
enclosed return envelope;  

2. Include a website address where the following information will be posted: (1) official 
locations where early ballots may be deposited; and (2) official write-in candidates and 
withdrawn candidates for all jurisdictions on the ballot, A.R.S. § 16-343(G); and (2); 

3. Inform voters that no votes will be counted for a particular office if they overvote (vote 
for more candidates than permitted) and therefore the voter should contact the County 
Recorder to request a new ballot in the event of an overvote; 

4. Recommend that voters mail a ballot-by-mail at least seven calendar days before the 
election to best ensure the ballot will be timely received by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day; 

5. Provide information regarding ballot drop-box and other ballot drop-off locations 
available in the county (or a link to where that information can be found online) and 

 
27 The prescribed early ballot affidavit is deemed to substantially comply with FVAP-suggested designs for 
a UOCAVA return envelope affidavit. A.R.S. § 16-547(B); see also 52 U.S.C. § 20301(b)(4); 
https://www.fvap.gov/eo/overview/sending-ballots/creating-envelopes. 
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recommend that voters utilize these drop-off options to ensure voted ballots are received 
by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day;  

6. Informs voters regarding the appropriate marking devices to be used when marking the 
ballot; and 

7. Include the following language: 

• In order to be valid and counted, the ballot and affidavit must be delivered to the 
County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections or may be deposited at any 
polling place in the county no later than 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. The ballot will 
not be counted without the voter’s signature on the envelope. 

• WARNING - It is a felony to offer or receive any compensation for a ballot. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-547(D). The County Recorder may substitute “vote center” for “polling place” if the 
county uses vote centers. If applicable, the County Recorder may add additional ballot drop-off 
locations to the statutorily-prescribed language. All ballot drop-off locations and drop-boxes shall 
be approved by the Board of Supervisors (or designee).  
 
A County Recorder in a covered jurisdiction, as designated by the Census Bureau in the current 
Federal Register publication, must provide these instructions in English and any additional written 
language(s) required under the federal Voting Rights Act. See Chapter 8, Section VI. 

 Mailing Ballots-by-Mail 

1. Methods of Transmitting Ballots-by-Mail 
 
A ballot-by-mail must be mailed to voters by first-class, non-forwardable mail. The ballot-by-mail 
must be accompanied by an early ballot affidavit, instructions to voters, and a postage-prepaid 
return envelope. 
 
UOCAVA ballots may be transmitted by mail, fax, email, or other secure method of online 
transmittal, in accordance with the delivery method selected by the voter on the FPCA. UOCAVA 
mailing requirements apply to all elections, not just federal elections. A.R.S. § 16-543(A). 
 
Except for an all ballot-by-mail election pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-409 or Chapter 4, Article 8.1 of 
Title 16, a county recorder, city or town clerk, or other election officer shall not deliver or mail an 
early ballot to a voter unless the voter is on the AEVL or the voter made a one-time request for an 
early ballot for the election at issue pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-542(A). An election officer who 
knowingly violates this prohibition is guilty of a class 5 felony. A.R.S. § 16-542(L). 

2. Time Period for Mailing Ballots-by-Mail 
 
Voters who make a ballot-by-mail request at least 27 days before the election are entitled to be 
mailed a ballot-by-mail between 27 and 24 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-542(C); A.R.S. 
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§ 16-545(B)(1); A.R.S. § 16-544(F).28 
 
Voters who make a ballot-by-mail request between 26 and 11 days before the election are entitled 
to be sent a ballot-by-mail within two business days of the request. A.R.S. § 16-542(D)-(E).  
 
Requests for a ballot-by-mail made 10 days or less before the election are untimely. A.R.S. § 16-
542(E) (requiring requests be made by 5:00 p.m. on the 11th day before the election). 

3. Special Time Period for Transmitting UOCAVA Ballots 
 
If a UOCAVA voter registers to vote with an FPCA at least 48 days before an election, a County 
Recorder must transmit a ballot-by-mail to the voter at least 45 days before the election. A.R.S. § 
16-543(A); 52 U.S.C. § 20302(a)(8).  
 
A UOCAVA voter who registers to vote using an FWAB pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-543.02(D) must 
simultaneously write-in their vote choices for federal candidates. However, if a County Recorder 
receives an FWAB sufficiently in advance of the election, the County Recorder should transmit a 
ballot-by-mail to the registrant and, if the FWAB received is not the version revised in 2017 or 
later that contains all the same information as the FPCA, should include an FPCA. If the voter 
returns the voted ballot-by-mail (and includes a completed FPCA if necessary), the County 
Recorder should void out the FWAB. FWABs from UOCAVA voters are held until 7:00 p.m. on 
Election Day if the voter was sent a ballot-by-mail and, if the ballot-by-mail was voted and 
returned, the FWAB is disqualified and the voted ballot-by-mail is transmitted to the officer in 
charge of elections for tabulation.  
 
If a UOCAVA voter registers less than 48 days before the election, a County Recorder must 
transmit the ballot-by-mail within one business day of receipt of the registration. A.R.S. § 16-
543(A); A.R.S. § 16-542(D). Requests made within 48 hours of Election Day should be further 
expedited to the extent possible. 

 Effect of Incomplete FPCA Registration 

If a UOCAVA voter submits an incomplete FPCA (or attempts to register to vote using a 
registration form other than an FPCA or FWAB containing all same information as an FPCA) 
within 48 days of the election, the County Recorder must transmit a blank FPCA along with a 
ballot-by-mail to the voter within one business day of receipt. A.R.S. § 16-543(A). If the voter 
does not return a new completed FPCA by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day, any voted ballot-by-mail 
from that voter will not count. 

 
28 A.R.S. § 16-542(C) allows early ballots to be mailed as late as 24 days before the election, but also 
requires ballots be mailed “within five days after receipt of the official early ballots from the officer charged 
by law with the duty of preparing ballots pursuant to section 16-545.” In the event a County Recorder 
cannot mail early ballots within five days of receipt, a County Recorder remains in compliance with A.R.S. 
§ 16-542(C) if early ballots are mailed no later than the 24th day before the election. 
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 Waiver of UOCAVA 45-Day Transmittal Deadline 

In exceptional circumstances, the Secretary of State has authority to seek a waiver of the 45-day 
UOCAVA ballot transmission deadline from the U.S. Department of Defense as a result of undue 
hardship.29 For example, an “undue hardship” may be found if: 

• A county has suffered a delay in generating ballots due to a legal contest; 
• Arizona’s primary election date prohibits counties from meeting the 45-day mailing 

requirement; or 
• The Arizona Constitution prohibits counties from complying with the 45-day mailing 

requirement. 
 
52 U.S.C. § 20302(g)(2)(B). If a county experiences (or believes it will experience) an undue 
hardship, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must contact the Secretary of 
State as soon as possible and provide sufficient information to enable the Secretary of State to 
make a timely waiver request. 
 
The Secretary of State’s waiver request must include: 

• An explanation of the undue hardship; 
• A recognition that the original purpose of the 45-day mailing requirement was to allow 

UOCAVA voters to have enough time to vote in a federal election; 
• The number of days prior to the election that Arizona law requires ballots-by-mail to be 

transmitted to UOCAVA voters, A.R.S. § 16-543(A) (45 days); 
• The State’s plan to ensure that UOCAVA voters are able to receive and return their ballot-

by-mail in time to be counted for the election. This includes the specific steps the county 
or counties will take, why the plan will give UOCAVA voters enough time to vote, and 
factual information explaining how the plan gives sufficient time for this to occur.30 

 
The Secretary of State is generally required to submit a waiver request at least 90 days before the 
election, which the Department of Defense must act upon within 25 days. 52 U.S.C. § 
20302(g)(3)(A). If the undue hardship results from a legal contest, however, the Secretary of State 
must submit the waiver request as soon as practicable, which the Department of Defense must act 
upon within five business days. 52 U.S.C. § 20302(g)(3)(B). 

 
29 52 U.S.C. § 20302(g); https://www.fvap.gov/eo/waivers. The Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel 
& Readiness is the Presidential designee charged with evaluating such requests. See Executive Order 12642, 
available at https://www.archives.gov/federal-register/codification/executive-order/12642.html; 
Department of Defense Instruction 1000.04, Federal Voting Assistance Program (FVAP), available at 
https://www.fvap.gov/uploads/FVAP/Policies/dodi1000.04.pdf.  
30 52 U.S.C. § 20302(g)(1); see also https://www.fvap.gov/uploads/FVAP/EO/2012_waiver_ 
guidance.pdf. 
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 Issuing Replacement Ballots-by-Mail 

A County Recorder may issue replacement ballots-by-mail to a voter upon request and may limit 
the total number of ballots-by-mail to three per voter per election. The County Recorder should 
keep a record of each replacement ballot issued. See A.R.S. § 16-558.02. The County Recorder 
must ensure that only one ballot for a particular voter is verified and transmitted to the officer in 
charge of elections for tabulation. Only the first ballot received and verified shall be counted. 

 Emergency UOCAVA Early Balloting Procedures 

In the event of a national or local emergency that makes substantial compliance with the UOCAVA 
statute impracticable, including occurrences of natural disasters, armed conflict, or mobilization 
of the National Guard or military reserve units of this State, the following procedures for the early 
balloting process shall apply for UOCAVA voters: 

• The Secretary of State will issue a press statement for immediate release, posted on the 
Secretary of State’s website and official social media accounts, and distributed as broadly 
and immediately as practicable to national and local wire services, to radio and television 
broadcast stations within the state, and to daily newspapers of general circulation in the 
state, outlining applicable measures that will be taken to continue or lengthen the early 
voting process for UOCAVA voters. 

• The Secretary of State will prepare and distribute written public service announcements 
describing these early voting procedures for broadcast on radio and television networks, 
including but not limited to the U.S. Armed Forces Network and Federal Voting Assistance 
Program, and announcements describing these procedures on internet sites of interest to 
military and non-military U.S. citizens living abroad. 

• The Secretary of State will direct the County Recorders and officers in charge of elections 
to make all reasonable efforts to locate each eligible UOCAVA voter in their jurisdiction 
and to notify such voter individually, by email, telephone, and/or fax, of the modified early 
voting process including the alternatives for issuing or returning early ballots faster than 
traditional mail service. 

Should such an event cause insufficient time to receive, execute, and return a ballot, the deadline 
for the receipt of the early ballots mailed, emailed, or faxed back to the County Recorder will be 
5:00 p.m. on the third business day after the election. 

A.R.S. § 16-543(C). 

 Reporting UOCAVA Transmission Statistics 

Each County Recorder must timely confirm UOCAVA compliance to the Secretary of State, which 
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must include information about:  
• How many UOCAVA ballots were validly requested; 
• How many UOCAVA ballots were transmitted in accordance with the 45-day deadline 

based on valid requests received before that date; and 
• How many UOCAVA ballots were transmitted after the 45-day deadline based on valid 

requests received before that date. 
 
UOCAVA reports must be emailed or electronically submitted to the Secretary of State within one 
business day of the UOCAVA ballot transmission deadline. The reports shall not include any 
protected information for voters who have their records sealed pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-153 or who 
are enrolled in the Address Confidentiality Program. 
 
The Secretary of State must consolidate the county reports and report Arizona’s aggregated 
statistics to the U.S. Department of Justice following each primary and general election for federal 
office. See https://www.justice.gov/crt/statutes-enforced-voting-section#uocava. 

 Deadline to Return Ballots-by-Mail 

A ballot-by-mail (with completed affidavit) must be delivered to the County Recorder, the officer 
in charge of elections, an official ballot drop-off site, or any voting location in the county no later 
than 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-547(D); A.R.S. § 16-551(C).  
 
The ballot-by-mail return deadline also applies to UOCAVA ballots, regardless of the method of 
transmission to the election official, unless the UOCAVA return deadline is extended pursuant to 
emergency procedures as outlines in Chapter 2, Section I(F).  

 Ballot Drop-Off Locations and Drop-Boxes 

Counties or municipalities that establish one or more ballot drop-off locations or drop-boxes shall 
develop and implement procedures to ensure the security of the drop-off location and/or drop-
boxes and shall comply with the following requirements.  

1. A ballot drop-off location or drop-box shall be located in a secure location, such as inside 
or in front of a federal, state, local, or tribal government building. All ballot drop-off 
locations and drop-boxes shall be approved by the Board of Supervisors (or designee).  

a. An unstaffed drop-box (i.e., not within the view and monitoring of an employee or 
designee of the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections) placed outdoors 
shall be securely fastened in a manner to prevent moving or tampering (for 
example, securing the drop-box to concrete or an immovable object).  

b. An unstaffed drop-box placed inside a building shall be secured in a manner that 
will prevent unauthorized removal.  

c. While a staffed drop-off location or drop-box (i.e., within the view and monitoring 
of an employee or designee of the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections) 
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need not be securely fastened or locked to a permanent fixture, it must be securely 
located inside a government building and monitored by a properly trained employee 
or designee of the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections at all times that 
the location or drop-box is accessible by the public. 

2. All ballot drop-boxes and ballot drop-off locations shall be in locations accessible to voters 
with disabilities.  

3. The County Recorder or officer in charge of elections shall publicly post a listing of 
designated drop-off locations and drop-boxes on the website of the County Recorder or 
officer in charge of elections. Where practicable, the County Recorder or officer in charge 
of elections shall also post a listing of drop-off locations and drop-boxes anywhere that 
polling places and vote centers are posted. 

4. All drop-boxes shall be clearly and visibly marked as an official ballot drop-box and 
secured by a lock and/or sealable with a tamper-evident seal. Only an election official or 
designated ballot retriever shall have access to the keys and/or combination of the lock to 
remove the deposited ballots.  

5. The County Recorder or officer in charge of elections should install and utilize a fire 
suppression device inside all unstaffed ballot drop-boxes. 

6. All drop-boxes (both staffed and unstaffed) shall have an opening slot that is not large 
enough to allow deposited ballots to be removed through the opening slot.  

7. Ballot drop-off locations and drop-boxes shall be locked and covered or otherwise made 
unavailable to the public until the 27th day prior to an election to ensure that no ballots or 
any other materials may be deposited before the early voting period begins. Prior to use on 
the 27th day before the election, all drop-boxes shall be inspected for damage and to ensure 
they are empty.   

8. All drop-boxes shall be locked and covered or otherwise made unavailable after the polls 
have closed on Election Day to ensure that no ballots may be dropped off after the close of 
the polls.  

9. The County Recorder or officer in charge of elections shall develop and implement secure 
ballot retrieval and chain of custody procedures, which shall include the following:  

a. Voted ballots shall be retrieved from ballot drop-off locations and/or drop-boxes 
on a pre-established schedule. Ballot retrieval shall be more frequent as Election 
Day approaches.   

b. For any election that includes a partisan race, at least two designated ballot 
retrievers of at least two differing party preferences shall be assigned to retrieve 
voted ballots from a ballot drop-off location or drop-box. For a nonpartisan 
election, at least two designated ballot retrievers shall be assigned to retrieve voted 
ballots from a ballot drop-off location or drop-box.  

c. Each designated ballot retriever shall wear a badge or similar identification that 
readily identifies them as a designated ballot retriever and/or employee of the 
County Recorder or officer in charge of elections.  
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d. Upon arrival at a drop-off location or drop-box, the two designated ballot retrievers 
shall note, on a retrieval form prescribed by the County Recorder or officer in 
charge of elections, the location and/or unique identification number of the location 
or drop-box and the date and time of arrival.  

e. The designated ballot retrievers shall retrieve the voted ballots by either placing the 
voted ballots in a secure ballot transfer container, retrieving the secure ballot 
container from inside the drop-box, or retrieving the staffed drop-box which also 
serves as a secure ballot container. If the drop-box includes a secure ballot 
container, the designated ballot retrievers shall place an empty secure ballot 
container inside the drop-box. The time of departure from the drop-off location or 
drop-box shall be noted on the retrieval form.   

f. Upon arrival at the office of the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections, 
central counting place, or other receiving site, the designated ballot retrievers shall 
note the time of arrival on the retrieval form. The County Recorder or officer in 
charge of elections (or designee) shall inspect the secure ballot container for 
evidence of tampering and shall confirm receipt of the retrieved ballots by signing 
the retrieval form and indicating the date and time of receipt. If there is any evidence 
of tampering, that fact shall be noted on the retrieval form.  

g. The completed retrieval form shall be attached to the outside of the secure ballot 
container or otherwise maintained in a matter prescribed by the County Recorder 
or officer in charge of elections that ensures the form is traceable to its respective 
secure ballot container.  

h. When the secure ballot container is opened by the County Recorder or officer in 
charge elections (or designee), the number of ballots inside the container shall be 
counted and noted on the retrieval form.  

10. The County Recorder or officer in charge of elections may establish and implement 
additional local procedures for ballot drop-off locations to protect the security and efficient 
operation of the ballot drop-off location. For example, the County Recorder or officer in 
charge of elections may restrict activities that interfere with the ability of voters and/or staff 
to access the ballot drop-off location free from obstruction or harassment.  

 
Ballots retrieved from a ballot drop-off location or drop-box shall be processed in the same manner 
as ballots-by-mail personally delivered to the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections, 
dropped off at a voting location, or received via the United States Postal Service or any other mail 
delivery service, see Chapter 2, Section VI. 

 Reporting Ballot-by-Mail Requests and Returns 

At the request of a state or county political party chairperson before an election, a County Recorder 
must provide the following information at no cost to the political party: 

• A listing of registrants who have requested a ballot-by-mail. This information must be 
provided daily Monday through Friday, beginning 33 days before the election and through 
the Friday before the election; 
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• A listing of registrants who have returned their ballot-by-mail, which must be provided 
daily in Maricopa and Pima Counties and weekly in all other counties.  

- Daily information in Maricopa and Pima Counties must be provided Monday 
through Friday, beginning the first Monday after early voting commences and 
ending the Monday before the election; 

- Weekly information in all other counties must be provided beginning on the Friday 
after early voting commences and ending on the Friday before the election.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-168(D). 
 
Ballot-by-mail request and return reports should conform to the format established for precinct 
lists as nearly as practicable (see Chapter 1, Section X(A)(1)) and should contain the following 
minimum information: 

1. Registrant’s name; 
2. Voter registration/ID number; 
3. Residential address; 
4. Mailing address (if different from residential address); 
5. Political party; 
6. Whether AEVL or one-time request (ballot-by-mail request reports only); and 
7. Date of request, for one-time requests (ballot-by-mail request reports only). 

 
The first ballot-by-mail request report should contain all AEVL registrants and registrants who 
made a one-time ballot-by-mail request up to the time of the report. Subsequent ballot-by-mail 
request reports should include new one-time ballot-by-mail requests that have been made since the 
last report. 

 ON-SITE EARLY VOTING 

A County Recorder shall establish on-site early voting at the County Recorder’s office during the 
early voting period. A County Recorder may also establish additional in-person early voting 
locations throughout the county as practicable to ensure that all voters may reasonably access at 
least one early voting location. A.R.S. § 16-246(C); A.R.S. § 16-542(A).   
 
A voter must cast a ballot issued at the on-site early voting location at that location, and may not 
remove that ballot from the location. An early ballot must be issued even if the voter previously 
requested or received a ballot-by-mail, but only the first ballot received and verified by the County 
Recorder shall be counted. 
 
An elector who appears at an on-site early voting location by 5:00 p.m. on the Friday preceding 
the election and presents valid identification must be given a ballot and permitted to vote at the 
on-site early voting location. A.R.S. § 16-542(E). 
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 Posting Notice of Write-In and Withdrawn Candidates 

A County Recorder must post a Notice of Write-In and Withdrawn Candidates at each on-site early 
voting location. A.R.S. § 16-312(E); A.R.S. § 16-343(G).  
 
Information about write-in and withdrawn candidates also must be posted to the website of the 
County Recorder or officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-343(G).  

 Applicability of Voter ID Requirements 

Before receiving a ballot or being permitted to cast a vote on an accessible voting device at any 
on-site early voting location, a qualified elector must provide identification as prescribed by A.R.S. 
§ 16-579 (see Chapter 9, Section IV for more details on the identification requirement; 
identification is also required to receive an early ballot at an emergency voting center or from a 
special election board, see Chapter 2, Section III(B) and IV(B)). If needed, a voter may update 
their voter registration record at the on-site early or emergency voting location prior to receiving 
a ballot by completing a new voter registration form. Such updates shall be deemed effective 
starting in that election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(5)(b); A.R.S. § 16-542(A), (H)-(I).  

 Requirements and Security Procedures for Accessible Voting Devices  

An on-site early voting location must have at least one certified accessible voting device available 
for voters with disabilities, unless the election is for a city or town with a population under 20,000. 
A.R.S. § 16-442.01(A).  
 
An accessible voting device must be approved by the Secretary of State, based on review and 
recommendation by the Election Equipment Certification Committee, and successfully pass logic 
and accuracy testing prior to deployment for on-site early voting. See Chapter 4, Sections I and II. 
 
All accessible voting devices used for early voting shall be physically secured at all times and if 
the media containing the election for the accessible voting device is removable, the media itself 
shall be physically secured at all times.  
 
The chain of custody of the accessible voting device must be tracked and logged by a team of at 
least two board workers or staff of the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections.  

• The log shall include: (1) the seal numbers on the device; (2) for devices that mark and 
tabulate, the number of votes cast at the time the device was turned on and the number of 
votes cast at the time the device was turned off; and (3) a place for the two board workers 
or county staff to initial or sign verifying the information.  

• For devices that mark and tabulate, at the close of the early voting location each day, the 
board workers or county staff shall log the number of votes cast on the device and then 
either turn the device off or otherwise secure the device. Each morning, when the device is 
turned on, the number of votes cast on the machine shall be compared to the log from the 
previous day. Any discrepancy shall be immediately reported to the officer in charge of 
elections.  
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• At 5:00 p.m. or as soon as practicable after the last voter has left the site on the last day of 
on-site early voting or emergency voting, the device shall be closed out according to 
procedures provided by the officer in charge of elections.  

All other security procedures set forth in this manual shall be followed for accessible voting 
devices used for early voting. See Chapter 4, Section III.  

 Requirements for Ballot Security and Transport 

The County Recorder and/or officer in charge of elections shall implement procedures to ensure 
that voted early ballots are properly secured and chain of custody is maintained for the duration of 
the applicable retention period. The security and chain of custody requirements set forth in this 
Manual for Election Day ballots also apply to early ballots.  See, e.g., Chapter 9, Section VIII(B)-
(C); and Chapter 13, Section VI.    

 EMERGENCY VOTING 

 Establishing Emergency Voting Centers 

Upon a specific resolution of the County Board of Supervisors before each election, the Board 
may authorize the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections to establish and operate 
emergency voting centers. The Board shall specify in the resolution the location of the emergency 
voting centers and the hours of operation. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(5).  
 
“Emergency” means any unforeseen circumstance that would prevent the voter from voting at the 
polls. Qualified electors who experience an emergency between 5:00 p.m. on the Friday preceding 
the election and 5:00 p.m. on the Monday preceding the election may request to vote at an 
emergency voting center in the manner prescribed by the Board of Supervisors of their respective 
county. A.R.S. § 16-542(H). 
 
If an emergency voting center established pursuant to this section becomes unavailable and there 
is not sufficient time for the County Board of Supervisors to convene to approve an alternate 
location for that emergency voting center, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of 
elections may make changes to the approved emergency voting center location and shall notify the 
public and the board of supervisors regarding that change as soon as practicable. The alternate 
emergency voting center shall be as close in proximity to the approved emergency voting center 
location as possible. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(5)(c). 

 Identification and Signed Statement Requirements 

Before receiving a ballot at an emergency voting center, a voter must provide identification as 
prescribed by A.R.S. § 16-579 (see Chapter 9, Section IV for more details on the identification 
requirement). If needed, a voter may update their voter registration record at an emergency voting 
center prior to receiving a ballot by completing a new voter registration form. Such updates shall 
be deemed effective starting in that election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(5); A.R.S. § 16-542(E), (H), (I). 
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The voter must also sign a statement under penalty of perjury containing substantially the 
following language: “I declare under penalty of perjury that I am experiencing or have experienced 
an emergency after 5:00 p.m. on the Friday immediately preceding the election and before 5:00 
p.m. on the Monday immediately preceding the election that will prevent me from voting at a 
polling place on Election Day.”  

• Such signed statements are not subject to public inspection pursuant to Title 39, Chapter 1, 
Article 2. A.R.S. § 16-542(H); A.R.S. § 16-246(F)(2). Election workers should not ask for 
any additional information regarding the voter’s specific emergency.  

• The signed statement for emergency voting may be incorporated into the early ballot 
envelope and affidavit, with a line for the voter to initial or sign next to the statement, or 
may be provided to the voter on a separate form to be signed by the voter. 

 SPECIAL ELECTION BOARDS 

A County Recorder or officer in charge of elections may appoint any number of special election 
boards to facilitate and enable voting by qualified electors who are ill or have a disability.  

• For partisan elections, the board must be comprised of two members, one from each of the 
two political parties who cast the highest number of votes in the state in the last preceding 
general election. Under no circumstances shall both members of the board consist of voters 
who are registered with the same party affiliation. The county chairperson of each such 
party shall furnish, within 60 days before Election Day, the County Recorder or other 
officer in charge of elections with a list of names of qualified electors within the 
chairperson's political party, and such additional lists as may be required, from which the 
County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections shall appoint members to such 
special election boards. The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may 
refuse for cause to appoint or may for cause remove a member of this board. A person who 
is a candidate for an office in that election (other than the office of precinct committeeman) 
is not eligible to serve on a special election board for that election.  

• For nonpartisan elections, the board should consist of two members with different political 
affiliations. On request, a county may allow any bipartisan panel of certified election 
officials to act as a special election board. A person who is a candidate for an office in that 
election (other than the office of precinct committeeman) is not eligible to serve on a 
special election board for that election.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-549(A); A.R.S. § 16-246(F). 

 Time Periods for Requesting a Special Election Board 

A qualified elector who is confined because of a continuing illness or disability may vote using a 
ballot-by-mail or by making a verbal or written request to have a special election board personally 
deliver a ballot to the elector’s residence or other place of confinement. Such requests must be 
made by 5:00 p.m. on the second Friday before the election. A.R.S. § 16-549(C). 
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Qualified electors who become ill or disabled after the second Friday before the election may 
nonetheless request personal ballot delivery by a special election board up to, and including, the 
Monday before the election. The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections shall 
honor these requests when possible. A.R.S. § 16-549(D). 
 
Electors who are hospitalized after 5:00 p.m. on the second Friday before the election and before 
5:00 p.m. on Election Day may request a special election board deliver their ballot to the hospital 
or other place of confinement. This ballot shall be processed as a provisional ballot to ensure the 
voter does not vote more than once. A.R.S. § 16-549(D). 

 Identification and Signed Statement Requirements 

Before receiving a ballot from a special election board, a voter who requests a special election 
board after the second Friday before the election must: 

• Provide identification as prescribed by A.R.S. § 16-579 (see Chapter 4, Section IV for more 
details on the identification requirement).  

• Sign a statement under penalty of perjury containing substantially the following language: 
“I declare under penalty of perjury that I am experiencing or have experienced an 
emergency after 5:00 p.m. on the second Friday preceding the election and before 5:00 
p.m. on the Monday immediately preceding the election that will prevent me from voting 
at a polling place on Election Day.” 

- Such signed statements are not subject to public inspection pursuant to Title 39, 
Chapter 1, Article 2.  

A.R.S. § 16-549(D).  

 CHALLENGES TO EARLY BALLOTS 

Challenges to early ballots must be submitted prior to the opening of the early ballot affidavit 
envelope. Challenges received after the affidavit envelope containing the ballot has been opened 
may be summarily denied as untimely.  
 
Written challenges to voted early ballots shall be given immediately to an early voting election 
board or other officer in charge of elections. If the written challenge contains at least one of the 
grounds listed in A.R.S. § 16-591, the board or officer shall, within 24 hours, send the following 
by first class mail to the challenged voter: 

• Notice of the challenge;  
• A copy of the written challenge; and 
• The time and place at which the voter may appear to defend the challenge. 

 
The notice must be sent to the mailing address shown on the voter’s request for the ballot-by-mail. 
If no address is provided, the notice may be sent to the mailing address on the registration rolls. If 
there is a phone number or email address for the challenged voter in the voter registration record, 
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the board or officer should also provide notice of the challenge by email and/or phone to ensure 
the voter has an opportunity to respond to the challenge. A.R.S. § 16-552. 
 
Notice must also be sent to:  

• The challenger at the address provided on the challenge; and  
• The county chairperson of each political party represented on the ballot.  

 
The early voting election board shall meet to hear the challenge at the time specified, but:  

• Not earlier than 96 hours after the notice is mailed, or not earlier than 48 hours after 
delivery if the notice is delivered by overnight or hand delivery; and  

• Not later than 5:00 p.m. on the Monday following the election.  
 
The early election board or other officer in charge of early ballot processing is not required to 
provide a notice if the written challenge is untimely or fails to set forth at least one of the grounds 
listed in A.R.S. § 16-591 as a basis for the challenge.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-552; A.R.S. § 16-594. 

 PROCESSING AND TABULATING EARLY BALLOTS 

The following procedures for processing early ballots shall be followed, unless the Secretary of 
State has granted a jurisdiction permission to use another method otherwise consistent with 
applicable law. A jurisdiction wishing to deviate from these instructions must make a request in 
writing no later than 90 days prior to the election for which the exception is requested. 

 County Recorder Responsibilities 

1. Signature Verification 
 
Upon receipt of the return envelope with an early ballot and completed affidavit, a County 
Recorder or other officer in charge of elections shall compare the signature on the affidavit with 
the voter’s signature in the voter’s registration record. In addition to the voter registration form, 
the County Recorder should also consult additional known signatures from other official election 
documents in the voter’s registration record, such as signature rosters or early ballot/AEVL request 
forms, in determining whether the signature on the early ballot affidavit was made by the same 
person who is registered to vote.  
 

• If satisfied that the signatures were made by the same person, the County Recorder shall 
place a distinguishing mark on the unopened affidavit envelope to indicate that the 
signature is sufficient and safely keep the early ballot and affidavit (unopened in the return 
envelope) until they are transferred to the officer in charge of elections for further 
processing and tabulation.  
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• If not satisfied that the signatures were made by the same person the County Recorder 
shall make a reasonable and meaningful attempt to contact the voter via mail, phone, text 
message, and/or email, notify the voter of the inconsistent signature, and allow the voter to 
correct or confirm the signature. The County Recorder shall attempt to contact the voter as 
soon as practicable using any contact information available in the voter’s record and any 
other source reasonably available to the County Recorder.  

 
Voters must be permitted to correct or confirm an inconsistent signature until 5:00 p.m. on the fifth 
business day after a primary, general, or special election that includes a federal office or the third 
business day after any other election. For the purposes of determining the applicable signature cure 
deadline: (i) the PPE is considered a federal election; and (ii) for counties that operate under a 
four-day workweek, only days on which the applicable county office is open for business are 
considered “business days.” 
 
If the early ballot affidavit is not signed, the County Recorder shall not count the ballot. The 
County Recorder shall then make a reasonable and meaningful attempt to contact the voter via 
mail, phone, text message, and/or email, to notify the voter the affidavit was not signed and explain 
to the voter how they may cure the missing signature or cast a replacement ballot before 7:00pm 
on Election Day. The County Recorder shall attempt to contact the voter as soon as practicable 
using any contact information available in the voter’s record and any other source reasonably 
available to the County Recorder. Neither replacement ballots nor provisional ballots can be issued 
after 7:00pm on Election Day. 
 
All early ballots, including ballots-by-mail and those cast in-person at an on-site early voting 
location, emergency voting center, or through a special election board must be signature-verified 
by the County Recorder. However, because voters who cast an early ballot in-person at an on-site 
early voting location, emergency voting center, or through a special election board must show 
identification prior to receiving a ballot, early ballots cast in-person should generally not be 
invalidated based solely on an allegedly inconsistent signature absent other evidence that the 
signatures were not made by the same person. After verifying an in-person early ballot, a County 
Recorder may update the signature in a voter’s record by scanning the voter’s affidavit signature 
and uploading the signature image to the voter’s record.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-550(A); A.R.S. § 16-552(B).31 

2. Rejected Early Ballots 
 
If the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections determines the ballot should be 
rejected, they shall: 

 
31 The County Recorder need not retain or employ a handwriting expert to perform signature verification. 
However, the County Recorder must ensure that staff performing signature verification are properly trained. 
Temporary employees may be trained by full time staff with at least two election cycles of signature 
verification experience. Counties should consult the Secretary of State’s Signature Verification Guide, 
available at www.azsos.gov/elections. 
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• Indicate for each ballot that the ballot has been rejected; 
• Note on the early ballot report or audit report the voter’s ID number (or other unique ID 

number) and the reason for rejection; and 
• Set aside the unopened affidavit envelope in the designated stack. 

3. Incorrect Ballots 
 
If it is determined that the voter was sent an incorrect ballot and there is sufficient time to mail a 
new ballot and receive the correct voted ballot back from the voter, the County Recorder or other 
office in charge of elections shall make reasonable efforts to contact the voter and issue a correct 
ballot. 
 
If it is too late to mail the correct ballot when the error is discovered but it is still possible to link 
the ballot to the specific voter, the incorrect ballot shall be sent to the Ballot Duplication Board, 
and any offices or issues the voter could have lawfully voted for shall be duplicated onto the correct 
ballot. 

 Early Ballot Board Responsibilities 

The Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections shall appoint one or more early ballot 
boards consisting of an inspector and two judges (the two judges must be from different political 
party preferences). If the early ballot boards retire and reconvene, all materials shall be secured 
under the control of the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections until the time for the 
boards to reconvene. 

1. Early Ballot Report Log 
 
The early ballot board shall maintain an early ballot report log that includes the following 
information for each batch of early ballots:  

1. Batch ID;  
2. Number of ballots to process/processed; 
3. Number of ballots rejected and the reason(s) for the rejection (as applicable); 
4. Number of ballots sent to duplication; 
5. Number of ballots sent to tabulation; 
6. Board members’ initials; and 
7. Board ID. 

2. Affidavit Verification 
 
Upon receipt of early ballots that have been batched and signature-verified by the County Recorder 
or other officer in charge of elections, the early ballot board shall:  
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• Verify that the affidavit envelope reflects the current election code; and  
• Verify that the voter on the affidavit envelope appears on the batch report list received from 

the County Recorder. 
 

The vote shall be counted if the County Recorder determined that the affidavit is sufficient and the 
registrant is a qualified elector of the voting precinct. The vote shall not be counted if the County 
Recorder determined that the affidavit signature is missing or insufficient (and the applicable cure 
period has expired), or the registrant is not a qualified elector of the voting precinct.  

3. Accepted Early Ballots 
 
If the early ballot was accepted, the early ballot board shall:  

1. Verify that all affidavit envelopes are of the batch being processed (and set aside any ballots 
from a different batch to be joined/processed with the proper batch);  

2. Enter the total on the early ballot report;  
3. Open each accepted affidavit envelope, being careful not to damage the ballot or the 

affidavit printed on the envelope; 
4. Remove the ballot and check to ensure that the ballot is for the current election as shown 

on the affidavit envelope; 
5. Place the voted ballot in the designated stack and count the number of ballots;  
6. Place the empty affidavit envelope in the designated stack;  
7. Repeat the process until all valid ballots are opened and placed in their appropriate stacks; 

and 
8. Fill out the ballot transmittal slip and send ballots to tabulation.  

4. Damaged Early Ballots 
 
If damaged ballots are found, they should be segregated from the batch and placed with any other 
ballots to be duplicated from the batch. The early ballot board must include each damaged ballot 
on a transmittal slip.  

5. Transmittal Slips for Tabulation or Duplication 
 
Each batch of ballots sent to the central counting place and Ballot Duplication Boards shall be 
accompanied by a completed transmittal slip with the following information: 

1. Date item is originally processed; 
2. Where ballots are sent To: (central counting place, Ballot Duplication Board, etc.); 
3. Where ballots are sent From: (early voting, Ballot Duplication Board, etc.); 
4. Ballot color and party (if applicable);  
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5. Total number of ballots sent; 
6. Board ID;  
7. Initials of board members; and 
8. Batch/sub-batch numbers. 

 
If a ballot was transmitted by facsimile to a UOCAVA voter and the voted ballot was returned by 
facsimile, the ballot should be sent to the Ballot Duplication Board to be duplicated in the method 
prescribed under Ballot Duplication Board instructions. See Chapter 10, Section II(D). 

6. Close Out 
 
The early ballot board will close out each batch as follows: 

1. Calculate a cumulative total of the number of: 
a. Affidavit envelopes received; 
b. Ballots sent to the Ballot Duplication Boards; 
c. Ballots rejected; and 
d. Ballots sent to the central counting place; 

2. Verify and audit these numbers against each applicable item (i.e., the total number of 
affidavit envelopes collected should match the cumulative total on the early voting ballot 
report, etc.); 

3. Place paperwork in the official envelope (official envelopes are marked to specify the items 
to be placed in each) or official envelope container (to accommodate large volumes); 

4. Retain a duplicate copy of the early ballot report/log for office records; and  
5. Seal the official envelope or official envelope container with a tamper-resistant or tamper-

evident seal. 

7. Ballot Transportation 
 
After processing is complete, if ballots need to be transferred to another building for tabulation, 
ballots shall be transported in a secure manner by at least two election officials (not of the same 
political party preference) with the ballots inside of a ballot transfer container (sealed with a 
tamper-resistant or tamper-evident seal and accompanied by chain of custody documentation) to a 
receiving site or a central counting place that is inside a secured building. Badge control shall be 
handled in the same manner as the central counting place. 

 Timing for Tabulation of Early Ballots and Reporting of Results 

The officer in charge of elections may begin tabulating early ballots after confirmation from the 
Secretary of State that all equipment passes any required logic and accuracy test. A.R.S. § 16-
552(A). Tabulation of early ballots may begin immediately after the envelope and completed 
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affidavit are processed and delivered to the early board. A.R.S. § 16-550(B).  
 
Early ballot tabulation results may not be reported until Election Day, at the earlier of: 

• The time when all ballots cast on Election Day at voting locations have been tabulated; or 
• One hour after all polls under the jurisdiction of the officer in charge of elections have 

closed on Election Day.  
 
Polls presumptively close at 7:00 p.m. on Election Day unless extended by court order. A.R.S. § 
16-551(C); A.R.S. § 16-552(A); A.R.S. § 16-565(A).  

 ELIGIBILE VOTERS IN JAIL OR DETENTION FACILITIES 

Individuals held in pretrial detention or serving a sentence for a misdemeanor conviction remain 
eligible to register and vote (assuming no other deficiencies in eligibility). To the extent 
practicable, County Recorders shall coordinate with the county sheriff’s office, jail or detention 
facilities, the county public defender’s office, and other appropriate stakeholders to develop and 
implement reasonable procedures to facilitate the receipt and return of a ballot-by-mail by eligible 
voters held in jail or detention facilities. Such procedures may include coordinating a means for 
secure and effective delivery and return of ballots-by-mail for those in custody and/or the use of 
special election boards as permitted by law.  
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CHAPTER 3:  
BALLOT-BY-MAIL ELECTIONS 

 
“Ballot-by-mail” elections are elections in which a ballot is automatically mailed to every qualified 
elector in a jurisdiction, regardless of whether the voter is on the AEVL. These elections also 
include establishment of ballot replacement sites, where voters may receive and cast a replacement 
ballot. 
 
Ballot-by-mail elections must be conducted according to most of the same requirements applicable 
to early voting. A.R.S. § 16-191; A.R.S. § 16-409(A); A.R.S. § 16-558(B); see also Chapter 2. 

 ELIGIBILITY TO HOLD A BALLOT-BY-MAIL ELECTION 

Cities, towns, school districts, and special taxing districts are the only jurisdictions permitted to 
conduct ballot-by-mail elections. A.R.S. § 16-409(A); A.R.S. § 16-558(A).32  
 
In addition, a County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may send a Presidential 
Preference Election ballot to all qualified electors in precincts with 300 or less registered voters. 
A.R.S. § 16-248(H). 

 APPROVAL TO HOLD A BALLOT-BY-MAIL ELECTION 

A city, town, school district, or special taxing district may conduct its own ballot-by-mail election 
after obtaining approval of their governing board. A.R.S. § 16-409(A); A.R.S. § 16-558(A).  
 
Special taxing districts must obtain approval of the applicable County Board of Supervisors, even 
if the special taxing district will conduct its own election. The special taxing district must obtain 
approval from the Board of Supervisors before it publishes a call of election. If a special taxing 
district comprises more than one county, the governing board of the special taxing district must 
seek approval of the County Board of Supervisors in the county that contains the greater number 
of registered voters in the district. A.R.S. § 16-558(A). 
 
If a city, town, school district, or special taxing district requests a county conduct the election on 
the jurisdiction’s behalf, the conduct of that election is generally subject to an agreement between 

 
32 “School district” is defined as a political subdivision organized for the administration, support, 
and maintenance of public institutions offering instruction to students “in programs for preschool 
children with disabilities, kindergarten programs or any combination of elementary grades or 
secondary grades one through twelve,” and does not include community college districts. See 
A.R.S. § 15-101(23). 
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the county and the jurisdiction. A.R.S. § 16-205. Among other things, the agreement may require 
that all local jurisdictions holding elections on a particular consolidated election date conduct a 
ballot-by-mail election in lieu of establishing voting locations on Election Day.  
 
The governing body of a special taxing district must provide various public notifications before 
conducting any election that is not held concurrently with a general election, which includes ballot-
by-mail elections. A.R.S. § 16-226(B); A.R.S. § 16-227(A). See Chapter 8, Section IV(C).  
 

 PREPARING AND MAILING BALLOTS 

A County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may use a unified ballot format that 
combines all candidates and issues on the same ballot in a ballot-by-mail election. A.R.S. § 16-
204(G). 
 
Ballots utilized in a ballot-by-mail election must be prepared and transmitted in accordance with 
the requirements applicable to early ballots (see Chapter 2, Sections I(C) and I(D)), except:  

• The County Recorder must mail ballots to all eligible voters not more than 27 and not fewer 
than 15 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-558.01.  

• Return envelopes in ballot-by-mail elections for Title 48 special district elections need not 
be postage pre-paid. The district governing board must determine whether the cost of return 
postage will be borne by the local jurisdiction or the voter. A.R.S. § 16-558.01. 

 
If a jurisdiction conducts its own election without using the services of the County Recorder, the 
duties listed above for the County Recorder shall be performed by the officer in charge of elections 
for the jurisdiction.  

 METHODS TO RETURN OR REPLACE BALLOTS 

A completed ballot-by-mail must be delivered to the appropriate officer in charge of elections or 
an official ballot drop-off location no later than 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-411(D); 
16-558(B); 16-551(C). 
 
A city, town, school district, or special taxing district that conducts a ballot-by-mail election on its 
own behalf, and a county that conducts a ballot-by-mail election on behalf of a jurisdiction, may 
establish voting locations/ballot replacement sites on Election Day as well as ballot drop-off sites 
for voters to deposit voted ballots until 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-411(D); see also 
Chapter 8, Section I(B).  
 
A County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must establish at least one central 
location in each district to issue replacement ballots in cases where the voter’s mailed ballot was 
lost, spoiled, destroyed, or not received. These ballot replacement sites shall be open until 7:00pm 
on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-558.02(A); A.R.S. § 16-409(A). The County Recorder or other 
officer in charge of elections may establish as many additional ballot replacement sites as deemed 
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necessary. If there is no appropriate location for a ballot replacement site in the district (for 
example, if the district contains only residential buildings), the County Recorder or officer in 
charge of elections should establish a ballot replacement site as close as practicable to a central 
location in the district. A.R.S. § 16-558.02(A). Factors set out in Chapter 8, Section I(E) should be 
considered when selecting ballot replacement sites. 
 
In order for the replacement ballot to be counted, the voter must sign a sworn statement that the 
original ballot was lost, spoiled, destroyed, or not received. A.R.S. § 16-409(A); A.R.S. § 16-
558.02(A). This language may be incorporated into the early ballot affidavit prescribed by A.R.S. 
§ 16-547(A). See Chapter 2, Section I(C)(2). The County Recorder or other officer in charge of 
elections shall keep a record of each replacement ballot provided. A.R.S. § 16-558.02(B). In any 
case, the County Recorder must ensure that only one early ballot for a particular voter is verified 
and transmitted to the officer in charge of elections for tabulation. See Chapter 2, Section VI(A). 

 PROCESSING VOTED BALLOTS IN A BALLOT-BY-MAIL 
ELECTION 

Voted ballots returned to the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must be 
processed and tabulated in a manner similar to early ballots. A.R.S. § 16-409(B); A.R.S. § 16-
558(B); A.R.S. § 16-552; see Chapter 2, Section VI.  
 
Even if a city, town, school district, or special taxing district conducts its own election, the 
jurisdiction must usually enter into an agreement with the applicable county (or counties) in order 
to conduct signature verification. See A.R.S. § 16-205(C). Absent an agreement with the County 
Recorder, a local jurisdiction could conduct its own signature verification at a public terminal 
provided by the County Recorder during normal business hours.  
 
If a special taxing district crosses county lines, the district must enter into an agreement with both 
counties in order to conduct signature verification. For example, the county with the larger number 
of registered voters may conduct the election on the special taxing district’s behalf, and seek voter 
registration records from the smaller county in order to conduct signature verification for all voters 
in the special taxing district.  

 POST-ELECTION REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

A city, town, or school district that conducts a ballot-by-mail election must report the following 
information to the Senate President and Speaker of the House of Representatives by January 1 of 
the year immediately following any ballot-by-mail election: 

1. Changes in voter turnout from the previous election (regardless of whether the previous 
election was a ballot-by-mail or traditional election); 

2. The cost of the ballot-by-mail election compared to traditional elections; 
3. Suggestions for improvements to the ballot-by-mail election system; 
4. The frequency and severity of irregularities in the ballot-by-mail process, if any; 
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5. Voter satisfaction with the ballot-by-mail election process; and 
6. The number of nondeliverable ballots in the ballot-by-mail election. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-409(B). 
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CHAPTER 4:  
VOTING EQUIPMENT 

 

 VOTING EQUIPMENT CERTIFICATION 

All components of a voting system must be properly certified prior to use in any election for a 
federal, state, or county office. A.R.S. § 16-442(B). In addition, a city, town, or agricultural 
improvement district may adopt for use in its elections any electronic voting system or vote 
tabulating device approved by the Secretary of State, and thereupon, the voting system or device 
may be used at any or all elections for voting, recording, and counting votes cast in an election. 
A.R.S. § 16-442(E). 
 
A voting system is defined as the total combination of mechanical, electromechanical, or electronic 
equipment (including the software, firmware, and documentation required to program, control, and 
support the equipment) that is used to define ballots, cast and count votes, report or display election 
results, and maintain and produce any audit trail information. 52 U.S.C. § 21081(b)(1). Thus, a 
voting system consists of the electronic voting equipment (including central count equipment, 
precinct voting equipment, and accessible voting equipment) and election management system 
(EMS) used to tabulate ballots. The voter registration system, electronic pollbooks, and ballot on 
demand printers are separate from the voting system.  
 
This section outlines the procedures under which voting systems are certified, recertified, or 
decertified for use in Arizona. A new voting system must be certified by: 

1. A Voting System Test Laboratory (VSTL) accredited in accordance with the Help America 
Vote Act; 

2. The federal Election Assistance Commission (EAC); and 
3. The Secretary of State, based on a recommendation from the state Election Equipment 

Certification Committee. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-442(A)-(B).  
 
Certification includes a review of system documentation and/or conducting a demonstration and 
functionality test. Upgrades or modifications to an existing voting system require recertification, 
but if the upgrade or modification is de minimis, a demonstration and functionality test is optional 
and not necessarily required. See Chapter 4, Section I(A)(2). A request for emergency conditional 
certification is subject to different standards. See Chapter 4, Section I(C). 
 
The Secretary of State shall consult with and obtain recommendations regarding voting systems 
from nonprofit organizations that represent persons who are blind or visually impaired, persons 
with expertise in accessible software, hardware, and other technology, county and local election 
officials, and other persons deemed appropriate by the Secretary of State. The Secretary of State 
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shall submit these recommendations to the state Election Equipment Certification Committee to 
be considered for possible certification if the election equipment vendor submits an application for 
certification. A.R.S. § 16-442.01(C).  

 State Certification Process 

A manufacturer’s voting system must be tested and certified as a comprehensive suite, not as 
individual components. Therefore, a manufacturer’s proposed combination of hardware, software, 
and firmware must be tested as an integrated whole to ensure the particular system accurately 
tabulates votes. As a result, a jurisdiction may not mix-and-match components from different 
manufacturers’ certified voting systems. The officer in charge of elections may mix components 
from different manufacturers’ voting systems only if those systems are not interconnected and 
under exceptional circumstances after notifying and receiving written approval from the Secretary 
of State. 

1. Submitting an Application for Certification 
 
To initiate state certification, a voting system manufacturer must submit an application to the 
Secretary of State. The application form is prescribed by the Secretary of State. A complete 
application packet consists of: 

1. A completed application form, including a description of all voting system components 
and, if seeking recertification, a description of modifications to the prior certified voting 
system; 

2. Product descriptions and/or sales brochures of the voting system components; 
3. VSTL Test Report; and 
4. EAC Certificate of Conformance, including EAC Certification Number and Scope of 

Certification.  
 
A manufacturer may submit an application packet to the Secretary of State electronically or by 
mail. The Secretary of State must conduct a preliminary review of the application packet within 
21 days of receipt of a completed packet or sooner if practicable. If the application packet is 
incomplete, the Secretary of State should inform the manufacturer and need not take further action 
until the application packet is complete.  

2. Review by the Election Equipment Certification Committee 
 
Once the application packet is deemed complete, the Secretary of State must notify and provide 
all relevant documentation to the Election Equipment Certification Committee and schedule a 
public meeting. If a demonstration and functionality test will be required, the Secretary of State 
must (1) coordinate with the manufacturer to receive test ballots; (2) develop a test script to vote 
the test ballots on all electronic voting equipment; (3) tabulate the test ballots (using alternative 
equipment provided by the vendor that is not the equipment to be tested in the demonstration and 
functionality test) in advance of the public meeting to ensure conformity with the test script; and 
(4) coordinate delivery and storage of the voting system as the test date nears. 
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Upon notification by the Secretary of State, to the extent practicable, the Equipment Certification 
Committee must conduct a public meeting within 90 days to consider an application for 
certification or recertification.  
 
The Secretary of State coordinates the logistical details for holding the public meeting, including 
complying with notice requirements in accordance with Arizona open meeting laws, taking 
meeting minutes, and ensuring the presence of legal counsel. A.R.S. § 38-431.01.  

 Composition of the Election Equipment Certification Committee 

The state Election Equipment Certification Committee consists of three persons appointed by the 
Secretary of State with the following qualifications: 

1. A faculty member of the engineering college at an Arizona university; 
2. A lawyer member of the Arizona Bar Association; and 
3. A person who is familiar with voting procedures in the state, such as a trained election 

official.  
 
Committee members serve without compensation. No more than two of the Committee members 
may be registered with the same political party. At least one member must have at least five years 
of experience with, and be able to render an opinion based on knowledge of or training/education 
in, electronic voting systems, procedures, and security. A.R.S. § 16-442(A).  

 New Application for Certification 

For a new application for certification, the Election Equipment Certification Committee must 
conduct the following activities in a public meeting: 

1. Review the manufacturer’s application packet for completeness; 
2. Confirm VSTL approval and EAC certification; 
3. Confirm the voting system under review is the same voting system certified by the EAC; 
4. Review the voting system and test ballots for compliance with the legal standards for 

certification; 
5. Conduct a demonstration and functionality test;  
6. Ask questions to the manufacturer’s representatives as necessary; 
7. Seek legal advice in executive session as necessary; and 
8. Vote on whether to recommend to the Secretary of State approval, conditional approval, or 

denial of the manufacturer’s application. 
 
The Election Equipment Certification Committee may issue a recommendation to the Secretary of 
State to approve or deny the application, including partial or conditional approval. The Committee 
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may also recommend specific conditions under which the voting system may be used by a county, 
city, town, or special taxing district.  
 
The Election Equipment Certification Committee must issue a written recommendation to the 
Secretary of State based on the majority vote from the public meeting. 

i. Legal Standards for Certification 
 
A voting system must comply with all federal and state laws, including the following: 

1. The voting system must be tested and certified under federal law: 
a. The voting system must be reviewed and/or tested by an accredited VSTL; 
b. The voting system must be certified by the EAC; and 
c. The voting system must otherwise comply with the then-applicable federal 

Voluntary Voting System Guidelines (VVSG) in effect; 
2. The voting system must have the following functional capability and/or characteristics 

required under federal and state law: 
a. The voting system must be suitably designed and be of durable construction; 
b. The voting system must provide for secure, efficient, and accurate voting; 
c. The voting system must record votes correctly and accurately, including 

aggregation of the voter’s choices made on a single device; 
d. The voting system must provide a durable paper document that visually indicates 

the voter’s selections and can be (1) used to verify the voter’s choices; (2) spoiled 
by the voter if they fail to reflect the voter’s choices, in which case the voter would 
be permitted to cast a new ballot; and (3) used in recounts and manual audits; 

e. The voting system must function for all types of elections; 
f. The voting system must be capable of rotating candidate names within a race and 

accurately tabulating the results; 
g. The voting system must aggregate the votes in the EMS in a way that prevents votes 

from being changed or deleted after voting has concluded; and 
h. The voting system must contain security features that prevent unauthorized access 

or hacking; 
3. Ballot marking devices and direct-recording electronic (DRE) voting machines must: 

a. Permit the voter to verify (in a private, secret, and independent manner) the votes 
selected by the voter on the ballot before the ballot is cast and counted; 

b. Allow the voter to vote for the candidate or ballot measure of choice, allow the 
voter to vote for or against as many candidates or ballot measures for which they 
are entitled to vote, and inform the voter if the number of vote choices exceeds the 
permitted amount or prevent the voter from selecting more than the permitted 
number of vote choices; 
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c. Prevent the voter from voting for the same person more than once for the same 
office; 

d. Have the capability to be sealed and prevent further voting after the close of the 
polls and/or after the last voter has voted;  

e. DRE voting machines must produce a paper ballot or voter verifiable paper audit 
trail (VVPAT) for audit purposes, including the ability to change the ballot or 
correct any error and noting a spoiled or voided ballot when the voter changes the 
ballot or corrects an error; and 

f. Provide the voter with an opportunity (in a private, secret, and independent manner) 
to correct any error before the ballot is cast and counted or cast a replacement ballot 
if the previous ballot is spoiled or unable to be changed or corrected; 

4. Accessible voting equipment must be capable of: 
a. Allowing the voter to cast and verify (both visually and with audio or synthesized 

speech) the voter’s selections, including a synthesized (or actual) speech recording 
and braille keyboard or other input method that is ADA compliant; 

b. Producing a paper ballot or VVPAT for audit purposes, including the ability to 
change the ballot or correct any error before submitting the ballot for tabulation and 
noting a spoiled or voided ballot when the voter changes the ballot or corrects an 
error; 

c. Displaying the on-screen ballot in a format substantially similar to that of paper 
ballots (see Chapter 4, Section II(E)(1) and Chapter 8, Section V(A)); 

d. Displaying, providing audio or synthesized speech (and if applicable, printing) the 
ballot in English and in any minority language required under federal or state law;33 

and 
e. Otherwise providing voters with visual impairments equivalent access to the voting 

experience compared to that provided for voters without visual impairments. 
5. The voting system may not be subject to a recent decertification proceeding or otherwise 

have been utilized in violation of federal or state law.34  
 
A.R.S. § 16-442(B); A.R.S. § 16-442.01(A)-(B); A.R.S. § 16-446(A)-(B); A.R.S. § 16-502(H); 52 
U.S.C. § 20971(a)-(b); 52 U.S.C. § 21081(a). 

ii. Demonstration and Functionality Test 
 
A demonstration and functionality test consists of: 

 
33 See Chapter 8, Section VI. If the applicable minority language is not a written language, the accessible 
voting machine must be capable of providing audio or synthesized reading of the ballot to the voter. 
34 For example, under A.R.S. § 16-1004(B), it is a class 5 felony to knowingly modify the software, 
hardware, or source code for voting equipment without receiving certification from the Election Equipment 
Certification Committee. 
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1. Explaining the testing process (of both primary and general election test ballots) during the 
public meeting;  

2. Casting ballots on all electronic voting equipment in accordance with the test script 
prepared for the meeting; 

3. Casting ballots on the accessible voting equipment in English and any minority language 
required under federal or state law, including testing the audio equipment;  

4. If the system captures digital ballot images, determining whether the system: 
a. Produces digital images of readable quality, including clearly displaying write-in 

votes; 
b. Produces digital images that are capable of being sorted by criteria such as race, 

district, ballot type, or precinct; 
c. Encrypts the digital images; and 
d. Is capable of transferring or downloading the digital images at a reasonably fast 

rate; 
5. If the system includes electronic adjudication and/or electronic write-in tallying 

functionality, determining the electronic adjudication and/or electronic write-in tallying 
program functions in compliance with applicable state law (see Chapter 10, Sections II(E) 
and II(H)(2));  

6. Ensuring the aggregate vote totals for each race in the EMS match the pre-determined test 
results prepared by the Secretary of State; and 

7. Demonstrating the voting system’s ability to function in compliance with applicable state 
and federal law. 

 Application for Recertification of Updated/Modified Systems 

Upgrades or modifications to an existing certified voting system require recertification as a 
precondition for the upgraded/modified system to be used in Arizona elections. Like new 
applications, an application for recertification requires VSTL approval, EAC certification, and 
certification by the Secretary of State, based on review and recommendation by the Election 
Equipment Certification Committee. However, depending on the nature of the 
upgrade/modification, a demonstration and functionality test may not be necessary. 
 
An upgrade or modification is documented through an engineering change order (ECO) prepared 
by the manufacturer and submitted to the appropriate VSTL. If the VSTL concludes, and the EAC 
agrees, that the ECO represents a de minimis change to the existing certified voting system, the 
Secretary of State may: 

1. Notify the Election Equipment Certification Committee that the upgrade or modification 
has been deemed de minimis by the EAC; 

2. Recommend the Committee conduct its review without a demonstration and functionality 
test; and 
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3. If the Committee agrees to forego a demonstration and functionality test, schedule a public 
meeting to review the manufacturer’s application for recertification. 

 
If the Election Equipment Certification Committee foregoes a demonstration and functionality test, 
the Committee must: 

1. Review the manufacturer’s application for recertification for completeness in a public 
meeting, whether in-person, telephonically, or by video teleconference; 

2. Confirm VSTL approval and EAC certification; 
3. Ask questions to the manufacturer’s representatives as necessary; 
4. Seek legal advice in executive session as necessary;  
5. Make an independent finding that the upgrade or modification is de minimis in nature; and 
6. Vote on the manufacturer’s application for recertification. 

 
The Election Equipment Certification Committee must issue a written recommendation to the 
Secretary of State based on the majority vote from the public meeting. The Election Equipment 
Certification Committee may recommend approval or denial of the application, including partial 
or conditional approval. 
 
If the Committee determines that the upgrade or modification is not de minimis, or the application 
for recertification otherwise requires additional review or testing, the Committee may vote to 
schedule a subsequent meeting to conduct a demonstration and functionality test. In that case, the 
Committee must evaluate the upgraded or modified voting system under the standards applicable 
to a new application for certification. 

3. Secretary of State Final Decision 
 
Within a reasonable period after receiving the Election Equipment Certification Committee’s 
recommendation, the Secretary of State must issue a final decision on an application for 
certification or recertification. The Secretary of State may accept, deny, or modify the Election 
Equipment Certification Committee’s recommendation, including issuance of a partial or 
conditional certification. 
 
The Secretary of State must issue the final decision in writing and notify the manufacturer by mail 
or email.  
 
A final decision denying certification must include notice that the decision constitutes an 
appealable agency action. The notice must: 

1. Identify the statute, rule, or provision upon which the decision was based; 
2. Identify with reasonable particularity the reason why certification was denied or 

conditioned; 
3. Include a description of the manufacturer’s right to request a hearing on the decision; and 
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4. Include a description of the manufacturer’s right to request an informal settlement 
conference pursuant to A.R.S. § 41-1092.06.  

 
A.R.S. § 41-1092(3); A.R.S. § 41-1092.03(A). 

4. Appeal Process 
 
A manufacturer may appeal the Secretary of State’s final decision denying an application for 
certification, conditional certification, or recertification. 

 Filing Notice of Appeal 

A manufacturer must file the notice of appeal with the Secretary of State within 30 days after 
receiving the final decision. The notice of appeal must: 

1. Identify the manufacturer; 
2. Provide the manufacturer’s address; 
3. Identify the agency and action being appealed; and 
4. Contain a concise statement of the reasons for the appeal. 

 
The notice of appeal must be served by personal delivery or certified mail, return receipt requested.  
 
Within five business days of receiving an appeal, the Secretary of State must: 

1. Notify any local jurisdictions who use the manufacturer’s voting system or are otherwise 
potentially affected by the appeal; and 

2. Request a hearing from the Office of Administrative Hearings. 
 
A.R.S. § 41-1092.03(A)-(B); A.R.S. § 41-1092.04. 

 Hearing on Appeal 

If an informal settlement conference pursuant to A.R.S. § 41-1092.06 is not requested, a hearing 
before the Office of Administrative Hearings: 

1. Must be conducted no later than 60 days after the appeal was filed with the Secretary of 
State; 

2. Must include a complete and accurate record; 
3. Must be conducted in accordance with A.R.S. § 41-1092.07; and 
4. Must be presided over by an administrative law judge, who must issue a recommended 

decision pursuant to A.R.S. § 41-1092.08(A). 
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The manufacturer bears the burden of persuasion to establish that the voting system should have 
been certified or recertified. The administrative law judge must issue a recommended decision 
within 20 days after the hearing is concluded. A.R.S. § 41-1092.08(A).  
 
The only remedy available is recommended reversal or modification of the Secretary of State’s 
final decision. Damages of any kind may not be awarded. 
 
A.R.S. § 41-1092.05. 

 Action on Recommended Decision 

Within 30 days following issuance of the administrative law judge’s recommendation, the 
Secretary of State may accept, reject, or modify the decision. A.R.S. § 41-1092.08(B).  
 
The Secretary of State’s decision constitutes the final determination of the application for 
certification or recertification. The Secretary of State must provide notice of the final 
determination to the manufacturer and any other interested parties.  

 Requirements for Equipment Decertification 

If the Secretary of State has reason to believe that a certified voting system is not performing or 
being utilized in accordance with federal or state law, the Secretary of State may issue an Intent to 
Decertify the voting system or any component of the system. A.R.S. § 16-442(C)-(D). 
 
In reaching the preliminary decision to decertify, the Secretary of State may take into account any 
of the following: 

1. Material breach of contract with any Arizona jurisdiction; 
2. Submission of a fraudulent, misleading, or otherwise ineligible application for certification 

or recertification; 
3. Installation or use of an unauthorized voting system; 
4. Failure to properly function or perform, including perceived security vulnerabilities; 
5. Federal decertification by the EAC; 
6. Failure to place election equipment source code in escrow and/or failure to authorize the 

State of Arizona to access or receive the source code; 
7. Loss of physical custody and control to an unauthorized or untrusted source; and  
8. Failure to continue to meet any requirements for certification. 

 
Upon issuance of an Intent to Decertify, the Secretary of State must promptly notify the 
manufacturer and any affected parties. Within 30 days of issuance, the manufacturer and any 
affected parties may submit written comments to the Secretary of State in support of or opposition 
to decertification.  
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Within 120 days of issuance, the Secretary of State must convene the Election Equipment 
Certification Committee. At a public meeting the Committee must: 

1. Review the evidence for and against decertification; 
2. Ask questions to the manufacturer’s representatives (as necessary); 
3. Seek legal advice in executive session (as necessary); and 
4. Vote on whether to recommend decertification. 

 
The Election Equipment Certification Committee may recommend full or partial decertification. 
The Committee may also specify the conditions under which the voting system may continue to 
be used by a county, city, town, or special taxing district. The Election Equipment Certification 
Committee must issue a written recommendation to the Secretary of State based on the majority 
vote from the public meeting. 
 
Within a reasonable period after receiving the Election Equipment Certification Committee’s 
recommendation, the Secretary of State must issue a final decision on the Intent to Decertify. The 
Secretary of State may accept, deny, or modify the Election Equipment Certification Committee’s 
recommendation, including issuance of a conditional recertification. The Secretary must follow 
the remaining procedures applicable to issuance of a final decision for an application for 
certification or recertification. See Chapter 4, Section I(A)(3) above.  
 
The manufacturer or affected party may appeal a decertification in accordance with the appeal 
procedures for denials of certification and recertification. See Chapter 4, Section I(A)(4) above. 
 
In addition to decertification, the Secretary of State may prohibit the purchase, lease, or use of any 
voting system (or component thereof) if a manufacturer or jurisdiction: (1) installs, uses, or permits 
the use of a voting system that is not certified for use or approved for experimental use; or (2) uses 
or includes hardware, firmware, or software in a voting system version that is not certified for use 
or approved for experimental use. A.R.S. § 16-442(D). 

 Emergency Conditional Certification of Upgrade/Modification 

If a local jurisdiction requires an emergency upgrade or modification to its existing certified voting 
system, the jurisdiction may apply to the Secretary of State for emergency conditional certification 
of the upgrade or modification. Emergency conditional certification allows the voting system to 
be upgraded or modified without seeking VSTL testing or EAC certification. A.R.S. § 16-442(G). 
 
To apply for emergency conditional certification, the local jurisdiction must: 

1. Convene its governing board to pass a resolution outlining why the forthcoming election 
cannot be conducted without the requested emergency conditional certification; 

2. Make a written request to the Secretary of State that outlines the need for conditional 
emergency certification, including: 

a. A description of the proposed upgrade/modification; 
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b. A description of what aspects of the voting system will be affected; 
c. An explanation why the upgrade/modification is necessary in order to conduct the next 

election, including a copy of the governing board’s resolution; 
d. An explanation why the upgrade/modification could not have been sought earlier 

through the standard recertification process; and  
e. A description of what safeguards or contingency plans will be implemented if the 

proposed upgrade/modification does not function as intended during the election; and 
f. Any other information deemed relevant by the local jurisdiction. 

 
Upon receipt of a request for emergency conditional certification, the Election Equipment 
Certification Committee must convene as soon as practicable (but no later than 30 days from the 
date of the request) and follow the same procedures applicable to an application for recertification, 
except: 

• VSTL approval and EAC certification are not required; and 
• Both the local jurisdiction and manufacturer are expected to participate in the public 

meeting and answer the Election Equipment Certification Committee’s questions. 
 
Upon receipt of the Election Equipment Certification Committee’s recommendation, the Secretary 
of State must issue a final decision within 15 days or sooner if practicable. 
 
Any grant of conditional emergency certification is limited to six months from the date of the 
Secretary’s final decision. If the manufacturer has not applied for (and been granted) recertification 
before expiration of the 6-month period, the conditionally-certified voting system is automatically 
decertified and ineligible for continued use. A.R.S. § 16-442(G). 
 
The local jurisdiction may appeal a denial of emergency certification in accordance with the appeal 
procedures for denials of certification and recertification described above. See Chapter 4, Section 
I(A)(4). 

 Election System Software Escrow Statement 

Election vendors who have voting equipment certified for use in Arizona elections and whose 
equipment is currently in use or will be used in an upcoming election shall notify the Secretary of 
State, in writing, by January 31 of each year where the source code is held in escrow. 

  LOGIC AND ACCURACY (L&A) TESTING 

A logic and accuracy (L&A) test is intended to confirm that votes are attributed to the correct 
candidates and ballot measures in the election management system (EMS) and that each candidate 
and ballot measure receives the accurate number of votes. 
 
The Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections is responsible for performing an L&A 
test on all voting equipment prior to each election. The conduct of the test must be overseen by at 
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least two elections staff or inspectors (of different political parties), and shall be open to 
observation by representatives of the political parties, candidates, the press, and the public.  
 
For any election that includes a federal, statewide, or legislative office, the Secretary of State is 
responsible for conducting an additional L&A test on selected voting equipment. A.R.S. § 16-
449.35 

 Timeframe to Conduct L&A Testing 

1. Accessible Voting Equipment L&A Test 
 
In-person voting, both during the early voting period and on Election Day, requires the deployment 
of accessible voting equipment for voters with disabilities (and ballot marking by all voters in 
certain counties).  
 
The officer in charge of elections must test all accessible voting equipment prior to an election. 

• For an all ballot-by-mail election, equipment must be tested at least 15 days before the 
election. 

• For a city, town, school district, special taxing district, or county election, equipment must 
be tested at least 27 days before the election (prior to the commencement of early voting). 

• For a federal, statewide, or legislative election, equipment must be tested prior to the 
Secretary of State’s L&A test, where practicable, or promptly thereafter. 

• For jurisdictions covered under Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act, the equipment’s 
language accessibility functionality must also be tested.  

 
In the case of federal, statewide, or legislative elections, the Secretary of State tests selected 
accessible voting equipment within seven days before the start of early voting (i.e., between 34 
and 27 days before the election). A.R.S. § 16-449(B). 
 
L&A tests for accessible voting equipment are a prerequisite for the County Recorder to open on-
site early voting locations. 

2. Optical and Digital Equipment L&A Test 
 
The officer in charge of elections must test precinct voting equipment and central count equipment 
within 30 days of an election. In the case of federal, statewide or legislative elections, the Secretary 
of State must also test selected equipment within 17 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-449(A). 
 

 
35 Though not required, counties may, in their discretion, conduct additional pre-election L&A 
tests prior to the county’s and Secretary of State’s pre-election L&A test and/or additional post-
election L&A tests after the county’s post-election L&A test, including with participation from 
representatives of the recognized political parties.  
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However, if a county’s accessible voting equipment does not independently tabulate votes (i.e., 
the equipment marks and/or produces a paper ballot that will be tabulated using different voting 
equipment), the officer in charge of elections and Secretary of State may test all voting equipment 
(including precinct voting equipment and central count equipment) during the time period 
applicable to accessible device testing. A.R.S. § 16-449(C). If the officer in charge of elections 
wishes to have all voting equipment testing completed together, the officer in charge of elections 
must make that request to the Secretary of State at least 90 days prior to the election. In order to 
prepare for this consolidated testing, the officer in charge of elections must provide to the Secretary 
of State all testing materials as referenced in Chapter 4, Section II(D)(2) below, including printed 
ballots, at least three weeks before the start of early voting. The Secretary of State has discretion 
to grant or deny a request for consolidated testing based on the circumstances. For example, if test 
ballots are not timely received, the tests will need to be conducted separately and the officer in 
charge of elections will be notified of the determination. 

3. Rescheduling L&A Tests 
 
The Secretary of State’s Office must conduct its L&A tests after the officer in charge of elections 
has conducted county-level tests whenever practicable. In the event the officer in charge of 
elections has not successfully conducted an L&A test prior to the Secretary of State’s scheduled 
test, the officer in charge of elections should contact the Secretary of State to consider whether to 
postpone the Secretary’s L&A test pending further local testing.  
 
If the electronic voting system has not successfully passed the Secretary of State’s L&A test, the 
Secretary of State may schedule a re-test for a later date. Re-testing may continue during the early 
voting period and through the day prior to the election. However, the officer in charge of elections 
may not deploy any electronic voting equipment in a federal, statewide, or legislative election that 
has not successfully passed the Secretary of State’s L&A test.  

 Public Notice of L&A Test 

The Board of Supervisors or other officer in charge of elections must publish notice of the time 
and place of each L&A test at least 48 hours in advance of the test. A.R.S. § 16-449(A). The notice 
must be published at least once in a daily or weekly newspaper circulated in the county. If no 
newspaper is published in the jurisdiction, notice must be published in any newspaper of general 
circulation. A.R.S. § 16-449(A). The notice should also be posted on the county’s website and 
distributed through any other public communication or social media channels regularly used by 
the county. 
 
If the Secretary of State must reschedule an L&A test or schedule a re-test, and the Board of 
Supervisors or other officer in charge of elections cannot reasonably comply with the 48-hour 
public notice requirement, the Board of Supervisors or other officer in charge of elections must:  

• Publish notice of the rescheduled L&A test in a daily or weekly newspaper within the 
county as soon as possible if the notice is capable of being published before the test date;  

• Post the notice on the county’s website and distribute the notice through any other public 
communication or social media channel(s) regularly utilized by the county; and 
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• Provide notice of the place and time of the reschedule L&A test or re-test by phone or email 
to all L&A test observers from the immediately preceding L&A test. 

 Observers for L&A Test 

An L&A test must be observed by the officer in charge of elections. An L&A test must also be 
open to: 

• Designated political party representatives; 
• Candidates or candidate representatives;  
• Government officials; and 
• Members of the public and the media. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-449(A). For security reasons and to prevent disruption of election operations, the 
officer in charge of elections may specify a designated area where observers are permitted to view 
the L&A test. If possible, the live video feed of the tabulation room should be turned on for L&A 
tests.  

 Process for Conducting L&A Tests by the Secretary of State 

The Secretary of State must conduct an L&A test on accessible voting equipment and 
optical/digital scan equipment before each federal, statewide, and legislative election. 

1. Acquisition of Precinct Information and Voting Equipment 
 
At least eight weeks before a primary election or PPE, the officer in charge of elections must 
provide the Secretary of State a complete list of precincts and legislative and congressional districts 
and ensure the Secretary of State possesses the necessary precinct voting equipment to 
preliminarily verify the county’s L&A test results at the Secretary of State’s Office. To conduct 
the pre-test, the Secretary of State may acquire the necessary voting equipment from the county or 
directly from equipment vendors, if practicable. If multiple counties use the same type of voting 
equipment, the Secretary of State may preliminarily test multiple counties’ ballots on the same 
piece of voting equipment without acquiring voting equipment from each county. 
 
In order to prepare the county’s testing requirements, the officer in charge of elections must 
provide the Secretary of State the following information as soon as possible: 

• The type of voting locations that will be utilized (i.e., precinct-based polling places, vote 
centers, or hybrid);  

• The manufacturer and type of equipment that will be used (e.g., precinct-based tabulators, 
central count tabulators, etc.); 

• Whether the county programs its own election, or utilizes a vendor to program its election;   
• The e-pollbooks, barcode scanners/printers, and ballot-on-demand printers that will be 

used, including manufacturer and how many e-pollbooks will be used;  
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• Polling locations; and 
• Daytime and emergency contact information for the County Recorder and officer in charge 

of elections and L&A testing staff. 

2. Selection of Precincts and Test Ballots 
 
The Secretary of State must randomly select precincts that will be included in each type of L&A 
test conducted by the Secretary of State.  
 
The Secretary of State generally selects five to 10 precincts for a small or medium-sized county 
and 10-20 precincts for a large county. In doing so, the Secretary of State must ensure: 

• At least one precinct is selected in each congressional and legislative district; and 
• Each federal, statewide, and legislative candidate and each ballot question will receive at 

least one test vote in the selected precincts. 
 
The Secretary of State must also acquire test ballots from each county. If a county will use 
preprinted ballots and ballots through a ballot-on-demand printer, the officer in charge of elections 
must provide ballots generated though both printing methods. 
 
For a primary election or PPE, the officer in charge of elections must provide the Secretary of State 
the following test ballots from each pre-determined test precinct: 

• 50 ballots from each of the two largest political parties entitled to continued representation 
on the ballot; 

• 25 ballots from every other recognized or new political party; and 
• Five “federal-only” ballots. 

 
The Secretary of State may request additional test ballots if necessary. The Secretary of State also 
may account for new political parties or the possibility that not all recognized political parties will 
participate in a PPE. 
 
For a general election, the officer in charge of elections must provide the Secretary of State the 
following test ballots from each pre-determined test precinct: 

• 50 ballots; and 
• 10 “federal-only” ballots.  

 
If a precinct contains a precinct split, the officer in charge of elections should ensure the above-
referenced test ballots are distributed among each precinct split. In addition, if minority-language 
ballots are required in the county, the officer in charge of elections must also include minority-
language ballots among the requested quantities of test ballots. 
 
The Secretary of State may vary the number of test ballots if necessary. To accommodate ballot 
printing and shipping timelines, counties that utilize a vendor to program the election may be 
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notified of the selected precincts for the Secretary of State’s L&A test prior to the completion of 
programming provided that the information on selected precincts shall be maintained as 
confidential, shall not be disclosed to the vendor that is programming the election, and shall be 
utilized only to ensure timely shipment of test ballots to the Secretary of State.    

3. Notification of Completion of Programming 
 
Before each federal, statewide or legislative election, the officer in charge of elections must 
promptly notify the Secretary of State when the county has completed programming its election.  
 
Within one business day of receiving this notification, the Secretary of State must confirm with 
the officer in charge of elections the date/time of the accessible and optical/digital scan tests and 
the conditions for each test, including precinct selections, ballot requirements, and the number of 
machines selected at random for testing. The Secretary of State must inform the officer in charge 
of elections of the date/time of the L&A test as soon as practicable. 

4. Secretary of State Preparation for L&A Testing 
 
For an accessible voting equipment L&A test, the Secretary of State must:  

1. Request that all accessible voting equipment to be used during on-site early voting be made 
available for the L&A test and be pre-programmed with all precinct ballot styles; 

2. Identify the precincts randomly selected by the Secretary of State and request the 
accessible voting equipment to be utilized at those precincts be made available for the 
L&A test; 

3. Ensure the attendance of any necessary minority language interpreters at the L&A test;  
4. Inform the officer in charge of elections that they must:  

a. Utilize the actual election program for Election Day (not a copy); 
b. Reset any vote totals from prior L&A tests and ensure equipment zero tapes are 

accessible for examination; 
c. Print a zero report from the county’s EMS and ensure the report is accessible for 

examination; 
d. Ensure that equipment operators are available to assist with the L&A test; 
e. Ensure the equipment is set up, set to run in “election mode,” and ready to vote 

upon the Secretary of State’s arrival; 
f. Ensure that voter card encoders and bar code printers will be available for testing 

(if applicable); 
g. Ensure political party observers have been contacted for the L&A test; 
h. Ensure that headphones and touchpads will be available for all equipment; and 
i. Ensure all equipment is capable of processing and outputting the testing results. 
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For an optical/digital scan equipment L&A test, the Secretary of State must:  
1. Request the requisite number of test ballots; 
2. Request the applicable memory cards or sticks in order to preliminarily verify L&A test 

results at the Secretary of State’s Office; 
3. Request that all central count equipment, including any back-up equipment, be made 

available for the L&A test; 
4. Identify the precincts randomly selected by the Secretary of State and request the precinct 

voting equipment to be utilized at those precincts be made available for the L&A test; 
5. Inform the officer in charge of elections that they must: 

a. Utilize the actual election program for Election Day (not a copy); 
b. Reset any vote totals from prior L&A tests and ensure equipment zero tapes are 

accessible for examination; 
c. Print a zero report from the county’s EMS and ensure the report is accessible for 

examination; 
d. Ensure political party observers have been contacted for the L&A test; 
e. Ensure that equipment operators are available to assist with the L&A test; and 
f. Ensure the equipment is set up, set to run in “election mode,” and ready to vote 

upon the Secretary of State’s arrival. 
 
The officer in charge of elections must provide any requested materials or information to the 
Secretary of State in accordance with the deadline set forth in the Secretary of State’s letter, but 
no later than five weeks before each election and/or three weeks before the start of early voting.  

5. Marking Test Ballots and Creation of Test Script 
 
The Secretary of State must create a script that outlines how each test ballot will be marked. 
 
Votes must be randomly distributed in each of the selected precincts, ensuring that each federal, 
statewide, and legislative candidate and ballot measure receives at least one vote. In addition, 
various races and issues must be over-voted to test the optical/digital scan equipment’s ability to 
notify the voter of, or out-stack, an over-vote, physically or digitally. 
 
Upon receipt of test ballots from the officer in charge of elections, the Secretary of State must 
mark the test ballots in accordance with the predetermined script. 
 
The Secretary of State also must create a script for each accessible voting machine that specifies 
how many ballots will be cast on the machine and how the votes will be distributed during the 
accessible equipment L&A test.  
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The Secretary of State must run the test ballots through the optical/digital scan equipment provided 
to the Secretary of State for preliminary verification purposes.  
 
Finally, the Secretary of State creates a summary report that aggregates the vote totals for each 
candidate and ballot measure. The Secretary of State must ensure these test ballot results match 
the summary report. 

6. Conducting the L&A Test 
 
The Secretary of State must bring a sufficient number of personnel to conduct the L&A test.  
 
Upon arrival, the Secretary of State must ensure that the selected voting equipment has zero 
recorded votes prior to commencing the L&A test. The Secretary of State then must test the 
selected voting equipment to ensure each machine reports the correct vote totals (and that the EMS 
reports the correct aggregate totals) in accordance with the prepared scripts. If the county intends 
to use the electronic adjudication or electronic write-in tallying functionality in the upcoming 
election, that functionality must also be tested during the Secretary of State’s L&A test.  
 
The Secretary of State must review ballots, and each ballot display on the accessible voting 
equipment, to confirm formatting, language, and audio requirements in the testing standards have 
been met (see testing standards in Chapter 4, Section II(E) below). 

 L&A Testing Standards 

1. Accessible Voting Equipment 
 
Accessible voting equipment must:  

1. Display candidate races, ballot measures, and voter instructions in English and any other 
language required in the county under the federal Voting Rights Act, at the voter’s option; 

2. Display candidate races, ballot measures, and voter instructions in large print and 
contrasting colors, at the voter’s option; 

3. Produce an accurate audio recording in English and any other language required in the 
county under the Voting Rights Act; 

4. Display the correct voting precinct and state, county, and election type; 
5. Display instructions how to use the equipment and mark the ballot; 
6. Display the ballot as nearly as practicable in accordance with the formatting requirements 

for paper ballots, including color marking for partisan primary elections; 
7. Display candidate names accurately, in accordance with the candidate’s nomination paper; 
8. Display ballot measures accurately, in accordance with any certification from the Secretary 

of State;  
9. Sequentially advance from screen-to-screen; 
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10. Perform the functions selected by the voter; 
11. Provide a warning to the voter if the voter attempts to under-vote or over-vote a particular 

race or issue, or, in the case of an over-vote, prevent a voter from doing so; 
12. Increase or decrease the headphone audio volume in accordance with the voter’s 

preferences; 
13. Contain a functioning keypad (whether stand-alone or incorporated into the accessible 

voting equipment screen); 
14. Allow the voter to write in a candidate using a keypad in the voter’s selected language; 
15. Provide a means for the voter to verify all of the voter’s selections prior to committing the 

selections and a means for the voter to change a selection if desired before committing the 
selections;  

16. Display a summary screen at the conclusion of voting that matches the voter’s selections; 
and 

17. If the accessible voting equipment independently tabulates votes, tabulate the voter’s 
selections accurately, including: 
• Accurately tabulating in the EMS; and 
• Printing an accurate ballot in English and any other written language required in the 

county under the Voting Rights Act and/or printing an accurate voter verifiable paper 
audit trail (VVPAT). 

2. Optical and Digital Scan Voting Equipment 
 
Optical and digital scan voting equipment must:  

1. Attribute votes to the correct candidates and ballot measures in the EMS;  
2. Attribute the correct number of votes to each candidate and ballot measure; 
3. Warn the operator of an over-vote or out-stack, physically or digitally, a ballot in the event 

of an over-vote; 
4. Record no vote in an over-voted race and out-stack for further adjudication if applicable 

(precinct voting equipment and central count equipment); 
5. Accept ballot styles for that specific precinct and reject ballot styles from other precincts 

(precinct voting equipment only); and  
6. Accept ballot styles from the current election and reject ballot styles from a different 

election.   
 
In advance of the Secretary of State’s L&A test, the officer in charge of elections should conduct 
a preliminary test of ballots as soon as they are available from the printing vendor to ensure the 
ballots are correct and meet the requirements for the voting equipment utilized. This may include 
testing a blank ballot and a fully-voted ballot on every ballot style used in the election.  
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3. Electronic Adjudication and Electronic Tallying of Write-In Votes 
 
If electronic adjudication of votes or electronic tallying of write-in votes will be utilized as part of 
the election tabulation system, that functionality shall also be tested during the L&A test to ensure 
secure and proper functioning and attribution of voter intent and/or Write-In Tally Board 
determinations for the write-in votes tallied. See Chapter 10, Section II(E) for requirements for 
electronic adjudication and Chapter 10, Section II(H)(2) for requirements for electronic tallying of 
write-in votes. 

4. Errors Discovered During Testing 
 
If any error is detected during L&A testing: 

• The cause shall be ascertained and corrected; 
• An errorless count shall be made before the voting equipment and programs are approved 

for use in the election; 
• If the election program is found to be the source of the error, a copy of a revised election 

program shall be filed with the Secretary of State within 48 hours after the revision; and 
• If the error was created by voting equipment malfunction, a report shall be filed with the 

Secretary of State within 48 hours after the correction is made, stating the cause and the 
corrective action taken. 
 

A.R.S. § 16-449(A). If the error cannot be corrected, the voting equipment and/or election program 
causing the error may not be deployed or used.  

5. Certification of Voting Equipment 
 
The Secretary of State must certify the voting equipment if the equipment meets the requirements 
in the L&A testing standards. Voting equipment may not be deployed or used until the Secretary 
of State has certified that the equipment passed L&A testing.  
 
If the voting equipment does not meet the mandatory requirements from the testing standards, the 
Secretary of State should work with the officer in charge of elections to determine the cause of the 
deficiency and whether it can be corrected in a timely manner. If the error can be readily corrected, 
the voting equipment may be retested until the mandatory requirements have been met; otherwise, 
the L&A test must be rescheduled for a later time and date. 
 

 County L&A Testing 

The officer in charge of elections must substantially follow the L&A testing procedures applicable 
to the Secretary of State, except that all of the county’s deployable voting equipment must be 
tested. The officer in charge of elections also must conduct a post-election L&A test of tabulation 
equipment. See Chapter 12, Section II.  
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 Retention of L&A Programs, Test Ballots, and Database 

The tests ballots and database used in L&A testing shall be: 
• Secured immediately after the L&A test is run; and 
• Retained until the post-election L&A test is ready to be conducted after ballot tabulation 

for the election. 
 
Programs and test ballots used in L&A testing shall be under the control of the officer in charge 
of elections. After completion of the post-election L&A test, the databases and test ballots shall be 
retained with the official returns according to the retention period applicable for that election. 

 SECURITY MEASURES FOR ELECTRONIC VOTING SYSTEMS  

All components of the electronic voting system, including any e-pollbooks uploaded with voter 
registration information, must be secured in accordance with this section. Counties should also 
conduct periodic election security and cybersecurity assessments and develop and implement 
appropriate security procedures and best practices in consultation with county (and, where 
appropriate, federal and state) information technology and security professionals. Counties may 
establish more stringent and robust security protocols so long as the following minimum 
requirements are met.   
 
The officer in charge of elections must develop and implement a training plan to ensure that 
elections staff (and any temporary workers) understand and comply with all security procedures 
applicable to the electronic voting system.  
 
A person who knowingly modifies the software, hardware, or source code for voting equipment 
without receiving approval or certification pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-442 is guilty of a class 5 felony. 
A.R.S. § 16-1004(B). 
 

 Physical Security of the Electronic Voting System 

Hardware components of the electronic voting system:  
1. Must be permanently labeled with a unique serial number for tracking and auditing 

purposes;  
2. Must be inventoried before and after an election;  
3. Must be stored in a locked, secured location that prevents unauthorized access; 

• Access to the electronic voting system (including voting equipment and the EMS) must 
be authorized by the officer in charge of elections. Access must be documented with a 
written log or with electronic key card access that indicates the date, time, and identity 
of the person accessing the system. 

4. Must be sealed with tamper-resistant or tamper-evident seals once programmed; 
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• The seal number must be logged as corresponding with particular voting equipment 
and the election media that has been sealed in the voting equipment. The log should be 
preserved with the returns of the election. In the event of a recount or re-tally of votes, 
the officer in charge of elections should be prepared to submit an affidavit confirming 
that the election program and any election media used in the election have not been 
altered. A.R.S. § 16-445(C). 

5. Must be safeguarded from unauthorized access when being moved, transferred, serviced, 
programmed, or temporarily stored; 

6. May be accessed by elections staff only to the extent necessary to perform their authorized 
task; and  

7. Must be witnessed by two or more election staff members (of different political parties if 
possible) when being moved or transferred, which includes an inventory of the equipment 
and chain of custody before and after the move or transfer.  

 
Any port, plug, door, or other method of physical or electronic access to the voting machine shall 
be secured in a manner to prevent any unauthorized access to the voting machine. The County 
Recorder or other officer in charge of elections shall document and verify security procedures 
regarding access before a voting machine is placed into service for an election. A.R.S. § 16-570(B). 

 Data Security of the Electronic Voting System 

Components of the electronic voting system: 
1. Must be password-protected (for voting system software);36 

• In addition to complying with any system requirements, passwords must: (1) contain 
mixed-cased and non-alphabetic characters, if possible; (2) be changed on a regular 
basis and may not be a vendor-supplied password; and (3) may be known only by 
authorized users. 

2. May not be connected to the internet, any wireless communications device, or any external 
network (except for e-pollbooks); 
• An EMS must be a stand-alone system, attached only to components inside an isolated 

network. An EMS may only be installed on a computer that contains only an operating 
system, the EMS software, data/audio extractor software, and any necessary security 
software. 

3. May not be used to modem election results, whether through analog, cellular, or any similar 
transmission; 

4. May not contain remote access software or any capability to remotely-access the system; 

 
36 Counties and their IT staff should also consult the latest standards for password security from the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), available at https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/sp800-63-
3.html.  
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5. Must match the software or firmware hash code on file with the officer in charge of 
elections prior to programing the election and the hash code on file with either (1) the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST); or (2) the Secretary of State at the 
time of certification of the electronic voting system; and 
• If the EMS software hash code is on file with NIST or the Secretary of State, the officer 

in charge of elections must certify that the officer compared the hash code on file with 
NIST or Secretary of State for the EMS software with the hash code of the EMS 
software to be used in the election and certify that the numbers are identical.  

6. Must be observed by the officer in charge of elections or a designee if the election program 
(or any software or firmware) is updated or modified.  

In addition, the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections should retain back-ups of the 
election program, including daily back-ups once tabulation begins.  

 Removable Electronic Storage Devices Used with the Voting System 

The following security protocols apply to any memory stick or removable electronic storage device 
used with the electronic voting system:  

1. A stick or device must be purchased or received from a reliable source. 
2. A stick or device shall be permanently identified with a unique serial number or identifier 

when in use, and an inventory of all electronic media shall be created and maintained. 
However, this requirement does not apply to a stick or device subject to the “one-way, one-
use” requirement in #6 below.   

3. Electronic storage media shall be physically secured at all times. No physical access should 
be given to any person unless the election officer in charge of the electronic storage media 
specifically grants that person access. Secured locations must be provided for storing 
electronic media when not in use, coding an election, creating the election media, and 
transferring and installing the election media into the voting device.  

4. No electronic storage media shall be left unattended or in an unsecured location once it has 
been coded for an election. Where applicable, coded election media shall be immediately 
loaded into the relevant voting device, sealed, logged, and made secure or must be placed 
in a secured and controlled environment and inventoried.  

5. A stick or device should generally not be used to transfer data between an internet-
connected system and a non-connected electronic voting system. Only when necessary to 
conduct the election (for example, to import ballot language or ballot files to the electronic 
voting system or to export election results files from the electronic voting system) should 
such transfer occur, and in those circumstances, the internet-connected system and stick or 
device shall be scanned with updated antivirus software and the internet-connected system 
shall be disconnected from the internet prior to transfer. In addition, the officer in charge 
of elections shall use a dedicated EMS Gateway Computer as described in Chapter 4, 
Section III(D) and consider and implement other appropriate security protocols for such 
data transfers. 
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6. A stick or device used to transfer data to or from the electronic voting system should only 
be used one time – to transfer data from one system to a second system and then securely 
disposed of. When feasible, write-once memory cards or write-once disks should be used 
instead of USB devices to transfer data to or from an electronic voting system to ensure a 
“one-way, one-use policy” is self-enforced by the technology.  

7. If the individual file to be transferred between systems was electronically received 
(whether through download, by email, or any other electronic means), the individual file 
must be scanned with antivirus software prior to being placed on the stick or device. The 
scanning should be done on a computer segregated from the primary network and while 
that computer is not connected to the internet. If any files were downloaded from an 
internet portal, the portal must be a secure portal for data transmission purposes. Regardless 
of the method of receipt, however, individual files should only be downloaded, transferred, 
or otherwise utilized if they were received by a trusted third-party source. 

8. If a stick or device was received by mail: 
• The stick or device should only be accepted from a trusted, third-party source; 
• The stick or device must be encrypted by the third-party source, and the password to 

decrypt the stick or device may not be included with the mailing itself; and 
• Upon receipt, the stick or device must be scanned with antivirus software prior to 

opening or otherwise executing any file contained on the stick or device. The scanning 
should be done on a computer segregated from the primary network and while that 
computer is not connected to the internet. 

 EMS Gateway Computer 

By the August 2022 Primary Election, a special-purpose, dedicated computer (the “EMS Gateway 
Computer”) shall be used in the limited circumstances when it is necessary to: (1) download data 
(e.g., ballot language or ballot files) from an internet-connected system onto a memory stick or 
other removable electronic storage device for upload to the EMS; and/or (2) download data (e.g., 
election results files) from the EMS to a stick or device for upload to an internet-connected system. 
In such circumstances, the EMS Gateway Computer shall serve as the internet-connected system. 
No other computer except for the designated EMS Gateway Computer shall be used for these 
purposes and the designated EMS Gateway Computer shall not be used for any other purpose.  
 
The following security protocols apply to the EMS Gateway Computer:  

1. The computer shall only be connected to a network when necessary (e.g., to upload to or 
download from the internet or to install necessary software updates) and the computer shall 
be disconnected from the network prior to transfer of data to or from the memory stick or 
device that was or will be connected to the EMS. 

2. The computer shall not be used for any purpose other than moving necessary election data 
in or out of the EMS.  

3. The computer’s operating system, browser, and endpoint protection software shall have the 
latest updates and security patches installed. 
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4. The computer shall have endpoint protection software (i.e., antivirus software that protects 
the computer from malware, viruses, ransomware, incursions, and other cybersecurity 
risks), with scanning capability installed.  

5. The computer shall have no software installed other than endpoint protection and a 
browser.  

6. Security shall be the most important criteria when selecting a browser.  
7. Windows Firewall (or other applicable firewall, if not using the Windows operating 

system) shall be enabled with the following restrictions: 
• No incoming connections allowed  
• No unnecessary outbound ports 
• No unsecured HTTP allowed 
• No connections allowed except to specific IP addresses (e.g., EMS vendor download 

site, Secretary of State’s Election Night Reporting site, etc.) 
8. Wifi, bluetooth, and cellular functions shall be disabled if present.  
9. No wireless mouse or keyboard shall be used. 
10. The computer shall be physically secured by the officer in charge of elections or designee 

pursuant to the same requirements applicable to other election equipment. See Chapter 4, 
Section III(A).   

11. The administrator account shall be non-standard. In other words, the default administrator 
account in the operating system shall be disabled, and customized administrator accounts 
with specific powers and privileges should be created, providing those with administrator 
access only those powers and privileges necessary for their specific job duties.   

12. Normal operation of the computer (e.g., when not conducting system configuration or 
maintenance that requires administrator access) shall be conducted without administrator 
rights. to ensure that non-administrators cannot install unauthorized software or otherwise 
have access to the operating system or internal file structures. 

13. Any physical port, plug, door, or other method of physical or electronic access to the 
computer shall be secured in a manner to prevent unauthorized access to the computer. 

 
Further, it is strongly recommended that the EMS Gateway Computer be segmented from all other 
networks. In other words, the computer should be placed on its own network, with no other 
computer or machine connected to the network, to minimize access and exposure. 

 E-Pollbooks and Ballot-on-Demand Printers 

Finally, the following security protocols apply to the use of e-pollbooks and ballot-on-demand 
printers:  

1. E-pollbooks and ballot-on-demand printers shall only be connected to authorized and 
secured networks and resources;  
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2. E-pollbooks and ballot-on-demand printers should transmit and receive data utilizing 
industry standard best practices for information and network security, including 
encryption; 

3. E-pollbooks and ballot-on-demand printers shall be patched and updated to current 
versions as designated by the vendor;  

4. Only software, applications, or drivers necessary for e-pollbook operation shall be installed 
on e-pollbooks;  

5. E-pollbooks and ballot-on-demand printers, as well as other peripheral devices such as 
barcode printers and driver license scanners, shall be tested before each election to ensure 
proper operation;  

6. To the extent practicable, voter data files on e-pollbooks should be compared to the original 
files by checking a hash code or, at a minimum, comparing file size prior to testing or use 
at a voting location; and37  

7. Any port, plug, door or other method of physical or electronic access to any e-pollbook 
shall be secured in a manner to prevent any unauthorized access to the e-pollbook. The 
County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections shall document and verify security 
procedures regarding access before an electronic pollbook is placed into service for an 
election, A.R.S. § 16-570(B); and  

8. Only power or charging cables supplied by the vendor or purchased from a verified source 
shall be used to power e-pollbooks. 

 CONTINGENCY AND INCIDENT RESPONSE PLANNING 

 Election Operations Contingency Plan 

The officer in charge of elections must develop a written contingency plan in case election 
operations, including the use of voting systems and any component thereof, are significantly 
disrupted. A contingency plan should consider all potential sources of disruption, including but 
not limited to: 

• Systemic equipment failures or malfunctions; 
• Power outages;  
• Natural disasters or infrastructure failure; 
• Terror threats or other civil disturbances; and  
• Unauthorized access, intrusion, or hacking into election facilities or equipment.  

 

 
37 Other recommended best practices include spot-checking a sample of voter records prior to testing or use 
at a voting location, checking to confirm the number of active/inactive voters are accurate, verifying that 
no protected voters’ information is included in the file, and verifying that party information (for a primary 
election) and early ballot information is included in the file.  
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Among other things, a contingency plan must outline how the officer in charge of elections would 
ensure continuity in voting in case one or more voting locations becomes temporarily or 
permanently unusable on Election Day, which may include: 

• Sending voters to an alternative voting location (whether new or existing);  
• Seeking a court order to extend voting hours; and/or 
• Requesting voters return to the voting location after the problem has been resolved. 

 
The officer in charge of elections must implement any additional procedures necessary to ensure 
that voters are properly notified and receive the correct ballot style. 
 
In advance of each election, the officer in charge of elections must review/update the contingency 
plan and ensure that key staff members have been briefed on the plan. As necessary, the officer in 
charge of elections should also be prepared to review and/or execute the contingency plan in 
coordination with:  

• The County Recorder; 
• The Board of Supervisors;  
• The County Attorney’s office; 
• The County Sheriff’s office;  
• The Presiding Judge of the Superior Court; 
• The Secretary of State’s Office;  
• The Arizona Counter Terrorism Information Center (ACTIC); 
• The Arizona Department of Public Safety;  
• The Attorney General’s office; 
• The Federal Bureau of Investigation;  
• The U.S. Department of Homeland Security; and 
• The U.S. Attorney’s office. 

 
The officer in charge of elections must file certain contingency information with the Secretary of 
State at least 10 days in advance of the election, including: 

• A description of the officer’s contingency plan to tabulate ballots in case of central count 
equipment failure (see specific requirements below); and  

• A copy of the county’s election program (see specific requirements below). 

 Incidence Response Plan  

The County Recorder and officer in charge of elections should develop a written incident response 
plan outlining how they will respond to and report election incidents that have security 
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implications and/or may disrupt election operations. The Secretary of State will provide and 
periodically update an election incident response plan template for the counties to consult.    

 Tabulation Contingency Plan 

The officer in charge of elections must file with the Secretary of State a tabulation contingency 
plan that identifies alternative voting equipment or facilities in case the county experiences a 
complete loss of its central count equipment or use of its central counting place. The tabulation 
contingency plan shall be completed no later than the second Monday before the election.  
 
The plan may include the transport of ballots across county lines. In that case, the ballots must be 
inventoried and safeguarded by the originating county’s employees in the same manner as if the 
ballots had not been transported. See Chapter 9, Section VIII(B). A county must exhaust all 
possible options (including the acquisition of additional voting equipment from the vendor) before 
invoking a contingency plan that involves transportation of ballots across state lines.  
 
The officer in charge of elections must notify the Secretary of State (and the chairpersons of the 
recognized political parties) if a tabulation contingency plan is invoked. 

 Election Program Contingency Plan 

Any jurisdiction that conducts an election must file a copy of the election program with the 
Secretary of State at least 17 days prior to each election. A.R.S. § 16-445(A). This copy may serve 
as a backup in case the original program is destroyed or rendered unusable. 
 
The election program must be in a machine-readable format and may be transmitted to the 
Secretary of State via a password-protected CD, DVD, USB memory stick, or SFTP site.  
 
If any subsequent changes are made to the election program, the officer in charge of elections must 
file the new copy with the Secretary of State within 48 hours of the change. A.R.S. § 16-445(B). 
 
The Secretary of State must preserve election programs in escrow for three years. The Secretary 
of State must securely destroy any election program after this retention period has expired. A.R.S. 
§ 16-445(A). 
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CHAPTER 5:  
ACCOMMODATING VOTERS WITH DISABILITIES 

 

 VOTER REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Before an election, each county shall prepare and disseminate information by public notice, 
including about voter registration deadlines, availability of registration and voting aids, how to 
vote early, availability of sample ballots, and types of assistance (including reasonable 
accommodations) available at voting locations, in a manner calculated to reach all voters and, in 
particular: 

• Persons with disabilities; 
• Seniors, age 65 or more; 
• Self-identified voters; and 
• Others who request information.  

 
During each stage of the voting process, including voter registration, election officials must ensure 
that they are effectively communicating with voters with disabilities. Upon a ten-day notice, the 
County Recorder or officer in charge of elections shall provide voting and registration information 
in alternative formats for the purpose of ensuring effective communication with people with 
disabilities. These available alternative formats may vary by County and shall include two or more 
alternative formats, which may include: large print, braille, electronic material for use with a screen 
reader, and/or computer disk in a format available on the jurisdiction’s computer equipment. A 
voter may make an on-going or permanent request to receive information in a particular format in 
their county for each election. If a voter makes a request for information in an alternative format 
after any applicable deadlines, the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections shall make 
best efforts to accommodate the request if practicable.  
 
Voters with a hearing or speech disability may dial 7-1-1 to be connected to a Telecommunications 
Relay Service (TRS) or utilize a video relay service (VRS), which permits persons with a hearing 
or speech disability to conduct a voice or video call with persons with or without such disability. 
Each County Recorder and/or officer in charge of elections shall publish information on how 
voters may use TRS or VRS to initiate a call to the office of the County Recorder or officer in 
charge of elections. County election officials can also use TRS and VRS to make calls to voters 
with a hearing or speech disability.    
 
Signs explaining assistance available for voters with disabilities must be posted at all permanent 
registration facilities, polling places, and vote centers. Temporary or permanent signs shall be: 

• Posted on stakes or taped to corridor walls to provide reasonable guidance to reach the 
voting area; 
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• In large, clear lettering that meets the ADA Accessibility Guidelines’38 requirements as to 
character proportion39 and height40; 

• On a contrasting background color; and  
• At a recommended height of 60 inches. 

See A.R.S. § 41-1421, A.R.S. § 41-5202(A). 
 
Voter registration information that is made available online on a county’s website shall be posted 
in a format that is accessible to individuals with disabilities using a screen reader or other assistive 
technology to access the information. 

 VOTING AND VOTING LOCATION INFORMATION 

Voters with disabilities are entitled to receive voting materials (and access to the voting experience 
in general) that is equivalent to that provided to voters without disabilities. A.R.S. § 16-442.01(B). 
Voting materials (including voter registration information, and web-based information and 
resources) must meet state and federal accessibility standards. See A.R.S. § 41-1421, A.R.S. § 41-
5202(A). Similarly, election officials must ensure effective communication with voters with 
disabilities at voting locations and throughout the electoral process. 
 
Thus, with few exceptions, ballots displayed in accessible voting equipment must follow the same 
content, format, and rotational requirements as those applicable to printed ballots. A.R.S. § 16-
442.01(A). For example: 

• Voting screens must be in the same order of arrangement as provided for paper ballots as 
far as practicable, except that information can be printed in vertical or horizontal rows or 
on separate screens. A.R.S. § 16-468(1). 

• If there are more candidates for a particular race than can be displayed on one voting screen, 
the screen must indicate that the race is continued on the following screen, and the same 
number of candidates must be displayed on each screen as far as practicable. A.R.S. § 16-
468(3). 

 
In addition, the officer in charge of elections must be prepared to print ballots in braille or large 
print format to reasonably accommodate voters who request alternative formats. A.R.S. § 16-
442.01(B)(2). Requests must be made to the officer in charge of elections by the second Friday 
before the election. See, e.g., A.R.S. § 16-549(C). If a voter makes a request after the applicable 

 
38 Available at: https://www.access-board.gov/guidelines-and-standards/buildings-and-sites/about-the-
ada-standards/background/adaag#4.30.  
39 ADA Accessibility Guidelines 4.30.2 requires that: “[l]etters and numbers on signs shall have a width-
to-height ratio between 3:5 and 1:1 and a stroke-width-to-height ratio between 1:5 and 1:10.” 
40 ADA Accessibility Guidelines 4.30.3 requires that: “[c]haracters and numbers on signs shall be sized 
according to the viewing distance from which they are to be read. The minimum height is measured using 
an upper case X. Lower case characters are permitted.” 
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deadline, the officer in charge of elections shall make best efforts to accommodate the request if 
practicable. 
 
Information on how individuals may identify themselves as needing accommodations for voting 
and for requesting reasonable accommodations at their polling place or vote center shall be 
attached to or distributed with the voter registration form. Printed materials shall be provided at 
the time of registration, at the time of notification of registration status pursuant to ARS § 16-
163(B), and on all sample ballots. These materials shall advise voters where they may call to ensure 
accessible voting, report instances of inaccessibility, and obtain voting materials in available 
alternative formats. 
 
The County Recorder and/or officer in charge of elections, as applicable, shall also include the 
following information on their websites, in a format that is accessible to people with disabilities 
using screen reading or other assistive technology: 

• How voters with disabilities may obtain more information about voting assistance and 
reasonable accommodations in the voting process;  

• How to request and obtain voting material in alternative formats;  
• How to request voting through a special election board; and 
• Instructions on how to use accessible voting devices used by the County. 

 

 ENSURING ACCESSIBILITY AT THE VOTING LOCATION 

Voting locations must comply with the current Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Standards 
for Accessible Design. See 2016 ADA Standards for Accessible Design, 36 C.F.R. § 1191, 
Appendices B & D (2016 Standards). The voting location must be in existing compliance with the 
Standards or the officer in charge of elections must bring the voting location into compliance with 
the Standards prior to the start of voting at the location. The officer in charge of elections should 
consult the ADA Checklist for Polling Places, available at 
https://www.ada.gov/votingchecklist.htm, when confirming that voting locations comply with 
federal accessibility requirements. 
In addition to complying with all federal accessibility requirements, the officer in charge of 
elections must ensure that all voting locations also meet the following state requirements: 

1. Seating: Each polling place shall include seating to allow voters to wait to enter the 
voting booth. A minimum of two seats is required and additional seats should be 
provided as practicable to reasonably accommodate voters with disabilities.41    

2. Stairs:  

 
41  In any case, if a voter has a disability-related need to sit and the available seats are being used by others, 
poll workers must make all reasonable efforts to accommodate the voter, including by asking if anyone can 
volunteer their seat or identifying another available chair from the building that can be used. 
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• Stair treads shall be no less than 11 inches wide, measured from riser to riser.  
• Undersides of nosings shall not be abrupt. The radius of curvature at the leading 

edge of the tread shall be no greater than ½ inch. Risers shall be sloped or the 
underside of the nosing shall have an angle not less than 60 degrees from the 
horizontal. 

• Nosings shall project no more than 1 ½ inch. 
• Handrails shall be continuous along both sides of stairs. If not continuous, they 

shall extend at least 12 inches beyond the top riser and at least 12 inches plus 
the width of one tread beyond the bottom riser. 

• The clear space between handrails and wall shall be 1 ½ inch. 
• The ends of handrails shall be rounded or returned smoothly to floor or wall.  
• Handrails shall not rotate within their fittings. 

3. Booths and Equipment:  
• At least one voting booth in each voting location and early voting site shall be 

accessible. This requires that the clear area in the voting booth be no less than 
30 inches by 48 inches. The preferred arrangement provides a knee space 27 
inches high below the counter or ballot machine to allow front wheelchair 
approach. An alternative arrangement provides a clear area parallel to the ballot 
or counter and sufficient room to maneuver a wheelchair to this position. 

• Each voting location and early voting site shall have an accessible voting device 
for use by voters with disabilities. Each accessible voting device shall be 
prominently marked with a permanent sign that is located in a conspicuous 
place on the device that is of a color and design approved by the Secretary of 
State and that bears the internationally accepted symbol of access “Accessible 
Voting Device.” ARS § 16-447(A). 

• The County Recorder, officer in charge of elections, or designee shall ensure 
that accessible voting devices are operational and remain turned on as long as 
the voting location or early voting site is open, and shall ensure that board 
workers are trained on the proper operation of accessible voting devices.  

4. Resources for Voters with Sight and Hearing Disabilities: 
• Each voting location and early voting site shall have at least one magnifying 

instrument.  
• For a statewide election, the Secretary of State shall provide each county with 

at least one large print version of the publicity pamphlet for each polling place, 
vote center, and early voting site. The officer in charge of elections shall provide 
at least one large print version of county publicity pamphlets to each polling 
place, vote center, and early voting site. 
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• For those with hearing disabilities, paper and pen/pencil shall be made 
available. 

5. Rest Stops: For voters with limited strength/stamina or restricted mobility, periodic 
rest stops with seats or benches should be available at each polling location, at intervals 
of approximately 200 feet along the route from the vehicular access location to the 
voting room. Every effort should be made to provide an accessible route to the polling 
place that is less than 200 feet from the accessible parking spaces or passenger loading 
areas. 

6. Lighting: Adequate lighting shall be provided for voting locations. 
 
Voting locations and early voting sites must be accessible if such a site is available in the precinct. 
If no site is accessible, temporary measures, as described in Section IV below, shall be taken to 
make the location accessible. A precinct should not be denied a polling place and/or early voting 
site for lack of a permanently accessible location. Instead, temporary measures should be taken to 
bring an available site within the precinct into compliance.  
 
Each county shall conduct a uniform inspection of all voting locations and early voting sites to 
ensure compliance with the criteria set out in this Section. Counties shall have procedures for 
inspection of each location before each election or provisions in contracts with voting locations 
and early voting sites requiring a contact person to inform the county if the accessibility of a 
location has been altered prior to an election. 
 
Counties shall submit the results of their inspections in the accessibility report provided to the 
Secretary of State with the general election canvass. See Chapter 13, Section II(A)(1); see also 
Sample Accessibility Report sample form in Chapter 17 and pages 16 to 25 of the ADA Checklist 
for Polling Places, available at https://www.ada.gov/votingchecklist.pdf.    

 ALTERNATIVE VOTING OPTIONS  

Alternative means of voting shall be used at polling places and vote centers determined by the 
officer in charge of elections to be inaccessible only when:  

• No accessible sites are available; and  
• No temporary measures can make them accessible.  

 
When the officer in charge of elections determines that no accessible voting location is available 
or no alternative means are available, all voters in the precinct shall be notified as soon as 
practicable, and prior to the deadline to request an early ballot-by-mail, that the voting location 
selected for their precinct is inaccessible and provided the reason(s) for inaccessibility. Notice 
should also be provided in at least two alternative formats accessible to voters with disabilities. 
See Chapter 5, Section I.    
 
The following alternative means of voting shall be offered to voters with disabilities or seniors: 
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• Where practicable, reassignment to an accessible voting location in a precinct with the 
same ballot as the voter’s precinct and that is as close to the voter’s home precinct as 
practicable;42 

• Assistance provided by a person of the voter’s choice or two election officials of different 
political parties; 

• Early voting; or  
• Curbside voting, if available at the voting location.  

 
Curbside voting may be made available as a reasonable accommodation as necessary to provide 
voters with disabilities equal access to the voting process. If curbside voting is offered, the 
following guidelines must be met:  

• A sign shall be posted at or near the entrance to the voting location or the accessible parking 
spaces: (1) stating that curbside voting is available at that location; (2) notifying voters that 
they can relay a message through a companion or nearby person to the election board that 
the voter wishes to vote; and (3) providing a telephone number or other means to call to 
request curbside voting assistance or for additional information.43  

• The election official, using the precinct register or e-pollbook, shall: (1) verify the 
registration status of the senior or voter with a disability; (2) verify the voter’s 
identification; and (3) notify the inspector.  

• The inspector shall direct the two election board workers (with different political party 
affiliations) to: (i) proceed to the curbside with an appropriate ballot (and if needed, a 
provisional ballot affidavit); (ii) permit the voter to privately vote their ballot after having 
signed the signature roster, electronic signature pad, or curbside voter affidavit form; and 
(iii) place the voted ballot in a secrecy sleeve.  

• The election board workers shall then return to the voting area and present the ballot to the 
inspector, who shall deposit the ballot in the tabulation unit or ballot box. 

 
See A.R.S. § 16-581. 

 SPECIAL ELECTION BOARDS 

 

 
42  In this circumstance, the voter shall not be deemed to have voted outside of the voter’s assigned precinct 
if the voter votes at the precinct to which the voter has been reassigned.  
43 If curbside voting is offered at a voting location that does not otherwise meet accessibility requirements, 
the officer in charge of elections must also provide an easy-to-push temporary doorbell or buzzer (at a 
height accessible to wheelchair users) to allow voters to request curbside assistance. If curbside voting is 
offered at a voting location that otherwise meets accessibility requirements, a temporary doorbell or buzzer 
is not required but still encouraged. See U.S. Dept. of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Disability Rights 
Section, The Americans with Disabilities Act and Other Federal Laws Protecting the Rights of Voters with 
Disabilities, at 3, available at https://www.justice.gov/file/69411/download.   
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Personal ballot delivery through a special election board shall be provided to any qualified elector 
who is confined as a result of a continuing illness or physical disability and is, therefore, not able 
to go to the polls on Election Day. See Chapter 2, Section IV for more details. 
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CHAPTER 6:  
CANDIDATE NOMINATION  

 

 NOMINATION PROCEDURES 

A candidate may run for office by obtaining a nomination or running as a write-in candidate.  
 

• There are two methods for obtaining a nomination: one reserved for candidates running 
under recognized party labels, and one reserved for “independent” candidates (i.e., those 
not affiliated with a recognized political party).  

• In lieu of seeking a nomination, a person may run as a write-in candidate if the person files 
the required documentation in advance of the election and, for primary write-in candidates, 
meets applicable minimum vote requirements.  

 
Under the “resign-to-run” law, except during the final year of the term being served, an incumbent 
holding a salaried elective office (whether through election or by appointment) must resign their 
current office before filing a nomination paper and seeking nomination or election to any other 
salaried federal, state, or local public office. Ariz. Const. Art. XXII, § 18; A.R.S. § 38-296(A). 
Violation of the resign-to-run law results in the incumbent’s present office being “declared 
vacant.” A.R.S. § 38-296(E). To enforce this provision, the Attorney General, applicable County 
Attorney, or a person entitled to rightfully hold the office must file a quo warranto action in court. 
A.R.S. § 12-2041; A.R.S. § 12-2042; A.R.S. § 12-2043; Jennings v. Woods, 194 Ariz. 314 (1999). 

 Candidates for Partisan Federal, State, and Local Office 

This section outlines the requirements to run for public offices in Arizona, with the exception of 
President of the United States. 

1. Nomination for Public Office 
 
For partisan elections, a candidate (other than a presidential or precinct committeeman candidate) 
must be nominated by one of two methods in order to appear on a general election ballot. 

• A candidate may be nominated by winning a recognized political party’s primary election. 
A.R.S. § 16-311. 

• An independent candidate may be nominated by obtaining nomination petition signatures 
from qualified electors, known as “nomination other than by primary.” A.R.S. § 16-341. 

 Nomination by Primary Election 

Except for a candidate for U.S. Senator or Representative in Congress, a candidate seeking 
nomination for the general election ballot through a recognized political party’s primary election 
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must be a qualified elector in the electoral district for the office sought at the time of filing and a 
member of the political party for which the candidate is seeking a nomination beginning no later 
than the date of the first signature on the candidate’s nomination petition through the date of the 
general election at which the person is a candidate. A.R.S. § 16-311(A). 
 
To qualify for a primary election ballot, a candidate must timely file the following documents with 
the appropriate filing officer: 

• A statement of interest;44 
• A nomination paper for the office sought;45 
• A requisite number of nomination petition signatures; and 
• A financial disclosure statement.46 

 
A.R.S. § 16-311.  

i. Statement of Interest 
 
Effective August 27, 2019, certain candidates seeking a primary election nomination or 
nomination other than by primary must file a statement of interest with the appropriate filing 
officer no later than the date of their first petition signature. Signatures collected before the filing 
of the statement of interest are subject to challenge. A.R.S. § 16-311(H); A.R.S. § 16-341(I). 
Petition signatures collected by candidates who started collecting signatures before August 27, 
2019 may not be challenged on the basis of their collection before the filing of a statement of 
interest so long as the candidate files a statement of interest by January 2, 2020. S.B. 1451 § 6(A), 
54th Leg., 1st Sess. (Az. 2019). 

ii. Nomination Petition Signatures 
 
A candidate seeking a primary election nomination must file a minimum number of nomination 
petition signatures with their nomination paper. A.R.S. § 16-314(A)-(B); A.R.S. § 16-322. 
 
Nomination signatures may be gathered on a paper nomination petition form prescribed by the 
Secretary of State or, for federal, statewide, legislative, county, city/town and precinct 

 
44 A statement of interest is not required for candidates for special taxing districts, candidates for precinct 
committeeman, or candidates for President or Vice President of the United States. A.R.S. § 16-311(H); 
A.R.S. § 16-341(I). However, candidates for the office of presidential elector are required to file a statement 
of interest. Clayton v. West, 251 Ariz. 226, 489 P.3d 394 (2021).  
45 A candidate for the office of state mine inspector must also sign an affidavit attesting that they fulfill the 
statutory qualifications for the office and file it with their nomination papers prescribed by A.R.S. § 16-
311; A.R.S. § 16-312; A.R.S. § 16-341. A.R.S. § 27-121(B). 
46 A.R.S. § 16-311(H)(1); A.R.S. § 18-444(A), (F); A.R.S. § 38-543. Title 48 special district candidates, 
school district governing board candidates, and precinct committeeman candidates are not required to file 
a financial disclosure statement. See A.R.S. § 38-543; A.R.S. § 38-541(8). A federal candidate is also not 
required to file a financial disclosure statement but has the option to file a statement on recall with the 
Secretary of State. A.R.S. § 19-221. 
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committeeman candidates, through the Secretary of State’s online signature portal known as E-
Qual. A.R.S. § 16-315(A); A.R.S. § 16-316; A.R.S. § 16-317; A.R.S. § 16-318.  
 
A nomination petition signer must be a qualified elector who, at the time of signing, is registered 
to vote in the electoral jurisdiction or district in which the candidate seeks office. A.R.S. § 16-
321(B). In partisan elections, the petition signer also must be registered to vote with the same 
recognized political party from which the candidate is seeking a nomination, with a political party 
not recognized for continued representation on the ballot, or as an independent or unaffiliated voter 
(i.e., the voter must not be registered with another recognized political party).47 A.R.S. § 16-
321(F). “Federal-only” voters are only eligible to sign nomination petitions for federal candidates 
and may not sign nomination petitions for state or local candidates. AG Opinion I13-011(R13-
016) 2013. 
 
An elector may only sign one nomination petition for the same office unless more than one 
candidate is to be elected for that office. For example, an elector may only sign one candidate’s 
petition for state senate but may sign two candidates’ petitions for state house. If an elector signed 
more nomination petitions than permitted, only the earlier signatures are deemed valid. If the 
duplicate signatures were signed on the same date, all signatures signed by the elector on that date 
are deemed invalid. A.R.S. § 16-321(A), (C). 
 
Depending on the type of candidacy, the minimum number of nomination petition signatures may 
be based on the number of persons qualified to sign a candidate’s petition, the number of registered 
voters in a jurisdiction, the number of votes cast in a jurisdiction, or a static number of signatures. 
See A.R.S. § 16-322(A)-(C).  
 
The Secretary of State must prepare sample nomination petition forms for use in federal, statewide, 
legislative, county, city, and town elections. A.R.S. § 16-315(C). The Secretary of State may 
prescribe the method of filing nomination petitions for federal, state and legislative offices, 
including but not limited to the electronic creation and filing of petitions. A.R.S. § 16-315(E). 

iii. Filing Officer Processing of Nomination Petition Signatures 
 
A filing officer may reject nomination petitions for failure to file by the applicable deadline or 
failure to file the minimum number of required petition signatures. See Chapter 6, Section I(F) for 
a more detailed discussion of the limited bases for a filing officer to reject candidate filings. 
 
If there is no basis to reject a candidate filing, the filing officer must count the nomination petition 
signatures to ensure the minimum number of signatures has been filed. A nomination petition 
signature line should be counted by the filing officer if it contains at least: 

• An address, description of place of residence, or P.O. Box; and 
• A signature in either the signature or printed name column or a printed name in the 

signature column; and 
 

47 This rule applies to all partisan nomination petitions, regardless of whether or not the candidate’s political 
party’s primary election is open to independent/unaffiliated voters. 
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• A date containing, at minimum, a month and day.  
 
Although nomination petition signature lines that are missing a signature but contain a printed 
name, or use a P.O. Box as a residence address, are presumed valid and counted in the filing 
officer’s determination of the number of signatures submitted, such signatures may be subject to 
challenge. 
 
If the candidate submits more than the maximum number of signatures permitted, the filing officer 
may accept the filing and review the signature lines up to the point at which the candidate exceeds 
the maximum when counting only valid signature lines. The filing officer must deem invalid, and, 
therefore, need not review, signature lines beyond the maximum. 
 
The filing officer must issue a receipt to the candidate or candidate’s committee. If the candidate 
meets the minimum signature threshold for the office sought, the candidate is qualified for the 
ballot, subject to any subsequent court challenges or candidate withdrawals.  

iv. Deadline to File Nomination Documents 
 
A candidate seeking a primary nomination must file a nomination paper, nomination petitions and, 
if applicable, financial disclosure statement between 150 and 120 days before the primary election. 
A.R.S. § 16-311(A)-(B), (E)-(F), (H); A.R.S. § 16-314(A). However, a statewide or legislative 
candidate seeking public funding under the Citizens Clean Elections Act may file these nomination 
documents with the Secretary of State as early as January 2 of an election year. A.R.S. § 16-951(B). 
 
A candidate seeking a primary nomination in a special election to fill a congressional vacancy 
must file a nomination paper and nomination petitions no more than 30 days after the date of the 
Governor’s proclamation calling the special election. A.R.S. § 16-222(B)(2).  
 
A candidate who does not file the requisite nomination documents by 5:00 p.m. on the last day for 
filing is not eligible to have their name printed on the primary election ballot. A.R.S. § 16-311(E)-
(F). 

 Independent Nomination (Other than by Primary) 

In lieu of seeking a nomination through a political party primary, a candidate who is not registered 
with a recognized political party (i.e., an “independent” or “unaffiliated” candidate) may be 
nominated for partisan office by filing the requisite number of nomination petition signatures with 
the filing officer. Such an “independent” or “unaffiliated” candidate who meets this threshold will 
be placed directly on the general election ballot, along with a three-letter “party” designation. 
However, a candidate may not seek a nomination in this manner if the candidate filed nomination 
petitions for the primary election and failed to qualify due to insufficient valid signatures. A.R.S. 
§ 16-341(A)-(B), (D); A.R.S. § 16-502(E). 
 
Similar to candidates seeking nomination by political party primary, candidates seeking 
independent nomination must timely file a statement of interest, nomination paper, and a requisite 
number of nomination petition signatures with the appropriate filing officer. Non-federal 
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candidates must also file a financial disclosure statement if applicable.48 A.R.S. § 16-341(E), 
(J)(1)-(2); A.R.S. § 16-314(A); A.R.S. § 16-311(D). A federal candidate is not required to file a 
financial disclosure statement, but has the option to file a statement on recall with the Secretary of 
State. A.R.S. § 19-221. 

i. Nomination Petition Signatures  
 
An independent candidate must collect nomination petition signatures equal to at least 3% of the 
registered voters in the jurisdiction in which the candidate is running who are not registered with 
a recognized political party, based on voter registration totals reported by the Secretary of State or 
County Recorder, as applicable, as of January 2nd in the general election year. There is no limit or 
maximum number of signatures that may be submitted for an independent candidate. Although the 
minimum number of signatures required is based on the number of voters not registered with a 
recognized political party, any person who is registered to vote in the state, county, subdivision, 
or district for which the candidate is nominated is eligible to sign the nomination petition without 
regard to the signer’s party affiliation. 
 
Nomination signatures may be gathered on a hard-copy independent nomination petition form 
prescribed by the Secretary of State or, for federal, statewide, legislative, county, city/town, and 
precinct committeeman candidates, through the Secretary of State’s online signature portal known 
as E-Qual.  
 
A filing officer must process (and in appropriate cases reject) independent nomination petition 
signatures in the same manner as partisan and nonpartisan nomination petitions. Likewise, if an 
independent candidate’s nomination petitions are challenged in court, the applicable County 
Recorder must review the challenged signatures in the same manner as partisan or nonpartisan 
nomination petitions.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-316; A.R.S. § 16-317; A.R.S. § 16-318; A.R.S. § 16-341. 

ii. Deadline to File Independent Nomination Documents 
 
Like candidates seeking nomination through a political party primary:  

• A candidate seeking a nomination other than by primary (to be placed on the general 
election ballot) must file an independent nomination paper, independent nomination 
petitions, and a financial disclosure statement between 150 and 120 days before the primary 
election, A.R.S. § 16-341(C); and 

• An independent statewide or legislative candidate seeking public funding under the 
Citizens Clean Elections Act may file these nomination documents with the Secretary of 
State as early as January 2 of an election year. A.R.S. § 16-951(B) 

 

 
48 A.R.S. § 16-311(H)(1); A.R.S. § 18-444(A), (F); A.R.S. § 38-543. Title 48 special district candidates, 
school district governing board candidates, and precinct committeemen candidates are not required to file 
a financial disclosure statement. See A.R.S. § 38-543; A.R.S. § 38-541(8).  
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An independent candidate seeking a nomination in a special election to fill a congressional vacancy 
must file a nomination paper and nomination petitions no more than 30 days after the date of the 
Governor’s proclamation calling the special election. A.R.S. § 16-222(B)(2). 
 
A candidate who does not file the requisite nomination documents by 5:00 p.m. on the last day for 
filing is not eligible to have their name printed on the general election ballot. A.R.S. § 16-341(K). 

2. Write-In Candidacy 
 
In lieu of collecting nomination petition signatures to qualify for a primary or general election 
ballot, a person may run as a write-in candidate. Becoming an official write-in candidate requires 
the officer in charge of elections to tabulate any write-in votes for the candidate and include those 
results in the official canvass of the election. A.R.S. § 16-312. A list of official write-in candidates 
is posted at voting locations but is not included in the early ballot mailing. See Chapter 2, Section 
I(C)(1) and II(A); Chapter 9, Section (I)(A)(4).   
 
To qualify as an official write-in candidate, a candidate must timely file a write-in nomination 
paper and, if applicable, a financial disclosure statement with the appropriate filing officer. A.R.S. 
§ 16-312(C); A.R.S. § 18-444(A); A.R.S. § 38-543; A.R.S. § 18-444(F). A write-in candidate 
must, at the time of filing, be a qualified elector of the county or district the candidate seeks to 
represent and must have been a resident of that county or district for 120 days before the date of 
the election. A.R.S. § 16-312(A). However, a one-year residency requirement applies for city or 
town candidates. A.R.S. § 16-312(A); A.R.S. § 9-232(A). 
 
A federal write-in candidate is not required to file a financial disclosure statement but has the 
option to file a statement on recall with the Secretary of State.  
 
A person may not seek a write-in candidacy in the primary election if the candidate filed a 
nomination petition for that primary and failed to submit a sufficient number of valid signatures, 
withdrew from the primary election after a petition challenge in court, or was removed from the 
primary election ballot or otherwise found to be ineligible by a court of law. A person may not 
seek a write-in candidacy in the general election for the same reasons listed above as to primary 
elections. In addition, if the candidate ran and lost in the preceding primary election or did not 
receive the requisite number of votes required to proceed to the general election, that candidate 
may not seek a write-in candidacy in the general election for the same office. A.R.S. § 16-
312(F)(1)-(4); A.R.S. § 9-821.01; A.R.S. § 16-645. 
 
The required documents must be filed no earlier than 150 days before the election and no later than 
5:00 p.m. on the 40th day before the election, except: (i) a write-in candidate to fill a vacancy that 
occurs after the official ballots have been printed must file the required nomination documents no 
later than five days before the election; and (ii) a write-in candidate who intends to run in a school 
district, community college district, special taxing district, or precinct committeeman election that 
may be canceled due to an insufficient number of candidates seeking election must file the required 
nomination documents no later than 106 days before the election in question. A.R.S. § 16-312(B); 
A.R.S. § 16-343(D). A statewide or legislative candidate may not use public funding under the 
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Citizens Clean Elections Act to run as a write-in candidate. A.R.S. § 16-950(E); A.R.S. § 16-
961(F)(2). 

 Candidates for Nonpartisan Office 

A candidate seeking nomination for a nonpartisan office must be a qualified elector in the electoral 
district for the office sought at the time of filing. A.R.S. § 16-311(B). There are specific 
requirements for eligibility to serve in city and town offices, on school district governing boards, 
and on special district boards pursuant to Title 9, Title 15, and Title 48, respectively. In addition, 
the “resign-to-run” law provisions apply to nonpartisan candidates. See Chapter 6, Section I above. 
 
Similar to candidates for partisan office, candidates for nonpartisan office may run by filing 
nomination documents or by filing documents to run as an official write-in candidate.  

1. Nonpartisan Nomination 
 
To qualify to appear on the ballot, a candidate for nonpartisan office must timely file the following 
nomination documents with the appropriate filing officer: 

• A statement of interest;49 
• A nomination paper for the office sought; and 
• A requisite number of nomination petition signatures. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-311. Candidates for nonpartisan office are generally not required to file a financial 
disclosure statement.50 However, cities and towns must require candidates to file a financial 
disclosure statement consistent with state law. A.R.S. § 38-545. 
 
These nomination documents must be filed between 150 and 120 days before the election. A.R.S. 
§ 16-311(B). A candidate who does not file the requisite nomination documents by 5:00 p.m. on 
the last day for filing is not eligible to have their name printed on the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-311(I). 
 
For nonpartisan elections in cities and towns, a candidate may be elected at the primary election 
and a general (run-off) election is not required if the candidate received a majority of votes. A.R.S. 
§ 9-821.01. Additionally, charter cities may differ in their scheduling of candidate elections based 
on the number of candidates running for office.  

2. Write-In Candidacy 
 

 
49 A statement of interest is not required for candidates for special taxing districts, candidates for precinct 
committeeman, or candidates for President or Vice President of the United States. A.R.S. § 16-311(H); 
A.R.S. 16-341(I). See Chapter 6, Section I(A)(1)(a)(i) above for more details on the statement of interest 
requirement.  
50 Title 48 special district candidates, school district governing board candidates, and precinct 
committeemen candidates are not required to file a financial disclosure statement. See A.R.S. § 38-543; 
A.R.S. § 38-541(8). 
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In lieu of collecting nomination petition signatures to qualify to appear on the ballot, a person may 
run as an official write-in candidate for a nonpartisan office. Becoming an official write-in 
candidate requires the officer in charge of elections to tabulate any write-in votes for the candidate 
and include those results in the official canvass of the election. A.R.S. § 16-312. 
 
To qualify as an official write-in candidate, a candidate must timely file a write-in nomination 
paper and, if applicable, a financial disclosure statement with the appropriate filing officer. A 
write-in candidate must, at the time of filing, be a qualified elector of the county or district the 
candidate seeks to represent and must have been a resident of that county or district for 120 days 
before the date of the election. However, a one-year residency requirement applies for city or town 
candidates. A.R.S. § 16-312(A), (C); A.R.S. § 9-232(A); A.R.S. § 38-541(6); A.R.S. § 38-545.  
 
A person may not seek a write-in candidacy if the candidate filed a nomination petition for that 
election and failed to submit a sufficient number of valid signatures, withdrew from the election 
after a petition challenge in court, was removed from the election ballot, or was otherwise found 
to be ineligible by a court of law. A.R.S. § 16-312(F)(1)-(4); A.R.S. § 9-821.01; A.R.S. § 16-645. 
 
The required documents must be filed no earlier than 150 days before the election and no later than 
40 days before the election at 5:00 PM, except: (i) a write-in candidate to fill a vacancy that occurs 
after the official ballots have been printed must file the required nomination documents no later 
than five days before the election; and (ii) a write-in candidate who intends to run in a school 
district, special taxing district, or precinct committeemen election that may be canceled due to an 
insufficient number of candidates seeking election must file the required nomination documents 
no later than 106 days before the election in question. A.R.S. § 16-312(B); A.R.S. § 16-343(D).  
 
For nonpartisan special district elections, the candidate(s) who receive the highest number of votes 
is elected. Ariz. Const. Art. VII § 7. For elections in cities and towns, a candidate may be elected 
at the primary election and a general (run-off) election is not required if the candidate received a 
majority of votes. A.R.S. § 9-821.01. Additionally, charter cities may differ in their scheduling of 
candidate elections based on the number of candidates running for office. 

 Presidential Candidates 

A candidate may run for U.S. President in Arizona by one of two methods: obtaining a nomination 
or running as a write-in candidate.  
 
Absent a successful challenge, a nomination means the presidential candidate’s name will appear 
on the general election ballot in a presidential election year. There are two methods for obtaining 
a nomination: one reserved for candidates running under recognized party labels, and one reserved 
for “independent” or party-unaffiliated candidates. 

• A candidate seeking the nomination of a recognized political party usually runs in the 
Presidential Preference Election (PPE). However, the presidential and vice-presidential 
candidates that ultimately appear on the general election ballot will be formally nominated 
by party delegates at national conventions held during the summer preceding the election. 
As a prerequisite to placement of their nominees on the general election ballot, each 
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recognized political party must timely submit the names of presidential electors who will 
cast votes for the winning candidate in the Electoral College. 

• Alternatively, a candidate may qualify as an independent presidential candidate by 
collecting nomination petition signatures.51 If the candidate meets the requisite signature 
threshold, the candidate and their vice-presidential running mate (along with a “party” 
designation of the candidates’ choice) will appear on the general election ballot. 

 
In lieu of seeking a nomination, a person may run as a write-in presidential candidate if the person 
files required documentation by the applicable deadline in advance of the general election. 

1. Presidential Preference Elections 
 
A PPE is only open to candidates seeking the nomination of a recognized political party. Write-in 
candidates are prohibited from participating in the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-243(B); A.R.S. § 16-244; 
A.R.S. § 16-247.  
 
Candidates seeking to appear on their political party’s PPE ballot must meet the constitutional 
qualifications for President of the United States and submit valid nomination documents before 
the filing deadline. The candidates who receive the most votes at the PPE will be entitled to have 
their party’s delegates from the State of Arizona vote for them at their political party’s national 
convention. A.R.S. § 16-243(B); U.S. Const. Art. II, § 1, cl. 5. 

 Required Documents for Running in the PPE 

 
A candidate may qualify for the PPE ballot by filing with the Secretary of State: (i) a PPE 
nomination paper; and (ii) PPE nomination petition with the requisite number of signatures, or 
certificates of presidential preference ballot qualification from at least two other states. A.R.S. § 
16-242(A), (E); A.R.S. § 16-311(A)-(B), (D), (G).  

i. PPE Nomination Petition Signatures 
 
A presidential candidate may qualify for the PPE ballot by filing a minimum number of nomination 
petition signatures with the nomination paper. A PPE candidate must collect at least 500 
nomination petition signatures from qualified electors. For a recognized political party that has at 
least 50,000 registered voters in Arizona, only qualified electors registered with that political party 
may sign the nomination petition. For a recognized political party with less than 50,000 registered 
Arizona voters, any registered voter may sign the nomination petition. A.R.S. § 16-242(C). 

ii. Alternative to Submitting Nomination Petition Signatures 
 

 
51 While a statement of interest is not required for candidates for President or Vice President of the United 
States, A.R.S. § 16-311(H); A.R.S. § 16-341(I), candidates for the office of presidential elector are required 
to file a statement of interest. Clayton v. West, 251 Ariz. 226, 489 P.3d 394 (2021). 
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In lieu of filing nomination petition signatures, a presidential candidate may submit official 
documentation from at least two other states proving that the candidate previously qualified for 
the partisan party ballot in that state. Such documentation may be from the chief election office, 
commission, or board. A signed letter on official government letterhead will suffice. Only states 
with primary-style (not caucus) presidential preference elections are eligible for this reciprocity. 
A.R.S. § 16-242(E). 

 Deadline to File Nomination Documents 

A presidential candidate must file a PPE nomination paper and PPE nomination petitions or 
certificates of ballot qualification between 130 and 100 days before the PPE. If the deadline for 
filing falls on a weekend or legal holiday, the nomination documents must be filed by the next 
business day. A presidential candidate who does not file the requisite nomination documents by 
5:00 p.m. on the last day for filing is not eligible to have their name printed on the PPE ballot. 
A.R.S. § 16-242(B). 

 Opting Out of the PPE  

Participation in the PPE by an eligible party is not mandatory. See Arizona State Democratic 
Committee v. Hull, No. CV 96-00909 (Ariz. Super. 1996). If an eligible party chooses not to 
participate in the PPE, the state party’s chairperson must notify the Secretary of State in writing 
by September 16, 2019 for the 2020 PPE, and by September 1 (or the next business day if that date 
falls on a weekend or state holiday) of the year preceding the PPE for every PPE thereafter. The 
Secretary of State will promptly notify county officials and provide further instructions as needed.  
 
The presidential nominee of eligible parties who opt out of the PPE may appear on the general 
election ballot so long as their party chairpersons nominate presidential electors as prescribed by 
statute and by the statutory deadline. A.R.S. § 16-344; see Chapter 6, Section I(C). 

2. Presidential Nomination Through Party Convention 
 
Presidential and vice-presidential candidates who were nominated by recognized political parties 
at national party conventions will appear on the general election ballot, contingent on the state 
political party’s timely submission of presidential electors’ nomination documents to the Secretary 
of State. 

 Required Documents for Nomination of Presidential Electors 

The state chairperson of a recognized political party must file nomination papers for its presidential 
electors, equal to the number of U.S. Senators and members of the U.S. House of Representatives 
from Arizona. A.R.S. § 16-344. 

 Deadline to File Nomination Documents 

The state chairperson of a recognized political party must file presidential elector nomination 
papers no later than 10 days after the primary election. A recognized political party that does not 
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file the requisite presidential elector nomination papers by 5:00 p.m. on the last day for filing is 
not eligible to have its presidential, vice-presidential, or presidential elector names printed on the 
general election ballot. A.R.S. § 16-344(A). 

3. Independent Presidential Candidates 
 
A candidate who is not affiliated with a recognized political party label may seek nomination as 
an “independent” candidate. If the candidate meets the requisite signature threshold, the candidate 
and their vice-presidential running mate (along with a “party” label of the candidates’ choice) will 
appear on the general election ballot. 
 
To qualify as an independent presidential candidate on the general election ballot, a candidate must 
file the following documents with the Secretary of State: 

• A letter of consent; 
- An independent presidential candidate must file a letter with the Secretary of State 

designating the candidate’s vice-presidential running mate and the names of their 
presidential electors, including each person’s signed consent to be designated as 
such. The letter of consent is separate from the nomination papers that must be 
filed. The wording of the letter is left to the candidate’s discretion, as long as the 
letter is signed by the vice-presidential running mate and each presidential elector. 
A.R.S. § 16-341(I).  

• Independent nomination papers for the presidential, vice-presidential, and presidential 
elector candidates; and 

• Independent nomination petitions. 
 
An independent presidential candidate must submit nomination petition signatures equal to at least 
3% of registered voters in the state who are not registered with a recognized political party. The 
number of unaffiliated registered voters is determined on the basis of voter registration totals 
reported by the Secretary of State as of January 2nd in the general election year. A.R.S. § 16-
341(E)-(G). 
 
Any registered voter may sign the petition as long as the voter has not signed another presidential 
elector nomination petition for the same presidential election. A “federal-only” voter is qualified 
to sign. A.R.S. § 16-341(G). Otherwise, the same rules for signing and circulating a nomination 
petition apply to independent presidential nomination petitions. See Chapter 6, Sections I(A) and 
I(D). 
 
An independent presidential candidate must file a letter of consent, nomination papers, and 
nomination petitions between 100 and 80 days before the general election. A.R.S. § 16-341(G), 
(I). 

4. Write-In Candidate for President 
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In lieu of securing a nomination to qualify for the general election ballot, a person may run as a 
write-in presidential candidate. Becoming an official write-in candidate causes the officer in 
charge of elections to tabulate any write-in votes for the candidate and include those results in the 
official canvass of the election. A.R.S. § 16-312(C).  
 
A person may not seek a write-in candidacy in the general election if the candidate filed 
independent presidential nomination petitions for the current election. A.R.S. § 16-312(F)(4).  
 
A person may qualify as an official write-in presidential candidate by filing with the Secretary of 
State: (i) a letter of consent signed by the vice-presidential running mate and each presidential 
elector; and (ii) write-in nomination papers for the presidential, vice-presidential, and presidential 
elector candidates. A.R.S. § 16-312(G). 
 
A write-in presidential candidate must file a write-in letter of consent and requisite nomination 
papers no earlier than 150 days before the election and no later than 5:00 p.m. on the 40th day 
before the general election. A write-in presidential candidate who does not file the requisite 
nomination documents by 5:00 p.m. on the last day for filing is not eligible to have votes tallied 
or included in the official canvass. Promptly after the close of the filing deadline, the filing officer 
must notify the Board of Supervisors of any write-in candidates certified for the election. A.R.S. 
§ 16-312(B), (E).  

 Candidate Nomination Petition Circulators 

Circulators of candidate nomination petitions are not required to be Arizona residents, but must 
otherwise be qualified to register to vote in this state pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-101. If the circulator 
is not a resident of this state, they must register as a circulator with the Secretary of State through 
the Circulator Portal (https://azsos.gov/elections/requirements-paid-non-resident-circulators). 
A.R.S. § 16-315(D). 
 
A circulator must complete the affidavit on the back of the nomination petition attesting that each 
of the names on the petition was signed in the circulator’s presence on the date indicated and that, 
in the circulator’s belief, each signer was a qualified elector who resides at the address given as 
the signer’s residence on the date indicated. If the nomination petition is for a partisan election, 
the circulator must additionally attest that each signer is a qualified signer. A.R.S. § 16-321(D). 

 Filing Officer for Candidate Documents 

Candidate documents, including statements of interest, nomination papers, nomination petitions, 
and financial disclosure statements, must be filed with the proper filing officer. 
 
The Secretary of State is the filing officer for: 

• Presidential elector candidates;  
• PPE candidates; 
• U.S. Senate and U.S. House of Representatives candidates; 
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• Statewide candidates; 
• Legislative candidates; 
• Supreme Court justices (seeking retention); and 
• Court of Appeals judges (seeking retention). 

 
A.R.S. § 16-242(A); A.R.S. § 16-311(E); Ariz. Const. Art. VI, § 38(A). 
 
The county officer in charge of elections is the filing officer for: 

• County candidates, including County Sheriff, County Attorney, County Recorder, County 
Treasurer, County Assessor, County Superintendent of Schools, and County Supervisors; 

• Candidates for precinct office, which include:52 
- Justice of the Peace candidates; 
- Constable candidates; and 
- Precinct committeemen candidates; 

• Community college district governing board candidates;53  
• Special taxing district candidates; 
• Superior Court judges (seeking election or retention); and 
• Clerk of the Superior Court candidates.54 

 
A.R.S. § 16-311(F); A.R.S. § 15-1442(A).  
 
The county school superintendent is the filing officer for: 

• School district governing board candidates; and 
• Joint technical education district governing board candidates. 

 
A.R.S. § 15-422(A); A.R.S. § 15-431(B)(6); A.R.S. § 16-311(F); A.R.S. § 15-393(A)(4), (C)(5). 
 
The city or town clerk is the filing officer for candidates for city or town council or mayor. A.R.S. 
§ 16-928(A)(3). 

 
52 Nicol v. Superior Court, Maricopa County, 106 Ariz. 208, 209, 473 P.2d 455, 456 (1970) (Justices of the 
Peace and Constables are “precinct officers” pursuant to A.R.S. § 22-102). 
53 Community college district governing board candidates file nomination papers with the “appropriate 
county officer,” which may be the county officer in charge of elections in some counties or the county 
school superintendent in others. See A.R.S. § 15-1442(A). 
54 Ariz. Op. Atty. Gen. No. I85-086 (R85-071) (1985) (holding that candidates for Clerk of the Superior 
Court are treated as county candidates for the purpose of filing nomination petitions). 
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 Bases to Reject a Candidate Filing 

A filing officer may reject a candidate filing on any of the following bases: 
• Failure to file a sufficient number of nomination petition signatures. A filing officer may 

reject nomination petitions without conducting a full count if the candidate or campaign 
acknowledges that an insufficient number of signatures are being presented for filing; 

• Failure to file nomination documents by the statutory deadline; 
• Failure to file all the required documents to run for office (except that failure to file a 

statement of interest is not a basis to reject a filing, although it renders signatures collected 
prior to filing a statement of interest subject to challenge); 

• Failure to fully or properly complete any required document to run for office, including: 
- Failure to sign a document that requires a signature (an electronic or type-written 

signature may be permitted for candidates using the Secretary of State’s electronic 
Candidate Portal); 

- Failure to select a required checkbox or answer a required question; 
- Use of an honorific or other unauthorized title on a nomination paper. However, 

when possible, a filing officer should simply reject the unauthorized or honorific 
title in lieu of rejecting the nomination paper altogether.  

• Failure to use the correct form or correct version of any required document, as prescribed 
by the filing officer, to run for office; 

• Seeking more than one office at the same time if the candidate would be prohibited from 
serving in the offices simultaneously; or 

- However, a candidate for legislative office may simultaneously run for community 
college district, school district, or joint technical education district governing board 
member, and a candidate for U.S. Senate or U.S. House of Representatives may 
also run for U.S. President or U.S. Vice President during the same election cycle. 
Ariz. Const. Art. IV, Pt. 2, § 5; A.R.S. § 38-296.01(B).  

• If a candidate for state or local office is liable for an aggregate of $1,000 or more in fines, 
penalties, late fees, or administrative or civil judgments, including any interest or costs, 
that have not been fully paid at the time of the attempted filing of the nomination paper and 
the liability arose from campaign finance violations under Title 16, Chapter 6, unless the 
liability is being appealed. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-322; A.R.S. § 16-311(D), (H), (I), (J).  
 
Any other alleged deficiencies in a candidate’s nomination documents should be addressed in 
court. For example, the filing officer is not authorized to reject a nomination paper or nomination 
petitions “that have been submitted by a candidate who is found guilty of petition forgery,” nor 
may a filing officer reject nomination papers of a candidate for failure to meet residency 
requirements if the papers “on their face substantially comply with the terms of the statute.” Ariz. 
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Atty. Gen. Op. No. I84-096 (1984). Any such disqualification must be ordered by a court in 
response to a candidate challenge filed pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-351(F). 
 

 NOMINATION PETITION CHALLENGES 

Any qualified elector may challenge a candidate for any reason relating to the qualifications for 
the office sought as prescribed by law, or based on insufficiency of the nomination paper or petition 
and/or the signatures thereon. A.R.S. § 16-314; A.R.S. § 16-321; A.R.S. § 16-351.  

 Initiating a Candidate Petition Challenge 

Challenge procedures are specified in A.R.S. § 16-351. The challenge petition must be filed in 
superior court no later than 5:00 p.m. on the tenth day, excluding Saturday, Sunday, and legal 
holidays, after the deadline for filing nomination papers and petitions.  

• The challenger must state specifically the grounds for the challenge. If nomination petition 
signatures are being challenged, the challenge petition must specify the petition page and 
line number for each signature being challenged as well as the grounds for challenging 
each signature.  

• The challenge petition must name as defendants: (i) the Board of Supervisors of any county 
involved in the challenge, (ii) the County Recorder for any county involved, (iii) the 
appropriate filing officer, and (iv) the candidate who is subject to the challenge. If the 
candidate is seeking nomination for office for a jurisdiction or district that crosses county 
lines, the challenge petition must name the appropriate Board of Supervisors and County 
Recorder for each county included in the jurisdiction or district.  

• The challenge petition must be served immediately after the challenge is filed and, in any 
case, no later than 24 hours after it is filed, excluding Saturday, Sunday, and legal holidays.  

 Service of Process and Notification Requirements 

The officer with whom the challenged candidate filed their nomination paper and petitions is the 
designated agent for service of process in all candidate challenges. See Chapter 6, Section I(E).  
 
Once the correct filing officer has been served with the challenge, the filing officer must 
immediately mail a copy of the challenge to the candidate and notify the candidate by phone and/or 
email of the challenge. The filing officer shall also immediately notify the County Recorder(s) 
named in the challenge and provide the County Recorder(s) with a copy of the challenge and a 
copy of the front sides of the nomination petitions (if applicable) filed by the challenged candidate. 
A.R.S. § 16-351(D). 

 County Recorder Signature Verification 

The filing officer should provide the pertinent nomination petition pages to the County Recorder(s) 
promptly upon receipt of the complaint and reasonable certainty of a challenge, regardless of 
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whether the challenger has formally served process on the filing officer. Upon receipt of the 
challenge and the nomination petitions from the filing officer, the County Recorder(s) must 
perform signature verification on the nomination petition signatures that are being challenged, if 
any.  

The following recommended procedures apply to the County Recorder’s signature verification:  
• The County Recorder need only perform signature verification for the challenged 

signatures of qualified electors in the County Recorder’s county. For a nomination petition 
challenge for an office where the applicable boundaries include multiple counties, the 
County Recorder need only verify the petition signatures of the County that is designated 
at the top of the nomination petition form. 

• The County Recorder need only perform one check of the signatures that are challenged. 
• For a challenge that alleges that specific petition signers are not registered to vote, the 

County Recorder will search the County’s voter registration database, as of the time of the 
filing of the court action, for the signer’s name and address and confirm whether the signer 
was registered to vote as of the date of signing.  

• If the County Recorder is the candidate being challenged, the County Recorder will be 
screened from the signature verification process and will have staff conduct the signature 
verification and prepare the report. The County Recorder shall not personally work on the 
verification. 

• The County Recorder must ensure that staff performing the signature verification are 
properly trained. Temporary employees may be trained by full time staff with at least two 
election cycles of signature verification experience.  

• The County Recorder need not retain or employ a handwriting expert to perform signature 
verification.  

1. Criteria for Disqualifying Signatures 
 
The County Recorders should consult the criteria spelled out in the County Recorder Petition 
Signature Verification Guide (available on the Secretary of State’s website at 
www.azsos.gov/elections) when performing signature verification.55  

2. County Recorder’s Signature Verification Report 
 
Upon completion of verification of challenged signatures, the County Recorder must prepare a 
report of the results of the verification. 

 
55 See McKenna v. Soto, 250 Ariz. 469, 481 P.3d 695, 699-700 (2021) (holding that the Secretary of State’s 
signature verification guide, previously included in this Manual, acts as guidance and does not have the 
force of law due to the absence of statutory authority for rulemaking on candidate petitions in the Elections 
Procedures Manual). 
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• The report shall include: (i) the list of challenged signatures determined to be invalid by 
the County Recorder; and (ii) the basis or bases for the County Recorder’s determination 
that the signature is invalid. 

• The County Recorder may limit the reasons for disqualifying a signature to the reason(s) 
identified by the challenger. Nonetheless, the County Recorder may identify, and the 
County Recorder’s report may reflect, a reason for disqualifying a signature other than the 
reason(s) specified in the challenge.  

• The County Recorder shall produce the signature verification report as soon as practicable 
after receiving, or having access to, the pertinent nomination petition pages from the filing 
officer or as required by the court.  

3. Testimony and Evidence by County Recorder 
 
In addition to the County Recorder’s signature verification report, the County Recorder(s) and the 
filing officer, or their designee(s), must also provide testimony and other evidence for the 
challenge hearing on the request of any of the parties to the court action. A.R.S. § 16-351(E). 
 
If a party to a nomination petition challenge requests certified copies of voter registration forms, 
the County Recorder must make best efforts to provide the certified copies as soon as practicable 
and prior to the court hearing. Due to the very condensed timeframe for challenges, the requestor 
should cooperate with the County Recorder to facilitate timely fulfillment of the requests, 
including by providing the voter registration number for each individually identified voter at the 
County Recorder’s request. If the County Recorder is unable to apply statutorily-required 
redactions within the necessary timeframe (see Chapter 1, Section X(C)(1)), the County Recorder 
should seek to produce the records pursuant to an appropriate protective order or under seal in 
accordance with the Arizona Rules of Civil Procedure and other applicable law. 

 Duties of the Challenger and Candidate 

Upon filing the challenge, the challenger should provide the applicable County Recorder(s) an 
electronic, sortable version of any spreadsheet filed with the complaint, which identifies the page 
number, line number, and reason for the challenge for each petition signature being challenged. 
To the extent practicable, this spreadsheet should also provide the full name, address, and voter 
registration identification number for each signer whose signature is being challenged.  
 
To facilitate the County Recorder’s signature verification, the candidate being challenged may 
provide the County Recorder with a spreadsheet listing the petition page number and line number 
in the same order as provided in the challenger’s spreadsheet and indicating the candidate’s 
response as to each challenged signature.  
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 Court Hearing 

The hearing on the challenge and the court’s ruling must occur within 10 days after the challenge 
is filed, excluding Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. A.R.S. § 16-351(A); but see Brousseau v. 
Fitzgerald, 138 Ariz. 453 (1984) (holding that the 10 day requirement for action by the court on 
nomination petition challenges is directory, not mandatory).  

 Costs and Expenses 

The filing officer has no statutory duty to reimburse County Recorders for signature verification 
or other expenses incurred in connection with nomination petition challenges. Accordingly, 
County Recorders should seek sufficient funding from their Board of Supervisors to ensure the 
ability to comply with the signature verification and reporting requirements of A.R.S. § 16-351. 

The County Recorder may seek reasonable expenses from the challenger or candidate under 
specified circumstances. If the court finds that the challenge was without substantial justification 
or primarily for the purpose of delay or harassment, the court may enter judgment in favor of the 
County Recorder or officer in charge of elections and against the challenger for the reasonable 
expenses incurred in the signature verification process. Similarly, if the court finds that the 
candidate knowingly or recklessly submitted a substantial number of invalid signatures, the court 
may enter judgment in favor of the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections for the 
reasonable costs incurred in the signature verification process. A.R.S. § 16-351.01.
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CHAPTER 7:  
PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE ELECTION 

 

 TIMING 

A Presidential Preference Election (PPE) shall be held on the Tuesday immediately following 
March 15 in a presidential election year or on a later date pursuant to a proclamation issued by the 
Governor at least 180 days before the date set forth in the proclamation. No other election may 
appear on the same ballot as the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-241(A)-(B).  

 ELIGIBILITY TO PARTICIPATE IN THE PPE 

 Party Eligibility to Participate in the PPE 

Only political parties eligible for continued representation on the ballot pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-
804 and new political parties eligible to appear on the ballot pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-801 may 
participate in the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-244(A). New parties must have filed their petition for 
recognition as a new party with the Secretary of State between 180 and 150 days before the PPE 
in order to be eligible to participate in the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-244(A)(2).  

Eligible political parties are not required to participate in the PPE, and may opt to conduct their 
own election or caucus instead. See Arizona State Democratic Committee v. Hull, No. CV96-00909 
(Maricopa County Super. Ct., Feb. 1, 1999) (holding that the PPE is different from a primary 
election and political parties can choose whether or not to participate). If an eligible party chooses 
not to participate in the PPE, the state party’s chairperson must notify the Secretary of State in 
writing by September 16, 2019 for the 2020 PPE, and by September 1 (or the next business day if 
that date falls on a weekend or state holiday) of the year preceding the PPE for every PPE 
thereafter. See H.B. 2751 § 19, 54th Leg., 1st Sess. (Az. 2019). The Secretary of State will promptly 
notify county officials and provide further instructions as needed.  

 Eligibility to Vote in the PPE 

The “open primary” laws, AZ. Const. Art. 7 § 10, do not apply to the PPE. Only qualified electors 
registered with the political parties participating in the PPE may vote in the PPE. Independent 
voters or voters with no party preference and voters affiliated with a political party that is not 
participating in the PPE may not participate unless they change their party registration or affiliation 
to that of a participating political party by the deadline to register to vote in the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-
241(A); see also Attorney General Opinion No. I99-025 (R99-049).  

Voters not on the AEVL may request a ballot-by-mail for the PPE within 93 and 11 days before 
the election. A.R.S. § 16-246(A). 
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 Candidate Participation in the PPE 

Candidates seeking to appear on the PPE ballot must meet the requirements set forth in A.R.S. § 
16-242. Candidates may file with the Secretary of State either: 

• A nomination paper and nominating petitions signed by at least 500 qualified electors who 
are eligible to vote for the candidate in the PPE; or  

• A notice of candidacy affirming that they are on the PPE ballot of at least two other states.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-242(C)-(E).  
 
Write-in candidates are prohibited. Votes shall only be counted and canvassed for those candidates 
whose names appear on the PPE ballot. A.R.S. § 16-247.  
 
The Secretary of State will certify to counties the names of candidates who qualify for the PPE 
ballot within 72 hours of the close of the filing period. A.R.S. § 16-242(F). The filing period for 
the PPE is 130 to 100 days before the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-242(B). See Chapter 6, Section I(C)(1) for 
more information regarding PPE candidacy. 

 PPE BALLOTS 

 Official Ballot 

Official ballots for the PPE must meet the following requirements: 
1. They must be printed on different colored paper for each party if more than one party is 

participating, or white paper with a different colored stripe at the top; 
2. Only one party may be represented on each ballot; 

3. The top of each ballot must contain the words, “Official Ballot of the ____________ Party, 
Presidential Preference Election (date), County of _____________, State of Arizona.” 

4. Candidate names must be printed in a random order determined by the Secretary of State 
through the drawing of lots. Rotation of candidate names is prohibited. Above the list of 
candidate names, the title “___________ party candidates for President of the United 
States” should be printed, along with “vote for not more than one” immediately below the 
title. The ballot may also contain other printed instructions to voters as prescribed for other 
elections.  

5. The ballot should be configured so that it may be tabulated by congressional districts. 

A.R.S. § 16-245; A.R.S. § 16-249(C). 
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 Sample Ballots 

Sample ballots for the PPE must be mailed to each household containing a registered voter eligible 
to participate, unless each qualified voter is on the PEVL. No elected or appointed public officer’s 
name should appear on the sample ballot, and each ballot must contain a conspicuous disclaimer 
that the ballot is not official. The sample ballot must also contain a list of acceptable forms of voter 
identification pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1); A.R.S. § 16-245 (D)-(E). 

The mailing face of each sample ballot must be imprinted with the Great Seal of the State of 
Arizona, and the words, “Official Voting Materials – Presidential Preference Election.” A.R.S. § 
16-245 (D)-(E). 

The officer in charge of elections must provide a ballot proof to the chairperson of each 
participating party within five days of receiving the list of certified candidates from the Secretary 
of State. A.R.S. § 16-245(C). 

 CONDUCT OF THE PPE 

The PPE should be conducted in the same manner as any other primary election held pursuant to 
A.R.S. § 16-201. All provisions of other laws governing elections apply to the PPE, except as 
otherwise provided in Title 16, Chapter 2, Article 4, including laws relating to registration and 
qualification of electors. A.R.S. § 16-241(C)-(D). The PPE is also subject to the hand count 
procedure detailed in Chapter 11, Section VIII.  

 Voting Locations 

Not less than 20 days before a PPE, the Board of Supervisors must designate a reasonable and 
adequate number of voting locations for the PPE, based on the number of active registered voters 
as of January 2 of the year of the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-248(A)-(B).56 County Boards of Supervisors 
must follow the formulas set out in A.R.S. § 16-248(C)-(E) to determine the maximum allowable 
number of polling places. The Secretary of State may release a county from these limits if 
complying with them would jeopardize compliance with federal or state law. A.R.S. § 16-248(F). 
In addition, the limits and consolidation requirements do not apply to Native American 
reservations. A.R.S. § 16-248(G). 

The officer in charge of elections may conduct the PPE entirely by mail in precincts with fewer 
than 300 active, registered voters (except for on Native American reservations). A.R.S. § 16-
248(H). 

 
56 Although A.R.S. § 16-248(B)-(E) specifies that the designation of polling places should be based on the 
number of active registered voters as of “January 1” of the year of the PPE, the 54th Legislature, First 
Regular Session, via Senate Bill 1154, amended A.R.S. § 16-168(G) to require County Recorders to report 
voter registration statistics as of January 2 each year, rather than January 1. Accordingly, January 2 is used 
in lieu of January 1 here. 
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In addition to Election Day voting locations, County Recorders may establish on-site early voting 
locations and provide for special election boards within the time limits and procedures applicable 
to other elections. A.R.S. § 16-246(C); see also A.R.S. § 16-542. With authorization from the 
Board of Supervisors, a County Recorder may also establish emergency voting centers between 
5:00 p.m. on the Friday preceding the PPE and 5:00 p.m. on the Monday preceding the PPE. A.R.S. 
§ 16-246(F). 

The County Recorder and officer in charge of elections should consult with the appropriate tribal 
government(s) when selecting voting locations on reservations within the county, and in preparing 
minority language translations required under Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act. 

 Certification of Results 

1. The Board of Supervisors 
 
The results of the PPE must be canvassed by congressional district. A.R.S. § 16-249(C). Each 
county Board of Supervisors should meet to canvass the returns within 10 days after the PPE, and 
provide a certified permanent copy of the official canvass to the Secretary of State on paper and 
electronically.  

2. Secretary of State 

The Secretary of State must canvass the returns and certify the results of the PPE to the 
chairpersons of participating political parties on or before the second Monday after the PPE. A.R.S. 
§ 16-661, relating to automatic recounts, does not apply. A.R.S. § 16-249(A)-(B). 

 COUNTY REIMUBURSEMENT FOR THE PPE 

The Secretary of State, in consultation with County Recorders and other officers in charge of 
elections, must include in the budget request for the Secretary of State’s Office sufficient funding 
from the state general fund to conduct the PPE. Counties are generally entitled to reimbursement 
for PPE costs at a rate of $1.25 for each active registered voter in the county as of January 2 of the 
year of the PPE. The Secretary of State may release a county from this reimbursement rate upon 
determining that being bound by it would jeopardize the county’s compliance with federal or state 
laws and regulations. A.R.S. § 16-250. 
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CHAPTER 8:  
PRE-ELECTION PROCEDURES 

 

 ESTABLISHING PRECINCTS AND VOTING LOCATIONS 

 Establishing Precincts 

The Board of Supervisors must establish a convenient number of election precincts within the 
county and define those precincts’ boundaries. If the Board of Supervisors seeks to change existing 
precinct boundaries, for example, to address population shifts or excessive wait times, the Board 
must finalize those changes by October 1 in the year preceding a general election and deliver a 
complete description of the updated precinct boundaries to the County Recorder or other officer 
in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-411(A). The new precinct boundaries become effective on 
January 2 of the year of the general election. A.R.S. § 16-412. 

 Establishing Voting Locations 

Counties may conduct Election Day voting using one of two types of voting locations (or any 
combination thereof, as approved by the Board of Supervisors):  

• Polling places: voters in a particular precinct are required to vote at a polling place 
specifically designated for that precinct; or  

• Vote centers: voters are permitted to vote at any vote center within the county, regardless 
of which precinct the voter lives in.  

 
Collectively, polling places and vote centers are referred to as “voting locations” in this Manual. 
 
Upon approval of the Board of Supervisors, the officer in charge of elections may establish 
precinct-based assigned polling places and/or vote centers, or any combination thereof, including 
co-location of precinct polling places or vote centers that also serve as assigned polling places for 
certain precincts. See A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(4). In any case, the Board of Supervisors (in consultation 
with the officer in charge of elections) has a duty to establish a reasonable and adequate number 
of voting locations for an election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(3).  
 
Except for the designation of an emergency voting location pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-411(I), the 
Board of Supervisors must finalize all voting locations at least 20 days before a statewide primary 
or general election or 10 days before a special election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B). Thereafter, the Board 
of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections must publicly post the names and/or locations of 
each voting location on the county’s website. A.R.S. § 16-411(G). 
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1. Assigned Polling Places 
 
If a county decides to conduct elections using precinct-based assigned polling places, the Board of 
Supervisors must designate at least one polling place in each precinct. A.R.S. § 16-411(B).58  
 
If no suitable polling place is available within a precinct, the Board of Supervisors may designate 
a polling place in an adjacent precinct. The Board of Supervisors must make a specific finding that 
there is no suitable polling place within the precinct and include that finding in a separate section 
of the order or resolution designating polling places for the election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(1).  
 
Based on projected high voter demand, precincts may be split for administrative purposes to allow 
a polling place to be established in each precinct split. Arizona statute requires these polling places 
to “be listed in separate sections of the [Board’s] order or resolution” designating polling places 
for the election. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(2). 
 
Based on projected low voter demand (specifically, a high number of AEVL voters), adjacent 
precincts may be combined for administrative purposes to allow multiple precincts to be serviced 
by the same polling place and same election board. The Board of Supervisors must make a specific 
finding that a high number of AEVL voters is likely to substantially reduce the number of voters 
appearing at one or more specific polling places on Election Day and include that finding in a 
separate section of the order or resolution designating polling places for the election. A.R.S. § 16-
411(B)(3). 

2. Vote Centers 
 
The Board of Supervisors may establish vote centers in lieu of precinct-based polling places. A 
vote center allows voters from any precinct within the county to cast a ballot with the correct ballot 
style on Election Day. Vote centers must be established by a vote of the Board of Supervisors and 
in consultation with the County Recorder and officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-411(B)(4).  
 
Vote centers typically entail ballot tabulation exclusively at the central counting place, without use 
of precinct voting equipment that will warn voters of an over-vote. In that case, the officer in 
charge of elections must: (1) establish a voter education program that notifies voters of the effect 
of casting multiple votes for an office; and (2) provides the voter with instructions on how to 
correct the ballot before it is cast (including instructions how to spoil the ballot and correct the 
error through issuance of a replacement ballot). 52 U.S.C. § 21081(a)(1)(B). 

 Failure to Timely Establish Polling Places 

In counties that utilize assigned polling places, if a Board of Supervisors fails to designate a polling 
place in a particular precinct before a primary or general election (or if the election cannot be held 
at the polling place originally designated by the Board of Supervisors and the County Recorder or 

 
58 The Board of Supervisors is not required to designate a polling place for special district or all ballot-by-
mail elections, but may designate one or more sites in each district for voters to deposit voted ballots through 
7:00 p.m. on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-411(D). See also Chapter 3, Section IV. 
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other officer in charge of elections has not designated an emergency polling place for that precinct 
for Election Day), the Justice of the Peace of the precinct shall designate the polling place and post 
public notice two days before the election in at least three locations in the precinct. A.R.S. § 16-
411(C). 
 
If the Justice of the Peace fails to do so (or there is no Justice of the Peace for the precinct), the 
election board of the precinct must designate and give notice of the place for holding the election. 
A.R.S. § 16-411(C). 

 Consolidation of Polling Places Based on Lack of Candidates 

In counties that conduct assigned polling place elections, if there are no candidates for elected 
office appearing on the ballot in a particular precinct, the Board of Supervisors may consolidate 
polling places (and consolidate the tabulation of results in combined precincts) if the following 
conditions apply:  

• All affected voters are notified by mail of the change at least 33 days before the election;  
• Notice of the change in polling place includes notice of the new polling place, notice of the 

hours polls are open on Election Day, and notice of the telephone number to call for voter 
assistance; and  

• All affected voters receive information on early voting, which includes information on how 
to make a one-time early ballot request. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-411(C)(1)-(3). 

 Factors to Consider When Selecting Voting Locations 

The following factors should be considered when selecting voting locations: 
1. The location should be capable of being used in both the primary and general election; 
2. Buildings must be appropriately-sized based on projected voter turnout, among other 

predictive factors (see Chapter 8, Section IX(A)); 
3. Property owners must be willing to grant permission to use the building for voting purposes 

on Election Day, including making the building available the day before Election Day, 
early morning on Election Day, and until a reasonable time after the polls close on Election 
Day; 

• Insurance considerations and payment of fees (if any) should be discussed with the 
property owner; 

4. Buildings should have easy ingress and egress to the parking lot, including a parking lot in 
close proximity to the building; 

5. Buildings must meet accessibility requirements or be adapted to meet accessibility 
requirements for Election Day (see Chapter 5, Section III); 
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6. Buildings must have a room or hallway of sufficient size to meet the needs for setting up 
equipment and voter check-in stations, including adequate space for voters to wait in line; 

7. Buildings should have an adequate power source; 
8. The property should be located near major traffic arteries, including within walking 

distance of public transit where possible; 
• For polling places on tribal lands without public transit and major highways, the 

property should be in a central location on the tribal lands or a location where tribal 
members frequently gather;  

9. The decision of where to locate a polling place or vote center should have public support, 
especially through outreach to rural and underserved communities, and, for counties with 
tribal reservations, through outreach to tribal governments; 

10. In counties that conduct assigned polling place elections, the polling place must be located 
within the applicable precinct, unless applicable exceptions apply (see Chapter 8, Section 
(I)(B)(1)); 

11. Voters should not have to travel unreasonable distances to vote; 
• Factors to consider in establishing voting locations include access to paved roads, 

rates of available public and personal transportation, and other relevant factors;  
12. The property must have sufficient parking for voters’ use on Election Day; 
13. If re-used, the voting location must have been successfully used in the past; and 
14. Whenever possible, voting locations should not be placed inside of police stations, court 

houses, or other locations with a regular uniformed police presence, unless the voting 
location is specifically intended to serve eligible incarcerated voters.  

 
The elections staff should conduct a site visit to confirm the location’s suitability for voting. The 
officer in charge of elections should also solicit community feedback on all proposed voting 
locations if practicable. 

 Use of School Facilities for Voting Locations 

Upon request of the officer in charge of elections, a public school must provide sufficient space 
for use as a voting location in any statewide, county, city, or town election. A.R.S. § 16-411(E). 
 
The principal of a public school may deny the request to host a voting location if, within two weeks 
of receiving the request, the principal provides a written statement confirming: (1) the school lacks 
sufficient space to host a voting location; or (2) the safety or welfare of students would be 
jeopardized by hosting a voting location. A.R.S. § 16-411(F). 
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 Polling Place/Vote Center Emergency Designation 

A County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may grant an emergency designation to 
a polling place/vote center if either of the following occurs: 

• An act of God renders a previously-established Election Day voting location unusable; or 
• The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections has exhausted all options and 

there are no suitable facilities that are willing to host an Election Day voting location unless 
the facility receives an emergency designation.  

A.R.S. § 16-411(I).  
 
At least two weeks before Election Day, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections 
must post on its website a list of polling places/vote centers with emergency designations and must 
specify: 

• The reason the emergency designation was granted; and  
• The number of attempts made to find another voting location before granting an emergency 

designation.  
A.R.S. § 16-411(H).  
 
Electioneering and other political activity is not permitted on the property of the hosting facility 
of any polling place/vote center with an emergency designation , even outside the 75-foot limit. 
A.R.S. § 16-411(I). However, if the voting location is not listed on the jurisdiction’s elections 
website as having an emergency designation, electioneering and other political activity must be 
permitted on the premises outside the 75-foot limit. A.R.S. § 16-411(H).  
 
If an emergency arises after the initial website posting, the County Recorder or other officer in 
charge of elections must: 

• Update the website as soon as is practicable to include any new emergency designations of 
polling places/vote centers; 

• Highlight the new voting location(s) with an emergency designation on the website; and  
• Like other locations with an emergency designation, specify the reason the emergency 

designation was necessary and the number of attempts that were made to find a standard 
voting location before granting an emergency designation. A.R.S. § 16-411(H).  

 Requirement to Allow Electioneering Outside 75-Foot Limit 

Except in cases of an emergency designation (see Section I(G) above), any voting location or ballot 
replacement site used on Election Day or during on-site early voting must permit persons to engage 
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in electioneering and other political activity in public areas and parking lots used by voters outside 
the 75-foot limit. A.R.S. § 16-411(H). 
Electioneering or political activity may not result in voter intimidation. Further, no temporary or 
permanent structure may be erected and access to parking spaces may not be blocked or impaired. 
A.R.S. § 16-411(H). 

 Ensuring Accessibility at the Voting Location 

Voting locations must comply with the current ADA Checklist for Polling Places and any 
additional state accessibility requirements. See Chapter 5, Section III for more details.  

 APPOINTMENT AND TRAINING OF POLL WORKERS 

At least 20 days before a primary or general election, the Board of Supervisors must appoint at 
least the following poll workers for each polling place with more than 300 qualified electors and 
each vote center or other voting location: 

• One inspector; 
• Two judges; 
• One marshal; and 
• As many clerks as deemed necessary. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-531(A).  
 
For polling places with less than 300 qualified electors, the Board of Supervisors must appoint at 
least an inspector and two judges. The Board of Supervisors shall give notice of election precincts 
consisting of fewer than 300 qualified electors to the county chairperson of the two largest political 
parties not later than 30 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-531(B). 
 
The inspector, judges, marshal (and clerks, if applicable) are collectively known as the “election 
board” 59 for a particular voting location and are referred to in this Manual as poll workers or board 
workers. 
 
The officer in charge of elections must provide a report containing each poll worker’s name, 
position, precinct, and political party to the Board of Supervisors. 
 
Poll workers must be registered voters, except for student poll workers. In assigned polling place 
elections, each poll worker must be a registered voter in the precinct of assignment unless there 

 
59 Notwithstanding A.R.S. § 16-531(A)’s reference to judges and the inspector, Arizona statutes generally 
provide that the election board is comprised of all poll workers at a particular voting location. See, e.g., 
A.R.S. § 16-531(G) (allowing students to be appointed to an election board as clerks). This Manual 
accordingly adopts the interpretation of “election boards” to include inspectors, judges, marshals, and 
clerks. 
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are not enough poll workers that meet this residential requirement, in which case poll workers 
must be qualified voters of the state. A.R.S. § 16-531(A). Similarly, for vote centers, each poll 
worker must be a registered voter in the county unless there are not enough poll workers that meet 
this residential requirement, in which case poll workers must be qualified voters of the state.60   
 
Other than candidates for precinct committeeman, no candidate (nor the spouse, child, or parent 
of a candidate) for any office on the ballot may serve as a poll worker during that election. 
 
The officer in charge of elections shall ensure that the election board is comprised of individuals 
registered with different political parties. At minimum, for partisan elections, if the inspector is a 
member of one of the two largest political parties, the marshal must be a member of the other of 
the two largest political parties and each of the two judges must be registered with different 
political parties. An inspector, marshal, or judge may not serve in that position if they have changed 
their political party registration since the last general election. 
 
At least 90 days before an election, the county chairperson of the two largest political parties may 
designate qualified electors to serve on election boards. When the list is timely submitted, it shall 
be used to appoint judges. Whenever possible, any person appointed as an inspector shall have had 
previous experience as an inspector, judge, marshal, or clerk of elections. If there is no qualified 
person in a given precinct, the appointment of an inspector may be made from names designated 
by the county party chairperson. Any registered voter in the precinct, or alternatively, in another 
precinct, may be appointed as a clerk.  A.R.S. § 16-531(A).61  

 
60 The officer in charge of elections should make reasonable efforts to recruit a sufficient number of poll 
workers from within the precinct or county prior to hiring out-of-precinct or out-of-county poll workers. 
The officer in charge of elections shall also ensure that community poll worker recruitment is conducted in 
an equitable manner, in an effort to recruit a diverse pool of poll workers that reflect the community. To 
the extent possible, poll workers assigned to voting locations on Native American reservations should be 
registered voters in the precinct or reservation, or members of the Tribe.  
61 If it is impossible to sufficiently staff the boards with members of differing political parties, the officer 
in charge of elections shall, at minimum, exercise best efforts to utilize board members with no party 
affiliation or from differing unrecognized parties to ensure that there is a diversity of political party 
affiliation (including no affiliation) on the election boards and that no election board is comprised of 
members of only one party. Further, the officer in charge of elections shall document when and how the 
political parties in the county were contacted about the need for board workers affiliated with those parties 
and all other actions taken in a best effort to obtain board workers from two different political parties. 
However, nothing in this Manual shall be interpreted to supersede otherwise applicable statutory 
requirements, including the requirement that board workers be of differing political party affiliation.  
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 Election Board Duties 

The following duties must be performed by the members comprising the election board. The 
officer in charge of elections may allocate these duties among different board members as deemed 
appropriate: 

1. Prepare and monitor the voting location, including taking appropriate measures to preserve 
order, prevent voter intimidation, and manage voter lines, A.R.S. § 16-562, A.R.S. § 16-
512; 

2. Open, exhibit, and lock the ballot box before receiving any ballots, A.R.S. § 16-564(A); 
3. Maintain the signature roster or e-pollbook; 
4. Check for proper identification; 
5. Direct voters in the wrong polling place to the correct polling place, including the specific 

address (for assigned polling place elections only); 
6. Mark spoiled ballots (inspector and only one judge required), A.R.S. § 16-585; 
7. Ensure that voted ballots are deposited in the correct ballot box, and deposit ballots in the 

ballot box at the voter’s request, A.R.S. § 16-580(C);  
8. Assist voters in using accessible voting equipment and assist voters in marking the ballot 

(two board members of different political parties required), A.R.S. § 16-580(E); 
9. Close the polls (inspector and two judges required); A.R.S. § 16-565(C); 
10. Prepare a report of the number of voters who have voted and seal the box containing the 

voted ballots, A.R.S. § 16-608(A), A.R.S. § 16-616; and 
11. Return the signature roster, copies of the precinct registers, and other election supplies to 

the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-617. 
 
In addition, the inspector, marshal, and judges of the election board are specifically tasked with 
the responsibilities described below. 

1. Inspector 
 
The inspector serves as the chair of the election board and exercises authority over all election-
related activities at the voting location (under the direction of the county officer in charge of 
elections, who maintains overall authority over the voting location). The inspector usually acts as 
the single point-of-contact with the officer in charge of elections, poll worker hotline, 
troubleshooters, or other entity designated by the officer in charge of elections to provide 
assistance on Election Day. 
 
The inspector’s specific duties include the following: 

1. As chair of the election board, maintain sufficient knowledge about election procedures 
and voting equipment; 
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2. Lead and assign duties to other poll workers, including appointing a substitute judge, 
marshal, or clerk (while maintaining political party balance) if a poll worker fails to show 
up or fails to perform their duty on Election Day and no alternative poll worker is available, 
A.R.S. § 16-534(A), A.R.S. § 16-533; and 

3. Ensure the polling place is setup and functions properly, including publicly opening the 
sealed package of official ballots, ensuring the required ballot styles/types are present, 
certifying the voting roster, posting appropriate lists and notices, arranging the voting 
booths, and assisting electors, A.R.S. § 16-563, A.R.S. § 16-312(E), A.R.S. § 16-343(F)-
(G), A.R.S. § 16-169(B), A.R.S. § 16-579(D)-(E), A.R.S. § 16-572(A). 

2. Marshal 
 
The marshal is responsible for preserving order at the voting location, which includes: 

1. Announcing the opening and closing of the polls, A.R.S. § 16-565(C); 
2. Preserving order and preventing any violation of election law, including voter intimidation 

or electioneering within the 75-foot limit, from the opening of the polls until the count of 
the ballots is completed, A.R.S. § 16-535(B); and  

3. Periodically measuring the length of wait times, notifying the inspector if wait times have 
the potential to equal or exceed the 30-minute maximum, and implementing measures to 
reduce voter wait time, including having the authority to request additional voting 
equipment or supplies and board workers or to appoint additional board workers upon 
approval of the officer in charge of elections, A.R.S. § 16-535(B).  

The marshal may also perform the duties of any other election board worker on a relief basis. 
A.R.S. § 16-535(B). 

3. Judges 
 
Judges oversee the voting process itself, which may generally include: 

1. Issuing ballots to qualified voters, A.R.S. § 16-579(C), A.R.S. § 16-467(B), A.R.S. § 16-
572(B); 

2. Signing the roster for an elector who is unable to sign because of physical disability, A.R.S. 
§ 16-579(D)-(E); and 

3. Examining electronic voting equipment and comparing the number of votes cast as 
indicated on the machine with the number indicated on the poll list (or e-pollbook) and the 
number of provisional ballots cast, A.R.S. § 16-602(A). 

 Bilingual Poll Workers 

Jurisdictions covered under the language minority provisions under Section 203 of the Voting 
Rights Act should appoint bilingual poll workers and/or ensure access to on-site or remote 
interpretation services in the covered language(s) to provide language assistance to voters who 
need it. Additionally, an Election Terminology Glossary in the covered languages should be 
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provided among the polling place supplies. Covered jurisdictions for tribal languages should 
contact the applicable tribal government if they need assistance recruiting and hiring bilingual poll 
workers.  

 Student Poll Workers 

The Board of Supervisors may appoint a student to serve as a clerk on the election board if the 
student: 

• Will be at least 16 years old at the time of the election; 
• Will be a United States citizen at the time of the election; and 
• Provides written permission from a parent or guardian. 

 
A student poll worker must receive poll worker training and must be supervised by a trained 
adult poll worker at the voting location. A.R.S. § 16-531(F). 
 
A student’s absence from school due to service as a student poll worker does not affect the 
school’s average daily membership or count against any mandatory attendance requirements for 
the student. A.R.S. § 15-901(A)(1); A.R.S. § 16-531(G). 

 Poll Worker Training 

Within 45 days before an election, the officer in charge of elections must commence poll worker 
training for inspectors, judges, and any other election board members deemed necessary by the 
officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-532(A). At least one poll worker training session should 
be conducted in-person during each election cycle, but additional training may be conducted online 
as deemed necessary. Additionally, the officer in charge of elections should develop a mechanism 
to assess individual poll workers’ performance following the election. 
 
Persons who conduct poll worker training must be qualified in election law and have practical 
experience in the election process. A.R.S. § 16-532(A)-(B). Persons who conduct poll worker 
training must also be certified by the Secretary of State as an election officer in accordance with 
A.R.S. § 16-407 or under the management of a certified election officer. 
  
Poll worker training must cover the following pre-Election Day topics, as applicable: 

1. Delivery of ballots and supplies to the voting location; 
2. Duties of each election board member; 
3. Ensuring proper political party representation among election board members;  
4. Conducting a pre-election meeting; 
5. Gaining building access;  
6. Inventorying supplies; 
7. Equipment setup and furniture arrangement; 
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8. Voting equipment checks, including ensuring that equipment seals have not been 
tampered with and match the seal log; 

9. Conducting an official ballot count; 
10. Customer service responsibilities, including voter assistance, assistance to voters with a 

disability (including disability etiquette and awareness), and ensuring language 
accessibility; and 

 
Poll worker training must also cover the following Election Day topics, as applicable: 

1. Opening the voting location;  
2. Hours the voting location will be open; 
3. Poll workers’ hours; 
4. Establishing the 75-foot limit and enforcing non-electioneering and non-intimidation 

rules;  
5. Sharing voting locations with tribal elections, common issues with nonstandard 

residential addresses, rules relating to tribal identification, and, if applicable, the right to 
language assistance (for poll workers assigned to voting locations on tribal reservations);  

6. Procedures for checking identification; 
7. Provisional ballot processing; 
8. Operation of voting equipment; 
9. Operation of accessible voting equipment;  
10. Operation of e-pollbooks or procedures for managing the signature rosters and poll lists; 
11. Troubleshooting, including when and how to implement wait-time reduction and other 

contingency plans; 
12. Any voter registration information deemed necessary; 
13. Who may vote in the election; 
14. Use of precinct registers and/or the issuance of ballot types/styles (political party, FED 

only, ballot splits, etc.);  
15. Standard voting procedures;  
16. Recorder’s Certificates; 
17. Spoiled ballot procedures; 
18. Procedure for early ballot drop-off;  
19. Political party observers;  
20. Procedures for challenges; 
21. Kids Voting; 
22. Closing the polls; 
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23. Transmitting results and/or delivery of voted ballots;  
24. Completing a Certificate of Performance, verifying that various election duties were 

properly performed; and  
25. Preparing the official and unofficial envelope contents (see Chapter 8, Section V).  

 
The officer in charge of elections may require additional training for poll workers at any time. 
Regardless of whether additional training is provided, however, poll workers must be notified in 
writing prior to Election Day of any changes in election law or procedure that became effective 
since the last poll worker training. A.R.S. § 16-532(E). 

1. Premium Training 
 
The officer in charge of elections may institute an advanced method of instruction and testing for 
certain election board members known as premium training. The premium training must include 
at least eight hours of training and a written examination on election law and procedures. A.R.S. 
§ 16-532(D). 
 
Those who complete this training and pass the test are certified as a “premium board worker.” 
Premium board workers are certified for a period of 30 months and, if approved by the Board of 
Supervisors, are entitled to additional compensation. A.R.S. § 16-532(D). 
 
The officer in charge of elections may require additional training for poll workers at any time. 
Regardless of whether additional training is provided, however, poll workers must be notified in 
writing prior to Election Day of any changes in election law or procedure that became effective 
since the last poll worker training. A.R.S. § 16-532(E). 

2. Certificate of Qualification 
 
Upon successful completion of poll worker training, each election board member will receive a 
certificate of qualification from the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections stating 
the worker’s name and the course of instruction completed. No inspector or judge (except those 
appointed to fill a vacancy and as provided in A.R.S. § 16-533 and A.R.S. § 16-534) may serve on 
Election Day unless the person has been issued a certificate of qualification. A.R.S. § 16-532(A).  

 Poll Worker Compensation 

The Board of Supervisors must set the compensation of poll workers, which constitutes a county 
charge. A.R.S. § 16-536. The Board of Supervisors may approve poll worker pay by virtue of 
approving the election director’s budget for the forthcoming election.  
 
Poll workers must be paid at least $30 per day. A.R.S. § 16-536. The Board of Supervisors may 
approve additional compensation for premium board workers. A.R.S. § 16-532(D). 
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 DESIGNATION OF POLITICAL PARTY AND OTHER OBSERVERS 

Political party representatives are permitted to observe at voting locations and central counting 
places for partisan elections. The proceedings at the central counting place may also be observed 
by up to three additional people representing a candidate for nonpartisan office, or representing a 
political committee in support of or in opposition to a ballot measure, proposition or question. 
Such observation (and observation at early voting locations, emergency voting centers, and County 
Recorder processing procedures, where permitted by the County Recorder or other officer in 
charge of elections) are subject to the procedures described below. Observation at nonpartisan 
elections may be permitted at the discretion of the officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-
590(A)-(B); A.R.S. § 16-621(A). 
 
The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may develop additional local 
procedures governing political party observation. Additional procedures shall allow political party 
observers to effectively observe the election process, and no changes to the procedures shall be 
made after the Tuesday prior to the election in order to facilitate compliance by the county political 
parties and designees.  

 Appointment Process 

The county chairperson (or designee) of each party represented on the ballot must submit the names 
of specific political party observers to the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections in 
writing (in hard copy or electronically in advance of observation, as required by the County 
Recorder or officer in charge of elections). The County Recorder or officer in charge of elections 
may require reasonable deadlines for advance notice of appointments. Where there is no county 
political party officer to make the appointment, the state political party chairperson may appoint 
political party observers for that county.  
 
Political party observers may be appointed to specific voting locations (for Election Day 
observation), to a central counting place, or to multiple voting locations as authorized by the 
political party chairperson and the officer in charge of elections. Observers appointed to observe 
in multiple locations need only one appointment in writing designating the various locations where 
the observer is appointed. An appointment is not transferable to another individual.  
 
Unless agreed upon by the political parties, not more than one party representative for each party 
represented on the ballot shall be at a voting location at one time. A.R.S. § 16-590(C). Further, 
only one representative at any one time of each political party represented on the ballot who has 
been appointed by the political party chairperson shall remain within the 75-foot limit while the 
polls are open. A.R.S. § 16-515(A), (B), (H). 
 
Appointed political party observers need not be qualified electors in the precinct or county of 
observation, but must be an Arizona resident and registered to vote in Arizona. A.R.S. § 16-
590(D). Except for precinct committeeman candidates, candidates appearing on the ballot or 
official write-in candidates shall not serve as political party observers.  
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 Observer Credentials 

The political party letter of appointment with the signature of the appointing authority (and, if 
required by the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections, on political party letterhead) 
serves as the written credential necessary to conduct observation at a voting location or central 
counting place. Credentials must be issued by the recognized political party chairperson or 
designee; this authority may not be delegated to a candidate or candidate’s agent. The political 
party observer must present the political party appointment letter (or copy thereof, if permitted by 
the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections) to the appropriate election official upon 
entering the voting location, County Recorder’s office, or central counting place, and be prepared 
to show identification if requested.   

 Observation at Voting Locations 

Political party observers may observe the following activities at a voting location: 
• Opening the voting location; 
• Voting at the voting location (but may not observe in the voting booth or otherwise 

impede voters’ ability to maintain a secret ballot); 
• Closing the voting location; 
• Transport of ballots from the voting location to a receiving site (using a separate vehicle); 

and/or  
• Any other significant voting or processing activities at the voting location provided that it 

does not interfere with or impede the election procedures or staff. 
 
Each recognized political party is presumptively entitled to have no more than one political party 
observer at a time at each voting location. A.R.S. § 16-590(C).  
 
All political party observers are subject to removal by the County Recorder or other officer in 
charge of elections for failure to comply with a request to cease an activity that interferes with the 
election process or violates tribal (if the voting location is on a tribal reservation), state, or federal 
law. 

 Observation at Central Counting Places 

Political party representatives may observe at a central counting place and at each point where 
ballots are handled or transferred from one election official to another, including areas where the 
following activities take place: 

• Receiving the ballots at the County Recorder’s office or central counting place; 
• Inspecting the ballots; 
• Reviewing ballots by the Write-in Tally Board; 
• Duplicating ballots by the Ballot Duplication Board; 
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• Adjudicating ballots by the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board;  
• Receiving electronic media or processing voting results by the Accuracy Certification 

Board; 
• Tabulation of ballots; and/or 
• Any other significant tabulation or processing activities at a central counting place 

provided that it does not interfere with or impede the election procedures or staff. 

 Observer Guidelines 

The following observation guidelines govern all observers: 
1. An observer may not mark any ballot, place any type of material on a ballot, or otherwise 

touch a ballot during observation. Further, an observer shall not offer to assist any voter in 
the process of voting at a voting location, or attempt to intimidate or influence a voter when 
voting. If a voter specifically requests an observer’s assistance in voting, the observer may 
only assist the voter after relinquishing the observer’s formal status as an observer (for 
example, by returning any observer badge or identification, exiting the voting location, and 
then accompanying the voter into the voting location as an assistant rather than an 
observer). The observer may resume their role as an observer after assisting the voter.    

2. Observers shall not touch or handle election materials, rosters, early ballot envelopes, 
provisional ballot envelopes, ballot transfer containers, voting machines, or voting machine 
components except as expressly permitted by the officer in charge of elections during 
demonstrations.  

3. Observers may not interfere with or impede the election procedures or staff.  
• If an observer has a question about the proceedings or seeks to raise an objection, the 

observer should speak solely to the designated point of contact (e.g., inspector, County 
Recorder, or other officer in charge of elections) and not to other poll workers, staff, or 
voters. 

• The officer in charge of elections or inspector may prohibit observers from using 
electronic devices in the voting location or central counting place if doing so would 
interfere with or impede the election procedures or staff. No photos or videos may be 
taken within the 75 foot limit of a voting location. A.R.S. § 16-515(G).  

• Observers may not wear, carry, or display any materials that identify or express support 
or opposition for a political party, political organization, or a candidate or ballot 
measure appearing on the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-515(F). 

• In cases where multiple ballots are dropped off at a voting location, an observer may 
not, within the 75-foot limit: (1) inspect, copy, photograph, or record a video of the 
early ballot envelopes in an effort to discern voters’ identities; or (2) confront, question, 
photograph, or record a video of the individual who dropped off the early ballots. 

• Observers can enter and leave a voting location or central counting place so long as 
their entering and leaving does not interfere with or impede the election procedures or 
staff.  
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4. Observers may take handwritten notes during observation, but must use a writing 
instrument of a color designated by the officer in charge of the election or procedure.  

5. If an observer is asked by the inspector or other officer in charge to cease an activity that 
interferes with the election process, the observer must comply or face possible ejection. 

6. Observers must be prepared to show their appointment credential immediately upon 
entering any voting location or central counting place or upon request by any election 
official. 

7. At a central counting place, all observers must check in with the County Recorder or other 
officer in charge of elections prior to being admitted and may be required to log in and out 
of the facility each time they enter or leave. 

8. At a central counting place, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections 
may ensure that observers are given identifying badges to ensure that observers are clearly 
identifiable. 

 ISSUING PRE-ELECTION NOTICES 

 Secretary of State: 120-Day Notice of Offices to be Elected 

At least 120 days before a primary election, the Secretary of State must notify in writing each 
Board of Supervisors and officer in charge of elections of the federal, statewide, and legislative 
offices for which candidates will be nominated at the primary election. A.R.S. § 16-202. 

 County: 180-Day Notice of Election to Local Jurisdictions 

At least 180 days before each consolidated election date, the Board of Supervisors or officer in 
charge of elections must give written notice to each school district, community college district, 
city and town within the county’s geographical boundaries. The Board of Supervisors or officer in 
charge of elections also must give written notice to all special taxing districts within the county. 
A.R.S. § 16-205(A).  
 
The notice must include: 

• The specific election date; 
• The deadline by which the local jurisdiction must inform the Board of Supervisors or 

officer in charge of elections whether an election will be held; and 
- The deadline to inform the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections 

should be set at or just after special taxing districts’ 150-day deadline to call an 
election pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-226(A). 

• Any additional information deemed necessary by the Board of Supervisors or officer 
in charge of elections. 

 
The notice may be mailed, emailed, or otherwise electronically transmitted. 
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 Special Taxing District/Nonpartisan Election Notices 

The governing body of a special taxing district must provide various public notifications before 
conducting an election that is not held concurrently with a general election. A.R. S. § 16-226(B); 
A.R.S. § 16-227(A).62  

• A special taxing district must call an election at least 150 days in advance of an election, 
except for elections called pursuant to A.R.S. § 19-209. A.R.S. § 16-226(A). “Calling” 
an election means the governing board of the special taxing district must officially 
inform the applicable Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections that the 
district intends to conduct an election. 

• In addition, the special taxing district must also issue a “call of election” to the public 
by publishing the “call of election”, at least two times and at least one week apart, in a 
newspaper of general circulation covering the jurisdiction during the six calendar 
weeks preceding 150 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-227(A). Alternatively, the 
special taxing district may mail the “call of election” to each household containing a 
qualified elector at least 150 days before the election. A.R.S. § 16-227(B). 

• Finally, a special taxing district must issue a “notice of election,” which is like the call 
of election but intended as the final public notice in advance of a special taxing district 
election. A.R.S. § 16-228(A)-(B). A special taxing district that conducts a ballot by 
mail election need only issue the notice specified in A.R.S. § 16-228(C)-(D). Notice 
requirements specific to fire district or irrigation and water conservation district bond 
elections can be found at A.R.S. § 48-806(A) and A.R.S. § 48-3190(A), respectively.  

 
A special taxing district must file an affidavit certifying compliance with federal and state law with 
the applicable Board of Supervisors at least five days before holding a nonpartisan election. A.R.S. 
§ 16-229. 

 PREPARATION OF BALLOTS 

The County Board of Supervisors is responsible for preparing the official ballot to be used in 
federal, statewide, legislative, and countywide elections. A.R.S. § 16-405; A.R.S. § 16-503(A). 
The Board of Supervisors may delegate this responsibility to the officer in charge of elections.  

 
62 A.R.S. §§ 16-225 to 16-229 outline various requirements for holding “nonpartisan” elections. A.R.S. § 
16-226(B) defines nonpartisan elections (for purposes of those statutes) as elections of special taxing 
districts not held concurrent with the general election. 
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 Official Ballot Format 

1. Form and Content of the Ballot 

 Requirements for All Ballots 

i. Paper Type 
 
All official ballots must be printed with black ink on white paper of sufficient thickness to prevent 
the printing from being discernible on the reverse side the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-468(2); A.R.S. § 16-
502(A). 

ii. Font 
 
The ballot must use the same font and color template throughout the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-502(A), 
(C). The only color exception is for a political party indicator or stripe to be printed on official 
ballots used for a partisan primary election or PPE. See Chapter 7, Section III(A) and Chapter 8, 
Section V(A)(1)(b). 
 
The ballot must use the same font size within each category on the ballot (for example, all 
candidate names for a particular race must be printed in the same font size), which must be printed 
in no less than 8-point font if practicable. However, ballot measure numbers must be printed in at 
least 12-point font. The officer in charge of elections may adjust spacing between the letters on a 
ballot to accommodate space limitations. 

iii. Early Ballot Designation 
 
Early ballots, including ballots-by-mail and in-person early ballots, shall be identical to regular 
ballots, except that early ballots shall have the word “early” printed or stamped on them. A.R.S. § 
16-545(A). 

iv. Spacing and Heading 
 
The ballot must contain sufficient spacing between races and sections to enable the voter to clearly 
understand the ballot. 
 
On the front side, the ballot must be headed with the phrase “Official Ballot” in bold-faced plain 
letters, with a heavy rule above and below the heading. The ballot may not contain any other 
statement or matter printed above the “Official Ballot” header. A.R.S. § 16-502(A).  
 
Immediately below the “Official Ballot” heading, the following components must be printed in the 
following order:  

• A subheading that specifies the type of election (general, primary, or special), the election 
date, and the name of the county and state holding the election;  

• Instructions to the voter how to properly mark the ballot; and 
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• The various candidate names and/or ballot measures. A.R.S. § 16-502(A), (C). 

v. Candidate Races 
 
For candidate races, the official ballot must: 

• Arrange the candidate names according to A.R.S. § 16-502(C) in column format, starting 
with the left-hand column;  

• List the name of the office to be filled at the head of each portion of the column;  
• List the district number, division number, or other jurisdictional name/number to the right 

of the office name to be filled, if applicable;  
• Include the designation “Vote for not more than _____” below the name of each office to 

be filled to indicate the appropriate number of candidates to select;  
• List candidate names according to last name, followed by first name and any nickname;  

• The officer in charge of elections may: (1) shorten or truncate a candidate’s name 
(with the candidate’s consent) in order to fit the candidate’s name on the ballot; 
and/or (2) decline to print the candidate’s requested nickname if it suggests 
reference to professional, fraternal, religious, or military titles or a slogan, 
promotional word or phrase or any word that does not actually constitute a 
nickname.  

• Contain a location for the voter to place a mark to vote for their candidate of choice to the 
right or left (and on the same line) of each candidate’s name;   

• Contain the candidate’s political party designation in bold-faced letters next to the 
candidate’s name (for partisan races only); and  

• Contain blank lines that correspond to the number to elect placed below the last candidate 
name for a particular office, along with a location for the voter to place a mark next to their 
write-in candidate(s) of choice.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-502(C)-(G); A.R.S. § 16-311(G); A.R.S. § 16-341(C).  
 
Additionally, the ballot must contain the name or number of the precinct in which the ballot will 
be utilized, and may include the precinct part or ballot style code. A.R.S. § 16-502(A). 

 Additional Requirements for Primary Election Ballots 

In addition to the specifications outlined in Section V(A)(1)(a) above, primary election ballots 
must comply with the following additional requirements.  
 
Primary election ballots must be printed with a particular color to indicate the political party ballot. 
A.R.S. § 16-461(B). The ballot may be printed on colored stock or on white stock with a distinctive 
color indicator such as a stripe. The following colors represent the recognized political parties: 

• Blue: Democratic Party 
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• Green: Green Party 
• Yellow: Libertarian Party 
• Red or Salmon: Republican Party 

 
The officer in charge of elections may use varying hues of the requisite colors, but may not select 
entirely different colors as substitutes for the requisite colors. The primary election ballot displayed 
in accessible voting equipment must also utilize a color designation for each political party. A.R.S. 
§ 16-446(B)(9). 
 
If the number of recognized party candidates in a particular race exceeds the number to elect, the 
officer in charge of elections must rotate candidate names in that particular race by precinct so that 
each candidate will appear substantially an equal number of times in each possible location for the 
particular race across all primary election ballots. If the number of candidates in a particular race 
is less than or equal to the number to elect, the candidates’ names must be listed in alphabetical 
order by last name and no rotation is required. A.R.S. § 16-464(A). 
 
If more persons file nomination petitions for the office of precinct committeeman than the number 
to elect in a particular precinct, the county officer in charge of elections must prepare a separate 
ballot style that includes the office of precinct committeeman, as well as all other races in the 
precinct, for the voters registered with that political party in that precinct. A.R.S. § 16-822(C). The 
position of the precinct committeemen candidate names must be alphabetical by surname. A.R.S. 
§ 16-464(B). This ballot style, which includes all the races in the precinct and the precinct 
committeeman race, must be provided only to voters registered with that political party in the 
precinct. A.R.S. § 16-822(C).  

 Additional Requirements for General Election Ballots 

In addition to the specifications outlined in Section V(A)(1)(a) above, general election ballots must 
comply with the following additional requirements. 
 
For partisan candidate races, the official ballot must list candidates in a particular race in the 
following descending order: 

• Candidates who are registered with a recognized political party that appeared on the 
gubernatorial ballot in the most recent general election for the office of governor, listed in 
the order that corresponds to the number of votes for each party’s gubernatorial candidate 
in that county;  

• Candidates who are registered with a recognized political party that did not appear on the 
gubernatorial ballot in the most recent general election for the office of governor, listed in 
alphabetical order by last name; and 

• Independent candidates who were nominated pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-341 (along with a 
three-letter designation determined by the filing officer), listed in alphabetical order by last 
name. A.R.S. § 16-502(E). 
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If there are two or more candidates of the same political party for the same office, or more than 
one candidate for a judicial office, the names of all such candidates in the particular race must be 
rotated so that each candidate will substantially appear an equal number of times in each possible 
location. However, if the number of candidates in a particular race is less than or equal to the 
number to elect, the candidates’ names must be listed in alphabetical order by last name and no 
rotation is required. A.R.S. § 16-502(E), (H). 
 
In general elections with a presidential candidate on the ballot, presidential electors’ first and last 
names must be listed in alphabetical order (according to last name). The presidential and vice-
presidential candidates’ last names must be printed in bold and placed adjacent to the elector 
names, with the presidential candidate’s name printed above the vice-presidential candidate’s 
name. A.R.S. § 16-502(C)(1). 
 
For ballot measures, the officer in charge of elections must use one of the following methods to 
describe the measure: 

1. Print the full text of the measure on the ballot; 
2. Print a summary of the measure that contains a statutorily-prescribed heading, an official 

title, a descriptive title, and a summary that describes the measure’s effect; or 
3. Print a summary of the measure that contains an alternative heading and a summary that 

describes the measure’s effect, but omits the official title and descriptive title (see below 
for specific requirements).  

 
The ballot must contain the words “Yes” and “No” or “For ___” and “Against ____”, along with 
a space for the voter to mark their choice, below the description of the ballot measure. A.R.S. § 
19-125(B)-(F); A.R.S. § 16-502(L)-(N).  

 Additional Requirements for PPE Ballots 

Similar to a partisan primary election ballot, a PPE ballot must distinguish political party ballots 
by color and contain candidate names for only that political party. A.R.S. § 16-245(A). Otherwise, 
PPE ballots must comply with the following specific requirements.  

 
A PPE ballot must contain the following information in descending order: 

• The following header at the top of the ballot: 
“Official Ballot of the ___________ Party, 
Presidential Preference Election (date), 
County of ____________,  
State of Arizona” 

• The title “_______________ Party Candidates for President of the United States;” 
• The text “Vote for not more than one;” and 
• The political party candidates certified to appear on the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-245(A)-(B). 
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The ballot also may contain printed instructions to voters as prescribed for other elections (see 
below for specific instructions). A.R.S. § 16-245(B). 
 
Unlike all other ballots, candidate order is determined by lot drawn at a public meeting conducted 
by the Secretary of State. The officer in charge of elections must print candidate names in the order 
and format specified by the Secretary of State, without rotation of candidate names. A.R.S. § 16-
245(B). Write-in votes are not permitted, and no other elections may be combined with a PPE 
ballot. A.R.S. § 16-241(A); A.R.S. § 16-247. 
 
A PPE ballot must comply with any other ballot format requirements in Section V(A)(1)(a) that 
are not inconsistent with this Section.  

 Additional Requirements for Recall Election Ballots 

The reasons set forth in the recall petition for demanding the officer’s recall and the officer’s 
justification of their conduct in office shall be printed on the recall election ballot. The officer’s 
justification must be not more than 200 words in length. There shall be no party designation on the 
recall ballot for a nonpartisan office. The form of the ballot shall otherwise conform as nearly as 
practicable to the ballot prescribed for general elections. A.R.S. § 19-213. 

2. Ballot Marking Instructions 
 
Immediately below the subheading that specifies the type of election, the election date, and the 
name of the county and state holding the election, an official ballot may contain the following 
voter instructions: 

1. Put a mark according to the instructions next to the name of each candidate for 
each office for whom you wish to vote. 

2. If you wish to vote for a person whose name is not printed on the ballot, write 
such name in the blank space provided on the ballot or write-in envelope and 
put a mark according to the instructions next to the name so written. 

3. Put a mark according to the instructions next to the word “yes” (or “for”) for 
each proposition or question you wish to be adopted. Put a mark according to 
the instructions next to the word “no” (or “against”) for each proposition or 
question you wish not to be adopted.  

A.R.S. § 16-502(A). The officer in charge of elections may add additional instructions to the ballot 
as needed. 

3. Order of Candidate Races 

 Partisan Candidate Offices 

Partisan candidate races must be listed in the following order in the partisan section of the ballot: 
1. Presidential electors; 
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2. U.S. Senator; 
3. U.S. Representative; 
4. Governor; 
5. State Senator; 
6. State Representative; 

• A.R.S. § 16-502(D) requires state legislative candidates’ names to appear directly 
below the gubernatorial candidates’ names. In election years where there are no 
gubernatorial candidates on the ballot, legislative candidates’ names must still 
appear before statewide offices. 

7. Secretary of State; 
8. Attorney General; 
9. State Treasurer; 
10. Superintendent of Public Instruction; 
11. State Mine Inspector; 
12. Corporation Commissioner; 
13. County Offices; 

• The officer in charge of elections may determine the ballot order for County 
Supervisor, County Assessor, County Attorney, Clerk of the Superior Court, 
County Recorder, County School Superintendent, County Sheriff, and County 
Treasurer.  

14. Justice of the Peace; and 
15. Constable. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-502(C). Candidate races not up for election must be omitted from the ballot. Precinct 
Committeemen must be included on a separate ballot style, along with all other races in the 
precinct, only for voters registered with the particular political party in the precinct. See Chapter 
8, Section V(A)(1)(b). PPE ballots are subject to different requirements. See Chapter 8, Section 
V(A)(1)(d). 

 Nonpartisan Candidate Offices 

Subject to the exceptions outlined below, the following nonpartisan candidate races must be 
listed in order in the nonpartisan section of the ballot: 

1. Justice of the Supreme Court; 
2. Judge of the Court of Appeals (Division 1); 
3. Judge of the Court of Appeals (Division 2); 
4. Judge of the Superior Court (retention in Maricopa, Pima, Pinal, and Coconino Counties);  
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5. Judge of the Superior Court (election in Apache, Cochise, Gila, Graham, Greenlee, La 
Paz, Mohave, Navajo, Santa Cruz, Yavapai, and Yuma Counties).63 

6. Governing Board Member of a School District;  
7. Governing Board Member of a Community College District;  
8. Governing Board of a Joint Technical Education District; 
9. Governing Board Member of a Special Taxing District; 
10. City or Town Mayor; 
11. City or Town Council Member. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-502(J). The following exceptions apply to candidate order in the nonpartisan 
candidate section:  

• The officer in charge of elections may reasonably adjust the nonpartisan candidate order in 
order to avoid printing on the reverse side of the ballot, to achieve uniformity with the 
reverse side of the ballot, or to eliminate blank space; 

• A recall election involving a candidate who was originally elected in a partisan race should 
be listed in the partisan section of the ballot, and (if applicable) in the section of the partisan 
ballot where candidate’s race was originally positioned, A.R.S. § 19-213; and 

• An election to fill the vacant unexpired term of a nonpartisan office must appear under 
separate heading immediately below the nonpartisan candidates and shall include the 
expiration date of the term of the vacated office.  A.R.S. § 16-502(K); A.R.S. § 15-424(F). 

 
Candidate races not up for election (or judicial offices not up for retention) should be omitted 
from the ballot.  

i. Determining Judicial Offices Subject to Retention 
 
Following appointment, a justice or judge (including superior court judges in counties with a 
population that exceeds 250,000) serves an initial 2-year term before seeking retention in office. 
Ariz. Const. Art. VI, § 37(C). Thereafter, justices and judges serve 6-year terms between retention 
elections. Ariz. Const. Art. VI, § 4; Ariz. Const. Art. VI, § 37(C); A.R.S. § 12-101; A.R.S. § 12-
120.01(B). 
 
Supreme Court justices appear on the ballot for retention in all Arizona counties. 
 

 
63 As has been the long-standing practice in counties with populations of less than 250,000, candidates for 
superior court judge who are members of recognized political parties must participate in a partisan primary 
election. A.R.S. § 16-331, which requires primary elections to determine which candidates will be on the 
general election ballot, does not violate the requirement in Article VI, Section 12 of the Arizona 
Constitution. Consistent with Article VI, Section 12 of the Arizona Constitution, the winners in the primary 
election then participate in the general election, but no partisan designation appears on the general election 
ballot. See Ariz. Op. Atty. Gen. No. I04-004 (2004). 
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For the 16 judges in Division 1 of the Court of Appeals, which covers Maricopa, Yuma, La Paz, 
Mohave, Coconino, Yavapai, Navajo, and Apache Counties: 

• The 10 judges appointed from Maricopa County in Division 1 of the Court of Appeals 
must appear on the Maricopa County ballot for retention; 

• The five judges appointed from Yuma County, La Paz County, Mohave County, 
Coconino County, Yavapai County, Navajo County or Apache County in Division 1 of 
the Court of Appeals must appear on these 7 counties’ ballots for retention; 

• Retention of the 16th judge in Division 1 of the Court of Appeals depends on the county 
of residence: 

- If the judge was appointed from Maricopa County, that judge must appear on the 
Maricopa County ballot for retention; 

- If the judge was appointed from Yuma County, La Paz County, Mohave County, 
Coconino County, Yavapai County, Navajo County or Apache County, that judge 
must appear on these 7 counties’ ballots for retention. 

 
A.R.S. § 12-120.02(A). 
For the six judges in Division 2 of the Court of Appeals, which covers Pima, Pinal, Cochise, 
Santa Cruz, Greenlee, Graham, and Gila Counties: 

• The four judges appointed from Pima County in Division 2 of the Court of Appeals 
must appear on the Pima County ballot for retention; and 

• The two judges appointed from Pinal County, Cochise County, Santa Cruz County, 
Greenlee County, Graham County, or Gila County in Division 2 of the Court of 
Appeals must appear on these six counties’ ballots for retention. 

 
A.R.S. § 12-120.02(A)-(B). 
 
Superior court judges appear on the ballot for retention in the county in which they were elected 
or appointed. Ariz. Const. Art. 6, § 37(B). 
 
The Arizona Commission on Judicial Performance must notify the Secretary of State which 
justices and judges are up for retention in a particular general election. A.R.S. § 19-123(A)(5); 
A.R.S. § 19-124.01. 

4. Political Party Designations 

In a partisan race where a candidate sought a political party nomination by primary, the officer in 
charge of elections must place a three-letter designation to the right of the candidate’s name that 
corresponds to the party designated in the candidate’s nomination paper. A.R.S. § 16-502(E). 
 
The following three-letter designations correspond to the current or recently recognized political 
parties: 
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• DEM: Democratic Party  
• GRN: Green Party 
• LBT: Libertarian Party 
• REP: Republican Party 

 
In a partisan race where an independent candidate sought a nomination other than by primary, the 
officer in charge of elections must determine a three-letter designation based on the three-word 
designation in the candidate’s nomination paper. A.R.S. § 16-341(D); A.R.S. § 16-502(E). 
 
A political party selection of “independent” must be designated as “IND” on the general election 
ballot. Otherwise, the officer in charge of elections has sole discretion how to translate other non-
recognized political party selections into three-letter designations (except that independent 
candidates may not be designated as “DEM,” “GRN,” “LBT,” or “REP” on the general election 
ballot). 

5. Special Provisions for Ballot Measures 

 Numbering Ballot Measures 

For any measure that has qualified for the ballot, the officer in charge of elections must assign a 
three-digit proposition or question number based on the ballot measure type: 

• Constitutional Initiative: 100 series 
- A “constitutional initiative” is brought about by petition and represents the 

citizens’ effort to amend the Arizona Constitution. 
• Constitutional Referral: 100 series 

- A “constitutional referral” is a proposed constitutional amendment referred to the 
general election ballot by the Arizona Legislature. 

• Statutory Initiative: 200 series 
- A “statutory initiative” is brought about by petition and represents the citizens’ 

effort to amend, add, or strike a statute. 
• Statutory Referral: 300 series 

- A “statutory referral” is a statutory measure referred to the general election ballot 
by the Arizona Legislature. 

• Citizen Referendum: 300 series 
- A “citizen referendum” is brought about by petition and represents the citizens’ 

effort to veto a bill recently passed by the Arizona Legislature or other local 
government body. 

• Local charter amendment, initiative, referendum, bond measure, or budget override: 400 
series 
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Propositions or questions within a jurisdiction must be numbered consecutively based on the order 
filed with the officer in charge of elections. Individual numbers continue from the last number 
used in the previous election and do not repeat until all 100 numbers in that series have been used. 
A.R.S. § 19-125(B). For non-statewide ballot measures appearing on the ballot in multiple 
counties, unless otherwise agreed upon by the applicable counties, the county with the highest 
population of voters shall assign the number for the ballot measure and, where practicable, other 
counties shall use that same number for the same ballot measure in order to minimize voter 
confusion.  
 
The proposition or question number must be printed in reverse type (white type on black 
background) in at least 12-point font. A.R.S. § 19-125(C). For example, a statutory initiative 
designated as Proposition 205 must be printed on the ballot as follows: 
 

PROPOSITION 205 
 

PROPOSICIÓN 205 

 Order of Ballot Measures 

Ballot measures must appear on the ballot in the following order, below any nonpartisan 
candidate races in the nonpartisan section of the ballot:  

• State constitutional amendments; 
• Statewide statutory initiatives; 
• Statewide referenda; 
• County ballot measures, including school district, joint technical education district, and 

community college district ballot measures; 
- The officer in charge of elections may determine the ballot order for county 

initiatives, county referenda, county school district bond measures, county school 
district budget overrides, community college district bond measures, community 
college district budget overrides, special taxing district bond measures, and 
special taxing district budget overrides.  

• City or town ballot measures; and 
- The city or town clerk may determine the ballot order for city charter 

amendments, city or town initiatives, and city or town referenda.  
• Special taxing district ballot measures. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-502(L); A.R.S. § 19-125(B). Ballot measures types that will not be voted on in the 
election should be omitted from the ballot. 
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 Printing Initiatives and Referenda on the Ballot 

The officer in charge of elections may use one of the three methods to print initiatives and 
referenda (including legislative referrals) on the official ballot: 

1. Print the full text of the measure on the ballot, followed by the words “yes” and “no” 
or “for _____” and “against ____” for the voter to mark their choice; 

2. Print a standard summary of the measure that contains a statutorily-prescribed heading, 
an official title, a descriptive title, and a summary that describes the measure’s effect 
(see below for specific requirements); or 

3. Print a condensed summary of the measure that contains an alternative heading and a 
summary that describes the measure’s effect, but omits the official title and descriptive 
title (see below for specific requirements). 

i. Standard Summary of the Measure 
 
If the officer in charge of elections chooses the standard summary option (printing a statutorily-
prescribed heading, an official title, a descriptive title, and an analysis of the measure’s potential 
effect), the following requirements apply. 
 
Below the proposition number, the officer in charge of elections must print one of the following 
headings, as applicable: 

• Constitutional Initiative: “Proposed Amendment to the Constitution by the Initiative;” 
• Constitutional Referral: “Proposed Amendment to the Constitution by the Legislature;” 
• Statutory Initiative: “Proposed by Initiative Petition;” 
• Statutory Referral: “Referred to the People by the Legislature;” or 
• Citizen Referendum: “Referendum Ordered by Petition of the People.”  

 
An official title must be printed below the prescribed heading. The official title comprises a 
description of the constitutional or statutory provisions being amended, added, or deleted by the 
measure. This information is drawn from the introductory portion of the initiative or referendum 
itself. 
 
A descriptive title must be printed below the official title. The descriptive title constitutes a 
summary of the principal provisions of the measure, not to exceed 50 words. 
 
Finally, an analysis of the potential effect of a “yes” or “no” vote on the measure must be printed 
below the descriptive title. Each analysis must begin with following introductory phrases: 

A “yes” vote shall have the effect of ______________________. 
A “no” vote shall have the effect of _______________________. 
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The “yes” line must be filled with a “brief phrase” that describes the essential change to existing 
law should an initiative or referral receive a majority of votes cast in the election. The “no” must 
be filled with a “brief phrase” that describes how the status quo will be maintained should the 
measure not receive a majority of votes. For a citizen referendum, a “yes” vote has the effect of 
approving the enactment passed by the Legislature and allowing the bill to go into effect, whereas 
a “no” vote essentially constitutes a citizens’ veto and prevents the bill from going into effect. 
 
Below the ballot measure analysis, the officer in charge of elections must print the words “yes” 
and “no” for the voter to mark their selection on the ballot. 
 
For statewide ballot measures, the heading, official title, descriptive title, and “yes/no” analysis 
are drafted by the Secretary of State and approved by the Attorney General before being provided 
to the officer in charge of elections for printing on the ballot. For local ballot measures, the local 
jurisdiction is responsible for drafting the heading, official title, descriptive title, and “yes/no” 
analysis. 
 
A.R.S. § 19-125(C)-(D); A.R.S. § 19-141. 

ii. Condensed Summary of the Measure 
 
In lieu of printing the full standard summary of a measure that includes the official title and 
descriptive title, the officer in charge of elections may print an alternative summary on the ballot 
that contains the following information below the proposition number: 

1. One of the following methods of designating the measure in the ballot header: 
• The standard header, as prescribed for the standard summary above: 

- Constitutional Initiative: “Proposed Amendment to the Constitution by the 
Initiative” 

- Constitutional Referral: “Proposed Amendment to the Constitution by the 
Legislature” 

- Statutory Initiative: “Proposed by Initiative Petition” 
- Statutory Referral: “Referred to the People by the Legislature” 
- Citizen Referendum: “Referendum Ordered by Petition of the People”; or 

• The word “Proposition,” “Question,” or “Charter Amendment” (as applicable), 
followed by the phrase “relating to _____” and inserting the subject matter of the 
measure; 

2. One of the following methods of explaining the effect of the measure: 
• An analysis of the potential effect of a “yes” or “no” vote on the measure as prescribed 

for the standard summary above; or 
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• The full text of the measure;64 
3. The words “yes” and “no” for the voter to mark their selection on the ballot; and 
4. Instructions that direct the voter to the official title, descriptive title, and full text of the 

measure as printed on the sample ballot and posted in the voting location. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-502(M); A.R.S. § 19-125(E); A.R.S. § 16-502(N); A.R.S. § 19-125(F). 
 
In other words, this alternative summary allows the officer in charge of elections flexibility to omit 
the official title, descriptive title, and full text of the measure from the official ballot due to space 
limitations. 
 
The alternative heading and “yes/no” analysis are drafted by the Secretary of State and approved 
by the Attorney General before being provided to the officer in charge of elections for printing on 
the ballot. A.R.S. § 19-125(D). 

iii. Proposition 105 Statement 

In addition to the standard or condensed summary of the ballot measure, for state statutory 
measures, the officer in charge of elections shall print the following Proposition 105 notice on the 
official ballot immediately before the first state initiative measure and immediately before the first 
state referendum measure: 

• “Notice: Pursuant to Proposition 105 (1998), these measures cannot be changed in the 
future if approved on the ballot except by a three-fourths vote of the members of each house 
of the Legislature and if the change furthers the purpose of the original ballot measure, by 
an initiative petition or referring the change to the ballot.” 

 
A.R.S. § 19-125(E), (F)(5). 

 Proofing Ballots 

The officer in charge of elections must proof the official ballot (in all languages and in all formats, 
including ballots displayed and spoken in accessible voting equipment) prior to distributing the 
ballots for voting purposes.  

 Sending Ballot Proofs to Candidates and Political Parties 

At least 45 days before a primary or general election (unless a shorter time is available due to the 
pendency of a lawsuit), the officer in charge of elections should send a proof of the official ballot 
to: 

• Each candidate (or candidate’s agent) who will appear on the ballot; and  

 
64 The full text of the measure need not be printed on the ballot itself, but may be printed on a separate insert 
(a “tablecloth”) that accompanies the sample ballot. The full text must be made available at each voting 
location as well. A.R.S. § 16-502(N); A.R.S. § 19-125(F). 
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• The county chairperson of each recognized political party that will have at least one 
candidate on the ballot. 

 
By statute, the officer in charge of elections must send a proof of the official ballot at least 45 days 
before a primary or general election. A.R.S. § 16-461(A)(2)-(3); A.R.S. § 16-510(A). Despite the 
45-day statutory requirement, however, officers in charge of elections are encouraged to send 
ballot proofs at least 60-days before a primary or general election to allow sufficient time to make 
changes to the ballot before the UOCAVA mailing deadline. See Chapter 2, Section I(D). 
 
The officer in charge of elections may send the ballot proof by mail, email, or any other method 
of delivery. The candidate/candidate’s agent and/or county chairperson must inform the officer in 
charge of elections of any errors or omissions in the ballot proof within five calendar days after 
receipt. A.R.S. § 16-461(B). 

 Financial Responsibility for Printing Ballots 

Official ballots used in federal, statewide, legislative, and county elections must be printed at 
county expense. Expenses for ballots used in city, town, or special taxing district elections must 
be borne by the applicable city, town, or special taxing district. A.R.S. § 16-503(B)-(C).  
 
For ballots that contain races from multiple jurisdictions, the officer in charge of elections may 
contract with a city, town, or special taxing district to reimburse the county for the proportional 
amount of printing expenses.  

 Storage and Security of Ballots 

The officer in charge of elections must implement security procedures to ensure that official ballots 
are properly secured prior to distribution to voting locations.  
 
For security reasons, official ballots:  

1. Must be inventoried upon receipt and prior to distribution to voting locations; 
2. May be accessed by elections staff only to the extent necessary to perform their authorized 

task; 
3. Must be stored in a locked, secured location that prevents unauthorized access; 

• Access to ballots must be authorized by the officer in charge of elections. Access 
to the ballot storage location (the outer access area, not each individual cage or 
storage unit) must be documented with a written log or with electronic keycard 
access that indicates the date, time, and identity of the person accessing the ballots. 
The electronic log for key card access must be accessible but need not be printed 
out. 

4. Must be witnessed by two or more election staff members (of different political parties if 
possible) when being moved or transferred, which includes an inventory of the ballots 
before and after the move or transfer. 
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The officer in charge of elections shall also implement reasonable security procedures for auditing 
and accountability of blank ballot stock for use with on-demand printers. 
The County Recorder or officer in charge of elections shall also implement procedures to ensure 
that voted ballots are properly secured and chain of custody is maintained and documented both 
prior to and after tabulation and canvassing, and for the duration of the applicable retention period. 
See, e.g., Chapter 2, Sections I(I) and VI(B); Chapter 9, Section VIII(B)-(C); Chapter 10, Sections 
I and II; and Chapter 13, Section VI.    

 Sample Ballots 

The officer in charge of elections must prepare sample ballots for each primary and general 
election. A.R.S. § 16-461(A); A.R.S. § 16-510. A sample ballot provides voters who intend to vote 
in-person on Election Day advanced notice of the candidates and issues that will appear on their 
ballot. 

1. Preparing Sample Ballots 
 
Sample ballots: 

• May be printed on a single page or multiple pages;  
• May not indicate the name or identity of any public official who prepared the sample ballot 

or to whom the sample ballot must be returned; A.R.S. § 16-461(F);65  
• Must be imprinted with the Great Seal of the State of Arizona for elections involving a 

federal, statewide, or legislative candidate or statewide ballot measure; alternatively, the 
seal of the appropriate county, city or town (whichever corresponds to the highest-level 
jurisdiction with a candidate or measure on the ballot) may be imprinted in lieu of the state 
seal; A.R.S. § 16-461(G); and  

• Must include the following warning in a conspicuous location on the ballot: “This is a 
sample ballot and cannot be used as an official ballot under any circumstances.” A.R.S. § 
16-461(D). 

 
Primary election sample ballots are subject to additional requirements, as they must be printed 
with a different color (or contain a distinctive color indicator) that corresponds to the recognized 
political party appearing on that ballot. A.R.S. § 16-468(2). Sample ballots to be mailed to voters 
who are not registered with a recognized political party: 

• May contain all political party candidates on the same sample ballot; and 
• May be printed in alternative paper formats that do not conform to the same size as an 

official ballot, including a reduced size ballot. A.R.S. § 16-461(B). 
 

 
65 The public official’s name may only appear in the candidate section of the ballot, if applicable. 
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For a general election involving a ballot measure, the officer in charge of elections must print the 
official title and descriptive title on the ballot and include the full text of the measure with any 
mailing. The full text of the measure need not be printed on the ballot itself, but may be printed on 
a separate insert (a “tablecloth”) that accompanies the sample ballot. A.R.S. § 16-502(N); A.R.S. 
§ 19-125(F). 
 
Ballots should be prepared in sufficient time for proofs to be transmitted to candidates at least 45 
days before the election. For primary elections, the officer in charge of elections must transmit the 
ballot proofs to political parties as well. A.R.S. § 16-461(A). If a county conducts an election on 
behalf of a local jurisdiction, the officer in charge of elections may transmit the ballot proofs to 
the local filing officer, who in turn must forward the proofs to the applicable candidates for 
approval.     

2. Printing and Mailing Official Sample Ballots to Households 
 
At least 11 days before a primary or general election (except for all ballot-by-mail elections), the 
County Board of Supervisors is responsible for printing and mailing a sample ballot to each 
household containing at least one active registered voter who is not on AEVL. A.R.S. § 16-461(D); 
A.R.S. § 16-510(C); see also A.R.S. § 16-193(2). The Board of Supervisors may delegate this 
responsibility to the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections.  
 
The sample ballot mailing:  

• Must contain the appropriate sample ballot or ballots that correspond to the political party 
preference of the eligible voters in the household (for primary elections only);  

• Must contain the words “Official Voting Materials” on the outgoing envelope or mailer 
face mailed to voters, A.R.S. § 16-461(G);  

• Must include the list of acceptable forms of identification to vote at a voting location 
pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1); and  

• Must contain the statement (for assigned polling place elections only): “Have you moved? 
You MUST go to the polling place designated for your CURRENT RESIDENCE 
ADDRESS. If you go to the WRONG polling place, your (provisional) ballot will NOT 
COUNT.” 

3. Sample Ballots at Voting Locations 
 
The Board of Supervisors is responsible for printing and distributing at least two official sample 
ballots of each ballot style for use at polling places during the primary and general election. A.R.S. 
§ 16-510(B). The sample ballots must correspond to the appropriate official ballots for the polling 
place and be contained in the precinct supplies for that location. The Board of Supervisors may 
delegate this responsibility to the officer in charge of elections.  
 
Sample ballots need not be provided to vote centers if the vote center is able to print sample ballots 
upon request.  
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The officer in charge of elections must make the sample ballots available in plain view or post a 
notice at voting locations that sample ballots are available upon request. A.R.S. § 16-461(B). 

4. Financial Responsibility for Preparing and Mailing Sample Ballots 
 
The Board of Supervisors shall seek reimbursement from the Secretary of State for each sample 
ballot mailed to a county household. A.R.S. § 16-510(C). See Chapter 12, Section IV(C). 

 LANGUAGE MINORITY VOTING MATERIALS 

After the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Shelby County v. Holder, 570 U.S. 529 (2013), the 
State of Arizona is no longer a covered jurisdiction required to provide all voting materials in 
Spanish under the federal Voting Rights Act, Sections 4(b), 4(f)(3), and 4(f)(4). Nonetheless, 
counties and other political subdivisions are strongly encouraged to continue to provide voting 
materials and language assistance in Spanish, as well as other languages previously required in 
the county.   
 
The following counties are currently independently covered under Section 203 of the Voting 
Rights Act and therefore have an obligation to print (in the case of written languages) and/or 
provide (in the case of historically unwritten or oral languages) voting materials66 in additional 
languages for the following language minority groups: 

• Apache County: Navajo, Pueblo 
• Coconino County: Hopi, Navajo, Paiute 
• Gila County: Apache 
• Graham County: Apache 
• Maricopa County: Spanish 
• Mohave County: Paiute 
• Navajo County: Hopi, Navajo 
• Pima County: Spanish 
• Pinal County: Apache 
• Santa Cruz County: Spanish 
• Yuma County: Spanish 

 
Voting Rights Act Amendments of 2006, Determinations Under Section 203, 86 FR 69611 (Dec. 
8, 2021), available at https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2021-12-08/pdf/2021-26547. 

 
66 Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act defines “voting materials” as “registration or voting notices, forms, 
instructions, assistance, or other materials or information relating to the electoral process, including 
ballots.” 52 U.S.C. § 10503(b)(3)(A). The term should be broadly construed to apply to all stages of the 
electoral process. 28 C.F.R. § 55.15. Accordingly, the term encompasses both written and oral 
communication. 
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A covered jurisdiction must determine which language, forms of languages, or dialects will be 
effective in meeting the requirements of the Voting Rights Act. 28 C.F.R. § 55.11. 
 
The following sections describe the minority language requirements in greater detail. 

 Voting Materials Required To Be in Minority Language(s) 

If a covered jurisdiction is required to provide language assistance, all materials distributed to (or 
provided for the benefit of) voters must be printed in the required language(s), 28 C.F.R. § 
55.19(a), including:  

• Registration and voting notices; 
• Forms; 
• Instructions; 
• In-person assistance; 
• Ballots (including accessible ballots and the accompanying audio translation); and 
• Any other materials or information relating to the electoral process. 28 C.F.R. § 55.15. 

 
A covered jurisdiction may attempt to use cost effective methods of compliance if they are 
equivalent in their effectiveness to more costly methods. 28 C.F.R. § 55.16. This may include 
implementing a system that provides translated voting materials to fewer than all registered voters, 
as long as the system is designed and implemented in a way that ensures language minority group 
members who need translated materials and assistance can receive them. 28 C.F.R. § 55.17. 
 
Where the language of the applicable minority group is oral or unwritten, the covered jurisdiction 
is only required to provide oral instructions, assistance, or other information relating to registration 
and voting in the covered language. 52 U.S.C. § 10503(c). Measures that may contribute to this 
process include using bilingual registrars, placing bilingual poll workers at voting locations, and 
making announcements over minority language radio and television stations. See 28 C.F.R. § 
55.18(c)-(e); 55.20. 

 Types of Elections Requiring Minority Language Voting Materials 

A covered jurisdiction must provide voting materials in the required language(s) for all elections 
within the covered jurisdiction, including the elections of each municipality, school district, or 
special taxing district within the covered jurisdiction. 28 C.F.R. § 55.10(a)-(b); 28 C.F.R. § 55.9. 
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For offices that cross county lines, language minority voting material requirements are to be 
applied on a county-by-county basis. Accordingly, if an individual county is not a covered 
jurisdiction, that county does not need to provide bilingual voting materials. 28 C.F.R. § 55.10(c). 

 PREPARATION OF SIGNATURE ROSTERS AND E-POLLBOOKS 

Prior to a statewide primary or general election, the County Recorder must prepare paper signature 
rosters and precinct registers or e-pollbook data and distribute the rosters/data to the officer in 
charge of elections for use at each voting location on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-168(A)-(B); A.R.S. 
§ 16-169(A); A.R.S. § 16-583(A). A signature roster or e-pollbook serves as the official list of 
eligible voters (other than secured voters) for a particular voting location or election.67 

If a County Recorder uses paper signature rosters, the rosters must be bound with a suitable cover 
and bear the title “signature roster _____ precinct, ____ county, Arizona” (if used in assigned 
polling place-assigned). The cover must contain the following affidavit for the inspector to sign:  

“I, _____, inspector of the board of election of _______ precinct, ________ county, 
Arizona hereby certify that the foregoing (excepting signatures in red) are true and 
correct signatures of all electors who voted in precinct on _____. 

(date) 

(inspector)” 

A.R.S. § 16-169(B). An e-pollbook must be accompanied by an affidavit (equivalent to 
that specified for paper rosters) to be signed by the inspector on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-
169(C). 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must have a back-up solution, such as 
a printed roster or other contingency plan, in case the e-pollbooks do not properly function on 
Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-571(C). The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections 
must also implement cybersecurity protocols to ensure the integrity of e-pollbook data when e-
pollbooks are electronically connected to county systems. See Chapter 4, Section III(B).  
 
A County Recorder should ensure the signature roster or e-pollbook contains the most up-to-date 
information prior to printing or distribution. In particular, a County Recorder should check the 
DHS SAVE database to confirm eligibility for any registrant who submitted an Alien Registration 
Number, Naturalization Certificate Number, or Citizenship Certificate Number as proof of 
citizenship. See Chapter 1, Section II(A)(6). If time permits, the County Recorder should be 
prepared to print a supplement to the signature roster or conduct a last-minute upload to the e-

 
67 For purposes of this Section, an e-pollbook includes a system whereby electronic tablets or computers 
are uploaded with voter registration data or are connected to a live voter registration database via a secure 
virtual private network (VPN) connection. 
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pollbooks. In cases where the roster or e-pollbook cannot be timely updated, the County Recorder 
may issue a Recorder’s Certificate to any affected registrants. See Chapter 1, Section II. 
 
A signature roster or e-pollbook must contain the following information: 

1. Name; 
2. Residence address or description of residence location; 
3. Mailing address (if different than residence address); 
4. Registration date and status (active/inactive);  
5. Party preference or registered party; 
6. Roster number, numbered consecutively (paper signature roster only); 
7. Mailing address (if different than residence address); 
8. Signature block (an early ballot affidavit may serve as the signature block when 

conducting on-site early voting or a ballot-by-mail election);  
9. “Federal-only” voter designation (if applicable); and 
10. Indicator if voter requested, received, or returned an early ballot, as applicable. 

 
A signature roster or e-pollbook must also contain the following information, if practicable:68 

1. Birth year; 
2. Ballot type/style, including political party ballot selected in a partisan primary; 
3. Voter ID number; 
4. Barcode (paper signature rosters only); 
5. A standardized oath that poll workers obtained valid proof of identity from every voter, or 

if identification was not presented, the provisional ballot envelope was marked 
appropriately. 

 
A signature roster or e-pollbook may not contain secured registrants’ information. If a county uses 
a tablet or computer terminal that has live access to the voter registration database via a secure 
virtual private network (VPN) connection, the system must be capable of shielding secured 
registrants’ information from public view (or providing view access only to the secured registrant). 
See Chapter 4, Section III. 
 

 
68 Additional data, such as full dates of birth, may be transmitted to e-pollbook vendors to facilitate e-
pollbook functionality provided the following requirements are met: (i) only data required for e-pollbook 
functionality shall be transmitted to e-pollbook vendors; (ii) the data shall be transmitted using secure 
methods, such as encryption or secure website or SFTP; (iii) the County Recorder or officer in charge of 
elections shall exercise best efforts to protect the confidentiality of registrant data transferred to vendors, 
including requiring the vendor to agree to reasonable confidentiality terms; and (iv) the vendor shall 
securely dispose of the transmitted data after it is no longer needed for the election at issue. 
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For paper rosters, additional pages for inactive voters and voters who voted a provisional ballot 
must be included in any signature roster (either attached to the back of the roster, in a separate 
roster, or identified within the roster). If inactive voters are comingled with active voters on the 
signature roster, the inactive voters must be clearly identified and the officer in charge of elections 
must have the ability to identify and/or extract the inactive voter information after the election to 
update the voter registration record. For provisional ballot voters, the roster must be numbered 
consecutively starting with “V-1,” “V-2,” etc. A.R.S. § 16-584(E). E-pollbooks must also contain 
inactive voters and have a means of indicating which voters voted a provisional ballot.  

 PREPARATION OF VOTING SUPPLIES 

 Materials to Be Distributed to Voting Locations 

The following items should be included among supplies distributed to voting locations, as 
applicable: 

1. Election board worker supplies: 
• Board workers’ checklists; 
• Signature rosters, poll lists, and precinct registers (if paper signature rosters are 

utilized); 
• Challenge lists or forms; 
• Sample ballots (for assigned polling place elections), see Chapter 8, Section V(F); 
• Relevant election laws and training guides; 
• Provisional ballot envelopes or affidavits (see Section VIII(B) below); 
• Provisional ballot roster;  
• Ballot box keys; and 
• Demonstration ballots (ballots that contain marking instructions) 

2. Signs: 
• Arrows; 
• “Vote Here” signs; 
• “Instructions to Voters” notice, see Chapter 9, Section I(A); 
• “Right to Vote a Provisional Ballot” notice, see Chapter 9, Section I(A); 
• “Handicap Parking” signs (if no permanent signs are available); 
• “Curbside Voting Available” signs (as needed); and 
• Write-in candidate notice, see Chapter 9, Section I(A); 

3. Supply Bag: 
• Voting equipment manuals (if applicable); 
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• Pens and/or pencils;  
• A method for measuring the 75-foot limit; 
• Masking tape; and 
• “I Voted” stickers (if available); 

4. Official returns envelope; 
• Upon completion of the election, the official returns envelope must contain any spoiled 

ballots, a copy of the signature roster (paper jurisdictions only), and the challenge 
list/forms (if applicable). The envelope must be sealed with a pressure-sensitive label, 
and the inspector and judges are required to sign across the seal and onto the envelope. 
A.R.S. § 16-615. If the voting location has a tabulation machine, the official returns 
envelope should also contain a copy of the results tape from the tabulation machine, 
printed immediately after the close of the polls. See Chapter 9, Section VIII(B).  

5. Unofficial returns envelope (if necessary);  
• By statute, upon completion of the election, the unofficial returns envelope must 

contain completed payroll vouchers and any other items directed by the officer in 
charge of elections. The unofficial returns must be made available for inspection for six 
months after the election. A.R.S. § 16-616; A.R.S. § 16-551(D). However, the use of 
e-pollbooks or other technology may render an unofficial returns envelope unnecessary 
if the technology electronically captures all the required information. See Chapter 9, 
Section VIII(B). 

6. Payroll supplies: 
• Payroll voucher  

7. Miscellaneous supplies: 
• ADA temporary equipment, including ramps, door props, door handles, etc. (as 

needed); 
• Magnifying sheets that may be used to magnify the text on a ballot; 
• Precinct map (assigned polling place elections only); 

- In assigned polling place elections, a poll worker may use the map to assist the 
voter in locating the correct polling place, but may also use an e-pollbook to identify 
the correct precinct or provide contact information (phone number or website) for 
the voter to contact the elections department or County Recorder’s office. 
Alternatively, the poll worker may offer the option to vote a provisional ballot using 
the accessible voting equipment if the equipment is capable of displaying all ballot 
styles. 

• U.S. flag & stand; 
• Badges / name tags; 
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• Ballot privacy/secrecy sleeves, which must be offered to voters and that voters may use 
to protect the secrecy of the voter’s choices when carrying the ballot in the voting 
location; 

• Ballot boxes with seals; 
• Voting equipment, including e-pollbooks with seals, accessible voting equipment with 

seals, and tabulation equipment with seals (if applicable); and 
• Voting booths, including voting booths that are accessible for voters with a disability; 

8. Ballots of each required ballot style or blank ballot stock.  

 Provisional Ballot Envelope and Affidavit 

A voted provisional ballot must be placed and sealed in a provisional ballot envelope. A 
provisional ballot envelope must have affixed to it an affidavit for the voter to complete and 
provide the following information: 

1. First and last name; 
2. Current residence address; 
3. Current mailing address; 
4. Former name, if any; 
5. Former residence address, if any; 
6. Date of birth; 
7. Telephone number; 
8. AZDL/ID# or SSN4; 
9. Date (if necessary); and 
10. A signature attesting to the following statement: 

“I swear or affirm under penalty of perjury that the above information is correct, that I 
have resided in the precinct and/or district at least 29 days before the election, that I am 
eligible to vote in this election and that I have not previously voted in this election. 
I know that my provisional ballot will only be counted if I have voted in the correct 
precinct, which is based on where I currently live. I understand that voting in the 
wrong precinct or county means that my ballot will not be counted.” 

 
Counties may exhaust existing provisional ballot envelopes or affidavits before printing envelopes 
or affidavits with the updated language. Elections conducted through vote centers are exempt from 
utilizing the statement applicable to out-of-precinct voting. Counties may also capture this 
information and statements electronically, but the voter must sign the affidavit envelope. 
 
The provisional ballot envelope or affidavit also must contain the following information for the 
poll worker to complete: 
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1. The reason why the voter was issued a provisional ballot;  
2. An indication of whether the voter presented proper or insufficient identification; 
3. Provisional ballot affidavit number; 

• The provisional ballot envelope should contain a tear-off stub for the voter to retain 
or the voter should be provided a provisional ballot receipt. Both the envelope 
affidavit and the receipt or tear-off stub should have matching provisional ballot 
affidavit numbers. 

4. Precinct number or voting location; 
5. Type of party ballot issued, if applicable;  
6. An indication of whether the ballot is a “federal-only” ballot; and 
7. The poll worker’s signature. 

 
The provisional ballot envelope may contain an “Official Use Only” section for County Recorder 
use, which may include (but is not limited to) the following information: 

1. Voter ID number; 
2. Type of ID provided; 
3. Recorder staff member who processed provisional ballot; 
4. Whether ballot was counted or not counted; and 
5. Reason for rejection, if applicable.  

 IMPLEMENTING A WAIT TIME REDUCTION PLAN 

“Wait time” is defined as the duration of time from when the voter arrives in line to the time the 
voter is checked in through the e-pollbook or paper signature roster or provided a ballot or access 
to an accessible voting equipment to vote a regular ballot.   
 
The officer in charge of elections must establish and approve a specific wait time reduction plan 
for each election to ensure that voters do not have to wait in lines at the voting location for more 
than 30 minutes and that appropriate countermeasures are implemented if the wait time at a voting 
location exceeds 30 minutes. The factors outlined in the following sections are not exclusive, and, 
to the extent practicable, the officer in charge of elections should solicit public feedback regarding 
the wait time reduction plan. See A.R.S. § 16-411(J).  

 Projecting Voter Turnout 

The officer in charge of elections must project voter turnout at each voting location prior to the 
election to assure the location is adequately staffed and equipped to meet voter demand. 
 
The officer in charge of elections should take into account the following information to project 
voter turnout: 
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1. The percentage of voter turnout from the prior two elections of a similar type, and any 
anticipated increase in voter turnout;  

2. The number of ballots (including regular, early, and provisional) cast in the prior two 
elections of a similar type, A.R.S. § 16-411(J)(1);  

3. The number of registered voters, both active and inactive, A.R.S. § 16-411(J)(3);  
4. The number of registered voters who requested an early ballot or are on the active early 

voting list, A.R.S. § 16-411(J)(2); and  
5. The potential number of ineligible voters that could attempt to vote, especially during a 

PPE. 

 Re-Precincting 

For counties that use precinct-based polling places, if excessive wait times are likely to occur at a 
particular polling place, whether based on population growth or any other reason, the officer in 
charge of elections must consider redrawing precinct boundaries to reduce the likelihood of this 
possibility. The officer in charge of elections should also consider increasing the number of polling 
places, and/or adding vote centers, if possible, to reduce the likelihood of excessive wait times. 
A.R.S. § 16-411(J). This decision should be made well in advance of the election. 
 
To determine whether recent or projected population growth warrants re-precincting, the officer 
in charge of elections should consider: 

• The year-over-year growth in registered voters in the precinct; and/or 
• The potential for future construction or land development in the precinct (based on 

information obtained from the county assessor, city clerk, or town clerk). 
 
If the officer in charge of election concludes that precinct size would have an adverse impact on 
Election Day wait times, the officer should recommend redrawing the precinct in order to better 
allocate voters. In that case, the County Recorder must also transfer the affected voters into their 
newly-designated precinct.  
 
The County Recorder must mail a new voter registration card to each affected voter, which satisfies 
the requirement to mail a notice of the precinct change. A.R.S. § 16-412.69  
 
The Board of Supervisors must approve all precinct lines by October 1 of an odd-numbered year. 
A.R.S. § 16-411(A). The new precinct boundaries become effective on January 2 of the year of 
the general election. A.R.S. § 16-412. By January 2 of the following year, the officer in charge of 
elections must ensure all relevant maps and legal descriptions have been updated with the new 
precinct lines, voter registration records are updated, and new voter registration cards (with 
updated precincts) are issued to all affected voters. A.R.S. § 16-412. 

 
69 The statute provides an exception if a sample ballot containing voters’ newly designated precinct name 
or number is mailed prior to the next primary election. See A.R.S. § 16-412. 
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 Staffing and Supplying Voting Locations 

The officer in charge of elections should deploy additional resources at voting locations where 
projected turnout (including both eligible and ineligible voters) is expected to exceed normal 
levels. In considering the resources needed at voting locations, the officer in charge of elections 
should consider past wait time data and any data demonstrating disparate wait times at voting 
locations across the county. 
 
The officer in charge of elections should: 

1. Determine the optimal number of poll workers, based on: 
• The projected time to check-in a voter and seek proof of identity; 
• The projected time involved in use of accessible voting devices;  
• The number of voters likely to cast provisional ballots;  
• The number of independent voters who may seek to vote (if conducting a PPE); 

and 
• Any increased or unusual level of interest in the election. 

2. Determine the proper number of signature rosters/e-pollbooks and voting equipment in 
order to keep up with demand; 

3. Recruit additional poll workers who will be assigned or remain in reserve on Election Day, 
including recruitment of students and other county workers;  

4. Conduct additional training for poll workers (including premium poll workers) assigned to 
high volume precincts; 

5. Ensure proper signage at all polling locations, including signs that will educate voters in 
line about how to proceed through the voting process efficiently;   

6. Determine the number of bilingual poll workers needed for each voting location; 
7. Empower the inspector to request additional poll workers and, in exceptional cases, recruit 

poll workers from the line with permission of the officer in charge of elections; 
8. Ensure the inspector is prepared to shift personnel, redistribute responsibilities, reorganize 

the voting location, or make any other changes that will facilitate efficiency and reduce 
wait times; 

9. Assign troubleshooters or equivalent staff who are capable of reaching any voting location 
within 30 minutes of being dispatched (if geographically feasible); and  

10. Ensure troubleshooters or equivalent staff have made prior contact with each inspector they 
oversee on Election Day, including a discussion about voting location layout and 
contingency plans.  
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 Conducting Voter Education 

The officer in charge of elections must educate voters by disseminating information that may help 
reduce wait times on Election Day, including, but not limited to, information on the following 
topics:  

1. Voters must present a valid identification; 
2. Voters’ registration must be up-to-date; 
3. Voters may only vote at their designated polling place based on their current residential 

address (assigned polling place elections only), or for counties that utilize vote centers, 
any vote center in the county (along with information on how to identify vote centers 
closest to the voter’s current address); 

4. Peak voting times compared to times when wait times are likely shorter; 
5. Information about any websites, phone apps, or other technology that facilitate the voting 

process or provide voter education; 
6. Encourage voters to bring their sample ballots to the polls with selections already marked 

to help accelerate their voting process; and 
7. Early voting and permanent early voting options.  

 
Much of this information must be reported in the county’s voter education report. See Chapter 
13, Section II.  
 

 Developing Contingency Plans 

The officer in charge of elections must have a contingency plan ready to implement if wait times 
consistently or significantly exceed 30 minutes. The contingency plan must include, but need not 
be limited to, the following:  

1. For counties that use vote centers, a plan to inform voters of the option to vote at nearby 
voting location(s) with shorter or no wait times;  

2. A transfer plan for poll workers to move from a less busy location or from a reserve 
staging area; 

3. A plan to open alternate or additional voting locations (including a plan to educate voters 
about the new location); 

4. A plan to add additional e-pollbooks (if used in the county); 
5. A plan to add voting/secrecy booths; and 
6. A plan to add accessible voting equipment.  

 
To the extent practicable, a plan for implementing back-up paper systems should be available in 
case of electronic equipment failure or loss of power.  
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The marshal will monitor the voter wait time at a polling place, and must inform the inspector 
(who must, in turn, contact the officer in charge of elections) when the wait time reaches 20 
minutes or more. 

 Emergency Procedures 

The ballot box shall not be removed from the voting location or presence of bystanders until all 
ballots are counted, nor opened until after the polls are finally closed unless an emergency renders 
the polling place unusable to the point where it can no longer function as a polling place because 
law enforcement or other emergency personnel have ordered the polling place to be evacuated or 
as determined by the officer in charge of elections to allow voting to continue while awaiting an 
evacuation order. The following procedures shall be followed in the event of an emergency: 

• If the locked ballot box must be removed from the polling place due to an emergency, at 
least two members of the election board, not members of the same political party, shall 
accompany the box to a new polling place designated by the officer in charge of elections. 

• If practical and available, a law enforcement officer shall aid in the transfer of the ballot 
box. 

• If two members of the election board are not available to transfer the ballot box, one 
member of the election board and one law enforcement officer may accompany the box to 
the new polling place. 

• Two additional board members shall verify whether the ballot box arrived at the new 
polling place and that it was not opened or damaged. 

• All election board members who accompanied the locked ballot box to the new location 
and the one or two board members who verified the box’s arrival shall file a report with 
the officer in charge of elections that describes the actions taken by the board members. 
This report shall be filed on the day of the emergency. 

• On the day of the emergency in which the ballot box was moved, all election board 
members who aided in the transfer and verification of the locked ballot box shall indicate 
on official documents containing their oath whether they witnessed the transfer of the box 
and whether the box remained locked. 
 

A.R.S. § 16-564(A)-(E), (G). 

 Ballot Box Overflow Procedures  

If during the course of an election the ballot box can no longer accommodate additional ballots, 
the officer in charge of elections shall dispatch an additional ballot box to the appropriate voting 
location. The full ballot box shall remain locked until closing of the polls. If a tabulation unit is 
used, it shall be removed and placed on the additional ballot box or another tabulation unit and 
ballot box should be dispatched so voting may continue. If another unit is deployed, poll workers 
must first run zero tapes and confirm transfer, including checking security seals. 
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In the event there is no spare ballot box available, the board workers shall remove a sufficient 
number of ballots from the ballot box and shall place the removed ballots into the case that will be 
used for the transfer of the ballots to the officer in charge of elections. The inspector and both 
judges shall oversee the transfer and the following shall apply: 

1. The number of removed ballots shall be hand counted immediately by the election board. 
2. A written document shall be produced and signed by the board members supervising the 

count. The written document shall indicate the count and the reason for the removal of 
ballots. 

3. The removed ballots and corresponding documentation shall be placed in the transfer case 
and shall be kept sealed until the polls are closed. 

4. Once the removed ballots are sealed in the transfer case, the original ballot box shall be 
relocked or sealed and voting may continue. 

5. At the close of the polls, the ballots in the locked or sealed ballot box shall be: (i) removed 
from the ballot box and immediately tabulated; or (ii) maintained in the locked and sealed 
box and securely transferred to the officer in charge of elections for tabulation.  If 
tabulation occurs after of closing of the polls, the count shall be documented. 

6. Ballots should be sealed in ballot boxes or transfer cases with any corresponding 
documentation while ensuring tabulated ballots are kept separate from un-tabulated ballots. 

7. The sealed ballot boxes and/or transfer cases will be transported to the central counting 
place designated by the officer in charge of elections. 
 

At the close of an election, if the ballot box has been opened, a report detailing those events and 
other pertinent information shall be made by the officer in charge of elections to the chairpersons 
of all recognized political parties in that county at their request. A.R.S. § 16-564(F), (G). 

 Complete Power or Unit Failure/Ballot Emergency Bin 

In counties that use polling place tabulation units, any ballots that have been deposited in the 
emergency bin during a complete power failure or unit failure must be fed through the tabulation 
unit when polls close and prior to generating the results tape at the end of the day.70 In addition, 
the following steps must be completed: 

• Using the key provided, at least two board workers not from the same political party shall 
open the ballot box emergency bin and remove the unprocessed ballots, if any, that were 
placed in the emergency bin due to a complete power failure or tabulation unit failure.  

• The board workers shall feed the unprocessed ballots, one by one, into the tabulation 
unit, making sure that the digital readout increases by one each time. 

• If any ballot that is over-voted or blank is returned, the inspector will use the override 
procedure to allow the ballot to be scanned. 

 
70 There is no “complete power failure” or “unit failure” if the battery backup remained operative. 
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• After all of the unprocessed ballots have been fed into the tabulation unit, the board workers 
may proceed with the regular procedures for closing the polls. 

• After the polls have closed, any ballot the machine is unable to process or that has been 
marked but is returned as “unreadable” shall be set aside and sent to the central counting 
place for duplication. 

 

 Determining Optimal Layout 

The officer in charge of elections must determine the optimal layout for each voting location based 
on voter turnout projections. High volume voting locations should process provisional voters 
separately from other voters to maintain a continuous flow of voters. 

 Wait-Time Reduction Survey 

In order to test the efficacy of wait time reduction efforts over time, the officer in charge of 
elections should participate in occasional wait time reduction surveys at the request of (and in 
collaboration with) the Secretary of State. 

 Public Input 

The officer in charge of elections is encouraged to solicit public feedback on the wait time 
reduction plan, for example, by posting the proposed plan on the officer’s website and soliciting 
feedback. 

 CANCELING AN ELECTION 

Certain candidate elections may be canceled if there are equal to or fewer candidates seeking 
office, including write-in candidates, than the number to elect for a given race.  
 
The following races are eligible for cancellation: 

1. Precinct committeeman, A.R.S. § 16-410(A); A.R.S. § 16-822(B); 
2. School district governing board member, A.R.S. § 16-410(A); A.R.S. § 15-424(D); 
3. Community college district governing board member, A.R.S. § 16-410(A); A.R.S. § 15-

1442(B); and 
4. Any special taxing district board member, A.R.S. § 16-410(A); A.R.S. § 48-5503(C).  

 
If a candidate race qualifies for cancellation, the applicable Board of Supervisors may cancel the 
election no earlier than 105 days before Election Day, appoint to the office those candidates who 
had timely filed a nomination paper for the office, and issue a certificate of election to the 
candidate. A.R.S. § 16-410(A)-(B). 
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After approval of the Board of Supervisors to cancel the election, the officer in charge of elections 
must omit the race in question from the ballot. If the cancellation occurs after the ballots have been 
printed, the canceled race must not be canvassed. A.R.S. § 16-410(D). 
 
If no candidates filed nomination papers for the office in question, the Board of Supervisors may 
cancel the election no earlier than 105 days before Election Day, declare the office vacant, and 
initiate procedures to fill the vacancy. A.R.S. § 16-410(C). 
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CHAPTER 9: 
CONDUCT OF ELECTIONS/ELECTION DAY 

OPERATIONS 
 

 SETTING UP THE VOTING LOCATION 

Upon arriving at the voting location (either on Election Day or the day prior to the election), the 
election board (at the direction of the officer in charge of the election) must:  

1. Ensure that any accessible voting device is set up, including any key pad and headset; 
2. Post the following documents or notices (1) in plain view in the room where ballots will 

be cast and (2) in at least one other conspicuous place in and around the polling place: 
• Sample ballots that correspond to the candidates/measures that will appear on the ballot 

(for precinct-assigned polling places), A.R.S. § 16-510(B); A.R.S. § 16-563(1); 
• “Instructions to Voters and Election Officers” (see Chapter 9, Section I(A)(1) below); 
• A notice of voters’ “Right to Vote a Provisional Ballot” (see Chapter 9, Section I(A)(2) 

below); 
3. Unless the same information is printed on the sample ballot, place a card or poster in each 

voting booth that contains a “Notice to Voters” in large plain type (see Chapter 9, Section 
I(A)(3) below); 

4. Post a list of official write-in candidates in a conspicuous location within the voting 
location, if applicable, A.R.S. § 16-312(E); 

5. Post a list of candidate withdrawals or vacancies in a conspicuous location within the 
voting location (if applicable), including a notice stating that any votes cast for the 
candidate will not be tabulated unless the withdrawal or vacancy was due to death or 
incapacity, A.R.S. § 16-343(F)-(G);71 

6. Display the United States flag, A.R.S. § 16-512;  
7. Arrange voting booths in view of the election board, A.R.S. § 16-562(A); 
8. Arrange the signature roster, e-pollbook(s), or other check-in devices for convenient 

access; 
9. Prepare ballot boxes: 

• Open and examine the ballot boxes to ensure the boxes are empty prior to voting, secure 
the ballot boxes; and arrange the ballot boxes in view of the election board. A.R.S. § 
16-564(A). 

 
71 The notice must also be posted at all on-site early voting locations. See Chapter 2, Section II(A).  
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• Confirm placement of the early ballot drop-off container (if separate boxes/containers 
are used);  

10. Inventory the ballots received from the elections department, including ballot stock; 
• If the officer in charge of elections determines it is not feasible to inventory ballot stock 

at the voting location, the officer in charge of elections must implement a reasonable 
alternative method to ensure accountability of ballot stock.  

11. Set up tabulation equipment (if applicable) and accessible voting equipment near an 
electrical outlet in plain view of the election board and the voters. 
• Ensure that electrical cords do not present a hazard to the board workers or voters; 
• For the tabulation equipment, plug in the voting equipment and obtain a zero count 

following procedures in Chapter 4, Section II(D)(4); and 
• Ensure that all tamper resistant or tamper evident seals are intact, contain the correct 

assigned number, and have not been tampered with. 
12. Establish the 75-foot limit by posting at least three “75-foot limit” signs: 

• The signs must have the heading “75-foot limit” printed in letters at least 2 inches high; 
and 

• Have the following statement printed below the heading: 
“No person shall be allowed to remain inside these limits while the polls 
are open, except for the purpose of voting, and except the election 
officials, one representative at any one time of each political party 
represented on the ballot who has been appointed by the county 
chairperson of such political party, and the challengers allowed by law. 
Voters having cast their ballots shall at once retire without the seventy-
five foot limit. A person violating any provision of this notice is guilty 
of a class 2 misdemeanor.” 

A.R.S. § 16-515(B).  
 
All signs and notices required under this Section must be printed in English and any other 
language required in the county under the Voting Rights Act. 

 Notices to Be Posted at the Voting Location 

1. Instructions to Voters and Election Officers 

The “Instructions to Voters and Election Officers” notice must be displayed at the voting location, 
containing substantially the following information: 
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A.R.S. § 16-513; A.R.S. § 16-563(1). 
 

Instructions to Voters and Election Officers 
1. The polls are open from 6:00 a.m. until 7:00 p.m. 
2. Please give your full name, place of residence, and identification documents to 

the election officer. The election officer will determine your correct ballot style 
and whether you will use a regular or provisional ballot to cast your vote. 

3. Once you have received your ballot, go to the next available voting booth to 
cast your vote. Mark your ballot in the appropriate place next to the name of 
each candidate for whom you want to vote. 

4. If you want to vote for a person who is an official write-in candidate, write that 
person’s name on the lines provided and mark the ballot in the appropriate place 
next to the name you have written. 

5. Ask for assistance if you need assistance marking your ballot or wish to utilize 
the accessible voting equipment. If you request assistance marking your paper 
ballot, two election officers from opposing political parties will accompany you 
to the voting booth. They will:  

• Read you the names of all candidates for each office on the ballot; 
• Read you the political parties by which the candidates were 

nominated for each office; 
• Ask the name of the candidates for whom you want to cast your vote; 

and  
• Mark your ballot correctly. 

Neither of the election officers who assist you with your vote is allowed to 
influence your vote by recommending, explaining, or suggesting any candidate 
or political party for any office or issue. 

6. If you accidentally spoil your ballot, present it to the election judge. Make sure 
to conceal any votes you have made on the ballot. Either you or the judge will 
need to mark the ballot as spoiled, and the judge will give you another ballot 
on which to cast your vote. You are allowed to use no more than three ballots. 

If you believe that a violation of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 has occurred, 
you may contact: 

Secretary of State’s Division of Election Services 
1700 West Washington Street 7th Floor 

Phoenix, AZ 85007 
1-877-THE VOTE 

www.azsos.gov
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2. Right to Vote a Provisional Ballot 
 
The “Right to Vote a Provisional Ballot” notice must be displayed at the voting location, containing 
substantially the following information: 

Right to Vote a Provisional Ballot 
1. If you did not receive a regular ballot, you have a right to vote a provisional 

ballot if one of the following situations applies to you: 
• Your name does not appear on the signature roster or e-pollbook, and you 

are in the correct polling place based on your current residence; 
• You have moved to a new address within the county and have not updated 

your voter registration (if applicable); 
• You have legally changed your name and have not updated your voter 

registration (if applicable); 
• You requested an early ballot but did not vote an early ballot (if 

applicable);  
• You have not produced sufficient identification; or 
•  You were challenged as a qualified voter. 

2. To vote using a provisional ballot: 
• Present identification to the poll worker and state your first and last name; 
• Provide your complete residence address to the poll worker;  
• Provide your signature next to your name after the election official enters 

your name on the signature roster or e-pollbook; and 
• Sign an affirmation on the provisional ballot envelope stating that the 

information filled out on the provisional ballot envelope is correct, that 
you have resided in the precinct at least 29 days before the election, that 
you are eligible to vote in this election, that you have not previously voted 
in this election, that your provisional ballot will only be counted if you 
voted in the correct precinct (which is based on where you currently live), 
and that you understand that voting in the wrong precinct means that your 
ballot will not be counted. 

Once you have voted using a provisional ballot, your ballot will be placed in a 
provisional ballot envelope, which you can seal. The poll worker will ensure that 
the envelope is sealed. You will then be given a provisional ballot receipt with 
information on how to present sufficient identification to the County Recorder (if 
necessary) and how to verify the status of your provisional ballot. Your vote will 
be counted upon verification of your eligibility to vote in the election. 
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A.R.S. § 16-513.01; A.R.S. § 16-563(1). 

3. Notice to Voters 
 
Unless the same information is printed on the sample ballot, a “Notice to Voters” card or poster 
must be placed in each voting booth (in large, plain type), containing substantially the following 
information: 

A.R.S. § 16-514. Minor alterations have been made to the statutory language to account for modern 
ballot design. 

4. Notice of Write-In and Withdrawn Candidates 
 
A County Recorder must post a Notice of Write-In and Withdrawn Candidates at each voting 
location. A.R.S. § 16-312(E); A.R.S. § 16-343(G).  
 
Information about write-in and withdrawn candidates also must be posted to the website of the 
County Recorder or officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-343(G).  

5. Notice of Effect of Overriding Overvotes 
 
If the voting equipment used for the election provides for the rejection of overvoted ballots or 
ballots that contain other irregularities, the Board of Supervisors shall provide for a written notice 
advising the voter that if the voter chooses to override the overvoted office or measure or override 
any other ballot irregularity, the voter’s vote for that office or measure will not be tallied. The 

Notice to Voters 
Section one of this ballot is comprised of partisan candidates. To vote for the candidates 
for the partisan offices, mark the ballot next to the name of the candidate for each 
partisan office for whom you wish to vote. If you wish to vote for a person whose name 
is not printed on the ballot, write such name in the blank space provided AND put a 
mark next to the name according to the instructions. 
Section two of this ballot is comprised of nonpartisan candidates, potentially including 
judicial candidates, school district candidates and city/town candidates, and initiative 
or referendum propositions. To vote for the candidates for the nonpartisan offices, mark 
the ballot opposite the name of the candidate for each nonpartisan office for which you 
wish to vote. If you wish to vote for a person whose name is not printed on the ballot, 
write such name in the blank space provided AND put a mark next to the name 
according to the instructions. Mark the ballot by the word ‘yes’ (or for) for each 
proposition or question which you wish to be adopted. Mark the ballot by the word ‘no’ 
(or against) for each proposition or question which you wish not to be adopted. 
When marking a paper ballot the voter shall do so by placing a mark next to the printed 
name in the designated location or in the square or circle next to the name written in. 
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notice shall be posted on or near the voting equipment so that the voter has a clear view of the 
notice. A.R.S. § 16-513(B). 

 OPENING THE VOTING LOCATION 

The election board should arrive at the voting location no later than 5:30 a.m. on Election Day to 
promptly open the polls at 6:00 a.m. 
 
Upon arrival at the polling place, members of the election board must take their oath of office, to 
be administered by a board member or another qualified elector of the precinct. A.R.S. § 16-
534(C); A.R.S. § 38-231(E). If the county utilizes vote centers, the individual administering the 
oath need only be a qualified elector in the county.  
 
If the voting location contains precinct voting equipment or accessible voting equipment that 
independently tabulates votes, the election board must generate a “zero report” from the voting 
equipment prior to opening the polls. The zero report is intended to confirm that the equipment 
contains no votes prior to commencement of voting. 
 
To verify a zero report, the election board must: 

• Ensure the tamper resistant seals or tamper evident seals are intact and do not show signs 
of tampering; 

• Print a zero report from the equipment (the report must remain attached to the voting 
equipment and not removed until final results have been printed at the close of the polls); 

• Verify the correct precinct number on the report (only in counties that conduct assigned 
polling place elections); 

• Compare the zero report to the ballot and sample ballot to ensure the same names appear 
(only in counties that conduct assigned polling place elections);  

• Confirm that no votes have been cast for any candidates or ballot measures;  
• Have at least two board members of different political parties sign the zero report prior to 

opening the polls; and 
• Make sure the digital readout on the front of the unit registers zero after the zero report is 

complete. 
 
After verifying the zero report, the election board should look for a message indicating that the 
equipment is ready to accept ballots. If an error message is displayed instead, the election board 
should follow procedures specified by the officer in charge of elections, which may include 
calling for troubleshooting assistance.  
 
The election board may be required to perform other necessary tasks prior to opening the voting 
location. 
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At 6:00 a.m., the marshal must announce that the polls are open, and voters will be allowed to 
enter the voting location. A.R.S. § 16-565. 

 PRESERVING ORDER AND SECURITY AT THE VOTING 
LOCATION 

 Enforcing Electioneering Ban 

No electioneering may take place within the 75-foot limit of a voting location. A.R.S. § 16-515(A). 
Additionally, no electioneering may take place outside the 75-foot limit if it is audible from a 
location inside the door to the voting location. The 75-foot limit is measured from the main outside 
entrance of the voting location. 
 
“Electioneering” occurs when a person knowingly, intentionally, and verbally expresses support 
for, or opposition to, a candidate or ballot measure on the ballot in that election, or a political party 
with one or more candidates who appear on the ballot in that election, in order to induce or compel 
another person to vote in a particular manner or to refrain from voting. A.R.S. § 16-515(I). 
 
The electioneering ban applies to the election board, other election officials, political party 
observers, and any voter within the 75-foot limit. 
 
Though voters or voters’ assistants are permitted to wear clothing with political messages, election 
board members, other election officials, or political party observers may not wear, carry, or display 
any materials that identify or express support or opposition for a political party, political 
organization, or a candidate or ballot measure appearing on the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-515(F).  
 
The marshal, under the direction of the officer in charge of elections, enforces the electioneering 
ban on Election Day, while the County Recorder enforces the ban during in-person early voting 
and at ballot replacement sites. Law enforcement officials may be contacted to help enforce the 
ban in exceptional circumstances. 
 
A County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections may grant emergency designations to 
polling places/vote centers, pursuant to which electioneering is not permitted on the property of 
the hosting facility, even outside the 75-foot limit. A.R.S. § 16-411(I); see Chapter 8, Section I(G). 

 Enforcing Photography Ban 

No photography or video recording is permitted within the 75-foot limit at a voting location. A.R.S. 
§ 16-515(G). There is no exception for members of the media. 
 
A voter, however, may display an image, that was not taken in a voting location, of their own 
ballot that was received by mail on the internet. A.R.S. § 16-1018(4). 
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 Enforcing Access Restrictions 

A key component of preserving order at the voting location is ensuring that only authorized persons 
are present within the 75-foot limit. Only the following persons are authorized to be present within 
the 75-foot limit: 

1. Members of the election board; 
2. Election officials; 
3. Voters (including minor children accompanying the voter, A.R.S. § 16-515(E)); 

- Once in a voting booth, voters must vote promptly and move outside the 75-foot 
limit after voting. A.R.S. § 16-515(A); A.R.S. § 16-580(B)-(C). 

4. A person selected by the voter to assist him or her voting (see Chapter 9, Section V); 
5. Authorized political party observers (see Chapter 8, Section III); and 
6. U.S. Department of Justice or other authorized federal government observers. 

 
Unauthorized persons may not be present within the 75-foot limit, including but not limited to the 
following persons: 

1. Members of the media; 
2. Researchers; 
3. Persons who conduct exit polls; or 
4. Political party or campaign representatives without authorized political party observer 

status seeking “tear sheets.” 
- Tear sheets are copies of the poll list where voters are entered in the order of voting, 

which are utilized by political parties to identify which persons have and have not 
voted at a particular voting location. If a county utilizes tear sheets, only authorized 
political party observers are authorized to acquire the tear sheets. See Chapter 8, 
Section III. 

1. Simultaneous Activities Permitted at Voting Location 
 
Regular business activity that normally occurs at the voting location may continue on Election 
Day, as long as the activity does not interfere with the voting process or result in electioneering. 
For example, a city clerk’s office used as a voting location may require persons to cross or 
temporarily remain within the 75-foot limit in order to conduct city business. Additionally, Native 
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American tribal election boards may be co-located with traditional election boards at the same 
voting location if a tribal election is held on the same day and time. A.R.S. § 16-515(D). 

 Preventing Voter Intimidation 

Any activity by a person with the intent or effect of threatening, harassing, intimidating, or 
coercing voters (or conspiring with others to do so) inside or outside the 75-foot limit at a voting 
location is prohibited. A.R.S. § 16-1013. The officer in charge of elections has a responsibility to 
train poll workers and establish policies to prevent and promptly remedy any instances of voter 
intimidation.  
 
The officer in charge of elections should publicize and/or implement the following guidelines as 
applicable: 

• The inspector must utilize the marshal to preserve order and remove disruptive persons 
from the voting location. The inspector and/or marshal must use sound judgment to decide 
whether to contact law enforcement, and any higher-level decisions should be raised 
through the officer in charge of elections.  

• Persons who witness problems at a voting location should not speak to or accost a voter in 
an attempt to “enforce” the law, but rather inform the inspector or marshal to allow them 
to resolve the issue.  

• Private citizens are prohibited from bringing weapons into a polling place (including the 
75-foot limit), even if the voter is properly licensed to carry such weapons. In order to keep 
voting locations safe and free of potential intimidation, therefore, observers at voting 
locations should leave weapons at home or in their vehicles. A.R.S. § 13-3102(A)(11) 
(exceptions apply for military and peace officers in the performance of official duties, see 
A.R.S. § 13-3102(C)).  

 
In addition to the potentially intimidating conduct outlined above, the following may also be 
considered intimidating conduct inside or outside the polling place: 

• Aggressive behavior, such as raising one’s voice or taunting a voter or poll worker; 
• Using threatening, insulting, or offensive language to a voter or poll worker; 
• Blocking the entrance to a voting location; 
• Disrupting voting lines; 
• Following voters or poll workers coming to or leaving a voting location, including to or 

from their vehicles; 
• Intentionally disseminating false or misleading information at a voting location, such as 

flyers or communications that misstate the date of the election, hours of operation for 
voting locations, addresses for voting locations, or similar efforts intended to 
disenfranchise voters; 
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• Directly photographing, videotaping, confronting or questioning voters or poll workers in 
a harassing or intimidating manner, including when the voter or poll worker is coming to 
or leaving the polling location; 

• Asking voters for “documentation” or other questions that only poll workers should 
perform; 

• Raising repeated frivolous voter challenges to poll workers without any good faith basis, 
or raising voter challenges solely based on race, ethnicity, national origin, language, 
religion or disability; or 

• Posting signs or communicating messages about penalties for “voter fraud” in a harassing 
or intimidating manner. 
 

See A.R.S. § 16-1013(A); A.R.S. § 16-1017. 

 CHECKING VOTER IDENTIFICATION 

Voters are required to prove identity at the voting location before receiving a ballot on Election 
Day. A.R.S. § 16-579(A). The same requirements for proving identity now also apply during in-
person early voting, including at an on-site early voting location, emergency vote center, or 
through personal early ballot delivery by a special election board. See Chapter 2, Sections II(B).  
 
Acceptable forms of identification fall into one of three categories: 

• A valid form of photo identification with the voter’s photograph, and name and address 
that reasonably match the name and address in the signature roster or e-pollbook (List 1);  

• Two separate valid forms of non-photo identification with the voter’s name and address 
that reasonably match the name and address in the signature roster or e-pollbook (List 2); 
or 

• One valid form of identification with the voter’s photograph, name, and address not 
reasonably matching the address in the signature roster or e-pollbook or a valid U.S. 
passport or military identification with the voter’s name and photograph, and one valid 
form of non-photo identification from List 2 (List 3). 

  
A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1)(a)-(c). Each list is described in greater detail in the sections below. 
 
The name and address on the identification must reasonably match the voter’s name and residence 
or mailing address in the signature roster or e-pollbook in order to vote a regular ballot. If an 
address does not reasonably match, the voter is deemed to have shown identification, but must 
vote a provisional ballot. Identification is deemed valid unless it can be determined on its face that 
it has expired. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1). 

• The inclusion of an additional name on the voter’s identification (e.g., a middle name or 
an additional last name) not listed in the signature roster or e-pollbook does not prevent the 
voter from being issued a regular ballot.  
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• Voter identification that includes a nonstandard address should be found to reasonably 
match if the county has modified the residence address in the roster or e-pollbook and the 
city or town on the identification matches the city or town on the roster or e-pollbook.  

• Voter identification that lists a mailing address, in lieu of a residence address, is acceptable. 
If the mailing address on the identification matches the mailing address on the roster or e-
pollbook, there is a reasonable match and the voter must be issued a regular ballot. 

 
If the voter provides identification, but the name or address does not reasonably match the 
signature roster or e-pollbook, the voter should be issued a provisional ballot, not a conditional 
provisional ballot. See Chapter 9, Section VI(B)(1).  
 
A voter who provides no proof of identity (or invalid proof of identity) must be issued a conditional 
provisional ballot. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(2). In order for a conditional provisional ballot to count, 
the voter must present an acceptable form of identification to the County Recorder by 5:00 p.m. 
on the 5th business day following a primary, general, or special election that includes an election 
for a federal office, or by 5:00 p.m. on the 3rd business day following any other election. A.R.S. § 
16-579(A)(2). For the purposes of determining the applicable deadline to provide identification: 
(i) the PPE is considered a federal election; and (ii) for counties that operate under a four-day 
workweek, only days on which the applicable county office is open for business are considered 
“business days.”  
 
If the voter identifies himself or herself as a member of a recognized Native American tribe, the 
voter may present alternative proof of identity as outlined in Chapter 9, Section IV(B) below. 
A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1). 
 
The officer in charge of elections must post a list of acceptable forms of identification in a 
conspicuous place (and make it available to voters upon request) at each voting location on 
Election Day (see sample forms in Chapter 17). 

 Acceptable Forms of Identification 

1. List 1 – Photo ID with the Voter’s Name and Address 
 
Acceptable forms of identification with the voter’s photograph, and name and address that 
reasonably match the voter’s name and address in the signature roster or e-pollbook, include (only 
one required): 

• A valid Arizona driver license;72 
• A valid Arizona non-operating identification license;73 
• A tribal enrollment card or other form of tribal identification; or 

 
72 Including a valid, AZMVD-issued Arizona Mobile ID. See https://azdot.gov/motor-vehicles/driver-
services/mobile-id.   
73 Including a valid, AZMVD-issued Arizona Mobile ID. See https://azdot.gov/motor-vehicles/driver-
services/mobile-id.   
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• Any other valid United States federal, state, or local government-issued identification.74  
 
A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1)(a). 

2. List 2 – Non-Photo ID with the Voter’s Name and Address 
 
A voter may present two separate documents that contain the voter’s name and address. Acceptable 
forms of identification with the voter’s name and address include the following: 

• A utility bill for electric, gas, water, solid waste, sewer, telephone, cell phone, or 
cable/satellite television service dated within 90 days of the election; 

• A bank or credit union statement dated within 90 days of the election; 
• A valid Arizona vehicle registration; 
• A valid Indian or Native American census card; 
• A property tax statement for the voter’s residence; 
• A valid tribal enrollment card or other valid form of tribal identification; 
• A valid Arizona vehicle insurance card; 
• A valid Recorder’s Certificate; 
• Any mailing marked “Official Election Material,” including a valid Arizona voter 

registration card; or  
• Any valid United States federal, state, or local government-issued identification. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1)(b). Any List 2 document may be presented to a poll worker in electronic 
format, including on a smart phone or tablet. 

3. List 3 – Acceptable Hybrid Forms of ID 
 
The voter may present certain combinations of documents from Lists 1 and 2. Acceptable 
combinations include: 

• A valid photo identification from List 1 with an address that does not reasonably match the 
voter’s address in the signature roster or e-pollbook, accompanied by a document from List 
2 with an address that does reasonably match the voter’s address in the signature roster or 
e-pollbook; 

• A valid U.S. Passport or passport card, accompanied by a document from List 2; or 
• A valid U.S. Military identification, accompanied by a document from List 2. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-579 (A)(1)(c). 

 
74 While identification issued by a public college or university or other public educational institution 
qualifies as a state or local government-issued identification, it is not sufficient for voting purposes unless 
it includes the voter’s photograph, name, and address as required by A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1)(a).  
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 ID Requirements for Native American Voters 

A voter who identifies himself or herself as a member of a federally-recognized Native American 
tribe and presents one item of tribal identification (that does not meet the requirements of List 1) 
must be issued a provisional ballot (in lieu of a conditional provisional ballot) and does not need 
to return to confirm their identity. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1). A “tribe” includes a Native American 
nation, community, band, or tribal subdivision. 
 
Acceptable forms of tribal identification include, but are not limited to, the following: 

• A tribal identification card issued under the authority of the Bureau of Indian Affairs or a 
federally-recognized Native American tribe; 

• A tribal enrollment card issued under the authority of the Bureau of Indian Affairs or a 
federally-recognized Native American tribe; 

• A Certificate of Indian Blood issued under the authority of the Bureau of Indian Affairs or 
a federally-recognized Native American tribe; 

• A voter identification card issued under the authority of a federally-recognized Native 
American tribe; 

• A home site assignment lease, permit or allotment issued under the authority of the Bureau 
of Indian Affairs or a federally-recognized Native American tribe; or 

• A grazing permit or allotment issued under the authority of the Bureau of Indian Affairs or 
a federally-recognized Native American tribe. 

 
If the voter does not present an acceptable form of tribal identification and otherwise does not 
satisfy the identification requirements in A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(1) (see Chapter 9, Section IV(A) 
above), the voter must be issued a conditional provisional ballot. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(2). 

 ASSISTING VOTERS ON ELECTION DAY 

Voters may be accompanied within the 75-foot limit and assisted by a person of the voter’s choice 
during any part of the voting process.75  
 
A voter may request assistance from a third-party (other than the voter’s employer or union 
representative or a candidate appearing on the ballot76) or from members of the election board.  
 

 
75 A voter with a disability may be accompanied by a service animal during any part of the voting process. 
A service animal is a dog that is individually trained to do work or perform tasks for a person with a 
disability. An animal whose sole function is to provide comfort or emotional support does not qualify as a 
service animal under the ADA. See U.S. Dept. of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Disability Rights Section, 
ADA Requirements - Service Animals (Feb. 24, 2020), available at 
https://www.ada.gov/service_animals_2010.htm.    
76 Candidates for precinct committeeman are permitted to provide voter assistance. 
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If a voter requests assistance from the election board, two members of the board (of different 
political parties) should perform the following steps, as applicable, all with the goal of providing 
the voter as much privacy and independence in the voting process as possible: 

• Jointly accompany the voter into the voting booth or to the accessible voting equipment;  
• If requested by the voter, audibly read the candidate’s names for each office, including 

party designations and the number to elect; 
• If requested by the voter, audibly read the relevant information pertaining to any ballot 

measures; 
• If needed to assist the voter, ask the voter what candidates and issues the voter desires to 

vote for; 
• If requested by the voter, instruct the voter how to operate any accessible voting equipment, 

including what to expect for the recorded instructions and what keys to use to move forward 
or go back on the screen; and 

• If requested by the voter, assist the voter in marking or verifying the voter’s ballot 
selections. 

 
Those assisting a voter upon the voter’s request may not attempt to influence a voter in the choice 
of candidates or issues, nor in any manner suggest or recommend a vote for any particular 
candidate or issue. See Chapter 9, Section I(A)(1) above. When assisting voters, poll workers 
should also remember to speak only as loudly as needed to assist the voter and protect their privacy 
as much as possible. 
 
Curbside voting may also be provided to senior citizens or voters with disabilities as a reasonable 
accommodation or when the county officer in charge of elections determines that a voting location 
is inaccessible, that no accessible sites are available, and that no temporary measures can make it 
accessible. See Chapter 5, Sections III and IV. 

 ISSUING BALLOTS 

 Issuing a Regular Ballot 

Upon checking in at a voting location, a voter must announce his/her name and address or provide 
their name and residence or mailing address in writing (by presenting proof of identity). A.R.S. § 
16-579(A). 
 
In jurisdictions that conduct assigned polling place elections, the residence address must be within 
the precinct in which the voter is attempting to vote. By signing the signature roster or the e-
pollbook signature pad, the voter is deemed to affirm that they are registered in that jurisdiction 
and is eligible to vote in that jurisdiction. A.R.S. § 16-584(C). If the voter is found in the signature 
roster or e-pollbook, has presented acceptable proof of identity, and does not fall into an exception 
listed in Chapter 9, Section VI(B)(1) below, the voter must be issued a regular ballot. See A.R.S. 
§ 16-579(C). 
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Each voter must sign their name in the signature roster or e-pollbook signature pad prior to 
receiving a ballot. Alternatively, an inspector or judge may sign the roster or e-pollbook for a voter 
who is personally unable to sign due to physical disability. In jurisdictions that use a paper 
signature roster, the inspector or judge must write the voter’s name with red ink. A.R.S. § 16-
579(D). In jurisdictions that use an e-pollbook, the inspector or judge must write the voter’s name 
and the inspector’s/judge’s initials (on the e-pollbook signature pad) as an attestation. A.R.S. § 16-
579(E). 
 
A voter at a special district election for which no signature roster has been supplied may vote a 
regular ballot, but must provide the voter’s name and address in an affidavit and affirm therein that 
the voter: 

• Resides within the district boundaries or proposed district boundaries;  
• Is a qualified elector for the election; and  
• Has not already voted at the election.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-579(F). 

 Issuing a Provisional Ballot 

1. Circumstances Requiring Issuance of a Provisional Ballot 

 Voter Received an Early Ballot 

A voter must be allowed to vote a provisional ballot if the voter appears on the signature roster or 
e-pollbook as having received an early ballot-by-mail, but either: (1) affirms that they have not 
voted and will not vote the ballot-by-mail; or (2) surrenders the ballot-by-mail to the inspector on 
Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-579(B). 
 
Voters who appear at a voting location with a ballot-by-mail that has not been voted, along with 
the affidavit envelope, may use a privacy booth at the voting location to mark the ballot-by-mail. 
In this circumstance, the voter does not sign in and the voter must place the voted ballot-by-mail 
in its affidavit envelope, sign the affidavit envelope, and place the envelope in the early ballot 
drop-off container at the voting location.  

 Name Does Not Appear on Signature Roster 

A voter whose name does not appear on the signature roster must be issued a provisional ballot if 
the voter: 

• Presents identification that includes their name and a residential address that the clerk 
verifies to be within the precinct (in counties that conduct assigned polling place 
elections); or 
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• Signs an affirmation that states the voter is registered and eligible to vote in that 
jurisdiction.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-584(B). 

i. Recorder’s Certificate 
 
A voter whose name does not appear on the signature roster, but who presents a certificate from 
the County Recorder showing that the voter is entitled to vote at the voting location, is entitled to 
vote a regular ballot. In a jurisdiction that uses a paper signature roster, the voter must sign on the 
first available blank line on the signature roster. A.R.S. § 16-584(A). 

 Voter Has an Inactive Status 

If a voter whose registration record is in inactive status and the voter has a new residential address 
in a different precinct, the voter must be directed to the correct voting location (in counties that 
conduct assigned polling place elections). In this case, the voter must also be informed that 
although the voter has a right to vote a provisional ballot at that location, the voter must vote in 
the correct polling place that corresponds to the voter’s current address for the vote to count. 
 
If a voter affirms they continue to reside at the address on the signature roster or in the e-pollbook, 
the voter must be issued a regular ballot and the County Recorder must place the voter’s 
registration record in active status following the election. A.R.S. § 16-583(A)-(B).  

 Voter Changed Their Name 

If a voter’s current name does not appear in the signature roster or e-pollbook because the voter 
changed their name, the voter must be issued a provisional ballot or conditional provisional ballot. 
In that case, the clerk must write the voter’s new name and former name on the provisional ballot 
envelope. The provisional ballot envelope will be used by the County Recorder after the election 
to change the voter’s name in the voter registration database.  
 
However, if the election board has real-time access to voter registration records, the voter’s 
information may be updated at the voting location upon completion of a new voter registration or 
address update form. 

 Voter Moved Within the County 

If a voter moved to a new address within the county but did not update their address with the 
County Recorder before the election, the voter must vote a provisional ballot and (in counties that 
conduct assigned polling place elections) must vote at the polling place that corresponds to their 
new address. A.R.S. § 16-584(C). A clerk must inform the voter that although the voter has a right 
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to vote a provisional ballot at that location, the voter must vote in the correct polling place that 
corresponds to the voter’s current address in order for the vote to count.77  
 
At the new polling place, the voter will be permitted (via the provisional ballot envelope) to update 
their voter registration record with the new address. A.R.S. § 16-584(C). In a jurisdiction that 
utilizes vote centers, the voter may update their address in the same manner but may vote at any 
vote center within the jurisdiction. 
 
If the election board has real-time access to voter registration records, the voter’s information may 
be updated at the voting location upon completion of a new voter registration form or address 
update form.78 
 

 Out-of-Precinct Voter 

If the voter’s name does not appear on that precinct’s signature roster because the voter resides in 
another precinct (in counties that conduct assigned polling place elections), an election official 
shall direct the voter to the correct polling location or, if applicable, to a vote center.  The election 
official must also inform the voter that although the voter has a right to vote a provisional ballot at 
that location, the voter must vote in the correct polling place in order for the vote to count. If the 
voter insists on voting at that incorrect location, a provisional ballot must be issued, but the voter 
should again be informed that ballots cast in an incorrect precinct will not count. 
 
Alternatively, upon a specific resolution of the Board of Supervisors issued pursuant to A.R.S. § 
16-411(B)(4) authorizing the use of accessible voting equipment within an assigned polling place 
to be used as a vote center, a voter shall be entitled to vote a regular ballot using the accessible 
voting equipment if:   

• The election board has access to real time information and can confirm the qualified voter 
has not cast a ballot at another voting location; 

• The accessible voting equipment is pre-programmed and certified to allow voters to mark 
or vote any ballot style for that county; and 

• The accessible voting equipment enables the voter to vote/mark a ballot for the correct 
precinct in which the voter is entitled to vote. 

2. Procedures for Issuing Provisional Ballots 
 
A voter who is issued a provisional ballot must sign their name on a separate signature roster page 
beginning with the number V-1 and numbered consecutively (for paper signature rosters only). 

 
77 See Stipulation for Dismissal, Jones v. Reagan, No. CV2016-014708 (Ariz. Super. Ct. Aug. 2, 
2017); Order of Dismissal, Jones v. Reagan, No. CV2016-014708 (Ariz. Super. Ct. Aug. 4, 2017). 
78 If a registrant moved to a different county during the 29-day period preceding the next election, the 
registrant is deemed a resident of and remains a qualified elector in the former county for that election and 
must vote in the former county. A.R.S. § 16-125. 
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A.R.S. § 16-584(E). E-pollbooks must be able to produce a report of provisional voters, including 
the voter’s signature, after the polls close.  
 
The voter and election board member must complete the information required on the provisional 
ballot envelope. The voter then must: 

• Take the completed envelope and provisional ballot to the voting booth;  
• Vote the provisional ballot; 
• Place the voted ballot inside the provisional ballot envelope and seal the envelope; and 
• Provide the sealed provisional ballot envelope to the election board member.   

 
Upon receipt of the provisional ballot envelope, the election board member or voter must deposit 
the provisional ballot envelope in the provisional ballot box (and ensure the ballot is not inserted 
into any precinct tabulation equipment). A.R.S. § 16-584(D). The voter will be provided with a 
receipt or number with which to electronically verify the status of their provisional ballot. 
 
All voters shall have the option of voting a provisional ballot on an accessible voting device. 

 Issuing Provisional Ballots to Secured Registrants 

In the event a secured registrant attempts to vote provisionally at a polling place (and informs the 
poll worker of his/her secured status), the poll worker undertake additional precautions, including 
but not limited to: 

• Confirming the correct ballot style; 
• Ensuring that a protected government official or protected victim lists their actual 

residential address on the provisional ballot envelope; 
• Making a notation about secured registrant status on the provisional ballot envelope; and/or 
• Limiting the signature roster to the registrant’s voter ID number and the notation “address 

protected.” 

3. Procedures for Issuing Conditional Provisional Ballots 
 
If the voter does not provide acceptable proof of identity, see Chapter 9, Section IV above, the 
voter must be issued a conditional provisional ballot. A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(2).  
 
The process for voting the ballot, completing the ballot envelope, and sealing the voted ballot in 
an envelope is the same procedure applicable to provisional ballots. See Chapter 9, Section 
VI(B)(2) above. However, for a conditional provisional ballot, the election board member must: 

1. Indicate on the ballot envelope that the voter did not provide acceptable identification;  
2. Deposit the sealed envelope in the conditional provisional ballot box or other appropriate 

ballot box (or allow the voter to do so); 
3. Provide a receipt that: 
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• Informs the voter how and where the voter may provide the required identification; and  
• Informs the voter that they must provide proof of identity to the County Recorder by 

5:00 p.m. on:  
- The 5th business day following a primary, general, or special election that 

includes an election for a federal office, or  
- The 3rd business day following any other election. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-579(A)(2). 

 Ballot Privacy Folders/Sleeves 

The election judge at the voting location shall give each qualified elector only one ballot (regular 
or provisional, depending on the circumstances) along with a ballot privacy folder or sleeve. 
However, no voter shall be required to accept or use a privacy ballot folder or sleeve. A.R.S. § 16-
579(C). 

 CHALLENGES TO A VOTER ELIGIBILITY TO VOTE 

A qualified elector in the county may, at the voting location, orally challenge a voter’s eligibility. 
The elector challenging a voter’s eligibility must show, by clear and convincing evidence, that:  

1. The voter has voted before at that election, A.R.S. § 16-591; 
2. The voter is not the person whose name appears in the signature roster or e-pollbook, 

A.R.S. § 16-121.01(B)(1); 
3. The voter has not resided in Arizona (or the relevant local jurisdiction) for at least 29 

days before the election, A.R.S. § 16-121.01(B)(2); 
4. The voter is registered at an address that is not permitted for registration purposes, 

A.R.S. § 16-121.01(B)(3); or  
5. The voter is not otherwise a qualified elector, for example, the voter does not live within 

the proper electoral district or is not at least 18 years old. A.R.S. § 16-121.01(B)(4); 
A.R.S. § 16-101(A). 

 
A.R.S. § 16-121.01(B). 
 
A voter may not be challenged on the basis that they: 

• Registered to vote using the State or Federal Form and did not provide proof of citizenship; 
or  

• Moved from one address within the county to another within the county.  
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Challenges must be decided at the voting location by the inspector and two judges. The inspector 
should have the challenged voter step aside and permit the other voters in line to continue to vote 
while the challenge is being determined.  
 
If requested by the challenged voter, and before administering any oath, the inspector must read to 
the voter the rules for determining residency, including the following information:  

1. The residence of a person is that place in which their habitation is fixed and to which they 
have the intention of returning. 

2. A person does not gain or lose their residence by reason of their presence at, or absence 
from, a place while employed in the service of the United States or of this state, or while 
engaged in overseas navigation, or while a student at an institution of learning, or while 
kept in prison or mental institution. 

3. A person does not lose their residence by traveling to another county, state, or foreign 
country for temporary purposes, with the intention of returning.  

4. A person does not gain a residence in any county they travel to for temporary purposes, 
without the intention of making that county their home. 

5. If a person moves to another state with the intention of making it their residence, they lose 
residency in this state. 

6. If a person moves to another state with the intention of making it their current residence 
and remaining there for an indefinite time, the person loses residency in this state even 
though they have an intention of returning at some future period. 

7. The place where a person’s family permanently resides is their residence (unless separated 
from their family), but is not their residence if it serves as a temporary location or is used 
for transient purposes. 

8. If a person has a family residing in one place and the person does business in another, the 
family residence constitutes the person’s place of residence. However, a person who has 
taken up a residence apart from their family with the intention of remaining in that 
separate residence shall be regarded as a resident where the person resides. 

9. A United States citizen who has never resided in the United States is eligible to vote in 
this state by using a federal write-in early ballot if both of the following apply: 
• A parent is a United States citizen. 
• The parent is registered to vote in this state. 

10. The mere intention of acquiring a new residence without leaving the state, or leaving the 
state without the intent to permanently do so, does not cause a loss of residency. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-593(A); A.R.S. § 16-593(C). Board members should consult above residency 
requirements when determining registration validity.  
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If the challenged voter appears to be registered, the challenged voter must orally take the oath 
prescribed in the State Form: “I swear or affirm that the information in my voter registration is 
true, that I am a resident of Arizona, I have not been convicted of a felony or my civil rights have 
been restored, and I have not been adjudicated incapacitated with my voting rights revoked.” 

A.R.S. § 16-592(A). 
 
The challenged voter also may choose to answer questions material to the challenge, under oath. 

Only the inspector may address questions to the challenged voter. A.R.S. § 16-592(A). To prevent 
harassment and intimidation of the challenged voter, the person making the challenge may not 
speak to the challenged voter.  
 
If a majority of the board finds the challenge to be invalid, the voter must be permitted to vote a 
regular ballot, so long as the voter is otherwise eligible to do so. A.R.S. § 16-592(B). 
 
If the person challenged refuses to take any oath, refuses to answer questions material to the 
challenge, or if a majority of the board finds that the challenge is valid, the challenged voter must 
be permitted to vote a provisional ballot. A.R.S. § 16-592(C). 
 
In the case of any challenge, the election board must complete the Official Challenge List (see 
Chapter 17 for sample forms) and may seek guidance from the officer in charge of the election.  

 CLOSING THE VOTING LOCATION 

 Announcing the Closing of the Polls 

The polls close at 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. A.R.S. § 16-565(A). The marshal must announce 
the closing of the polls and make the following additional public announcements (inside the 
voting location and to any voters waiting in line) at the specified time intervals: 

• 1 hour before the closing of the polls; 
• 30 minutes before the closing of the polls; 
• 15 minutes before the closing of the polls; 
• 1 minute before the closing of the polls; and 
• At the moment of closing at 7:00 p.m. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-565(C). The marshal must allow everyone to vote who is physically in line at the 
moment of closing the polls. The marshal may use any reasonable system to document or keep 
track of which voters were in line as of 7:00 p.m., for example, by standing in line behind the last 
person to arrive as of the closing of the polls and telling those who arrive later that the polls are 
closed. Voters who arrive in line after 7:00 p.m. on Election Day are not permitted to vote. A.R.S. 
§ 16-565(D). 
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 Election Board Close-Out Duties 

Upon closing the voting location after the last voter has voted on Election Day, the election 
board should perform close-out duties as assigned by the officer in charge elections, including 
the following duties as applicable: 

1. Using the procedures specified by the officer in charge of elections, the election board 
must conduct an audit to ensure that the number of voters who signed in on the signature 
roster or e-pollbook matches the number of ballots cast, including regular and provisional 
ballots and, if the accessible voting equipment independently tabulates votes, any votes 
cast on the accessible voting equipment, A.R.S. § 16-602(A). 
a. If ballots are tabulated at the voting location: a printed statement of tally or summary 

of all vote totals shall be printed from every tabulation machine, and the number of 
ballots cast shall be compared to the signature roster and/or e-pollbook list and 
provided with the Official Ballot Report, A.R.S. § 16-607. 

2. The information from this audit must be recorded on an Official Ballot Report form, as 
provided by the officer in charge of elections, which must include:  
a. The total number of printed ballots or estimated number of ballot stock received from 

the officer in charge of elections;  
b. The number of voters who signed in on the signature roster, poll list, or e-pollbook 

and are indicated as having been issued regular ballots;  
c. The number of voters who signed in on the signature roster, poll list, or e-pollbook 

and are indicated as having been issued provisional and conditional provisional 
ballots;  

d. The number of regular ballots cast as determined by the election board’s manual 
count if tabulation is not done at the voting location, or as reflected on the printed 
summary tape from the tabulation machine if tabulation is done at the voting location;  

e. The number of provisional and conditional provisional ballots cast;  
f. The number of unused ballots/ballot stock, spoiled ballots, misread ballots that still 

need to be tabulated (if tabulation is done at the voting location), and write-in ballots 
(if applicable);  

g. The number of early ballots received by the voting location (unless ballots are 
transported in a secure and sealed transport container to the central counting place to 
be counted there);  

h. In counties that use accessible voting units that independently tabulate, the number of 
regular and provisional ballots cast on the unit, and the unit’s beginning and ending 
counts (if applicable);  

i. The Official Ballot Report must be signed by the inspector and both judges, and if 
there are any discrepancies in the report, an explanation for the discrepancy should be 
attached or otherwise provided with the Official Ballot Report. The Audit Board will 
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use this information to conduct their post-election audit (see Chapter 10, Section 
II(H)).  

3. Secure the ballot boxes with tamper-resistant or tamper-evident numbered seals, A.R.S. § 
16-608(A); 

4. Remove all memory cards or electronic media needed for election night reporting from 
voting equipment and e-pollbooks (if applicable); 
a. Lock and/or seal any ports or compartments where memory cards or electronic media 

had been inserted. 
5. Power down any voting equipment and prepare the equipment for transport/pick-up; 
6. Collect all supplies required to be returned to the elections department; 
7. Sign the Certificate of Performance for the signature roster or e-pollbook; 
8. Prepare the official returns envelopes/containers and, if applicable, unofficial returns 

envelopes/containers, including the following items, for transport to the central counting 
place or other receiving site: 
a. Official and unofficial returns envelopes/containers shall be plainly marked to identify 

items to be placed within each envelope/container: 
• The official returns envelope/container shall be securely sealed with a tamper-

evident, secure label signed by the inspector and both judges and should include, 
as applicable: 
- Spoiled ballots, including any spoiled early ballots, A.R.S. § 16-585; 
- One copy of the poll list (if the county uses paper signature rosters) or poll list 

produced by the e-pollbook; and 
- Affidavits of challenged voters, decisions of election officials, and challenge 

lists, A.R.S. § 16-594; 
• The unofficial returns envelope/container shall be returned with the official returns 

envelope/container and shall be made available for inspection by electors for a 
period of six months following the election. The unofficial returns 
envelope/container shall include the following, as applicable: 
- A copy of the paper signature roster and poll list (if e-pollbooks are used, the e-

pollbook list must be captured (e.g., on memory sticks or electronic media, or 
exported from the e-pollbooks) and retained); 

- Payroll voucher envelope, if applicable, with the Official Ballot Report or 
duplicate thereof; and 

- Any other items as directed by the officer in charge of elections; 
b. Voted ballots (with a report of the number of voters who have voted, sealed in a 

container with a tamper resistant or tamper-evident numbered seal, A.R.S. § 16-
608(A)); 
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c. Unvoted ballots (in a sealed container, A.R.S. § 16-566(B)); 
d. The original Official Ballot Report (if not included in the unofficial returns 

envelope/container); 
e. Tally lists, if ballots are tabulated at the voting location (enclosed in a secure envelope 

which is sealed and signed by the members of the board (inspector and both judges) 
and attested by the clerks), A.R.S. § 16-614; 

f. The original signature rosters/poll lists, if applicable (enclosed in a secure envelope, 
sealed and signed by the inspector and judges), A.R.S. 16-615(A)); 

g. E-pollbooks (if the signature roster information remains in the e-pollbook and has not 
been extracted by removing memory cards or electronic media or otherwise securely 
synced with the central server); 

h. Memory sticks or electronic media (securely sealed in a transport container for that 
purpose); and 

i. Any voting equipment that independently tabulates (if memory sticks or electronic 
media have not been removed). 

9. All election night returns must be delivered to designated receiving site and a receiving 
board log of the transmissions should be kept by the receiving board which will later be 
provided to the officer in charge of elections; and 

10. Exit and lock the voting location. 

 Transport of Ballots, Voting Equipment, and Precinct Supplies 

Following the close of voting on Election Day, a chain of custody record for voted ballots must be 
created and the transport of any ballots, voting equipment, and necessary precinct supplies to the 
central counting place or other authorized receiving site must be documented and done by: (1) two 
authorized election workers, who must be members of different political parties; or (2) if 
extenuating circumstances exist, a sworn official election messenger, such as a sheriff’s deputy, 
appointed in accordance with A.R.S. § 16-615(B).  
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CHAPTER 10:  
CENTRAL COUNTING PLACE PROCEDURES 

 
 

I. CENTRAL COUNTING PLACE OPERATIONS 
 
All early ballots and provisional ballots are initially processed by the County Recorder and then 
transferred to the officer in charge of elections for tabulation at the central counting place. Regular 
ballots cast on Election Day that are not processed and tabulated at the voting location are also 
transmitted to the central counting place for processing and tabulation. Central counting place 
operations are conducted under the direction of the Board of Supervisors or the officer in charge 
of elections. The operations must be in accordance with the procedures outlined in this manual, 
and open to observation by representatives of each political party and the public. 
 
The central counting place and the computer center, where the computer containing the election 
management system (EMS) is securely kept, may be separate or joined as determined by the Board 
of Supervisors or designee. Maximum efficiency and control results when all board functions are 
performed in the same facility. However, when physical restrictions result in inadequate working 
spaces, it is permissible to separate board functions as long as prescribed board functions and 
sequence are maintained and the public can observe. 
 
When the computer center, central counting place, or receiving sites are not at the same location, 
the officer in charge of elections or designee transfer the ballots to the computer center or observe 
the transmission of voted results, even if they are initially received and processed at another 
location. 
 
A security officer or an election official may conduct tours through the central counting place for 
the public. At no time shall any public observance of the election process interfere with or interrupt 
the normal ballot flow, nor shall members of the public touch a ballot, computer, or tabulation 
device (except as permitted by the officer in charge of elections during demonstrations). A.R.S. § 
16-621(A). Further, blue or black pen shall not be present in any area where voted ballots are being 
processed. 

A. Deputies/Oath of Office 

All persons taking part in the actual processing and counting of ballots, including the employees 
of a jurisdiction conducting an election, must be appointed in writing and take an oath provided 
by the Board of Supervisors (or designee) that they will faithfully and impartially perform their 
duties. Any person who has not been appointed in writing or taken the oath shall, under no 
circumstances, be permitted to touch any ballot, computer, or counting device used in processing 
ballots. A.R.S. § 16-621(A). 
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B. Providing Live Video Recording at Central Counting Place 

For any statewide, legislative, or county election, and subject to local appropriation, the county 
officer in charge of elections must provide a live video recording of the custody of all ballots when 
ballots are present in the tabulation room in the central counting place.79  
 
The live video recording must include date and time indicators. If the live coverage is interrupted, 
the officer in charge of elections must attempt to reinstate coverage as soon as practicable. Any 
disruption in live video recording does not prevent the officer in charge of elections from 
continuing to tabulate ballots. The officer in charge of elections must record the video coverage 
and retain the recording as a public record at least through the challenge period for the election. At 
minimum, the challenge period is through the date to file or conclude any post-election recount or 
election contest. 
 
The county officer in charge of elections must timely provide the website hyperlink to the 
Secretary of State, who must publish those hyperlinks on the Secretary of State’s website. A.R.S. 
§ 16-621(D). 

C. Manual Ballot Counting  

If it becomes impracticable to count all or some of the ballots with tabulating equipment, the officer 
in charge of elections may direct that ballots be counted manually, following the provisions 
governing the counting of paper ballots. No valid ballot shall be left uncounted. 
 

II. ESTABLISHING CENTRAL COUNTING PLACE BOARDS 
 
The Central Counting Place may have 11 or more types of boards as needed, which may be 
combined, if practicable, at the discretion of the officer in charge of elections. The Board of 
Supervisors or officer in charge of elections shall appoint boards for the tallying of results after 
the polls have closed. More than one board may be appointed for each type of board: 

1. Receiving Board 
2. Inspection Board 
3. Central Counting Place Board 
4. Ballot Duplication Board 
5. Electronic Vote Adjudication Board 
6. Accuracy Certification Board 
7. Write-in Tally Board 
8. Provisional Ballot Board 

 
79 Live video recording is not required for the post-election hand count audit. A.R.S. § 16-602(B). Similarly, 
there is no live video recording requirement for L&A testing. See A.R.S. § 16-449. 
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9. Special Election Board 
10. Audit Board 
11. Snag Board 

 
Board members are appointed by the Board of Supervisors or other county officer in charge of 
elections at least 14 days prior to the board beginning its duties. All board members should be 
trained on their duties before assuming their positions. Some boards may have their duties 
combined at the discretion of the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections.  
 
Unless otherwise noted below, each board is comprised of two members of different political 
parties. County party chairpersons may nominate persons to fill board positions. Without a 
nomination from a party chairperson, the Board of Supervisors (or designee) may fill the position 
with a member of the appropriate party.80  
 
Separate boards consisting of two judges and an inspector will be appointed to process early ballots 
and write-in votes. At least one of the judges should not be a member of the same political party 
as the inspector. 
 
The following procedures for processing ballots shall be followed, unless the Secretary of State 
has granted a jurisdiction permission to use another method. A jurisdiction wishing to deviate from 
these instructions must make a request in writing no later than 90 days prior to the election for 
which the exception is requested.  

A. Receiving Board  

The Receiving Board consists of two members who are not registered in the same political party. 
The officer in charge of elections or designee serves as the chair of the Receiving Board. 
 
The Receiving Board is responsible for receiving the following items from the elections boards at 
the polling places and voting locations after the polls have closed, as applicable: 

1. Memory devices; 
2. Ballot transport containers containing ballots; 
3. Early ballots that have been dropped off at a polling place; 

 
80 If it is impossible to sufficiently staff the boards with members of different political parties, the officer 
in charge of elections shall, at minimum, exercise best efforts to utilize board members with no party 
affiliation or affiliated with unrecognized political parties to ensure that there is a diversity of political party 
affiliation (including no affiliation) on the boards and that no board is comprised of members of only one 
party. Further, the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections shall document when and how the 
political parties in the county were contacted about the need for board workers affiliated with those parties 
and all other actions taken in a best effort to obtain board workers from two different political parties. 
However, nothing in this Manual shall be interpreted to supersede otherwise applicable statutory 
requirements, including requirements as to differing political party affiliation of board workers. 
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4. Provisional ballots; 
5. Official returns container; 
6. Unofficial returns container; 
7. Precinct payroll envelope containing vouchers and a copy of the Official Ballot Report; 
8. Duplicate poll list; and 
9. Signature roster or e-pollbook. 

 
When a ballot transfer container is delivered to a Receiving Board, the following entries shall be 
made in the Receiving Board Log, as applicable: 

1. Precinct/polling place or vote center name or other identifier; 
2. Signatures of the persons delivering the container; 
3. Seal number of the Ballot Transfer Container; 
4. Seal number on the carrying case of the tabulation unit; 
5. Seal number on the carrying case of the Accessible Voting System unit and memory packs; 

and 
6. Initials of the person receiving the ballot transfer container. 

 
The Receiving Board shall ensure proper chain of custody documentation for all items received.  
The Receiving Board shall give a numbered receipt acknowledging receipt of such ballots to the 
person in charge who delivers such ballots. A.R.S. § 16-608(A). 
 
If it appears that the ballot transfer container seal is broken, it shall be immediately referred to the 
officer in charge of elections or Snag Board for disposition. All other ballot transfer containers 
should be delivered unopened to the Inspection Board. 

B. Inspection Board  

The Inspection Board is responsible for: 
• Opening and verifying information on the precinct ballot report if the ballot transfer 

container contains any voting materials other than voted ballots; and  
• Inspecting returns as necessary. 

 
Receiving Boards and Inspection Boards should normally be combined, unless circumstances 
would render this inefficient. The officer in charge of elections shall provide each board with a log 
to enter pertinent data for each precinct/polling place or vote center. 

1. Preliminary Procedures 
 
When the ballot transfer container or alternate ballot box arrives at the central counting place, the 
Inspection Board shall: 
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1. Break the seal and open the ballot transfer container; 
2. Break the seal on the alternate ballot box, if used; 
3. Remove the Ballot Report Form and check to see that the seal number is the same as shown 

on the log—if the Ballot Report Form is absent, incomplete, or the seal number does not 
agree with the number on your inspection board log, call for the supervisor or officer in 
charge of elections; 

4. Enter on the inspection board log: 
• Precinct name and/or number or voting location 
• Number of write-in ballots, 
• Number of provisional ballots, including conditional provisional ballots; and 
• Number of early ballots dropped off at the polling place; 

5. Separate the types of ballots to be processed into: 
• Provisional and conditional provisional ballots, 
• Write-in ballots, 
• Voted ballots, and 
• Early ballots. 

2. Provisional Ballots 
 
If there are provisional ballots: 

1. The provisional ballot envelopes should be visually distinguishable from other ballot 
envelopes issued at a voting location or early voting site. Provisional and conditional 
provisional ballot envelopes may be printed on colored paper, may bear bar codes that do 
not identify the voter, or may use other methods to visually distinguish those types of ballot 
envelopes; 

2. Keep provisional ballots separate from conditional provisional ballots; 
3. Complete the provisional ballot transmittal slip by entering: 

• The number of provisional and conditional provisional ballots stated on the ballot 
report, and 

• The actual number of provisional and conditional provisional ballots received; and 
4. Record the number of provisional and conditional provisional ballots on the inspection 

board log. 
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3. Voted Early Ballots 
 
Early ballots dropped off at the polling place must be delivered to the County Recorder for 
signature verification, and may be verified prior to or along with the provisional ballots. For more 
information about processing early ballots, see Chapter 2, Section VI. 

4. Regular Voted Ballots 
 
Regular ballots that were tabulated at the voting location remain in the ballot transfer container 
received from the precinct or are packaged for storage and retention in the Treasurer’s vault. 
Regular ballots that were not tabulated at the voting location are received and processed by the 
Audit Board and/or Central Counting Place Board.  

5. Write-In Ballots 
 
If there are write-in ballots:  

1. Count the total number of ballots containing write-ins, if not previously counted at the 
polling place; 

2. Record the number on the log; and 
3. Complete a transmittal envelope for delivery of ballots containing write-in votes to the 

Write-In Tally Board. 

C. Central Counting Place Board  

The Central Counting Place Board is responsible for the processing and tabulation of voted ballots 
on the central count tabulation equipment and the EMS and shall maintain the security of the 
ballots throughout the process. The Central Counting Place Board shall be under the direction of 
the Central Counting Place Board inspector; and consist of as many trained personnel selected by 
the Board of Supervisors (or designee) as required to process all ballots delivered to the computer 
room. 
 
Members of the Central Counting Place Board should be familiar with the L&A test requirements, 
data processing procedures, and ballot tabulation equipment. There shall be no preferential 
counting of ballots for the purpose of projecting the election. A.R.S. § 16-621(A). 
 
The Central Counting Place Board shall: 

1. Secure all processed ballots until successful completion of the last accuracy certification 
test; 

2. Seal the ballot containers and secure the room where the ballots are located; 
3. Keep the containers in a secure area until: 

• The end of the challenge period, or 
• If a challenge is filed, until the challenge has been resolved, and 
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• The ballots have been released to the custody of the officer in charge of elections; 
4. Transfer the sealed containers to the officer in charge of elections who shall transfer the 

ballots to the County Treasurer for retention. 
 
The computer operating area, where the computer containing the EMS is located, shall be in a 
separate room or in an area of a larger room which is clearly marked as the computer operating 
area. Only members of the Central Counting Place Board and Accuracy Certification Board may 
be permitted in the immediate computer operating area. Other observers may be permitted to 
observe the operations of these boards and the computer from a designated location, but must not 
interfere with the conduct of the operations. The Snag Board may enter the computer operating 
area to resolve any discrepancy. 
 
Except for a County Recorder whose name is not on the ballot and who is carrying out official 
duties, no public officer serving in an elected position, or any candidate for an elective public 
office at the election shall be permitted to enter the central counting place unaccompanied by the 
officer in charge of elections or designee, any area where a central count board has been convened, 
any area where decisions about ballots are being made, or any other operational area where ballots 
are being processed or tallied. 

D. Ballot Duplication Board  

When any ballot, including an early ballot, is damaged or defective so that it cannot be read by the 
tabulation machine, it must be duplicated by a Ballot Duplication Board and the duplicated ballot 
must be tabulated in place of the damaged ballot. A.R.S. § 16-621(A). Certain ballots received 
from UOCAVA voters must also be manually duplicated in order to be tabulated.  

1. Establishing a Ballot Duplication Board 
 
Each Ballot Duplication Board shall be comprised of at least two members who are registered 
voters not of the same political party and who are appointed by the officer in charge of elections. 
An Inspection Board may serve as a Ballot Duplication Board. 
 
The Ballot Duplication Board duplicates ballots that cannot be read by the tabulation machine but 
on which the voter has nonetheless clearly indicated their intent to vote on a particular race or 
ballot measure. This may include crumpled or otherwise damaged ballots, ballots with smudged 
ink, or ballots which are marked in the wrong color of ink or with a device that cannot be read by 
the tabulation machine. If voter intent is not clear and Ballot Duplication Board members do not 
agree on the voter intent for a particular ballot, that ballot should be referred to the Snag Board or 
officer in charge of elections for resolution prior to duplicating the ballot. 

2. General Duplication Guidelines 
 
Generally, only UOCAVA ballots, early ballots, and ballots cast at voting locations without a 
tabulation machine on-site should be duplicated at central counting facilities. Voters who vote at 
a voting location with a tabulation machine on-site feed their voted ballots directly into the 
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tabulation machine and have the opportunity to correct an unreadable ballot or ballot read as over-
voted or blank on the spot. 
 
If a voter selects more than the maximum number of seats for a race, the tabulation machine will 
read the race as over-voted. Similarly, if a voter voted for a candidate whose name is printed on 
the ballot by marking the appropriate arrow or oval and also wrote the candidate’s name in the 
write-in area, the tabulation machine will read that race as over-voted. Over-voted ballots shall be 
sent to the Ballot Duplication Board (and the Snag Board or officer in charge of elections for 
adjudication if needed), even if the voter correctly filled in the arrow or oval for other races on the 
ballot, or to the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board. If voter intent can be determined, the ballot 
shall be duplicated and counted.  
 
If a voter has consistently marked their ballot by circling the name of the candidates, or circling 
yes or no for issues, or placing an x, check mark, punched hole, or other similar mark next to the 
voter’s choices, the tabulation machine will read the ballot as blank or invalid. These blank ballots 
shall be sent to the Ballot Duplication Board or the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board for 
processing.  
 
If the early ballot board finds ballots that are torn, corrected with white-out or labels, erased, or 
marked with ink or crayon that cannot be read by the equipment, the ballot must be sent to the 
Ballot Duplication Board.  
 
Ballots received via fax, email, or secure web portal from UOCAVA voters shall be forwarded to 
the Ballot Duplication Board for processing. If the voter writes the name of a candidate on an 
FWAB, the vote shall be counted for that candidate. If a voter writes the name of a political party 
on an FWAB in a general election, the vote shall be counted as a vote for the candidate of that 
party. Any abbreviation, misspelling, common nickname, or other minor variation in the name of 
a candidate or political party shall be disregarded in determining the validity of the vote if the 
intent of the voter can be ascertained. A.R.S. § 16-543.02(C); A.R.S. § 16-645(A).  
 
Counties should also consult the Secretary of State’s Voter Intent Guide, available at 
www.azsos.gov/elections, for more detailed voter intent guidelines.  

3. Procedures for Duplicating a Ballot 
  
A damaged or unreadable ballot must be duplicated according to the following procedures: 

• Ensure the correct ballot style for the voter’s precinct will be used to create the duplicated 
ballot; 

• Mark the proper precinct identification code, if applicable; 
• Record an identical serial number on both the original and duplicate ballot (including 

spoiled duplicates) – this ties the ballots together and creates a paper trail as required by 
statute, A.R.S. § 16-621(A); 

• Conspicuously mark the original ballot as “DUPLICATED;” 
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• Conspicuously mark the duplicate ballot as “DUPLICATE,” A.R.S. § 16-621(A); 
• Using the damaged or unreadable ballot as a guide, mark a blank ballot with votes identical 

to those on the original ballot; 
• Do not duplicate write-in names that are not on the authorized write-in list (“blank” or 

“unofficial” may be typed in if using a ballot marking device to duplicate and the name/line 
cannot be left blank). However, mark the arrow or fill in the oval to indicate the vote cast; 

• After marking the duplicate ballot, check to make sure it is identical to the original, 
including over-votes if voter intent cannot be determined and any under-votes; 

• If the Ballot Duplication Board makes any errors, mark the duplicate ballot “SPOILED” in 
a conspicuous manner, and repeat the above steps on a new ballot; 

• Place all original ballots in an envelope or container labeled “ballots that have been 
duplicated.” 

 
It is never permitted to enhance or alter a voter’s original ballot markings to render the ballot 
readable. Instead, the ballot should be duplicated or, if appropriate, electronically adjudicated. 

E. Electronic Vote Adjudication Board 

As an alternative or in addition to manual duplication of ballots performed by the Ballot 
Duplication Board, the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections may appoint 
Electronic Vote Adjudication Boards and utilize a certified electronic adjudication program to 
process specific votes requiring adjudication. Any electronic vote adjudication shall be done in 
compliance with A.R.S. § 16-621.  Further, procedures must comply with the requirements in this 
Section, unless the Secretary of State has granted a jurisdiction written approval to use alternate 
procedures. A jurisdiction wishing to deviate from the procedures in this Section must make a 
request in writing no later than 90 days prior to the election for which the exception is requested. 
To be approved, the deviation must be compliant with A.R.S. § 16-621.  
 
The following types of votes may be adjudicated using electronic adjudication: 

• Over-votes: The Electronic Vote Adjudication Board may evaluate over-vote conditions to 
determine the voter’s intent and make corresponding adjustments to the record if the voter’s 
intent is clear. If the voter’s choice for a specific race or ballot measure cannot be positively 
determined, no selection shall be counted for that race or ballot measure. A.R.S. § 16-610;  
A.R.S. § 16-611. 

• Votes on ballots read as blank or unclear: The Electronic Vote Adjudication Board may 
review ballots read by the tabulation machine as blank or unclear, determine if voter intent 
is clear on some or all races or ballot measures, and make corresponding adjustments to 
the record. If the voter’s choice for a specific race or ballot measure cannot be positively 
determined, no selection shall be counted for that race or ballot measure. A.R.S. § 16-610; 
A.R.S. § 16-611. 
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Votes that do not meet the above criteria shall not be electronically adjudicated.81 Ballots that are 
damaged or defective such that they cannot be read or scanned by the tabulation equipment must 
be manually duplicated and shall not be electronically adjudicated. A.R.S. § 16-621(A). 

1. EMS Requirements   

To utilize electronic adjudication, the following minimum system and application requirements 
must be met: 

1. The electronic adjudication application must be part of an election management system 
(EMS) that has received federal and state certification and is authorized for use in elections 
in Arizona.  

• The application must be installed with the EMS on a secure, isolated, closed 
network and shall not be connected to the internet or an external network. 

2. The application shall provide distinct security roles, with separate usernames and secure 
passwords for each user or station. These security roles must have different functions. Each 
election worker shall be given access to only the components of the application necessary 
to perform their duties. If a secured username and password are used for each station rather 
than each user, a detailed log of who utilized each station and at what time(s) shall be 
maintained. 

3. Users (and, if applicable, stations) shall have unique usernames and secure passwords. 
Vendor-supplied generic passwords may not be used. 

4. Log-in must be required each time the electronic adjudication application is started. The 
application and/or tabulation system shall be capable of identifying ballots that contain 
over-votes or that are read as blank or unclear. 

5. The application shall provide comprehensive logging of any changes to the ballot record 
for audit purposes, as well as validation of all changes through the use of multiple electronic 
“signatures” before committing any changes to the EMS results. 

6. The application shall allow election officials to review, evaluate, and adjudicate votes, 
based on the voter’s intent, through the application without physical duplication of the 
ballot and record those changes and any modified totals in the results report. 

7. The application shall allow for each transaction to be reviewed and approved by at least 
two election officials of different political party affiliation.  

8. There must be an efficient and reliable means of identifying and locating the physical 
ballots that have been electronically adjudicated if needed for auditing. For example, the 
tabulation machine may be programmed to out-stack and/or print an identifying mark on 
the ballots to be electronically adjudicated. 

 

 
81 The Write-In Tally Board may also use a certified electronic adjudication program to electronically tally 
write-in votes for qualified write-in candidates (in lieu of manual tallying of write-in votes). See Chapter 
10, Section II(H)(2).  
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Even if electronic adjudication is not utilized, the tabulation equipment may be programmed to 
stop on, sort, or flag write-in votes for races with official write-in candidates. Official write-in 
candidates may be entered into the EMS after the write-in filing deadline to facilitate this process 
as long as doing so does not modify the election programming if L&A testing has been completed. 

2. L&A Testing Requirements 

If electronic adjudication will be utilized for an election, that functionality of the tabulation system 
will also be tested during the L&A test for that election to ensure proper and secure functioning. 
A.R.S. § 16-621(B)(1); see Chapter 4, Section II. In addition, a paper audit log must be produced, 
verified, and signed off on by the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board members before committing 
their selections to the EMS for the purpose of updating results. See Chapter 10, Section II(E)(4).  

3. Electronic Vote Adjudication Board Composition 

If the officer in charge of elections elects to use electronic adjudication, they must appoint an 
Electronic Vote Adjudication Board consisting of two judges, overseen by an inspector. The two 
judges shall be divided as equally as practicable between the two largest political parties as 
required by A.R.S. § 16-531(D). A.R.S. § 16-621(B)(2). 

4. Electronic Vote Adjudication Procedures 

If the officer in charge of elections elects to use electronic adjudication, they must appoint an 
Electronic Vote Adjudication Board consisting of two judges, overseen by an inspector. The two 
judges shall be divided as equally as practicable between the two largest political parties as 
required by A.R.S. § 16-531(D). A.R.S. § 16-621(B)(2). 
 
Prior to electronically adjudicating any ballots, the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board must be 
trained in their duties and application functionality.  

1. The electronic adjudication of votes must be performed in a secure location, preferably in 
the same location as the EMS system, but open to public viewing.  

2. The officer in charge of elections shall make a back-up of the election from the EMS prior 
to the start of electronic adjudication and again after electronic adjudication is complete in 
order to have a record of the results as initially read by the tabulator and after electronic 
adjudication. 

3. The Electronic Vote Adjudication Board shall use the electronic adjudication application 
to: (a) review votes on ballots read as over-voted, blank, or unclear; (b) determine voter 
intent; and (c) electronically attribute votes according to the clear intent of the voter. 

• The general guidelines for determining voter intent in Chapter 11, Section IX 
should be followed to the extent they do not conflict with any requirements in this 
Section. 

• The Electronic Vote Adjudication Board may decide to: (i) approve the ballot with 
no changes to any races; or (ii) approve the ballot with changes based on the board’s 
adjudication of voter intent. 
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• The Electronic Vote Adjudication Board shall only adjudicate votes that are marked 
by the voter in a manner that prevents the tabulation machine from accurately 
counting the race as the voter intended. If it is not possible to positively determine 
the voter’s choice for a particular race or ballot measure, the Electronic Vote 
Adjudication Board shall not designate a choice for that race or ballot measure. 
A.R.S. § 16-610; A.R.S. § 16-611. 

4. Electronic adjudication of voter intent should generally be performed separate and apart 
from the electronic tallying of official write-in votes and by separate boards, and the results 
of adjudication of voter intent and tallying of official write-in votes shall be reported and 
verified on separate paper audit logs.  

• If electronic adjudication of voter intent and tallying of official write-in votes is 
done together for each ballot requiring such action, the board performing the joint 
electronic adjudication of voter intent and electronic tallying of official write-in 
votes shall meet all the requirements applicable to both the Electronic Vote 
Adjudication Board and the Electronic Write-In Tally Board, see Chapter 10, 
Section II(H)(2). In this case, the board’s actions on the adjudication of voter intent 
and tallying of official write-in votes may be reported and verified on the same 
paper audit log. 

5. The EMS and/or electronic adjudication application shall provide a report on the ballots 
and votes electronically adjudicated by each Electronic Vote Adjudication Board, the 
selections made by the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board, the names of the members of 
the Electronic Vote Adjudication Board that processed the votes on the report, and the date 
of processing. 

6. The electronic adjudication process shall include production of a paper audit log of the 
Electronic Vote Adjudication Board’s dispositions as to each ballot/vote electronically 
adjudicated. The paper audit log must be verified and signed off on by the board members, 
who shall verify that the paper audit log accurately reflects the board’s selections and that 
those selections are accurately reflected in the electronic adjudication application prior to 
committing the selections to the EMS for the purpose of updating results. The paper audit 
log shall be maintained in case resolution of any discrepancy or audit of the electronic 
adjudication process is needed. A.R.S. § 16-621(B)(3)(b). 

7. To meet the requirement of a board-verified paper audit log, the Electronic Vote 
Adjudication Board shall either:  

• Maintain a manual, hard-copy log of its selections for each ballot/vote 
electronically adjudicated by the board; or  

• Print from the application a log of the ballots and votes electronically adjudicated 
by the board and the selections made by the board for each ballot and vote, verify 
that the printed log accurately reflects the board’s selections, and confirm that those 
selections are accurately reflected in the electronic adjudication application prior 
to committing the selections to the EMS for the purpose of updating results.  

8. The officer in charge of elections shall provide for a method to retain, track, and account 
for the original ballot and the digital duplicate of the ballot created by the electronic 
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adjudication application that includes a serial number on the digital image, which can be 
used to track Electronic Vote Adjudication Board actions. A.R.S. § 16-621(B)(3)(a), (c). 

9. After adjudication is complete, and the board has verified that the paper audit log of its 
selections are accurate and that those selections are accurately reflected in the application, 
the results shall be committed to the EMS and the election results will be updated with new 
totals. 

F. Accuracy Certification Board  

The Accuracy Certification Board consists of two elections officials registered with two different 
political parties and shall be appointed by the Board of Supervisors (or designee). The Accuracy 
Certification Board is responsible for verifying the accuracy of computer programs, through the 
L&A test materials, and attesting to the procedures during computer processing of ballots. A.R.S. 
§ 16-449. 
 
All L&A tests shall be observed by the Accuracy Certification Board, and open to representatives 
of political parties, candidates, the press, and the general public. Political party observers are 
distinguished from members of the general public, who may view the central counting place 
activities from the public viewing area. Properly credentialed political party observers may observe 
the proceedings from inside the room where they happen. However, under no circumstances should 
a political party observer touch or operate the election server computer or any scanning device. 
See Chapter 10, Section I(A).  
 
If an error is detected in the L&A test, it shall be corrected. An errorless test must occur and be 
completed before the program and computer are certified.  
 
Immediately after completion of the tabulation of ballots, the Accuracy Certification Board shall 
certify that: 

• The number of ballots processed for each precinct or voting location was checked against 
the number of ballots received from the precinct or voting location by the Ballot Inspection 
Board (part of the Central County Place Board), as reflected on the Ballot Report Form; 
and 

• Any discrepancies in the number of ballots received and the number processed by the vote 
tally system are properly resolved. 

G. Provisional Ballot Processing 

Provisional ballots are processed initially by the County Recorder and then by a Provisional Ballot 
Board at the central counting place.  
 
The provisional ballot affidavit, whether part of the provisional ballot envelope or a separate form, 
shall be deemed sufficient if it is signed by the voter and, if the voter did not provide adequate 
identification at the voting location, the signature matches the signature on the voter’s registration 
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record. A provisional ballot shall not be rejected solely for lack of a signature on the affidavit by 
polling place election officials. 
 
A conditional provisional ballot cast by a voter must be clearly distinguishable and kept separate 
from other provisional ballots. A conditional provisional ballot must not be processed and 
forwarded for tabulation until the voter has produced sufficient identification to the County 
Recorder, in accordance with the provisions of this manual governing proof of identity. See 
Chapter 9, Section IV. The County Recorder must disqualify the ballot if the voter does not provide 
sufficient identification by the deadline.  

1. County Recorder Responsibilities 

 Verification of Provisional Ballots 

All provisional ballots must be verified for proper registration within 10 calendar days after a 
general election that includes an election for federal office, and within five business days for all 
other elections. A.R.S. § 16-135(D). The provisional ballot shall be counted if: 

1. The voter’s registration is verified and the voter is eligible to vote in the precinct, and  
2. The voter’s signature does not appear on any other signature roster for that election, and 
3. There is no record that the voter voted early in that election. 

 
For a provisional ballot to be counted, the County Recorder shall confirm that all of the following 
requirements are met: 

1. Confirm that the provisional ballot affidavit is signed;  
2. Confirm that the voter was registered to vote and was eligible to vote in the election;  
3. Confirm that the voter voted in the correct polling place or voting location or cast the ballot 

for the correct precinct;  
4. Confirm that there is no record that the voter voted early for that election; 
5. If the voter moved without updating their address and voted in the precinct for the new 

address, confirm that the voter did not vote in the prior precinct by confirming that the 
voter did not sign the signature roster for the prior precinct; 

6. For a partisan primary election, confirm that the voter received and voted the correct party 
ballot based on the voter’s party affiliation; 

7. If the voter is registered as a “federal-only” voter, confirm that the voter received a 
“federal-only” ballot or clearly mark or stamp the outside of the provisional ballot envelope 
to indicate that the voter is a “federal-only” voter and only races for federal candidates 
should be duplicated and tabulated. 

 
The County Recorder shall deliver only provisional ballot envelopes and/or affidavits of qualified 
voters who meet the above requirements to the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of 
elections for counting. Rejected provisional ballot envelopes and/or affidavits should be separately 
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retained and delivered to the officer in charge of elections for retention in accordance with A.R.S. 
§ 16-624. 

 Rejection Reason Code 

The rejection code reason is determined by the County Recorder. The rejection reasons include: 
1. Not registered; 
2. No ballot in envelope; 
3. Registered after 29-day cut-off; 
4. No signature; 
5. Insufficient/illegible information; 
6. Voter did not provide adequate identification and signature does not match; 
7. Wrong party; 
8. Outside jurisdiction ballot; 
9. Voter challenge upheld; 
10. Voted in wrong precinct; 
11. Voted and returned an early ballot; 
12. Proper identification not provided by deadline; 
13. Not eligible; and 
14. Other (please specify). 

 Updating Voter Registration Records 

The County Recorder shall update the appropriate county register or registration database with the 
names of all provisional voters whose registration was verified to indicate that those voters are 
qualified to vote in future elections. 
 
The County Recorder may also use the information from a provisional ballot envelope or affidavit 
to update a voter’s name and address. A provisional ballot envelope or affidavit may also be used 
to register a voter for the first time for future elections (not the current election the provisional 
ballot was used for) if the form substantially complies with A.R.S. § 16-152. Additionally, a 
“federal-only” voter may use the provisional ballot process to provide a driver license number as 
DPOC for future elections (although not for the current election the provisional ballot was used 
in).  

 Voter Verification of Provisional Ballot Status 

The County Recorder shall create a provisional ballot record for the voter that contains the 
following information: 
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1. Provisional ballot receipt number; 
2. Name of the voter; 
3. Precinct/polling location where the provisional ballot was cast; 
4. Provisional ballot status; 
5. Provisional ballot status reason; 
6. Address (optional) 
7. Date of Birth (optional) 
8. Political Party (optional). 

 
A.R.S. § 16-584(E). 
 
This information will be used for online verification of a voter’s provisional ballot. The 
information shall be available online for one month after posting. 
 
As soon as possible after verification of the provisional ballots is complete, a notice informing the 
voter whether their vote was counted or not counted, and the reason for not counting if applicable, 
shall be provided to the voter. This may be in the form of a notice mailed to the voter, or the voter 
may access the information pursuant to the instructions on the receipt that was issued to the voter 
at the time they voted the provisional ballot. The receipt will provide the voter with clear 
instructions on how to determine the status of their vote. 
 
The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections shall provide to provisional voters a 
toll-free number or other method of verifying the status of their votes. Reasonable restrictions will 
be employed to limit transmittal of the information only to the voter, such as verifying the date of 
birth, state or country of birth, or other information that could confirm the voter’s identity if 
compared with the voter registration information on file. The officer in charge of elections will 
request verification of identity with information from the voter’s registration record or provisional 
ballot envelope. A.R.S. § 16-584(F). 

2. Provisional Ballot Board Responsibilities 
 
The Board of Supervisors shall appoint one or more Provisional Ballot Boards, consisting of two 
elections officials not of the same political party, for the processing of provisional ballots. They 
must also appoint additional clerks as needed, designate the supervisory authority, designate the 
location for processing, and provide all necessary supplies. 
 
Provisional ballot boards may convene and begin ballot processing any time after provisional 
ballots are delivered to the officer in charge of elections. The provisional ballot processing board 
shall place official and unofficial returns in containers marked “official returns” and “unofficial 
returns.” The container may be an envelope or any other container that keeps the official and 
unofficial returns physically separated by precinct. 
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The inspector on the Provisional Ballot Board shall be in charge of processing. The inspector shall 
receive the provisional ballot envelopes from the verification staff and record the precinct 
identification data on the transmittal form. 

3. Verification Staff Procedures for Specific Scenarios 
 
Verification staff at the central counting place must follow the following procedures in the 
specified scenarios below. 

 Provisional Ballots Cast by Federal-Only Voters 

The verification staff must examine the outside of the provisional ballot envelope to determine if 
the Recorder’s Office has identified the voter as a “federal-only” voter. If that indicator is present 
and the Recorder’s Office has indicated that the ballot is otherwise verified, the verification staff 
will open the provisional ballot envelope and confirm whether the ballot inside is a “full-ballot” 
or “federal-only” ballot.  

• If the ballot in the provisional ballot envelope is a “federal-only” ballot, the ballot shall be 
removed and processed for tabulation. 

• If the ballot in the provisional ballot envelope is a “full-ballot,” the verification staff will 
remove the ballot from the envelope and send the ballot to the Ballot Duplication Board 
for duplication of the races for President of the United States (Presidential Electors), United 
States Senator, and United States House of Representatives only. No other race or ballot 
measure will be duplicated from that ballot. 

 Provisional Ballots Voted on an Accessible Voting Device that 
Independently Tabulates Votes 

The verification staff must examine the provisional ballot affidavit to determine if the Recorder’s 
Office has identified the voter as a “federal-only” voter. If that indicator is present and the 
Recorder’s Office has indicated that the ballot is otherwise verified, the verification staff will print 
a copy of the voted ballot or pull the voter-verifiable paper audit trail to confirm whether the ballot 
is a “full-ballot” or a “federal-only” ballot.  

• If the ballot is a “federal-only” ballot, the ballot shall be marked “accepted” on the EMS 
and processed for tabulation. 

• If the ballot is a “full-ballot,” the verification staff will mark the ballot “Fed-Only” and 
send the ballot to the Ballot Duplication Board for duplication of the offices of President 
of the United States (Presidential Elector), United States Senate, and United States House 
of Representatives only. No other race or ballot measure will be duplicated from that ballot. 
The provisional ballot shall be marked “rejected” on the EMS and the duplicated ballot 
shall be counted with the rest of the provisional paper ballots. 

 Damaged Ballots 

If there are damaged provisional ballots, the verification staff must: 
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1. Count the number of damaged ballots in each precinct; 
2. Initiate a transmittal slip to accompany the ballot to the Ballot Duplication Board; 
3. Record the number on the slip; and 
4. Forward the ballots, with the transmittal slip, to the Ballot Duplication Board. 

 Ballots Ready for Counting 

The number of ballots ready to be counted must be recorded on a transmittal slip. The ballots and 
transmittal slip are forwarded to the Central Counting Place Board. 

 Ballots to Be Duplicated 

If any provisional ballots require duplication, the verification staff must forward those ballots to 
the Ballot Duplication Board in a proper transmittal envelope.  

 Write-In Votes 

After the provisional ballots have been counted on a tabulation unit, any ballots containing write-
in votes shall be separated from the other ballots and forwarded to the Write-in Tally Board or 
Electronic Write-in Tally Board. 

4. Challenges 
 
Challenges of provisional ballots will be determined by the Provisional Ballot Board using the 
procedure outlined for counting early ballots in Chapter 2, Section V. If the voter is found to be 
not registered, the ballot shall remain unopened and be retained in the same manner as voted 
ballots. Party representatives and alternates may be appointed to be present during provisional 
ballot processing and to challenge the disposition of provisional ballots. 

H. Write-In Tally Board  

1. Write-In Tally Board Procedures 
 
The Write-In Tally Board is comprised of one inspector and two judges, who are members of the 
two political parties which cast the highest number of votes in the state at the last general election. 
At least one of the judges must be of a different political party than the inspector. At least 90-days 
before an election, the county chairperson of the two largest political parties may designate 
qualified electors to serve on Write-In Tally Board.  When the list is timely submitted, it shall be 
used to appoint board members. Without a nomination from a party chairperson, the Board of 
Supervisors (or designee) may fill the position with a member of the appropriate party. A.R.S. § 
16-531(A), (E). The Write-In Tally Board may manually tally write-in votes or do so through an 
electronic voting system pursuant to Chapter 10, Section II(H)(2) below. A.R.S. § 16-531(E). 
If the voter writes the name of a candidate on the ballot, the vote shall be counted for that candidate. 
If a voter writes the name of a political party on an FWAB, the vote shall be counted as a vote for 
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the candidate of that party. Any abbreviation, misspelling, common nickname, or other minor 
variation in the name of a candidate or political party shall be disregarded in determining the 
validity of the vote if the intent of the voter can be ascertained. A.R.S. § 16-543.02(C).  
 
Write-in votes are tallied only if the ballot is properly marked by the voter. This is done by writing 
in the name of a qualified write-in candidate and by filling in the oval or connecting the arrow (or 
other method of properly marking the vote as indicated in the instructions for the particular optical 
scan or digital scan ballot). A.R.S. § 16-448. 
 
If a write-in vote is declared to be invalid, the Write-In Tally Board manually tallying write-in 
votes must disqualify the vote. The Write-In Tally Board must not count any write-in vote that an 
election official has identified as disqualified. 

2. Electronic Tallying of Write-In Votes 
 
As an alternative to manual tallying of write-in votes, the Write-In Tally Board may utilize an 
electronic program to tally write-in votes for qualified write-in candidates. Any electronic tallying 
of write-in votes shall be done pursuant to the requirements in this Section unless the Secretary of 
State has granted a jurisdiction written approval to use alternate procedures. A jurisdiction wishing 
to deviate from the procedures in this Section must make a request in writing no later than 90 days 
prior to the election for which the exception is requested.   

 EMS Requirements 

To utilize an electronic program to tally write-in votes, the following minimum system and 
application requirements must be met: 

1. The application must be part of an EMS that has received federal and state certification and 
is authorized for use in elections in Arizona.  

• The application must be installed with the EMS on a secure, isolated, closed 
network and shall not be connected to the internet or an external network. 

2. The application shall provide distinct security roles, with separate usernames and secure 
passwords for each user or station. These security roles must have different functions. Each 
election worker shall be given access to only the components of the application necessary 
to perform their duties. If a secured username and password are used for each station rather 
than each user, a detailed log of who utilized each station and at what time(s) shall be 
maintained. 

3. Users (and, if applicable, stations) shall have unique usernames and secure passwords. 
Vendor-supplied generic passwords may not be used. 

4. Log-in must be required each time the application is started. The application and/or 
tabulation system shall be capable of identifying ballots that contain write-in votes. 

5. The application shall provide comprehensive logging of any changes to the ballot record 
for audit purposes, as well as validation of all changes through the use of multiple electronic 
“signatures” before committing any changes to the EMS results. 
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6. The application shall include electronic review, attribution of eligible write-in votes, and 
tallying of official write-in votes within the application. 

7. The application shall allow for each transaction to be reviewed and approved by at least 
two election officials of different political party affiliation.  

8. There must be an efficient and reliable means of identifying and locating the physical 
ballots that have been electronically tallied if needed for auditing. For example, the 
tabulation machine may be programmed to out-stack and/or print identification numbers 
on the ballots with write-in votes to be electronically tallied. 

 
The tabulation equipment may be programmed to stop on, sort, or flag write-in votes for races with 
official write-in candidates. Official write-in candidates may be entered into the EMS after the 
write-in filing deadline to facilitate this process as long as doing so does not modify the election 
programming if L&A testing has been completed.  

 L&A Testing Requirements 

If write-in votes will be electronically tallied, that functionality of the tabulation system will also 
be tested during the L&A test for that election to ensure proper and secure functioning. In addition, 
a paper audit log must be produced, verified, and signed off on by the Write-In Tally Board 
members before committing their selections to the EMS (see Chapter 10, Section II(G)(2)(c) 
below).  

 Electronic Tallying Procedures 

Prior to electronically tallying any ballots with write-in votes, the Write-In Tally Board must be 
trained in their duties and application functionality.  

1. The electronic tallying of write-in votes must be performed in a secure location, preferably 
in the same location as the EMS system, but open to public viewing.  

2. An Write-In Tally Board that electronically tallies write-in votes must use the EMS and 
electronic adjudication/tallying application to: (i) electronically filter and review ballots 
with write-in votes; and (ii) determine voter intent and attribute votes to official write-in 
candidates according to the procedures specified in Chapter 10, Section II(G)(1). Write-in 
votes for unofficial write-in candidates are invalid and shall not be tallied electronically. 

3. If the Write-In Tally Board cannot agree on the resolution of a vote, that vote shall be 
flagged and referred to the officer in charge of elections or designee for final determination.  

4. The EMS and/or electronic adjudication/tallying application shall provide a report on the 
official write-in votes tallied, the names of the members of the Write-In Tally Board that 
processed the votes on the report, and the date of processing. 

5. The electronic write-in tally process shall include production of a paper audit log of the 
Write-In Tally Board’s decisions as to each ballot/vote electronically tallied. The paper 
audit log must be verified and signed off on by the board members, who shall verify that 
the paper audit log accurately reflects the board’s selections and that those selections are 
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accurately reflected in the electronic adjudication/tallying application prior to committing 
the selections to the EMS.  

6. To meet the requirement of a board-verified paper audit log, the Write-In Tally Board shall 
either:  

• Maintain a manual, hard-copy log of its selections for the official write-in votes 
tallied by batch; or  

• Print a log of its selections by batch from the application, verify that the printed log 
accurately reflects the board’s selections, and confirm that those selections are 
accurately reflected in the electronic adjudication/tallying application prior to 
committing the selections for that batch to the EMS.  

I. Audit Board 

The officer in charge of elections is responsible for overseeing a post-election audit of each voting 
location using an Audit Board. 
 
All election board logs, the Official Ballot Report, tabulation units, accessible voting device 
tapes/printouts, and a copy of the downloaded precinct results shall be delivered to an Audit Board 
upon the completion of each election board’s function. 
 
The Audit Board: 

1. Receives the Official Ballot Reports for each voting location and any supplemental 
information from the election boards that could explain any discrepancies; 

2. Receives the signature rosters, poll lists (or scanned copies), or reports from e-pollbooks 
that show voter check-ins and signatures;  

3. Receives the tabulation unit and accessible voting device precinct paper tape; 
4. Receives a copy of the transmitted precinct results from the election management system; 
5. Verifies the counts on the Official Ballot Report; 
6. Verifies that the count from the tabulation unit and accessible voting device precinct paper 

tapes is the same as the count from the transmitted precinct results on the election 
management system; 

7. Produces a written record that the correct vote totals for each candidate and issue were 
transmitted from the polling place to the election management system; 

8. Has access to all voting locations’ ballot statements contained in the unofficial return 
envelope; 

9. Identifies discrepancies in the reports following final tabulation of duplicated ballots and 
provisional ballots; 

10. Resolves problems that appear to be of major significance in the presence of political party 
observers; and 
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11. Resolves and documents all discrepancies. 
 
The functions of the Audit Board must be completed prior to the acceptance of the canvassing 
results in order to ensure the integrity of the canvass results. 

J. Snag Board  

The Snag Board is comprised of at least three members who are knowledgeable about the entire 
elections process. Where possible, its members should have experience working as board members 
in several previous elections cycles. It is appointed by the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge 
of elections, and should have members of at least two political parties. 
 
The function of the Snag Board is to resolve any problem brought to its attention by any of the 
other election boards. 
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CHAPTER 11:  
HAND COUNT AUDIT 

 
A limited precinct hand count and early ballot hand count audit must be conducted after each 
countywide primary, special, general, and PPE election and compared against the results from the 
electronic tabulation system, unless applicable exceptions apply. The purpose of the hand count 
audit is to compare the results of the machine count to the hand count to assure that the machines 
are working properly and accurately counting votes. Those conducting the hand count shall not be 
provided the machine count results of the batches of ballots they are hand counting prior to 
completion of the hand count of that batch. If the results from the hand count audit are within the 
“designated margin” of the electronic results for selected ballots, the hand count is deemed to have 
confirmed the accuracy of the electronic tabulation equipment, the hand count may cease, and the 
countywide electronic results are deemed the official results of the election. If the results from the 
hand count audit are outside of the designated margin, a second hand count of the same ballots is 
required, potentially followed by an expanded hand count and one or more jurisdiction-wide hand 
counts depending on the results. A.R.S. § 16-602(C)-(F).  

 DESIGNATION OF HAND COUNT BOARD MEMBERS 

At least 14 days prior to a countywide primary, special, general, or PPE election, the officer in 
charge of elections must notify the county chairpersons of each recognized political party of the 
requirement to designate Hand Count Board members, who will perform the hand count audits 
under the supervision of the officer in charge of elections. The officer in charge of elections should 
forecast the requisite number of board members (including alternate board members) based on the 
number of precincts/vote centers included in the hand count and/or the total number of ballots to 
be hand counted. 
 
The political party county chairpersons must designate Hand Count Board members and alternates 
at least seven days before the election (i.e., by 5:00 p.m. on the Tuesday before the election). If the 
political party is not represented by a county chairperson, the chairperson of the applicable state 
political party (or designee) may appoint the Hand Count Board members.  
 
The proposed board members and alternates must be registered to vote in Arizona but need not be 
registered members of the political party that designated them. Candidates appearing on the ballot, 
except for the office of precinct committeeman, may not serve as Hand Count Board members. 
Board members are entitled to receive compensation, but not for lodging, meals, or travel. 
 
The officer in charge of elections must notify a political party county chairperson by 9:00 a.m. on 
the Wednesday before the election if there is a shortage of required board members (i.e., the total 
number of proposed board members provided by all parties is less than four times the number of 
precincts to be audited). The chairperson must provide additional board member names by the next 
business day (5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before the election).  
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The hand count shall not proceed unless a sufficient number of Hand Count Board members has 
been designated by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday preceding the election and appear at the designated 
time and location to perform the hand count. Further, for the hand count to proceed, not more than 
75% of the persons performing the hand count shall be from the same political party. The hand 
count may also be canceled (and the electronic tabulation of ballots will constitute the official 
count) if the officer in charge of elections removes enough board members (due to disruption or 
members being unable to perform their duty) such that there is an insufficient number of board 
members and the shortage cannot be remedied with substitutions.  
 
The officer in charge of elections must notify the Secretary of State if the hand count will be 
canceled. Among other information, the notification to the Secretary of State must outline the steps 
taken by the officer in charge of elections to secure sufficient participation in the hand count. 
 
If a sufficient number of members are present for the hand count, the officer in charge of elections 
must create boards by selecting at least two judges and one inspector per board. Each Hand Count 
Board must be comprised of designees from at least two recognized political parties and no more 
than 75% of the members may be from the same political party. Typically, for a three-member 
Hand Count Board, no more than two board members shall be members of the same political party 
entitled to continued representation on the ballot. All board members must take the oath specified 
in A.R.S. § 38-231(E). 

 
Board members may not bring any electronic devices, black pens, blue pens, or cell phones into 
the designated location of the hand count.  
 
A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(7). 

 OBSERVATION OF THE HAND COUNT AUDIT 

The hand count is not subject to the live video requirements of A.R.S. § 16-621(D). However, 
political party representatives who are observing the hand count may bring their own video 
cameras to record the hand count. The sole act of recording the hand count does not constitute 
sufficient grounds to for the officer in charge of elections to prohibit observers from recording or 
to remove them from the facility. However, the observation or recording may not interfere with 
the hand count. In addition, to preserve the right to a secret ballot, no recording of ballot content 
shall be allowed. If either situation occurs, the officer in charge of elections may remove the 
observers or board members from the facility or further restrict video recording. A.R.S. § 16-
602(B). 

 TYPES AND QUANTITIES OF BALLOTS TO HAND COUNT 

A post-election hand count audit includes a precinct hand count, which involves a manual count 
of regular ballots from selected precincts, and an early ballot hand count, which involves a manual 
count of a percentage of early ballots cast in the election. 
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 Ballots Included in the Precinct Hand Count 

For the precinct hand count, the officer in charge of elections must conduct a hand count of regular 
ballots from at least 2% of the precincts, or 2 precincts, whichever is greater. Provisional and 
conditional provisional ballots are not included in the hand count. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(1). 
 
In counties that utilize vote centers, each vote center is considered to be a precinct/polling location 
and the officer in charge of elections must conduct a hand count of regular ballots from at least 2% 
of the vote centers, or 2 vote centers, whichever is greater. 
 
In a PPE, the officer in charge of elections must conduct a hand count of regular ballots from 2% 
of the polling places or vote centers established pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-248. A.R.S. § 16-
602(B)(3). 

 Ballots Included in the Early Ballot Hand Count 

The officer in charge of elections is required to conduct a hand count of 1% of the total number of 
early ballots cast, or 5,000 early ballots, whichever is less. A.R.S. § 16-602(F). Counties may elect 
to audit a higher number of ballots at their discretion. 
 
At least one batch of up to 400 early ballots from each central count machine used to tabulate early 
ballots and at least one accessible voting machine (if those machines independently tabulate votes) 
used during on-site early voting shall be selected for the early ballot hand count process. The 
officer in charge of elections must securely sequester those selected ballots along with their 
unofficial electronically-tabulated results for use in the early ballot hand count. 

 SELECTING PRECINCTS/POLLING PLACES TO BE HAND 
COUNTED 

The county political party chairpersons (or designees) shall take turns randomly drawing the 
precincts, vote centers, or consolidated polling places for the hand count. If a chairperson appoints 
a designee, the appointment must be in writing with the signature of the chairperson. The 
precincts/polling places shall be selected by lot without the use of a computer and the order of 
selection by the county political party chairpersons (or designees) shall also be by lot.  
 
The selection of the precincts/polling locations shall not begin until all ballots voted in the precinct 
polling places have been delivered to the central counting facility. The unofficial vote totals from 
all precincts/polling locations shall be made public before selecting the precincts/polling locations 
to be hand counted. The selection of precincts/polling locations shall occur prior to the selection 
of the races to be counted. 
 
At least 2% of the precincts/polling locations in the county (rounded to the nearest whole number) 
or two precincts/polling locations, whichever is greater, shall be selected at random from a lot 
consisting of every precinct/polling location in that county. For any election where there are 
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consolidated polling locations, the number of precincts to hand count should be calculated based 
on the number of active polling locations for that election.  
 
For counties utilizing vote centers, each vote center shall be considered to be a precinct/polling 
location during the selection process and the officer in charge of elections must conduct a hand 
count of regular ballots from at least 2% of the vote centers, or two vote centers, whichever is 
greater. 
 
The process for selecting the precincts for Primary and General Elections is:  

1. Determine Selection Order: Select by lot the order in which the county political party 
chairpersons (or designees) shall draw precincts/polling locations. The selection order will 
apply for the entire hand count process. 

2. Create Lot: Create a lot containing all precincts/polling locations in the county. 
3. Select Precincts: Draw the required 2% or two precincts/polling locations to be counted 

from a lot containing every precinct/polling location in the county. Precincts/polling 
locations without any registered voters shall be excluded from the pool of available 
precincts/polling locations in the county. The county political party chairpersons (or 
designees) shall alternate selecting precincts/polling locations based on the order defined 
in Step 1 from the lot until the required number of precincts/polling locations is selected. 

a. If a tabulation unit from a vote center was selected as a precinct/polling location to 
be hand counted, a subsequential selection shall be conducted to select a 
touchscreen voting machine (if they independently tabulate votes, and if there are 
more than one) utilized at that vote center: 

• Create Lot: Create a lot containing all touchscreen voting machines used 
at the same vote center in which a tabulation unit was previously selected. 

• Select Touchscreen Voting Machines: Draw a corresponding number of 
touchscreen voting machines to be hand counted for each tabulation unit 
from a vote center that was previously selected, from a lot containing every 
touchscreen voting machine utilized at a vote center from which a 
tabulation unit was selected during the selection of the precincts/polling 
locations. 

4. Record Precincts. The officer in charge of elections shall record the precincts/polling 
locations to be hand counted in the Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet. The 
precincts/polling locations shall be listed in the order selected. The order of the 
precincts/polling locations shall be used when selecting the contested races in Section V of 
this Chapter. 

A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(1), (B)(2), (B)(2)(e), (C). 
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 RACES ELIGIBLE TO BE HAND COUNTED 

 Eligible Races Generally 

The races to be counted in the hand count audit generally includes up to five contested races, which 
shall include: 

• One statewide candidate race;  
• One statewide ballot measure (if the election has a statewide ballot measure on the general 

election ballot); 
• One legislative candidate race (Arizona House of Representatives or Arizona Senate); and 
• One federal candidate race (United States House of Representatives or United States 

Senate);  
• One presidential elector race (only in general elections with a race for President of the 

United States).  
 
A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(2), (5).  
 
A candidate race within one of the above-referenced categories is eligible for inclusion in the hand 
count only if the race is “contested,” meaning there are more candidates seeking election or 
nomination than the number of seats available. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(2)(f). Write-in candidacies do 
not create contested races if the race is not otherwise contested. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(4).  
 
If there are no contested races within one of the above-referenced categories, one or more 
additional contested races from one of the other categories must be selected by lot until the required 
number of contested races are selected for the hand count. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(2)(e). For example, 
because a statewide ballot measure will not appear on the ballot during a primary election, an 
additional contested race from one of the other categories of eligible races must be drawn to make 
up the required four races.  
 
For a primary election, each political party primary is considered a separate race. For example, the 
requirement to select one contested legislative race is satisfied by selecting either the Democratic 
or Republican primary election race. A.R.S. § 16-602(B). 
 
For federal and legislative candidate races, only the type of office (House or Senate) must be 
selected, not any particular district. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(2)(c)-(d). Therefore, if, for example, the 
race for U.S. House of Representatives has been selected to satisfy the federal candidate race 
category, and the county encompasses parts of three Congressional districts, ballots cast in any of 
the Congressional districts are eligible for the hand count audit as long as those races are contested. 
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 Eligible Races in Special Elections 

For a special election to vote on a statewide ballot measure, all statewide ballot measures should 
be selected for the hand count audit (assuming there are four or fewer statewide ballot measures 
on the special election ballot). 
 
For a special election to fill a Congressional vacancy: 

• If a Congressional primary is contested, all contested political party races should be 
selected for the hand count audit for that special primary election (assuming there are four 
or fewer contested primaries); 

• Regardless of whether a Congressional primary was contested, a contested special general 
election must be selected for the hand count. 

 Eligible Races in PPEs 

A hand count must be conducted following a PPE. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(3). Since no other races 
may appear on a PPE ballot, all contested political party preference races should be selected for 
the hand count audit (assuming there are four or fewer contested preference races). A.R.S. § 16-
241(A). 

 SELECTING RACES TO BE HAND COUNTED 

The county political party chairpersons (or designees) must randomly select the particular 
contested races to be hand counted, in the same order determined at the beginning of the hand 
count process and used to select precincts/polling locations.  
 
If there are fewer than four contested races on the ballot, only the contested races on the ballot that 
fall within one of the four categories shall be included in the hand count audit. If there are no 
contested races in any of the designated categories in an election, no hand count will take place. 
A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(2)(f). 

 Selecting Races for Primary and General Elections 

The following process shall be used to select the races to be counted for both the precinct hand 
count and early ballot hand count for primary and general elections: 

1. Determine the race categories available for this election. The possible race categories 
shall be statewide candidate, federal candidate, state legislative candidate, and ballot 
measure, and, in a presidential election year, presidential elector. Some categories may not 
appear on the ballot for a particular election. A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(2). 

2. Create a master list of all contested races. Create a list by race category of all possible 
contested races. This list will be referenced when creating the lots of possible races to 
count. The entries on this list shall be specific. Examples for the Primary would include 
Governor/Democrat or State House/Republican. Examples for the General would include 
State Treasurer or State Senate. 
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3. Determine the required number of races that will be counted from each category. 
There should be one race for each required category unless a category does not have an 
eligible race.  

a. Determine if there is a contested presidential elector race.  
• If there is no contested presidential elector race on the ballot, place a zero 

in the “Presidential Elector” line of Section B of the Master Precinct and 
Race Selection Worksheet, see sample form in Chapter 17.  

• If there is a contested presidential elector race, place a tick mark in the 
“Presidential Elector” line. 

b. Determine if there is a contested statewide candidate race. 
• If there is no contested statewide candidate race on the ballot, place a zero 

in the “Statewide Candidate” line of Section B of the Master Precinct and 
Race Selection Worksheet and place a tick mark in the “Additional Races 
Needed” line.  

• If there is a contested statewide candidate race, place a tick mark in the 
“Statewide Candidate” line.  

c. Determine if there is a statewide ballot measure race.  
• If there is no statewide ballot measure on the ballot, place a zero in the 

“Statewide Ballot Measure” line of Section B of the Master Precinct and 
Race Selection Worksheet and place a tick mark in the “Additional Races 
Needed” line.  

• If there is a statewide ballot measure race, place a tick mark in the 
“Statewide Ballot Measure” line. 

d. Determine if there is a contested federal candidate race on any of the ballots 
in the precincts/polling locations selected.  

• If there is no contested federal candidate race in any of the selected 
precincts/polling locations, place a zero in the “Federal Candidate” line of 
Section B of the Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet and place 
a tick mark in the “Additional Races Needed” line.  

• If there is a contested federal candidate race, place a tick mark in the 
“Federal Candidate” line. 

e. Determine if there is a contested state legislative race on any of the ballots in 
the precincts/polling locations selected.  

• If there is no contested state legislative race in any of the selected 
precincts/polling locations, place a zero in the “State Legislative” line of 
Section B of the Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet and place 
a tick mark in the “Additional Races Needed” line.  

• If there is a contested state legislative race, place a tick mark in the “State 
Legislative” line. 
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f. If additional races are needed, determine if the number of races can be 
satisfied by an additional race(s) in another category.  

• The priority for selecting other categories, if needed, is as follows: 
statewide candidate, statewide ballot measure, federal candidate and then 
state legislative. All additional races shall be fulfilled with the highest 
priority race category possible. For example, if two additional races are 
needed and there are two additional contested statewide races, both 
additional races will be statewide races. The categories of races to be hand 
counted and the number per category shall be recorded on the Master 
Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet.  

4. Separate out the contested races by category and create selection lots for each 
category from which a race or races will be selected.   

a. For the statewide candidate lot in a primary election, each contested party race shall 
be placed in the lot (e.g., Governor/Republican, State Mine/Democrat).  

b. For the federal candidate lot, the officer in charge of elections shall evaluate each 
of the precincts/polling locations selected to determine the possible federal 
candidate race types for the lot. If one or more precincts/polling locations have a 
contested federal candidate race, that race type shall be placed in the lot. In a 
primary election, each contested party race type shall be placed in the lot. The 
selections for U.S. House of Representative shall not contain the specific district 
since the names of the candidates may vary among the sampled precincts/polling 
places (e.g., U.S. House/Republican and U.S. House/Democrat). 

c. For the state legislative lot, the officer in charge of elections shall evaluate each of 
the precincts/polling locations selected to determine the possible contested state 
legislative race types for the lot. If one or more precincts/polling locations have a 
contested state legislative race, that race type shall be placed in the lot. In a primary 
election, each contested party race type shall be placed in the lot. The selections for 
state legislative race shall not contain the specific district since the names of the 
candidates may vary among the sampled precincts/polling locations (e.g., State 
House/Democrat, State House/Republican, State House/Libertarian). 

• If any candidate race is for a vacancy, the vacancy race shall be treated as 
a separate race for creating lots. For example, if an AZ Corporation 
Commission seat is vacant and the term ends in 2010 and there is also a 
race for the seat with a term that ends in 2012, the Corporation Commission 
Term Ending 2010 and Corporation Commission Term Ending 2012 will 
be two separate races when creating the Statewide Candidate lot.  

5. Select the contested races to be hand counted. The county political party chairpersons 
(or designees) shall alternate selecting races continuing with the order defined when 
selecting precincts/polling locations. The races will be selected by lot until the required 
number of races is selected. Categories of contested races shall be drawn in the following 
order until the required number of contested races is reached: presidential elector, statewide 
candidate, statewide ballot measure, federal candidate, and state legislative candidate. 
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Document any selected race(s) in Section C of the Master Precinct and Race Selection 
Worksheet.  

- If a selected candidate race does not have a contested race in each of the selected 
precincts/polling locations, only the precincts/polling locations where there is a 
contested candidate race shall be hand counted for that race. The machine counts 
of the races in this category shall be added together and measured against the 
hand counts of the races in this category to determine if the total difference falls 
within the designated margin.  

6. The races selected for the precinct hand count shall be the same used for the early 
ballot hand count. Because the batches used for the early ballot hand count do not 
correspond to the precincts/polling locations selected for the precinct hand count, the 
names of candidates for the selected races may differ among the various early ballot batches 
selected for the audit. The machine counts of the races in such categories shall be added 
together and measured against the hand counts of the races in those categories to determine 
if the total difference falls within the designated margin. 

7. Create Hand Count Board Worksheets. The officer in charge of elections shall create a 
Hand Count Board Worksheet for each Hand Count Board. The worksheet documents the 
members of the Hand Count Board and what races they will be hand counting. 

 Selecting Races for a PPE 

The following process shall be used to select the races to be hand counted for a PPE: 
1. Determine Selection Order. Select by lot the order in which the county political party 

chairpersons (or designees) shall choose from the pool of available precincts. 
2. Create Lot of Polling Locations. Create a lot of available polling locations. A county may 

consolidate precincts in a PPE. Only actual polling locations will be placed in the lot of 
available polling locations. 

3. Select Precincts. Draw the required 2% or two polling locations to be counted among a lot 
containing every actual polling location for the PPE.  

4. Record Precincts. The officer in charge of elections shall record the polling locations to 
be hand counted in Section A of the Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet.  

5. Create Lot of Contested Races. Create a lot of the contested races available for the PPE. 
Each political party that is participating in the PPE will count as a contested race.  

6. Select Race(s). If there are four contested races or less, all possible races will be hand 
counted. If there are more than four contested races, the county political party chairperson 
(or designee) who is next (from Step 1), shall choose a contested PPE race to be hand 
counted. The political party chairpersons (or designees) will alternate until four contested 
races are selected.  

7. Record Race. The officer in charge of elections shall record the PPE race(s) to be hand 
counted in Section B of the Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet. 
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A.R.S. § 16-602(B)(3). 

 HAND COUNT TABULATING METHODS 

There are two approved methods of hand counting votes:  
• Stacking method: used for hand counting optical/digital scan ballots; and  
• Three-person call-out method: used for hand counting votes from the VVPAT of an 

accessible voting machine.  
 
For either method, each judge shall be given a tally sheet that shall be marked with the 
precinct/polling location, the race, and the names of the candidates for that particular race. See 
Sample Hand Count Tally Sheet in Chapter 17. 

 Stacking Method for Optical/Digital Scan Ballots 

The stacking method is used for hand counting optical/digital scan ballots, and may also be used 
to hand count paper ballots printed by accessible ballot marking devices. For the stacking method, 
the inspector picks up each ballot and sorts the ballots into piles with the assistance of the other 
two board members (the judges) and tallies the number of votes for each candidate in the particular 
race using the process below.  

1. Processing Ballots with Write-In Votes 

1. Since write-in votes may not have been tabulated yet, it is very important to keep ballots 
with write-in votes segregated from ballots without write-in votes. To do so, the first 
judge counts the total number of ballots with write-in votes. The second judge shall 
recount the total number of ballots with write-in votes. If the totals from both judges 
match, the result shall be documented in the Hand Count Tally Sheet. 

- Ballots with write-in votes may be marked with yellow highlighter to enable them 
to be readily segregated from other ballots after the hand count of the batch is 
complete.  

2. The inspector shall announce the specific race to be counted, identify that race on the 
ballot, and separate out ballots with over-votes or no selection for that race. The two 
judges shall confirm that the inspector performs this step correctly. 

3. The inspector shall announce the first candidate/selection listed in the race and begin 
the stacking process for that candidate/selection: 

- The inspector shall hold up the ballots one at a time and declare the voter’s choice 
for the specific candidate/selection in the race. All ballots with a vote for that 
candidate/selection shall be placed in one stack (the “yes” stack) and all ballots 
with a vote for any other candidate/selection in the race shall be placed in a 
separate stack (the “no” or “other” stack). The judges shall view each ballot and 
ensure that the inspector is placing the ballot in the right stack.  
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- After the sorting process is complete, one judge shall count each pile in stacks of 
10 or 25 (or another agreed-upon pre-determined number) and then the other 
judge shall recount each stack. The inspector shall enter the number of ballots in 
each stack onto the Hand Count Tally Sheet. 

- The inspector shall move the “yes” stack aside, perform the stacking process for 
the next candidate/selection in the race using the ballots in the “no” or “other” 
stack, and repeat until done recording totals for all candidates/selections on the 
Hand Count Tally Sheet. 

• If the race being counted is for multiple seats (e.g., vote for two), it will be 
necessary to go through entire set of ballots for each candidate, without the 
option of setting aside the “yes” stack as described in the prior step. 

- If there is any question about the intent of the voter, the determination of voter 
intent must be made by unanimous consent of all three Hand Count Board 
members using the standards established in Chapter 11, Section IX. If a 
unanimous decision cannot be reached by the Hand Count Board, the officer in 
charge of elections shall make the final decision regarding the voter’s intent. A 
notation of the final decision shall be logged on the tally sheet and the inspector 
shall place the ballot into the proper stack for counting.  

4. After completing the stacking process, the inspector shall place the ballots with write-
in votes back in the write-in envelope and keep those ballots separated from the regular 
ballots. 

2. Processing Regular Ballots 

1. The first judge shall count the total number of regular ballots. The second judge shall 
recount the total number of regular ballots. If the totals from both judges match, the 
result shall be documented in the Hand Count Tally Sheet. 

2. The inspector announces the specific race to be counted, identifies that race on the 
ballot, and separates out ballots with over-votes or no selection for that race. The two 
judges shall confirm that the inspector performs this step correctly. 

3. The inspector announces the first candidate/selection listed in the race and begins the 
stacking process for that candidate/selection, using the same procedure described 
above for ballots with write-in votes. 

4. After completing the stacking process, the inspector shall place the regular ballots back 
in the regular ballot envelope and keep those ballots separated from the ballots with 
write-in votes. 

 Three-Person Call-Out Method for Ballots Cast on Accessible Voting 
Devices that Independently Tabulate Votes 

The three-person call method may be used when hand counting votes from an accessible voting 
machine that independently tabulates votes, including the VVPAT (see Section VII(C) below).  
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1. The inspector shall take the ballots one at a time. On each ballot, the inspector shall 
find the races that were selected to be hand counted and announce the races one at a 
time. The judges will find the race on the proper “DRE Hand Count Tally Sheet.” The 
inspector shall then announce the name of the candidate that the voter marked on the 
ballot for that race or, if a ballot measure, the voter’s selection for the measure.  

• The determination of voter intent must be made by unanimous consent of 
all three Hand Count Board members, using the standards established in 
Chapter 11, Section IX. If a unanimous decision cannot be reached by the 
Hand Count Board, the officer in charge of elections shall make the final 
decision regarding the voter’s intent. A notation of the final decision shall 
be logged on the tally sheet. 

2. The judges shall place a tick mark by the voted candidate’s name on the tally sheet. 
After processing each batch of 25 ballots, the judges shall compare the number of tick 
marks with each other. If the results from both judges match, the judges shall cross 
through the remaining numbers in the row. If the results do not match, the Hand Count 
Board shall recount the batch of 25 ballots until the results from both judges match. 

3. Upon completion of the hand count, the judges shall sign the final “Hand Count 
Cumulative Sheet.”  

 Process for Hand Counting Accessible Voting Audit Tapes 

The Hand Count Board, under the direction of the officer in charge of elections, shall: 
1. Unroll the VVPAT generated by the accessible voting device and verify the precinct. 
2. Mark through all the voided or spoiled votes cast with a red pen/pencil in a manner that is 

visually distinguishable but does not interfere with the ability to read the paper. 
3. Mark through all provisional votes with a red pen/pencil in a manner that is visually 

distinguishable but does not interfere with the ability to read the paper. 
4. Ensure that the voided or spoiled and provisional votes are not counted. 
5. If the paper roll is unable to be read for any reason, a new precinct shall be selected for 

the precinct hand count in accordance with Section VIII of this Chapter. If no other 
precinct/polling location is available for selection, the unreadable ballots shall be read 
using the printed version of the electronic ballots as generated by the accessible voting 
device. The officer in charge of elections shall make the determination of whether a paper 
roll is readable. 

6. Utilize the Three-Person Call Tabulating Method. 
7. If multiple accessible voting devices were used in the precinct or for early voting, repeat 

the process above for each paper roll generated by the Accessible Voting Devices. 
8. Record results on the Accessible Voting Device Hand Count Tally Sheet. 
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 PROCEDURES FOR CONDUCTING THE HAND COUNT 

The officer in charge of elections must commence the hand count with a public announcement and 
explanation of the procedure. The hand count must begin within 24 hours after the polls close on 
Election Day and must be completed before the county canvass. A.R.S. § 16-602(I). The start of 
the hand count can be defined as the official training of the Hand Count Board members, selection 
of the precincts and races, coordinating the hand count with the party leaders, or any other activity 
that furthers the progress of the hand count for that election. 
 
Hand count board members shall not bring cellular phones, other electronic devices, or pens with 
black or blue ink into the official hand counting area. 
 
Throughout the hand count, the officer in charge of elections must retain custody and control of 
all hand counted ballots. A.R.S. § 16-602(H). 

 Precinct Hand Count  

1. Precinct Hand Count Process 
 
The initial precinct hand count must be conducted according to the following procedure for each 
race selected for the hand count. 

1. The officer in charge of elections: (i) ensures each board is properly assembled and has 
been provided all necessary forms and supplies; (ii) apportions ballots to the Hand Count 
Boards; and (iii) announces which specific race will be hand counted. The boards are not 
provided with the electronically-tabulated results for any race at this time. 

2. The inspector or one of the judges fills out a Hand Audit Tally Sheet (see sample forms 
in Chapter 17) for each race to be hand counted.82 The inspector signs each Hand Audit 
Tally Sheet. All Hand Audit Tally Sheets from the precinct hand count shall be provided 
to the officer in charge of elections after completion. 

a. Each judge shall fill out the top of the Hand Audit Tally Sheet, listing the 
precinct/polling location name, precinct/polling location number, inspector name 
and their name as the judge. Each judge shall also check the box for the proper 
election type. 

b. For a candidate race, list each candidate’s name on a separate counting line of the 
Hand Audit Tally Sheet. For ballot measures, list “Yes” on the first counting line 
and “No” on the second counting line. 

3. For optical/digital scan ballots, the Hand Count Board shall separate ballots with write-in 
votes from the other precinct/polling location ballots and hand count each group of ballots 
using the stacking method described in Section VII(A) above. For ballots cast on accessible 
voting devices that independently tabulates votes and VVPATs, the Hand Count Board 

 
82 See Sample Count Tally Sheet – Stacking Method, and Hand Count Tally Sheet – Three-Person Call Out 
Method, in Chapter 17. 
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shall conduct the hand count using the three-person call-out method, see Sections VII(B)-
(C) above.  

4. The Hand Count Board shall list the totals for each candidate on the appropriate Hand 
Audit Tally Sheet. Each precinct/polling location shall have one Hand Audit Tally Sheet 
for the optical/digital scan ballots and one for the accessible voting devices, unless the 
accessible voting device produces a paper ballot read by a tabulation unit and those paper 
ballots were hand counted using the stacking method. At this point, the hand count results 
for the batch is compared to the machine count results and the Auditor initials the Hand 
Count Tally Sheet to indicate that there are no discrepancies in the batch totals.  

5. The officer in charge of elections shall create a Precinct Hand Count Margin Worksheet 
(see sample form in Chapter 17) for each race that was hand counted and calculate the 
hand count margin using the Precinct Hand Count Margin Worksheet and following the 
steps below in the presence of the county political party chairpersons (or designees): 

a. Fill out Top of Form. Fill out the date of the election. Circle the proper election 
(general, special, primary, or PPE). State the race category that the worksheet is for 
(presidential elector, statewide candidate, statewide ballot, federal candidate, or 
state legislative candidate). List the specific race (e.g., State Senator, Corporation 
Commission/Democrat). List the hand count round (1st hand count, 2nd hand 
count, expanded hand count or final hand count). 

b. Enter Hand Count Totals. For each precinct/polling location that was hand 
counted, enter separately the hand count totals for the optical/digital scan ballots 
and the hand count totals for the accessible voting devices. These totals will come 
directly from the Hand Count Tally Sheets. Each candidate’s counts or yes/no 
counts for ballot measures from the Hand Count Tally Sheet must be listed in the 
table. The total number of hand counted votes shall be calculated and noted in the 
worksheet. 

c. Enter Machine Count Totals. For each precinct/polling location that was hand 
counted, enter separately the machine totals for the optical/digital scan ballots and 
the machine totals for the accessible voting devices. These totals will come directly 
from Election Management Systems. Each candidate’s counts or yes/no counts for 
ballot measures from the Hand Count Tally Sheet must be listed in the table. The 
total number of machine counted votes shall be calculated and noted in the 
worksheet.  

d. Calculate Absolute Difference. For each candidate’s total or ballot measure 
yes/no total, calculate the absolute difference between the hand count and the 
machine count. The absolute difference is the difference between the two numbers 
listed as a positive value (e.g., [100 – 99] or [99 – 100] will both have an absolute 
value of one). The total absolute value for each precinct/machine type shall be 
calculated and noted in the worksheet.  

e. Calculate Grand Totals. Add up all the machine count totals for a particular race 
category to calculate the “Grand Total Machine Count.” Add up all the absolute 
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differences for a particular race category to calculate the “Grand Total Absolute 
Difference.”  

f. Calculate Hand Count Margin. Divide the “Grand Total Absolute Difference” by 
the “Grand Total Machine Count” and multiply the result by 100 to calculate the 
margin in a percentage form.   

6. Compare the hand count margin for each race to the designated margin established by the 
Vote Count Verification Committee (established by the Secretary of State pursuant to 
A.R.S. § 16-602(K)) to determine if it is in the acceptable range or if a second or expanded 
precinct hand count is required. The applicable designated margin is available on the 
Secretary of State’s website at https://www.azsos.gov/elections/voting-election/voting-
equipment.  

7. If the calculated margin for the specific race from the Precinct Hand Count Margin 
Worksheet is less than the designated margin for the precinct hand count established by the 
Vote Count Verification Committee, the precinct hand count will be deemed concluded 
and the results of the electronic tabulation will constitute the official count for that race. 
The officer in charge of elections shall indicate on the Hand Count Cumulative Sheet that 
the count is complete and two members, one of each political party from each Hand Count 
Board present, shall sign the sheet. 

2. Second Precinct Hand Count 
 
If any hand counted race results in a calculated margin that is equal to or greater than the designated 
margin for the precinct hand count, a second precinct hand count of that race and of those same 
ballots shall be performed. A new Precinct Hand Count Margin Worksheet shall be created for the 
second precinct hand count for the race in question.  
 
If the second precinct hand count results in a calculated margin that is less than the designated 
margin, the precinct hand count will be concluded and the results of the electronic tabulation will 
constitute the official count for that race. The officer in charge of elections shall indicate on the 
Hand Count Cumulative Sheet that the count is complete and a representative from each political 
party present shall sign the sheet. A.R.S. § 16-602(C). 

3. Expanded Precinct Hand Count 
 
If the second precinct hand count results in a margin that is equal to or greater than the designated 
margin, the precinct hand count shall be expanded to include a total of twice the original number 
of randomly selected precincts/polling locations. Those additional precincts/polling locations 
(equal to the original number of randomly selected precincts/polling locations, so that the total 
number of ballots hand counted is twice the original number) shall be selected in accordance with 
the process set forth in Section IV. If the remaining number of precincts/polling locations for a 
race is less than the original number of precincts/polling locations selected for the first hand count, 
then the total remaining precincts/polling locations shall be included in the expanded hand count. 
A.R.S. § 16-602(C). A new Precinct Hand Count Margin Worksheet shall be created for the 
expanded Precinct Hand Count race in question.  
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If the calculated margin for the expanded precinct hand count (as calculated based on the results 
of the original hand count plus the expanded hand count) is less than the designated precinct hand 
count margin, the precinct hand count will be concluded and the results of the electronic tabulation 
will constitute the official count for that race. The officer in charge of elections shall indicate on 
the Hand Count Cumulative Sheet that the count is complete and a representative from each 
political party present shall sign the sheet. ARS § 16-602(E). 

4. Full Precinct Hand Count 
 
If the expanded precinct hand count results in a calculated margin that is equal to or greater than 
the designated precinct hand count margin, the precinct hand count shall be extended to include 
the entire jurisdiction for that race. If the jurisdictional boundary for that race includes any portion 
of more than one county, the full precinct hand count shall not be extended into the 
precincts/polling locations that are outside of the county that is conducting the full precinct hand 
count. A new Precinct Hand Count Margin Worksheet shall be created for the full precinct hand 
count race.  
 
If necessary, the officer in charge of elections may work with the county political party 
chairpersons (or designees) to select additional Hand Count Board members using the same 
selection procedure for the initial Hand Count Board members. 
 
The full hand count must be repeated for a particular race until the results of a full hand count are 
identical to the results of another full hand count for that race. When an identical hand count result 
is achieved, the hand count (not the electronic tabulation) constitutes the official result for the race 
in that county. The precinct hand count totals shall be added to the total count of early ballots, 
provisional ballots, conditional provisional ballots, and write-in votes to determine the final count 
and the officer in charge of elections shall report that final count to the Secretary of State. A.R.S. 
§ 16-602(D)-(E). 

 Early Ballot Hand Count 

The early ballot hand count is a hand count of a percentage of early ballots actually voted. The 
number of early ballots to be counted is 1% of the total number of early ballots cast or 5,000 early 
ballots, whichever is less. Each machine used for early ballot tabulation shall have at least one 
batch included in the early ballot hand count, and batch sizes may not exceed 400 ballots. A.R.S. 
§ 16-602(F). 

1. Early Ballot Hand Count Process 
 
The selected early ballots shall be hand counted according to the following procedure for each race 
selected for the early ballot hand count. 

1. Prior to beginning the tabulation of early ballots, the officer in charge of elections shall 
determine the total number of early ballots sent for the election. From this number the 
officer in charge of elections shall calculate a number that equals 1% of the number or 
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5,000, whichever is less. Because the number of early ballots voted (including in-person 
early voting) will generally be lower than the number of early ballots sent, this calculation 
should yield a number of ballots that meets or exceeds the number of early ballots required 
to be hand counted.  

2. The officer in charge of elections shall then determine the number and size of the batches. 
The number of batches must be enough to include at least one batch per machine used for 
early ballot tabulation. That number must then be doubled to account for the possibility of 
an expansion from 1% to 2% of early ballots required to be hand counted. The batch size 
can be any amount up to 400 ballots. The size of the batch should start with the 1% number 
divided by the number of machines used for early ballot tabulation. The table below 
provides some examples.  

 
 County A County B County C 

Number of early ballots sent to voters 4,000 60,000 800,000 

Number of machines used for early ballot 
tabulation 

2 4 3 

1% of early ballots sent to voters, or 5,000, 
whichever is less 

40 600 5,000 

2% of early ballots sent to voters, or 10,000, 
whichever is less (in case expansion is needed) 

80 1,200 10,000 

Size of Batches 20 150 400 (max) 

Number of Batches Required to Meet 1% (40/20)   = 
2 

(600/150) = 
4 

(5,000/400) = 
13 

Number of Batches Required to Meet 2% (80/20)   = 
4 

(1,200/150) 
= 8 

(10,000/400) 
= 25 

3. The county political party chairpersons (or designees) will work with the officer in charge 
of elections to randomly select one or more batches of early ballots included in the initial 
tabulation. This includes at least one batch from each machine used to tabulate early 
ballots, and shall securely sequester those ballots, along with their unofficial tally reports, 
for use in the early ballot hand count.  
a. Every precaution should be taken to ensure that no partial or complete tallies of the 

early election board be released or divulged before all precincts have reported or one 
hour after the closing of the polls on Election Day, whichever occurs first.  

4. From the sequestered early ballots, the officer in charge of elections will randomly select 
the required number of early ballots with which to conduct a hand count of the same races 
that are being hand counted in the precinct hand count and create batches consisting of up 
to 400 ballots per batch. The total number of ballots divided into batches shall satisfy the 
total number of early ballots required to be hand counted. At least one batch shall be created 
from early ballots tabulated on each machine used for tabulating early ballots. The batches 
may be selected from any presorted early ballot returns from Step 3 above. The batches 
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used for the early ballot hand count need not correspond to the precincts/polling locations 
selected for the precinct hand count. The names of the candidates may vary among the 
batches if necessary. The machine counts of the races in this category shall be added 
together and measured against the hand counts of the races in this category to determine if 
the total margin of difference falls within the designated margin. 

5. If a county has an EMS that can produce sub-reports of results, then the officer in charge 
of elections will complete the steps necessary to create a batch report for each batch and 
print out the sub-report. 

6. The ballots included in a batch, as well as the baseline and batch tally reports, will be 
clearly labeled and sequestered separate from any other ballots or batches. The machine 
that the batches of early ballots were counted on shall be identified and listed with the 
batch. Each batch may include a stack of regular ballots and a stack of ballots with write-
in votes. 

7. This process shall continue until a sufficient number of batches have been created. 
8. On Election Day, the officer in charge of elections shall calculate the exact number of early 

ballots tallied up to that point in time plus the estimated number of additional early ballots 
expected to be received by 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. From this number, the officer in 
charge of elections shall calculate a number equaling 1% of the estimated total early ballots. 
This number (or 5,000, whichever is less, see A.R.S. § 16-602(F)) shall serve as the 
minimum number of ballots to audit. 

9. The political party chairpersons shall randomly select one or more batches until enough 
ballots have been selected to equal the number of ballots to audit. 

10. If needed, for each race selected for audit, the officer in charge of elections shall calculate 
the electronic total for the race by subtracting the batch tally total for that race from the 
baseline tally total for that race. This shall be done for all selected batches. All races 
selected for the precinct hand count shall also be hand counted in the early ballot hand 
count. For the early ballot hand count, the races shall be listed in Section C of the Master 
Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet. 

11. A Hand Count Tally Sheet shall be created for each possible contested race listed on the 
Master List of All Contested Races. 

12.  The Hand Count Board members shall then perform a hand count of the optical/digital 
scan ballots using the stacking method. If accessible voting devices that independently 
tabulate votes are used for early voting, then at least one batch from each accessible voting 
device shall be included in the early ballot hand count and hand counted using the three-
person call-out method. 

13. The officer in charge of elections shall add all hand count results together for each race, 
including any accessible voting device results, add all electronic results together for each 
race, including any accessible voting device, and calculate the margin of difference using 
the Early Ballot Hand Count Margin Worksheet as follows: 

a. Fill out Top of Form. Fill out the date of the election. Circle the proper election 
(general, special, primary, or PPE). State the race category that the worksheet is for 
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(presidential elector, statewide candidate, statewide ballot, federal candidate, or 
state legislative candidate). List the specific race (e.g., State Senator, Corporation 
Commission/Democrat). List the hand count round (1st hand count, 2nd hand 
count, expanded hand count or final hand count). 

b. Enter Hand Count Totals. Enter separately the hand count totals for the 
optical/digital scan ballots and the hand count totals for the accessible voting 
devices. These totals will come directly from the Hand Count Tally Sheets. Each 
candidate’s counts or yes/no counts for ballot measures from the Hand Count Tally 
Sheet must be listed in the table. The total number of hand counted votes shall be 
calculated and noted in the worksheet. 

c. Enter Machine Count Totals. Enter separately the machine totals for the 
optical/digital scan ballots and the machine totals for the accessible voting devices. 
These totals will come directly from Election Management Systems. Each 
candidate’s counts or yes/no counts for ballot measures from the Hand Count Tally 
Sheet must be listed in the table. The total number of machine counted votes shall 
be calculated and noted in the worksheet.  

d. Calculate Absolute Difference. For each candidate’s total or ballot measure 
yes/no total, calculate the absolute difference between the hand count and the 
machine count. The absolute difference is the difference between the two numbers 
listed as a positive value (e.g., [100 – 99] or [99 – 100] will both have an absolute 
value of one).  

e. Calculate Grand Totals. Add up all the machine count totals for a particular race 
category to calculate the “Grand Total Machine Count.” Add up all the absolute 
differences for a particular race category to calculate the “Grand Total Absolute 
Difference.”  

f. Calculate Hand Count Margin. Divide the “Grand Total Absolute Difference” by 
the “Grand Total Machine Count” and multiply the result by 100 to calculate the 
margin in a percentage form.   

 
If the margin of difference between the manual count of early ballots compared to the electronic 
tabulation of those ballots is less than the designated early ballot hand count margin, the electronic 
tabulation shall be the official count of the race and included in the canvass. No further hand count 
of the early ballots shall be conducted. The officer in charge of elections or Hand Count Board 
shall mark off and sign the Early Ballot Hand Count Margin Worksheet as completed. A.R.S. § 
16-602(F). 

2. Second Early Ballot Hand Count 
 
If the margin of difference is equal to or greater than the designated early ballot hand count margin 
for any race, the Hand Count Board shall repeat the hand count of the same early ballots for that 
race. 
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If the second early ballot hand count results in a margin that is less than the designated margin, the 
early ballot hand count will be concluded and the results of the electronic tabulation will constitute 
the official count for that race. No further hand count of the early ballots shall be conducted. The 
Hand Count Board shall mark off the chart as completed and two members, one of each political 
party, from each Hand Count Board present shall sign the chart. A.R.S. § 16-602(F). 

3. Expanded Early Ballot Hand Count 
 
If the margin is equal to or greater than the designated early ballot hand count margin for any race, 
the Hand Count Board shall conduct an expanded early ballot hand count for that race, to include 
a number of additional early ballots equal to 1% of the total early ballots cast or an additional 5,000 
ballots, whichever is less, to be randomly selected from the batch or batches of sequestered early 
ballots. The Hand Count Board shall hand count the additional early ballots using the steps spelled 
out in Chapter 11, Section VIII(B)(1) above. A.R.S. § 16-602(F). 
 
To calculate the hand count margin for the expanded early ballot hand count, add the first and 
expanded electronic count and add the first and expanded hand count together and then calculate 
the margin using the equation in Step 13 in Chapter 11, Section VIII(B)(1) above. 
 
If the expanded early ballot audit results in a difference for that race that is equal to or greater than 
the designated early ballot hand count margin, the manual counts shall be repeated for that race 
until a manual count results in a margin that is less than the designated margin.  
 
All results shall be documented in writing and signed by the officer in charge of elections and all 
county political party chairpersons (or designees) present. The officer in charge of elections shall 
label the ballots used for the early ballot hand count and preserve them separately. A.R.S. § 16-
602(F). 

 Review of Election Program by a Special Master 

If a full jurisdiction-wide hand count was necessary, the Secretary of State must make available 
the escrowed election program source code for that county’s election equipment to the superior 
court for that county. The superior court for that county must then appoint a special master to 
review the election program.  
 
The special master must: 

1. Have expertise in software engineering; 
2. Not be affiliated with an election equipment or software vendor; 
3. Not be affiliated with a candidate who appeared on the ballot in that county; 
4. Be bound by a signed nondisclosure agreement with respect to the contents of the election 

program. 
 
The special master must prepare a public report to the superior court and to the Secretary of State 
with their findings on any discrepancies found in the election program. 
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The Secretary of State’s Election Equipment Certification Committee must review this report 
when considering the continued certification of that election equipment and software. A.R.S. § 16-
602(J). 

 STANDARD FOR DETERMINING VOTER INTENT IN HAND 
COUNT 

Ballots with vote choices that were marked improperly, corrected or erased, or otherwise read as 
blank or unclear by the electronic tabulation machine have likely been duplicated using the 
procedures in Chapter 10, Section II(D) prior to being tabulated and/or committed to the EMS. 
Where necessary, the Hand Count Board members must also determine the voter’s intent on such 
ballots, using the following standards: 

1. If the voter selected more than the allowed number of selections for a particular race and 
the voter’s intended choice(s) cannot be positively determined, then no vote is counted for 
any candidate for that race or for or against that ballot measure. 

2. If the voter did not select any choice for a particular race or ballot question, then no vote is 
counted for any candidate for that race or for or against that ballot measure. 

3. If the voter clearly and unambiguously indicated their intended vote choice on the face of 
the ballot in a manner consistently used throughout the rest of the ballot but the vote choice 
was nonetheless unreadable by the electronic tabulation equipment, either due to the voter 
marking the ballot using an improper method or for other reasons, the Hand Count Board 
must count the voter’s intended choice in the hand count.  

• If the voter properly marked the ballot (for example, filled in the oval or connected 
the arrow) but the ballot face includes other extraneous marks, the extraneous marks 
should be disregarded and the Hand Count Board must consider the properly 
marked vote choice as the voter’s intended selection.  

4. If the voter attempted to erase or undo their original vote choice, the Hand Count Board 
must determine which mark is clearest and count it as the proper vote choice.  

5. If the voter marked the ballot using an improper method (for example, circling a vote choice 
rather than filling an oval) such that the selections were unreadable by the electronic 
tabulation equipment, but the markings indicate the clear and unambiguous intent of the 
voter and the improper method is consistently used throughout the rest of the ballot, the 
Hand Count Board must count the voter’s selections in the hand count, even if a ballot is 
slightly defaced or soiled. 

 
The Hand Count Board members must reach a unanimous decision as to voter intent. If the Hand 
Count Board members are unable to reach a unanimous decision in a particular race, the officer in 
charge of elections shall make the final determination of voter intent. A.R.S. § 16-602(G). 
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 HAND COUNT OF RECOUNTED ELECTIONS 

A precinct hand count audit must also be conducted following a court-ordered recount pursuant to 
A.R.S. § 16-661 through A.R.S. § 16-663(B). This means any ballots that have been electronically 
re-tabulated for purposes of a recount are treated as if a new election took place and therefore are 
again subject to hand count audit requirements. 
 
The same procedures for a precinct hand count shall be followed except that the officer in charge 
of elections and the political parties must conduct a hand count of at least 5% of precincts for the 
recounted race. A.R.S. § 16-663(B). In counties that conduct vote center-based elections, the 
officer in charge of elections and the political parties must conduct a hand count of at least 2% of 
the total number of ballots that were subject to the recount. 

 REPORTING RESULTS OF THE HAND COUNT 

Within two business days of the completion of the precinct hand count and early voting hand count, 
and prior to the county canvass, the officer in charge of elections must electronically submit a 
report to the Secretary of State that includes the following information: 

• Dates of the precinct and early ballot hand counts; 
• Precincts or vote centers selected for the precinct hand count; 
• Races selected; 
• Summary of the results by precinct/voting location and race for both the electronically 

tabulated vote totals and the hand counted totals; and 
• The margins from the hand count when compared to the electronically tabulated results. 

 
County-appropriate versions of the following sample forms, available in Chapter 17, may be 
submitted to the Secretary of State’s Office for reporting purposes:  

• Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet 
• Master List of All Contested Races 
• Precinct Hand Count Report 
• Early Ballot Audit Hand Count Report  
• Aggregate Precinct Hand Count Report 
• Aggregate Early Ballot Audit Hand Count Report  
• Hand Count/Early Ballot Audit Report 

 
The Secretary of State must post the results on the Secretary of State’s website. A.R.S. § 16-602(I). 
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CHAPTER 12:  
OTHER POST-ELECTION DAY PROCEDURES 

 

 REPORTING ELECTION RESULTS 

The officer in charge of elections may publicly release election results at the earlier of: 
• The time when all ballots cast on Election Day at voting locations have been tabulated and 

publicly reported; or 
• One hour after all polls under the jurisdiction of the officer in charge of elections have 

closed on Election Day. 
 
Polls presumptively close at 7:00 p.m. on Election Day unless extended by court order. A.R.S. § 
16-551(C); A.R.S. § 16-565(A).83  
 
For elections involving a federal, statewide, or legislative candidate race or a statewide ballot 
measure, the officer in charge of elections must promptly transmit those election results to the 
Secretary of State, prior to or immediately after making those results public. For the initial 
transmission of election results on Election Day, and as additional results are tabulated prior to the 
county canvass, the officer in charge of elections must transmit election results to the Secretary of 
State in the required electronic format using an application specified by the Secretary of State. 
A.R.S. § 16-622(B). 

 CONDUCTING POST-ELECTION LOGIC & ACCURACY TEST 

A post-election logic and accuracy (L&A) test of tabulation equipment must be performed by the 
officer in charge of elections after the official count has been completed but before the county 
canvass. 
 
The post-election L&A test must be performed using the same election program and tabulation 
equipment used for the pre-election L&A test and the election. The same test ballots and test script 
from the pre-election L&A test must be utilized.  
 
The post-election L&A test should generate the same results as the pre-election L&A test, after 
which the officer in charge of elections should execute a certification of accuracy or otherwise 
document the results. If the post-election L&A test does not yield the same results, the officer in 
charge of elections should visually assess the test ballots and/or voting equipment for errors or 

 
83 Although Arizona does not observe Daylight Savings Time (DST), the Navajo Nation, including those 
portions in Arizona, does. Therefore, when DST is in effect in the Navajo Nation, voting locations in the 
Navajo Nation presumptively close at 7:00 p.m. DST unless extended by court order.  
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malfunctions and run the test again. If the problem still cannot be resolved, the officer in charge 
of elections should contact the Secretary of State and/or the County Attorney for further assistance. 

 FILING FEDERAL POST-ELECTION REPORTS 

 Election Assistance Commission Reporting 

Within 90 days after a federal general election (or any later date established by the federal Election 
Assistance Commission (EAC)), the Secretary of State must submit a comprehensive post-election 
report to the EAC in accordance with the format prescribed by the EAC. The report must be 
prepared in conjunction with, and based on data from, County Recorders and/or the other officers 
in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-142(B). 

 Department of Justice UOCAVA Reporting 

At the request of the United States Department of Justice, the Secretary of State must report the 
following information following a federal election: 

• The number of UOCAVA ballots requested for the election; 
• The number of UOCAVA ballots timely transmitted; and 
• The number of UOCAVA ballots that were not timely transmitted. 

 
If the County Recorder believes that UOCAVA ballots will be transmitted late, the County 
Recorder should notify the Secretary of State as soon as practicable. 
 
County Recorders must provide the required data to the Secretary of State in order to meet the 
federal reporting requirements. 52 U.S.C. § 20308.  

 POST-ELECTION REIMBURSEMENT REQUESTS 

 Reimbursement for Conducting Local Election 

Within 90 days after conducting an election on behalf of a local jurisdiction, the County Recorder 
or other officer in charge of elections must prepare an accounting report which itemizes all 
expenditures incurred by the county in administering the election. The report must include the 
specific charges for each local jurisdiction which participated in the election. Local jurisdictions 
that participated in the election may request and receive a copy of the report. A.R.S. § 16-205(D). 

 Reimbursement for PPE Expenses 

Within 90 days after a PPE, the County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections should 
submit a proper claim to the Secretary of State for reimbursement of expenses incurred in 
conducting the election. The claim must include the number of registered voters in the county as 
of January 2 of the PPE year. 
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The Secretary of State must reimburse each county that submitted a claim at the specified statutory 
rate per active registered voter in the county as of January 2. A.R.S. § 16-250(B). 
 
The Secretary of State may reimburse a county at a rate greater than $1.25 per active registered 
voter, in the Secretary of State’s discretion, if the County Recorder or other officer in charge of 
elections: (1) submitted a proper claim that outlined the county’s actual expenses to conduct the 
PPE; and (2) demonstrates that reimbursement at the statutory rate would significantly jeopardize 
the county’s ability to comply with federal and state law. A.R.S. § 16-250(B). 

 Reimbursement for Sample Ballots 

The Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections shall seek reimbursement from the 
Secretary of State for each sample ballot mailed to a county household. The Board of Supervisors 
or officer must present a certified claim that specifies the actual cost for printing, labeling and 
postage, along with supporting documentation. The Secretary of State shall direct payment of such 
authenticated claims from funds of the Secretary of State’s Office. A.R.S. § 16-510(C). 
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CHAPTER 13:  
CERTIFYING ELECTION RESULTS 

 

 DETERMINING ELECTION RESULTS 

In a partisan primary election:  
• The candidate who receives the largest number of votes must be declared the party nominee 

for that office and issued a certificate of nomination by the Board of Supervisors (or 
designee).  

- If more than one candidate may be nominated, the candidates who receive the 
largest number of votes will be declared nominees and issued certificates of 
nomination in accordance with the number to be nominated. Nomination entitles 
the candidate to be placed on the general election ballot.  

A.R.S. § 16-645(A), (F).  
• In order for a write-in candidate to become the nominee of a party with continued 

representation on the ballot, the candidate: 
- Must receive the largest number of votes; and 
- Must receive at least as many votes as the number of nomination petition signatures 

required to appear on the primary election ballot for that office. 
 
At the general election: 

• Unless otherwise specified in law, the candidate who receives the largest number of votes 
must be declared elected to that office and issued a certificate of election by the Board of 
Supervisors (or designee), A.R.S. § 16-647; A.R.S. § 16-650; and 

• A ballot measure that is approved by a majority of votes cast for the measure will be 
declared to be law, Ariz. Const. Art. IV, Pt. 1, § 1(13). 

- If two or more conflicting measures (in whole or in part) are approved by voters at 
the same election, the measure with the most votes will prevail with respect to any 
provisions that are in conflict. Ariz. Const. Art. IV, Pt. 1, § 1(12). 

- Upon completion of the canvass by the Secretary of State, the Governor will issue 
a proclamation of the votes cast for and against any constitutional amendments, 
initiatives, and referenda, and declare those approved by a majority to be law. 
A.R.S. § 16-651. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-649 specifies the result of the election in the event of a tie.  
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 CANVASSING THE ELECTION 

The governing body conducting an election must meet and canvass the election results of each 
precinct or election district. The purpose of the canvass is to officially certify the election. The 
canvass includes vote totals for all races tabulated by voting equipment (including early ballots, 
regular ballots, and provisional ballots) and write-in votes. 
 
A canvass must be conducted by the statutory deadline, but should not be conducted until all 
necessary audits by the Audit Board have been completed to verify the accuracy and integrity of 
the election results. See Chapter 10, Section II(I). 

 County Board of Supervisors Canvassing Duties 

A Board of Supervisors must canvass the official election results in a public meeting. The official 
election results must include the following information: 

1. A Statement of Votes Cast, which includes: 
a. The number of ballots cast in each precinct and in the county;  
b. The number of ballots rejected in each precinct and in the county; 
c. The titles of the offices up for election and the names of the persons (along with the 

party designation, if any, of each person) running to fill those offices;  
d. The number of votes for each candidate by precinct and in the county;  
e. The number and a brief title of each ballot measure; and 
f. The number of votes for and against each ballot measure by precinct and in the 

county. 
A.R.S. § 16-646. 

2. A cumulative Official Final Report, which includes: 
a. The total number of precincts; 
b. The total number of ballots cast; 
c. The total number of registered voters eligible for the election; 
d. The number of votes for each candidate by district or division, including a 

designation showing which candidate received the highest number of votes;  
• In a PPE, the number of votes for each candidate by congressional district; 
• In a primary election, the report must contain the party designation for each 

office; whereas in a general election, the report must contain the party 
designation for each candidate; 

e. The number of votes for and against each ballot measure by district, including a 
designation of which choice received the highest number of votes; 

f. The total number of votes in each district or division. 
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3. A Write-Ins Vote Report, which includes the name and number of votes for each authorized 
write-in candidate by precinct. 

1. Deadline to Canvass Results 
 
The Board of Supervisors should canvass the election results only after all necessary audits have 
been performed and any discrepancies have been addressed by the County Recorder or other 
officer in charge of elections.  
 
Assuming all prerequisites have been met, the Board of Supervisors must canvass the election by 
the required deadline, which varies by type of election. 

• For primary elections and PPEs, the Board of Supervisors must canvass the results within 
14 days after the election. A.R.S. § 16-241(C); A.R.S. § 16-645(B). 

• For all other elections held on a consolidated election date (including general elections), 
the Board of Supervisors must canvass between six and 20 days after the election. A.R.S. 
§ 16-642(A). 

• For special elections, the Board of Supervisors must canvass the election according to the 
deadline established in the order calling the election.  

2. Scope of Duty to Canvass 
 
The Board of Supervisors may postpone the canvass on a day-to-day basis if the results from any 
precinct are missing. If precinct results are still missing after six postponements, the Board of 
Supervisors must canvass the remaining election results. A.R.S. § 16-642(C). 
 
The Board of Supervisors has a non-discretionary duty to canvass the returns as provided by the 
County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections and has no authority to change vote totals 
or reject the election results. 

3. Preserving and Transmitting Canvass Results 
 
Once the Board of Supervisors has certified the election results, the Official Final Report and 
Statement of Votes Cast from the canvass must be published on the website of the officer in charge 
of elections. An original signed canvass should be preserved as a permanent record by the Board 
of Supervisors.  
 
For any elections that include a federal, statewide, or legislative office, or a statewide ballot 
measure, the Board of Supervisors or officer in charge of elections must transmit the official 
canvass to the Secretary of State (in an electronic format determined by the Secretary of State) 
within the applicable statutory deadline. A.R.S. § 16-645(B). In addition, a certified copy must be 
promptly mailed to the Secretary of State to be preserved as a permanent record. 
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If the county conducted an election on behalf of a local jurisdiction, the Board of Supervisors or 
officer in charge of elections should promptly transmit a copy of the official canvass to those 
jurisdictions as well.  

4. Reports Included with County Canvass 

 Provisional Ballot Report 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must submit a provisional ballot report 
to the Secretary of State with the primary and general election canvasses. The report must contain 
the following information about provisional ballots cast at that election: 

1. The number of voters in each precinct; 
2. The number of provisional ballots cast in each precinct; 
3. The number of provisional ballots verified/counted in each precinct;  
4. The number of provisional ballots not verified/counted in each precinct, along with the 

reason for not doing so;  
5. The number of conditional provisional ballots cast in each precinct;  
6. The number of conditional provisional ballots verified/counted in each precinct; and  
7. Whether the uniform procedures were followed for determining whether a provisional 

ballot is counted or not counted. 

 Accessibility Report 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must submit an accessibility report to 
the Secretary of State with the general election canvass (which includes information from both the 
primary and general election). The report must contain the following information about the 
recently conducted elections: 

1. The number of voting locations in the county; 
2. The number of voting locations that were fully handicap-accessible under the Americans 

With Disabilities Act (ADA); 
3. The number of voting locations that were not fully handicap-accessible under the ADA. If 

some locations were not fully handicap-accessible, the report must identify: 
• The address or description of the voting location; 
• The number of voters registered in the precinct(s) in question (if the county conducts 

polling place-assigned elections); and 
• The number of ballots cast at the voting location;  

4. If some locations were not fully handicap-accessible prior to use on Election Day, the 
efforts undertaken prior to the election to either make the voting location fully accessible 
or identify an alternative location that was fully accessible; and 
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5. The measures being undertaken to bring inaccessible voting locations into compliance or 
to replace inaccessible voting locations with accessible locations. 

 Voter Education Report 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must submit a voter education report 
to the Secretary of State with the general election canvass (which includes information from both 
the primary and general election). The report must contain the following information about the 
recently conducted elections: 

1. The percentage of voter turnout; 
2. The number of early ballots requested; 
3. The number of early ballots cast; 
4. The number of early ballots that were verified and tabulated; 
5. The number of provisional ballots voted;  
6. The number of public service announcements about the election prior to the election, 

including during the 90-day period prior to election day, including a summary of media 
outreach (such as paid advertising, social media posts, public events, interviews, etc.); 

7. The number of voter education and outreach events, including seminars or community 
meetings that provided voter education; 

8. The number of locations where the County Recorder or officer in charge of elections 
provided voter information for public display and the length of time such information was 
on public display; and 

9. A comparison of all of the statistics referenced above with the same statistics from the 
previous equivalent federal election. 

 Poll Worker Training Report 

The County Recorder or other officer in charge of elections must submit a poll worker report to 
the Secretary of State with the general election canvass (which includes information from both the 
primary and general election). The report must contain the following information about the 
recently conducted elections: 

1. The number of poll workers trained; 
2. A description of the types of election board workers trained for each voting location, 

including: 
• The number of inspectors, marshals, judges, and clerks trained and assigned to each 

voting location;  
• The number of “premium” poll workers (if any) trained and assigned to each voting 

location or other area; and 
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• The number of “troubleshooters” (if any) trained and assigned to each voting location 
or other area; 

3. The number of provisional ballots cast at each voting location; and 
4. The number of signature rosters or e-pollbooks used at each voting location. 

 Political Party Ballot Report 

Concurrently with submitting its primary election canvass, the County Recorder or other officer 
in charge of elections must file a report with the Secretary of State that identifies the total number 
of partisan ballots, by party, selected by voters registered as no party preference, independent, or 
any political party not recognized for continued representation on the ballot. A.R.S. § 16-645(B). 
 

 Secretary of State’s Canvassing Duties 

The Secretary of State must canvass the results for any elections that include a federal, statewide, 
or legislative office, state appellate court judges, and statewide ballot measures. 

1. Deadline to Canvass Results 
 
For primary elections and PPEs, the Secretary of State must canvass the results on or before the 
third Monday after the election. A.R.S. § 16-241(C); A.R.S. § 16-645(B). In the case of a PPE, the 
Secretary of State must promptly transmit the results to the state chairpersons of any political party 
that had candidates on the ballot. 
 
For a general election, the Secretary of State must canvass the results on the fourth Monday 
following the election. A.R.S. § 16-648(A). The Secretary of State must conduct the general 
election canvass at a public meeting and in the presence of the Governor and Attorney General. 
A.R.S. § 16-648(A). If any statewide ballot measures appeared on the ballot, the Secretary of State 
must canvass the results in the presence of the Governor and Chief Justice of the Arizona Supreme 
Court. A.R.S. § 16-648(B). 

2. Scope of Duty to Canvass 
 
The Secretary of State may postpone the canvass on a day-to-day basis if the results from any 
county are missing. A.R.S. § 16-648(C). All counties must transmit their canvasses to the 
Secretary of State, and the Secretary of State must conduct the statewide canvass, no later than 
30 days after the election. A.R.S. § 16-648(C). 
 
The Secretary of State has a non-discretionary duty to canvass the returns as provided by the 
counties and has no authority to change vote totals or reject the election results. 
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3. Preserving and Transmitting Canvass Results 
 
Once the Secretary of State has certified the election results, the official canvass (along with the 
official final precinct level results files from each county) must be published on the Secretary of 
State’s website. An original signed canvass must be preserved as a permanent record.  
 
Following a general election with at least one statewide ballot measure, the Secretary of State must 
promptly transmit the results of each ballot measure to the Governor. A.R.S. § 16-648(B). 
 
Following an electoral college to select the President of the United States, the Secretary of State 
must transmit Certificates of Ascertainment and Certificates of Vote to the Archivist of the United 
States, President of the United States Senate, and the Chief Judge of the United States District 
Court for the District of Arizona by the deadline provided under federal law. See 
https://www.archives.gov/electoral-college/state-officials.html. 

 City and Town Canvassing Duties 

A city or town council must canvass the official election results of city or town elections in a public 
meeting. A.R.S. § 16-403. 
 
A certified copy of the official canvass must be filed with the city or town clerk, which must be 
preserved as a permanent record. A.R.S. § 16-646(D). 

 Special Taxing District Canvassing Duties 

A special taxing district must canvass the official results for its elections in a public meeting and 
present the canvass results to the applicable Board of Supervisors at the Board’s next regularly 
scheduled meeting. A.R.S. § 16-642(B).  
 
For the purposes of an election contest pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-673, the canvass is not complete 
until the special taxing district results have been presented to the Board of Supervisors. A.R.S. § 
16-642(B). The clerk of the Board of Supervisors is responsible for maintaining and preserving 
the certified permanent copy of the official canvass. A.R.S. § 16-646(D). 

 County School Superintendent Canvassing Duties 

Within 30 days following the date of any school election, the County School Superintendent must 
meet with the Chairperson of the Board of Supervisors or designee to canvass the returns in 
accordance with procedures for the canvass of returns in a general election. A.R.S 15-426(B); 
A.R.S. § 15-302(A)(8). 
 
Within 14 days following the date of any community college district board election, the County 
School Superintendent must meet with the Chairperson of the Board of Supervisors or designee to 
canvass the returns in accordance with procedures for the canvass of returns in a general election. 
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Any canvass conducted by the County School Superintendent in November of an even-numbered 
year shall be conducted as part of the county’s general election canvass.  A.R.S. § 15-1442(C). 

 CONDUCTING AN AUTOMATIC RECOUNT 

 Vote Margins that Trigger Recount 

A recount must be performed following a general, primary, special, or recall election if the margin 
of votes, based on the official canvass, between the two candidates receiving the highest number 
of votes for a particular office, or the votes cast for and against a ballot measure, are equal to the 
lesser of: 

1. 1/10 of 1% or less of the total number of votes cast for the top two candidates or the ballot 
measure in question; or 

2. One of the following margins: 
• 200 votes for statewide or federal office where the total number of votes cast 

exceeded 25,000; 
• 200 votes for a ballot measure; 
• 50 votes for statewide or federal office where the total number of votes cast was 

25,000 or less; 
• 50 votes for legislative office; or 
• 10 votes for county, city, or town office. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-661(A).85  
 
The automatic recount requirements do not apply for the following offices: 

• Precinct committeemen; 
• School district or joint technical education district board member; 
• Community college district board member; 
• Special taxing district board member; or 

 
85 See also A.R.S. § 16-537 (“The powers and duties conferred or imposed by law upon any public officer 
with respect to regular elections are conferred and imposed upon such officers with respect to special 
elections.”); A.R.S. § 19-215 (“The powers and duties conferred or imposed by law upon boards of election, 
registration officers, canvassing boards and other public officials who conduct general elections, are 
conferred and imposed upon similar officers conducting recall elections under the provisions of this article 
together with the penalties prescribed for the breach thereof.”) 
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• Presidential candidate in a PPE. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-249(B); A.R.S. § 16-661(B). 

 Method of Initiating a Recount 

If the official canvass demonstrates that a recount is required, the recount is automatically triggered 
but must be initiated by court order. A.R.S. § 16-662.  
 
Promptly following the canvass, the applicable filing officer must: 

• File a lawsuit in the appropriate superior court, citing to the applicable vote margin that 
triggered the automatic recount and including the canvass; 

• Consult with the applicable officer(s) in charge of elections and estimate the time period it 
will take to recount the affected ballots; and 

• Obtain a signed court order that initiates the recount and sets a court hearing to announce 
the results, and then distribute the order to the applicable officer(s) in charge of elections. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-662; A.R.S. § 16-663(A). A third-party may not request a recount as a matter of right. 

 Method of Conducting the Recount 

For any race other than the Secretary of State’s race, the Secretary of State is responsible for 
ensuring that the electronic voting equipment to be used for the recount is available and properly 
programmed. Unless the Board of Supervisors race is subject to an automatic recount, the 
Secretary of State may delegate this duty to the Board of Supervisors, who in turn may delegate 
this duty to the officer in charge of elections. If a Board of Supervisors race is subject to an 
automatic recount, the Secretary of State may directly delegate this responsibility to the officer(s) 
in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-664(A).  
 
If the Secretary of State’s race is the race to be recounted, the Governor is responsible for 
performing the oversight duties normally performed by the Secretary of State in a recount. A.R.S. 
§ 16-664(B). 
 
If the Secretary of State delegates oversight to the Board of Supervisors, ballots from the race to 
be recounted will be tabulated using the same electronic voting equipment that was used during 
the election, except the equipment must be reconfigured to only tabulate the race to be recounted. 
This reconfiguration constitutes a different “program” from the program used to initially tabulate 
votes. A.R.S. § 16-664(C). 
 
Regardless of which electronic voting equipment is used for the recount, the equipment must be 
L&A tested by the officer in charge of elections (and, in the case of a legislative, statewide, or 
federal office or statewide ballot measure, by the Secretary of State as well).  
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The recount must be conducted by running paper ballots from the applicable race through the 
designated electronic voting equipment. For votes that were cast on an accessible voting device 
that independently tabulates votes, the votes (as indicated by the voter verifiable paper audit trail) 
must be duplicated onto paper ballots, which thereafter must be tabulated by the electronic voting 
equipment reprogrammed for the recount.86 
 
While the recount is in progress, the officer(s) in charge of elections may not publicly release vote 
totals from the recount. 
 
At the conclusion of the recount, the officer(s) in charge of elections must provide the official 
results to the filing officer who initiated the recount. Once the filing officer has collected all the 
recount results, the filing officer must appear at the scheduled court hearing and provide the sealed 
results to the court. The court must declare the winner in open court. The court announcement 
and/or order constitute the official result for the recounted race, making it unnecessary to re-
canvass the race. 
 
Where there are discrepancies between the initial result and the result from the automatic recount, 
the officer in charge of elections shall undertake reasonable efforts to reconcile the discrepancy 
and provide a report to the Secretary of State explaining the reasons for any discrepancy.    
 
In a candidate race, the prevailing candidate must be issued a Certificate of Nomination or 
Certificate of Election at the conclusion of the court proceedings by the Clerk of Board of 
Supervisors. A.R.S. § 16-647. 

 ISSUING CERTIFICATES OF NOMINATION AND ELECTION 

Upon completion of the applicable canvass, a city or town council (or designee) must promptly 
issue a Certificate of Nomination (following a primary or first election) or Certificate of Election 
(following a general or second election) to each candidate who received the highest number of 
votes for each office at the election. 
 
Likewise, upon completion of the county’s canvass, the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors must 
promptly issue a Certificate of Nomination (following a primary election) or Certificate of Election 
(following a general election) to each candidate who received the highest number of votes for the 
following offices: 

• All county offices; 
• Precinct committeemen; 
• Community college district board member; and 
• Special taxing district board member. A.R.S. § 16-645(A). 
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Certificates of election for school district board members must be issued by the county school 
superintendent following the applicable canvass. A.R.S. § 15-426. 
 
However, a certificate may not be issued under the following conditions:  

• A Certificate of Nomination may not be issued to a write-in candidate for a city or town 
office, and that candidate may not advance to the general or run-off election if the write-in 
candidate did not receive a number of votes equivalent to at least the number of signatures 
required by A.R.S. § 16-322 for nominating petitions for the same office, A.R.S. § 9-
821.01(F); 

• A Certificate of Nomination may not be issued to a write-in candidate from a political party 
recognized for continued representation who did not receive at least as many votes as the 
number of signatures required to appear on the primary election ballot, A.R.S. § 16-645(E); 

• A Certificate of Nomination may not be issued to a write-in candidate of a political party 
not recognized for continued representation who did not receive a plurality of the votes of 
the party for the office for which the candidate is a candidate, A.R.S. § 16-645(D); and 

• A Certificate of Election may not be issued to a write-in candidate for precinct 
committeemen or nonpartisan office who did not receive at least as many votes as the 
number of signatures required to appear on the ballot, A.R.S. § 16-322(A)(6), (8)-(10), 
A.R.S. § 16-645(C). 

 
Following completion of the statewide canvass (and subject to the same exception for write-in 
candidates from a political party not recognized for continued representation), the Secretary of 
State must promptly issue a Certificate of Nomination or Certificate of Election to each legislative, 
statewide, and federal candidate who received the highest number of votes for each office at the 
election. The Certificate of Election must be signed by the Secretary of State and authenticated 
with the Great Seal of the State of Arizona. A.R.S. § 16-645(B); A.R.S. § 16-650. 

 ISSUING BALLOT MEASURE PROCLAMATIONS 

At the conclusion of a statewide canvass that contains a ballot measure, the Governor must issue 
a proclamation that: 

• Proclaims the number votes cast for and against each proposed constitutional amendment; 
• Proclaims the number of votes cast for and against each proposed initiative or referendum; 

and 
• Declares which measures were approved by a majority of those voting on the measures.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-651; A.R.S. § 19-126(A). If there are two or more conflicting measures approved at 
the same election, the Governor must proclaim which measure received the greatest number of 
affirmative votes. A.R.S. § 19-126(B). If two or more conflicting measures (in whole or in part) 
are approved by voters at the same election, the measure with the most votes will prevail with 
respect to any provisions that are in conflict. Ariz. Const. Art. IV, Pt. 1, § 1(12). 
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For any approved measure, the Secretary of State must cause the measure to be printed with the 
general laws enacted by the next ensuing session of the Arizona Legislature, along with the date 
of the Governor’s proclamation declaring the measure to be approved. A.R.S. § 19-127(B). 

 STORAGE OF BALLOTS AND RETURNS OF THE ELECTION 

After the county canvass is complete, the officer in charge of elections must seal the voted ballots 
and deliver these ballots and official returns to the County Treasurer (or a secure facility contracted 
by the County Treasurer) for secure storage. A.R.S. § 16-624(A). If voting equipment produces 
digital ballot images, the digital ballot images must be retained and preserved in the same manner. 
A.R.S. § 16-625. Unused ballots are not subject to retention. 
 
The County Treasurer must keep the ballots and official returns unopened and unaltered for a 
period of 24 months following an election for federal office and six months for all other elections. 
During these retention periods, ballots and official returns may only be opened pursuant to a court 
order (including for the purpose of a recount or election contest). In the absence of any recount or 
election contest, the County Treasurer must dispose of the ballots and official returns after the 
applicable retention period without opening or examining the contents. A.R.S. § 16-624(A), (D). 
 
If a county conducts an election on behalf of a local jurisdiction, the county officer in charge of 
elections may transfer the official returns to the local jurisdiction (which thereafter must be 
preserved by the local jurisdiction in lieu of the County Treasurer). 
 
To ensure the security and integrity of ballots, and protect against inadvertent or intentional 
tampering or damage to ballots during the required retention period, in the rare circumstances in 
which election officials or any other officials must, pursuant to court order or other compulsory 
process, access and/or otherwise handle ballots after they have been securely stored for retention, 
those officials shall implement adequate procedures to maintain the security, integrity, and chain 
of custody of the ballots, including, at minimum, the requirements that apply to election officials’ 
handling of voted ballots described in this Elections Procedures Manual. See, e.g., Chapter 2, 
Sections I(I) and VI(B); Chapter 8, Section V(E); Chapter 9, Section VIII(B)-(C); Chapter 10, 
Sections I and II; and Chapter 13, Section VI.87  

 
87 The U.S. Department of Justice interprets the Civil Rights Act of 1960, 52 U.S.C. § 20701, to require 
that federal election records, including ballots, must “be retained either physically by election officials 
themselves, or under their direct administrative supervision.” If election officials are required to hand over 
election records to other officials, “administrative procedures [must] be in place giving election officials 
ultimate management authority over the retention and security of those election records, including the right 
to physically access” the records. In other words, in addition to the requirements imposed by state law, 
federal law requires retention and preservation of federal election records, including maintaining the 
security, integrity, and chain of custody of ballots, regardless of who has physical possession of those 
records. See U.S. Dept. of Justice, Federal Law Constraints on Post-Election “Audits” (July 28, 2021), 
available at https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1417796/download; U.S. Dept. of Justice, 
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CHAPTER 14:  
REGULATION OF PETITION CIRCULATORS 

 
Arizona law prescribes certain requirements for circulators and signers regarding the gathering of 
petition signatures. Failure to adhere to these requirements may result in petition signatures being 
invalidated. More information regarding the regulation and registration of circulators, including the 
Secretary of State’s recommended best practices for circulating petition sheets, is available on the 
Secretary of State’s website at www.azsos.gov/elections. 
 

 QUALIFICATIONS FOR PETITION CIRCULATORS 
 
Any person who is qualified to register to vote in Arizona, or who would be qualified to register 
to vote in Arizona if they were an Arizona resident, may circulate petitions for a candidate, ballot 
measure, or political party recognition. A.R.S. § 16-321(D); A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(2); A.R.S. § 19-
114(A).  
 
Certain individuals are prohibited from circulating initiative, referendum, or recall petitions due to 
perceived conflict of interest. No County Recorder or Justice of the Peace may circulate petitions 
for an initiative, referendum, or recall. Any signatures gathered on petitions circulated by 
prohibited individuals are void. A.R.S. § 19-114(A); A.R.S. § 19-205.02. 
 
In addition, the following individuals may not circulate recall or statewide initiative or referendum 
petitions:  

• Those who have had a civil or criminal penalty imposed for a violation of Title 16 or Title 
19 within the last five years;  

• Those who have been convicted of treason or a felony and have not had their civil rights 
restored; and  

• Those who have been convicted of any crime involving fraud, forgery, or identity theft.  
 
A.R.S. § 19-118(D); A.R.S. § 19-205.01(D). 
 

 CIRCULATOR REGISTRATION AND DISCLOSURE 
REQUIREMENTS 

 
A petition circulator must register with the Secretary of State’s Office if the circulator: 

• is paid to circulate any recall or statewide initiative or referendum petitions (whether or 
not the circulator is a resident of this state); or  

 
Federal Prosecution of Election Offenses, at 75-80 (Dec. 2017), available at 
https://www.justice.gov/criminal/file/1029066/download.   
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• is not a resident of this state (whether or not the circulator is paid) and will circulate: (i) a 
statewide initiative or referendum petition, (ii) a recall petition in any Arizona jurisdiction, 
or (iii) a candidate petition in any Arizona jurisdiction (statewide, county, city, or town). 

A.R.S. § 19-118(A); A.R.S. § 19-205.01(A); A.R.S. § 16-321(D). 

 Paid Circulators 

A circulator may be paid or act as a volunteer.  
• A volunteer circulator is an individual who does not receive any compensation for 

circulating petitions.  
• A “paid circulator” is defined as an individual who receives compensation for circulating 

a statewide initiative or referendum petition, but does not include a paid employee of a 
political committee unless that employee has or will obtain 200 or more signatures on a 
statewide initiative, referendum, or recall petition in an election cycle. A.R.S. § 19-
118(I)(1)-(2).  

- Statewide initiative and referendum petition circulators may not be paid based on 
the number of signatures collected. Signatures collected by circulators who are paid 
per-signature are void. A.R.S. § 19-118.01.88 

 
Any paid circulator, whether a resident or non-resident of Arizona, is required to register with the 
Secretary of State prior to circulating: (i) a statewide initiative or referendum petition; or (ii) a 
recall petition in any Arizona jurisdiction. Failure to do so invalidates the petition signatures 
collected by the circulator prior to registration. A.R.S. § 19-118(A); A.R.S. § 19-102(E); A.R.S. § 
19-205.01(A).  
 
All initiative, referendum, and recall petition circulators, whether or not they are required to 
register with the Secretary of State, must indicate their paid or volunteer status by checking the 
appropriate box on each petition sheet prior to circulation. Failure to indicate on an initiative or 
referendum petition sheet whether the circulator is paid or acting as a volunteer invalidates any 
signatures collected on that petition sheet. A.R.S. § 19-101(C)-(E); A.R.S. § 19-102(C)-(E); A.R.S. 
§ 19-204(C)-(E).89   

 Non-Resident Circulators 

Circulators who are not residents of Arizona must register with the Secretary of State prior to 
circulating: (i) a statewide initiative or referendum petition; (ii) a recall petition in any Arizona 

 
88 A.R.S. § 19-118.01 does not prohibit circulators from being paid per signature collected for local 
initiatives. See Ariz. Chapter of the Associated Gen. Contractors of Am. v. City of Phoenix, 247 Ariz. 45, 
445 P.3d 2 (2019). 
89 The “paid circulator” or “volunteer” status boxes may be pre-marked by the circulator or, with the consent 
and knowledge of the circulator, the committee or petition circulating organization may pre-mark the 
correct box on behalf of the circulator.  
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jurisdiction; or (iii) a candidate petition in any Arizona jurisdiction (statewide, county, city, or 
town). Failure to do so invalidates the signatures collected by the circulator prior to registration. 
A.R.S. § 19-118(A); A.R.S. § 19-205.01(A); A.R.S. § 16-321(D). 
 
A circulator who lists an out-of-state address on the back side of a petition sheet is deemed to be a 
non-resident circulator.  

 Circulator Registration Procedures 

Circulator registration must be conducted as prescribed by the Secretary of State through the 
electronic Circulator Portal (https://apps.azsos.gov/apps/election/circulatorportal/). A circulator 
registration is not complete until the Secretary of State confirms the registration in writing. A.R.S. 
§ 19-118(A); A.R.S. § 19-205.01(A); A.R.S. § 16-452(A). Once a circulator is properly registered, 
the circulator must select in Circulator Portal the petition(s) they will circulate (by serial number 
and/or candidate name).  
 
Circulators must satisfy the following requirements when registering with the Secretary of State 
through the Circulator Portal: 

• Provide his/her name, residential address, telephone number, and email address;  
• Consent to the jurisdiction of Arizona courts in resolving any disputes concerning the 

circulation of petitions by that circulator; 
• Indicate the committee’s address in Arizona (for statewide initiative or referendum 

petitions) or a designated address in Arizona (for candidate petitions) at which the 
circulator will accept service of process related to disputes concerning circulation of that 
circulator’s petitions; 

• Indicate the circulating organization at which the circulator is employed (if applicable); 
and 

• For circulators of recall or statewide initiative or referendum petitions, provide a notarized 
circulator affidavit declaring that the circulator is eligible to register, that all information 
contained in the registration is true and correct, and that the circulator has read and 
understands Arizona election laws applicable to the collection of signatures for a recall or 
statewide initiative or referendum. Exact language to be included in the affidavit can be 
found at A.R.S. § 19-118(B)(5) (for statewide initiatives and referenda) and A.R.S. § 19-
205.01(B)(5) (for recalls).  

- Circulators registering through Circulator Portal will be prompted to upload an 
electronic copy of the notarized circulator affidavit, which must be accepted by the 
Secretary of State’s Office, before the circulator is permitted to register to circulate 
a recall or statewide initiative or referendum petition. The Secretary of State may 
also require circulators to submit the original notarized circulator affidavit to the 
Secretary of State’s Office within a specified time period after completion of 
electronic registration.  
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A.R.S. § 19-118(B); A.R.S. § 19-205.01(B).  
 
The applicable committee and/or the circulating organization that employs petition circulators, at 
the direction of the applicable committee, may coordinate with their circulators to gather the 
necessary information, including, if applicable, notarized circulator affidavits, and facilitate 
submission of registration applications through Circulator Portal. 
 
The Secretary of State’s Office has no obligation to review the substance of circulator registrations 
to ensure that accurate or proper information has been provided. The circulator remains solely 
responsible for compliance with all legal provisions. 

1. Issuance of Circulator ID Number 
 
Within five business days after submission of a circulator registration application, the Secretary of 
State will assign a random circulator ID number to each such circulator. A.R.S. § 19-118(C); 
A.R.S. § 19-205.01(C). The circulator ID number is permanently assigned to the circulator and 
must be used for all petitions being circulated by that particular individual (regardless of the 
election cycle or which petition is being circulated). 
 
The circulator ID number of registered circulators must be printed on the front and back of each 
recall or statewide initiative or referendum petition sheet. A.R.S. § 19-121(A)(2); A.R.S. § 19-
121.01(A)(1)(c); A.R.S. § 19-208.01(A)(1)(c). In contrast to the petition serial number, the 
circulator ID number may be placed on the petition sheet at any time prior to submitting the petition 
sheets to the Secretary of State. The circulator ID number may be pre-printed on petition sheets 
and need not be written on the petition sheet by the circulator personally.   

2. Updating or Canceling Circulator Registrations 
 
An individual circulator may update or cancel their circulator registration for any or all measures 
directly through the Secretary of State’s Circulator Portal.  
 
In addition, an authorized representative of the committee serving as an initiative or referendum 
proponent (i.e., the committee designated on the initiative or referendum serial number 
application) may cancel the registration of circulators for its measure by providing to the Secretary 
of State’s Office, in writing, a list of circulator names and identification numbers and a request 
that those circulators’ registration for the specific measure be canceled. The committee must also 
provide notice of the cancellation request to each affected circulator.  
 
Such cancellation does not affect the validity of signatures collected by those circulators before 
the cancellation, but any signatures collected by canceled circulators thereafter are invalid if 
circulator registration was otherwise required.  
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 Service of Process on Registered Circulators 

Circulators who are required to register must provide an address in Arizona at which the circulator 
will accept service of process related to disputes concerning circulation of that circulator’s 
petitions. For circulators of recall or statewide initiative and referenda petitions, this address must 
be the address of the committee in this state for which the circulator is gathering signatures. In the 
event of litigation regarding the petition circulated, service of process on the circulator is effected 
by delivering a copy of the subpoena to that person individually, by leaving a copy of the subpoena 
with a person of suitable age, or by mailing a copy of the subpoena to the committee or circulator 
by certified mail to the address provided on the circulator’s registration application. A.R.S. § 19-
118(B)(3)-(4), (E); A.R.S. § 19-205.01(B)(3)-(4), (E); A.R.S. § 16-315(D). 
 

 SIGNATURE GATHERING AND VERIFICATION 
REQUIREMENTS 

 
Every person who signs a paper petition must do so in the presence of a circulator, therefore a 
circulator must personally witness each collected signature.  

• For an initiative, referendum, or recall petition, the circulator must execute the circulator 
affidavit of verification on the back of the petition before a notary after collecting 
signatures on a paper petition sheet. A.R.S. § 19-112(A), (C)-(D); A.R.S. § 19-205; A.R.S. 
§ 19-204. 

• For a candidate petition or petition for new party recognition, the circulator must sign the 
circulator verification statement on the back of the petition sheet, but notarization is not 
required. A.R.S. § 16-321(D). 

 
Additionally, an initiative, referendum, or recall petition must have a copy of the official and 
correct title and text attached to the petition sheet before any signatures are obtained on that sheet. 
A.R.S. § 19-112(B)-(C); A.R.S. § 19-202.01(D); A.R.S. § 19-203(D). For statewide measures, the 
political committee or circulator must ensure that the staple is placed within the designated area in 
the upper-left corner of the petition sheet. 
 
Qualified electors who require assistance in completing and/or signing a petition due to a physical 
disability or medical condition shall not be prevented from signing a petition on that basis. If a 
petition circulator assists a qualified elector in signing a petition due to the voter’s physical 
disability or medical condition, as a best practice, the circulator should execute a supplemental 
affidavit (in addition to the circulator affidavit on the petition sheet) specifying that the voter 
required and asked for assistance.   
 
More information regarding signature collection requirements and circulator verification, 
including the Secretary of State’s recommended best practices, will be available on the Secretary 
of State’s website at www.azsos.gov/elections.  
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CHAPTER 15: 
POLITICAL PARTY RECOGNITION 

 
A recognized political party is entitled to representation on a partisan primary election ballot and 
subsequent placement of the prevailing candidate on the general election ballot. This chapter 
describes the process by which a political party achieves or maintains official recognition. 
 
A political party may obtain first-time or new-party recognition by submitting a sufficient number 
of valid petition signatures to the appropriate filing officer. A.R.S. § 16-801(A); A.R.S. § 16-802. 
Alternatively, an existing political party maintains its recognition by either receiving a sufficient 
number of votes in the last general election or by achieving a sufficient number of registered voters. 
A.R.S. § 16-801(B); A.R.S. § 16-804(A)-(B). 
 
I. NEW PARTY RECOGNITION  

A group of qualified electors seeking to form a new political party is not required to establish a 
political committee unless the group raises or spends at least the current adjusted registration 
threshold pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-931(A)(1) in connection with the effort to seek new party 
recognition. A.R.S. § 16-905. If the group is required to register as a committee (or decides to 
voluntarily register), the group must register as a political action committee. A.R.S. § 16-905(C). 
A group may only register as a political party committee after the filing officer has granted new 
party recognition pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-803. A.R.S. § 16-905(G). 
 
Qualified electors seeking to form a new political party must comply with the following 
requirements, depending on the jurisdiction. 

 Requirements for Seeking New Party Recognition 

1. Statewide Recognition 
 
To qualify for statewide recognition, qualified electors must timely submit the following 
documents to the Secretary of State: 

• An affidavit signed by 10 qualified electors, requesting that a new political party be formed; 
and 

• Petition signatures equal to at least 1⅓ percent of the total votes cast for Governor at the 
last preceding general election at which a Governor was elected. The number of votes cast 
for Governor are determined based upon the applicable statewide canvass, calculated by 
the Secretary of State and published on the Secretary of State’s website. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-801(A).  
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The new party affidavit must be completed on a form prescribed by the Secretary of State. Within 
seven business days of filing, the Secretary of State must send the affidavit to the applicable 
County Recorders to verify that each signer is a qualified elector. A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(1). The 
Secretary of State must transmit the affidavit to the County Recorders, and the County Recorders 
must verify that the affidavit signers are qualified electors, in accordance with the deadlines 
outlined in A.R.S. § 16-803(B) and A.R.S. § 16-803(E). The Secretary of State may deny party 
recognition if the County Recorders determine there are less than 10 qualified electors who signed 
the new party affidavit. 
 
The new party petitions must be substantially in the form of candidate petitions but must be 
captioned “Petition for Political Party Recognition.” A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(2)-(3). Petitions for 
statewide recognition must be printed on a form prescribed by the Secretary of State. Petition 
signatures must be gathered from registered voters in at least five different counties, and at least 
10% of the required total of qualified signers must be registered in counties with populations of 
less than 500,000 persons. A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(1). Petition signatures may not be dated more than 
24 months from the date of filing. 
 
Both the new party affidavit and new party petitions must be filed with the Secretary of State at 
least 250 days before the primary election for which the party seeks recognition. A.R.S. § 16-
803(A). In order to be eligible to participate in the PPE, new parties must have filed their petition 
for recognition with the Secretary of State between 180 and 150 days before the PPE. A.R.S. § 16-
244(A)(2). 
 
The Secretary of State may require electronic filing for the affidavit and new party petitions.  

2. County Recognition 
 
To qualify for county recognition, qualified electors must timely submit petition signatures equal 
to at least 2% percent of the total votes cast for County Attorney at the last preceding general 
election at which the County Attorney was elected. The number of votes cast for County Attorney 
is determined based upon the applicable county canvass. The petitions must be filed with the 
officer in charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-802. 
 
The new party petitions must be substantially in the form of candidate petitions but must be 
captioned a “Petition for Political Party Recognition.” A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(2)-(3). Petitions for 
county recognition must be printed on a form prescribed by the officer in charge of elections. 
A.R.S. § 16-802. Petition signatures may not be dated more than 24 months from the date of filing. 
 
New party petitions must be filed with the officer in charge of elections at least 250 days before 
the primary election for which the party seeks recognition. A.R.S. § 16-803(A).  
 
The County Recorder shall review new party petitions in the same manner as prescribed by A.R.S. 
§ 16-803 for petitions for new party recognition at the state level, including: 

• Selecting a random sample of 20% of the total signatures eligible for verification, which 
shall be individually verified and certified;  
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• Performing a calculation and projection of the total number of valid signatures; and 
• Making a determination whether the new party will be recognized, as prescribed by A.R.S. 

§ 16-803(I). 
A.R.S. § 16-802. 

3. Simultaneous Statewide and County Recognition 
 
Qualified electors may simultaneously seek statewide and county recognition by filing the original 
petitions with the county officer in charge of elections, and filing a certified copy with the 
Secretary of State. Petitions must be in the form prescribed by the Secretary of State. A.R.S. § 16-
803(A). 
 
Both filing officers must process the petitions in accordance with the procedures applicable to their 
jurisdiction. Accordingly: 

• The electors must file the required affidavit with the Secretary of State; and 
• The electors must submit petition signatures equal to at least: 

- 1⅓ percent of the total votes cast for Governor at the last preceding general election 
for statewide recognition; and  

- 2% of the total votes cast for applicable County Attorney at the last preceding 
general election for county recognition. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-801(A); A.R.S. § 16-802.  
 
If the petitions do not meet the requirements for certification at the statewide or county level, the 
political party will not be recognized in that jurisdiction.  

4. City or Town Recognition 
 
To qualify for city or town recognition, qualified electors must timely submit petition signatures 
equal to at least 2% of the total votes cast for Mayor at the last preceding election at which the 
Mayor was elected. 
  
If a Mayor is not elected by voters (for example, the Mayor is appointed or elected by other 
councilmembers, not the city’s or town’s electorate), qualified electors must timely submit petition 
signatures equal to at least 2% of the highest total votes cast for any councilmember at the last 
preceding election at which a councilmember was elected. A.R.S. § 16-802. The number of votes 
cast for Mayor or councilmember are determined based upon the applicable city or town canvass.  
 
New party petitions must be filed with the applicable city or town clerk. A.R.S. § 16-802. 
 
The new party petitions must be substantially in the form of candidate petitions, but must be 
captioned “Petition for Political Party Recognition.” A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(2)-(3). Petitions for 
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municipal recognition must be printed on a form prescribed by the city or town clerk. A.R.S. § 16-
802. Petition signatures may not be dated more than 24 months from the date of filing. 
 
New party petitions must be filed with the city or town at least 250 days before the primary (or 
first) election for which the party seeks recognition. A.R.S. § 16-803(A). 

 Processing Statewide New Party Petitions 

1. Secretary of State Processing 

 Out-of-County Signature Eliminations 

Signatures must be grouped by county on the petition sheets. Signatures collected outside the 
county of the majority of signers must be eliminated from a petition sheet. A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(1). 
 
The Secretary of State must initially assume that the signers of a petition sheet reside in the county 
listed in the caption of the petition sheet. The Secretary of State prints a three-letter code in the 
upper right-corner of each petition image that corresponds to this county. A.R.S. § 16-
803(B)(1)(a). 
 
The Secretary of State must then review each signature line to verify the signer resides in the 
county designated at the top of the petition sheet. Any signature line printed by a signer who 
appears to reside in a different county will be eliminated. A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(1)(b). 
 
The Secretary of State does not have a duty to verify that each individual address falls within the 
designated county’s boundary but must verify that the signer’s city or town falls within the 
designated county. If the city or town is missing, the Secretary of State must verify that the signer’s 
zip code falls within the county. For cities or towns that cross county lines, the Secretary of State 
may assume the signer resides in the county designated at the top of the petition sheet. 
 
If a majority of signers on the petition sheet reside (based on the city or town listed) in a different 
county than what was designated at the top of the petition sheet, the Secretary of State must change 
the county code for that petition sheet to the majority county and eliminate signature lines printed 
by signers who do not reside in the majority county. A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(1). 
 
Petition sheets must be organized by county prior to transmitting any petition sheets to a County 
Recorder. A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(1)(c). 

 Individual Signature Eliminations 

In addition to striking signatures outside the county of the majority of signers, the Secretary of 
State must eliminate petition signatures for any of the following reasons: 

1. The signature of the petition signer is missing, A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(2)(a): 
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• However, the Secretary of State should not eliminate a signature line if the signature 
is illegible, if the first and last names are switched and printed in the wrong columns 
or if the printed name and signature are switched and printed in the wrong columns. 

2. The signer did not provide a residence address or description of the signer’s residence 
location, or provided a P.O. Box without a town, city, or zip code, A.R.S. § 16-
803(B)(2)(b): 

• If the signer provided any information that could be reasonably construed as a street 
name or street number, the Secretary of State should not eliminate the signature 
line.  

• The Secretary of State should not eliminate a signature line if the street type (such 
as “lane,” “boulevard,” or “circle”) is missing. See Jenkins v. Hale, 218 Ariz. 561, 
564 (2008). 

• The Secretary of State may not eliminate a signature line that uses quotation marks 
or “ditto” marks to incorporate the address from the signature line immediately 
above.  

3. The petition signature date is missing, A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(2)(c): 
• The Secretary of State should eliminate a signature line if it is missing the day or 

month of signing. See Meyers v. Bayless, 192 Ariz. 376, 378 (1998);  
• The Secretary of State may not eliminate a signature line that is only missing the 

year of signing. See Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc. v. Coconino County, 159 Ariz. 210, 
213 (1988); 

• The Secretary of State may not eliminate a signature line that uses quotation marks 
or “ditto” marks to incorporate the date from the signature line immediately above.  

 
The Secretary of State does not have authority to reject petition sheets or signatures based on the 
following legal deficiencies: 

1. A missing petition caption, modified petition caption, or a caption that contains inaccurate 
information; 

2. A missing county in the petition caption; or. 
3. Signatures obtained more than 24 months from the filing date. 

 
A.R.S. § 19-101(A); A.R.S. § 19-102(A). The foregoing legal deficiencies are not explicitly or 
implicitly referenced in A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(2), therefore these legal deficiencies must be reviewed 
by a court.  

 Preparing Signatures for County Recorder Verification 

Within seven business days after receipt of a petition for statewide recognition, the Secretary of 
State must perform the following steps to determine whether signatures may be transmitted for 
County Recorder verification: 
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1. Count the number of signature lines on each valid petition sheet that have not been stricken, 
and place the total number on the upper right-hand corner on the front side of each petition 
sheet; 

2. Count the total number of petition sheets and signatures eligible for County Recorder 
verification. Each petition sheet has been labeled upon being scanned, therefore the petition 
sheets are not re-numbered after the Secretary of State has completed the sheet and 
signature count; 

3. Determine whether the signatures eligible for verification exceed the required minimum: 
• If the minimum has been met, the Secretary of State must conduct a 20% random 

sample and should issue a receipt to the applicant that includes the following 
information: 

- The total number of signatures eliminated by the Secretary of State; 
- The total number of signatures that remain eligible for County Recorder 

verification (this number must exceed the required minimum); 
- The total number of signatures that have been randomly sampled and 

transmitted to one or more County Recorders; and 
- The deadline for County Recorder review. 

• If the minimum has not been met, the Secretary of State must issue a receipt to the 
applicant, stating that the political party is not eligible for recognition, and cease 
further processing of the petition. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(3); A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(4); A.R.S. § 16-803(B)(5), (C).  
 
The Secretary of State’s selection of a random sample to transmit to County Recorders must also 
be conducted within seven business days after receipt of a petition for statewide recognition: 

1. The Secretary of State must randomly select (whether manually or electronically) 20% of 
eligible signatures across all petition sheets that have not been eliminated;  

2. The Secretary of State must mark the petition signature lines that have been randomly 
selected in a clear manner; and 

3. The Secretary of State must transmit the front sides of any petition sheet containing a 
randomly sampled signature to the applicable County Recorder(s). This may be done 
electronically. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-803(C). Although there is no deadline for transmitting the random sample to the 
applicable County Recorders, the Secretary of State should do so within a reasonable timeframe. 

2. County Recorder Processing 
 
Following receipt from the Secretary of State, a County Recorder shall determine which signatures 
of individuals whose names were transmitted shall be disqualified for any of the following reasons: 
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1. No residence address or description of residence location is provided. 
2. No date of signing is provided. 
3. The signature is illegible and the signer is otherwise unidentifiable. 
4. The address provided is illegible or nonexistent. 
5. The individual was not a qualified elector on the date of signing the petition. 
6. The individual was a registered voter but was not at least eighteen years of age on the date 

of signing the petition or affidavit. 
7. The signature was disqualified after comparison with the signature on the affidavit of 

registration. 
8. If a petitioner signed more than once, all but one otherwise valid signature shall be 

disqualified. 
9. For the same reasons any signatures could have been removed by the secretary of state 

pursuant to this section.  
A.R.S. § 16-803(E).  
 
The County Recorder must issue a certification and transmit this certification to the Secretary of 
State and the electors within 10 business days of receiving the signatures. A.R.S. § 16-803(E). The 
County Recorder’s certification must include: 

• The total number of signatures that were transmitted to the County Recorder for 
verification; 

• The total number of random signatures that were disqualified by the County Recorder; and  
• The name of any signer whose petition signature was eliminated, including the petition 

page number and signature line number where the signature was eliminated. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-803(F). The County Recorder must transmit this certification to the Secretary of State 
in the manner specified by the Secretary. If the Secretary of State electronically transmitted petition 
sheets to the County Recorder, it is unnecessary for the County Recorder to return the petition 
sheet images to the filing officer. A.R.S. § 16-803(G)(1).  
 
The Secretary of State should also transmit the County Recorder certifications to the chairperson 
or other representative of the party seeking new party recognition. 

3. Final Certification by Secretary of State 
 
Within three calendar days of receiving the last County Recorder’s certification, the Secretary of 
State must determine whether there are sufficient valid signatures for the party to qualify for the 
ballot: 

• The Secretary of State calculates the total number of petition signatures verified by County 
Recorders, including the percentage of verification. 
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• The Secretary of State then multiplies the total number of eligible signatures by the 
verification percentage.  
 

A.R.S. § 16-803(H). The Secretary of State must also review the certification(s) regarding the 
affidavit of electors. See A.R.S. § 16-801(A)(1). 
 
The new party qualifies for recognition if the number of presumed valid signatures exceeds the 
required minimum and all 10 electors were found to be qualified electors by the County 
Recorder(s). If the new party petition qualifies, the Secretary of State issues a certification and 
receipt to the electors and notifies the Boards of Supervisors, County Recorders, and officers in 
charge of elections. A.R.S. § 16-803(I). 
 
If the new party petition does not qualify for recognition, the Secretary of State issues a 
certification and receipt to the electors explaining why the petition did not qualify for recognition 
and returns the original petition sheets to the electors. A.R.S. § 16-803(I). 

 Duration of New Party Recognition 

A new political party that receives statewide recognition is entitled to recognition through the next 
two general elections for federal office immediately following recognition of the party. A.R.S. § 
16-801(B). For example, if a new political party achieves statewide recognition in March 2020, 
the party is entitled to recognition through the 2022 general election. 

 Recognition Following Expiration of New Party Status 

Following the expiration of new party status, the party may maintain recognition by: 
• Qualifying for continued representation based upon votes cast at the election preceding the 

expiration of new party status or a requisite number of active registered voters; or 
• Timely filing a new petition for new party recognition. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-801(B); A.R.S. § 16-804. 
 
A political party that qualifies for continued representation is treated differently from a political 
party that files a new petition for new party recognition. For example, a member of a political party 
with continued representation may not sign a nomination petition for a candidate seeking a 
nomination from a different party with continued recognition. A.R.S. § 16-321(F). Thus, a voter 
registered with the Democratic Party—a party with continued representation—may sign a 
nomination petition for Democratic candidates, new party candidates, or independent candidates, 
but not for Republican candidates—another party with continued representation. Whereas a voter 
registered with a new party may sign any candidate’s petition. 
 
As a corollary, members of a political party with continued representation are not included when 
calculating other continuously-represented parties’ signature totals to run for office. For example, 
the number of signatures needed to run for the U.S. Senate as a Republican—a party with continued 
representation—are determined by calculating ¼ of one percent of all Republicans, new party 
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registrants, independents, and registrants with no party designation. In contrast, the number of 
signatures needed to run for the U.S. Senate as a new party candidate excludes Republicans, 
Democrats, and any other recognized parties with continued representation. A.R.S. § 16-
322(A)(1); A.R.S. § 16-321(F). 

 Expiration of New Party Status 

If a new political party does not re-qualify for recognition as a new party, new party status expires 
when the Secretary of State, County Recorder, or city or town clerk (as applicable) issues their 
announcement regarding continued representation. A.R.S. § 16-804(C)-(E). 
 
II. QUALIFYING FOR CONTINUED RECOGNITION 

To qualify for continued representation, a political party must meet one of two baseline levels of 
support: number of votes cast for the party’s candidate or the number of active registered voters in 
the jurisdiction. A.R.S. § 16-804(A)-(B); see also A.R.S. § 16-193(5).  

 Statewide Continued Representation 

To qualify for statewide continued representation: 
• The new party’s candidate for Governor or President must receive at least 5% of the votes 

cast at the federal general election immediately preceding the expiration of new party 
status; or 

• The new party must have at least ⅔ of 1% of active registered voters statewide as of 
October 1st of the year preceding expiration of new party status.  

 
The Secretary of State must determine the political parties qualified for continued representation 
by December 1st of the appropriate year. A.R.S. § 16-804(A)-(C).  
 
Promptly thereafter, the Secretary of State must notify the political party, county election officials, 
and the public about whether the party qualified for continued representation. 

 County Continued Representation 

To achieve continued representation at the county level: 
• The new party’s candidate for County Attorney must receive at least 5% of the votes cast 

at the federal general election immediately preceding the expiration of new party status; or 
• The new party must have at least ⅔ of 1% of active registered voters in the county as of 

October 1st of the year preceding expiration of new party status. 
 
A.R.S. § 16-804(A). The County Recorder must determine the political parties qualified for 
continued representation by December 1st of the appropriate year. A.R.S. § 16-804(D). Promptly 
thereafter, the County Recorder must notify the political party, county election officials, and the 
public about whether the party qualified for continued representation. 
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 City or Town Continued Representation 

To achieve continued representation in a city or town that conducts partisan elections: 
• The new party’s candidate for Mayor must receive at least 5% of the votes cast at the 

general election (or second or runoff election) immediately preceding the expiration of new 
party status; or 

• The new party must have at least ⅔ of 1% of active registered voters in the city or town (as 
determined by the applicable County Recorder) as of 155 days prior to the primary election 
(or first election) that will be conducted in the year new party status expires. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-804(A). 
 
The city or town clerk must determine the political parties that qualify for continued representation 
140 days prior to the primary election (or first election) that will be conducted in the year new 
party status expires. A.R.S. § 16-804(E).  
 
Promptly thereafter, the city or town clerk must notify the political party, county election officials, 
and the public about whether the party qualified for continued representation. 
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CHAPTER 16:  
CAMPAIGN FINANCE 

 

 CAMPAIGN FINANCE REPORTING 

The Secretary of State is required to prescribe the format for all campaign finance reports and 
statements. A.R.S. § 16-926(A). Sample forms are included in Chapter 17 for reference by local 
jurisdictions. Candidates who file their campaign finance reports and statements with the Secretary 
of State’s Office must use the Secretary of State’s online campaign finance reporting system, 
available at beacon.arizona.vote.  
 
Additional campaign finance guidance is available on the Secretary of State’s website at 
www.azsos.gov/elections. All candidates and political committees are encouraged to read the 
Secretary of State’s campaign finance guides for additional information. In addition, candidates 
should be aware of the requirements in the Clean Elections Act and may contact the Citizens Clean 
Elections Commission (CCEC) for further information, or visit their website at 
www.azcleanelections.gov.  

 CAMPAIGN FINANCE ENFORCEMENT 

Campaign finance enforcement may be initiated through the filing officer.90 In addition, any person 
may file a complaint with CCEC if they believe a violation of the Clean Elections Act or CCEC 
rules has occurred. CCEC staff may also initiate an internally generated complaint against a person 
for violation of the Clean Elections Act. See A.R.S. § 16-957. More details about CCEC 
enforcement procedures are available at https://www.azcleanelections.gov/campaign-finance-
enforcement.91  
 
Adjudication of third-party campaign finance complaints filed with the filing officer follows a 
bifurcated structure, relying on an initial determination by a filing officer followed by the final 

 
90 The Secretary of State is the filing officer for statewide and legislative elections. The county officer in 
charge of elections is the filing officer for county, school district, community college district and special 
taxing district elections, including retention elections for superior court judges. The city or town clerk is 
the filing officer for city and town elections. A.R.S. § 16-938(A). 
91 A.R.S. § 16-938(A) states “. . . a filing officer is the sole public officer who is authorized to 
initiate an investigation into alleged violations of . . . [Articles 1, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7 
of Title 16, Chapter 6 of the Arizona Revised Statutes], including the alleged failure to register as 
a committee.” However, the phrase “is the sole public officer” has been invalidated by the Arizona 
Court of Appeals  of . See Arizona Advocacy Network et al., v. State of Arizona, 250 Ariz. 109, 
475 P.3d 1149 (Ct. App. 2020). 
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decision of an enforcement officer. The overall process is summarized as follows and is covered 
in more detail in this Section: 

• The filing officer will make a preliminary determination whether a campaign finance 
violation has occurred, known as a “reasonable cause” finding. A.R.S. § 16-938(C). 

• If the filing officer makes a reasonable cause finding, the filing officer generally will refer 
the matter to the appropriate enforcement officer. A.R.S. § 16-938(C). 

• The enforcement officer makes the final determination whether a legal violation occurred, 
which may require an additional investigation beyond the information provided by the 
filing officer. A.R.S. § 16-938(C), (E). 

• If the enforcement officer concludes that a campaign finance violation occurred, the 
enforcement officer may issue a notice of violation to the alleged violator. If the violation 
has not been timely remedied, the enforcement officer may initiate legal action to secure 
compliance with campaign finance law. A.R.S. § 16-938 (E)-(G). 

 Initiation of Campaign Finance Complaints 

1. Third Party Complaints 
 
Any person may file a complaint with the appropriate filing officer if they believe a violation of 
Arizona campaign finance laws has occurred, including but not limited to: 

• Failure to register as a political committee when required; 
• Unlawful commingling of money; 
• Violation of campaign contribution limits; 
• Making or accepting unlawful contributions; 
• Failure to include proper advertising disclaimers; 
• Failure to file campaign finance reports (if the filing officer has not already initiated an 

enforcement action); 
• Improper or unreported expenditures; or 
• Filing incomplete or inaccurate campaign finance reports. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-938. 
 
The complaint must be made in writing and submitted to the applicable filing officer for campaign 
finance reports. Email submissions are acceptable. A.R.S. § 16-938(B). 
  
Regardless of whether a complainant is represented by counsel, a complaint must contain the full 
name and mailing address of the complainant. A complaint should also: 

• Clearly recite the facts that describe a violation of Arizona campaign finance law under the 
filing officer’s jurisdiction as specifically as possible (citations to the law are highly 
encouraged); 
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• Clearly identify each person, committee, organization or group that is alleged to have 
committed a violation; 

• Include any supporting documentation (such as sworn affidavits from persons with first-
hand knowledge, media reports, advertisements, website links, etc.) supporting the alleged 
violation, if available; and 

• Differentiate between statements based on a complainant’s personal knowledge and those 
based on information and belief. Statements not based on personal knowledge should 
identify the source of the information.  

 
Complaints should be filed as soon as possible after the alleged violation becomes known to the 
complainant in order to preserve available evidence and initiate the enforcement process within 
the four-year statute of limitations period. See A.R.S. § 12-550. A filing officer should retain 
candidate filings for at least four years after committee termination , including campaign finance 
filings, based on the applicable retention schedule. See Arizona State Library, Archives and Public 
Records, General Schedule Number GS-1058, Rev. 2 (Sept. 30 2021), available at 
https://apps.azlibrary.gov/records/general_rs/GS-1058_Rev2.pdf (all filing officers); Arizona 
State Library, Archives and Public Records, Custom Schedule Number CS-1003, Rev. 1 (Oct. 1, 
2020), available at https://apps.azlibrary.gov/records/state_rs/CS-1003.pdf (Secretary of State 
only).  
 
The filing officer must review the complaint for compliance with the required criteria outlined 
above, including confirmation that the complaint falls within the filing officer’s jurisdiction. If the 
complaint does not meet the criteria, the filing officer should notify the complainant of the 
deficiencies and that no action will be taken on the complaint. If the complaint is deemed sufficient, 
the filing officer will: 

• Assign the complaint a complaint number (in a format determined by the filing officer); 
• Confirm in writing that the complaint has been received;  
• Inform the complainant that the respondent will be provided an opportunity to submit a 

response and the complainant may submit a reply within specified time periods; and 
• Inform the complainant that the filing officer will notify him or her once a preliminary 

decision has been made. 
 
Before a reasonable cause determination is made, a filing officer may not order a person to register 
as a committee, and do not have audit or subpoena powers to compel the production of evidence 
or the attendance of witnesses concerning a potential campaign finance violation. However, a filing 
officer may request the voluntary production of evidence or attendance of witnesses in making a 
reasonable cause determination. A.R.S. § 16-938(D); see also Arizona Advocacy Network et al., v. 
State of Arizona, 250 Ariz. 109, 475 P.3d 1149 (Ct. App. 2020). 

2. Mitigating Conflicts of Interest 
 
A filing officer and enforcement officer should avoid actual or perceived conflicts of interest when 
adjudicating campaign finance complaints. A conflict analysis should be undertaken promptly 
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after a complaint is filed and before the respondent is directed to submit a response. A.R.S. § 38-
503(B). 
 
 
If a filing officer determines that a conflict of interest exists, the filing officer should refer a 
campaign finance complaint to another filing officer in the state who accepts the referral.92 The 
receiving officer has the same jurisdiction to make a reasonable cause determination as the original 
officer. A.R.S. § 16-938(A). If the receiving officer ultimately does find reasonable cause, they 
may: (i) refer the matter directly to an appropriate enforcement officer, if permitted by the 
enforcement officer, or; (ii) refer the matter back to the original filing officer, and the original 
filing officer must refer the matter to the enforcement officer for that jurisdiction. 
 
If a filing officer makes a reasonable cause finding but believes the corresponding enforcement 
officer will have a conflict of interest, the filing officer nonetheless must make the referral to that 
enforcement officer. Winn v. Maricopa County Attorney’s Office, No. CV2013-003007, Minute 
Entry pg. 5 (Ariz Super. Ct. May 2, 2013); see also Comm. for Justice & Fairness v. Arizona Sec’y 
of State’s Office, 235 Ariz. 347, 350 (Ct. App. 2014). The enforcement officer must then determine 
whether a conflict of interest exists and, if so, refer the matter to another enforcement officer. 

 Notice of Complaint and Opportunity for Response and Reply 

1. Notice to Respondents 
 
A “respondent” is the person who is the subject of the campaign finance complaint or referral. 
 
Within five business days after receiving a properly filed complaint, the filing officer will send the 
respondent a copy of the complaint and a letter describing the filing officer’s campaign finance 
processing procedures. The notification letter reflects no judgment about the accuracy of the 
allegations, but simply: (i) informs the respondent that the filing officer has received allegations 
as to possible violations of campaign laws by the respondent; (ii) provides a copy of the complaint 
or referral document, or in limited circumstances, a summary of the complaint; and (iii) gives the 
respondent an opportunity to respond in writing in a timely manner. 

2. Submitting a Response 
 
The response is the respondent’s opportunity to demonstrate to the filing officer why the filing 
officer should not pursue an enforcement action, or to clarify, correct, or supplement the 
information in the complaint or referral. Respondents are not required to respond to the allegations. 

 
92 If the original filing officer cannot promptly identify another filing officer who will accept the 
referral, the original filing officer should promptly notify the complainant and respondent after the 
complaint was filed that: (i) the filing officer has a conflict of interest; and (ii) the new filing officer 
(once identified) will contact the parties and formally initiate the enforcement proceedings.   
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Respondents must be provided an opportunity to respond to both a third-party complaint and an 
internally-initiated investigation.  
 
Respondents, if they choose, may be represented by counsel. Once the filing officer receives a 
notification that the respondent is represented by counsel, the filing officer will communicate only 
with the counsel unless otherwise authorized by the respondent. 
 
There is no prescribed format for responses. While not required, providing documentation, 
including sworn affidavits or declarations under penalty of perjury from persons with first-hand 
knowledge of the facts, is helpful. It is also helpful for a respondent to specifically address each 
allegation in the complaint. The response may be submitted by email, and the respondent need not 
copy the complainant on the response. 
 
The filing officer may set a response deadline not to exceed 30 calendar days. Upon request by the 
respondent and for good cause shown, the filing officer may grant a reasonable extension of the 
response deadline. The respondent must make the request to the filing officer in writing, and the 
filing officer must copy the complainant on the filing officer’s decision on the extension request. 

3. Submitting a Reply 
 
Within five business days after receiving a response, the filing officer will send the complainant a 
copy of the response and a letter that explains the opportunity for the complainant to submit a 
reply.  
 
There is no prescribed format for replies and complainants are not required to file a reply. 
However, the reply is the complainant’s opportunity to address issues raised in the response and/or 
buttress the complaint’s original allegations. The reply may not raise new issues that were not 
addressed in the original complaint.  
 
The filing officer may set a reply deadline not to exceed 14 calendar days. The filing officer may 
not take any action on the complaint or referral (other than dismiss the matter) until this time period 
has passed. Upon request by the complainant and for good cause shown, the filing officer may 
grant a reasonable extension of the reply deadline. 
 

 Decision by Filing Officer 

After the reply period (and any extension, if granted) has passed, the filing officer will evaluate 
the complaint, response and reply (if any) to determine whether there is reasonable cause to believe 
a violation occurred. The filing officer should also consider any relevant campaign finance reports 
or documents on file with the filing officer and any other information available in the public record. 
The filing officer does not possess subpoena powers to compel production of evidence or 
attendance of witnesses concerning a potential campaign finance violation (nor may any party to 
the proceeding conduct discovery). However, the filing officer may request voluntary production 
of information to assist in evaluating the complaint or response. A.R.S. § 16-938(D). 
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1. Determining Whether a Violation Occurred 
 
A filing officer may take one of three courses of action: find reasonable cause, dismiss the matter, 
or find no reasonable cause. 

 Finding Reasonable Cause 

To refer a matter to an enforcement officer, a filing officer must find “reasonable cause to believe 
a person violated” campaign finance law. A.R.S. § 16-938(C). A reasonable cause finding is not a 
definitive finding that the respondent violated campaign finance law but simply means that the 
filing officer believes a violation may have occurred.  
 
In determining whether there is reasonable cause, the standard of review is akin to “probable 
cause” to support the complainant’s allegations, which generally means there is reasonably 
trustworthy information and circumstances that would lead a reasonable person to conclude there 
is substantial likelihood that the respondent committed a violation. See In re Shaheen Tr., 236 
Ariz. 498, 501 (Ct. App. 2015); State v. Keener, 206 Ariz. 29, 32 (Ct. App. 2003). 

 Dismissal of Complaint 

In their discretion, a filing officer may dismiss a matter that does not merit further use of 
government resources. The filing officer may take into account the following factors when 
deciding whether to dismiss a complaint: 

• Whether there is a small dollar amount at issue; 
• The insignificance of the alleged violation; 
• The vagueness or weakness of the evidence; 
• Whether the alleged violation has been remedied and not likely to be repeated; and 
• Whether the alleged violation was unintentional. 

 
If dismissal is warranted, the filing officer may send a letter cautioning or reminding the respondent 
regarding the relevant legal obligations going forward. 

 Finding No Reasonable Cause 

A filing officer should find “no reasonable cause” if a violation occurred when the complaint, 
response and reply (if any), along with any publicly available information, taken together, fail to 
give rise to a reasonable inference that a violation has occurred (or even if the allegations were 
true, would not constitute a violation of the law). 
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2. Issuance and Notification of Decision 
 
A filing officer should issue a reasoned decision explaining the basis for the filing officer’s 
determination. Absent extenuating circumstances, a filing office shall render a decision within 120 
days after the deadline for submitting a reply if a response was submitted, or within 120 days after 
the deadline for a response if no response was submitted. However, if the filing officer’s deadline 
to issue a decision falls within 30 days of an election in the filing officer’s jurisdiction, the decision 
shall be issued within 30 days after the election. The filing officer should keep the parties 
reasonably apprised of the projected decision timetable and shall notify all parties in writing of the 
decision. 
 
If the filing officer dismisses the complaint or finds no reasonable cause, the matter is closed and 
no notification is given to the enforcement officer. A dismissal or finding of no reasonable cause 
are not considered appealable actions. 
 
If the filing officer finds reasonable cause, the filing officer must notify the enforcement officer 
and provide all relevant documentation from the case: 

• For matters investigated by the Secretary of State as filing officer, the Secretary must 
notify the Attorney General; 

• For matters investigated by a county filing officer, the county filing officer must notify 
the county attorney; or 

• For matters investigated by a city or town filing officer, the city or town filing officer 
must notify the city or town attorney.  

 
A.R.S. § 16-938(C)(1)-(3). 
  
If the filing officer determines there is reasonable cause to believe that knowing and intentional 
misrepresentations were made, the filing officer may refer the matter to the enforcement officer 
for possible criminal prosecution as well. A.R.S. § 16-1021. 

 Decision by Enforcement Officer 

Upon receipt of a reasonable cause finding from a filing officer, an enforcement officer must: 
• Review the matter for potential conflicts of interest; 
• If necessary, conduct an investigation and/or compel discovery through the enforcement 

officer’s subpoena powers; and 
• Reach a final decision whether a campaign finance violation occurred. 

 
Nonpublic information independently gathered during the investigation (other than the complaint, 
response, reply and accompanying exhibits, which may be disclosed) must be kept confidential 
until after the final disposition of any appeal of the enforcement order.  A.R.S. § 16-938(E)(3). 
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If the enforcement officer determines a violation occurred, the enforcement officer may serve a 
notice of violation on the respondent. The notice must: 

• State with reasonable particularity the nature of the violation; 
• Specify the fine or penalty imposed, and any other corrective action required to be 

undertaken; and 
• Require compliance within 20 calendar days after the date of issuance of the notice. 

 
A.R.S. § 16-938(E)(2). 

1. Late Campaign Finance Reports 
 
In the case of a registered committee’s failure to file campaign finance reports, no further 
investigation or discovery is generally necessary and the enforcement officer may proceed to issue 
a notice of violation. The notice should include a calculation of the penalties that have accrued 
between the filing deadline and the date of the notice of violation, and state that penalties will 
continue to accrue until paid in full or corrective action is taken. A.R.S. § 16-938(E)(2); see also 
A.R.S. § 16-937(B). 

2. Other Campaign Finance Violations 
 
In the case of any other campaign finance violation, the notice of violation should include a 
presumptive financial penalty equal to the amount of money improperly received, spent or 
promised in violation of the law. In special circumstances, based on the severity, extent, or willful 
nature of the violation, the enforcement officer may issue a financial penalty up to three times the 
amount of money improperly received, spent or promised. The enforcement officer should outline 
the special circumstances in the notice of violation. 
 
A notice of violation also may require the respondent to form a political committee and thereafter 
file campaign finance reports for past and future political activity. However, if the respondent 
timely appeals this ruling, the respondent need not file the campaign finance reports unless and 
until the enforcement officer’s notice of violation has been upheld.  
A.R.S. § 16-938(E)(2).  

 Response to Notice of Violation 

1. Respondent Takes Corrective Action 
 
If a notice of violation requires corrective action and payment of a fine or financial penalty, but 
the respondent takes the specified corrective action within 20 days of being served with the notice, 
the respondent is not subject to any fine or financial penalty. A.R.S. § 16-938(G)(1). The 
enforcement officer should close the matter and issue a confirmation in writing. 
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2. Respondent Takes No Corrective Action 
 
If the respondent fails to timely comply with a notice of violation, the enforcement officer may 
impose the fine or financial penalty (if any) and provide the respondent a final notice stating that 
the fine or penalty may be appealed to the Superior Court. A.R.S. § 16-938(G)(2).  

3. Respondent Appeals to Superior Court 
 
If the respondent fails to comply with a final notice but timely files an appeal, the final notice is 
stayed until the appeal is resolved. A respondent must file an appeal in superior court within 30 
days after receiving the final decision and provide a copy of the appeal to the enforcement officer. 
A.R.S. § 16-938(H).  
 
At the hearing, the Superior Court must conduct a trial de novo and the enforcement officer has 
the burden of proving any alleged violations by a preponderance of the evidence. A.R.S. § 16-
938(I).  
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The sample forms contained in this manual are subject to revisions.  Please contact the Secretary 
of State’s Office, Election Services Division, for the most current version.  
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